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HE question of the papal supremacy is a sum-

mary of the whole cause at issue between the

Church and Protestantism in every shape. An-

cient AVTiters speak in no doiibtful tone of the

primacy and prerogatives of St, Peter. God him-

self, appeahng in a man's form to the mind and

heart of men, declares this iu a clearer, more

emphatic, and soul-piercing manner :

"Thou art Peter, and on this rock I will build

my Church." (Matt. xvi. 18.)

" Simon, Simon, I have prayed for thee that thy faith fail not ; and

thou, in thy turn, one day confirm thy brethren." (Luke, xxii. 24.)

" Feed my sheep ; feed my lambs." (John, xxi. 15-17.)

If St. Peter is thus made the head and bond of the college of the

Apostles,—if our Lord in the visible government of his Church on

earth has appointed him as the supreme ruler who was to succeed

himself,—there is a sure certainty which warrants us to expect that siich

a ruler -will continue in the Church until the consummation of all things.

That the Bishop of Rome is the successor of Saint Peter, and that the

prerogatives given to Saint Peter as the head of the Church, were to con-

tinue on his successors, has ever been the belief of the Church. The
Christian Fathers, as individual writers and witnesses, the ancient Church

in her universal councils, wdth one voice, regard the pope as sitting in the

chair of Saint Peter. His prerogatives are as imperishable as the life of tlie

Church itself. He is the rock of the Church, the source of all jurisdiction

and the centre of unity.

The history of the popes is but little kno^vn. It is a source of biog-

raphy from which much is to be learned, and much consolation can be

gained. To witness tliose holy men who succeeded to the cluair of Saint
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Peter for nearly four centuries die as martyrs for the faitli, and become

witnesses for the truth which they taught and so nobly defended, must

animate our faith and enliven our hope. To behold a holy band of con-

fessors succeed these, will increase our charity, and strengthen us in the

path of virtue. To see those holy men amidst good repute and evil

repute, meek and lowly like their divine Master, will teach us that humihty

is the mother of all graces and virtues.

Various histories of the popes have been written in different languages.

Some of these are true, and some false. The popes were ever the defenders

of rights and justice. They would not wink at the follies or acts of tyranny

and injustice practised by the princes and monarchs of Europe. Their

mission Avas divine, therefore it was their duty to defend the people from

cruel oppression and invasion of their civil rights. The guardianship

of the virgin, the widow, and the orphan was their especial office. This

harmonized not with the feelings of the proud monarchs and the haughty

feudal lords. Men were found who, professing themselves Christians, com-

posed histories or lives of the popes, in which errors were exaggerated,

faults magnified into crimes and vices of the most outrageous character

:

our Lord once more seems to suffer in the person of his vicar here on earth.

Even Protestantism could not swallow such wholesale falsehoods ; and a

Ilurter and a Roscoe, with a host of others, were found ready to buckle on

their armor, and to fight for the cause of God and his anointed.

Many writers of learning, and several of the most distinguished bishops

of the Church in this country, have constantly expressed a wish that a

history of the popes, in the English language, would be published for the

use of the laity.

This work of M. Artaud has received the commendation of the Holy

Father and of the most distinguished French bishops and ecclesiastics.

The hierarchy of America, so distinguished for its piety and learning, has

expressed its cordial approbation of it.

The exact chronology of the Eoman pontift"s, extending through more

than nineteen centuries, is a difficult matter to arrange in itself. Novaes,

the first edition of whose work was pubhshed in Kome, in 1785, has given

what he deems to be an exact catalogue. Many celebrated WTiters have

followed in this same work, in which there has not been an exact agree-

ment as to the date of the creation of the early popes. The length of

their reigns and the time of their death have caused also some difficul-

ties. The ancient catalogues and the ancient pictures, together mth

the writers in the different centuries, are the sources from which these

catalogues of popes have been taken. It is not to be wondered that in

the lapse of so many centuries there should be some discrepancies. These

are of no material account. The official almanac, called the Diario, is
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published each year at Eomi\ Tlio ehronology of the popes as given in

tliis document will be followed. It is adopted by M. Artaud, " as it enjoys

each year the approbation of the Holy See."
WILLIAM H. NELIGAN.

St. Columba's CHURCn, Easter, 18G5.

J^J'





LIVES OF THE POPES

*ST. PETER.— A. D. 42.+

AINT PETER, the Prince of the Apostles, and first

1-^ of the Chi-istian pontiffs, was originally named Si-

mon. His father was a fisherman of Bethsaida, near

the lake of Gennesareth, in Galilee, which was also

the birthplace of his brother, Saint Andrew, ^^len

Simon was about forty years old his brother pre-

\ sented him to our Saviour, who receiving him as one
i,\i,

^ . . .

of his apostles, surnamed him Cephas, which in the

Syriac signifies Stone, or JRoeJc. Upon this Bock I will hvild my CJwrch, and

the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. By these words our Saviour inti-

mated that in raising Saint Peter to the dignity of the chief of the apos-

tles, he made that dignity the foundation-stone of his Church.

As our Lord said that that edifice shall not be overturned, but subsist

throughout all ages, it follows that the authority of Saint Peter has

descended upon his successors, and that his See still continues, and ever

will continue to be the centre of Unity. In order to be true tnembers

of the Church, the faithful must ever hold to it. Thus the fathers

of the Church, and, following them, the theologians ha^e ever reasoned.

Heretics and unbelievers have, in vain, endeavored to obscure this ti'utli.

* The First Primacy.

t T'.ic yiar 4ii see FdJcy'n Historical Dictionary, vol. v., p. 40 ; edition 1839.
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For same time Saiut Peter did not habitually attend our Lord on his

journej^s, but always went to hear him when he taught the multitude.

One day, Jesus was on the shore of the lake Gennesareth, which is also

called the Sea of Tiberias, and knowing that Peter and Andrew had all

night cast their nets in vain, he told the fishermen to go further out from

the shore. They did so, and so abundant was the take, that not only

theu^ own boat, but also that of Saint James and Saint John was filled. Peter

presented himseK to express his gratitude, and professed himself unworthy

to a]3proach his Lord. The humility of Peter procured him a new call

from Jesus. Peter's usual residence was at Capharnaum ; our Lord

was often there, and walking along the shore again, saw Peter and

Andrew, and James, and John casting their nets into the sea. He again

called upon them to follow him ; and it was on that occavsion that fi'om

a mere fisherman Peter became, in the exact words of our Saviour, a

fslier of men.^ Going from Bethsaida to Csesarea, Jesus asked Peter what

he thought of the Son of Man, whom some considered to be John the

Baptist, and others considered to be one or the other of the prophets.

Peter rephed in that celebrated confession, that Jesus was the Christ, the

Son of the hving God. This reply obtained for liim the confii'mation of

the surname of Peter, and the power to hind and to loose for himself, per-

sonally, and to his successors in the Primacy.f Peter was one of the

witnesses of the glory of our Lord upon Mount Tabor. He was present

at the Last Supper, and was the first whose feet Jesus v/ashed.

In the pages of the inspired Gospels we see Peter in his phases of

man and aj^ostle, until the apostohc spirit dominated the natural temper.

His Master having reproved him for striking Malchus, Peter, timid and

fickle, forgot his oath, but ere long bitterly bewailed his fault. After the

death of our Sa^dour, Simon Peter hastened to the sepulchre. He was

the first to enter. He found that Jesus was no longer there. Peter was

also the first to whom, the Scripture informs us, Jesus appeared after

his resurrection. Peter, however, was still to receive an express mission,

more especially consecrating him to his apostohc functions. Josus ap-

peared to him and to John, when they both were engaged in fishing on

the Sea of Galilee. It was then and there that Jesus, after havhig thrice

received from Peter the acknowledgment of his love, as though to make

him expiate his triple denial, gave him a threefold charge of liis flock in

those words

—

Feed my lambs. Saint John, the beloved disciple, called

Peter by the title of Apostle (Chap. xxi. 15-17), as having received fi-om

Jesus Christ, in •reward of his attachment the Pastorate, which Saint

Ambrose (on Luke xxiii.) so well entitles the Vicarship of Love. The gift

Biog. Uiiiversellc, X. sxxiv., p. o26. f Matt. xvi. 10, 19.
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of tliiit function, as related by the Evangelist, was made at the very place

where Jesus had given to Simon the name of Peter, which Avas afterwards

confirmed to him by his calhng to the government of the Church of Christ.

Here Peter learned that, folloAving Jesus Christ, he would suffer like him,

and would be glorified in mart3'rdom.

Peter's first act of pontifical jurisdiction, after the Ascension, was the

assembing of a council at Jerasalem,* at which both the apostles and the

disciples were present. The object was the filling, in the apostohc college,

the place of the iniquitous Judas Iscariot. Matthias was chosen by

lot. Peter presided over tliat assemblage, and reminded it that the crime

of Judas had been foretold by David. Peter's apphcation of the Scrip-

tures was again very fehcitous when the disciples were visited by the

wondrous phenomenon of the Day of Pentecost. On that memorable day,

at about nine o'clock, a great sound, like unto the rushing of a mighty

wind,t filled the whole place of the assembly. All present saw, as it

were, tongues of fire, and they all felt themselves filled by that Spirit

which Jesus, on quitting them, promised they should be inspired with.

In the fervor and gush of the zeal by which they were transported,

their strange and eloquent language astonished the people of Jerusalem,

and even the strangers w^ho heard them. Some of the Jews took occasion

to reproach them as being intoxicated. Then Peter arose, and so earn-

estly preached Christ, risen from the dead, that three thousand persons

were converted, and asked to be baptized. That discourse of Peter was

at once wise and noble. The apostle announced that, in accomphshment

of the prophecy of Joel, the time announced by our Lord had arrived,:^

and that the disciples were filled with that Spirit which he was to shed

upon them, and upon his servants. Li the second council seven deacons

were appointed to assist the apostles in the distribution of alms, and in

the ministiy of preaching. It is remarkable how faithful the succeeding

pontiffs have been to the first two precepts of Peter. From the date of

the Ascension, Peter remained five years in Judea. At the gate of the

Temple, on Mount Sion, he restored to health a poor cripj)le who asked

him for charity. The Sadducees endeavored publicly to arrest Peter and

John, who preached the resun-ection of oxiv Lord. The apostles, on the

other hand, preached with redoubled courage ; and Peter, previously so

timid and halting in his ideas, no longer hesitated boldly to confess the

name of Jesus before the assembled doctors of the law. From that

period dates the triumph of the ApostoHc Church, persecuted fi-om its

* Novaes, i. 4. f Bif/g. Univ., t. xxiv., p. 329.

I Joel, ii. 28, 30. Effundam npintum meum super omnen carnem, &c.

—

Et dabo prodv/ia in

Cfplo et in terra, &c.

—

I will pcmr out my Spirit upon all jleah ; and there shall be waiidcnf in the

heacens and upon earth.
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bii-tli, and reviving from its persecution. The punishment of Ananias

and Sapphira, guilty of falsehood against both the sacredness of their oath

and the spirit of Christianity, and a thousand other testimonies to the

power which distinguished the hfe of Peter, served only to irritate his

enemies. Notwitlistauding the protection of Gamahel, who was held in

honor by all the people, that wise, prudent, and humane man, who wished

to ascertain whether the apostles and their followers were not a party

very different from any merely human faction, Peter and the apostles were

beaten with rods, and even threatened with death. They bore then* pun-

ishment with joy, and rejoiced in that they had been deemed worthy to

suffer for the name of their Master.

Then began a great persecution in Judea. Peter went to Samaria,

which Saint Philip had already converted, to administer the rite of Con-

firmation to the faithful. It was there that he held his first dispute with

the Samaritan, Simo;i the magician. Thence he proceeded to Csesarea

to baptize Cornelius the centurion, who commanded the garrison in that

city. Cornelius was the first Gentile who received baptism. He subse-

quently became Bishop of Csesarea. From Palestine, Peter passed into

Syria, to the metropohtan city of An.tioch, the most famous city of the

East, and considered as the third city of the E,oman empire— after

Rome and Alexandria. He took up his abode in Aiitioch m a. d. 38, and

governed that See for several years. Tlie more wortliiiy to fulfil his

pastoral duty, he fi'equently traversed the provinces of Pontus, Galatia,

Cappadocia, and Bithynia. Eventually, while visiting the afflicted Church

of Jerusalem, Peter was arrested by order of Herod Agrippa ; but the

apostle was miraculously dehvered by an angel, who led him from the

prison. That incident has been represented by the great Raphael, in one

of his purest frescoes in the Vatican.

Peter, having placed Saint Evodius ia the episcopal chair of Antioch,

determined to proceed in person to Rome. Going through Naples, he

planted the faith, by giving to that city Saint Aspren for its fii'st Bishop.*

Arrived at Rome, the holy pontiff lived in the Trastevere, near the

site of the Church of Saint CeciHa. In a short time, Pudens, a Roman
senator, having heard the preaching of Peter, declared himself converted,

and the Apostle was conducted to a fine palace which Pudens possessed

upon the Mount Viminal.

The capital of the world, says FeUer (v. 41), appeared to Peter to be

* See M. Sabbatini's Dissertation, taken from the Neapolitan Calendar (Month of April,

page 137), wliere tlie falsity is shown of the assertion made by the author of the Civil History

of Naples, that when Saint Severus was bishop of that city it was entii-ely pagan. That

Dissertation will be found in Zaccaria's Collection of Dissertations in Ecclesiastical History,

vol. xi., Diss. 8, p. 2ii9.
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the best centre for tlie propagation of tlie divine religion of "wliich lie

had become the chief minister ; for Peter was not only the bishop of

Rome, or of Antioch, but also the bishop of the Universal Church.

Saint Paul, in his Epistle to the Romans (chap. xv. 20), while con-

gratulating them on their faith, which he says is spoken of by all, tells

them that he has long intended to "s-isit them, but that he has been

prevented from so doing by the law which he has laid down for himself, not

to preach the gospel in places that had already received it, lest he should

build wpon the foundation of another. Saint Peter came to convert Rome,
that great city "which," as says Saint Leo, "by its celebrity and its

power had spread its superstitions throughout the earth, was now to

become, in fulfilment of the designs of God, the humble disciple of the

truth, and subsequently to extend its Siju'itual dominion beyond the

bounds of its ancient empire." Quce eras magistra ei-roris, facta es disci-

pula veritatis. Latins proisideres religione divina, qiiam dominatione terrena.

Well may we ask. Has there been any sovereign in the world who has

received a gi-eater or more glorious title than that which was thus bestowed

upon a man by God himseK ?

According to the Diario, it was in the year 42 that the twenty-five

years commenced that are commonly attributed to the pontificate of Saint

Peter. He wrote at that time from Rome his first epistle, of which we
shall speak hereafter. After seven years (being exiled by order of the

Emperor Claudius), Saint Peter returned to Jerusalem, where he held

the first council. He there first spoke upon the controversies which

had arisen at Antioch between the heresiarch Cerinthus and the new

converts. It was decided in that council that those converts were not

to be disturbed; that it was sufficient that they should abstain from

meat sacrificed to idols, and from fornication. That decision was sent

to Antioch with this formula, since adopted by the general councils : Visum

est Spiritui Sancto et nobis,—" It appears to the Holy Ghost and to ws."

The exile of Saint Peter lasted five years. After the death of the Emperor

Claudius, the Apostle, in the year 56, and the fourteenth of his pontifi-

cate, returned to Rome, and there found Simon the Magician, who

arrogated to himself the power of God, saying, " I command the angels,"

and who declared that the gift of working miracles might be jxirchased

with money. It is kno'svn how the prayers of Peter obtained the victory

over Simon, and how the latter broke his Hmbs near the temple of

Romulus, now the church of Saints Cosmas and Damian.

The Cathohcs of Rome perceiving at length that Nero meditated a

persecution, entreated the Apostle to conceal himself from the pursuit of

that monster of cruelty. Saint Peter left the city by the gate which is

now called Saint Mary ad passus, on the Appian way. There he was met
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by Jesus. Saint Peter asked wliitlier lie was going. Jesus replied,

" J am going to Rome, to be crucijied again." Then Saint Peter understood

that Jesus would be crucified in the person of his servant. Saint Peter then

retraced his steps to Eome, determined to endure whatever torment the

barbarous Nero might invent for him. Near the gate which leads to

Saint Sebastian, there is a little round temple, dedicated to the memory
of that apparition, and called Domine quo vadis,

—

Lord, wMther goest

thou ? It has also the name of Saint Mary de plantis, because where Jesus

rephed to Saint Peter, he left the trace of his sacred feet, upon a stone

still preserved in the Church of Saint Sebastian. Scarcely had Saint

Peter re-entered the city when he was arrested and taken to the Mamer-

tine prison. There he remained chained during nine months. The

chain was found A. D. 126, by Saint Balbina, and then given to Theodora,

a noble Eoman lady, sister of Saint Ermes, who was then governor of

the city, but who gloriously suffered martyrdom. Shortly afterwards, Theo-

dora gave that chain to Sixtus I., martyr ; it was placed in the Church of

Saint Peter ad vincula, after it was restored by Eudoxia, wife of the Empe-

ror Yalentinian III., under the reign of Pope Sixtus III., about the year 439.

Saint Peter was violently tormented in the Mamertine prison, where he

v/as confined with Saint Paul. From the prison Saint Peter was taken

to t be Janiculum, and was then put to death. He obtained it as a special

favor fi'om the executioner that he was to be crucified \aih. his head

do"v\Tiward, deeming himself unworthy to be placed on the cross in the

same position as his divine Master had been.

According to the opinion of Baronius, of brother Sangallo, and of

Novaes, Peter suffered mart;)Tdom in the year of our Lord 69. The

Diario, already quoted, gives the date of 65 ; but if, as has been expressly

said, the twenty-five years of Saint Peter's pontificate only commenced in

the year 42, it must at least be admitted that his death took place in the

year 67. We will not insist upon this point of history, for a whole host

of Dissertations have been written about the one and the other date.

The most distinguished names, and the most respectable traditions have

been quoted on either side. We have deemed it incumbent upon us to

cite the date which is given by Novaes, supported by Baronius, and also

that which renders the Diario consistent with itself.

The body of Saint Peter was at first interred in the catacombs,* and then

transferred to the Vatican. His head, as well as that of Saint Paul, is

over the high altar of the Basilica of Saint John of Lateran, where they

were placed by Pope Urban V., a. d. 1370.

* Wliich as yet were only excavations formed in taking ont the Puozzalana necessary for

building in Rome.
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The death of Saint Peter irrevocably fixed at Kome the chief See of the

Christian Church, Henceforth Eome has become the Jerusalem of

Christianity, the residence of its principal pastor, the centre of the

Catholic union, the oracle and the rale of the various Churches, from

which the fathers and the theologians of aU ages have asked decisions

upon aU difficult matters,* where the artifices of so many sectaries have

been confounded, who have endeavored to alter the doctrine of Jesus

Christ ; there their mission has been received by all those apostohc men

who, after the first pubHcation of the gospel, have carried that divine

Hght to the distant nations. It is not to be wondered at that the fury of the

heretics, and the sarcasms of bad CathoUcs have always, but especially

in this last century of turmoil and error, been directed against that gi-eat

mother of the Christians ; nor are we to be surprised that they have

united their efforis to misrepresent as the mere result of human poHcy the

authority that the Roman pontiff exercises over the Universal Church, by

virtue of powers received from God himseK.

Some Protestants have carried the partisan spirit so far as to main-

tain that Saint Peter never was at Kome, and consequently did not found

that See; but learned men, even though most opposed to the papal

authority, have fuUy refuted those Protestants. Pearson, an Enghsh

bishop, in a Dissertation which is included among his works, sustains it

by a striking array of testimony. In fact aU historical monuments give

evidence in its favor. Hegesippus, who, like Papias, Hved near the apos-

tohc time, pubhshed a history of the martyrdom of Saiut Peter at Eome.

Saint Irenseus and Saint Ignatius, disciples of Saint Peter, inform us that

that Apostle had fixed his See at Eome. Tertulhan calls the heretics them-

selves to -VNatness to the foundation of the Eoman Church by Saint Peter.

Saint Cyprian frequently speaks of that Church as the chair of Saint Peter.

Amobius, Saint Epiphanius, Origen, Saint Athanasius, Eusebius, Lactantius,

Saint Ambrose, Saint Optatus, Saint Jerome, Saint Augustine, Saint Chrys-

ostom, Paul Orosus, Maximus, Theodoret, Pauhnus, Saint Leo, and many

others, have left us catalogues of the bishops of Eome, from Saint Peter to

the pontiff who occupied the holy See in their time. All wiiters of history

continue on the series down to Pius IX., who now sits in the chair of Saint

Peter. What other reHgion than the Eoman CathoHc can present so marked

and so clearly proven a succession ? Need we wonder that its enemies have

endeavored to destroy the foundation? "What sect has ever ventured to

figure a chain of legitimate pastors so closely and weU connected ? Covfn-

(jant tale quid heretici ? Such is the challenge which TertuUian gave to all

heretics. That bold challenge has become stronger and safer still since the

* Feller, v. 41.

2
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days of TertuUian. He spoke thus when the Church was not yet two
centuries old. What would he have said, could he have witnessed the

su23erlaiman succession of eighteen centuries and a half, as it has existed

and has been attested by the most indisputable titles and monuments ?

"Against those who differ fi'om us," says Bossuet, "there is always this

damaging fact—they are separated from the great body of the Church

;

but for us, what consolation it is that from our sovereign pontiff we can

ascend uninterruptedly to Saint Peter, who was established by Jesus Christ

himseK ; and from Saint Peter, going back to the pontiffs of the Old LaAv,

we ascend to Aaron and to Moses, and from them to the patriarchs, and to

the very beginning of the world ! "What a succession ! "What a tradition

!

What a marvellous chain
!"

Besides the two epistles of Saint Peter which are received as canonical

books, several works have been attributed to him—as, his Acts, his Gospel,

and his Apocal^se ; but they are not genuine.

2. ST. LmUS.— A. D. 67.

AMT LINUS was the son of Herculanus, of the

family of the Mauri, of Yolterra, an ancient town of

Tuscany. Some authors suppose the family to be

the same that is called Morosina at Yenice, and

Mortgia at Milan. At the age of twenty-two he was

sent to Eome to study. There he saw Saint Peter,

who sent him to Besancon in France, to preach the

gospel, and it has even been affirmed that this saint

had the title of bishop. On his return to Home, Linus was declared by

Saint Peter his coadjutor. The regular canons named after St. Augiistine,

who venerate Saint Peter as their founder, include Linus among their num-

ber. He was elected as pontiff on the 30th of June, in the year 67.

Novaes gives precisely that date, as to the month, but thinks the year was

not 67 but 69. Linus was the immediate successor of Saint Peter, accord-

ing to Saint Ii-enaeus, Eusebius, and Saint Augustine. But Tertullian says

(in his book De Prescript., chap, xxxii.) that the prince of the Apostles named

Saint Clement as his successor. These passages are reconcilable on the

supposition that Saint Clement refused to accept that dignity until after

the decease of Saint Linus. And it is added that the reason why some

authors have placed Saint Clement immediately after Saint Peter, is that
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during the life of that Apostle, and during one of his apostolical journeys,*

Clement officiated as Peter's vicar, and administered, ad interim, the affairs

of the holy See.

It is the generally received opinion that Saint Linus ascended the chair

of Saint Peter when the first vicar of Jesus Christ was martyred. Saint

Linus, following a recommendation of Saint Paul,t ordered that women
should never enter the church -with uncovered heads. Pope Clement XW.
renewed that prohibition in the last century. Saint Linus excommunicated

the Menandrians who followed Menander, a Samaritan and a disciple of

Simon Magus. He maintained that the world was a creation of the angels,

and not of God, and defended the errors of the Mcolaites (so called after

Nicolas, Deacon of Antioch), who pretended that all things were in common
among the Christians. Li their assemblies they practised, as did most

of the early heretics, the most infamous turpitudes. Menander was perhaps

the first to introduce into the Church the germs of the Eastern philosophy.

This developed itself under various forms, through imposture and igno-

rance, and propagated an inextricable forest of heresies which it was not

easy to uproot. | It was under this pontificate that the destruction of Jeru-

salem took place. Linus might have witnessed the arrival at Rome of the

first of those Jews who were subsequently condemned to labor in building

the arch of Titus, where the Roman pride was flattered by the exhibition

of the seven-branched candlestick, as one of the trophies of the victory.

Works have been published, attributed to St. Linus as their author. They

are now pronoimced apocryphal, because they are infected by errors,

resembling those of the Manichaeans. Linus is named among the martyi's

in the canon of the Roman Church, which is of a higher antiquity than the

Sacramentary of Gelasius, and of greater authority on that point. Saint

Linus died in 78 ; his feast is kept on the 23d of September in the Roman

martyrology. The BiograpMe Universelle is in en-or in affirming that Saint

Linus received the crown of martyrdom under Nero. It was under Ves-

pasian that this saint perished a victim to the mahgnity of Saturninus,

a man of consular rank. Linus had assisted, during her long illness,

the daughter of that very man who also had solicited the prayers of the

pontiff. Pope Saint Linus reigned about eleven years.

FeUer, iv., 143.

f Epistle to tlie Corinthians, I., xi. 5.

t Vite dei cento primi Pontifici, di Melchior Cesarotti; Foreme, 1811 ; p. 4.
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3. SAIIfT ANACLETUS.*

HE Diario maintams that Cletus and Anacletus are

one and the same person ; Novaes asserts that they

were not ; and he says that Saint Cletns was the

son of Emihan, and was created pope on the 24th

of September, a. d. 80. During the hfe, and by the

order of Saint Peter, he divided Bome into twenty-

five parishes, and placed them under the direction

of the same number of priests. From that state-

ment, it has been inferred that Cletus was a coad-

jutor of Saint Peter in the suburban cities. We must not give implicit

credence to those authors who hold that Saint Cletus was the first pontiff

who, in the apostohc letters, used the formula salutem et apostolicam henedic-

tionem. That formula is not to be found before the time of John V., who

was created pope in 685. Saint Cletus is said to have originated those

pilgrimages to the churches of Rome, which have since been called Stations ;

and he is also said to have converted into a church his own house, situated

near the baths of Pliilip in the Rione de' Monti He is said to have suffered

martyi'dom, during the second persecution of the Church, on the 26th of

April, in the year 93 ; and Novaes adds, that he was interred at the Vatican.

It is stated, also, that the Holy See remained vacant for twenty days after

his decease.

Saint Anacletus was a Greek, born at Athens, and, according to No-

vaes, was the son of Antiochus. Under Saint Peter, he was deacon,

priest, and subsequently, bishop. He was elected pontiff on the 3d of

April, A. D. 78. He finished and dedicated the Basilica, which was built

on the spot where Saint Peter was martyred. Many authors maintain

that Cletus and Anacletus are but one and the same person,—neglecting

to notice that the birthplace, the parentage, the works, and the festivals

appointed by the Church for each of these saints, quite clearly show they

are different. Panvini maintains this ; nevertheless, the Very learned

Eather Lazzeri, who was especially learned in sacred antiquity, read

before the Roman College, in 1755, a fine dissertation, in which he main-

tained that Cletus and Anacletus were one and the same person. He
cited, in support of that opinion, the authority of Papebrock. Cletus

* Some authors hold that Cletus and Anacletus are one and the feame person, while others

8X)eah of them as two separate popes. We give above what has been said as to Pope ('let us.

Itut follow in tlie details the Dinrio regarding Anacletus, the third Cliristian pontiff.
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would have been pontiff in 73, bnt, being exiled with the otlier Christians,

he must have renounced the pontificate, and was replaced by Clement I.,

up to the year 83. Then, Clement himself being exiled, he, in his turn,

renounced the pontificate in favor of the same Cletus, his predecessor.

Cletus, on being called to Home, would quite naturally be named Jva-

detus, that is to say, JRevocato, the Recalled, or iterum Cletus. In this man-

ner Lazzeri reconciles the authority of the ancient fathers and the ancient

catalogues, which speak of Cletus and of Anacletus, while others mention

first Cletus, and then Anacletus. For the opinion which confounds Cletus

and Anacletus, Papebrock, Dupin, Tillemont, Pearson, Baillet, Father Hol-

loix, and Natalis Alexander may be consulted ; for the contrary opinion, the

two Pagis, Schelstrate (Vol. i.. Dissert. 2, chap. 2), and Sandmi (Dissert. 4).

AnacletiTS was distinguished for a rare integrity and great learning.

According to the authors of the Art de Verifier les Dates, and the Diario, he

died A. D. 91. Novaes says that some Decretals attributed to this pope are

suspected by modem critics.

He belonged to the order of regular canons, according to those who make

that order coeval with Saint Peter.

4. ST. CLEMENT.— A. d. 91.

%>/

AINT CLEMENT the first, successor to Anacletus,

was a native of Rome, and a disciple of Saint Peter.

Saint Paul speaks of him in terms of warm interest,

in his Epistle to the Philippians.

Clement appointed in Rome seven notaries, who

were charged with the duty of collecting the Acts of

the Martyrs, and registering them in the records of

the Church. Thence originated the institution of

the assistant Apostohc Prothonatories, who were increased to the number

of twelve by Sixtus V. To Clement have been attributed several Decretals,

which are now recognized as spurious. In two ordinations, he created

fifteen bishops, and ordained ten priests, and eleven deacons. During the

third Persecution, he was exiled to Cherson, a city of Pontus, and there

drowned in the sea.

Saint Clement wrote two epistles to the Corinthians. The first, which

the learned supposed to be lost, was published, almost entire, at Oxford, by

Patrick Giunio, from a manuscript in the library of the King of England^
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which manuscript we owe to Thecla, a noble Egyptian lady, who was con-

temporary with the first Council of Nice. It is one of the finest monuments

of antiquity. Tillemont ascribes to it " much unction and strength ; its

style is lucid, and it gxeatly resembles the Epistle to the Hebrews. We find

in the one not only some of the sense, but also even some of the very words

of the other." This fact has led some critics to beheve that Saint Clement

was the translator of that Epistle of Saint Paul. Many authors also attribute

to Saint Clement another letter to the Corinthians, of which there remains a

considerable fragment, which was pubHshed in Latin,* by Godefi'oy Wende-
lin, and from the Greek by Patrick Guinio. It seems, in fact, that Saint

Clement was the author of it. Saint Denis, of Corinth, mentions it in his

letter to Soter, and he testifies that froin time immemorial it had been

read in his church. Saint Irenseus pronounced it to be very powerful and

very persuasive, Clement of Alexandria cites it in his Stromates (section 5),

and it agrees with the fragment of it which we possess. Origen also cites

it in his Commentary on Saint John. Burigny says it is false, that Euse-

bius. Saint Jerome, and Photius absolutely reject it.

There is a church in Home known as Saint Clement's, which is said to occu-

py the site of the paternal house of this pontiff ; it is said to have been built

in the reign of Constantine, in memory of the disciple of Saint Peter. It was

in that church, the object of the especial veneration of the Bomans, that, in

417, Celestius, a disciple of the heresiarch Pelagius, was condemned by Pope

Zozimus. It is stated that its title was given to this church under Leo the

Great. Before the door is a small portico, supported by four granite

columns. From that portico we pass into the Atrium,t which is suiTOunded

by other porticoes, and ornamented by sixteen granite columns, six of which

are on each side, and four opposite to the door by which we enter the

church. It is divided into three naves by eighteen columns, which support,

with two arches, the side-walls. That church gives us an idea of the primi-

tive form of our Cathohc BasiHcas. It is asserted that it was in this church

that the body of ' Saint Clement, brought from the Crimea, rested for some

time. Novaes mentions, in a note, authorities which prove, in the terms of

the Constitution XIX., of Leo IX., that the body of Saint Clement, pontiff

and martyr, formed a part of the relics of the monastery of Casaure, in the

Abruzzi.

* Feller, ii., 279.

f Description of Rome, translated from the Italian by Mr. Charles Fea ; Rome, 1821 : 12mo,

vol. ii., p. 55.
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5. ST. EVARISTUS.— A. d. 100.

AINT EYAEISTUS was born at BetHeliem, in Pales-

tine. He was created pontiff in the year 100 of the

Christian era.* It has not been said of him that he

prided himself on his birthplace ; and even if he had

done so, few Christians would blame him for it.

Leaving Bethlehem at a very early age, he went to

Eome to study, and distinguished himself there by

both his piety and his erudition. When he became

sovereign pontiff, he oixlered, according to the apostoHcal tradition, that mar-

riages should be celebrated pubhcly, and with the priestly benediction, and

that no bishop should preach without the assistance of seven deacons.

Chacon says that this order was given to prevent their rivals from imputing

eiTor to them ; but Bianchini, in his notes ad Anastasium (vol. ii., p. 78), sup-

poses that the object of it was that those deacons should feel the truth in

the ministry of preaching. Evaristus distributed to the priests the titles,

that is to say, the churches of Borne, whence some authors have inferred

that this pontiff instituted Cardinal priests. To the rite of the consecration of

churches, passed fi-om the Old to the New Testament, Evaristus added some

ceremonies. In three or four ordinations, he created five bishops, six, or

according to some authors seventeen priests, and two deacons. He gov-

erned the Church nine years and three months, was martyred A. d. 109, and

buried in the Vatican.

The two Decretals attributed to Evaristus, one of which was addressed to

the bishops of Africa, and the other to aU the faithful in Egypt, are now
considered to be apocryphal.

Under his pontificate, the Church was attacked from without by the per-

secution of Trajan, and torn within by divers heresies. But one of the

consolations of this pontiff was the courage of Saint Ignatius, a disciple of

Saint Peter and of Saint John. Evaristus had maintained his correspond-

ence with Palestine and Syria. He knew that Saint Ignatius, surnamed

Theophous, or God-hearer, had been ordained bishop of Antioch, in the year

68, after Saint Evodius, the immediate successor to Saint Peter. Ignatius

governed that See with the zeal that was to be expected from a pupil and

* Though still quoting Novaes as to facts, we shaU henceforth adopt only the chronology ol

the Diano ; but the confusion relating to Cletus, Anacletus, and Saint Clement I., appeared to

us to justify the preceding discussion.
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an imitator of tlie apostles.'^ Nothing could exceed the ardor of his charity,

the vivacity of his faith, and the depth of his humility. All those virtues

appeared in great brilliancy in the third persecution to wliich Christianity

was subjected, under the reign of Trajan. Ignatius appeared before the

emperor, and sj^oke -ndth all the earnestness of a Christian, and received

fi'om that prince's owti hps the sentence of a barbarous death
;
yet Trajan

is constantly held up to our \aew as a model of justice and humanity. Sent

from Antioch to Bome, there to be thrown to the wild beasts, he saw Saint

Polycarp at Smyi-na, visited many churches, and wrote to those that he

could not go to. He encouraged the strong, and gave strength to the weak.

When he reached Home, whither he went of his ovvti accord and "svdthout

guards, because he had pledged his word that he wotdd not turn aside fi-om

his direct road, he resolutely opposed those of the faithful who would fain

have saved him from a terrible death. On the day appointed for his execu-

tion he heard the roaring of the htmgry hons : he said, " I am the wheat of

Jesus Christ, to be ground by the teeth of wild beasts into a perfectly pure

bread." Being exposed to two hons, he saw their approach mthout trem-

bhng, and was devoured by them, amidst the applauses of the vile multi-

tude. He yielded up his soul to God in the year of Christ 107, while

Evaristus was in secret
.
praying for so noble a martjT.-. Can any thing be

more edif^nng than the epistles of Ignatius ? In one of them he exclaims :

" jSTow I begin to be indeed the disciple of Christ ; having found Christ, I

no longer desire any thing that is to be found here below ; let fire, the cross,

or the wild beasts assail me, it signifies nothing, provided that I enjoy Jesus

Christ." "That heroism," says Cassarotti, "is so superior to humanity,

that we cannot think the rehgion that inspired it aught but divine."

Nothing confers gTeater glory upon the Christians of Rome and their head

than that letter of Ignatius. He makes the most edifying eulogy of that

church, bestows copious praises upon the faithful of the city, and expressly

says that he recognizes it as worthy of the primacy in authority, as it so

eminently held the primacy in virtues. Ignatius died of the wounds that

were inflicted by ferocious beasts ; Evaristus died imder the hands of execu-

tioners, more cruel than the wild beasts themselves.

* FeUer, iU. 597
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6. ST. ALEXAK^DER I.— a. b. 109.

T is said that this pontiff pursued his studit^s

under the direction and advice of Pimy the

Younger and Phitarch. There are attributed

to him two decrees and three deci-etal letters

;

the first addressed to all the orthodox, the second

to all the bishops, and the third to aU the priests.

Modern critics have decided those pieces to

be apocryphal. They find in them no trace of

the system of composition of the two great writers above mentioned.

Novaes credits what is said of Saint Alexander's connection with Pliny. As

regards Plutarch, he himseK confesses that during his travels in Italy he

could not command sufficient leisure to acquu-e a profound knowledge of

the Latin language, occupied as he was with the pubhc business which was

intrusted to him, and with the conferences with the learned men who
came to consult and hsten to him. In aU probability Plutarch could not

give lessons in Latin hterature to Alexander ; but the painter of the virtue

of the Greeks, who was born a. d. 66, in the Httle town of Cheronea, in

Beotia, could instruct the Christian in the art of meditating upon the

Greek hterature. This a pontiff could not neglect, as he necessarily had to

maintain coiTespondence with so many illustrious cities which spoke the

language of Homer and Herodotus. It is unfortunate that we have no letter

or other document from the pen of Alexander, containing any expression

of a feeling of gi-atitude towards such masters, as it might have enabled us

to learn something as to the various sentiments of Phny and Plutarch upon

the great question of rehgion which at that period divided the pagans.

The letter that Phny wrote in favor of the Christians is justly famous, and

does credit to his enhghtened tolerance. The virtues of that friend of

Trajan, who was then proconsul and governor of Bithjmia, induced, it is

said, some persons to reckon him among them, and to assign him a place

in their dyptics. Unfortunately, however, those partisans of Plinius secun-

dus have confounded him with another Secundus, a true Christian, whose

name was quite properly placed on the Christian roU.

Alexander was still young when he arrived at the pontificate. Some say

that he was only twenty, and others that he was thirty, when he became

Pope. On that point Novaes says :
" Alexander was young in years ; but in

morals, knowledge, and virtue he was a veteran.'' It was he who ordered

that the priests should celebrate but one Mass daily, Avliich nile was
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oLserred until the papacy of Saint Deodatus, in 615. Alexander converted

to the faith Ermes, prefect of Eome, that officer's wife, and numerous illus-

trious citizens. Being thrown into prison for those glorious efforts, he

converted the tribune Quirinus and his daughter Balbma. Alexander, in

tliree ordinations, created six bishops, six priests, and two or three deacons.

He suffered martji-dom under Adrian, who had not sufficiently weighed the

plea which Pliny the Younger had addressed to Trajan.

Pliny to the Empeeoe Tbajan.

" I feel it my duty, my Lord, to make known to you all my doubts ; for

who can better decide for me and instruct me ? I have never been present

at the trial and sentence of any Christian, so that I know not the particu-

lars of the information against them, or to how great a degree of punish-

ment they should be consigned. I feel great hesitation on the subject of

different ages. Should Christians be subject to punishment mthout any

distinction being made between the older and the younger ? Ought those

to be pardoned who repent, or is renunciation of Christianity useless when

it has once been professed ? Are they punishable for the mere name of

Christianity, or for the crimes connected with that name ? The following is

r.o rule by which I have governed myself in the cases which have been

brought before me concerning the Christians. I have questioned a second

and even a third time those who have avowed their Christianity, and I have

threatened them with punishment should they persist, and I have sent to

execution fJiose ivlio did so persist ; for no matter what may be the nature of

that which they confessed, I felt that I must not neglect to punish their

disobedience and their inflexible obstinacy. Others, though confessedly

guilty of the same folly, I have sent to Rome, because they are Boman
citizens. Subsequently this crime, or accusations of it having spread,* as

is usual in such cases, charges are made in great variety. An anonymous

memorial has been placed in my hands, accusing of Christianity many per-

sons who deny that they are or ever have been such. In my own presence, and

in terms that I dictated to them, they have invoked the gods, and offered

wine and incense to your image, which I expressly ordered to be brought

with the images of the gods. They have even indulged in furious impreca-

tions against Christ, which I am assured no real Christians can be made to

do. I therefore deemed that they ought to be acquitted. Others, accused

by an informer, at first admitted that they were Christians, but immediately

* Diffundente se crimine. Cicero sometimes uses the word crimen in the sense of crime; but

lie more; frequently uses it in the very different sense of accusation. This latter use of the word

seems most conformable to the disposition of Pliny in the character of mediator, which, without

compromising himself, ho wished to take.
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afterwards denied it, declaring that indeed tliej liad been, but bad ceased

to be so, some for three years and others for more, even to the extent in

some cases of twenty years. All of this class have venerated your image

and the statues of the gods, and have also cursed Christ, They protesteu

that their error or then- crime had been confined to the following particu-

lars* On appointed days they assembled before sum-ise, and sang by

turns verses in praise of Christ, as being God ;t that they engaged them-

selves on -oath, not to any crime, but that they would not be guilty of larceny,

theft, or adultery, or of breach of promise or denial of deposit made with

them. That afterwards it was their custom to separate, and then reas-

semble to eat in company innocent food ; and that they had ceased to hold

those assemblies when my edict was pubhshed, in obedience to your orders

forbidding such assembhes. This made me feel it all the more necessary

to get at the whole truth, by dint of torture, fi'om two young slave-girls,

who confessed to ministering in this worship •,% but as I ascertained only

that they carried to excess a stupid superstition, for that reason I suspended

further proceedings until I can receive your orders.

" This business appears to me to be worthy of your consideration, on

account of the multitude of those that are placed in this peril ; for a great

number of persons of aU ages and ranks, and of both sexes, are and will be

imphcated in this accusation. Tiiis contagious evil has not only difi'used§

itself in the cities and towns, but also in villages, and in the open country. I

beheve, however, that it can be remedied and arrested. What is certain is,

that our temples, which were almost deserted, are now frequented, and sacri-

fices long neglected recommence. || Yictims are now everywhere in demand,

which formerly found no purchasers ; whence we may infer what numbers

of persons would be redeemed from their errors if repentance would pro-

cure pardon."

Trajan rephed in the foUownng terms :

" You have taken the right coui'se, my dear Secundus, as to the cases of

Christianity that have been referred to you; for it is not practicable to

estabhsh a certain and general form of procedure in a business of this kind.

Inquiry and search should not be ordered ; but those who are accused and

convicted should be punished. If, however, the accused denies his Chris-

* Here Pliny somewhat more clearly shows what kind of reply he desired.

\ Sacy says, as if he had been God ; Pliny's words are, Carmenque C'hristo quasi Deo.

J If this ia true, Pliny's mercy soon grew weary ; those poor girls are to us martyrs.

§ De Sacy says, infected the thousand cities ; but pervagatur cannot properly bo translated by

iyifected.

I
The vanity of the administrator here peeps out ; or perhaps he says this in order that he

may the bottt-r captivate Trajan.
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tianitj, and autlienticates his denial by liis conduct—^I mean, by invoking

the gods—his repentance should obtain his pardon, whatever the suspicions

uiuler which ho has formerly labored. In no kind of accusation should

anonymous denunciations be received, for they set an evil example, and suit

not our age,"

Fleiu'y, after transcribing this letter, makes the following judicious obser-

vations :

" That reply of the emperor in some sort put a stop to the persecution

which threatened the Christians, yet left their enemies no less pretext to

annoy them. In some places the populace and in others the authorities

set snares for them ; so that without any declared general persecution,

there were individual persecutions in every province."

The persecution in which Pope Saint Alexander perished had not been

expressly ordered by the emperor, but the sycophantic governors hoping to

please him, and often without any orders, or under misinterpreted orders,

sent Christians to execution.

Saint Alexander governed the Holy See ten years, five months, and

twenty days ; he has the title of martyr in the Sacramentary of Pope Gregory

the Great, in the old calendar pubhshed at Verona in 1733, by Father Fron-

teau, and in all the Martyrologies. After several centuries, liis body was

removed to Saint Sabina, and placed beneath the high altar erected by

Sextus V.

7. ST. SIXTUS L— A. D. 119.

ORN of the senatorial family of the Colonnas,

Sixtus was created pontiff on the 29th of May,

119. He Avas the first to direct that the chahce and

the paten should be touched only by the sacred

ministers. Csesarotti remarks, that if the pagan

philosophers held in honor the names of the Eu-

A "*) molpes, the Orpheuses, and the Numas, because

^^<^ they originated or added to the pomp of the wor-

ship of their fantastic deities, into which those pagans introduced supersti-

tions and absurd ceremonies, we ought to contemplate with respect the

pontiffs who, hke Saint Alexander and Saint Sixtus, successively, and in

accordance with the Christian spirit, labored to render more venerable the

most august of aU our mysteries.
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Under the reign of Saint Sixtus tliere was less persecution. A proconsul

still more courageous than Pliny, represented to the Emperor Adrian Low
unjust it was to inflict cruel tortures, without examination and trial, fr<^m

mere prejudice against a class whose one only fault, in the estimation ol: all

reasonable Romans, consisted in the name of Christian. That proconsul

was Serenius Granianus. History should display in letters of gold the

name of that minister who ventured to expose himself to the hatred of the

prince in defence of truth and justice." The emperor was moved, and the

apologies which were presented to him by Quadratus and Aristides com-

pletely appeased him. Adrian T^Tote a memorable letter in favor of the

Christians,'!" strictly forbade denunciations of them, and ordered that those

who ofl'ended in that vase should be i^unished. This showed that if he had

not ah'eady learned to worship Jesus, he had at least learned to venerate

him. Ere long, however, the inconsistent prince suffered persecution to

be»in ao;ain. Sixtus was its victim.

Full of generous and considerate ideas, Sixtus had ordered that no bishop

having been summoned to Rome, and subsequently returning to his

bishopric, should be received there, except on his presenting to his people

apostohc letters called/o^'mate. These recommended the unity of the faith,

and a mutual love between the head of Cathohcity and the children of

Jesus Christ. Besides the letters called formatce,X there were others

termed canonicals, which were dehvered to the bishops when they were

about to return to their dioceses. Still more explicit than the formatce,

they tended to strengthen and render unalterable the unity of the faith,

obedience to the Holy See, the charity of the pope, and that of the mem-

bers of the Chui'ch. The word canonicals well explains the sense of those

letters. To prevent all system of fraud, those letters were sanctioned by

the first council of Nice, which prescribed their tenor, and in some sort

even the cypher in which they should be written ; for their language was

not inteUigible to all. There were letters called ^mct/?c.s, or communicatives.

These letters were given to pilgrims, and testified to their Catholic faith,

and to their communion with the church in which they hved. Letters

commendatory served pilgrims in their traveling expenses.

There were already lecters dimissory, by which a cleric could prove that he

was absent from his diocese by permission of his bishop. There were also

memoriales, or letters commonitory ; they contained instructions to the

legates for the fulfilment of the commissions with which they were

intnisted. And there were Synodals, which were issued on various occa-

sions. They were called encyclicals or circulars, and catholiccds, when they

* C'fKsarotti, p. 16. t Fleury, vol. i., p. 338.

X The format(e (formed) were so named on account of tlie seal or of the especial form used in

writing them
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were addressed to all tlie Churches. They were called decrekds when the

Roman pontiffs issued them in responses to yarious questions, or to pre-

scribe the performance or the omission of some act. Pastoral letters were

those of the bishops to their flocks. Letters confessorj were those given

to the Christians who, in times of persecution, were imprisoned for the sake

of Jesus. They recommended to the bishops those weak-minded men

who in their terror of torture had denied the faith ; and served afterwards

to admit these uncourageous Christians to penitence and rehabilitation.

Apostohc letters were those which emanated fi'om the Roman pontiffs, in

virtue of the apostohc authority. These were of various kinds. Some

were called briefs, by which name the ancients understood the documents

which described the ecclesiastical property ; or, what we should now call

inventories. The name of brief has become a generic term, and is apphed

to all the missive letters of the Roman pontiffs. There were, still further,

letters that were called clericcds, which were issued by the clergy during the

vacancy of Sees.* Saint Augustine speaks of letters termed trattatory,

by which princes invited the bishops to attend councils. The same name

was given to those letters by which bishops communicated to other bishops

what had taken place with respect to any business or question of import-

ance. Letters not noted by a title, or other public sign, were termed

pi'ivate.

It has been maintained that Saint Sixtus styled himseK bishop of

bishops. But this assertion rests only on an apocryphal letter, as Marea

and Baluze observe. Tertullian, who floui'ished at the commencement of

the third century, adopts that style and title in speaking of the Roman
pontiffs,t

Saint Sixtus created four bishops, nine priests, and three deacons, and

governed the Holy See during nearly nine years.

* Saint Augustine: £Jpist. 59, ad Victmin. f De Pudicitia, chap. i.
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8. ST. TELESPHORUS— A. d. 127.

AS a Greek by birth, though some authors say

that he was born in Terra Nova, in Calabria. It is

by some affirmed that his father was an Anchorite,

and that Telesphorus himseK was Eonian by birth.

Some say that by his decrees he confirmed the ob-

servance of Lent ; and others affirm that the quadra-

_ _ gesimal Fast came down by tradition, as stated by

^^^;g*^-"'=^<.:^^^) Saint Ignatius, Saint Jerome, and Theophihis.

This holy pope suffered martyrdom, a. d. 139.

In his four ordinations, Telesphorus created thirteen bishops, fifteen

priests, and eight deacons. Some pious Christians removed hia body after

execution, and placed it near that of Saint Peter, in the Vatican.

It is said that this pope ordered that all priests should celebrate three

Masses on Christmas day. But Novaes considers that this statement rests

only upon an apochryphal Decretal (vol. i., p. 44). However, this observ-

ance was followed under Saint Gregory the Great.

Saint Telesphorus presided over the Holy See during eleven years, eight

months, and eighteen days.

9. ST. HYGIOTUS.— A. d. 139.

AINT HTGINIUS was born at Athens, and was

raised to the papacy by the clergy and the people,

in A. D. 139. He settled the order of priority among

the clergy, which has led to the supposition that he

was the foimder of the College of Cardinals. The

custom of having a godfather and a godmother, at

the baptismal font, which some have attributed to

Hyginius, is stated by Novaes, on the authority of

TertuUian, to have been in use prior to the reign of that pontiff.

Hyginius excommunicated Cerdon, the author of that heresy wliich

afterwards was loiown as the Marcionite. This heresy taught that there

were two Gods, one good and the other cruel. Cerdon denied that Jesus

Christ had ever lived in the flesh, avemng that he was only a shadow. This
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sentence of Hyginius was almost universally approved. Novaes affirms tliat

tills pope suffered mart3n."dom, but Eusebius and Saint Cjiarian say that

though he endured much for the sake of the Church, he did not, strictly

speaking, suffer martyrdom. He governed the Holy See during three years,

eleven months, and twenty-nine days.

Saint Hyginius was buried at the Vatican. TVe have spoken of the clergy

and the people, as having elected the pope. The clergy were divided into

three classes—priests, heads of the clergy, and the inferior clergy. The

priests were the seven Suburbicans (afterwards named Cardinal bishops),

and the twenty-eight priests who were also called Cardinals. The principal

clergy, or primates of the Church, were the Primate of the Notaries, or arch-

deacon, the deputy archdeacon, the treasurer, the protoscrinarius, the Chief

of the Defenders, and the Nonienclator. The rest of the clergy consisted of

subdeacons, notaries, and acolytes. The people were divided into three

classes—the citizens, the soldiery, and the rest, though they were Chris-

tians, were not recognized as either citizens or soldiers.

In the eleventh century, under the reign of Nicholas II., the elective

faculty was limited to the principal priests and idcarial bishops of Rome,

who were then generally called Metropolitan Cardinals, Cardinal-bishops,

and Cardinal-deacons. {Novaes, Introd., vol. i., 29.)

10. ST. PIUS I.— A. D. 142.

AINT PIUS I. was born at Aquilea. He was created

pontiff A. D. 142. Lilce Saint Hyginius, he con-

demned the followers of Cerdon and his successor

in that heresy, Marcion.

"Marcion," says Fleury, "recognized two princi-

ples, the good and the evil, and he claimed to be

justified by these words of the Scripture :
' The Tree

which beareth good fniit is not evil ; and the Tree

which beareth bad fruit, is not good.' " He also availed himself of the

parable which advises that we mend not an old garment with new cloth,

nor put new wine into old bottles. He repudiated the Old Testament, as

ha\dng been given by the evil principle, and he composed a work which he

entit'ed Antitheses, or "the Contradictions between the Old Law and the

New Testament." His followers abstained from animal food, and used only

water in holy Communion. They carried their abhorrence of flesh meat so
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far as to suffer death as martyrs. This heresy had a great numhor of be-

hevers, not only in many places, but also during many centuries.*

The condemnjition pronounced by Saint Piiis I., added weight to the

excommimication pronounced against this heresy by Saint Hyginius.

Pius I. had also to combat the heresy of Valentinus, whose origin is not

kno^^ii. " Yalcntinus at first preached the Catholic faith in Egypt, where

he is said to have been born, and afterwards in Eome," says Fleury, " but

it was in the isle of G}-prus that he became perverted from the faith.

Possessing both ability and eloquence, he hoped for a bishopric, but being

disappointed, he, in his anger, undertook to combat the doctrine of the

Church.- He had studied the TiTitmgs of the Greeks, and especially the

Platonic philosophy.

Justin Martp- composed an apology for the Christians in the year of

Christ 150, and placed the following address in the beginning of it :
" To

THE Emperor Titus Elian Adrian Antonius, pious and august C^sar, and

TO HIS SON VeRISSIMUS, PHILOSOPHER ; AND LUCIUS, PHILOSOPHER, THE SON OF

C^SAR by NATURE, AND OF THE EmPEROR BY ADOPTION, LOVERS OF SCIENCE ; AND

TO THE SACRED SENATE, AND THE WHOLE KOMAN PEOPLE ; JuSTIN, SON OF PrIS-

CUS BaCCHIUS, a NATIVE OF FLAAaA OR NaPLES OF PALESTINE, ONE OF THE

PERSECUTED, PRESENTS THIS MEMORIAL,t

"Beason teaches us that those who are truly pious and philosophers

esteem and lore only the truth, and not old opinions if they are unsound.

You are every^'here called pious and philosophical ; the effect shows how

that really is.

" We do not intend to flatter you in this writing, but to ask you for justice,

in accordance with the most sound reason, and to entreat you not to hsten to

prejudices, nor to adhere to superstitions,:]: nor to passion, nor to give credence

to the false reports that have long been circulated, so as to render judgments

which must .be injurious to yourselves. For ourselves, we are persuaded that

no one can do us harm so long as no one can convict us of being evil doers
;

you may have us put to death, but you cannot injure us ; and in order that

this discourse be not thought rash, we beg for an exact inquuy into the

nature of the crimes that are imputed to us. If such crimes be proved

against us, let us be punished even more severely than such crimes merit

!

But if we be found blameless, sound reason forbids that you should maltreat

the innocent on account of false reports ; or rather that you wrong yourselves

in punishing in passion and not in justice. The legitimate form of justice is,

that subjects give a faithful account of their hfe and conversation, and that

* Fleury, vol. i., pp. 336, 337. \ Ibid., vol. i., p. 361.

X That term had already been used in the trials of Christians, but it was applied to our wor-

sliip by Pliny the Younger. It is now applied to the worship of false gods. We have made
great progress since Pliny's time.

3
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princes judge not by violence and tyranny, but in piety and \^-isdom. It is

for us, therefore, to make our life and conversation known to all tlie world,

lest we have imputed to ourselves those crimes which are charged against

us in ignorance ; and it is for you to show us that you are unprejudiced

judges. For if, after receiving this information, you do not act justly, you
will no longer have any excuse he/ore God."

Justin MartjT, in his first Apology, explains the doctrine of the Chris-

tians, saying that they adore, first, the eternal God, the author of all things

;

m the second place, his son Jesus Christ, who was crucified under Pontius

Pilate ; and in the third place, they honor the prophetic Spirit * Saint

Justin proceeds to say that Jesus Christ is the sovereign reason wiiich

entii-ely changes the heart of his worshippers.

Jesus is the supreme reason w^ho changes his follow^ers. The discourses

of Jesus were the word of God, brief and exact. They have convinced us.

The Christians are the only people who are punished for their creed and
worship, while all other rehgions are tolerated. Some adore trees, flowers,

eats, rats, and crocodiles, and generally animals. Moreover, all do not

adore the same things—the worship is different, in accordance with their

gods ; so that each sect is impious in the estimation of all the others.

" Nevertheless," he continues, " the only complaint you make against us, is

that w^e do not adore the same gods as you do, and that we offer to the dead

neither hbations, nor crowns, nor sacrifices. Yet you well know that the

others do not agree as to what they shall hold to be gods, or brutes, or

victims."

He goes on to complain that there is no order taken with the impostors

who, after the ascension of Jesus, set themselves up as Gods, as Simon the

Samaritan, of the city of Gitton, who, in the time of the Emperor Claudius,

performed divers magical operations, and was recognized at Rome as a god
;

Menander, a disciple of Simon, who seduced so many at Antioch ; and

Marcion, W'ho even at that very time taught that there was another God

greater than the Creator. Justm Martyr then explains all that took place

in the Christian assemblies, and ends by laying before the eyes of the princes

the copy of the letter of Adrian to Minutius Fundanus.f

To Saint Pius I. is attributed a decree ordering the celebration of Easter

Sunday ; but that celebration had ah'eady been ordered by the Apostles.

The same pontiff directed that converts from Judaism:}: to the CathoKc

faith should be received and baptized. At the solicitation of Saint Praxedes,

* Fleury, vol. i., p. 365. Hist. Des Pont.—r. 1.

f See above, page 29, the mention of that letter, written by the emperor on the request of the

proconsul Granianus.

X By these words Peter Boeriua understands the Jews themselves ; Baronius, the sect of

Cerinthns.
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(Itiiigliter of the senator Pudens, he erected in the palace of that Christian,

in which Saint Peter had lodged, the title of the Shepherd, and founded

there a church, now Imown under the name of Saint Pudentiana, siaier o/'

iS' ' in t Praxe( Jes.
*

In five onliuations, Saint Pius I. created twelve bishops, eighteen priests,

and eleven, or according to some, twenty-one deacons. He governed the

Cl:urch about fifteen years.

11. SAINT AOTCETUS.— A. r>. 157.

,

N the 25th of July, a. d. 157, Saint Anicetus, a Syrian

priest, son of John, was created pontiff. Between

that pope and Saint Polycarp, Bishop of Smyrna,

there was a gTeat controversy, which divided them

in opinion, but did not disturb their fiiendship. It

was upon the subject of the celebration of Easter.

Anicetus followed the tradition of Saint Peter, in

celebrating Easter on the Simday following the

foiu'teenth day of the moon of the vernal equinox. Saint Polycarp, on the

contrary, preferred the tradition of the Apostle Saint John, celebrating on the

day of that full moon, which sometimes feU on a week day. The bishops of

Asia did not agree upon that subject with the Roman Church. That question

was subsequently decided, as we shall relate in the life of Saint Victor I.

This difference of opinion did not cause any breach of friendship. On one

occasion, Anicetus even yielded to Polycarp the honor of offering up the

sacrifice of the Mass. Anicetus had the abihty to preserve liis flock from

the poison of en-or,t and to keep the great trust of the faith in all its

purity. By his vigilance he suppressed the heresies of Valentinus and

of Marcion.

Saint Anicetus suffered mai-tyrdom in the year 168. In five ordinations,

lie created nine bishops, seventeen priests, and fourteen deacons. He
governed the Church nearly eleven years. His remains, which for fourteen

himdred and twenty-nine years had rested in the cemetery of Cahxtus, are

at present venerated in the chapel of the Attemps palace at Borne, where

iliey were deposited on the 28th of October, 1604.1 This favor was granted,

by the Pope Clement VIU., to the Prince John Angelo, Duke of Attemps.

Novaes, i., p. 48. f Feller, i., p. 181. I Novaes, i., p. 5
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12. ST. SOTER.— A.D. 168.

ONDI, near Naples, was tlie native place of Saint

Soter, also in his life called Concordius. He was

created pontiff a. d. 168. Critics are not agreed

as to the authenticity of the decretals published

under his name. Novaes here repeats the warn-

ing which he had already given, that all the

decretals up to those of Saint Sichius, the thii'ty-

ninth pope, who was created A. d. 384, should be

examined with the most scrupulous attention. By the testimony of Saint

Denis, we know that Saint Soter fulfilled his duties with an unfailing zeal,

and that he, Hke his predecessors, who had to use great cii'cumspection,

dehghted in aiding distant and indigent Christians. He inquired into the

sufferings and needs of those who were persecuted for the faith. He sent

without delay consolation and provision to those whom the emperor's

orders condemned to work in the mines. The more prosperous Christians

were called upon to give large alms, by means of which such sufferings

could be diminished and alleviated. These cases, so niultiphed and so

pious, extended into the most distant parts of the world. At the same time,

this pontiff opposed the heresies which gnawed the \'itals of Christianity.

By means of an affectation of extreme strictness of life, the heretics

deluded the multitude : they pretended that the time had arrived which

they called the millennium.

The zeal of the sovereign pontiff obtained the important concession that

Christians, merely as Christians, should not be condemned—that unless

charged with some distinct crime against the State, their Christian creed

should not be imputed to them as a crime.

In five ordinations Saint Soter created eleven bishops, eighteen priests,

and nine deacons. He governed the Church nine years and a few months.

From the cemetery of Saint Cahxtus, where his body was at first buried,

it was removed by Sergius II., in 845, to the chui'ch of Saint Sylvester and

Martin ai Monti, and then to the Appian way, to the church of Saint

Sixtus, belonging to the Dominican fathers.

To this reign belongs the mii-acle of the thundering legion. Tlie follow-

ing account is given of it by Bossuet

:

" In an extreme scarcity of water that was endm-ed by the army of Mar-

cus Aurehus in Germany, a Christian legion obtained rain sufficient to

quench the thirst of aU the troops, and accompanied by thunder that terri-
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fiecT the enemy. This miracle caused the legion to receive, or to have

confirmed to it, the title of the fli undering. The emperor was touched by

that miracle, and AATote to the senate in favor of the Christians. Subse-

quently, his false priests persuaded him to attribute to their prayers to their

false gods the miracle which the pagans were far enough from wishing for."*

Evidence of this miracle is to be seen in the bas-reHefs of the Antonme

column. The Romans are there represented with weapons in hand against

the barbarians, who are seen extended upon the ground with their horses,

while a torrent of rain is pouring upon them, and they seem to be pros-

trated by the thunderbolts. On that occasion, in fact, Marcus Aurelius,

in his letter to the senate, declared that his army had "been saved by the

prayers of the Christian soldiers.

13. ST. ELEUTHERUS.— A. d. 177.

CCORDESTG to several writers. Saint Eleutherus

had the surname of Abondio ; he was a Greek,

and born at Nicopohs, now called Previsa, in

Albania. Others, however, say that he was a

NeapoHtan, born in Calabria. (It must be re-

membered that all that part of Italy was also

called Magna Grtecia.) At the request of Lucius,

king of that part of England which was subject

to the Romans, this pope sent Fugacius and

Damian into that island, to endeavor to convert it to the Catholic faith.

Marcus Aurelius was succeeded in the empire by Commodus, and by a

strange but welcome contradiction, the Church, which had been persecuted

during the reign of a good prince, was left in peace by a monstrous one.t

Elected a. d. 177, Saint Eleutherus governed the Church during fifteen

years and a few days. In three ordinations he created sixteen bishops,

twelve priests, and eight deacons. He was buried in the Vatican.

* Bossuet, Discourse on Universal History, p. 78.

f Cseearotti, p. 27.
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14. ST. YICTOR I.— A. I). 193.

%f{ HILE Yictor I. sat in the chair of Saint Peter,

especial attention was paid to the question about

the celebration of Easter, of which we have akeady

spoken. The dispute was on this question : whether

the celebration should take place on the fourteenth

day of the March moon, as the Asiatic Churches

maintained, or on the Sunday next after that four-

teenth day, as was customary at Eome and among

the Western Churches. This latter opinion, conformable to the tradition of

Saint Peter, prevailed in the council wliich was assembled in Eome by Pope

Saint Victor. However, those who preferred the contrary practice were not

condemned until the question was decided by the Council of Nice. But the

first decision proves what power Victor then had in the Church. Some

excitable persons wanted Saint Victor to excommunicate the Asiatic

bishops ; but, at the persuasion of Saint Irenseus, Victor did not pronounce

the decree of separation. Novaes gives the names of the authors who

beheve that fact ; but he also gives the names of the authors who, contrari-

wise, believe that the excommunication actually took place. Among these

latter he mentions Baronius, Pagi (criticism on Baronius, a. d. 194), Schel-

strate, the Bollandists, Basnage, and others. Pierre de Marca, while he

adopts the opinion of the latter authors, adds that Saint Victor, at the urgent

request of Saint Irenseus, subsequently admitted the bishops to communion.

Father Zaccaria, with Dumesnil and Daude, beheves that Victor deprived

the Asiatics of his individual communion, by depriving them of his Pacific

Letters^' and that, at length, he showed himself indulgent and patient, in

order that he might coucihate many bishops who disapproved of vexing-

Churches so illustrious, when theu* docihty and obedience might be better

left to the work of time.

Saint Victor I. decided that common water might, in case of actual

necessity, be used in baptism.

In several councils he excommunicated those heretics who maintained

that Christ was man and not God, and others who maintained that the

body of Jesus was celestial. He condemned Praxeas, who maintained that

the Father and not the Son had suffered on the cross, and who denied the

three persons of the most holy Trinity.

* See, ante, the nature of the various official letters, briefs, &c.
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At this period flourished Hxbxt Clemeut of Alexandria. His name was

Titxis Fhxyius Clemens ; some call him Athenian, which has led to the

behef that he was born at Athens. He was deeply learned in literature and

philosophy, especially in that of Plato. He was well versed also in the

holy Scriptures and the doctrine of the Gospel. At the commencement of

his Stromates, he thus informs us of the pains that he took in studjang

them. " I have not composed this work for ostentation ; it is a treasure of

memory for my old age, an artless remedy against obhvion and mahce, a

shght sketch of lively and animated discourses, and those blessed and truly

memorable men whom I have had the advantage to hear."

Victor, in two ordinations, created twelve bishops, four priests, and seven

deacons. He governed the Church about nine years. Saint Nicholas, who

was pope in 858, says* that Victor was truly, as well as in name, a Victor,

or conqueror, because he was martyrized/o?' the tradUions of the Church.

Saint Victor I. was buried in the Vatican.

He left some books on points of rehgion. They are lost, but they had

obtained the praises of Saint Jerome, who also says that Saint Victor was

the first among ecclesiastical authors to use the Latin language, all before

him having written in Greek.

15. ST. ZEPHTRmUS.— A. d. 202.

)EPHYEINUS, a Eoman, the son of Abondio, was

created pontiff A. D. 202. According to Anastasius,

who wTote the Ufe of this pope, he ordered that all

the priests lining with a bishop should be present

whenever he should officiate ; that no patriarch,

primate, or archbishop should pass sentence upon

a bishop without the authority of the Pope ; that

all Christians should communicate at Easter ; that

the patens and chalices should not be of wood, as

tiU then they had been, but of glass. Some writers say that Saint Zephy-

rinus ordered them to be neither of wood nor of glass, but of gold or silver.

Novaes cites all the authors who have written on the question, but seems to

be unwilling to come to any positive conclusion respecting it.

Saint Zephyrinus condemned the Montanists, the Phi'ygians, tJie Cataphry-

gians, and the Encratites. TertuUian also was excommunicated, and endeav-

• Letter 9, in the Collection of the Councils, by Labbe, p. 341.
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orcd to avenge himself by sarcasm, unwortliy of so lofty a genius, wliich

pride rendered lieretical. It was under Saint Zephyrinus that UiQ famous

Origen went to Eome to visit the first and most celebrated of all tiit Chris-

tian churches. Duruig the seventeen years of his pontificate, Sainc Zje^^hy-

rinus wholly devoted himself to maintaining the purity of the taith iuA

discipline in the clergy. By the prudent counsels of Zephyiin, Naialis, who

had professed the heresy of Theodotus, the currier, so fully and frankly

recanted, that the pontiff received him into the communion of the faithful,

and exempted him fi'om canonical penalties.

Saint Zephyrinus, in four ordiuations, created thirteen bishops, thirteen

priests, and seven deacons. He governed the Church nearly seventeen

years. He was buried in the cemetery called after the name of Cahxtus,

his successor, on the Appian way.

Saint Zephp'inus had an especial esteem for Clement, that Platonic

philosopher who became a Christian, and who taught in the school of

Alexandria. Clement had a great number of disciples who afterwards

ranked among the best masters ; among them were Origen, and Alexander,

bishop of Jerusalem. Clement died about the year 217. The most cele-

brated of his works is An Exhortation to the Pagans, the object of which is

to expose the absurdity of idolatry ; the Pedagogue, a master who conducts

the pupil from childhood to manhood in the way to heaven; and the

Stromata, a collection of miscellanies in eight books. He wrote this book

to serve him as a collection of memoranda, when his memory should faU him.

Clement, who well knew the pagans, has judged them more favorably

than many of the other Fathers ; though he conceals neither theu' errors

nor their vices.

TertuUian, priest of Carthage, died towards the close of the reign of Saiat

Zephp'inus. His works are of two kinds—those which he wTote before his

fall, and those Avhich he wrote after his separation from Eome. Among
those of the former class, is his Apology for the Christians, which is consid-

ered one of the most precious monuments of CathoHc antiquity. Fleury,*

among other details, gives the foUoTsdng extracts from TertuUian.

" We do not," says he, " entreat on his behalf gods which exist not, the

dead, and statues wliich he can command ; but we invoke, for the health of

the emperors, the eternal God, the true God, the hving God. Bareheaded,

^vith uphfted eyes, and hands outstretched towards heaven, we pray for all

the emperors, and we ask that they may have long life, a tranquil reign,

safety in their houses, valor in their armies, fidehty in the senate, honesty

in the people, and rest for every one. All that man or emperor can need,

I can only ask of Him who has the power to grant it, to whom I offer the

* Vol. ii., p. 27, et seq.
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one sacrifice that he hath commanded, the prayer that proceeds from a

piu-e heart, an innocent mind, and the inspiration of the Holy Ghost ; and

not a few grains of incense or of gum, or a few drops of wine, or the blood

of some paltry animal, and what is still worse, an evil conscience.

" We pray, not by the genius of Caesar, but by his health, which is more
august than his genius. Know ye not that genii are demons ? Neither will

I call the emperor God, because I wiQ. not lie, and because I respect him
too much to make a mockery of him. I am \^dlhng to call him Lord, but

only when I am not compelled to say Lord and God are equivalent. For

me, and equally for the emperor, there is but one Lord, who is all-powerful

and eternal.

" The Christians are denounced as public enemies, because they do not

pay false and vain honors to the emperors ; because, professing the true

rehgion, they daily enact their part in the pubhc rejoicings rather by the

feelings of their hearts- than by debauchery. Great honor, surely, is jDaid

to princes by setting out hearths and tables in the pubhc streets for the

banquet, and timiing the whole city iato a pubhc house, to mingle wine and

mire, and go about in companies committing insolences ! Can pubhc joy be

only expressed by pubhc shame? Are we culpable in praying for and

rejoicing in our emperors in pure, sober, and modest guise ?

"How many cruelties do you not still exercise against the Christians,

whether from your own inclination or in obedience to the laws ! How often

does it not happen that the populace, even without awaiting your orders,

throw stones at us, or set fire to our houses ! Have you ever remarked

that we have never done aught to revenge ourselves for so much injustice,

and an animosity that pursues us even unto the death ? Yet a single night,

and a few torches, would enable us abundantly to avenge ourselves, if it

were aUowable to us to repay evil mth evil ; and if we chose openly to declare

ourselves your enemies, could we not command strength and troops ? Are

the Moors, the Parthians, or any other nation, more numerous than all the

nations of the world ? We are hut a people of yesterday, and toe abound every-

where, in your cities, your hamlets, your camps, your castles, your tribes, your

palaces, the senate-house, and the public square ; in every place we have taJcen

possession, leaving you nothing but your temples."

Saint Justin himself is here surpassed in the sacred struggle against

intolerance.

Unhappily, Tertulhan did not persist in such excellent sentiments. He
became a Montanist ; and he left that sect and became the founder of a new

heresy. But, before his perjury, to what noble words he had given utter-

ance ! The evil produced no effect ; the good alone remained.

Saint Zephyrinus enjoyed the success of Tertulhan, and no doubt par-

doned his error, if, before his death, he manifested a true penitence.
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16. ST. CALIXTUS I.— a. d. 219.

AINT CALIXTUS I., son of Domitian, was a mem-
ber of the family of Domitia. He was created iu

tlie year 219. There was no persecution during his

pontificate ; nevertheless there were some martyrs.

Those calamities, however, must not be attributed

to the emperor himself ; for it may be said of Alex-

ander Severus that, though a pagan by education,

^^1^ lie A^•as Christian by disposition, and was one of the

princes who do the most honor to Eoman history and to our common hu-

manity. It is affirmed that he admired the maxims of Christianity, and that

one of those maxims—" We should not do unto others what we would not

that they should do unto us"—was by his order written in large letters in his

palace. He venerated Christ as one worthy of divine honors, and had our

Saviour's image among- his lares, or household gods, as the image of a

benefactor to humanity, and would have erected a temple to him in the year

222 (more than a century before Constantine), had not the obstinate pagans

objected that if that were done, the altars of their false gods would be de-

serted. There is much in this history that is consecrated to the glory of

Christ, illustrative of Christian doctrine, and destructive of that feeling of

surprise affected by Protestantism when it is compelled to recognize the

great power of Catholicism under Constantine. It was not m the power of

that prince to postpone the striking homage that he paid to the Cathohc

worship.*

C8esarotti,t in the article which he devotes to Cahxtus, asks whether the

violent death of that pontiff is to be attributed to a humane and generous

emperor ; he rephes that the emperor was at a distance from Borne, and

ignorant of the causes of that death. And he goes still further, and attrib-

utes it to the prefects of the city, and especially to the consulters of the law.

Of these officers, he says :
" They formed a very powerful order

;
profes-

sional pedantry urged them to display their zeal for the old laws, and to

sacrifice the law of conscience to the written law." This pontiff perished

during a popular insurrection, and ecclesiastical memoirs state that he Avas

throAvn from a "udndow and into a well. He did not die on the spot, and

men daily went down to maltreat the glorious martyr, who made no com-

plaint. The well is still to be seen in the church of Saint Cahxtus, of the

* Beauvais, Ahridgcd History of the Roman Emperors, vol. i., p. 347. f Caesarotti, p. 35.
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Benedictine Fathers, near that of Samt Mary, in Trastevere, which is itself

built on the former site of the house. That httle church, built with the

permission of the emperor,* was renewed by Gregory III., about the year

740 ; then it was granted to the Benedictine monies, with the palace built

by the Cardinal Moroni, in exchange for the monastery which they pos-

sessed on the Quii-inal, where the Quirinal palace now stands.

It is related that tliis pope expressly ordered that priests, on receiving

hoi}' orders, should make a vow of continence, and should never contract

marriage ; that marriage should not be contracted between relatives, and

that the fast of the ember days of the year, which in some countries was

neglected, should be strictly observed. He re-established, on the Appian

Way, the cemetery which takes the name of Saint CaHxtus, and which sub-

sequently has received the bodies of a hundred and seventy-four thousand

martyrs, and of forty-six jDontiifs. From this we may calculate how vast a

number of bodies must be contained in the other cemeteries in Rome.

In five ordinations, this pontiff created eight bishops, sixieen priests, and

four deacons. He governed the church about four years.

17. ST. URBAN I.— A. D. 223.

,N the death of Saint Cahxtus, Saint Urban I., a

^"<^ noble Roman, was created pontiff, in 223. He bap-

\^ tized many persons belonging to the Roman nobili-

ty, among others Saint CeciUa and her husband

Valerianus. He ordered that all the vessels used

in the sacred mysteries should be of silver; it is

not astonishing that silver chalices were in use

before this pontificate. On this subject Novaes

tells us that when Saint Boniface was asked whether it was allowable to

celebrate with vessels of wood, he repHed :
" Formerly, golden priests used

wooden chaHces ; now, wooden priests use golden chalices."

It was Urban who ordered that Christians should receive the chrism

only from the hands of the bishops, whence the heretics have stupidly attrib-

uted to him the institution of the Sacrament of Confirmation. It is as cer-

tain that that sacrament was instituted before Saint Urban, as it is that

Christ and the Apostles preceded that pope.

It is affirmed that he ordered that the thrones of the bishops should be

* Saint Calixtus was the first who was permitted to build a Christian church in Rome.
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made higher, so that they might judge the faithful; and it was ou that

account that those thrones are also called tribunals.

He suffered martp-dom in the year 230, under Alexander Severus. But

let us not on that account withdraw the praises we have bestowed upon that

emperor. Cresarotti has well explained that when that prmce was absent

from Rome, men who were obstinately attached to the old laws irritated

the populace and consigned the Christians to martyrdom. Man}^ preceding

decrees allowed the maltreatment of the Christians under various pretexts,

and the imprisonment of Romans who conspired against the State. The

condemnation, therefore, could easily mention some legally punishable

offence without sajdng that the only real cause of proceeding against the

accused was his being a Christian.

In five ordinations, Saint Urban I. created eight bishops, five priests, and

nine deacons.

He was buried in the cemetery of Pretextatus, on the Appian Way, near

the gate of Saint Sebastian.

The head of that pontiff is venerated in the church of Saint Mary, in the

TraMevere, in the chapel of the Madonna of Strada Cupa, which was richly

ornamented and consecrated by Cardinal the Duke of York, commendator}^

of that Basilica. The ceremony took place on the 14th of November, 1762.

Tliat chapel had been given by the chapter to that cardinal, who was brother

of Prince Charles Edward. His eminence was the last of the Stuarts, and died

in 1788. He had on his medals the title of Henry IX., King of England.

18. ST. PEl^TIAI^US.— A. D. 230.

AINT PENTIANUS, son of Calpurnius, was created

pontiff on the 26th of June, a. d. 230. Some learned

men think, yni\\ Platina, that it was this pope who
ordered the singing of the Psalms in the Church,

both by day and by night ; but other writers main-

tain that the custom is older. It is possible that

Saint Pentianus pubhshed a decree on this subject,

for the better regulation of the ecclesiastical prac-

tice. This latter is the opinion of SangaUo.*

In ten ordinations, Saint Pentianus created six bishops, six priests, and

five deacons. He governed the Church more than five years.

Oe8t. de Pontifici, vol. iii., p. 238.
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His body, martyrized iu the island of Tavolato, near the island of Sar-

dinia, was removed to Eome, by order of Pope Saint Fabian, and buried m
the cemetery of Calixtus. Two epistles are attributed to him, but they are

evidently apocryphal.

19. ST. ANTERUS.— A. d. 235.

E find, as the next sovereign pontiff, Saint Anterus,

a Greek, said to have been born at Petilia, in

Calabria, Grsecia Magna, but, according to other

authors, at Policastre. He was the son of Romulus,

who is said to have been born in Sardinia. An-

terus,was elected pope on the 9th of September,

A. D. 235. He governed the Church only one month.

He created one bishop, for the city of Fondi. He
suffered martyrdom because he ordered greater strictness in searching

into the acts of the martjTS, exactly collected by the notaries appointed by

Saint Clement I. x4.nterus was interred in the cemetery of Cahxtus, on the

Appian Way, whence his ashes were removed to the church of Saint Sylves-

ter, in the Campus Martins. They were discovered on the 17th of Novem-

ber, 1595, when Pope Clement YIII. rebuilt that church, which had fallen

into ruins.

20. ST. FABIAK— A.D. 236.

T is said that the electors decided in favor of

;
Fabian, son of Fabius, who was created pope on

the 13th of January, 236, because a dove, after

hovering about the heads of all present, during

-y the election, at length ahghted on the head of

Fabian. The fact is stated by Eusebius. To the

seven deacon-notaries apj^ointed by Saint Clem-
- ent I. to collect the acts of the martyrs, Fabian

ns, to assist the former in a task so pious and so

important. He appointed seven other deacons of a superior order to

oversee those of whom we have spoken. They were ordered to take care

added seven su
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tliat tlie acts were edited with details, and not in the few scant words to

which thej had been confined.

Fabian divided Rome into seven Rioni—quarters, or districts ; as Augustus

had divided it into fourteen. That ancient civil division did not please

Fabian ; while in that which he adopted, the seven deacons who were

charged to oversee the seven other deacons, and the seven subdeacous,

could take care of the poor in the seven churches. In this ecclesiastical

division originated the titles of the Cardinal-deacons, who at first were

entitled Regio7iari. It has been stated that Fabian gave orders that on holy

Thursday the old oil of the holy chrism should be burned. It has also

been stated that Fabian decreed that no one should be ordained priest at

an earlier age than thirty years ; that, in civil judgment, no priest could

be either accuser, or judge, or witness ; that the faithful should communicate

thrice in every year ; that priests who had become idiots as the result of

illness, should no longer be allowed to celebrate the Holy Sacrifice ; and that

marriage should be prohibited to the faithful to the fourth degree of con-

sanguinity. While recounting these regulations, Novaes adds :
" Neverthe-

less, I believe that although the sovereign pontifis of the primitive Christian

centuries must have made provision for the proper regulation of the Church,

I also believe that the Decretals attributed to the pontiffs earlier than Saint

Siricius, that is to say, earlier than the year 385, are apocryphal, with the

exception of four Decretals in the first three centuries. Those four are

—

one by Saint Clement, and three by Saint Cornelius. To these we may add

some fragments of other genuine documents ; viz., fragments of two Decre-

tals of Saint Stephen (year 253) ; of one of Saint Dionysius, year 259; of

anotber of Saint Felix I., 269 ; in the fourth century, two of Saint Julius

(year 337); the twelve of Saint Liberius (year 352); and eight of Saint

Damasus (year 366) ; all indicated by Monsignore Bartoli." *

The same prelate also mentions, in his nineteenth chapter, the ninety-

seven apocryphal Decretals forged by Isidore Mercator, and attributed to

the pontiffs who preceded Saint Gregory the Great, the 65th pope.

Saint Cyprian, spealdng of Saint Fabian, caUs liim an excellent man, and

says that the glory of his death was conformable to the purity, the hohness,

and the mtegrity of his hfe. He had the glory to banish from the Church

a new heretic, Privatus, an Afiican, who was previously condemned by a

council for enormous faults, and who endeavored by an insidious humility

to impose upon the candor of the pope.

Many modern ^\Titers have maintained that Saint Fabian baptized the

the Emperor Philip and his son, also named Philip ; in which case Philip,

the father, would have been the first Christian emperor. To those who, in

* Jur. Canon. Ins., cap. 18.
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; ommon A\-itli so many historians who are supported by documents possess-

ing the confidence and respect of all Christendom, maintain that Constan-

tine was the first Christian emperor, Novaes replies, as do some other

authors, that the tAvo opinions are not necessarily irreconcOable. He argues

that Philip might have been the first Christian emperor, and yet not have

dared publicly to profess his Christianity. In all things there are such

gradations. Always it is by gradations more or less distant that a free and

noble conduct develops itself in the history of a people : there have always

been precedents, more or less concealed, which have given the examples,

and strengthened the courage of some successor who has been assisted by

more favorable circumstances.

Cresarotti does not admit the Christian sentiments attributed to Philip,

and he thinks that to doubt them is by no means to do any wrong to our

holy religion. He who was a traitor to his prince, and the assassin of his

pupil, woiild be no very desirable acquisition to the Christians ; and if PhiHp

had really desired to become a genuine Christian, his first step should have

been to take off his crown and trample it under his feet, obtained, as it had

been, by so much perfidy. Then he should have passed liis whole remain-

ing days in the Station of the Weeping.*

In five ordinations, Fabian created either eleven or fourteen bishops,

twenty-two priests, and seven or eight deacons. The different numbers are

stated by different authors.

He governed the Church about fourteen years.

Having suffered martyrdom in the seventh persecution under Decius, this

Pope was buried in the cemetery of Saint CaHxtus. He is reckoned among

the Canons Regular.

The Holy See remained vacant during more than sixteen months, as the

persecution under the Emperor Decius became more and more cruel. In

this inteiwal, between the death of Fabian and the election of his successor,

the first of the Antipopes made his appearance. His name was Novatian.

With him began the first schism of the Church. Unfortunately, Novatian,

who died at Pome in the pontificate of Sixtus II., had, during nearly two

centuries, successors who were attached to that fatal schism which was

extinguished by Celestine I.

Fabian kept up a correspondence with Origen, bom at Alexandria in 185.

Clement of Alexandria was his master. Both sexes crowded to the school

of Origen. Few authors have been more industrious than he was, and feAv

men have been admired for as long a time, and no one has been more

The Weepers' Station, or Station, of Tears, was the first of the four degrees of the Canonical

penanct!. T]ie penitents could not enter the church ; they waited in the porch, covered with

sackcloth, confessing their sins, and begging with tears and supplications that the faithful would

pray for God's pardon for them.
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severely attacked and censured than lie was during liis life, and lias been

since his death.

His works are, an Exhortation to Martyrdom, and Comraentarks on the

Holy Scri2)ture, which he was perhaps the first to exj)lain as a whole. He
labored on an edition of the Scriptures in six columns, entitled Htxaplts.

In his book of Principia, he has been supposed to have borrowed his

system from the philosophy of Plato.*

We also owe to Origen the Treatise against Celsus. That enemy of the

Christian religion had insolently published his Discourse on Truth, a dis-

course full of insults and calumnies. In none of his writings has Origen

displayed so much of either Christian or profane science as in this ; nor in

any other work has he brought forward so many strong and solid proofs. It

is considered the most perfect and well-written defence of Christianity that

antiquity has bequeathed to us.

It is remarkable that the objections of Celsus are in most cases the same

that are repeated by the philosophers of our age. Those copyists have not

the merit of inventing errors and blasphemies, they are obhged to recur

to the sophisms of sophists forgotten for sixteen centuries. Scarcely was

Origen dead, when the disputes about his orthodoxy became stronger and

warmer. Some fathers defended him ; others, including Saint Basil, and

after him some of the commentators, aver that Origen did not think rightly

as to the divinity of the Holy Ghost. Origen was condemned in the fifth

general council. Saint Augustine wrote against the Origenists.

21. ST. CORNELIUS.— A. d. 251.

IKE many of his predecessors, Saint Cornelius was

a Boman priest, he was the son of Castinus, or

CaHxtus, of the noble family of the Octavii, or of

the Cornehi. Many authors include him among

the regular canons. CorneHus, against his own

will, was created pontifi" A. d. 251, more than a year

after the death of Saint Fabian, and he refused

the sovereign dignity with an exemplary and hum-

ble generosity. Sixteen bishops, as v/eU as the clergy and the people, were

present at that election. He ordered that only those who could prove

Flcury, II., 117 ; and Feller, IV., 653.
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themselves professors of the true faith corJcl put a cleric to his oath. An
oath should be taken while fasting, and no one could be swom at an earher

ai2:e than fourteen vears.

Notwithstanding the persecution which raged so violently during the

time of Saint Cornehus, there were at that time in Rome, as appears in a

letter given by Eusebius, forty-six priests, who superintended the Kke

number of parishes, seven deacons, seven sub-deacons, forty-two acolytes,

fifty-two exorcists, readers, and ostiaries, fifteen hundred widows, very many
poor persons, and Christian ceuobites ; aU these were properly supported

by the Church. Besides these, there was an immense number of Christians.

TertuUian, consequently, is justified in saying in his Apology, chapter 34,

that if, in his time, the Christians had migrated from the Eoman empire

to other countries, their absence would have produced a sort of sohtude.

In a Roman council, composed of sixty bishops, Cornehus excommuni-

cated the anti-pope Novatian, a Roman priest, a pagan by birth, a Christian

in appearance, and heretic fi'om despaii". All Novatian's sectaries were

included in that excommunication. It was then taught that the Church

could not receive into her bosom the fallen or rclo.psed, nor pardon their

ofience. The name of caduci was given to those who from fear of torture

abandoned the doctrines of Christianity. The caduci were subdivided into

several distinct classes. Some, says Novaes, were called sacrijicati, because

the}'- had saci-ificed to the idols ; others, thurificati, because they had offered

incense in the pagan sacrifices ; others were c^Ued idolatri, because they

recurred to the worship of the false gods ; and others, again, libellatici,

because, becoming renegades to the catholic faith, they paid money to

redeem themselves from the penalty of being ignominiously led to the

pagan altars, and on payment of the money were furnished by the magis-

trates with a Ubellns, or wTitten certificate of protection. Of the libellatici

there were several different classes. Among the caduci there was also a

class called traditori (traitors), because, obeying the edicts of the tyrants,

they gave up to the pagan judges some of the sacred vessels, or the books

of prayer, or church ornaments, or were still more heinously guilty in fur-

nishing the pagans with tlie names of the faithful. The schism of the

Donatists had its origin in the excommunications pronounced against

bishops suspected of being traditori.*

Among the bishops of that time, whether faithful or heretical, there were

some who demanded that the caduci should be received again into com-

munion without the enforcement of penance ; while others maintained that

they should not be received to penance itself, but should be rejected.

Fehcissimus, a priest of Carthage, was for a time at the head of the ro-

* On these points Saint Augustine, Orsi, Chardon, Kraua, and Lambertini may be consulted.

4
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laxed party ; and Novatian defended the rigorists, a kind of Jansenists of

that time. This was in reaHtj to deprive on the one hand those unfortu-

nates of all trust in repentance, and to take from the Church, on the other

hand, the divine faculty of pardoning. Cornelius, like a wise and moderate

father, endeavored to reconcile the stern laws of discipline with the gentler

promptings of compassion. He held out to penitent caduci the hand of

mercy for the alleviation of their pain; but he would not allow of their

return into the bosom of the Church until they had substantially proved

the truth of their penitence by submitting to the wholesome severity of

penance. Finally, he would not allow the complete rehabilitation of

repentant caduci until they had complied with every thing formally ordered

by the Church, except when such were in danger of death. It is a touching

spectacle, calculated to convert even the most hardened heart, to behold

the inexhaustible tenderness of the Church towards the dying, and that

disarmed hand which falls without smiting. A wise severity no longer

interposes between the culprit and his judges ; the priest who until then

has had so much power, no longer speaks with the same sternness, because

the master of both culprit and priest is about to speak, and because in the

depths of our souls that master has placed a certain disposition to that

mixture of attrition and contrition which most frequently becomes a frank

contrition, that is to say, a horror of sin caused by the love of that God
whose goodness is so great that the sinner no longer fears the penalties

which yet God's justice orders.

The decision of the pontiff was confirmed by that council of sixty bishops

of v/hich we have spoken, all approving of the excommunication of Nova-

tian. lu fact, to maintain that an apostacy is in some sort a matter of

indifference, and that immediately after having apostacized, a person may
present himself just as one who had remained a faithful Christian, is to

be wanting aHke in courage, in faith, and in dignity. On the other hand,

to maintain that, because an error has been committed, one should be

forever reputed a pagan, and driven forth hke some unclean creature, is to act

with a harshness which Christianity should shrink from. Those two oi:>po-

site opinions equally fell under condemnation. Those who maintained them

were no longer recognized as Christians, and the malignant men who advised

so many evils became isolated and execrated by the Church and by humanity.

For some time the Christians had been permitted to breathe freely ; but

a pestilence having broken out, it was attributed to the disdain which

Christians had manifested towards the false gods. Cornelius was too emi-

nent a person not to be proscribed. He was exiled to Centum Cellce (now

Civita Vecchia), where he found that crown of martyi'dom which he desired.

He merited it, says Saint Cyprian, for he had defied the fury of the tyrants

in daring to accept a title which in those times was in itself equivalent to a
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sentence of death. A holy purity, and a singular self-control and firmness

characterized Saint Cornelius.

In two ordinations he created seven or eight bishops, one or four priests,

and two or four deacons. He governed the Church one year, three months,

and ten days. It was in that inconsiderable space of time that he achieved

so much of good.

Fleury (II., 235), speaking of the acts of Saint Corneliiis, says: "A
council assembled at Rome, and consisting of sixty bishops, condemned

Novatian, his schism, and his cruel doctrine, which refused communion to

those who had fallen, however penitent they should become."

From Civita Vecchia the body of Saint Cornehus was translated to the

cemetery of Cahxtus, and afterwards placed in the Church of St. Mary in

Trasfevere.

The Holy See was vacant during one month and five days.

22. ST. LUCIUS I.— A. D. 252.

T is probable that Saint Lucius I., a Eoman priest,

one of the companions in exile of Saint Cornelius,

was elected at Civita Vecchia. He received the

pontificate a. d. 252. He ordered that the minis-

ters of the altars should never be chosen except

from among men of the purest virtue, and that

p^ none of them should ever go unaccompanied into a

^-^^^K" house occupied by a woman, and that no priest

should reside with a woman unless she should be

of his nearest kindred. The penalty of the priest for breach of that regula-

tion was deposition ; for the woman, exclusion fi-om the Church.

Lucius, who, like Saint Evaristus, was anxious for the greatness and

dignity of the pontificate and the episcopacy, ordered that two priests and

three deacons should constantly accompany the pontiff and the bishops as

witnesses of their whole course of life. At the commencement of his pon-

tificate, Lucius was sent into exile, but was soon afterwards recalled. This

recall, says Casarotti,* was caused not by repentance, but merely by a

caprice of cruelty, as the Eternal City was soon convinced. We arc

informed of this return by a letter of Saint Cyprian congratulating him.

Lucius received that letter with a transport of joy. The motive of the con-

* Caesarotti, p. 48.
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gratulation was worthy of both saiuta. The Afi-ican doubted not that God
had granted the termination of an exile in an obscure place to bring back
him upon a more brilliant theatre who was destined to perish before the

people of Kome. Fehcitations of this kind are to be found only in the

epistles of Christians.

Saint Lucius received the crown of martyrdom on the 5th March, A. D. 253.

In two ordinations this pope created seven bishops, four priests, and four

deacons. He governed the church a Kttle more than five months. Ke was
interred in the cemetery of Saint Cahxtus.

23. ST. STEPHEN I— a. d. 253.

AINT STEPHEN I., a Koman, was archdeacon of

the church of Rome under Saint Comehus and Saint

Lucius, and succeeded them in the power of the

keys. The period of the reign of Saint Stephen was
also that of the remarkable question whether it was

necessary to repeat the baptism given by heretics, in

the event of their return to the faith. The dispute

arose between two of the most eminent Christians,

one of whom, Stephen, was the foundation-stone, and the other a principal

pillar, Saint Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage. The traditions of the Church

held that baptism, even when conferred by heretics, preserved its sacra-

mental characteristics, provided that in conferring it all the evangehcal

forms had been preserved ; and, consequently, when a heretic passed from

the temples of error to the true sanctuary of truth, the baptismal ceremony

needed not to be renewed. Nevertheless, by degrees, in some of the prov-

mces of Afi'ica and Asia, the contrary custom had prevailed amongst holy

bishops and learned men ; and it received weight and even an extraordinary

importance from the example and authority of Saint Cyprian, who had suc-

ceeded in causing it to be riecognized in several councils on both those con-

tinents.

Saint Cyprian supported his opinion by arguments so plausible that Saint

Augustin confessed that he himseK would have been misled by them had

not the decision of the Church served him as both argument and rule.

Stephen, who, as became a pontiff, supported the ancient and more sound

doctriue, treated the custom as an innovation, and to all the attacks of Saint

Cyprian he opposed the invulnerable buckler of tradition. He avoided
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parrjiiig them by other argiimeuts, lest on questions relating to the faith

too much weight should be given to human reason always too rash.

Stephen was stern, more so than C^i^rian had anticipated. This dissension

ought not to weaken the veneration of the faithful for either the one or the

other. Both were actuated by the same spirit, and strove, though b}^ differ-

ent ways, to attain to the same end. Cj'prian was in error, yet sincerely

sought the truth ; Stephen was sternly strict, because he feared lest in

respecting error he should nurture it.

The bishop said that in order to be con%dnced he a^vaited the sentence of

the oecumenical Church. The pontiff anticipated it, and felt it within himself.

Saint Augustine observes that his controversy displayed the two superior

vii'tues of both disputants, charity and concord. Stephen, though per-

sistent in his disapprobation of such a maxim, yet did not condemn its pro-

pagator, and sedulously avoided striking one of the most zealous supporters

of the Church ;* Cyprian, in detaching himself from the head had given the

whole body a violent shock, yet ceased not to show himself faithfully united.

He peacefully endui'ed reproaches ; he preached gentleness, docility, and

integiity ; and if he did not abandon the doctrines which he favored, he

bore himself so humbly that it might be supposed that he had repudiated

them. Those two illustrious men, divided upon the question of the first

sacrament of the Church, were gloriously reunited to each other by the

bajitism of blood. That last baptism, which they received in the same

yenr, purified those elect souls from hereditary taint of humanity, leaving

only the bright light of their faith to shine in the day of God. Saint Yin-

cent de Lerins says of Stephen I., " That great pope, whose prudence was

as gi-eat as his sanctity, knew that piety can allow us to receive no other

doctrine than that which is handed down to us from the faith of our prede-

cessors, and that it is our duty to transmit it to others as faithfully and as

purely as we have received it ; tJiat we are not to carry religion whithersoever

ice choose, hut iofoUoioit whitJiersoever it leads; that the property of Christian

modesty is consistently to preserve the holy maxims left to us by oui-

fathers, and not to hand down our own ideas to our posterity. What was

the result of this dispute ? That which is usual in such matters ; the old

faith was recognized and upheld, and the innovation was rejected. The

question was not decided until the Council of Nice, where the view of

Stephen triumphed.

Novaes details the names of the writers on the question as to the suf-

ficient or insufficient baptism of heretics returning to the true faith. It was

Agrippinus, Saint C}'prian's predecessor in the bishopric of Carthage, who

first started this difficulty. Many authors, Italian, German, and French,

* Csesarotti, p. 51.
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have published important dissertations on the subject. Novaes decHnes to

decide another question, namely: whether Stephen confined himself to

threats or actually excommunicated Saint C^^rian.

In reply to Napoleon, on the subject of the marriage of Jerome Bona-

parte, dated 25th June, 1805, Pius YII. used these very words :—" The

chsparity of creed between Uvo haptized persons is not considered by the

Church a fatal impediment to marriage, even though one of the parties be

not in the Cathohc communion."

In two ordinations in the month of December, Stephen created three or

foui- bishops, six priests, and five deacons. He governed the Church four

years and about six months. The executioners of the persecutors seized

him at the moment when he was celebrating the holy sacrifice in the cata-

combs, and beheaded him on the very altar.

Innocent XII., among the presents that he made to Cosmos III., Grand

Duke of Tuscany, who was at Home during the Jubilee of 1700, gave him

the chair of Saint Stephen I., which the Grand Duke sent to the cathedral

of Pisa. It was under the invocation of this pope and saint that the cele-

brated Tuscan order of knighthood was founded, the " order of Saint Ste-

phen, saint and martyr."

The body of this saint was at first interred in the cemetery of Calixtus,

but on the 17th of August, in the year 762, it was removed to the Church

of Saint Stephen and Saint Sylvester, which Paul I. caused to be erected, and

which is now called the Church of Saint Sylvester, in capite, because in it is

preserved the head of Saint John the Baptist.

After the martyrdom of Saint Stephen, the Holy See remained vacant for

twenty-two days.

24. ST. SIXTHS IL— 257.

N the year 257 Saint Sixtus 11., an Athenian,

became pope. It is said that it was he who
ordered that the bodies of Saint Peter and Saint

Paul should be translated fi'om the place where

they rested into the catacombs during the raging

of the persecution. Then the faithful regularly

chanted the psalms until the ninth hour in those

sacred chambers.

The dispute relative to the baptism of heretics still existed, but there was

no longer a fatal discord to be deplored. Sixtus defended the doctrine of
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Stephen I. Dionjsms, the celebrated bishop of Alexandria offered to

mediate with Sixtus II. on the Easter question, as Saint Irenaeus had with

Victor. Sixtus pelded to the reasonings of Dionysius, and allowed the dis-

senting churches to keep to their customs until the question shoiild be

authoritatiyely settled by the sentence of a general council. The effect

proved the wisdom of this idea. The Eastern Churches, perceiving that

they were suspected of error, examined the question more attentively, and

various Afi'ican churches in succession, lapng aside the new custom, adopted

that of Rome—an event which led to the belief that Saint Cyprian himseK

had gradually abandoned his system.

The early years of the rule of the Emperor Valerian had promised some

tranqiiillity to the Church, but his good inclination was perverted by a min-

ister. The execution of Pope Saint Stephen presaged the fate of Sixtus,

Macrinus, a man of great influence, on account of his warhke skill and

courage, was infatuated v\'itli the mysteries of magic. He persuaded the

emperor that the true secret for rendering his reign prosperous lay in pro-

pitiating the demons by magical operations. At the same time he urged

that those operations would be ineffectual unless accompanied by the exter-

mination of the Christians, those chief enemies of the demons and magicians.

Valerian's feelings towards the Christians were thus changed ; his former

love became hatred, and he gave orders for the destruction ahke of the

bishops, priests, and deacons. Saint Sixtus was arrested and led to execu-

tion. The order was that the bishops should be first executed. Saint

Laurence, the principal of the deacons, was not on that day among the

number of the \'ictims. He, weeping, followed Sixtus, and exclaimed :
" My

father, whither are you going Avithout your son ? You are not accustomed

to offer sacrifice without the assistance of a minister. How have I dis-

pleased you ? Try me, whether I am worthy of the choice that you have

made of me for the distribution of the blood of our Lord." Sixtus replied :

" I do not abandon you, my son ; but God reserves you for a greater com-

bat. Doul^t it not ; in three days you vnU be with me." HaAang uttered

those prophetic words, he ascended to heaven, and from the height of the

abode of God he could look down upon the triumph of his disciple. For-

Uinati amho, exclaims Caesarotti.

Saint Sixtus was buried in the cemeterj'- of Pretextatus. Eleury* thus

relates the execution of Saint Laurence :

—

" However, the prefect of Eome, believing that the Christians had gi-eat

treasure concealed, and desiring to ascertain the fact, caused Saint

Laurence to be brought before him, as being, in his quahty of archdeacon,

the Christian treasurer also. When Saint Laurence was placed before him,

Vol. ii.. p. 317.
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the prefect said :
" It is your common complaint that we treat you cruelly

:

there are no torments. I mildly ash you what entirely depends upon your-

seK to answer. It is stated that in yoiir ceremonies the pontiffs oHer Hba-

tious in vessels of gold, that the blood of the victims is received in vessels

of silver, and that, to illuminate your nocturnal sacrifices, your tapers are

bonie in golden candelabra. It is further stated, that to defray the expenses

of these things, the brethren sell their inheritance, and often reduce their

children to poverty. Bring forth these hidden treasures
;
your prince has

need of them for the payment of his troops. I understand that it is yoiu"

doctrine that you should ' render unto Csesar the things that are Caesar's :'

and I do not suppose that your God coins money. When he came into the

world he brought no money with him, but only words. Give us the money,

and rest content mth words." Saint Laurence calmly replied :
" I confess

that our Church is rich ; and the emperor has not such great treasures. 1

will show you what our Church has of the most precious ; only give me a

Httle time to put all in order, to make the calculation, and to draw up the

statement."

That reply satisfied the prefect, w^ho, imagining that he was about to

grasp the treasures of the Chui'ch, gTanted a delay of three days. During

those three days. Saint Laurence traversed the city, gathering together the

poor who were supported by the Church, the halt, the lame, and the blind,

of whom he knew more than any other person did. Having got them

together, he took down their names, and drew them up in a line before the

Church. On the day appointed for the production of the Church treasures,

he went to the prefect and said :
" Come and behold the treasures of our

God
;
you will see a great court-yard filled with vessels of gold, and whole

talents of gold heaped together beneath the galleries." The prefect accom-

panied him, and, in beholding those paupers of hideous and sordid aspect,

who importiined him for alms, he, with angry and threatening glances,

tui'ned to Saint Laurence, who mildly inquired :
" Why are you angry ? The

gold wliich you so ardently desire is a vile metal drawn from the earth, and

is what causes so many crimes. The true gold is the Hght of which these

poor people are the disciples ; their bodily weakness is their spiritual ad-

vantage ; the real diseases of our race are the vices and the passions ; the

great people of the time are the really wretched and contemj)tible people.

Behold the treasures that I promised you, and to them I will add pearls

and diamonds. You see these widows and -sdrguis ? They are the crown

of the Church ; make these riches profitable to Rome, to the emperor, and

to yourseK."

"Do you maJie sport of me, thus?" said the prefect. "I know that you

Christians affect to despise death, and therefore I will not have you

promptly killed." Then he caused a framework of u'on bars to be set over
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a slow fire, in order to take a longer time to burn the martyr to death.

Saint Laurence Avas stripped and laid upon the gigantic giidiron. To the

newly baptized Christians his countenance seemed to shine with an extra-

ordinary brightness. "Wlien the martyr had laid thus for some time on one

side, he said to the prefect—" Tell them to turn me over ; I am done enough

on this side." Then, looking up to heaven, he prayed to God for the con-

vei'sion of Rome, and gave up the ghost. Some senators, converted by his

example, can-ie<l his body on their shoulders, and he was buried near the

Tiburtean road, in a grotto, on the 10th of August, A. d. 259.

But for the hasty cnielty of the prefect, the clergy of Eome would doubt-

less have named the courageous Saint Laurence as the successor in the

pontificate of Sixtus I., and we should reckon that intrepid confessor of the

faith among those who have occupied the chair of Saint Peter.

Shortly afterwards, Saint Cj-prian received the crown of glory at Car-

thage.

25. ST. DIONYSIUS. A. D. 259.

N the 12tli of September, a. d. 259, Saint Dionysius,

born in Calabria, a priest of the Pioman Church,

was created pope. He rearranged the parishes of

Eome, and re-established those institutions v/hich

had been disturbed by Valerian's persecutions.

Saint Basil calls Dionysius a man illustrious for

fideHty to the faith and for virtues of every kind
;

and the same is said of this pope by his namesake,

Dionysius, bishop of Alexandria, whom Saint

Anastasius speaks of as an admirable prelate.

Pope Dionysius had so long and perfect an acquaintance with the doctrines

of the Church, that he might have served as the referee of an oecumenical

council. During the dispute about the baptism of heretics, he adliered to

the decision of Stephen.

The city of Ca^sarea, in Cappadocia, having been sacked by the bar-

barians, Pope Dionysius, faithful to the generous traditions of his prede-

cessors, sent to the churches there both consolation and means to redeem

Christians from slavery, which circumstance caused the people to bless the

memory of that pontiff, and to hold his letters in gi-eat veneration. Never-

theless, the harmony whicli had existed between Dionysius of Rome and
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Dionysius of Alexandiia was on tlie point of being distiu'bed on account of

a serious error of tlie latter. He undertook to refute with some warmth

the heresy of Sabellius, who recognized in God no distinction of persons.

Some believed, or pretended to beheve, that in combating that error

Dionysius of Alexandria had fallen into another that was no less blame-

worthy—that of supposing the Son not to be consubstantial with the Father.

The pontiff wrote to him, and from the explanations which were given

there resulted, as the pontiff hastened to acknowledge in the tenderest

terms, a complete satisfaction. GaUienus commanded that persecution

should cease, and declared it his pleasure that every one should freely follow

his own creed. The pontiff, after a long and hohly employed life, died A. D.

269. He governed the Church ten years, five months, and a few days.

In two ordinations he created seven bishops, twelve priests, and six

deacons. He was interred in the cemetery of Calixtus.

After his decease the Holy See was vacant foiir days.

26. ST. FELIX I.— a. d. 269.

HE successor of St. Dion^'sius, Saint Felix I., was

the son of Constantius. He ordered, or perhaps

only confirmed the custom, that Masses, termed

memorials, should be celebrated on the tombs of

the martyrs, and that the altars should be conse-

crated, and have rehcs of martyrs placed in them.

Fehx continued to be watchful respecting the false

doctrines of the innovators, who endeavored to

corrupt the purity of the faith. Just as Christians

were deploring the wounds inflicted on the Church by the heresiarch

SabeUius, there appeared a new assailant, Paul of Samosata, bishop of

Antioch. He regarded reHgion only as the instrument of avarice, luxury,

and vanity.* Licentious and inflated with worldly pride, a theatrical per-

former rather than a sacred orator, a rapacious priest, and a speculating

bishop, corrupt in his ovm acts, and the corruptor of his flock, he was a

Christian by accident, and by adulation made himself almost a Jew, for, in

his eagerness to obtain favor with Zenobia, queen of Palmyra, who was
inclined to Judaism, he Judaized his doctrines. The Council of Antioch,

after having in three solemn assembHes convicted, condemned, and deposed

* Caesarotti, p. 58.
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tliat imwoi'tliy bishop, gave notice of that judgment to all the Catholic

churches, and in particular, as was fit, to that of Rome. A letter was

addressed to Pope Diouysius to instruct him of the judgment, but as that

Pope died before the letter reached Rome it was received by Felix. On
that occasion the courageous pontiff sent to Maximus, bishop of Alexan-

dria, a celebrated synodal, quoted by the Council of Ephesus, which

condemned both the heresy of Sabellius and that of Paul of Samosata,

This latter heretic having, as we have stated, been deprived of his epis-

copate, Domnus was elected in his place. Such was the fury of the Samo-

satian, that he refused to vacate the episcopal palace ; and he persisted

until the Emperor AureHan himself, on the application of the Eastern

churches, ordered him to be expelled fi-om the palace, that it might receive

the bishop who was recogiiized by the Church of Rome and the Itahan

bishops. This proves that Aui-elian, at the commencement of his reign,

showed himself indulgent to the Christians ; and Eusebius observes that at

that time one might have said that the devil was asleep. But, unfortu-

nately," the slumbers of the devil are neither sound nor long. It was not

long ere he awoke, and excited that same Aurehan to order a persecution.

It was not universal, and we may add that it was not of long duration, but

it added, nevertheless, very many new names to the martyi'ology.

Felix was the first victim : he perished vnth. that fixmness which so well

became him who may be pointed out as the model of the most shining

\'irtues.

In two ordinations, in the month of December, he made five bishops, nine

priests, and five deacons. He governed the Church about five years. He
was inten-ed in the cemetery on the Aurehan Way, about two miles fi'om

Rome, where subsequently a church was consecrated by Felix II.

The fury of the persecutor increased at every instant, and no doubt it was

for that reason that the Holy See remained vacant only four days.

A short time before the reign of Saint Felix, CathoHcism had to

lament the death of Saint Gregory, the Thaumaturgist, bishop of Neo-

cesarea. During the weak reign of GaUienus, the Goths had overrun

Thrace and Macedonia, whence they spread into Asia and Pontus. They

plundered and burned the Temple of Diana, Those disorders gave occa-

sion to some Christians to commit crimes. Suddenly Saint Gregory sent a

canonical epistle to a bishop, pointing out different degi'ees of penance for

those Christians loho made themselves Goths by joining them in order to pillage.

Fleury (ii. 373) says :
" Even the enemies of the Church have called Saint

Gregory another Moses, on account of his miracles."

* Csesarotti, p. 59.
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27. ST. EUTYCHIAI^US.— A. d. 275.

AINT EUTYCHIANUS, of Luni, a city of which now
only the ruins are to be seen near Savona, was the

^ son of Marinus, or Martinus, names which have long

been almost synonymous. He was created pope in

the year 275.

According to Bury,* this pope instituted the Offer-

tory of the Mass ; and he ordered the benediction,

^7i^''^ under certain circumstances, of branches of trees and

of fruit. He decided that the faithful, who had married before the women
had been baptized, should have the right to keep their wives or repudiate

them. By that order, he did not encroach upon the Roman laws of that

time.

By his command, drunkards were excluded from Communion until they

should abandon then* vice. He with his own hands buried above three hun-

dred and forty-two martyrs. He ordered that no one should be buried but

in a rolohio, a Idnd @f cloak, of red color
;
previously they had been buried

m white cloth, stained with their own blood.

In five ordinations, in the month of December, he created nine bishops,

sixteen priests, and five deacons. He died on the 8th of December, a. d.

283, and was interred in the cemetery of Calixtus, but the body was after-

wards removed to his native place, Luni.

The Holy See remained vacant seven days.

It was during the pontificate of Eutychianus that the heresiarch Manes

appeared.

If heresy raised its heads, the faith of Jesus Christ more than ever at-

tracted men's hearts. In the need of extending the faith, the Roman pon-

tiffs recommended zealous propagandism. The Christians tried those who

were willing to listen to them. These latter were divided into two classes

—

one, the beginners, who had not yet learned the creed ; the other, those

who appeared entirely resolved upon following the maxims of Christianity.

Belief was not left to mere chance ; the beginners were instructed by de-

grees, and according to their capacity. If a Gentile profited by that instruc-

tion, hands were laid upon him, and he became a Catechumen. Those who

were baptized were known as tJiefaithful.

* Eomanor. Pontific. hretis IfotUia, 1726, p. 30.
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28. ST. CATUS— A.D. 283,

PRIEST of Spiilatro, in Dalmatia, son of Saint

Cains, priest, brother of Saint Gabinns, uncle of

Saint Susannah, A^irgin and martjT, and nephevv-

of the Emperor Diocletian, was created pontiff

on the 10th of December, 283.

He confirmed the custom which required clerics

to pass through the seven inferior orders of the

Church dming a fitting period, before they could

be created bishops.* In five ordinations he

created, ra December, five bishops, tAveiity-five priests, and eight deacons,

and he governed the Church twelve years, four months, and seventeen days.

He clied on the 22d of April, a. d. 296. He was a man of rare prudence

and "virtue. He was interred in the cemetery of Cahxtus. The Holy See

was vacant ten days.

Under this pontificate reigned the Emperor Maximianus. Desiring to

pass into Gaul, he brought from the East a legion named the Theban, whiel;

was composed of Christians ; and he wished to make them, hke other

soldiers, says Fleury, instruments in the persecution of the Christians. The

regiment refused to obey. The emperor, to rest fi"om the fatigues of the

journey, stopped upon the Alps, in a place called Octodurum, now Mar-

tinach in the Yalais. Tlie Theban legion was then near there, at a place

called Agaunus, at the foot of the mountain now known as the Great Saint

Bernard. The emperor, irritated by the disobedience of the Theban legion,

ordered it to be decimated, and then repeated his orders that the rest

should persecute the Christians. Decimation was a military punishment

of offending soldiery. The Theban legion, on receiving this second order,

began to exclaim throughout the campt that they would rather suffer the

utmost extremities than do any thing against the Christian religion. The

emperor ordered them to be again decimated, and the survivors to be

reduced to obedience. Every tenth man was again put to deaj|^, and the

sur\T[vors encouraged each other to persevere.

They were principally encoui'aged by three of their officers, Mauritius,

Exuperus, and Candidus, who exlioried them to follow the example of their

comrades, who had passed through mart}Tdom to heaven. Under the

advice of their officers, the soldiers sent a remonstrance to the emperor.

* That cn«tom ha'l existed from the time of Saint Cornelitis.

f Barouius, ad Martyr., 22 Septt;iiibor.
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" We are your soldiers, lord," said the remonstrance, but servants of God,

we confess it freely. To you we owe the service of war, to Him the service

of innocence ; fi-om you we receive pay, from Him we receive life. We
cannot obey you in renouncing God, our creator and master, and yours

also. If nothing be demanded from us that is offensive to Him, we will

obey you, as hitherto we always have done ; otherwise we shall obey Him
rather than you. We offer you our hands against aU enemies, be they

whom they may ; but we do not deem ourselves permitted to imbrue those

hands in the blood of the innocent. We made an oath to God before we

did so to you : you could not believe the latter oath would be kept, should

we break the former one. You command us to search for Christians, that

they may be punished : you have only to search after others ; for ourselves,

we confess God the maker of all things, and Jesus Christ his Son. We
have seen our companions slain, without pitying them ; we even rejoiced

that they had the honor to suffer for their God. Neither their death nor

despair has led us to revolt ; we are armed, yet we shall not resist, because

we prefer to die innocent, rather than live guilty."

Maximianus, despairing of being able to conquer such constancy, ordered

that all the survivors of the legion should be put to death, and the other

soldiers surrounded them to cut them to pieces. They made no resistance,

but grounded their arms and presented their throats to their destroyers,

and the ground was soon covered with their bodies. It is supposed that

about six thousand men were thus destroyed, that being the usual number

of the legions."'

A veteran soldier, named Victor, who did not belong to that, and v>'as out

of the ser\'ice, found himseK, while on the road, placed in the midst of

those who had slain the martyrs, and who were feasting and rejoicing over

their plunder.t They invited the veteran to eat with them, and told him

exultingly all that had passed. Detesting alike their banquet and them-

selves, he tiu'ned to depart from them, when they asked him if he was not

a Christian. He answered that he was, and always would be. They

instantly threw themselves upon him and put him to death.

* Vegetius, De re militan libii quinque, c. 3. f Fleury, ii., 407.
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29. ST. MARCELLmUS— A. d. 296.

HIS Saint, Marcellinus, son of Projectus, a Eoman,

was, according to some, a Benedictine, and was

created pontiff on the 3d of May, a. d. 296.

The Church never suffered more than at this

terrible period. The vast edifice of idolatry, gradu-

ally ruined by the Christians, and in some of its

parts destroyed, was ready to crumble to its very

foundations. The heathen altars lacked flowers,

and the priests lacked Adctims ; the aruspices no

longer read in the entrails of slaughtered animals the signs and tokens of

the fiTture ; the oracles were dumb, and the magicians were powerless. In

such a state of things, it seemed as though all the gods of darkness made a

last effort against the God of light. Diocletian, Maximinanus, Galerius, and

Maximinus, in succession, were the four chiefs of that infernal enterprise.*

Galerius, the most furious of them aU, had taken from Diocletian the fatal

sentence which ordered that cruel persecution, at once atrocious and uni-

versal, without truce and without pity. The churches were pulled down in

most of the pro"sances ; men and women, old men, children, and virgins Avere

ahke given up to the executioners. Heaven was peopled with martyrs, and

eaiih, at the sight of such courage, warmed into a love for Catholicism.

The persecutor hoped to destroy the rehgion of Christ, and aU that fury

only served to raise the throne of the faith upon the AATeck and ruins of

paganism.

The States subject to Rome, watered -u-ith the blood of the persecuted,

onh' became the more productive of Christian branches. Tortures tore the

bodies of the mart^Tis, but their souls, firmly embracing the faith, remained

invulnerable and invincible. Nevertheless, there were some weak spirits

that }-ielded to threats, and vnih. whom seK-love prevailed over religion

;

and it has even been said, that among those weak ones was Marcelhnus him-

self. The falsehood which was circulated on this head was adorned with aU

the circumstances which might give it an air of probability. It was pre-

tended that the pontiff, perceiving his fault, presented himself as a supph-

ant before a council of three hundred bishops, assembled at Sinnessa.

There, ran the story, the culprit confessed his error, and, weeping, demanded
that he should be sentenced to the punishment he had incurred ; and tlie

* Csesarotti, p. 64.
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coimcil replied, " Pronounce sentence on tliyseK ; the chief See cannot be

jiidged but by itself." But in this statement every particular is false ; it is

now ascertained that the accusation is calumnious, and that the pontiff com-

mitted no fault. Samt Augustine, speaking of PetiHus, author of that fable,

says,* " He calls Marcellinus a sacrilegious wretch ; I declare him innocent.

It is not necessary for me to weary myself to support my defence by proofs
;

for Petihus himseK supports his accusation by no proof." In our oAvn days

that accusation has been repeated, and it has been said, with some founda-

tion, too, that the Boman Breviary seems to support the tale, under the

date of the 26th of April. Muratori writes that it is so, and every one can

con-viuce himself of it. But Lambertini, before he was Pope, speaking of

the Breviary, or of its authority, says that the fact is false. He says

:

" 1. All the ancient writers of the Lives of the Popes are silent on that head

;

2. The Donatists could never prove the truth of their assertion, and were

guilty of useless impostures," and he cites those words of Saint Augustine,

which we quoted above.f

Baronius warns us on the subject,:}: that the Roman Church is not accus-

tomed to have the acts of the saints read as if they were a gospel. Each,

says Novaes,§ after Gelasus, may examine into things in conformity to the

rule given by Saint Paul, when he said—" Prove aU things ; hold fast to

that which is good."|| The fall of that pontiff is denied by Schelstratus,

lloccaberti, Pierre de Marcas, Pierre Constant, Papebrock, Natalis Alex-

ander, Pagi, Agiurre, SangaUo, and Xavier de Mareo, a Jesuit. The last-

mentioned ^Titer has put forth that denial in a very important work.^

Thus, according to the testimony of Theodoret, it is proved that Marcel-

linus was distinguished for the firmness of his courage ; and the imputation

against him was sustained only by PetiHus, and the sectarians of his time.

The early Donatists never reproached the Church with such a fall of her

head, eager as they were to support their own evil cause by collecting even

the sHghtest errors of CathoHc bishops, and especially of pontiffs. Every

thing leads to the behef, after Tillemont, that Marcellinus received the

crown of martp'dom. He was interred m the cemetery of Priscilla, on the

Salarian Way, near the Salarian bridge. According to Novaes, the Holy See

was vacant only six months and twenty-four days ; but, according to the

Diario, the vacancy lasted nearly four years. In two ordinations, in the

month of December, this pope created five bishops, four priests, and four or

five deacons. He governed the Church eight years and some months.

According to Fleury, in the seventh year of the pontificate of Saint Mar-

* De JInica taptis, chap. IG. -(• De 8erv. Dei heat., p. 2, chap. 13, No 8.

X Ann. Eccles. § Voh 1, p. 99.

I
Ovinia autem probate ; quod honum est tenete. Saint Paul, 1 Thess. v. 21.

^ Difesa di Alcuni Pontijici accusati di errore, chap. 12, p. 140.
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cellinus, Diocletian passed tlie v/iiiter iu Klcometlia. Galeriiis Maximian

visited liiBi there, after liaying vauquislied tlie Persians, and wanted to per-

suade Diocletian to order a new persecution, wliicli should everywhere cause

paganism to triumph.

The old emperor for a long time resisted Galerius, and pointed out hov/

dangerous it was to disturb the world, and to shed so much blood. But

Galerius was not to be overniled by such arguments, and would have

advice ; for such was the malignity of his nature, that he wanted no advice

when he would do good, but always required it when he wanted to do evil

—

so that he might cast the blame on others. Diocletian, finding that all

around him were divided in opinion, sent an aruspice to Apollo of Miletus.

That Apollo's reply was given, not by the medium of a priestess, but from

the depth of a dark cave, that the just on earth prevented him from saying

the truth, and that that was the reason why the oracles he gave from the

tripod were false. The priestess of Apollo said the same, with her hair dis-

hevelled, and she lamented the misfortunes of the human race. Diocletian

asked his officers who were those just on earth ; no doubt, answered the one

who served at the sacrifices, those words mean the Christians.

The emperor was pleased with that reply, and resolved upon the persecu-

tion, being unable to resist the urgings of his friends, Apollo and Caesar.

Then commenced the terrible persecution of Nicomedia, of Tyre, of Anti-

och, of Ancyra, and of Arabia. Eleury gives the terrible history, which

makes us shudder with horror (Vol. ii., pp. 429-574).

30. ST. MARCELLUS I.— a. d. 308.

AINT MARCELLUS I., a Roman priest, son of

Benedict, belonged, according to some authors,

to tlie illustrious family of the Savelli, and was

created pope in 308. He instituted twenty titles or

))
parishes in Bome. The priests whom he named as

their titulars were charged with the administration

of baptism and penance, to those converted from

^^ paganism to our faith. Those same priests were

charged ^ith the care of the sepulture of the martyi'S. He created twenty-

one bishops, twenty-five priests, and two deacons. He was imprisoned by

order of Maxentius, who had ordered him to lay aside the title of bishop,

and to sacrifice to idols ; he was condemned to serve as a kind of slave in

the imperial stables. Nine months afterwards, during the night, he was

5
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delivered by his clergy, and received by Lucina, a Homan matron, who

generously sheltered him in her house, which she then converted into a

church, Maxentius being informed of this, ordered that church to be

turned into a stable, and condemned Marcellus to the meanest labors about

the horses. The holy pontiff obtained martyrdom after having governed the

Church one year, seven months, and above twenty days.

A letter is attributed to liim, addressed to the bishops of Antioch, declar-

ing that the Koman Church should be called Primatial, and be recognized

as the head of all the others. But Novaes says that both that letter and

one addressed to Maxentius are to be considered spurious.

Marcellus was buried by the blessed Lucina, and John, a priest of the

Boman Chvirch, in the cemetery of Priscilla. His body was thence trans-

lated to the church of Saint Marcellus, which he had built. The Holy See

was vacant twenty days. Eleury (ii. 573) says :
" Pope Marcellus died this

year, after having held the Holy See one year and nearly eight months.

He had been odious to many, because he was for compelling those who

had fallen during the persecution to do penance for their crime, and the

disputes on that subject led to sedition and murder."

Marcellus only did his duty in proposing that penance, and Fleury, to the

lang-uage we have just quoted, should have added that the conduct of Mar-

cellus in that matter was confonnable to the rules of the Church and to the

duty of the pontiff, in order to make those rules respected by all Catholics.

31. ST. EUSEBIUS.— A. d. 310.

USEBIUS, of Cassano, in Calabria, said to be the

son of a physician, and originally a physician

himself, was created pontiff in 310. Thei'e were

pointed out to him certain traitors itraditori) who

had dehvered to the officers of the imperial trea-

sury the sacred vessels and books. Those fallen

were desirous of being reconciled to the Church,

but they intended to be Christian only in name,

without veneration for the Christian mysteries. The old dispute about the

lapsed^ then was revived with some acrimony, and Eusebius refused to con-

sent to the restoration of the lapsed. Maxentius, informed, of that act of

* See above, in Life of Saint Cornelius.
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firmuess, condemned the pontiff to exile. Three letters are attributed to

Eusebius : one addressed to all the bishops of France, the second to the

faithful of Alexandria, and the third to the bishops of Tuscany, Novaes

a£&i-ms that modern criticism rejects those letters as spurious. In a single

ordination, Eusebius created sixteen bishops, thirteen priests, and three

deacons. He governed the Church only four months and a few days. The

Holy See was vacant only six days.

32. ST. MELCHIADES— A. d. 311
?

AS called by some writers BliUiades ; he was created

pope A. D. 311. He was an African ; according to

others, a native of Madrid. The Church, thus far

pursued by the executioner, was now about to tri-

umph. The preceding pope had the happiness to

see the dawning of so fine a day. Throughout the

Roman province, nothing was talked of but a new

edict in favor of the Christians. The Emperor

Galerius, according to Eusebius, was sinking under the torments of a fright-

ful di'opsy, and ordered the execution of several physiciafls, who were un-

able to cure him. One of them, seeing himseK in peril, said to the tyrant

:

" You mistake, my lord, if you imagine that God can cure the evil that

God has sent to you. Your disease is not human, nor amenable to our

remedies. Ilemember what you have done against the servants of God,

and against his holy religion, and you will see whither you should resort

for relief." Galerius began to understand that he was only man. Con-

quered by disease, and urged by pain, he exclaimed that he would re-estab-

lish the temple of God and give satisfaction for his crime, and he ordered

an edict to be drawn up in his own name, and in the name of Constantine

and Licinius. The edict was in the following terms :

" Among the cares that we continually take of the public weal, we desired

to restore ah. things into conformity with the ancient laws of Rome, and

therefore to cause the Christians, who had quitted or might quit the religion

of their ancestors, to return to it ; for they were so preoccupied by certain

reasonings, that they no longer followed the maxims of their fathers, but

according to their own fancy made laws for their own observance, and

assembled together the people in various places ; and finally, as we made

an ordinance for bringing them back to the maxims of the ancients, many

of them have been put in peril, and many have actually perished."
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"WTien a government takes a retrospect, it deems it right to soften the

statement of the e\ils that it has done. It was not many Christians who

had been put in peril, but all of them ; and it was not merely many Chris-

tians who had perished, but tens of thousands of them : in a few days a

whole legion had been butchered. But now Galerius confesses himself van-

quished. " And as we see that they for the most part remain in their- senti-

ments, worshipping neither the God to whom worship is due, nor the God

of the Christians, we, having respect to our clemency and to our custom to

have mercy upon all men, have deemed it our duty to extend that mercy

also to the Christians, so that they may be Christians as before, and re-

estabhsh their places of assembly, provided that they do nothing there

contrary to rule. Then, according to the mercy that we bestowed upon

them, they will be obhged to pray to their God for our health, for the State,

and for themselves, so that the States may be prosperous on all sides, and

that they may dwell in peace in their own houses."

This edict was drawn up in Latin, at Sardis, where the emperor then was,

and thence distributed into all the i^rincipal cities, and translated into Greek

for the East. It was published throughout Asia and the adjacent provinces,

and especially in Nicomedia, which had -witnessed so much cruelty of the

executioners and so much intrepidity of the victims.

The following passage from Fleury (ii., 601) shows the effect produced

by this edict which Sabinus the prefect, subsequently, by special order,

interpreted favorably to the Christians.

" The governors and the magistrates of towns and rural districts, behev-

ing, in fact, that such was the emperor's intention, made it known by writing,

and even commenced putting it in force. All the confessors of Christianity

who were in prison were set at hberty, and those who were condemned to

labor in the mines were recalled. It seemed that the bright Hght suddenly

appeared after a dark night. In all the towns, the churches held their

assemblies and made their usual collections. The infidels were surprised at

so unexpected a change, and loudly confessed that the God of the Christians

was great, and the only true God. The Christians who had been faithful in

the persecution now regained all their former freedom ; those who had

fallen, eagerly endeavored to obtain the healing of their siok souls, begging

those who had remained firm to extend the hand to them, and praying God
to be propitious to them. The professors who were dehvered fi'om labor in

the mines, returned home and traversed the streets, filled srith incredible

joy. On the high roads and in the pubhc places, numerous companies of

them were seen walking in procession and singing psalms and hymns to

God, and thus ending their journey and returning into then- houses with

joyous countenances. The very infidels rejoiced with them."

But God had chosen another instrument of his power to deliver the
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empire and Cliristianity from perseciitors and tj'rants. Constantine, avIio

inherited the moderation of his father, after floating between the errors

of liis early ediication, and the brightness of the truth, at length filled

with a divine vocation,* displayed the banner of the faith, and having driven

Maxentiiis fr'om power, soon planted on the throne of Eome that Cross to

which he owed the brilliant prosperities of his reign.

Constantine, writes Fleury, reflectedt that the emperors who during his

time had been zealous for idolatry and the plurality of gods, had perished

miserably ; and that his father, Constantius, who throughout his whole life

had honored the one true God, had received from that one only Sovereign

Lord evident marks of his protection. He therefore resolved to attach him-

self to that great God, and earnestly prayed to know and to be protected

by him. The Emperor Constantine was thus prajang with the utmost

fervency, when, towards noon, as the sun tended westwards, as Constantine

marched through the country with his troops, he saw in the sky, above the

snn, a luminous cross, and an inscription which said, In lioc signo vinces—hy

this sign yort shall conquer. He was strangely sui-prised by that vision, and

the troops that accompanied him, who saw it, were no less astonished. The

emperor long afterwards related that marvel, and with the solemnity of an

oath attested that his own eyes had witnessed it.

" During the remainder of the day the emperor was occupied in meditat-

ing what might be the meaning of that marvel. At night, as he slept, Christ

appeared to him -ndth the same sign that he had seen in the sky, and com-

manded him to have an image of it made, and to make use of it in battle

ascainst his enemies."

Such was the origin of Constantine's standard, the Ldbarum.X

The battle against Maxentius was gained on the 28th of October, a. d. 312,

near the Milvian bridge. The antiquary Fea, who has long studied the

history of that period, affirms that the Milvian bridge here alluded to is not

that which at the present time is still known a« the Ponte Molle, but was a

wooden bridge further up, but still on the Tiber.

Satisfied at first with granting liberty of worship to all, Constantine ere

long showed himself the venerator and the indefatigable promoter of Chris-

* Caesarotti, p. 71. t Fleury ii., 622.

X Father Lacordaire thus speaks of it :
—

" When, after tliree centuries of tortures, Constan-

tine saw in the air the Ldbarum, it was the blood of the Christians which had germinated in the

shadow, which had descended like a dew to the skies, and there displayed itself in the form of

the triumphant cross. Our public liberty was the fruit of an imexampled moral liberty. Our

entrance into the/orwrn of the princes was the fruit of our having exerted command over our-

'<elve8, even unto death. Such an apprenticeship of command qualified for reigning ; the doctrine

might well be covered with the purple after so much blood had been shed upon it. Moreover,

tlie reign was not long, if we call by that name the time that elapsed between Constantine and

the barbarians, that time of conflicts, when the Catholic doctrine never for a day ceased to battle

with voice and sword."
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tiauity, and he bestowed upon the hierarchy of the Church so many favors,

privileges, and gifts, that the name of Christian, which among many Romans
was still a mere by-word of hatred or contempt, became a proud and coveted

title.

Unhappily, the Church was wounded by her own hands. The perversities

of the Donatists ravaged Africa. We have ah-eady described the traditori,

or traitors. That name was now reciprocally bestowed by both parties. A
coiincil of the bishops of Italy and Gaul was assembled at Home. It con-

sisted of eighteen bishops, and was opened on the 2d of October, 313, in

the palace of the Lateran, and condemned the Numidian bishop Donatus.

The Donatists, besides denying the vahdity of baptism when administered

by heretics, rejected the infallibihty of the Cathohc Church, to which they

gave insulting names, to prove its easy kindness. In the same council,

Cicilian, bishop of Carthage, who had falsely been declared a traditori, was

declared lawful bishop of Carthage, and the Africans were ordered to con-

sider his previous deposition as not ha^•ing taken place. Melchiades pro-

nounced the final sentence, which evidenced his justice, prudence, and

charity. So much moderation caused Saint Augustine, when speaking of

Melchiades, to exclaim, " O excellent man ! O true son of peace ! O true

father of the Christian people !"*

That same palace of St. John of Lateran had been bestowed on the

Chuich. It formerly belonged to Plautius Lateranus, who was despoiled of

it by Nero for the benefit of his treasury. To the gift of the palace itself

Constantine added a fitting income for the proper maintenance of the

dignity of the head of the Church. This statement is aflirmed by SangaUo.

In one ordination Melchiades created eleven or twelve bishops, six or

seven, or according to some writers, fourteen priests, and five deacons. He
governed the Church two years, six months, and a few days. He was in-

teiTcd in the cemetery of Calixtus : his body was placed in the church of

Saint Sylvester in capite, by Saint Paul I. Novaes (vol. i., p. 106) concludes

this article in these words : The opinion of many learned men is, that the

thirty-two pontiffs above spoken of have gained the glory of martyi'dom in

defence of the faith on account of the pains, fatigues, and anxieties to

which they were subjected for the cause of God ; but other writers attribute

to some of those pontiffs only the title of confessors, because they did not

actually die a violent death.

The Holy See was vacant one month and twenty days.

' See Saint Augustine, Ep. 105, ad Donat., chap. 2 ; Ep. 43, chap. 5, De Bapt. contra Donat.,

lib. fi, chap. 35.
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33. ST. SYLVESTER I.— a. d. 314.

TLYESTEE, a Roman priest, ordained by Pope Saint

Marcellinus, was the son of Eufinus and Saint Jus-

tina, and was created pontiff on tlie 31st of January,

314. He addressed to the clergy a variety of orders

and regulations, the importance and utiHty of which

are generally admitted, and are praised by Bede and

SangaUo. Among other regulations, this pope or-

dered that the head of the baptized should be

anoiated with the chrism by the priest ; and he also ordered that the days

of the week, excepting Saturday and Sunday, should be called /eWas, a

name which several authors, especially TertuUian, affirm to have been

akeady in use. In that nomenclature Monday is called the second feria,

Tuesday the third feria, and so on to Friday, which was the sixth feria.

The first feria and the second feria are called by the ordinary names of

Saturday and Sunday.

Sylvester continued to govern the Church, which Constantine enriched

with gifts and protected with lively and firm determination. In the year

325, the holy pontiff held at Nicea (now called Isnich), in Anatoha, the

first general council* convoked by Constantine to condemn the heresy

of Arius, who asserted that Jesus Christ was not God, but merely man.

The council was also to decide upon the dissensions in the Church con-

cerning the celebration of Easter, and to endeavor to put an end to the

We give some details relating to tlie publication of the works on the councils. An anony-

mous French author has written a History of tlie Councils General, commencing with tJie first

Council of Nice, with explanatory notes and criticisms, &c. Paris, 1694. Although that learned

work was so useful, it was not continued, and we have but the first volume, containing the

Council of Nice alone. Another French author has published the History of Vie General Coun-

cils to the Council of 2'rent. Paris, 2 vols., l~'mo. Mark Battaglini has written, in Italian, a

Universal History of all th^ General Councils, and especially of Holy Church. The fifth edition,

published at Venice in 1724-29, is the fullest. The same general councils have been illustrated

by Christianus Lupus, a celebrated Augustine monk. His entire works, in two volumes, were

published at Venice in 1724-29, in folio. Father Catalana continued the publication with very

sound commentaries, under the following title : Sacrosaneta concilia cecumenica eommentarius

illvstrata, &c. Rome, 1749, 4 vols., folio. They were also illustrated by Xavier Binius, in

nine vols., folio, printed at Cologne, 1618 ; then by the publishers of the Collectio Conciliorum

re^i«, printed at the Louvre in 1644, in ',]7 vols., folio ; then by fathers Philippe Labbe and

Gabriel Cossart in the Collectio, Magna Conciliorum, &c ,
published at Paris in 1672, in 18 vols.,

folio. A supplement, in six vols., folio, was added in a Venetian edition by Monsignor Qiaudo-

menico Mansi, printed at Lucca in 1748-52 ; and by Father Ilardouin, in the Conciliorum Collectio

regid Majcima, published at Paris in 1715. in 12 vols., folio.
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schism of Meletiiis, bishop of Sicopohs, in Egypt, against the patriarch of

Alexandria. The council consisted of three hundred and eighteen bishops,

besides the pope's legates. The emperor attended in great state.

Arius, an African priest, poet, and musician, who composed spiritual

songs for pious persons and Avork-people, piit his erroneous doctrme into

verse, and thus got it into circulation among the people. The same means
had previously been emj)loyed by Valentinus and Armonius, and had often

served the purposes of the heretics. Apollinaris also employed it after

Arius, and by it, rather than by his writings, perpetuated his errors. On
this point Ernest Cypriani may be consulted, who pubhshed (London, 1718)

an 8vo volume entitled. On the Propagation of. Heresies hj means of Songs.*

The Fathers, after many dehberations, formed the symbol of the faith,

Credo in unum Deum, &c., and declared, contrary to the o|)inion of the

Arians, that the Son was consubstantial vdth the Eternal, his father. It

was settled, against the quartadecimants, that the 21st of March would end

the winter equinox, and that the Sunday after the fourteenth moon, which

would be at full on the 21st, or after that day, should be the day for the

celebration of Easter. It was ordered that the Patriarch of Alexandria

should especially make pubhc the day for the celebration of Easter, because,

in that city, more than elsewhere, astronomy was carefully studied. Thence

has come to us the use of the Paschal Cycle, of the Golden Number, and of

the Indictions. In this council it was decreed that Meletius should remain

without any jurisdiction at Sicopohs, and that those Avho had been ordained

by him should be subject to the Patriarch of Alexandria. Twenty canons

were formed for the reform of the ecclesiastical disciphne.

It is not certain that it was Saint Sylvester who ordered that the altars

should be of stone.

It was in his time that the custom commenced of consecrating the pontiff

on a Sunday or feast day. Novaes thinks that that ceremony had taken

* We shall see that Arianism, after having spread throughout all the provinces, faded by de-

grees, so that by the end of the fourth century the Arians had not in tlie Roman empire either

bishops or churches. If there were still some Arians, they no longer formed a body. Tliat

heresy took shelter among the Goths, who had embraced it even during the reign of Constan-

tino ; among the Vandals, who seized on Africa ; and among the Burgundians, to whom it had

been communicated by the Goths. The Francs embraced it when they ceased to be idolati*rs,

and did not abandon it until after the conversion of Clovis. Arianism reappeared in Europe in

the train of Luther's reformation ; an anabaptist preacher affirmed that he was the grandson ol

God, son of the Divinity of Jesus Christ. This heretic found followers, so that in a short time

his doctrine spread in Germany and Poland, and produced various sects
;
passed into Holland,

and was imported into England by Orchin and Bucer, who was engaged by the Protector Somer-

set, guardian of Edward VI., to teach the doctrine of Zuinglius. Though Madame Meyer

founded a chair, with an endowment for lectures against Arianism, the heresy has still its de-

fenders and believers in England. [See Bibliothcca Brit., vol, 7 ; and Dictionary of Heresies,

articl'' Arius^
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place on a ferial day, except in the cases of Paul III., Clement VII., and

Leo X. Sylvester is the first who is represented as cro-Riied with the tiara.

That which he wore was taken to Avignon, thence back again to Rome, and

then placed in the church of Saints Sylvester and Martin ai monti.

In six ordinations, in December, the Holy Father created sixty-two or

sixty-three bishops, forty-two priests, and twenty-six deacons. He governed

the Church twenty-one years and eleven months. He died 31st December,

335, and was interred in the cemetery, of Priscilla, on the Salarian Way.

There is no longer any controversy about the pretended donation of Cou-

stantine. One of the oldest authors who has spoken of it is Eneas, of Paris,

who hved A. D. 854. The Abbe Fea treated the question with great abihty

and good faith. How many useless arguments do not the enemies of the

Church still revive upon that subject! Dante has repeated the error in

his beautiful verse ; but even the gi-eatest of modern poets may, in this, as

in many other inspirations, be any thing rather than a trustworthy his-

torian.

It was diu'Lug the pontificate of Saint Sylvester that Helena, mother of

Constantine, found, at Jeinisalem, the true cross and the holy tomb, since

intrusted to the guardianship of the minor brethren of Saint Francis of

Assisiam.*

* At page — we have mentioned tlie question of tlie Paschal Cycle. We now add a few

explanatory words on the same subject.

The Paschal Cycle is a cycle of 532 years. At the end of that period the Feast of Easter returns

on the same Sunday. That cycle brings the new moons on the same days of the Julian year.

It is the product of the nineteen years of the lunar cycle, multiplied by the twenty-eight years of

the solar cycle.

The Indiction is a period or cycle of fifteen years, thus named from a tribute which the

Romans levied annually in the provinces to provide pay for those soldiers who had served fifteen

years. That period, according to some authors, commenced in 312 ; according to others, in 313.

Thos(! countries that still observe it, reckon it from the first of January. To find the year of

the Indiction, add three to a thousandth of the Gregorian year, and divide by 15. The remainder

indicates the Indiction, imless it be a cipher ; in that case the Indiction is 15.

The Golden Number is a number which indicates the year of the lunar cycle to which any

given year belongs, and the method of finding the Golden Number of any given year since Jesus

Christ is as follows : Add one to the number of years that have elapsed since Jesus Christ, and

dJN-ide by 19. The remainder will be the Golden Number sought for 5 but if there be no re-

mainder, then the Golden Number will be 19.
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34. ST. MARK— A. d. 336.

OEi a moment let us here pause. Christ came to

redeem us, and to give us the most admirable

precepts that can be offered to the human miiid.

Christ intrusted to his apostles the task of pub-

lishing the holy Gospels. The Christian reHgion

was embraced with enthusiasm. Paganism re-

sorted to the most cruel methods to destroy the

altars of Christ. The courage of the faithful did

not shrink before the ferocity of the torturers. Some emperors moderated

the torments, and treated the Christians with gentleness ; others invented

the most frightful tortures for the annihilation of their enemies. At length

an emperor (Constantine), victorious by the aid of the Cross, stretched out

his hand to the Christians, raised them fi*om their oppressed condition,

heaped benefits upon them, allowed them to found a great number of

churches, built some himself, and declared himself the friend and protector

( r the new worship, and publicly honored it. The dedication of a new
Pionie, called Byzantium, took place on the 11th May, 330. Sylvester con-

tinued to reside in the old Home, the Bome of Romulus, of the great repub-

Kc, of Caesar, of Augustus, and of all the emperors to the time of Constantine.

The pontiff freely exerted his spiritual authority, the temporal authority

remaining entirely in the emperor or his delegates. Eehgion had obtained

the most glorious triumph. Since the reign of Saint Peter, as we have

seen, his successors have displayed the \irtues of courage, learning, and

piety. If the heretics are not utterly vanquished, they at least have been

combated with purity, with wisdom, and with truth. We have to contem-

plate other times ; we have to praise other models of evangelical purity. Let

us not forget that God, when he granted us great benefits, and gave us

unhoped for tokens of benevolence, for our instruction, and for keeping

within due bounds our human pride, prepared moments of new suffering.

These destroying our confidence, could yet serve to remind us of our

nothingness. A sincere distrust of ourselves must in such cases enlighten

us and render us worthy of a more secure independence, and of a confidence

tempered by reverses, but never so far weakened as to cause us to doubt of

that imperishable glory promised to us by the words of the Lord himself.

The Old and the New Testament are there to strengthen us, and the gates

of hell cannot prevail against the holy Church which is our guide, and the

dogmas of the faith that so many victims of recent cruelties have defended
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with the courage of those mart^TS of whose heroic and glorious lives we
have treated.

Saiut Mark was named successor of Saint Sylvester in the year 336. He
had previously been made by Constantine one of the judges of Donatus,

whence it may be inferred that that priest was already renowned for liis

spirit of piety and justice. Novaes maintains that previous to reaching the

tiara, Saint Mark bore the title of cardinal, and that that title was

then in use. Saint Mark, in one ordination, created seven, some say twenty-

seven, bishops ; five, or as some say, tAventy-five priests ; and five or six

deacons. He governed the Chiu'ch eight or nine months. He died on the

7th of October, 336, and was buried in the cemetery of Balbinus, on the

Via Ardeatina. His body was thence removed to the church of Saint Mark,

which he had built. The Holy See Avas vacant diTfing a few months. Here

we are compelled to say that towards the close of his life Saint Mark had

the pain to see Constantine, till then so zealous a defender of the Church,

seduced by the fiiends of Alius, restore that heretic to favor, as an inno-

cent and calumniated man. So completely was the emperor imposed upon

by the hj-pocrisy and the equivocal explanations of that sophist, that he

would probably have been restored to the Church ; but that mischief

and disgrace were averted by the death of Arius under circumstances par-

taking of the miraculous. Though Arius was carried off just as he felt sure

of triumph, Constantine was not convinced, and, unhappily, Arianism was

not humiliated.*

do. ST. JULIUS L— A. D. 337.

AIXT JULIUS was created pontiff in 337. At the

^\^ commencement of this pontificate Constantine died,

after having been baptized.

We quote the three pages which Fleury devotes

to that event.t

" The emperor was then about sixty-five years of

age, and till then he had enjoyed such perfect health

that he easily performed all the roihtary exercises.

Preparing to lead his troops against the Persians, he had named the bishops

who were to accompany him, and had a tent prepared, and richly decorated,

:«;^

CiTsarotti, p. 77. + Fleury, Ui ,
2-31)-232.
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as a portable cliurcli, in wliich lie might pray mtli them. The Feast of

Easter having arrived, he passed the evening in prayer v^itli the faithful, as

was his custom, for he was the first emperor to celebrate that feast ; and to

render the celebration the more brilHant, he ordered that during the whole

night not only all the churches, but the whole city of Constantinople, should

be illuminated ; and even appointed for that purpose lighted torches, and

tapers, or rather columns of wax.

" When day appeared, he gave Hberally to the people, in humble imitation

of the benefits which our Saviour conferred. Having thus, in the year 337,

celebrated as usual the Easter feast, he fell sick, and went to the hot-baths

of Constantinople, and then to those of Helenopolis, where he spent some

time in prayer in the church of the martyr Saint Lucian. It was then,

feeling that his end approached, that he determined to receive baptism.

Having maturely considered the necessity of that sacrament and its mar-

vellous virtues, he threw himself upon the ground in that oratory and

confessed his sins : then he received the laying on of hands with the first

prayers, and was thus placed in the rank of catechumens. Thence he had

himself removed to Achiron, near Nicomedia, and having sent for the

bishops, he thus addressed them :

" ' The time has arrived which I have so much vdshed for, when I hope to

obtain fi'om God the grace of salvation, and that holy sign which gives

immortality. I intended to receive baptism in the river Jordan, where our

Saviour himself received it. to give us an example ; but God, who knows

what is best for us, wills that I shall receive that favor here ; make, there- ,

fore, no difficulty in granting it to me. If I be permitted still to remain

some time upon earth, I am resolved to mingle with all the faithful in the

assembhes of the Church, and to lead a holy life in obedience to the laws

of God.' It was a common devotion in those primitive times to be bap-

tized in the Jordan, or at least to bathe in it, as pilgrims still do.

" When the emperor had thus spoken, Eusebius of Nicomedia, and the

bishops who accompanied him, baptized the emperor, observing all the

usual ceremonies. Then they took the purple from him and clothed him in

white garments, but of a richness becoming his dignity. His bed also was

covered with white. Then, raising his voice, he returned thanks to God for

the grace bestowed upon him, and ended with these Avords :
' Now I am

truly happy ; I can believe myself worthy of eternal hfe, and. of sharing the

divine light. What misery it would be to be deprived of such blessings !'

" His captains, having entered his chamber, lamented his state, and prayed

that God would prolong his days ; but he said that he, better than any one,

knew the great blessings that he was about to receive, and that he did not wish

to delay in going to his God. All this occurred on the Feast of Pentecost.

" Constantine had made his will, by which he confirmed the division of the
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empii-e which he had luaJe during his life, between his three sons and his

two nephews. He also ordered that Saint Athanasius should be recalled

from exile, although Eusebiiis of Nicomedia tried to prevent him fi-om

living that order.O r5

"The Emperor Constantiue having thus set aU things in order, died at iiocjn

on the Day of Pentecost, the 20th of May, a. d. 337, ha^dng reigned thirty-one

years, the longest reign since Augustus. The bod}^, shrouded in gold, was

conveyed to Constantinople. Constantius was the only one of his sons- who

was in time to be present at the burial. He had the body conveyed with

gi-eat pomp into the Church of the Apostles, himself being in the proces-

sion ; then he retired with the soldiers, he being only a catechumen. But

the clergy and the people remained to pray and to offer the sacrifice. The

bod}' of the emperor was raised on a lofty catafalque during the prayers,

and interred in the vestibule of the Basilica, near the door."

The memory of the Emperor Constancine is held in esteem in the Church

for the great benefits that he bestowed upon her, protecting her with aU

his power, and in so many ways sho'^vdng his zeal for the true religion. It

must be believed that his baptism effaced aU the faults of his life
;
yet we

perceive great faults in it after he had seen the miraculous cross, and had

declared for the Clu-istian religion. Eusebius himself, though a great ad-

mirer of that prince, confessed that many Komans complained of his great

easiness of character. He too often allowed free course to two great vices

—

the violence of those who oppressed the weak in order to feed their own

insatiable greediness, and the hypocrisy of the false Christians who joined

the Church only that they might obtain the favor of the emperor. How-

ever, we shall not gi'eatly err in believing aU the good things said of Con-

stantiue by Zosimus,"' and all the bad things said of him by Eusebius.

The pontificate of Liberius was almost entirely occupied by the conse-

quences of the persecution raised against Saint Athanasius by Alius.

That heresiarch died in 336. Athanasius went to Rome to defend himself

against the Eusebians, the partisans of the Ai-ian doctrines. Pope Juhus

received him with honor. He sent legates to the Eusebians to invite them

to the council which was to be held at Bome. Their reply not arriving in

time, the council was held in 342, and Saint Athanasius was reinstated in

the See of Alexandria. The Eiisebians complained. Saint Julius j epHed

to them in a letter which Tillemont affirms to be one of the finest monu-

ments of antiquity. He reproached them with abandoning the doctrine of

the Council of Nice to embrace condemned heresies. Those subjects of

division between the Easterns and the "Westerns made it desirable that a

council shoiild be held near the fi'ontier of the two countries, with a view to

* Zosimus, a zealous pagan priest, paints Constantino for the most part in very dark colors.
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reuniting the two Churclies. It was held in 344, at Sardis (now Sophia), the

capital of Bulgaria. There were present at it about three hundred bishops,

besides the pontifical legates. Athanasius there obtained a new triumph
;

tlio judgment of the pope was publicly read to the Council of Eome, and

loudly praised by the Fathers. Twenty canons were at tlie same time

formed for the discipline of the Church, and are an appendix to those of

Nice. Some time after, Saint Athanasius was definitively restored to the See

of Alexandria. Saint Julius renewed the order to the notaries to collect

and arrange all wills, donations, and other documents concerning the Holy

See. Cluni believes that this is the formal and initial principle of the

foundation of a pontifical library.

It is said that Julius I. ordered the Feast of Christmas to be kept on the

25th of December. Pagi (see Breviar. Pont. Rom.) is of that opinion ; but

in the very ample collection of the councils (vol. ii., p. 1255), it is shown that

the institution of the celebration of that great feast is of later date than the

pontificate of JuHus.

In three ordinations, this pope, so eminent for his piety and for his firm

and constant nature, created nine or ten bishops, eighteen or nineteen

priests, and four or five deacons.

He died on the 12th of April, a. d. 352, after governing the Church fifteen

years, two months, and fifteen days, fle was interred in the cemetery of

Calepodius, on the Via AureUana, and afterwards removed to the church of

Saint Mary, in Trastevere.

The Holy See was vacant twenty-five days.

36. LIBEPJUS.— A. D. 352.

IBERIUS, a Roman cardinal-deacon, created by

Saint Sylvester, is said to have been of the Savelli

family. Liberius was elected, against his own

desire, on the 8th of May, 352. It is afiirmed that

he ordered that, during fast-days, htigation should

cease, and that he reprimanded those of the faith-

ful who, during Lent, enforced their claims Tipon

their debtors. It is to one of his precepts that the

cusiorn is owing of abstaining fi-om marr';'g durivg Lent.

The Holy Father was frequently invited to condemn Saint Athanasius,

the eueig ic partisan of the doctrines o/ Nice ; but the pope, no less cour-
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ageous, sliowed the true rock of tlie Cburcli. Eold against all threats, in-

sensible to all promises, he had to be torn from his flock. Carried to Milan,

before the Emperor Constantius, he dared to refuse the condemnation of the

holy doctor, because he knew his innocence and the mahgnity against him

of the Arians, and also because such a condemnation would have aimed a

mortal blow at the Council of Nice, of which Athanasius was the most

zealous defender. Constantius threatened the pope with exile. Liberius

rephed :
" We have akeady given our last farewell to our brethren at Kome

;

and we attach more value to the ecclesiastical laws than to our continued

residence in that city." That noble reply is testified by Theodoret and by

Dom Constant. Caesar instantly ordered that Liberius should be taken to

Berea, in Thrace. Before his departure, he was visited by an officer of the

prince, who offered him a sum sufficient for the journey. Liberius repHed :

" Tell the emj3eror to keep the money to pay his soldiers, and to gratify the

greed of his ministers." He also refused another sum which was ofi'ered to

him by the empress, and another sent to him by the eunuch Eusebius, one

of the principal officers of the imperial court.

When the pontiff was in exile, a council was held at Sirmium, a city of

Lower Hungary, of more than thi*ee hundred bishops, for the condemnation

of Photinus, birhop of that city, who, with his master, Paul of Samosata,

maintained that Jesus was not God, but only a man. In this council, the

Arians drew up a formula of the faith. Some authors say that Liberius,

depressed by threats of death, consented to the condemnation of Athana-

sius, and was reduced to enter into communion with the Arians. Novaes

relates, but with a kind of regret, what Baronius says about that fall : " No
truer history can be found." Natalis Alexander and Tillemont manifest the

same feehng. Novaes adds, that many modern criticisms go to show that

this is false, and very false. He quotes the critical dissertation on Pope
Liberius, ^Ai'itten by the Abbe Congne (Paris, 1733), who maintains the

non-authenticity of thefall of Liberius. However, those who beheve in the

possibiHty of such faU, endeavor to show that the pope did not directly

offend the Catholic faith. SangaUo, especially, takes that view. However,

if this asserted weakness on the part of Liberius was true (which cannot be

admitted), the pope subsequentl}' effaced it by his exemplary conduct, since

he has merited tlie title of saint in several martyrologies. Moreover, it is

ascertained that the most distinguished among the Eoman matrons de-

manded from the emperor the recall of Liberius from exUe, which Constan-

tius could not refuse.

"Wlien Liberius returned to Rome, a council was assembled at Rimini, in

359, at which there were present four hundred bishops, eighty of whom were

Arians. In that council, which commenced favorably, but termina'ed dis-

astrously, as says Saint Ambrose {Letter 21, § 15), the bishops, who at first
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had confirmed the profession of faith of the Council of Nice, and condemned
and excommimicated Arsacius and Valens, and tlieir Aiian accomplices,

allowed themselves to be ill-treated b}^ Constantius ; and, deceived by the

intrigues of the Arian bishops, they subscribed tlie false formula of the

Council of Firmium, wliich concealed the culpable intention. These bishops

tlius consented to the omission of tlie "words substance and consuhstantial, as

the monks of St. Maur observe.*

Liberius, who doubtless was no longer in those circumstances in which

the most upright intentions are sometimes misjudged, because ordinary men
are inclined to believe that one must always submit when unfortunate

;

Liberius, urged by Constantino to ratify that fraudulent consent of the

bisliops, not only gave a flat refusal, but, also—v.liich at that time could

not but make a great impression—actually excommunicated the signing

bishops. Driven forth again fi'om Eome, he concealed himseK in the

haUowed cemeteries, and remained there till the close of his life.

This pontiff, and John, a Eoman patrician, had a vision, afterwards con-

firmed by a miraculous fall of snow on the Esquiline Mount, on the 5th of

August, which made kno"SMi the site and the form of the Church, which the

mother of God desii-ed to be built in her honor. Liberius traced the found-

ations upon which John built that Church, which was consecrated in 353,

and called the Liberian. It is also known as Saint Mary Major, to show

that among all the Chui'ches dedicated to Our Lady, it holds the first rank.

It is also named Mary al jjrccsipio, on account of the relic of the manger, in

which lay the infant Jesus, which is preserved in that same Church.

In two ordinations, Liberius created nineteen bishops, eighteen priests,

and five deacons. He governed the Church fourteen years, four months,

and two days, and died on the 9th of December, A. D. 366, and was interred

in the cemetery of PrisciUa, on the Salarian Way. The Holy See was

vacant ten days.

Though we have quite correctly given above, the date of 366, it will be

noticed that in the next chapter we go back to the date of the year 359, the

date of the accession of Fehx, who probably had some intermediate au-

ihoritv durino: the troubles of Liberius.
-'o

In St. Ambros : lib. i., de Fid., chap. 18, p. 133.
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37. ST. FELIX IL—a.d. 359.

HE pontifical autliority, during the exile of Liberius,

which lasted for two years, was exercised by Saint

FeHx, the second pope of that name. Authors

differ as to the exact circumstances under which

FeHx thus acted. Did he act as the absent pope's

vicar ? Did he usurp authority ? Or was he, with

the absent pope's consent, actually, though pri-

vately and only temporarily, elected pope, Rath the

understanding that on the return of Liberius,

should that ever take place, FeHx would retire ? Be that as it may, it is

certain that when Liberius did return, FeHx laid down his authority, and

went to practice the Christian virtues in retirement.

In a single ordination he created nineteen bishops, twenty-seven priests,

and five deacons. "While he held the supreme authority in the Church he

had the courage to condemn Constantius as an Arian ; and on the return

of Liberius, the emperor in revenge condemned Felix II. to exile in the

Httle town of Cori, on the AureHan Way, seventeen miles fi'om Home. There

he suffered martp-dom mth great courage. It may not be useless to add,

that even after the triumph of the Church great cruelties were inflicted

upon the Christians. As the chief of the state was himself a Christian, there

was no longer even the wi'etched excuse of a mistaken rehgious zeal ; but

heretics pursued those whom they deemed enemies as fiercely as any pagans

could.

The body of FeHx being brought to Kome, was interred at the baths of

Trajan, and subsequently placed by Saint Damasus in the Basilica, which

FeHx himself had caused to be constructed on the AureHan Way, two miles

fi'om Borne. From this the body was removed into the Church of Saints

Cosmo and Damian. In the reign of Pope Gregory XIII., there arose a

question between the Cardinals Baronius and Santorio as to whether the

name of FeHx should be retained in the Boman martjTology as pontiff and

as martyr. Santorio maintained that it was clearly right, and on the 22d

of July, 1582, the evening of the Feast of Saint FeHx, that saint's body

was found in the above-mentioned Church of Saint Cosmo and Saint

Damian, and the inscription described him as having been pontiff and mar-

t}T, Many modem critics erase him from the Hst of pontiffs, on the ground

that that inscription is not authentic.

Some -writers maintain that the body is preserved at Padua, in the Chiu'ch

6
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of the Cordeliers, and that the coffin bears an insci'iption with the title of

saint, placed in 1503.

Even in our own day there are different opinions as to the legitimacy of the

papacy of FeHx H. Various authors consider liim a legitimate pope, and

and Bellarmine even WTote an apologetical dissertation in support of that

view. On the other hand, there are not wanting some who deny that he

was either saint, or pope, or martyr, and consider that he was an antipope,

and even erroneous in his doctrines ; of this opinion are Natalis Alexander,

SangaUo, Fleury, and Clmstianus Lupus. The celebrated Monsignor

Borgia, afterwards cardinal, said upon this subject :
" The legitimacy of

Fehs is demonstrated to those who beheve in the fall of Liberius."

Shortly after the pontificate of Damasus I., who succeeds to Liberius

and Felix, must be placed the reign of Julian, sumamed the Apostate, son

of JuHus Constantius, brother of the great Constantine. He was near

perishing with his brother Gallus in a terrible massacre of his family by

the sons of Constantine, and was only saved by the care of Mark, bishop

of Axistus, who concealed him in the sanctuary of his church, a circum-

stance which subsequently added to the horror of his apostacy. Eusebius

of Nicomedia, who was charged with the education of JuHan and Gallus,

gave them a tutor named Mardonius,* who endeavored to inspire them with

gravity, modesty, and contempt for sensual pleasures. These young princes

entered into the order of the clergy, and performed the duty of readers,

but Avith very different sentiments upon rehgion. Gallus had much piety,

while Julian had a secret leaning to the worship of false gods, and his in-

clinations broke forth when, at the age of twenty-four, he was sent to Athens,

Avhere he addicted himself to astrology, magic, and aU the vain illusions of

paganism. It is chiefly to that saciilegious curiosity about the future that

we must attribute the apostacy of that young prince, who gave no reason

for suspicion till after the death of Constantius. Julian, being named

Cajsar by Constantius, distinguished himself in Gaul, and gained a victory

over seven German kings near Strasburg. Subsequently his soldiers de-

clared him emperor. He was then at Paris, where he had built a palace,

of which the remains are still visible. Subsequently, Julian was recognized

.as emperor in the East, as he already had been in the "West. The pagan

philosophers, by whom he was surrounded, persuaded him to annihilate

Christianity and to revive idolatry. At first he employed only mild means,

but he afterwards ordered cruelty and bloodshed. londotf says of this

emperor, that " his character presents one of the most embarrassing prob-

lems of history. He was humane and sanguhiary, disinterested and prodi-

gal, harsh to himself, and too indulgent to the sophists, his favorites; he

* Feller iii., 719. t Biog. Univ., xxii., 140.
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combined the contraries, and was at the same time an Alexander and a Di-

ogenes." The Cardinal Gerdil, in his Considerations %tpon Julian (vol. x.,

Roman edition), has well described him. The edict of that emperor against

the Christians is a tissue of false reasonings, of which Voltaire has repro-

duced the principal traits in his Essay on Morals, with the same logic and

the same honesty. "With the death of this emperor, the family of Constan-

tine became extinct. In that family Christianity found alike its most

generous friend and its most cruel enemy. One sentence, borrowed from

Lebeau's Histaire de TEinpire, will complete one's knowledge of Julian

:

" He is the model of those persecuting princes who try to avoid the re-

proach of persecuting by an appearance of gentleness and equity."

Julian died on the 26th June, 363, at the age of about thirty-two years.

38. ST. DAMASUS— A. d. 36(3.

'' *^^ AS bom at Guimaraens, in Portugal. Sent to Home
'

*-''*^ at an early age, he at first "was writer and reader,

then deacon, and at length cardinal-priest. Da-

masus has been called a Spaniard, because Portu-

gal was then a part of Spain. It has been affirmed

that, during the exile of Liberius, Damasus was his

Vicar. While stiU young, he wrote the acts of the

holy martyrs, Peter and Marcellinus, which he had

learned from the Hps of their executioner, Dorotheus. Subsequently, he

contracted fiiendship with Athanasius, when the latter came to Rome, under

the pontificate of Julius, and perhaps he was ordained deacon by that pon-

tiff. Certainly he was deacon when Liberius was sent into exile. The

schismatical author of the prefaces to the Memorial of Faustiniis and Mar-

cellinus, after Father Zaccaria, adds that Damasus did not follow Liberius

into exile, but only feigned to do so, and then hastened back to Rome and

usurped the pontifical authority. But the author of those prefaces, besides

being a schismatic, showed himself the partisan of an antipope, named Ursi-

cinus, who then tormented the Church. And, therefore, we need give no

credence to what this opponent says against Damasus.

This cardinal-priest was elected pope at the age of sixty-two, on the 15th

of September, 366. He began by using all the means in his power to put

an end to the schism of Ursicinus. In 369, he assembled at Rome a synod

of ninety-three bishops, confirmed the faith of Nice, rebuked the Council of
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Rimiui, and condemned the Bisliop Auxentius, the disseminator of heresy

in the diocese of Milan, and in the neighboring churches. Saint Basil,

having sent letters to Rome by Dorotheas, deacon of Antioch,* the

Holy Father, to show himself favorable to the entreaties of the pious

bishop, sent to the East Sabinus, deacon of the Milanese church. The

latter returned to Home with letters from Basil, which were not satisfactory

to the pontiff. He thought fit to send them back to Basil by Evagrius.

Basil then sent again to Borne Dorotheus, recently consecrated priest.

On that occasion, the Holy Father, in 374, assembled another council, of

whose acts only a single fragment remains.

Several letters from the pontiff to Paulinus of Antioch then caused some

rumors in the East. Those letters contained a tacit but clear protestation by

which the Holy Father recognized the said Pauhnus as Bishop of Antioch,

to the prejudice of Meletius. Basil, the friend of the latter, sent Dorotheus

for the third time to Rome, with the view, in concert with other bishops, to

procure a retraction of that decision. At that time, Damasus assembled

a synod, in which he declared that he maintained his decree in favor of

Pauhnus, but without cutting off Meletius fi'om the communion of the

Church. In 377, Saint Jerome consulted Damasus on these questions. 1.

May we say that in God there are three hypostases ? 2. Witli which of the two

parties, the Meletinian or the Paulinian, were the faithful to communicate ?

The pope rephed that Paulinus was to be communicated ^ith, and that in

God three ]3ersons and one God were to be recognized,t

In the following year, Gracchus, Prefect of Rome, to whom is appHcable

Justinian's law that no one shall be a judge in his own cause, obtained baptism

on condition that the authorities should destroy the infamous den of Mythra.

In 379, peace was concluded between Pauhnus and Meletius. The former

held a council, the acts of which he sent to Damasus. In 380, the pope

YxKild a synod, in which he approved and confirmed the transaction of the

two bishops of Antioch, received Meletius into perfect communion, estab-

lishing a confession of faith. The same year the Holy Father declared null

the ordination, by some Egyptians, of the ambitious Maximus Cinicus, who
dared to pretend to be Bishop of Constantinople, to the prejudice of Saint

Gregory Naziensis, and he constituted, as his Vicar in the provinces of

eastern Illyria, AcoHus, Bishop of Thessalonica.

Priscihanus, condemned by the Council of Saragossa, then visited Rome
for the purpose of justifying himself to Damasus, but the pope would not

even admit him to his presence.

* Care must be taken not to confound the names and the men so remote from our own time.

Just now we had to mention Dorotheus, an executioner ; we now have another Dorotheus, a

friend of Saint Basil.

\ Novaes, i., p. Ib4.
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At the solicitation of the Emperor Theodosius, Damasus, in 381, assem-

bled at Constantinople the second general council. It was attended by a

hundred and fiftj or a hundred and eighty bishops, who gave honorable

reception to the Tome of the Westerns, that is 'to say, the confession of

Damasus to Paulinus, or the confession of faith estabHshed in the Roman
council of the preceding year. The bishops in this council confirmed the

Nicene creed against Macedonius, iEtius, and Eunomius, Arians, who,

among other errors, denied the divinity of the Holy Ghost. The bishops

added to the Nicene creed the words, I believe in the Holy Ghost, Lord, &c.,

to which were added the words jilioque in Spain, by the Council of Toledo,

of 589. It was received by the churches of France and Germany, in the

eisfhth century, and bv the Roman church in the ninth.

Maximus Sinicus, usurper of the See of Constantinople, was deposed, and

Saint Gregory Nazianensis was restored to his episcopal jurisdiction. But

he, fi'om his love of peace, renounced it, and in his place was aj^pointed

Nectairus, of the senatorial order, who was only a catechumen. In this

council three or four canons were formed, in one of which primacy was given

to the Bishop of Constantinople after that of the Roman pontiff. This was

disapproved of by Damasus, who was too acute and far-sighted not to per-

ceive the danger which might arise from that probably too hasty declara-

tion. About the same time, when, on every side, measures were being taken

to seciu'e the peace of the Church, and to destroy heresies, some senators,

partisans of the old system of the Gentiles of Rome, attempted to restore

paganism by causing the altar of victory to be re-erected in the senate. In

pursuance of that design, they were about to send Simmachus to the

Emperor Gratian to obtain his consent. But Saint Ambrose, formally em-

powered by Damasus, exerted himself so effectively at court, that the em-

bassy was not suffered to depart. That same year the Holy Father convoked

a numerous council, all the acts of which are lost.

In 383, Damasus wrote a letter to the Eastern bishops against the par-

tisans of ApolHnarus, and, in 384, another letter to the Emperor Valentinian,

in favor of Simmachus, who had been accused of showing his hatred of the

Christians, under pretext of obeying the orders of the emperor. Damasus

instituted the penalty of retaliation, by which the caluminator was to be sub-

jected to the punishment wliich the accused would have incurred had he

been unable to prove himself innocent.* To him also is attribiited the cus-

tom of chaunting the Psalms day and night, but that custom prevailed in

the primitive church in the time of Pope Pontianus. It is possible that it

was even earlier. Saint Ambrose introduced into the West the singing of

* Qiudia fi'cUti, patiariit talia.jus est,

Huic itibi, coiiveuiena talio nomen liabet.
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the Psalms, by two clioirs alternately, it may have "been that Damasus, by a

decree, confirmed that new custom. On this point, Dom Constant refutes

those who say that the alternate singing was either invented or confirmed by
Pope Damasus. It is not' exact to say that Damasus, following the example

of the Church of Jerusalem, ordered the Alleluia to be sung at Pome. By
the advice of Saint Jerome, he ordered that, as the Alleluia was sung at

Easter time, it should frequently be sung at other times, that is to say, on

Sundays. Those who write that the same pontiff ordered that at the end of

the Psalms the Gloria Patri should be used, are mistaken, for they base

their assertion upon a letter of St. Jerome, which is now known to be

apocryjjhal. Novaes thinks that the Gloria Patri was in use in the primi-

tive church. The Council of Nice added to it the words, Sicut erat in princi-

pio, in opposition to the Arians, who said that the Son of God was created

in time. In general, the custom of saying it at the end of the Psalms was

not usually commanded by the Church as early as is supposed
;
perhaps it

was not ordered previous to the celebration of the Council of Vaison, in the

acts of which we, for the first time, meet with a decree that relates to it.

Damasus summoned to Pome Saint Jerome, who served him as secretary,

with the duty of replying to the letters which the Holy Father received from

the councils and from the churches. By order of the same pontiff, Saint

Jerome corrected and translated into Latin the version of the Septuagint,

and he did the same for the Hebrew edition, done into Latin. He also

most scrupulously corrected the Latin text of the New Testament, carefully

comparing it with the Greek text.

In five ordinations. Saint Damasus created sixty-two bishops, thirty-one

priests, and eleven deacons. He governed the Church eighteen years and

about two months, and died at the age of eighty, in December, 384.

He was a man of briUiant virtue, learned in the Holy Scriptures, illustri-

ous by his writings, and celebrated for the good and constant organization

of the acts of his pontificate. This pontiff had also some disposition towards

the cultivation of poetry, but excelled less in that kind of study than in all

the others to which he devoted himself. Saint Jerome bestows this eulogy

upon the continence of Damasus : He teas the virgin doctor of a virgin

Church. Tolerant as to offences offered to himself, Damasus would not

endure such to the Church.

The genuine works of Saint Damasus were printed at Paris in 1672, in

8vo. That edition is preceded by the Life of the Pontiff, which is also to

be found in the Bihliotheqiie cles Peres, and in the Ep. Rom. Pont., of Dom
Constant, folio. An earher edition was pubhshed in 1639, by Frederick

Ubaldini, and there was another Poman edition in 1638. There is also an

edition by the Canon Antoine Marie Merenda, folio, 1754.

A host of other authors have spoken of the works of Saint Damasus,
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The council of Chalcedon called him the ornament and the glory of liome.

His intimate union with Saint Jerome is one of the finest acts of this pon-

tiff. To select for his interpreter a writer of such splendid talent and such

high reno-mi, was to show an admirable modesty. The moral strength of the

pontificate was doubled by such a circumstance. So great a head of

the church, learned himself, and endowed Tv-ith the most eminent literary

quahties, stiU further summoned to his aid the eloquence, the force, the

fervor, the calm style, the patience, and the almost universal learning, and

finally, the advice of the most eminent doctor of the Latin Church.

Damasus added to his own intrinsic gi-eatness by his confidence in Saint

Jerome. Damasus was buried in the Basihca that he had raised on the

Via Ardeatina. His body was removed into the church that he had him-

self founded, called Saint Laiirence, in Damaso.

The Holy See was vacant thirty-one days. It is said that Saint Damasus

introduced the use of organs. (See the reign of Saint Vitaliamis, seventy-

seventh Pope.)

"We must here say a few words more about the Antipope Ursicinus. At

the election of Damasus he did not fear to accept the part of an intrusive

pope. Although that election shone with the intervention of the divine

judgment, says Saint Ambrose fJ^p. 30, ad Valentin), some priests, seven in

number,* and three deacons, having placed themselves at the head of the

faction opposed to Felix, created Ursicinus pontiff, in the Basilica of Sicinus,

situated near the Esquiline, and he Avas ordained by the bishop of Tivoh
;

and then arose a sedition between the two factions, each of which desired

the man of its choice to prevail. Juventius, then prefect of Eome, drove

Ursicinus and his partisans from the city, but they speedily returned.

Again expelled by Pretextatus, successor to Juventius, the Emperor Yalen-

tinian confirmed the order of exile, and declared Ursicinus a disturber of

the Church, and all the partisans of the intruder schismatics. They

attempted a new sedition, still maintaining that in Ursicinus they recog-

nized their legitimate head; but the emperor by a new order sent the

partisans to a distance of twenty miles from the metrcpoHs, and banished

the false pontiff into Gaul.

On the death of Valentinian, Ursicinus endeavored to return to Rome,

and assembled his partisans, with a view to seizing the pontifical authority.

He continued his intrigues and his seditious conduct during the whole

reign of Damasus, but was unable to expel the noble friend of Saint Jerome.

At the moment of the election of Siricius, successor of Damasus, Ursicinus

endeavored to oppose it, but he was again repulsed from Rome, to which

it seemed he could never return.

This circumstance throws some light upon the then system of election.
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Under tins roign died Saint Macrina, sister of Saint Basil and of Saint

Gregory of Njssus. Saint Basil, surnamed the Great, was bishop of

CcBsarea. The Emperor Valeus having sent a prefect to Basil to engage

him to become an Arian, he refused with some force. The prefect observed

that people never spoke to him in that manner, to which Basil cuttingly

replied, "Possibly that is because you are never in the habit of sioeahimi to a

bishojj." " A reply," says Feller (I., 378), " fuU of energy and of the episcopal

character, and one which pastors should never lose sight of." The Ilexaine-

ron of Saint Basil (a work upon the six days of the creation) is looked upon

as a masterpiece.

The Basilian rehgious orders, male and female, take their name from this

holy doctor.

39. ST. SIRICIUS.— A. D. 384.

\ ."l^^^^^^^aj^ IRICIUS, a Roman, son of Tiburtius, priest-cardinal

A /Mll^^^l^Jtvlf^ ^^ Saint Pudenziana in Fastore, or as some say,

ig^^(^^^^\v^^v ll'A cardinal-deacon, created by Damasus, was elected

^^^^^^^^^ Y
pontiff in 384. It is affirmed that he is the author

!:i^^^^|j|^y[irr "^ of the Communicantes in the mass. By a decretal

*^\«|iira^B|^P^ra written to Himerius, bishop of Tarragona, he permits

^^S^*X V T^y^^ monks to receive the sacerdotal order which previ-

0"'"'^'^^^^^'^"" ously was prohibited. He forbade the ordaining of

bigamists, and those who had married widows.

Saint Siricius ordained that, except in cases of urgent necessity, baptism

should be administered only at Easter and Pentecost.

He condemned the Manicheans, those obstinate sectaries of Manes, a

Persian slave, who propagated his errors in 273. They maintained that the

body of Christ was altogether actual ; that there are two supreme principles,

the Good and the Evil, and that from this latter proceeded the old law.

They forbade obedience to princes, as being dangerous. According to

Manes, all the prophets were damned souls. The absurd dogma of the

Metempsychosis, the prohidition to kill any animal whatever, or to use any

kind of animal food, were some of the chief points of the heresy of Manes.

He dogmatised pubHcly, and he sent disciples to preach his doctrines at

first in the nearest provinces of Persia, and afterwards in India and Egypt.

In imitation of the number of our Saviour's apostles, this man employed
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twelve emissaries, tliree of wliom are named Thomas, Hermas, and

Buldas."

Saint Siricius also condemned the Priscilhanists, foUowers of PrisciUian,

bishop of Avila. That heresiarch adopted some of the errors of the Man-

icheaus, and added one of his own—that men are subject to the influence of

evil stars. Juvenian, a Milanese monk, was also condemned. He denied

the Virginity of the Mother of God.

Some authors doubt the piety of Saint Siricius, because he did not

promptly repel the mischievous errors of Eufinus, a monk of Aquilea, which

en'ors were long kept concealed. They were at length made public by

Saint Marcella, a Eoman lady, and Pammachiiis, a Roman senator. The

pontiii* is defended upon this point by Florentini and Noris. Benedict XIV.

also excuses the pontiif, especially in a letter to John V., King of Portugal.

He moreover ordered that the name of Saint Siricius should be placed in

the Boman martyrology, Baronius had previously accused him of having

being cold in his relations with Saint Jerome, and of not continuing to him

the confidence that Damasus had shown ; but these circumstances did not

influence the decision of Benedict XIV., which now has the force of a law.

What must have especially struck that learned and sagacious Catholic legis-

lator of the eighteenth century is that the works of Saint Siricius indicate

great courage. In those letters the pontifical dignity shines forth in all its

lustre. We recognise the spirit of the prince of the Church, of the lieuten-

ant of Godjt when he commands that his decrees shall be published in all

the pro\dnces, and that the primates of the Church see to their execution, on

pain of their immediate deposition. The pontiff exjiressly declares that

whoever shall refuse to obey his injunctions will be cut off from the com-

munion of the faithful, and lialjle to the pains of hell.

Saint Siricius, in five ordinations, in December, created thirty-two bishops,

twenty-seven (some say thirty-one) priests, and sixteen or nineteen deacons.

He was the fii'st pontiff who called himself pope.| Novaes discusses that

question in his introduction to his Lives of the Sovereign Pontiffs of Rome.

(Dissert. IV., vol. ii., p. 3.) The following is his opinion upon this import-

ant point

:

" "VMien the new pontiff has accepted the election, he begins to be called

Pope. I will not give here the catalogue of the various interpretations that

authors assign to that name."

* " This name," Buldas, says the celebrated M. de Saint Martin, " may be merely indicative

of the dogmas that these heretics borrowed from the Indian legislator, Buddh or Buddha, whose
dextrine at that time predominated in India, was widely spread in the regions which separate

that country from China, where it is said that Manes travelled.

f Capsarotti, p. 91.

X IgnatiiLs Daacii has written a little work in 12rao., entitled, "Etymology of the words Fope

ami Pontiff.
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He nevertheless does cite Barbosa {Jur. Ecdes., lib. i., cap. 2 ; Petra, Com-

vH'M ad Const. Apost, t. i., pragraplie 3, numero 7), tlie BoUandists, in tlie

Chronological History of the Patriarchs of Alexandria, vol. v., act. ss., p. 25
;

Ra}-naud, vol. x. {Des Titres du Pontifo Romain, p. 80), and Lambertini {De

Syndiceces, lib. i., chap. 3, para. 4).

Novaes continues thus

:

" This name is derived from the title of Pater Patrioi ; others derive it from

Pater Patriim or Pater Pastorum. Some, again, say that the word is de-

rived from the initial letters of the following words : thus, Petri, Apostoli,

Potestatem, Accipiens."

All those interpretations befit a name so mysterious.

" At first," continues Novaes, " this name was applied in common to aU

priests, whence came the custom of giving the name oi/ather to every regu-

lar priest. Then the name was given only to bishops. Papebrok {in Gonat.

Chrono. Histor. ad Siricium, p. 147, No. 9) says that Saint Siricius was the

first who called himself Papa (pope), and that he so styles himseK in many
letters which he wrote to various provinces. Saint Leo the Great, elected

in 440, follows that example ; in his Epist. 17, he entitles himself "Leo, Papa

Universis per Siciliuin constitutis Sahdem." At the end of the ninth century,

this name was no longer given to any one but the sovereign pontiffs of

Pome. About the end of the tenth century, Arulphus II., Ai'chbishop of

Milan, having taken the title of " Pope of the City of Milan, Gregory V., in

988, complained of it, and the Council of Pavia decreed that Arulphus must

desist from that pretension of being pope.

" The schismatics, however, usurped the name of pope. Gregory YIL, in

the Council of Borne, of 1076, strictly ordered that the title of pope should

be unique in the Cathohc world, and that no one should be allowed either

to take that name for himself or apply it to any one but the sovereign pon-

tiff." (Baronius, Blartyrol., 10 Jan. and 25 Jan.)

" Carni has pubhshed a dissertation on the question whether that degree

of Saint Gregory YIL is genuine. (Vol. i. of his "Works, -p. 152.) It is

s\a-itten in ItaHan, and the title is in Latin."

With the reign of Siricius are also connected the sedition of Antioch, the

Massacre of Thessalonica, the letter of Saint Ambrose to Theodosius, and

the penitence of that emperor, who for eight mpnths refrained from enter-

ing the Church.* During that time, Siricius added his zeal to that of the

great Saint Ambrose, in endeavoring to restore peace to the empire. Siri-

cius governed the Church during fourteen years. He died in 398, at the

age of seventy-fovir years, and was interred in the cemetery of PrisciUa, on

* Fleury, iv., p. 559, et seq.
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the Via Salaria. His body was removed by Pascal I. into tlie Cliurcli of

Saint Praxedes. The Holy See was vacant nineteen days.

I must add that, under Saint Suicius, also appeared what Fleury calls

(IV. 528) the beginnings of Saint Augustine. He had been made a catechu-

men by the sign of the cross, and by salt. At first he addicted himself to

the pleasures of the world, and feU into the hands of the Manicheans who,

leading him astray by their pompous discourses, gave him a taste for their

reveries, and an aversion for the Old Testament. Saint Monica, mother of

Saint Augustine, begged a bishop to brmg her son back into the right way.

The bishop replied that it was necessary to wait, and, as the mother repHed

to those words with a flood of tears, he added, it is impossible that the

cliild of those tears should perish.

Under the reign of Saint Siricius, died Saint Gregory of Nyssus, brother

of Saint Basil and Saiut Mocrina. Gregory was bishop of Nyssus, a city

of Dardania ; he is surnamed the Father of fathers. His principal works

are Funeral Orations, Sermons, Panegyrics of the Saints, Commentaries on

Scripture, and Dogmatic Treatises. He may be compared to the most cele-

brated orators of antiquity for purity, ease, strength, fecundity, and mag-

nificence of style.

We must not forget the great Saint Athanasius, who died about this time

(eleven years before the reign of Saint Siricius), after being bishop of Alex-

andria during forty-six years. During more than fifty years he was perse-

cuted by the Arians, whom he opposed with an invincible courage. Eras-

mus was a great admirer of the style of Saint Athanasius ; a style which is

by turns noble, simple, elegant, clear, and pathetic.

40. ST. AlfASTASIUS I.— a. d. 398.

"NASTASIUS I., a Eoman, and son of Maximus,

was created pontiff at the close of 388. He for-

bade the ordination of any deformed person.

Pilgrims could no longer be ordained without a

letter fi-om their OAvn bishop : whence the actual

origin of letters dimissory. He ordered that the

priests should stand up, keeping their heads

bowed, while the deacons read the gospel during

Mass, in order to show, says Bona, in his liturgic

letters, that they were servants ready to fulfil the commands of the gospel.

Tliis decree was called fortli by a dissen.sion which occurred at Ptome be-
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tween the priests and the deacons. The latter (see Baronius), administering

the goods of the Church, treated with not much respect the priests who, on

account of that, disdained to rise up before the deacons, even when the

h\tter were reading the gospel before the faithful ; for, according to old

custom, wluni the priests were seated the deacons were to remain standing.*

The holy father, in order to put an end to that scandal, published the decree

of which we have spoken, and which was registered in the pontifical book.

Saint Jerome calls Saint Anastasius a man of very rich poverty and apos-

tolic zeal.

It was especially in defending Saint Chrysostom, whom they attempted

to expel from Constantinople, that Anastasius evidenced a great devotion.

In two ordinations Anastasius created ten or twelve bishops, eight or

nine priests, and five deacons. " He governed the Church," says Innocent

I., " with purity of hfe, abundance of doctrine, and perfect strictness of

ecclesiastical authority. He reigned three years and ten days, and died

in 401.

Saint Jerome further says (Ep. 127), that under such a bishop Rome
v/ould remain. And, in fact, very shortly after the good pope's death, 'in

410, Eome was for the first time sacked by the Goths. Their king, Alaric,

had assaulted it three times before he could take it.

Saint Anastasius was interred in the cemetery of the Orso Pileafo, on the

EsquOixie, and afterwards removed by Sergeus I. into the Church of Saint

Sylvester and Saint Martin ai 3Ionti. The Holy See remained vacant

twenty days.

41. ST. mi^^OCElNrT I.— A. D. 401.

NNOCENT I., of Alba, in Montferrato, was the

: son of Innocent, and a cardinal-deacon created

b}^ Saint Damasus. He was elected pontiff at

the close of 401. In 401 he went to Ravennaf

to converse with the Emperor Honorius, and ob-

tain from him the confirmation of the capitulation

concluded between King Alaric and the senate of

the city of Rome, besieged by Alaric, and sacked

by him in the following year.

Returning to Rome after a fruitless journey, the pope applied himself to

Novaes, i., p. 140. f See note at end of tliis chapter.
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consoling and encouraging the Romans, restoring the cliurches, and orna-

menting them anew -snth precious jewels of gold and silver. He at the

same time busied himself in publishing constitutions for the discipline of

the church, in destroying as far as he could in their beginning the heresies

of Pelagius, an Enghsh monk, and his disciple Celestius, whose nativity is

unknown, and in condemning the reviving heresies of the Donatists.

Saint Jerome calls Innocent the successor and the son of Anastasius, be-

cause the former, like the latter, had given proofs of his love of justice by

protecting the cause of Saint John Chrysostom, unworthily deposed from

the see of Constantinople, and driven from his church by the faction of

Theophilus.^ He who had condemned the two councils irregularly held

against a bishop, whom no pnident man could deem guilty, could not but

be inflexible against the Novatians, who, for more than a century, had kept

up their schism.

t

Innocent, of his own sense of duty, determined to anathematize both

Pelagius and Celestius, who continued to torment men's consciences by

their audacious doctrines on original sin, free will, and divine grace.

Saint Innocent ordered that all important causes, after the sentence of the

bishop, should be remitted to the Holy See, " according to the rehgious

custom," as he himseK said. With the legacy of the matron Yestina, he

biult and erected into a cardinalate parish the church of Saints Yitalius,

Gervasius and Protasius.

In four ordinations, in the month of December, this pope created fifty-

four bishops, tliirty priests, and fifteen deacons. He governed the Church

fifteen years, two months, and ten days.

He was endowed with very distinguished intellect and singular prudence.

He laid it down that a ruler should never dismiss the ministers of his pre-

decessor, "foi-,"said he, "new comers injure business before they learn

how to do it."

He died on the 28th of July, in the year 417, and was buried in the

cemetery at the Orso Pileato, and thence removed into the church of Saint

Sylvester and Saint Martin, ai Monti.

The Holy See remained vacant twenty-one days.

It was under the reign of Innocent I. that Eutropius suffered martyrdom
at Constantinople. Fleury, vol. v., book 21, chap. 38, says :

" The prefect,

*<t must not be forgotten that Saint John Clirysostom appealed from the sentence of tlie

CimcUiabule du Chene, that the pontiff reversed the iniquitous condemnation, and that his sen-

tence was respected by the whole Clmrcli. But there was a wide distance then from those

false decretals which ignorant modem sectarians tell us are the source of appeals to Rome.
(Feller, iii., 6O0.) The Conciliabule du Chene was so called because held in the church of a

quarter of the town of Chalcedou, to which a great oak had given its name.

f See life of Saint Cornelius, in p. — of this volume, for his opinion of the Novatians.
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a pagan, and the euoni}' of the Christians, inflicted the most cruel tortures

on the friends of Saint Chrysostom. Eutropius, reader and chanter, was

put to the question. Fire was applied to him ; he was beaten with straps

of raw hides, and with sticks ; his sides, his cheeks, and his forehead were

toi-n with iron hooks, and, finally, lighted torches were plunged into the

gaping wounds where the flesh had been torn completely away fr-om the

bone, and he expired.

The priest Tigrius was also stripped, scourged iipon the back, and tied

hand and foot, and stretched so violently that the joints were dislocated."

In France, the barbarians furiously tortured the bishops ; at Rlieims,

Saint Nicasia, with the \^rgin Eutropia, her sister ; at Arras, Saint Diogene

;

at Auxerre, Saint Paterna ; at Langres, Saint Didier. Every where the

same deplorable horrors followed the triumph of the barbarians. It seemed

as though Constantine had every where propagated Catholicism only that

the victims might be the more plainly pointed out for destruction ; and

among those barbarians who thus tortured and destroyed Christians, there

were some who pretended to beheve in Christ.

Note.—The Abbe Francis Giusta, in his Journeys of the Popes [Viaggide Papi), Florence,

1782, 8vo., describes the principal journeys undertaken by the popes for the benefit of the

Church. The first journey is that of Innocent I , to have an interview in 409 with the Emperor

Honorius, then residing at Ravenna. Then come the journeys of Saint Leo to Attila, in Mantua,

in 453 ; that of Hormisdas to Ravenna, to Theodoric, King of the Goths ; that of Saint John I. to

Constantinople, to the Emperor Justinian, in 525 ; that of Agupetus to Constantinople to the

Emperor Justinian, in 546. In 053 Martin I. was carried off from Rome, by order of the Empe-

ror Constantius.

In the eighth century, Constantine went to Constantinople to the Emperor Justinian II., in

710. Other journeys followed. Saint Zacharias went to Turin, to Ravenna, to Pavia, and to

Perugia, in 742, 748, and 750. Saint Stephen III. went to France, to King Pepin, in 754. Saint

Stephen V. went to Rheims, to the Emperor Louis I. in 816. Gregory IV. went to France in

8o2 ; John VIII. went to Paris to the Emperor Charles the Bald in 877.

In the tenth century no pope left Rome. Saint Leo IX. went to France in 1049, and to Ger-

many in 1053. Victor II. went to Germany to the Emperor Henry, in 1057 ; Saint Gregory VII.

went to the Castle of Canosse in 1077. A century later, in 1177, Alexander III. went to Venice

to treat for peace -with the Emperor Frederic.

In the twelfth century there was no papal removal from Rome. In the thirteenth—in 1223

—llonoiias 111. went to the congress with the Emperor Frederic II. Gregory X. went to Lyons

in 1274.

Clement V. transferred the residence of the Holy Sec into France in 1306. Urban V. Avcnt to

Avignon, in Italy, in 1363. Gregory XI. re-established the residence of the Holy See at Rome in

1376. Pius II. went to Mantua in 1459. Julius II. in 1511 besieged La Mirandola. Leo X.

went to Bologna to confer with King Francis I., in 1515. Paul III. went to Savona in 1538, to

Lucca in 1541, and to Basseto in 1543. Clement VIII. went to Ferrara in 1598.

In the seventeenth century there was no papal journey.

In the eighteenth century, in 1782, Pius VI. went to Vienna ; Pius VII. went to Paris in 1804
;

in 1809 he was detained at Savona ; in 1815 he went to Geneva, and, finally, Gregory XVI.

visited Ancona in 1841 ; Pius IX. went to Gaeta in 1848.
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42. ST. ZOZIMUS.— A. d. 417.

AIXT ZOZIMUS, made a priest by Saint Innocent

^fv I., Avas, according to some, a Greek, born at Cesarea,

in Cappadocia ; according to others, be was born at

Bieti, in Calabria. He was elected pontiff on the

19th of August, A. D. 417. He was the first who to

the title of bishop ox pope added the words, of Home.

(Novaes i., 153.) He forbade that impure men or

slaves should be received into the clergy ; and he

forbade the clergy to frequent taverns. He renewed the condemnation of

Pelagins and Celestius, and he obtained from the Emperor Honorius, then

residing at Eavenna, that the Celestians and the Pelagians should be

banished from Rome, and everj where known as heretics. African bishops

assembled at Carthage, having condemned the Pelagians as heretics, the

pope confirmed the' sentence ; and from that instant he neglected no pre-

caution to hasten, every where, the destruction of the schism which concealed

itself imder false pretences of piety and of submission.

To settle some Church bxisiness. Saint Zozimus sent Saint Augustine to

Cesarea, a city of Mauritania. The holy doctor speaks of that journey in

his letters 190 and 209.

It is stated in the Martyrology that this pope ordered that deacons

should wear the stole, hanging from the left shoulder to the right side. He
gi-anted to the parish churches the faculty of blessing the paschal candles,

which previously had been permitted only to the great Basihcas. Some

authors attribute to him the invention of the paschal candle, whence the

Agims Dei originated ; but the opinion is not shared by other historians.

The ti-uth is that the custom of blessing and distributing the Agmis Dei

dates from the infant church, and that that ceremony was performed on

Holy Saturday.

Zozimus gave a decision relating to the difference which existed between

the churches of Aries and Vienne, as to which should be the metjropohtan of

the Viennoise and Narhonnaise provinces.

He had some disputes -with the bishops of Africa on the subject of

Apiarius, an African priest, deposed from the priesthood by Bishop Urbain.

There arose a difference of opinion between the Roman and the African

church, which continued five years, and was terminated by Pope Saint

Boniface I. Apiarius, wlien he appealed on the subject to Zozimus, availed

himself of an establislied right. The Afi'ican fathers recognized the right
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of the Roman pontiffs to receive and decide upon all appeals made to the

Holy See from all parts of the Catholic world. The Africans, in the case of

Apiarius, did not directly contest the right of appeal to the Holy See ; but

they demanded the execution of the established rules to prevent the abuses

committed by the clerics and simple priests in making such appeals with

too great levity and in eases already well decided.* It was in vain that su-

perficial writers or enemies of the Holy See quoted those regulations as

against the right of appeal in itself. A power so old in the Church as to

its essence, although it had not always been as active or extensive in its

exercise, and those in whose hands it existed, could by no right-minded

reasoner be termed a usurped power, when the circumstances, the wants of

the Church and its disciphne, requfred that the exercise of the same power

should become more fr'equent and more habitual.

Saint Zozimus, in an ordination in December, created eight bishops, ten

priests, and three deacons. He governed the Church one year, nine months,

and nine days. He died on the 26th December, 418, and was interred in

the Basihca of Saint Laurence, on the Via Tiburtina. The Holy See re-

mained vacant one day.

It was in 418 that Saint Augustine wrote to a layman named Mercator,

'.vlio had consulted him upon the errors of the Pelagians :
" For myself, I

confess it to you, I love rather to learn than to teach, for the sweetness of

truth invites us to learn, and charity must constrain us to teach. But we

should teach only when charity constrains us to do so."

43. ST. BONIFACE I.— a. d. 418,

EOMAN, the son of Zucundus, was made cardi-

nal-priest by Saint Damasus. When about to be

proclaimed pontiff, he had not voluntarily accepted

that dignity, but he had at length given his con-

sent, when some deacons and a very few priests,

opposing themselves to the wishes of the great

majority of the electors, named Eulahus, who had

been made cardinal archdeacon by Innocent 1.

Symmachus, prefect of Bome, patronized EulaHus,

and prejudiced the Emperor Honorius in favor of that antipope. The em-

peror being warned that Symmachus had written falsely to him upon the

Feller, v., p. 814.
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subject, thoiigbt fit to call upon both Boniface and Eulalius to attend before

bim at Eavenna. Enlalras, in contempt of tbe emperor's orders, left Rome
for a short time and then secretly retiirned. That, of course, put an end

to all dispute upon the subject of the pontificate ; Boniface was solemnly

recognized.

Unhappily it resulted from that dispute that as Honorius in that instance,

so the kings of Italy and others subsequently, interfered in the papal elec-

tions. Of Eiilahus we may sum up all that it is necessary to say about him,

by merely adding that this intiiider retired to Porto d'Anzo, and was sub-

sequently bishop of Nepi.

Boniface, being firmly seated in the Holy See, ordered that no cleric

should be ordained priest earHer than thirty years of age, as Saint Fabian

had desired, and Boniface also followed Zozimus in excluding from that

honor all impure men and slaves. He introduced the custom of singing on

Holy Thursdays the Gloria in Excelsis.
*

This pope suppressed the vigils of the saints ; which consisted in meeting

at their tombs and passing the nights preceding their feasts in fervent

prayer. Although those nights began, as it was fitting, in a holy manner, it

must be confessed that they did degenerate into mere meetings for amuse-

ment ; the pope limited such meetings to the feast days, but he did not

suppress either the name of vigils or the fasting which was prescribed.

Boniface made a decree which forbade all canvassing in the pontifical

elections ; the true pope was to be he who should be elected by the divine

judgment and the consent of all.

By apostolical and royal edicts he pursued the enemies of grace ; he re-

ceived the four books dedicated to him by Saint Augustine, which the latter

had sent by Alipius. Those books refuted the letters of the Pelagians.

This same pope fii-mly maintained the rights of the Holy See over Illyria,

which the patriarch of Constantinople aimed at separating from the Roman
jurisdiction. It was under this pope that Saint Jerome died, that brilliant

Hght that so long and so brilhantly illuminated all Christendom.

In one ordination, in the month of December, Saint Boniface created

thirty-six bishops, thirteen priests, and three deacons ; he governed the

Church three years, eight months, and seven days. He died A. D. 422, and

was buried in the Cemetery of Saint FeHcitas, on the Appian Way, and

near the Cemetery of CaUxtus.

The Holy See was vacant eight days.

7
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44. ST. CELESTINE I.— a. d. 422.

^^^^^^^^^{^j ELESTINE I., a Eoman, cardinal-deacon, created

v^j^^jp^^ ow ^y Innocent I., was the son of Priscus, and a very

/ y^^-^^^W-^^i^ .^ll'
^6^^ relation of the Emperor Valentiuian. This

1 1 isl^^^^Hlffll^r pontiff was elected in the year 422.

A^^^^^^OefsSBli/^ In 431, the Holy Father caused to be celebrated

\^^^^B5^B|Mw ^^ Ephesus, formerly a city, and at present a Tillage

^̂ ^^^^^ ŝ^W of Turkey, in Asia, the third general council, with

^^^^^^"^==^^ the presence of two hundred bishops, and of three

of his legates. This council established against Nestorius, nephew of Paul

of Samosata, at first a monk, then a priest at Antioch, and, at the time

referred to, bishop of Constautinoj)le, that there was in Jesus Christ but

one person and two natures, and that the most holy Virgin was to be called

Mother of God. Nestorius was of a contrary opinion, and obstinately de-

fended his false and erroneous opinion : he maintained that there were two

persons in Christ, one divine and the other human. He said that the most

lioly Virgin ought not to be called diother of God, but only Blother of Christ,

because, according to him, it was the Man and not the God to whom she

gave bii'th. The definitive decree of the council having been sent to Pome,

was received there on Christmas Day with so much joy and acclamation, that

to the angelic salutation were added the words : Sancta Maria, Mater Die,

ora pro nobis ; Holy 3Iary, Mother of God, prayfor ns*

In the history of the Church from its estabhshment to the pontificate of

Gregory XVI., by M. the Abbe Peceveur (vol. iii., book 13, p. 3G), there is

the following passage

:

" On the very day of the arrival of the legates of Pope Celestine, the

council held its second session in the episcopal house. The letter of the

pope was lead, first in Latin, then in Greek ; and after numerous acclama-

tions of the bishops, in honor of Celestiue and Cyril (patriarch of Alexan-

dria), the legates, remarking that the papal letter prescribed the execution

of the judgment already pronounced by the Holy See, called the acts of the

preceding session, that it might be certain that the council had proceeded

regularly, and to confirm its decisions by the authority of the Holy See, if

those decisions should be found conformable to what Pope Celestine had

himself already decided. Eirmus, of Cesarea, and Theodotus, of AncjTa,

* In support of this fact, Novaes quotes Baronius ; then he adds that Bona and Mabillon main-

tain that this addition of words must be considered more recent.
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replied, in the name of the council, that in all things they had followed and

executed the judgment pronounced by the pope, as would be proved to the

legates by the reading of the acts.

" On the follo^^-ing day, a third session was held, in which were pubhcly

read the acts which had abeady been privately read by the legates, after

which the Priest Philip, one of the legates, said :
' All know that Saint

Peter, chief of the Apostles, and founder of the Catholic Church, received

from Jesus Christ the keys of the celestial kingdom, with power to bind

and loose, and that he, by his successors, still exerts his power.' Our holy

pope, Bishop Celestine, who now holds Saint Peter's place, ha"vang sent us

to supply his place in the council, we, by his authority, confirm the sentence

of deposition and excommunication passed against Nestorius."

Celestine expelled from Italy the Pelagians, who continued the propaga-

tion of their errors. Celestius, their head, having retired to Great Britain,

Celestiue sent thither two missionaries who, in two years, brought him back

to the orthodox faith.* The Novatians still kept many churches open in

Rome. The pope, if we are to credit Cassiodorus on that point, confined

their last bishop to a distant quarter, and forbade that heresiarch to re-

assemble his partisans.

Learning that some bishops of France were afflicted by new progress of

the sect called semi-Pelagians, who had recently passed from Africa to Mar-

seilles to oppose the doctrine of Saint Augustine on predestination and

grace, Celestine wrote to those French bishops a letter, replete with wisdom

and prudence. Finally, he sent into Ireland, Palladius, the Greek, first

bishop of that country, and Saint Patrick, now the beloved apostle of the

Irish.

In three ordinations, Celestine created forty-six, or, as others say, sixty-

two bishops, thirty-two priests, and twelve deacons. He governed the

Church nearly ten years. He ordered that his synodal decrees, and those

of his predecessors, should in no vnse be revoked or subjected to any new

examination, when once ordered and decided. He was interred in the

cemetery of Priscilla, on the Via Salaria, and subsequently his body was

removed into the church of Saint Praxedes.

The Holy See was vacant nineteeo days. Under this reign died Saint

Augustine. That celebrated father confounded the dangerous heretics of

the time, among others, Celestius and Pelagius ; and he enhghtened the

Church by his admirable writings. The same father, seconded by Saint

Romain, his disciple, silenced the semi-Pelagians, who attributed the com-

mencement of justification and faith to free wiU alone.t

• Beda, chap, xvii, f Boesuet, Disc, iur VHist. Univ., p. 73.
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Saint Augustine has left in liis " Confessions"* great details of his own
life. Of all his works, this throAvs the most interest on the Bishop of

Hippo. Science, virtue, and the courage of the saints are objects of

eternal veneration. The piety of Saint Augustine was characterized by

that impassioned love of God which in all ages has invariably dehghted

and attracted the faithful. The accounts that he has given of the errors

and faults of his turbulent youth, the progressive effects of rehgious senti-

ments in his soul, which still remained weak long after being convinced,

render him far less a stranger to us than most of the other fathers of the

Church. The confessions of Saint Augnastine are a continual prayer ; he

unceasingly addresses himself to God with a sort of familiarity of adoration

which is at once singular and affecting ; he supplicates God to give him the

enhghtenment necessary to the discovery of the faults that he had com-

mitted at the various stages of his Hfe, and he forcibly breathes out his

sentiments of shame and repentance.t The most complete of his works is

The City of God. When, in 410, Bome was taken by Alaric, and the love-

Uest part of the civihzed world was a prey to the barbarians, clamors arose

against Christianity. The rest of the pagans and philosophers remarked

that from the estabhshment of religion the world had become more and

more subjected to frightful calamities. Saint Augustine then undertook to

show that idolatry, even if enhghtened by the purest philosophy, must

still be powerless to secure even temporal happiness to mankind. Then he

explained what is the city of God, that is to say, the Church of God, which

subsists in all His glory, and of which some fragments are scattered about

our terrestrial city. It is the continual opposition of the love of the things

of this world with the love of divine things ; their combat commenced with

the fall of the angels. Almost the who^e doctrine of Saint Augustine is

contained in this book, which is undoubtedly the noblest picture of the

Christian rehgion, which there, as in all the writings of the saint, is

represented with a penetrating sweetness. He seems always to invite men

to temporal as well as to eternal happiness. He speaks from his own ex-

perience. Himself fuU of passion and of scruples, he had found calmness

nowhere but in the secure asylum of religion.

Saint Augustine has been surnamed the Doctor of Grace, and the painters

have given him a flaming heart for symbol. Among his numerous works,

the single book, On the Christian Doctrine, contains, in the opinion of Bos-

suet, more aid to the understanding of the Holy Scriptures than can be

found in all the other doctors. His sermons, too, and his letters, should be

read. AH travellers who have visited the temple of Saint Peter will remem-

ber and confirm that passage in Tea's description of Eome, which sa^^s :
" At

* Biog. Univ., iii., 54 art., by M. the Baron de Barante. f Biog. Univ., iii., 55.

\.yiit
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the tribune, called Ddhi Cafedra, in the midst there is a great altar above

v.'hich is placed the nioniimeiit of the chair, that is to say, a seat of wood
adorned with ivory, with open-work in gold. It is the very seat which Saint

Peter and his successors had used in great ceremonies. That chair is in-

closed in another great seat in bronze, cro^^•ned by two angels bearing the

tiara and the keys. This magnificent seat is supported by four doctors,

namely, Saixt Augustine and Saint Ambrose, doctors of the Latin Church,

and Saint Chrysostom and Saint Athanasius, doctors of the Greek Church."

Rome, where the intellectual, the learned, and the men of profound medi-

tation succeed each other to infinity, needs no teachings as to propriety,

and it often happens that she has already fulfilled signally and solemnly the

duty with which she is reproached for forgetting.

45. ST. SIXTUS III.— A. i>. 432.

T was to Sixtus that Saint Augustine wrote his cele-

\fljL. brated letter concerning grace. Sixtus was then

^[A only a priest of the Roman chm'ch. His nomina-

f^Zf^ tion to the pontificate was made by unanimous con-

sent, and even in the presence of two oriental

bishops. Fourteen years previous to his exaltation,

when he as yet was only a catechist, with gi'eat

eloquence he anathematised the Pelagian dogmas.

Having become pope, he still more strongly opposed their criminal attempts.

After having confii-med the Council of Ephesus, which had been approved

of by his predecessors, he apphed himself to dispersing the faction of Nes-

torius, who still had for partisans some bishops of the East.

He zealously labored to re-establish peace between Cyiil, Bishop of Alex-

andria, and John, Bishop of Antioch. This letter at length confessed that

Nestorius, whose abettor he had been, had been justly condemned by the

council. From the peace thus made, two metropohtans were excluded,

Elladius of Tarsus, and Eutherus of Thyanis, who, in their obstinacy, ap-

pealed to the Pontiff Sixtus. He did not show himself favorable to their

appeal, solely because they persisted in their preference for the errors of

Nestorius.

The Pagi, in the criticism of Baronius, an. 433, No. 10, and in the Life of

Sixtus III., freely and skilfully treat the question of that appeal, and prove
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that the Oriental bishops, when dissenting, alwaj^s appealed to the sovereign

pontiffs, and not to the general councils.

In the year 433, the pope ordained, as Bishop of Eavenna, Saint Peter

Chrysologus. It is said that the pope was miraculously invited to that

ordination by Saint Peter himself. Saint Sixtus, wishing to erect a trophy

in honor of the most holy Yirgin, for the victory gained over the heresy of

Nestorius, augmented and renovated the BasiHca of Saint Mary Major,

which he enriched with precious gifts and considerable income.

He left other proofs of his magnificence to the Basilica of Saint John of

Ijateran.

In four ordinations, in December, he created fifty-two bishops, twenty-

two or twenty-eight priests, and twelve deacons. He governed the Church

about eight years, died on the 28th of March, 440, and was interred in the

catacombs* of Saint Laurence, beyond the walls. The Holy See was vacant

one month and eleven days.

46. ST. LEO I.— A. B. 440.

AINT LEO, son of Quintian, is called the Great, on

account of his rare and eminent knowledge. Ac-

cording to some authors, he was a Boman, but

others make him a native of Tuscany. Leo had been

created cardinal-deacon by Pope Saint Zozimus, and

he was absent from Bome at the time of the death

of Saint Sixtus III., having been sent to Gaul by

the senate, to estabHsh a good understanding be-

tween the Boman generals, Aetius and Albinus. Theodosius knew him

from having previously seen him in Asia, presiding over the Council of

Ephesus, and had conceived a high opinion both of his talents and his piety.

* For details about the Catacombs of Rome, read Bosio, who wrote in Italian {folio, Rome,

16.^2) a fin'j work, translated into Latin by Father Aringhi. Bosio gives a very exact descrip-

tion of all the ancient catacombs where a host of martyrs were buried during the persecutions.

There many Christians found at once an asylum, death, and burial. Among others are the cata^

combs of the Vatican, and the catacombs on the following mm, or roads—Aurelia, Cornelia, Por-

tuensis, Ostiensis, Ardeatina, Appia, Latina, Labinica, Prasstina, Tiburtina, Salaria, and Flaminia.

The etymologj' of the word Catacombs fully justifies the use to which it is applied. Before

proving that, we must at the outset admit that formerly, the word was not catacombs but cata-

tombes. In the acts of Saint Cornelius and in those of Saint Sebastian, the latter word alone is

employed, and in Saint (Gregory (Book iii., ep. 30) we first find the use of the word catacombs.

Baronius justly thinks that this word is derived from the Greek.
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He had no ambitious feeling when he was named pope, in spite of his ab-

sence. He immediately apjilied himself to condemn and put do-WTi the still

existing heresies of the Manieheans, the PrisciUianists, the Pelagians, and

the Eutjchians. Father Cacciari, in his edition of the works of Saint Leo,

has collected all the documents which tend to prove the great services which

this pope rendered to the Church during the dangers which continued to

threaten her both in the East and in the West. Among the letters then

pubhshed, must be mentioned the celebrated Letter 24 to Flavian, Bishop

of Constantinople. Of that letter we shall have more to say, when we reach

the pcmtificate of Saint Hilary, who strongly confirms that decision in

praising the wisdom of his illustrious predecessor.

Saint Leo soon had occasion to show the activity of his courage. Saint

Hilary, Bishop of Aries,- had deposed from the See of Besancon the Bishop

Celidonius, accused of having married a widow, and having as a secular

judge pronounced sentences of death. For those two causes he could not be

bishop, as it was strictly forbidden to raise to the episcopate a bigamist or

a criminal judge. From the bishop's sentence CeHdonius appealed to Saint

Leo, who, finding him falsely accused and completely innocent, re-established

him in his See. Sangallo, in his Gest de Pont, vol. iv., treats of that matter,

and condemns Febronius and other enemies of the Holy See of our own

time in applying the doctrine of Saint Leo.

Li 451, Saint Leo had the fourth general council celebrated at Chalcedon.

There were present six hundred and thirty-six fathers, exclusive of four

legates of the pope ; the Emperor Marcian, the Empress Pulcheria and

many senators were present. This council condemned Dioscorus, Bishop

of Alexandria, and Eutyches, archimandrite, or abbot-general of a celebrated

monastery of Constantinople, who recognized but one nature in Jesus

Christ.

In this council also was treated the case of Bassian and Stephen, the

former of whom had been deposed from the See of Ephesus, and the latter

put in his place. It was decided that a third bishop should be ordained,

and that the two contestants shoiild be supported at the expense of the

Church treasuiy, receiving two hundred gold cro-WTis per annum " for sup-

port and consolation," as the council expressed it.f That was the origin of

ecclesiastical pensions, until then unkno^\^l. Among the innumerable de-

cisions of Saint Leo must be distinguished that by which he ordered the

removal from ecclesiastical ofiice and sacerdotal title those who should marry

widows.

He strictly forbade usury, whether among clergy or laity. In 459 he

forbade public confession, as never having been commanded by the Church.

* Novaes, i., 167.. f Labbe, Cone, vol. iv., col. 705.
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He called tliat confession a "presumption against the apostolical rule,''

secret confession being sufficient.

In the Canon of the Mass he added the words, Sanctum Sacrijichiw, im-

niacidatam hostiam ; but it is not certain that it was he who also ordered the

saying of the words, lie missa est, and Benedicamns Domino.

It is inferred fi-om Letter 84^'" that Saint Leo was the first to accredit

apostolic nuncios to princes. In fact, ia a letter addressed to the Emperor

Marcian, the pontiff begins by begging the emperor to treat the Bisliop

JuHan kindly ; and he adds, " I beg your affection for your venerator, my
brother, the Bishop Julian, his deferences will represent to you my presence.

I trust entirely to the sincerity of his faith ; I have delegated to him my
powers against the heretics of our time, and I have reqiiired that, on account

of the care he is to have for the churches and for the peace, he should re-

main near your person. Deign to hsten, as though my own voice spoke,

to his observations for the unity of Catholic concord." Many similar

recommendations still in our own day are in the letters of credit of an

apostolic nuncio.

One of the finest incidents in the hfe of Saint Leo v/as the determined

courage with which, near Mantua, he prevailed on Attila, king of the Huns,

a Tartar people, who called himseK the scourge of God, to withdraw his

army from Italy.f It was to escape from that scourge that the populations

of Padua, of Vicenza, and of Verona founded the city of Venice. God
had reserved yet another triumph to Saint Leo. Genseric, king of the Van-

dals, advanced with his army towards Rome. Leo met the conqueror six

miles from the city. He could not obtain from him that the city should be

spared, but the king promised that no depredation or hostility should be

committed against those who should seek shelter in the Basilicas of Saint

John, Saint Peter, and Samt Paul. The remainder of the city was sacked

for fourteen daj^s. Among other rich spoils, the plunderers found there the

vessels of gold and silver which Titus had brought from Jerusalem. Until

then those vessels had been most carefully preserved, but it was forgotten

to conceal them in one of the Basihcas spared by Genseric. Trithemus, in

his Ecclesiastical Writers, calls Leo the Tully of ecclesiastical faculties, the

Homer of sacred theology, the Aristotle of arguments for the faith, the

Peter of apostolical authority, and the Paul of Christian charity. Quesnel,

on his part, in a kind of dedication at the head of his edition of the whole

works of this pope, calls Saint Leo an apostolic man, luminary of the Church,

pillar of the orthodox faith, interpreter of the voice of Peter, defender of the

apostolical dogmas, a man who has equaled the apostles, and ivho is equal to the

angels^ In truth, this great pontiff was not only an author profoundly versed

* Edition of 1675, p. 608. + See noto at end of this sirticle.
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in sacred knowledge, but also very sldlful in the profane sciences, as liis

letters and sermons attest. They display a just and exact doctrine, a more

than ordinary gravity and eloquence, accompanied by a style which some-

times perhaps is incorrect, but which nevertheless pleases and charms by

the imagery which adorns it.

M. Receveur gives the following judgment :
—

" Although the writings of

Saint Leo are not fi-ee from some faults partaking of the bad taste of his

age, they are remarkable for elegance and nobleness of style, precision, and

neatness of ideas, strength of reasoning, and the pathetic movements of a

briUiant eloquence which seizes the mind and penetrates the heart."'-^

In four ordinations, in December, this pope created a himdred and eighty

or a hiuidred and eighty-six bisliojjs, eighty-one priests, twelve, or as some

say, thirty-one, deacons. He governed the Church twenty-one years, one

month, and four days, and died on the lltli of April, 461. He was the first

pontiif buried in Saint Peter's.f His predecessors had been interred in the

subterraneans, beside the holy apostle, or in the portico. His remains

have foiu' times been removed into four different parts of that Basihca. The

first translation took place in the reign of Sergius I., in the year 688. That

pontiff had been removed from the atrhim of the old Basilica into the

interior. Gregory XIII., about the year 1580 had them removed to the

chapel which he raised in honor of this saint in the present Basilica. TIjc

third removal was ordered by Paul V. in 1607. On the 26th of March the

body was found almost perfect, with the pontifical ensigns and the pallium.

Paul ordered that the precious relic should be placed on the folloAving day

under the altar of the blessed Mary Delia Colonna, where were already

deposited the bodies of Saints Leo II., Leo III., and Leo TV. Finally,

Clement XI., in 1715, leaving the three bodies just named under the altar,

ordered the body of Saint Leo I. to be removed, on the eleventh of April,

the feast day of the saint, and with solemn pomp conveyed to the altar

named after the saint pre\iously erected by Innocent II. There is placed

the celebrated has-relief by Alexander Algardi, which represents the

saint meeting Attila. The sculptor has not forgotten the apparition of

Saint Peter and Saint Paid, which produces an admirable effect in that

dramatic composition. Saint Leo shows to the Scythian king the two

apostles, and threatens him with their anger. That las-relief, placed between

two pillars of oriental gi-anite, shows \nth. an imposing majesty. It is one

of the finest works of modern sculpture. Benedict XIV., while only pro-

moter of the faith, and canon of Saint Peter, took part in this last transla-

tion, and he describes it in his work, on the canonisation of the Saints
;
part

ii., cap. 23, No. 7, et seq. So many authors speak of Saint Leo, that it is

m., 171. f Laerzio Cherubini, Bull Rom vol. i., p. 1.
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almost impossible to cite tliem. But we must mention that tlie edition of

Saint Leo's works given bj Quesnel is accused of falsifications, and that full

confidence may be given to the editions by Cacciari, of the order of Carmel-

ites, (Home, 1751 ; folio), and by the brothers Peter and Jerome Ballerini,

learned priests of Yerona, ("Venice, 1755). The Jesuit hbrary at Eome con-

tains a manuscript entitled S. Leonis I. vitce comjpendium.

Note.—Nicholas Olaus, arclibishop of Strigonia, and Callimaclius Philip Esperiente wrote

Lives of Attila, which Sambucco inserted in his history of Hungary. Another Life ofAttila

by Juvencus Celius Calanus of Dalmatia, under the title of Attila, king of the Huns, was
printed in 1503, at the end of Plutarch's Lives. Baronius relates, on the authority of a writer

of the eighth century, that Attila saw beside Pope Leo while he was speaking, two real persons,

whom he believed to be Saint Peter and Saint Paul. It is very clear that the sudden retirement

of that barbarian, at the bidding of a priest, is a greater marvel than any apparition.

47. ST. HILARY.— A. d. 461.

|ILAKT of CagHari, in Sardinia, son of Crispin, a

cardinal-deacon, created by Saint Zozimus, and

Leo's legate to the council of Chalcedon, was

elected pontiff on the 12th, and consecrated on the

17th of November, a. d. 461.

Li the year 463, he ordered Yictor of Aquitaine,

a celebrated mathematician of that time, to com-

pose a paschal canon, so as, if possible, posi-

tively to settle the difference of opinion between the East and the "West

as to the celebration of Easter.

Li the Boman council, holden on the anniversary of liis consecration,

the 17th day of November, 465, among other decrees of ecclesiastical dis-

cipline he gave one which specified that no cleric should be ordained who

had not cultivated rhetoric; that no bishop should be consecrated with-

out the consent of his metropolitan ; and, finally, that no bishop elect

should thereupon choose his successor, as had been the practice of some

bishops. The first Council of Nice had abeady decreed this last prohibition.

This pope confirmed the general councils of Nice, of Ephesus, and of Chalce-

don,^" and the celebrated letter of Saint Leo to Saint Flavian, called by

Saint Gregory a volume and a definition ; that letter, in wliicli the whole

* Novaes i.. p. 174.
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controversy on the mystery of tlie Incarnation is examined and defined.

The errors of Nestorius and Eutychius are condemned, and the Catholic

doctrine hicidly disphxyed.

He ordered that the bishops should hold councils yearly ; the Council of

Nice had proposed that it should be so every other year. He excommuni-

cated anew Nestorius, Eutychius, and their abettors. He also ordered the

estabhshment of libraries in the Basilica of the Lateran.

Saint Hilary so courageously resisted the Emperor Athemius, who had

brought Macedonian heretics to Rome, thai the emperor, overcome by the

Holy Father, promised that he wovdd no longer protect them.

Bury, in his Notitia, p. 70, says of Pope Saint Hilary :
" Hilarius, opum

neglect u ct cothsiliornm magnitiidine, inter sublimes p)ontific€S effiilsit ; Hilary,

by his contempt of riches and the greatness of his enterprises, shines among

the most subhme pontiffs.

In one December ordination, he created twenty-two bishops, twenty-

five priests, and six deacons ; or, as others say, eighty-six bishops, fifty-eight

priests, and eleven deacons, in three ordinations. He governed the Church

nearly six years, and died on the 10th of September, a. d. 467.

Saint Hilary displayed gi'eat magnificence in the churches. He was

interred near Sixtus III., in the Catacombs of Saint Laurence, beyond the

walls. The Holy See remained vacant nine daj'S.

Under the reign of Hilary, died Saint Simon Stylites. Fleury says

:

" Simon felt annoyed by the innumerable crowds that pressed around him

to touch the skins in which he was clad, and thus obtain a benediction from

them. He disHked both the excessive honors themselves and the continual

pressure of the crowds ; and it was thence that he was induced to isolate

himself permanently upon a pillar, which he caused to be erected, first six

feet in height, then twelve, and finally thirty-six. Many censured so extra-

ordinary a way of H\dng, and some have ridiculed it ; but Theodoret be-

Heved that it was the effect of a special providence of God, that such a

spectacle might strike mankind ; and the miracles worked by Simon, both

before and after, furnish great reason for this belief."
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48. ST. SIMPLICIU8— A. d. 467,

F Tivoli, a town in the Papal States, near Eome, was
son of Castinus. He was created pontiff on tlie

20th of September, 467. With the same hereditary

constancy which had been displayed by his prede-

cessors Leo and Hilary, he resisted all the impor-

tunities of the Emperor Leo. That prince, urged

by Acacius, bishop of Constantinople, solicited the

Holy Father to apjDrove the twenty-eighth canon of

the Council of Chalcedon, in which it was attempted to grant the first See

to Constantinople, after that of Rome ; which canon had been annulled by

Leo. He also refused to restore Peter Mongus to the See of Alexan-

dria, and that of Peter the Tanner to the See of Antioch. He ordered

that the alms of the faithful should be divided into four parts : the first for

the bishops, the second for the clergy, and the two other parts for the

maintenance of the Church, for pilgrims, and for the resident poor ; which

subsequently was in more positive manner confirmed by Saint Gelasius I.,

Saint Gregory the Great, other pontiffs, and various councils.

It was an established rule, from the time of Saint Peter, that the pontiffs

should always confer orders in the month of December ; Simphcius was the

first to confer them in the month of February ; and so, after him, untU the

ninth century, all the popes conferred orders either in the month of Decem-

ber, or in the first week of Lent, or after the fourth Sunday in Lent, with

the exception of Leo IL, who administered that sacrament in the months of

May and June, and Saint Gregory the Great once in September. No pope,

however, conferred orders on the Saturday before Easter.*

Li 482, the Holy Father named the Bishop of Seville as first bishop in

Spain. It was a prerogative purely personal, which consisted in a power

granted by the pope confiding to that bishop the care of seeing to the ob-

servance of the canons. That primacy of the Church of Seville continued

tiU the celebration of the Council of Toledo, which took place in 681. In

that space of time, from 482 to 681, the bishop of Seville was not alone in

the enjoyment of that pre-eminence of vicar or legate of the pope ; for Pope

Hormisda'S, in 517, gave nearly like power to John, bishop of Tarragona.

In tlireo ordinations, in the month of December, and in the month of

* See Mabillon, In ord. Rom., cap. xvi., p. 103 ; cap. xix., p. 126 ; and Novaes, i., p. 78.
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FebriiarT, Simpliciiis created thirty-six bishops, fifty-eight priests, and

eleven deacons. He governed the Chiu'ch more than fifteen years, and

died on the 1st of March, 483, after having seen the extinction, in 476, of

the Roman empu-e of tlie West, in the person of Augustulus, subjected by

Odoacer, king of the Heruh. Abont that time, Zeno reigned in the East,

and followed the errors of Eutychius. In the West, in Italy, reigned Odo-

acer, an Ai'ian ; in Gaid, the Bnrgundians, also Aiians ; further, the Goths

were Arians ; the Franks pagans. In Spain, the Goths and the Suevi

favored the doctrine of Arius ; in Great Britain, the Saxons remained pagan,

and in Africa the Vandals showed themselves obstinate Arians. "What was

the situation of the Christian repubhc at that time will readily be imagined,

and also what courage and Avhat talents were required in its chief to enable

him to defend and propagate the dogmas and his authority.

Saint Simphcius was interred in the Vatican Basilica. The Holy See

remained vacant seven days.

49. ST. FELIX III.— a. d. 483.

AINT Felix HI., Roman, son of Felix, cardinal-priest

of the church of Saints Nereus and Achilles, be-

longed to the Anicia family, the wealthiest, noblest,

and most powerful in Rome. Fehx was created

pope on the 8th March, 483. It was evident in the

very beginning of his reign that he would not de-

generate from his predecessors, and would neither

admit nor tolerate, in matters of faith, any equi\o-

cation or ambiguity of phrase. He declared that he would prefer the safe-

ty of dogma to all human respect, to aU earthly prudence, and that he

would always maintain open war with the contumacious, rather than an

insidious and suspicious peace. He condemned, the following year, and

repulsed from the episcopate and the CathoHc communion, Acacius, patriarch

of Constantinople, author of the first schism between the Greek and the

Latin Church, which lasted thirty-five years, down to Pope Hormisdas, wh >

was created in 514. Acacius was also an indefatigable abettor of Peter

Mongus, bishop of Alexandria, and of Peter the Tanner, or Gnaffeo, pseudo

bishop of Antioch, both condemned as Eutychian heretics. The same

penalty was fulminated by the pope against Vital, bishop of Yrento,* a city

• Novaes, i., p. 182.
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of Picenum, now reduced to a small number of houses ; and against Mis-

senus, bisliop of Ciimea, because, having been sent as legates to Constanti-

nople about the affairs of the East, they had allowed themselves to be

intimidated by the threats of Zeno and Acacius, and had betrayed the

divine ministry with wlaich they were intrusted.

FeHx improved the Henofic, that is to say, the Edict of Pacification, the

apparent object of which was to estabhsh unity, but which really concealed

a snare set by the ministers of the Emperor Zeno. The Catholics and the

Eutychians were to be reconciled. Acacius, by the vilest flatteries, endeav-

ored to persuade the emperor that he could decide questions of the faith

To that end the prince issued this edict, called Unitive, or Uniting. The

intention seemed upright, and the decree seemed to contain nothing but

what was openly Cathohc. But Felix was endowed with a rare perception

;

he noticed that in the Henotic there were omissions which might, to less

attentive minds, appear to be innocent. But the sagacity of the pontiff at

once perceived that they were suspicious, if not actually mahcious, tending

only to bring about an apparent political accommodation, while really con-

founding together the faithful "with the false believers.

It must not be omitted to state how Acacius learned that he was excom

municated by Eehx. It was necessary that the anathema should be pub-

lished in Constantinople itself, amidst the glory and power of Acacius.

One Sunday, as he was solemnly proceeding to church, some monks from

Home fastened to his robe the excommunication sent by Eelix. The

courageous monks paid for their boldness with their lives ; they were put to

death on the spot.

Fehx did not confine himself to bestowing tender and benevolent care

upon the interests of the Church of Constantinople ; he did not lose sight of

the African Church. He wrote to the emperor to interpose with Hunneric,

king of the Vandals, to engage him to exercise no cruelties on the Afri-

can bishops. He was the first pontiff who gave the emperor the name

of Son. One of his letters to Zeno commences thus : Gloriosissimo et ficre-

nissimo Felio Zenoni Augusta, Felix, Episcopus in Domino, sahitem.^' This

example was followed by Pope Anastatius II., when writing to the Emperor

Anastasius. In two ordinations the Holy Father created thirty-one bishops,

twenty-eight priests, and five deacons. He governed the Church eight

years, eleven months, and seventeen days. The Holy See was vacant four

days.

* Novaes, i., p. 183. The words apostolicam benedictionem do not occur until tlie time of

JohnV.
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50. ST. GELASIUS I.— a. i>. 492.

ELASIUS, Roman, as lie himself affirmed, and not

African, was tlie son of Valerius, and was created

pope on the 2d of March, 492. According to some

writers he instituted the regular canons of Lateran.

Gelasius declared, in a council of sixty bishops

held at Rome in 494, what were the sacred books

in both the Old Testament and the New ; what books

were received by the Church ; and, finally, what

were the apocryphal books.

He commanded, in the same council, that the four general councils, that

of Nice, that of Constantinople, that of Ephesus, and that of Chalcedon,

should be respected.

He suppressed the Lupercal feasts, and caused them to disappear from

Rome ; those feasts in which naked men ran about the city, striking with

goat-skin scourges all barren women. The Holy Father refuted, in a treatise,

the senator Andi'omachus, who complained of the abolition of the Lupercalia.

Instead of the famous Lupercaha, Gelasius instituted the Feast of the

Purification of the Blessed Virgin. Martinus maintains that it was long

before celebrated in the East ; however, we know that the pontiff Sergius,

in the seventh century, added to it the procession with lighted tapers. Saint

Gelasius refused to grant the communion and the j^acij/c letters to Euphemius,

bishop of Constantinople, until he had erased the name of Acacius from the

sacred dyptics. The same pope also combated the remains of the Pelagian

heresy which endeavored to steal into Dalmatia and Picenum, imitating

herein his predecessors. Saint Innocent I., Saint Zozimus, Saint Boniface I.,

Saint Celestine I., Saint Sixtus III., and Saint Leo the Great, who never

allowed any advance to the followers of that heresy. The more certainly to

recognize Manichaans remaining in Rome, who abhorred wine, which they

called the goll of the prince of darkness and of the devil, Gelasius ordered

that the faithful should communicate in both kinds ; and this continued up

to the twelfth century. It was entirely and fol-mally abohshed in 1416, by

the Council of Constance. However, according to the Council of Trent, this

prerogative was granted to the kings of France on the day of their corona-

tion, to the deacons and subdeacons of Saint Denis, near Paris,* for Sun-

Novaea, i., p. 188.
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days and solemn days, and, finally, to the ministers of tlie altars of tlie

monastery of Cluny in France, for feast-days."

Saint Gelasius pubHslied a code or missal for the right ordering of the

Masses.

Gelasius was the first to allow the conferring of orders in all the ember

days of the year.

In two ordinations, he created seventy-seven bishops, thirty-two priests,

and twelve deacons ; he governed the Church four j'ears, eight months, and

nineteen days. He died on the 21st of November, and was interred at the

Vatican, the same year in which Clovis in France embraced the Catholic

religion. This pope took part in that immense success of Catholicity.

The Holy See was vacant six days. Gelasius was a model of purity, of

zeal, and of simplicity in his conduct. His morals corresponded with his

conduct.

It will have been noticed in the Life of Saint Hilary (see supra), that

Saint Hilary confirmed the general councils of Nice, Ephesus, and Chalce-

don, and that in that confirmation nothing is said about that of Constanti-

nople. Plantius, Fleury, and Novaes state the fact, without commenting

on it. It is clear that Gelasius was more expHcit. No doubt the three

WTiters just named have aU been imperfectly informed by the authorities on

which they have relied.

51. ST. AISTASTASIUS II.—a. n. 496.

NASTASIUS II. was a Eoman, and born in the

Nicolo Capotoro, on the Esquiline. He was created

pontiff on the 28tli November, 496. Being con-

sulted as to the baptisms given during the hfe of

Acacius, the pope replied that the baptism and

the orders conferred by an excommunicated and

suspended bishop were valid nevertheless.

He congratulated Clovis, king of France, on

being baptized, and on having set that heroic

example in presence of a gi'eat number of Frank warriors, at the soh citation

of his wife, Clotilda.

* Mabillon, In Ord. Bom., cap. 9 and 19.
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The author of the Liber Pontificalis relates that many priests and clerics

mthdrew fi'om the commnuiou of Auastasiiis II., on account of his close

relations Avith Photinus, deacon of Thessalonica, who had adhered to the

party of Acacius, and because in this reign it had been thought proper to

recall that same Acacius. Here, however, we must note an important truth

upon that subject. The Holy Father coidd scarcely havB conceived the

idea of restoring the See of which that heretic had been depiived, inasmuch

as that heretic died in 488, and under the reign of the predecessor of Anas-

tasius, Felix HI. The falsehood of the report surely requires no further

comment. It has also been said that Acacius could not be reinstated by

Pope Anastasius, because, before that pontiff could succeed in his design,

he was killed by lightniag. This was a mere calumny circulated by the

partisans of the antipope Laurentius. The Anastasius who was struck

dead in a thunder-storm was the Emperor Anastasius, and not the pope of

the same name, as Baronius affirms in An. 497. In an ordination, in the

month of December, the Holy Father created sixteen bishops and twelve

priests. He governed the Church two years, all but six days. He died on

the 16th November, 498, and was bmied in the porch of Saint Peter's.

The Holy See remained vacant six days.

52. ST. SYMMACHUS.—A. d. 498.

AINT Symmachus, son of Fortunatus, was bom in

4 the village of Simagia, in the diocese of Cristagno,

(^ in Sardinia, and created cardinal-deacon by Saint

Felix III. He was elected ponti£f on the 22d of No-

vember, 498. On the same day, Festus, a Roman
senator, corrupted by money, caused the election

of the antipope Laurentius, archdeacon of Saint

Praxedes. The intruder promised Festus that he

would support the Henotic of the Emperor Zeno. This double election

gave rise to violent quarrels ; assaults and murders were deplorably nu-

merous ; blood flowed, the clergy and senate of Eome took part with one or

other of the rivals, and at length the question was referred to the arbitration

of Theodoric, king of Italy, who resided at Bavenna. He, although an

Arian, decided in favor of S}Tnmachus, on the double ground that he was

first elected, and chosen by the greatest number. Symmachus, having

8
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obtained quiet possession of liis anthority, endeavored to render liis reign

illnstrious by tlie holy laws which he promulgated in six councils, all assem-

bled at Rome.

He ordered that on every Sunday and holy day the Gloria in Excelsis

should be said in the Mass, wliich Saint Telesphorus, the eighth pope, had

only ordered to be done on Christmas Day. Perhaps under the latter pope

only the angelic tcords were said ; and then Symmachus may have ordered

the rest of the hymn to be chanted. He was not the author of it, as

some writers have pretended, for, before him, Saint Athanasius had made

mention of it, in prescribing that prayer to a virgin. The decree of

Symmachus extended to all priests ; Saint Gregory the Great limited it

to the bishops alone, permitting the priests to say it only at Easter.

Symmachus forbade laymen, even kings, to take any part in the election of

pontiffs.

The Emperor Anastasius continued to favor the Arians. Symmachus

debarred them from the Communion, and redoubled his efforts for the ex-

pulsion of some Manich?eans, who, in secret, still practised their false doc-

trines. The alms of the CathoHcs being at this time very abundant,

Symmachus showed himself a vigilant administrator, and distributed his

aid to the BasiHcas and the Churches. It is known that he thus dispensed

fourteen hundred and sixty-nine pounds of silver, besides precious stones,

gold, and rare marbles.

In the year 500 the schism of Laurentius acquired new strength. The

true pope assembled a council to consult means for restoring peace to

the Church. In that assembly it was thought fitting, in order to satisfy the

antipope, to name him bishop of Nocera, on condition that he would submit

to his legitimate chief. After some hypocrisy, Laurentius again revolted,

and endeavored to usurp the pontifical authority, in spite of the decree

of the synod, and the repeated orders of Theodoric, who showed himseK

favorable to Symmachus. The schismatics ere long resorted to means un-

worthy any virtuous man. They accused Symmachus of the gTavest crimes.

They suborned false witnesses ; Festus and another evil man supported those

accusations. Theodoric, astonished at seeing so much perfidy employed

for the purpose of ruining a man of austere morahty and eminent virtue,

sent to Rome Peter, bishop of Altino, in the Venetian state, to deal with

such great scandals. Peter joined ^dth the schismatics, troubling more

than ever the affairs of the Church, and endeavoring to prejudice the king

against Symmachus. Then, with the consent of this poj)e, a council was

convoked. It was attended by one hundred and twenty-five bishoj^s. There

the innocence of the pontiff was loudly recognized. He had voluntarily

promised to submit to the judgment of that council, though the fathers had

declared that the bishop of the Holy See should not be subject to examina-
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tion before inferior bishops.* Subsequently, the antipope Laurentius was

exiled as a calumniator and heretic.

The decree of the council having become known in Gaul, the bishops of

France deputed Saint Avitus, bishop of Vienne, to write to Rome, in the

name of all of them, to complain of the bishops having presumed to sit in

judgment on the pope. " It is hard to understand," wTote Avitus, " how a

superior, and, above all, the head of the Church, can be judged by his in-

feriors." Nevertheless, he praised the fathers for having borne testimony

to the innocence of the pope. Saint Avitus was right ; as the fathers had

pronounced judgment and declared him innocent, it might happen that they

should beheve themselves authorized to pronounce a condemnation.

Towards the end of the reign of SjTnmachus his authority ceased to be

attacked. Even in the East, the Emperor Anastasius, by the reception which

he gave to Saint Sebasius, exarch or superior-general of all the monasteries

of anchorites near Jeiiisalem, showed a desire to protect the Catholics ; but

some courtiers endeavored to elude the benevolent orders of the emperor, and

Saint Sebasius, the hght of Palestine, was pursued and violently threatened.

Other griefs afflicted the Church of the East, and in a long letter she im-

plored the aid of Pope S}Tiimachus. Some bishops had been repulsed from

the Roman communion. Here Fleury gives us some important details

:

" The Orientals asked to be re-established in communion with the pope,

without being punished for the fault of Acacius, because they had no part

in it, and had received the letter of Leo and the Council of Chalcedon.

* Do not reject us,' say they, ' on account of our communicating with your

adversaries ; for those of us who do so, do it not in mere attachment to their

life, but from fear of leaving their flocks a prey to the heretics ; and all, both

those who apparently com-municate with them, and those who abstain fi'om

doing so, hope, under God, for your succor, and that you will restore to the

East -that hght which you originally received from it. The evil is so great

that we cannot even go in search of the remedy ; it is necessar}"^ that you

come to us.'

" Finally, to show that they are Catholics, they end by giving an exposi-

tion of their doctrine, in which they plainly condemn Nestorius and Euty-

chius, and recognize in Jesus Christ two natures, the divine nature and the

human nature in one person."

We have a letter from Pope Symmachusf to the Eastern Catholics, which

seems to be in reply to the above, although the latter is not actiially men-

tioned. The pope consoles them, and exhorts them to remain firm in what

has once been decided against Eutychius, and to sujffer, if need be, exile

and all sorts of persecutions.

• Novaes, i., p. 196. f Fleury, vii., p. 159.

zz±l
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In four ordinations, in the months of December and February, this pope

created one hundred and seventeen bishops, ninety-two priests, and sixteen

deacons. He governed the Church fifteen years and nearly eight months.

His charity was equal to the firmness of his soul. He one day redeemed

aU the slaves that were in Liguria, Milan, and in other provinces. He mag-

nificently assisted the African bishops who were sent into Sardinia by Trasa-

mond, king of the Vandals, and who were in that island in great numbers.

By most touching letters, he consoled them in their afliiction. We shall

hereafter see this beautiful example followed by Pius YI., that noble and

charitable benefactor of the French clergy.

Symmachus died on the 19th July, 514, and was interred in the porch of

Saint Peter's.

The Holy See remained vacant six davs.

53. ST. HORMISDAS.— A. d. 514.

HIS Saint, who is also named Celius, was bom at

Frosinone, a town of Latium, and not at Capua, as

stated by Muratori. He was raised to the pontifi-

cate on the 26th of July, 514, as Saint Cesarius, of

Ai'les, had foretold to him that he would be.

This pope named as his primate or vicar, in

Spain, the bishop of Tarragona, and confirmed

the bishop of Seville, whom Pope Simphcius had

named primate in Andalusia and in Portugal, giv-

ing to him the same solely personal prerogative, which consisted in the

faculty of exercising the functions of the pope, but without encroaching

upon the privileges of the metroj)olitans for the observance of the canons,

the preservation of the integiity of the Catholic faith, the settlement of

causes and differences, and the preservation of harmony among priests.

As regarded most difficult and important affairs, they were to be referred

^o Rome.

By a Decretal letter, directed to all the bishops of Spain, Hormisdas com-

manded that priests should be ordained conformably to the canons, not per

saltum, but with the prescribed intervals. Pubhc penitents could not be

ordained ; long and careful inquiiy should be made as to the probity and

the knowledge of those seeking holy orders. A bishopric was not to be

obtained by gift or sought by flattery. Finally, the provincial synods were
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to be hold t-n-ice in every ye;u', or, at the least once, as being a very eifica-

cions means of preserving d iseipline.

Hormisdas desired to send his legates to the Emperor Justin, to demand

the union of the Greek and Latin churches, which had been divided for

thii-ty-five years by the schism of Acacius. The Holy Father was san-

guine of effecting this union ; but as he joined to his many rehgious

virtues a rare and profound poHtical foresight, he feared that the departure

of the legation might offend Theodoric, king of the Goths. The latter, after

having completed the conquest of almost all Italy, had fixed his royal resi-

dence at Eavenna. Hormisdas repaired thither in 518, and obtained the

consent of the king, who, although an Arian, showed himself kind towards

the CathoHc faith.

It is kno-wTi that this pope received ambassadors from Clovis, king of the

Franks, who recognized him as the time Vicar of Jesus Christ. The king

sent to the pope a crown of gold, and promised him that he, the king,

would preserve pure and unspotted the CathoHc faith, which he had re-

ceived under the reign of Saint Anastasius H. Saint Hormisdas reprobated,

as being liable to erroneous and mischievous interpretation by heretics, the

proposition of some monks of European Sc}i;hia : Unus de Trinitate passiis

est in came. That controversy lasted twenty-five years, and was carried on

with gi-eat vigor.

It was under this pontiff, about the year 520, that the order of Benedic-

tines was instituted by Saint Benedict. A great number of monlis joine '.

with him, and they estabHshed various monasteries. TJie holy patriarch

retired to Monte Cassino, where he formed his rule which served as the

model of the monastic orders of the West. France received the rule from

the hands of Saint Maur, a disciple of the founder. Pope John XXII.,

created in 1316, after having ordered exact researches in the pontifical

registers, containing the number of canonized saints, ascertained that

the Order of Benedictines had produced twenty-five holy pontiffs, nearly

forty thousand saints and beatified, five thousand five hundred of whom
were from Monte Cassino ; nearly two hundred cardinals, seven thousand

archbishops, five thousand bishops, fifteen thousand a%)bots, whose confir-

mation depended on th^ Holy See ; and more than two hundred and twenty-

four sons of kings and emperors.

We will remark on this subject tliat opinions differ as to the number of

Benedictine pontiffs. Pope Gregory XV., in his Constitution vi.. No, 1,

declares that, during a long succession of ages, the Church received her

pontiffs from the Benedictine family. Mabillon says that in the eleventh

century there were so many Benedictine popes that it seemed that the

pontifical authority had become hereditary in that order. Spond nus, in

the Annals of the Church, year 1334, gives different figures ; but not
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as relates to the twenty-five liolj pontiffs, about whom there is no

dispute.

Hormisdas was a model of modesty, of patience, and of charity ; he watched

oyer all the churches with an unwearying attention ; he recommended to

the clergy the virtues befitting their state, and gave them instructions

in psalmody. The Collection of the Councils contains eighty-one letters of

this pope. In one of those letters, WTitten to Sallust of Seville, his vicar in

Spain, we perceive how potent was the authority which the popes exerted

over the Church long prior to the pretended Isidore Mercator.* In vari-

ous ordinations, Hormisdas created fifty-five bishops, twenty-one priests, and

ten deacons. He governed the Church nine years and eleven days. He
died on the 6th of August, 533, four years after he had put an end to the

schisms betAveen the Greek and Latin churches, which had been separated

during thirty-five years, on account of the former having kept on its books

the name of Acacius, condemned by Fehx III. Hormisdas had the happi-

ness to see the Burgimdians renounce Arianism ; the Ethiopians paganism
;

and the Omerites the Jewish superstition. Saiat Hormisdas, in ornamenting

the churches of Ptome, employed five hundred and seventy-one pounds of

silver, furnished by the charity of the faithful.

He was interred in the Basihca of Saint Peter. The Holy See remained

vacant six days.

Under this pope flourished Saint Fulgentius. He wrote courageously to

Trasamond, king of the Yandals, who consulted him upon some points of

religion. " It is rare," Avi'ote he, " to see a barbarian king, so constantly

occupied with the care of his kingdom, inspired with so ardent a desii'e to

obtain wasdom. In general, it is only men of leisure and Komans who so

strongly apply themselves to wisdom." Neither the Vandals nor any of the

other conquerors, considered the name of barbarian an affront, but called

themselves barbarians in contradistinction fi'om the Romans.

It may be added that there were two kinds of Eomans,—the Romans of

Rome, and the inhabitants of Constantinople, who also called themselves

Romans.

• Feller iii., p. 631.
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54. ST. JOHIs" L— A. D. 523.

OHN I., son of Constantius, of Sienna, in Tuscany,

was cardinal-priest of Saints John and Paul, in

Pammachio, and was created pontiff on tlie 13tli

of August, 523. Some time after liis election lie

was called to Eavenna, by King Theodoric.

That Arian piince determined that John should go

to Constantinople to demand three things fi'om the

Emperor Justin

:

1. That the Arians, previously compelled by Csesar to receive the Catholic

rehgion, should be permitted to return to their sect ; 2. that the churches

taken from the Aiians in the East should be restored to them ; and, 3, that

for the future no one should be ordered to abjure the sect of the Arians.

On the first demand, the pope was pretty fully resolved to say nothing to

the emperor ; it is said that as to the two others, he obtained some mitiga-

tion. The pope knew, moreover, that, in a spirit of vengeance, the king

would inflict torments upon the CathoHcs, whom he had it in his power to

persecute in Rome and Italy.

On reaching Corinth, Pope John was received as in triumph. At Con-

stantinople he was received with still more magnificence. The whole

population met him, carr}'ing Hghted tapers in their hands. The emperor

promptly appeared and knelt, thus rendering to him the homage which he

would have rendered to Saint Peter. On the 30th of March, 535, the Mass

was celebrated in the cathedral, in the Latin language, and -with the Eoman
ritual. John crowned Justin, and was the first pontiff who had decorated

an emperor with the imperial insignia ; for the other emperors had only

been crowned by the bishops after verbally and in writing professing the

Cathohc faith. Justin, in his turn, clothed the pope in the Augnstal vest-

ments (vesti Augiistali), at the same time gi-anting the use of them to him

and his successors,

Justin gave the pope a paten of gold, weighing twenty pounds, and en-

riched with jewels, five vessels of silver, and fifteen palls of gold tissue.

John immediately sent those presents to the churches of Saint Peter,

Saint Paul, Saint Mary, and Saint Laurence. That noble example has in-

vai'iably been followed by the popes who have succeeded John. They have

always tranferred to the churches or the pubUc establishments the gifts sent

to them by princes. " But," says Caosarotti, " John, who found homage in

the East, was to find a prison in the West." Scarcely had ho returned to
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Ila\enna, where it was soon known that he had not wished for the. entire

success of his difficult mission, than he was thrown into prison, and Theo-

doric gave orders that he should be rigorously treated. This conduct has

drawn down warm censure on the prince who till then had shown himself

great, generous, and clement.

John was weakened by his long journey, and he sank beneath liis fatigues

on the 27th of May, a. d. 52G. Four years afterwards his body was trans-

ferred to Rome, and interred in the Basilica of Saint Peter.

The Holy See remained vacant one month and twenty-seven days.

55. FELIX IV.— A. D. 526.

ELIX IV. belonged to the Fimbri family, of

Benevento, and was cardinal-priest of Saints

Sylvester and Martin ai Monti. He was elected

pope on the 24th of July, 526. The secret reasons

which had led Theodoric to imprison Saint John

I. began to be known. That prince was bent upon

exercising great power over the election of the

popes. It was Theodoric who indicated the choice

that ought to be made on this occasion. The Roman clergy wisely respected

the will of the Gothic king, whose will in truth they had no power to resist

with success. In this will the clergy avoided a schism which might have

led to fatal consequences. It was not, however, entirely without opposition

that the clergy submitted to the will of the king. Cahn spirits represented

that Felix was distinguished alike for science and for piety. The Roman
senate had also shown some resistance, not to the elected, but to the man-

ner of the election, which had been conducted contrary to ecclesiastical law.

That question was not well settled, till it was agreed that the clergy by their

vote, and the Roman people by its consent, should, according to ancient

custom, elect the Roman pontiff. That mode of election necessarily con-

tinued in force as long as Gothic kings remained in Italy. In default of

those kings, the emperors of the East usurped that privilege.* " From that

Imperial usm-pation," says Baromus,t " it followed that the clergy studied

to choose pontiffs who would be agreeable to the emperors ; as were Vi-

gdius, in 538 ; Gregory the Great, in 590 ; Sabinian, in 604 ; Boniface III.,

in 607 ; and Pascal I., in 817." Previous to becoming pontiffs they had

* Novaes Dissertazioni, i., p. 12. f Ann. Ecclea., an., 607, No. 1.
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residetl at tlie imperial court as political agents. Muratori adds, that from

that circumstance the electing clergy could not doubt that residence at

Constantinople necessarily gave the apocrisiarii, or political agents, a pro-

found laiowledge of public business.

Saiut Felix IV. dedicated to Saint Cosmas and Saint Damian the temple

which had been built in honor of Eemus and Romulus in the Roman forum.

He decreed that laymen should not be ordained priests excepting upon

authentic certificates of good life and irreproachable morals. In two ordi-

nations, in February and March, the Holy Father created twenty-nine

bishops, fifty-five priests, and four deacons.

He governed the Chui'ch four years, two months, and eighteen days.

Felix was beloved for his simphcity, his spirit of benevolence, and his un-

alterable charity to the poor. He died on the 12th of October, 530, and

was interred in the Basilica of Saint Peter. The Holy See remained vacant

three days. We may mention, in proof of this pontiff's humihty, that the

error of the semi-Pelagians having taken root in Gaul, Saint Cesaiius, bishop

of Aries, applied to Felix for advice and directions. Felix could think

of nothing more appropriate to the occasion, or better calculated to pre-

serve the faithful from seduction, than the extracts from the works of Saint

Augustine, of the most luminous passages on Grace and Free Will, which

he transmitted to Cesaiiius, as containing precise and unequivocal the tra-

ditional doctrine of the Church.

56. BOOTFACE II.— a. d. 530.

^^4^*^ ONIFACE II., Roman born, but son of Sigibald, a

Goth, was cai'dinal-priest of Saint Cecilia, and was

created pontiff on the 16th of October, 530.

On the day of his election, a fraction of malcon-

tents named, as pope, Dioscorus, a former legate

fi'om Hormisdas to the Orientals ; but that false pope

died seventeen days after that intrusion, and even

after his death he was excommunicated, because

he had been guilty of the crime of simony.*

Boniface, being thus left in peaceable possession of the Holy See, in order

to pro\-ide a remedy against the intrigues and especially against the preten-

Novaes i., p. 211.
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tions of the Gothic kings, assembled a council in 531, and named Vigihus

as his successor. Boniface, repenting of having violated the holy laws* and

the canons, principally those of Nice, and of having offended the hberty of

the holy comitia, called the council together again, and annulled the decree

that he had issued as to the election of his successor. By the approbation

which he bestowed upon the acts of the second Council of Orange, celebrated

by Saint Cesarius, the illustrious bishop of Aries, the pope might fairly

claim that he helped to extinguish that heresy of the semi-Pelagians, which

during so many years had afflicted France. On that occasion, he gave to

Saint Augustine the same praises which had abeady been given to him by

Saint FeHx IV.

Boniface II. governed the Church a httle more than two years. He died

on the 16th of October, 532, and was interred in the Basilica of Saint Peter.

The Holy See remained vacant two months and fifteen days.

57. ST. JOHK II.— A. D. 532.

OHN II., surnamed Mercury, on account of his elo-

quence, was a Roman, the son of Projectus, and is

reckoned among the pontiffs of the Conti family.

Made cardinal-priest by Saint Clement, he was

created pontiff in the church of Saint Peter in vin-

cula, on the 31st of December, 532. Simony ravaged

nearly all the diaconates ; unfaithful agents pledged

even the sacred vessels in support of their candi-

dates for the benefices. Simony did not respect even the election of the

bishops and that of the pontiffs. John II. obtained from Athalaric that

simonists should be severely punished by the civil law, as the ecclesiastical

law could not sufficiently reach that fatal crime.

An edict of the king interposed in this important matter, and the prince

even had that law, graven in marble, placed in the porch of Sainti Peter's.

t

By the same constitution, Athalaric estabhshed the amount of the sum

which the pope and the bishops were to pay for confirmation in their

benefices. The prodiict of that tax was devoted to the relief of the poor.

Thus, a sovereign pontiff was to pay three thousand pieces of gold ; the

metropolitans two thousand, and the bishops five hvmdred, for their conse-

cration. It was a tyrannical edict.

* Novaes. i., p. 211. f Baronius, an. 533, No. 39.
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The Holy Father approved, as Catholic, the proposition of the Scythian

monks, when thus amended— ^?i?^s de Trinitate passus est, m CARNE— One per-

son of the Trinity suffered in the flesh. The monks had ardently defended

that proposition, which Pope Hormisdas had treated as a novelty, and had

suspected of being intended to lend aid to some fallacious pretension of the

Eutychians. Hormisdas had not pronounced that proposition positively

heretical in itself. John signified to the monks that if they did not cease to

condemn that proposition as heretical, the authority of the Holy See would

separate them from the Church.

The apparent opposition of views between Hormisdas and John will, per-

haps, surprise some readers ; but the following statement will speedily

satisfy them. The contradiction is only apparent : Hormisdas questioned
;

John decided. The first considered the proposition with relation to pru-

dence ; the second analyzed it with reference to the dogma. It displeased

the fii'st, because he suspected it to be a de\dce of the Eutycliians ; but ht-

did not condemn it as absolutely heretical in itself.

In an ordination, in December, the Holy Father created twenty-one

bishops and fifteen priests. He governed the Church two years, four

months and twenty-six days. He died the 27th of May, 535, and was in-

terred in the Basilica of Saint Peter.

The Holy See remained vacant six days.

58. ST. AGAPETUS I.— a. d. 535.

AIXT Agapetus I., Roman, archdeacon of the Holy

Wd Roman Church, the son of Gerdian, was created

pontiff on the 3d of June, 535. The Emperor Jus-

tinian immediately sent his profession of faith to the

y pontifi". It was all that could be desired ; and Aga-

petus, in his reply, congratulated the emperor upon

\ the victories of BeHsarius. He censured the acts,

^' already revoked by the council, by which Boniface

had chosen his successor. He also revoked, for reason unkno^vm, the ex-

communication which the same Boniface had launched against the antipope

Dioscorus. In the follo-n-ing 3-ear the Holy Father was obhged, by Theo-

datus, king of the Goths, to set out for Constantinople, to demand that the

army sent to Sicily with orders to pass into Italy, under the command of

Belisarius, should be recalled to Byzantium. But, on account of tlie great

expense attendant upon raising so many soldiers, the emperor could not
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comply with tlie entreaties of the Holy Father. Agapetus, giving liis atten-

tion to other matters, sought for the means of re-establishing peaceful rela-

tions among the Eastern priests. He deposed Anthymus, bishop of Trebi-

sond, whom he perceived to be a concealed Eutychian heretic, who, under

the patronage of Theodora, wife of Justinian, had usurped the See of Con-

stantinople. Agapetus appointed Mevas to that See, and consecrated him

with great pomp. He was a man illustrious alike for virtue and for doc-

trine, and was the first Eastern bishop who was consecrated by a pope.

Justinian, hstening to bad advice, resolved to reinstate Anthymus, and

threatened the pope with exile. The pope, full of courage and constancy,

rephed to that threat :
" We believed that we had a CathoHc emperor, but

it appears that we have to do with a Diocletian ; but Diocletian must learn

that his threats do not alarm us."

Subsequently, the pope proposed to the emperor that Anthymus should

be subjected to an examination as to his sentiments. Anthymus, when

questioned as to the two natures of Jesus Christ, refused to confess them.

Then Justinian perceived the fi'aud of the heretical bishop ; and the

emperor threw himseK on his knees before the pope, who so firmly upheld

the CathoHc Church and faith, approved the deposition of Anthymus, and,

on the 16th of March, transmitted to Agapetus his own imperial confession

of faith, signed with his own hand.

The Holy Father accredited, as his nuncio to the emperor, Pelagius, the

pope's archdeacon, who afterwards was himself pope, and the Holy Father

then prepared to return to Italy. Previous to setting out, he held an ordi-

nation, at which he created eleven bishops and four deacons. But soon

after he fell dangerously ill, and died before he could leave Constantinople.

His death occurred on the 22d of April, 53G. He was very learned in

ecclesiastic laws and regulations. Gregory the Great called liim. Apostolic

Vessel, Trumpet of the Gospel, and Herald of Justice. There has been no

pope who in so short a time (ten months and nineteen days) has done

such great things, and borne so much fatigue. His labors procured him

the admiration of both East and West. His body was translated to Rome,

and interred with great solemnity in the church of Saint Peter, in the

month of September.

According to Novaes, the Holy See, at the death of this pontiff, remained

vacant fifteen days. But there must be some error, for, in those days it

took a courier more than fifteen days to go from Constantinople to Rome,

by land, and a still longer time by sea. Before he went to the East, that

indefatigable pontiff formed a design of establishing public schools for the

instruction of persons intended for the sacred ministry. Cassiodorus agreed

with the pope, but his death prevented, for the time, the founding of estab-

lishments so useful.
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During the poutilicate of Agapetus, an event occurred, strikingly illustra-

tive of the vanity of conquests. It relates to the sacred vessels of Jerasalem,

taken fi'om the Jews by Titus, at the time of the taking of the holy city, and

taken from Borne by Genseric, king of the Yaudals. Fieury* speaks of this

matter as follows

:

" Behsarius triumphed at Constantinople, and among the wealth that was

displayed to the populace durmg the procession of the triumph, the most

remarkable objects were the sacred vessels of Jerusalem, which the Emperor

Titus (or rather Titus, before he was emjjeror, for at the taking of Jerusa-

lem he commanded under his father, Vespasian, who was then emperor)

had brought to Rome, and which Genseric, on pillaging Home, carried to

Carthage. A J-ew having seen them, said to a man kno^vTi to" the emperor,

" It is not right to put those vessels in the treasury of Constantinople ; their

only proper place is where Solomon put them. It is in punishment of that

offence that Genseric »took the Roman capital, and that the Romans have

taken that of the Vandals."

This calls to mind the celebrated Greek horses, the fate of which seems

to be connected with that of empires. They adorned, in succession, Con-

stantinople,t Venice, and Paris ; thence they returned to Venice, whence

some revolution may compel them to migrate once more.

59. ST. SYLVERIUS.—A. d. 536.

HE martyr, Saint Sylverius, of Frosinone, was the

son of Pope Hormisdas, who had contracted a le-

gitimate maiTiage before he received holy orders.

According to some, this pope was cardinal-priest

;

according to others, a regionary deacon at Rome.

He was created pope the 22d of June, 536 ; so that

the vacancy lasted one month and seventeen days.

^yj Anastasius, the hbrarian, writes that Sylverius was
-^'^ named in obedience to the expressed desire of

Theodatus, king of the Goths ; but authors of that time make mention of

no violence against the Roman clergy.

* Fleury, vol. vii., p. 334.

f It has been asserted that those liorses, taken by the Venetians from the TTippodrome of Con-

8tantinopl(vbelonged to Corinth, and had first been taken to Rome. All this is imaginary ; their

style especially proves that they are of the time of the decline of art
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It is kno-mi that Vigiliiis had been accredited to Constantinople as avo-

crisiarius, or poHtical agent. He is the same Vigihns whom Boniface II.

named as his successor. The Empress Theodora endeavored by her prom-

ises to induce Vigihiis to allow himself to be placed in the Holy See.

The testimony of Novaes seems to be less reliable than that of FeUer,* who

says :
" Belisarius had taken Rome. Theodora determined to avail herself

of that opportunity to extend the sect of the Acephali, a branch of Euty-

chianism ;t she endeavored to attach Saint Sylverius to her ^^ews, but,

faihng to do so, she resolved to have him deposed. He was unjustly accused

of having improper understanding with the Goths. A letter was produced

which he was said to have addressed to the hostile kings ; but it was proved

to have been forged by an advocate named 3farcvs; yet this did not prevent

Sylverius from being sent into exile to Patara in Syria, and Vigiliiis was

ordained in his place on the 22d of November, 537. The bishop of Patara,

whose name, unfortunately, has not come down to us; boldly defended Sylve-

rius, went to the Emperor Justinian at Constantinople, and said to him :

" There are many Icings in the icorld, hut there is only one pope in the universe.''''

JiAstinian, learning the real state of affairs, ordered that Sylverius should be

reinstated in his See. As he returned to Italy he was again arrested by

Belisarius, at the solicitation of that general's wife, Antonina, who wished

to propitiate the Empress Theodora. The pope, deserted by all, was sent

back to the isle of Palmeria, opposite to Terracina, where, according to

Liberatus, he died of hunger, in the month of June, 538. Feller beheves that

Vigilius committed no offence either before or after that event. Novaes

has indulged in some severity towards that pope, and believes culpable

promises to have seduced him. Novaes founds that belief on the former

circumstance of Vigilius consenting to receive from Boniface 11. the succes-

sion to the tiara.

Previous to his exile, Saint Sylverius had created, in one ordination in

December, nineteen bishops, thirteen priests, and five deacons. He
governed the Church two years and a few days, and was interred on the

isle on which he died.

The Holy See remained vacant six days.

Justinian, under the reign of Saint Agapetus I., pubhshed a second and

more regular edition of his code. He had already endeavored to reduce

into one body all the most useful works of the ancient jurisconsults. The

extracts were arranged under certain titles, and bore the name of Digests,

or Pandects ; subsequently he composed his Instihdes, to serve as an intro-

* Feller, v., p. 502.

f The Acephali, says Fleury, vii.. p. 34(5, set up altars and baptisteries in the private houses of

lOwns and suburbs, and despised ctcryhody, on account of the protection they had from the

palace. The word Acephali signifies the headless.
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duction to those books. Trebonian had a large share in those important

works. Justinian also promulgated laws, enforcing respect to Catholicity.

They are all comprised in his Novella, as being neiver than the pnbhcation

of his code. He recommends the obseryance of the canons, and forbids the

alienation of the property of any of the churches.

60. VIGILIU8.— A. D. 538.

>E have no doubt that Yigilius ardently desired the

tiara, for, after being named, probably with his own

consent, as successor to the papacy without any

election, he afterwards figured as autipope, under

Sylverius. But those facts do not justify i^reju-

dices, still less do they justify false accusations

against him. Let us examine the actual pontifical

career of this pope, who on more than one occasion

will show himself a courageous soldier of Christ.

He was Eoman, the son of John, of a consular family. Boniface II.

named him apocrisianus, or poHtical agent at Constantinople. On the death

of Sylverius, VigiHus was legitimatel}^ elected. Belisarius, his patron, com-

manded at Rome, and the clergy desired peace in the Church. Moreover, tlie

Holy See was occupied by a man distinguished for his talents, and for a

profound knowledge of pubhc affairs. Suddenly an unhoped for change

appeared in the inclinations of Vigihus. Had he promised Theodore to

admit the communion of the heretics ? We shall learn that. It is of the

life, the actions, and the writings of Vigilius that we have noAv to speak.

He will make Theodora aware that he has no intention of acceding to the

wishes of the enemies of Catholicity ; it will be seen that if he imprudently

entered into engagements he will not ratify any such promises, but wiU

confirm the excommunication of Anthymiis and his sectaries. With relation

to Anastasius, YigiKus wi'ote to the empress :
—

" We have spoken WTongiy,

senselessly ; now we wiU by no means consent to what you require of us.

We will 'not recall an anathematized heretic." Peremptorily ordered to

repair to Constantinople, he did not hesitate to order the necessary prepar-

ations for the journey, but he did not show extreme haste. It was he who, in

545, named as his primate the bishop of Aries, a city of the States of Childe-

bert, in France, and sent to him powers similar to those that some of his

predecessors had given to the primacy in Spain.
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lu 546, the Emperor Justinian published an edict, in which he ordered the

bishops to condemn the three chapters. The first concerned the writings and

the persons of Theodoras, bishop of Mopsuesta, accused of Nestorianism

;

tlie second formed part of the writings of Theodoret, bishop of Civo,

against the twelve chapters of Saint Cyril ; the third consisted of a letter

written by Ibas, bishop of Edessa, to a Persian heretic, named Marin,

The Holy Father, Vigilius, disapproved of this condemnation by the em-

peror, and his example was followed by some bishops. They naturally

rejected errors opposed to the faith ; but they would not condemn the per-

sons to whom those errors were attributed, fearing lest they should in some

sort offend against the canons of the Council of Chalcedon. The emperor,

urged on by the representations of Theodora, that actress who had become

empress and arbitress of the destinies of the empire, demanded also that

Anthymus should be reinstated in the See of Constantinople, and repeated

his order to Vigilius to repair to that city.

Arriving in Constantinople in January, 547, he was received with great

honors. Theodora being dead, the emperor, of his own accord, begged

Vigihus to condemn the three chapters, and obstinately pressed the subject

upon him.

VigiHus, having assembled seventy bishops, was told by them that

without prejudice to the Council of Chalcedon, the three chapters might be

condemned. Then he condemned them, and sent to Mennas, bishop of

Constantinoj^le, a decree, in which he distinctly noted that he did not by

that condemnation intend any prejudice to the acts of the Council of Chal-

cedon.

The pope supposed that he had satisfied both parties ;—the Greeks, by his

condemnation of the three chapters ; and the Latins, by accompanying the

condemnation with the necessary reservation in favor of the acts of the

Council of Chalcedon. But he found that he was mistaken. The East burst

out against him as a violator of that council, and some of the African bish-

ops went so far as to cut oil the pontifif from their communion. To appease

the tumult, the Holy Father revoked the said constitution, and threatened

to excommunicate the Greek bishops who should consent to any thing con-

cerning the three chapters without the consent of a general council. Jus-

tinian, on the request of Theodoras of Cesarea, pubhshed another decree

against the three chapters. The Holy Father convoked the Greek and

Latin bishops in the Placidian palace, and forbade, on pain of excommimi-

cation, obedience to the imperial decree. Justinian, irritated, ordered the

imprisonment of Vigilius. All apj^eared to become orderly ; but the peace

was of no long endurance. Theodoras, bishop of Cesarea, and even Men-

nas, bishop of Constantinople, were excommunicated. At this crisis the

conduct of Vigihus was subhme. Compelled to take refuge in a church,
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he was follo-wecl by the prfetor and armed soldiers. The pope embraced the

pillars that supported the altar ; the people compelled the praetor to retire.

It Avas in the midst of this "vaolence that the intrepid pope exclaimed :
" We

declare to yon that though you hold us captive, you do not hold Saint

Peter."

Justinian, conquered by so much constancy and so lofty a virtue, revoked

his edict ; and Yigilius, who had fled towards the city of Chalcedon, re-

turned to Constantinople. It was agi'eed that, in order to terminate the

controversy, it should be referred to a general council, consisting of Greek

and Latin bishops in equal numbers. But the emperor broke his word, and

Vigilius found himself obhged to convene the council on the 5th of May,

553, without waiting for the arrival of the Latin bishops. In the conduct

of the emperor there was neither justice, nor dignity, nor respect for the

Church. Yigihus would not be present in the council. He published a

new Constitutum, in which he protested that such a council, having only one

arm, could not condemn the three chapters. Nevertheless, they were con-

demned by that council, which is called the Fifth General Council, at which

there were present one hundred and sixty-five bishops, among whom were

three patriarchs. Vigihus, not wishing to confirm this decree, was sent into

exile, nor was he recalled until he had confirmed with his authority the

condemnation of the council. Thus the pontiff changed his views without

prejudice to apostolical tiiith, as the question was not of faith but of j)er-

sons. It only evinced a want of prudence.

We may add here that it was also confirmed by this pope's successors,

Pelagius I., John HI., Benedict I., Pelagius II., and Saint Gregory the

Great. The confirmation by this last-mentioned pontiff explains v,hy

Vigilius perceived the necessity of conduct which, far from being contradic-

tory, proved the extreme attention with which the pope watched events,

their power, and their inevitable requii-ements, and finished by a skilful act,

after having exhausted all the phases of determination and the loftiest

courage.

The emperor allowed Yigihus to depart; but he had scarcely ar-

rived in Sicily when he was attacked by a painful disease, of which he

died at Syracuse in 555, after a reign of sixteen years and about six

months.

In two ordinations, in the month of December, he ordained eighty-one

bishops, sixteen priests (some say forty-six), and sixteen deacons.

The body was transferred to Piome, and interred in the Church of Saint

Marcollus, on the Salarian Way.

The Holy See remained vacant about three months.

A law of Justinian, published under this pontificate, provides that the

four General Councils of Nice, Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon,

9
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shall always have the force of law, and that the pope is the first of all the

bishops. To this law it was added that the general council holden at Con-

stantinople, 553, should also be recognized as holy. That fifth council is

also known as the second of Constantinople.

Under this pontificate, Totila took the city of Borne, plundered it, and

threw down the walls, but Belisarius soon appeared, and restored them.

61. PELAGIUS I.— A. D. 555.

ELAGIUS I., Eoman, son of John Yicarianus,

named cardinal-priest by Saint Agapetus, and nun-

cio to Justinian, as Liberius and Yigilius had been,

was created pontiff on the 11th of April, 555.

Like Yigihus, he had condemned the three chap-

ters ; he was therefore held in some suspicion of

being false* to the CouncU of Chalcedon.

The populace, in violent tumults, disowned alle-

giance to Pelagius. Unliappily, religious men and noble citizens both

shared and showed the same feehng to such an extent, that though two

bishops were prepared to consecrate him, the third one, who was necessary

to the canonical fulfilment of the ceremony, could not be found.

At length, Pelagius was consecrated by the bishops of Perugia and Feren-

tino, and by Andrew, arch-priest of Ostia. Father Berti demonstrates that

that consecration was valid, though not in conformity to what usually took

placet

When the Bomans, besieged by Totila, were suffering from famine, Pela-

gius had rendered them great service by passing in provisions to them.

That bygone benevolence was now remembered, and a desire was shown to

establish with the new pope relations of respectful submission. It was also

mentioned that once, when he was accused of entertaining factious feelings

against Yigilius, he rushed to the preacher's pulpit, in Saint Peter's church,

placed the Gospel on his head, and protested his ianocence of the crime.

Pelagius confirmed the fifth general council approved by his predecessor
;

and to appease the differences which had sprung up among the Western

bishops on the subject of the three chapters condemned in the council, he en-

* Novaes, i., p. 225.

f Dissertation VI., vol. xvii., of the Dissertations collected by Zaccaria. Rome : 8vo, 1775.
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deavored to get them condemned anew by the African, the Ill}Tian, and even

the ItaHan bishops. " To that end he emploj'ed," says Fleury (vii., p. 468),

" the authority of Narses, and he was pions and fearful of offending against

rehgion. Pelagius, in one of his letters, exhorts him thus :
" Pay no attention

to the vain speeches of people who charge the Church with exciting perse-

cution when she represses crime and labors for the salvation of souls. To

persecute, is to compel one to do evil ; otherwise, all the laws, divine and

human, which order the punishment of crime, would be deserving of aboli-

tion. Xow the Scripture and the canons teach us that schism is an evil,

and that it ought to be suppressed, even by the secular power ; and all who

separate themselves from the apostolic See, sin, and undoubtedly are

schismatics."

During the reign of Pelagius, the famous Cassiodorus died in extreme old

age. He belonged to the most famous Roman nobility, and was born at

Squillacia, in Calabria, about the year 470. He was the principal minister

of King Theodoric. After he had retired from public life, he composed, in

a monastery that he had founded, Commentaries on the PsalmCy and The In-

stitution of the Scriptures. At the age of ninety-two years he T^Tote several

other works, and a treatise on orthography, extracted from twelve authors,—
the twelfth being Priscian. Cassiodorus always showed a respectfid attach-

ment to Pelagius.

The French having declared Pelagius suspected of heresy, he defended

himseK before them in a profession of faith, which he sent to King Childe-

bert, and signed with his own hand, that he condemned and excommunicated

wanderers fi'om the doctrine of the letter of Saint Leo, and the acts of the

Council of Chalcedon.

The bishops of Tuscany refused to adhere to the fifth council, and

withdrew from the communion of Pelagius. He wrote to them in these

remarkable terms :
" How can you doubt that you are separated from all

Christian commimion, when you do not pronounce our name, according to

custom, in the holy mysteries, since, however unworthy we personally may
be, it is in us that at present subsists the soHdity of the Apostohc See, with

the succession of the episcopacy ?"

In two ordinations, in the month of December, Pelagius created forty-

eight or forty-nine bishops, twenty-five or twenty-six priests, and nine dea-

cons. He died the 28th February, 560, after governing the Church four

years, ten months, and eighteen days.

The Holy See was vacant four montlis and sixteen days, because at that

time it was necessary to await the imperial consent from Constantinople, to

the pontifical election : although the election had not pre^^ously been so long

deferred. The right claimed by Justinian to interfere in the election of the

popes, which right was maintained by the successors of that emperor subse-
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qiiently, occasioned vacancies in the See of Eonie mucli longer than before.

Nevertheless, from the days of Odoacer the sovereigns of Italy pretended

to direct or rather to disturb that election. "When Pope Pelagius died, he

had begun to build the church of the Holy Twelve Apostles.

62. JOHN III— A. D. 560.

|OHN III., called Catelinus, son of Anastasius, a

noble Koman, was created pontiff on the 18th of

July, 5G0.

He allowed the appeal of Sagittarius, bishop of

Embrun, and of Salonius, bishop of Gap, deposed

from their bishoprics by the second Council of

Lyons, and restored them to their dignity.

John confirmed the fifth general council, of which

he showed himself the zealous defender. It is said that on an occasion of

his notice being directed to some crying usurpations upon the legitimate

possessors of ecclesiastical property, he determined to put an end to those

spoHations, and that he ordered* that every usurper of such property

should be mulcted in four times the value. He finished the Basilica of

the Twelve Apostles, which his predecessor had commenced—as we men-

tioned in the preceding article—and he consecrated it on the Feast of Saint

Philip and Saint James, erecting it into a cardinalate, or parochial district.

In that church he had several historical subjects represented, partly in colors

and partly in mosaic.

Pope John enlarged and repaired the cemeteries of the martyrs, and

ordered that, for the sacrifice of the Mass, celebrated in the Catacombs, the

church of Saint John of Lateran should furnish the bread, the wine, and

the Kglits.

In two ordinations, in the month of December, John created sixty-one

bishops, thirty priests, and thirteen deacons. He governed the Church

twelve years, eleven months, and twenty-six days. He died on the 13th of

July, 573, after having seen, in the ninth year of his pontificate (a. d. 568),

the commencement of the reign of the Lombards in Italy. These Lom-
bards, or Longobards, were thus called on account of their long beards,

* Novaes i.. p. 228.
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wliicli they never shaved, and were a people of the Scandinavian peninsula,

whom Narsos, Justinian's general in Italy, become a traitor to his sove-

reign, called in to sustain his revolt.

The first king of the Lombards, Alboin, estabhshed his capital at Pavia.

Then the emperors of the East were compelled to govern what remained to

them in the peninsula by captains, and to confide Ravenna to officers called

exarchs. That state of things continued a hundred and eighty-four years.

John was biuied at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant ten

months and twenty days, for the reason mentioned at the close of our last

article, and in consequence of the troubles which the Lombards excited

throughout Italy.

63. BENEDICT I— a.d. 574.

ENEDICT, or Bonosus, was a Koman, the son of

Boniface ; he was recognized as pope on the 3d of

June, 574, and consoled Rome, afflicted by those

two great scourges, famine and the Lombards.

He drew from the retirement of a monastery, and

created cardinal-deacon, Gregor}^, who succeeded

finally to the pontificate, and is known as Gregory

the Great.

After the example of his predecessors, Benedict confirmed the fifth

general council.

In one ordination, in the month of December, he created twenty bishops,

fifteen priests, and three deacons. He governed the Church four years, one

month, and twenty-eight days ; died on the 30th July, 578, and was inten-ed

at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant four months.
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64. PELAGIUS II.—a. d. 578.

ELAGIUS II., Eoman, a Benfidictine monk, tlie

son of Yinigild, a Goth, was created pontiff on the

30th of November, 578. This time the consent of

the emperor was not awaited, as Rome was closely

besieged by the Lombards.

This misfortune secured the right which other-

wise might have been withheld. Besieged Rome
was not defended by the exarch or imperial heu-

tenant in Italy, who could scarcely defend himself

in Ravenna. The loss of a pontiff, too, would have been insupportable to

Rome. However, amid the vicissitudes of war, Pelagius was consecrated,

a man distinguished for wisdom, moderation, and vu"tue. The Lombards

had pillaged the abbey of Mount Casino, and the monks were obhged to

take refuge in Rome. To arrest the incursions of the barbarians, the pope

gave plenary powers to Gregory, his apocrisiarius, or poHtical agent at Con-

stantinople, who was then at the commencement of his clerical career and

who afterwards became renowned as Saint Gregory the Great.

Pelagius, learning that France was in a sufficiently peaceful condition,

wrote to the bishop of Auxerre a letter in which, in the name of the Holy

See, he deplored the ill-treatment inflicted upon so many sufferers by the

Lombards. This communication was joyously received by an eminently

Cathohc people, and it subsequently made a powerful impression on Charles

Martel, Pepin, and Charlemagne. Pelagius II., in that letter recalled the

fact that the French monarchs were bound to defend with all their might

the rehgion which had procured them so many triumphs.

The metropolis of Aquilea was disturbed by the enemies of the Roman
faith. Pelagius permitted the archbishop elect to transfer the metropoHs to

Grado. Unfortunately, in a council of the year 587, celebrated by that

same archbishop elect, and at which there were present eighteen bishops,

his suffragans, those prelates having become schismatic, swore never to

admit the fifth general council. They acted thus under pretence of not

doing prejudice to the Council of Chalcedon.

Pelagius, hoping to soften their obstinacy, announced by his legates, and

by letters, that the three chapters were justly condemned, and that the Coun-

cil of Chalcedon had not been offended by that condemnation. But the zeal

of the pontiff was useless ; and the exarch, residing at Ravenna, was then

called upon to labor to bring back those erring bishops to their duty.
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In Lis time there appeared an extraordinary plague,* as sudden as it was

violent. The patient frequently died while in the act of sneezing or yawning.

Pelagius Imnself died of it on the 8th of Febniary, a. d. 590. This

pope was the first who, in the diplomas of his chancery, marked the

time by the Indictions that Constantine the Great had instituted on the 24th

of September, A. D. 312. They form, as is well knoAvn, a course of fifteen

years ; when those years are ended, the Indiction recommences.

In two ordinations, in December, Pelagius created forty-eight bishops,

twenty-two priests, and eight deacons. He governed the Church twelve

years, two months, and ten days. Very hberal towards the poor, and

especially towards the aged, he assembled so many of them in his palaces

that they resembled hospitals. Pelagius was interred in the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant six months and twenty-five days.

65. ST. GREGORr I.— a. d. 590.

EEGOPiY I., sumamed tlie Great, doctor of the

Church, was born about the year 540, and was the

son of Gordian, a Pioman senator,* afterwards re-

gionary cardinal-deacon, and Syhia, a very pious

lady. He was gTand-nephew of Pope Saint Felix

III., of the Anicia, now the Conti, family. In

the year 572 he was praetor, not, as some writers

have stated, prefect of Rome. That fact is proven

by a letter written by Gregory himseK to Constantius, archbishop of

Milan.

At the death of his father, Gregory found himself master of an im-

mense fortune. Then he built six monasteries, among them one, in

575, at his own palace in Rome ; he became a Benedictine monk, and hved

in the monaster}' of Saint Andrew, which he had himself caused to be built,

and which belonged to the Camaldolese Benedictines. Some writers, and

among them father Thomassin,t of the Oratory, maintain that Gregory be-

longed to no rehgious order. Be that as it may, he was named cardinal-

deacon by Pelagius, whose secretary he had been ; subsequently, the same

pope sent him as nuncio to Constantinople, to the Emperor Maurice.

Novaes, i., p. 234. f De Vet. et nov. Kcclesia diacipKncB, 1 ,
part i., cap. 3, p. 24.
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Gregory, on liis return to Eome, was against his wish created pontiff ; the

choice of the clergy, of the Pioman clergy, and of the Roman people, had

unanimously fallen upon Gregoi-y, who wrote to the Emperor Maurice,

begging hi)n to oppose the election.^^ Germanus, Prefect of Home, inter-

cepted the letters, and substituted others in the opposite sense, containing

the text of the decree of election. Gregory then left Rome, and concealed

himself in a retired place. The people flocked from all parts in search of

Gregory, who was at length discovered by a dove hovering over his head.

He was surrounded, and intreated to accept the authority, and he was con-

secrated on the 3d of September, in the year 590. At the commencement

of his pontificate, he wrote to the patriarchs of the East a letter, in which,

according to the custom of those times, he included his profession of faith.

t

At the same time, he confirmed the General Councils of Nice, of Constanti-

nople {i. e., the first council of that city), of Ephesus, and of Chalcedon.

He ordered that those four councils should be respected as the four Gospels.:|:

The same confirmation was pronounced as to the second Council of Con-

stantinople, called the fifth secumenical council. The poj^e demanded that

that council should be plainly acknowledged by all, in order that the defend-

ers of tJie three chapters, which that council had condemned, should desist

from their culpable obstinacy. Three years previously, Pelagius had

ordered that those subdeacons in Sicily who were married should separate

from their wives. Gregory, thinking this decision too stern and severe,§

permitted subdeacons to marry, provided that they should not receive higher

orders ; and, subsequently, he forbade the ordination of any subdeacon

before he had made the vow of continence in the proper form before the

bishop.

He allowed the Spaniards to baptize by only a single immersion. (See

Book I., letter 43, to Leander.) The authority of Gregory was followed by

the fathers in the Council of Toledo (IV. Cant., 6.) That permission, contrary

to previous custom on that subject, was granted, in order that the true

CathoUcs might be distinguished from the heretics, in Spain, who, by a triple

immersion, fancied that they authorized their errors relating to the Trinity.

He forbade that Hebrews should be comjaeUed to receive the faith of

Christ ; he ordered that entrance into the monasteries of nuns should be

forbidden to both men and women who were strangers to what concerned

the administration of those monasteries. He ordered that at the commence-

ment of Lent the blessed ashes should be placed on the foreheads of the

faithful.
II

Gregory also ordered that the Lent fast should be kept uninter-

* Novaes, i., p. 325.

f Gregory himself mentions this work in his letter 53, book ix.

X iS'ovaes i., 23G. § Novaes, i&id.

5 Up to the time of Celestine III., created pope in 1191, it was the custom to place the holy
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mptedly, and not, as formerly, cliscontmued ou Thursday's, Saturdays, and

Sundays. Thus, fasting commenced from Septuagesima, He also ordered

that fi'om Septuagesima to Easter the Alleluia should not be sung. He per-

mitted the priests of Sardinia to administer confirmation in the absence of

the bishops, who ordinarily administer that sacrament, as was solemnly de-

clared by the Coimcil of Trent. Benedict XHI. subsequently granted the

same pm-ilege to the abbot of Saint Paul, outside the walls of Home, and

to the custodian of the Holy Sepulchre, of the order of Minor Observantins,

of the convent of Aracoeli.

In 592, Pope Saint Gregory caused the removal to Rome of the tunic of

Saint John the Evangelist, and placed it beneath the altar of Saint John, in

the Lateran Basilica. The same year, the Emperor Maurice rendered a

decree by which he prohibited men of the legal profession, as well as per-

sons charged with debts to the treasiuy, from entering the clerical, and

soldiers fi'om entering the monastic profession. The Holy Father, in his

letter (book ii., ep. 62), wTitten in 593, praises that part of the decree which

relates to men of the law, but disapproves the two oth-er parts, which he

induced the emperor to revoke.

Saint Gregory also remedied tAvo abuses—the one consisted in demanding

a price for the burial of the dead in churches, and the other in building-

churches where the dead had been interred. The pope was unwilling that

there should be any risk of the bones of the profane being mingled with

those of martjTS.

Father Thomassin, abeady quoted, maintains that it was not until the

reign of Gregory that Christians began to be buried in the churches ; for

which reason that pope disapproved of the custom. But Muratori proves

that the custom was long anterior to Saint Gregory. The Council of Braga,

in 563, was the first to forbid burial in the churches, and subsequently many

synods, especially in France, prohibited the custom, but with exceptions as

ashes on the head of the pope, as they are now placed on the heads of the faithful, and to repeat

the well-known formula—" Remember, man, that dust thou art, and unto dust thou shalt return."

But, under Urban VI., elected pope in 1378, a diflFerent custom was introduced, which obtains to

this day ; that, namely, of strewing the ashes upon the head of the Holy Father without saying a

word. Monseigneur Antonelli, in a letter addressed to the Cardinal Gentili, inquires into tlie

reasons for which the masters of the ceremonies retrain from saying the words. He considers

that the action of strewing the ashes during the repetition of the formula is a venerable

remnant of the rite formerly practised with the penitents on Ash Wednesday. Ashes were given

to them, accompanied by those words which remind us of our mortality, and, so reminding us,

ere a wholesome humiliation. At the present time, the public penance, whence tliat ceremony

came down to us, being a species of ecclesiastical judgment, to whicli the Roman pontiff ouglit

not to be subjected, it was resolved that, as regarded him, the fact should suffice without the

formula ; that is to say, that the action of placing the ashes on the head sufficiently suggests the

mortal condition of the pope, without there being exercised upon him that shadow of ecclesias-

tical jurisdiction to which the head of the Church 's in no wise sulyect. Novaes, in his intro

daction, &c., vol. ii., p. 234, gives details of that ceremonial of the pontifical chapel.
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to certain persons. But the Roman Cliurcli lias always maintained tlie

ancient custom of burying in cliurclies, as appears in the reply of Nicholas I.

to the Bulgarians, about the year 860.*

Many persons affirm that Saint Gregory the Great instituted what is

known as the Gregorian Chant. But the learned Dominick Maria Manni,

in his Dissertation upon the Discij^line of the Ancient Ecclesiastical Chant,

printed at Florence, in 1756, and reprinted in the collection of Zaccaria, in

1794, proves that Gregory did not invent that chant, but reduced it to a

more fitting form, and rendered it more easy to be studied. And we have

it on the authority of Anastasius the Librarian, that a chant similar to the

Gregorian was known in the time of Saint Hilary, created pope in 461 ; and,

according to the testimony of Peter, bishop of Orvieto, there was a very

similar chant in the time of Pope Saint Sylvester ; i. e. two hundred and

seventy years before the time of Saint Gregory. However, it is certain that

this pope instituted, at Pome, a school of chanters, for whom he had two

houses built : one near the Basilica of Saint Peter, and the other near the

patriarch's of Saint John Lateran. Into this college of chanters only seven

deacons were admitted, and in addition, some boys who, when necessary,

took their parts in high tone.

Saint Gelasius having arranged the recital of the prayers or collects in

tL Mass, Saint Gregory put them in better order, and compiled a volume

which he entitled the Sacramentary.f

Saint Gregory instituted the processions on the day of the Purification of

the Blessed Virgin, and the Litany of the saints on the Feast of Saint Mark,

on account of the increased virulence of the plague that had carried off Pela-

gius. The disease always ended in a fit of sneezing or of yawning, and the

pope ordered that God bless you, should be said to those who sneezed, and

that the sign of the cross should be made on the mouths of those who

yawned. The plague having ceased, the antiphon Recjina cceli lactate was

introduced into chants of the Church. It is affirmed by pious writers, that

at the moment when the plague decreased in virulence, there appeared on the

* During the French occupation in 1809, public cemeteries tegan to be in popular request, and

such cemeteries were afterwards authorized by Pope Pius VII. Only persons of very high rank

are now interred in the churches.

f The analysis of the Sacramentary, given by M. Receveur (iii., 449), is very exact. In the

same author (iii., 4o5), I find as follows :
" In the Sacramentary of Saint Gregory and in the Ro-

man rubrics, we find, in addition to the ceremonies of the Mass, those of baptism, of ordination,

and of the processions, with the blessing of tapers and ashes, and many others noticed in the

Sacramentary of Saint Gelasius. Some persons have complained that Saint Gregory had adopted

several practices from Constantinople, but he showed that he had only re-established old customs
;

and as it seemed to be feared tliat the Greeks would draw some advantage from it, ' Who doubts,'

said he, 'that that church should not be subject to the Holy See, as the emperor and the bisliop

of Constantinople on every occasion show that it is?' If that Church or any other has some

good practice, 1 am ready to imitate that practice of even the lowest of your inferior churches."
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top of the mausoleuin of Adiian an angel sheathing his sword. Thence-

forth, that mausoleum was called the castle of Saint Angelo, and an angel

in marble was placed on it, for which Benedict XIV. substituted the one in

bronze, which still remains there.

Gregory found it necessary to repress a claim of John the Faster, a man,

however, whom the Greeks represent as a prelate of such great vu'tue,* that

he was placed among the number of the saints, a step to which the approval

of the congregation of the Propaganda was given afterwards. John assumed

the title of the Universal Bishop. The predecessor of Gregory had censured

that title ; and Gregory had already deprived Eulogus, bishop of Alexandria,

of the similar title of Universal Patriarch. The Holy Father then entitled him-

self, in aU his lettei's, \\ith a sentiment of humility and modesty, servant of

the servants of God. That custom has continued to our own day, and Pius

IX. uses the same formula. At the close of the tenth century,t some

bishops wished to take that title ; but it is now confined solely to the Eo-

man pontiff.

Gregory was the first pontiff who ordered that pontifical diplomas or

bulls should be dated from the incarnation of our Saviour.

Formerly, the Church had the custom of calculating time from the con-

sular fasti (it is kno-^-n that they commenced, dating from the year 244, from

the foundation of Rome, or 245, according to the epoch of Varro, that is to

say, five hundred and nine years before Christ), but under Diocletian ap-

peared Dionysius, called, from his short stature, Dionysius the Little, who
abandoned the eras of the Consuls, and the Emperors Augustus and Dio-

cletian, which till then had been followed all over the world. In 527, Dio-

nysius introduced a paschal cycle for ninety-five years, and made the years

commence on the 25th of March, saying that he dated them from the Incar-

nation of the Lord ; but he left the three months from the Cu'cumcision,

which commence on the 1st of January. So the year of the Incarnation,

according to Dionysius, commenced three months after the Circumcision,

which dates fi'om the first of January ; while the year of the Nativity com-

menced on the 28th of December, and that of the Indidion on the 24th of

September, but for the Koman Curia, on the 25th of December.

Saint Gregory was also the first pontiff who employed the phrase to s'eah

ex cathedra.

He ratified the baptism given by heretics in the name of the most Holy

Trinity. He ordered that on the 29th of June the memory of the two

princes of the apostles. Saint Peter and Saint Paul, shovild be celebrated in

the Church of the Vatican, and that on the following day the Feast of Saint

Paul should be celebrated specially.

* Noviies, i., p. 242. t Muratori, Ann. d'ltalie, iii., part 2, an. 595.
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From tlie letters of this pontiff we learn that the Holy See then possessed

rich patrimonies in Sicily, in the city of Syracuse, in Palermo, in Calabria,

in Apulia, in the country of the Samnites, in Campania, in Tuscany, in

Sabina, in Nercia, at Carseoh, one called Appia, at Eavenna, in Dalmatia,

Illyria, Sardinia, Corsica, Liguria, in the Cottian Alps, in Germaniciana, in

Syria, and in Gaul. The last-named patrimony, according to Saint Gregory

(Ep. 52, book v.), produced but little revenue.* Each of those patri-

monies was intrusted to a distinct administrator, who had the title of de-

fender or rector, and was always one of the first clerks of the Koman Church.

It also possessed other patrimonies in the East, which yielded a net reve-

nue of nearly fifty thousand Eoman crowns of the present day.f

Finally, Saint Gregory, after having, by Saint Augustine,J a Benedictine

monk of the abbey of Saint Andrew, at Rouen (a monastery known to have

been founded by Saint Gregory), converted the Anglo-Saxons to the true

faith, gave him orders to establish two metropohtans, one at London, and

the other in the city of York ; and the metropohtans were then to ordain

twelve bishops.

Gregory confounded the Arians who remained in Spain, and the Lom-
bards who occupied a large portion of Italy. He illustrated the Church by

the prodigious number of works he has left us, although interrupted by serious

difficulties. After meriting the praise of Saint Ildefonsus, who said of that

great pontiff, " He exceUed Anthony in holiness, and Augustine in knowl-

edge, and after governing the Church thirteen years, six months, and ten

days, died on the 12th of March, 603, aged sixty-four years.

In two ordinations, one in Lent, and the other in the month of September,

he created sixty-two bishops, thirty-eight or thirty-nine priests, and five or

fifteen deacons.

He was adorned by the most sublime virtues, and his court consisted of

subjects worthy to be near him. He kept laics out of his council, and took

for liis advisers only clerks endowed with great prudence, and learned

pious monks. He received them whenever they chose, whether by night or

day ; nothing was wanting to religious perfection in the palace, nothing

wanting of the pontifical duties in the Church. Andres, at the beginning

of his book. On the Origin, Progress, and Present Condition of all Literature

(vol. I., chap, vii., p. 94), pronounces the following judgment on Gregory:

" He possessed doctrine, learning, and eloquence superior to those of the

time in which he lived ; the arts and sciences found a worthy temple in his

* See Cenni's appendix to Father Orsi on the Temporal Domain of the Popes, reprinted in

1754.

f The Roman crown corresponds nearly to our dollar.

t The history of the Church has nothing finer than the entrance of the holy monk Augustine

Into the kingdom of Kent.
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palace. He had not a single servant who had not received a good education,

and whose words were not worthy to be heard around the ancient throne of

the Latin language. In the court of the Great Gregory the studies of the

fine arts took a new vigor. Nevertheless, all the advantages of a lettered

mind could not protect him fi-om the calumnies of those who were deter-

mined to consider him the sworn enemy of good taste and of the sciences

and fine arts. Tii-aboschi courageously came forward in his defence, and

the memoir of that holy doctor triumphed over many unworthy accusa-

tions."

The grave cares of the pontificate did not prevent Gregory from indulg-

ing in practices of the most ardent charity. Every day he invited twelve

paupers into his palace, and personally waited upon them at table ; and,

according to the legends, that humihty was rewarded by his one day seeing

an angel make the thu'teenth of the company at that table. Thence came

the custom of daily in\dting thirteen poor persons, generally priests, in the

name of the pontiff, who himself served them at table ; they were selected

in the hospital of the Most Holy Trinity. In the monastery of Saint An-

drew he had his portrait placed, showing him to have been of noble stat-

ure, his face long, his head bald in fi'ont, with tufts of black hair at the

side.

A passage, altered from the Polycratic of John of Shrewsbury,* was made

to accuse Gregory of the burning of the Palatine library, founded by Augus-

tus—that is to say, of all its classic works.

This eiTor is completely refuted in the Art of Verifying Dates. It was

also said that during his reign Gregory ordered the destruction or mutila-

tion of the statues and monuments which still existed in Home, so that

strangers who from rehgious motives might visit Eome should not go to

admii-e the triumphal arches and other wonders of ancient Eome. Platinaf

exclaims,—" Ahsit hccc calumnia a tanto pontifice Bomano prccsertim cui certe,

post Dejim, patria quam vita charior. Away with such calumny against so

great a Roman pontiff, to whom, after God, his country was dearer than life."

Platina further observed that the mutilations were made by the Romans
to build new palaces. These barbarians tore away the ornaments and

fixtures, in order to get at some paltry bronze nails, or the vases (olloi)

which the ancient architects had placed in circus walls, to render them more

sounding ; and Platina adds :
" This was done by the Romans themselves,

if we may give the name of Romans to Epirotcs, Dalmatians, Panno-

nians, and the scum and offscouring of the whole world."

In regard to the statues, Platina, in liis fine Latinity, continues to justify

* Bi'iy. Unu., xvlii., p. ."85.

f Oj/us de Viti-H ac Oentin Summoi-um Pontificum. 12mo., 1G;34, p. 159.
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Gregory, especially against the charge of having caused the statnes to be

decapitated. " Jacent statue?" he says, " tnm 2yro2Jter vetiistatem coUapsa', turn

;

efinm quia hasihus suhlatis, vel oiris, vel marmorum cavsa, stare tanfa' moles non

poterant. Quod atem capitihus careanf, mirum neq^taquam videri debet, cvm

ipsius statuce casui, ea pars vipotefragilior et ad accipiendum Icesionem paratior

,

potissimum frangatur. The statutes lie upon the ground, not only over-

thrown by time, but also because their bases had been removed by those

who were in quest of bronze or marble, and such great masses thus under-

mined could not remain erect. Nor need it be wondered at that the statutes

were headless, for when the statue fell, the head, the most fragile and easily

injured part, was of course the first to be broken."

66. SABIOTAB"US.— A. d. 004

ABINIANUS, of Volterra, in Tuscany, is by some said

to have been born at Bied, a ruined town, a few

miles from Viterbo. He was the son of Bono, and

was a cardinal-deacon, named by Saint Gregory,

}j whose apocrisarian he had been to the Emperor

Maurice during some four or five years.

l'^ Sabinianus was elected pontiff on the 13th of Sep-

^^"i tember, 604, and consecrated bishop without previ-

ously recei"sdng the priesthood, as was also the case (says Novaes ii., 3) with

Valentine, the one hundred and second pope, in 827, and Nicholas I. the

one hundred and seventh pope, in 858. We may add that the same is to be

said in the cases of Fehx II., in 355 ; Agapetus I., in 535, and Vigilius, in

540. Monsignor Borgia, afterwards cardinal, in his apology for the ponti-

ficate of Benedict X., {parag. i., c. 3, annot. 2), after having shown in support

of that fact that Cecilianus was named bishop of Carthage, when he was

only a deacon, adds that the only argument in favor of such promotions,

per saltum, is the silence of writers ; and he asks his readers if such an argu-

ment can be deemed to be sufiicient on a question of such importance. To
Sabinianu's is attributed the invention of chiirch bells. Others give the

glory of that invention to Saint Paulinus, bishop of Nola, in the Campaina,

about 401, and they infer that it is on that account that a bell is called 7iola

or eampana.

This invention is ascribed to Sabinianus by Polydore Yirgil, Genebrard,
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and Ptinvinius ; tlie last named of whom shows that opinion in his Epit.

Bom. Pont. cap. 27.

According to Oldoin, in his reflections upon Chacon, Sabinianus did not,

indeed, invent the use of church bells, but prescribed the use of them, at the

canonical hours, that the sound of them might quicken the devotion of the

faithful.

"VMiat can be most confidently said upon this subject is, that the use of

bells in the Western Church vras known before the sixth century, i. e., a. d.

496. In the life of Saint Colombanus, written in the sixth century, and pub-

hshed by Mabillon, we read that at midnight. Saint Colombanus, at the sound

of tlie hell, went to the church to meet the brothers of the monastery there.

In the Eastern Church, bells were introduced at a much later j^eriod.

In the ninth century, between 864 and 867, Orso, Doge of Venice, made a

present to the Greek emperor, Michael, of twelve bells, which the emperor

placed in an elegant belfiy, built by him in the church of Saint Sophia.

Until that time the Greeks called the faithful to divine service by means of

a wooden table, which was struck upon with an instrument called synan-

ch'um, not unlike the wooden rattle used in the closing days of Holy Week.

The table, block, or plank of wood was sometimes, perhaps, replaced by a

sheet of iron, and the wooden club or mallet by an iron hammer. We
know that in the East the instrument had the name of ferrum saerinn.'^

However it may be, if Sabinianus did not invent bells for church use, it is

nevertheless true, that, as we have abeady said, he ordered the canonical

hours to be announced, and the people called to church by the sound

of bells. In one ordination in September, Sabinianus created twenty-six

bishops ; he governed the Church three years, and three months, and

nine days ; died on the 22d of February, 606, and was interred at the

Vatican. The Holy'See remained vacant eleven months, and twenty-eight

days.

* See Mnggi, chap. 15, De Tintinnabulis. To all the above, taken from Italian scholars, -vvc

must add a contribution from French erudition. Saint Loup, bishop of Ork-ans, being at Sens

when Clotliaire beseiged that city, spread terror tliroughout the camp, and put the beseiging army
to flight, by having tlie bells of Saint Stephen's rung, which proves that bells were not then

commonly known.
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67. BONIFACE III.— a. d. 607.

ONIFACE III., a cardinal-deacon, created by Saint

Gregory, and son of John Candiote, was elected

pope on the 19tli of Februarj', 607. And, no doubt,

lie deserved the election, for Saint Gregory, in

naming him as nuncio in 603, had said of him, " He
is a defender of the Church, and we can amply

testif}^ to his jjurity and fidehty fi'om our long ex-

perience of them."

In a council that Boniface III. held at Saint Peter's, in which he as-

sembled seventy-two bishops, he ordered, on pain of excommunication, that

no one should busy liimseK about the election of the pope, or any other

bishop, until three days after the death of the late pontiff or prelate. That

interval of time, not observed by some of the successors of Boniface, was

extended to ten days by Gregory X.

Boniface obtained fi'om the Emperor Phocas what Saint Gregory had

l)eeu unable to obtain from the Emperor Maurice. The Emperor Phocas,

by a decree, declared that to the Boman pontiff exclusively belonged the

title of Universal Bishop, the title which had been arrogated to himself by

Cp'iacus, successor to John the Faster, in the patriarchate of Constanti-

noj^le, who had usurped that same title. The Emperor Justinian, who lived

eighty years before Phocas, had confessed that John II., fifty-seventh pope

(see Labbe and Hardouin), urns the head of all the holy Churches.

In the 131st of his Novellas, chap, ii., he calls him the " first of all

priests." So that the decree Avas not issued by Phocas to establish any

novelty, as the centuriators of Magdebourg (Centur. vii., cap. 7, page 121)

suppose, but to declare and establish the right of the pope to take that

title of Universal, as is shown by the cardinals Baronius and BeUarmine.

Upon this question, Csesarotti is wrong, where, in order to weaken the force

of the decree, he speaks of it as having been given by Phocas, a bad

emperor. As we have just seen, Phocas only confirmed a decision of

Justinian.

In one ordination this Holy Father created eleven, or, as some authors say,

twenty-one bishops ; he governed the Church eight months and twenty- two

days, and died on the 10th of November, 607. He was interred at the

Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant ten months and twelve days.
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68. BOOTFACE IV.— a. d. 608.

ONIFACE rV., of Valeria, a towTi of the Abruzzi,

in the kingdom of Naples, was the son of John,

and a Benedictine monk in the monastery of Saint

Sebastian of Home, and afterwards a cardinal-

priest. He estabhshed in his house a monastery,

which he enriched vnth. valuable gifts. With the

consent of the Emperor Pliocas, he consecrated to

the Blessed Virgin, and all the holy martyrs, the

Pantheon, that was built by Marcus Agrippa, son-in-law of Augustus. That

same church, called Saint Mary, of the Botunda, on account of its form,

Gregory IV., in 834, dedicated to all the saints, in honor of whom he in-

stituted on the same occasion. All Saints Boy.

ISovaes quotes a dissertation of the Father Lazzari, which would tend to

prove that this temple was not dedicated to any pagan deity ; but he does

not venture to say to what other purpose the temple could originally be

erected. Father Lazzari was undoubtedly WTong, and should be refuted.

In an inscription on the architrave, after the name and titles of Septimus

Severus and Caracalla, are the following decisive words : Pantheum vetustate

corruptiim cum omni cultu restituerunt ; i. e., the inscription tells that Septimus

Severus, &c., and Antoninus Caracalla, c&c, have, with great magnificence rebuilt

the Pantheon, which time had irijured. Had the temple not been pagan in its

original, whence its name Pan-theon ?

To prove to how great an extent the popes have been generous conserva-

tors, and free from all jealousy as to their predecessors, and moved by re-

spect for the material works of those pontiffs, we will, in a few words, give

the history of the Pantheon, which certainly bore that name formerly ; con-

sidering it only in its relations to the sovereign pontiffs of Rome.

Phocas granted the temple to Boniface IV., who altered its interior into

a church. All the idols were removed. In the year 663, Constantius II.,

being in Rome, though it was converted into a Catholic church, treated it

with so httlc respect as to despoil it of the metal which covered the roof and

porticoes, in order to send it to his own royal city of Constantinople. This

injury was repaired in 731, by Gregory III., who covered the roof with lead.

Anastasius IV., in 1153, erected a palace for himself, communicating with

the church. Martin V., in 1420, and Eugenius IV., in 1435, re-covered the

roof with lead. The last of these popes made some alterations, and in the

10
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niche whicli is beneath the porch, placed the two basalter Hons, and the

fine porphyiy urn, which now stands at the tomb of Clement XII., in Saint

John Lateran. Those who reared the tomb of Clement XII. may be par-

doned for removing the urn, as it was improperly exposed under the portico

of the Pantheon, It was Eugenius IV. probably, who placed the antique

altar at the bottom of the gallery, the existence of which is attested by en-

gravings of the fifteenth century.

Urban YIII., in 1639, replaced in the portico the angular column, bearing

in the capital a bee, the armorial device of that pope. Alexander YII., in

1660, gave the two other columns which were wanting on the right side,

removed the paltry buildings which had been reared against the church,

and lowered the grade of the square,—perhaps a httle too much, for the

Pantheon square, being thus lower than the Tiber when swollen, is subject

to inundations. Benedict XTV. about 1750, varied the attic ornaments,

and every pope, since that time, has added some useful embellishments.

Pius VII., following the advice of Cardinal Gonsalvi, also contributed to

repair, maintain, and perfect, if one may so speak, the sole remnant of Ro-

man antiquity, which remains entire in the midst of that city, twice the

metropolis of the world. This is a right fulfilment of the duty of the sove-

reigns of that land which contains so many masterpieces of art. We shall

have many other occasions to notice this admirable -vigilance constantly ob-

served by the popes, and it is especially in the church of Saint Peter's, that

this family spirit, as it may not improperly be termed, has been the most

manifested. It is useful to direct attention to that pontifical greatness, that

love of the past, that veneration for predecessors, and that passion for

the arts, which so well become the august inheritors of the great city of

Rome. This is, in fact, the worthy guardianship of the deposit intrusted

by Saint Peter.

From the time of Sabinianus, the pontiffs, with the clergy, repaired to the

rotunda on the Sunday before Pentecost, to celebrate Mass ; when a sermon

was preached on the coming of the Holy Ghost. Roses were thrown from

the top, whence that Sunday was called Hose Sunday. To the present

time, roses are on that Sunday distributed to the canons seated in the

choir. Saint Mary of the Rotunda, was erected into a cardinalate, and was

that of the Cardinal Gonsalvi when he died.

In a council assembled at Rome in the year 610, Boniface gave a check

to those who, more tormented by jealousy than inflamed by zeal, maintained

that the monks had no right to administer the sacrament, either of baptism

or penance. The decree of Boniface on that question was confirmed in

1096, by Urban II., who inserts a eulogy upon the rehgious orders.

In two ordinations, the Holy Father created thirty-six bishops, some

priests, and nine deacons. He governed the Church six years, eight months.
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and thirteen days, and died on the 7th of March, 615. In the Koman
mart}Tolologj he is named on the 25th of May. He was interred near the

Vatican. Boniface VIII. raised a new altar for him, which was destroyed

when the new Basilica of Saint Peter's was built. Paul V. having dis-

covered the ashes of Boniface IV. on the 20th of October, 1605, caused

them to be removed to the altar of Saint Thomas the apostle.

The Holy See was vacant for five months and twelve days.

69. ST. DEUSDEDIT— A. d. 615.

AINT DEUSDEDIT, son of Stephen, a subdeacon,

but not a subdeacon himseK, though elected pope

notwithstanding, was created pontiff on the 19th

of October, 615. He endeavored to restore the an-

cient order in the Church, and greatly distin-

guished himseK by his piety and his charity to the

sick. Saint Deusdedit meeting one of the lepers,

kissed him on the face ; and all the holy legends

agree in saying that the leper was cured, owing to the prayers of Saint

Deusdedit. The gifts of celestial grace descend only upon souls of super-

natural piety.

In three ordinations, Deusdedit created twenty-nine bishops, thirteen

priests, and five deacons. He governed the Church nearly three years, and

was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant one year, one

month, and sixteen days.

'•j^v\:^yv 'tvifJi ^ vf*vi'-XV '<itrvv7fv T! 'i^^ f v i 'lit i.
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70. ST. BONIFACE V.— a. d. 619.

ONIFACE V. son of John Fummini, and bora

at Naples, was a cardinal-priest of Saint Sixtus,

when he was elected on the 23d of December, 619.

There were at that time a great many priests, and

this pope wished no more ordained except to fill

up vacancies caused by deaths.

^ His memory is attacked by the heretics, because

he said in a letter that Jesus Christ redeemed us

from original sia alone. The letter in question was addressed to Edwia,

king of Northumberland, who at the entreaty of his queen Ethelburga, had

embraced the CathoHc faith. Novaes discusses the point, and declares that

in the letter alluded to the word cdone, does not occur, and that if even it

were there, Boniface would not therefore be censurable. The Holy Father
—

^I now quote from Novaes*—only meant to say that original sin is that

for our redemj)tion from which Jesus Christ died. It is the only sin common
to all mankind, many of whom, iucludiag infants, are free fi'om any other.t

Boniface opposed the authorities which sought to aboHsh the right of

asylum in the Churches.

In two ordinations, in December, Boniface created twenty-nine bishops,

twenty-six or twenty-seven priests, and four deacons. He governed the

Church five years and ten months, and died in the month of October, 625,

and was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant only five

days, as the confirmation of the election of Honorius I., the succeeding

pope from Constantinople, had not to be waited for. The exarch of

Bavenna, who was at that time in Bome, pretended to revive the old custom

of giving confirmation in the name of the emperor.

But Catholicity was about to be opposed by new enemies. If the great

Gregory had courageously begun to estabhsh the temporal power of the

popes, the successors of Gregory were thenceforward to see a population

eager in attacking them, and anxious to destroy them.

A man hidden in the far depths of the Ai-abian deserts, forged, in his

obscurity, springs whose strength he knew not, and whose prodigious work-

ing was to prostrate the authority of the Greek empire and of the Persian

kingdom, and to change the face of the world. Italy herself was to see

the audacious sectaries of Mahomet land upon her shore. The Arabian

* Novaes, ii., p. 15. f See BeUannine, De Rom. Pont., Book iv., cap. 10.
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impostor could still command his proselytes, even when he was oV)lige(l

to fly from his countiy. That flight was more famous than the most cele-

brated victories, and served the Mussulmans as an era from whence to date

their annals.

But the zeal of the Roman pontifi's never slackened, and we shall see,

under the reign of Gregory III., what chastisements the faithful Catholics

of Gaul, directed by that pope and commanded by Charles Martel, inflicted

upon the Mahometans, who, no longer content with invading and disturbing

Italy, desired to establish themselves in France, and smite it with all the

evils that accompany slavery, imposed by a pitiless conqueror.

71. HONORIUS L— A. d. 625.

ONORIUS I., son of Petronius, of the illustrious

Delia Marra family of Capua, and a regular canon,

was elected pontiff on the 27th of October, 625.

By a letter of this pope to the repubhc of Venice,

we are informed that she then enjoyed the title of

Most Christian.'^ There is still extant another very

precious letter, in which the pope exhorts the

Northumbrian king, Edwin, firmly to abide in that

Cathohc faith which he had recently embraced.

This pope sharply reprimanded the Scots, because, contrary to the rule

estabhshed by the Council of Nice, they celebrated Easter on the Sunday

that fell on the fourteenth dav of the moon in March, and not on the Sun-

day which followed.

In 630 he deposed fr-om his See Fortunatus, patriarch of Grado, a

heretic and traitor to the republic, and replaced him by Primogenius,

regionary subdeacon of the Roman Church. Honorius extinguished the

schism of the bishops of Istria, who for seventy years had defended the

three chapters,

Honorius loved to erect magnificent churches, and to rebuild such as were

falling into ruins. He covered the roof of Saint Petei:'s with bronze plates,

which the Emperor Herachus allowed to be taken from the temple of

Jupiter Capitolinus. He also adorned the altar of the holy apostle with

incrustations of silver.

* See Labbe and Baronius.
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In three ordinations, in December, Honorius created eighty-one bishops,

and thirteen or thii'ty-one priests. He governed the Church twelve years,

eleven months, and sixteen days. He died on the 12th of October, 638, and

was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant one year, seven

months, and seventeen days.

The memory of this pontiff, says some historians, would have been among

the most glorious, had he not shown himself somewhat negligent in rooting

out at its commencement the heresy of the Monothehtes, a branch of the

Eutychians, who attributed but one will, the divine, to Jesus Christ.* The

author of that heresy was Theodore, bishop of Faran, in Arabia. Honorius,

it is said, deceived by the letters of Sergius, patriarch of Constantinople,

and a secret professor of Monothehsm, prohibited disputation upon the

question whether there was in Jesus two operations or wills, so that those

who should affirm that there was only one should not seem to favor the

party of Eutychius, which party admitted only one nature in Christ ; and

that those who affirmed that there were two, should not appear to foUow the

error of Nestorius, who obstinately persisted in affirming two persons in

Christ, in whom nevertheless Honorius recognized two wills.

Some authors, calumniating Honorius, have declared him a sectary of the

Monothehtes. The most that can be said is, that he was only guilty of

neghgence when he should have extingmshed that heresy, which did so

much mischief to the Church, and which was condemned by the sixth

general council, in 680.

I cannot refrain from giving here the spirit of the remarks of Novaes

on this point, as it appears to me to sum up with talent the great question

of the guilt or innocence of Honorius.

To vindicate the honor of that pontiff, many authors of many varieties of

opinion have discussed the question ; all their various opinions have de-

served praise, but they are not all equally soUd. A remarkably reserved

and conciliatory spiiit dictated this note :
" Cardinal John Torrecremata,

in his second book, De Ecclesia, chap. 93, thinks that Honorius did not

err at aU, but that it was the sixth council that committed an error of fact.

Misinterpreting the Cathohc letters of the pontiff to Sergius, Witasse, in his

Treatise on the Incarnation (p. 293, et seq., of the Yenice edition), quotes the

authors who, after Torrecremata, have defended that opinion.

" "Witasse, nevertheless, attacks him. On that subject, Bernard Desirant,

hermit of Saint Augustine, pubUshed an apology, entitled ' Pope Honorius

defended, saving the integrity of the sixth council, or the History of Mono-

thehsm, against the last subterfuge of the Jansenists (Aix-la-ChapeUe, 1711

;

4to.).' Melchior Cano took another way. He argued that Honorius, in

* Petau, T/ieolog. Dog., vol. iv., Book 1, chap. 19.
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writing to Sergiiis, really erred in the faith, but that his error was that of

a private man, and not of the pope. Tournely and Thomassin subsequently

adopted this opinion.

" Albert Pighi, the two cardinals Baronius and Bellarmine, Boucat, and

Father Merlin, the author of a dissertation which appeared in 1733, under

the title of ' An exact and detailed Examination of the action of Honorius,'

deny that Honorius was condemned by the sixth council, and think that,

against the Avill of the Fathers in council, the name of Honorius was inserted

instead of that of Theodorus.

" But very distinguished men who have written on this subject, such as

Christianus Lupus, Jean Garnier, Natalis Alexander, Pagi, Pierre de Marca,

Jean-Baptiste Tamagnini, have received as genuine and sincere, the acts of

the sixth council. Father John Gisbert, a Jesuit, printed at Paris, in 1688,

a defence of Honorius. He argues that the letters of this pope to Sergius

contain no definition of faith, but only the precept not to make use of the

term two operations. ' Those letters,' says also that Father of the Society

of Jesus, ' when they were Avritten, did not directly injure the faith ; the

cause between the Cathohcs and the Monothelites was still pending ; and

while a cause is pending, the judge can impose silence on both parties,

saving the right of one of them. Subsequent to that, when the sixth coun-

cil terminated that controversy, the letters of the pontijBf began directly to

wound the faith ; for, where a controversy is at an end, all hesitation or

racillation in the faith is contrary and offensive to the faith. Consequently,

although Honorius did not adhere to the opinion of the Monothelites, the

general council could yet condemn his letters as documents which, issuing

fi'om the Papal See, began to be injurious to the faith."

Father Francis Marchesi, of the Roman oratory, in his Clypeus Fortium,

or, a Defence of Honorius I. (Rome, 1680 ; 4to.), maintains, with great viva-

city, that Honorius was not condemned by the sixth synod while it was

general and oecumenical, that is to say, until its eleventh session, but after-

Avards, when it was already dissolved. Boucas declares for this opinion, in

his Treatise on the Incarnation, Dissertation 4 ; and Torrecremata, Bellar-

mine, and many others, are of nearly the same way of thinking.

" The most common opinion of modern authors is that which Garnier

defended, and to which Serry and Witasse gave their adhesion, namely, that

Honorius was not tainted with MonoUiehsm, and yet deserved condemna-

tion because of his imprudent dissimulation and his not putting down the

new heresy. In support of that view of the case, a letter is quoted, of Leo
II. to the Spanish bishops, which letter Labbe has given in his Counc'ls

(vol vi., col. 1247). Baronius deems the letter apocryphal, while Christianus

Lupus believes it genuine.

" Monsignor Jean-Baptiste Bertoli, bishop of Feltre, in his excellent
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Apology for Honorms I. (Feltre, 1750 ; 4:to), takes an absolutely new way of

defending Honorius, not from the charge of an error as to the faith, for he

will not, for an instant, imagine that error, but from any neghgence of any

kind whatever. His arguments have such a manly sohdity, and are adorned

by such powerful erudition, as to dissipate aU doubt. All must follow the

road marked out by the prelate." The elaborate note of Novaes ends in

the following words :
" I submit my judgment in this matter to that prelate,

and to the fine extract from him given by Zacchary, in his Literary History

of Italy, vol. ii., book ii., chap. 24, p. 21, et seq."

Finally, after thus explaining the dispute, nothing remains to controvert

the infaUibihty of the Church as to dogmatic facts, as Havelange shows in

his learned and orthodox work. The InfoUibiliiy of the Church as to -Dog-

matic Facts. (See the Historical and Literary Journal for April 1, 1790,

p. 530.*)

Honorius, towards the close of his reign, had to deplore the progress of

Mahometanism ; but God granted him the consolation of seeing Croatia

become Cathohc, and the Holy Cross taken from the Persians by the tri-

umphant armies of Herachus.

72. SEVERmUS.— A. d. 640.

EVERINUS, a Roman, son of Labienus, was elected

pontiff on the 28th of May, 640, after the Holy See

had been vacant more than a year and a half, because

the emperor would not ratify the election, as Severinus

had not approved the Ecthesi^, or profession of faith,

published in 638, by the same emperor, which im-

'(»J posed silence on the question of one or two "wills in

'"'" our Saviour. This latter the Monothehtes denied.

In this manner they endeavored to obtain a confirmation of their heresy.

The legates sent by Severinus perceived that they would obtain nothing

until that Ecthesis should be approved*at Rome ; they went so far as to prom-

ise the signature of the pope, and they returned to Italy after the con-

firmation of the election of Severinus was obtained. But the pope showed

himself averse to all approbation on that point. It was a decree in favor of

the Monothehtes ; and that work which Sergius had recommended was con-

Feller, iii., p. 5fi0.
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demned by Severiuiis. Heracliiis, offended at this, gave orders to his min-

isters, and especially to Isaac, exai'ch of Ravenna, and Manritins, governor

of Rome, to sack the treasury of the Lateran Church. They were to spare

the Blessed Sacrament. Severinus, deeply afflicted, fell sick, and died after

a pontificate of three months and four days.

In one single ordination, this pope created nine bishops. He died on the

1st of August, G'lO. He was esteemed for his virtue, his piety, his mildness,

and his love for the poor. He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See

remained vacant four months and twenty-four days.

The refusal of Severinus, who was the acquaintance and friend of Hono-

rius, would, if needed, suffice to prove that the celebrated letter written to

Sergius by Honorius does not permit the accusation of that pope as a Mono-

thelist, and only tended to impose upon all an absolute silence respecting

that anti-Catholic question.

73. JOHI^ IV.— A. D. 640.

OHN lY., son of Venantius, of Zara, in Dalmatia,

cardinal-deacon, was elected pontiff on the 24:th of

December, 640. Before he was consecrated, he ad-

dressed a letter to the bishops of Scotia, and he

condemned some of them, who, on the subject of the

celebration of Easter, had not obeyed the decrees of

the Council of Nice. At the same time, he begged

the faithful to beware of the heresies of Pelagius,

which had revived in that country. Subsequently, in a council, he con-

demned the Ecthesis of Heraclius, and the error of the Monothehtes. He
approved the doctrine of Honorius I., as conformable to the true faith. The

heretics took unfair advantage of his letters to defend their heresy; he

declared every attack upon Honorius to be unjust and calumnious. He
sent to Constantine, son and successor of Heraclius, a letter, begging that

the new emperor would revoke the Edhesis of his father, which was done by

Constans, successor to Con.stantine I., in 641.

In a question Avhich arose between the priests and the monks, as to the

administration of the parish churches, the pope decided that the latter

might administer such as should be committed to their charge.

John caused to be removed from his own country, Dalmatia, often exposed

to the incursions of the barbarians, the remains of the holy martjTS, Ve-
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nantius, Anastasius, and Maunis, and placed them in the Church of Saint

John Lateran, where they repose in the oratory, known, since 1575, as the

Madonna of Saint John.

The Holy Father created eighteen bishops, one priest, and five deacons.

He died on the 11th of October, 642, after governing the Church one year,

nine months, and eighteen days, and he was interred at the Vatican. The

Holy See reraaiaed vacant one month and thirteen days.

T4. THEODORE L— a. d. 642.

HEODOEE I., a Greek by descent, but born at

Jerusalem, was elected pontiff on the 24th of

November, 642. He wrote to Paul, patriarch of

Constantinople, synodal letters, in which he ordered

an examination of the cause of Pyrrhus, a Mono-

theHte, who then came to Borne, abjured his error

before the pope, and was received into the CathoHc

communion. This same Pyrrhus, having retracted

his retractation, Theodore assembled a council in

648, and condemned the relapsed heretic. The sentence was written with a

pen dijDped in a chalice which contained the blood of our Lord. That cere-

mony again practised by the fourth Council of Constantinople, the eighth

general council, in which Leo pronounced sentence against Photius, and

many years afterwards, at the conclusion of peace between Charles the

Bald, king of France, and Bernard, Count of Toulouse.

In the same council, Theodore condemned Paul, who had instigated the

Emperor Constantius to pubhsh the Type or formulary.

In the Type, the emperor forbade all disputation between the Cathohcs

and Monothelites. He threatened those who should disobey with deposi-

tion, privation of trust, confiscation, banishment, and even corporal punish-

ment.* The absurd zeal of the author of this edict, invoking the name of

the emperor, considered no punishment too severe for those Avho differed

from it in opinion. We shall relate with some particularity what occurred

at Rome when that writing appeared. It was thenceforth, by tjie HveHest

and most just resistance that the popes manifested their independence.

Italy : Didot, p. 39.
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Their political position appeared more secure than ever. The Lombards

lived more peacefully with the pontificate than Avith the inhabitants of Ra-

venna. The exarchs gave themselves up to debauchery and to schemes of

avarice and robbery, as had been the case under the reign of Pope Severinus.

It was considered at Rome that the Edhesis, though contradictory in its

terms, and imposing silence on all, yet seemed to pronounce in favor of the

CathoHcs, and it was probably for that reason that Pope Honorius, at the

time of the publication of the Ecthesis, maintained the prescribed silence,

and on the whole had acted rather as a private individual than as pope ; for

while the Type left the question undetermined, and absolutely forbade

explanation on. either side, Catholics and heretics ahke were to be silent.

Pope Theodore and his bishops, even the Lombard bishops, resisted that

edict, which they deemed dangerous, because, said they, it closed the

mouths of the orthodox, confounded truth and error, and left thefaith mute

and in captivity.

Theodore caused the church of Saint Yalentine, on the Flaminian Way,

near the Ponte MoUe, but now destroyed, to be built and richly ornameaited.

From the Nomentanian Way, where they were first interred, he removed,

to the church of Saint Stephen the protomartyr, the bodies of the holy

martjTS, Primus and FeHcianus. He also built two oratories, the one at

Saint John Lateran, and the other outside of Saint Paul's gate ; the former

dedicated to Saint Sebastian, and the latter to Saint Euplus.

Li one ordination, in December, Theodore created forty-six bishops,

twenty-one priests, and four deacons. He governed the Church six years,

five months, and nine days, and died on the 13th of May, 649.

He was affable to all, and especially to the poor. In some martyrologies

he has the title of Saint, but the Roman Martjorology does not give him that

title, the necessary documents being wanting.

He was interred at the Vatican, and the Holy See remained vacant one

month and twenty-two days.
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75. ST. MARTm L— a. d. 649.

AINT MAKTIN I., son of Fabricius, a rich and noble

personage of Todi, a town in the States of the

Church, was elected pope on the 5th of Jnly, 649,

and consecrated without waiting for the consent of

the emperor, who afterwards accused him of taking

the pontificate irregularly, and without his consent.^

This pope himself informs us, in a letter which is

contained in Labbe's Councils (Vol. v., p. 65), that

this was the reason why the pontiff of Rome was persecuted. He convoked

a council in the church of Saint John Lateran, which was attended by five

hundred bishops. Here the Edhesis, where necessary, and the Type, were

condemned. Such declarations required martial support, and the Lombard
kings did not seem disposed to vsdthhold it ; they declared for Pope Martin

against the Emperor Constans. The emperor endeavored, by stratagem, to

punish the pope for his opposition, and gave orders for his assassination.

But Martin never went forth except attended by a number of the clergy,

and the exarch, Oljonpius, who had received the order to commit the crime,

failed to execute it. However, being eager to obey, he one day sent to beg

that the pope would give him communion in the chiu'ch of Saint ttohn

Lateran.t Constant watch was kept for designs against the Holy Father.

The bishops were foremost in sho"wdng zeal and eagerness to honor and

serve the pontiff. No one supposed that Olympius, clothed in the great

dignit}^ of exarch, would thus draw the pope into an ambush, and dare to

commit a sacrilege in the church itself. Nevertheless, as the faithful at that

time received communion at the place in the church where they prayed, and

as the pontiff carried it to them, as at the present time it is carried only to

the pope in the Roman ceremonial, Olympius was to be apart, surrounded

by his guards, and his personal attendant ready to stab the pontiff at

the moment when he stooped to pronounce the words of communion.

The pope, attended by his bishops, advanced, and Olympius knelt to receive

the communion, but the assassin was appalled, and Martin retii'ed un-

molested. Olympius demanded why his attendant had not killed the pope.

He replied, that at the moment when the communion commenced he seemed

to be suddenly stricken with bUndness, and in his agitation and a trembhng

which he could not control, it seemed to him that the pope disappeared.

* Novaes, ii., p. 28. t Italj, p. 19.
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Olviiipius, who ah-eady began to feel some remorse for the crime that he

had coutemphited, did not piuiish his attendant, but, on the following day,

threw himself at tlie pope's feet, confessed the horrible project of assassin-

ation, confided to him the order that had been sent from Constantinople,

promised not to execute it, and solicited his pardon. Martin, much affected,

raised Olympius fi'om the ground, embraced and pardoned him. Constans

recalled Olympius from his exarchate, and sent him to Sicily to fight the

Mussulmans, who had already invaded that island. Theodore Calliopas was

appointed to succeed Olympius m the exarchate, and ordered to reside in

Eome, to execute important orders. Calliopas arrived, with the determina-

tion to obey the severest orders.

Italy, though subject to different masters, had but one feehng towards

Pope Martin. He was a pontiff of eminent piety, patient in bearing wrongs,

and inflexible in his desire to defend the faith. Simple and frugal in his

expenses, he was sumptuous only in his alms. He reconciled differences,

and maintained the union essential to preserve Italy from useless disasters.

Men never spoke unmoved of the spectacle of the conscience-stricken

assassin, of the remorse of Olympius, and the impious obstinacy of the

emperor ; the words of Calliopas were noted, his fury or his treachery was

everywhere dreaded, on the pubMc ways, in the palaces, in the processions,

and even in the very sanctuary.

Martin acquii'ed, by a new title, the veneration and gratitude of the Chris-

tians, M^hen he sent to Sicily considerable sums to ransom the unfortunate

Christian inhabitants, Avhom the Saracens had reduced to slavery after a

defeat, of which Constans was the real author, because he deprived Olym-

pius of the means of defending the towns.

Here we must remark, that the custom of the Mussulmans to reduce the

vanquished to slavery compelled the Christians, notwithstanding the repre-

sentations of the popes, to resort to reprisals, and to re-estabhsh, at least,

during the v/ars with the Turks, the odious institution of slavery.

Martin, then, was regarded at Home as an angel of peace, and as a worthy

successor of the apostles ; but as soon as he lost the displeasure of the

emperor, the court could see in Martin only a mahgnant and dangerous

man, a pontiff destitute of virtue, and a rebellious subject. When he sent

money to the Saracens for the ransom of Greeks and Italians, and even the

soldiers of Olympius, the pope became, in their eyes, an enemy of the

emperor, seeking to deUver Italy to the Saracens. Such is ever the en-

venomed spirit of cowards and sycophants

!

CaUiopas did not delegate to another, as Olympius had, the task of

gratifying the emperor. He strengthened the military posts along the in-

trenchments erected by Aurelian, in the form of an arm on the right and

left of the tomb of Adrian, on the bank of the Tiber, and now known as the
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castle of Sant Angelo ; he appeared in public, escorted by soldiers and by

Theodore Pellurius, chamberlain of the emperor, who was to receive the

person of Martin when he should be seized. The pope fell sick. CaUiopas

sent an officer to him, who said—" The exarch learns that the pontifical

palace has become a garrison, where arms and stones are collected ; he

knows no cause for this, but he cannot refrain from condemning such

measures as preparations for revolt."

The pope ordered the officer to be shown over the palace, to convince

him that there were neither weapons nor stones there. The exarch had

adopted the stratagem to learn whether the palace had any means of

defence. Satisfied on that point by the report of his officer, Calliopas no

longer concealed his designs. Martin then had his bed removed into the

church itself, as into an inviol^able asylum. Calliopas broke in the doors

and rushed in, followed by his soldiery, shouting and striking their shields

with their swords. He destroyed the candlesticks, the tapers, and the seats,

and placed soldiers around the bed of the almost dying pontiff. He then

communicated to the clergy a letter of the emperor, ordering the election

of another pope, on the ground that Martin was an intruder. Then, in spite

of the cries of the clergy, who pressed around their father, whom they

wished to accompany, and from whom they implored not to be separated,

he seized the person of the pontiff and carried him away a prisoner.

On the following day Martin was delivered into the hands of Pellurius,

who threw him into a bark on the Tiber, allowing him to take nothing with

him but his torn clothes and a drinking-cup. The vile chamberlain took

his victim to Porto, thence to Messina, where a vessel awaited to take him

to Constantinople.

The voyage was prolonged, in order to weary out the patience of Martin,

and the vessel was kept three months on the coast of Calabria. Suffering

from a dysentery which enfeebled him extremely, and shrinking from even

the most nourishing food, nothing was allowed the pontiff except the coarse

food of the common sailors.

If priests, or the faithful in the neighboring places, brought him any

refreshment, they were ill treated, and told, " You must be enemies of the

emperor, as you love this man. At length the vessel sailed for Naxos, where

the pontiff was allowed to go on shore, but only to be imprisoned in a

house in the town, where he was kept for an entire year. On the 17th

of September, 654, Martin, dragged violently from his prison, arrived

before Constantinople. The clergy at Eome, and the Lombards at Pavia,

had written to commend Saint Martin to the emperor ; but those

entreaties only increased the fury of the heretic. He ordered Martin

to be kept on the shore a whole day, lying on a mat and exposed to the

insults of the populace. At last, confined in prison, he was harshly
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questioned bj the emperor, deprived of the paUinm, dragged through the

streets and courts with a chain round his neck, and chained to his jailer,

as an indication that he was condemned to death. The executioner carried

before Martin the headsman's sword. Staggering with weakness, and

marking his passage with tracks of blood, he was then cast into another

prison, where he would have died of cold had not his guards taken compas-

sion upon him. At the end of three months he was transported to Cherson,

then the place of exile of great criminals. Here this noble pontiff died of

fatigue and suffering, on the 16th of September, 655.

The Romans had elected Pope Eugenius, during the life of Martin, who,

from his Cherson prison, approved the election, in order that the chair of

Peter should not remain vacant.

Thus ended the life of Martin, a worthy, learned, and courageous pon-

tiff, firm in the opinions that he had professed, and in the principles of

order that all Italy maintained against the Greek rhetors, even in that

state of pohtical dismemberment and that host of reciprocal capitulations

to which she,was reduced.

As it is requisite to establish the duration of the pontificate of Martin,

the decision of the Diario of Rome is followed. It states that Martin

governed the Church six years, two months, and twelve days. Novaes gives

this reign only five years, two months, and three days, basing his estimate

on the opinion of those authors who maintained that Martin ceased to be

pope after that election of Eugenius I. which he approved of in prison.

In two ordinations, in December, Martin, previous to his exile, had

created thirty-three bishops, five or eleven priests, and five deacons.

His body was taken to Ptome, and deposited in the church of Saint

Martin ai Monti. The Latins celebrate his feast on the 12th, and the

Greeks the day of his death, and also on the 13th of April, with gi'eat

solemnity.

Reckoning from the departure of Martin to the election of Eugenius, the

Holy See remained vacant one year, two months, and twenty days.
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Y6. EUGENE I.— A. D. 654.

UGENE I., a Koman, was elected on the 8th of

September, 654, with the consent of the still liv-

ing, but imprisoned pope. Saint Martin I. The

Boman clergy were forced to this step by fear

of seeing the election of a MonotheHte pontiff.

Cardinal Baronius'^ thinks that Eugene, during

the Hfe of Martin, was only that pontiff's vicar, and

did not become truly a pope until Martin's death.

Feller,t in the short article that he has devoted to Eugene, says briefly

:

" Eugene was vicar-general of the Church during the captivity of Pope

Saint Martin, and succeeded him in the pontificate in 656."

Peter, successor of PjTrhus, in the patriarchate of Constantinople, and

an ardent abettor of the MonotheUtes, hoped to baffle the vigilance of

him who exercised the functions of pontiff, and sent him, according to

ancient custom, the synodical letter. It was full of cunning and treacherous

expressions as to the wills and operations of Christ, and was calculated to

impose upon any one who read it without serious attention. The Roman
clergy, accustomed to distrust Greek faith, and justly indignant against the

patriarchs of Byzantium, the authors of the sufferings of Pope Martia per-

suaded Eugene to abstain from celebrating Mass, until he solemnly promised

neither to receive nor to approve the synodical letter. Eugene, who needed

not that advice, firmly rejected the letter as suspicious, and as secretly

heretical ; he sent his own synodical to Constantinople, and ended by con-

demning his own apocrisiaries at the imperial court, who, seduced by the

patriarch, had begun to stray from the Catholic faith.

This pontiff died on the 2d of June, 657, and was buried at the Vatican.

He governed the Church, reckoning from the year 654, two years, eight

months, and twenty-four days.

In two ordinations he created twenty-two bishops. The Holy See was
vacant two months and nine days.

* AnnaZ. Eccles. ad An. 652, No. 14, et ad An. 6o4, No. 6. t n., p. 757.
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7r. ST. VITALIAN"— A. d. 657.

AINT VXTALIAN, son of Anastasius Pontracius, of

Legni, a town in the Roman Campana, or Xiovn

accortling to others at Svemia, a castle in the

Abruzzi, was elected pontiff on the 11th of August,

657. He immediately dispatched his legates to the

Emperor Constans with a synodal letter, announ-

cing his election, and exhorting him to abandon the

i^^ MonotheHtes. The legates were well received, and

brought back, as a gift to the church of Saint Peter, the gospels covered

with gold and precious stones. The Holy Father received the present

with marks of joy.

Meanwhile Constans resolved to abandon Constantinople, expel the Lom-
bards fi'om Italy, and re-establish Eome as the seat of the empire. " The

mother,'" said he, " deserves more consideration than the daughter." He therefore

fitted out a fleet, and embarked his treasures about the year 662 : he directed

his empress, whose name history has not preserved, to join him in the port,

with their three sons, Constantine Pogonatus, Heraclius, and llberius.

But Andreas, his chamberlain, and Theodoras of Colonos, stirred up the

populace, who felt boimd to show their detestation for a tyrant, combining

in himself aU the cruelty of Nero, Commodus, and HeHogabalus. The

Byzantines accordingly prevented the family of Constans from joining him.

This did not for an instant turn him from his purpose. He moimted to the

deck of his vessel, spat at the city, and immediately set sail. After -winter-

ing at Athens, he set out for Italy early in spring, and reached Eome
on the 5th of July, in the year 663, and remained there for a few days.

The emperor was continually boasting that he would destroy the Lombards,

but soon renounced aU hope. Pope Yitahan, at the head of his clergy, went

out to meet the emperor, and conducted him to the church of Saint Peter,

where the dissembler, in order to mask his evil intentions, left a rich pres-

ent. Subsequently ho visited Saint Mary Major, where also he made an

offering. On the following day he again went to Saint Peter's, which he

surrounded with his troops. He heard Mass, and laid upon the altar

a piece of cloth of gold. On the following Simday he again heard Mass

at Saint Peter's, and after the sacrifice the emperor and the pope embraced

and bade each other farewell. This was the tweKth day after the arrival of

Constans. Up to this time he had displayed signs only of devotion and

pious hberahty. But the Lombards had defeated his rear-guard at Naples,

11
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whieli deprived liim of liis liope of remaining at Rome. Before leaving

the city, he pillaged the churches, took back all the presents he had made,

and carried off all that was most precious in the city. He had been

solicited to adorn the Pantheon, transformed into a church in 608, by Pope

Boniface IV., with the permission of the Emperor Phocas. But Constans

II. preferred plundering that temple of all the metal plates on the roof.

Thus a Homan emperor was guilty of greater violence than can be charged

on the Goths and Yandals. He immediately hastened away with all his

plunder to Syracuse. Such conduct could not fail to strengthen the power

of the popes in- Italy.

Platina states that Vitalian introduced the use of organs in churches, for

divine service : others attribute that custom to Saint Damasus, but the pre-

vailing, if not the correct opinion, attributes it to Saint Vitalian. Moreri

states that organs were invented in the time of Saint Aldric, bishop of Mans,

who died in 856, and was among the first to place organs in churches. But

Ladvocat says that the invention was earlier by four centuries, inasmuch as

Claudian describes an organ. In fact, it is certain that before Pope Saint

Vitalian, Venantius Fortunatus, who died in 606, says, with reference to

Saint Germain, bishop of Paris, that in his time there were organs in the

churches of that city. The following verses show that Fortunatus was ac-

quainted with organs.

" Exiguis attemperat organa cannis,

Ructat ab ore tubam

—

Cymbalise noces

—

Fistula dulce sonat."

Bingham [Orig. Eccles., hv. 8) affirms that organs were not known before

the time of Saint Thomas Aquinas. But such an opinion cannot possibly

be sustained.

Saint Vitahan sent back to the church of Lappa, in Candia, John, who

had appealed to the universal pontiff from the sentence of deposition pro-

nounced by his metropohtan, Paul. The pontiff excommunicated Maurus,

bishop of Ravenna, who, proud of the favor of the exarch, refused to appear

at Rome to ansv/er an accusation, and, shaking off the authority of the

Roman Church, had sohcited and obtained from Constans a decree de-

claring Ravenna an aidocephalic church.

The Holy Father, in four ordinations, created ninety-seven bishops,

twenty-two priests, and ten deacons. He governed the Church fourteen

years and ten months, and died on the 27th of January, 672.

In erudition, Vitalian may bear comparison with the most learned pontiffs

;

he was inferior to none of them in zeal for the propagation of rehgion, and

courage in its defence. He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See

remained vacant two months and twenty-four days.
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Tlie Em|>eror Coustans, while in such constant dread of the Lombards,

seems to have had no fear of a far different danger which was one day to

threaten liis successors in their own capital.

The doctrine of Mahomet has caused so many evils to the Holy See, and

has given it so many opportunities of displaying its constanc}' and its cour-

age, that it merits especial attention here.

Mahomet, at twelve years of age, was instructed at Bosra, by a Nestorian

monk, whose name, according to some Eastern authors, was FeHx, son of

Aba-AbsaUbi, driven from Constantinople on account of his errors, at the

time when the Nestorians had lost aU credit in that city. This monk, Felix,

shared the errors of the Nestorians, and he gave Mahomet his own gross

idea of the Christian rehgion. The fatal seed germinated in the bosom of

Mahomet ; at first he felt horror of the idolatry in which he had been born,

and that feehng being sharpened by ambition, he conceived the audacious

design of reforming the rehgion of Arabia, and making himself master of

the country.

It was to Felix that Mahomet, who could neither read nor write, owed

many passages in the Koran that prove an indirect and imperfect acquaint-

ance with the dogmas of Christianity. According to M. de Saint Martin,

Fehx, not to be an utter apostate, induced the impostor so far to compro-

mise matters, as to confess Christ to be a prophet, and the son of God.

During the latter years of Mahomet's Hfe began that cruel war, which

continued for eight hundred years, between the Mussulmans and the Greek

empire. This war occasioned the Crusades, which cost France Saint Louis,

and which, intei'rupted only by brief intervals, covered with its ravages

Asia, Africa, and especially Italy, where the Saracens,* landing in 846, ad-

vanced almost to the walls of Rome.

* The name of Saracens does not come from Sara, vsdth which their origin has no connection,

bat from the Arabic word Schark, which signifies End. From Schark is derived Sc.harkiia, that

is to say, Oiientals. Hosts of etymologies have no better origin, though there is a fancy for

connecting them to the most ancient formulas. There is an almost universal mania for thus

giving a high nobility to both names and tilings. Our lineage from Saint Peter mil never need

the support of such misrepresentations,—it is the TRtrrn, in all times, in all languages, and for

all ages to come.
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78. ADEODATtrS I— a. d. 672.

DEODATUS I., by many authors called Deusde-

dit II., was the son of Jovian, and was a Bene-

dictine monk of Saint Erasmus of Eome, on the

Celian Mount, and afterwards cardinal-priest. He
was elected pontiff on the 22d of April, 672. He
confirmed to the Venetians their right to elect

their Doge.* That fact is a proof of the agreement

which then subsisted between Rome and Yenice.

The Venetians, who, to rid themselves from the disturbances of democratic

anarchy, had wisely resolved to choose for themselves a more concentrated

and more stable government, could do no better than procure for their new

constitution a sacred sanction,t which could at once awe the tumultuous

multitude, and give the Venetians a new title to disengage themselves the

more frankly from the servitude iu which they were kept by the emperors of

the East. On the other hand, the pontiff must have seen, with satisfaction,

a free people coming to him to implore an investiture that it beheved to be

necessary.

Adeodatus ratified the privilege granted by Crotpert, bishop of Tours, to

the monastery of Saint Martin, which privilege consisted ia freeing that

monastery from the authority of the ordinary. Feller says that Adeodatus

was the first who employed in his letters the formula

—

Salutera et apodolicam

henedictionem.X

Anastasius the Librarian describes Adeodatus as a pontiff of mild dispo-

sition, affable, Hberal, and compassionate to the poor.

In one ordination, in December, he created six, or, as some authors say,

forty-six bishops, fourteen priests, and five deacons. He governed the

Church four years, two months, and a few days. He was interred in Saint

Peter's. The Holy See remaiued vacant four months and five days.

* Peter Giustiniani, Pier. Venet., lib. i., p. 6.

I We have already treated that question.

f Caesarotti, p. 198.
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79. ST. DOJ^^US I.— A. D. 676.

fONUS I. is also called Domno, Domnione, Cono, and

Cunono. He was a Koman, tlie son of Mauritius,

and was elected pontiff on the 1st of November,

676. Eeparatus, arcbbisliop of Kavonna, wiser than

his predecessor Maur, recognized the obedience

that he owed to the Holy See. Donus magnificently

ornamented ^vith marble tables the atrium of the

church of Saint Peter, and which was named Para-

dise. He restored the Basilica of Saint Paul. Anastasius speaks of a

comet that was visible for three months during the reign of this pontiff.

The Emperor Constautine Pogonatus, after having concluded quite a

glorious peace with the Saracens, who were animated with the conquering

fury of their founder, Mahomet, desired to restore calm to the Greek and

Latia Churches, and asked that the Holy See should convoke a new

oecumenical council, in which the great question upon the will of Christ

should be solemnly debated. He desired that the faithful should at length

receive a certain rule for their faith. The letters of Constantine did not

arrive until after the death of Donus, and were referred to his successor.

Donus created, in one ordination, six bishops, ten priests, and five dea-

cons. He died on the 11th of April, 678, and was buried at Saint Peter's.

The Holy See was vacant two months and fifteen days.

80. ST. AGATHO.— A. D. 678.

AINT AGATHO, son of Pannonius Amon, was bom,
according to some, at Aquilano, at Voile Siruliana, in

the Abruzzi. Bury says that this pope was a Sicilian,

and there is reason to beheve that such is the fact.

Being a Benedictine monk, he lived in the monastery

of Saint Ermes, at Palermo. He was elected pontiff

on the 27th of June, 678. He was then, according

to Novaes, a hundred and three years old ; but Pla-

tina. Bury, Fleury, Feller, the BiogropMe Universellc, and M. Eeceveur

speak of no such age.
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After receiving the letters of Constantine, wiitten with such pious inten-

tions, Agatho celebrated a synod at Romei, in the year 679. It was attended

by a hundred and twenty-five bishops. In this S^Tiod the Monothehtes

w^ere condemned, and legates were elected to represent the pope, in

the general council that was convoked at Constantinople. The le-

gates were bearers of two letters, one from Agatho, and the other from the

sjTiod, addressed to Constantine. In that of tlie pope, the following

remarkable words occur :
" We send you our legates. Do not expect to

find in them secular eloquence, or even perfect knowledge of the Scriptures.

How could those universal enlightenments be preserved amidst the tumult

of arms by prelates compelled to gain their daily bread by the daily labor

of their hands ? The patrimony of the churches has become the prey of the

barbarians. All that these prelates have been able to save fi'om so many

ravages is the treasure of the faith, such as our fathers transmitted it to us,

with nothing added to it and nothing taken from it."

In the same letter, Monothehsm was refuted by the constant tradition of

the Roman Church. " The Catholic universe," says the pope, " recognizes

this Church for the mother and the mistress of all the others. Her primacy

came from Saint Peter, the prince of the Apostles, to whom Jesus Christ

intrusted the care of his whole flock, with a promise that his faith should

never be found wanting." That letter having been referred to the Fathers of

the council, they received it respectfully, and declared that Pettr had spoken

by the tnoiith of At/atho.

This general council, commonly called in tridlo, from the round form

of the vault where it was held, is known as the sixth general council,

and the third of Constantinople. There were two hundred and eighty-

five Fathers present. It condemned the Eviliesis of Heraclius, the Type of

the Emperor Constans, and the Monothelites. Finally, it declared that

there were two wiUs in Christ.

After the council, in which the Emperor Constantine Pogonatus gave so

many proofs of pure Cathohcity, the pope obtained from him the remission

of the three thousand .-ioUdi of gold which were exacted by the emperor on the

election of each pope, and it was agreed that thenceforth that tribute should

not be imposed upon the Holy See. That abuse had been introduced under

Athalaric, and continued under some emperors of the East. Agatho sent

chanters to England to teach the clergy of that country the lioman

chant. Yitahan had taken a like course "with respect to France, whither

he had sent the chanter John to instruct the clerks. In one ordination, in

December, Agatho created eighteen bishops, ten priests, and three deacons.

He governed the Church three years, six months, and fifteen days. The

great number of miracles tliat lie performed obtained for him, says Anas-

tasius, the surname of Thaumaturgist. The Greeks, as well as the Latins,
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houor his memory on the 10th of January. Novaes distinctly says that

Agatho died at the age of one hundred and seven years, and he quotes

Mongitore, who affirms that fact.*

Agatho was a£fable and generous ; none ever left his presence discon-

tented. He was interred at Saint Peter's. The Holy See remained vacant

seven months and five days.

Novaes says nothing about the accusations w^hich at tliis time arose

against Honorius, of which we have spoken in the life of that pope. It is

certain, in the first place, that Agatho in his letter in which he traced all the

MonotheHte antecedents as keenly as he attacked those errors of his o\^'ti

time, never once mentioned Pope Honorius. In the History of the Papacy,

by Baron Henrion (2d edition, Paris, 1834, 12mo, p. 128), we find the

following passage :
" If the natural and grammatical sense of the assertion

of Honorius is liable to blame, at least the personal sense of the rescript

of that pope has been sohdly justified, in such wise that in the dogmatic

facts there is nothing contraiy to the infambihty of the Church. More-

over, Honorius never ceased, to his last breath, to profess and to defend

the truth, and to exhort and threaten those same Monothelites whose

opinions he has since been accused of embracing."

Finally, the eighth general council, whose decisions are most certainly

to be honored, confesses, adds Henrion, that the pure doctrine had been

invariably taught from the apostolic chair.

81. ST. LEO IL— A. D. 682.

N the death of Saint Agatho, Saint Leo II., son of

Paul Mauco, a physician, was elected pope. He
was born at Piano-di-San-Martino, near Eeggio,

in Grecia Magna (now the Kingdom of Naples). He
was originally a canon-regular, and then cardinal-

priest. He Avas elected pope on the 16th of August,

682, and then consecrated according to the estab-

lished custom by the bishop of Ostia, assisted by

l"^ the bishop of Porto and another bishop.

He confirmed the sixth council, in trullo, whose acts had been taken to

Rome by Agatho's legates, and he translated them from the Greek into the

j^trf^:^;^^:^

* Sicilia RicerrMa, Vol. i., chaji. liv., p. 172.
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Latin in order to send a copy of tliem to the Spanisli bisliops. The emperor

Constantine, at the request of Leo, ordered that on the death of the titidar

archbishoj) of Ravenna, the newly elected archbishop should go to Rome
to be consecrated, conformably to usage ; the pope at the same time dis-

pensed the See of Ravenna from paying the offering customary at that

consecration.

Saint Leo was a gi'eat lover of music, he improved the Gregorian

chants, regulated the different modes of intoning the hymns, and composed

several new ones. He instituted the Kiss of Peace in the Mass, and the

sprinlding of holy water wpon the people. Four letters are attributed to him,

l)ut Baronius believes them to be apocryphal.

In one ordhiation, on the 16th of June, he created twenty-three bishops,

nine priests, and three deacons ; he governed the Church ten months and

seventeen days, and died on the 4th of July, 683. To extensive knowledge

he joined rare prudence.

He was interred at Saint Peter's. The Holy See remained vacant eleveu

months and twenty-two days.

82. ST. BENEDICT II.— a. d. 684.

AsStwJJM,

T is debated among writers whether Saint Benedict

• n., a Roman, son of John, and supposed to be of

;
the Savelli family, was a canon-regular of Saint

John Lateran, or a Benedictine monk. He was a

cardinal-priest, and was elected pontiff on the

2Gth of June, 684. Pre"\dous to being conse-

crated, he intrusted the care of some affairs to

Peter, regionary notar}^, whom the preceding pon-

tiff. Saint Leo II., had sent into Spain with the acts of the sixth general

council ; they were addressed to a council of Toledo, which was to recog-

nize the definition settled at that council. It is thence inferred that at the

time of the election of Benedict the ancient custom of the pontifical govern-

ment ceased ; by that custom, at the death of a pope, and from the election

to the consecration of his successor, the powers of the government were

intrusted to the archpriest, the archdeacon, and the primate of the

notaries.

The Emperor Constantine IV., who had a tender affection for Benedict,

decreed that thenceforth the election of the Roman pontiff should not need
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the eoufirmation of the emperor, nor even that of the exarch, a change

which the popes long and vainly solicited. Unfortunately, the effect of that

decree was not long enjoyed, for Jnstinian II., son and successor of the

pious Constantine, paying no respect to the decision of his father, renewed

the same abuse, by committing to the exarch of Ravenna the right of con-

firming the election of Pope Conon.

Benedict, reared in the love of poverty, patient, mild, liberal, versed in

the Holy Scriptures, says Fleury, and learned in the rules of the chant, was

much regretted. He created twelve bishops, and governed the Church ten

months and twelve days. According to Baronius, this pontiff was so beloved

by the Emperor Constantine that the prince sent to the pope the hair of

his sons Justinian and Heraclius, which at that time signified that the

emperor looked upon the pontiff as a second father of the young heirs of tlie

empire.

Benedict died on the 7th of March, 685, and was interred at Saint

Peter's. The Holy See remained vacant two months and fifteen days.

83. JOHIf v.— A. D. 685.

OHN v., son of Cyriacus, of Autioch, cardinal-deacon

- at the sixth oecumenical council, was elected pontiff

on the 23d of July, 685, and consecrated wi'.hout

waiting for the confirmation of the emperor, or the

exarch. This pope restored to the Holy See the

Churches of Sardinia, the ordinations of which had

^^^ from primitive times belonged to her, but had been

temiDorarily gi-anted to the archbishop of Caghari.

In one ordination of December, Jolin created thirteen bishops. He
governed one year and ten days, but was almost constantly ill. He died on

the first of August, and was interred at Saiat Peter's. He was a man filled

with piety, prudence, zeal, and knowledge. The Holy See remained vacant

five mouths and eighteen daj's.

The Emperor Constantine IV. died in 685. Two great events signalize

this reign, the repression of the Saracens, and the restoration of peace to

the Church.

This emperor, generous, and often even magnanimous, who so woiihil}'

atoned for the crimes of his father, Constans II., a monarch as perfidious as

be was cruel, v/as succeeded by a prince only sixteen years old, Justinian II.,
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son of Jolm, The joung emperor, trifling with his soyereign power, suc-

cessively inherited, lost, and recovered it. In his misfortunes Justinian

implored the clemency and the compassion of the conqueror, and thus

()l)tained his hfe ; but when he regained power he knew not how to pardon.

He suffered his lieutenants to dishonor his name in Italy, and under the

successors of John V. we shall see the, evil influence of Justinian develop

itself, to the calamity of the Church.

84. CONOK— A. D. 687.

Ens pope, the son of Benedict, of Thracian race,

was born at Temeswar, a town of Lower Mysia,

where 0^'id was exiled. Conon received his educa-

tion in Sicily, became cardinal-priest, and was

elected pope in 687. He was compelled, notwith-

standing the decree of Constantine Pognatus, to

sohcit the confirmation of the exarch of Ravenna.

This pope governed the Church during only a few

months. In one ordination he created sixteen

bishops. He was an old man, white haired, of venerable countenance

;

simple, peaceable, stranger to faction, of but little experience in pubHc

busmess.

Some authors accuse him of imprudence, because he ordained as bishop

of Antioch, Constantine, a Syracusan, and rector of the patrimony of the

Roman Church in Sicily, without making previous inquiry of the clergy at

Rome as to the merit and bearing of the new bishop, as was the custom for

all ecclesiastical appointments. Subsequently, says Pagi {Breviar. Gest.,

Bom. Pont.), it was ascertained that Constantine was unworthy of that

honor.

This pope died on the 21st of September, 687, and was interred at the

Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant two months and twenty-three

days.

At the moment of the election of Conon, that is to say, after the death of

John, there were two antipopes, Peter, archpriest, and Theodore, priest.

The former was supported by the clergy, the second by the judges and the

arm}'. To put an end to the intrigues, the clergy elected a third, Conon.

Jiistinian II. had fomented all these troubles.

Under this reign. Saint Killiau, of an illustrious family of (heat Britain,
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obtained permission to go to Germany to convert tlic infidels. At first lie

met with gi-eat success at Wurtzburgh, but afterwards incurred the unjust

hatred of the wife of the Duke Gosbert, who governed that country. When
that English bishop and his companions were singing the praises of the

Lord, the duke's wife caused them to be arrested, and they subsequently

suffered martyrdom with a courage worthy of the primitive times of the

Church.

85. ST. SERGIUS I.—a. d. 687.

AINT SERGIUS I., son of Tiberius, native of

Antioch, and educated at Palermo, or rather, as

some say, S^i'ian by descent, born at Palermo, and

educated at Rome, where he became a canon-regular

of Saint John Lateran, was first named cardinal-

priest of Saint Susannah by Leo EC., and was elected

pontiff on the 15th of December, 687. Justinian

II., successor of Constantine IV., and the son whose

hair the latter had sent as a token of filial love to Benedict II., had subse-

quently continued to manifest feehngs of hatred and malignity. Hardy

and presumptuous, he confounded the Roman monarchy with the whole

world ; claimed that aU peoples ought to obey his laws, and beheved that

he had a right even to sell the very chair of Saint Peter. In a council held

at Constantinople, and at which onl}' Greek prelates were present, he caused

it to l)e decided that priests who had married previoxis to their ordination

should be permitted to retain their wives. This council was called quinisex-

tile, because it was, as it were, supplementary to the fifth and sixth general

councils. The discipline of the West did not allow of the possibility of

this rule. A hundred and five canons had been passed in that assembly,

and when they were submitted to >Sergius for his approbation he refused it.

Irritated by this refusal to subscribe the name of the Holy See to the

decision of the Greek council, Justinian i)ublic.ly ordered Zachary, his

esquire, to seize the pope and convey him to Constantinople. Zachary, on

proceeding to Rome, found the whole people in arms for the defence of

their pastor.* The soldiery of the exarchate hastened from Ravenna to

Rome with the same hostile design against the pope, and the city resounded

unth shouts and threatenings. Zachary, pursued fi'om street to street, took

Italy, ]). 47.
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slielter iu the rery chamber of the pope, whom he entreated to save him

The Lombard ambassadors, who resided at Eome at the same time, sent off

couriers begging that Lombard troops might be sent to the defence of Ser-

gius. Suddenly a rumor arose that by treachery, combined with violence,

the pope had been carried off and embarked upon the Tiber. The troops

from Eavenna immediately invaded the palace, and tumultuously demanded

to see the pope, threatening to burst in the doors if they were not instantly

opened. Zachary, concealed beneath the very bed of the pope, feared that

he should be discovered, and entreated the pope not to desert him. Ser-

gius promised him protection, ordered the doors to be thrown open, and

presented himself to the soldiers, who kissed his hands and garments.

The times had changed since an emperor had so cruelly carried off Pope

Martin. The unworthy treatment^ of that martyr was still remembered,

and it was knoA^oi that Justinian was prepared to be no less barbarous

than his ancestor Constans. The pope purified the people and blessed

them, and solicited the life of Zachary, which the Eomans granted, and

Zachary was ignominiously driven from Eome. This was the first time that

the ItaHans sided with the pontiff in opposition to the imperial power.

This pope, by his prudence, reconciled to the Church of Eome that of

Aquilea, which from the time of YigiHus had been separated on account of

not condemning the three cJiajJters.

Saint Sergius ordered that on the Annunciation, Nativity, Assumption

of the Blessed Virgin, and Saint Simeon's day, that is to say, Purification,

the people should go in procession from Saint Adrian to Saint Mary

Major.

Sergius had made himself beloved by Eome, and by all Italy. After

having saved him from so many dangers, they regarded him as their own

conquest. This pope died on the 7th of September, 701. He had governed

the Church thirteen years, eight months, and twenty-four days. In two

ordinations he created ninety-six bishops, eighteen priests, and four deacons.

He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant one month

and twenty days.

It was at that period that Africa fell into the power of the Mussulmans.

As they had taken Carthage, the emperor sent the patrician John, a great

captain, who drove them out ; but, in the following year, they again

returned in great force, recaptured Carthage and some other towns, and

thus extinguished the power of the Eomans in Africa, where they had

ruled for eight hundred and fifty years, from the year 608 of Eome, when

Carthage was taken by Scipio.

On the death of the Pontiff Conon, the sacred comitia were assembled.

Theodore, archpriest, and Pascal, archdeacon, presented themselves as can-

didates to succeed him. Theodore had already been the competitor of
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Couon. Neither of the rivals woulcl yield, and then it was that Sergius was

elected. Subsequently, Pascal, convic'ted of magic, was degraded and con-

fined in a monastery, where he died impenitent. Tlieodore had yielded

in good faith to the authority of Sergius, and Pascal had never ceased to

show anger and discontent.

86. JOHN VI.—A. D. TOl.

OHN YI., a Greek, son of Petronius, was elected

pontiff on the ^8th of October, 701. Scarcely did
" the Emperor Tiberius Absimarius hear of that ex-

altation, than he sent to Kome the exarch of Ba-

venna, Theophylactus, a patrician, to obtain from

the pope, by force, his approbation in a certain

business which was not clearly explained. But the

Itahan army, wliich a short time before had pi-o-

tected Sergius, also pronounced now in favor of John, seeing in Theophy-

lactus another CalHopas, or another Zachary. The soldiers were about to

strike the exarch, but John interposed. Baronius observes that divine

Pro\'idence, protecting the Boman pontiffs, so manifested itseK then in their

favor, that when the emperors attacked or insulted the popes, the Itahan

soldiers protected them against the imperial jDower. From that time, the

power of the exarchs began to decline, and that of the popes continually

increased. The latter profited by those advantages, but without abusing

them ; moreover, it was a wise principle not to rely too much on the favor

of the miHtary.

In the council that John celebrated at Bome, in the year 703, he declaied

the innocence of Saint Wilfred, bishop of York, who had been deposed from

his See in the year 692, and appealed to Bome. The pope received that

bishop kindly, attentively examined the case, and sent him back to England,

vnih recommendations to the kings of that country.

John governed three years, two months, and thirteen days. In one ordi-

nation he created fifteen bishops, nine priests, and two deacons. He died

on the 9th of January, 705. The apostoHcal charity of John led him to

redeem all the slaves who had fallen into the power of Gisulf, duke of

Benevento, who had ravaged the Boman territory. John was interred, ac-

cording to some, in the catacombs of Saint Sebastian, but according to

others in the Basihca of Saint Peter. The Holy See remained vacant one

month and twenty days.
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That year tlie Caliph Wahcl caused a magnificent mosque to be built in Da-

mascus, his capital ; having the great clmrch, tletlicated to Saint John, razed

to the ground for that purpose. It is said that he offered the Christians to

purchase their cathedral church of Saint John for a considerable sum. They
refused it, and then the Mussulman seized upon the church, razed it, and on

its site had his mosque erected, without giving any thing to the Christians.

This outrage was avenged four centuries later by the French kings of

Jerusalem.

87. JOHN VII.— A. D. T05.

OHN VII., cardinal-deacon of Saint Mary the New,

son of Plato, a Greek, said by others, but with little

foundation, to have been born at Eossano, in Cala-

bria, in Magna Grecia, was a very learned man for

his time. He was elected pontiff on the 1st of

March, 705.

In 707, Aribert II., king of the Lombards, re-

stored to him the Cottian Alps. They were thus

called fi'om Prince Cottius, who for a long time possessed them under the

Emperor Octaviau Augustus. They formed the fifth pro\ance of Italy,

made part of Liguria to the confines of Gaul, and contained Tortona,

Bobbio, Acqui, Genoa, and Savona.

Previous to the coming of the Lombards, the Cottian Alps were admin-

istered by the popes. The Lombards usurped those provinces in spite of

the remonstrances of the various pontiffs. Aribert caused a diploma to be

drawn up in letters of gold, and in that document he recognized the prop-

erty of the Holy See ; it was afterwards confirmed by King Luitprand,

under the reign of Gregory II., as is related by Paul the Deacon.

The Emperor Justinian II., having sent to John the canons of the last

council held at Constantinople, with the request* that he would confirm what

he should approve, and reject what he should disapprove in them, John

returned the documents unread, because the council had not been assem-

bled with the intervention of the papal legates. Anastasius the Librarian,

blames John for this conduct, and thinks that as in those canons there was

much that was good, John would have done well to approve them, with the

exception of such canons as were bad.

Feller and Novaes judge John, perhaps, too severely upon this subject.

Feller quotes the opinion of Fleury, who says that

—

Joint, fearuig to displease
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the emperor, sent hack those volumes ivithont correcting any fhuig in them.

Novaes quotes the opinion of •Christianus Lupiis, wlio also blames the pon-

tiff, on the authority of Anastasius. But, considering the conduct of Con-

stans towards Pope Martin, and the services rendered to Popes Sergius and

John VI., by the soldiery of Rome and Ravenna ; considering, too, the per-

verse and hypocritical nature of Justinian II., and the natural instability of

the soldiery, we may judge John VII. less severely. E\ddently, had he

acted as Anastasius, Christianus Lupus, Feller, and Novaes seem to advise,

it might have happened that Justinian, approving what John might have

approved, but then refusing to reject whatever John might have rejected,

the already embarrassing circumstances have been fatally compHcated by

such a course being adopted by the Holy See.

After composing the history of the sovereign pontiffs, after fulfilling in

part the grave duty I had assumed, I have revised it sheet by sheet, adding,

as occasion required, omitted facts, when they could explain, apparently

erroneous conduct. It would have ill become me not to meet unfounded

accusations, repeated from age to age. I have intentionally dwelt on the

fearful sufferings of Martin ; with Baronius, I have blessed Providence for

protecting other popes against the atrocious chamberlains of Constantino-

ple, and I now beheve that John VII. does not merit the censure given him
;

that he consulted calm and experienced men ; those prudent and able men
who showed him the necessity of acting as he acted with Justinian. This

pope had the magnanimity to expose himself to great dangers ; his name

has been compromised during the succession of a thousand years, while he

was really a sagacious pontiff, ready to follow sage counsel and slow to wi'ite.

We should all think so now ; the misfortunes of Honorius, abandoned by

the legates of the sixth council, was a formidable warning to the successors

of that pope. The course pursued by John VII. entailed no more evils

on the Church, gave Justinian no more opportunity for invading the rights

of the Holy See, and crushing its rising power.

He did not postpone the epoch when that power was to take its majestic

course amid the nations that honor a spirit of order and civilization, becom-

ing, as we shall see in the sequel, the regenerative power in Europe. If we

are not to praise bhndly all that the world praises, it is the historian's duty

not to blame lightly what others have unjustly censured.

John VII. governed the Church two years, seven months, and seventeen

days.

In one ordination he created fifteen bishops, nine priests, and two dea-

cons. He died on the 17th of October, 707, and was interred in tlie Vatican,

in front of the Altar of the Madonna, now called of the Sudorio, which he

had himself set up.

The Holy See remained vacant three months.
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88. SISmNIUS— A. D. 708.

ISIiSTNIUS, a native of Syria, son of John, was elected

i^
pontiff on tlie 18tli of January, 708. He reigned

^ only twenty days, during wliicli time he held one

ordination, and created bishops for Corsica. He
> died in February of the same year, from an attack

' of o-ovit. He had lost the use of both his hands

\ and his feet. Notwithstanding his great sufferings,

';^-^ he was of a noble and generous disposition. He

contemplated restoring the walls of Eome, and rebuilding many of the

churches. Death took him away, when already, in so brief a reign, he

had collected considerable materials for that laudable undertaking. He

was interred at the Yatican.

The Holy See remained vacant one month and nineteen days.

89. COlN^STANTIlsrE— A. d. 708.

ONSTANTINE, bom at Sp-ia, son of John, was

elected pontiff on the 25th of March, 708. Jus-

tinian was still emperor, and his conduct proves

that that of John YII. was as courageous as it

was skilful. Justinian, from time to time, shoAved

himself indignant that the canons of his council

had not been accepted at Home ; but he ap-

peared to be unwilling to resort again to trick

and perfidy, and he wrote to Pope Constantino, formerly his friend, and

entreated him to visit Byzantium. The emperor declared that he wished to

converse amicably with the pontiff upon ecclesiastical affairs ; and even

intimated his intention to change his conduct and to expiate his faidts, and

he urged the pope to visit him, and encourage his projects of penitence and

clemency.

Constantino, full of strength and zeal, deemed it his duty not to hesitate

about undertaldng a journey so interesting and important to the Holy See

;

and he risked his hfe had the tyrant been audacious enough to take it.
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Setting out from Eome on the 5tli of October, 710, he went by sea,

accompanied by a very numerous cortege, consisting of deacons, priests, and

bishops, continuing his journey by way of Sicily. The reception given to

him by order of the emperor induced him to believe that that prince

harbored no evil intentions. An imperial diploma ordered all officers to

pay to the pojie the same honors as to the emperor himself. Tiberius, son

of Justinian, followed by the principal Greek nobihty, and the patriarch

CjTus at the liead of his clergy, and a mxiltitude of the people, met the pope

at aboTit seven miles fi-om Byzantium. The pope, dressed in the same vest-

ments that he wore at Rome* on days of ceremony, and the principal clergy

mounted on horses fi'om the Imperial stables, with theii' saddles, bridles, and

housings richly embroidered with gold, entered in triumph. Thus far the

courage of Constantine seemed fully rewarded. The emperor was absent,

and the pope was conducted to the palace that had been prepared to receive

him. The prince, who was at Nice, as soon as he heard of the arrival of

the pontiff, sent him a letter of congratulation, and begged him to come to

Nicomedia, to which he was himseK proceeding. At tbeir first interview,

the emperor with his crown on his head, prostrated himself before the pope,

and kissed his feet.f Then they embraced, amidst the applauding shouts

of the people. It was in a private interview that they conversed about the

canons of the council. Constantine, considering himself in a situation dif-

ferent from that in which John VII. had been placed, rejected one portion

of the canons and accepted the other portion. The conference terminated

to the satisfaction of the emperor, who showed his pleasure at having

obtained some advantages from the condescension of Constantine, and to

give a public testimony of his satisfaction, he on the following Sunday was

present at the Mass that was celebrated by the pope, and received the

Communion from the Holy Father's ovm hand. On conjuring the pope to

grant him the remission of his sins, the emperor renewed the privileges

which his predecessors had granted to the Church of Eome ; and he then

permitted his return to Italy. The pope re-entered his own capital in 711,

after a year's absence, stronger, more powerful, more sovereign than ever.

Justinian having been assassinated, Phihppicus Bardauns endeavored to

re-establish the doctrine of the Monothehtes. Constantine, with new cour-

age, resisted.

• Italy, p. .51.

f Since then the great princes of the earth have given that token of respect to the sovereign

hf«id of the Church. Luitprand, king of the Lombards, gave it to Gregory II. ; Raechif, king of

the r-ame nation, to Zachary ; tlie Emperor Charlemagne, to Adrian I. ; Louis the Vina, to

St<-phen IV.
; Sigismund to Eugene IV. ; Frederick Barbarossa, to Alexander III. ; Stephen,

king of Hungary, to Benedict VII. ; Charles VIII., king of France, to Alexander VI. ; the

Emi)eror Charles V., to Clement VII,, and Paul III. ; Charles III., king of Naples, and subso-

qnently of Spain, to Benedict XTV.

12
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Pliilippicus was succeeded by Anastasius II., a profoundly Catholic

jsrince. He sent to Constantine a confession of faith, full and entire, and

peace was re-estabHshed in the Church. Constantine governed seven years

and twelve days.

In one ordination he created sixty-four bishops, ten priests, and two

deacons. He died on the 8th of April, 715, and was interred at the Yatican.

The Holy See remained vacant one month and ten days.

There is a serious consideration which has escaped historians—it is

this : since Saint Peter, who came to Eome in the year of our Lord 42,

since Saint Linus, A. d. 66, and his principal successors, Saint Evaristus,

Saint Pius, Saint Victor, Saint Sylvester, and to Pope Constantine in

708, there w^ere eighty-nine popes. The clergy of Eome, it is true, fre-

quently gave the power to their compatriots. Of the above number

forty were Komans ; but the other forty-nine were, one Gahlean, and the

remainder Tuscans, Athenians, Syrians, Byzantine Greeks, Africans, Dal-

matians, Spaniards, Sardinians, Corsicans, Sicilians, and NeapoHtans. Cer-

tainly a pious imjaartiahty alone coidd have dictated those selections. They

appear to have been dictated solely by zeal for rehgion. No faithful Chris-

tian was excluded. The three (then knoAvn) great divisions of the globe had,

respectively, their candidates, and frequently those of Asia and Africa

obtained the votes. "What respect must not such a rare spirit of charity,

fi-eedom, and justice, command from the entire universe !* Eome could not

be accused of exclusively placing her own children in the chair of Saint

Peter. It may be imagined that in Eome a preference would sometimes be

felt for the Eoman candidate, but that tendency did not exist to such an

extent as to exclude others. So judicious a plan, rising above all dismem-

berings and schisms, singularly elevated and increased the power of the Holy

See, especially at periods when Syrians, hke Constantine, and immediate

subjects of Byzantiiim, obtained the suffrages of the Eomans. It need

not be asked how the popes became sovereigns of the surrounding countr}^

;

rather it should be asked how could they possibly fail to become so under

such circumstances, notwithstanding the difference between the head of

the Church and the heads of States, between the spiritual and the temporal,

between heaven and earth. It may be said that it is not the same now ; it

is not the first time that the operations of skill and reserve found neces-

sary to establisJi, are not the same as those necessary to preserve,

* Italy, p 63.
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90. ST. GREGORY II.~a.d. 715,

^ AS a Eoman Benedictine monk, chaplain and libra-

'j rian of the Holy Roman Church, a cardinal-deacon,

(a dignity which he owed to Saint Sergius, and,

according to several writers, to Constans, who,

when at Constantinople, brought him thence).

His election, on the 19th of May, 715, was the re-

sult of a remarkable agreement in opinion between

the Roman clergy and people. The intentions

of this pope were irreproachable, his courage was firm, and he vigorously

maintained the rights of the Church. At the commencement of his pontifi-

cate he began to repair the walls of Rome, but various circumstances re-

tarded that useful design.

Italy was a prey to the Lombards, who had surprised Cumea, near Naples,

during a peace, and refused to restore it, although Gregory threatened them

with the auger of God. Their obstinacy was not to be shaken by entreat-

ies, threats, or presents ; and Duke John of Naples, supported by Gregory,

retook Cumea by force.

This pontiff also labored to revive monastic discipline in Italy. To

restore the abbey of Monte Casino, ruined by the Lombards about a hun-

dred and fifty years before, he sent Petronax, who, having from pious mo-

tives visited Rome, had there embraced the monastic life. He was accom-

panied, in the holy mission entriisted to him by some brethren of tlie

monastery of the Lateran, founded at Rome in the time of Pelagius II. by

the monks of Monte Casino, who had taken shelter in the capital.

Petronax and his companions, on their arrival at Monte Casino, fo uul a

few anchorites hving there in great simplicity. Amid the ruins of tlie old

monasteiy these anchorites, together with some new brethren, formed one

commimity, and elected as their superior Petronax, who thus became the

sixth abbot from the original founding of the order. The re-establishment

of the monastery of Monte Casino took place in the year 718, and from

that time the monastery was very famous, and considered as a fbuntaiii dif-

fusing the pure observance of the rule of the great Saint Benedict.

Let us learn from Fleury how, at that period, the English understood

Catholicity. " They continued," says Fleury,* " their pilgi-images to Rome,

* Fleury, ix., p. 165.
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and Ceolfrid, abbot of Weymouth, died on his way back. Seeing that age

prevented his further instruction of his disciples, and disabled him from

setting them an example of perfect regularity, he, after long consideration,

determined that it would be best to have a new abbot elected, that he him-

self might go to Rome, to die in that city which he had formerly visited

with Saint Benedict Biscop, his master. The monks endeavored to detain

Ceolfrid by weeping and chnging to his knees, but he hastened his departure,

fearing that he might die on the way, or be prevented fi'om proceeding by

some of the lords of the country. On the third day after he had announced

his intention to depart, Mass was celebrated very early in the morning, those

present commvuiicated, and then they assembled in the church of Saint Peter,

and the abbot gave them the kiss of peace fi'om the steps of the altar, censer

in hand. The chant of htanies was broken by the sobs of the brethren,

and they entered the oratory of Saint Laurence, where the pilgrim bade

them a last farewell. He was attended to the river side by the deacons,

carrying lighted tapers and a golden cross. All knelt, and praying once

more, the holy abbot set out, leaving about six hundred monks in the two

monasteries of Jarrow and Weymouth. As soon as then- former head had

departed, the monks unanimously elected for their abbot Hucbert, Avho im-

mediately followed Saint Ceolfrid, who had not yet sailed. He approved

the choice, and even took from the new abbot, his successor, a letter of

recommendation to Pope Gregory II. He did not reach Borne, but falling

sick at Langres, in France, died there, aged 74 years."

Nor was that the only triumph of Cathohcity in England at that time.

In the same year, the Irish monks abandoned their diversity of opinion,

and joined in the observance of the Roman Chiu'ch relative to Easter and

the ecclesiastical tonsure. For this purpose God made use of Saint Egbert,

an Englishman who had embraced the monastic life in Ireland. Having

arrived at the monastery, he was received with much distinction, and as he

was very learned and very zealous, he persuaded these good monks to quit

then- erroneous tradition. It is beheved that they, at the same time, adopted

the iTile of Saint Benedict.

But that was not enough to place the EngHsh in the first rank among

the pillars of Christianity. The greatest Hght of the EngHsh Church at

this time was Saint Boniface, afterwards the Apostle of Germany.

Bossuet, in his rapid glance at rehgious affau's, which he described with

the countless events of history, gives only tliree Hnes to the heroism of Saint

Boniface. These three Unes, as usual subhme, should not be neglected

:

" Religion was established in Germany : the holy priest Boniface convei'ted

those nations, and was made their bishop by Pope Gregory II., who had

sent him thither."

I do not add this pope's name to the texts I cite or extract from other
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historians. I repeat, in their very words, the homage they address to this

holy pontiff. His reputation drew to Rome all who wished to show their

zeal for the doctrine of Christ.

Boniface, or, as he was called in Saxon, Winifi-ed, who had already en-

joyed great renown in England, determined to visit Rome. He there pre-

sented himself befoi-e the pope, and explained his desire to labor for the

conversion of the heathen. The pope, looking kindly npon him, asked him

if he had brought any letters from his bishop. Winifi-ed had not neglected

to procure letters dimissory from Bishop Daniel, of Winchester, in whose

diocese he had received the priesthood, and he dreAv from beneath his cloak

a sealed letter for the pope,* and another unsealed, which was a general

letter of recommendation to all Christians, according to the then existing

custom. The pope motioned to him to withdraw, and having at his leisure

read the letters of Bishop Daniel, he had several conferences with Winifred

while he waited for a favorable season for his journey, that is to say, the

beginning of summer, 719. Then the pope gave Winifred the relics he had

asked for, together with the mission to preach the Gospel to all the infidel

nations that he might reach, to baptize them according to the Roman ritual,

and to communicate to the Holy See whatever might tend to the accom-

phshment of that mission. The plenary powers bear date the 15th of

March, in the third year of the reign of the Emperor Leo II., indiction the

second, that is to say, a. d. 719. With these letters Winifred first passed into

Lombardy, where he was honorably received by King liuitprand. He then

traversed Bavaria, and reached Thuringia, where he commenced his pious

labors. He preached to both nobles and people, to lead them back to the

true religion which false teachers had altered and almost extinguished.

For although there were priests and bishops who were sincerely zealous

for the sei^vice of God, Winifred met with others sunk in incontinence,

whom he endeavored, by exhortation, to bring back to a life in conformity

to the Holy Canons.

Winifred having sent to the pope an account of his successful mission, the

pontiff invited him to Rome. Being questioned upon various particulars of

the faith of the Church, Boniface answered so frankly and clearly, that the

pope told him to prepare to be consecrated as bishop. The holy priest

submitted, and the day for the consecration was fixed for the 30th Novem-

ber, 723, the feast of Saint Andrew. The pope changed the name of the

new bishop from Winifred to Boniface (boni faciens—doing good), and in the

seventh year of the Emperor Leo, sixth indiction, which is the same as a. d.

723, he caused the new bishop to take an oath by which he bound himself

to keep the purity of the faith, and the unity of Catholicity, to act always

• Fleury, ii., p. 168.
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with the pope for the good of the Holy See, to secure advantage to the Roman
Church, and to renounce all communion with the bishops who did not ob-

serve true maxims. The pope, on his part, gave Winifred a book of canons,

to serve as a rule of his conduct, and intrusted him with six letters. The
first of those letters was to Charles Martel, son of Pepin, the former mayor

of the palace, who had died in 714, after governing in Paris during twenty-

seven years, in the name of Dagobert III. In this letter, Gregory recom-

mended to Charles Martel, the bearer, Boniface, an envoy to the heathen

dwelling east of the Rhine ; for the dominion of France extended beyond

that river very far into Germany. The other letters were addressed to all

the bishops, priests, deacons, dukes, counts, clergy, and people, whom Boni-

face was to govern as bishop : to the Christians of Thuringia and their five

princes, who are named in the letters, and also to all the people of the old

Saxons,

Charles Martel, who governed France for Thierry IL, received Boniface

with respect, and recommended him to all the bishops of the kingdom.

The Emperor Leo enkindled the fatal " War of Images," which continued

for a hundred and eighteen years. He had obtained warlike success, and

he imagined that no power, even moral, could resist him. Trusting too

much to his glory, he resolved to become a reformer,*—a delicate and dan-

gerous task, that of religious reformation, when one is not the true repre-

sentative of God upon earth !
" Religion," says a learned writer, " dreads

the hand of the prince ; it needs his protection, not his reforming ; fi'om

its own ministers alone it expects reform." This caprice neutralized all

Leo's talent. How could a man of such low condition that he had carried

loads in the pubHc markets, and had fed and sold cattle ; a poor Syrian,

uneducated and without any science, become, on attaining the highest

civil dignity on earth, a ferocious persecutor? By what mental per-

versity had he embraced a doctrine pernicious to the arts, which aban-

dons man in a rude temple, and demands fi'om him prayers, devotions,

and repentance, without speaking to his mind, to his e^'es, to his heart, or

to his imagination ? He treated as a favorite Beser, another Syrian, who

was bom a Christian, but who, having been captured by Mahometans, had

apostatised to their faith. Released from slavery, Beser had returned to

Cathohcity, but sought to introduce into it Mahometan notions. He
broached his heretical ideas to Leo, and the demented emperor had the

audacity to assemble the senate, and to pronounce before it the following

declaiation :
" I will abolish that idolatry which has found its way into the

Church. The images of Jesus Christ, the Virgin, and the saints, are so

many idols to which a worship of which God is jealous. I have, therefore,

* Italy, p. 55.
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drawTi up an eclict for purging the churches of this sacrilegious supersti-

tion."

At this signal, the courtiers, the weak, the ignorant, the friends of every

novelty, and men who hoped to repair their own broken fortunes during a

time of pubhc trouble, broke the sacred images, respecting none but those

of the emperor.

A revolt ensued at once throughout the East ; in Africa, Spain, Gaul,

and Italy ; in brief, in all the briUiant conquests that had already been

made by Catholicity.

For an instant Leo was inchned to retract ; but his first fury rekindling,

he ordered tl\at the images should be removed from all the churches.

From that instant Leo, the armed sophist, held conferences, in which he

argued, in the military style, against Germanus, patriarch of Constantino-

ple, and showed hiujself all but Mahometan in conviction. He expected

by this servile complaisance to soften and attract the Mussulmans, scarcely

intending to remain Christian, since he thus sacrificed Cathohc customs and

the rules of one of the most sacred traditions of our Fathers.

John Damasenus, called Chrrjsorroes, golden river, resisted the new error

in the East. Gregory IL summoned around him all the West. The con-

science of Christendom repulsed the arch heretic emperor. Leo, especially

irritated against the pope, endeavored by crime to rid himself of his pow-

erful censor.

Marinus, the emperor's esquire, was charged to organize a conspiracy

against the pontiff. The principal conspirators were discovered and pun-

ished. The Exarch Paul assembled troops, and prepared to make himseK

master of Eome, and by force of arms to elect another pope. The Romans,

warned of the approach of the exarch's troops, took up arms ;* the Floren-

tines, the Lombards of Spoleto, and all the inhabitants of the neighborhood

also rushed to the defence of the Papal city, and Paul was obhged to return

to Ravenna.

The Saracens continued to harass Constantinople, which had adopted

their spirit of opposition and malignity ; but the emperor, who had be-

come less a warrior than an advocate of bad theologj', was more concerned

about the resistance of the pope than about the progress which the enemy

was making around his o'mi capital.

Leo, by his own obstinacy, unconsciously prepared the way for two great

results. There can be no doubt but that the troubles incited in Italy con-

tributed to establish the independence of the popes, and to raise up the

empire of the French to the prejudice of the Greeks.

Tlie Romans, moreover, in this interregnum, sustained the interests of the

* Italy, p. 5G.
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pope, so iutiniately conuected Avitli their ovni, for they had everything to

fear from the Lombards and fi"om the exarchs. These two powers, incited

by the Emperor Leo, endeavored to unite m order to occupy Rome ; Luit-

praud commanded his Lombards, and also the troops of the exarchs, much
astonished at marching together. Their watch-fires crowned Monte Mario,

and they advanced to the foot of Adrian's Mausoleum, now the castle of

Saint Angelo. Gregory, preceded by his clergy, issued from Eome. A new

Saint Leo, he represented that the misfortunes of Rome would be those of

all Christendom ; and that the Saracens, far more than the emperor, would

rejoice over the disasters of the metropolis of the faith of Christ. The elo-

quence of Gregory moved King Luitprand even to tears.

Luitprand threw himseK at the feet of the pontiff. They were near Saint

Peter's ; and Gregory pointed out to the king the sacred place containing

the tomb of the Apostle.

Luitprand, confounded, advanced towards the Church, knelt before the

confessional of the prince of the Apostles, put off his royal robes, and laid

them, with his baldi'ick, his sword, his golden crown, and his silver crown,

by the tomb. He then begged the pope to forgive his enemies. Gregory

pronounced the solemn pardon, and the king returned to Pavia.

Wise and cultivated men plainly perceived that all these events neces-

sarily gave strength to the Church. Minds deprived of energy, which do

not at aU examine the secrets of Providence, and see only the confused

spectacle of submission that is presented to their eyes, even these, notwith-

standing their ignorance, convinced themselves of the necessity of obedience

to the sovereign pontiff, when they saw at his feet the most formidable

prince in Italy, whom all looked upon as determined to overthrow the power

of Gregory.

Leo, in his criminal impetuosity, had wiitten to him, warning him of the

fate of Pope Martin. But the fatigues of the pontificate, and the occiuTence

of hostihties, had so destroyed the health of Gregory, that he died on the

10th of February, 731.

This pontificate was a reign of wisdom, of glory, and of courage." The

pope "viTote to Leo, " The West sees oui* humility (this aUudes to Charles

Martel and Luitprand), and regards us as the arbitrator and moderator of

the pubUc tranquihty. If you venture to make the trial, you will find

the West ready to seek you ivJiei'e you are, in order to avenge the wrongs

of your Eastern subjects."

Accordingly, M. de Maistre is right in saying in his book On the Pope,

" It was the authority of the pope that created European monarchy a

* Considerations upon the First Fifteen Popes, uJw bore the name of Gregory : Paris, Adrien

Leclerc, p. 22.
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marvel of the supernatural order, which we look upon as indiflferently as

upon the sun, because we see it every day."

The countless consequences of so many facts wiU be developed : they wiU

find us spontaneously as we read on . I wiU here mention some material

consequences of high importance. Rome had a duke, named by the

emperor. Mariuus had obtained the dignity ; biit, being ordered to murder

Gregory, the disloyal govei-nor had failed, and the people had expelled him,

demanding the appointment of another. Peter, the successor of Marinus,

ever speaking of the destruction of the images, Avas in his turn deprived of

power, and the Roman duchy, desiring to enjoy a more secure hberty,

voluntarily submitted to Gregory II., so that one may say that from that

period commenced in part the positi^-e temporal dominion of the sovereign

pontiffs.^

The Roman Duchy at that time, according to Sigonius and Muratori, in-

cluded sixteen cities, Rome, Porto, Ci^ita Vecchia, Ceri, Bieda, Manturana,

Sutri, Nepi, Gallese, Orta, Bomarzo, Amelia, Todi, Perugia, Narni, and

Otricoh. Seven other towns of the Campania were also dependencies of the

same Duchy ; Segni, Anaqui, Terentino, Alatri, Patrico, Frosinone, and

Tivoli. To this patrimony of the Church, Kings Pepin and Charlemagne

added other towns.

Gregory II. governed the Church fifteen years, eight months, and twenty-

three days. In four ordinations, in the months of September and June, he

created one hundred and fifty bishops, thirty-five priests, and fourteen dea-

cons.

Baronius (An. 31, No. 1) thinks him worthy to be compared to Saint

Gregory the Great. Gregory II. was interred at the Vatican. The Holy

See remained vacant five days.

Platina informs us that under this pope the Tiber overflowed the city

from the Ponte Molle to the first steps of Saint Peter's Church.

• Novaes ii., p. 61.

hmM. i^i^^^i
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91. ST. GREGORY III— a. d. 731.

AINT GEEGOEY HI, son of Jolin, a Syrian, a

Benedictine monk, and cardinal-priest, was unani-

mously elected five days after the death of Gregory

II. As the confirmation of the election by the ex-

arch of Eavenna had to be waited for, the pontiff

was not consecrated until the 18th of March.

Leo, the emperor, continued the persecution against

those who would not destroy the images. Gregory

n. had pronounced against the iconoclasts, and Gregory HI. was no less

animated in opposition to that barbarous custom.

Luitprand, king of the Lombards, resumed his hostiHty. Charles

Martel had not previously given any striking proof of his good-will and

support, his authority not being sufiiciently firm in France. But he could

not resist the repeated appeals of Gregory III. Charles ordered Luitprand to

leave the new Eoman state free, and confine himseK absolutely to the pos-

session of the Lombard states.

In the letter which Gregory III. addressed to Charles Martel, soliciting

an effective intervention, the pope gave that prince the title of Hhst

Christian. Pope Pius II. declared that title hereditary in the person of the

kings of France, when he wrote to Charles VI. and his successors. From
this pontifical embassy arose the institution of pontifical nuncios in the

"West, which somewhat resembled that of apocrisiaries, or pohtical agents,

accredited by the popes to Constantinople. The nuncios, however, were

still further recognized as ministers of a sovereign power.

In 732 the pope had more urgent occasion than ever to soHcit the support

of Charles Martel for the interest of the Cathohc rehgion. The Saracens,

after subjecting Africa, had occupied Spain. They appeared to follow the

same road that Hannibal had taken in order to reach Italy. However, by

a kind of mihtary skill which they do not seem to have been suspected of

possessing, they would not advance too far without securing their flanks

against Charles Martel, who kept strict watch upon such dangerous enemies

to rehgion and the power that he was beginning to establish. It was

necessary then to bar the Mussulmans from access to Italy, and to that end

it was urged that Charles should keep them in Spain. Their chief did not

venture to pass the Alps until he had repulsed Charles. A general

battle became inevitable ; a large portion of Gaul was akeady invaded.
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Says Heiiry Martiu, in vol. ii., p. 274, of his History of France : " Charles

Martel had not -waited the appearance of the Mussulman hosts before the

gates of Orleans and Sens to declare war. He had not quitted France that

year and held himself in readiness to throw into the scale the weight of his

sword. The arrival of Eudes, king of Aquitaine, beaten, a fugitive, a

general without an army, and a king without a kingdom, convinced Charles

that the danger was more instantly imminent than he had supposed it. He
gave Eudes a cordial reception, though they had formerly been enemies

;

he promised him every thing, on condition that he recognized the sover-

eignty of the Franks, and that Aquitaine should thus enter into the Frank

monarchy.

" During the whole summer of 732 the Roman clarions and the Germanic

trumpets blared in the countries of Austrasia and Neustria, in the rustic

palaces of the Frank lends, and in the gaws of Western Germany. The most

impenetrable mar.shes of the North Sea, and the Avildest recesses of the

Black Forest poured out hosts of half-naked combatants rusliing towards

the Loii'e, following, as a rear-guard, the heavy Austrasian knights in full pan-

oply of steel. This enormous mass of Franks, Teutons, and Gallic Romans
passed the Loire at Orleans, and was joined by the remnants of the

Aquitaine army which had been compelled to retire into Berry and

Toui'aine, and appeared before the invaders in October, 732.

" This was one of the most solemn moments in the whole history of the

human race. Islamism was face to face with the last bulwark of Chris-

tianity. After the Visi-Goths, the Gallo-Yascons ; after the Gailo-Vascons,

the Franks ; but after the Franks, nothing ! The Anglo-Saxons, isolated

in their island ; the Lombards, weak rulers of exhausted Italy ; even the

Greco-Bomans of the Eastern empire could save Europe ; Constantinople

had work enough to save itself. The contemporary chronicler Isidore de

Beja was not wrong in calling the Frank army the army of iJic Europeans.

That army lost, the world was Mahomet's."*
" What would have been the result to humanity had the European civiliza-

tion of the middle ages, our mother, been thus stifled in the cradle ? At the

moment of the tremendous collision, the Arabs, still in the first fierce fervor

of Islamism, had, assuredly, more humanity, morality, and enlightenment

than the Franks. But we must not be deluded by that accidental superiority,

nor dazzled by the elegant movements of art and literature that Avere pro-

duced in Cordova, Grenada, Bagdad, and Schiraz. Islamism, compared to

European belief, was not a new development of humanity, but a backward

impulse. The Koran resuscitated ancient fatahsm, subjected women

* That is to say, would belong to the enemies of Christ, and who can say what would have
been the consequent mischief to Rome and the sovereign pontiffs

!
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anew to tlie liumiliating yoke of polygamy, wliicli the Greeks and Romans

had broken.

" The fate of the world was about to be decided between the Franks and

the Arabs. The barbarians of Austrasia scarcely suspected what issues were

entrusted to their swords
;
yet they had a vague notion of the immensity of

the struggle in which they were about to be engaged. The Mussulmans, on

their part, hesitated for the first time. During a week, the East and the

West examined each other with hate and terror ; the two armies, or rather

the two worlds, were mutually astonished by the differences of physiognomy,

of costume, and of tactics. The Franks gazed with curious eye upon those

myriads of turbaned men of dark complexion, with white bournous, striped

abas, round shields, curved sabres, and hght lances, curvetting on their

horses ; and the Moslem Sheiks passed and re-passed in front of the

Franco-Teutonic Hues, in order to get a closer view of those giants of the

North, with their long fair hair, their shining helmets, and their coats of

steel mail, or buffalo hide, their long swords, and their enormous battle-

axes.

" At length, on the seventh day, which was a Saturday, at the end of Oc-

tober, towards the dawn, the Arabs and the Moors came from their tents at

the cry of the Muezzins, calling the soldiers to prayer ; they deployed in

order on the plain, and after the morning prayer, Abderaman gave the

signal. The Christian army received, unmoved, the shower of arrows which

the Mussulmans poured in upon them ; then the masses of the Mussulman

cavah'y dashed forward with their war cry, Allah, ahhar ! God is great

!

and fell like a hurricane cloud upon the army of the Europeans. The

long line of the Franks was unbroken by that rude shock ; motionless as a

wall of iron, or a rampart of ice, the people of the North stood in closely serried

ranks like men of marble. Twenty times the Mussulmans wheeled to return

to the charge with the swiftness of lightning, and twenty times their im-

petuous charge was broken upon that unshaken living wall. The Austrasian

giants, erect upon their heavy Belgian horses, received the shght men of

the South upon the point of the sword, piercing them through and through

with frightful thrusts. The battle, nevertheless, continued throughout the

day, and Abderaman still hoped to weary out the resistance of the Chris-

tians, when, towards the tenth hour (four in the afternoon), King Eudes,

who, with what was left of his Basques and Aquitaines, had outflanked

the Arab army, threw himself upon the camp of the WaH, and reiJulsed

its guards. The rampart of ice moved at length : Charles and his Austrasians

charged in their turn, and overthrew all before them. Abderaman, and

the flower of his followers, disappeared, crushed beneath that mass of
• 55

iron.

The consequences of that battle of Poitiers were immense. Charles
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jVIartel dispatclied n courier to Gregory, to announce to liim the victory of

the Christian army, which the papal nuncios, previous to the battle, had so

much encouraged, by the distribution of sacred badges, blessed by the pope

upon the altar of Saint Peter.

In all the temples of Italy and France, thanks were offered up to God.

The nuncios retiirned to Rome laden with presents, and empowered to make

known to aU the adversaries of Gregory, that Charles Martel, his son, and

the defender of Christendom, himself notably the object of God's benev-

olence, would never suffer that even the shghtest insult should, with im-

punity, be offered to God's vicar on earth. The emperors of the East must

learn that another empii*e was about to be estabhshed in Europe ; and the

Lombards perceived that they must show great respect to the new power

that had sprung up in front of them.

"We have seen God's protection in the battle given to Maxentius by Con-

stantine. We see it now croMTi the heroism of Martel, fighting with the

blessing of Gregory III. ; after Yalette's heroic defence of Malta, we shall

behold the lesson given the Turks at Lepanto ; and still later, the great

Sobieski dehver Vienna from the Vizer of Mahomet TV.

In 739, the pope confirmed the institution of four bishoprics, those \az., of

Salzbourg, Freisingen, Ratisbon, and Passaw, which had been made in

Bavaria, by Saint Boniface, apostohc legate, and aj^ostle of Germany.

Gregory ordered the monks of Monte Casino to recite, in addition to the

di%'ine office, that of the Blessed Virgin. Urban II. imposed the same obli-

gation iipou all priests, on occasion of the first crusade. In the time of

Gregory III., the regionary-cardinals had been increased in number from

seven to fourteen, and he, further, created four, who were called Palatines,

and whose duty was to assist the pope during his celebration of the office.

But the institution of those four deacons did not long subsist in the Roman
Church ; they were subsequently created priests. The number of fourteen

deacons subsequently varied according to the pope's pleasure, up to the

papacy of Sixtus V. That pope definitively settled that the number should

never exceed fourteen, which is that at present.

Gregory governed the Church ten years, eight months, and ten daj-s.

He was one of the most learned men of his time, and gifted with a prodigi-

ous memory. He knew all the Psalms by heart ; he showed himself es-

pecially prudent in affairs of importance, and like Saint Gregory the Great,

showed great interest with respect to those in slavery.

In three ordinations in the month of December, he created eight}' bishops,

twenty-four priests, and three deacons. He died on the 27th of November,

741. The Holy See was vacant only two days, the right of election, Avithout

waiting for the confirmation by the exarch of Ravenna, being now fuUy estab-

lished.
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There are seven letters of this pope in Labbe's Collection of the ConncUs^

Vol. rV,, and Baluze has inserted one of them in the appendix to the trea-

tise De Primatihus, by Peter de Marca.

92. ST. ZACHARY— A. d. 741.

HIS pope, son of Polycronius, a native of S}Tia,

canon regular, then a Benedictine monk, was created

cardinal-priest by Gregory III. Others say that he

belonged to the Pontina family of San Severino, in

Calabria, and was the fourth Neapolitan pope.

He was elected j)ontiff on the 30th of Isovember,

741. As we have seen at the close of the reign of

Gregory H., the consent of the exarch of Ravenna

was not waited, and the consecration of the pontiff

took place without that formaHty, w^hich, thenceforward was totahy

abohshed.

Saint Zachary confirmed the erection of three bishoprics, estabhshed in

Germany by Saint Boniface ; subsequently he confirmed the archbishopric

of Mayence, to which the same Saint Boniface gave as suffragans the bishops

of Langres, of Cologne, of Worms, of Spire, and of Strasbourg.

For nearly two years the Lombards had occupied four towns of the papal

States, Orta, Ameha, Bomazzo and Bieda. Poj^e Zachary went to Terni, to

have a meeting with King Luitprand, still alarmed by the victories of

Charles Martel, and the pope did not return to Rome until he had obtained

the restitution of these towns, one after the other, and even of some pro-

vinces also, including Sabina, which, thirty years previously had been wrested

from Pope Constantine.

In 743, Zachary, leaving the government of Rome to Stephen, patrician

and duke, named by the Holy See, made a journey to Ravenna, again to

resist the attacks of the heutenants of Luitprand. From Ravenna he

proceeded to -vasit King Luitpraud himself, at Pavia. The king could not

resist the eloquence and the energetic representations of the pope, who

reproached him with the violation of his promises made after the battle of

Poiters, with a continual breach of faith, and T\dth impious and sacrilegious

conduct. Luitpraud was convinced, and immediately restored all the

usurped territories. After the death of Liaitpraud, Rachis, duke of Forli,

succeeded to the Lombard throne, and Zachary proceeded to visit that

prince at Perugia, to induce him to raise his siege of that city. The Ian-
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guage of the pope was so persuasive that the prince not only desisted

from his projects, but also abdicated his throne in favor of his brother, find

retired into the monastery of Monte Casino. Zachary exempted that

monastery from the jurisdiction of the bishops, rendering it subject onl^^ to

the authority of the Holy See. We have seen the holy and admirable

union which was established between Gregory II., Gregory III., and

Charles Martel. It -wall astonish no one, therefore, that Zachary was warmly

attached to the son of the conqueror of the Saracens, the son of that great

man who hui'led them fi-om France, and thus saved that kingdom from

contact with the pestiferous errors of Mahometanism.

Boniface consulted Zachary with the most entire confidence. Sometimes

in Germany, priests who were rather illiterate, administered baptism in

terms that were not correct, and Boniface cited some examples. Zachary

rephed that the baptism should be deemed valid even when the priest had

said words so informal and senseless as BapHzo te in nomine pateia, et Filia,

et Spiritus Sanda. The pope also ordered that the priests could not celebrate

the holy mysteries while leaning on a stick or having the head covered ; and

he commanded that churchmen should never appear in the street without

the habit commonly called a soutan.*

In 745, Zachary forbade names to be given to any of the angels, except

Michael, Gabriel, and Baphael. On the authority of some illuminated

manuscripts, it has been maintained that four other angels were invoked

—

Uriel, Saltiel, Geudiel, and Barachiel. But the invocation of these four

names was subsequently deemed to be a remnant of the superstition of the

BasUians. The same prohibition appears in the acts of the Synods of

Orleans and Laodicea, and in the Capitularies of Charlemagne, (Book i.,

chap. 16.)

Saint Boniface, in his intimate correspondence Avdth the pope, complained

that one of the German clergy, named Yirgilius, endeavored to create a

variance between him and Odilo, duke of Bavaria ; and that this priest

moreover taught many errors, especially these : That tJicre loas another world,

other men under the earth, another sun, and another moon. Zachary ordered him

to reprimand VirgOiuSjf and asked Odilo to send him to Home to have his

* Bury (Notitia, p. 59G) notes having read in the canonical statutes these words explaining

the length of this garment :
" Vestementa nostra terrain tangent, non verrant. Let our vest-

ments touch, not sweep the ground."

f Virgilius, born in Ireland, labored on the German missions, under the jurisdiction of Saint

Boniface ; but with Lidonius, another priest, greatly tried tho patience of the Holy Legate. If

Virgilius embraced the opinion that men existed under the earth, not of Adam's race, nor ran-

somed by Christ, he apparently recanted, or else Boniface was in error, for Virgilius was subse-

quently bishop of Salzbourg. He had, too, differed with Boniface in regard to the validity of tho

baptism by the ignorant priests Boniface lield it invalid, but Po-pe Zachary ajnfirnicd the

oj.inion of Virgilius. [This matter will be found fully treated in Moore's History of Ireland.
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doctrine examined. Modern writers err in sa}'ing that Zacliary coi.demned

the opinion of the antipodes. He had in view only certain heretics wiio

maintained the existence of a race of men not descended from Adam, and

not ransomed by Christ.

Zachary set free many slaves whom the Venetian merchants would have

taken to Africa, to sell them to the infidels. The Venetians appeared to de-

part from the system of moderation which had led them to be contented with

a wise mode of internal administration under the protection of the pontiffs.

The ambition of wealth made some merchants of that city desire to push

their commercial relations to distant parts at all risks. But commerce is

not like industry : if in many points it shows egotism, or tempers this defect

by a national and patriotic spirit, that exciTses it. The commerce of the

Venetians showed itself from the first, what it is too frequently everywhere,

absolutely cosmoj)olitan, and without respect for rehgion, and one of its

noblest doctrines, that which condemns slavery. Zachary for a moment

arrested this scandal.

Zachary has left Letters, some Decrees, a translation from the Latin into the

Greek of the Dialogues of Saint Gregory. The finest and fiillest edition of this

last-named work is that of Canisius, which has important notes.

Saint Zachary governed the Church ten years, three months, and a few

days. In three ordinations, he created eighty-five bishops, thirty priests,

and five deacons. He died on the 14th of March, 752, and was buried at

the Vatican on the following day.

Anastasius the Librarian praises this pope for great affability, and for

moderation, piety, and a spirit of compassion and forgiveness.

The Holy See was vacant twelve days, if we take no account of the next

Papal reign of only two days.

Butler, in his Life of Saint Boniface, admits the error of the English saint. The Irish, far in

advance of their age in mathematics, were misunderstood in some of their views, and their sup-

posed error in regard to Easter was probably only their exactness in calculating, making the

allowance, which centuries later was introduced by Pope Gregory.]
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93. STEPIIEISr IL— A. d. 752.

> N the 27tli of March, 752, Stephen, a Eoman cardinal-

:>: priest of Saint Chrysogonns, was elected pontiff;

but two days after he died of apoplexy. Many
writers, on the gi'ound that though elected he was

not consecrated, will not admit that he was pope.

Bnry is not of their opinion, and, in his nomencla-

ture, includes the name of Stephen H. Monsiguor

Borgia, afterwards cardinal, follows Francis Vettori

in holding that Stephen was pope, and should be considered as such.

FeUer, in his Dictionary, and the editor of the Biograpkie UniverseUe, do

not reckon Stephen II. among the popes, but I think eiToneously ; and No-

vaes, by omitting him, is obhged to alter the numbering of all the popes of

the name. By not departing from Roman opinions, I consider myself always

in the correct way.

94. STEPHEN" III—A. D. 752.

T is supposed that Stephen III., a canon regular,

and afterwards created cardinal-deacon by Saint

Zachary, was of the Orsini family. He was a

Eoman, and son of Constantine. He was elected

pope on the 30th of March, 752.

Stephen, being imable to put a stop to the

incursions of Astulphus, king of the Lombards,

resolved to ask the aid of Pepin, son of Charles

Martel. Stephen had before this implored the

assistance of the Emperor Constantine Copronymus. That prince, involved

in wars which he beHeved hkely to be prosperous, advised Stephen to lay

before Pepin the misfortunes of the Church. The pope determined to

go to France. Pepin, in order to be agreeable to the pontiff, sent three

successive embassies to Astulphus. That prince haughtily persisted in his

refusals, and Pepin at length resolved to march upon Pavia.

On the 20th of July, 746, Pepin had been crowned king of the French by
13
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Saint Zachary, with liis son Charles, and afterwards known as Charlemagne,

and all three, and their successors, were at the same time declared Bomau
patricians, and protectors and defenders of the Holy Apostolic See.

When the troops of Pepin were haK way towards the Alps, he again sent

ambassadors ; Pepin did this at the sohcitation of the pope, who wished to

avoid the shedding of blood. Astulphus rephed only b}" threats. Pepin,

unwiUing that a king of France should be insulted, crossed the Alps, besieged

the prince in Pavia, and made him promise to restore Eavenna. Astulphus

broke this last promise once, but was at lengih obhged to yield. Pepin, on

giving to the pope the recovered provinces, augmented the principality of

the Koman pontiff. From that time the popes, not as mere proprietors, but

as sovereigns, organized an imdisputed administration, and were invested

with full power, as to civil affairs, alike for the exarchate and for the city of

Eome. Besides the towns of the Emihan province, Anastasius counts

twenty-two others in the donation of Pepin.

These cities are : Bavenna, Bimini, Pesaro, Fano, Cesena, Sinigagha, lesi,

Forhmpopoh, Forh, Castrocaro, Monte Feltro, Averagro, Nocera, Serra-

valle, San Marino, Bobbio, Urbino, Cagli, Luculh, Gubbio, Comacchio, and*

Narni.

It is also to be noticed, that this donation of Pepin's was a pure restitution

of portions of the pontifical domain. So that the principahty of the Church

was not then, in the proper sense of the word, instituted, but extended and

considerably increased.

Stephen, having received the restitution of this domain, granted the

administration of Bavenna to the archbishop and tribunes of the city, and

the archbishop even took the name of exarch, but in quahty of a subject of

the Church.

King Astulphus dying in 756, the Holy Father aided, by means of the

French troops, in causing Desiderius, the ruler of some of the Lombards

in Tuscany, to be recognized as king of the whole nation. It had been

stipulated between the pope and Desiderius, that the latter should keep no

garrisons in the cities and towns given by Pepin, which Astulphus had

held.

Those cities and towns were Faenza, Imola, Ferrara, Osimo, Bavenna,

Umana, and Bologna. As the result of those arrangements, only Faenza and

the Duchy of Ferrara were restored to the pope. As to the remainder, Desi-

derius, having become peaceable king of the Lombards, broke his promise.

However, Stephen, never unmindful of the interests of the Church, con-

demned the Conciliahula, held at Constantinople by Constantine Copronymus,

in which was renewed an order to destroy the holy images, and he endeav-

ored to bring that emperor to a reconciliation, which was desired by the

whole Church, even at Byzantium. Some authors have blamed the dona-
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tion made bj King Pepin. Fleiiry* blames the pope for emplo}dng reh'gioHS

motives in an affair of state. But, icere the deliverance of the pope when

oppressed by Astulphus, and that of the Church upon which the Lombards

had committed so many cruelties and so many profanations

—

icere these de-

liverances an affair of state ? And is it to be said that these deliverances

by Pepin were meritorious before God ? As for the donation made by Pepin

to the Holy See, Fleury confesses, that now especiall}^ it is of the great-

est importance to the weal of the Church. As long as the Eoman empire

existed, it contained within its vast extent almost the whole of Christendom
;

but since Europe has been divided into numerous independent principahties

and powers, had the pope been subject to any one of them, it might be

apprehended that the others would be disinclined to recognize him as the

common father. Consequently schisms would be frequent. We may, there-

fore, say, that it is providential that the pope is independent and master of

a civil state sufficiently powerful not to be easily oppressed by the other

sovereigns, in order that he should be the more free in the exercise of his

spiritual power, and the more easily direct other bishops.

The great Saint Leo and Bossuet have also used that argument with the

genius peculiar to them.

Even before Stephen became pope, he was so much beloved by the Eo-

man people that when his election became known they carried him on their

shoulders to the Basilica of Saint John Lateran. Thence, at a later

date, originated the use of the sedia gestatoria, which still exists, and which

gives to the pomps of Rome an air of magnificence unequaled at the court

of anv other sovereign.

Stephen TH. governed the Church five years and twenty days. Li one

ordination, in the month of March, he created four bishops (Natalis Alex-

ander says twenty), two priests, and two deacons. This pope died on the

27th April, 757. He was interred in the Vatican. The Holy See was vacant

thirty-five days.

* Fleury, ix., p. 338.
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95. ST. PAUL L— A. D. 757.

:^vte^

AINT PAUL I., created cardinal-deacon, was a Eo-
nian, and brother of the preceding pope; this ex-

ample of brother succeeding brother in the chair of

Saint Peter was repeated in the eleyenth century by
the brothers John XIX. and Benedict VIII. Paul

I. was consecrated pope on the 29th March, 757. As
soon as he was elected, and even before he was con-

secrated, he wrote a letter* to Pepin, king of the

French, begging him to continue his protection to the Romans. In the

fourth year of his pontificate he wrote another letter to the same prince,

conjuring him to compel Desiderius to restore aU the Church patrimony and

all the Church's rights in various places, which property and rights Deside-

rius withheld.

In 761, the Holy Father founded in his own paternal house the monastery

and church of Saints Stephen and Sylvester. He transported thither the

bodies of those saints, endowed the institution ricldy, and gave it to the

Greek monks that they might celebrate the office there according to their

ritual. Subsequently the monastery belonged to the nuns of Saint Clare.

The pope also removed into the church the body of St. Petronilla, and other

bodies of martyrs that had lain scattered in the ancient cemeteries since

the invasions of the Lombards. Saint Paul received fi*om Pepin the cloth

on which the king's daughter GiseUa had been laid after her baptism. It

appears that Pepin had asked the pope for some books, and his HoHness

rephed that he sent as many as he could find. " Who," exclaims Tirabosci,

" would not expect to see an ample catalogue of books, a present worthy of

the pope sending and the king receiving it?" Well, this great treasure

consisted of an Antiphonary (a church-book in which portions of the office

are arranged with notes for plain singing), Aristotle's Logic, the books of

Saint Dionysius the Areopagite, with a small number of other books.t

* This letter is the first in Labbe, Cone, vol. vi., p. 1675. It is the thirteenth in the Codex

Carolini, that is to say, in the collection, made by order of Charlemagne, of ninety-nine letters of

the pontiffs Gregory III , Zachary, Stephen III., Paul I., Stephen IV., Adrian I., and the anti-

pope Constantino, written to Charles Martel, to Pepin, to Carloman, and to Charlemagne, relat-

ing to the temporalities of the Holy See. This Codex was published at Ingolstadt by Father

James Gretser, to confound the calumnies of the Centuriators of Magdeburg in relation to the

temporalities of the Roman pontiffs.

f Cenni, in the Codex Ccbrolini, vol. i., p. 148.
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At tlie same time, Saint Paul urged Pepin to introduce >the Roman chant

into his kingdom.

Nor did the pope spare any pains towards effecting the conversion of the

emperor of the East, Constantine Copronymus, exhorting him to abandon

the heresy of the Iconochxsts. The pope sent him legates charged with the

duty of bringing the emperor back to the Catholic worship, and the vener-

ation of the sacred images.* But Constantine, still obstinate in his error,

despised the paternal observations of the pope, and treated with inhuman-

ity and violence the legates sent to Constantinople. All the questions dis-

cussed in councils were not within the capacity of the common people, but

all understood the blows of axes aimed at statues, and the most learned

and the most ignorant were alike judges. Sufficient notice has not

been bestowed upon the part that Italy reserved for herself in that

quarrel about the images. To take away from the people those rehgious

pleasures,! which sculpture and painting presented for their gaze in the

temples, and on the public places, was to wound them in the most sensitive

portion of their pious feelings. Images copied from nature, that great and

inexhaustible master of arts, speak at once to the heart and to the mind,

nurture tenderness, revive gratitude, strengthen admiration, and produce

sentiments analogous to the quahties of the objects represented, and trans-

port the soul beyond itself. How, then, must not religion, in a pecuHar

manner, welcome the veneration of images ; demanding, as rehgion does,

more of effort and sacrifice than ordinary human virtue is equal to, and re-

quiring the means of visibly representing to the faithful the hkeness of the

heroes of Christianity, who sacrifice all the pleasures of this world, and even

hfe itself, for the hope of celestial joys. And how much must not the sight

of the images animate the Cathohcs to a burning zeal, and still urge them

to conjure the holy personages to inspire them with strength to foUow their

examples, and to obtain from God the assistance of his grace, and the

pardon of the faults that repentance extenuates ! If, notwithstanding the

precepts of the sound doctrine explained by the Church, ignorance and

fraud have introduced some superstitious idea to alter its purity, was that a

reason for abohshing a received, popular, reasonable, and consoling institu-

tion, t

" How many examples of maternal tenderness," said a learned Roman
priest, " have there not been given by the sight of a Virgin holding her

child in her arms ! That * glory' that surrounds the head of a saint, is it

not the supernatural illustration that every Catholic should endeavor to ac-

quire ? And the palm of mart}Tdom that a saint clasps in her joyous hand,

* Novaes, ii. p. 83. f Caesarotti, p. 225.

t See the Bpicilegium of the Cardinal Mai, Vol. vi., preface, pp. 15-16.
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joyous, though still showing marks of the torture, does it not more effectively

than any discourse, explain the august reward that heaven in anticipation

sends down to earth?"

In the collection of Gretser there are twenty-two letters of Saint Paul.

This pope governed the Church ten years and one month, with great wis-

dom and prudence.

In one ordination he created three bishops, twelve priests, and two dea-

cons.

He died on the 28th of June, 767, and was the first who was interred in

Saint Paul, beyond the walls. A few months afterwards his body was re-

moved to Saint Peter's, and placed near the great altar.

A short time before the death of Saint Paul, an antipope, named Con-

stantine, made his appearance ; he had been elected by the influence of his

brother Toton, duke of Nepi.

At evening, Constantine was only a layman ; he caused himself to be niade

deacon, disdained to be made priest, had himself ordained bishop, by George,

bishop of Palestrina, and then he was crowned by the same George, assisted

by Eustasius, and Citonatus, bishops of Albano and Porto. Shortly after,

his father having been killed, Constantine was confined in a monastery.

During his intrusion, he created eight bishops, eight priests, and four deacons.

After him,,in 768, appeared another antipope, monk-abbot of Saint Vito,

and cardinal-priest ; but on the very day of his attempting the intrusion he

was repulsed, and sent back to his monastery.

96. STEPHEN IV.— A. D. 768,

)l
ANON EEGULAR of Samt John Lateran, then

a religious in the monastery of Saint Chrysogonus,

had been employed by four of his predecessors in

the papacy, and became cardinal-priest. He was

l:p\ a Sicilian, and the son of Ohva. He was elected

pope on the 5th, and consecrated on the 7th of

August, 768.

In the folloAving year, in a council held in the

month of April, in Saint John Lateran, it was decided that no one

should be promoted to the pontificate, unless he had previously been

ordained priest or deacon. That measure was advised and adopted on

accoimt of the pretension of the Antipope Constantine. In that council
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ConstantiuG was treated with gi-eat severity. The populace were exceed-

ingly excited against that intruder Avho, in a riot, was deprived of sight in

the midst of a great fury Avhicli Stephen could not allay, as he was not yet

promoted. Certainly the disposition of Stephen warrants us in believing

that if Constantine could have appealed to a true pontifical power, he would

not have suffered the cruel treatment that he could not escape.*

In 769, Desiderius, king of the Lombards, under the pretext of venerating

the tomb of the apostles, went to Rome. There that evil prince caused

many Roman nobles to be arrested, and following the ferocious example

given by the populace, he had them deprived of sight, apparently to revenge

Constantine.

Not contented with that reprisal, which is only too consonant with the fe-

rocity of the time, he in\dted the pope to confer with him upon very serious

business. ^Tien the pope comj^Hed with that invitation, Desiderius ordered

him to be confined, with the intention of having him put to death, which

crime would have been committed had not two faithful ecclesiastics, Chris-

topher and Sergius, courageously opposed it. That fact is proved by a

letter of Adrian I., who reproaches Desiderius with his iniquitous and feroci-

ous conduct towards Adrian's predecessor, Stephen.

The courage of the two priests was not long left unrewarded, as noble and

virtuous actions were rewarded at that time. Desiderius had both the

priests deprived of their eyes.

In 770, Bertrade, widow of King Pepin, visited Italy, and was received

at Pavia with great magnificence by Bang Desiderius, who designed to sow

discord between the pope and the king of the French, persuaded as he was

that by that means he could manage the affairs of Italy to his own liking.

Marriage was proposed to the queen between her daughter Gisella and

Adelgise, son of Desiderius, and between a daughter of his and a son of

Queen Bertrade. The latter inconsiderately consented to both marriages

;

but as soon as Stephen was made aware of the project, he opposed it

with the whole weight of the apostolic authority.

In a letter* addressed to Charlemagne, and to Carloman, Stephen exhorted

them not to repudiate their wives ia order to marry other princesses, con-

trary to the laws of the Church. Ho advised the princes not to attach

themselves so closely to a king who on many points was an enemy to the

Cathohc religion. He also recommended them to follow the example of

* The acts of the council here spoken of were found in an ancient MS. of the capitulary arcli-

ives of Verona, and carried to Rome by the father Bianchini. They were published, for the first

time, and learnedly iUustratrd by the Abbe Gaetan Cenni, under the title of " Concilium Later-

aneitM Stefani III.,—it should be Htefani IV., (year 749, Rorat—printed at the Vatican, 1731

—

folio 17o7, 4to.) Cenni, in that work, illustrates, with an exquisite erudition, the ecclesiastical

diBcipline of thost- timi-s, and names the Sees of the bishops that took part in that council.

f Letter forty-five of the Codix Carotin.
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Pepin, who liad refused to give his daughter Gisella iu marriage to the Empe-
ror Constantine Copronymus, solely because that emperor was not strictly in

the Roman communion. The Holy Father, after lapng the letter upon

the confessional of Saint Peter, and upon the altar upon which he had

celebrated the Mass, took the letter again with solemnity, and dispatched

it to the princes by liis legates, Peter, a pi'iest, and Pamphilus, regionary

defender. He ordered them to be energetic in urging the tenor of his

remonstrance, which terminated by these emphatic words :
" If any one

shall venture to do aught in opposition to this letter, let him learn that,

in addition to the authority of the blessed Apostle Peter, the tie of excom-

munication is bound around him, that he is excluded from the kingdom of

God, and condemned to groan in eternal fire, in company with demons

and others of the impious.*

This formula, with slight differences, has become famUiar to the Roman
pontiffs, to show their supreme authority over all the faithful in this life,

and show them what they have to fear in the next.

Unfortunately, Charles, despising these entreaties and threats, although

he was already married to another princess, married the daughter of King

Desiderius, but after a year repudiated her, to marry Indelgarde, a prin-

cess of the Suabian race.

Stephen governed the Church three years, five months, and about

twenty-seven days. In one ordination he created several bishops, five

priests, and four deacons. He died on the 1st of February, 772.

Anastasius says that this pope was very learned in the Holy Scriptures,

and thoroughly acquainted with ecclesiastical traditions.

His name occurs in some martyrologies, with the title of saint. He was

interred at the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant seven days.

After relating the chief events of this reign, Platina gives way to a sort of

Dantesque imprecation on the clergy and cardinals of his own time. This

diatribe is out of place. Some things were doubtless to blame, but are we

to look lor the triumph of ecclesiastical discipline in 772 ? Platina here

loses bj- unseasonable exaggeration the confidence which he often inspires.

* Novaes.
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97. ADRIAjN^ L— a. d. 772.

DRIAN I., clerk, notary, regionaiy, and then cardi-

nal-deacon, was a Roman, son of Theodore, and

belonged to the noble family of Colonna. He was

elected pope on the 9th of February, 772. This

llJ
pontiff, notwithstanding the rudeness of the time,

^^ was endowed with a merit which enhanced the

effect of the beauty of his person. His principle

was that great point of ancient disciphne, forgive-

ness of the guilty. He was always desirous of saving hfe, in order to give

time for repentance. Under his authority, no prisoner ever suffered tor-

ture. He set at hberty some Roman nobles accused of various offences.

On that subject, Anastasius and De Marca repeat that at that time the

popes exercised full power in civil affairs, unless when they were hindered

by popular seditions.

Desiderius, king of the Lombards, intended to seize upon Rome and expel

the pope, who applied to Charlemagne. That victorious and pious prmce

besieged Desiderius in Pavia, in 773, made him prisoner, sent him to the

monastery of Corbie, in France, and put an end to the authority of the

Lombards.

The Lombard kingdom had existed two hunded and six years. The name

of Lombards, however, was not extinct ^\ath their princes. Not only did

they remain on the lands which the Lombards had possessed in the envi-

rons of the Po, but the dukes of Benevento gave the name of Lombardy to

the lands over which they had dominion. In this revolution, the Greek

emperors entirely lost the hope which till then they had cherished of recov-

ering the exarchate and the pentapolis.

Li 773, Charles gave the fine domain of the Duchy of Benevento to the

Holy See.

In 781, Adrian baptized Pepin, son of Charlemagne, and anointed him as

king of Italy. He also crowned another of Charles's sons, Louis, as king of

Aquitaine. Adrian ordered that the pontiffs should put up prayers for the

kings of France in the pontifical high Mass that is celebrated at the begin-

ning of Lent. This order was obeyed in other CathoHc kingdoms by the

priests, who were subjects of those kingdoms.

Adrian received Charlemagne at Rome three times. The first time in

773, the king having gone to celebrate Easter at Rome ; the second time in
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781, when he %dsited Eome in company with his wife, and his son Pepin

;

and the third time in 787, when he went to repress the arrogance of Arigisa,

duke of Benevento, who had revolted against the Holy See.

In aU those expeditions, the principal object of Charles was to defend the

domains of the Church, which had been given by King Pepin, and increased

by Charles himself, the pious donor of the territory of Sabina, and of the

duchies of Spoleto and Benevento.

Adrian having, by the zeal of Constantino VI. and his mother Irene,

obtained peace with the Eastern Church, resolved to assemble the third

general council, for the putting down of the Iconoclasts. The council com-

menced its session in 786, and was transferred to Nice in 787. It was

attended by three hundred and fifty bishops. They established the venera-

tion of images, and to the symbol of the faith they added these words : Qui

a patrefilioque procedit—luho proceedeth from the Father and the Son.

In the council that was celebrated at Frankfort in 794, Pehx, bishop of

Urgel, in Catalonia, and Elipand, archbishop of Toledo, were condemned

for not admitting the veneration of images, and for maintaining that Christ

was only the adoptive son of God.

The reign of Adiian was longer than that of any pope, from Saint Peter.

He reigned twenty-three years, ten months, and seventeen days.

In two ordinations he created one hundred and eighty-five bishops, twenty-

four priests, and seven deacons. He was so charitable, that he everywhere

increased the revenues of the poor, and he was so magnificent, that upon

the church of the Vatican alone he expended two thousand five hundred

and eighty pounds of gold, and nine hundred and seven pounds of silver.

He expended nearly as much upon the ornamenting of Saint Paul, outside

the waUs. This illustrious benefactor devoted eleven hundred pounds of

gold to the rebuilding of the walls of the city, and an immense sum to

defray the expense of repairing the Basilica and churches. He died on the

25th of December, 795, and was buried in the Vatican. On his tomb was

placed an inscription of nineteen couplets, said to have been composed by

Charlemagne,^' who wept bitterly on the death of the pope, whom he had

always looked upon as a father.!

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

* The inscription is given by Pagi, Father Jacob, and Fabricius.

f The following are four verses of the inscription ; they are supposed -to be spoken by Charl*

magne.

"Nomina junge simul titulis, clarissima nostra;

Hadrianus, Carolus, rex ego, tuque pater.

Quiquis legas versus, devoto pectore supples,

Amborum mitis, die, miserere Deus."
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98. ST. LEO III.— A. D. 795,

W" ROMAN, son of Asupius, was at first canon of

Saint John Lateran, and then, if we may rely upon

Chacon, a Benedictine monk. Modern critics afiirm

that in his youth Leo Hved in the pontifical palace,

for the purpose of being especially instructed in

the sciences and pohte literature ; subsequently,

'ifflS he was made subdeacon, then deacon, and at length

> raised to the dignity of cardinal-priest of Saint

Susanna, Unanimously elected poi:)e on the 26th of December, he was con-

secrated on the following day, and, after his consecration, crowned upon

the lower steps of the Vatican Basihca.*

This pontiff was sohcited by Charlemagne to confirm to him the title of

Boman Patrician, which had been conferred upon him by Stephen III., and

which imposed upon him the obligation to defend the Church. Leo sent to

him the keys of Saint Peter, and the standard of Eome. Bellarmine and

Baronius maintain that those " keys" were no other than boxes filled with

rehcs. Andi-ew Vittorelht thinks that they were the actual keys with Avhich

the gates of the Vatican Basilica were locked and unlocked.
:t

Novaes adds—" Protestants assert that by those keys and that stand-

ard of Eome the pontiff meant to put Charles in possession of the Church

and city of Rome, but that conjecture is refuted by Bzovius."

That wTiter expresses his wonder that the innovators could be ignorant of

the fact that in those times it was the custom to present those keys as a

token of devotion, not only to the emperors, but also to other princes who

made no claim of right over the Roman Church.

It is certain that the custom of sending boxes in the form of keys, and

containing rehcs, dates from Saint Gregory, who sent such to King Childe-

bert (book v., letter 6j, and to Reccared, king of Spain (book vii., letter

727). Saint Gregory the Great assuredly did not intend to recognize those

princes as his suzerains ! TJie " keys" sent to Charles Martel had the

same form as those sent by Saint Gregory, and were sent with the same

intention. They might be a kind of symbol to recall the tomb of Sauit

* Novaes, ii., p. 95. Cancellieri (History of the Poaaesin : Rome, 1802) begins his account ol

the Pomem, formerly called Froceaai, or Processioni, from this date,

f In addit. to Ciacconium's (Cliacon'si Life of Siiint Leo III.

X Novaes, ii., note, (i. DG. HUL dcs Pont., vol. i.
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Peter. Gregory VII., in 1079, sent a similar "key" to Alphonso, king of

Castile (book vii., letter 1). Finally, Cenni thus sums up :
" Sovereign

princes never received from the pontiffs any other sort of keys ; and to

doubt that, is like doubting the light of the sun."

In 799 a plot was set on foot at Rome for the assassination of Saint Leo.

In fact, at the moment when he went forth from the palace to head the pro-

cession on Saint Mark's Day, Pascal, the primate, and Campolo, chaplain of

the Eoman Church, each angry that he had not succeeded his uncle Adrian,

sent armed men, who assaulted the pope, and endeavored to deprive him of

his eyes and tongue. Legends relate that they succeeded, but that, by a

miracle performed by Saint Peter and Saint Paul, Saint Leo was completely

cured. Novaes combats Fleury, who, in fact, relates the fact differently,*

and Novaes quotes the testimony of Pagi (Life of Leo IIL), of Anastasius

the Librarian, and especially of Alcuin, who explains the miracle in some
verses in the poem devoted to a description of the departure of Leo,

After recovering his health, Leo departed for France, whence he returned

to Rome, where he made a triumphal entry on Saint Andrew's Day, 29th of

November. On Christmas Day, a. d. 800, Leo anointed and croAvned

Charlemagne emperor of the Romans, and re-established in his favor the

Western empire, which had languished without a head during three hun-

dred and twenty-five years, from the death of the last Emperor Augustulus,

Charles, abandoning the title of Patrician, received that of Emperor and

Augustus.

In " Italy," page 65, we read :
" The last year of the eighth century is the

epoch of a revolution the most important that had taken place in Europe

since the Roman sovereigns had removed the seat of empire to Constanti-

nople. The French monarch, the greatest prince that existed in the world,

illustrious alike as a warrior and a legislator, deprived the Greeks of the

last title of sovereignty that they possessed in Italy, and thus took away

from them forever that name of Romans, which they had persisted in using

in their treaties, and in the preamble of their decrees. Pope Saint Leo III.

then reigned. A conspiracy having been formed against him, he was on

the point of perishing, and went to Paderborn to entreat the succor of

Charlemagne, who proceeded to Rome. On Christmas Day, 800, while

Charles was at prayer at the confessional of Saint Peter, the pope, accom-

panied by the bishops, priests, and French and Roman lords, approached

him, and placed upon his head a golden crown, and aU the people exclaimed,

Victory and long life to Charles the most pious, Augustus great and pacific,

w/om God croivneth.f

* Fleury, x., page 19, line 31.

f This interventioD of the people may excite surprise, but, on referring back to our life of Pope
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The pope then anointed Charles with holy oil. All authors agree in

saying that Charles then pronounced the oath taken by his successors after

him :
" I, emperor, promise in the name of Jesus Christ, before God and the

Apostle Saint Peter, that I will protect and defend the holy Koman Church

against all, as far as God gives me strength and power."

The festivities lasted far through January.

But what had been the moment chosen by Rome to accomplish so deci-

sive a revolution, thus to establish the independence of the Holy See?

That when a woman reigned, an Empress Irene. This princess, born in

Athens, of such rare beauty, that to see her was to admire, offered a con-

trast of good qualities and barbarous inclinations. Ascending the throne in

780 with her son Constantino YI., she at first renounced the persecution

against the Iconoclasts, This condescension to the Moslem did not avail

the Greeks of New Home, whom the Saracens were bent on expelling from

Byzantium. Ii-ene, subsequently, jealous of her son, put him to death, to

be sole monarch. The details of Constantine's death are fearful : his eyes

were torn out with such violence that he died. The news of this crime had

just reached Rome, where it excited general indignation, except amongst

those who had conspired and endeavored to assassinate Leo.

It is also said that many of the Roman enemies of the Holy See

endeavored to effect a matrimonial alliance between Irene and Charle-

magne ; but that princess, married to Leo Chazares in 769, was forty-six

years old, and could not expect to bear issue. Hence, many authors,

amongst others M. de Saint Martin, regarded the supposition as a fable.

Rome, rejecting on the one hand the authority of this cruel princess, this

empress almost powerless abroad, who, perhaps, merely affected religious

sentiments ; and on the other hand by adopting Charlemagne, magnanimous

and beneficent, commanding a people composed of the noble adversaries of

Caesar in Gaul, and the bravest colonies from Germany, still proud of the

victory of Poitiers ; Rome well knew the interests of Italy, and paid a most

striking homage to public morality. All was great, true, just, admirable,

able, in this sublime change. The Roman court granted a glorious title to

the valor of Charles ; he lavished conquests, and loaded with presents the

Vicar of Jesus Christ.*

Above all, God cemented the strength of his Church, and recompensed

the conquerors of those ignorant sectaries of the Arabian impostor.

A frightful earthquake, in 8G1, ruined several towTis in Italy, and espe-

Hyginus, page 31, it will bo seen that they had long since been authorized to assist in the elec-

tion of the popr-s. Might thr-y not also assist in the solemn scene described above?
* Gibbon, though inclined to blame th« popes, yet says, with reference to these donations

—

" In strict lawfulness, every one may, without ofiFence, accept of that which is given ^vithout

injustice."
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daily the Basilica of Saint Paul beyond tlie walls. After having ordered it

to be rebuilt, the pope ordered that during the three days preceding the

Feast of the Ascension, the litany should be chanted in solemn proces-

sion, as, on the same motive. Saint Mamertus, bishop of Vienne, had estab-

Hshed in France the institution and rite of the Bogations.*

Saint Leo III. was a patron of the fine arts. He adorned Borne with

sculptures and pamtings ; and, according to Muratori, he had paintings on

glass placed in the windows of several churches.

To show the purity of his Catholic faith, he placed in the Vatican Basihca

two silver tables of the weight of ninety-four pounds. Upon one of them,

the Nicene or Constantinopohtan Creed, was written in the Greek language,

and upon the other in Latin. Ui3on each of them the symbol was that

formed by the hundred and twenty Fathers of the Council of Constantinople.

Li 804 Saint Leo made a second journey to France, to celebrate Christ-

mas with the Emperor Charlemagne, who met His Holiness at Bheims.

Thence the two sovereigns passed into Germany.

Li 813 he estabhshed the Feast of the Assumption, which had been

celebrated as early as Sergius L, but had been allowed to fall into a kind of

disuse.

Although oppressed by infirmities, he had the habit of celebrating Mass

sometimes eight or nine times a day, a custom of many priests at that time,

but abolished by Pope Alexander II., the 158th pope.

Saint Leo III. governed the Church twenty years, five months, and six-

teen days.

In three ordinations he created twenty-six bishops, thirty priests, and ten

deacons. He died on the 11th of June, 816, leaving the reputation of a

pontiff, who was friendly to men of letters, and himseK learned, eloquent,

affable, mild, and generous. He was interred at the Vatican, and the con-

gregation of the rites subsequently caused his name to be placed in the

Roman martjTology. The Holy See remained vacant six days.

* In a note, Novaes says that the Rogations are called maggiori and minori. The greater Ro-

gations are made on St. Mark's Day ; the lesser on the three days before Ascension. The former

were instituted, or at least restored, by St. Gregory the Great, who speaks of them as a custom

known before his day. The Lesser Rogations were instituted by St. Mamertus, as it is stated

expressly in a sermon on the Rogations printed by John Gagnee, and reprinted by Menard in

his notes to the Sacramentary of St. Gregory. Sidonius ApoUinaris mentions them. Lib. vii..

Epis xiv.
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99. STEPHEN V.—a. d. 816.

TEPHEN Y., son of Julius Marinus, first a sub-

deacon and then deacon, under Leo III., was elected

pope on the 22d of June, 816. To prevent the con-

spii-acies that were forming against him, he made

the Eomans take the oath of fidehty to Louis, son

of Charlemagne, whom he then anointed, and

croA-vned "with a precious cro"WTi that he himself

took to Rheims. He also crowned the empress

Ermengarde, wife of Louis.*

Stephen founded the monastery of Saint Praxedes, in which he assem-

bled a congregation of Greek monks, who, according to their own ritual,

chanted and sang both by night and by day. That monastery now belongs

to the monks of Vallambrosa.

' He had scarcely returned to Rome from Eheims, when he died, on the

24th January, 817. He governed the Church a httle more than seven

months. In one ordination this pope created five bishops, nine priests, and

four deacons. He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained

vacant only one day.

Stephen V. had a high reputation for kindness and clemency. He had

been forced to leave Rome for Rheims to escape the machinations of wicked

men
;
yet his first act on approaching Louis was to ask him for the pardon

of the conspirators, whom the emperor had threatened to have removed to

France and punished.

Educated in the courts of Adi'ian and of Leo, he had acquired their

noble and distinguished manners, and to those advantages he joined a sweet

humihty, a virtue which recommended him even to those who tried to brave

his power.

Platina, in speaking of this reign, has much confusion as to date and

place. He speaks of the interview of Stephen and Louis as taking place

at Orleans. "We have seen that these sovereigns met at Rheims.

* See Duchesne, vol. ii., p. 278.
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100. ST. PASCAL L— A. d. 817.

^'l
,ASCAL I., Roman, son of Maximin Bonosus, was

a Benedictine monk, and abbot in the monastery

of Saint Stephen, near Saint Peter's, at Eome.

He was afterwards created cardinal-priest of Saint

Praxedes by Leo III,

Pascal was elected against his own wiU, on the

25th of January, 817.

On Easter Day, 823, he crowned the Emperor

Lothaire, eldest son of Louis the Pious, and temporarily granted him the

authority that the old emperors had exerted over the Romans, in order to

repress the audacity of those who conspired against the sovereign pontiffs.

The acts of the emperors of that time were admirable and generous in

giving the sovereignty of Rome to the popes ; and the foresight of the empe-

rors was no less salutary, which occasionally seemed to resume that authori-

ty, only the better ultimately to secure it to the successors of Saint Peter.

Under the pontificate of Pascal, Rome was torn by cruel factions, those

fatal consequences of anarchy, but the sacred robe was safely sheltered be-

neath the imperial sceptre.

This holy pontiff gave an asylum at Rome to the Greeks who had been

exiled by the Iconoclasts. He received from Louis the Pious, by means of

a diploma, which was the source of all the other imperial diplomas, a con-

firmation of the gifts and restitutions made by the emperor's predecessors

to the Holy See, and with tlie addition of Sicily and Sardinia. Pascal has

been reproached with want of firmness. At Rome there were two parties

hostile to the pope ; an imperial party which, ignorant of the beneficent

intentions of the emperor, seemed to demand the absolute authority of that

prince, and a Roman party which wanted an equally vague independence.

It was impossible but that amidst aU that disorder, lovers of order also

should be found, who demanded respect for the pontifical authority.

Abominable murders having been committed upon Theodore, primate,

and Leo, nomenclator, Pascal publicly manifested the horror with which

those crimes inspired him, and history assures us that he deplored them

with sincerity. Moreover, in this case, there was a denial of justice, which

paints those times in most odious colors. Some fiiends of Pascal were

against giving up the murderers to the Emperor Lothaire, that they might

be punished, because the murderers were of the family of Saint Peter, and

their victims had been guilty of high treason. Lothaire, after hearing
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the deputies of the pope, made no further inqumes, follo\\ang his natural

iuchnation to clemencv, a danfcerous and fatal virtue in troublous times.

Pascal, overwhelmed with cares and sorrow, did not long survive that

event.

This pope governed the Church seven years and seventeen days. In two

ordinations he created fifteen bishops, seven priests, and seven deacons.

He ilied on the 10th of February, 824.

He was interred at Saint Praxedes, in a tomb which he had himself

caused to be constructed. The Holy See remained vacant five days.

It is admitted that the principal clergy of Eome, who had called them-

selves cardinals long before the reign of Pascal, were publicly so entitled

under that pontiff. The word cardinals of the Church, means hinges of the

Church. They were at that time few in number. In 1277, under Nicholas

III., there were but seven ; under John XXII., in 1330, there were twenty

;

at the Council of Constance there were thirty-four. Leo X. added thirty-

one, making sixty-five in aU. Paul IV., in 1556, added five ; Sixtus Y., in

1586, considering that seventy was the number of the elders of Israel, ordered

that for the future that should be the fixed number, as it still remains.

Of the seventy, six have the title of cardinal-bishops, fifty have the title

of cardinal-priests, and fourteen have the title of cardinal-deacons. We
shall hereafter see how that wise order has been established.

101. EUGENE II.—A. D. 824

E have given a succinct but sufficient account of the

first one hundred popes. We shall continue our

task courageously, and we trust that our strength

will not fail us until we finish our holy undertaking.

Eugene II., a Roman, son of Bohemond, canon-

regular, and subsequently cardinal-priest of Saint

Sabinus, was elected pope on the 16th of February,

824. He paid great honors to Lothaire, son of Louis

the Pious, employed by his father to destroy the schism which had threat-

ened the Church at the moment of the election of Eugene. At this time,

too, Lothaire, in concert with the pope, published a law calculated to pre-

vent the disturbances that often occurred during the elections.* The impc-

* Part of this law is in Baroniua; it will be found complete in Lecompt. {Annal. Ecclea.

Francorum, 824, No. 12.)

14
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perial ambassadors were to be present on such occasions, that their author-

ity might put a stop to tumult. Some authors maintain that it is to this

ejDoch that is to be attributed the institution of a seminary for clerks, as the

result of a canon of the council which was then assembled at Eome. Various

authors also dispute respecting the question, whether it was Eugene who es-

tabHshed ordeal by cold water, as a test of the innocence of an accused

person. Mabillon (in Vet. Analect., p. 161) declares in the affirmative, and

relies on an ancient MS. of Kheims. NataUs Alexande:f is of the contrary

opinion (Hist. Ecdes. sucal. ix., cap. 2). Pagi, in his Breviarium Font. {Life

of Eugene, n. 75), is of Hke opinion with Mabillon, and endeavors to com-

bat four principal arguments adduced by Natahs Alexander. Van Espen does

not decide, but confines himself to sajdng that this, hke other v;ilgar tests,

was in use for several centuries. Christianus Lupus maintains that the

proof by the Eucharist is of very ancient use. We shall find Gregory VII.

proposing this proof to the King Henry IV. Du Cange, in his Glossary,

says that ordeal by cold water, one of the vulgar purgations called the

Judgment of God, consisted in this :
" The person accused of a crime was

plunged into the water : if he swam, he was declared guilty ; if he sank, he

was innocent." Novaes, in his turn, confines himself to noticing that that

custom was prohibited by Innocent III. in the Council of liateran. It is

delightful to see superstitions often thus solemnly destroyed by the popes.

Agobard, archbishop of Lyons, had previously written against the trials of

both fire and water. (See Papire, Mason, and Baluze.) Eeller (ii., 757)

says on this subject :
" One would have no very high opinion of the intellect

of Eugene, if it is true, as many authors affirm, that he established the

trial by cold water. Certain it is, that in those times the means of ascer-

taining the truth were so far fi-om enhghtened or secure, that one is tempted

to approve the recourse to supernatural means. Even now that our juris-

prudence is so proud of its enlightenment, the result of many trials, both

civil and criminal, is no more trustworthy than that of ordeal by cold water."

That whole judgment, as concerns both Pope Eugene and our modern

magistrates, is far too harsh. Eugene governed the Church three years,

some months, and a few days. His great charity obtained him the sur-

name of the Father of the Feople. He died on the 27th of August, 827, and

was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant four days.

According to Chacon, the election of Eugene was disturbed by the in-

trigues of an antipope named Sinsinius. However, no mention of that intru-

sion is made by Anastasius, by Martin Polonius, or by Platina. At. any

rate, it must have lasted only a few days.
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102. VALENTUVTE.— A. d. 827.

ALENTINE, a Eoman, son of Peter Leontius, of the

Rione de Via Lata, made cardinal-deacon by Pas-

cal I., was elected pope on the 1st September, 827.

It appears that he was consecrated without the

intervention of the authorities who represented

Lothaire, notwithstanding the law of which we
spoke in our sketch of this pope's immediate pre-

decessor. The ceremonials, as we have the details

from Mabillon, consisted in the consecration of the new pontiff at Saint

Peter's, the oblation of the sacrifice by the new pope, a banquet, and a dis-

tribution to the senate and people of presents which were vulgarly called

"preshyteries.

Valentine governed the Church forty days. This prince was worthy of a

longer pontificate, on account of his piety, his clemency, and his liberality.

He died on the 16th of October, 827, and was interred at the Vatican. The
Holy See remained vacant three days.

103. GREGORY IV.— a. d. 827.

REGOPiY IV., son of John, was a noble Roman,

who became a Benedictine monk, in the monastery

of Fossa NtiQva, at Terracina. Pascal I. had

created him cardinal-priest of Saint Mark. On
the 14th September, A. D. 827, he was elected pope

in spite of his warm refusal ; clergy, senate, and

people refusing to }neld to his unwillingness. He
himseK favored the delays made to his conse-

cration under pretext of waiting for the ambas-

sador of the emperor, Avho was to demand from the Romans whether

I

; the election had been regular. In the meantime the humble monk,

like his predecessor, Saint Gregory the Great, concealed himself in

an obscure place ; but he was discovered and conducted to the pontifical

throne, upon which he was placed almost by force.

V
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In tlie year 828, he rebuilt and walled in the to-R-n of Ostia, which from

his OAvn name he called Gregoriopolis ; his object was to prevent the

Saracens from continuing their inroads by ascending the Tiber, which falls

into the sea near that town.

It was dm-ing this pope's reign that the Venetians sent a vessel to Alexan-

dria furtively* to carry off the body of Saint Mark the evangehst, which

they transported into the ducal Basilica, erected in honor of the saint.

Subsequently to that event the poj)e restored at Rome the church of Saint

Mark, which had been his parish ; and he made rich presents to it, a holy

ciborium inclosed in a silver tabernacle. It was into this chxu'ch that the

pope transferred the body of Saint Hermes.

At the close of the year 828, the Emperor Louis held an assembly at

Aix-la-Chapelle, for an inquiry into the evils of the State, and the practi-

cable remedies for them. Vala, abbot of Corbie, venerable for age,

birth, and merit, spoke strongly, complaining that the ecclesiastical and

secular powers encroached upon each other. The emperor, he urged,

often quitted his own duties to interfere in affairs of rehgion, in which

he properly had no concern, and the bishops interfered in purely temporal

affairs. Goods consecrated to God were perverted into gifts to laymen.

To this the lay lords replied :
" The State is so weakened that it can no

longer subsist without the help of the goods and vassals of the Church."

" TeU me, I pray," rejoined Vala, " if any one has put my offering on the

altar, and another comes and takes it, how do you call the act ?" " A sacii-

lege," they replied. " My lord," cried Vala, addressing the emperor, " let

no man deceive you ! It is very dangerous to divert to profane uses things

once consecrated to God, and thus act against the authority of so many
canons, and contemn so many anathemas. If it be true that the State

cannot subsist without the help of ecclesiastical goods, means must be

modestly sought, without injury to rehgion ; if bishops owe any martial

service, let them discharge it without derogating from the sanctity of their

profession ; that is, dispense with their personal service, as Charlemagne

did."

Vala then exposed the dangers to which monasteries were exposed when

given over to laymen. He declared that bishoprics were not given accord-

ing to the canons, and that elections had become irregidar.

We insist on these considerations, because they prove the manners of the

time ; and the manners of each period should be known, either by isolated

facts, or by a profound examination due to an able and impartial contem-

poraiy.

* Novaes, ii., 113. Fleury contradicts himself. After saying that Louis was deposed accord

ing to the advice of the pope and the nobles, he says that the pope " returned greatly afliicted a*

the manner in wliicli the father was treated by his children."
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Vala finally denounced the palace chaplains, or clergy, follo'\\dng the

court, who were neither monks living under rule, nor clerks subject to a

bishop, and who were guided solely by interest or ambition ; for he main-

tained that every Christian should be either a canon, that is to say, clerk

observing the canons, a monk, or a layman ; otherwise, said he, the Chris-

tian is headless, and consequently an ac-ephalons heretic.

In 829, the Emperor Louis received ambassadors from the Swedes, who,

among other business with which they were intrusted, declared that many

people of their nation desired to embrace the Christian religion, and to

recognize the authority of Pope Gregory IV. Saint Anscarius and Yitmar,

a monk of Corbie, were sent to Sweden as missionaries, with full powers

from the pope, and with presents from the emperor. The mission had

great success, which rejoiced the hearts of the faithful. Dissensions aris-

ing between Louis and his children, Gregory repaired to France, to restore

peace among the princes, but the emperor was deposed by his sons, who

di^'ided the empire among them ; and Lothaire received the title of

emperor.

Gregory returned to Rome, thinking that from that capital his voice

would have the more power ; in fact, he annulled the sentence which had

taken the sceptre fi'om Louis, and that prince was then restored to the

throne.* This pontiff instituted for all Christendom the Feast of AU
Saints, to be celebrated on the 1st of November, as is stiU the custom.

It was he who translated the body of Gregory the Great from the place

where it had been buried, an humble gallery in Saint Peter's, and placed it

within the church itself, in a splendid oratory, the flooring of which was

mosaic, ornamented Avith gold, and the altar was adorned with a number

of silver tablets. The body of the saint was placed beneath this altar.

t

His feast was celebrated every year, and his pallium was given to be

kissed by the faithful, as were his reliquary and his girdles, the j)lainness

of which excited admiration. In the same oratory this pope also placed the

bodies of Saint Sebastian and Saint Tiburtius.

Under this pontificate, in 8'12, the Empress Theodora, regent for her son

Michael, revived at Constantinople the veneration of images. The persecution

had lasted nearly 120 years. The first Sunday in Lent, Methodius, the new
patriarch, passed the night in prayer with the empress and all the people

;

in the morning they went in procession to Saint Sophia, where Mass
was celebrated and the images solemnly rehaVjilitated. This feast was

called the Feast of Orthodoxy, as if to say the feast of the triumph

• Paul Emili, Be Rfhts Oefitin France, lib. 3, p. 34. That work, printed in 1519, has been
continued by Daniel Zavarisi, of Verona.

t The body ot Saint Gregory rests in the Clementine chapel of the present Saint Peter's.
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of the Catholic rehgion. Borne thus obtained the reward of her courage, of

her admirable constancy, and of her passion for the fine arts, and the heart

of the pope and of the Eomans was filled with a most soothing joy.

Gregory IV., who governed sixteen years and twenty-four days, died in

844, and was interred at the Vatican ; the epitaph on his tomb is common
to him and to Boniface lY., and was placed there by Boniface VIII. There

are some letters of Gregory IV. in the Collection of the Councils, by Labbe,

(vol. vii.), in the Mis<xllanea of Baluze, and in Mabillon. Platina bestows

great eulogium on this pope, whose pontificate is described in prose and
verse by the monk Babanus.

104 SBRGIUS II.— A. I). 844.

m.

EBGIUS II., a Boman of an illustrious family, a

|l canon-regular, and then created by Pascal I. car-

^ dinal-priest of Saint Martin ai Monti, was elected

pope on the 16th of February, 844. The same year

-\ he crowned as king of the Lombards, and not as

- emperor, Louis II., son of Lothaire. Louis having

\ asked the pope to allow the Bomans to swear fideHty

' to him, the pope refused, because Lothaire was

Hving. He would have only Lothaire as protector of the Church.

Lecointe, in his annals {Life of Sergitis, p. 352), gives an analysis of the

oath of fidehty. The Bomans promised the French kings to be obe-

dient to the pontifi's, lords of Bome ; and the pope and people of Bome
promised the kings of France to be constant in their friendship to those

kings.

The same year Sergius caused to be arranged, in the form of a staircase,

with a porch, and before the church of Saint John Lateran, the twenty-

eight steps sanctified at Jerusalem by the Bedeemer ascending upon them

to the house of Pilate. Those stairs were transported to Bome by order of

Saint Helena, mother of Constantiue the Great, and had remained con-

cealed in that Basihca. But we shall have to speak of that holy monument

in the reign of Sixtus V. Sergius governed about three years. In one

ordination he created twenty-three bishops, eight priests, and three deacons.

He was humble, affable, prudent, a friend to the people, charitable to the

poor, and a consoler of the unhappy ; such is the character given to him
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by Anaslasius the Librarian. This pope died on the 27th January, 847,

and was buried at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant (if we in-

chide the day of the successor's consecration) two months and fourteen days,

but thei-e w^as no vacancy for the election.

It has been maintained that Sergius gave to Drogon, Bishop of Metz,

who accompanied Louis, letters as -sdcar-apostohc, conferring upon him the

power of vicar-apostolic beyond the Khine, with authority over the Metro-

politans, and even the right to assemble a council, from which, however,

there was right to appeal to the pope.

105. ST. LEO IV.— A. D. 847.

EO rv., a Eoman, was created pope in the year

847. He was the son of Eodoald, or Kodolph, of

an illustrious family. At an early age he was a

Benedictine monk, not, as some writers have stated

that he was, in the monastery of Saints Sylvester

and Martin ai Monti at Rome, but in the mon-

astery of Saint Martin which joined the ancient

Basilica Vaticana, in the place now occupied by
the altar of Saint Veronica.

Leo became cardinal-priest of the title of the Four Crowned Saints, and

owed that appointment to Pope Sergius II., or, rather, to Gregory IV.

After the death of Sergius, Leo was immediately and unanimously

elected, the late pope not being as yet interred. However, the new pontiff

was not consecrated until the 11th of April. The Romans were at that

time in dread of an invasion of the Saracens from Sicily. The Gauls were

dehvered from their yoke, but Italy was not yet freed from it.

Leo deposed from the cardinalate Anastasiias,* priest of Saint Marcellus,

because he had abandoned his parish during five years. The same pope

surrounded the church of Saint Peter with walls. All the nobles of Romef
were sensil)ly afflicted by the excesses committed there by the Saracen sol-

diery, and greatly dreaded their return. To reassure the inhabitants, the

* This Anastasius imiet not be confounded, as by many modern authors he has been, with

Anastasiu.s tho Librarian. Tlie Librarian wrote nearly about the same time, and especially

flourished undor John VIII. He died in 882.

f Fleury, x., p. 411.
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pope cletermiiied to execute tlie design of Leo III., to build a new town

about Saint Peter's, the foundations of which had akeady been com-

menced.

Leo IV. wrote to the Emperor Lothaire upon the subject. The prince

was deHghted with the proposal, exhorted the pope to put the work in hand

without delay, and sent, as the contributions of all his brothers as well as

of himself, a great many pounds of silver. The pope having received that

generous reply of the emperor, assembled the Romans and consulted them

upon his project. It was resolved to bring in from all the neighboring

towns and lands all the workmen, whether employed by the public or by the

monasteries, and set them to work in turn upon that great task. It occupied

four years, the pope continually superintending operations all the time left

at his disposal by his spiritual duties, without allowing cold, rain, or storm

to divert him fi*om his purpose.

Almost at the same time, that is to say, during the twelfth indiction,

which commenced that year (848), the pope also labored to repair- the

walls of Home, which had become ruinous. He had the gates remade, and

built fifteen towers from the foundation to the roof, going sometimes on

foot and sometimes on horseback, to encourage the workmen. Among
others, he constructed two towers near the Tiber, on the gate which is on

the road to Porto, now called the Porta Portese, to stop the smaller barks of

the infidels.

Undeterred by those preparations, the Saracens made a descent near

Ostia. The pope repaired to that town ; and there, aided by the inhabit-

ants of Gaeta, of Naples, and of Amalfi, the Komans gained a signal victory

over their enemies,

Voltaire thus speaks of tliis historical fact

:

"Being attacked by the Saracens, Pope Leo IV. showed himself, by his

defence of Home, worthy to rule there as a sovereign. He had employed

the wealth of the Church in repairing the walls, building towers, and

stretching chains across the Tiber. He armed the militia at his own

expense, engaged the inhabitants of Gaeta and Naples to defend the shores

and the port of Ostia, but did not neglect the prudent precaution of taking

hostages from them, well Imowing that those who are powerful enough to

aid us are also powerful enough to injure us. He personally visited all the

posts, and met the Saracens on their descent, not in warlike array, hke

Gozlin, bishop of Paris, under circumstances still more urgent, but as a

pontiff exhorting a Christian people, and as a king watching over the safety of

Ids subjects. He was a Koman ; in him the courage of the primitive ages of

the republic was revived, in a time of cowardice and corruption, like some

beautiful monument of ancient Home that is sometimes found amidst the

ruins of the new Rome. The Saracens were valorously met on their de-
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scent, and a tempest having scattered liaK their vessels, a portion of

the invaders having escaped shipwreck, were captured and made to work

in chains, Tlius the pope utilised his victory by employmg upon the

defences and adornment of Rome the very hands which were to have

destroved her."

All who know Voltaire's Essai snr les Mceurs, may see those letters of

Historical Xobiliti/, given by the writer, who has most ill-treated the popes,

and who, writing of so early a date as 849, did not shrink from using

such words a.S2MntiJf, king, for he commenced by saying ''Leo, by Ms defence

of Home slcoiced himself ivorthy to rale there as a sovereign. "^•'

Nothing was wanting to the glory of Leo. That noble deed of arms, that

second battle of Poitiers, if we may so speak, that immortal service rendered

to rehgiou, has been handed down to posterity by Eaphael, in the halls of

the Vatican.

At Poitiers, France as a whole was threatened and saved ; but by the

victory of Ostia, it was the city of Rome that was directly to be crushed or

freed. In a few hours, had the Saracens been victors at Ostia, Rome
would have been theirs. Voltaire has not exaggerated the praise of Leo,

and in speaking of him, the imagination and the abihty of the writer were

equal to the subject.

The new city, built around Saint Peter's, is still to this day called the

Leonirue city; it is connected w-ith Rome, and actually enclosed in the

same circuit.

In 852, the pope, prudent as became a man who had conquered bar-

barians, resolved to fortify the tovsoi of Porto, because the Saracens had

concentrated considerable forces in Sicily. Then there presented themselves

a great number of Corsicans, whom dread of the Saracens had driven from

Bastia and the neighborhood of Corte, and who were wandering about with-

out fixed abode. t Having set forth their distresses, they promised that, if

they should be received, they and thek children would remain in the service

of the pope, who, on his part, offered them the city of Porto, well fortified,

and provided with vineyards, meadows, arable land, horses, and cattle. The

Corsicans, a brave people, loving war, and highly esteeming the pope, who
had shown himself as brave as themselves, accepted Leo's offer, and a deed

of gift of the lands was deHvered in due form to those who hastened to sign

the treaty.

* However grat<!fiil we may feel to Voltaire for the justice with which he has praised Leo IV.,

we vet must remark here that as relates to Gozlin, bishop of Paris, defending Paris against

tlie Normans, there is a serious error in date. The courageous act of Leo relates to the year 849,

and Gozlin was not bishop of Paris until 883. The monk Abbon, moreover, calls Gozlin the

heiiefifeiit paxtor and /lero.fuU of gentleness—pastor beniguua et mitissimus heroa.

Fleury, x., p. 443.
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Leo lY. had, in 850, crowned Louis II. as emperor, or rather as associ-

ate in the empire, and he lived constantly in good understanding with him,

as well as with Lothaire, the still Kving father of Louis.

Towards the end of the year 853, Leo IV. held at Rome, in the church of

Saint Peter's, a council of sixty-seven bishops, amongst whom were four

sent by the Emperor Lothaire. The council assembled on the 8th of Sep-

tember, second indiction, seventh year of the reign of Leo, thirty-seventh of

the reign of Lothaire, and the fifth of the reign of Louis II.. It was in that

council that Anastasius was deposed, as mentioned earlier in this chapter.

The inhabitants of Centum Cellse, a flourishing town in the days of Trajan,

were exposed to attacks by the Saracens, and quitted the city. Leo built,

at a short distance, a new city, but in the course of time it was deserted,

and the inhabitants returned to the old Centum Cellse, to which they gave

the name of Civita Vecchia (the old city), which it still bears.

Leo was the first who began to reckon the years of his pontificate.* Leo

IV. governed the Church eight years, three months, and six days. In two

ordinations he created sixty-three bishops, nineteen priests, and eight dea-

cons.

This pope was very learned ; he united the rarest virtues, circumspection,

magnificence, piety, humanity, courage, and love of justice ; he was bene-

ficent to the poor, and fulfilled the duties of the pontifical ministry with the

most exemplary exactitude. To him, as to GozHn, might justly be applied

the term mitissimus Tieros—hero full of gentleness. Leo died on the 17th of

July, 855, and was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant

one month and twelve days, until the consecration of Benedict III.

All that is related concerning this reign, fully proves how powerful Leo

was at Rome. Fleury, however, seems to doubt the authenticity of such a

sovereignty. He says (x., 493), " Daniel, master of the militia, went from

Rome to Pavia to obtain an interview with Louis," and said to him

:

" Gratian, governor of the palace of Rome, whom you beheve to be faithful

to you, said to me in his own house, ' These French do us no good, and give

us no assistance ; on the contrary, they pillage us. Why do we not call in the

Greeks, and make a trecdy ivith than, and drive away the French Icing and

nation ?'
"

The emperor was so irritated on hearing this, that he hastily marched

upon Rome without writing to the pope or the senate. The pope failed not

to receive him, in the usual honorable manner, upon the great steps of the

clmrch of Saint Peter's, and spoke to him with mildness to appease him.

A day was appointed for Gratian's trial ; and the emperor, accompanied

by the pope, and the Roman and French nobles, held his court in the palace

* See the introduction to the Lioes of the Pontiffs, by Novaes, vol. ii., Dissert, iv., p. 30
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erected by Leo III., near St. Peter's. Daniel repeated his accusation in

Gratian's presence, tliat lie sought to persuade him to deliver Eome to the

Greeks ; but Gratian and the Konians contradicted him. The emperor

ordered them to be tried bj the Eoman law, and Daniel was convicted of

calumny. He was deUvered to Gratian to abide his will, but at the request

of the emperor was released. This story shows who was sovereign at

Kome.

This story, except the concluding reflection by Fleury himself, is drawn

from the Lives of the Popes, by Anastasius, Librarian of the Roman Church,

the same who aided the pope's legates at the CouncU of Constantinople, in

869, and who wrote nothing unjust to Rome, or unfavorable to its dignity.

But Fleury, who was subsequently obhged to acknowledge the pontifical

sovereignty—and who will give, thovigh with an iU-grace, the firm and ener-

getic letters of Nicholas L, pope in 858, three years after Leo lY., and im-

mediately after his successor, Benedict III.—Fleury takes a mahgnant

pleasure in representing the "Western emperors as absolute masters of Home,

as several Eastern emperors had been before Charlemagne. This is not

good sound history on Fleury's part. Read these pages before the great

Saiat Leo ; read the events of his reign
;
go on to Saint Gregory the Great

;

and if you are not convinced, take up some pages on the pontificate of Saint

Leo IV. himself, and see whether such sophistry should find place in a nar-

rative which should be written only with the spirit of the most exact truth

and soundest criticism. Certainly, after Charlemagne a mixed element is

discoverable in examining this question, but Charlemagne almost always

considered himself as a sort of legate a latere of the pope, and defends re-

hgion as though pope himself. Louis the Debonnaire did not contend with

the popes. Lothaire, in the pohcy entailed by his revolt against his father,

courted Gregory IV. rather than endeavored to humiliate him. Lothaire,

subsequently recognized as lawful emperor, did not ill-treat Sergius ; and

certainly Leo IV., the conqueror of the Saracens, did not yield any rights to

Louis II., whom he had first crowned king of the Lombards, at the earnest

sohcitation of Lothaire, and whom he subsequently crowned as emperor, or

associate in the empire, about the time when the Greeks avowed their evi-

designs ; for Gratian was, perhaps, less guiltless than Anastasius says ; and

Daniel, master of the mihtia, who, after all, was not punished, although con-

victed of calumny, may have told the truth. The Iconoclasts wished to

satisfy the Moslem at any price, and in the popes the Greeks found one of

the great obstacles to their perfidious project.*

* Hereafter, treating of Nicholas I., we shall see Fleury more reserved, and less inclined to

favor this spirit of blackening the popes, and a certain contempt for the various phasi!S of the

rise of their temporal power. This system of injustice was characteristic of many French writ-

ings towards the cltjso of the regency. Wo read in Feller (vol. v., p. 21): "To fix, says an
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Blondel.

106. BENEDICT III.— a. d. 855.

T is between the reign of Saint Leo TV. and that

of Benedict III. that the pretended reign of the

female Pope Joan has been placed. This dis-

graceful fable was invented about the year 1278,

and is founded upon a suppositious assertion of

Martin Polonus and Marianus Scotus, in the mar-

gin of whose works this fable was inserted by

some lying writer, as is demonstrated by David

A great many Protestant writers reject the fable ; Catholic

authors have refuted it. Unfortunately, seventy writers, and among them

many credulous Catholics, admit the ignoble tale. Father Honoratus a S.

Maria gives a list, adding that it embraces no French writer.f

These inconsiderate authors gives various names to the female pope

;

some call her Agnes, others Angehca ; these call her Margaret, those

Dorothy. It is an immense falsehood, to which each of these authors con-

tributes his share. If they differ as to the name of their imaginary

popess, they differ no less as to her nativity. She is English, a German, of

Mentz. She had, say they, successfully cultivated Belles Lettres. Dis-

guised as a man, she went to Athens, thence to Jerusalem, and finally to

Eome. There her talents and learning procured her admirers, and raised

her to the pontificate, which she held for two years, five months, and four

days. Here, as a woman is in question, the impostors lose no opportunity

to scatter their venom ; they cite the place, the procession, and the neigh-

boring church at wliich she was obHged to stop. Then comes the filthy

author who wrote in 1791. the period when irreligion took its upward fiight in France, we must

go back to that famous regency, when the race of the new Jeroboam already sought to divide

the prophet's mantle," (Kings iii. 11.) Fleury, a laborious and often just writer, taking in hand

the defence of right, unfortunately had not always power to withstand the impression of the

irreligiouB opposition of his time, and hence, in so fine a work which has been, and often still is,

80 useful, we find some spots which disfigure it, a certain bitterness, calculated to destroy con-

fidence, which the French can better detect than the Romans can, because the former perceive

the poisoned dart which, with more or less of evil intention, first gave the wound, and after-

wards rankled in it, and which, if it tears no more, still remains there without the balm that

might soothe the pain.

* Liffht on the Question whether a Woman held the See of Romeietween Leo IV. and Benedict

III. By David Blondel, Protestant Minister, and translated into Latin by Courcelles, under the

title D& Joanna Pajnssa. 1G57, in 8vo.

f In Beg. Critic., lib. i., dissert, iii., reg. viii., p. 99.
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history of the Sedia of Siiiut John Laterau. To go into that church, it

is said, the popes had changed the route. True, but the change was made

because the old road could not contain the cortege of the popes, so much

more magiiiiiceut had it become. One of the most remarkable pviblications

upon this question is Do)ina nonesseresiata Pontejice, (a Dissertation by George

Scherer, of the Society of Jesus. Vienna, 1586, 4to ; and translated into

Italian by Nicholas Pierio, Venice, 168G). The scandalous absurdity so long

employed to gi-atify their hatred by the enemies of the Holy See, should be

indignantly rejected, as even Protestants have taken pains to refute it.

How cynical Platina shows himseK in the matter

!

Benedict III., a Roman, son of Peter, a canon-regular, then made cardi-

nal of Saint Calixtus by Leo IV., was elected pope, against his own desire,

on the 17th of July, and consecrated on the 29th of September, 855, after

the imperial ambassadors, whose duty it was to be present at the con-

secration, had desisted from an endeavor to favor an antipope named

Anastasius, because they perceived how warmly the clergy were in favor of

Benedict.

In 857, he conceded, in perpetuity, Terni to the inhabitants of that town,

on condition that they should restore the houses that had been ruined by

the dukes of Spoleto.

He ordered that on the death of a bishop, a priest, or a deacon, the pon-

tiff, with all the bishops, priests, deacons, and clergy should be present at

the funeral, and that the same should be observed on the death of a pope.

He thus restored the old custom of the Church, which ordained that at the

death of a bishop all the other bishops of the province should carry him to

the grave.

He governed the Church two years, six months, and about ten days, count-

ing the day of his consecration, and not that of his election.

In one ordination he created twenty bishops, six priests, and one deacon.

He was a pontiff of great piety, full of tenderness and charity, visiting the

sick, and accessible to the poor, whom he saluted as nobles in Jesus Christ.

He refused his protection to no widow or orphan ; and he had the pleasure

to find his virtues praised even by his enemies. This pope died on the 8th

of April, 858, and was inten-ed at the Vatican. The Holy See remained

vacant fifteen days.

Mention has been made of the antipope Anastasius. Some schis-

matics, supported by the ambassadors of Lothaire, sought to elect An-

astasius, from whom Saint Leo IV., had withdrawn the title of cardinal

of Saint Marcellus. Anastasius persisted in his resistance two months and

some days, and even went so far as to depose Benedict. As length, having,

in the Basilica of Saint John Lateran, and in that of the Vatican, been guilty

of excesses which, says Novaes (ii., p. 125), Avould have shocked a Saracen,
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he fled from Rome in the year 867, as Baronius states. But he returned

^vit]l gemiine feelings of repentance, and was received into the communion
of the Church by Saint Nicholas I. UnhappUy this ungovernable man,

destitute alike of firmness and of good faith, always ready to fall, com-

mitted new ofifences, and Adrian II. cut him off from the Catholic com-

munion in 868.

lOr. ST. OTCHOLAS L— a. d. 858.

AINT NICHOLAS I., sumamed the Great, deserved

the title by his virtues, comparable to those of Saint

Gregory and Saint Leo. He was a Roman, and son

of Theodore of the Conti family. He was made
cardinal-deacon by Leo IV. Notwithstanding the

resistance which he manifested, he was elected and

^J..^
consecrated pope on the 24th of April, 858, in pre-

'•^^'^ sence of Louis II., who held the new pope's stirrup

as he mounted his horse to go to take the possesso. He was the first pope

crowned with the papal tiara. The coronation took place at Saint John

Lateran, but custom had prevailed that the pope should be crowned at

Saint Peter's, and that he should go to Saint John Lateran to take possesso.

A few days after those ceremonies, Louis II. left Rome for a neighboring

place called Tor di Quiufo. The pope, accompanied by all the Roman
nobles, paid a visit to the prince at that place. On the arrival of the pon-

tiff, Louis dismounted from his own horse, took the pope's bridle, and con-

ducted His Holiness to Tor di Quinfo, where a magnificent banquet was

prepared. The same honors M'ere paid by Louis II. to Nicholas when he

returned to Rome.

The pope at this time commenced that series of great actions by which

his name and pontificate were made illustrious.

With admirable constancy he defended Ignatius, patriarch of Constanti-

nople, whom Bardanes, uncle of the Emperor Michael, and governing in his

name, had deposed on a false charge of high treason. Bardanes had named,

in place of the deposed Ignatius, the eunuch Photius, a man of corrupt

morals, whom Nicholas deemed it his duty to excommunicate in a council in

the year 863."^'

* On ttds subject, see Baronius, Labbe, and Petavius. The last treats it formally in his Dog-

matic Tlieology, vol. ii., chaps. 1 and 2, p. 633.
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In 866, Nicholas reqiiircd of Lotliaire that he should take back his \\ife,

Queen Tielberge, and to dismiss his concubine Waldrade. But subsequently

Lothaire took back the concubine, abandoning and ill-treating his lawful

wdfe. In one of the seven councils which he celebrated at Eome, Nicholas

extinguished the reviving sect of the Theojjaschifes. He says himself in the

seventh of his letters, pubHshed by Labbe, that they maintained that Jesus

Christ, on the cross, suffered in his divinity.

The Bulgarians were converted in 861. Nicholas sent to them, in 866,

his legates, among whom was distinguished Formosus, bishop of Porto,

who became pope in 891.

For their instruction he gave them one hundred and six rephes to as many
questions asked by Michael, king of the Bulgarians. The hundred and

fourth (see Labbe, vol. viii., col. 548), became the subject of great disagree-

ment among the theologians ; the following is the decision : Those should

not be re-baptised who have received baptism in the name of the Trinity,

or only in the name of Chi'ist. " Among the replies which the theologians

give upon that point the most fitting, as it seems to me,* says Novaes, is

that which says that the pope intended to intimate, not the form of baptism,

for that must be in the name of the Trinity, but the faith in Christ of the

adults who were to receive the baptism in the name of the Trinity. How-
ever, this is not our pro'V'ince, as we treat only of facts."

Being also an historian, and not a theologian, I cannot too much applaud

the decorous reserve of Novaes ; and I remain ready to receive with respect

every' Boman decision differing from what I have taken as my guide.

On the subject of the divorce of Lothaii*e, Fleury (xi. 76) notices a letter

which Nicholas wrote to Adventius, bishop of Mentz, in which the pope

seems to authorize bishops to disobey princes whom they do not consider

legitimate.

" You say that you are subject to the prince because the apostle says :

Obey the king, as being set over you. You are right ; but be siire that

these kings and princes are truly so. See whether they act uprightly,

govern theu* subjects well, for what is he good for who is bad in himself ?

See whether they are princes justly ; otherwise we must rather hold them

as tyrants than kings, and resist, rather than by obeying them place ourselves

under the necessity of favoring their vices. Be subject to the king as

being above all by his virtues, not by his vices, and obey him for God's

sake, as the apostle says, and not against God."

Fleury adds :
" Pope Nicholas forgot that the king, or rather emperor,

whom Saint Peter ordered Christians to obey, was Nero ; and that he says

immediately after, ' slaves obey your masters, not only those who are good,

f Novaes, ii., 127.
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but the froward also.' Moreover, the pope makes bishops judges whether

princes are legitimate or tyrants ; and not only bishops but all their sub-

jects, for the reason he cites in general."

Fleurj^ frequently censures Nicholas. " There was also a letter for the

bishops of the kingdom of Charles the Bald. The king begs them to

exhort the king to keep his oaths, and adds these remarkable words :
' That

the emperor be not forced to turn against Christians the sword which he

has received from the vicar of Saint Peter, to use against the infidel ; that

he be permitted to govern the kingdoms fallen to him by succession, con-

firmed by the authority of the Holy See, and by the crown which the Holy

See has placed on his head.'
"

" We see the pope seeking to avail himself of the coronation ceremony,

and the dehvery of the sword, which forms part of it. He adds a threat of

God's anger against any one daring to attack the emperor, and declares

that he will himseK defend him with all his power."

I think Fleury mistakes in looking upon the crotoning, and the dehvery

of the sword as vain formulas. Those words have been pronounced at

every coronation of which history speaks. Fleury devoted himself too

much to old works, and perhaps, he selected those passages which supported

not his mistakes, but his passions.

The heresy of Photius began to make some ravages in France. That

schismatic continued to maintam that when the emperors removed from

Kome to Constantinople, the primacy of the Boman Church and its privi-

leges had also passed to the Church of Constantinople.*

The pope, then, wrote to the French bishops, assembled at Troyes, to

inform them of these extraordinary pretensions of the Greek calumnies, and

unjust reproaches against the Roman Church.

" Before we sent our legates," says the pope, " the Greeks overwhelmed

us with eulogies, and exalted the authority of the Holy See. But since we

condemned their excesses, they use far different language,! and load us

with insults. Finding nothing, God be praised, which they could reproach

us with as to personal conduct, they have resorted to attacks upon the tra-

ditions of our fathers, which their ancestors dared not oppose."

In a document put forth by Nicholas (Colhction des Conciles, vol. 8), he

recommends the following doctrine :
" The canons ordain that throughout

the world appeals shall be made to Rome, fi*om whose decision there shall

be no appeal."

* I remember hearing Monsignor Nicolai, a Roman wit, say upon this subject :
" The vessel

must have been large, both physically and morally, which carried so much at once from Rome
to Byzantium ! For it must have lodged the Old Testament which promises Rome itself to the

UQiverse."

t Feller, iv.. p. 517.
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Nicholas governed the Church nine years, six mouths, and twenty days.

In various ordinations, he created sixty-five bishops, seven priests, and

four deacons. The eighth general council, assembled in Constantinople in

870 {Hardouin, vol. v.), calls Nicholas the neio EUas, the new Fhineas/' new

Daniel, and new Martin. Anastasius, in the preface to that same council,

calls Nicholas a heavenly man, and an earfldy angel. He showed great

magnificence in the restoration of the churches of Rome. All authors agree

that he was enthusiastically beloved by the poor, because he had said that

there should not be one of them in Rome that had not shared in his bounty.

Nicholas was also respected on account of the just severity with which he

enforced ecclesiastical discipline. He died on the 13th of November, 867,

and was inteiTed before the doors of Saint Peter.

The Holy See remained vacant one month.

108. ADRIAK" II.— A. D. 867.

DRIAN II., a Roman, son of Talarus, and a bishop,

was a relation of Stephen IV. and of Sergius II.

He owed his rank of cardinal-priest of Saint

Mark to Gregory IV. Adrian twice refused the

pontificate, after the death of Leo IV. and after

that of Benedict III.

Some authors maintain that before he became

a cardinal he w^as married. Novaes does not

deny that fact, which was very common in the

times of w^hich we speak. The vnle of the son of Talarus was named Ste-

phanie, and they had one daughter. Muratori states the same fact in his

Annals (vol. v.).

When Adrian II. was elected pope, he was above seventy-six years old.

He was consecrated on the 14th of December, 867 ; and even while the cere-

mony was in progress, he made a third attempt to refuse the pontificate.

Adrian, in his rale, so carefully followed in the path of his predecessor, that

with ill-timed derision he was called Nicholas the Little ; but he persisted

in following the noble examples given by his predecessor. He pronounced

a second sentence of excommunication against Anastasius, cardinal of Saint

* Phineas, son of Eleazar, and ^andson of Aaron, was the third high-priest of the Jews.

15
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Marcellus, who had been deposed by Leo IV. Anastasius, when restored

to communion, had forgotten that favor. He abstracted synodal writings,

and committed other offences, and no doubt deserved the sentence of ex-

communication which was pronounced against him by a coimcil assembled

at Rome in 868.

In another council assembled at Rome, Adrian, urged by his apostohc

zeal, issued a third excommunication against the arrogant Photius. On
this subject, and in order to restore agreement with the various Eastern

churches, he convoked the Fourth Council of Constantinople, which was the

eighth general council. There a hundred and nine bishops signed the con-

demnation of Photius, with a pen dipped in the chalice. The 27th canon

of that council ordered that monks and rehgious when made bishops should

visibly wear the habit of their order.

Adrian absolved Lothaire from his excommunication, and urged him to

leave his concubine Waldrade, and take back his lawful vnfe Tielberge, to

whom he was bound to pay aU royal honors.

This pope ordered Charles the Bald, on pain of excommunication, to re-

store the kingdom usurped from his brother, the Emperor Louis II., whose

birthright it was. He crowned Alfred I., sixth king of England, and gi-anted

to the Moravians the right to use the Sclavonic, their vernacular language,

in the divine offices and in the Mass. Pope John YIII. confirmed that

right, on condition that they should first recite the Gospel in Latin and

then in Sclavonic. Langlet, in his Chronological Tables (vol. ii., p. 278),

thinks that it was at this period that the cross began to be borne before

the pope.

Adrian IE. governed the Church four years, eleven months, and twelve

days. He died on the 26th of November, 872, and was buried at the Vati-

can. The Holy See remained vacant twenty-six days.
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109. JOHN VIII.— A. D. 872.

OHN Vm., a Roman, son of Gnido, and cardinal-

archdeacon, was elected and consecrated pope on the

14th of December, 872. He was the first to pnbhsh

rules on the rights and pre-eminences of the cardi-

nals. (See Saint Pascal I., p. 208.)

In 875 he crowned the Emperor Charles the Bald

as king of France, and accompanied him to Pavia,

where he held a council, which confirmed the elec-

tion of the Emperor Charles.

In 876 he excommunicated Formosus, bishop of Porto (who, in the year

891, succeeded him in the pontificate), because that bishop had left his

church without the permission of the pope, and was, moreover, accused of

conspiring against the weal of the empire and of Christendom. Mabillon

gives us, on this subject, details which are founded upon John's own letter.

Subsequently, the pope exiled Formosus to France, making hiiii swear that

he would not return to Pome, or even to Porto. The Saracens, who had

infested the kingdom of Naples, had approached Rome. John solicited the

aid of Charles the Bald. Fleury* gives the following extract from the letter

then written by the pope :
" In proportion to the joy at the aid you promise,

is our grief at learning that it has returned without doing any thing. The

blood of Christians is shed. He who escapes the sword is hurried aAvay

into endless bondage. Cities, towns, villages perish, abandoned by the in-

habitants ; the bishops are scattered, and have no refuge but Pome ; their

episcopal residences are become the refuge of wild beasts ; they themselves

are wanderers on the face of the earth, reduced to beggary. Last year,

instead of preaching, we planted, and have reaped nothing ; this year, not

having sowed, we have not even a hope of harvest. Why speak of pagans ?

Christians do no better—I mean some of our neighbors whom j^ou call

Marchiones. They plunder Saint Peter's patrimony in the city and country.

• Hitherto I have nscd the 12mo edition of Fleury (1724): but having heard of another

edition, I shall henceforth make use of it. This latter edition was publi8hed at Paris (1840-

1844), in six volumes, large 8vo, double columns, and, besides the hundred books given in pre-

ceding editions, it contain-s four said to be previously unpublished. It is stated that these four

books were found in the BMiotlieque du Rot ; they refer to the years 1414 to 1517. Hereaft(T J

necessarily must consult this edition ; I do so beforehand, because it corrects a host of erroneous

dat<'8. WTien I shall reach the year 1414, I shall inquire into the authenticity of tliosc; four

Hew books. The letter of Pope John VUI., here mentioned, is in the third volume of the new
edition of Flevuy, p. 501.

_/
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Tliey kill us, not by the steel, but by famine ; they do not take us into

captivity, but they reduce us to bondage. Their oppression makes us un-

able to find any one to meet the enemy. You alone, under God, are our

refuge and our consolation, and therefore it is that with our whole hearts

we supplicate you—we, the bishops, priests, nobles, and the rest of the

people—to stretch forth your helping hand to this oppressed city and your

Mother Church, from whom you have received not only your kingdom, but

the faith ; and who, finally, raised you to the empire, in preference to your

brother, who was a great prince."

John, however, was attacked in the States of the Church by the Saracens,

and unable to rely upon the aid of Charles and the other princes, was

obHged to purchase peace from the barbarians by the promise of an annual

tribute of twenty-five thousand silver marks ; and at the same time he found

liimseK obliged to leave his capital, to avoid the plots of some Roman
nobles, his enemies, and he took shelter in France. On Whitsunday, the

11th of May, 878, he stopped in the city of Ai'les ; thence he proceeded to

Lyons, from which city he wrote to various prelates, and among them to

Hincmar, archbishop of Eheims, whose great merits he knew.

John assembled a council at Troyes. In the third session aU the bishops

present agreed upon the following address to the pope :

" Lord and most Holy Father, we, the bishops of Gaul and Belgium,

your servants and your disciples, compassionate the miseries which the

ministers of the devil have inflicted upon our Holy Mother, the Mistress of

all the Churches, and we unanimously follow the sentence which, according

to the canons, you have pronounced upon those enemies in causing them to

die by the sword of the spirit. We hold as excommunicated aU whom you

have excommunicated, as anathematized those whom you have anathema-

tized, and we will receive those who shall be received by you, after they

shall have made satisfaction according to the rules ; but we have all, in

these churches, the same evils to deplore. Wherefore, in all humility, we

supplicate you to aid us and prescribe how we shall act against those who

rob our churches, so that, being supported by your authority, we and our

successors may be the stronger to resist and punish them."*

John returned to Kome with Count Boson, whom he had chosen as the

defender of the States of the Church against Lambert, duke of Spoleto.

The pontiff, on his return to the capital, was waited upon by ambassadors

from Basil, emperor of the East. That prince, deceived by Photius, had

replaced him in the See of Constantinople, and now begged the pope

to confirm his acts. The emperor urged that not only the partisans of

Photius, but those of the party of Ignatius and Methodius, had consented

* Fleury, vol. iii., p. 509 {an. 878, 1840-1844, edition previously quoted.)
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to this restoration. Jolm, deceived by such reports * without inquiry, was

unwise enough to write, through Cardinal Peter, his legate, to the emperor,

the patriarchs of the East, and all who had refused to communicate with

Photius, and declare him re-established in that See. John beUeved the

sacrifice to be necessary to the peace of the Church ; nevertheless he made

it on condition that Photius, in the presence of the legates, should ask

pardon for his conduct towards the Roman Church. Photius, who was full

of trickery and imposture, readily consented.

This compliance on the part of the pope surprised aU the orthodox, and

caused Cardinal Baronius to say that at that time the Church was governed

by a woman.

t

Baronius somewhat exaggerates the mischief done to the Holy See by John

in restoring Photius ; and de Marca, according to Novaes, perhaps refines

too much in his endeavor to justify the pocitiff on that point. We abstain

fi-om deciding the question. Such discussions are always dehcate and difii-

cult to settle. We confine ourselves to saying, still foUowmg Novaes, that

Jolin, percei\'ing that he had made a false step in re-establishing Photius,

and thus restoring to the communion the usurper of a seat of which he had

been deprived by an oecumenical council, soon cancelled the acts of the

Conciliabida presided over by Photius in person, and severely punished the

legates of the Holy See who had sufTered themselves to be deceived by the

frauds of that disobedient prelate. Photius was again condemned, and

John sent Marius, a cardinal-deacon, to Constantinople to cause the pon-

tifical will to be executed.

At the sohcitation of Alphonso III., king of Leon, John erected the

Church of Oviedo into the metropohtan Church of Gab'cia.

In four years, John is said to have crowned as emperors three kings of

France : Charles the Bald, in 876 ; Louis III., in 878 ;% ^^^ Charles the

Fat, in 880.

The same ponti£f gave to the duke of Gaeta, to John his son, and

to their successors, the patrimony of Traetto, and the tovra of Fondi,

pre\-iously the absolute property of the Holy See, on condition that those

princes should declare war against the Saracens, which they courageously

did.

Feller (ii. 649) says that we have three hundred and twenty-six of this

pope's letters. The Biographie Universelle states that it was by order of this

* Baronius, ad. an. 879, No. 5 ; and Langlet, Princ. de VHiit., vol. vii., p. 1.

f See Life of Nicholaa I. for an ac«)iint of the pretensions of Photius.

X It la commonly said that John crowned Louis III. as emperor; but Father Sirmond, in the

notes to the Council of Troyes, which was celebrateil in presence of the pontiff, about Septem

bcr, 878, shows that Louis was crowned king, and not emperor.
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pontiff that John, a deacon of the Eoman Church, Avrote, in four volumes,

the Life of Gregory the Great, who Uved three centuries earlier.

John governed ten years and two days ; he died on the 15th of Decem-

ber, 882, just as he was about to set out for France, for the purpose of

bringing about a reconcOiation among the French princes. He was interred

under the portico of the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant seven

days.

110. MARINUS L— A. D. 882.

HE next pope, Marinus I., son of Palombo, was

bom at Montefiascone, a town in the States of the

Church, near Viterbo. He had three times been

legate to Constantinople, in the affair of Photius,

—

under Nicholas I., in 866, under Adrian II., in 868,

and under John YIII., in 881.

He was elected pope on the 23d of December,

882. He immediately excommunicated Photius,

and restored Formosus to his See of Porto, and also

permitted him to go to Eome.

Under Pope Marinus lived the great king of England, Alfred. Named king

of Demetia by his father, he was crowned at Rome by Pope Leo IV., and

subsequently recognized as king of Wessex. He is considered the first

legislator of the nation. Those among his laws which relate to rehgion

were made by him in concert with the See of Rome.

Perjury was punished by forty days' imprisonment, to fulfil the penance

imposed by the bishop. Right of sanctuary was given to the churches.

Larceny committed in a church, or on a Sunday, was punished more

severely than if committed elsewhere, and on any other day. Nuns were

protected against insults of men,* which seems to infer that they were not

cloistered. It was forbidden to draw a sword in the presence of a bishop.

A deposit made to a monk without the permission of the abbot was void,

and the loss fell on the depositor.

Pope Marinus, at the request of King Alfi'ed, of England, sent him a piece

of the true cross. This pontiff governed one year, four months, and a few

days. He died on the 24th of February, 884, with the reputation of an en-

I*

* Fleury, iii.. o42, new edition.
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lightened and very pious man. We must presume that Formosus, whom
this pope pardoned, had given clear jDroofs of his repentance.

Marinus was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant six

davs.

111. ADRIAN" III.— A. D. 884

DRIAN III., whom many authors call Agapitus,

was a Roman, son of Benedict. He was elected

pontiff on the 1st of March, 884.

He would never }deld to Basilius, the Mace-

donian, who wished him to revoke the excom-

munication against Photius, the perpetual tor-

ment of the Church. Adrian governed one year,

four months, and eight days. He was invited to

France by Charles the Fat. The firmness and

wisdom of this pope were much relied on to terminate the differences which

disturbed that monarchy, but he died on his way at Saint Cesarius, a small

tovm near Modena, on the 8th of July, 885. He was buried in the monas-

terv of Nonantola, five miles from Modena.

The Holy See remained vacant six days.

112. STEPHEN" VI.— A. D. 885.

1% TEPHEN VI., who is believed to have belonged to

* '^ the house of Colonna, was cardinal-priest, and unani-

'r^ mously elected pope on the 15th of July, 885. So

great was his resistance to the promotion, that he

)) ordeijed the doors of his house to be closed, and it

was necessary to break them down in order to seize

\ him (as was done with Gregory the Great), and
•"^ lead him to the church. Stephen was crowned., with-

out the presence of the imperial ambassadors, at the close of the month of

September of the same year, which would confirm the existence of a decree

\ji,
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of Adrian III., his predecessor, providing that the pope elect should be

consecrated without requiring the presence of the king or his ambassadors.

I have not previously mentioned that decree, because many writers consider

it apocryphal ; but what occurred in Stephen's case proves that the decree

probably existed.

With the aid of the Emperor Leo YI., called the Philosopher, Stephen

extinguished the schism of Photius ; that heresiarch was confined in a

monastery, where he died, despised by all the faithful. Thus was destroyed

the schism of the Eastern Church, so fatally introduced into Cathohc affairs

by Photius. This schism did not revive until the time of Michael Ceru-

larius, who, by favor of Constantine Monomachus, was placed in the See

of Constantinople in 1043.

In 891, Stephen crowned as emperor, Guido, duke of Spoleto, his adopted

son, who out of gratitude confirmed the gifts made to the Roman Church

by Pepin, and by the Emperor Charlemagne and Louis the Pious ; and thus,

after many vicissitudes, the Italian empire feU again into the hands of an

Itahan prince.

It is affirmed that it was Stephen wdio, in a letter addressed to Humbert,

bishop of Mayence, prohibited the ordeal by a hot iron or boihng water

;

by which the accused was deemed innocent, if he touched the iron or water

\nthout being injured. But many writers, and among them Van Espen, do

not recognize the decree.

Stephen governed six years. He distinguished himself by his knowledge,

and by his charity to the poor.

" This pope," says Feller, (ii., 751), "was of noble race and of exemplary

disinterestedness. He to the utmost of his power opposed his own eleva-

tion. He nourished orphans as though they had been his ovm children,

and often admitted them to his table. On his attaining to the pontificate,

the goods of the Church being almost all dissipated, he liberally distributed

his rich patrimony. He celebrated Mass daily, and gave to prayer or

psalmody such time as he could spare from the duties of charity and

pastoral watchfulness. He above all things was anxious to associate with

himself in the government of the Church the most enhghtened and the most

virtuous men whom he could discover. He died on the 7th of August, or, as

some say, towards the end of September, 891, and was interred in the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant one month and eleven days.
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113. FORMOSUS.— A. B. 891.

ORMOSUS, son of Leo, was a native of Corsica,

canon-regular, and afterwards bishop of Porto.

He was the first bishop who became pope. He
was elected pontiff about the 21st of September,

and consecrated towards the end of that month.

John YIII. had condemned Formosus, deposed

him from his See, exiled him, and forbidden him

to return to his church or to Rome, and had made
him promise to content himself with lay communion.

Marinus I., as we have seen, released the exile from his oaths, and restored

him to his See. Adrian HI. and Stephen YI. distinguished and honored

Formosus. Monsignor Becchetti, in stating that fact in his Hist. Ecdesiast.

(vol. Tii.), adds that, owing to the obscurity of the ancient documents, it

would be difficult to prove the innocence of Formosus. Nevertheless, Car-

della, in vol. i. of his History of the Cardinals, mentions that even amidst

that dense darkness, Father Nardi has found abundant hght to clear

Formosus from all the offences that have been imputed to him ; and he

maintains that time has openly proved the innocence of this cardinal, who
subsequently became pontiff. Novaes does not hesitate to say that John

VIII., who restored Photius to the See of Constantinople, may also have

given too easy credence to calumnies against Formosus ; and at the same

time that historian asserts that the contemporaries of Formosus eulogized

him as a man of great virtue.

The Emperor Leo having wi-itten to Stephen VI. that Photius of his own

fi-ee will had resigned his bishopric, and the bishops of the East having

written to the contrary, begging the pope to receive into the communion of

the Church those who had been ordained by that heresiarch, Formosus

received the letters, Stephen having died ere they reached Rome. For-

mosus showed himself favorable to the prayer of the bishops, but with the

condition that those who had been ordained by Photius should present a

libelhts containing a wiitten. confession of their fault and asking pardon

for it.

The Emperor Guido being dead, the affairs of Italy were again disturbed

by violence : the Holy Father secretly called to Rome the king of Ger-

many, Amulphus, to repress a party that had risen against the pope, headed

by Lambert, a son of Guido. Amulphus was crowned emperor in 895, after
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ha^dng taken Rome, by permission of Formosus, and driven out the enemies

of that pope. In the oath that the Komans took to Arnulphus, the pope

caused the words, saving thefaith due to Formosus, to be inserted.

A letter of the archbishop of Rheims, Foidques, having informed the

Holy Father of the coronation of Charles the Simple as king of France,

His Holiness wrote to King Eudes, begging him not to attack Charles in

either his person or possessions, but to grant him a truce ; and he also

wrote to the bishops, exhorting them to make the same request to King

Eudes, He also sent Charles advice suited to his position. Formosus

governed the Church nearly five years. He died on the 4:th of April, 896,

and was interred at the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant six days.

114 BONIFACE YL—a.d. 896.

ONIFACE YI, is reckoned among the popes of that

name ; nevertheless, the official Diario of Rome
says that many writers consider him an antipope.

After the death of Formosus, a mob placed Boni-

face in the chair of Saint Peter, on the 11th of

April, 896, Little regularity was observed in his

election, and he allowed himseK to be appointed by

unqualified electors. John VIII. had condemned

him, and deprived him of the dignity of subdeacon. He enjoyed the pon-

tificate only fifteen days, and died of an attack of gout, on the 26th of April,

896. He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant five

days.
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115. STEPHEIN' VIL— A. d. 896.

TEPHEN ^"11., a Eoman, made bishop of Anagni by

Stephen VI., was elected pontiff by the seditious

exertions of Adalbert, marquis of Tuscany, on the

22d of May, 896, and consecrated about the 20th of

August.

According to Baronius (An. 896, n. 2 and 6), he

was the first who covered with mourning the chair

of Saint Peter. Stephen, ignorant of the sacred doc-

trines, and unable to consult the clergy, who had taken no part in his elec-

tion, violated the grave of a sovereign pontiff, caused Formosus, who
had been bui-ied at the Vatican, to be taken up, clothed in the papal orna-

ments, and placed on the pontifical throne, where he thus outrageously

addressed his corpse :
" You were bishop of Porto ; and how, man full of

ambition, did you dare to usurp the universal Roman throne ?" Having

said that, he had the body stripped of the sacred garb, had the three fingers

cut off with which the li\nng pope had been accustomed to give the papal

benediction, and then had the body thrown into the Tiber.* Afterwards,

having deposed all those who had been ordained by Formosus, Stephen

rendered himself universally odious by such revengeful conduct. The

friends of Formosus excited the citizens, who loaded Stephen with ii'ons,

and strangled him in prison.

Some time after (in 898), John IX. assembled at Rome a council, which

condemned all that had been done in 897, against the memory and the body

of Formosus. The Fathers of the council remarked that Formosus had been

removed by necessity from the See of Porto to that of Rome. " There was

necessity," said they, " for transferring Formosus from the Church of Porto

to the Holy See. Formosus was distinguished for the merits of his life."

" The conduct of Stephen," says Baronius, " must be attributed to a vio-

lent tyranny in fact, and not to error in faith : let us not forget that we are

treating of the ninth century." Stephen governed the Church one year and

two months. He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained

vacant three days.

Luitprand, book i., chap. 8. Muratori, vol. ii., p. 430.
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116. ROMANUS.— A. D. 898.

OMANUS, of Montefiascone, or rather of Gallese,

an estate near Civita Castellana, was the son of

Constantino, the father also of Pope Marinus. He
was elected pontiff on the 17th of September, 898.

Sigonins, Platina, Panvini, and Chacon state that

this pope abrogated all that Stephen had done

against Formosus, whose friend Pomanus had been.

^ But the contemporary writers make no mention of

this abrogation, which seems to have been reserved for Theodore H., succes-

sor of Pomanus.

This pope died on the 8th of February, 898, after governing the Church

about four montlis, and was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See re-

mained vacant three days.

IIY. THEODORE II.— a. d. 898.

HEODORE n., Eoman, son of Photius, a noble,

was elected pontiff on the 12th of February, 898.

He annulled the sentence pronounced by Stephen

VH. agamst those ordained by Formosus. He en-

tombed with pomp, in Saint Peter's, the body of

that pope, which some fishermen had recovered

from the Tiber. Legends recount that when the

body a]3peared at the entrance of the church aU the

^ images bowed in salutation. Modem critics, says

Novaes, reject this statement as a complimentary fable—/auo?a galante—
while others receive it as an indubitable fact.

Theodore II. governed only twenty days. He deserves praise for having

punished the insult offered to Formosus. Flodoard lauds the piety, cour-

age, and charity of Theodore. He died on the 3d of March, 898, and was

interred at the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant eight days.
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lis. JOIIX IX.— A. D. 898.

OHN IX., of Tivoli, son of Rampoald, first a Bene-

dictine monk, then cardinal-deacon, was elected

pope on the 22d of March, 898, and consecrated at

the end of August. He formally abrogated the

acts against Formosus. Nevertheless, he ordered,

in two councils, assembled at Eome and Bavenna,

i^ that no bishop should pass from his own Church
^^^ to that of Eome,—a law annulled, as we shall see,

in 914.*

In the Council of Ravenna, John required all to swear obedience to the

capitularies of Charlemagne. After having nobly restored the memory of

Formosus, he excommunicated those who had violated the tomb, in order

to take out the body of that pope. He ratified the coronation of the

Emperor Lambert, and annulled the election of Berengarius. This pontiff

forbade the houses of bishops to be pillaged at their death, and he ordained,

for the prevention of disturbances arising out of the coronation of the popes,

that the ceremony should take place in presence of the imperial ambassa-

dors. The presence of those ministers was often apparently invoked : they

were called for if a riot was feared ; but if the people were peaceable they

were not invited. Jolm IX. governed two years and fifteen days. He died

on the 26th of March, or at the commencement of August, in the year 900.

He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant ten

days.

* Upon tMs strange trial, held on the corpse of Formosus, Henault remarks—" It is pretended

that translation from one bishopric to another was unexampled. Yet, in the third century,

we have the case of Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, and also a coadjutor given to a living

bishop."
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119. BENEDICT IV.— a. d. 900.

>„ENEDICT rV., a Eoman, canon-regular of Saint

Jolm Lateran, son of Mammolus, and said to be of

the famous Conti family, was elected on the 6tli of

April, A. D, 900. In the month of August, he

crowned, as emperor, Louis, king of Burgundy.

Benedict governed three years and two months.

He was affable, liberal to the poor, and of virtues

rare in those unhappy times.

"We are now entering the tenth century ; it already announces itself by

acts which fill us with grief. That tenth century was the most fatal, the

most unfortunate, to the Church. Who can deny it ?*

The great Baronius (An. 900, ??. 1) thus speaks :
" This tenth century

commences—this century, which, by its barrenness and steriUty of good, was

called the iron age ; subsequently, on account of its abounding perversity,

the leaden age, and on account of its scarcity of writers, the dark age."

Anthony Pagi, in his remarks on Baronius, says—" The tenth century is

deplorable ; for its barbarism was horrible, immeasurable ; because ecclesi-

astic property, bishoprics, and other benefices were constantly usurped,

often by laymen, even those in the married state." Disturbances in the

Roman See were frequent, as we shall have occasion to observe. f Examples

of piety and virtue in the heads of the Church became less frequent. Am-
bition and simony prevailed among the greater portion of the ecclesiastical

body, and laws to remedy those evils were commonly despised.

" There were but few writers, if we compare them to the number which gave

lustre to the preceding or to the following centuries. Ignorance would have

been universal, says Father Faure in his annotations to the Father Muzan-

zio
(
Table Clironohg., p. 178), had not a few monks employed themselves in

copying some of the productions of men who flourished before that time.

We should read and seriously meditate what Tiraboschi says in his History

of Italian Literature, vol. iii., book iii., chap. ii.

" It is pitiable to see that in that age sound criticism and good philosophy

M-ere almost wholly banished from Europe. The bishops had to ask priests

if they knew how to read. The corruption of tlae clergy was such that in

this century and the beginning of the next men had to be raised to the

heads of churches who were unworthy of that honor. Peter Damian, writ-

* Novaes, ii., p.l51. f Novaes, ii., p. 151.
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ing to a poutiif of an ai'cbpriest who aspired to become a bishop, gives the

fol]o^^•illg account of the merits of the candidate :
" He really is governed

by avarice and vanity, and he too strongly desires to reach the dignity of a

pastor ; but if this prove no obstacle, your HoHness must know that after

all he is better than all the others."

The See of the Prince of the Apostles* had become the prey of certain

princes and their wives. Their unbridled excesses, says Baronius, aided by

their wealth and other circumstances, had rendered these personages ar-

biters of the domains of Rome. It was not talent, but arbitrary power,

that raised to the pontifical See these successors of the Holy Apostle. It

seemed that as Divine Providence had in these fatal times intrusted its be-

loved flock to shepherds unmindful of their duties, the abandoned flock

must wander from the right path ; but Divine Providence was still always

wonderfully and inscrutably governing it with an almighty arm. That same

Divine Providence, so great and so generous, though often so severe, but

always justly so, ordained that in that century, in which more of goodness

and science were so much needed among the pastors, there was less heresy

than in any others. God is always so powerful and so kind to his children !

God so ordered it that at the moment when the head of the Church showed

least piety, the Church beheld coming to its bosom Harold, king of Den-

mark, with his whole kingdom ; Dukes Liberius of Muscovy, Micislaus of

Poland, Waldemar of Prussia, and Spetineus of Bohemia, as well as their

vassals. Then Hungary was converted by Saint Stephen, and Bussia by

Saint Boniface, and all, as if urged by a supernatural impulse, united with

the Church. God finally so arranged that, in an age when the pontiffs were

not irreproachable, the Councils of Chalons, in 915, Troyes, in 921 and 927,

and Rheims, in 995, recognized and venerated in the heads residing at Rome
the supreme authority and the high and indestructible pontifical sovereignty.

Let us, nevertheless, repeat with Mabillon and Natalis Alexander that, in

spite of the almost universal irregularity, there yet flourished in sanctity

many bishops, abbots, monks, and nuns, men and women of all ranks and

conditions.

It must also be added that many heretics, and even some Catholic writers,

who look with no friendly eye upon the splendor of the Roman See,

attack and denounce, while they exaggerate the faults of some of the pon-

tiff's of that age. Those authors are numerous, and merit pity rather than

refutation. " I know," said Mabillon, " that the innovators of our age avail

themselves of the evil example of a few popes to attack the incorruptible

truth and unity of the Roman Church. Be the popes what they may,

against whom so many charges have been invented, their faults, real or

* Novaes, ii., p. 152.
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only alleged, can in no wise prejudice the Catholic Church, spread over

the whole world. Saint Augustine, speaking of the Donatists, said :
' We

are not crowned for their innocence, nor punished for their perversity ;' and

we may, with hke truth, say, as to modern innovators, the truth of the

Church remains unalterable."

Let us say wdth Bellarmine :
" Heretics industriously seek after the

faults of the pontiffs ; these faults have not been few, but do they destroy,

or even diminish the glory of the Holy See ? No ; even on account of those

very faults it must increase and extend. The Roman pontificate has not

owed its preservation to human direction or prudence ; it has been pre-

served because that rock has been so divinely fixed, so powerfully upheld,

so vigilantly surrounded by the guard of the apostles, and so gifted with

the singular protection of God, that the gates of hell cannot prevail against

that rock. Those 'gates of hell' are represented by the persecutions of

tyrants, by the rage of heretics, by the mockeries of free-thinkers, by the

circulation of corrupt writings, by all the wickedness spawned by human
corruption."*

Novaes, continuing to quote from Bellarmine, does not here confine him-

self to mere quotation, but continues in these terms :
" We must continue

the lives of the pontiffs who governed the Church in the tenth century.

Certainly, I do not pursue my task with the same satisfaction and pleasure

that I felt while recounting the acts of the primitive faithful, where we had

to admire so much virtue, knowledge, exemplary good works, and zeal for

due pontifical administration. Now conduct unregulated by reflection at

times, presents us with a spectacle different from what formerly edified us.

" Nevertheless, as I have not exaggerated the good quahties of former

pontiffs, so with the following ones I will not conceal what is censurable,

being assured that the action of Divine Providence cannot but triumph the

more, for, amidst those disorders, it has sustained the great glory of the

Church."

The terrible accusation against the period, however, must not be apphed

to Benedict. Fleury says of him, " He was a great pope."t

He acted prudently in the case of Argrim, bishop of Langres, whom the

Emperor Guy had driven from that city. The pope not choosing to decide

without the bishops, convened a council in the Lateran palace, where it was

decided that Argrim should be maintained in the See of Langres. The

Emperor Lambert was dead, and Benedict not deeming it right to recognize

Bereugarius, held the empire to be vacant ; but shortly after, Louis, son of

Boson, king of Provence, was called into Italy and recognized as emperor.

Under this reign died Alfred the Great, king of England. He profited by

* Bellarmine, preface to his De Rom. Pont. \ Fletuy, chap, liv., p. 571
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all the leisure his public duties allo-wed him, to read, interrogate educated

men, and thus to learn whatever might improve himself for tliose with whom
he conversed.* He left many writings, six of which were his owti composi-

tions. Among them were a collection of the laws of various nations, the

laws of the "V\^est Saxons, a treatise against evil judges, maxims of wise men,

parables, and dissertations on the various fortunes of kings., The Enghsh

ascribe to Alfred trial by jiiry in criminal cases.

Benedict died on the 20th of October, 903. He was interred at the

Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant seven days.

120. LEO v.— 903.

EO V. was born at Priapi, near Ardea, in the Ro-

man Campagna, or, according to other authors, at

Arezzo ; he was certainly not a Tuscan. A simple

Benedictine in the abbey of Brandallo, then cardi-

nal, he was elected pope on the 28th of October,

903. A few days afterwards, Christopher, cardi-

nal-priest of Saint Lawrence in Damaso, who owed

all to the new pope, seeing him destitute of execu-

tive abihty, and incapable of upholding his authority, threw him into prison,

compelled him to renounce the pontificate, and made him promise that he

would return to his monastery. Sigonius affirms that time was not allowed

him to resume the monastic life, and that he died in prison, in one month

and nine days. He was interred at Saint John Lateran.

Platina, speaking of the weakness of Leo, says :
" Dignities receive more

authority from men, than men from dignities." As Christopher was a ser-

vant of Leo, Platina, with less gravity than the subject requires, adds these

words, almost quoted fi'om Theocritus : Emdrito lupos qui te comedant—Nur-

ture evolves, aivd he devoured \\

* Floury.

f Platina, probably quoting from memory, has not given Theocritus quite exactly. C"nc of the

Gre^k writer's shepherds, reproaching another for his ingratitude, indignantly exclaims: Qpf^tu

Kill \\iKiiiif, 6pi\f/ai Kuvaf, u; rt ^ayuvn. Idyll. V., V. 38.

Vol. I.—10
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121. CHRISTOPHER.— A. d. 903.

HEISTOPHER, a Eoman, cardinal-priest of Saint

Lawrence m Bamaso, set up his pretensions against

Leo V. and threw him into prison, as related in the

last life. But, though he thus grasped the pontifi-

cal authority, he is not reckoned among the anti-

popes. Six months after his usurpation he was im-

prisoned by Sergius, who sent him to a monastery,

where he perished miserably in June, 904. He was
buried at the Vatican. This is one of the deplorable scenes which we an-

nounced as having disgraced the tenth century. Happily, we can say that

shortly before the Iconoclasts had been repressed by Theodora, widow of

Theophilus. The arts, so friendly to Christian government, were cvdtivated

both in the East and in the West ; sculptors in bronze, especially, now
acquired renown at Constantinople.

122. SERGIUS III.— A. D. 904

ERGIUS, a Eoman, cardinal-priest, son of Benedict,

of the Conti family, aspired to the papacy on the

death of Theodore Jl. Defeated by a faction, he

passed seven years at Florence, in exile. Eecalled

subsequently by the party of Adalbert, marquis of

Tuscany, he was invited by the Eoman people, who

hated Christopher, to present himseK again for elec-

tion. He was consecrated on the 9th of June, 904.

Sergius entertained feelings hostile to Formosus, and he annulled the acts

by which Theodore II. and John IX. had restored the memory of that

pope.

Subsequently, many calumnies were circulated against Sergius. Novaes

is far from admitting the truth of those accusations.

This pope repaired and embeUished the church of Saint John Lateran,

that had been damaged by an earthquake in the reign of Stephen VII.

The errors of Photius still had partisans in the East. Sergius redoubled
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his efforts to diminish the influence of the adherents of such maxims. He
governed seven years and three months, and died towards the end of

August, 911, after a pontificate of which Baronius says that it had un

cattivo tngresso, nn peggiore progresso, ed un pessinw egresso—bad ingress,

worse progress, an egress worst of all.

According to many authors, Sergius was interred at the Vatican ; but,

according to Rasponi, in the BasUica of Saint John Lateran.*

The venerable Cardinal Bellarmine does not silently pass over the re-

proaches due to some of the popes, who, in that age, showed such opposite

feelings towards Formosus.

This work cannot become a panegyric, wanting in truth ; it is a statement

of facts, where tares will be found among the good grain.

The historian who conceals the truth exposes himself to sharp criticism.

The reader thinks he has strong arguments for reply and censure, and he

thence acquires a suspicious feeling, which is sure to grow. Bellarmine

meets the difficulty boldly ;t but he does not forget the respect due to the

Holy See.

Among these popes, certainly some were mistaken, as the sharp-eyed

centuriators of Magdebourg remark. " Yes," exclaimed Cardinal Bellar-

mine, " Stephen VII. and Sergius III. erred, but on a question of fact, and

not of law—by bad example, not by false doctrine."

Sergius, who, as we have seen, completely repaired the church of Saint

John Lateran, damaged by an earthquake in the reign of Stephen, chose

it for his burial-place.

Fleury gives accusations brought against the doctrine of Sergius ; Novaes

maintains that they were only calumnies ; and to prove that this pope did

not neglect the duties of the papacy, he reminds us that the pope contrib-

uted to destroy the errors of Photius in the East, who taught that the

Holy Ghost proceeded not from the Son, but only from the Father. Pla-

tina mentions a journey made by Sergius into France, of which Fleury

makes no mention. Francis Giusta is also silent upon the subject ; but it is

true that he has been occasionally careless in his remarks on the travels of

the popes.

* Papebroke, In Propyleo, p. 156, n. 11. f De Rom. Pontif., book iv., chap. 13.
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123. AJfASTxVSIUS III—a. d. 911.

NASTASIUS III., a Koman, son of Imcian, was
elected pope a day or two after the death of

Sergius III., in 911. At the request of Beren-

garius, king of Italy, he granted various pri\a-

leges to the Bishop of Pavia—the right to ride a

white horse, to have the cross carried in proces-

sion before him on his journeys, and to sit at the

left hand of the pope in the councils. Cardinal

Baronius cites yet another privilege. Whenever the bishop of Pavia called

to a synod the archbishops of Milan or Eavenna, with their sufi'ragans,

they were bound to attend at once. Novaes says that it was on account of

these singular privileges that Benedict XIV., in 1743, created the bishops

of Pavia perpetual archbishops of Amasia. This concession restored

order into the ecclesiastical hierarchy.

Aiiastasius is praised for the gentleness of liis government, which lasted

only two years and two months.

He died in October, and was interred at the Vatican.

124. LANDO.—A. D. 913.

^;,^v^ J^\^^ ANDO, son of Trano, born at Monterotondo, an

ancient Eoman colony, was a canon-regular. He
was elected pontiff on the 16th of October, 913,

governed six months and ten days, died the 26th

of April, 914, and was interred at the Vatican.

From fear of the vengeance of a celebrated and

powerful Boman lady, Theodora, who was no less

'-•^4v*Ali(k2lAa;'^ :2:i^li£^ vicious than her two daughters, Theodora and

Marozia, Lando transferred John from the church of Bologna, where he

was elected, to that of Bavenna. That same John, under the name of John

X., was Lando's successor.

Chacon says that the hfe of this pontiff was very obscure, partly on ac-
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coxiut of the shortness of his pontificate, partly from the scarcity of wi-iters

who give the annals of these times. This explains the brief character of

the notices given by historians of the popes of that period. Nevertheless,

we see in the reports of William the Librarian, and of Godefry, that Lando,

faithful to the sentiments of concihation which have always animated the

popes, interposed his authority to prevent Berengarius, king of Italy, and

Rodolph, son of Count Guido, from going to war with each other. Many
authors reckon Lando among the pontiffs, though it is impossible always to

approve his character, his weaknesses, and his censurable deferences.

In Platina (p. 280) we find the following :
" There Avas at that time a great

strife between the Italians, the Germans, and the French, for the possession

of the empii-e, and fatal wars were the result. The Romans and the

Italians endeavored to retain the imperial dignity in their country, in

spite of all the resistance of all the barbarians.* The Romans and the

Itahans acted thus, although they were destitute of a head capable of sus-

taining so noble an enterprise. All those lights were now extinguished

which had once made Italv shed such eifidgence on the world. That tower-

ing tree that once had sent out its glorious roots so far was now stricken

and withered."

125. JOH]^ X.—A.D. 914.

OHN X., of the Cenci family, not a Roman, but born

at Ravenna, was son of John of the city of Bo-

logna, where he had been appointed bishop. He
was transferred to the archbishopric of Ravenna at

the urgent recommendation of the powerful and

shameless Theodora. Thence he rose to the pontifi-

cate on the 30th of April, 914.

On the 24th of March, 914, he crowned as em-

peror Berengarius, king of Italy. On that occasion the emperor confirmed

the donations made by Pepin, Charlemagne, and other emperors.

The same year, with the assistance of that emperor, Constantine Por-

phyrogenitus, and other princes, he entirely defeated the Saracens, who for

forty years had intrenched themselves in the lands of Garigliano, in the

province of Lavoro. The pope, in person, encouraged the Catholics. He

The word barbarians here means the Germans and French of that time.
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dispatched a legate to Compostella to venerate in tlie name of the pope

himself the body of Saint James.

John confirmed in the title of archbishop of Kheims (one of the iniquities

of those times) Hugo, son of the count of Aquitaine, who, according to

Flodoard, was not five years old. Kings and people soHcited such favors

for children, and the popes sometimes lacked courage to refuse. " That,"

says Baronius, " was the first monster that was seen in the Church of God

;

an unheard of event, of which no creature in the world had yet formed an

idea."

John had governed more than fourteen years, when, by order of the in-

famous Marozia, wife of Guido, marquis of Tuscany, he was arrested and

thrown into prison, where he was strangled by having a pillow bound over

his mouth,'" on the 2d of July, 928. He was buried at Saint John Lateran.

Fellerf says, that although the memory of this pontifi" was not held in

very great veneration, there is every reason to believe that towards the end

of his life he expiated his faults by his penitence. On many occasions he

manifested the sincere sorrow that he felt, and he exhorted charitable per-

sons to join their prayers to his to avert God's wrath.

126. LEO YL— A. D. 928.

^T the end of June, 928, Leo, son of Christopher, of

the Eoman family of Gemina, afterwards called

Sanguigna, was elected pope. He governed the

Church with integrity and moderation seven months

and five days, died about the 3d of February, 929,

and was interred at the Vatican.

Albert Kranz {Metropolis, hb. v., cap. i., p. 117)

iv expresses surprise at the brief duration of the Hves

of the popes in this age, and he suspects that poison was in frequent use.|

Yet John X. had just reigned fourteen years.

Platina thinks that Leo reigned with as much wisdom as the times permit-

ted, when morals were so corrupt.§ He continues :
" To recall the citizens to

concord, to settle Italian affairs still in tumult, owing to the rashness and

weakness of preceding popes, and to keep the barbarians from crushing

the Italians, such was the task essayed by Leo, And he could not better or

more worthily employ his short pontificate."

* Platina, p. 282. t III., p. 650. X Novaes, ii., p. 167, n. § Platina, p. 828.
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127. STEPHEj^ YIIL— a. d. 929.

TEPHEN VIIL, Roman, son of Theudemond, was

elected pope on the 3d of January, 929.

He governed two years, one montli, and twelve

days, with, sentiments of kindness and religion even

more praiseworthy in that age than in any other.

He died March 15th, 931, and was interred at the

Yatican.

128. JOHN XL— A.D. 931.

OHN XI., a Boman, of the Conti family, son of

Alberic, consul of Eome, was elected about the 13th

of March, 931, at the age of twenty years, as some

maintain, or twenty-five, according to others.

John was surrounded by evil men, who had raised

liim to authority, and possessed more of it than he

did. He governed four years and ten months,

always submissive to Marozia, whom many authors

regard as his mother ; or to his brother Alberic, who kept him in prison

from the year 933. He died there at the commencement of January, 936,

the victim of the ambition of his supposed mother, and of the cruelty of his

brother. He was interred at Saint John Lateran.
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129. LEO VIL—A. D. 936-8.

pi?'
EO VII., a Boman, son of Cliristopber, w<vs elected

pontiff against his will, and consecrated before the

9th of January, 936. He invited to Eome Odo,

abbot of Cluny, to reform monastic discipline,

and to rebuild, near the church of Saint Paul, the

monastery that once existed there.

Fleury says that Odo received, under the wiU of

Abbot Bernon, Cluny, Massay, and Deols. By
this disposal of these monasteries, it is evident that Bernon had not yet

thought of forming a congregation ; it was Odo who properly formed that

which has since borne the name of Cluny. Saint Odo was appointed by

Leo YII. to restore peace between Hugo, king of Italy, and Alberic, brother

of Pope John XI. When the holy monk reached Rome he undertook that

reconcihation, and succeeded, to the satisfaction of the pope.

Leo governed with mildness and integrity. Flodoard praises Leo in

Latin verses. This pope died about 937, and was interred at the Vatica"h.

130. STEPHEN IX.—A. D. 939.

TEPHEN IX., a Boman, but educated in Germany,

was elected pontiff about the 19th of July, 939.

Alberic, who had become legate of Borne, hated him

because he enjoyed the friendship of Otho, king of

Germany. It is said that in consequence of this

liatred Stephen was wounded in the face. The event

is mentioned in Muratori ; but, as it is remarked in

a standard work (L'Art de verifier les Dates), no such

assault is mentioned by any contemporary author ; and accordingly some

writers doubt it.

In 942, Stephen sent Bishop Damasus as his legate to France, with let-

ters recognizing as king Louis d'Outre Mer, against whom many of the

nobles had revolted, though he had been crowned king on the 19th of June,
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936, by Artaud, arclibisliop of Rlieims, formeiij a monk of the Abbey of

Saint Remi.'^

Stepheii threatened the revolted with excommunication, should they not

recognize theu- king before Christmas.

Peace was broken off betAveen Hugo, king of Italy, and Alberic, who had

set liimseif up as prince of Eome. Stephen desired once more to employ

in this difficult negotiation Odo, the abbot of Cluuy, who had returned mto
France. But the abbot died at Tours, before he could obey the pope.

Stephen governed three years, four months, and fifteen days. He died at

the beginning of December, 942, and was interred at the Yatican.

131. MARmUS II. A. D. 943.

HE name of Martin is given by many authors to this

pope, as they give that name to Pope Marinus I.

Marinus II. Avas a Eoman, and was elected pope

some time previous to the 4th of February, probably

about the 22d of January, 943. He wrote to the

bishop of Capua a letter, in which that bishop Avas

accused of being ignorant of the canons, illiterate,

too familiar with laymen, and a rash transgressor,

'^'^ because he had given a benefice to one of his dea-

cons. It was the Church of the Holy Angels which Stephen IX. had just

granted to the Benedictine monks to erect a monastery. This pope ordered,

at the same time, that the monastery should be erected on the grounds of

that church, declaring that it should never be disturbed by him or by his

successors, and that the monastery should remain constantly subject to the

Benedictine abbey at Capua. Further, the bishop, on pain of excom-

munication, was to cut off the intrusive deacon from aU communication with

the ecclesiastical offices. Marinus governed three years and six months.

He distinguished himself by his zeal for ecclesiastical reform, the rebuilding

of churches, and the relief of the poor. He displayed something of the

pious perseverance which had animated the pontiffs in the primitive days

of the Church, and he could not be surpassed in his love of establishing

peace among princes. He died in the month of June, 946, and was interred

at the Vatican.

Fleury, iii., p. 593.
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132. AGAPITUS.— A. d. 946.

GAPITUS, a Koman, was elected pontiff in the

month of June, 946, two or three days after the

death of Marinus. Troubles still prevailed in

France in regard to the See of Eheims. Artaud,

after having crowned Louis d'Outre Mer, had been

deposed, and Hugh, son of Heribert, count of

Rheims, elected in his stead. The new archbishop

was a child not five years old ! In that age, bad

examples were followed everywhere, even in France. Agapitus, to termi-

nate that schism and to restore the authority of Louis d'Outre Mer, sent to

Paris a legate named Marinus. This legate, in 948, held a council at Ingel-

heim, in the diocese of Cologne. In this council Artaud, in reward for his

fideHty to his legitimate king, was reinstated in his See of Eheims ; Hugo,

his rival, was excommunicated, as was Heribert, a rebel to the king.

In 949, there was another council at Rome, at which these excommunica-

tions were renewed.

The Holy Father called to Rome Otho I., king of Germany, that he might

expel from Italy Berengarius, who ill treated the clergy, and even plundered

them of actual necessaries. The Italian peninsula was at that time thus

divided : Lombardy obeyed Berengarius II. and his son Adalbert ; Genoa,

Tuscany, and the Romagna were subject to a minister of the emperor of the

West : Apulia and Calabria, the southern part, though infested by the Sara-

cens, recognized the Greek emperor. Venice amassed wealth by carrying

to various nations the commodities they needed. At Rome consuls were

annually appointed for the nobiHty ; a prefect was supposed to protect the

interests of the populace. The pope, while receiving the homage of nearly

all the sovereigns of Europe, was oppressed by the consuls in his capital

city, and by Berengarius in his pi'ovincial possessions.

Otho received the letters of the pope, and, after ordering the king of Den-

mark and the dukes of Poland and Bohemia to declare themselves his vas-

sals, he crossed the Alps. Announcing that he came at the request of Pope

Agapitus, he subjugated Lombardy, and demanded the crown of Italy,

which he called tlie right of victory. Many princes had competed for that

throne, since the deposition of Louis the Fat. The aspirants were Beren-

garius, duke of Friuli ; Guido, duke of Spoleto ; Arnulph, king of Germany

;

Louis III., king of Provence ; Rudolph, king of Burgundy, beyond the Jura ;
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Hugo, count of Provence ; and Berengarius II., marquis of I\Ty. The arri-

val of OtLo proclaimed a more powerful competitor.

Pope Agapitus II. was to decide the claims of all these princes to the

iron crown. Otho, master of Milan and of Pavia, had himself recognized

as king of these provinces in the year 951. But, to the eyes of the popu-

lace, the sovereign power did not seem to be positively conferred upon him

until Wolpiil, archbishop of Milan, acting in concert with Pope Agapitus,

placed upon his head the crown of the Lombards, which was preserved in

the church of Saint John the Baptist, at Monza. Otho deposited on the

altar of Saint Ambrose all his ornaments as king of Germany, the lance, the

royal sword, the battle-axe, the baldiick, and the chlamys. He served the

Mass in the dalmatic of subdeacon, while the clergy celebrated the ceremo-

nies. After the sacrifice, the archbishop addressed to the dukes and mar-

quises who surrounded him a congratulatory address in honor of Otho.

He then anointed him with the holy oil, arrayed him again in the ornaments

that had been laid upon the altar, restored his arms to him, and finally

placed upon his head the crown of the Lombards.*

Pope Agapitus sent to Saint Bruno, archbishop of Cologne, and brother

of Otho, the pallium, with especial privileges.

Agapitus governed nine years and six or seven months, with great zeal

for the peace of Christendom. He died August 20th (or perhaps 28th), 956,

and was buried in Saint John Lateran.

* This crown consists of a band of gold about four fingers wide, ornamented with chased work

and jewels, in the form of an ancient diadem, and having in the inside a band of iron of the

breadth of one finger. Considering the chief material, we should call this the golden crown, but

the name of the iron croion prevailed, because it was said that the slendor band of iron which it

contained was a nail of our Saviour's cross, sent to Theodelinda by Gregory the Great, as rewards

for her temporary extirpation of the Arian heresy. Some authors maintain that the iron band

within the crown attested that a courageous people owe their gold to iron.

—

Italy, p. 68.

V~^^.
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133. SOR'H XII.— A. D. 956.

EEPEAT what was said of Jolin XII. in the

Notizie of Kome for the year 1844 :

" John XII., Conti, a Boman, was created pope

in the year 956, and governed the church about

eight years. During that time, and in the yeai

963, Leo was mtruded into the pontificate. Being

subsequently deposed, he again usurped the

supreme dignity on the 26th June, 964, and he

continued to retain his illegal possession of it

until April, 965. Nevertheless, Leo is reckoned in the list of popes under

the name of Leo YIII."*

After this preliminary official information, we proceed to details. His

name was Octavian, and he was the first pontiff who changed his name.

John of the Conti family, grand nephew of Sergius III. and of John XL,
was elected, or rather, at the instigation of some Romans, intruded into the

papacy about the 20th of August, 956. He was then only some sixteen or

eighteen years old. Such were the calamities of the times, says Baronius,

that it was deemed better to tolerate that invasion than to wound the Church

by a schism which would be a worse evil still. Therefore the Church

accepted and endured him as pontiff, considering that there would be less

evil in tolerating one head, though a monstrous one, than in afflicting the

one body with two heads.

t

In 957, the new head of the Church, with a youthful ardor more becoming

a warrior than a vicar of Jesus Christ, took into his pay the auxiliary

troops of the duke of Spoleto, and having joined them to his own, marched

in person against Pandolpho, prince of Capua, who, supported by the army

of GisoLfo, prince of Salerno, not only resisted the pope, but comj)letely

defeated him. John was forced to retreat in disorder to his OAvn territory

and to sue for peace, which Pandolpho granted, making a treaty of friend-

ship and confederation.

John being afterwards annoyed by Berengarius and his son Adalbert,

called King Otho to his aid, as Agapitus II. had done, that Otho Avith his

army might deHver John from those vexations. Otho, before he marched,

engaged himself by oath to cause the restoration of all that those tp'ants

had plundered from the Church. |

* Notizie: Kome, 1844. -j Novaes, ii., p. 177.

t The formula of the oath is to be found in Qratian, under the head 2'ibi Domino, 33, dist. 63.
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Otlio clvove Berengaiius and Adalbert from Italy, and restored to tlie

Cliurch what she had received from Pepin and Charlemagne. Subsequently,

John, gTateful to Otho, crowned him as emperor, on the 13th of February,

962. He was the first German prince who received the imperial crown,

and John, the pontiff who effected the change, had promised Otho to

entertain no relations with Berengarius and Adalbert : such relations, how-

ever, revived. Otho, irritated at this, advanced towards Rome in 9G3. The

Romans, discontented with John, who fled, swore that they would never

again elect a pontiff without the approbation of the emperor. Three days

aftenvards the emperor assembled a Conciliahida, in which John was accused

of enormous crimes, except of heresy, and iniquitously degraded from

the pontificate on the 6th of November, 963. The antipope Leo was then

raised to the papacy, but the inconstant Romans soon dismissed Leo and

restored John. It is affirmed that the latter, on re-entering Rome, ordered

cruel reprisals which disgrace his memory.

The reader must go back to those days of grief and horror. A young

man scarcely twenty-five years old was invested with the papal attire ; he

owed such an unheard-of honor to factious and evil men, to a host of

wretches who trembled in defeat, and then abused their victory. He who

OAved his elevation to such circumstances had neither the moderation nor

the uprightness so admirable in many preceding popes. Perverse counsel-

lors involved the Church in wars, and in complications repugnant to her

character. On the one side, seeing so many enemies united against her,

political and sovereign power was needed to shelter her from their constant

unjust attacks ; on the other hand, it w^as to be feared that the inconsiderate

youth would forget duty, and prove only the ambitious defender of authority

by force, forgetful of the power of religion and the holy patience it pre-

scribes.

All these terrible and detestable circumstances brought about the dis-

orders that we unceasingly deplore, and w^hich withal we cannot pass over

in silence, since so many ecclesiastical writers before us have deplored and

described them in language that inspires terror. Our task is difficult, but

unavoidable. After this fidghtful tenth century, and the commencement of

the eleventh, Ave come agaia to pontiffs who do honor to the Cliurch ; we

find a Saint Sylvester and a Saint Leo IX., and come to a Gregory YII.,

defending the prerogativers of the Church, and at the same time distinguish-

ing himself by such eminent sanctity of life, that the Church in presence of

so many virtues does not hesitate to place him upon her altars.

John pursued the political vengeance which was dictated to him by his

accomplices. In religious authority he was strict ; but not more so than a

legitimate pope should be.

On the 2Gth of February, 9()4;, he celebrated a council, in which he con-
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demned the Emperor Otho and tlie antipope Leo, and the bishops of

Ostia, Porto, and Albano, who had ordained Leo when unjustly promoted to

the pontificate. He deprived of all rank and of all honors the priests who

had been ordained by the intruder, stripped them of their clerical vestments,

and made them sign this declaration :
" My father had nothing—nothing,

therefore, could he bestow upon me."

At length the end of John's hfe came. Luitprand, who is hostile to

John, bitterly accuses him ; but grave authors rightly refuse to admit

these latter accusations. Kancor and prejudice sometimes overstep all

bounds ; ha\'ing spoken truly on some points, men sometimes fancy them-

selves privileged to speak untruly on others. Luitprand was the friend of

schismatics and the flatterer of Otho.

We shall close by a reflection of Feller's :* " The great number," says he,

" of virtuous and holy pontifi^s who have occupied the See of Eome, should

make us forget the small number whose morals have ill-suited their station.

Jesus Christ expressly warns us that the chiefs of religion are not impecca-

ble, and that their faults are no argument against the worship of which they

are the ministers, or the doctrine of which they are the depositaries. " The

Scribes and Pharisees sit in the chair of Moses : all things whatsoever they

shall say nnto you, observe and do, but according to their works do ye not."

(Matt, xxiii. 23.)

John was interred at Saint John Lateran.

In the East, the Emperor Eomanus the Younger died on the loth of

March in the preceding year. Komanus, at the suggestion of evil counsel-

lors, had driven from the imperial palace the Empress Helena, his mother,

and his sisters. Li those sad times the East set no better examples than

the West, and Europe was apparently unmoved by this barbarity. •

Under this disastrous reign, Genoa, which had already been pillaged by

the Saracens from Africa, was again threatened with an incursion ; and the

Himgarians, coming by way of the town of Fiuma, ravaged Italy.

* FeUer, iii., 650.
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134. BENEDICT V.— a. d. 964.

ENEDICT v., named Grammatico, a Koman, of

the Conti family, cardmal-deacon, was elected

May 19th, 964, to succeed John XII., without the

consent of the Emperor Otho I. That prince then

laid siege to Rome, wliich, pressed by hunger, sur-

rendered, abandoning Benedict, and received the

intnider, Leo VIII. Benedict was sent as a

prisoner into German}^, and delivered to Adalgag-

nus, bishop of Hamburg, who treated him with honor until his death, which

occurred on the 4th of July, 965, after a pontificate of one year and a few

months. Benedict was buried in the cathedral of Hamburg, and thence re-

moved to Eome in 999, by order of Otho III. In various martyrologies,

the title of martyr is given to Benedict. The Holy See was vacant two

months and twenty-five days. Benedict was a learned and virtuous pontiff,

with mildness and patience equal to his misfortunes.

We are now to see how the antipope Leo VIIL appreciated the preroga-

tives of the Holy See. The intruder assembled a council, after the depart-

ure of Benedict V.

In Fleury (iii., book 56, page 636) we read :
" There is a decree of that

council by which the pope (the anti2Mpe) Leo, with all the clergy and peo-

ple of Eome, granted and confirmed to Otho and his successors the right

of choosing a successor in the kingdom of Italy, to establish the pope, and to

give the investiture to the bishops ; so that neither patricians, nor pope, nor

bishop could be created without his consent ; the whole, under penalty of

excommunication, perpetual exile, and death." Nothing was wanting to the

dastardly cruelty and impiety which dictated that decision. Usurpers

freely part -v^dth what they have WTested from the lawfrd owners.
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135. JOPIN XIII.— A. D. 965.

e^^^, OHN Xni., a Eoman, was consecrated pontiff on tlie

^ 1st of October, 965. His hauteur drew on liim the

JT hatred of the Eoman nobility, and Eolfredus, prefect

^ of Eome, excited a tumult against the pope, who was

obliged to retire to Capua, where, for six months, Pan-

J. dolpho,the lord of that city, treated him with great hon-

ors. In gratitude, John made Capua an episcopal See.

He approved the acts of the council held at Ea-

venna, in 968, which erected Magdebourg into an archbishopric ; and he

convened another council, at Eome, in 969, when the Church of Benevento

was made an archbishopric.

On the return of Otho, John's protector, to Italy, the Eomans recalled the

latter, and replaced him in the chair of Saint Peter.

The emperor learning that many of the Eomans had shamefully betrayed

the pope, punished them with great severity. Peter, prefect of Eome, was

tied by the hair to the head of Constantine's horse, and there exposed to

the maledictions of the people."

In 967, John crowned Otho II. as emperor, at the request of Otho I., who

wished before his death to see his son invested with the imperial dignity.

It is said that John was the first who introduced the custom of baptizing

church bells, because he baptized one at Saint John Lateran, to which he

gave the name of Saint John. That opinion is adopted by Baronius ; but

the rite was certainly in use prior to the reign of John XIII., and, on such

occasion, some at least of the ceremonies of baptism were followed, such

as the pouring of water, the anointing, and the imposition of the name of a

saint. The object was to distinguish one bell fi'om another ; or, in obedi-

ence to a pious feeling, they sought to call people to church by the voice of

a saint, whose name was thus united to an instrument of divine praise.

The Poles having been converted to the Catholic faith, John sent Egiel,

bishop of Tuscu.lum, to confirm them in their holy intention.

* Fleury (iii.. 50, p. 638) repeats what Platina liad said about a bronze horse of Constanti-

nople which was at Rome. There is a serious error here. What many authors, consulted by

flatiiia and Fleury, talie for tlie horse of Coustautine is no other than the celebrated horse of

}Iar( us Aurelius, which now stands in the middle of the square of the capitol, at Rome. In the

ages of ignorance, this horse and the statue of the emperor were found amidst some ruins.

The populace persisted in calling the horse that of Constantine, amd on /eic days wine was dis-

tributed through the mouth of that horse. Fca has well illustrated that historical fact, and he

"iupiKjrts his views by a host of proofs which render them now indisputable.
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Ke governed sis years, eleven months, and six days, and dying on tlie

6th of September, 972, was interred at Saint Paul beyond the walls.

The Holy See remained vacant nearly three months.

Under the reign of this pontifit", Otho sent to Constantinople, as ambassa-

dor, Lnitprand, bishop of Cremona, to ask of the Emperor Nicephorns

Phocas, for young Otho, the emperor's son, the hand of Anne, daughter of

the Emperor Eomanus the Youngei', and of the Empress Theophania, whom
Nicephonis had man'ied. Luitprand has left an account of his embassy.

In an audience, Nicephoi'us said to Luitprand—" I should wish to receive

you well, but the condiict of your master does not permit me. He has

taken Eome as though it were an enemy's city. He has endeavored vio-

lently to subject several cities of my empire, and being unable to succeed,

he now, under pretence of peace, sends you as a spy upon us."

The bishop replied :
" My master has not usurped the city of Rome by

violence ; on the contrary, he has delivered it from tyrants. Was it not in

the power of effeminate men and profligate women ? I think your prede-

cessors have been asleep, ivho called themselves Roman empei'ors, hut tve^-e

not so in fad ! Have not some of the popes been banished, others re-

duced to actual want, and not allowed to receive even alms ? Who of you

other emperors has been zealous enough to punish those crimes, and to re-

store the Church to its primitive lustre ? You have neglected her ; but my
master has not. He has come from' the end of the earth to deliver Eome
from the wicked, and to restore all honor and power to the successors of the

Apostles. And, then, when rebels have risen against him, and against the

pope, he has punished them according to the laws of Justinian, of Valen-

tinian, of Theodosius, and of the other emperors."

The emperor and the bishop exchanged other words, which history has

not disdained. Nicephorus said to the ambassador—" You are not Eomans,

you are only Lombards." The bishop replied :
" We Lombards, Saxons,

and Franks have no greater insult than to call a man a Eoman. With us

this name implies all that can be conceived of baseness, cowardice, avarice,

impurity, and treachery."

This great nation, which had bestrode the known universe in triumph,

accumulated conquests, had yielded to the caprice of exchanging its capital,

only in the end to excite such just hatred, and see themselves so completely

despised by nations uncivilized by science and art, by rude ignorant men,

who, in their turn, ruled the world with the battle-axe, the francisque, and

fire.

The emperor's ambassador spoke ^-ith respect at least of the 2)opes.

Whether the prince interposed with evil intent or wise and Christian views,

his envoy defended the rights of religion, which the Eoman emperor of Con-

stantinople trampled under foot. Li those sad days of duty disi-egarded.

Vol,. I.—17
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there was never a pope so little master of himseK as to allow such verses as

these to be sung before him, verses which Luitprand heard without evincing

disgust :
" Behold, the morning star approaches—the aurora rises—the

death of the Saracens ! Prince Nicephorus—long Hve Nicephorus ! Adore

him, ye nations—submit to his power !"

Many popes have been accused of not repressing feehngs of pride. Was
pride ever more satanic than that of Nicephorus ? Let us never forget, in

the course of this history, that besides the wealoiess of those whose annals

we write, there is always room to mention the weakness of contemporary

princes. We must not be aroused at the one without remembering the

others, who were doubtless more guilty. Never did a vicar of Christ, never

did a pope set himself up as God, hke Nicephorus, who made men adore

him.

136. BENEDICT VI.— a. d. 9T2.

ENEDICT YI., a Eoman, son of Hildebrand, was

elected pontiff on the 20th of December, 972.

Otho I., the emperor, dying at this time, his son

Otho II., who had already been crowned by John

Xm., succeeded. The Komans, desirous of ac-

quiring what they had called Hberty under the

emperors and under the republic, broke out in

riots, persuaded that they had little to fear from

the imperial armies, then elsewhere engaged in obstinate wars. They ex-

cited trouble in many cities. Cencius was one of the boldest consjDirators

in this seditious enterprise. As Benedict defended at once the rights of the

Church and those of the emperor, Cencius attacked and imprisoned him in

the castle of Saint Angelo, where, by order of the rebel, the pontiff was put

to death.

Benedict governed one year and three months. One of the most furious,

in calling for the death of the pontiff, was Franco, son of Feruzzi, afterwards

pope under the title of Boniface VII.

The disturbances of those times seem to have caused a corresponding dis-

order in the writings of the historians. Some of them make Donus II. the

successor of Benedict VI., while others make the former the immediate

predecessor of the latter. Novaes is of the latter class. The dates of the

events are no less uncertain. The papacy in those times was lowered and

profaned to the extent of becoming a kind of temporal and very precarious
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post, dependent on the caprice of the mob, as the Roman empire had been

upon the venaHty of the PrsTctorian guards. Those sovereigns of the moment

rose and fell ere there was time for them to be recognized. We have not

erred in announcing, with alarm, all the ferocities of the tenth century, and

we have not employed colors too dark to warn the reader of the frightful

picture to be unrolled before him.

137. DONUS II.— A. D. 972.

ONUS n. was elected pontiff in 972, with the aid

and favor of the counts of Tusculum, who were then

very powerful in the city of Rome. He governed

three months, with great integrity. He died on

the 19th of December, and was interred at the

Yatican.

138. BENEDICT VII.— a. d. 975.

N antipope, named Franco, who had caused Pope

Benedict to be put to death, usurped the pontifi-

cate, and as he could but continue his career of

iniquity, he in a month plundered the Vatican of

its most valuable contents. This sacrilegious

usurper then escaped to Constantinople, whence

we shall see him return in 985, to commit a fresh

crime upon the person of John XIY.

Benedict VII., a Roman, son of David, of the

Conti family, was elected pope before the 25th of March, 975.

Benedict celebrated two councils at Rome ; in one he excommunicated

the antipope Boniface—in the other, the simoniacs. After a reign of more

than eight years, he died, in the year 984, and was interred at Santa Croce

in Gernsal.emme. Ecclesiastical history at tliis epoch stiU continues full of

ird/
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uncertainties and disputes as to dates, facts, and persons. It is believed

that Benedict occupied the See eight years and some months, setting

an example of all the pastoral virtues, and ruling the Church prudently in

those difficult times. Possibly, at a later date, the popes of that period

have been judged according to the known perversity that prevailed in gen-

eral. Perhaps some authors meeting only horrors and abominations among

both princes and people, infer that the popes were no better. Benedict VII.

was, however, a wise, prudent, and virtuous pope.

189. JOHlf XIV.— A. D. 984.

OHN XIV., originally named Peter Canevanova,

changed that name of Peter out of his respect for

the prince of the apostles, the first sovereign pon-

tiff whose name has not been taken by any pon-

_
tiff, although the name was very common among

the Christians from the time of Constantine the

Great.

John was cardinal-deacon, bishop of Pavia, his

native city, and arch-chanceUor to the Emperor Otho II.

After John had reigned nearly eight months, the antipope Franco, calling

himself Boniface VH., returning from Constantinople, threw John into prison,

where he died—it is doubtful whether of poison or of starvation—in the

month of June, 985. He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See re-

mained vacant nearly ten months. It will not be amiss here to record the

end of the antipope Franco. He died suddenly not long after the commis-

sion of his second crime. He was so hated, even by his accomplices, that

after his death he was pierced with spears, lances, and dragged along the

streets by the feet, and left stark naked in front of the horse of Constan-

tine ;* but on the next morning some clerics removed and interred the

mangled body.

* See note on this horse of Constantine, in the Life of John XIIL
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140. JOHJS" XV.— A. D. 985

OHN XV., a Eoman, son of Kobert, was elected

^^gfe pontiff in December, 985. He died the same month,

before consecration, and was interred at the Vati-

can.

At that time there arose in Italy two gi'eat her-

^ mits, Romuald, in Lombardy, and Nilus, in Calabria.

'^^i^T—- Saint Komuald belonged to the noble family of the

dukes of Ravenna. He introduced the rule of the

hermits, which enjoined fasting for every day except Thursday and Sunday.

The hfe of Saint Nilus is related in great detail by Fleury (iv., Hb. Ivii.,

p. 7). At Monte Cassino a monk questioned Saint Nilus as to fasting on

Saturday. The saint, who differed in opinion fi-om Saint Romuald, replied :

" Let him who eats, not despise him who eats not ; and let him who eats

not, despise not him who eats." {Romans, xiv. 3.) If you reprove us because

we do not fast on Saturday, beware that you be not in opposition to the

pillars of the Church, Saint Athanasius, Saint Basil, Saint Gregory, Saint

Chrysostom, and the councils. We do well not to fast on Saturday, in op-

position to the Manicheans, who on that day afflicted themselves in hatred

to the Old Testament ; but we do not abstain from labor on that day, that

we may not imitate the Jews. You also are right in fasting on that day,

that you may prepare yourselves for Sunday.

141. JOHN XVL— A. D. 985.

Sg-C -^\

"^ OHN XVI. was elected at the end of December,

985. He was a Roman priest, and the son of Leo.

Harassed by the tyrant Crescentius, who, with the

N' title of consul, occupied the castle of Saint Angelo,

,
/ John fled into Tuscany, and appealed to Otho III.

'(J As soon as the Romans learned the step that the

pope had taken, they recalled him, so much did

they dread Otho. The clergy reproached John

with yielding to that kind of favoritism which has since been known as
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nepotism ; in fact lie enriched his relatives beyond bounds. Through the

medium of Leo, bishop of Treves, whom he sent as legate to London in the

year 990, the pope restored peace between Ethelred, king of England, and

Eichard, duke of Normandy, whose discords were involving their countries

in war. Hugh Capet, king of France, crowned at Eheims on the 3d of

July, 987, was some time afterwards deserted by the archbishop of that

city, Arnoul, a natural son of Eing Lothaire. The archbishop being taken

prisoner at the siege of Laon, the king solicited a sentence of deposition

fi'om Pope Jolm XVI. The pope not replying as promptly as the king de-

sired, a council was convoked at Kheims, and pronounced sentence of depo-

sition on Arnoul, who confessed himself guilty, and submitted to his

sentence. Gerbert, afterwards Poj)e Sylvester II., succeeded Arnoul in the

See of Bheims ; but the pope having courageously protested against the

condemnation of Arnoul, the king wrote to the sovereign pontiff and urged

that his authority had not been invaded, and offered to explain the matter

if he would meet him at Grenoble. A council was held on the 2d of June,

995, at Mouzon, in which the matter was discussed. The right of Gerbert

was there held to be uncertain, and the pope's legate interdicted him until

a new council was held, which was convoked for the first of the following

July. But the council did not meet so soon, and as long as King Hugh
sur\ived, Gerbert remained archbishop of Eheims, and Arnoul remained a

prisoner at Orleans. However, this resistance on the part of the head of

the Capetian race was unaccompanied by any insulting word or ill-treatment

towards the legate, who constantly received in France the honor that was

due to him.

In 993, John solemnly canonized, in the Council of Lateran, Adalric,. who

was made bishop of Augsburg in 924, at the age of thu'ty-one, and died

on the 4th of July, 973. This was the first solemn canonization. Credit

must not be given to those who state that the first was celebrated by Leo

III., or by Stephen III., in favor of Suidbert, apostle of Westphalia. The

name of canonization was not known before the tenth century.-'

The exclusive right of canonization, which the sovereign pontiffs reserve

to themselves, commenced only in the twelfth century. Until then each

bishop in his oAvn diocese declared the virtues of the servant of God, who
Ijad lived in sanctity, and no more was required to authorize the veneration

of the saint.

John is said to have granted the city of Ferrara to Tedald, great-grand-

.

father of the Countess Matilda.

This pope governed more than ten years. He was illustrious as a culti-

vator of letters, notwithstanding the rudeness of the time, and he is the

* Novaes, ii., p. 197.
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reputed author of some books on military art. He died on the 30th of

April, 996, and was interred at the Vatican, in the oratory of Saint Mary.

Under his reign the Russians, following the example of their King Wladi-

mir, became fervent converts to the CathoKc faith. " For, although the

Christian religion had been introduced among the Russians in the preceding-

century, yet as late as 940 they were guilty of great cruelty against the

Christians, especially priests, whose heads they pierced with nails.""" So

that the solid estabhshment of Christianity, and the entire conversion of

the nation, date from the reign of Wladimir, towards the close of the tenth

century." (Fleury, iv., Hb. Ivii., p. 11.)

142. GREGORY V.— a. d. 996.

EEGORY V. was originally named Bruno ; he was

the thii'd son of Otho, duke of Franconia, marquis

of "Verona, and related to Otho III., king of Ger-

many. He was created cardinal by Po23e John

XV., and at the age of twenty-four was elected

pope, on the 8th of May, 996. Fleury says of him

:

" Bruno was gifted, conversant with Roman Ktera-

ture, and spoke three languages, the German, the

literary Latin, and the vulgar— (z. e. the ItaHan.)" He was the first German

who was raised to the Holy See.

Otho having returned into Germany, the Romans revolted against the

pope, who had to take refuge at Pavia. There he, in 997, held a great

council, in which he excommunicated Crescentius, of the family of the

counts of Tiasculum, who had caused himself to be named consul, and who
wielded at Rome a despotic authority greater than that of the pope. Otho

marched upon Rome, where he was crowned emperor by Gregory. Cre-

scentius retired into the castle of Saint Angelo, where he obtained terms of

capitulation ; but Otho disregarding it, beheaded him. It was soon per-

ceived that the pope, a native of Germany, would favor the opinions of his

nation. At first secretly, and then publicly, he confirmed these maxims of

jurisprudence :

" Tlie prince elected in a Diet of Germany, acquired by that election the

subordinate kingdoms of Italy and Rome.

* Ephemer. ap. BoU., vol. xiii.
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" Nevertlieless, lie cannot entitle himself emperor and Augustn-3 until lie

receiA'e the crown from the hands of the Koman pontiffs."

Gregory, wishing to punish the inhabitants of Rome, Avho had been

opposed to him, and who disapproved of the influence exercised by Otho in

pubhc affairs, took away from the Piomans the right of electing the emperor,

urging as the reason that Germany loas the great arm of Christianity. The

pope ascribed the right of election, according to Villani, to seven princes

of that country ;—the archbishop of Mayence, chancellor of Germany ; the

archbishop of Treves, chancellor of the Gauls ; the archbishop of Cologne,

chancellor of Italy ; the marquis of Brandenburg, grand chamberlain ; the

duke of Saxe, sword-bearer ; the count Palatine of the Ehine, who served

at the first table of the emperor ; and the king of Bohemia, great bixtler.

The preceding details have been repeated by a host of authors deemed

trustworthy ; but Novaes is of a different opinion :* " Critics," says that

author in his history, " are not of one mind upon the question of who in-

stituted the seven electors of the empire. Some writers—as Giordano in

his Chronicle—attribute this creation to Charlemagne, and that opinion is

supported by the authority of Innocent III.

—

(cap. Venerabilem de election, et

electi pot.) Other annahsts deem the princes of Germany authors of the

method of election ; others attribute it to Gregory X., some to Gregory Y.

(and this is the opinion of Bellarmine) ; and others again attribute it partly

to Gregory V., partly to Otho III., and in part to the German princes. This

institution interested the popes, the emperors, and the princes : it must have

been approved, then, by those three authorities. That is the view taken

by Dupin {De la Discipline de Vancienne Egllse, dissert. 7, chap. 3, parag. 3.)

Natalis Alexander (followed by Pagi, ad arm. 996, n. 13) affirms that under

the sway of Frederick II. the princes of Germany gave to seven electors

the right of choosing the emperor. " Still," says Novaes, " the right to

elect the emperor is derived from the sovereign pontiff, as Sandini demon-

strates in the Life of Gregory Y., where he speaks of the number and office

of the electors."

In corroboration of the opinion of Novaes, we may remind our readers of

what took place on the recognition of Charlemagne, in his quahty of

emperor.

Gregory raised to the See of Eavenna, Gerbert, who succeeded him in

the pontificate under the name of Sylvester II.

The great erudition of Gregory Y., his abundant alms, his virtues, and

the qualities of both his heart and his talent,t obtained for him the name of

Gregorio Ifinore, Gregory the Less ; though doubtless that surname was

more frequently bestowed upon him in Germany than in the city of Eome,

* Novaes, ii., p. 198. f Novaes, ii., p. 200.
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whose privileges he had attacked. He died on the 18th of February, 999,

at the age of twenty-seven, after governing the Church two years and some-

thing more than eight months. He was interred at the Vatican.

It cannot be forgotten that, at the instigation of Otho, born a German,

and a constant enemy of the French, a council was held at Rome, at which

the customs of the Church, already invoked under similar circumstances,

were brought to bear heavily upon Robert, king of France. " Tw'cnty-

eight bishops, nearly all Italians, were present. "" Eight canons Avere passed,

by the first of which King Robert was du'ected to put away Bertha, whom
he had married within the prohibited degree of relationship, and to do

penance for seven years, according to the degrees prescribed by the Church,

aU under pain of being anathematized. And the same sentence was passed

upon Bertha.

" Archambault, archbishop of Tours, who had given them the nuptial

benediction, and all the bishops who had assisted in the ceremony, w^ere

suspended fi-om communion until they made satisfaction to the Holy See.

" King Robert subsequently obeyed the order of the council, and espoused

Constance, daughter of Wilham I., count of Provence."t

The interference of Otho in this case, proves that if the sovereignty of the

pope Avere not independent—if, for instance, it were limited, as has been

spoken of, to the possession of the Vatican and the church of Saint Peter

—

the foreign sovereign, whether Catholic or not, who should occupy Rome,

could easily exert an unjust influence upon the other courts of Europe,

excite quarrels among them, and, under a pliable ecclesiastical admin-

istration, interfere in the rights of the others, and turn religious weapons

to the service of secular poHty. The pope must remain as he is ; there is

access to his States by two seas, and thus he can freely become ac-

quainted with the complaints, the petitions, and the needs of all Catholics

.hroughout the universe.

[See the note of tlie Cardinal Casoni, Hist, du Pape Pie VII. ; 3 ed., vol.

u., p. 31.]

Novaes, ii., p. 199. \ Fleury, iv., lib. Ivii., p. 38.
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143. SYLVESTER IL— a. d. 999.

YLVESTER II., formerly caUed Gerbert, a native of

Aurillac, in France, was the fii'st Frenchman who
occupied the chair of Saint Peter. He was a Bene-

dictine monk of the monastery of Saint Gerandus,

and became abbot of Bobbio. Having been made

archbishop of Eheims on the deposition of Arnoul,

\ he was himself deposed in 994, and afterwards made
i;^'«i archbishop of Eavenna, Some say that he was of

low birth, while others maintain that he belonged to the noble Cesi family,

a member of which had settled at Aurillac,

Sylvester, on the recommendation of the Emperor Otho III., was elected

pope on the 28th of February, and consecrated on the 2d of April, 999.

Immediately, in an impulse of generosity worthy of the primitive times of

the Chiu'ch, he confirmed, as archbishop of Bheims, his former rival Arnoul,

ajid then he turned his attention to reforming the monasteries of Christen-

dom. He gave the title of apostohc king to Stephen, king of Hungary, who

had converted that country to the Cathohc faith, and permitted him and his

successors to have the cross borne before them. He reigned four years,

one month, and about ten days, including, as was then customary, the day

of his consecration.

This Pontiff* was an illustrious scholar and a very learned mathemati-

cian, and though, on his deposition from the See of Kheims, he used cen-

surable language towards the Holy See, yet, as pope, he governed ^dth

both wisdom and sanctity. The monks of Saint Maur, relying upon the

historians of the time, were better able than others to know the real

character of this pontiff. They speak of him in the following terms :
" A

fine and subtle genius, a zealous lover of truth and justice, he was the

enemy of haughtiness and of dupHcity. His maxim concerning the minis-

ters of the Gospel was this :
" He who is concerned in the saving of souls,

stands in need of great moderation." This pope protested that he was

ready to give iip his life to preserve the unity of the Church, and rej)roached

himself only with having overmuch flattered the great
;
perhaps, in fact, he

cannot be held to have been free from the fault of ambition." However, it

is beyond all doubt that his great ability in mathematics, in rhetoric, in

* Novaes, ii. p. 205.
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music, and iu medicine, and tlie rapid elevation that he so rapidly achieved,

were the only reasons why, in a barbarous age, he was suspected of magic.

On that score, he was obhged formally to defend liimseK.

Platina treats Sylvester with unjust severity. In the first place, he does

not even seem properly to know this pope's name, for he sometimes calls

him Gilbertus, and sometimes Hilbertus. He says that this pope reached

.

the pontificate tvith the aid of the devil. Platina, in his own day, believed in

sorcerers, and in page 303 of his book, he gives a host of absurdities that

history does not confirm,

Eelying on Baronius as my aiithority, I have spoken of the tenth century

as a period of almost universal craelty, ignorance, felony, and impurity. It

is pleasant for a French historian, in the midst of details so deplorable, to

be able to point out the great qualities, the generosity, and the lofty science

of a son of France, of a child of pious Auvergne, who gave so brilHant and

pubHc a contradiction to the age in which he Hved.

Bishop Ditmar praises the ability of Gerbert, who constructed a clock at

Magdebourg. So much for his skill in art ; as regards letters, he propa-

gated their study in the University of Rome.

Novaes copies the epitaph which Sergius IV. had placed, in 1010, upon

the tomb of Sylvester II., in the church of Saint John Lateran. It consists

of twenty-four lines, in praise of the pope who deserved so well 'of Italy

and France.*

Sylvester II. died March 12, 1003. The Holy See was vacant thirty-three

* "We cannot refrain from citing this epitaph, says Artaud :

Iste locus mundi, Sylvcstri membra sepulti.

Venture Domino conferct ad sonitum
;

Quem dederat mundo celebrem doctissima Virgo,

Atque caput mundi ciilmina Romulea,

Primum Qerbcrtus meruit, Francigena, sedes

Khcmensis j)opuli, metropolim patria;,

Inde Ravennatis meruit conscendere summum
Ecxlesiae rogimen nobile, fitque potens.

Post annum, Komam, mutato nomine, sumpsit

Ut toto pastor fieret orbe novus.

Cui nimium jdacuit sociali mente fidelis,

Obtulit lioc CaDSJir tortius Otho sibi.

Tempus uterque comit clara virtute sophiae

Oaudet ct oinne sreclum, frangitur omne ream.

Clavigeri instar crat coclorum scde potitus

Terno suffectus cui vice pastor erat

Isto viccm Petri jio.stquam suscepit, abegit

Lustrali fspatio sa'cula morte sui

Obriguit mundus, discussa pace, triumphus

Ecclesia^, nutans dodidicit requiem.

Sergius hunc loculum, niiti pietate sacerdos,

SuccesKorque suus cfimpsit amorc sui.
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days. A learned PoKsli Dominican, Abraham Bzovius, wrote the life of

Sylvester II. under the following title : Sylvester 11. , Ccesius, Aquitanus, Pon-

lifex Maximum. (Eome, 1629, 4to.) Bzovius, judging from the title, beheved

Gerbert to belong to the noble family of the Cesi. Bernard Fez pubHshed

Gerbert's geometry in the Thesaurus Anecdotorum (vol. iii., par. ii., p. 5).

The monks of Saint Maur mention all the works of Sylvester in vol. vi. of

their literary History of France.

M. 0. F. Hock published in Germany a History of Pope Sylvester II. and

his Age, since translated into French by the Abbe J. M. Axinger, honorary

canon of Evreux, &c. (Paris, 1 vol., 8vo.) HAmi de la Religion, the 1st of

January, 1846, thus speaks of M. Axinger's translation

:

" The fifty years that have passed, and all their vicissitudes, have dis-

credited theories and inchned judicious and practical minds towards the

study offacts. Assuredly history always has charms, and has its serious

teachings for every generation ; but there are some ages and some men that

the disenchantments of the present send back with peculiar force to the

lessons of the past. We live in, and are of such an age, and such men.

" In truth, historical works do not now take such colossal proportions as

were given to them by the peacefid authors of past ages. This arises

from many causes, which need not be more particularly referred to here.

Monographs were resorted to as a matter of necessity, and have become a

blessing. The necessities of the epoch have given us the Athanasius the

Great, of Moehler ; the Gregory VII., of Yoigt ; the Innocent III. and his

Age, of Hurter ; and the Histories of Saint Francis of Assisi and of Saint

Elizabeth of Hungary.

" By his life of Saint Sylvester II, Mr. Hock has entered upon the same

path, and with what success we are to see.

" In a preliminary chapter of remarkable learning, Mr. Hock traces out the

limits within which his hero is to move. It is fitting, in fact, to describe the

circumstances which surround a man before tracing his biography, in order

that the reader may be able to appreciate his genius and his virtues. For

human activity has its influence on events, and they in turn modify greatly

the direction assumed by our free activity on what is styled our successes

and reverses.

" Gerbert, prince of science, philosopher, mathematician, musician, arch-

bishop of Rheims and Ravenna, finally pope, united in himseK by his genius,

Quisquis ad hunc tumulura devexa lumina vertis

Omnipotens Domine, die, miserere sui.

Obiit anno Dominicae Inoarnationis Mill.

IndJct. 1, M. Mail, die XII.

These lines have been probably retouched, and are not yet free from fault.
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and developed by applying them to practical life, all the elements of pro-

gress possessed bv the tenth century ; he was, like all great men, the per-

sonification of his epoch. This assertion, which is the exact analysis of

Hock's work, is proved by a simple narration of the events that fill up the

hfe of Gerbert.

" Gerbert is called to the pontifical See, vacant by the death of Gregory V.

The new pope addressed the bishops of the Catholic world in a letter full

of force, humility, and unction, depicting with unusual ability the vices of

the time, and urging a reformation, thus preluding the efforts soon to be

continued by Gregory VII. He devotes himself udth generous ardor to the

external wants of CathoHcity. He was the fii'st to call the attention of

Europe to the Holy Land. "Kise, soldiers of Christ!" he cried; "seize

banner and sword, and effect by counsel and wealth what you cannot by

arms." The Pisans alone responded at that time. But it was not the fault

of Sylvester that France did not then assume the attitude she held a cen-

tuiy later.

" To him, too, is ascribed the first idea of the Jubilee, that great invitation

addressed to Christians, to make pause in the cai'eer of life, and draw from

faith and charity new strength to accomplish the pilgrimage to eternity."

Mr. Hock's work is a valuable one to consult for a picture of the tenth

century, and a learned vindication of Sylvester.*

The monk Helgald, of Fleury, author of a Life of Robert, King of the

French (Duchesne, iv., p. 63), says that Gerbert wrote in sport a Latin line

on the three Sees he had occupied, Eheims, Kavenna, Eome :

Scandit ad R., Gerbertus in R., post Papa viget R.

Novaes cites the triplet, which some severe writers blame, because it places

on a level a French See, an Italian See, and the most elevated of aU, the

Roman See, the first See of Catholicity which rules the world.

* Some sliglit errors and omissions in the original are ratified in Axinger's translation, the

French writer using Richer's chronicle, which Mr. Hock did not know. By notes and illustra-

tions, Mr. Axinger, a man of faith and learning, holding the balance with a firm hand, leaves

the German writer all his peculiar merit, and gives history all its truth.
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144 JOHN XVIIL— A. D. 1003.

^HIS pope is styled Jolin the Eighteenth, because

John Philagates, the antipojje, who usurped the

papacy in May, 997, has been commonly, though

improperly, enumerated among the popes as John

the Seventeenth. He owed his elevation to the

favor of the tyrant Crescentius. When Gregory

v., expelled by Crescentius, was restored on the

demand of Otho, that emperor ordered Crescentius

and twelve noblemen of his party to be beheaded,

and subjected the antijiope John to cruel treatment, of which he died in the

month of March of the same year. John XVIII., who is commonly be-

lieved to be a Roman, was born at Eipagnano, in the diocese of Fermo, and

belonged to the illustrious family of the Secchi. He was elected by the

party of the counts of Tusculum on the 9th of June, and consecrated on

the 15th of the same month. He governed the Church four months and

twenty-two days; died in October, 1003, and was buried at Saint John

Lateran. The Holy See remained vacant thirteen days.

145. JOHN XIX. -A. D. 1003.

|OHN XIX., surnamed Fasanus, was elected in No-

vember, 1003. He confirmed the institution of the

bishopric of Bamberg, in Franconia, erected at the

desire of the Emperor Henry.

Under this pontificate concord was restored be-

tween the Churches of Rome and Constantinople,

which had been disunited in consequence of the arro-

gant pretension of the patriarch Michael Cerularias,

who presumptuously assumed the title of oecumenical and universal bisliop,

which exclusively belongs to the Roman pontiff. John XIX., having for-

bidden the patriarch to usurp that title, the right of Rome was recognized,

and the patriarch Sergius, in its place, took in the Dyptics

—

i e., the ta-

bles of the Church of Constantinople—the title of the pope.
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Some autliors think that John XIX., towards the close of his life, abdi-

cated the pontificate to retire to the Benedictine abbey of Saint Paul, at

Rome, but modem critics do not admit that fact. This pope governed five

years and five months, accordmg to Novaes, and three years and five

months according to the Roman list. It seems certain that he died about

the year 1009, and that he was interred at Saint John Lateran.

From an author of that same century, we learn that there were then in

Rome twenty monasteries for women, forty of monks, and sixty of canons,

exclusive of those which were outside of the city.*

146. SERGIUS lY.— A. d. 1009.

ERGIUS IV., a Roman, is said to have been called

f^ Bocca di Porco ; his father's name was Martin. Ser-

-^ gius was consecrated pope after the 17th of June,

1009. He governed the Church a Httle less than three

.J) years. He was liberal to the poor, and adorned

by many virtues. He died on the 18th of August,

..^ 1012, and was interred in the church of Saint John

Lateran, not far from the entrance of the oratory of

Saint Thomas. Platina, however, and some other writers, state that he was

interred at the Vatican, and that an epitaph of nine couplets was placed on

his tomb. It will be remembered that to him is attributed the epitaph on

Pope Sylvester II.

We have spoken of the devout acts of Helena, mother of the great Con-

stantino, the pious princess who discovered the Holy Sepulclu-e. Till this

time Christians, it is true, could visit it through a thousand perils ; but pil-

grims could pass through by the power of money, and their courage braved

the difficulty of the journey, and the exactions with which the Turkish

rulers of Palestine oppressed them.

As early as the year G13 the Persians had tried to destroy the church of

the Holy Sepulchre, but the zeal of the Cathohcs restored it. A greater

misfortune happened in the year 1009. The monk Glaberus, author of a

clironicle prmted for the first time in Pithou's Historia Francoriim (Frank-

fort, foho, 1646, vol. iii., cap. 7), relates a new catastrophe that befell the

Holy Sepulchre. He thinks that it was instigated by the Jews. " The

Fleury, iv., lib. viii., p. 48.
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Cluirch," says lie, " was levelled to the ground by soldiers, wlio were sent by

the prince of Babylon. They even endeavored to break, mth masses of

iron, the grotto of the Holy Sepulchre, but ' failed to eifect their purpose.'

That same year, Mary, the mother of the prince of Babylon, who Avas a

Christian princess, began to restore the church of the Holy Sepulchre, and

a multitude of people from all parts flocked to Jerusalem, and contributed

large sums towards the restoration." The pious inhabitants of pontifical

Home v\'ere not backward in furnishing the necessary aid to the noble and

holy enterprise.

147. BENEDICT VIII.— a. d. 1012.

\ ENEDICT YIII., originally named John, was a

Roman, and son of Gregory, count of Tusculum,

of the Conti family. Benedict was elected pope

: on the 17th of June, 1012 ; but an antipope, Greg-

ory, soon expelled the legitimate pope. Benedict

retu'ed to Germany to solicit the aid of King

Henry, who immediately set out for Italy, and re-

stored him to the pontifical See. The pope crowned

Hemy II. as emperor, in the church of the Vatican, on the 14th of February,

1014. In this ceremony the pope more especially established that form

of the imperial sceptre which is used at present— a golden apple sur-

mounted by a cross, and enriched with two crossed circles of precious

stones. The apple represents the world ; the cross, rehgion ; and the

precious stones, the virtues. We owe this information to Glaberus.*

Henry confirmed to the Church all the gifts and rights granted by Charle-

magne, and by the Othos, father and son. At the same time, he declared

that the election of the pontiff should be freely made by the clergy and the

Roman people, provided that, in the terms of the decrees of Eugene II. and

Leo IV., the consecration took place in the presence of the emperor's am-

bassadors.

Apparently with a view to consolidate peace with the Greek Church, the

pope ordered that at Rome, in the Masses, the Constantinopolitan creed

* The apple to represent the world was not a new idea ; we see it in tlie hand of the empe-

rors in the ancient medals.
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should be chanted. It had ruat been customary to chant it, but as far back

as the ninth century it had been usually recited. Lambertini informs us

that there are four creeds used by the Church : 1st. The Apostles' Creed

;

2d. The Nicene, drawn up in 385 ; 3d. The Constantinopolitan ; and the 4th,

that which commences the holy office with the word Quicunqiie, and

commonly attributed to Saint Athanasius. This opinion is shared by

Baronixis.* Many other autliors, and especially the monks of Saint Maur,

Natahs Alexander, Tillemont, Muratori, Father Speroni, Papebroke, Le
Quieu, Mabillon, Ceillier, Dupin, and Benedict XIII., demonstrate that Saint

Athanasius was not the author of the creed, for he would not have omitted

the word consiibstantial, as that was at once the sti'ongest term against the

Arians, and the most precious pledge to the Catholics of that time. The

creed was not known until the sixth century. Theodolf, of Orleans, is

the first who atti-ibuted it to Saint Athanasius, which leads to the infer-

ence that the eiTor originated in France. Novaes then quotes various

authors on either side of this question, and seems to incline, though

not at all decidedly, to the opinion that does not attribute it to Saint

Athanasius.

Benedict, finding his states constantly ravaged by the Saracens, deter-

mined to repulse them. In the year 1016, he assembled an army, embarked

with it, and pursued the infidels upon the Tuscan seas, gained a brilHant

victory over them, and restored to his subjects a liberty, honor, and repose,

and a reputation of which they had long been deprived.

At the same time, the Greeks, who, after so much baseness, had become

exacting, devastated the principalities of Apulia. The pope sent against

them Eaoul, prince of Normandy, who attacked and beat them, and com-

pelled them to retire from the pro"vdnce which they had treated as tyranni-

cally as though it had not belonged to Christendom. That same year,

according to Mabillon, the pontiff canonized Saint Simeon, the Armenian, a

hermit monk of Padalirona, near Mantua, who died in July of that year.

Lambertini shows that the pope more probably beatified only, and did not

canonize that pious man.

The Greeks having reappeared in considerable strength before the city of

Rome, Benedict, in 1019, went to Germany, to solicit the aid of Henry. The

emperor received him in the town of Bamberg, which he declared a feuda -

tory of the Church, with the obligation of a tribute, consisting of a capari-

soned palfrey and a hundred marks in money.f After the expulsion of the

Greeks, Benedict and Henry \'isited the celebrated monastery of Monte

Cassino, just as they were electing an abbot. On that account, and because

* Annal. EccUs., ad an. 340, n. 11.

f Tliis, no doubt, wa8 one of the origins of the tribute of the palfrey.

Vol. I.—18
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he liad recovered his health, which had been much weakened by the

fatigues of war, the emperor made gi-eat presents to the monastery.

Benedict, on his return to Rome, summoned thither Guy of Arezzo (sup-

posed to belong to the Donati family), a Benedictine monk in the convent

of Pomposa, that he might teach the Koman clergy the notes of the plain

rJiant, which the Itahans call the cantofermo. The notes which he had in-

vented are, Uf, re, mi,fa, sol, la., and are taken from the hymn composed in

honor of Saint John the Baptist, by Paul the deacon, a celebrated poet and

monk of Monte Cassino, in the ninth century.

The hymn opens with these words :

Ut queant laxis

iJesonare fibris,

Miia. questorum

i^'amuli tuorum

Solve poUutis

Lahn reatum.

Such is the opinion of Baronius ; but Mabillon maintains that it was not

Benedict, but his successor, John XX., who summoned Guy of Arezzo to

Rome.

Benedict held a council at Pavia, in which he pubhshed eight decrees.

He wrote various epistles, which are almost all unknown to us, with the ex-

ception of that which he wrote at Monte Cassino, when he was there wdth

his dehverer Henry. From the events of Benedict's hfe we may infer that

he possessed talents and virtues, and that his memory is worthy of our

esteem. He distinguished himseK alike as a statesman and as a minister

of religion. To these merits he added that of having conducted a war that

freed Rome from the Saracens and Greeks.

Benedict governed eleven years and nine months. He died A. D. 1024,

and was interred at the Vatican.

The antipope Gregory, who had molested Benedict, soon after yielded,

from fear of the anger of Henry, who always showed himself the firm and

faithful friend of Benedict VIII.
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148. JOHIN- XX.— A. D. 1024.

OHN XX., brother of Benedict VIII., was a lay-

man, and the first who, without being in holy

orders, reached the pontificate. He was elected

on the 6th of June, 1024. He would neither yield

to the entreaties, nor receive the gifts of the Con-

stantinopolitans, who asked for the Oriental Church

in the East the title of Universal, which the Roman
Church had for all the Christian world. Thence

originated anew difi'erences between the Latin and Greek Churches.

Conrad II., the Salic, visiting Rome in the year 1027, John crowned him

emperor on Easter-day of that year.

On that occasion, Canute, king of England, was at Rome in the habit of

a pilgi'im, having come to prostrate himself at the tomb of the Holy Apostle.

It was at that pei'iod that commenced the English tribute to Rome known

as Peter's Pence.

The Parisians and the inhabitants of Limoges had a dispute whether

Saint Martial should be styled only Confessor, or, as those of Limoges

wished. Apostle also. The pope decided in favor of the Parisians, and

caused a fine altar to be raised to that saint in Saint Peter's. Saint Martial

was bishop of Limoges when Decius was emperor. In 1032, the pope

beatified Saint Romuald, founder of the Camaldulensian monks. His

canonization did not occur till the reign of Pope Clement VIII.

John governed the Church nearly nine years. He died in 1033, and was

interred at the Vatican, between the Silver and the Roman gates.

nd/
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149. BENEDICT IX.— a. d. 1083.

;^ ENEDICT IX., a cardinal-deacon, previously called

Theopliylactus, was a Roman of the Conti family,

son of Alberic, count of Tuscultim, and nephew

of the two preceding pontiffs. He was elected

pope in 1033, on the 9th of December, at the age

of ten years, according to Bury, but probably at

at a qnore mature age. Novaes thinks that Bene-

dict was then eighteen or twenty years of age,

and that ignorant copyists wrote decennis instead of vicennis. Although he

was an intnider into the papacy, his family lavished so much gold among

the Roman popidace that he was received as legitimate.

In 1073, Benedict, learning that Conrad had arrived in Italy, addressed

letters of congratulation to him, and received favorable replies. On the

19th of June of the same year the Romans, unable any longer to endure

the Hcentiousness of Benedict IX., deposed him ; but in the following year

the Emperor Conrad ordered that the pontiff should be restored to his

dignity.

On the 17th of November, 1042, Benedict canonized Saint Simeon, a

Syracusan noble and a Benedictine monk. Two factions arose in Rome
and commenced a cruel war. The counts of Tusculum, and Ptolemy, the

Roman consul, strove for the ascendency. Benedict was expelled on the

1st of May, 1044, and Ptolemy caused Sylvester III. to be named pope.

Subsequently the Romans recalled Benedict to power, but he abandoned it

to Gregory VI., of whom we shall speak hereafter. After the death of

Clement II., of whom we shall also have to speak, Benedict once again held

the pontificate from the 8th of November, 1047, to the 17th July, 1048.

Thus, by turns expelled and restored, Benedict occupied the See above ten

years.

• The life of Benedict was irregular at first, but in his later years he

changed his conduct. Urged by Saint Bartholomew, fourth abbot of the

monastery of Grotta Ferrara, near Frascati, Benedict renounced the pontifi-

cate, and taking the habit of a monk, asked pardon for his past life, and led

an exemplary one to the end of his days, about the year 1065.

On the subject of this reign Baronius says :
" Reproaches are uttered

against the Chui'ch of Rome, but she is not guilty of the abuses of that

time ; the power of secular princes compelled her to endure them. The
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disgi'ace of those irregularities must fall, in the first instance, upon Conrad

the Sahc."

Sylvester III., autipope, after o\ving an ephemeral power to Ptolemy,

the Roman consul, was expelled, and died in obscurity.

150. GREGORY YL— a. d. 1044.

EEGORY VI., originally called John Gratian, was

son of Peter Leo, an illustrious Roman, and was

archpriest of Saint John at the Lafin gate. He
was not even cardinal, as Crescimbeni* proves, for

that Church had not yet the cardinalate ; and it is

affirmedf that he bought the pontificate from Bene-

dict IX.

Baron Henriou, in his history of the papacy,

says of this pontifT

:

" This prudent liberator of the Church, placed in possession of the Holy

See by the cession of Benedict IX. in May, 1044, reigned under the name

of Gregory VI. Finding that the temporalities of the Church were so

diminished that scarcely enough remained for its subsistence, he excom-

municated the usurpers, and those culprits in their anger approached Rome
in arms. The pope on his part raised troops, occupied the churcli of Saint

Peter, drove away those who stole the ofierings placed upon the tombs of

the apostles, resumed some Church lands, and restored safety to the roads

where pilgrims had long been unable to pass, except by forming caravans.

This conduct displeased the Romans, accustomed to plundering. Upon
their complaints, Henry III., king of Germany, rapidly crossed the moun-

tains, and at Sutri, during the Christmas holidays, held a council to examine

whether the election of the pope had not been simoniacal. Nevertheless,

both Gregory and the clergy had honestly deemed it their right to purchase

the resignation of the unworthy Benedict, and release the Church from a

great scandal. Amidst these doubts Gregory stripped himself of the pon-

tifical ornaments, and laid down his pastoral staff. After that laudable act

he retired to the monastery of Cluny, where he ended his days.

The council was held in presence of Henry III. the Black, who, after

* History of Saint John at the Latin Gate, p. 216.

X Hintoire de la Pupautc, IH'M, 12mo., vol. i., p. 234.

t Novaes, ii., p. 230.
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Conrad, received the title of emperor. Gregory VI. is recognized as a legit-

imate pope, because Saint Gregory VII., in taking the number of seventh

and not of sixth, seems to have approved the accession of Gregory VI.*

Gregory VI. governed the Church two years and nine months.

151. CLEMENT II.— 1046.

OGEE, or Suidger, a Saxon, who took the name
of Clement II., was canon of Halberstadt, then

chaplain to the archbishop of Bremen, and subse-

quently chancellor to the Emperor Henry III., and

bishop of Bamberg. After the resignation of

Gregory VI., at the Council of Sutri, Clement was

against his will unanimously apj)ointed, for there

was not then in the Boman Church an ecclesiastic

more worthy of that honor than he. Elected on the 21st of December,

1046, and crowned on the 25th, Christmas-day, he on the same day crowned

King Henry III. as emperor.

At the beginning of 10-47, Clement convened a council to check the perver-

sity of simoniacs, who at that time were desolating the Church. Contests

arose upon the question of j^recedence between the archbishops of Milan

and of Bavenna. Both claimed the precedence, and, like the patriarch of

Aquilea, each wished to occupy the place of honor. Clement II. decided

that in the councils the archbishop of Bavenna should be seated at the

right hand of the sovereign pontiff, if the emperor was not present ; but in

case the emperor were present, the archbishop should sit on the left of the

pontiff. The pope interposed in a dispute between the emperor and the

people of Benevento : the emperor insisted that His Holiness should ex-

communicate them, because they would not receive him. Clement then

gave his attention to the affairs of Germany, and he canonized the pious

virgin Saint Viborada, martyred by the Hungarians in 925.

Clement governed nine months and fifteen days, and died at Pesaro. In

compliance with his last will, his body was removed to Bamberg.

The Holy See was vacant twenty-nine days, till the return of Benedict

IX., when he usurped the See for the third time ; and nine montlis and seven

days, till the creation of Damasus II.

* Novaes, ii., p. 231.
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152. DAMASUS IL— a. d. 1048.

AMASUS n., originally named Poppo, bishop of

Brixen, was recommended for the pontificate by the

Emperor Henry III., in 1047, and created pope at

Eome, on the 17th of July, 1048.

Clement, archbishop of Lyons, had been spoken

of, but he magnanimously refused the dignity.

Damasus did not belong to Brescia. Baronius

^ was deceived by the likeness which exists between

the Latin words Brixinensis and Brixiensis. Neither was this pope, as

Alphonso Chacon* maintains, either patriarch of Aquilea or of Cowbirth.

He was a man of middling condition, but of very distinguished intellect.

He governed only twentj'-thi-ee days, and died at Palestrina, near Eome,t

and was inteiTed at Saint Lawrence outside the walls.

The Holy See remained vacant six months and four days.

* Lues of the Pontiffs, article Clement (Rome, 1677 ; 4 vols, folio). Chacon, a Spanish Do-

minican, died at Rome in 1599, with the title of Patriarch of Alexandria.

f Benno states that Damasus II. was poisoned by Benedict IX., but it is certain that Benedict,

wh<Jin we have not defended against other accusations, was not guilty of that crime. Damasus
died in tlie mouth of August, by the excessive heat that then prevailed in Rome and its neigh-

borhood. Baronius speaks on this point as he thought he ought to speak of a perverse and

malignant man, and said that that writer had put forward more falselioods than words. In

fact, Benno, a writer of the eleventh century, created cardinal by the antipope Guibert, who
styled himself Clement III., was an unscrupulous fanatic, and was especially bitter against

Gregory VII. We agree with Novaes, and we think that one may apply to Benno those words

of Tacitus, that a critic of our time has somewhat too severely applied to another author :
" Ob-

trectatio et livor pronis aunbus accipiuntur, quia malignitati falsa species libertatis inest (Hist.,

liv. i., 1)

—

The words of accusing envy are received by greedy ears, because malice has a certain

false show offreedom."
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153. ST. LEO IX.— A. D. 1049.

AINT LEO IX., originally named Bruno, count of

Hapsburg, was born in Hapsburg, a town on tlie

frontiers of Lorraine, the Palatinate, and Alsace.

He v/as related to the Emperor Henry III., and a

cousin of Gerard of Alsace, duke of Upper Lorraine,

from whom descends the house of Loi-raine, now

reigning in Austria. At an early age, Bruno entered

a Benedictine monastery, and became bishoj? of Toul

when only twenty-four years of age.

rieury thus speaks of the accession of this pope :"" " In a diet or assem-

bl}^ of the nobles, held by the emperor at Worms, a unanimous vote elected,

as pope, Bruno, bishop of Toul, avIio was present, but never thought of siich

an event. He was forty-six years old, and had been bishop during twent}'-

two years, which he had worthily employed. At first, he applied himself to

reform the monasteries, by means of Guidric, abbot of Saint Apre, a disci-

ple of Saint William of Dijon. Bruno was successfull}" employed in nego-

tiating peace between Eodolph, king of Burgundy, and Eobert, king of

France.

" His virtue, as well as his manly learning and agreeable manners, made

him a general favorite. He loved music, and could even compose it. He
was so devoted to Saint Peter, that he annually went to Eome, and some-

times with a retinue of five hundred men. Such was Bruno, when elected

pope.

" For a long time he refused the dignity, and when he was more and more

urged, he asked three days for deliberation, which ho spent without eating

or drinking, entii'ely absorbed in prayer ; and then he made a public confes-

sion of his sins, believing that he should thus show his unworthiness. The

tears that he shed during that act, made all present weep with him, but

without changing their resolution that he should be pope. Bruno, then, Avas

obHged to accept the pontifi-cate, but he declared, in presence of the deputies

from Rome, that he accepted only on condition of the consent of the clergy

and people of Eome. He returned to Toul, where he celebrated the feast

of Christmas with four bishops—Hugo, an Italian, deputed by the Eomans,

* Fleury, iv., lib. lix., p. 112. Further on, Fleury confesses that deputies from Rome had

brought news of the election, and that at Worms they could only discuss an election, and not

elect.
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Eberliard, arclibisliop of Treves, Adalberou, bishop of Metz, and Thierry,

bishop of Verdun.

" Bnino set out from Toul iu the habit of a pilgrim, on his way to Rome,

continual!}- engaged in prayer for the salvation of the souls committed to

his charge. At Augsburg, being in prayer, he heard a voice which said

:

' I know the thoughts that I think towards you, saith the Lord, thoughts of

peace ;' and the rest of the Introit taken from Jeremiah, which is sung on the

last Sundays after Pentecost." Encouraged by this revelation, and accom-

panied by great numbers, who hurried from all parts, he arrived at Rome.
" The whole city met him with canticles of joy, but he alighted from his

horse and wallced for some time barefoot. After kneeling in prayer, he

spoke to the clergy and people, and explained the choice that the emperor

had made of his person,t begging them freely to express their opinion,

whatever that might be. He added that, according to the canons, the

election by the clergy and the people ought to precede any other suffrage
;

and that as he had come to them against his own will, so he should willingly

return, unless his election should be unanimously ratified by them. Cries

of joy were the only reply to this address, and he then exhorted the Ro-

mans to correct their morals, and begged th-em to pray for him. He was

then enthroned on the 12th of February, 1049, which v/as the first Sunday

in Lent, and took the name of Leo LK."

When he received the reins of government, he found nothing in the coffers

of the apostoHc chambers. All that he had brought from Toul had been

disbursed in travelling expenses and alms. His retinue was equally without

means, but on the very day when they were about to depart secretly from

him, deputies fx'om the nobility of Benevento arrived Avitli magnificent pres-

ents for the pope, whose blessing and protection they solicited. Leo then

reproached his attendants with their want of faith, and taught them from

that instance that we should never distrust Providence. Subsequently,

when his reputation attracted to Rome an extraordinary number of pilgrims,

who laid great offerings at his feet, he took nothing either for himself or for

his servants ; all was for the poor in that eternal capital of charity. We
should remark here, that during his journey from Toul to Rome, Bruno had

for the most intimate of his companions Hildebrand, who was subsequently

Saint Gregory YII.

The second week after Easter, which that year (1049) fell on the 26th of

March, Pope Leo held a council at Rome, to which he summoned not only

the bishops of Italy, but also those of Gaul. Li that council, in spite of

great tumults, all simoniacal ordinations were declared to be null and void,

and all the ancient canons were renewed.

* Jeremiah, xxix. 11-14. f Fleury errs, Bruno did not use iliis language.
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The pontificate of Leo was one contmual journey for the weal of the

Church ; everywhere his object was to cause respect to be paid to regvila-

tions that had fallen into disuse, and in some cases were absolutely forgot-

ten by the faithful. At Pavia, he held a council which re-enacted several

decrees relating to ecclesiastical discipline.

Thence the pontiff repaired to Bheims. The details of the council are

faithfully reported by Fleury, and may be consulted in his work. At

xtlayence, the pope held another council, in presence of the emperor, and

ho there condemned simony, and published a decree upon the continence

required of clerics. On that occasion, the archbishop of Mayence was de-

clared legate in Germany for the Roman Church.

Leo, still accompanied by the Emperor Henry III., celebrated at Cologne

the feasts of the Apostles Saint Peter and Saint Paul, and granted various

privileges to the priests of that cathedral.

At that period the canons of Bamberg obtained the right to v/ear the

mitre : the chapter of Besancon partially received the same favor : it was

permitted to the deacon and sub-deacon, assisting the bishop at the altar,

also to wear the mitre.

Novaes* adds, that the same privilege is still at present recognized for the

canons of Poitiers, of Lyons, of Milan, of Annecy, of Viterbo, and of Sienna.

Tlie canons of Sienna received that honor in 1802 from Pius YIL, at the

sohcitation of their archbishop, the Cardinal Zondadari.

Leo, on his return to Italy, celebrated the feast of Christmas at Verona,

and thence went to Venice to venerate the bod}^ of Saint Mark.

On his return to Home, in 1050, he assembled a council in the month of

April, and there condemned Berengarius ; archdeacon of Angers, head of all

the sacramenfary heretics, who maintained that the sacrament of the Eu-

charist was only a figurative representation of the body and blood of Jesus

Christ, and that there Avas no change in the substance of the bread and

wine.t

In the same council the pope canonized Saint Gerard, bishop of Toul,

who died on the 23d of April, 994.

At VercelH, Leo again condemned the heresy of Berengarius, and the

book. Of the Body of Jesus Christ, of John Scotus, in which book Berengarius

had learned his errors. According to Feller (v., p. 456), the work is no

longer extant.

The Holy Father then proceeded to Capua, Monte Cassino, Salerno, and

Benevento. He relieved the last city from the excommunication pronounced

against it in the previous year, because a conspiracy had been formed there

to alienate the people from the pontifical government.

* Novaes, ii., p. 328. t Novaes, ii., p. 239.
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In 1025 he canonized, at Eatisbon, Saint Wolfgang and Saint Erard,

former bishops of that city.

The same year the pope visited the emperor at Worms. In the month of

December he subscribed a decision rehiting to the city of Bamberg. It was

a feudatory of the Chiu'ch (see our hfe of Benedict YIII, p. 273), and had

to present a caparisoned paKrey, and a hundred marks in money. Leo re-

served to himself only the palfrey that Bamberg was to continue to present

to him ; and as to the fief, he yielded it to the emperor, who, on his part,

yielded to the Holy Father, in absolute sovereignty, Benevento, a duchy

which had been secured to him by the Lombards.

The emperors and the kings of Italy pretended to preserve the paramount

lordship in that duchy, which, said they, Charlemagne could not give to the

pope, although he had given him all the adjoming Neapolitan territory.

But what could Charlemagne not do ?

The Holy Father, having retui-ned to Rome, celebrated a council there

;

and then he marched against the Normans, who devastated Apuha. Un-

fortunately the pojDe was defeated, and made prisoner. He remained at

Benevento till 1054, and there, by his skill, Leo changed his enemies into

protectors of the Holy See.* Having recovered his liberty, the pope re-

turned to Eome, after giving to the Normans the investiture of a portion of

the lands they had conquered.

The Holy Father, with great penetration of mind, refuted a writing of

Michael Cerularius, patriarch of Constantinople, Avho, with abominable

pride, had controverted the primacy of the Boman Church. The letter of

the com'ageous pontiff is in Lahbes Councils (vol. ix., col. 94:9), and in Ilar-

douin (vol. vii., col. 927). Leo reproaches the church of Constantinople with

the disgrace of ordaining eunuchs as bishops ; and he adds, that once they

even ordained a woman. Leo would not have said so, had the ignoble fable

of " Pope Joan" then been in circulation, for Cerularius would have made
use of it to defend himself against Eome. This judicious remark we owe

to Mabillon.

At the same time he sent legates to Constantinople to endeavor to reclaim

the patriarch. Among those legates was Cardinal Frederick, Vice-Chan-

cellor of the Holy Church, afterwards pope, under the name of Ste])hen

IX. Irritated by the resistance made to them, the legates excommunicated

Cerularius, who, in his turn, excommunicated them, and caused the name of

the Roman Church to be removed from the dyptics, or church-list of the

Eastera Church. The schism of Photius was then renewed, which had dis-

turbed the reigns of Nicholas I. and Adrian II.*

* See History of the Ongin of the Kingdom of Sicily and Naples, concerning the adven ivcs

and tlie contpicste of tlie Norman princes who established it, &c. Paris: Anisson, 1700, 12mo.

t bee our lives of tliose pontitfe.
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"We extract the details of the excommunication from Fleury (iv., book Ix.,

p. 159). This account gives a well-timed view of the various heresies which

Kome then courageously pursued.

" We," saj-s the excommunication, " have been sent by the Holy See of

Rome to inquire into the truth of the reports that have been made to it,

and in this imperial city we have found much good and much e\il. For, as

to the pillars of the empire, the dignitaries and the wise citizens, the im-

perial city is most Christian and orthodox ; but as to Michael, abusively

termed patriarch, and his abettors, they have spread abroad many heresies.

Tliey, like the simoniacs, sell the gift of God ; lilce the Valesians, they make
eunuchs their hosts, and afterwards raise them not only to the priesthood,

but to the episcopate ; imitating the Arians, they rebaptize those already

baptized in the name of the holy Trinity—namely, the Latins ; Uke the Do-

natists, they say that out of the Greek Church there is in the world neither

Church of Christ, nor true sacrifice, nor true baptism ; like the Nicolaites,

they permit the ministers of the altar to marry ; like the Severians, they say

that the law of Moses is accursed; like the Macedonians, they expunge

from the Creed that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Son ; Hke the Mani-

cheans, they say, among other things, that whatever is leavened has hfe

;

like the Nazareans, they observe the Jewish purifications ; refuse baptism

to children dying before the eighth day, and communion to women in child-

bed, and exclude from their communion those who cut their hair or beard

according to the usage of the Boman Church.

" Michael, warned by Pope Leo of his errors and his many excesses,

turned a deaf ear, and when we sought to repress these disorders by reason,

he has refused to see or converse with us, or assign us churches to say

Mass, as he had already closed the churches of the Latin rite, styling them

Azymites, persecuting them everywhere, and in their own person anathema-

tizing the Holy See, in contempt of which, Michael assumes the title of

oecumenical patriarch.

" Therefore, by the authority of the Holy Trinity, of the Holy Apostohc

See, the Seven Councils, and the Avhole Catholic Church, we subscribe the

anathema pronounced by the pope, and in his name, say :

" Michael, falsely styled patriarch, neophyte clad in the monastic garb

solely from fear of man, accused of many crimes ; and with him Leo, called

bishop of Acris and Constantine, chaplain of Michael, who has trampled

under his profane feet the sacrifice of the Latins ;—be they and all their

sectaries anathema, with the simoniacs and other heretics that have been

named, and all others, and with the devil and Jiis angels, if they be not con-

verted. Amen, Amen, Amen.
" The legates also pronounced another excommunication viva voce, in

presence of the emperor and the nobles, in these words :
' Whosoever shall
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obstinately blame the faith of the Holy See of Rome and its sacrifices, let

him be anathema, and let him not be deemed Catholic, but a prozymite

heretic, that is to say. Defender of the Leaven.'
"

Fleury, as though afraid of seemhig too Roman, adds :
" Those heresies

imputed to the Greeks were, for the most part, only consequences drawn

from their doctrine, but they did not avow them."

Saint Leo IX. governed the Church five years, two months, and seven

days. He Ava.s a pontiff of a tender and solid piety, says Novaes, and en-

dowed with a living and ardent zeal. He began to learn Greek at the

age of fifty, and made rapid progress in it, so that he was able to refute

the Greek schismatics. Victor III., liimseK a pontiflf,* wTites thus of Saint

Leo :
" He was a truly apostolic man ; born of the royal family, rich in

learning, eminently pioiis, and ripe in the knowledge of all ecclesiastical

learning."

Bury says tliat Leo IX. shone at Rome like another sun.

This po])e died at the age of fifty-two years, on the 19th of AprU, 1054,

and was interred at the Vatican, near the altar of Saints Andrew and Greg-

ory. Paul V. having found the body in perfect preservation, caused it to

be placed with great pomp on the 8th of January, 1606, beneath the altar

dedicated in his name, and those of Saints Martial and Valerius.

The Holy See remained vacant eleven months and twenty-five days.

A gi'cat number of authors have written the hfe of Saint Leo IX.,

—

Augustine Bontemps, monk of AiTas (who wrote in verse). Saint Bruno,

cardinal-bishop of Segni, and Wilpert, a contemporary of the Saint.

At that period flourished in England King Edward the Confessor, the

son of Ethelred and of Emma, sister of Richard duke of Normandy. He
reduced to order the laws pubhshed by his grandfather. King Edgar,

which the Danish domination had well-nigh abolished. They comprised,

substantially, the ordinances of former kings, and contained many wise regu-

lations in ecclesiastical matters. The laws of King Edward are famous,

and were long held in reverence. This king also rebvdlt the ancient abbey

of "Westminster.

* Biblioth. Pat., 854 ; Dialog., book iii., vol. xviii.
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154 VICTOR IT.— A. D. 1055.

ICTOR II., originally named Gebehard, was born at

Lispriick, the capital of T}to1 : a Benedictine monk.

He was a relation and privy councillor of the empe-

ror Henry III., and after being a Benedictine monk
became a bishop. He was indicated for the papacy

by the celebrated Hildebrand, subsequently Pope

Gregory VII. Gebehard resisted the entreaties of

Hildebrand, who overcame his repugnance, and

Gebehard was elected on the 13th of April, 1055, and enthroned on the

16th of the same month.

This pope maintained a good understanding with the Emperor Henry HI.

The period of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh century had

gone by. Virtue, experience, and courage were often seated on the pon-

tifical throne. In one council, Victor threatened with excommunication

those who usurped the property of the Church. He forbade Ferdinand,

king of Castile and Leon, to usurp the title of emperor ; and that prince

immediately obeyed the orders of the pontiff.

In a council held at Tours, and presided over by Hildebrand, Berengarius

was again condemned. That heresiarch having obtained permission to

defend his opinion upon the Eucharist, dared not do so, and he pubhcly

confessed the common faith of the Church, and promised that thenceforth

he would thus beheve. Berengarius subscribed the recantation 'udth his

own hand, and the legates, believing his conversion sincere, received him

into communion.

In the year 1056 the pope went to Germany to see the Emperor Henry

III., and to restore peace between several nobles and that prince. The

pope celebrated Easter at Ratisbon. The zeal of Victor for discipline, and

his affection for the stern Hildebrand, have drawn upon him the hatred of

some writers ; but the most judicious authors do justice to his character for

integrity and exalted piety. A cup of poison was one day presented to

him. The legend says that the cup became so heavy that the pope could

not lift it, and thus the crime was discovered. He died at Florence, on

the 28th of Jul}'^, 1057, and was interred in the church of Santa Reparata, in

that city.

The Holy See remained vacant five days.
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155. STEPHEN" X.— a. d. 1057.

l^k ,' ILDEBEAND already reigned by his virtues : none

could hope for the pontificate, except by conform-

ing to the austere rules professed by that noble

monk. There Avas a prince of the house of Lor-

raine who was renowned for his virtues. This was

Junian Frederic, related both to the imperial family

and to the royal family of France. This prince had

recently entered the monastery of Monte Cassino,

where he was discovered by Pope Victor IL, who named him cardinal-priest

of Saint Chiysogonus. On the death of Victor II., they sought his

consent to nominate him pope, but he declined the honor. A general

acclamation in the church of Saint Peter in Vincoli, soon forced the modest

cardinal to accept the pontificate. On Saint Stephen's day, August 2d,

1057, he was enthroned in the church of Saint John Lateran, and the elect-

ors themselves conferred the name of the saint upon the new pontiff.

In four months this pope restored good order in the Church ; he forbade

the man*iage of clerics, and sought out incontinent livers. It was not enough

that the pontiff himself was a model of purity, he required that the lowest

cleric should live a spotless life. Even those clerks who put away their

concubines, and did penance, were excluded from the sanctuary for a time,

and were permanently deprived of the power to celebrate the holy myster-

ies. God was appeased, and no longer continued the chastisement he so

long had inflicted upon his Church.

Hildebrand, who resided in France, was recalled, and sent as legate to

the Empress Agnes, mother of King Henry IV. Stephen then gave a

singular order, which strikingly proves his confidence in the greatest servant

the Church at that time possessed. The pope, by his entreaties and by his

authority, induced the bishops, clergy, and lioman people to consent that,

in the event of the pontifical chair becoming vacant, they would not pro-

ceed to an election until Hildebrand retui'ned from his legation. The pope

then went to Tuscany, and died in the arms of Saint Hugh, abbot of Cluny,

at Florence, where he was interred in the church of Santa Reparata.

Stephen governed about nine months. The Holy See remained vacant

eight months and twenty days.
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156. BENEDICT X.— a. d. 1058.

^.ENEDICT X., Conti (who, according to many

\f/)^
authors, was an autipope, but who stands in the

rpyM Biar10 among the legitimate popes), was raised to

^-^ the pontificate by an armed faction, without waiting

^^1^ for the return of Hildebrand, as Stephen had re-

quired. The intruder thus elevated was so ex-

/^l tremely ignorant, that Saint Peter Damian said, " I

^© will acknowledge him as the true and very true

pope, if he can explain a single verse of any psalm." He kept the pontifi-

cate nearly nine months. Subsequently^ being deposed by Nicholas II., he

died about the y^ear 1059, and was buried at Saint Mary Major.

157. OTCHOLAS II.— a. d. 1058.

jILDEBIlAND, upon whom rested a great portion

of the strength of the Church, was not wanting to

his mission. He learned with disgust the election

of Benedict X., whom so many authors consider an

antipope. As we have seen, a tumultuous faction,

led by the Roman ohgarchy, had nominated and

raised the intruder. Cardinal Hildebrand, re-

turned from his legation, soon changed the face

of affairs.

Gerard, bishop of Florence, born at the castle of Chevron, in Savoy, which

then formed part of the kingdom of Burgundy, appeared to Hildebrand

one worthy of the tiara.

A council was then held at Sienna, wdien the bishop of Florence was

named pope ; and authority was thus restored to worthy hands.

Gerard, who took the name of Nicholas II., received the crown in 1059.

Ho convoked a council of Tuscan and Lombard bishops at Sutri, to con-

sider the intrusion of Benedict X., who was then condemned and deposed.

From Rome the Holy Father went to visit the March of Ancona, and as

he passed through Spoleto made a promotion of cardinals.
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The Nicolaites, defenders of the marriage of ecclesiastics, began to excite

dangerous schisms. The Pope ordered rigorous measures against them.

He made a law against the simouiacs, who profanely trafficked in sacred

things. In a coimcil held at Eome, at which one hundred and thirteen

bishops were present, Nicholas confined to the cardinals exclusively the

right to elect the pope. The inferior clergy and the people were simply to

give assent.*

He next ordered a council to meet at Amalfi, to restore clerical reform,

and the exact observance of ecclesiastical discipline. In this council the

Normans were absolved fi-om the excommunication which they had incurred.

Richard, one of their leaders, received the principality of Capua ; and to

another leader, Eobert Guiscard, the pope assigned Calabria, Apulia, and

Sicily. These leaders took the oath of fidelity to the pope, as vassals and

feudatories of the Boman Church. In the reign of Nicholas, a council

again condemned Berengarius, who had returned to his errors (Novaes, ii.,

254). At first he appeared to }-ield to the voice of the Church, and then

resumed his errors, and aggravated them by the most horrible insults.

In 1060, Nicholas convoked another council, at which he granted to

Aldred, bishop of York, for himself and his successors, the honor and use of

the pallium. He confirmed to the holy EngHsh King Edward the privileges

already granted to him by the Holy See.

The pope desired to revisit Florence, of which he had remained bishop
;

and died there, full of merits, virtues, wisdom, candor, and pontifical vigor.

Every day in the year ho washed the feet of a dozen poor men.

This pontiff governed the Church two years, six months, and twenty-five

days. He died on the 22d of July, 1061, and was buried at the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant two months and nine days.

• See what is Baid on p. 32 as to the mode of election in the year 142.

Vol. L—19
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158. ALEXANDER IL-a.d. 1061.

NSELEM BADAGIUS, of an iUustrious family oi

Milan, was canon-regular of Saint John La-teran,

and then created bishop of Lucca. By unani-

mous vote, the electors named him pope, on the

1st of October, 1061. At this period arose the

custom of not waiting any appi'obation of the

emperors. Moreover, at that moment there was

no emperor
;
young Henry lY. was simply king

of Germany. That point should be first estab-

Ushed : we shall frequently have to revert to it when we have to describe

the reign of Gregory VII. Holy Church at that time was as absolutely in-

dependent as it has remained to our own days, and as it was in the primi-

tive days of Christianity. When this election became known to Agnes,

mother of King Henry, both mother and son were very indignant that it had

been made without their consent, and in revenge they set up an antipope,

Cadaloiis, bishop of Parma, who was consecrated by the bishops of YerceUi

and Placenza.

The legitimate electors of the true pope asked Anselm to assume the name

of Alexander.

In a council of over a hundred bishops, held at Eome, Alexander ordered

priests to celebrate but one Mass a day. At the same time it being the

custom of the period to celebrate in the same morning the Mass for the

dead, and another of the day, the pope repeals the custom, but without

rejecting or condemning it. The reforming spirit of Hildebrand watched

beside Alexander his friend. The pope confirmed the decrees of Leo IX.

and Nicholas III. against incontinent clerics and simony, a vice which in-

fected all the elections of that time.

In 1063, Count Roger gained a victory over the Saracens, and sent to the

pope four camels, which were taken from the enemy. The Holy Father, in

gratitude for the victory, sent the general a standard, blessed by his pon-

tifical hands.

He granted to all who wrested from the hands of the infidels any portion

of Sicily, a plenary indulgence. This single document, preserved by Mala-

terra, suffices to confound the bad faith of Luther. That enemy of the

Church would not attentively examine the venerable custom of the popes,

who, disposing of the infinite merits of Jesus Christ, and of the treasure of

the Church, granted privileges to those who did great things in the cause of
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God. Luther, taking no account of dates, or of the facts of history, or of

the array of information which could not have escaped him, impiously main-

tained, in the sixteenth century, that indulgences were a modern invention

of the popes, tending to despoil the faithful of their substance. And yet

we have here an indulgence granted by Alexander II., a pontiff who reigned

nearly five centuries before the so-called Reformation.

We have many of the letters of Alexander II., among which we remark

tliat which he wTote to the French bishops on the unhappy condition of the

Jews.* Many Christians, unworthy of their name, in a strange devotion

massacred the unfortunate Jews, in hope of gaining eternal life by such

abominable murders. Alexander praised the bishops of France for not

having encouraged those cruelties against a people once dear to God, but

now scattered over the world by his justice.

No less remarkable is the letter which this pope wrote to Harold, king

of Norway ; it proves the power Avhich the pope then exerted in the interest

of humanity, amid the snows of the remote north as well as amid the burn-

ing sands of the south.

" As you are as yet but httle instructed," wrote the pope, " either in the

faith or in holy discipline, it is for us, who have the charge of the whol0

Church, to enlighten you by frequent instructions. But our distance fi'oni,

your kingdom preventing us from personally doing so, we have commis-

sioned our legate, the archbishop of Bremen. Be assured, then, that by

following his advice you render obedience to the Holy See itself."

The Holy Father, in two councils that he assembled at Home, and which

were attended by many bishops, condemned the heresy of the incestuous,

who, with the sanction of the Emperor Justinian, counted the degrees of

consanguinity the same for marriage as in case of inheritance ; that is to

say, according to the civil law, and not according to the canon law. This

constitution of Alexander has been vigorously assailed, not only by the

heterodox Francis Ottman, Boemer, Treutler, Wiserbach, and others, but

also by some Catholics, including Cujas and Van Espen. Notwithstand-

ing the pontifical decision, they maintain that for marriages the degrees of

consanguinity should be counted according to the ci\'il law, which in the

coUateral line does not count the stem, but only regards the degree in

which two relatives of different branches are distant from each other ; while,

on the contrary, the canon law considers to what degree the relations are

distant from the common stem. The arguments of the oj^ponents of pope

Alexander, on that point, were well refuted by Father Melchior Fred-

eric.t

In 1751, to refute the same arguments anew, Joachim Sandonnini, pro-

• Novaes, ii., p. 110. f De Banguinit. et Afflntat., questio 2.
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fessor of canon law in the University of Pisa, published a very remarkable

dissertation.

On the death of Edward, king of England, disputes arose between Wil-

liam, duke of Normandy, and Harold. Alexander sent to William the

standard of Saint Peter. Victory crowned the efforts, the piety, and the

religious confidence of WiUiam.

Alexander deeming another council necessary to purge the Church com-

pletely of simony and incontinent clerks, convoked one at Mantua, and

attended it, in 1067. As he passed through Milan, he canonized Arialdo, who

was martyred, on the 28th of June in the preceding year, by the simoniacs

and the Nicolaites. In that council, Alexander was recognized as the true

pontiff, and the autipope Cadaloiis condemned. The latter died in the

following year, after having, a short time before, asked pardon of Alexan-

der, sajdng, " You are the Universal Shepherd of the Church of God."

Alexander gTanted the use of the mitre to Wratislaus, king of Bohemia

:

that privilege was confirmed subsequently by Gregory VII. It is a favor

rarely conferred upon a layman.

Alexander was the first to reform, in Italy, the regular canons of Saint

Augustine, who were spread all over Europe, where they had four thou-

sand five hundred and fifty monasteries, seven hundred of which were in

Italy.

This pope governed eleven years, six months, and twenty-one days. He
was a pontiff full of eloquence and learning. The two Pagi express their

wonder that such a pontiff has not been canonized.

He died on the 21st of April, 1073, and was buried in the church of Saint

John Lateran, where he had been canon, and where he had introduced the

regular canons of Saint Augustine, who were confirmed in the same Basilica

by Pascal H., in 1106, and by Anastasius IV., in 1154.

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

Two days after the election of Alexander, the 28th of October, 1061, as is

known, the faction of King Henry elected Pope Cadaloiis, bishop of Parma,

who, according to some, assumed the name of Honorius, and according to

others took none, which seems to diminish the gravity of his offence. We
have akeady seen that after various vicissitudes, he was deposed by the

Council of Mantua.

Under this reign flourished Saint Peter Damian, whose writings are still

so celebrated.

Saint Peter Damian considered himself relieved of the administration of

the See of Lucca, by his renunciation of it under Nicholas II., and under

Alexander. He subsequently took in his letters only the title of monk.

Soon after his retirement, he wrote letters to the cardinal-bishops, in which,

considt ring them as judges and counsellors of the pope in every council.
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he exhorts them to fly avarice, and not only seek no presents, but not even to

receive those spontaneously offered. He dilates upon the malignant nature

of avarice, which renders all good works useless. " Though the avaricious

man," he exclaims,* " build churches, be assiduous in preaching, reconcile

enemies, strengthen in the faith those who hesitate ; though he offer the

holy sacrifice daily ; though he keep aloof from secular affairs
;
yet, so long

as avarice rules him, it corrupts all his virtues."

Saint Peter .Damian complains of the luxury of the ecclesiastics, in one of

the writings in which he justifies his renunciation of the bishopric. " The

day of modesty, mortification, and sacerdotal severity is gone. MyseK
even, when I wait upon you (he speaks to the pope and to Hildebrand), you

hear forth^^dth a whole host of railleries, jokes, -watticisms, qu-estions out of

number, words without utiHty, amidst a dissipation which quenches devotion

and destroys good example. If we do not indulge in this, we are accused

of harshness and of inhumanity. I am ashamed to mention still more dis-

graceful disorders, hunting, hawking, the passion of games of chance or

chess, which transform a bishop into a buffoon. One day when I was

travelling with the archbishop of Florence, I was told that he was playing

a game of chess. I was shocked to the heart, and took an opportunity to

show him how unbecoming such an amusement was in a man whose hand

offers up the Body of our Lord, and whose tongue renders him the mediator

between God and man, especially as the canons forbid all games to bishops.

He repHed that they forbid only games of chance ; but I maintain that they

apply to all. He at length yielded, and begged me to impose a penance

upon him. I ordered him to recite the Psalter three times, to wash the feet

of twelve poor men, and to give each of them a penny, and thus to repair

the sin that he had committed with his hands and his tongue."

Under Pope Alexander II., Sigefroy, archbishop of Mentz, conducted

to Jerusalem a great number of pilgrims. The Avhole numbered above

seven thousand men. On reaching Constantinople they saluted the Empe-

ror Constantine Lucas, and visited Saint Sophia. Having passed into

Syria, they found themselves in Moslem territory, and the Arabs came in

numbers to pillage the pious caravan. Fortunately, the Christians were

assisted by the Turkish governor of Ramleh, who caused them to be es-

coi-ted to the Holy City. There they were received by the venerable patri-

arch Sophronius, and led in procession to the church of the Holy Sepulchre,

to the sound of cymbals, attended by both Syrians and Latins. The pil-

grims beheld with pain the churches which the Fatimite calipli Hakim
had laid in ruin, and they gave considerable sums for their repair.

A few words must be said of the morals of Henry IV., king of Germany.

* OpvMvla Pet. Damiani, c. 3.
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" Heniy, king of Germany," says Fleury (vol. iv., book Ixi., p. 214), at the

age of eighteen was ahready one of the most wicked of men. He had two

or three concubines at once. In the year 1066, he had married Bertha,

daughter of Otho, marquis of Italy, being scarcely fifteen years old. But

as he married her by the advice of his councillors, and not fi'om his own
choice, he never loved that princess, and always sought to separate from

her. He became cruel, even towards his confidants. His accompHces in

crime became objects of his suspicion. He knew how to conceal his anger,

and cut men off at the very moment when they least suspected him, and

then to feign, even unto tears, his grief at their death.

" He sold bishoprics to the highest bidders, or to those who could best

flatter his vices ; and after he had thus sold a bishopric, if another competi-

tor offered more money, or more acceptably praised his crimes, he deposed

the former as a simoniac, and ordained the other in his place ; whence it

happened that many cities had two bishops at once, and both of them

unworthy." Such was King Henry, and the sequel of this history -v^all make

him still more clearly known.

We now come to the commencement of the reign of the celebrated Hilde-

brand. Saint Gregory VII., the fi-iend and immediate successor of Alex-

ander II.

159. ST. GREGORY VII.— a. d. 1073.

T is vv^ell once more to review the situation of the

Church. The tenth century had displayed its fury,

its cowardice, its frantic and 'ignoble manners. The

eleventh century had given the terrible spectacle of

a deeper ignorance, combined with an unruly pride.

The pontifical throne itself was subjected to indig-

nities which filled aU true Cathohcs with terror and

despair. Yet the majority of the pontiffs had

merited the honor of sitting in the chair of Saint Peter. Still, as we re-

marked, if there were shocking scenes to be deplored, there were fewer

heresies to be uprooted. Those of Constantinople were at that time a kind

of necessary ulcer, and they spread but httle, in either Afiica or Italy.

Berengarius, it is true, scandaHzed France, but no sovereign supported him.

That false spirit was in some sort periodically condemned at each council.

At the same time, some firm and generous hearts,' inexorable to evil, but
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intrepid in restoring the good and the wise, arose more especially among
the monks. We have seen that many of them were the depositaries of the

learning of the Fathers ; we have seen one order obtain almost always, as if

by right, the pontifical tiara. Now again it is a son of Saint Benedict that

wears it ; he must continue the work of the few reformers who have pre-

ceded him. Free from anxiety as to heresies, he hastens to take ia hand
the defence of morality. It was much that in the confusion of the sects

that boasted of being Christians, God had not seemed to abandon his

Chvirch, or rather that he had only punished it in a mercy that promised a

return to calm and peace. " God had preserved in his Church," says Bos-

suet,* " a character of authority that those heresies could not assume. She

is catholic and universal ; she embraces all times ; she extends on all sides

;

she is apostolic ; continuity, succession, the chain of unity, primitive author-

ity belong to her ; all who leave her acknowledge her first, and cannot

efia-ce the stamp of novelty and rebellion. The very pagans regarded it as

the stem, the whole fi'om Avhich the fragments were detached, the ever-living

trunk, left intact, though branches were lopped off. Celsus, reproaching

Christians A\dth their divisions, remarked amid the schismatic churches,

whose rise he beheld, one Church distinguished from all others, and always

more vigorous, which for that reason he staled the Great Church.

" The true Church had a majesty and uprightness which heresies could

neither imitate nor obscure. If the Arians wei'e asked where the Catholic

Church held her assemblies, and who were her bishops, they instinctively

pointed to her. Heresies, do what they would, could not shake off their

founder's name.f The Sabellians, Paulianists, Arians, Pelagians, and

others, in vain took umbrage at the party name given them. The world, in

spite of their wishes, used natural language, and designated each sect by

him who gave it birth.

" As for the Great Church, the Catholic and Apostolic Chm-ch, it has

never been possible to name any founder but Christ himself, or show its first

pastors, without going back to the apostles, or give it any name but that

which it took.

" What matters it that some branches are torn from the Church of Christ?

The nourishing sap is not thereby lost ; new branches push forth. In fact,

if we consider the history of the Church, we see that as often as a heresy

declines, the Church repairs her losses, both by extending without and by

increasing in light and piety within, while in obscure comers the discarded

branches are seen withering away. The works of men have perished, in

Discourse on Universal History, edition of 1844, p. 289.

+ See, above, the excommunication of Cerularius. With what a host of denominations the

legates overwhelm the revolted patriarch I
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spite of the support of hell ; tlie work of God subsists ; the Chui'ch has

triumphed over idolatry aud all errors."

But heresies are not the only things to be feared ; the Great Church lias

formidable dangers still. A family often suffers more from a domestic mis-

fortune than from the loss of precious goods. If peace is lost in the bosom

of a palace, what avail outward homage, the praise of men incompetent to

preserve that action necessary to authority? Immorality can corrupt a

situation most blessed by God. The wound must then feel the salutary in-

struments which isolate it from what remains sound ; the hand of authority

must repress its strength, and that hand is efficacious only when, prudent

and deaf to human respect, it undertakes the cure, and in a spirit of forecast

leads it to its term. If that term is passed, we see at least the point where

reason would rest satisfied ; the confines of truth, solidity, possible progress

are attained, and wise laws are passed for the good of the nation ; they have

only to ask the sohd establishment of rehgion, which claims eternal respect.

The Christian republic repulses no noble progress. The dreams of states-

men lead only to conquests, often useless in the uncertain game of war

;

sometimes contemptuously reject art and science, centre in a single hand

the rule of numberless provinces, often sundered by diversity of interest,

and tending to disunite and become again spontaneously smaU and feeble,

or to oppress a neighbor and make it a tool, a helot, or a slave.

In this view, he who takes from none, who can give to all (is any gift

greater than repose and assured concihation ?)—he who counsels mildly, who,

if need be, represses with unforeseen strength—<;an and must hold an honor-

able place among men ; and when he is the acknowledged chief of a true

rehgion, what treasures of counsel, clemency, and hght he can diffuse among

the blinded ! for all men at variance are in a manner blinded by passion,

anger, preoccupation, ruined interest, low cupidity, maintained with a kind

of satisfaction around them.

This state of grief, misunderstanding, anarchy even, once admitted, let us

examine, Avith the facts before us, the duties imposed by circumstances on

the pontiff whose history we are about to sketch, and the means which he

employed not to be wanting to duty. We shall not exaggerate our praise,

or censure without restraint. Our opinion shall rest on this pohtical co7i-

sideration : It was not Saint Gregory VII. who reigned alone from 1073 to

1086 ; it was with this pontiff the spirit of reaction of morality insulted in

contempt of the dignity of conduct imposed on the clergy especially, and

on kings ;* it was the voice of nations stigmatizing bad example and avidity.

* Saint Peter Damian, a contemporary, says :
" The world plunges into the abyss of all vie 's

;

.he enormous mass of crime accumulating as it nears its end. Ecclesiastical discipline is almost

gone ; the holy canons are despised, and the ardor due to God's service is shown only in thv; ; uii-

Buii of earthly goods. The lawful order of marriage is disregarded, and, to the shame ol the
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set up in the place of honor or finer sentiments ; it was an almost universal

return to the devotedness of the primitive Church ; it was a general cry

against usiu-pers, simoniacs, disturbers of the apostolic glorj-, who no

longer disputing as to the separate or different natures in Christ, and find-

ing themselves almost united in creed, believed while reudmg the Church,

believed while violating its rights, without perceiving that heresies and

the reign of rhetoricians was almost to be regretted, as at least the de-

fenders of the Eoman doctrine, those who may be called animi elites

could refute and at times silence these false spirits. It was left for these

men who abused intellect only to revive underhand the demohshed argu-

ments, and revive with new names a Marcion, Arius, Eutyches, and others

whose names had had their time, and who were forced to assume the new

titles of Severus, Priscillian, ApoUinaris. Bossuet here leads us to an ap-

preciation of one of the most substantial glories of the Great Church. Our

enemies sought to revive the dead, incapable of resurrection, and shrank

fi'om among those who first raised the standard of revolt by wearing a rebel

mitre.t We, on the other hand, with an army ever the same, bearing on

our banners the names of Saint Ambrose, Saint Augustine, Saint Atha-

nasius—to take here but a few in the first letter of the Catholic alphabet—we

fought, drawn up in serried lines, without losing a man ; all seemed to have

been said in controversy, it was exhausted. An intelligent scribe, in default

of those generals who are rarely wanting, gained a glorious victory by cita-

tions analogous to the dispute, and by the aid of recollections scattered

through all libraries, and traditions treasured up in all hearts.

Our bodily powers are weakened by fever. It produces always the same

Christian name, men live like Jews. We liave long since renounced all virtue, and every pest

of perversity has overwlielmed us like a deluge. The whole world is like a sea roused by a

tempest. The churches are assailed by such frightful calamity, that like besieged Jerusalem, they

are surrounded by all the armies of Babylon. Laymen seize the rights, the revenues, the posses-

sions of the Church, and seize the substance of the poor, as they would the spoil of their enemies.

In our days the world is but a theatre of intemperance, avarice, and lust ; and as it was once so

divided as to obey at once three princes, so, alas! mankind bows its servile neck to these three

vices, and basely obeys their laws." Aurelian de Courson, from whose Histoire des Ptuples

Bretons (ii., p. lG4i I cite this, adds: "Such disorders called for the influence of tlie clergy in

the temporal order. Prince and people felt the want of an order, exercising the greatest

authority in society by its light and virtue, and in some sense the only support of order. Kings,

threatened with constant revolts of powerful vassals, endeavored to extend the power of llie

clergy; for in the principles of Christianity princes are the images of God on earth, and the

df-positaries of his authority. The preaching of this doctrine among nations full of energy,

owning no check but that of religion, was in the Middle Ages the only safegunrd of kings.

(Bernardi. Origin of French Legislation, lib. i., cap. x., p. 74) The Carlovingians wi-re so ron-

\-inced of the nec«^'68ity of this intervention by the clergy in temi>oral affairs, tliat we can assen,

without fear of being taxed with exaggeration, that the main object of their policy was to mul-

tiply ecclesiastical seigneuries in the parts of the empire most difficult to hold. {lb., p. Kio.)

The?e are privileges not to be forgotten in reading the life of Gregory VII.

* De Maistre, The Pope, vol. i., p. 79.
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agitation, tlie same burning, the same tremor. There are plants, and always

the same, which calm this agitation, extinguish this burning, and quiet these

tremors. But let us not defer the solemn account that we have to render.

Gregory VII. (originally named Hildebrand), born at Soane, a town of

Tuscany, was the son- of Benzo, of the illustrious family of the Aldo-

brandeschi, one of the most powerful in Sienna, and possessing numbers of

to^Tis and castles. Others, and still more numerous authors, make Hilde-

brand the son of a carpenter in that same town of Soane. It is very cer-

tain that at an early age he entered a Benedictine abbey, where study made
him one of the most learned monks of that age. His merits led to his ap-

pointment as sub-deacon in the Roman Church by Saint Leo IX., like him-

self a Benedictine.t Victor II., another Benedictine, to honor one who

had become an honor to his order, sent Hildebrand as legate to France.

Nicholas 11. showed his appreciation of the ability, eloquence, and eccle-

siastical learning of the monk of Soane by creating him cardinal-archdeacon

of Saint Mary in Dominica, in 1059. He was to lack no suffrage that would

hasten that final and just elevation which was of such happy augury for the

interests of Cathohcitj^ In 1061, Alexander II. appointed Cardinal Hilde-

brand vice-chancellor of the Boman Church. Finally, while the funeral of

Alexander was performed in the Vatican, the clergy and people proclaimed

Hildebrand as pope, and the cardinals united in confirming the choice.

Hildebrand alone opposed it. His letter on the occasion is weU known ; it

is included in the collection of Labbe (t. x., col. 6, p. 7). HUdebrand was

then sixty years of age.

Gregory hastened, says Novaes, to notify the emperor of his election,:]:

not for the purpose of awaiting his confirmation (that abuse had ceased

from his predecessor's election), but in order that the emperor should pre-

vent the carrying out of that election, which Gregory urged the emperor to

oppose.

Here we must for a moment pause to consider this recital of Novaes. It

was not the emperor that Gregory addressed himseK ; for at that time there

was no emperor. Agnes, the empress, widow of the Emperor Henry III.,

governed the empire as far as she was permitted by Henry IV., who was

simply king of Germany. That prudent woman, who was only titular em-

press, had no direct right, well or ill founded, that an emperor could exert

at Rome to influence the election of a pope. Novaes, then, is in error.

FoUer is mistaken also, on this point ; but so many historians have similarly

been mistaken before Novaes and Feller, that we wiU not dwell with mucli

detail upon this historical irregularity. A simple note from an excellent

work that we owe to one of the most learned and pious men of our time,

• Novaes, ii., p. 267. f Ibid., p. 268. J Ibid., p. 269.
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Gosseliu, director of the Seminary of Saint Sulpice,* will throw sufficient

hght upon this fact. That writer says :
" According to the custom and

public hiw of Germany, the choice that the German nobles made of the

king of Germany, did not properly confer upon him the imperial dignity
;

he was not to take the title of emperor, until recognized and crowned by

the pope. This last formahty had never taken place with respect to Henry,

as he had never been crowned by a legitimate pope, but only by the anti-

pope Guibert, who styled himself Clement the Third. Henry, therefore, was

not, properly spea^ng, onperov, but only king of Germany and emj^ror

elect. It is in that sense that the Saxon lords say that Borne has not yet

given him the royal dignity."

We resume the course of our narrative. King Henry IV. sent Gregory,

bishop of VerceUi, to be present at the consecration of Pope Gregory VII.

The newly elected Pope was ordained priest in the Basilica of the Late-

ran, and then consecrated in the Vatican, on the 29th of June, 1073. He is

the first pope who, being only a deacon, was then ordained priest. He took

the name of Gregory, in memory of Gregory VI., who had been his pre-

ceptor.

The new pontiff directed his earliest cares to the suppression of simony

and the heresy of the Nicolaites. Thence arose that fatal difference be-

tween the priesthood and the emperor, which lasted more than forty years.

Henry, king of Germany, emperor elect, but uncrowned, pretended to give

investiture to bishops by sending them the ring and crozier.f Gregory

resolved to suppress that abuse, which the partisans of the emperor termed

the regalia.

The pope, grounding his views upon the authority of former popes and

upon the sacred canons, determined, in a council held at Rome in 1074—in

order to oppose a scandal given by the Nicolaites, and of which the clergy

of Milan rendered themselves guilty—that no clerk could take a wife ; that

holy orders should be conferred on such only as would profess perpetual

celibacy, and that no married man should assist at the priest's Mass.:}:

When, amidst the great affairs which he has to narrate, a historian meets

with a document by the aid of which the personal and secret feelings of the

principal person in the narrative become known, this confidential revela-

tion throws a bright Hght on the whole narrative.

In a letter of Gregory to Hugo, abbot of Cluny, he opens his heart to

his friend, and speaks to him with the most tender confidence

:

" Would,'' he Avrites, " that I could make known to you the full extent of

* Power of the Pope in the Middle Ages. f Novaes, ii., p. 270.

X Letter to Otlio, bishop of Constance: LaHibe, CoTwil-.tomo x., col. 316. See also Baronius,

ad annum 1074, No. 40.
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the tribulations which assail me, and of the labors, incessantly renewed,

which overwhelm me, and crush me beneath their daily increasing weight.*

Many a time have I asked our divine Saviour to deign to remove me from

this world, or to permit me to become useful to our common mother. An
unspeakable pain and extreme melancholy seize me as I behold the Eastern

Church, which the spirit of darkness has separated from the Catholic faith.

Looking to the west, to the south, and to the north, I can only discover a

few bishops who have entered the episcopacy by canonical ways, and who

govern their flock in a spirit of charity, and not with the despotic pride of

the powers of the earth. Among the secular princes, I know none who

prefers the glory of God to his own glory, and justice to self-interest. As

for those among whom I Hve, the Bomans, Lombards, and Normans, I often

tell them that they are worse than Jews and pagans. When, at length, I

revert to myself, I find myself so overwhelmed beneath the weight of my own

actions, that I see no hope of salvation, save only in the mercy of Christ

;

for, if I had not the hope of a better Hfe, and the prospect of being useful

to the Church, God knoweth that I would no longer abide in Rome, where

I feel myself as though in chains. It is thus that, divided between a grief

daily renewed within me, and a hope, alas ! only too distant, I am assailed

by a thousand tempests, and my life is but one continual agony."

In a second council, held during the Lent of 1075, it was decreed that

whoever had received, in consideration of any present, any grade or ofiice of

holy orders, could no longer exercise his ministry in the churches ; and that

aU those who received from laymen the investiture of a church should be

excommunicated, as well as the lay donors. King Henry showed irritationf

at these decrees : Gregory had imparted the decree to him, and wished

entire obedience. The prince, whose violence increased, meditated ven-

geance for what he called an insult to his authority. He secretly prepared

a conspiracy against the life of the pope, and he excited to rebellion several

German bishops and clerks, who had been mentioned in the decree as bemg
habitually guilty of simony and incontinence. Gregory replied that, on his

arrival in Italy, having been appointed to the administration of several re-

ligious houses, he had restored order and regularity in them, and that now,

since he had been named pope,+ it was his duty to interfere wherever he

discerned evU.. It is farther stated, that many of the accused clerks asked

if it was required that they should live like the angels, and protested that

they would rather renounce the priesthood than their wives ! Oh, shame

upon those God-forsaken times

!

We describe scenes of the middle ages, which are not to be separated from

* I find this letter in the History of Pope Gregory VII. and of his Time, by J. Voigt.

\ Novaes, 11., p. 271. % Italic, p. 71.
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the actual facts. Tliis tlie reader should bear in mind, and also the circum-

stances in Avliich the Holy Seo had been placed during eight centuries ;'"' and

the civil disorders of Rome, where it was proposed to assassinate the pope
;

and the hateful cynicism of the dissenters ; and the encouraging fidelity of

the rest of Christendom ; and the excitements of those who regretted the

imperial authority ; and, finally, the indomitable character of a reformer,

shocked in his views of order and regular discipline.

Gregory YII. sent legates to the king to request him to repair to Rome,

with a definite menace of excommunication if he should refuse. He re-

doubled his invitations when he learned that a conspiracy existed in Rome
itself, supported by the king's ambassadors. Henry resolved to give satis-

factory explanations as concerned the disorders of his clergy, and prom-

ised to destroy the abuses of simony ; but he ordered the consj^irators to

effect their purpose.

Quintius, son of the prefect of Rome, on Christmas night, 1075, burst in

with his soldiers upon Gregory VII., who was calmly celebrating Mass at

the High Altar of Saiat Mary Major. The accompHces of Henry recalled

the times of Constans II., and excited the rage of another CaUiopas. The

pope, severely wounded, was stripped of his pontifical habits, and ordered

to prison. Without a word, and head erect, he followed the assassins, who

marched before him. But it was not to be with Gregory as it had been

with Martin. The people, faithful to then- pontiff, learning that he vras

imprisoned in a tower, rush to arms to deUver him.

The midtitude soon enter the tower in which the pope was confined ; then

rushed to the house of the assassin Quintius, who was brought before the

pope and compelled to faU on his knees and ask pardon for his odious crime.

Gregory pardoned him, and onl}- imposed, as a penance, a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem. He then returned to Saint Mary Major, where he once more

began the holy sacrifice. As though he had forgotten the scene of which

he had been the victim,* he recited the prayers in a calm voice, amidst the

general emotion, and gave the benediction to his hberators.

* " The Churcli," says a celebrated writer {Ilist. Generate de la Civilization en Europe, 'd eel.,

pp. 86-'J0), " uas a regularly constituted society, having its principles, its rule, and its discipline,

and feeling an ardent need of extending its influence and conquering its conquerors. Never has

any society made such efforts to act on all around it, and to assimilate to itself the outer world,

as the Christian Church did from the fifth to tlie ninth century. It in some sort attacked har-

barism at both ends, to civilize while it conquered." To carry out the idea presented by that

h>mely but expressive phrase, both endu, he might have said, "from the fiftli to the elovintli

century," for, in the supposition of the author, who says "from tlie fifth to the ninth century,"

what becomes of tliat tenth century, which Baronius so well terms "century of iron, century of

lend, and dark agi?" But in stopping at the ninth century, the sentiment (»f tlie profound and

judicious author was none the less to recall, in their entirety, the centuries which hav.) betm

called barbarous.

\ Novaes, ii., p. 72.
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Better endowed than the tenth century, which amidst so many crimes had

seen only soHtary\drtues,the eleventh centmy, though still witnessing horrible

crimes, saw great characters, worthy of the admiration of ages most honor-

able to humanity.* Gregory made it an invariable rule to act at the outset

ydih gentleness. "No one," says he, "reaches the highest rank at a single

spring
;
great edifices rise gradually." Certain of his strength, he chose to

employ conciliation. He especially sought to convince Henry, but the ex-

cesses in which that prince wallowed were so abominable that his subjects

in all parts, and especially the great, revolted against him. In 1076,

Gregory assembled a council, which pronounced the excommunication of the

king, with all the terrible consequences attendant upon it.

History shows several emperors of the East excommunicated by preced-

ing popes ;—Arcadius, by Innocent I. ; Anastasius, by Saint Symmachus
;

and Leo the Isaurian, by Gregory II. and Gregory III.

The decree of the same council set forth that the throne vacated by

Henry was adjudged to Rudolph, duke of Suabia, already created king of

Germany by the electors of the empire.

Henry burst into great fury on learning the proceedings of the council,

and he had the audacity to address to the pope the following letter

:

" Henky, king by the grace of God, to Hildebeand :

" A\Tien I expected from you the treatment of a father, and was obe-

dient to you in all things, to the displeasure of my subjects, I learned that

you were acting as one of my greatest enemies. You have deprived me
of the respect due me from your See, and by your evil arts you have en-

deavored to deprive me of the kingdom of Italy
;
you have not scrupled to

lay hands on bishops, and treated them with indignity. As I overlooked

these excesses, you took my patience for Aveakness, and you dared to ask

me that you should die or deprive me of my kingdom and Hfe.f To repress

such insolence, not b}^ words but by acts, I have assembled all the nobles of

my kingdom, as they begged that I would. There was discovered what fear

had previously kept unsaid, and it has been proved, as you will see by their

letters, that you cannot remain on the Holy See. I have followed their ad-

vice, which seemed to me to be just—I renounce you as pope, and, as a pa-

trician of Home, command you to leave the See.|

" Such is the letter that we address to the monk Hildebrand, and that we

I

* Among the young generals who served under Henry IV. we cannot forget one of his rela-

tives, who acquired then a deplorable reputation. When we meet with him again he will be

the captain who freed the Holy Sepulchre of Christ.

f Paul Bernried
( Vie de Gregoire VII.) says of this letter that it is full of forgeries

I The Patricians of Borne belonged to a time far distant from that in which Henry thus ex-

pri'ssed himself and claimed their title.
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send to joxi, that you may know our Avill, and that your k)ve may do what

it owes us, or rather owes to God and us. Rise up against him, then, my
faithful subjects ! And let him who is the most faithful to me be the first

to condemn him ! We do not bid you shed his blood, for, after his depo-

sition, life will be harder to him than death ; but compel him to descend, if

he refuse to do so, and place in the apostolic chair another elected by us,

with the common consent of the bishops, who can and will heal the wounds

that this one has inflicted upon the Church."*

A Parmesan cleric, named Eoland, was appointed to bear this letter to

Rome, with the other decrees of the Condiiahida. A second synod had been

assembled. The bishops met in the Church of the liateran.t The pope

occupied an elevated seat. Roland, entering the assembly, announced that

he was sent by the king of Germany, and that he came to the synod by his

order ; and then, turning towards the pope, he said :
" The king, my master,

and all the Ultramontane and Italian bishops, order you immediately to re-

nounce the throne of Saint Peter and the government of the Roman Church,

which you have usurped ; for it is not just to raise you to a dignity so emi-

nent without the approbation of the bishops and the imperial confirmation.
":t^

And then, turning to the clergy, Roland thus continued :
" My brethren, I

have to announce to you that you must present yourselves before the king at

the approaching Feast of Pentecost, to receive a pope from his* appointment,

as this one is now known to be not a pope, but a devouring wolf."

At these words, John, bishop of Porto, rose hastily from his seat and

exclaimed, " Seize him !" The new prefect of Rome, his soldiers and other

nobles, drew their swords and rushed at him. They would have killed him,

had not the pope descended from his throne, and covering Roland with his

body, saved the wretch's life. Gregory calmed the excited spirits, and re-

commended them to have moderation in their anger. His words on that

memorable occasion were :
" My children, let not the peace of the Church be

disturbed. Behold, we Hve in those dangerous times spoken of by Scripture,

when men shall be lovers of themselves, gi-eedy, proud, and disobedient ;§ it

is necessary that scandals come : and the Lord hath said that he sent us as

sheep among wolves. We must be wise as serpents, but also mild as doves.

We must hate no one, but bear with the madmen who wiU \'iolate the law

of God. For a long time we have lived in peace. It is the will of God

that the haiwest shall again be watered with the blood of the saints. Let

* But Henry forgets here that Quintius had attempted the life of the pope, and that the latter,

when saved, gave his benediction to his liberators with a hand bound up in strips of a surjjlico

hastily torn up to stanch the blood.

t Vf/igt, p. 'i7'). X To speak regularly, the word should be royal, not imperial.

§ 2 Timothy, i.
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US be prepared for martp-dom, if need be, for the love of God, aud let

nothing separate us from the charity of Jesus Christ."

Before the election of Rudolph, Gregory had declared that he would

repair to Germany. King Henry, on his part, promised to come into Italy.

The pope left Rome with an escort furnished by the countess of Tuscany,

daiighter of Boniface, marquis of Tuscany. The march of Gregory was a

triumph.* Amidst that escort he reached Vercelli. It was feared by some

that Henry would make his appearance at the head of an army, but he had

not that intention. The pope, nevertheless, deemed it best to retire into

the fortress of Canossa, belonging to the Countess Matilda, in order that he

might be secure from aU violence.

Henry had spent nearly two months at Spires in a profound and melan-

choly soUtude. The weight of the excommunication oppressed him with a

thousand griefs. Weary of that state of uncertainty, and still, as ever,

tricky and hypocritical, he conceived the idea of winning over the pope by

an apparent piety, and of satisfying his requirements by a brief humiliation
;

moreover, the decree of excommunication declared that it should be with-

drawn if the king appeared before the pope within a year from the date of

the decree. The winter was severe. After running a thousand dangers, the

king and his queen arrived at Turin, and proceeded to Placentia. Thence

the prince announced that he would proceed to Canossa, by way of Reggio.

The Countess Matildaf met him with Hugo, bishop of Cluny. She wished

to restore harmony between the pope and the king. Gregory seemed to

desire that Henry should return to Augsburg, to be judged by the Diet.

The envoys of the king at Canossa replied :
" Henry does not fear being

judged ; he knows that the pope will protect innocence and justice ; but the

anniversary of the excommunication is at hand, and if the excommunication

be not removed, the king, according to the laws of the land, will lose his right

to the crown.:}: The prince humbly requests the Holy Father to raise the

interdict, and to restore him to the communion of the Church. He is ready

to give every satisfaction that the pope shall require ; to present himself at

such place and at such time as- the pope shaU order ; to meet his accusers,

and to commit himself entirely to the decision of the head of the Church."

* IlisU/ire de Gregoire YIl., by Voigt, translated by M. Jager, p. 418.

f See Histoirc de Gr'e(](nre VII., cited above.

X In an excellent note on this passage, M. Jager says :
—

" Here we have an indisputable proof

of the effect of the excommunication. We see that, according to the public law then prevailing,

it implied deposition, vrhen he who had incurred it failed to be reconciled to the Church
within the space of a year. The historian Lambert expressly says on this occasion : Ut si ante

lianc diem excommuiiicatione non ahsolvatur, deinceps, juxta pakitinas leges, indignus regio

lionorc haheatur." To this we add : to be indignus regio honore—unworthy of the kinglytitle—

included unworthiness to bear the title of emperor elect, and so Henry was neither king nor

emperor elect.
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Henry, says Voigt, having received permission to advance, was not long

on the way. The fortress had triple inclosnres ; Henry was conducted into

the second ; his retinue remained outside the first. He had laid aside the

insignia of royalty ; nothing announced his rank. All day long, Henry, bare-

headed, clad in penitential garb, and fasting from morning till night, awaited

the sentence of the sovereign pontiff. He thus waited during a second and a

third day. During the intervening time he had not ceased to negotiate.

On the morrow', Matilda interceded with the pope on behalf of Henry, and

the conditions of the treaty were settled. The prince promised to give

satisfaction to the complaints made against him by his subjects, and he took

an oath,* in which his sureties joined. Tilien those oaths were taken, the

pontiff gave the king the benediction and the apostolic peace, and celebrated

Mass.

After the consecration of the host, the pope called Henry and all present,

and still holding the host in his hand, said to the king :
" We have received

letters from you and those of your party, in which wo are accused of having

usurped the Holy See by simony, and of having, both before and since our

episcopacy, committed crimes which, according to the canons, excluded us

from holy orders.

" Although we could justify ourselves by the testimony of those who have

known our manner of life from our childhood, and who were the authors of

our promotion to the episcopacy, nevertheless, to do away with all kind of

scandal, we will appeal to the judgment, not of men, but of God. Let the

body of our Lord Jesus Christ, that we are about to take, be this day a

proof of our innocence. We pray the Almighty to dispel all suspicion, if

we are innocent, and to cause us suddenly to die, if we are guilty."

Then turning towards the king, Gregory again spoke :
" Dear son, do also

as you have seen us do. The German princes have daily accused you to us

of a great number of crimes, for which those nobles maintain that you ought

to be interdicted, during your whole life, not only from royalty and all j^ub-

lic function, but also from all ecclesiastical communion, and from all com-

merce of civil life. They urgently demand that you be judged, and you

know how uncertain are all human judgments. Do, then, as we advise, and

if you feel that you are innocent, dehver the Church from this scandal, and

yourself from this embarrassment. Take this other portion of the host, that

this proof of your innocence may close the lips of your enemies, and engage

us to be your most ardent defender, to reconcile you with the nobles, and

forever to terminate the civil war."

This address astonished the king. Going apart with his confidants, he

tremblingly consulted as to what he could do to avoid so terrible a tcsv.t At

• See it at length in Voigt, p. 431. + Voigt, p. 433.
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length, lia\Tiig somewhat recovered his cahnness, he said to the pope, that

as those nobles who remained faithful were, for the most part, absent, as

well as those who accused him, the latter would give Kttle faith to what he

might do in his own justification, unless it were done in their presence.

For that reason, he asked that the test should be postponed to the day of

the sitting of the general diet, and the pope consented.

When the pope had finished Mass, he invited the king to dinner, treated

him -with much attention, and dismissed him in peace to his OAvn people,

who had remained outside the castle. Henry, on his return to his nobles,

was not well received. Henry, as Voigt shows, soon became alarmed at

their disapprobation, which originated only in a feeling of wounded com-

phcity and ambitious views, which could not hope for success after the

victory gained by Gregory.

Henry, hearing himseK accused of weakness, thought to deUver himself

from so much annoyance by a bold perjury ; and he endeavored to draw

Gregory and Matilda into a snare. Warned by faithful friends, they did

not visit the king as had been agi'eed ; and that new 'UTong determined

Gregory to suspend his departure for the Diet of Augsburg. No one, not

even the pious Matilda, now dared to speak of a reconcihation.

Henry held at Brescia, in 1080, a pseudo council of the bishops devoted

to him ; and there he caused Guibert, archbishop of Eavenna, an avowed

enemy of Gregory, to be elected as pope ; and he deposed Gregory, although

he was recognized as the legitimate pope by the whole CathoHc world, mth
the exception of the bishops in revolt, under the direction of Henry. On
learning this, Gregory celebrated at Eome, in the year 1080, a regular coun-

cil, in which he again excommunicated Henry, and especially the antipope,

whom he would never absolve.

Thus arose the schism known as the Henricians, who were condemned by

various councils. Those sectaries maintained that the emperor ought to

exercise the highest authority over the election of the pontiffs and the

bishops, and that no one could be recognized as legitimate pontiff or legiti-

mate bishop, unless he had been elected by the emperor or by the Icing of

Germany /* and that no account was to be taken of excommunication pro-

nounced against kings. This schism ended imder the reign of Cahxtus II.,

about 1120.

From the troubles during the reign of Heniy r\^. and Henry V., arose the

custom of sending to Rome Ambassadors of Obedience.t

The Holy Father also at this time excommunicated Boleslaus H., king

* The Henricians added this clause, because they plainly saw that in the public law of the

time, which they wished to modify to their own liking, a king of Germany was not an emperor

complete.

f A dissertation on this point, by Christian Gottlieb Buder, appeared at Jena, in 1737.
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of Poland, ]vno^^^l to have assassinated Saint Stanislaus, bishop of Cracow.

At this time, also, Demetrius, Icing of Russia, declared his states tributaries

of the Holy See, which course had been taken by many other princes, as is

observed by Muratori.*

Berengarius led a miserable and despised life in France, and for the fourtli

time begged and received permission to abjure. He finally died penitent

in 1088. Gregory now received, as fiefs of the Church, Tuscany and Lom-

bardv, offered to him bv the Countess Matilda. The donation was confirmed

by her in 1102, under Pope Pascal II.

The actions of that great CathoHc princess, who has so well deserved of

the Church, have been described by Francis-Maria Fiorentini, chief physi-

cian of Pope Urban VIII. (Lucca, 4:to, 1642). The merit of that work

has been attested by Cardinal Sforza Pallavicini, Cosmo della Rena, Car-

dinal Bona, Luc Holstenius, Anthony Pagi, Charles du Cange, Louis An-

thony Muratori, Geoffry William Leibnitz, Father Andrew Rota, and by

all who have had occasion to speak of the pious daughter of Boniface,

marquis of Tuscany. The enemies of the sovereign pontiff have accused

her of having been too intimately connected with Gregory VII. ;t but

the virtue of that pope, and that of Matilda, have caused all impartial

historians to treat that accusation as a mere calumny. Not a fact, not an

indication, has ever justified it. The truth of the Countess Matilda's

donation has never been doubted ; it is one of the most authentic titles

claimed by the pontiffs. But this title itself was the subject of discord.

Matilda, we may here say, possessed Tuscany, Mantua, Parma, Reggio,

Placentia, Ferrara, Modena, a part of Umbria, the Duchy of Spoleto, Vero-

na, almost all now knowTi as tlie Patrimony of Saint Peter, from Viterbo to

Orvieto, with a part of the March of Ancona.

Pope Pascal 11. wishing to take possession of those States, Henry IV.

opposed him, on the gi-ound that most of the fiefs given by the countess

wei'e appendages of the imperial authority. These rival pretensions were a

new spark of war between the papacy and the empire. But at length it

was necessary to yield to the Holy See a portion of the heritage of Matilda.:}:

Gregory, following in the footsteps of Alexander II., succeeded in indu-

cing Alphonso VI. to introduce the Roman rite into Spain, which had

hitherto followed only the Gothic rite, so called because introduced in

Spain by the Gothic kings. Yet the latter rite was maintained in six par-

ishes of Toledo, from respect to its antiquity.

Hemy continued to persecute Gregory, whom he several times besieged

in Rome. The pope was delivered by the aid of Robert Guiscard ; but

* Script, rer. Ital., tome iii., p. 367. t Feller, iv., p. 370.

X Memoria della Oran Contezza, &c., da Gian-Domenico Mansi. della Congregazione della

Madre di Dio: Lucca, 175G, 4to. Many other works treat on this extenHivc subject.
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Henry soon returned, and the pope was obliged to retire to Salerno. Worn
out with grief, fatigue, and infirmities, he died there on the 25th of May,
1085, uttering these w^ords :

" We have loved justice and hated iniquity, and
for this we die in exile." He had governed, as an intrepid defender of

ecclesiastical Hberty, twelve years, one month, and four days.

On account of the tribulations that pui'sued this holy pontiff, the Bol-

landists say (vol. vi., June, p. 197) that he died marhjr and confessor. He
was interred beneath the dome of Salerno, where Archbishop Marsigii

Colonna, in 1573, found the body of the pontiff miraculously preserved, and

still arrayed ia the pontifical vestments. In 1578, that archbishop placed

on the tomb an epitaph, which may be found in Father Jacob's Biulioth.

Poniijic. Benedict XIII., in 1728, ordered the office of this saint to be cele-

brated in the whole Church. This office was prohibited in France in 1729,

and in Flanders in 1730 ; but they admit the Koman MartjTology, in which

the name of Gregory VII. was placed on the 25th of May, 1584, by order

of Gregory XIII,

A. few reflections may be made on this remarkable reign.

M. Jager truly observes, that, in his Ep. ix., 21, Gregory expressed the

one idea which engrossed his genius during his entire life. " We desii-e but

one thing, that the impious repent and retui'n to their Creator. We have

but one desire, that the Church, oppressed and overturned everywhere, re-

sume her ancient splendor and solidity. We have but one object, that God
be glorified ia us ; and we with our brethren, even with those who persecute

us, so that we all may merit to arrive at eternal Hfe. Regain courage, then,

conceive a lively hope, fix your gaze upon the standard of the eternal King,

where he says to us : In patience, possess your souls." (Luke ii.) Voigt pro-

nounces the following judgment upon Gregory :
" When in the bosom of

prosperity a man shows himself great, noble, and elevated, the world honors,

venerates, and admires him ; and if his prosperity continues to the end of

his career and to his death, his name is transmitted to posterity.

" Even should his work not be completed, even should death surprise him

in the midst of his struggle, we look upon his career as complete, because

our imagination suppUes all that remained for him to do. But when a man,

thrown amidst tumult and disorder, and exposed to the vicissitudes of good

and evil fortune, resists firmly, and, strong in conscience and animated by

faith and convictions, remains calm and unruffled, suffers with resignation,

and supports himself upon the anchor that God has placed in his heart,

when all the world has risen against him, such a man becomes the marvel

of his age.

" Even the enemies of Gregory," says Yoigt in conclusion, " are obliged

to confess that the ruling thought of the pontiff (the independence of the

Church) was indispensable for the propagation of rehgion and the refer-
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mation of society, and that to that end it "was necessary to break the fetters

which bound the Church to the State, to the great detriment of religion. It

was necessary for the Church to be an entirety, a unit, in itself and by it-

self, a divine institution, whose influence, salutary to aU men, could be

arrested by no prince of the world. The Church is God's societ}-, of

which no mortal can claim the goods or the privileges, and of which no

prince can, without crime, usurp the jurisdiction. As there is but one God
and one Faith, so there is but one Church with one Head.* The letters of

Gregory are full of this thought ; and in the conviction that he was called

to realize that thought, he labored with all his might.f

" Is he to be reproached for haAdng nurtvu-ed that noble idea ? Can the

idea itself be deemed strange and exaggerated ? Either assertion would be

unjust and not very sensible.

" The Genius of Despotism died with the Asiatic empire. The stirring

republics of Athens and of Rome had disappeared. Every thing around

Gregory tended towards a monarchy ; every thing moulded itself in that

direction. Each endeavored at first to be something for himself, in order to

become something for all. The dukes surrounded the emperors, and the

princes the dukes ; then came the vassals and the feudatories, who ranged

themselves around their respective lords. Why, then, should the Church,

essentially monarchical, not have labored to the same end ? Why reproach

the popes with having had the spirit of their epoch, and obeying the gen-

eral impulse ?

" For Gregory not to have had the idea which animated him, it would have

been necessary for him to pass through the school of our modem civiliza-

tion. Now that was not the case. He lived in a gross age, an age of iron,

which had nothing in common with our age. So the acts of that age can-

not be judged according to our principles and our manners. Before all, we

must represent to ourselves the age and the circumstances in which Gregory

lived, the situation and the constitution of the Church, its connection with

the State, and its disorders. We must seriously inquire into the morals and

habits of the clerical body, its spii-it, its tendency, its rudeness, its degen-

eracy, its forgetfulness of all duty and of aU discipline, and its ignorance

side by side with its pride. A clear idea must be formed of the situation

of Germany, and the character of Henry be fully comprehended ; then, and

not till then, can we judge Gregory. By following that course, by consider-

ing his ideas, his acts, and his wishes, relatively to his century, we arrive,

if free from prejudice, at a judgment very different from that formed by

* Jager sagaciously remarks that that expression is significant Ln the mouth of a Protestant.

f No history is more cf^rtain or nliable than that wliich is founded upon the letters of him

wliose life we write. Baronius, ad annum 1043, xxvii.
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men who persist in prescribing to the pontiff, for liis rule of thought and

act, the views and the ideas of their own age.

" To attain the end that he proposed to himself, Gregory could not act

otherwise than he did ; for, in fact, to be pope one must act as pope ; he

had to act differently from the multitude, differently fi-om his predecessors,

if he could raise himself above all, and be a really great man."
" If Gregory had chosen means Httle adapted to reaUze his plan ; if he

had not studied the circumstances, or kept account of his epoch ; if he had

committed serious faults in execution, his prudence and judgment, and not

his heart, might be accused. But it is precisely his ability that is censured,

without admitting the goodness of his heart. The genius of Gregory

embraced, and coiild not .but embrace, the whole Christian world, because

the independence of the Church was a general idea. His action was neces-

sarily energetic, because he acted in Ids age. His faith and his conviction

could not but be as they were, for the course of events had given them

birth."

We will add, he was assailed with fragments of rock, and he repUed

with mountains, and PeHon heaped on Ossa. Does not such language in a

Protestant predict the progress which will henceforth be made ? Does not

such language in a Protestant foreshadow the progress wliich truth is yet

to make, as well as betoken a return to the sound principles of Catholicity ?

We will now cite some of the reflections found in the learned work of

Gosselin. Fenelon, he says, first among CathoHc writers brought forward

the opinion which explains, by the international law of the middle ages, the

conduct of the pope and of councils in deposing temporal princes.""' " We
assert even that Penelon's firm tone in discussing the subject is the real

mainspring of the researches made of late years to estabhsh this important

point."

Of the maxims of the times of Gregory YII., Gossehn remarks, most pro-

foundly, that he did not push them any further than his predecessors ; the

force of circumstances obhged him to give them a more rigorous appli-

cation.

" After citing a number of facts, he adds :
" From this it results that the

power exercised over sovereigns by popes and councils in the middle ages,

cannot be regarded as a criminal usurpation of ecclesiastical power over

the rights of sovereigns. It is certain, in fact, that the popes and councils

who have exercised this power have only followed and appHed maxims uni-

versally admitted, not only by the people, but by the most enhghtened and

virtuous men."t

* Gosselin, Power of tlie Pope in the Middle Ages.

\ lb. He refers to Bossuet, Fleury, PfefFel, &c.
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"We cannot impress too deeply on our mind the sound and solid argu-

ments of Gosselin. His \\-ork is a monument of clear logic, polished dis-

cussion, one of the best answers to the wild attacks of many modern politi-

cal writers, to whom the middle ages are a bugbear.

De Maistre's work on " the Pope," comes as a reserve to give the last

blow. It is the thundering legion of Marcus Aurelius. We have just

seen the views of the conciliatory Yoigt and cu'cumspect Gossehn. Tlie

illustrious Piedmontese lays down this general rule :
" The popes having

never ceased, during eighteen centvii-ies, deciding questions of every kind

with a prudence and justice tnily miraculous—in this, that their decisions

invariably show themselves exempt from the moral character and passions

of the oracle, who is a man—a few equivocal facts cannot be admitted

against the popes, without \'iolating every law of probability, which never-

theless rules the world."

De Maistre fears no difficulty. He accepts and meets the most maHcious

definitions of his adversaries, just as they present them. " Popes sometimes

contended "n-ith sovereigns, never with sovereignty. The very act by which

they absolved subjects from the oath of allegiance, declared sovereignty

inviolable. The popes taught nations that no human power could reach the

sovereign, whose authority was suspended only by a divine power ; so that

their anathemas, instead of derogating fi'om the rigor of CathoHc maxims

as to the inviolabihty of sovereigns, served, on the contrary, but to give them

a new sanction in the eyes of the people.

" In the eleventh century the popes were universally acknowledged as dele-

gates of God, the source of sovereignty. The greatest princes sought, on

consecration, a sanction, and so to speak, confirmation of their right. The

first of these sovereigns in those ancient ideas, the German emperor, was to

be consecrated by the pope in person. He was deemed to hold his august

character from him, and be truly emperor only by the imposition of his

hand."

"Papal excommunication worked no detriment to sovereignty in the

minds of the people.* On the contrary, by repressiog it on some points, by

rendering it less fierce end cnishing, hy alarming it for its own unseen good,

they rendered it more venerable. They banished from its brow the old mark

of the beast, to substitute that of regeneration. They made it sacred, to make

it inviolable. A new and great proof amid a thousand, that the pontifical

power has ever been conservative.

" Now, it is for princes to reflect : the power which hampered their prede-

cessors a thousand years ago, but which sanctified the sovereign character,

The Pope, i., p. 233.
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became an object of fear. They fell into the well-laid snare : they have

been dragged dovm to the ground ; they are mere men."

De Maistre is right. When kings are no longer needed, they are arraigned

for a battle lost, or even a battle won ; they are expelled, and this great act

of chastisement is attributed to the people, who act as sovereign, and who,

under other aspects and under other forms, excommunicate those whom
they wish to replace by others. " Hear Voltaire," says De Maistre—" Vol-

taire, whose native good sense makes us regret that passion so often

obscured it :
' From all the history of the period, it follows that society

among the Western nations had few certain rules ; that the States had few

laAvs, and the Church sought to repair the want.'
"

De Maistre continues :
" Among all the pontiffs called to this great work.

Saint Gregory VII. rises majestically. Gregory did not presume on him-

seK, when he assumed, with an inherent consciousness of power, the mission

of instituting European sovereignty, then young and unchecked in its pas-

sions. The pope wrote these remarkable words : "We are mindful, with the

Divine assistance, to furnish the emperors, kings, and other sovereigns, those

spiritual arms which they need to quell in their hearts the furious tempests

of pride." As if to say, " I teach them that a king is not a tyrant." And
who, but for Gregory, would have taught them ?

Maimbourg, in his History of the Roman Decline,* complains that the

imperious and inflexible temper of Gregory VII. prevented his tempering

zeal with the noble moderation which characterized his five predeces-

sors.

" Unfortunately, the noble moderation of these predecessors corrected no

evil, and they were always disregarded. Violence was never arrested by

moderation
;
power is balanced only by contrary efforts. The emperors in-

dulged in violence towards the popes, which is never mentioned, and a few

acts of popes are exaggerated, presented as great crimes, and loudly de-

nounced. But human affairs do not go otherwise. No constitution, no

political amalgamation is ever formed except by elements which clash at

first, then blend and grow calm.

" In a word, the Church, humanly speaking, was aU but lost. It had no

form, no polity, soon no name, had not the popes by their extraordinary

intervention substituted themselves in the place of corrupt or benighted

authorities, and governed more directly, so as to restore order.

" European monarchy would have been lost,t had not detestable princes

* Histoire de la Decadence Bomaine, lib. iii., an. 1073.

f It has inherited the fruit of this superhuman courage ; and yet some who even now govci-n

by tlie help of the ramparts which that courage reared, curse the heroic and unshaken will

which repressed the licentiousness, brutal power, the usurped ecclesiastical power, and the power
of assassination with impunity, which the emperors claimed to exercise. Their good pleasui-e
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met a temble obstacle ; and to speak only of Gregory "VT!!., every equitable

man will doubtless admit the impartial judgment of tlie historian of the

revolutions of Germany :
' The mere exposition of facts,' says he, ' shows

that this pope's conduct was that Vt'hich any firm and enlightened man
would have followed mider similar cu'cumstances.'*

" The sacking of Milan, one of the most horrible events of history, would

alone sufiice, in Voltaire's judgment, to justify all that the popes did.t

" All nations agree in placing in the first rank of great men those wLo

delivered their coimtry from a foreign yoke : heroes in success, martyrs if

they fall, their names go down the vista of ages. Modern stupidity would

except popes from this general apotheosis, and deprive them of the undying

glory they deserve, as temporal princes who labored unceasingly to free

their native land. That some French writers shoiild fail to do justice

to Saint Gregory ^T[I., is conceivable. Having over their eyes the preju-

dices of Protestants, philosophers, Jansenists, and parhamentarians, what

could they see through the quadruple bandage T'X

A book called Didahis Popce is ascribed to Saint Gregory YII. Yoigt

quotes the twenty sentences with which it opens, and adds :
" There is in

the principles nothing that Gregory did not maintain, or at least tacitly

sanction. We need not seek the author. That pope, had he written them

himself, would have put them in better order." The Abbe Jager, the French

translator of Yoigt, makes a remark full of truth and enidition :
" Had the

capitularies of Charlemagne been better known, these principles would have

excited less astonishment, for ishe former are the source of the latter. It

must be remembered that Charlemagne, a kind of outside bishop, addressed

even to bishops exhortations full of power and truth to fill aU hearts with

love for the Holy See, and the veneration due to the universal bishop.

We have nine books of Saint Gregory's letters, ^vritten between 1073 and

1082. These letters are inserted in all the collections of the council ; several

are given also in the Bihliotheca Floriacensis of Dubois, in the collections of

Martene, d'Achery, and UgheUi. This pope was in Hfe and after his death

assailed by noted calumnies. One of the calumniators of this pope was

Cardinal Benno, who wrote a history of the pope full of venom. It was

printed at Hanau in 1611. At the time when Benno composed this bad

book, Saint Anselm, bishop of Lucca, defended Grcgory.§ The hfe of this

pope was written forty years after his death by Paul Benried, canon-regular,

would have known no limit, and catastrophe would have ingulfed faith in Christ, all civilization

and true happiness of the people, that constant aim of all apostolic solicitude. It is better for

the people to be happy than to be masters.

* Denina, Revolntiorm d'AUemagne, vol. ii., p. 49.

t Ensai nur I'Huitoire Genirale, ii., ch. CI, p. 15G.

i The Pope, i., p. 304. § See this defence in Canisius, vol. vi.
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bishop of Augsburg, and printed at Ingolstadt in 1610, and at Augsburg

the same year, with notes bj Father Gretser.

Bellarmine refutes modern calumniators.* Gretser, in an apology for

Gregory VII., cites the opinion of fifty panegyrists. Gotto and Enghien

subsequently gave their laudatory opinion. Another life of Gregory ap-

peared at Frankfort in 1581. Muratori gives the history as written by

Pandulphus of Alatri and Nicolas de EoseDis. There is also a hfe by Jus-

tus Christopher Ditmar (Frankfort, 1710, 8vo). In 1837, VidaiUan pubHshed

a life of Gregory VII. (2 vols., 8vo). This author speaks of the differences

between Gregory VII. and the Emperor Henry IV., strangely giving the

latter the title of emperor, when his numerous authorities always style him

only king. The only coronation to which he could pretend was that given

by the antipope Guibert (Vidaillan, ii., p. 466), and that given only in 1084,

when Gregory, the legitimate pope, overwhelmed by his troubles, was on

his death-bed. Vidaillan, though unfavorable to Gregory, makes a quota-

tion from Bayle which is worth transcribing. Speaking of those who com-

pare Gregory to great conquerors, Bayle says :
" I use this comparison the

more boldly, as I am convinced that the Church's conquest was a work de-

manding no less courage and address than that of an empire. The authority

attained by the popes deserves greater admiration than the vast monarchy

of ancient Eome ; so that we may say Providence destined that city to be,

in two different modes, the source and mainspring of the most exalted quali-

ties necessary to found a mighty State. . . If ancient Eome, proud only

of conquest and military valor, subdued so many nations, this is glorious in

the eyes of the world ; but when we reflect, our surprise ceases. Far different

is our astonishment to see new Eome acquire an authority under which the

greatest monarchs are forced to bow ; for we say there is scarce an emperor

who opposed the popes, whom his resistance did not in the end cost dearly.

Even now the disputes of the most powerful princes with the court of Eome
almost always end in their confusion.t Examples are so recent that we

need not give them. According to the world, this conquest is a more

glorious work than those of the Alexanders and C^sars ; and thus Gregory

VII., who was its principal promoter, must rank among the most eminently

endowed of great conquerors."

The point of view of this Protestant writer is not that adopted by us.

Gregory VII. sought no glory, no conquest ; he sought to ci-sdlize kings,

that their example, descending to their people, might draw with it days of

public peace, order, and felicity. Henry IV. aimed to be emperor and

* On the Roman Pontiffs, book iv., ch. xii.

\ Bayle wrote this, of course, long before the world Avitnessed a singular corroboration of it in

;he great moral victory of Pius VII. over Napoleon. See life of Pius Vll.,postea. The admis-

sion of the English historian Alison is well known.
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pope. He was neither. The resistance to his pretensions gave hfe, in Euro-

pean manners, to better days. The title of Conqueror, as given to Cassar

and Alexander, ill becomes Gregory YII. But if it is forced upon us, we

admit that he conquered the empire of evil by the empire of good ; that for a

time he subdued the wicked, traitors, intruders : that he besieged receptacles

of vice ; and then, in fine, he conquered in set battle cupidity, murder, cruel

war, and the whole age of abominations,—Avhere crime, become rhetorical,

stalked with bold brow till forced to bow to the heavy hand of a man of

genius, whom the nations called to their aid, and who, deserving their honor,

was entitled to something better than insults from history.

A few Avords may be said of the antipope Guibert Correggia, born at

Parma, and calling himself Clement III. Appointed archbishop of Kavenna

by Alexander II., then chancellor of Henry IV., he was an eloquent and

learned man. Some authors represent him as of low birth, others make

him a descendant of the counts of Augsburg. The question is unimportant.

His family followed the fortunes of the Ghibelines till 1247, when it em-

braced the side of the Guelphs. A general of this house obtained a pedes-

trian statue in marble, at Yenice, for his eminent services to the State.

Clement, repeatedly excommunicated by Gregory VII., maintained, for

twenty years, the schism which lasted for fifty, under five successive pon-

tifi's, till the time of Calixtus II. He died a sudden death, in 1100. His

bones, interred at Ravenna, were carried to a distance from that city six

years after, by order of Pascal II. This pope wished to expose the story

got up by impostors, that rays of light, signs of his sanctity, had been seen

over Clement's gi'ave.

After the death of Gregory VII., the Holy See was vacant a year. Like

Sylvester II., this pope uttered the mighty word Crusade. If Europe pro-

fited by these wars, as it undoubtedly did, credit is due first to the genius of

Sylvester II., then to the political forecast of Gregory VII. The latter pope

had previously ordered a five years' fast, on Wednesday and Friday, to di"aw

down God's help on the Church of Jerusalem.*

Platina is often hostQe to the popes. His judgment on Hildebrand is

this :
" He was a man certainly agreeable to God, prudent, just, clement,

protector of the poor, of widows and orphans, the sole and stoutest, boldest

defender of the Roman Church against the nialignity of heretics and the

power of wicked princes, who endeavored to lay violent hands on ecclesi-

astical things."

We have long spoken of excommunications. It is time to say what it was

and what it became. It had been in use among the Greeks, Romans, and

See the manuscript of Pc-ter the C'hantor, monk of the abbt-y of Longpont, who flourished

in 1187
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Gauls. Csesar describes in exact terms the interdiction pronounced by the

Druids. In the primitive Church, the bishop denounced to the faithful the

name of the excommunicated, forbidding all iatercourse with him. About

the ninth century, excommunication was invested ynih. ceremonies fitted to

inspire terror. Twelve priests held each a lighted taper, which they cast on

the ground and trampled out, when the bishop had pronounced the formula

of excommunication. Anathema meant at first consecrated, unveiled, an offer-

ing set aside, a thing separated, devoted : then it came to mean separated exclu-

sively. Anathema cut one off from the body, and even from the intercourse

of the faithful. What excommunication forbade, has been condensed in

this line

:

Os, orare, vale, commuhio, mensa negatur.

That is to say, conversation, prayer, salutation, communion, the table.

Let us remember the circumspection of the Roman court when, outraged

most unduly in 1809, it pronounced an excommunication, in which the cul-

prit could easily recognize himself, although he was not named.

Rome defends the high morality of our holy rehgion, and that high moral-

ity comprehends all the vii'tues of patience, generosity, and prudence that

men can attain here below.

160. VICTOR III.— A. D. 1086.

ICTOR III., whose original name was Desiderius,

belonged to the family Epipliania, counts of Marsi,

and was the son of the prince of the city of Bene-

vento. Born in that city, he there received the

most finished education attainable at that time.

While still young, he embraced the rule of Saint

Benedict, in the monastery of Cava. He was

created successively cardinal-deacon of Saints Ser-

gius and Bacchus, by Leon IX., and then cardinal-priest of Saint Cecilia,

by Nicholas II., on the 26th of March, 1059. On the following day he was

named abbot of Monte Cassino. He was the thirty-seventh abbot from

Saint Benedict. He filled this office when he was, against his will, elected

pope on Whitsunday, May 24, 1086. The cardinals conducted him, almost

by force, into the deaconry of Saint Lucy, because for nearly a year after

the death of Gregory VII. they could not persuade Desiderius to accept

the pontificate. Previous to his death, that great pontiff frequently and

earnestly recommended Desiderius as his successor, assuring thv cardinals
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that they would never have to repent making such a choice ; and the opin-

ion of the great Hildebraud was the most powerful recommendation. The

election being made, the cartliuals gave the pope of theu' choice the name

of Victor III.

Four days later, Victor left Eome. At Terracina, the pious and humble

monk suddenly put off the pontifical habit, and fled to Monte Cassino ; and

it was necessary to pursue him, force him to resume the sacred vestments,

and take him back to Kcrme, where he was kept under guard and conse-

crated. After promising to resign himself to the will of God, he requested

to see Monte Cassino again for a few days, which he passed in prayer, and

declared that, notwithstanding his new gi-andeur, he would remain abbot of

that monastery. As supreme head of the Church, he could retain that title,

and diu'ing his life no other abbot was elected.

The Saracens made preparations in Africa to come and attack Borne.

Victor soHcited aid from the princes of Italy, and having obtained it, hiniselJ

sent an army into Afiica, attacked the Saracens, and gained a complete

victory over them.

In a council celebrated at Benevento, Victor excommunicated the anti-

pope, Clement III., who had been enthroned in 1084, in the time of Greg-

ory VII., and he kept up the schism with a cvdpable perseverance. Always

indefatigable in his duty, the pope forbade, on pain of excommunication, to

give to laymen, or receive from them, the investiture of any ecclesiastical

dignity. He also forbade the faithful to receive the sacraments of Penance

and the Eucharist at the hands of heretics or simoniacs. At length attacked,

while celebrating the council, by a new disease, the pope retired from Bene-

vento to his abbey of Monte Cassino, where, ready to die, he pointed out to

the favor of the cardinals those whom he deemed worthy to succeed him.

From his elevation, Victor governed one year, three months, and twenty-

four days ; and from his pontifical consecration, four months and seven

days. He died at Monte Cassino, of a dysentery, caused, it is said, by

poison administered by order of King Henry, that malignant enemy of

Gregory "VT^I.* Victor was at first interred at Monte Cassino. He was a

man distinguished for the sanctity of his Hfe and the glory of his virtues.f

Victor left books of dialogues upon the miracles of Saint Benedict, and

of other monks of Monte Cassino.

The Holy See remained vacant five months and twenty-five days.

Under this reign the relics of Saint Nicholas, bishop of Myra, in Lycia,

were brought to Baii. They had been carried away by merchants of that

city (Fleury iv., Hb. Ixiii., p. 304). Saint Nicholas flourished under Coii-

stantine the Great, and assisted at the first general council of Nice.

• Trithemius, Ptolemy of Lucca, and Muratori. t Novaes, ii., p. 2g
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161. URBAlSr II.— A. ]). 1088.

,-^TTO or Oddo, born at Cliatillon-sur-Marne, in

-o France, a Benedictine, and friend of Gregory VII.,

^ was next elected Pope under the name of Urban 11.

He became canon and tlien archdeacon of Rheims

;

and it is known that he was also a disciple of Saint

Bruno,* founder of the Carthusians. Created cardi-

nal-bishop of Ostia by Gregory VII., he was sent

by that pontiff as legate to King Henry IV., who
caused him to be arrested, and treated in the most atrocious manner. He
was elected pope at Terracina, but refused the honor, as he himself relates

in one of his letters to Epiphanius of Salzburg. Nevertheless, he was con-

secrated on the 12th of March, 1088. In the council celebrated at Rome in

1089, he confirmed the excommunication which his predecessors had pro-

nounced upon the antipope Guibert, styled Clement III.

Scarcely was the council at an end, when the pope, who was very anxious

for a perfect union between the Greek and Latin Churches, went into Sicily

to estabhsh a lasting concord, and to soHcit the influence of the Count

Roger. The count accepted the mediation, and went to meet the pope at

Butera. This negotiation resulted in absolving the Emperor Alexis from a

special excommunication that he had incurred.

Urban celebrated twelve councils, some in France, and others in Italy.

He strove for the radical destruction of the heresy of Berengarius, con-

demned by Leo IX. in 1050. That archdeacon of Angers, treasurer of Saint

Martin of Tours, renewed, with a thousand more dangerous developments,

the errors of John Scotus Erigena. That heresy, unfortunately, still reck-

oned many abettors. Berengarius depreciated the Fathers, because he

found them opposed to his doctrine, and because they clearly and unani-

mously estabhshed what it took his fancy to deny.t

Urban had other enemies to combat—the distributors of investitures, the

antipope Clement III., the simoniacs, who boasted of their power, and the

Nicolaites. The Church was keenly aggrieved at this time. In all Ger-

many there were but four bishops—those of Wurtzburg, Passau, Worms,

and Constance—who preserved the Cathohc communion. The nature of the

misfortune under which Rome had groaned in the age of iron and lead, had

* See tte account of Saint Bruno, in Fleury, iv., lib. Ixiii., p. 215. f Feller, i., p. 446.
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partially disappeared ; schism and heresy wei'e obstinately propagated

anew. Eome, then, \\tis still condemned to battle against evil and false

men ; but her trials assumed another name.

Urban, in 1088, declared the archbishop of Toledo primate of all Spain.

From the bishopric of Cambray, which was erected into an archiepiscopal

See by Paul IV., in 1562, he detached, in 1094, the bishopric of Arras.

Urban having passed from Sicily into Apulia to visit the rehcs of Saint

Nicholas, at Bari, was in that city in October, and confirmed the union

of the archbishopric of Canosa with the see of Bari.

In the council of Amalfi, the pope invested Roger with the duchies of

Apuha and Calabria. It was at this time that the celebrated Countess

Matilda, widow of the late Count Godfry, espoused the duke of Bavaria.

Saint Bruno, the former master of the pope, was then invited to assist in

the councils of State.

From the council of Benevento, in 1091 to 1093, Urban had not resided at

Eome, on accoiint of the fury of the schism. But its violence becoming

less perilous, the pope returned to the city, where, by a sort of capitulation,

he obtained possession of the Lateran palace, and the castle of Saint Angelo,

which had been held by the faction of the antipope.

In 1095, Urban celebrated a council at Placentia. It was held under

tents, as there was no church large enough to contain about four thousand

clergy and a gi'eat number of laity, who were attached to the service, or

who came as pious spectators of the proceedings of the council, when per-

mission was granted them to approach it.

From Placentia, Urban passed into France. In the council of Claremont

he excommunicated King Pl\ilip I., because, while his wife Bertha was

still living, by whom he had three sons, he treated as his wife Bertalda, wife

of Fulk, count of Angers, who was stiU living.

In the same council, Urban, moved by the eloquence and tears of Peter

the Hermit, of the diocese of Amiens, decreed the first crusade to recover

the lands usurped by the Saracens.

The name of Cnisade was given to this expedition, because the soldiers,

who already formed an army of three hundred thousand men, in order to

show the strength of their will, wore a red cross embroidered on the right

shoulder.

To animate the faithful to join the expedition, in which a great number

of towns and castles were taken, and which had for its immense results the

occupation of the holy city of Jerusalem, Urban granted a plenary indul-

gence to all Ci-usaders.* The council of Clermont was concluded in ten

days. On the 30th of November, Urban set out for Limoges, where he

* Novacs, ii., p. 295.
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convoked anotlier council in which he deposed from the See a bishop

accused of many offences.* Thence he went to Tours, where he held an-

other council. At Tours he gave to FvJk, count of Anjou, the golden rose,

which he had carried in his own hand in a procession on the fourth Sunday

of Lent. This was the first time that the golden rose was given by a pope.

This present was afterwards sent to pious persons of high birth, or to those

who had gained great battles to the advantage of the Church, and und.er

other various circumstances, of which we shaU have occasion to speak.

From Tours he went to Saintes and Toulouse. This French pope felt

great joy in thus traversing his native country. In a council at Nismes,

King Phihp I. was reconciled to the Church.

At Milan, in 1096, the pope canonized Saint Erlembad, a nobleman of

that city, who was martyred in 1076 by the simoniacs and the concubin-

arians. The pope returned to Eome in 1097, and he was received with

applause by the whole city. In the following year he went to Bari, where,

accompanied by Saint Anselm, bishop of Canterbury, he celebrated, in the

month of September, a council at which one hundred and ninety-five bishops

were present. There was another council at Eome, by which the j)ope ter-

minated the glorious career of his apostohc labors.

Urban governed during eleven years, four months, and eighteen days, and

died on the 29th of July, 1099. He lived long enough to learn the first

success of the Crusaders, who captured Antioch on the 3d of June, 1098.

Jerusalem, tocJ, was taken while he stiU Hved, i. e. on the 15th of July, just

thirteen days before his death.

He was interred at Saint Peter's. His name is found in various martyr-

.

ologies, with the title of Blessed.

The Holy See remained vacant fifteen days.

* Here is a new proof of Luther's error. See reign of Alexander IL
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162. PASCAL IL— A. d. 1099.

ASCAL II., originally named Renier, son of Cre-

scentius and Alfatra, was bom at Bieda, near

Viterbo. He was a canon-regnlar, and then a

monk of the order of Cluny. Gregory YIL named

him cardinal-priest of Saint Clement

Cardinal Renier was elected pope against his

"wdll, in the church of Saint Clement, on the IStli

of August, 1099, and consecrated and crowned on

the 14th. Judging that he would be elected to

the pontificate, he fled from Rome, but being soon recognized, he was taken

back, in spite of himself, to the sacred councils, where he was received with

cries of

—

Saint Peter luishes you as Ms successor.

We cannot but pause awhile here upon the grand victory of the Crusa-

ders—the capture of Jerusalem from the infidels. The idea of the Crusades

had been especially encouraged by Gregory YIL Long previously, Greg-

ory III. had excited Charles Martel to drive the Saracens from France.

The great man, in followang his council, laid the foundation of that power

which was to be wdelded by his son Pepin, and his grandson Charlemagne.

Gregory YII. thought that if it had been deemed useful to unite all the

efforts of the sword to vanquish Abderahman, the invader of France, it

would be still more politic and more opportune to attack the infidels in their

own provinces. The pilgrims who returned to those countries reported the

sufferings of the few Christians who had not quitted Palestine. The Holy

Sepulchre was profaned. An outcry arose in France. At first an armed

pilgrimage was spoken of, but eventually the " pilgrims" became an im-

mense army, with terrible preparations for war.

MichmuVs History of the Crusades gives in detail all the phases of that first

enterprise. These immense emigrations have often been spoken of in anger

and passion.

" If we consider the Crusades under a poHtical point of view, we must

perceive that either the Saracens would return to France and Italy, or the

Western nations must go to Asia and attack the Saracens. Enterprises are

blamed long after the time of their execution, because those who blame

them were ignorant of their causes : because they would now be ill limes,

we are apt to imagine that they were equally so when they took place. But

the road to Poitiers and to Tours was well known to the Saracens ; they

Vol. I.—21
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had covered France witli blood and carnage, they had pillaged the churches

of Samt Peter and Samt Paul. From the Crusades, everywhere resulted

the enfranchisement of many districts, the introduction into the West, and

especially into Italy, which became another East, of mstitutions, customs,

and precious commodities, pre\dously unknown.
" To the Crusades we also owe the assurance that, for a long time at least,

the Mahometans will not come to destroy our civilization ; and if, since the

Crusades, they actually did attack us by the way of Vienna, the gi-eat sword

of Sobieski, in 1682, repulsed them, and impressed them with a wholesome

terror of our arms, which was renewed in their minds by Prince Eugene of

Savoy, in the battle of Peterwardin, in 1716. Still later, they met our ser-

ried squadrons in Egypt."*

But whither would the Crusaders of the close of the eleventh century

direct their efforts ? They well knew ; they were unanimous in wish and in

object; they were determined upon dehvering Jerusalem and restoring the

Holy Sepulchre.

It is a glorious and immense name, Jerusalem, a name never to be too

much celebrated in a history of the sovereign pontiffs. We shall speak,

then, of Jerusalem ; we shall speak of Godfrey de Bouillon, duke of Lor-

raine. He had valiantly served Henry IV., king of Germany, whose ex-

cesses so much afflicted the Church, and he subsequently was to serve a

better cause. Urban II. desired Godfrey to be one of the principal com-

manders of the army that was to march upon Palestine.

The mere remembrance of Jerusalem awakens within us the loftiest and

the hohest feehngs. Jerusalem was the first Church of the Apostles ; and

moreover, it was in the religion of our Lord that Mahomet sought his in-

spu-ations, thus adding the base alloy to the pure gold. At length truth

approached, to give fierce battle to imposture.

The capital of Palestine, Jerusalem, is situated at 31° 47' N. and 33' E.,

at the culminating point of the mountains of Judea, upon the ancient limits

of Benjamin and Judah. The mountain on which stands the city of David,

sloping towards the north, is surrounded on the east, south, and west by

deep ravines. The city cannot be seen from afar. The principal building of

ancient Jerusalem was the Temple, founded by Solomon upon Mount Mo-

riah, rebuilt by Zorobabel, and magnificently restored by Herod. It may

not be useless to recall, in succession, some of the principal events that

occurred in that city.t

" Under Amasias, king of Judah, it was sacked by Joas, king of Israel.

Under Ezechias it was in vain besieged by the Assyrians ; but, a hundred

* Artaud's Italic, p. 75.

f I here give an extract from a notice I published on Jerusalem : Paris, 1846.
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aud thirty years afterwards, the Chakleans under Nabuchadonosor com-
pletely destroyed it. Rebuilt, as well as the Temple, by permission of

Catus, the fall of the empire of the Persians plunged the city into new
misfortunes.

" Jerusalem surrendered to Alexander, who treated it vsdth great gener-

osity.*

" After the death of Alexander, Jerusalem was taken by the king of Egypt,

Ptolemy, son of Lagus. Antiochus Epiphanes, king of tLe Syrians, sacked

it one hundred and seventy years before the Christian era, and profaned the

Temple by placing in it the statue of the Olympian Jove. After a period

of peace under the Maccabean princes, Pompey victoriously entered Jeru-

salem in the year 63 B. c, and some time afterwards the Temple was pil-

laged by Crassus.

" Herod adorned Jerusalem with magnificent buildings ; but Judea soon

became a Roman province. A revolt of the Jews brought on that war

which terminated in the surrender of the capital.

" Conqiiered by Titus, in the year 71 of the Christian era, the city was

entirely destroyed ; a few towers and houses that Titus spared, were ] )ulled

down by the Emperor 551ius Adrian. In consequence of a new revolt of the

Jews, in the year 136, Adrian determined to destroy even the very name of

Jerusalem. He built in its stead a new city, which he called Mlhi Capito-

lina, in honor of Jupiter Capitolinus, and which the Jews were forbidden to

enter under pain of death.

" TMien Christianity ascended the throne of the Caesars, Jerusalem re-

ceived, instead of pagan temples, a host of Christian monuments, in places

kno\\'n as having been the scenes of the Hfe and death of Jesus Christ.

" In 615, the city was conquered by Chosroes, king of Persia. The Em-
peror Heraclius retook it in 627 ; but, shortly afterwards, the Arab hordes

under the Caliph Omar entered its walls. It fell, successively, into the

power of the Persian sultan, of the Egyptian Fatimites, and of the Seldjou-

kides.

" Thus Jerusalem had seen upon her hills David, Solomon, Joas, Nabuchad-

onosor, Alexander, Ptolemy son of Lagus, Antiochus Epiphanes, Pompey,

Crassus, Titus, Adrian, Constantine, Chosroes, Heraclius, the Caliph Omar.

That city was now to be invested by the army of Godfrey de Bouillon."

• According to the historian Joseplius, Alexander went to Jerusalem and caused sacrifices to

be offored in the Temple, wliere the high-priest Jaddus, before whom he prostrated hiinscll,

showed iiim the prophecy of Daniel, which reserved to the Macedonian the conijui-sl of Persia.

But this journey is vouclied for only by tlie Jewish historian, always ready to seize on auglit to

reflect credit upon his nation. Quintus Curtius does not mention this journey to Jerusalem

:

but the second book of the History of Alexander, where, if at all, the journey would be men

tioned, is lost.
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The Christians before whom was borne the spear which had pierced

the side of Jesus Christ, the holy spear found during the siege that led to

the capture of the city of Antioch, gallantly advanced to the assault. We
cannot disguise the fact, that the resistance of the Mussulmans seemed

destined to exhaust the courage of the men of the West. The siege lasted

five weeks. The city was taken by assault. " The massacre was horrible
;

every thing was swimming in blood, so that the very conquerors, wearied

with carnage, stood aghast at the spectacle." Michaud, on the authority

of a Christian wTiter, who was an eyewitness, says :
" Beneath the porch

and in the court of the mosque of Omar, the blood rose to the knees and

even to the bridles of the horses." Godfrey, whose piety was equal to his

valor, was doubtless one of those whose indignation rose at such unsparing

fury.

After the city fell, he thought only of fulfilling his devotion. Laying

aside his armor, he clothed liimseK in woollen, and went barefooted around

the city, to the Holy Sepulchre. The patriarch of Jerusalem was not there

to receive him ; for, according to the Eastern custom, he was collecting alms

for the repairs of the churches, and w as at that time in the isle of Cyprus.

Scarcely was Godfrey before the Holy Sepulchre, when a rumor spread

througli the whole army that the general had shed tears on beholding such

obstinate pillage. Subhme recall ! more potent than clarion and trumpet,

in bringing a Christian army back to its duty ! The massacre suddenly

ceased, and that night and the next, every soldier, in turn, knelt in the

holy places.

A week after Godfrey's victory, the crusading nobles elected him king of

the city and country. The prince refused the insignia of royalty, saying

that " it was not fitting to wear a crown of gold in a city where Christ had

been crowned with thorns. He refused even the title of king, and contented

himself with that of Duke and Advocate of the Holy Sepulchre." Unfor-

tunately, Godfrey held his authority only one year ; but he had time to

make laws so wise that for eighty years they governed what, notwithstand-

ing the modesty of the conqueror, was called the kingdom of Jerusalem.

The reign of Pascal II. was prosperous up to the year 1101. But fi'om

that time the unfortunate pontiff knew nothing but pains and torments,

w hich rendered his life only one continual martyrdom.

The king of Germany, Henry IV., crowned as emperor by an intruder,

raised up against Pascal three antipopes ; bvit he suffered all with an apos-

tolical courage.

Henry IV. being dead, it was to be expected that his son would continue

to be an enemy to the Church. There seemed no end to the question of

investitures. Pascal retired to Prance to implore the protection of King

Pliilip, who was restored to the Cathohc communion. That pope assem-
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bled several successive councils, where decrees were made concerning inves-

titures and simoniacs.

"NVe notice here what was said at tlie conferences of Chalons. The arch-

bishop of Treves spoke in the name of Henry IV., defending the right which

he attributed to an emperor of giving investiture by the crozier and ring.

When the archbishop hud expressed this opinion, the bishop of Placentia

replied, in the name of the pope :
" The Church, redeemed by the precious

blood of Jesus Christ, must no more be enslaved ; and she would be the

slave of princes could she not choose a prelate without consulting the em-

peror. It is a crime against God for a prince to give the investiture by the

ring, the cross, and the pastoral staff; and the prelates discredit their

anointing, if they submit their hands, consecrated by the body and blood

of our Lord, to the liands of lavmen reeking with blood."*' I/O
In 1108, the Holy Father quitted France to return to Rome. At a coun-

cil at Benevento, the decrees relating to the investitures were renewed.

Henry V., successor to King Henry IV., repaired to Rome for the pur-

pose, as he said, of being crowned emperor. But Pascal refused, unless the

prince first disclaimed the j^retension which had been condemned by Greg-

ory VII.—that, namely, of the right of an emperor to confer ecclesiastical

benefices. Pascal also demanded that previous to the coronation, the prince

should confirm the donations made to the Holy See.

Henry, in a burst of passion, ordered the arrest of the pope, as well as of

several cardinals, bishops, and nobles, attached to the Holy See, and they

were closely and harshly confined. Then no German bishop repaired to the

king, excepting Conrad, archbishop of Salzburg.

After fifty-five days of cniel detention, that is to say, from the 12th of

February to the 9th of April, 1111, the pope, who resolved to suffer even

unto death, felt grieved at the misery of his companions, rather than for his

own. He therefore permitted Plenry, without violence and without simony,

to give investiture to the bishops and abbots of his kingdom with the ring

and the crozier, proWded that the election was free, and possession given

without simony. Pascal has been sharply reproached. Baronius replies :

" There is no heresy in making the reserved concession to which Pascal con-

sented. But to maintain that that is of right, and to declare that laymen

ought to give investiture—which Pascal never did—would be heresy ; in

such wise a false dogma would be introduced into the Church, repugnant to

recognized customs, to the sacred institutions of the Fathers, and to the

opinion of many pious M-riters who have defended Pascal." Henry^ satis-

fied with what Pascal had yielded, which only constituted him an agent of the

Holy See, returned to Rome with the Holy Father, and was crowned emperor.

* Floury, iv., p. 405.
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Pascal, however, regretting tliis concession, desired to abdicate tlie pon-

tificate, but was unable to effect his purpose.

Li 1116, in a council assembled at Saint John Lateran, Pascal renewed

the decree of Gregory YII. against all seculars who conferred, and against

all ecclesiastics who accepted, the investitures. Henry repaired to Rome.

The pope retired to Albano, and thence to Monte Cassino, that useful ref-

uge of the Benedictine pontiffs. He then set out for Beneveuto, where he

hoped to be in greater safety. The Normans, then faithful feudatories of

the Holy See, offered an asylum.

At that moment, there were renewed complaints against the pope, who,

it was said, should rather have suffered death than yield such a privilege to

a secular power. Other theologians, attentively reading the rigorous con-

ditions which the pope had imposed, maintained his cause with great

warmth. Pascal was his own severe judge. He repented of his compli-

ance, he condemned it, and he subjected himself to an austere penance.

The Holy Father, whose history we are writing, approved the order of Fon-

tenrault, founded by Robert of Arbrissel, who had given it the rule of Saint

Benedict. Pascal also established a bishop at Bethlehem, the presence of

the victorious Crusaders affording him an opportunity to do so.

In 1115, he made Bourges an archbishopric. The See had been founded

in the third century, and had for its first bishop Saint Ursinus, who had

eighteen saints as successors.

la 1117, Pascal again left Rome, fearing that it would not protect him

from the snares of the Emperor Henry. From Benevento he went to

Anagni, where he fell ill, but he recovered and returned to Rome. After

celebrating the Christmas holidays, he again fell ill, and died on the night

of the 21st of January, 1118. He was interred in the Basilica of Saint John

Lateran.

Pascal governed the Church eighteen years, five months, and eight or

eleven days.

The Holy See remained vacant three days.

Under his reign there were three antipopes—Albert, Theodoric, and

Maingualfe.

Albert, cardinal-deacon, was named to replace Clement III. ; but on the

very day of his election, that intruder was arrested and confined in the

monastery of Aversa. Theodoric, after a hundred and five days of pre-

tended pontificate, was sent to the monastery of the Trinity de la Cava.

Maingualfe, abbot of Farfa in 1102, took the name of Sylvester IV. ; but

he was compeUed to fly from Rome, fell into frightful misery, and died in

exile, in apparent sentiments of penitence.

For the history of Saint Anselm, archbishop of Canterbury, and his dis-

putes with the king of England concerning the investitures, Fleury may be
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consnlted." Saint Auseliu courageously maintained tlie pontifical doctrine.

Fleurv also gives a list of the works, both dogmatic and moral, of tliat (cele-

brated English saint. Tlie hfe of the archbishop was written by the monk
Edmar, his disciple, and his insej^arable companion.

Towards the end of the reign of Pascal, men already began to talk of the
necessity of a general council to remedy the evils of the Church. It would
be the ninth oecumenical council. Akeady there had been that of Nice, the
fii'st of Constantinople, that of Ephesus, that of Chalceaon ; the fifth, sixth,

seventh, and eighth, which had been celebrated at Constantinople, as well
as the second general council. This time, the Koman policy, with foresight

and reliance upon its own strength, desired that the contemplated oecumeni-
cal council should be celebrated in the Basilica of Saint John Lateran, at

Rome.

163. GELASIUS II.— a. d. 1118.

ELASIUS II., previously called John Gaetani, be-

longed to the noble family of Gaeta. He was a

Benedictine. "WTiile still very young, he was made
cardinal-deacon by Urban II., and soon afterwards

vice-chancellor, to "re-establish," says Pandolpho

d'Alatri, the " ancient elegance of style Avhich Avas

almost lost," as documents of that time evince.

Fifty-one cardinals who assembled for the election,

recognized him as pope, notwithstanding his warm resistance. An extraor-

dinary event impressed all minds. It is maintained that this resistance of

the vice-chancellor was supported by Henry V., his enemy ; and Gelasius

hoped that, with the aid of a prince who was anxious to have a pope of his

own selection, he, Gelasius, would be enabled to avoid the pontificate.

Scarcely was the election kno"\vn, when Cencio Frangipani, a partisan of

the emperor, and a very powerful personage at Rome, sought to have an-

other pope created : that was the wish, also, of Gelasius. But the latter

was not yet aware to what an extent his election had kindled the fury of the

emperor and his partisans. Frangipani, at the head of several conspirators,

forced his way to the presence of the pope, seized him by the throat, beat

him to the ground, trampled on him, and threw him into prison. Fortu-

nately, the prefect of Rome and Pietro Leo arrived in time to prevent other

Fleurj', iv., lib. Iv., p. 381.
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excesses, and succeeded in liberating Gelasius. We have seen no less

frightful terrors under Gregory YII. The twelfth century cannot reproach

the tenth.

The friends of the pope, on consultation, deemed it prudent to induce

him to go to Gaeta, as the emperor was expected in Kome.

In the former city Gelasius was consecrated, as it was impossible to be

consecrated in Saint John Lateran.

Henry was determined to place in the pontifical chair the autipope Greg-

ory VIII. Gelasius, in a council held at Capua, excommunicated both of

them. However, the pope, on the faith of his fi'iends, deemed that he

might return to Rome. One day, as he was celebrating Mass in Saint

Praxedes, the imperial satellites endeavored to surprise him : he was obliged

to conceal himself near Saint Paul's without the walls, leaving, as vicar

in Home, Cardinal Peter, bishop of Porto.

Gelasius, more and more persecuted by Henry, resolved to retire to

France to solicit King Louis VI. to aid him against the emperor. Amidst

so many hardships and poignant sorrows, the pope fell sick at Macon ; he

had himseK conveyed to Cluny, and died there, amidst his brethren, on the

29th of January, 1119, and Avas interred in the monastery.

Gelasius governed one year and five days.

Feller here makes a very sound remark :* " One cannot help remarking

that modern historians, in speaking of the disputes between the popes and

emperors, do not dwell upon the wi'ongs done by the latter, although the

popes never committed such violences as those which Henry committed

upon the pious and modest Gelasius."

The Holy See was vacant four days.

The antipope, who so violently disturbed the pontificate of Gelasius, was

a Frenchman, named Maurice Bourdin, a Benedictine monk, archdeacon of

Toledo, bishop of Coimbra, in Portugal, and afterwards archbishop of Braga,

in the same kingdom. He was excommunicated in the Council of Capua
;

then in the Council of Eheims, in 1119, by Calixtus II. He died in 1124,

at the castle of Fumone, near Alatri.

Baluze, who wrote his life, endeavored to defend him against some of the

accusations brought against him.

* Filler, iii., p. 250. But M. de Maistre anticipated Feller, in making this observation.
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164. CALIXTUS II.— a. d. 1119.

ALIXTUS II., originally named Guido, a Benedic-

tine monk, and then archbishop of Yienne, near

Lyons, in 1083, was the fifth son of William Tefe

Hardie, surnamed the Great, count of Burgundy,

brother of Guilla, wife of Hubert II., the progenitor

of the royal house of Savoy, uncle of Adelaide, Avife

of Louis VI., king of France ; and, to sum up all in

a few words, the royal and the imperial blood flowed

in his veins. He was elected pontiff notwithstanding his resistance (this

modesty is a sort of hereditary virtue among many Benedictines) by six

cardinals, who were at Cluny on the 1st of February, 1119, and crowned him

at Vienne, on the 9th of the same month. All admired the zeal of the

German cardinal, Conon of Urach, who, to avoid the pontificate for himself,

favored the A-iews of all the friends of Guido. The nomination of the latter

had been strongly recommended by the dying Gelasius, who declared him

quahfied to regulate the affairs of the Holy See.

Suddenly ambassadors arrived from Rome, declaring the election at

Cluny canonical. The confirmation by the Boman cardinals was thus ex-

pressed :
" We confirm the election of the Cardmal Guido, although the

election shoiild have been made by all the sons of the Boman Church,

priests, and deacons, and also, if possible, in Bome ; or in the neighbor-

hood, in case of the cardinals being prevented from making it according to

the Boman custom."*

In a council at Toulouse. CaKxtus condemned the head of the Petrobu-

sians, who stiiTed up quarrels of words, and difficulties beyond number,

upon baptism, the Eucharist, the Church, and the cross.

In 1119 there was also another council at Bheims, where simoniacs,

priests having concubines, and aU those who exacted exorbitant fees for

baptism and burial, were condemned. There, too, the emperor and the

antipope Bourdin were excommunicated ; investitures were condemned,

and the marriage of priests was expressly forbidden. Calixtus having pro-

ceeded to Bome, was received with great honors, and took possession of

Saint John Lateran, on the 2d of June, 1120. From Bome he went to

Benevento to animate the Normans to besiege Sutri, whither the antipope

* Novaes, iii., p. 11.
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BourJiu had retired. Shortly afterwards, the Normans captured Bourdin,

and that obstinate antipope was no longer dangerous.

Before CaHxtus left Borne, he made a promotion of cardinals. I have not

yet registered the various promotions, because the WTiters, up to this time,

differ as to dates, and also because those cardinals are but of little note.

Their family names, their labors, and their part as counsellors of the Holy

See are unknown. We could but give an unimportant list of unimportant

names, to which, generally, nothing could be added.

From this time, owing to the custom of giving and recognizing family

names, there is less obscurity as to such facts, and we shall sometimes cite

the names of the principal cardinals, when mentioning promotions. Among
the new cardinals created by Calixtus, were some who had previously been

attached to antipopes, but who had perceived their error ; and the clemency

of the pontiff had not only pardoned them, but marked their return to the

right way by august favors. That sentiment of kindness will always pre-

vail in the history of the popes. They never forget that they are the min-

isters of a God of mercy.

Every thing seemed to tend towards a new state of things, another abyss

of perturbation ; but God touched the hearts of the chiefs of both parties,

and at length the controversy concerning investitures was terminated at

Worms. That devouring moral war had lasted nearly fifty years, from the

j)ontificate of Gregory YH. It was agreed between the pope's legates and

the imperial ambassadors, that the emperor might give the investiture of

the regaha only, by the sceptre, and that the investiture by the cross and

ring should be reserved for the pope. The emperor restored the domains

that had been confiscated from the Church since the commencement of the

dispute, and the two contracting parties promised sincere and lasting peace.

All these acts were ratified in the Council of Lateran, the ninth general

and first western council, at which more than nine hundred bishops were

present. It was agreed and well understood that the elections of the

bishops and abbots of Germany might be made without simony before the

emperor, and that the elected should receive from him the regalia, that is

to say, the fiefs and other hke benefits granted by the princes to the Church.

The excommunications were more strictly and persistently than ever re-

newed against the Nicolaites, the simoniacs, and the antipope Bourdin.

The expeditions into Palestine were also considered ; and finally, the pope

canonized Conrad, bishop of Constance.

New cardinals were named in the month of December.

In 1123, Cahxtus went to Benevento to decide the case of the Archbishop

Rofred, accused of simony, but he justified himself in presence of the pope.

It is always with joy and happiness that a pope restores honor and the com-

munion to an ecclesiastic who has been falsely accused.
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Caiixtus estublislied iu favor of tte canons of Saint John Lateran the

cardinal titles of Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, and S. Afaria Niiova. It was

thus during some time ; the pontiifs gave these titles only to two of the

canons elected bv their brethren.

This pope governed five years, ten months, and twelve days. He died on

the 13th of December, 11'2J:, and was interred in the Basilica of Saint John

Lateran.

The Holy See remained vacant seven days. The death of Caiixtus filled

the whole Christian world with mourning." In less than six years he had

pacified the Church and the empire, repaii'ed the faidts or the wealoiesses

of his predecessors, and re-estabhshed the authority of the Holy See, and

all the splendor of the hierarchy, after finding means of bringing abun-

dance into Home. He not only restored many ancient monuments, but also

added many aqueducts for the convenience of different quarters of the city,

rebmlt part of the church of Saint Paul, and gave it magnificent vestments.

Many letters, sermons, and bulls of Pope Caiixtus II. are included in the

Miscellanea of Baluze, the Sjyicilegium of d'Achery, Labbe's Collection of' the

Councils, the Bibliothcca Floriacensis, the BibUofheca Patrum (Lyons edition),

L'Italia Sacra, of Ughelli, the Bullarium Cassinense of Margarini, la 3Iarca

Hispanica, and Mabillon's De lie Diplomatica. To him are also attributed

a Life of Charlemagne, and a treatise De, Ohitu el Vita Sanctorum.

Under this pontificate, Abelard was condemned by a council held at Sois-

sons. That monk was called into the presence of the council, and obliged

to throw into the flames his book upon the Trinity. Some accuse him of

having taught that there are three Gods ; others, on the contrary, accuse

him of not having sufficiently distingTiished the persons of the Triuity.f

Under the reign of CaHxtus, Suger was elected abbot of Saint Denis

:

being only deacon, he was ordained priest on the spot. He was forty years

old when elected, and governed that celebrated abbey during thii-ty years,

* Feller, ii., p. 21. \ Fleury, iv., p. 4G9.
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165. HOlSrORIUS II.— A. D. 1124

^ONOKIUS n., originally named Lambert cli Fag-

nano, archdeacon of the cathedral of Bologna, his

native place, canon-regular of Saint John Lateran,

and then cardinal of Saint Praxedes—made cardi-

cal-bishop by Pascal II., and legate fi'om Calixtus

H. to the court of King Henry V., with whom he

terminated the controversy about the investitures

—

was elected pope on the 21st of December, 1124,

and crowned on the 28th. Another pope was elected, when Leo Frangi-

pani wished Lambert chosen in preference. The choice was not unwise,

but the seditious attemjot to bestow the tiara, renewed a custom which

might produce new disturbances.

Lambert, with instinctive modesty, shrank from a dignity thus irregu-

larly conferred, and at the end of a week he laid down the pontificate

;

but the cardinals, in view of his noble modesty, ratified his election. Pre-

vious to the intervention of Frangipani the cardinals had elected Theobald,

a Roman, who took the name of Celestine II. Theobald, learning the inten-

tions of Frangipani, and fearing a schism, refused the election. Thus,

within a week, two cardinals gave admirable examples of self-abnegation.

Theoba-ld persisted in his refusal, and Lambert was obliged to yield to the

united sohcitations of those who had and those who had not the right

to elect.

During the Ember Days, in December, 1125, Honorius II. made a first

promotion of cardinals. The Emperor Henry V. having died without male

issue, Honorius II. confirmed the election, as king of the Komans, of Lo-

thaire, duke of Saxony, who had been named at Mentz, on the 29th of

August ; and the pope excommunicated Frederick and Conrad, nephews of

Henry, who had taken up arms to dispute the kingdom with Lothaire. He
at the same time deposed Anselm from the archbishopric of Milan, for

crowning Conrad, at Monza, with the croAvn of the kingdom of Italjo

During the Ember Days, in December, 1126, Honorius made his second

promotion of cardinals. Among these nominations, the choice was some-

times made from the nobility ; at others, fi-om the second, and even the

third class of society,

Honorius II. interposed in the quarrel between the bishop of Paris

and his clergy, on account of the reform that the prelate wished to iutro-
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duce. Louis YI. liinl allowed himself to be prejudiced against the bish(jp,

who, rendered anxious by the menacing dangers, had laid the king's do-

mains under interdict. Honorius first provisionally annulled the bishop's

acts, as likely to produce great disturbance in the State ; but Saint Ber-

nard warmly sided with the bishop, who Avas supported by the pope, and

who at length triumphed. In concert with the patriarch Stephen, the pope

gave the white cloak to the templars, whose order had just been established.

Li 1127, Honorius excommunicated Roger, count of Sicily, because, after

the death of William II., duke of Apulia, the count, Avithout the consent of

the Holy See, had taken possession of that State, thus uniting Naples to

Sicily. But, in the following year, Boger having sent to the pope an act of

submission and some presents, the pope accepted the submission, returned

the presents, and admitted the prince to communion. He then created him

duke of Apulia, after having received his oath to remain a true vassal and

feudatorv of the Boman Church.

Benevento having taken steps which might lead to a revolt, Honorius

repaired to that city, and by his resolute and generous character restored

peace, distributing with a firm hand chastisement and reward, where they

were merited.

He governed the Church five years, one month, and twenty-five days, and

died at Bome, in the monastery of Saint Andrew, now called Saint Gregory,

on the 14th of February, 1130, and was interred in the church of Saint John

Lateran.

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

166. miSTOCENT IL— a. d. 1130.

BEGOBY PAPABESCHI, who took the name of

Innocent II., was a Boman of the Trastevere, or

quarter beyond the Tiber, and belonged to the

noble family Guidoni, now known as the Mattel.

He was at first a canon-regular of Saint John Late-

ran, and had been created cardinal-deacon of Saint

Augelo by Urban IL

He was elected pope on the 15th of February,

1130, by sixteen cardinals. The rest were in favor of the antipope Ana-

cletus, of Avhom we shall speak hereafter. Papareschi refused to comply

with the desires of the cardinals ; but they compelled him, on pain of ex-
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communication, to accept the pontificate of which Le v/as so worthy, by his

noble and firm conduct, his locks hoary with study, his extraordinary learn-

ing, his affabiHty and eloquence. He was ordained priest on the 22d of

February, the day dedicated to the Chair of Saint Peter, and consecrated

pope on the 23d, in the church of Santa Maria Nuova.

Unable to resist the party of Peter Leo, antipope under the name of Ana-

cletus, he j^i^ssed into France, where he was received with gi-eat honor by

the king, Louis VI., surnamed the Fat, in whose reign five pontiffs obtained

shelter in that faithfid country, which Baronius, on another occasion, calls

the liactn of the tempest-tost hark of Saint Peter. These five popes were

—

Urban II., Pascal II., Gelasius II., Calixtus II., and Innocent II.

The pope first went to Pisa, where he passed a part of the year 1130 ; he

continued his journey by Geneva, and landed in Provence. Li the monas-

tery of Cluny he was received with the honors due to his rank. Thence he

set out for Clermont, where he held a council. It was in that city that he

made his first promotion of cardinals. From Clermont, Pope Innocent II.

repaired to Orleans, where he was received by King Louis, who gave him

the sincerest and most touching marks of attachment. He Adsited succes-

sively Rouen and Chartres, and then went to Liege. In the midst of the

council that was assembled in this last named city he excommunicated

Anacletus,* and promised the imperial crown to King Lothaire, if he would

engage to defend the Church and maintain her rights. Lothaire at that

moment projDosed to the pope to re-establish the right of investiture, which

Henry V. had renounced ; but tlie Holy Father courageously resisted.

Saint Bernard also opposed the renewal firmly, and persuaded the king to

abandon such a request.

On his return to France, the pope visited the two celebrated abbeys of

Clairvaux and Saint Denis. At Clairvaux he was received with peculiar

affection by the monks, carrying a rudely poHshed wooden cross, and

chanting. The bishops wept, as did the pope liimseK, and aU admired the

gravity of that community, observing that, even in so public an occasion of

joy, they all had their eyes cast down towards the ground, without turning

to either side in curiosity ; so that, while every one looked upon them, they

saw nobody. Their church had naiight to show but naked walls, and the

monks had nothing enviable but their virtues.f

At Saint Denis the pope was received by the Abbot Suger who, in pro-

cession at the head of his chapter, met him and gave him every mark of

* Anaclctus was not ^^ithout ability ; to conciliate France and obtain its recognition, he wrote

to King Louis VIL :
" It is with justice that we bear this testimony to the Galilean Churcli, tliat

it has never been infected by any error or schism." France accepted the i)raise whic'Ji was
deserved ; bu* rejected him who gave it, because he was an intruder.

f Mabillon, Chr. Bern.
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veneration. There Innocent II. gave a magnificent largesse, named the

presbj-tery.*

Then tlie pope held a council at Eheims, where, with the customary

formalities, he condemned the antipope Anacletus, and canonized Saint

Godard, bom in Bavaria, in 9G0, "vvho became Benedictine monk in 990, and

abbot in 998.

In the midst of the same councils the pope croA\Tied, as king of France,

Louis VII., son of Louis VI.

Fleuiyt (see, also, Chr. Maurin, p. 378) relates a touching scene that oc-

curred at this council. King Louis VI. had lost his eldest son Phihp,

recently crowned, and he desired the pope to crown his other son, Louis.

On Saturday, the 24th of October, 1131, King Louis the Fat ascended the

platform where the pope sat, kissed his feet, then took a seat near him, and

spoke of the death of his son in few words, which drew tears from all pres-

ent. The pope then addressed the king in a speech of consolation, ex-

horting him to raise his thoughts to the King of kings, and submit to the

judgment of God. " He has," said the pope, " taken your eldest son in his

innocence to reign with him in heaven, leaving you several others to succeed

you in your kingdom. It is for you to console us, strangers driven from

our own land, as you have done by receiving us with so much honor, and

bestoAving so many favors on us, for which you will receive an eternal

reward."

Early the next day, the pope, issuing from the archiepiscopal palace with

his court and the fathers of the council, went to Saint Bemy, where the

king tarried with the prince, his son, and was received by the monks of that

abbey in procession. Thence the pope conducted the young prince Louis,

then about ten years of age, to the metropolitan church of Our Lady. The

pope was arrayed in his most solemn vestments, and wore his tiara. He
and the prince were followed by a crowd of priests and nobles. At the door

of the church they were met by the king, who awaited them, attended by

many nobles and prelates. They entered the church, and presented the

young prince at the altar ; and the pope, receiving the sacred ampulla,

anointed him with the oil with which Saint Remigius had anointed Clovis at

his baptism, and which that archbishop had received from the hand of an

angel. Tlie populace, in their acclamations, applauded the pope, Louis the

Fat, and his son, the new king.

From Eheims the pope proceeded to Italy, accompanied by Saint Bernard.

Lothaire II. was crowned emperor in the Basilica of Saint John Lateran,

on the 4th of June. Unfortunately, the Vatican was occupied by the anti-

pope Anacletus. On that occasion, the pope yielded to the emperor the

* Burj- : 12mo., Pavia, 1726. t Fleury, lib. Ixviii., p. 50«.
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gift made by the Countess Matilda. That gift comprised the greater part

of the duchies of Mantua, Parma, Eeggio, and Modena, and the whole of

Garfagnana.^' In return, the emperor was to pay the pope and his succes-

sors a hundred pounds of silver. Further, it was stipulated that this gift,

in its entirety, granted to the emperor for his life, should revert to the Holy

See at the death of that prince.

When the emperor had left Kome, the schismatics forced the pope to

depart for Pisa, where he had the happiness of restoring peace between the

people of Genoa and Pisa. He remained at Pisa till the death of Anacletus.

But that did not terminate the schism, because those who were concerned

in it, supported by Roger, duke of Sicily, pretended to elect as pope the

Cardinal of the Holy Apostles, Gregorio Conti, under the name Victor IV.

But he, after three months, ^at the entreaty of Saint Bernard, submitted, and

thus terminating a schism Avhich had lasted eight years, restored peace to

the Church. On the 22d of April, 1134, Innocent canonized Saint Hugh,

bishop of Grenoble, monk of Cluny,

In France every thing went on in accordance with the wishes of Innocent

[I. A portion of that success was due to Saint Bernard, a friend as gener-

ous as he was disinterested. It was in vain that he was offered the See of

Genoa, about to be erected into an archbishopric, and afterwards the bish-

opric of Chalons. Saint Bernard desired no other glory than that of re-

maining a Benedictine monk.

In 1139, after the death of the antipope Victor, Innocent assembled the

second council of Lateran, the tenth general council. It was attended by

nearl}^ a thousand bishops, who framed thirty canonical decisions. In the

same spirit of constancy and courage, the Nicolaites, the simoniacs, and all

who accepted investitures at the hands of laymen, were excommunicated.

The same sentence was pronounced against the Arnaldists, the sectaries of

Ai'nald of Brescia. He denied the possibility of the salvation of clergy who

possessed, of bishops who received regalia, as well as of monks who had

lands, because all that belongs to the laity.

That heresy has passed from hand to hand down to modem sectarians

;

" in such wise," says Baronius, speaking of political heretics, " that Arnald

is deemed their patriarch and their prince."

After the council. Innocent, forced unwillingly into a war against Boger,

duke of Sicily, was made prisoner by that prince's son, not far from Monte

Cassino. But Innocent soon recovered his hberty, as the result of a treaty,

in which Eoger obtained from the pope the title of king of Sicily, on con-

dition of a tribute, which was not, this time, a palfrey.

In 1140, Innocent condemned the errors of Peter Abelard, censured in

* Novaes, iii., p. 25.
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previous councils. The pope was actively seconded by the eloquence and

the activity of Saint Bernard.

In 114:1, a difference arose between the pope and King Louis VII. After

the death of Alberic, archbishop of Bo.urges, the pope named, as Alberic's

successor, Peter de la Chatre. Louis the Young, irritated that the pope

had made that nomination without the royal consent, swore that it should

not have effect, and prevented the newly elected bishop from entering the

city. Peter complained to the pope, who laid under interdict all the lands

from which the archbishop was excluded.

But Peter de Champagne, who possessed great fiefs in Berri, took Peter de

la Ch:itre under his protection, in concert with Home, and caused him to be

recognized in the churches of his domains. Louis the Young then deter-

mined to carry the war into Champagne, and it was on that occasion that

the town of Vitiy was burned, and a great part of the inhabitants perished

in it. Again it was Saint Bernard who interposed, with his potent elo-

quence, to appease the strife. It was beautiful to find that Frenchman

always mindful of his country, when she stood in need of his support, and

at the same time honoring the Holy See, when at vai'iance with France ; it

was grand to see him always successful in his negotiations, and rendering

himself worthy of admiration in the eyes of all Christendom.

Abelard died in 1142, after asking pardon for all his errors. Innocent

allowed the too celebrated professor to be reconciled to the Church.

This Holy Father governed the Church thirteen years, seven months, and

ten days, and died on the 24th of September, 1143.

He was interred at Saint John Lateran, and after seven years his remains

were removed to the church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, which he had in

part rebuilt, and which was finished by his brother Peter, bishop of Albano,

The Holy See remained vacant three days, till the consecration of Celes-

tine 11.

Towards the close of the pontificate of Innocent 11., died the Greek em-

peror, John Comnenus. His successor was Manuel, the younger, but more

able of his two surviving sons.

Vol. I.—23
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167. CELESTINE II.— a. d. 1143.

ELESTINE n., previously named Guido, born at

the castle of Santa-Felicita, near the Tiber, was a

descendant of an illustrious family of Citta di Cas-

tello. He was elected pope, and consecrated on

the 26th of September, 1143. That election was

undisturbed, a circumstance which had not occurred

since that of Alexander II., elected in 1061—that is

to say, eighty-two years earher.

Scarcely was Celestine on the throne, when Louis VII. sent him an em-

bassy of obedience, asking for the pax and for absolution fi'om the ecclesias-

tical censures pronounced by Celestine's predecessor, Innocent II.

The Holy Father received the ambassadors kindly, and in the presence of

a crowd of nobles made, with his hand, the sign of benediction in the direc-

tion of France, and released that country from the sentence of interdict.

With this pope commence the famous prophecies upon the sovereign

pontiffs, attributed to Saint Malachi, archbishop of Ai'magh, in Ireland,

wlio died in 1148. The first who pubHshed them was Albert Wion, a

Benedictine. Many editions have appeared, each seeming to value these

sibyUine books as so many leaves fallen down from heaven. But Father

Menestrier, of the Society of Jesus, unmasked the imposture in 1689, in such

^ise that no one would now be so senseless as to .take them for aught but

what they really are. If, since the time of their first appearance, these pre-

dictions have been defended by creduhty or mistaken piety, both of which

ignored the rules of sound criticism, they were also assailed by a strong

party who made every effort to check or destroy them. Thus by degrees

they were either forgotten, or remembered only to be , disdained as they

deserve.

Arnold "Wion, who lived in 1595, that is to say, four hundred and fifty

years after Saint Malachi, affirmed that he was the first to pubhsh them,

but does not tell whence he received them. No writer contemporary with

Saint Malachi makes mention of them. Saint Bernard himself, that great

and celebrated friend of the archbishop, whose life he carefully wrote, does

not speak of those verses, although he mentions other and less important

prophecies of the Saint.

The prophecies include eight antipopes : Victor IV., Pascal III., CaUxtus

ni., Nicholas V., Clement VII., Benedict XHI., Clement VIII., and FeHx V.
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These are placed among the true popes ; the antipopes, designated as such,

being Nicholas V. and Clement VIII.

There is great confusion in the arrangement of the names. All this can-

not be called prophecy ; God does not reveal falsehood.* In fact, many
eminently illustrious persons, such as Baronius, Spondanus, Bzovius, and

Rainaldi, give no heed to such dreams.

They were probably invented in 1590, at the time of the conclave that

elected Gregory XIV., and fabricated by Ihe partisans of the Cardinal

SimonceUi of Or\'ieto, whom they point out by the prophecy De Anfiqnifafe

Urhis. It is easy to prophesy of the past. Now in speaking of Celestine

II., the one hundred and sixty-seventh pope, and continuing to Pope Greg-

ory XIV., the prophecies apply very well to the pontiffs who reigned during

that period ; subsequently, when they had to diidne the future, they apply

only by a forced intei'pretation, and do violence to both facts and common
sense.

Novaes gives these prophecies at full length, and adds a more or less

forced application to each pope, down to Pius VI. inclusive. After the

successor of Pius VI., the prophecy bears these words

—

Aquila Rapax. The

fi'iends of that imposture have protested ; they would see in them only an

allusion to the order for carrying off Pius VII., given by the representation

of the Eagle, or by his ministers. The prophecies are as applicable for the

later pontiffs.t However, let us see the one hundred and twelfth prophecy,

which is also the last.

" At the time of the last persecution against the Holy Roman Church,

the pontifical throne will be occupied by Peter, a Roman, second of that

name. He will feed his flock amidst tribulations. When they shall come

to an end, the seven hilled city will be destroyed, and the terrible Judge will

judge his people. Amen." Many Protestants seeing in this fable reasons

for attacking the Holy See, and fancying, especially from the last prophecy,

that they are justified in believing in the destruction of Rome, have given

credit to this absurd dream. No reasonable man now. Catholic or Protes-

tant, believes in them, or ventures to confess his belief.

We have only to add the last particulars of the reign of Celestine II.

He governed the Church five months and thirteen days. He died on the

9th of March, 1144, and was inteiTcd in the church of Saint John Lateran.

The Holy See remained vacant three days.

* Novaea, iii., p. 41.

f That for Pius IX. is Crux de Cruce, which the believers in the prophecy will doubtlesH

explain, " His Cross comes from the Cross" (of Savoy).

—

Tram.
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168. LUCIUS IL— A. D. 1144.

j^ < "^^C^ UCIUS II., whose name was Gerard Caccianamici,

- ^ - '^' ^^ was a» Bolognese. He became canon of Saint Jolin

Lateran, wliere he followed the rule of Saint Au-

gustine. Honorius II. made him cardinal-priest

of Sanfa Croce in Gerusalemme, and Innocent II.

named him vice-chancellor and hbrarian of the

Holy Church. Gerard was elected pope on the 12th

^^ of March, 1144, and consecrated on the same day.

From Alphonso, who called himself king of Portugal, but to whom the

Holy See only gave the title of count,* the pope received the homage of

that prince's States, that acknowledged themselves feudatories of the Eo-

nian Church, and engaged to pay a tribute of four ounces of gold.

In 1145, Lucius summoned from France some monks of Cluny, and gave

them the monastery of Saint Sabas, founded by Saint Gregory the Great,

'-v])ich needed the observance of the rule of Saint Benedict.

The Romans, partisans of Arnald of Brescia, having revolted against the

pontificate, as they had already done in the time of Innocent II., affected

to revive the ancient senatorial dignity, as well as the old order of Eoman
knights, and they determined to estabHsh at the capital a patrician whom
they would obey as a prince. They conferred that charge upon Jordan,

son of Pietro Leo, a man very powerful among them ; and they assigned to

him all the revenues of the Church, saying that the pope had enough from

his tithes and oblations. The pope endeavored to put down those rebels,

and expel them from the capitol. They resisted, and during the attack, the

pope was struck by a stone. He died of the wound, on the 25th of April,

1145, after having governed the Church eleven months and fourteen days,

and was interred at Saint John Lateran.

The Holy See remained vacant one day.

* The title of king was subsequently given to him by Alexander IIL ; but the prince, in the

time of Lucius II., received it from his vassals.
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169. EUGEIS'E III— a. b. 1145.

UGEKE III., originally named Bernard of Mon-

r-f= temago, a castle five miles from the city of Pisa,

where he was canon, was a descendant of the illus-

trioiis family of the Paganelli. He belonged to the

order of Cluny ; and Saint Bernard, whose pupil

;; he was, named him abbot of the monastery of Saint

Vincent and Saint Anastasiiis at the Three Foun-

tains.

Although he was not a cardinal, he was elected pope in the church of

Saint Cesarius, where the sacred electors assembled, according to several

writers, on the 27th of December. The nomination was in derogation of

the decree which made only cardinals eligible to the tiara.

Eugene immediately promised to approve the institution of the military

order of Saint John of Jenisalem, commonly called Knights of Malta, which

was foimded about the year 1119, at Jerusalem, by some Neapolitans. They

erected a hospital there for their countrymen ; all obeyed the blessed Ge-

rard, a native of Martigues, in Provence, v/ho gave to the knights the rale

of Saint Augustine. As tliey were at once hospitalers and knights, they,

by a fourth voav, undertook to relieve pilgrims.

After his election, Eugene, fearing the malignity of the Arnaldists, who

urged the re-estabhshment of their pretended senate, and the deposition

of the new pope if he did not consent, retired to the abbey of Farfa,*

where he was consecrated on the 4th of March. Thence he went to Viterbo,

to make his first promotion of cardinals. Some months later, he was en-

abled to return to Rome, where the Arnaldists promised to do away with

their senate, and submitted to the senators who were deputed by the pon-

tifical authority.

Tlie Arnaldists, after some new tumults, broke their promise. Eugene

set out for France, where he was pompously received by Louis VII., who

promised to assist the Holy Land.

At Paris, in 1147, the pontiff celeVjrated Easter, and assembUnl a council

to consider the affair of Gilbert de la Poree, bishop of Poitiers, who distin-

guished the divine essence from the person of God himself, and professed

other errors against the mystery of the Incarnation. Gilbert, combated

* FIcury, fipakirif^ of Atlienulphiis, calls him abbot of Fareo, in Italy. It Bliould bo Farfa.

The names in Fleiiry are full of faults, wliicli are not corrected even in recent editiouM.
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by Saint Bernard, pretended tliat lie had never advanced such principles.

The decision was referred to the Council of Rheims, which met in the fol-

lowing year, and by which the erroneous opinions of Gilbert were con-

demned.

Eugene then celebrated a council at Treves, which exammed the writings

of Saint Hildegarde, a celebrated nun of that time. Her simple and can-

did repUes to her interrogators, and the testimony of Saint Bernard, forbade

Eugene to doubt her having been peculiarly favored by Heaven. He
therefore allowed her to write her revelations, exhorting her at the same

time to do so with pious prudence, and especially warning her to preserve

by humiHty the grace that she had received.

In another council at Rheims, there was a conversion which gladdened

ever}^ Catholic heart in France. Gilbert, in person, abjured his errors, was

admitted to the kiss of peace, and returned to govern his church.

Eugene then went to the monastery of Clairvaux, where he appeared as

sovereign pontiff, but hved like a simjDle monk. Under the vestments of

his rank he constantly wore the hair-cloth. Embroidered banners were

cari'ied before him, and his bed was covered with purple and rich stuffs,

but beneath it was spread only a straw bed and woollen blankets. In

addressing the community, he could not restrain his tears. He exhorted

and consoled the former companions of his earliest rehgious labors with a

brotherl}^ affection. What conduct could give a better idea of the excel-

lence of the principles inculcated at Clairvaux, of the excellence of those

principles which excited in an Itahan, born far from there, remembrances so

touching ? What situation better calculated to draw closer the ties con-

necting Italy to France? When French and Italians see httle of each

other, prejudices will arise to the detriment of harmony. When they see

each other more closely, esteem and mutual good offices will follow, and

they give other nations an example of truly Cathohc affection.

Let us hear no more of the foibles of this pope or that ; we forget the

errors, we think not of the exaggerated accusations, and we thank God that

he permits, from time to time on earth, that order of divine virtue which

certain popes present ; virtues which other princes, other men, do not nor

can know ; virtues which gladden the heart, overcome by the misery under-

gone by so many popes destined to sorrow, and whose sad annals we have

sketched, to teach distinctly that grandeur should not be imj^rudeutly sought

in the ecclesiastical state any more than in any other. Let us, at the same

time, remember how many popes refused the tiara, or accepted it only

through obedience.

It is known, but we cannot too often repeat it, that the duties of a Roman
pontiff are immense. He must not allow himself to love and bless only where

he thinks good , he must ask himself whether elsewhere, even where in-
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gi'ates predominate, there may not be need of liim, of his advice, of his pro-

tection, and of his clemency.

Spain had been agitated bj some domestic emban-assments. Eugene re-

membered that ia that country he had a devoted son, Raymond, archbisliop

of Toledo. He wi-ote him a letter confirming the primacy which had pre-

viously been given by Lucius II. to the Church of Toledo, and to the letter

he added the gift of the Golden Rose.

On the subject of the Golden Rose there has been a host of contradic-

tory conjectures. According to Father Calmet, author of the Hisfoire Ecde-

siastiqiie et Civil de la Lorraine (lib. xix.. No. 101, p. 140), Saint Leo IX., in

1050, instituted the benediction of the Golden Rose. This occurred at the

period when that pontiff subjected to the Holy See the monastery of the

Holy Cross, in Alsatia, which was founded by his ancestors, and had be-

come his o-\\Ti by inheritance ; and when, wishing to commemorate that junc-

tion or that exemjjtion, he imposed on that monastery the annual tribute of

a Golden Rose, weighing two ounces. According to the bull, that rose was

to be placed in the hand of the pope reigning at the time, and subsequently

can-ied by him in the usual ceremony of the fourth Sunday in Lent. The

consistorial advocate, Charles Cartari, does not admit that supposition in

his Treatise on the Golden Rose, and on the Riles observed in its Benediction

(Rome, 1681 and 1687, 4to). He represents the institution as being so an-

cient that modern critics cannot agree with him.

Novaes (iii., p. 214), on the reign of Innocent IV., affirms that that pon-

tiff sent the Golden Rose, in 1248, to the canons of Saint Juste, at Lyons,

because he had lodged with them nearly seven years ; that in the year 1249

he gave it to Raymond, count of Toulouse, who had visited the Holy Father

in the same city of Lyons, and that he was the first pontiff who gave that

benediction. Novaes, combating that fact, affirms that the institution did

not take place until towards 1400, pi-obably under Boniface IX. Without

admitting what Dom Calmet says about it, he believes that Saint Leo, also,

blessed golden roses. We may reconcile Novaes and Dom Calmet, by say-

ing that the idea of a golden rose received may have given rise to the idea

of a golden rose yiven. There is no difficulty, however, as to the day of the

benediction : all agree that it is the fourth Sunday in Lent.

For some time it took place in the church of " Santa Croce in Gerusa-

lemme," till the removal of the popes to Avignon. On their return, the

ceremony continued to be performed in the hall of the Paramenti, in the

pontifical palace, and then it was taken in procession, after it had been

impregnated with balm and musk.*

* See Qretzer, tome v., part 2 ; Dfi Benedictionibii», lib. ii., cap. 44, p. 270. See, also, Eklmond

Marteue, De Ant. Eccleg. iJUcipl., c. xix., paragr. 17. B.uiedict XIV. may also be consulted in
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Eugene, after gaining advantages over the Arnaldists, at length returned

to Home, towards the close of 1149.

In 1157, while the pope, on account of new disturbances, was obliged to

live in the Eomau Campagna, he received the two archbishops of Cologne

and Mentz, called upon to give an account of their conduct on several occa-

sions. Those prelates, knowing to what extremities the pope was reduced

by the invading doctrines of the Arnaldists, who would not allow that the

priest should live by the altar, brought with them a large sum of money,

collected from the faithful in Germany, and thought themselves happy in

being able to offer it to the pope. He refused to receive it. Close examin-

ation was made into the case of the bishops, whom it was not found neces-

sary to treat with severity. On the contrary, Arnould, archbishop of Co-

logne, received special graces and privileges, which Avere preserved up to the

commencement of the present century by the incumbent of that diocese,

but which disappeared in the universal confusion suffered by Germany and

other countries as well as France.

In 1152, Eugene canonized the Emperor Henry I., who had been king of

Germany under the name of Henry II. The Holy Father reAvarded the

religious feehng of Ireland, which still shines no less brightly, by instituting

four archbishoprics—those of Armagh, Dublin, Cashel, and Tuam.

At the sohcitation of Gratian, the Benedictine monk, who is celebrated

for his collection of the Decrees of the Popes and the Councils, Eugene

instituted in the academies the grades of bachelor, Ucentiate, and doctor,

wdth various privileges.

Novaes while reporting this fact seems to deny it, and to think that the

institution of those grades was earlier.

The nearer Eugene approached the end of his days, the more noble and

pious were his actions. The ingratitude of the Komans did not diminish

his favors ; he embellished Home, rebuilt Saint Mary Major, and added a

portico corresponding to the majesty of tliat temple, which he also adorned

with rich mosaics.

He did not forget his family—that is to say, the Cistercian order. That

was his glorious nepotism. He confirmed the statutes of the order, and

granted it all the privileges it could reasonably desire, wliich it had on so

many accounts merited. The pope loved Clairvaux, and he was also loved

there. It was to Eugene III. that Saint Bernard addressed his books on

Consideration. Eugene always looked upon Saint Bernard as his master,

and held his opinions in the highest estimation. Men of distorted views

his Bullarium, tome iii., p. 340. There is also, upon this subject, an anonymous dissertation

composed in 1758. See, also, the work of the Jesuit Father Baldassari, entitled, La Rom d'ore

chc si benedice nella quarta Domenica di quaresima ; Venice, 1751). See, also, a Latin letter bv
l^ietro Busanelli, Theatin, which went through two editions in 1759.
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have misrepresented this advice, to exaggerate the evils that Bernard vc-

proved. We cannot bnt admire both the personal Avisdom of the poutifY

and that of the government, whose advice and lessons, even when sometimes

harshly given, were gratefully received and made profitable.

In the person of Eugene were found zeal, piety, wisdom, disinterested-

ness, and application to the government of the Church, to the advancement

of religion, and to the extirpation of errors ; admirable virtues, the union of

which forms the ideal of a great pope. He sought out the learned, and

appreciated them. He rewarded men of letters, and caused a spirit of emu-

lation among them. He suggested the translation of the works of Saint

John of Damascus, on orthodox faith.

He recovered Terracina, and built at Rome a palace near the Vatican.

Subsequently, that palace was demolished, to make room for the vast struc-

ture which now serves as the abode of the pope. Eugene governed eight

years, four mouths, and ten days. He died at Tiyoli, on the 8tli of July,

1153, and was interred at the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant only one day.

Saint Bernard, so well known, and so highly esteemed at Borne, often

wi-ote to Eugene. In one of his letters, he says to him, " Excuse me, if I

am troublesome, but I have a good excuse. It is said that I am pope, and

not you. Those who have business, rush upon me from all quarters ; and

in that multitude of fiiends, there are some to whom I cannot conscientiously

refuse my services."

Saint Bernard AVTote to the Crusaders on the subject of the Jews. " I

warn you not to beHeve all you hear, and to regulate your zeal by know-

ledge. The Jews shoidd not be persecuted, nor killed, nor even banished.

They are as living letters, representing to us the Passion of our Lord. It is

for that that they are dispersed throughout all parts of the world, in order

that, suffering the just penalty of so great a crime, they should bear testi-

mony to our redemption. And they will be converted in the end, after the

midtitude of the Gentiles shall have entered into the Church." When Ber-

nard spoke thus, the second Cinisade had commenced, and King Louis had

set out for Jerusalem.

Under this reign died Saint Malachi, archbishop of Armagh. Saint Ber-

nard wrote his Hfe at the request of the Abbot Congan, and of the whole of

the community of Cistercians that he governed in Ireland.

In January, 1152, died the Abbot Suger. His funeral was attended by

six bishops, several abbots, and King Louis the Young, who wept bitterly.
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170. ANASTASIUS IV.— A. D. 1153.

p-NASTASIUS IV., originaUy Conrad of Suburra, son

of Benedict, a noble Eoman, was a canon-regular,

and prior of the monastery of Saint Anastasius,

then cardinal-bishop of Saint Sabina, of the crea-

tion of Honorius II. He was elected pope on the

9th, and consecrated on the 12tli of July, 1153.

He was still vigorous, though aged, and was very

learned in both civil and canon law, and endowed

with extreme prudence.

The commencement of the reign of Anastasius was distinguished by an

event which plunged the whole Church into deep grief.

Saint Bernard, called to Metz to restore peace between the nobles and the

people, had the happiness to appease the anger of all. The difficulties

were great : the two parties insiilted each other when they met. Bernard

proposed that delegates of the two parties shoidd meet on an island on the

Moselle and sign a treaty. And he had the consolation of seeing the

antagonists perfectly reconciled.

This was the last act in the saint's life. On his return to Clairvaux, he

fell sick. He explains the nature of his disease in a letter to Arnold, abbot

of Bonneval (Letter 310). " My only pleasure is abstaining from nourish-

ments. M}^ legs and feet are swollen like those of a dropsical person.

Nevertheless, to tell all to such a friend as you, the spirit is easy, though

the flesh is infirm. Pray our Lord to save me without delay on my leav-

ing this world ; and in that last moment, when I shall find myself without

merit, give me your prayers that temptation may not reach me. I write

this myself, even in my present state, in order that, recognizing the hand,

you may also recognize the heart."

He died on the 20th of August, 1153. His body, clothed in the sacerdotal

vestments, was borne into the chapel of the Blessed Virgin. The nobility

and the people of tlie whole neighborhood assembled, and the whole valley

resounded with their grief. Saint Bernard died in his seventy-third year

—

forty years after his profession as a Cistercian, and thirty-eight after he

became abbot of Clairvaux. He founded or added to his order seventy-

seven monasteries f thirty-five in France, eleven in Spain, six in the Low

* Fleury, iv., lib. Ixix., p. (506.
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Countries, five in England, as many in Ireland, as many in Savoy, four in

Italy, two in Germany, two in Sweden, one in Hungaiy, and one in Den-

mark. But, including the foundations made by abbeys dependent \ipon

Clairvaux, the number would amount to more than one hundred and sixty.

The Church honors the memory of Saint Bernard on the anniversary of his

death. The doctrine, zeal, and piety that distinguish his writings, rank him

among the most admirable Fathers of the Church.*

In the year 1154, Anastasius IV. granted to the Knights of Saint John of

Jerusalem the possession in full of all that had been or should thereafter be

given to them for the support of pilgrims.

He granted to the abbot of Corvei, in Saxony, for his life, the use of the

rmg.

He gov-This pope built a new palace near Saint Mary of the Botunda.

erned one year, four months, and twenty-three days. He died on the 2d of

December, and was interred in the Basihca of Saint John Lateran.

The Holy See was not vacant a day.

ITl. ADPJAlSr IV.— A. D. 1154.

^^;g;;^^DIlIAN IV. was the only native of England who be-

came pope. He was originally named Nicholas

Breakspear ; he was of poor and low birth, and

first saw the light at Langley, near Saint Albans,

Hertfordshire. He went to France to study, and

was at first a servant to the regular canons of the

monastery of Saint Eufus, near Avignon. From

that obscure position, he succeeded in being re-

When one is naturally intellectual, the intellect is

drawn from the works of wise men, increases the innate capacity to become

the head of others, which explains the sudden fortunes of talent and genius.

As a monk at Saint Eufus, Adrian, by studious vigils, continued to im-

prove in the most difficult hterature and science, in which his progress was

ceived into the order.

* The e'lition of the works of Saint Bernard that sliould be consulted by the learned, is that

of Dom Mabillon, 1690,2 vols, folio; reprinted in 171!), 2 vols, folio. Saint Bernard, though

born in the century of tho scholastics, has neither the method nor the dryness of many of them.

Protestants have done him more justice than many Catholics of our ci;ntury. Hci composed tho

beautiful and touching canticle, Ave, Maris Stella. We have his life by Le ilaistre and by Ville-

font ; the latter is best. See the sublime prayer to the Virjjia, that Dante puts into the mouth
of Saint Bernard iParadivj, Canto '.'/.',).
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as rapid as it was brilliant. His regular conduct, his application to study,

and that nobleness of language that is derived from the reading of the great

Writers, rendered him agreeable to his brethren, and on the death of the

abbot, he became their superior. Envy, however, soon gave rise to quar-

rels ; new monks, who had not taken part in his election, accused him to

the pope. Eugene II. merely said, as he dismissed them, " Go choose a

superior with whom you will be able or rather willing to hve in peace ; this

one shall not long be a burden to you." And, in fact, the pope summoned

Breakspear to him, and created him cardinal-bishop of Albano.

He then sent him as his legate to Denmark and Norway.

The Avorthy ambassador of the Holy See had the honor of confirming in

the faith the still rude ScandinaAdans. On his return, he won the esteem of

the Homans, and, finally, was unanimously elected pope on the 3d, and con-

secrated on the 5th of December, 1154.

On hearing of the election of one of his subjects, Henry, the new king of

England, Avrote a letter of congratulation to the pope, in which the Idng

fehcitated his country on ha^dng produced a tree so happily transplanted

;

he conjured His Holiness to fill the Church with worthy ministers, and to

procure succor for the Holy Land, and for the empire of Constantinople.

Nevertheless, the Romans soon revolted under the orders of the obstinate

Arnold of Brescia, who had succeeded in getting back to Borne. The revolt

was encouraged by William, king of Sicily, and Frederic Barbarossa I., the

successor to Conrad III. A cardinal, on his way to the pope, was attacked

and wounded. The Arnaldists, faithful to their old system, excited new

disturbances in their desire to establish a new Roman senate, and the pope

was obliged to lay the city of Borne under interdict, a punishment Avliich

never till then had been inflicted upon that august city, even in the worst

times for religion. The celebration of the holy offices were suspended until

the 23d of March, 1155 ; but at length the senators, urged by the clergy and

Boman people, repaired to the pope and declared that Arnald of Brescia

and his followers should be driven from the city, if they would not be obe-

dient to His Holiness.

In fact, Arnald had to take to flight ; but he was arrested, and perished

miserably by order of the prefect of Borne.

Meanwhile, Frederic Barbarossa was on his way to Borne, where he had

determined to become emperor. The pope, knoAving that Barbarossa came

with an army more like an enemy than like a prince deferential to the Holy

See, sent three cardinals to Viterbo to submit the treaty and conditions

which he was to sign before entering Borne.

At San Quirico, Frederic solemnly swore to defend and preserve the rights

of the Boman pontiffs ; and then he continued his journey towards Bome.

Adrian met him at Sutri ; but the king liaAdng refused to hold the bridle of
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tlie pontiffs horse, the pope refused the kiss of peace. After some discus-

sion, Frederic yielded all that was demanded of him, and complied with the

received custom of his predecessors. What a step from the poor servitor

born at Langloy, to an humble condition in life, to that pontiff w^ho exacted

that a king should kiss his feet and pay him all the honors previously paid

to sovereign pontiffs ! This act of reverence, which consisted in holding the

bridle of the pope's horse, had been paid by King Pepin to Stephen II., in

753 ; by Louis II. to Nicholas I. ; and thrice to Adrian II., in 857, by Con-

rad, king of the Eomans ; also to Urban II., at the interview of Cremona,

in 1095 ; by WiUiam, duke of Calabria, to Calixtus II., at Troia, near Na-
ples, in 1120 ; by Lothaire, emperor, to Innocent II., in 1131.

The same homage was subsequently paid by the Emperor Frederic in

11G2 ; by Louis YII., king of France, in 1163 ; by Henry III., king of Eng-

land, in 1177 ; by those thi-ee monarchs to Alexander III. ; by Otho IV.,

emperor, to Innocent III., when that prince was crowned in 1209 ; and by

Charles II., king of Naples, and Andrew, king of Hungary, to Celestine V.

This homage was also paid by Philip the Fair, to Clement V., in 1305 ; by

John, duke of Normandy, and future heir of the kingdom of France, to

Clement YL, in 1312 ; by Charles lY., emperor, to Urban Y., in 1368; by

Charles III., king of Sicily, to Urban YL, in 1383 ; by Sigismund, king of

the Eomans, to Martin Y., in 1418, and then to Eugene lY., in 1433 ; by

Frederic III., long of the Eomans, to Nicholas Y., in 1452 ; and, finall}^ by

the Emperor Charles Y. to Clement YIL, in 1530.

In 1155, Adrian excommunicated William, son of Eoger, king of Italy,

who had commenced hostilities, and refused to recognize former treaties.

Adrian was the first pontiff who resided with all the Curia, or pontifical

court at Orvieto ; he suiTOunded with walls and towers the town of Eadico-

fani, which now belongs to Tuscany. This pope, the worthy successor of

so many illustrious popes, governed the Church four years, eight months,

and twenty-nine days.

This was a prince of exemplary Hfe, of sublime intelligence, and great

firmness of soul ; he never yielded to anger, and he was ready to pardon.

He was so free fi'om nepotism that he left his own mother, though he was

by no means ashamed of her, to be relieved by the church of Canterbury.

He died in the city of Anagni, on the 1st of September, 1159, and was

interred at the Yatican. The Holy Sec remained vacant five days.

As previously mentioned, this was the one only English pontiff ; but how

wise, noble, generous, and worthy of all admiration he was ! Will God so

ordain events as to place again among the high dignities of Eome a subject

of that great and powerful nation, which needs another glory amidst the

immensities of its power ? Our bishops of France havt) ordei'ed us to pray

for England's return to the one only true faith. Tliat return, sliould the
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will of God effect it, will perhaps bring us (who knows the contrary ?) a

compatriot of Adrian IV., to be first created cardinal, and then raised to

the tiara by the sacred college.

Let us add that we should prudently make our conditions ; an EngHsh
pope should Hve altogether in Home.

172. ALEXANDER III— a. d. 1159.

LEXANDEEi III., originally named Laurentinus

lllljjj
BandineUi, of the Paperoni family of Sienna,

canon-regular at Pisa and at Samt John Late-

ran, and professor of Holy Scripture in the Uni-

versity of Bologna, was created cardinal-deacon

in 1145, by Eugene, and then named by the same

pope cardinal-priest of Saint Mark, and vice-

chancellor of the holy Roman Church ; and, final-

ly, he was made legate from Adrian IV. to William, king of Sicily, and then

to the Emperor Frederic I. He was elected pope after three days' dehber-

ation. He refused the tiara, but was compelled to accept it, and he was

crowned in the estate of Ninfa, near Veletri, on the 20th of September, 1159.

As soon as Alexander was raised to the Chair of Saint Peter, seeing the

threatened schism, he addressed an encyclical letter to bishops of the prin-

cipal churches, to inform them of his election. A few days afterwards, he

wrote another letter, stating the manner in which Cardinal Octavian had

endeavored to seize the pontifical authority. One of those letters was ad-

di'essed to Gerard, bishop, another to the canons, and a third to the doctors

and professors of Bologna ; and Tiraboschi remarks, on this subject, that

the university of that city was the first to be thus honored with a letter

fi'om a sovereign pontiff.

Saint Bernard had foretold the pontificate of Alexander, and at the same

time announced the tribulations and the embarrassments that would attend

upon his labors.

Henry II., king of England, Frederic I., emperor, and four antipopes,

were those who most tried the patience of this pontiff. Biit, Avhethcr

obhged to fly, or hve in exile, or whether he was falsely excommunicated

by the antipopes, his courage and his heroic constancy never failed him.

Alexander remained at Ninfa to avoid the disturbances which were ex-

sited in Rome by the partisans of Octavian. Thence he was enabled to
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retxirn to the capital in 1161 ; some time after, he canonized Saint Edward,

king of England, who died on the 4tli of January, lOGG ; then, leaving a

vicar-general, he went to Terracina to embark in a galley for France.

In 1162, the Holy Father arrived at Genoa on the galleys which belonged

to William, king of Sicily. There, in spite of the prohibition of Frederic,

who was about to dishonor liimself by the destruction of the city of Milan,

the clergy and the people gave the pontiff an honorable reception. In the

month of April he arrived at MontpeHer, where he held a council, which

excommunicated the antipope Octavian, who had assumed the name of

Victor IT. Early in 1163, the pope arrived at Paris. King Louis the

Young met him two leagues from the city, kissed his feet, and received

from the pope the Golden Rose."^

From Paris he went to Tours, where he celebrated a council, in which he

received with great honors Thomas a Becket, archbishop of Canterbury.

In this council the errors of the Albigenses were again condemned. The

same year, at the solicitation of Charles, king of Sweden, and of the Goths,

he canonized Saint Helena, a Swedish widow, who fell a martyr as she

returned fi'om the Holy Sepulchre.

In 1164, Alexander approved the miHtary order of Calatrava, founded in

1158 by divers Spaniards, who defended that territory against the Saracens.

These Spaniards, under the command of Diego Velasquez de la Bureba, a

Cistercian novice, vanquished the infidels. Then he and the blessed Ray-

mond of Fiterio, his abbot, founded at Calatrava, which was gi*anted to

them in fief by King Sancho III., that order which remained subject to the

Cistercian rule, adapted, however, to the pursuit of arms, because they had

to be always ready to meet the Saracens. The order had many vicissitudes.

Cardinal Jidius was Alexander's vicar at Rome, and these Romans, who
always ill-treated the pontiffs when they resided in the city, and bitterly

regretted them when they left it, now grown wiser, sent an ambassador to

the pope to enti-eat him to return to Rome. Escorted by an army of King

William, Alexander returned to Rome in 1165, and was received with honors

still more pompous than those which had been paid to his predecessors.

At the same moment, the antipope Pascal III., named by Frederic to re-

place the antipope Victor IV., canonized Charlemagne. The Church has

not approved, but only tolerated this canonization, and that is sufficient,

says Lambertini, to warrant the belief that he has been beatified equiva-

Icnily. (See Novaes, iii., p. 116.) However, Charlemagne receives the title

of saint in the churches of France, Germany, and Flanders, but his name

has never bqen introduced into the Roman martyrology. (Novaes, ibid.)

In 1166, Frederic advanced to besiege Rome. To this period belong the

• See note, p. 343.
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sufferings of Saint Thomas a Becket, arclibishop of Canterbury. Perse-

cuted by King Henry II. (of England), the prelate fled to Pontigny, a de-

pendency ®f the Cistercian abbey. Henry II. Avished the archbishop to be

driven from that asylum, and he wrote threatening letters to the chapter

general. " You," he says, " have received Thomas mine enemy into one of

your houses ;• I forbid you to keep him any longer, if you would not lose all

that you possess in my territory, on either side of the sea."

A\Tien the chapter adjourned, the Cistercian abbot went to Pontigny,

accompanied by the bishop of Parma, formerly a monk of the order, and

by some abbots." They declared to the archbishop, in the name of the

chapter, the order that they had received from the king, and added :
" My

Lord Ai'chbishop, the chapter does not, therefore, expel you, but it begs you

prudently to consider what if is best for you to do." The prelate having

reflected, replied :
" I should be gi-ieved, indeed, slioidd an order, which has

so charitably received me, suffer on my account ; therefore, wherever else

I go, I shall promptly avoid your houses ; but I hope that He who feeds

the fowls of the air, will care for me and for the companions of my exile."

He sent intelligence of tins to Louis, king of France, whom it much aston-

ished, and who communicated it to those who were around him. Then he

exclaimed :
" Religion, Rehgion ! where art thou ? Behold these men

whom we fancy dead to the world, yet fearing the threats of the world, and,

for the sake of the worldly goods which they pretend to despise for the sake

of God, abandon the work of God, and drive away those who suffer for his

cause !" Then, turning to the prelate's messengers, he said :
" Salute your

master in my name, and tell him boldly that, though he be abandoned by

aU the world, and by those who pretend to be dead to the world, I will not

abandon him, and whatever the king of England, my vassal, may do or

threaten against the archbishop, I will constantly protect him, because he

suffers for justice. Tell him, then, to let me know in what part of my do-

minions he prefers to remain, and he shall find it ready to receive him."

Saint Bernard no longer existed (the documents were prepared for his

canonization), but his courage and determination, his eloquence and his

strength, lived again in the heart and in the mouth of a king of France, in

the 12th century. The demand of Henry II. very much resembles that

which the English government made for the expulsion of Charles Edward,

the pretender, after the battlo of Culloden. Unfortunately, in the latter

case, France had not a government to reply in the spirit of Louis VII.

Subsequently, the same Louis VII. further addi'essed the envoys of Henry

II., of England, in the following beanitiful words :

" TeU your master that if he will not abandon the customs which he

* Pleury, iv., lib. Ixxi., p. 677.
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claims to have been handed down to him bj his ancestors, although thoy

are said to be contrary to the laws of God, still less will I give np the

ancient right of France. For France has ever been accustomed to protect

the unfortunate and the afflicted, and chiefly to receive those who suffer

exile in the cause of justice. I have received the archbishop of Canterbury

from the hands of the pope, whom alone I recognize as my suzerain here on

earth, and, therefore, I will not abandon this archbishop for emperor, for

king, or for any power in the world."

We shall see that those admirable words of our monarch did not at all

move the king of England. Men of great station who have not great souls,

are always surrounded by sycophants, ready to act upon their shghtest hint.

Henry having previously exclaimed, " Will none of my friends and servants

rid me of this Thomas?" was answered by four dastards, who assassinated

the archbishop.

The emperor was again excommunicated in a council held in 11G7 ; but

the imperial arms being on the pomt of triumphing, the pope travelled to

Gaeta, in the garb of a pilgrim, and there resumed the pontifical habits, in

which to proceed to Benevento.

In that city, on the loth of March, 1168, he received the ambassadors of

the Greek emperor, Manuel, who promised to reunite the Greek to the

Latin churches, and to dehver it from the persecution of the emperor Fred-

eric. Manuel attached a condition to that promise ; he asked in exchange

the investiture of the empii-e of the West.

The Holy Father thanked Manuel for his offers of kindness and for his

wishes for the greater glory of religion. As to the demand for the empne

of the West, the pontiff replied that God had raised him to a high position

of authority, in which he should show himseK the friend of peace and not

the fomenter of discord.

In the same year, 1168, the pope, at the request of Waldemar, king of

Denmark, canonized that monarch's father. Saint Canute, king of that realm,

martyred, in 1132, by Magnus, son of King Nicholas.* Lambertini dates

that canonization in 1164.

To the same or the next year is attributed the foundation of the city of

Alexandria ; it was built by the partisans of Alexander, and in his honor, in

a spot called Rovereta. The pope's enemies thought fit to add to that

name the words ddla Pa/jlia, in derision, and the city, which has now be-

come one of tlie greatest fortresses in the world, preserves the name of

Alexandria of Straw.

On liis return to Rome, Alexander confirmed King Henry II., of Euglaud,

* See Bollandus, at the 7th of January, and Isaac Pontacua, Historian of the kingdom of Den-

mark, b. 6, p. 2r)"2
; Amsterdam, 1C31.

Vol. I.—23
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in possession of the kingdom of Ireland, which he had conquered. The
pope soon repented of his kindness ; he learned the assassination of Thomas
a Becket. The king sued for pardon, but Alexander would not grant it,

although the king protested that the crime had been committed without

his order.

In 1173, the poj)e canonized Saint Thomas of Canterbury, and the acts

of canonization were accompanied by testimonies oj admiration at the virtue

of so courageous a martyr. In 1174 took place the canonization of the

great Saint Bernard, first abbot of Clairvaux. He died on the 20th of

August, 1153. The order of the Carthusians was approved by Alexander

in 1176.

Frederic, weary of useless wars and of the plotting which he had so dis-

honorably resorted to in his endeavors to destroy the legitimate authority

of Alexander, sent ambassadors to sohcit peace.

The Holy Father could not trust to the word of Frederic ; but as the

common father of Christendom, he could not discourage the real or appa-

rent penitence of the emperor. He went to Venice on one of the gaUeys of

King WiUiam of Sicily, whom he still found a faithful friend and a devout

Catholic. There he concluded the long-desired peace between the Church

and the empire, to which Frederic was more than ever forced by a check

which his arms had met with in a war against the Venetians. The Doge

Zani, among other privileges, obtained that of having a drawn sword car-

ried before him on great hohdays. The pope presented him with the Gol-

den Hose that he had blessed on the fourth Sunday in Lent, and he also

gave him a ring with which he and his successors should espouse the Adria-

tic on Ascension day, in sign of sovereignty acquired over that sea. On
the 24th of July, the emperor asked absolution, and received it in fi'ont of

the doors of Saint Mark. He knelt before the Holy Father, who, in tears,

hastily raised him to his feet, gave him the kiss of peace, and blessed him.

On the following day, the emperor received Communion from the hands of

the Holy Father, and they pubhcly exchanged marks of friendship. The

ceremony of holding the stu'rup when the pope mounted his horse, was

renewed in all its vigor.

It is an indecent calumny, that when the emperor kissed the feet of the

pope, the latter stiiick him on the head, and said :
" Thoii sJialt tread upon

the asp and the basilisk, and tliou sJialt trample upon tJie lion and tlie dragon ;"

and that the angry emperor retorted :
" Not to thee was that said, hnt to

Peter f' and that, finally, the pope rejoined—" Both to me and to Peter" These

are absurd falsehoods. A pontiff hke Alexander, almost always a fugitive,

wandering from State to -State, could not think of being guilty of so ill-

advised an insult. In such ceremonies, every thing is prearranged on both

sides. Frederic, constrained into peace by disasters which weakened his
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power and might even endanger his Hfe, and Alexander thinking of nothing

but the good of the Church, had both settled beforehand the homage, its

form, and even the shghtcst words that were to be spoken ; the rest is the

invention of the enemies of religion. The fable, however, is well made ito.

The words attributed to the pope have a character of pride and of false

forgiveness that ovir enemies delight to believe ; the reply of the emperor

appears a Cathohc confession which repels all idea of respect for Alexan-

der. The repartee of the pope is also a fine touch of the romantic, Avhich

must rejoice all Avho dread the glory of religion. The whole mass of accu-

sations is further refuted by Alexander's own letters, written at the very

time, and in Venice itself.*

During his stay in Venice, Alexander sent a legate to a king who lived

between Persia and Armenia, called, it was said, Prester John. Modern

critics affirm that he was at once king and Christian priest, but that he pro-

fessed Nestorianism.f

In 1177, the pope approved the mihtary order of Alcantara, instituted

against the Saracens in 1156, by Don Soero Fernandez, under the Cister-

cian rule.

lu 1178, Alexander returned to Rome. In 1179, he celebrated the third

Lateran and eleventh general council, consisting of more than three hun-

dred bishops ; there it was resolved that no pontiff should be recognized

unless elected by the votes of two-thirds of the cardinals, exclusive of the

voice of the one elected. This law is still in force.

Among other regulations, that council decided that no one under thirty

years of age shouid be elected bishop ; and that bisliops shoiild not be

sumptuous in apparel, be present at any banquet, or go hunting.

The Albigenses were again condemned ; and soon divided themselves into

Catar'i, Patarini, and PuUicani. They followed the heresy of the Mani-

« cheans, rejected the Old Testament, prayers for the dead, the real presence,

and the authority of the Church, and maintained man}^ other errors.

To reward the services rendered by Alplionso I., of Portugal, Alexander

gi'anted to him, in 1179, the title of king, which he had taken in the time of

Lucius m., but which no pontiff had confirmed.

Alexander was tlie first pope who reserved to himself the canonization of

saints, a regulation profoundly wise and necessary,:): not only to invest

See Baroniofl, Labbe, and Martene. To their testimony I add another fact, which it seems

to me no one has yet considered. In the true language of the jjopc^a, that has long been in iisi-,

they use the first person j)lural ; they say Nos, we, not Ego, I. The inventor forgot that to sj-cak

correctly Alexander must have said, Et nol/U et Petro. But inventfjrs cannot think of every

thing. They are ignorant people, for tlie most part, who make up such fables ; tlioy talk about

Italy without ever being outside of Magdeburg. Fleury says nothing about these wretched

inventions.

\ Otho of Frisingen, lib vii., cap. 23. % Feller, i., p. 111.
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canonization with respect and insure its general reception ; but, above all,

to remedy the abuses and levity with which most of those who imagined

they had the right, had proceeded to a judgment of so great importance.

Many of his predecessors had already endeavored to remedy this disorder
;

but their efforts had not been completely successful. The canonization of

Saint Gaultier, abbot of Pontoise, by the archbishop of Eouen, in 1153, is

almost the last example that history furnishes of saints not canonized by

Roman pontiffs.

Alexander possessed a courage equal to his misfortunes, and a modesty

which his triumphs never altered. He died at Civita Castellana, and, on

the 30th of August, 1181, was interred at Saint John Lateran.

He had govern-^d the Church twenty-one years, eleven months, and

twenty-three days.*

The antipopes that troubled his reign were Victor IV., who died impeni-

tent at Lucca, in 1164 ; Pascal, who died impenitent at Eome, in 11G7 ;

Cahxtus III., who repented, and died at Benevento, in 1178 ; and, finally,

Innocent, who did reluctant penance in the monastery of La Cava.

* The life of Alexander III. was written by Cornelius Frangipani, and by John Francis Leredano

;

Venice, 1637, 4to ; and 1662, 12mo. This last life was translated into German, and printed at

Leipsic in 1732, 8vo. A Spaniard, Antonio Velasquez, published the Vid^i de Alexandre III.,

Papa; Madrid, 1656, 8vo. Pandolpho d'Alatro, Bernard di Guido, and Nicholas de Rosellis,

also wrote the life of Alexander III. Tliose three works are in Muratori, Script, rer. Hal.

The following is the judgment which Voltaire pronounces on Alexander III., in the summary
of his Oeneral History. CEuvres Completes, douze vols., 8vo ; Paris, 1817 ; tome x., pp. 998.

" The man perhaps who, in those rude times that we call the Middle Ages, deserved best from

the human race, was Pope Alexander III. It was he who, in a council in the 12th century,

abolished slavery, as far as he could. It was he who, in Venice, triumphed by his wisdom over

the violence of the Emperor Barbarossa, and obliged Henry II., of England, to ask pardon of God
and man for the murder of Thomas a Becket. He revived the rights of the people, and repressed

the crimes of kings. VVe have remarked that, before that time, all Europe, excepting a small

number of cities, was divided into two classes of men : the lords of lands, whether ecclesiastics

or laymen, and slaves. The men of law who assisted the knights, the bailiflPs, the stewards of

the fiefs, in their judgments, were really only serfs by birth. If men have regained their rights,

it is chiefly to Pope Alexander III. that they are indebted for it ; it is to him that so many cities

owe their splendor." This opinion of Voltaire on the great Alexander HI. has not been cited

frequently enough.
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173. LUCIUS IIL— A. D. 1181.

;v tj^ UCIUS III., who was originally named Ubaldo Al-

•jjji
liicingoli, belonged to an illustrious family of Luc-

;^%. ca. In 11-10, Innocent II. named him cardinal-

^7^ Mr^<^.'- '
i

pi'iest of Saint Praxedes; and in 1158, Adrian lY.

~-i^-.:^' li' fl
'^ created him cardinal-bishop of Ostia and Yeletri.

Dean of the sacred college, and a man of ma-

f^:^{i tured years and prudence, not very learned, but

.̂ ^^^mg-oii.'iii-.f^:.^ well skilled in public affairs, he had filled success-

fully missions to France, Sicily, and the Emperor Frederic.

Ubaldo was elected pope at Veietri, on the 1st of September, 1181, and

crowned on the 6th of that month. He was unable to remain long at Rome,
because he feared the insults with which he was threatened by some Eoman
nobles, who saw in him a man not likely to submit to exactions insupport-

able to a Boman pontiff.

In 1182, he freed WiUiam, king of Scotland, fi'om an excommunication

pronounced against him by the archbishop of York.

At the beginning of 1183, the SiciHan bishopric of Montreal was raised

into a metropolis.

This pope,^ in a council held at Verona, in the year 1184, at which the

Emperor Frederic was present, pubHshed a constitution, in which the two

powers coucuiTed in the endeavor to extirpate heresy. That constitution

required bishops to inquire by themselves or by commissioners, as to the

conduct of persons suspected of heresy, which, indeed, was a duty inherent

in the office of bishops. It also shows that after the Church had employed

spiritual means against culprits, they were given over to the secular arm, to

which it belonged to inflict temporal punishment.t

While Lucius was busied in laboring for the better administration of the

Christian republic, and urging the kings of France and England to send aid

to the Crusaders, he fell sick, and died on the 25th of November, 1195, after

governing the Church four years, two months, and twenty-three days. He
was interred in the Cathedral of Verona.

t

* Feller, iv., p. 224. f This Constitution is in toL x., Labbe's Councils.

I John Francis Tinto gives the epitaph placed on the tomb of Lucius:

Luci, Lucea tibi dedit ortum, pontificatum

Ostia, Piipatum Roma, Verona mori.

Jmmo, Verona dedit verum tibi ticere, Roma
Exilium, euros Ostia, Lucca mori.
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There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

We have lost sight of the kingdom of Jerusalem. It was weakened

more and more, both internally by the dissensions of the nobles, and exter-

nally by their misconduct towards the Saracens. King Baldwin IV. was

seized with leprosy ; he became suspicious of Bohemond, prince of Antioch,

and Raymond, count of Tripoli, believing that they wished to dethrone him.

He, therefore, resolved to betroth his sister Sibylla, widow of the marquis

of Montferrat ; and instead of gi\dng her to one of the powerful lords of the

country, married her in haste to a young French knight, Guy de Lusignan,

son of Hugh, count de la Merche.

This marriage took place during Easter-week, according to custom. On
the other hand, Arnold de Chatillon, chief of the Templars, was lord of

Kerek, a strong city in Syria, named by the ancients the Bock of the

Desert, because it is the entrance to the desert of Arabia, and is on a high

mountain, Arnold often made sorties from that place, and without any

regard to truces made with Saladin, cai-ried off caravans of merchants,

whom he put in irons, after he had pillaged their merchandise. He even

determined to carry into effect a design which he had formed many years

before, to march to the very gates of Mecca, and he commenced prepara-

tions for that expedition.

Some months later, a vessel, with fifteen hundred Christians on board,

was shipwrecked near Damietta. Saladin ordered all of them who were

saved to be put in irons, and their merchandise to be confiscated ; and then

he sent to the king of Jerusalem a demand for all the Mussulmans who liad

been captured by Arnold de Chatillon, and the Templars of Kerek. He
also demanded satisfaction for the hostile acts committed by the Christians

in violation of existing treaties. In default of satisfaction, Saladin de-

clared war against the king of Jerusalem, and threatened to treat the Chris-

tians as the Templars had treated their prisoners. King Baldwin con-

temptuously dismissed the envoys of Saladin, through fear of displeasing

the Templars, who professed to obey no one but the reigning pope, Lucius

III., and the superiors of their own order. The Templars would on no

account give up the booty they had taken from the caravans. So they con-

strained Baldwin to declare war against the advice of all the nobles ; for he

had not more than two or three thousand infantry and seven hundred cav-

alry, while Saladin was at the head of twenty thousand men of all arms

This imprudence was to lead to terrible catastrophes.

That epitaph has all the precisiou and something of the mystery of the monumental style

;

but when, with a little attention and true Christian philosophy, we see that the author by birth

means death and by death life, the verses are piquant, and describe quite well the career of

Lucius IIL
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174. URBAjN" IIL— a. d. 1185.

fTsVBEBT CRI^^ELLI, a Milanese, and cauon-refmlar,

v\'laom Alexander IIL had named cardinal-priest of

Saint LaTSTence in Damaso, was elected pope at

Verona on tlie 25tli of November, and took the

name of Urban III. He Avas crowned on the 1st

of December ; but he could not go to Rome, as the

troubles in that city were not yet ended. A good

understanding had existed between Lucius III. and

the Emperor Frederic. But the latter did not preserve the same feehng

towards Urban, and he violently seized upon the patrimony left by the

Countess Matilda to Saint Gregory VII. The same emperor converted to

the use of his own treasury the property of deceased bishops, and he

usurped, under pi-etext of reforms, the income of nunneries. For an in-

stant, he moderated his attacks. He hoped to have his son Henry crowned

as emperor, but Urban refused. Under similar circumstances, Alexander

m. had demanded that Frederic should give the authority to his son. Biit

Urban said that it was not a time in which it would be fitting to have two

emperors on the throne at once. The pope, however, gave permission to

Henry H., king of England, to have such one of his sons he as chose crowoied

king of Ireland. The cardinal legate, Octavian Conti, being empowered,

cro'wned Prince John, to whom the pontiff sent a beautiful crown of pea-

cock's feathers, mounted in gold.

The Holy Father having set out for Venice to infuse order into the army

which was going to the aid of the Crusaders, heard, at Ferrara, the ncAvs of

the capture of Jerusalem by Saladin, the Sultan of Egypt, eighty-eight years

after the taking of that city by the Christians. The pope Avas so grieved at

the news, that he fell sick, and died on the 19th of October, 1187. He had

governed the Church one year, ten months, and twenty-five days. He Avas

interred in the cathedral of Ferrara, the inhabitants of that city paj-ing him

magnificent funeral honors during seven days.

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

It is painful to give an account of the niisfortune with Avhich the Chris-

tians were noAV afflicted. On the 19th of September, 1187, Saladin laid siege

to Jerusalem. BaldAvin IV. had died, leaving the throne to Bakhvin V., his

nephew. That youth, sou of Sibylla, sister of Bakhvin IV., by William
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Longsword, died suddenly in 118G, and KSibylla succeeded in giving tlie

throne to her second husband, Guy de Lusignan.*

The incapacity and the indolence of the new king, the quarrels of parties,

and the licentiousness that prevailed in Palestine, of which the Patriarch

Heraclius set the example, prognosticated the approaching ruin of the king-

dom of Jerusalem,t

M. Midland, in the second volume of his History of Crusades, gives a

frightful picture of the morals of that time, and exclaims that, by the per-

mission of Christ, Saladin was to become the rod of God's anger. At that

juncture, another caravan was plundered near Iverek. Saladin demanded

satisfaction for this new outrage. He had defeated Guy de Lusignan in

a pitched battle. The cities of Palestine surrendered to ransom theu'

king ; it was clear that the gi'eat glory of the Western arms had reached its

end. The wreck of Guy's army, the children of the dead warriors, and a

great number of Christian families from the devastated provinces had taken

shelter in Jerusalem. A hundred thousand people were in the holy city

;

but only a small portion of them were warriors capable of defending the

city. The multitude only augmented the difficulty, and rendered resistance

almost impossible, Saladin summoned the inhabitants to give up the city

to him, promising that if they did so they should be aided with money and

with fertile lands in Syria. Those offers being rejected, the Sultan swore

that he would raze the towers and ramparts of Jerusalem, and avenge upon

the Christians the Mussulman blood that had been shed by the soldiers of

Godfrey de Bouillon. The besieged chose for their leader Balean d'Ibelin,

an old warrior. Saladin, after encamping for a few days on the west of the

city, directed his attacks against the north, as all former besiegers of Jeru-

salem had done ;—Joash, king of Israel ; the generals of Nebuchodonosor

;

Alexander the Great ; Ptolemy, son of Lagnis ; Antiochus Epiphanes, Pom-

pey, Crassus, Titus, Chosroes, Omar, and Godfrey de Bouillon.

Twelve days were passed in continual combats. At first the Christians

fought with great courage, and made vigorous resistance ; but soon per-

ceiving that their efforts were useless against the imposing forces of the

enemy, they were seized with despair. The soldiers no longer dared to

remain on the ramparts by night, for the walls threatened to crumble under

the shock of Saladin's machines ; and instead of standing to their arms,

they hastened to the churches to invoke the protection of Heaven. The

Latins, learning that the Greek and Eastern Christians had formed a plot

for putting an end to the war by giving up Jerusalem to the Mussulmans,

* M. Michaud characterizes Guy de Lusignan in these few words :
" He was a knight without

renown and without personal glory."

f Falestine, p. G24 ; Paris, Didot
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hastened to oflfer capitulation to Saladin. Queen Sibylla was incapable of

perceiAang tlie importance of the deposit that was intrusted to her. Cour-

age and faith had gained the Holy Sepidchre for the Christians ; indecision

and irrehgion were to yield it up to our enemies.

Saladin consulted the Mussulman doctors upon the demand for a capitu-

lation. They rephed that the prince might accept it without violation of

the oath he had made. The warriors obtained permission to go to Tyre or

Tripoh."'^ The other inhabitants were to be considered as slaves, but with

permission to jxirchase their hberty. The ransom was fixed at ten pieces

of gold for each man, five for each woman, and two for each child. This

capitulation, to which different authors assign different dates, took place, in

fact, according to all the Ai'abian authors, on the 2d of October, 1187.

A dela}^ of forty days was granted to the Christians to make preparations

for their departure, while the Mussulmans took possession of Jerusalem.

" At length," says Michaud, " the fatal day arrived on which the Chris-

tians were to depax't from Jerusalem. All the gates of the city were closed

except that of Da^id. Saladin, elevated on a throne that gleamed w;tli gold,

saw a despairing population file past him ; the patriarch, followed by the

clergy, first appeared, carrying the sacred vessels, the ornaments of the

Church of the Holy Sepulchre, and treasures of which, says an Arabian

author, God alone knew the value. The queen of Jerusalem came next,

attended by the principal barons and knights. Saladin respected her gi'ief,

and spoke most kindly to her. After the qjieen, came a great number of

women, carrying their children in their arms, and giving utterance to the

most piercing cries. Many of them approached the throne of Saladin :

* Behold at your feet,' said they, ' the wives, the mothers, and the daughters

of your prisoners ; we are quitting forever our country which they gloriously

defended ; they aided us to support hfe, in losing them we have lost our last

hope. If 3'ou deign to restore them to us, they will solace our misery, and

we shall no longer be M'ithout support in the world.' Saladin was touched

by their prayers, and promised to mitigate the miseries of so many unfor-

tunate families. He restored children to their mothers, and to wives their

husbands, who were among the captives. Many Christians had abandoned

their furniture and their most precious effects, to bear away on their shoul-

ders aged and infirm relatives or friends. Saladin was melted by the spec-

tacle, and rewarded with his alms the piety and virtue of Ins enemies.

Taking pity upon all kinds of misfortunes, he permitted the Hospitallers to

remain in the city to take care of the pilgrims and those whom serious

sickness prevented from leaving Jerusalem."

Of a hundred thousand Christians inhabiting the city, only fourteen thou-

* Michaud, oh previously quotod.
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sand remained in slavery, and of those, four or five thousand were young

children. The noble and pious Balean employed the treasures, that had

been intended for the expenses of the siege in delivering a portion of the

inhabitants. Saladin broke the bonds of a great number of paupers and

orphans, and his brother, Malek-Adel, paid the ransom of two thousand

prisoners.

Such was the real end of the kingdom founded by Godfrey, which had

lasted eighty-eight years. Subsequently, the royalty of Jerusalem was

nothing more than an empty title ; for the temporary domination of the

Emperor Frederic II. was a mere chimera, without any serious character.

According to Floury,* Saladin caused all the bells of all the churches to

be broken up. As for the patriarchal church, which had been the great

mosque, built on the site of Solomon's Temple, all the marks of Christianity

being removed from it, it was re-established, as under Omar, for the Ma-
hometan worship.

All the other churches were also changed into mosques, excepting that

of the Holy Sepulchre, which the Syrian Christians ransomed. These Sy-

rians were schismatics. There may, then, be circumstances under which

even a schismatic, though still remaining in his error, may render an impor-

tant service to the Holy See. Some Moslem, seeing the pecuniary sacrifices

m ade by these Syrians to save the Holy Sepulchre, urged Saladin to destroy

the church and all the other holy places, saying, says Fleury, " that to leave

these holy places was to favor the idolatr}^ of the Christians, and the wrong

they do the Messiah by honoring the marks of his Passion. For these Mos-

lem believe that Jesus was not crucified, but Judas in his stead. They

added that by depriving Christians of this object of their devotion, they

would remove all pretext for crusades ; but the ablest Moslem doctors

thought differently. They told Saladin not to be more scrupulous than

the Caliph Omar, who preserved the church ; that if the holy places were

ruined, Jerusalem would lose the source of its wealth by the stopping of

pilgrimages. Finally, that the blow Avould be felt as deeply by the oriental

Christians as by those of the West, and might excite them to revolt and

join the latter through the common interest of religion. Saladin yielded,

and permitted Christians to visit the holy places as before, jorovided they

came unarmed and paid certain duties.

We may here exjjress a regret that must fill the hearts of a Catholic his-

torian and of the readers who follow the course of these annals. What
riches, what treasures of greatness, piety, courage, fortitude, disinterested-

ness, and true Catholicity did not God send to the Holy Land ! Godfrey,

Eustace, Baldwin, his brothers, sons of the pious Duchess Ida, advanced to

* Fleury, iv.. lib. Ixxiv., p. 78.
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free the Holy Sepulclire. Scarce a century expires, and the descendants of

these heroes, and those bound to this noble blood by ties of kindred, are

debased almost to impious beings, trembling before the foeman's sword,

scarcely daring to -vvdeld a weapon, and sunk in all the vile empty feelings

which spring from avarice. The man who bore the title of king of holy

Jerusalem, is content to be indemnified by the vain possession of the island

of Cyprus, travestied into a kingdom.

Sibylla has no longer in her veins the blood of Ida, her glorious ancestor,

though Melisenda, eldest daughter of Baldwin II. All that was noble, be-

neficent, just in Catholicity, in 1098, is sent to Palestine to found a French

State. All that the burning climate could bring forth of vile and effeminate,

failed later to defend the kingdom. Could no elements remain pure to de-

fend the tomb of Chiist ? But God washed a momentary glory for his ser-

vants, and then their chastisement. He even orders, and it is the hardest

punishment of our vices, that heroism should pass from the Christian to the

Moslem camp. The victorious Saladin humbles the vanquished by a clem-

ency which his law forbids. All is not then corrupted hi that cHmate, whose

influence we have endeavored to urge in excuse of our brethren. God
raises up amidst the intoxicating delights of that climate a lofty, generous,

and magnanimous character ; and that character (how deplorable is the

abandonment in which God for a moment left us !) that character is not

that of a Christian. Let us ever be submissive to the decrees of Providence,

whether for our reward or for our punishment

!
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175. GREGORY VIIL— a. d. 1187.

EEGORY VIII. was originally named Albert de

Morra ; other authors give him the name of Spi-

naccio. He was born at Benevento, and embraced

the rule of the Cistercians. Before the year 1155,

Adrian IV. named him cardinal-deacon of Saint

Adrian, and in 1158, cardinal-priest of Saint Law-

rence in Lucina. He was the last cardinal who bore

the title of cliancellor, for when Gregory VIII. was

pope, that charge was given to Moses, canon of Lateran, with the specifi-

cation that he should only take the title of vice-chancellor. Subsequently,

when cardinals Avere promoted to that office, they received the title only of

vice-chancellor, and such is the custom at this day.

In the year 1187, cardinal Albert de Morra was elected pope, on the 21st

of October, and consecrated on the 2oth. In the first moments after the

death of Urban III., the sacred college had saluted as pontiff cardinal

Henry, monk of Clairvaux, but he persistently refused that honor, and did

aU in his power to insure the election of Albert de Morra, who took the

name of Gregory VIII. One of the first cares of the new pope was to

seek means for the reconquest of Jerusalem. He ordered a general fast

throughout Christendom, as a mark of grief. The edict ordered abstinence

from meat, not only on -Fridays, but also on Wednesdays and Saturdays.

His Holiness, the cardinals, and the whole court, included Mondays with

the above named tlu-ee days, as strict fasts. Gregory VIII., learning that

there were some disputes between the republics of Pisa and Genoa, went

to the former city to encourage its government to commence arming against

the Saracens. The same request was addressed to the authorities of Genoa.

At the same time a letter from the pope, pubHshed at Ferrara, called upon

the Christians to unite in sending aid to Saint Jean d'Acre. Fleury (iv.,

lib. Ixxiv., 780), says :
" Inasmuch as commissions legally expire at the death

of those granting them. Pope Gregory, fearing that those who at great cost

liad obtained letters from Pope Urban, to have their business decided on

tlie spot, should be obhged to obtain new ones, he addressed, two days

after his coronation, a circular to all the bishops of the Church to give

effect to aU commissions of his predecessor to that effect, dated three

months before his decease."

Gregory being attacked by fever at Pisa, died there on the 17th of De-
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cc^ber, 1187, and was interred in tlie cathedral {the Buomo).^ TLis pope

was learned, and very zealous in affairs of religion. He governed the

Charch one month and twenty-eight days. The Holy See was vacant only

one day.

176. CLEMEXT TIL— a. d. 1187.

LEMENT IIL, Paulinus Scolari, a Eoman, and

canon of Saint Mary Major, was made cardinal-

priest of Palestrina by Alexander III, On the

19th of December, 1187, he was elected pontiff at

Pisa, and he was crowned on the 20th. For fifty

years dissensions had existed between the popes

and the Roman people. The Eomans had almost

deprived the popes of authority in Home, and

transferred it to the senators and to a patrician. The pontiffs, from Inno-

cent II., had fi-equently been obliged to leave Home. Innocent 11. and

Celestine II. died of grief, caused by this discord. Lucius 11. was

sacrilegiously wounded ; Eugene IIL, Alexander IIL, and Lucius IIL, in

whose time perversity was most "vdolent, were driven fi'om Rome ; and

Urban III. and Gregorj'" VIII. had been summoned to leave that city. The

Roman people was not so inimical to its feUow-citizen, Clement IIL

It was agi'eed that senators should be elected as usual, but that a prefect

sliotdd be elected instead of a patrician.

By the articles of treaty : 1. The city of Rome should be under the

power of the sovereign pontiff; 2. The title and dignity of patrician were

to be abolished, and a prefect elected ; 3. The senators to be elected an-

nually, under the authority of the pontiff, to whom they will swear peace

and fidehty, and, when necessary, wiU defend the Roman Church ; 4. The

Roman people will restore the Vatican Basilica, and the fiefs of Saint Peter,

occupied in time of war ; 5. The public tributes to be at the disposal of the

pope, who will gi-ant two-thirds of them for the needs of the people ; 6. The

senate and the Roman people to defend the majesty, honor, and power of

the Roman Church and the sovereign pontiff; 7. The pope, at the accus-

* This marble tomb was destroyed in a fire which ravaged that catliedral in 1600. By the

care of Cumille Campilio, sacristan, in lGo8, tlic tomb was rejjlaccd by a representation of it

painted on canvass ; and subsequently a sumptuous monument was erected.

—

Papchroke, Pro-

pylenm, part ii., p. 30.)
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tomed time, to give to the senators, judges, advocates, and ministers of tlie

senators the presents called presbyteries ; 8. The pope annually to con-

tribute a certain sum towards the re-establishment of the Avails of the city

;

9. Finally, the pope permits the destruction of the city of Tusculum, and

will lend assistance to th& Eoman people to accompHsh that enterprise

;

10. Then the soil and the population of the above-mentioned Tusculum

shall remain under the power of the Koman Church.

The people, having thus submitted to the authority of the pope, Clement,

on the 13th of March, 1188, made his entrance into Rome, surrounded by

his cardinals, and was received with great demonstrations of joy. He im-

mediately rebuilt the cloister of Saint LawTcnce without the walls, and re-

paired the Laterau Palace, which he adorned with pictures. Here, we may
remark, was a commencement of the revival of the arts, which took place

in 1188, towards the close of the tv/elfth century.

Clement III. was the first pope who added the year of his pontificate to

dates.'^'

Among the cardinals created by Clement we must name the blessed Guy
de Pare, a Frenchman, bishop of Palestrma, and legate in France and in

Germany. At Cologne, Guy introduced the custom of wartiing the faithful*

by the ringing of a bell, of the moment of the elevation of the Host and

tlie chahce in the Mass, and also to make known the passing of the holy

viaticum to the sick.

Clement III. governed three years, three months, and three days. He
died on the 29th of March, 1191, and was interred at Saint John Lateran,

in front of the old choir of the canons.

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

Under this reign Philip Augustus, king of France, and PJchard I., king

of England, set out for Syria. Philip arrived first near Saint Jean d'Acre,

and his presence increased the courage of the Christians, who vigorously

besieged that city. Eichard reached the camp later, having been driven

by a storm to the isle of Cyprus. The Emperor Frederic, who also was a

crusader, got as far as the frontiers of Armenia, but while bathing in a

httle river, called the Iron River, he was drowned. Henry, eldest son of

Frederic, who had remained in Germany, was jDroclaimed king of that

country, under the title of Henry VI. Pliilip, Richard, and Frederic had

shown deference to Clement III., and obeyed him ; and Henry appeared

inclined to follow that good example.f

* FeUer II., 280.

f We have mentioned the presents distributed to the people, and called presbyteries. See

eur rciDiarks under Valentine and Innocent II.
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177. CELESTINE III.— a. d. 1191.

ELESTINE III., Hyacinth, of the niustrious Orsini

family, vas made cardinal-deacon of Saint Mary
in Cosmedin, by Honoriiis II. He was elected pope

on the 30th of March, 1191, ordained priest on the

13th of April, and consecrated pope on the 14th of

the same month. He was eighty-five years old,

but vigorous and full of health.

On the 15th of April he crowned as emperor

Henry Yl., son of the Emperor Frederic Barbarossa.

"When the EngHsh, under their king, Kichard, and the French, under

their king, Phihp Augustus, united their forces before Saint Jean dAcre

(the ancient Ptolemais), they took that city. The besieged obtained a

capitulation by promising, in the name of Saladin, the sum of two hundred

thousand pieces of gold, the delivery of the. true cross, discovered by Saint

Helena, and lost in the battle of Tiberias, where Saladin was victor, and

also the liberation of a certain number of Christian prisoners. Philip

Augustus then returned to Europe, and Eichard remained alone to see to

carry out the capitulation. Saladin delayed complying with the conditions,

which he had not signed, and Eichard, after waiting more than a month,

gave way to an impulse of pride and cruel vexation, and 'put to death a

great number of the Mussulman prisoners.* Saladin, roused to indigna-

tion, moved on Arsouf to attack Eichard, but victory declared for the king

of England. Hugo III., duke of Burgundy, commanded the French in

the name of Philip Augustus, and honorably seconded the. valor of the

English monarch.

After fortifying Joppa (the modern Jaffa), the two armies resumed their

march to reconquer Jerusalem. Had the allies been cordially united,

Eichard could have seized the city, but discord between the French and

EngHsh prevented him from acting with celerity and energy, and it is said

that intelligence of some political trouble in England caused that prince to

desire to bring the war to an end by negotiation. He conceived the singu-

lar idea of a marriage between Malek Add, brother-of the Sultan, and the

widow of William of Sicily. He proposed that they should govern the

kingdom of Jerusalem, reigning together, a Mussulman king and a Chris-

tian queen, over a mixed population of Mussulmans and Cluistians. Sala-

• Palestine, p. 630 ; 1844.
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dill seemed disposed to agree to the proposal. Richard forgot that his

massacre of the prisoners had enraged the whole country, and that it was

impossible that the Gospel and the Koran, Truth and Falsehood^ could sit

together upon the same throne. The proposal was rejected by both Chris-

tian bishops and Mussulman doctors.

In June, the Christian army marched upon the holy city. The recom-

mendations of Pope Celestine III. were constantly arriving to inflame the

zeal of Richard ; but the nearer the army approached the city, the greater

were the irresolution and depression of Richard. He said that his army

was not sufiiciently strong to keep up regTilar communications with the

coast, that the expedition against Jerusalem presented gi'eat perils, and

that he could not risk his honor and that of Clnistendom. The question

was submitted to a countjil, consisting of twenty members, chosen fi-om

among the Knights Templars, the Knights of Samt John, the barons of

France, and the barons of Palestine. Wliile the council dehberated, Rich-

ard passed his time in plundering a rich caravan that was on its way from

Egypt to Jerusalem. After several days' deliberation, the knights

and barons decided that the army should leave the Judean moun-

tains and return to the seacoast. The conduct of Richard, that great

captain, who had not the excuse of being enervated by the perfumes of the

East, will always remain a problem in history ; for all the reasons alleged

in justification of the retreat must have been known to Richard when he

gave the order to march upon Jerusalem.* The chances in war are always

favorable to him who has gained the last victory. His soldiers march with

heads erect, and confidence emboldens more than the hope of vengeance,

which is usually weakened by the memory of a recent check.

" If it is easy," says Michaud, " to describe the passions when they burst

forth in the camp, it is not so when they are confined to the councils of

princes, and are mingled with a thousand interests. There they easily es-

cape the glance of history, and almost always hide from posterity the most

shameful secrets."t

The negotiations which had been commenced with Saladin, were pro-

longed by him, as he sought time to recall his emirs. Having collected

sufficient forces, he surprised and took Joppa, where the Mussulmans com-

menced the most horrible cruelties,—fatal reprisals for the slaughter com-

mitted by Richard at Saint Jean d'Acre. Saladin was on the point of

occupying the citadel, when Richard, weak enough to be an imprudent ne-

gotiator, but too gi-eat a warrior to endure an enemy in his front, appeared

* According to Aboul Faradj, an Arabian writer {Ohron. Syr., p. 431), Saladin had destroyed

the aqueducts and obstructed the springs which should have furnished the besiegers with
water.

t Vol. ii., p. 501.
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before the port, and lia-sing disembarked, repulsed the Mussulmans and

attacked the place. This victory, however, wrought no change in the situ-

ation of the Christians in Palestine. Richard was in haste to return to

Europe, and Saladin perceiving that the Mussulmans were no less weary of

the war, consented to a truce for three years and eight months. It was

agreed that the Christians should keep all the coast from Joppa to Tyre
;

that the citadel of Ascalou, which was occupied by the Musstdmans, should

be demolished ; and that Jerusalem should be open to Christian pilgrims.

Eichard gave the imaginary royalty of Jerusalem to Henry, count of Cham-

pagne, third husband of Isabella, daughter of Amaury and sister of Si-

bylla, and recompensed Guy of Lusignan by securing for liim the isle of

C}*prus.

Towards the end of the year 1192, Richard set out for Europe. Thus

ended the third crusade, which resulted merely in the conquest of Saint

Jean d'Acre and the demoKtion of the fortifications of Ascalon.

The first crusade gave Jerusalem to Godfrey de Bouillon in 1099 ; the

second crusade (preached by Saint Bernard), to confirm the possession of

Palestine and increase the Christian influence in the East, was undertaken

on the 31st of March, 1146. Louis VII., king of France, and the Emperor

Conrad III., first betrayed by the Emperor Manuel Comnenus, and then

ill-received at Jerusalem itself, retired from that city in confusion. How
the third crusade ended, we have just seen.

The departure of Richard fiUed the Christian inhabitants of the Holy

Land with despair. Great dangers and a long imprisonment in a German

dungeon awaited the hero of the last crusade, that hero whose renown

filled the world, and whose name was for a long time the terror of the East.

Previous to following Richard in his misfortunes, which, perhaps, he

would have avoided had he more nobly defended the standard of the cross,

and drawn from the Holy Sepulchre insj)iration for nobler enterprises for

the glory of religion, which Celestine III. incessantly represented as not suf-

ficiently regarded by the Enghsh monarch, we must give some account of an

incident which created great admiration in both East and West, and which

shows that a little more constancy would doubtless have been rewarded with

the most glorious success. Saladin, the rival of Richard in military glory,

but perhaps distinguished by more real qualities, died at Damascus, on the

3d of March, 1193, scarcely fifty-six years of age. He had reigned about

twenty-four years in Egypt and nineteen in Syi'ia.* The profoimd gi'ief of

his people was the funeral eulogy most worthy of that prince. It is related

* Saladin had acquired an immense renown in France and in England. The Saladin, tithe

was the name of the impost to provide for the expenaea of the third crusadp See Fleury, iv.,

bb. Ixxiv., p. 781.

Vol. I.—24
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that before his death he caused alms to be distributed equally among

Christians and Mussulmans. He then ordered that his winding-sheet

should be carried into the public places, and that a herald should proclaim

aloud :
" Behold all that Saladin, the conqueror of the East, can bear with

him of all his conquests."* Platina says on this subject :
" Spectacle worthy

of a great prince, who lacked only Christianity to constitute him a perfect

character."t

Before we speak of the fourth crusade, advised by Celestine III., let us

give some attention to what befell Richard on his way back to his kingdom.

He returned from the Holy Land with a small body of adherents. While

traversing Austria, Leopold, duke of that country, arrested and delivered

him into the hands of the Emperor Henry VI. That prince, not having

been in Palestine, could have no complaint to make of the haughtiness of

Bichard, whose indomitable pride was deplored by the whole army.:]: Philip

Augustus may have foreseen that the ' English king intended to wrest the

throne of Jerusalem from a French family. Henry VI. could not openl}'

make that complaint, and lie pretended that he kept the English king a

prisoner until he should pay a considerable sum, which he did not owe,

and which no reasonable person could demand. Celestine III. thought it

his duty to remonstrate with Henry, and on his refusal to do justice, excom-

municated him.

The place Avhere Bichard was confined is still to be seen in Austria ; it

belongs at present to the Lichtenstein family, and is called Darnstein.§

* Michaud, History of the Crusades, tome 2, end of book 8.

f Dante, inspired by the traditions of the time, has placed Saladin in the privileged abode of

those who have merited it by an illustrious life ; that abode, however, making part of the first

circle of Hell, where they are separated from the other souls. The poet, after seeing Homer,

Horace, Ovid, and Lucan, and then Hector, Lucretia, and Ca?sar, adds :
" Further on was Sala

din, by himself."

—

Uell, Canto 6.

X We have a beautiful passage upon the pride of princes, in the Duties of the Great, by Mon
seigneur the prince of Conti, brother of the grt^iat Conde. Paris, 1GG7 ; 13mo, p. 99.

" It is that pride which arrogates the dependence of every thing upon the proud man's self,

and would, were it possible, take from God his sovereign power over all beings ; which demands
the sacrifice of all creatures, and which is so fine, so delicate, so imperceptible in a great man, that

it is the soul of all his actions, though he knows it not. He connects every thing with himself,

and believes that all creatures are put to their most legitimate use, when they are destroyed to

his honor and glory ; establishing, so to speak, a worship of which he deems himself worthy,

and demanding, from those who submit, a respect amoimting to religion. It was that i)ride

which ruined liuman nature in our first parents, as it had ruined the first of the angels, that

desire of entire independence ; and it is the same which still exerts upon the minds of the groat

a tyrannical empire, and daily uses their own great qualities to effect their ruin."

§ I visited it in 1818, with a letter from the Princess Jane Lichtenstein, who ordered

the concierge to show us the new building, and the actual dungeon in which, according to

tradition, Richard was confined. We were shown a wooden cage, some three or four yards

high, and the same wide ; the bars were far enough apart to allow an arm to ])ass between. It

did not seem possible that that cage had actually been the prison of King Richard. His person

could be secured mthout the employment of so iniquitous and also useless a means. A well-
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Henry soon after died at Messina, and the pope ordered Christian burial

to be withheld, unless with the consent of the king of England, whose liberty

the pope had procured ; and also unless payment was made to Eichard of the

money extorted by the imperial agents. But, in his will, Henry, filled with

repentance, had ordei-ed his son Frederic not only to repay the sum improp-

erly taken from Richard, but also to restore to the Holy See all the rights

that the kings of Sicily had usurped fi-om the popes ; and he added that, in

the event of his dying without heirs, the throne of Sicily was to revert to

the Holy See.

Pope Celestine, desiiing firmly to establish internal peace, gave up the city

of Tusculum to the Romans, as we mentioned above. Unfortunately, the

Romans, animated by an old animosity, that knew neither bounds nor mercy,

drove away the whole population of that city, as though they had the right

to curse it. Those unfortunate people, deprived of their goods, descended

into the plains and built huts of frasche (branches of trees, with the leaves

on). Such was the origin of the celebrated suburb of Frascati, which at

present contains so many magnificent and royal villas.

That same year, Celestine canonized Saint Peter, bishop of Tarentaise,

formerly a monk of the Cistercian order, who was born in the diocese of

Vienne, in Dauphiny, in 1102, and died in 1175.

Celestine had confirmed, in 1192, the Teutonic military order, so called

because it had been instituted at Saint Jean d'Acre, by a society of German

ofiicers from Bremen and Lubeck, for the purpose of aiding and relieving

the sick and wounded of the army under the command of Frederic, duke of

Suabia. Those knights having been called upon by Duke Conrad to aid

him against the idolaters in Prussia, he bestowed upon them all the coun-

try they conquered from the idolatrous enemy. In the course of time, tliey

thus became possessed of the whole of Prussia, whither the Grand Master,

after the taking of Saint Jean d'Acre by the Saracens, traus};orted the chief

residence of the order, which he estabhshed at Marienburg. Soon after,

the neighboring pi-inces deprived the knights of their lands and castles.

The marquis of Brandenburg took the rest, when, being grand master, he

embraced, as did a few of the knights, the Lutheran religion. Those who

courageously persisted in the Catholic faith, transferred the chief house of

the order to Marienthal, in Franconia. These knights, in the exercise of

their functions, wore a white cloak with a black cross.

The fourth crusade, ordered by Celestine, attracted to Palestine a gi'eat

fa.stened and Wfll-guarded room would have prevented the escape of that prince. Howm-er,

the situation of that castle-crowned rock, near the Danube, and surrounded by woods, was well

chosen to fill the mind of the prince with thoughts of anguish and despair. How ditferent his

position then, from that height of his glory when he so brilliantly triumphed over the valiant

Saladin 1
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number of Germans, but not living on good terms with the Templars and

the other Christians forming the garrison of Saint Jean d'Acre, they retired

to Jaffa, whence, becoming discontented with their chiefs, they returned to

Europe. " Thus," says Fleury, " another great crusade was fruitless."

After the canonization of Saint Ubaldo, canon-regular of Saint John

Lateran, the pope pronounced that of Saint John Gualbert, a Florentine,

who died on the 18th of July, 1075, aged eighty-eight years ; he was the

founder of the congregation of the monks of Vallumbrosa, under the rule

of Saint Benedict.

Celestine issued an important decree on ecclesiastical discipline. He
ordered that children presented to a monastery by their parents should, if

they chose, be allowed to leave on reaching adult age ; which regulation was

confirmed by the Council of Trent. Custom previously required that the

parents could not revoke the promise given by them, and that the children

thus given up could not leave the monastery.

There are seventeen letters extant, written by this poj)e. He died on the

8th of January, 1198, and was interred at Saint John Lateran, near Saint

Mary del Eiposo.

This pope governed six years, nine months, and nine days. At the point

of death, he desired to abdicate, and he conjured the cardinals to place in

the pontifical Chair of Saint Peter, John of Saint Paul, of the Colonna

family ; but they would not consent, saying that it was an unheard of thing

for a pope to depose himself. This fact is related by Koger, a contemporary

of Celestine III., quoted by Baronius.*

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

* The noble ecclesiastical work of tlie immortal cardinal, at first a member of the Congrega-

tion of tlie Oratory of Saint Philip Neri, finishes with the year 1198. Volumes wotdd be re-

quired to contain all the praises deserved by that work.
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178. I]SrN"OCEXT III.— A. D. 1198.

NNOCENT III., born in the city of Anagni, son of

Frasimond, count of Segni, uncle of Poj^e Greg-

ory IX., and related to Alexander IV., belonged to

tlie Conti family, and was named John Lothaire.

He was a canon of Saint Peter's, and was named
cardinal-deacon of Saints Sergius and Bacchus,

by Clement III. He was unanimously elected,

notwithstanding a discourse in which he endeav-

ored to dissuade the electors from their purpose of imposing upon him so

ten-ible a burden. His words had well-nigh persuaded them to give the

tiara to the Cardinal John of Salerno. That prince of the Church had

ah-eadv obtained ten votes, but he made the utmost efforts to transfer them

to Cardinal Conti, who, nevertheless, was only thirty-eight j^ears old.*

On the 8th of January, 1198, the day on which Celestine III. was buried,

Innocent III. was elected. He was ordained priest on the 21st of Febru-

ary, and consecrated on the 22d, at Saint Peter's ;t whence, after his coro-

nation, he went to take the possesso at Saint John Lateran.

In his Constitution Ineffahilis, or what would now be called the Accession-

EncyclicaJ, Innocent III. made known to Christendom that he had been

legitimately elected ; spoke of his slight qualification for the tiara, and en-

treated the faithful to aid him "«dth their prayers.

Previous to his consecration, the pope granted to the archbishop of Milan

to promote in sacred orders those who should already have received an order

from the pope. This shows that, subsequent to this date, one who had been

ordained by a pope could only be promoted to a higher order by permission

of the Holy See. There was an example of that in 1802, under Pius VII.

That pope promoted to the priesthood an ecclesiastic who had received the

other orders from Clement XIII. ; and this was done onl}^ to maintain that

ancient prerogative of the sovereign pontiff.

* We find much important information on the History of Innocent III. and his Cer^tury, by
F. Hurter, President of the Consistory of Schaffhauscn, translated by the Abbts Jager and Vial,

2 vols., 8vo, 1840. There was a previou-s translation by M. de Saint Cheron, 3 vols., 8vo, with

which Hurter express -d hira.self equally satisfied.

f An extraordinary error has slipped into page 105, vol. i , of Jager's translation of the work
of Hurter. Mention _is made of a pfdl'idium fastened on the back, the breast, and the side

of the papal attire, with spangles of gold. For palladium read pallium. 1 have; collated the

original, to ascertain what was the expression used by Hurter; he speaks only oi pallium
See vol. i., Hamburgh edition, 1841.
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The first acts of the new pope were attentively watched in Europe. " He
brought to the administration," says Sismondi, " a profound knowledge of

the interests of his country and of the Holy See, and the courage and am-

bition of a still youthful patrician, and, finally, a reputation for sanctity and

learning, due to a well ordered hfe and esteemed writings. He had writ-

ten a treatise De Contemptu mundi,seu de 3Iiseria homods—Conlcnvpt of the

World, or, On the Misery of Man—as well as some dissertations on points of

discipline."

We shall see the hopes excited by the election of so great a personage,

confirmed by his lofty views and by \dgor and firmness of soul which, per-

haps, when too violently attacked in troublous times, were goaded beyond

strict hmit, yet, in the end, always regained their normal state, with all the

dignity of a great character.*

In the revolutions of Germany and Southern Italj't—in France, disturbed

by the illegitimate marriage of its sovereign—in the whole extent of the

Catholic world, where the zeal for the crusaders had produced a new fer-

mentation—this pope found ample opportunities to manifest all the qualities

and all the talents that Providence had lavished upon him.t

In Germany, Frederic II., of the house Suabia, the successor of Henry

VI., was a child only two years of age, and his mother, Constance, recog-

nized Innocent III. as the guardian of that child, and the administrator of

liis kingdom.

Already, mere infant as he was, Frederic was proclaimed king of the Ro-

mans before the death of his father ; but the imperial crown was claimed

by Phnip, duke of Suabia, the child's own uncle, who was the eldest of the

brothers of Henry VI., and by Otho, then duke of Aquitaine, son of Henry

the Lion, who had been duke of Bavaria and of Saxony.

The most powerful princes in Europe took part in the dispute. PliHip

Augustus, in France, declared for Duke Phihp ; and Pichard Conur de Lion,

in England, declared for Otho. The former competitor represented the "Wei-

bling (Ghibeline) house ; the latter represented the WeK (Guelf) house.§

* Novaes, iii., p. 143. t Italy, p. 89.

\ I will cite a passage from Mr. Jager's Introduction :
" The history of the popes in the Middle

Ages has been long disfigured by heaping error on error ; but truth at least pierces the veil that

hides it, and shines forth with its inherent lustre. Gregory VII., Innocent III., find defenders,

and what is most surprising, among the disciples of Luther and Calvin, in countries which had
hurled the most horrible anathemas upon them. This reparation was duo to the Holy See ; it

is a kind of separation which will be followed, we hope, by repentance ; for as soon as the

learned writers of Germany examine the doctrines of Catholicity with the care they bestow on
t!u; history of the popes, they will renounce prejudice and follow the example of a Schlegel, a

Stolberg, a Haller." Mr. Jager was not deceived. Hurter returned to the bosom of the Church.

§ There were in Germany two powerful houses, one designated as the Salique or Weiblingcn,

from Wcibling, a castle in the diocese of Augsburg, amid the Ilertfeld mountains, from wjiich

this house probably came. The partisans of this house, which gave several emperors, were
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Italy, tlius divided, prepared to concur in those fatal contests, and to expend

lier blood and treasure in the quarrels of Germany.

Tet Innocent III. Avas also to raise his voice in this terrible strife, and

that without losing sight of his position at Rome. Under Celestine III.,

the authority of the senate had been recognized by the popes, and the con-

stitution of a body thus named, was regulated by the charter already men-

tioned. But this senate had not yet taken its proper form. It consisted of

only one se-nator, a foreig-ner and a soldier, who was supposed to have no

duty but that of endeavoring to repress the ambition of the nobles of the

land, but who frequently went much further than they.

Innocent, a skilful statesman, was not long in perceiving that the Romans
had become jealous of a foreigner's exercising a kind of legislative, and, as

it were, sovereign authority. Then he remarked that, according to an old

custom, the people had demanded a distribution of money on the accession

of the pope. The confirmation of this privilege was indirectly granted by

the treaty mentioned in the life of Clement III.

One of the ministers of the pope endeavored to avail himseK for the papal

interest of those 'two important circumstances. The people that elects to

an office, often assume the right to harass, punish, and depose ; but it has

greater respect for an authority in whose election it has had no share, and

shows its respect by accepting liberality.

Innocent III., in a single day, cast the money to the populace, dismissed

the senator elected by the people, and appointed a new one from among

the partisans of the pontificate. He compelled the prefect of the city, who

was also an officer of the emperor, that is to say of a prince then non-

existent, to pay him liege homage (he who paid liege homage was bound to

the lord by a closer tie than that of simple vassal), and to receive from the

pope's hand a new appointment. Finally, he expelled from the cities and

the patrimony of Saint Peter the judges and the podestds (a kind of in-

ferior governors) who had been named by the people. He then, also,

strengthened his power in the cities and towns of Ancona, Fermo, Osimo,

Camerino, Sinigaglia, Pesaro, Rieto, Spoleto, Assisi, FuHgno, Todi, and

Citta di Castello. So much for temporal affairs ; but the spiritual affairs

were of far higher importance.

called Weibli/iff. The other liouse, originally from Alsdorf, at this time possessed Bavaria, and
had several successive princes of the name of Welf. Tlie Weiblirig had frequently been in oppo-

sition to the popes, while the We'f had repeatedly taken u)) their defence.

Unhapijy Italy ! As though insulBciently tormented by her own passions, she must also

espouse those of tlie neighboring country ! It was necessary to distinguish friends from foes

;

the German names could not be easily pronounced by the Italians, so each party changed them
to such as suited the national pronunciation. The partisans of tlie popes, in Italy, called their

friends the Wclfa by the name of Gutlji, or Guclfn, while the opposite jiarty, Weiblings, were

called Ghibelins, Ghibelliai.
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The king of France, Philip Augustus, was called upon to discard Agnes

de Meranie, daughter of the duke of Aquitaine, married after he repudiated

his lawful wife, Ingelburga, daughter of the king of Denmark, whom he

did not recall until 1212, subsequent to the interdict laid on his kingdom

bj Innocent. He annulled the incestuous marriage contracted by the king

of Leon, Alphonso, with his niece, the daughter of the king of Castile. He
exliorted Sancho, king of Portugal, to pay the tribute agreed to by his

father, who, before Pope Lucius II., had declared Portugal a feudatory of

Home, and had sohcited from Alexander III. the title of king. These first

labors of Innocent III., these rights which he preserved, or, at need, es-

tablished, are well weighed by the penetrating Hurter, who in the follow-

ing passage* expresses his convictions with equal honesty and eloquence :

" If we consider how greatly the papacy surpasses in duration the other

European institutions ; how it has seen them rise and disappear ; how
amidst that ebb and tide of human vicissitudes she alone has always pre-

served and defended, without change, the spirit that gave her life ; how
can we wonder that so many look up to her as to the rock that is ever

beaten by the foaming waves of time, yet even unshaken by them ?" In

confirmation of his remark, Hurter adds the following note :
" History

alone dictates this judgment— not dogmatic polemics, which have no

place in this work." Such reflections explain the policy which the sover-

eign of Portugal must necessarily embrace, and the confidence which both

he and his people felt in the power of the pope. Innocent can act, he

knows the ground on which Saint Peter stands. By means of the Cardinal

Octavian Conti, his legate in Sicily, Innocent invested the Empress Con-

stance, widow of Henry YL, and her son, Frederic, ^vith the kingdom of

Sicily, the duchy of Apulia, the principalities of Capua, Naples, Salerno,

and Amalfi, and the province of Marsi, as fiefs of the Holy See,—the empress

and her son, on their part, to pay the Boman Church a stipulated tribiite,

and render liege homage when circumstances permitted. Thus the territory

of the two Sicihes passed from the Normans to the house of Suabia. The

Holy Father approved the institution of the Monks of the Most Holy

Trinity, for the redemption of slaves, founded near Meaux, by Saint

John of Matha, and Saint Fehx of Valois, French nobles. , This pontiff also

sent a legate to Armenia, to crown King Leo, who, together with his people,

had returned to obedience to the Holy See, from which a scliism had sepa-

rated them.

Innocent also turned his eyes to England, to relieve the people. King

Richard still reigned there. Hurter, in wise words, confirms the judg-

ment that we have already passed upon that king :

* Vol. i., p. 95, Jager's French translation.
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" Eichard of Eugland (vol. i., p. 125), to the virtues of an intrepid hero

joined all the faults of a bnite strength, unameliorated by the moral infln-

ences of religion, and to which poetry, though he was its friend and patron,

had given none of that seductive prestige that it had communicated to most

of the Eastern princes. His continual quarrels with the kings of France

kept liim less in his insular kingdom than in his provinces on the continent.

His wars, his ransom fi-om captivity, and the taxes required immense sums,

so that, levied upon his subjects, they became insupportable, less by their

actual amount than by the severity with which they were exacted. On his

return fi'om Austria he saw all those fair liojjes disappear which had flat-

tered him at the commencement of his reign. He received with fierce

glances those who appHed to him in personal matters. He spared neither

the clergy, who in aid of the royal ransom had sacrificed the gold and silver

vessels of the churches, nor the nobihty and citizens, whose zeal had vied

with that of the clergy, and he became a stranger to all justice whenever

his treasury was empty. Accordingly, his extortions, his domineering

spirit, his pride, and his frequent bursts of anger that amounted to brutal-

ity, extinguished that admiration and love which his courage had kindled

in all hearts, and which he might have retained, and even increased, by

\viser conduct and sentiments more in accordance with justice."

CathoHc Europe beheld with pain the prince who was surnamed the Lion-

Heartecl, jdelding to passions so shameful. Providence denied him a long

life ; he died at forty-two years of age, after having distinguished his last

moments by one of those generous actions which had been so familiar to

him at the commencement of his reign, in 1190.

In turning his looks back upon Eome, Innocent saw no reason to con-

gratulate liimself upon an even endurable situation.

Hurter defines this situation with his customary talent, in a style that

has some of the coloring of Gibbon :*'"

" The Eomans had inherited all the vices of their ancestors, and added

to them all the vices of the new tribes, whose influence had revolutionized

Italy. Of the glorious past nothing remained but the memory of a lost

greatness ; the soHd base on which that gi^eatness rested, and the moral

means by which it had been developed, had vanished entirely from their

memory. Like all people who fall from the height of glory, the Romans
fancied themselves still at the highest period of their greatness as soon as

they uttered the names of their ancient heroes, or pretended to renew

social forms and political institutions of which not a vestige remained, or

decked their brows with laurels that centuries had blasted. So, when, in

the time of Pope Lucius II., they obtained the restoration of the senate,

* Vol. i., p. 142, of the translation by M. Jager.
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and Roman knights, and the reopening of the capitol, they fancied that

they were again in ancient Borne ! Surrounded by these phantoms, the

Romans so persuaded themselves that they had reconquered their ancient

splendor, that they wished to make of that epoch a new era. And when,

to complete that illusion, Arnold of Brescia presented himself before that

})opulace with his doctrines of popular hberty and popular enfi-anchisement

fi-om the ' yoke' of the Church and of aU belief ; when that man, treading

in the steps of the demagogues of all times and of all countries, flattered

the opinions of the multitude, the Bomans exerted themselves to limit the

rights of the pojjes, oppressed by the emjDerors, though powerless to defend

against the emperor those conquests which Bome had made only by the

influence of the pontifical power."

Amidst these strifes, Innocent established a firm authority, which re-

strained all political parties ; and with the same effort he brought back

men's minds to that veneration which, after all, every Boman loves to testify

for every thing which concerns the glory of the faith.

In 1199, this pope canonized Saint Homobono, of Cremona, who died on

the 13th of November, 1197 ; he erected into a metropohtan See the church

of Compostella, in Spain, b}' the Constitution In Eminenti of the 14th of

July ; or rather, as some authors think, he confrmed the erection of that

moti^opolitan See, which had been ordained by Calixtus II., in 1120. It is

known that this last-named pope instituted seven canons there, who were

called cardinals because they wore red vestments. Only these canons were

allowed to celebrate the Holy Sacrifice upon the altar of the apostle Saint

James. Innocent, in the year 1200, confirmed the order of the Humiliati,

founded at Milan by Saint John de Meda, in 1199. The long course of

3'ears and the accumulation of wealth produced fatal abuses among these

religious, which Pius V. wishing to remedy, ordered their reformation

by Saint Charles Borromeo, the protector of the order. Deplorable scenes

ensued, and Saint Pius Y. was obliged to suppress that order, in the year

1571. In 1200, Pope Innocent III. canonized the Empress Saint Cune-

gunda, who, with the consent of her husband, the Emperor Henry II., had

lived in a holy and perpetual virginity.

The king of Portugal having solicited the confirmation of the military

order of Saint Benedict of Avis,* instituted against the Saracens, under the

rule of the Cistercians, by Alphonso I., the pope granted that favor. The

knights wore a golden cross ornamented with hHes, among which are two

])irds, in allusion to the Latin word Avis. Julius III., in his eighteenth

constitution, named the kings of Portugal perpetual grand masters of that

order.

* Avis is the name of the city in whicli the order had its principal convent.
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Tlie kings of Europe incessantly paid the tribute of their veneration to

Innocent. He created the chief of tlie Bulgarians Icing, and sent him the

royal sceptre and crown. He also named Icing, Primislas, prince of Bohe-

mia, who had borne the title without its having been bestowed upon him

by the Holj- See. Peter of Ai'agou, recognized in Aragon as king, went

to Bome expressly to be crowned in the Vatican Basilica, by the pope in

person.

In the same year, 1204, the pontiff canonized Saint Procopius, a Bohe-

mian, Benedictine abbot of Saint John Raphilus, at Prague, who died about

the year 1053. The Holy Father also bestowed anxious cares upon the

affairs of the Holy Land. He wrote to Cardinal Joffred, who had refused

the patriarchal dignity of Jerusalem :

" We propose to you the example of tlie Son of God made man, who chose

Jerusaiem as his abode, where he, the master, sacrificed his life for the

slave, effaced sins, endured all torments, and devoted himself to all oppro-

brium ; it is you wdiom he has chosen to be, in some sort, his successor.

You will not refuse a bui-den that is offered to you by divine Providence
;

you should fear neither its pains, nor its anxieties, nor its insults, nor its

poverty, nor its griefs, nor its privations ; but you should resign yourself to

these evils for Him who bore all for you. And if you are called to a church

of which you cannot at this instant take possession, think then of James,

brother of our Lord, who was placed at the head of that church while he

was still in the hands of those who had crucified Jesus Christ. If many
members of that church are prisoners, or if they have fallen beneath the

sword of the enemy, those who have escaped call upon you and expect you

as their shepherd. Do not dispute as to the place
;
you are to dii-ect men,

to whom, rather than to the place, belongs the name of Church.* But if

you fear for the place, exert yourself to the utmost to hasten the reconquest

of the Holy Laud. All agree in representing to us the wrong that you do

to the Eastern Church in refusing the dignity of patriarch. Oh ! fear not

the pain, for you will resist God ! We send the pallium by our legate Peter,

that he may invest you with it ; and we authorize you to choose for your

successor such Cathohc bishop as you shall prefer."

Innocent was incapable of concealing his real sentiments. He did not

approve of what it was proposed to do at Byzantium, and his mind contin-

ually reverted to the holy thought of Palestine. He wrote to the same Car-

dinal Joffred :
" It is difficult (Ep. vi., p. 130) to remain firm amidst the

agitated sea that is called the world, and amidst a host of enemies, visilfle

and invisible: you are not of this world; seek not that Avhich concerns it,

* What luagaificeuce of expression ! what sublime tendernoas in these precepts of the suprciuo

p<nnilf

!
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but that which concerns Christ. Seek not your own glory, but that of Him
crucified. Ought you to wonder that, bearing the cross, you feel its weight ?

Do not the sufferings of this life conduct to glory in the next ? If you are

afflicted by the knowledge that the Saracens inhabit the land Avhich beheld

the passion and the resurrection of our Lord, and that they pollute His

Temple, then remember the complaints of the Psalmist : Lord, the heathen

hace attached thy heritage, they have profaned thy holy Temple and made Jeru-

lem a heap of stones.

" If you complain that, like the sons of Ephraim, the princes who have

taken the cross, turn back in the day of battle, and seem to have forgotten

their design, remember the reproaches of the prophet

—

I havefed and reared

my sons and they have turned awayfrom me. It is thus that you A^dll change

mourning into joy, sorrow into pleasure ; thus you will become worthy to

drink the chaHce which the Lord has drunk for us. We who are not only

his unworthy representative, but even useless servant, share your giief,

and will do aU we can to mitigate it. Although the army has turned against

Greece, we do not renounce the claims of the Holy Land."^'

Innocent, though displeased with the dissimulating conduct of the Greek

emperors, was pained, nevertheless, by the news of the bloody occupation

of Constantinople, the capital of the Greek empire ; and he shed tears

when he learned that, on the 16th of March, the Latins had recognized, as

king, Baldwin, count of Flanders. f •

To prevent the heretical Albigenses, who were numerous in France, fi'om

secretly dogmatizing. Innocent, after excommunicatmg Raymond VI., count

of Toulouse, established in the city the first tribunal to which the name of

Inquisition was given, because it made inquisition of those who secretly

dogmatized.

The first head of that tribunal, which hy degrees retired from France to

Spain and Italj^:}: was Peter de Chateauneuf, a Cistercian monk, and pon-

* To tliis letter Hurter adds :
" Is this the language of a man using the sanctity of his minis-

try to cloak ambitious views, and bold only because all around him are blinded by error ? Yet

such is the light in which some book-makers would present to us the popes (especially Innocent

111.) and the Middle Ages. We may say of history, as Bacon did of philosophy : Leviorcs haustus

acocant a Deo ; pleniorcs ad Deum reducunt."

f The account, in Hurter's work, of the attack on Constantinople, is a fine piece of history

which deserves a separate perusal. I regret to see, however, that he attributes the Venetian

liorses, which we have seen at Paris, to Lysippus. See the note p. 125 of this History. There is

another passage which, though certainly very short, has really afflicted me. Speaking of the

division of the booty, he says :
" Here it was not the holy zeal which had formerly animated

Gregory the Great against the idols, but a base and vile cupidity." The last point is true,

and no one contradicts it ; but the unjust accusation against Gregory the Great should not be

repeated. Gregory the Great did not destroy the Temple at Rome. (See Life of that great

pope in this work.) Once more I say, Gregory the Great was not a puller down of images

;

there is no reason to speak of the holy zeal which animated him against the idols.

t Novaes, iii., p. 155.
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tifical legate. Innocent canonized him* the year of his martyrdom, by order

of Raymond VI. However, it is not to be believed that, in the wars of the

Albigenses, the latter were constantly the victims, and presented their

throats to theii" enemies without ever smiting them.

We cannot pass unnoticed the great Saint Francis of Assisium. In 12G8,

he Avrote his rule, founded upon the most rigid poverty, and presented it to

the Holy Father, who, seeing in Francis a protector of the Church, entirely

a2)proved those statutes, Avhich he emphatically praised in the Council of

Lateran, assembled in 1215.

The first house of those fi-iars was the church of Saint Marv of the For-

tiuncula, which had been given to them by the Benedictines.

The Franciscan orderf so gi'eatlj' increased there, that in 1219 five thou-

sand Franciscans assembled at Assisium for that chapter general called of

t/ic 3Iats (delta stuore), because it was necessary to construct cells of mats

to receive the numbers who came to the chapter.

At that time, Sancho I., king of Portugal, disposed, at his own pleasure,

of the ecclesiastical benefices, usurped the incomes of them, ill-treated the

clerks, and abhorred the monks, regarding it as an ill omen to meet any of

them on his road.

Innocent, always full of zeal for the ecclesiastical interests, paternally

exhorted King Sancho to desist from the commission of such injustice ; and

he even went so far as to intrust the archbishop of Compostella with the

right to punish the prince, should he not amend his conduct. Sancho wrote

a letter of excuse to the Holy Father. Innocent, in reply, declared to him

that he deserved to be excommunicated, because he had outrageously de-

prived his sisters and brothers of what had been left to them by Alphonso,

their father. Then the Holy Father authorized two abbots of the monas-

teries to absolve Sancho, if he woidd restore, as in fact he did, all that he

had usurped.

Frederic, king of Sicily, having been elected emperor in place of Otho,

who had unjustly held the Church lands, Innocent received Frederic at

Rome with great honors. Then that prince confirmed the donations that

• Lambertini says that Pope Innocent did not formally canonize Peter ; that he onl^ approved

the documents that established the fact of the martyrdom, hoping to pronounce the canonization

at a future time.

—

De Canoniz., lib. i, cap. xix., n. 9.

f The order of Saint Francis has produced five pontiffs—^Nicholas FV., Alexander V., Sixtus IV.,

Sixtus v., and Clement IV. It can also claim nearly fifty cardinals, an infinite number of patri-

archs, archbishops, bishops, and two electors of the holy Roman empire. The order glories in

having sent to heaven forty-six canonized martyrs, and seventeen canonized with the title (jf

Confessors, besides many others whose office is performed by the permission of the Church. In

the chapter general, held at Rome in 1G28, eighty of its sons were mentioned whose canoniza-

tion was in progress. That number increased to a hundred and ten. We may add more than

two thousand of both sexes who have shed their blood for Christ, or who, for their sanctity, have

merited to be considered as saints.
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lie had made of the county of Foudi and of other baronies, because Richard

deir Aquila, who had possessed them, had constitnted the apostolic cham-

ber his universal heir. All those customs belonged to the times ; a man
appointed as his heir -whoever he deemed worthy to be so.

The affairs of Europe could not distract Innocent from his constant care

to strengthen the spirit of fervor that was necessary to call Christians to

the succor of the Holy Land. The troxibles resulting from the occupation

of Constantinople at the same time began to diminish. Hurter sagaciously

explains the causes which, on this subject, diminished the anxieties of the

Holy Father

:

" Constantinople, under the Greek emperors, had long been cut off from

Europe. It was known that its inhabitants adored Christ ; but the differ-

ence of dogmas, the diversity of ceremonies, and the divergence of the reli-

gious and political institutions had loosened the ties which had united it to

the West. In fact, public life there took a peculiar form. Its legislation

was different, and the emperor bore a different relation to his court and

nobles from that of sovereigns to the other courts of Europe. Foreign

nobles sought in vain among the Greek nobility that chivalric spirit and

that respect for woman that was observable among the Latins. The arts,

also, presented themselves under a different form. At Byzantium they

resembled a f"ull-blown flower, whose leaves fell one by one ; while in the

West they began to bud, to display their richness and beauty. Minstrelsy,

so much admired and cultivated in the West, was neither liked nor culti-

vated in the East.

" In the state of the sciences there was no greater resemblance. The

Western church, enjoying greater liberty, produced more remarkable men

than the Eastern did, subjected as the latter was to the caprice of licen-

tious princes. The Catholic nations of Europe, also, had greater analogy

with each other, in the relations of common life, than obtained in the East.

It was the same as to language. But for the scrupulous honesty of the

early crusaders, the imperial cro-wm of Byzantium would long since have

passed to a Latin head. The events that succeeded prove how a single

fault may produce an innumerable series of unfortunate complications. The

armed intervention of the crusaders of 1202, in favor of the dispossessed

Greek Prince Alexis, was the first motive that urged them, almost in spite

of themselves, to a struggle the success of which surpassed their utmost

hopes. But how different was their conduct from that of the crusaders of

1.099, who, under the command of Godfrey de Bouillon, had made their way

into the holy city ! The nature of the ends respectively aimed at by those

two expeditions, seemed to have communicated itself to their feelings and

their acts, Wliat pious ardor, what devotion to works of benevolence, shone

among the liberators of the Holy Sepulchre, if we can for an instant forget
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the deplorable consequences of the frightful assault vi-jiich was so ci'uelh^

necessary to the taking of the citj ! And then, what audacity, what gi'eedi-

ness, what barbarism in the oppressors of Bj'zantium
!"

The pope then had no longer to bewail the spirit of independence whicli

led the Greeks to have Httle respect for the power of Borne. Even the

authority of the Latin king, cu-cumscribed by new dangers, and by the de-

fection of some of the crusaders, who, after sharing in the conquest, had

retired laden Avitli booty, did not show itself much more disposed to recog-

nize the voice of the Roman pontiff, who vainly exclaimed that it was not

at Byzantium that the Church of Christ suffered the greatest evils.

However, it could not escape the perception of so great a man as Inno-

cent III., that Byzantium was one of the roads leading to Jerusalem. But

a pope, who so loved duty could not refrain from addressing sharp reproofs

to the crusaders. He said :* " You have lightly broken your vow, since,

having sworn, in your obedience to the Crucified, that you Avould deliver

the Holy Land fi'om the hands of the infidel, you have attacked, in defi-

ance of threats of excommunication, a Christian country, although you

were forbidden to do so unless the inhabitants should oppose your passage,

or should refuse you necessaries ; and even in that case you were not to act

except with the advice of the legate. You have wielded the sword, not

against the Saracens, but against Christians
;
you have conquered, not Je-

rusalem, but Constantinople
;
you have preferred earthly wealth to the

treasures of heaven. But what renders you still more guilty, is the fact

that you have spared neither age nor sex
;
you have publicly abandoned

yourselves to prostitution and adultery.f You have given up to the lust of

the wicked, not only wives and widows, but also the \nrgins devoted to the

worship of the Lord. It did not suffice you to draw from the imperial

treasury, and to seize upon the wealth of both great and small, but you

also laid sacrilegious hands upon the wealth and lands of the Church
;
you

carried away the silver plates of the altars, broke open the sacristies, and

stole the crosses, the images, and the relics. Accordingly, notwithstanding

the exertions directed towards the Greek Church, she begins to refuse

obedience to the Holy See, because she has seen amongst the Latins only

treachery and the works of darkness, and she flies from them as from

dogs."|

The Emperor Baldwin presented for ConstantinopoHtan patriarch the

* Ep. viii., 1.33.

f The details of this other assault had reached Rome, and had inspired the honor of all

Christendom. In the castles the minstrels were called upon to recount the magnanimity ot

Saladin taking Jeru.salem, to compare that act of greatness to the sanguinary and greedy con-

duct of the crusaders at Byzantium.

^ We give this letter textually, because it shows in what point of view Innocent then con-

sidered the events at Constantinople.
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sub-deacou Thomas, then at Rome. Innocent at first opposed some diffi-

culties, but ended by approving the election.

On the 5th of March, 1205, Thomas was ordained deacon ; the Saturday

after the third week of Lent, he was ordained priest ; and on the following

Sunday he was consecrated bishop, in the Church of Saint Peter's, where

he received the palliicm. He then, in the appointed form, took the oath of

obedience and fidelity to the Holy See. The act of nomination drawn upon

that occasion ran thus :
" The favor which the Holy See* heaps upon the

Church of Byzantium, in raising it to the patriarchate, shows the extent of

the power of the Church ; a power bestowed upon Saint Peter by the Man-

God, and by virtue of which the pope, his representative, can make the

first last, and the last first. The Byzantine Church, formerly without rank

and without See, is raised to the patriarchate by the Roman Church, and,

after her, takes the highest rank. Formerly withdrawn fi-om obedience to

the Roman Chui'ch, the Byzantine Church now returns to it."

New embarrassments afflicted Innocent. There were two pretenders to

the empire, Philip, duke of Suabia, and Otlio, *duke of Aquitaine. The

pope had not made it known which he was inclined to favor. Frederic II.,

of the house of Suabia, the successor of Henry YL, considered Innocent

III. as his guardian, and, even before the death of his father, had been

declared king of the Romans. The most powerful princes of Europe,

ignoring the rights of Frederic, sided with the other rivals. The first

served the Ghibeline faction, the second the Guelf faction.

Baldwin of Flanders, emperor of Byzantium, died while a prisoner with

the Bulgarians ; his brother Henry was named as his successor.

At this juncture a quarrel resulted in the assassination of Philip by the

guards of his rival Otho.

The pope had been opposed to the duke of Suabia, as emperor elect, but

Qot recognized by Rome ; but was not therefore opposed to the same prince

as Philip of Suabia, against whom the pope had no comj^laint. The pope,

therefore, far from rejoicing at the death of PhiliiD, which so greatly facili-

tated the elevation of Otho, the secret object of so many years of effort,t

was much grieved when he heard of the tragical end of that prince, and in

very significant terms he expressed the horror with which he regarded both

the murderer and his accomphces. The popes of that period deemed it

their right to combat with both spiritual and temporal weapons for a cause

which they deemed the Almighty's, and to continue the combat to the an-

nihilation of the adversary, but they never sought victory by odious means.

On the other hand, Germany was plunged into anarchy in consequence

of the long contests between the two pretenders to the empire. Otho re-

* Hurler, ii., 23. t Ibid., ii., 160.
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doiibled his efforts to win over Pliilip's adlicrents. As all desired peace,

aud the cessation of discord, a diet assembled at Frankfort with the con-

sent of the legates from Eome, and Otho was elected emperor. It now

required only the confirmation of Innocent, placed between his duty

as guardian of young Frederic, and his sense of what the interest alike of

the Holy See and of all Europe required. Innocent will now show his in-

most sovJ.

Otho asked why Frederic, who occupied Sicily, and in whose name a firm

government was established, seemed determined to disturb the peace of the

empire. Innocent rephed :
" In accordance with the last will of his parents,

the king of Sicily is under our guardianship, and, having received his king-

dom as a fief of the Church, he owes us the fidelity of a vassal to his

sovereign. We cannot refuse him advice and assistance in the affairs of

his kingdom, for, in the words of the apostle, we owe justice to all, but wo

shall aid neither him nor any one else against you, whom we have so much

endeavored to raise up, and to whom, as you confess in your letters, you

owe the honor conferred on you at Frankfort. Should all else abandon

you, the Church, with which you ought to live in perfect harmony, would

never refuse you its protection. Doubt not of our good-will
;
govern ac-

cording to the commandments of God, and walk with pure heart in the

way of peace and salvation."

It remained to be seen what were the intentions of Otho, should he suc-

ceed in being crowned at Rome. Then, by his order, an address was pub-

hshed at Spu-es, returning thanks for the support of the pope, and promis-

ing, for the emperor elect and his successors, to the pope and his successors,

and to the Roman Church, obedience, submission, and respect, renouncing

the abuse of taking part in the election of bishops, granting to each of them

the right to appeal to the Holy See, and abandoning all pretension to the

succession of deceased prelates, or to the revenues of vacant churches.

This document also promised, on the part of the emperor elect, to co-oper-

ate in the annihilation of heresies, and to maintain the Eoman Church in

the tranquil possession of all the territories that she had received from

preceding emperors, and even to assist her in reconquering the pro"\ances

that were still to be recovered.

Preparation was then made for the marriage of Otho with Beatrice,

daughter of Phihp of Suabia. All Germany felt that that marriage would

produce universal peace. A scene ensued that strikingly illustrates the

manners of the times ; a compound of cynicism and piety, forced to mingle

with each other. Otho invited the attention of all present, and then said,

that from among the noblest ladies of the empire he had selected the

daughter of Philip, duke of Suabia, but that he deemed it necessary to ask

their opinion, whether he could contract that marriage without danger to

Vol. 1—25
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his soul ; for, ratlier than peril his soul,* he would prefer to remain un-

married. He therefore invited his auditors to look to that, rather than to

the nobility or the great possessions of the young princess. The princes

retired to consult, and, in order that they might the more freely do so, Otho

desired his brother, the count palatine, to remain with him.

Morimond, the Cistercian abbot, who had followed the emperor elect

with the fifty-two monks of tlie abbey of Walkenreid, proposed that, in

expiation of any thing unlawfid in the projected marriage, the prince should

promise to be the protector of the convents and the churches, the widows

and the orphans, to found in his own domains a monastery of the Cistercian

order, and personally to aid the Holy Land.f

The princes again presented themselves before the king (the emperor

elect), and Leopold, duke of Austria,:!: an eloquent personage, stated that

the princes and jurisconsults were unanimous in the opinion that the mar-

riage of Otho and the daughter of Philip could not fail to be advantageous

to the empire. He added, that with respect to the proposal of the Abbot

Morimond, the princes would also contribute towards the estabhshment of

the monastery. The emperor elect having given his consent, the dukes of

Austria and Bavaria introduced the young princess, and asked her consent.

She blushingly gave it (unfortunate princess !), and then Otho descended

from the throne, bowed, drew a ring from his finger and affianced himself

to the princess. After embracing her he seated her on the throne between

the cardinals,§ and when the princes were also seated, he said to them :

" Behold your queen: honor her as such." The afiianced bride and her sister

were escorted in pomp to Brunswick. Otho remained in Franconia to

settle some business, and prepare for the coronation journey. With respect

to that ceremony, Hurter describes the church of Saint Peter as it was then.

I extract his description, which, moreover, agrees in details with all that

I had collected in other quarters on the subject.

When we reach the age of Michael Angelo and of Raphael, I shall have

to speak of Saint Peter's and the Vatican, as we now see them. It is fitting,

therefore, to speak of what Saint Peter's then was ; antiquaries will thus

learn what they have lost, and the admirers of the great Florentine and of

the painter of Urbino will realize the debt of gratitude which religion and

the arts owe them. It will be perceived that Saint Peter's must always

have been a rich and imposing temple. "Like a majestic mother, sur-

rounded by a group of daughters brilHant in the graces of youth,|| the

ckvirch of Saint Peter, situated beyond the walls, rose amidst a crowd of

* Hurter, ii., p. 226. f Otto de Saint Bias, Am Lubek, vii., p. li).

X I much fear that tliis was the same duke who kept Richard Coeur de Lion, king of Englaud,

prisoner at Dumstein.

§ Hurter, ii., p. 227.
J

Ibid., ii., p. 242, Jager's translation.
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otlier churclies, chapels, and convents. The popes had then no residence

there, but, on all occasions of solemnity, repaired thither from the Lateran

palace.* A flight of thirty-five marble steps led to the three entrances of

the portico, the walls of which were adorned with marbles and paintings.

On one side, on three brass tablets, were inscribed the names of all the

kingdoms, countries, cities, and islands that wei'e tributary to the Holy

See.t By three other doors, the portico was left for the porch, which the

care of Pope Sergius| had paved with marble. In that porch was a pine-

apple, of gilt bronze, fifteen palms high, which had formerly ornamented

the tomb of the Emperor Adrian,§ inclosing leaden pipes fi-om which water

issued in jets. Above this, eight porphyry pillars supported a gilded roof,

from which four gilt dolphins spoiited forth water into a large basin. This

masterpiece was due to the munificence of Pope Symmachus.il Silver

doors separated the porch from the sanctuary. This part of the church

contained all that the piety of the heads of CathoHcity had for centuries

collected, most magnificent in symbolical significance, workmanship, and

material. Besides the high altar dedicated to Saint Peter, there were

twenty-seven other altars ; and it is difficult to say Avhether the mind of a

stranger was more impressed by the rich decorations of that vast inclosure,

or by the host of the faithful who, from all parts of the world, often almost

precluded all access to the relics of the prince of the apostles. There,

were chapels adorned by the finest mosaic work, and the most precious

metals,*V and sanctified by the most venerable reHcs of the Christian mar-

tyi's, the doctors, and the pastors. Here, the mausoleums of almost all the

popes** subsequent to Saint Clement, set forth by inscription and sj^mbols,

their acts, their quahties, and their piety. The soul was penetrated with

admiration at the view, in that sanctuary, of the union of the deepest mys-

teries, and the eai'thly envelope of so many great geniuses who, during long

centuries,tt had directed the inteUigence of past generations, and by theii-

* A considerable distance liad to be traversed.

f It has been said that Rome preserved a sort of hypocritical and secret jurisdiction over differ-

ent countries. That list of kingdoms, islands, and cities, presented to the gaze of all comers

that there was nothing either hyjxK-ritical or secret in that jurisdiction. I have deemed it neces-

sary to add this note to the labor of Hurler.

J Probably Sergius IV., one hundred and forty-sixth ]5ope, created in 1009.

§ Paul V. caused it to be removed to the Belvidere garden. We shall speak further of that

ancient monument, which is nearly four yards in height.

I
Saint Symmachus, fifty-second pope, created in 4'J8, was a most generous prince.

TT Only tlie canons of the Church had the right to enter the chapel in which was preserved

the Holy Sudarium.
** We have given the list of all those who were interred at the Vatican. See, also, note on

p. 10, relative to the tomb of the two apostles. Saint Pet«;r and Saint Paul, in the subtirranean

church, in the midst of the new Basilica built over the ancient one by Julius II. and Leo X.

If Nine centuries might be said ; what is described here existed in 1200.
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sentiments, their knowledge, and their morals had, generally, raised them-

selves hke so many pillars of truth.

" On the eastern side of the church, which indicates the light shed upon

the spiritual world, shone the high altar of Saint Peter, adorned by all that

art and wealth could find to glorify the holy Apostle. His successors alone

had the right to be crowned before that high altar. Four porphyry piDars

supported the canopy of the altar. In front were twelve towering pillars,

six of which were sent from Greece by Constantine. At the side of that

altar gleamed, like the source of hght upon the dark eax'th, amidst diamonds,

rubies, and emeralds, a cross of the finest gold, weighing one thousand

pounds.* It was presented by Pope Leo IV.t Near this cross was the

golden table of the two Testaments ; it was ornamented with emeralds, and

weighed two hundred and fifty pounds ; around were suspended forty silver

lamps ; besides which, one hundred and fifty tapers burned by day, and two

hundred and fifty by night.

" On great solemnities, a quantity of gold and silver candelabra, in the

form of gigantic crosses, of luminous trees, and of garlands, enriched with

px-ecious stones, shed around a light more brilliant than that of the day-

star ; a balsamic oil keeping up the flame, and diffusing the most delightful

l)erfume. Rods and rings of silver supported the hangings of the choir,

which, under Pascal I,, were made of cloth of gold. Forty-six of those

hangings represented the Passion of our Lord, and a hke number the acts

of the Apostles.

" The ornaments of the altar were in no respect wanting to this marvel-

lous magnificence. Pedestals, some plated with gold and silver, and some

of sohd metal, supported a golden cross enriched with fine stones, as if

to show that ignominy had disappeared from the cross, and had been re-

placed by a briUiant splendor, since Christ had wrought the salvation of the

world. Statues of saints stood upon other pedestals.

"Leo III.:!: placed two silver angels at the entrance to the choir. Leo

IV., one of the principal benefactors of this temple of Christianity, gave a

statue of our Lord seated upon his throne between two celestial messen-

gers, and surrounded by twenty other statues. Other pedestals served to

support magnificent vases or costly hangings. But what especially awak-

ened the admiration of the faithful§ were the paintings on the ceiling, rep-

* A thousand pounds of gold would now cost about three hundred thousand dollars.

t The one hundred and fifth pope, created in 847. See what we have said of the courage and

magnificence of Leo IV. {ante, p. 215). It was he who had the old church of Saint Peter sur-

rounded by walls, and it was of him that Voltaire said: "Leo, in his defence of Rome, proved

himself worthy to he her sovereign!'

\ He was the ninety-eighth pope, created in 795 ; and he crowned Charlemagne as emperor.

§ I omit nothing from this description, which testifies the learned research of Hurter. As I

have said, let those who dare, compare the magnificence of Saint Peter's as it was, and as it is.
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resenting the creed of the Christian revelation
;
paintings even more re-

markable for the depth of their mysterious meaning than for their artistic

merit.* There were the mysteries of the Chiirch mihtant, the cross, and

the Lamb ; from the wounds of the Lamb flowed five streams, towards

which the twelve tribes of Israel proceeded under the form of twelve

lambs. The pope (probably Innocent III.) was in the attitude of adoration

beside the Lamb, and held in his hand the banner of victory. Above, in a

starry sky, and seated on a throne, was our Lord, holding in his hand a book

whence proceeded the four Gospels, under the form of the four rivers of

Paradise, while the nations, represented by harts panting for the fountains,

flocked to hear him. Peter and Paul, with halo-circled heads, announced

the Son of the li-vdng God, and promised a new hfe to the faithful. A dove

escaped from a hand that emerged from the clouds. Such, at that period,

was the temple dedicated to the chief of the Apostles."t

In the morning, the steps of the church of Saint Peter, and all the streets

and avenues in the vicinity, were occupied by priests. There was a Roman
party to whom the election of Otho was distasteful, and it was necessary to

make a formidable display of troops to put down, at need, the malcontents.

Otho had some difficulty in advancing with his own attendants.

The pope, surrounded by the cardinals, bishops, and clergy, was seated

in fi'ont of the bronze gate, at the head of the steps leading to th^ church.

Three bishops descended the steps to give the benediction to Otho and to

conduct him to the pope.

Otho, after kissing Innocent's feet, swore, as Henry YI. had sworn, to

attack neither the Church nor its rights ; to be an equitable judge, the pro-

tector of the widow and the orphan ; with aU his power to defend the

churches, especially the patrimony of Saint Peter, to watch over and sup-

port the dignity of the empire, and to reconquer the rights which had been

taken from it.

The pope then said :
" WiU you live in peace with the Church ?" The

empei'or having thrice repHed " Yes," the pope said :
" I give you peace as

it was given by the Lord to his disciples," and kissed him on the forehead,

the chin, and the cheeks. Then he continued, " Will you be a son of the

Church?" and the emperor having answered in the affirmative, the pope

said :
" I receive you, then, as a son of the Church ;" and then covered

him with his cloak, taking him by the right hand, and the emperor kissed

the pope on the breast. They thus proceeded from the bronze gate to the

Thoy date from tho time of Saint Sylvester, thirty-third pope, created in 814. Innocent III.

had them repaired about the year 1200.

t Ilurter's words are : •'The metropoUtan church of Christendom ;" but that title more pro[)-

erly belongs to Saint John Lateran, which is called Mater et Caput eccleauirum—Moi/ier and

Head of tlie Ckurc/um.
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silver gate, during the siuging of the Benedidus Dominus Deus Israel—
" Blessed he the Lord God of Israel."

The pope leaving the emperor in prayer, returned to the church, during

the singing of, Peter, lovest thou me ? The emperor was then introduced.

Seven ItaHan bishops sat on the right hand of the pope, and seven German

bishops on the right hand of the emperor. Innocent then said :
" The an-

cient rules of the holy Fathers require that he who is placed above others,

should be charitably examined as to his faith and hfe ; for, it is written.

Impose not hands lightly^ The emperor was then asked if he promised to

be pious, temperate, disinterested, affable, and mild, and if he sincerely

admitted all the articles of the Catholic faith. The pope, having blessed

him after his answer to those questions, went into the sacristy, whence he

returned clad in the papal vestments, to proceed with the rites. The arch-

priest and archdeacon of the Sacred College, who were stationed near the

emperor, to direct him in the oeremony, then conducted him to the sacristy,

where the pope received him as a canon of Saint Peter's, and caused him

to put on the costume of that dignity. They then left the sacristy and

advanced towards the altar of Saint Peter, and the archdeacon intoned the

litany. The bishop of Ostia then anointed the emperor, and prayed the

Most High to give him his Holy Spirit, that he might govern the people

with justice, have God constantly before his eyes, and merit his goodness.

The pope then descended from the throne, and, with Otho, proceeded to

the altar of Saint Maurice, whither the proper officers brought the imperial

crown from the high altar. The pope first presented the ring to the em-

peror, saiyang :
" Take it as the symbol of faith, sovereignty, and power."

Then he girded him with the sword, that wdth the blessing of God and by

the power of the Holy Ghost he should cast down his own enemies and

those of Holy Church, and protect the kingdom and soldiers of Christ.

During the prayers which accompanied each of those ceremonies, the pope

received, from the hands of the archdeacon, the imperial crown, placed it

on the head of the emperor, and gave him the sceptre, emblem of the

imperial authority, with which he was to protect the Church and the Chris-

tian people, to punish the wicked, and give peace to the good. The liead

of Christendom then returned with his assistants to the high altar. The

prefect of the city and the chief judge conducted the emperor to his place
;

and the pope having intoned the Gloria in Excelsis, the choirs sang alter-

nately. At the end of the chant the emperor placed the crown upon the

altar, heard the Gospel read, laid down the sword, and offered to the pope

bread, tapers, and gold ; in return for which he received the kiss of peace,

and then the body of the Lord. The episcopal shoes were then taken fi'om

the emperor,' and replaced by the imperial boots and the spurs of Saint

Maurice. At length he left the church, accompanied by the pope,
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to march iu procession through the city. Horses stood ready at the

church door. The emperor held the pope's stirrup,"' handed him the bridle,

and following liim with the crown upon his head and surrounded by all his

attendants. The chant of the priests arose in the streets, the bells rang,

and the chamberlains of the emperor scattered money among the people

during the whole length of the procession.

At the entrance to the great Lateran palace, the emperor alighted, again

took the pojje's stirrup, and together with the prefect, conducted the sov-

ereign pontiff to the banqueting hall. At the repast, Otho was seated at

the right of the pope, and after the singing, and the benediction given by
the pontiff, each retii-ed amidst the applause of a portion of the Eoman
people.

The two sovereigns some time afterwards took leave of each other ; but

a germ of enmity already fermented in the bosom of Otho.

The "Waldenses began to excite attention. Some of the principles

of the sect of the Manicheans prevailed, it was supposed, among them.

Peter Waldo, of Lyons, if not the founder, was at least the most active

promoter of the sect. It owed its celebrity less to the innovations it strove

to introduce, than to the audacity with which it propagated principles

already taught in various countries, and even in Rome, by Arnold of Bres-

cia, It is related that as several citizens of Lyonsf were at theii- doors

talking on indifferent matters, one of them suddenly feU dead. The im-

pression made by the event determined Peter Waldo, a rich man, to preach

the notliingness of human life, and the necessity of amending their hearts

and becoming more pious. He enlarged on this topic whenever he found

opportunity. Liberal almsgiving soon surrounded him with poor people,

and furnished him ^dth the means of increasing the number of his hearers.

Waldo by degrees became cliief of a sect. His followers were called the

Poor of Lyons—they called themselves the Humble.

The principal attack of these sectarians was upon the -visible Church,

which they declared corrupted by the use of property. According to them,

they alone preached the true doctrine of Christ ; all men were equal ; no

one had the right to claim obedience, since there ought not to be any

hierarchy in the Church. They rejected the names of popes and bishops.

Singing in church was a hellish screaming, marriage no sacrament,:}: every

honed layinan a 'priest.

Priests' vestments, tapers, incense, and holy water, were according to

them things superfluous and absurd. Images and paintings were a sign of

* This ceremony, says Jager, prescribed by the Germanic law of the middle age, was a token

of Buhmiseion.

+ Ilurtcr. ii., p. 289. t Ib'd., ii., p. 293.
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idolatry ; the cross only a bit of wood, like any other ; and the sign of the

cross a vain habit. Yet they seem to have had images of our Saviour

on the cross, but the cross was in the form of a T, and our Saviour

had one foot over the other, so as to be attached by only three nails. In-

nocent, after testifying his horror of their maxims, disapproved this last

innovation, which scandahzed the faithful ; for he distinctly speaks, in his

sermons, of the form of the cross, and of the four nails.

Such heretics having apx^eared at Viterbo, Innocent succeeded in alarm-

ing them.

A warHke protector was needed by those perverse people. Eaymond VI.,

count of Toulouse, whose ancestor is distinguished in history as the com-

panion and rival of Godfrey de Bouillon, became the most powerful friend

of those heretics.

Hurter gives exact details of the war declared against tlie sectaries, of

the siege of Beziers, and of all the deeds of arms in which the innovators

were defeated.* Unfortunately, views of personal ambition entered into

this war. Some were tempted to the field by the hope of sharing the spoils

of the conquered ; and others expected higher titles, or exemption fi'om a

crusade to the Holy Land, for the name of crusade was also given to the

expedition against Languedoc.

Otlio did not fulfil the promise he had so solemnly made. He annexed

the State of the Church to the emph-e, and intended the same fate for all

Italy. " Roger, the Norman hero," it Avas said, " wrested Apulia from the

empire ; that province must be restored." Otho coveted even the provinces

belonging to Frederic
;
provinces which he had sworn to respect.

Innocent could not behold unmoved the dangers that menaced the king-

dom of Sicily. Although his guardianship was at an end, circumstances

rendered the pope's protection necessary to the young king.

In 1211, the pontiff, with the advice of the cardinals, having long warned

Otho, pronounced an excommunication against him. " for having degener-

ated from the sentiments of his ancestors ; for having violated his sworn

faith ; for having seized Viterbo and other cities given by his ancestors to

Saint Peter ; and for preparing to wage unjust war against Frederic II., king

of SicHy."

Meanwhile the Saracens remained quiet possessors of the Holy Land.

Not a soldier left either Greece or Constantinople to cross the sea. The

West prepared no new crusade ; that in the south of France seemed to have

sufficed, though it was accompanied, on both sides, by fearful cruelties that

desolated that fine country. Not one of the noble wishes of Innocent had

been accomplished. The reunion of the Greek to the Latin Church was

* Hurter, ii.. p. 384.
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only apparent ; it resembled a compulsory submission rather than a real one,

and therefore was less calculated to increase the consideration of the Holy

See than to increase its cares,* and to render almost impossible the execu-

tion of its duties.

In 1212, Innocent learned with joy the great victory obtained in Spain

over the Moors at Navas de Tolosa, by the kings of Navarre, Arragon, and

Castile. Spanish historians regard this event as another field of Poitiers,

destined to deliver Spain from tlie Arab yoke.

In the same year, 1212, Innocent excommunicated John, king of Eng-

land, because that king had seized upon all ecclesiastical rights. In the

following year, however, John, perceiving that m consequence of violent

insults the pope had released the English from their oath of fidelity, and

had invited the king of France to dethrone and succeed him, deemed it best

to return to obedience to the Holy Church ; and he rendered his country

feudatory by promising the punctual payment of a tribute to the authorities

at Eome.

Other disagreements had long existed in Ital}'. The Pisans refused on

some points to recognize, not indeed the supremacy of Home, but her right

to make those remonstrances which, in that age, all the people rightly, and

doubtless for their own happiness and peace, attributed to the benevolent

and wisely advisory intervention of the Roman court, which, having to de-

cide in the last resort, repressed tyrannies, punished robberies, and en-

deavored to maintain public concord everywhere.

Innocent III., notwithstanding his power, employed no means unworthy

of his character to gain the Pisans. He repeated, that his first duty was

that of pontiff ;t that he had refused the crown ; that he had been elected

in spite of his remonstrances, his cries, and his tears ; and that he would

worthily fulfil all the obligations which he had been compelled to accej)t,

and especially that of being a pacificator.

Let us confess that this courageous moderation could not always resist

the spirit of the age, that spirit which strove to implicate the pope in the

domestic quarrels of other countries. Let us also declare, that to a right

established, by universal agi'eement, in favor of the Holy See, was added a

whole host of cupidities that endeavored to force the pope to be their ac-

complice. The king of Hungary invited him to send to the Holy Land the

king's brother, Andrew, whom the king accused of disturbing the State.

Some French barons conjured the pope to give severe lessons to Philip, who
thwarted their ambition. Innocent was called upon by them to remember the

doctrine of Gregory VII., and to avail himself of that moral weapon in the

recent disputes with John Lackland. The king had threatened the pope

Hurter. ii., p. 403. •{• Italy, p. 90.
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tliat the English should not be allowed to take treasure to Eome. The

reply to this threat was an interdict. John vilely avenged himself upon the

bishop of Norwich, who sided with the pope, threw the prelate into prison,

fettered, and with a leaden cope of such crushing weight, that he died in a

few days. Innocent, irritated, and warmly urged by John's nobles, who

were fervent CathoHcs, thought of deposing the prince. If the pope re-

solved upon this violence, a king of France, Philip Augustus himself, under-

took to execute the sentence upon the legitimate king of England. Does

not devotion explain these acts ? Never has a pope been alone in an ex-

communication ; there was always a benevolent executioner ready to draw

the sword.

Does not any discredit that attaches to an interdict belong more to those

who solicit it, and accept the execution of it, than to those who issue

it ? And in that case, was the interdict fulminated against John more rep-

rehensible than the conduct of those English nobles, who, seeing their king

unfortunate, declared him incapable of reigning, and who sought to replace

him by Louis, son of Philip Augustus ? But it is a sort of rule with some

that the guilty are to be sought always in Rome. A thorough acquaintance

with all the interests of that time is requisite to warrant a decision upon

such questions, and with all my sincere research for facts, it is by no means

clear to my mind, that Rome was always wrong.

Otho being at the point of death, Frederic II. was crowned king of Ger-

many, and Italy began to hope for a little tranquillity. Yet it seemed that

calm could not readily be restored. On all subjects, even the most futile,

the pope was called upon to intervene. Amidst these senseless excitements,

Innocent III., Avhatever may be said to the contrary, did not allow himself

to be led into error. He perceived, at length, that a malevolent foreign

policy, selfish and dastardly, delighted to involve the Church in affairs of

civil governments, whose intrigues it was unacquainted with. And on care-

fully examining the close of this pope's life, where shall we easily find a

man who has more courageously resisted the universal homage of Europe,

and has been more calm than he, when it is noted that a king of Portugal,

a king of Arragon, and subsequently, the king of the kingdom of Poland, so

humbly wrote that they were his tributaries. Moreover, that terror which

was inspired by the Saracens, who had become before that handful of Latins

that had occupied the throne of Constantinople stronger than they had

been before the Greeks, who still called themselves Romans (a name calcu-

lated to impress a kind of terror, especially upon the barbarians)—that

terror which disguised itself beneath costly armaments, mostly mere shams,

and expeditions that were almost always unfortunate, even when successful

—

* Italy, p. 91.
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concurred to strengthen the power of the pope. And what was that pope ?

Let us give his portrait. Innocent III. was one of the ablest statesmen of

his time, endowed with tried courage, a firm yet not obstinate nature, and

an enhghtenment which may be termed supernatural. His intervention

was sohcited on all sides ; and he appeared to accept them all. He strove

to leave no aifau* in an unfinished state. Then, he set the example of great

purity of morals, and when he resisted a repudiation dictated by caprice,

he spoke with the voice of a just, wise, and ii'reproachable apostle. By his

letters he earned the i\i\e oi father of the neiv laio ; he composed affecting

prayers, preserved by the Church, he was author of the beautiful Veni Cre-

ator Spirit us, and he is said to have composed the Sfahat Mater.

Although we have blamed Philip Augustus on other occasions, it is im-

possible for us to forget the glory that he acquired, in 1214, at Bouvines.

He made war in Flanders against Count Ferrand, against the Emperor

Otho, and against the earl of Salisbury, brother of the king of England,

Avho had come to the aid of Ferrand. The armies met at the bridge of

Bouvines, near Tournay, and Philip thus addressed his troops :*

" All our hope is in God : the emperor and his army are excommunicated

by the pope ; they are the enemies and destroyers of the Church, and the

money paid to them is the fruit of the tears of the poor, and of the plunder

of the clergy and the churches. For ourselves we are Christians, and we

rejoice in the communion and the peace of Holy Church. Although sinners,

we are united to the Church, and as far as we can we defend the hberty of

the clergy. Therefore it is that we may confidently hope for the mercy of

God to give us the victory over our enemies."

"WTien the king had thus spoken, the " cliarge !" was sounded. Behind

the king was the chaplain who wrote the history of that prince, and

another clerk. When the trumpets had sounded, they chanted the one

hundred and sixty-third, the sixty-seventh, and the twentieth psalms, all

apposite to the occasion, and they often wept as they sang.f Victory de-

clared for King Philip. The imperial army fled ; the count of Flanders

and the earl of Salisbury were captured.

We return to our recital of the labors of Innocent III. In 1215, he cel-

ebrated the twelfth general and fourth Lateran councils, to condemn the

errors of the Albigenses.

The fourth canon of that council concerns the Greeks reunited to the

Roman Church. The council declares that it wiU favor and honor them, -

as far as it can, agreeably to God, supporting their customs and rites ;% but

it blames those who caiTy aversion so far as to wash the altars on which

• Rifcord, Genta Pldlippi Augudi, Francorum Regis. (Duchcpno's Collection, tome iii.)

t Fl<-ury, v.. lil). Ixxvii., p. 110. | 7tt(/, lib. Ixxii., p. \2L
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the Latin priests had celebrated, and to rebaptize those who had been bap-

tized by the Latins ; and it forbids such excesses for the future, on pain of

excommunication and deposition. In many countries, people of different

languages are mixed, and differ not only in manners, but also in their rules

as to religious ceremonies, although living in the same city or the same

diocese. That mixture existed in Constantinople and throughout Bomania,

where the Latins and Greeks were intermingled ; and in the East, at An-

tioch, at Tripoli, and at Saint Jean d'Acre, where the Latins were mingled

with the Syrians, the Greeks, and the Armenians. To avoid the confusion

that might arise from that diversity of languages and rites among Chris-

tians having the same belief, the council orders that the bishops of those

dioceses estabhsh men capable of celebrating the divine office before each

nation, and administrating the sacraments and giving instruction to each,

according to its own ritual and in its own language.* It forbids, however,

the placing of two bishojas in one diocese, as that would be one body with

two heads, and, consequently, a monster ; but it orders that the bishop

give to those of the other rite a Catholic vicar entirely subject to such

bishop. If any one intrude into the ecclesiastical functions, he is to be ex-

communicated, then deposed, and even, if need be, restrained by the secular

power.

Another canon of this council declares the rank and the prerogatives of

the four patriarchs, naming him of Constantinople the first, and then those

of Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem. With respect to them the follow-

ing arrangement was made. " After the patriarchs shall have received

from the pope the pallium, and taken the oath of fidelity, they can give

the pallium to their suffragans, and receive from them professions of obe-

dience to them and to the Eoman Church. They may have the cross borne

before them everywhere, except at Rome, or in places where the pope or

his legate is present. In all the provinces within their jurisdiction, appeals

will be heard by them, but with right of appeal to the pope."

This council also forbade the estabhshment of any new religious orders.

The faithful were directed to confess at least once a year.

Innocent also thought fit to forbid ecclesiastics to practise surgery.

This pope died at the age of fifty-six, on the 16th of July, 1216, at Peru-

gia, and was interred in the cathedral church of Saint Lawrence.

The ashes of Innocent III., in the year 1345, were joined to those of

Popes Urban IV. and Martin IV., who died in that city, and placed in one

tomb, whence they were removed to a more magnificent one, in 1615.

The Holy See remained vacant only one day.

We think it fitting to insert here what Dom Mauros Capellani, since

* Canon 9, can'm 14, de. Off. jud.
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raised to the papacy, said bf tlie various popes accused by the innovators.

In the list of such poutifis he inchides Innocent III.*

" We are reminded, in a tone of triumj)h, of the names of a Zozimus, a

Pelagius I., a Nicholas I., an Honorius, an Adrian I., a Leo IV., an Inno-

cent III., ttc.

" Eveiy one knows the celebrated and victorious apologies devoted to the

defence of each of these popes, which are constantly quoted by the most

enhghtened critics, the most impartial historians, the most profound theo-

logians, and the most sincere Cathohcs. It would be a waste of time to

reproduce those apologies here. The innovators cannot be ignorant of

them ; but they aHect to be so, or rather pass them by, and persist in

saying that if the popes were infallible, they should have a firmness supe-

rior to aU violences—the tone of supreme judges in the tribunal and in

their own apartment—in debates of councils and in social conversations

;

be infaUible in all their words and in all their practical resolves, whether

interesting the faith or not, whether they concern the Church or concern

merely an individual From the moment of his elevation, a pope, according

to the innovators, should entirely cease to be a man and become a di\dnity.

It is in vain to point out that among all nations, in the sovereigns them-

selves, the prince is disting-uished fi'om the individual ; that the first of those

quahties does not govern aU his actions ; that in the common understand-

ing, the exercise of the sovereignty is always dependent upon the wiU of

the sovereign ; that the prerogatives of power ally themselves with, but do

not destroy the personal quahties ; and, finally, that we must consider the

nature of the objects, and other circumstances in which a prince or a pope

may be placed, in order to judge in what quality he acts. Notliing is gained

by presenting these views to our adversaries ; they do not reply to them,

but they entirely ignore them, or, at the utmost, treat them as absurd pue-

rilities, mere chicaner]!, and clmnerical distinctions."

It was a simple rehgious who thus spoke. What subhme instinct told

him that he should be a sovereign ? What gift of God unveiled to him,

while still in the cloister, the depth of the heart of a prince? Gregory

XYI.,t notwithstanding his greatness, .was so modest that he has not told

us the secret of that prodigious foresight, but we know it as it were against

his will. Tlie mind of a judicious scholar possesses a penetration which

clearly explains the phenomenon.

Let us return to Innocent III., though we do not hope so ably to defend

* See Triumph of the Uoly See, and of Vie Church, translated by the Abbe Jammes, 8vo, Lyons,

1833, tome i., p. 202. We shall return to that fine work in our following volumes. It is trans-

lated with both elegance and fidelity.

f
" While writing this portion, we learned the death of Gregory XVI.," says Mr. Artaud, who

then gives a portrait of that pontiff, which we transfer to his life.

—

Trandator.
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him. Innocent was a pontiff of the most distinguished character. He sur-

passed all the men of merit of his day. At Rome, at Pavia, at Bologna, no

one could leave him but with admiration of his astonishing memory.

We have seen that in many affairs his advice prevailed. He knew how
to avail himself of all advantages—skilful condescension, patience, and a

just understanding of the interests of Rome. The doctrine of Gregory VII.,

softened in form because the secular princes were less evil
;
generous coun-

sels to the crusaders, liberty secured to his partisans, respect and apostoli-

cal affection for his adversaries—such were his allies, his counsels, and his

rules. The more he acted alone, the more surely he commanded success.

Thrice a week he held a consistory, or, rather, a public audience, which had

not been done for a long time. In various matters, he heard all parties ; he

left trivial causes to his subalterns, and reserved to himself only the more

difficult.

He debated mth such profundity, that jurisconsults went merely for the

sake of hearing him.

He was of medium stature, and his countenance always imposing. Inno-

cent supported many poor people in plentj', while only three dishes were

served to him. He both advised temperance and practised it.

Under his reign, the temporal power of the popes gained new strength.

This great pontiff, this great genius, as courageous in his own way as Greg-

ory VII., was more fortunate than the latter.

Innocent, at his death, was in the zenith of his gloiy. Such was the end

of him who had so nobly maintained the interests of Christianity, and who

fearlessly reminded reigning princes of the dictates of morahty and of the

duties of the throne.

This pope governed the Church eighteen years, six months, and nine days.

"We owe to M. Chavin de Malan, a very distinguished ecclesiastical wri-

ter, a reprint of the book entitled " Innocentii III., de sacro altaris 3Iyste-

rio, libri vi. (16rao ; Paris, Sagnier & Bray, 1845). This work, written in very

pure Latin, contains, first, the Ordo 3Iissce, and a prologue. The first book

comprises sixty-four chapters ; the second, sixty-one ; the third, twelve

;

the fourth, forty-four ; the fifth, twenty-eight ; the sixth, fourteen. It is

dedicated to Bishop Affre, of Paris, Avho worthily appreciates so complete

a work. All the different orders of the hierarchy are clearly defined.

Finally, as announced by the title, the sacred mystery of the altar is fully

explained. One cannot well express all the learning that is to be found in

this admirable work, which one of the popes, most busied in important

affairs, yet found time to compose for the instruction of the ecclesiastics of

all countries. Bur}- speaks briefly of this work. Fleury and Receveur

have not mentioned it. The title, the subjects, the quotations from Scrip-

ture, may have caused it to be supposed to be in the style of the Following
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of Christ; but it is essentially clifferent. Innocent's work has too many

antitheses ; a defect from which the Imitation is free,

I close with all those considerations, by quoting the portrait of The

Preacher, which Innocent himself has drawn :

" The power of the preaching of the divine word is such, that it reclaims

the soul from error to truth, and from vice to virtue ; it raises up the fallen,

smoothes the rough ; it instructs in the faith, creates hope, and strengthens

love ; it uproots the mischievous, plants what is useful, and sustains what

is virtuous ; it is the road of life, the ladder of salvation, and the gate of

Paradise. Therefore, the preacher should be provided with gold, silver,

and balm ; that is to say, that he should have wisdom, eloquence, and

virtue, that he may feel what he speaks, and practise what he preaches.

God gi'ant that I may myself practise that which, as a preacher, I teach
!"

Besides these precepts of so great a genius, let us add a few words which

testif}^ to the deepest humility. He says in his book v., chapter 2, of the

Sacred Mystery of the Altar : Ego vellem doceri quam docere, macjisqiie referre

qnam proferre sententiarn—1 icovM rather he taught than teach, and receive than

give advice. No ! holy and admirable pontiff, it is you who still instruct us

in pohcy, in courage, in greatness of soul, and in knowledge ; and humility

will but crown so many accomplishments and virtues.

179. HOIS^ORIUS III.— A. D. 1216.

ONOEIUS III., Cenci SaveUi, belonged to one of

the most illustrious Roman famihes. At first canon

of Saint Mary Major, he next became canon-regu-

lar of Saint John Lateran. For four years he was

tutor to Frederic II., and afterwards, in succession,

chamberlain and vice-chancellor of the Holy Ro-

man Chiirch. He was elected pope at Perugia, on

the 18th of July, 1216, by nineteen cardinals, whom
the Perugians, to quicken the election, had confined in the hall where the

election was held. He was crowned and consecrated on the 24th of Jiily,

in the same city, and made his entry into Rome on the 31st of August.

On the 4th of September, he formally took possession at Saint John Late-

ran. Tiie Romans received the new pope with such demonstrations of joy

as justified hopes of a happy reign.

In his zeal for the interests of the Holy Land, the pope vsTote to tlie
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bishops and to tlie Catholic sovereigns in terms of encouragement. Desir-

ing the execution of the laws of his predecessor on the studies of the clergy,

Honorius ordered the chapters to send to the public universities some

young canons to be trained in the studies requisite for their ministry ; and

to remove all obstacles, he granted exemption from residence to the stu-

dents and to theii* theological professors.

The faithful had been accustomed to observe the feast of Christmas with

so much solemnity, that the more forcibly to express their rejoicing, they

did not abstain from flesh-meat if it fell on a Friday. The bishop of Prague

wrote to Honorius, inquiring whether the custom was permissible. The

pope replied, confirming it :
" If Christmas-day fall on a Friday, and, even

more, if it fall on a Saturday, on account of the excellence of the feast,

all Christians may eat flesh-meat, provided that no vow or regular observ-

ance constrains them to abstain from it ; but those are not to be reproached

who, on such days, abstain from flesh-meat. "*•'

By a bull signed on the 22d of December, 1216, Honorius apj^roved the

order of Preachers (Dominicans), instituted in 1207, under the rule of Saint

Augustine. Innocent III. had orally approved that order. Saint Dominic

has been often and violently attacked. It is to be observed that the assail-

ants have confounded the founder of an order, which, in Spain, counted

among its members some pitiless persecutors, with the persecutors them-

selves. The Inquisition, of which we have already spoken, and which

originally only inquired as to the propagation of heretical opinions, became

a political institution, far more Spanish than Italian. Upon which pomt

we may remark, that ItaHan sagacity was somewhat outdone by Spanish

despotism. It must not be forgotten that Saint Dominic devoted himself

exclusively to preaching ; that it was his maxim that the master of his own

passions is master of the world,t and that we must either be the rulers or

the slaves of the passions. Dominic exhorted to humiHty, and especially

to poverty. He was once asked in what book he had found a sermon which

had much afi'ected his auditors ; the monk repHed :
" The book I use is

Charity."

Saint Dominic attacked the heresy of the Albigenses by word and by

example. The civil authority committed cruelties which he neither advised

nor appreciated ; and, moreover, he died in 1221, while that terrible tribunal

was not established until 1229 ! This justice is due to Saint Dominic, whose

acts were entirely distinct from those of the Inquisition.

The rule of the Dominicans enjoined preaching, perpetual silence, con-

* Novaes, iii., p. 173. Dom Grappin gives a dissertation on this question in the Ecclesiastical

Joui-nal of Dinouarts, in 1775. The question is thus stated: " Wlien and why was meat made

lawful food on Christmas-day, if it fall on a Friday or a Saturday T'

+ Italy, p. 94.
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tiniious fasting, abstinence from flesli-moat between the 14th of September

and Easter, the use of woollen instead of linen, and other austerities, whicli

they strictly observed. Up to the year 1219, they wore the habit of the

regular canons. Subsequently, they assumed that which they now wear.

In 1220, tliey cel(^brated a general chapter in the convent of Bologna.

There, the holy founder of the order renounced all the income and posses-

sions of the convents. This order became one of the four mendicant orders
;

those four orders are the Augustinians, Carmelites, Dominicans, and Fran-

ciscans. The Council of Trent authorized them to possess property, but

imposed upon them the law of mendicancy, to preserve the memory of their

former discipline.

The Dominican order has produced a great many canonized saints ; four

sovereign pontiifs—Innocent V., Blessed Benedict XI., Saint Pius V., and

Benedict XIII. ; more than sixty cardinals ; more than a hundred and fifty

archbishops ; more than eight hundred bishops ; and an innumerable host

of wTiters, and men illustrious for piety and knowledge.

Subsequently, Honorius assigned to a member of that order the office of

Master of the Sacred Palace, one of the most important in the Roman court.

Saint Dominic, noticing that when the cardinals went to the ceremonials of

the pontifical palace, their servants remained idle in the ante-chamber, pro-

posed to Honorius to appoint a learned man who, at siich times, should

preach the word of God to them. The pope approved of that, and intrusted

the work to Dominic himself, who commenced it by expounding the Epis-

tles of Saint Paul. So great an audience was attracted by his lectures, that

it was settled that thenceforth a Dominican should perform this duty, with

the title of Maestre del sogro Palazzo—Master of the Sacred Palace. In the

course of time, the Dominican, companion of the master, had the duty of

preaching to the retinue of the cardinals, and the master had the office of

censor of the publication of books and writings in the city of Borne, and of

publications brought thither. For this reason, the Father Master has a

seat in the Congregations of the Holy Inquisition and the Index.

Honorius crowned, as emperor of the East, Peter de Courtenay, count of

Auxerre, and his "wife, Violante, sister of the Emperor Baldwin and Henry.

The ceremony took place on the 9th of April, 1217, in the church of Saint

LaAVTence, without the walls, not only in order that the Eastern empire

should not, on account of such a coronation, pretend to any right upon the

West, but also that the patriarch of Constantinople should not have any

complaint to make that his right to crown the emperors of the East was

prejudiced.

The city of Genoa revived some old claims upon the island of Corsica.

Honorius recognized the repubhc as being entitled to one-half of the island
;

and Genoa, in return, was to pay the pope annually a pound of gold. At

Vol. I—2G
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the same time the Marquis d'Este received, in fief, the March of Ancona,

in consideration of an annual tribute of a hundred livres provisines, or, as

others saj, j)^'ovenQales.^'

The Holy Father, in 1218, approved of the Hospitaller Canons regular of

Saint Anthony, instituted in 1093, by Gaston, a knight of Yienne, in Dau-

phiny. They undertook the care of the patients attacked by Saint An-

thony's fire, an ei^idemic which at that time affiicted the West. The order

was suppressed under Clement XIV., and the property of the Canons of

Saint Anthony given in part to the Knights of Malta ; whose grand

master added to his titles that of Grand Master of the Order of Saint

Antliony.

In 1218, Honorius canonized Saint Wilham, archbishop of Bourges, who

died on the 10th of January, 1209 ; and in 1220, Saint Hugh, prior of the

Carthusians, and bishop of Lincoln, in England, who died on the 17th of

November, 1200. In 1224, he canonized Saint William, canon regular of

the congregation of Saint Yictor, of Paris, and abbot of Eoschild, in the

island of Zealand, Denmark. In 1225, he canonized Saint Lawrence

O'Toole, archbishop of Dublin, who died on the 14th of November, 1181

;

and finally, in 1226, Saint WilHam, archbishop of York, who died on the

8th of June, 1154.

The pope, who had crowned as emperor Frederic II., son of Henry YL,

and grandson of Frederic Barbarossa, incessantly urged him to take the

cross for the Holy Land, as his predecessors had done. Frederic II. alter-

nately sold and seized again the patrimony of the Countess Matilda. At

the time of which we speak, those lands were sold, and the pope was en-

treated to crown, as king of Sicily, Henry, son of Frederic. But Henry

djdng, Frederic seized the island again.

In the north of France, the pope had restored peace ; he had previously

succeeded in withdrawing all claim to the English throne by Louis, son of

PhiUp Augustus, who had been invited to London to succeed John Lack-

land, and subsequently his son, Henry III. As Philip Augustus owed

so much of his strength and power to the patronage of the Holy See, it

was his duty to recognize the authority of Bome when she ordered him to

abandon pretensions which she no longer approved.

In 1219, Saint Dominic proposed to Saint Francis that their two congre-

gations should be blended into one. But Saint Francis replied :
" My dear

brother, it is the will of God that they should remain separate, in order that

by their diversity they may adapt themselves to human infirmity, so that he

whom the rigor of the one would not suit, may embrace the mildness of the

* Eacli of these livres waa worth eighty centimes of present French money, or thirteen aixd

a half cents.
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other." But tliey none the less formed a perfect union between each other

and their disciples. Saint Dominic was present in the chapter general that

Saint Francis held near Assisi, in the year 1219, commencing on the day of

Pentecost, 19th of May. There were present above five thousand fiiars, so

gi'eatly had the order increased in nine or ten years ; and they camped out

in the fields, lying on mats or beneath poor huts. They had brought no

provisions, and yet the}- wanted for nothing, so great was the charity of the

neighboring towns and cities of Assisi, Perugio, Foligno, Spoleto, and even

Terni, Narni, and Ci\'ita Castellana. Ecclesiastics, nobles, and commons

flocked from all lands to minister to the friars, in a holy emulation of

humility and charity ; they were touched by the sight of the peace and joy

of the brethren in a life of such hardship and penance ; they admired

their union and their submission to their holy founder. "Behold," said

they, " the narrow way of the Gospel ; behold why it is so difficult for the

rich to enter into the kingdom of heaven
!"

Cardinal Ugolino attended the chapter, and one day when he addressed

the brethren, he ended by giving them great praise. Fearing that such

praise might excite a spirit of vanity and relaxation. Saint FranC^ ascended

the pulpit, and represented to the brethren the temptations and persecu-

tions which awaited them, the disorder of their successors, and the future

decay of the order. He reproached them with laxity, and with their in-

sufficient sense of the singular graces which God had bestowed upon them

;

and so forcible was his address, that not only did he repress in them any

feeling of vanitv, but even covered them with confusion.* The cardinal

complained of this to Saint Francis, who replied :
" My lord, I have spoken

to presei-ve the substance of your praise, and to support those in whom
humility has not jet become deeply enough rooted."

Many Franciscan fi-iars of the transmarine pro\dnces, came to seek from

the head of that chapter remedies for the evil treatment they had sufi'ered

in various places, from their want of authentic letters proving that their

order was approved by the Church. They also complained that they were

not allowed to preach, and begged that Saint Francis would obtain fi-om

Pope Honorius a privilege by virtue of which they might preach whereso-

ever they pleased, even without the permission of the bishops. The holy

man indignantly replied :
" "Wliat ! my brethren, know ye not the will of

God ! It is his will that you should first conciliate the superior by humility

and respect ; and then by your words and your good example conciliate

those who are inferior. "When the bishops see you five hohly, and not seek-

ing to encroach upon their authority, they will themselves solicit you to aid

them in laboring for the salvation of souls, and will send to hear and inli-ne

* Fleury, Ixxviii., p. 151.

zzdJ
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tate you. Tour peculiar privilege, therefore, should be, not to have a

privilege which would only serve to inflate you, to give you a confidence

prejudicial to others, and to excite opposition."

Some of them represented that they had met with many priests whom
they could not influence by prayer, argument, submission, or their own ex-

emplary life, to allow them to preach or to receive material aid. Francis

rephed :
" My brethren, we are sent to the assistance of the priests to sup-

ply their defects ; each will receive his reward, not according to his author-

ity, but according to his labor. What is the most agreeable to God is the

salvation of souls, and we shall gain souls, not by separating ourselves fi'om

the priests, but by living well with them. If they oppose the salvation of

souls, God can punish them. If you be sons of peace, you will win over

both the clergy and the laity, and that will be more agreeable to God than

your winning over the laity while scandahzing the clergy. Hide their

faults, supply their defects, and be only the more humble for ha\4ng

done so."

Fleury, in his book Ixxix., p. 183, thus speaks of the stigmata* or marks

of Saiut Francis d'Assisium :
" Saint Francis was accustomed to divide his

time into two parts ; one, of action for the good of his neighbor ; the other,

of contemplation for the improvement of himself. Thus, two years before

his death, in the year 1224, after many labors, he retired to Mount Alvernia

to pass his Saint Michael's Lent, the forty days from Assumption to the end

of Sej)tember, on which he habitually fasted. This mountain is on the con-

fines of Tuscany, and is part of the Apennines, lying between the Arno and

Tiber, near Camaldoli and Vallumbrosa.t

" It was given to Saint Francis in 1213, by a nobleman of the country, by

name Orlando Catanio, who erected an oratory and some cells there. The

holy man having retked thither in 1224, and prayed long and fervently,

God revealed to him that on opening the Gospels he would learn what

would be in him most agreeable to God. Ha%dng accordingly prayed ar-

dently, he took the book on the altar, and had it opened by Brother Leo,

his only companion in this sohtude. He opened it thrice, every time find-

ing the Passion of our Lord, whence Francis concluded that he was before

death to conform himself still more to the sorrows of the Passion; and

although his body was extremely weakened by austerity, the saint was not

* In the Dictionary of the Academy (4to ed., vol. ii., p. 780 ; Paris, Firmin Didot, 1835), in the

article Stigmata we find the following :
" The Stigmata of Saint Francis, marks like those of

the five wounds of Christ., that Saint Francis had on his hands, feet, and side."

t Wadding, 1313. From the top of Mount Alvernia, in clear weather, you can see the Medi-

terranean on one side, the Adriatic on the other. This magnificent spectacle makes it one of the

most beautiful spots of earth. A rent in the rock is sho^vn where Saint Francis received the

stigmata.
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alarmed at this thought, but more encouraged to martyrdom, which he sup-

posed to be the perfect conformity to the sufferings of Christ.

" One morning, about September 14th, the Exaltation of the Holy Cross,

as he was praying on the moimtain side, he beheld a seraph with six ardent

and luminous wings descend rapidly from heaven. "When he came near,

Francis distinguished amid his wings the figure of a man, having his hands

and feet extended and nailed to a cross. Two wings rose above his head
;

two were spread to fly, and two covered all his body. This vision as-

tonished him greatly. His heart was seized with a joy mingled wdth

sadness, and he saw that it was not by bodily martyi-dom, but by the

ardor of charity that he was to be transformed into the image of Christ

crucified.

" The vision disappeared, lea^dng in his heart a wonderful ardor, and a

still more admirable impression on his body ; for there at once began to

appear on his hands and feet the marks of the nails, as he had seen them

in the Ansion of the Crucified. His hands and feet seemed pierced throtigh

with nails ; the heads of the nails appeared inside his hands and above his

feet, and on the other side the points were turned back into the flesh. On
his right side appeared a red wound, like a lance thrust, which often gave

blood that stained his tunic and drawers.

" The servant of God seeing that these stigmata (as they were calle<l)

could not be concealed fi'om his companions, was greatly embarrassed.

" He told them his vision, and after spending his Lent in solitude, de-

scended the mountain at Michaelmas, and God confirmed the miracidous

impression of these stigmata by several other miracles."

Luke, bishop of Tuy, in Spain, an author living in that time, bears testi-

mony to the truth of the stigmata of Saint Francis, and says that they

were seen and touched, five years before he wrote, by many of both the

regular and secidar clerg;)'.*

It is on account of that miracle that Saint Francis is called in history the

8era2')lnc.

In 1226, Honorius, on the 30th of January, approved of the rule given

on the 13th of January, 1171, to the Carmelite monks, by the blessed Albert,

patriarch of Jerusalem.

These religious trace their foundation to the Prophet Elias, in Mount

Carmel. Innocent XIII. forbade the discussion of that question.

Novaest says :
" I willingly submit to the decision of the supreme judge

of thie Church, and will only say, that the rule of the blessed Albert, which

consists of eighteen very short heads, was mitigated in 1431 by Eugene

III., who permitted the religious to eat meat on three days of the week,

• Fleury, Ixxii. t Novaes, iij., p. 184.
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suppressed the fasting from tlie Feast of the Holj Cross till Easter, aud

moderated the perpetual silence."

This order having been suspended in the General Council of Lyons till it

should be dehberately examined, Honorius IV. confirmed it, and ordered

the reHgious to adopt a different dress from that which they had worn.

The Carmelites, and Discalced CarmeUtes, animated by the noblest emu-

lation, have in all times produced a great number of saints and illustrious

personages.

As Frederic II. had despoiled John of Brienne of that portion of his

kingdom of Jerusalem which was not occupied by the Saracens, Honorius

yielded to one of those charitable impulses Avhich so admirably characterize

the lioman Church, and gave to John, temporarily, for the support of the

royal dignity, all the patrimony possessed by the Church between Badico-

fani and Home.

In 1226,* Dominic held the first general chapter of his order at Bologna,

and was named in it Master General.

The same year, the pope crowned Frederic II. emperor. Two years later,

Philip Augustus died, and was succeeded by his son, Louis VIII.

Most of the letters of Honorius were pubhshed at Toulouse, by Innocent

Ciron, under the title of Quinta Gompilatio Decretalium (1645, foHo), wil^h the

notes of the pubHsher ; some of them are also to be found in the Collection

of the Councils, and in the works of Baluze, Wadding, Dom Martene,

d'Achery, d'Ughelli, &c.

Under Honorius we must place the reign and the conquests of Genghis-

Khan, son of a khan of the Moguls,! who was born in 1153. He was onlj^

thirteen years old when he began to reign. An almost general conspiracy

among his subjects, who deemed him weak and without talent, compelled

him to retire to Avenk-Klian, sovereign of the Tartars. He showed himself

worthy of the shelter given to him by that prince by signal services, not only

in the wars against his neighbors, but also in that which he maintained

against his brother, who had usurped the throne. Genghis-Khan restored

Avenk-Khan to his throne, and became his son-in-law. But Avenk forgot

the services Genghis had rendered, and resolved upon his ruin. Genghis

levied an army, defeated his father-in-law, and dethroned him. This vic-

tory inflamed his ambition ; he raised a great army, with which, in less tlian

twenty-two years, he conquered Persia, Cathay, part of China, and almost

all Asia. His dominion extended over eighteen hundred leagues, from east

to west, and over'more than a thousand from north to south. He was pre-

paring to complete the conquest of China when a disease carried him ofl', in

the midst of his triumphs, in 1227.

* Fleury, bcxviu., p. 159. f FeUer, ii., p. 583.
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Genghis-Khan was neither a Christian nor a Mussulman. The Mussul-

mans feared him because he had done them much evil, and from fear of that

indomitable conqueror they spared the Christians, whom they deemed to bo

less to be di-eaded.

On the 8th of November, 1226, King Louis VIII., of France, died at Avig-

non. By his queen, Blanche of Castile, he had had eleven children, six of

whom siu'vived him—Louis, Robert, John, Alphonse, Charles, and a daugh-

ter named Isabel. The one who succeeded Louis YIII., on the throne of

France, was that great king, Louis IX., whom France venerates under the

name of Saint Louis. As he was only eleven on his father's death, Queen

Blanche was declared regent.

Honorius III. governed the Church ten years, eight months, and one day.

He died on the 18th of March, 1227, and was interred at Saint Mary Major,

near the altar of the presepio.

There was no vacancy in the Holy See.

If we are to follow Matthew Paris, the heretical Albigenses, whose doc-

trine had spread into German}-, elected, about the year 1223, an antipope,

on the confines of Bulgaria, Croatia, and Dalmatia : he was named Bar-

tholomew. But this intruder does not appear to have troubled the Church

long. However, the Albigenses whom Baymond ruled in France threatened

their country with no less fatal injury ; and the pope in vain endeavored to

retain Raymond in the ways of gentleness and obedience.

180. GREGORY IX.— a. d. 1227.

BEGOBY assumed the name because he was created

pope at the monastery of Saint Gregory ad septem

solia. His former name was Hugh, or HugoHn,

and he was of the family of the Cencis, counts of

Segni.

In 1198, his cousin, Innocent III., remarked him

in the congregation of Saint Mary del Reno, and

created him successively cardinal-deacon of Saint

Eustace, bishop of Ostia, and archpriest of the Vatican Basihca. Various

legations were confided to him ; ho was sent to Naples, France, Tuscany,

and Lombardy. Novaes bestows great praise upon this illustrious negotia-

tor
;
purity of religious sentiment, prudence, sagacity, knowledge in every
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hraucli of literature, dexterity in business, and persuasive eloquence; all

those loft}^ qualities were combined in him with noble manners and an ele-

gant and majestic figure. He was appreciated all over Europe and beloved

in Rome. He was deeply versed in the affairs of the Holy See and though

he was eighty-three, age had diminished none of the gifts of nature and

stud}^ He was elected pope, in spite of his strong resistance, on the 10th

of March, 1227 ; blessed for consecration on the 21st ; and, finally, crowned

on the Easter Tuesday, April 3, 1227. He took possession at Saint John

Lateran on the 30th of the same month. Saint Francis of Assisium, who

had chosen him as the first cardinal protector of the Franciscan order, had

foretold his elevation by often addressing letters to him with the super-

scription, to the Most Beverend Father and Lord Hugo, future bishop of all the

universe, and father of the nations. This pope greatly loved Saint Francis,

and, as we shall see, canonized him in 1228.

In the conclave which elected Gregory, the cardinals were divided in

opinion. Being unable to agree, they agreed to a compromise, voting for

the one chosen by three compromisers. This fact, not noticed by Fleury, is

given at length by Novaes.* Among the cardinals selected as compromisers

was Cardinal d'Urach. Two of the compromisers instantly declared in his

favor, but with uncommon generosity and with earnest remonstrance he

proposed Cardinal Conti ; and he pressed that choice so earnestly, proving

too the justice of the selection by so many arguments, that the other two

compromiserst yielded, and Conti was elected. By this conduct, and by

other virtues, Cardinal d'Urach has merited the title of saint in the Cister-

cian calendar, and in the Galilean martyrology of Saussay.:}:

Fleury, on the authority of Bainaldi, gives the following account of the

ceremonies then celebrated

:

" On the day of his coronation, Gregory§ proceeding to Saint Peter's,

accompanied by many prelates, received the pallium according to the cus-

tom, and, after saying Mass, walked to the Lateran palace, covered with

gold and precious stones, and returned with the crown on his head. On
Monday, having said Mass at Saint Peter's, he issued forth wearing two

crowns, mounted on a richly caparisoned horse, surrounded by cardinals

clad in purple, and by a numerous clergy ; the streets were hung with

tapestry ornamented with gold and silver—the finest work of Egypt and

the finest colors of India—and perfumed with various aromatics. The peo-

ple sang the Kyrie eleison, and hymns of joy, accompanied by the sound

of trumpets. The judges and officers attended, resplendent with gold and

* Novaes, iii., p. 187.

f A compromise is an act by which two or more persons agree to leave their differences to

,Iie decision of an arbiter or arbiters.

—

Diet, ofFrench Academy. Paris, Didot, 1835.

\ Novaes, iii., p. 188. § Fleury, book Ixxix., p. 200.
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silver and silken copes. Greeks and Jews, in tLeir respective languages,

sang the praises of the pope. An innumerable crowd, bearing palm-branches

and flowers, led the procession ; the senator and the prefect of Rome walked

beside the pope, holding his bridle. And thus he was conducted to the

palace of the Lateran."

Gregory, after the possesso, ordered the Emperor Frederic to set out,

according to his promise, for the Holy Land. Frederic bluntly refused to

comply with the pontifical behest, and maintained that he would not fulfil

his oath.

On the 29th of September, 1227, the pope, attired in his pontifical robes,

pronounced, in the cathedral of Anagni, that the emperor was cut off from

the Catholic communion. On Holy Thursday, the emperor, in hie anger,

induced the Frangipaui and other Roman nobles to conspire against the

pope, whom they attacked while he was celebrating Mass at Saint Peter's,

on Easter Tuesday, thus renewing the sacrilege committed upon Gregory

VII. Abandoned by a part of his guards, Gregory IX. was compelled to

retii'e hastily fi-om Rome to Rieti, a city of his own States, whence he re-

paired to Spoleto, and finally to Assisi.

Before entering the last-named city, he halted at Saint Damian, where he

visited Saint Clare, and advised her, in order to avoid various inconve-

niences, to have some property, and he offered her an abundant supply.

She firmly declined the offer (Fleury, Ixxix., p. 206), saying that a holy

poverty was preferable to all property, and that having that, she could

find no moi'e secure possession. The pope then said :
" If it is your vow

that restrains you, my daughter, I will absolve you from it." " Holy Fa-

ther," she repHed, " I desire absolution only fi-om my sins."

Arrived at Assisi, the pope directly proceeded to the tomb of Saint Fran-

cis, where he prayed for a long time, and recommended to the saint the

Church, so greatly disturbed. Then he consulted with the cardinals who

accompanied him, as to the canonization ; he ordered an exact inquiry into

the miracles of the saint, both in the city and in the surrounding country.

The witnesses were heard and their depositions reduced to writing, and the

evidence was then examined by those cardinals who seemed least favorable

to the canonization. Then, returning to Perugia, the pope examined, in full

consistory, the vahdity of the proceedings ; and the canonization being

unanimously resolved upon, he returned with his court to Assisi, where the

tidings of that ceremony had caused a great assemblage of prelates, nobles,

and the people of the different provinces.

At lengtli, on Sunday, the 16th of July, 1228, in the church of Saint

George, where the saint was buried, the pope, from a lofty throne, preached

a sermon upon the text of these words of Ecclesiasticus :
" He shone in the

temple of God like the star of the morning, like the full moon, and like the
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sun."* Then Octaviiis, cardinal-deacon of Saints Sergius and Bacclius,

and a relative of Innocent III., publicly read the account of the miracles

;

and Rainier Capoccio, also a cardinal-deacon, pronounced a discourse in

corroboration. Then the pope rose, and, in a loud tone, said :
" To the

Glory of God, of the Holy Yirgin Mary, and the apostles Saint Peter and

Saint Paul, and to the honor of the Roman Church, we, by the advice of

our brethren, have resolved to place in the catalogue of the saints the

blessed Father Francis, whom God has glorified in heaven ; and we decide

that his festival shall be celebrated on the anniversary of his death."

Then the cardinals intoned the Te Deum, and the people responded with

joyful acclamations. The bull of canonization was expedited three days

after, and directed that the festival should be celebrated yearly on the 4th

of October. Novaesf says :
" The body of the saint was for a long time

exposed to public view ; it was erect, had its eyes open, and the stigmata

were seen surrounded by blood."

It remained thus during the following reigns ; but Sixtus IV., at the

request of Saint James de la Marca, when at Assisi, in 1476, had a wall

built before the stairway, which led to the subterranean church, where the

saint was, and thus deprived the people of the sight of the body of Saint

Francis. It began to be thought that the body had ceased to exist, but, by

the care of Pope Pius YII., it was found, and a detailed account pub-

lished by his orders, of which we shall speak in his reign.| The ca-

aonization of Saint Francis had a happy effect upon the Romans, who

very tenderly venerated him, and they recalled Gregory, promising to

remain faithful subjects. Moreover, they were indignant that Fred-

eric, who had at last resolved upon going to Syria, had ordered Ray-

nald, duke of Spoleto, to commence hostilities against the Roman court.

In fact, Raynald, with some imperial troops, and even some Saracens, at-

tacked the patrimony of Saint Peter. The foresight of the popes had con-

stantly taken measures to prevent any important success of the Mussulmans

in Italy ; but that same sagacity could not anticipate that the Saracens

would ever become the allies of an emperor who had sworn to defend and

protect the Holy See. The pope sent against this impious army some sol-

* Ecclesiastes, chap. 1., v. 7.

f Novaes, xiii., p. 33. That author gives these details only in the volume comprising the

reign of Innocent XIII.

X There are many Lives of Soint Francis, but they are not equal to the subject. Baillet hav-

ing remarked that it was astonishing that among so many members of so distinguished an order,

not one was found worthy to write the life of its founder, Father Louis Francis Chalipiie, a Be-

collect, undertook the work. His book, 4to, was published at Paris, in IT-'S. and the Saint had

a noble liistoriau. The Memoirs of Trevoux, in 1T29, very j astly praised Father Chalippe's work.

Subsequently Chavin de Malan published another life of Saint Francis, which the authorities of

the order at Rome pronounced wise, rich in facts, and worthy of the holy patriarch.
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diers hastily raised, and commanded by Jean do Brienue, the former king

of Jerusalem, and Frederic's son-in-law, though all good understanding had

ceased between them. Great violence was committed on both sides,

Frederic, meanwhile, had arrived near Jerusalem, disembarking at Saint

Jean d'Acre. Having Avith him only two galleys and a hundred knights, he

found but little obedience in the country. At this juncture there arrived

two friars minor, who presented to the patriarch of Jerusalem dispatches

from the pope, announcing the perjury and excommunication of Frederic.

The pope, at the same time, forbade the Hospitallers, Templars, and Teu-

tonic knights to obey any of the orders of Frederic.

The Christians now reasonably thought that such quarrels might be fitly

postponed. Marching under the command of the duke of Limburg, a Ger-

man by birth, they fortified Caesarea, and thought that, after repairing the

walls of Joppa, which they still held, they might march upon Jerusalem.

Frederic approved the design, and placing himself at their head, they

arrived at Joppa on the loth of November, 1229. But the Sultan of Egypt,

Mehk-Camel, was encamped near Gaza, a day's march fi'om Joppa, and his

nej^hew, the sultan of Damascus, at Naplouse, at the hke distance.

The Emperor Frederic sent two nobles to Melik-Camel v^dth presents,

and with the expression of the emperor's desire to have the sultan for his

brother, and of his intention being not to make conquests, as he had already

territories enough to satisfy the greatest ambition. The nobles, on obtain-

ing an audience, were to add that the emperor, nevertheless, had come to

recover the holy places, and the kingdom of Jerusalem, which rightfully

belonged to his son-in-law. The Empress Yolande, Frederic's new wife,

had died that year, after giving birth to a son, who was named Conrad.

The envoys had also orders to say that if Jerusalem were restored, there

wovdd be no need to commence a war or to shed human blood. Melik-

Camel was well aware of Frederic's real weakness, and of the existing differ-

ences among the Christians. Moreover, those who arrived from Europe

were not accustomed to speak so moderately ; Frederic's message was in

the tone of a Christian long resident in the East, who would procure by

negotiation what he did not hope to attain by force and courage.

Melik-Camel, on his part, also sent presents, and begged that the emperor

would explain the nature of the friendship which he desired to exist be-

tween them. " As regards Jerusalem," rej)lied the Mussulman, " the affair

is important, not on account of the value of the country, but on account of

the respect that the Mussulmans my brethren feel for the city, and espe-

cially for the Temple, wliich they look upon as the house of God ; they,

with as much devotion as the Christians, visit the sepulchre of Jesus Christ.

Were I to abandon the Holy Sepulchre, the Caliph might accuse me of

betraying my religion."
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After a very secret negotiation, in which, there was no intervention of any

authority dependent upon the Holy See, although there were vicars apos-

tolic in that country, a treaty was concluded between Frederic and the

sultan, ill the following terms :
" 1. The sultan delivers Jerusalem to the

emperor and liis Hcutenants, that he may fortify and dispose of it as he AviU.

2. The emperor will not touch the Gemlate, which is the Temple of Solomon,

nor any thing that is within its bounds, nor allow any Frank to do so,* but

it will remain unchanged in the hands of the Mussulmans, that they may
pray there and have the public and free exercise of their religion. The

keys of the inclosing gates will be kept by those who reside within the

iuclosure, to take care of the mosque. 3. No Mussulman shall be pre-

vented from going in pilgrimage to Bethlehem. 4. If any Frank firmly

believes in the majesty and dignity of the Temple (by this belief is meant a

respect for that mosque equal to that of the Mussulmans), he may enter to

pray, otherwise no Frank shall be allowed even to enter the inclosure. 5. If,

at Jerusalem, a Mussulman does wrong to another Mussulman, he shall be

judged by magistrates of his own religion. 6. The emperor will recall those

who shall undertake to injure the possessions of MeHk-Camel. 7. The em-

peror will aid neither Christian nor Mussulman in making war upon the Mus-

sulmans during the truce, nor excite them to commence hostihties. 8. If any

Franks pretend to contravene any of the articles in this truce, the emperor

will be held to defend the sultan against their attack, 9. Tripoli and its ter-

ritory, Kerek, Castelbianco, Tortosa, Margat, and Antioch, with all their con-

tents to remain in the same state as during the war, and the emperor forbids

his army to give any aid to the lords of those places. Finally, and further,

Bethlehem and the territory between it and Jerusalem, together with Naza-

reth and the road as far as Acre, and the territory of Touron, Sidon, or Said

with its dependencies, were to be restored to the Christians.

This truce, which was to last ten years, was sworn to by both parties, on

Sunday, the 18th of February, 1229. But Gerold, patriarch of Jerusalem,

the Hospitallers, and the Templars took no part in forming it, as they

deemed it shameful and disadvantageous to Christendom, and worthy only

of an excommunicated emperor. The patriarch even refused to all pilgrims

indifferently permission to enter Jerusalem and visit the Holy Sepulchre,

alleging the unrevoked prohibition of Pope Gregory.

Frederic nevertheless entered Jerusalem on Saturday, the 17th of March,

and on the following day, the third Sunday in Lent, he went in his imperial

robes to visit the Holy Sepulchre, accompanied by the Teutonic knights,

his German nobles, and a few of the populace. As he could not find a

bishop to give him the crown, he took it from the altar himself. Then the

* Rainaldi, 1229, No. 15.
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master of the Teutouic order delivered a long discourse, partly in German

and partly in Freucli. He eulogized the emperor, complained of the ec-

clesiastics, and invited the nobles to contribute towards the fortifications

that were to be raised around the city. Frederic, as inconsistent in his

plans as he had been in signing such a treat}', promptly returned to Acre,

without papng the slightest attention to the fortifications for which he had

asked the money. In the course of the few days that he had passed at

Jerusalem, he wrote triumphant letters to thank God for the great success

of his joiu-ney, and set forth in grandiloquent language that he had enabled

Christians thenceforth to visit the holy city at pleasure. Bainaldi gives us

two of those letters ; one to Pope Gregory, which is couched in general

terms, the other to Henry, king of England, entering somewhat into details.

The patriarch of Jerusalem wrote, on the same subject, two letters in a very

dilTerent style ; one to the pope, the other to the faithful. In the letter to

the pope he set forth the disadvantages to the Christians that resulted from

the arrival of the emperor. The prelate complained of the secrecy which

the prince had observed in the negotiations for the truce, in contempt of

the opinions of the bishops and the nobles ; and he reflected upon the pre-

cipitate departure of such a conqueror, which looked more like a flight-

The prelate then examined the treaty.

" It is," wTote he, " an intolerable abuse to yield to the infidels the

temple of God, which is the patriarchal seat, without even allowing Chris-

tians to enter the inclosure unless they agree with the Saracen estimate of

that place, while they are permitted to enter Bethlehem freely."

" There is another wrong," he added ;
" Frederic, by his treaty pledges

himself against any act of hostility, direct or indirect, against the Saracens,

during the trace. How reconcile this oath with the oath to the Church, to

keep in the Holy Land for two years one thousand knights and fifty galleys ?

His excommunication resulted from his non-fulfilment."

The letter to all the faithful is somewhat more menacing. Fleury gives

a complete analysis of it. It is easy to see that the treaty was dictated

solely by the interest of the sultan of Egypt, who had divined the imperial

pride. Frederic asked but to enter Jerusalem for a moment, to date his

letter from that capital. The tomb of Christ, the woes of Palestine, steps

to enable other Christians to enter the city without dishonor, care for the

interests of the Holy See, were motives without weight for Frederic. We
have already justly remarked, that the transient rule of Frederic was but a

chimera, destitute of any reahty.

After reading so many sad details, we may add that it was not only chi-

merical, but that amid circumstances requiring more frankness than Ptichard

had shown, it was really a treason. So we must really speak of a prince

possessed of extraordinary abihty, and subsequently, beyond dispute, one
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of the greatest men of liis time. We shall see him die in sentiments of

piety and penitence ; but how many outrages had he not committed upon

religion, morality, the imperial dignity, and the interests of Italy, of the

Holy See, and even of the empire ! But, let us proceed.

Though Gregory was obliged to make war to preserve his States, nor

could he forget the disturbance caused in France by rehgious questions.

Raymond, count of Toulouse, had made his peace with the Church and

T\ith the king of France ; a treaty had been concluded, in the form of letters

patent of Louis IX., setting forth, in substance, that Raymond had sub-

mitted, and that he came to ask, not justice but mercy from the Church

and from the king, and promised thenceforth to be faithful to them. He
was to expel all heretics from his territory, and to make strict search after

them.

Immediately after his absplution, Raymond was also to fulfil some other

conditions : he was to take the cross from the hand of the legate, to cross

the sea against the Saracens, and to remain in Palestine five years ; and to

place his daughter, Jane, in the king's custody, to become the bride of one

of his brothers. By this arrangement the king left to Raymond all the

diocese of Toulouse, excepting the property of the marshal, that is to say,

Guy de Levis, marshal de la Foi, from whom the lords of Mirepoix are de-

scended.

In the year 1229, the pope confirmed an excommunication pronounced

against Frederic, who had declared against Rome. Here we must remark,

that though Frederic had been really crowned emperor, he had not pro-

nounced the whole of the oath which the emperors took at their coronation.

The pope, after quitting Rome would not return, on account of the plots

formed by the nobles, who were partisans of Frederic ; but, the Tiber hav-

ing suddenly overflowed its banks, the people rose in tumult and demanded

his return. The emperor, impressed by the event, determined to sign a

peace.

On this occasion Frederic agreed to the following terms :
" The king of

Sicily and of Germany will not, by himself or by others, prevent free course

to elections, postulations, or confirmations in the churches and monasteries

of the kingdom of Sicily and in Germany." An interview then took place

at Anagni between the two sovereigns. A^Tien the pope appeared the priace

took off his cloak, threw himself at the pontiff's feet, and received the kiss

of peace, and then they ate at the same table. On the following day

Frederic returned to Germany.

In a prefatory discoiu'se to his eightieth book, Fleury gives a host of im-

portant particulars as to the state of the universities of Paris and Bologna.*

* Fleury, v., p. 236
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In the montla of June, 1231, Saint Anthony of PaJua, of the order of

Friars Minor, died in that city at the age of thirty-six. His great repiita-

tion, and the miracles which daily occurred at his tomb, hastened his canon-

ization, wliich the pope pronounced at Spoleto, on the 30th of March,

]232.

In Germany, Saint Ehzabeth, widow of the Landgrave of Thuringia,

closed a short but most edifying Hfe. She was the daughter of Andrew,

king of Hungary, and was betrothed in her infancy to Louis of Thuringia,

a prince endowed with singular virtues.

The Roman court never lost sight of occasions for drawing closer the

ties of good understanding with the Greek patriarclis. Germanus, patri-

arch of Constantinople, sent a priest to solicit from Gregory a closer union

of the two Churches.

The letter of the Patriarch Germanus to Pope Gregory, commenced

with a prayer to Jesus Christ, whom he invoked as the corner-stone that

had united the various nations into one Church. Then directly addressing

the pope, Germanus acknowledged* that Ilis Holiness had received the

primacy of the Aj)ostohc See, and begged Gregory to descend somewhat

from his elevation and hear him favorably. He then repeats that he does

not pretend to prejudice the primacy of the pope, and adds, " Let us with

the utmost diligence seek seek after the authors of the division. If we are,

point out to us the error and its remedy ; if the Latins, we do not believe

that you wish to be excluded from the heritage of the Lord." The agree-

ment between the two parties, however,was not yet sufficiently complete to

delight Gregory, who prepared to make fresh efforts towards obtaining an

unalterable agreement.

The same year the pope sent some Franciscans on a mission to the in-

fidels, with a letter addressed to the sultan of Damascus, containing a long

instruction upon the Christian religion, supported by many passages of the

Old and New Testaments. It finished by an exhortation to the sultan to

embrace Christianity, with a protestation that the pope had no view but the

salvation of the sultan, and was quite free from temporal interests in the

matter, and from any desire to diminish that sovereign's power.

The reputation of the Dominicans increased daily, especially in Italy.

Bi'other John of Vicenza was then one of the most renowned of that order.

He proposed the canonization of Dominic, and, in 1234, the bull was given

at Rieti, on the 13th of July.

In the year 1232, Louis had asked in marriage Margaret, eldest daughter

of Raymond Berenger, count of Provence ; and as they were related in the

fourth degree, he sent to sohcit a dispensation from the pope, in considera-

* Fleury, v., p. 248.
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tion of the importance of that marriage in securing to Provence the peace

and glorj of the Catholic faith.

In 1234, King Louis having entered his twentieth year, his marriage was

celebrated at Sens, about the end of March, God bestowed his blessing

upon this marriage, the happy pair obtaining from the providence that

protected them six sons and five daughters.

In the same year, Gregory pubhshed the collection of Decretals which

bears his name, and has since been of the highest authority. There were

already five collections of the decretal epistles of the popes, all made sub-

sequent to the work of Gratian ; the first by Bernard Balbo, of the church

of Pavia, later bishojD of Faenza, and then of Pavia, after Saint Lanfranc,

his master. He was a very learned canonist, and wrote five books on

canon law. Balbo also collected the decretals and the canons of some

councils up to the year 1190. The second compilation was commenced by

Gilbert and Alain, and finished by Gallus de Volterra ; it bore the two

names. The third was extracted from the registers of Innocent III., by

Bernard the Great, archdeacon of Compostella, and revised by Peter Bene-

vento, notary of the pope, about the year 1210. Pive years later. Pope

Innocent III. ordered the fourth collection, consisting at first of the decrees

of the Council of Lateran, at which he presided in the same year, 1215, and

then of his rescripts. The fifth collection consisted of the Constitutions of

Honorius III. who had them collected by Tancred, archdeacon of Bologna,

and ordered them to be followed in the schools and the tribunals."

From all these collections Pope Gregory had his own compiled by Saint

Baymond of Penaforte, a Dominican, who was then sub-chaplain of his

penitentiary.t The decretals in that collection are divided into five books,

each containing many titles in chronological order, which had not been at-

tended to in the former collections. This commenced at Alexander III.;

it was at the commencement of that reign that the decretal of Gratian ter-

minated, and the decretals are given only in extract, according to the matter

of each title, but preserve the first words by which they were already

known.

Pope Gregory addressed this collection to the doctors and scholars

of Bologna, by a letter, in which he said that he had pubhshed in one

book the constitutions of his predecessors, previously dispersed through

many volumes, and that he had done this to avoid the confusion aris-

ing from their resemblance and their apparent contradiction. Moreover,

as some of them were to be found nowhere but in these volumes, their

authority had been questioned. He added, that he had omitted whatever

was needless in the ancient constitutions, and added his own on some

* Edit, of Innocent Ciron, 1645, tit. i., c. i. f Fleury, v., p. 267.
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doubtful questions, and he ordered this collection alone to be used in the

tribunals and schools, and that no other should be made without the au-

thority of tlie Holy See. The pope -wrote a similar letter to the doctors of

Paris, dated from Spoleto, on the 5th of September, 1234. His design was

fulfilled, and his constitution so well received that it has since been referred

to simply as tlie Decretals.

While the pope was at Spoleto, the Emperor Frederic II. arrived, hav-

ing been preceded by the Latin patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch,

and Jerusalem. It was agreed that preparations should be made for war,

as the truce with the infidels terminated in four years.

Then the crusade for the year 1238 was published. The letter, especially

addressed to Louis IX., bears the date of the 6th of November, 1234. The

pope exhorts him to prepare to assist the Holy Land, either personally or

by his troops. At the same time there was a renewal of the excommunica-

tion by the last Lateran Council against all who should furnish the infidels

with arms or vessels.

Then the pope demanded fi-om all parts aid against the revolted Romans
who had driven him from Rome. The Romans, however, taking wiser

counsel, made their peace with the pontiff in the month of March, 1235.

In S\Tia, the citizens of Acre would not submit to the authority of the

archbishop of Ravenna, papal legate in Palestine, who was directed to

defend the interests of Conrad, son of Frederic, and heir, through his mother,

to the kingdom of Jerusalem. The archbishop of Ravenna, therefore, laid

the inhabitants of Acre uruder interdict. Gregory reflected that that city

was inhabited by Christians of different rites, who, on account of that cen-

sure, might refuse obedience to the Holy See, and give rise to heresy, ever

ready to make its appearance. The pope, therefore, raised the interdict,

after receiving from the inhabitants of Acre their promise to obey his

orders ; and he became their mediator with the emperor.

In Spain, from the battle of Navas de Tolosa, the arms of the Christians

constantly prospered. In 1236, Ferdinand took Cordova.

Numbers of crusaders assembled in their excitement : they tormented the

Jews, and baptized them by force. Gregory addressed a letter to several

prelates, in which he said that the crusaders ought to war against the

infidels in the fear of God, purity of heart, and charity ; and that although

our Lord excludes no one from baptism, he shows mercy to whom he will.

No one ought to be compelled to receive that sacrament ; for, as man fell

by his free-will, so he should rise again by his free-wiU, being called thereto

by grace. The pope wrote to Louis IX. on the same subject, and the pious

king rephed that he had given orders that in his kingdom every one should

obey the wise and prudent decision of His Holiness.

The pope received a letter from Philip, prior of the Dominicans in the

Vol. I.—27
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Holy Land, in which he said that " the patriarch of the Jacobites, a man

venerable for age, knowledge, and virtue, came this year (1237) to pray at

Jerusalem, with a numerous attendance of bishops and monks of his nation.*

We have explained the CathoUc faith to him, and with the grace of God
we have so far convinced him, that on Palm Sunday, at the solemn proces-

sion to the Mount of Ohves, at Jerusalem, he promised obedience to the

Eoman Church, abjuring all sorts of heresy, and he gave us his confession,

written in Chaldee and in Arabic ; and on leaving, he even assumed our

dress. He has in obedience to him the Chaldeans, the Medes, the Persians,

and the Armenians, whose countries are ah'eady ravaged, for the most part,

by the Tartars. His sway extends over seventy provinces, inhabited by an

innumerable multitude of Christians, who, however, are subject and tribu-

tary to the Saracens, with the exception of the monks, who pay no tribute.

Two archbishops have made the same submission ; the one a Jacobite, of

Egypt, the other a Nestorian, of the East, who are recognized as superiors

in Syria and Phoenicia ; and we have already sent four brethren into Arme-

nia to learn the language, thus complying with the earnest entreaties of the

king and the nobles.

" We have received many letters from the patriarch of the Nestorians,

whose authority extends into the great Indies, the kingdom of Prester John,

and the neighboring Eastern States ; and he has promised Father AViUiam

of Montferrat, who sometime resided with him, to join the Church. We
have also sent some of our brethren into Egypt, to the patriarch of the

Jacobites of that country, whose errors are greater than those of the Orien-

tals, for they add circumcision, like the Saracens. t That patriarch, also,

has professed to us his willingness to return to the unity of the Church. He
has already done away with several errors, and has forbidden circumcision

within the Hmits of his authority, which extends into the Httle Indies,

Ethiopia, and Libya, besides Eg}^t ; but the Ethiopians and Libyans are

not subject to the Saracens.

" As regards the Maronites of Mount Libanus, they long since returned to

obedience to the Church, and still persevere in it. All those nations accept

the doctrine of the Trinity, and our preaching. The Greeks alone perse-

vere in their maHce ; everywhere they either openly or covertly oppose the

Roman Church. They blaspheme all the sacraments, and treat as evil and

heretical every opinion which differs from their own.

" Seeing, so wide a door opened for the admission of the Gospel, we have

* Matthew Paris, 1237, p. 372 ; Bain. Cod., n. 87.

f In those unhappy countries, those who are alarmed, seek to propitiate the more powerM
by defections from principle which never turn to good. As we pointed out on pp. 183, 205, the

Byzantine Greeks, in endeavoring to gain over the Mussulmans by culpable concessions only,

urged them to a livelier and more terrible hatred.
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set ourselves to learning those languages, for "whicli we liave established a

school in each of our convents, and already we have brothers who preach

in various languages, principally the Arabic, whicli is the most common
language of the country."

On the 23d of March, in the year 1237, John de Brienne, emperor of Con-

stantinojile, died of grief, while young Baldwin was in Flanders, occupied

in the recovery of his lands, and in borrowing money to sustain his tottering

empire. Many of the best quahfied French nobles had already taken the

cross to aid him, which deprived the Holy Land of just so much aid. The

Knights Hospitallers of Saint John of Jerusalem had unhappily been gained

over by Yatacius, John III. (Ducas), Greek emperor of Nice (1238), who
had given them lands and revenues, on condition that they should foUow

him, even against the Latins.* Moreover, they were accused of indulging

in deplorable excesses. These complaints having reached Pope Gregory,

he wrote thus to the master of the order

:

" We have learned vntli grief that you retain on your lands, on certain

conditions, abandoned women, with whom you live in disorder ; that you

possess individual property ; that you take the defence of all who embrace

your fraternity and pay an annual fee ; and that you receive among you

thieves, murderers, pilgrims, and heretics. You are not ashamed to aid

with horses and arms Yatacius, that enemy of God and the Church. You
diminish your ordinary alms, you alter the wills of those who die in your

hospital, and you do not allow the patients to confess, without your per-

mission, to any other priests but those who are of your order or in your pa}'.

It is even said that many of your brothers are suspected of heresy."

In Spain, James, king of Aragon, besieged and took Yalencia. It was

easy to see that the arms of the CatLolic princes were blessed by God.

In 1240, the animosity of Frederic II. against the pope was at its height.

The emperor recriminated by enumerating the services that he had rendered

to the Church ; and, on this occasion, no one attempted to reconcile so mis-

chievous a difference.

Cardinal James, bishop of Palestrina, having an-ived in France, published

throughout that kingdom the bull of excommunication pronounced by Greg-

ory against Frederic ; the legate was at the same time directed to offer the

empire to Count Eobert, brother of the Idng. Louis refused the offer

in most firm and prudent terms. The French ambassadors, who were sent

to Frederic, to ask if he held religious sentiments different fi-om those of

other Catholics, were told by him that the emperor had never departed

from the faith of his fathers, and of his predecessors. After this assurances

had been given by Frederic himself, the ambassadors replied :
" God forbid

* Fleurj, v., p. 289.
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that we should attack any Chiistiau prince without legitimate cause ! It is

not ambition that moves us. We esteem the king our master, who came to

the throne by the right of birth ; we esteem him beyond any elective prince :

as for Count Robert, it is sufficient for him to be brother of so great a

prince."

Such was the reply, admirable for greatness and piety, and distinguished

by sentiments of good neighborship, and that circumspection which should

never desert even a powerful sovereign.

The pontifical legates endeavored to excite some of the German princes

against Frederic, but no consideration could alter the fidelity of the

electors.

Gregory wished to assemble a council ; Frederic opposed it, and marched

uj)on Rome. He approached Grotta-Ferrata, when he learned the death of

the pope, who sank under so many troubles on the 20th of April, aged

nearly a hundred years, after governing the Church fourteen years, five

months, and a few days.

We extract from Novaes* the character which he gives of Gregory IX.

:

" He was a man of sagacious intellect, endowed with a most happy memory,

skilled in the liberal arts, distinguished for his knowledge of jurisprudence

and sacred literature. He was the flower of Ciceronian eloquence, the ever

ready friend of the poor, the zealous defender of the faith and of ecclesias-

tical liberty ; a model of the most shining virtues."

He was interred at the Vatican. The Holy See remained vacant one

month.

Gerard Vossius, provost of Tongres, and doctor of theology at Rome,

published, in 1588, in 4to, a book entitled Gesla qucedatn ac monumenta

Gregorii IX. grcecolatina, cum scholiis.

Inquiry has often been made about the cause of the somewhat sudden

death of Gregory. Novaes and some other authors attribute it to the grief

he felt on learning that some French and Spanish bishops, who were on

their way to Rome to be present at the council, had been attacked by the

people of Pisa, then at war with the Genoese, and treated in the most bar-

barous manner,—being chained, and left to the torments of hunger and

thirst, by order of Frederic. Gregory never recovered from the attack

which deprived him of all consciousness, and which almost instantly caused

his Hfe to be despaired of. Louis IX. demanded the release of the bishops,

who were his subjects. Frederic made a haughty reply. Louis rejoined

:

" You must release them. Think seriously, for the kingdom of France is not

so weakened as to bear any more of your spurring.'' This truly royal letter

produced its effects ; the French prelates were released. The advisers of

* Novaes, iii., p. 200.
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Louis IX. must have been con^inced that Gregory was not wholly in tlie

wrong in his differences with Frederic.

The brother of Prester John, of whom we spoke in our life of Alexander

III., must be David. This last had a shorter reign than his brother, Ung-

cara. The Portuguese writers have given the most positive information

about the two Prcsters John.

181. CELESTmE IV.— a. d. 1241.

ELESTINE IV., originaUy Geoffry CastigHoni, ca-

non and chancellor of Milan, his native city, was

created cardinal-priest of Saint Mark, and bishop

• of Sabina, by Gregory IX. That pontiff named

him legate a latere, in Tuscany, in Lombardy, and

then to the Emperor Frederic II., when he was at

Monte Cassino.

Celestine was elected pope at the place called

Sette Soli, by only ten cardinals. The senator and princes of Rome had con-

fined them there, that the election might be the more speedy. Weakened

by age and by grief, he survived his election only seventeen days, had not

time to pubhsh a single bull, and died on the 5th of October, 1241, uncon-

secrated. He was interred in the Vatican.

The Holy See remained vacant one year, eight months, and seventeen

days. The cardinals were dispersed, and Frederic kept most of them in

prison.

'^^
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182. INlSrOCENT IV.~a. d. 1243.

. NNOCENT rV., whose name in the world was

> Sinibald Fieschi, belonged to one of the first

families of Genoa. He was at first bishop of

Albenga, and vice-chancellor of the Holy Roman
Church. Gregory IX. had created him cardinal-

^^ii priest of Saint Lawrence in Lucina, and legate of

'/^ the Marches. He was elected pope at Anagni,

after an interregnum of more than twenty months,

on the 24th of June, 1243, and consecrated on the 29th.

Towards the end of October he approached Kome, and as usual, when

the popes enter that city, he was received with acclamations by the senator

and people of Borne. But their joy was short-lived ; some merchants

demanded payment of a large sum which had been lent to the preceding

pope, Gregory. The insolence of those merchants, escorted by a crowd of

the populace, was such, that they invaded a large portion of the palace, so

that Innocent was obliged to hide himself in the most obscure place, in

order to take nourishment. At length, on receiving a portion of their claim,

these merchants retired.

Innocent had previously contracted a close friendship with Frederic II.

Then, Fieschi was only a private individual ; now that he was pope he was

obliged to sustain the interests of the Church, and the emperor incessantly

and violently insulted him. However, Frederic sent an embassy to Bome
to propose peace ; and to obtain it, the ambassadors, on Maundy-Thursday,

March 31st, 1244, swore solemnly in presence of the Emperor Baldwin, of

the cardinals, prelates, the senator, and of the people of Bome, that

Frederic would give satisfaction to the Church for all the wrongs with

which she had to reproach him, before and after the excommunication pro-

nounced against him by Gregory IX.

Innocent was rejoiced at seeing so happy a contrition ; but his joy was

speedily changed into sadness. Frederic relapsing into his original perfidy,

protested that he could not be bound by the oath taken by his ambassadors,

as it was too prejudicial to his interests. The better to convince Frederic,

and to bring him back into the right way. Innocent repaired to Citta di

Castello, that he might treat dii'ectly with the prince, who was then living

at Terni. But the pontiff soon learned that snares were laid for him, and

that the emperor intended to seize upon the head of the Church, that he
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miglit have no opponent. After a stay of nineteen days at Citta di CasteUo,

Innocent Avent to Sutri, whence he wrote to the Genoese to send him their

galleys to Civita Vecchia. Learning that they had reached there, he de-

termined to cross the mountains, reached Civita Yecchia by that road, and

sailed from that city to Genoa, Avhere he disembarked, and safely travelled

by land to Lyons, though suffering severely on the way.

In the quarrels between the pope and Frederic, the city of Lyons was
neutral, but not so weakl}' neutral that it could be prevented from affording

an asylum to the head of the Church.

In that city Innocent convoked a general council (the 13th), which was

to assemble in 1245. He presided over it, assisted by several cardinals.

At this council there were three patriarchs and a hundred and forty bishops.

The EmjDcror Baldwin was present, as were the ambassadors of France

and England. There Frederic II. was excommunicated, and deposed

from the kingdom of Sicily and from the empire, as having outraged the

Church. It has been said that this prince was the first who appealed to a

future council, more numerous and solemn, from such a sentence of one

council ; but Novaes justly remarks,* that forty-five years earlier, in 1200,

the Hke appeal had been made by Phihp Augustus, king of France. In this

Council of Lyons the reform of discij)liue was debated, as also was the

subject of the crusades for Palestine, and Louis IX., king of France, was

chosen to head the expedition. Meanwhile, Thaddeus of Suessia defended

the cause of Frederic, whose ambassador he was ; but it was difficult for

him to produce arguments calculated to soften the evil impression that was

made upon men's minds by the violence of the prince towards the pontiff

and the cardinals, and, especially, by the tenacity with which he opposed

what had been done to put an end to the vacancy in the Holy See. The

sentence of deposition Avas substantially as follows :

Pope Innocent first recounted the steps that he had taken from the com-

mencement of his pontificate to bring about peace with Frederic, and the

promises sworn to in the name of the emperor on Maundy-Thursday, in the

preceding year, 121-1. " Therefore," continued the pope, " we can no longer

tolerate his iniquity without partalcing of it, and it has become matter of con-

science to puilish him." He then reduced the crimes of Frederic to four prin-

cipal acts, averred to be of pubhc notoriety—perjury, sacrilege, heresy, and

felony. He proved the perjury by Frederic's breach of the peace made
with the Church, that is to say, Tvith Pope Gregory IX., in 1230, and by

several other v-iolated oaths ; the sacrilege, by the capture of the legates

and other prelates while on board the Genoese galleys on their way 10 a

council ; the heresy, by his contempt of the censures, notwithstanding which

• Novaes, iii, p. 211.
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lie caused divine service to be celebrated ; by his connection with the Sara-

cens, by his alliance with the Emperor Vatacius, a schismatic, to whom he

gave his daughter, and by other conjectures, exciting vehement suspicion.

The felony was proved by Frederic's vexation of the subjects of the king-

dom of Sicily, a fief of the Roman Church, and the non-payment of the

tribute during nine years.

In that same council, it was settled that the cardinals should wear the

red hat, as they now do ; by that symbol the pope notified them that they

should be prepared to shed their blood in defence of the liberty of the

Christian people. However, the cardinals did not receive the red hat until

afterwards, at Cluny, when the pope went thither to consult with the liing

of France and his brothers. The pope, at the same time, ordered cardinals

thenceforth to ride on horseback in ceremonies : till then, in a spirit of

moderation and humihty, they had attended on foot.*

Thaddeus of Suessia then demanded that the guarantee of the kings of

England and France should be taken for Frederic's futiu-e conduct ; but

Innocent refused to accept it. He described the emperor as the declared

enemy, not of the person of the pontiff, but of the Church herself ; and he

declared that it was impossible to clear the accused from suspicion of un-

faithfulness to his promises. Frederic continued to apply to the king of

France, Louis IX., and, no doubt, regretted the violent tone in which he

had formerly addressed that monarch. The kindly Louis held secret con-

ferences with the pope, at Cluny, but it did not appear that they could agree

as to the Avithdrawal of the sentence upon the emperor.

The excommunication, and, according to the jurisprudence of that day,

its necessary result, deposition, had been made known to Frederic. In

1246, there would be an election of a king of the Bomans. The pope ex-

horted the electing princes to choose Henry, landgrave of Thuringia, who
was deemed to be a sound defender of the Church and of the empire. The

majority of the electors accordingly named him on Ascension-day, May 17th,

in the same year. The Landgrave Henry dying. Innocent desired that his

successor should be WiUiam, count of Holland, who was elected king of the

Romans on the 29th of the following September.

Daniel, duke of Russia, had led his people into the Catholic rehgion, and

had recovered them from the Greek schism ; the Holy Father caused Dan-

iel to be crowned king, and granted him the royal insignia ; the same

favor being soHcited by Joachim, king of Norway, was not refused. In

1247, the pope approved the order of Sylvestrive monks, instituted about

^' The cardinals continued to go on horseback or in litters until the middle of the fifteenth

century, when the first carriage appeared in Italy, whore it was used by the marchionesses of

Massa, of the house of Cibo ; then the cardinals also used carriagjes.
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the year 1231, near Fabriano, under the rule of Saint Dominic, by Saint

Sylvester Guzzolini, canon of Osimo, who died in 1261, aged ninety years.

This oi'der did not spread beyond Italy, b\it only in the March of Ancona,

Umbria, Rome, and Tuscany. The Sclavonians obtained from the Pontifis

Adrian II. and John YIII. permission to celebrate Mass in their own lan-

guage. But that right had afterwards been taken from them by Popes

Alexander II., and Gregory YII. In 1218, the bishops and clergy of that

nation having solicited Pope Innocent to restore them the privilege that

had been granted by Adrian II. and John VIII., he deigned to restore it

to them ; but it has been deemed most unwisely.

Innocent, grateful to the canons of Saint Just, in Lyons, granted them

the golden rose. He had enjoyed their hospitaUty during seven years. The

piety of the Lyonese has at all times been admirable. He also sent the

golden rose to Raymond, count of Provence, who had visited him at Lyons.

We find a proof of that fact in a diploma of the 10th of April, in the sixth

year of the pontificate. Novaes, while quoting the opinions of several

authors as to the date of the commencement of the ceremony of blessing

the golden rose, expresses no precise opmion of his own ; so that both those

who believe the ceremonv to be an ancient one, and those who differ from

them, may each enjoy their own opinion.

As Innocent took great care to encourage the study of the canon and

civil law, at Rome, he is supposed to have been the founder of the Univer-

sity of Rome ; be that as it may, it is certain that it was Boniface VIII.

who rendered it illustrious in Italy.

In 1246, the Holy Father canonized, at Lyons, Saint Edmond, archbishop

of Canterbury, who had taken refuge in France, on the 16th. of November,

1231. He also canonized, in 1217, Saint William, bishop of Saint Brieuc,

in Lower Brittany ; and in 1253, he canonized at Perugia, Saint Peter of

Verona, a Dominican, who was mart^-red in the previous year by the Man-

icha^ans. Finally, he canonized at Assisi, on the 19th of September, 1253,

Saint Stanislaus, bishop of Cracow, martyred by order of Boleslas, king of

Poland, while that saint was celebrating Mass, on the 10th of March,

1079.

God continued his blessings to Spain ; Ferdinand took Se\'ille, which had

for five hundi'ed and thirty-four years been in the power of the Moors.

Frederic, however, continued to arm against Innocent, and at Lyons,

emissaries were even discovered, sent to attempt the hfe of the pope. The

zealous care of the canons of Saint Just prevented the crime.

A cnisade having been preached against Frederic, armies were assembled

in Germany and Italy ; Marcellinus, bishop of Arezzo, whom Innocent had

placed at the head of his interests in Tuscany, was seized and hanged by

order of the emperor, who resj)eeted neither tlie age, nor the Episcopal
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character, nor the situation of his prisoner. The unfortunate prelate was

dragged, bound hand and foot, at the tail of a horse to the gallows.

In 1248, King Louis, who had gone to the crusade, disembarked in the

isle of Cyprus. In 1249, he took Damietta. It is to Joinville especially

that a Frenchman should look for the details of the "\dctories and the mis-

fortunes of Saint Louis. Alas ! why did not a wise policy teach that prince

that it was not by occupying Damietta, and afterwards marching upon Cairo,

had that been possible, that he could usefully serve the interests of re-

ligion? At that moment of such passion, enthusiasm, and Catholic zeal, it

was still Jerusalem that he should have sought ; it was Jerusalem that it

was necessary to recapture ; Jerusalem, where there was no longer a Saladin

with what have been truly called his fatal virtues. Meanwhile, Frederic

died penitent, on the 13th of December, 1250. By his will he ordered his

son Conrad to restore to the. Church what she had been unjustly deprived

of seven years before. Innocent determined to go to Eome ; but before

carrying his resolve into action, he with great feehng granted to Louis IX.,

king of that France which had given so many proofs of attachment to

the courageous Pope Gregory IX., ten days indulgence in favor of those

who should pray for the sovereigns of that country. This example was

followed by Urban IV., who on the same condition granted twenty days ; by

Clement IV., who extended the indulgence to a hundred days ; and by Leo

X., who extended it to a whole year.* In 1251, Innocent, after celebrating

Mass on Easter-day, and dining in public in the monastery of Saint Just,

set out for Rome, with William king of Germany, and the cardinals and

prelates of the Roman court. He stayed for some time at Genoa and at

' Milan : from Milan he went to Brescia, visited Mantua, Ferrara, and Bologna,

and stopped at Perugia, where he remained nearly a year and a half. In

1253 he went to Assisi, where he visited Saint Clare, who was at the point

of death. At length, entreated to go to Home, and even threatened if he

should not go, he set out thither and made his entry in the month of Oc-

tober, amidst the ordinary acclamations which, as we have abeady remark-

ed, always welcome the entry of the popes into the capital of the Christian

world.

Innocent, afflicted with the reverses which Saint Louis had met with,

sincerely rejoiced when he learned that that monarch had effected liis re-

turn to France. He was not to see once more his mother, Blanche of

Castile ; but the vows of the French, their prayers, and their tears of affec-

tion somewhat softened the affliction of the prince so beloved by his illus-

trious nation.

While marching against Manfred, son of Frederic, the pope fell sick at

* Spondanus, Annal. Eccles., Leo X.
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Naples, and died there on tlie 7th of December, 1254. He had governed

the Church eleven years, five months, and about fourteen days. He was

buried in the cathedral of that city. This pope, profound in jurisprudence,

was also called monarch of the divine and human laws. He left a work in

folio, which has often been reprinted. Apparatus super Decretales.

T\'e may say n few words about that work, which was among the latest

transactions of Innocent. He had always promised a treatise on studies,

and his decretals w^ere anxiously looked for. When they w^ere ready, he

addressed them to all the prelates of France, England, Scotland, Wales,

Spain, Germany, and Hungary. In an accompanying letter he said :
" We

are grieved to learn* that all students, quitting philosophy, to say nothing

now about theology, apply themselves to the study of the secular laws.

And what is still more lamentable is, that the bishops in most countries

take for benefices and ecclesiastical dignities only lawyers and professors of

law, who should be excluded if not otherAvise commendable. Hence, those

who study philosophy remain in want of food and clothing, not venturing

to show themselves, while la"s\yers, riding pompously on well-harnessed

steeds, robed in silk, glittering Avith gold, silver, and jewels, draw down the

indignation of the laity, not only on themselves, but on the whole Church.

" Anxious to repress this insolence, and exalt the study of theolog}^, or at

least of philosophy, which even without piety leads to science and diverts

from avarice, we order that in future no professor of laws or advocate,

distinguished as he may be in the profession, shall be promoted to eccle-

siastical dignities and benefices, unless he is instructed in the hberal arts,

and recommended by good morals. If any prelate venture to violate this

constitution, his appointment shall be null and void, and he shall lose the

right, for that case, of making one."

We see with what exemplary regularity the popes intervened in the busi-

ness of all orders ; and what could more happily, more promptly, or more

efi'ectually intervene ? After the death of Innocent IV. the Holy See was

vacant only four days.

I insert here an extract from the Credo of Joinville,t in which, after his

profession of faith, he relates various incidents relating to the taking of the

king near Damietta, in 1250, and which occurred in the presence of the

legate of Innocent.

Saint Gregory of Tours, named bishop in 573, left us a Credo. That of

Dante is much esteemed in France, where numerous commentaries have

made him so AveU known. Then comes the Credo of Joinville, which he

composed at Acre, in 1253, for the edification of the Catholic knights. He
returned from Syria with King Louis IX. in 1254, and in 1287, he finally

* Fleury, v., p. 4!)0. \ Published in 1837, by the Soeiete dea Bibliophiles Fran<:ni»
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completed this CraJo, wliicli is of the most precise orthodoxy.* A single ex-

tract will show the author's yeneration for Holy Church. " "We should be-

lieve the Holy Church of Rome. We should believe the commands given

to us by the apostles and the prelates of the Holy Church, and perform all

the penances that they impose upon us."

The Credo is based upon the Apostles' Creed ; then the author explains

the various prophecies which announced the facts of the New Testament.

The work is ornamented with illuminations of that era, which in color re-

semble those of the Roman Catacombs, in the frequent use of ultramarine,

ochre, and scarlet. It appears that the Credo was read before the sick who

were cared for by the Knights Hospitallers, and that copies were given to

the convalescent.

The closing passage of the work, which I have translated as closely as

possible from the original, is as follows. It is Joinville who speaks :

" Now you perceive that it is fitting to have both good faith and good

works. To deprive us of either the one or the other, enemies are daily

attacking us, and they will attack us, even more than they do now, at the

last day, that is to say, the day of death, in which day may God and God's

Holy Mother Mary, and all the saints help us ! At that last day, the fiend

will see that he cannot deprive us of the good that we have done ; and he

will see that he cannot make us do evil, all the strength of the body having

left us. Then he will assail us in the other direction, and will do all in his

power to tempt us into sin against faith or otherwise, so that we may die in

evil thought, which God forbid. And then will be serviceable books, with

images of the points of our faith, even to the very moment of our death.

And in order that the enemy may work no delusion before the patient, let

the book be read, which sets forth and teaches the points of our faith, so

that both by eyes and ears the heart of the djdng may be so filled with true

knowledge, that the enemy neither here nor elsewhere can put aught of his

evil into that dying heart ; as from such evil thought may God preserve us

at that death-hour and always

!

" I have taught you, to the best of my knowledge, how you should hold

God embraced in both arms—that is to say, in the arm of firm faith and in

the arm of good works. For they are in great peril whom the enemy can

ahenate from God ! God threatens to smite them with his sword, and to

pierce them with his arrows, which are not to be feared by those who are

his friends, and who hold him in their embrace. Now, let us not leave him,

* The manuscript, of which a fac-simile and translation are given, is in the Imperial Library

(No. 2,010), and was first noticed by Mr. Paulin Paris, member of the Academy of Inscriptions

and Belles-Lettres. Thirty copies were printed on vellum, and thirty on 4to pajior, by Ambrose

Fermin Dedot. No copies were sold ; forty-eight were given to members, and ten to foreign as-

sociates of the Society ; the other two were placed in the Imperial Library.
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and we shall do wisely ; and let us hold unto him until lie shall give us his

blessing, and until he shall change our name of Jacob, which signifies com-

hatant, into the name of Israel, which signifies Him tvJio sees God ; and may
God grant that we may see him face to face, to the salvation of our souls

and bodies ! And may he gi-ant us this in answer to the prayers of his sweet

Mother, of Saint ]\Lchael, and of all the saints ! Amen."

Joiuville, the warrior, in composing that Credo, which any priest might

have avowed, revived the courage of the laity, who might venture, subse-

quently, to concern themselves with the dogmas and the precepts of

rehgion.

183. ALEXANDER IV. —a. d. 1254.

f^T the commencement of the reign of Gregory the

Great, we presented the reader with a summary of

the events which preceded his pontificate. We
now give another, no less necessary ; it will rapidly

touch upon the host of new circumstances which

accumulated from the reign of Gregory the Great,

in the year 590, to the death of Innocent IV., in

1254. It is easy to perceive, at the outset, that

under Gregory the Great the pontifical power was consolidated ; both East

and West accepted its laws. An eloquent writer and a consummate states-

man, such as Saint Leo had been, the great Gregory also taught the people

theii" duties, and made them bless his authority. It was he who brought

under his immediate authority Rome, its envii'ons, and very many adjacent

countries. Bossuet justly praises Gregory, under whom dawned that science

of government which was subsequently to rule the world.

The Lombard and the imperial Exarch, both opposing each other and

embarrassing the Church, were both repressed ; and though their efibrts

were sometimes united, yet even then a supernatural genius watched over

the destinies of the Church that they dared to oppress.

The Roman clergy and people, in the election of the pontiffs, still sought

to please the emperors of the East ; but these latter, in their uncertainties,

their mistakes, and the perfidies by which they embarrassed themselves,

daily lost the prestige which had previously upheld them.

Mahomet began to appear in 625. He prepared his arms in silence.
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However, it was already felt that monarchy is universal in the Church,

and that its government could not become obscure or uncertain.

Councils assemble at the voice of the successor of Saint Peter. He is the

head and father of all the bishops assembled in council. These very names

are given to him by the Council of Chalcedon, in the letter to Saint Leo

:

" Sumniitas tua Jil'ds quod deest adimpleat—Let thy elevation supply what is

warding in thy sons."- Some acts of Honorius could not be mentioned

without pain. Dom Capellari defends him with prudence and decision,

following an opinion of Bolgeni :
" Those are heretics who maintain wri-

tings that have been condemned as formally heretical, I admit ; as indi-

rectly heretical, I deny. Now the letters of Honorius were condemned as

indirectly heretical, I admit ; as formally heretical, I deny."

Was there ever martjTdom so long and so courageously borne as that of

Pope Martin ? Yes—that of Pius VII. ; but this latter terminated in glory

and m immortal clemency.

The followers of Mahomet inundate Europe. Charles Martel, instrument

of a great miracle of God in favor of his people, hurled them back into

Spain, whence Pelayo pursues them even into Africa.

Charlemagne appears ; Saint Leo III. rewards his valor. A terrible

blow, a death-blow, is given to the indolent emperors of Constantinople.

Their future is a career of cowardly decline. In good faith, Charlemagne

gave other principalities to the popes. They learned at once the rules of

ecclesiastical and of temporal government. Impassioned writers before us

have treated of these annals. We have analyzed their works ; doing full

justice to their researches, but dealing plainly too with their errors, calum-

nies, and the false direction that they would give to Catholicity.

A succession of popes form links in that chain that is to extend to our

own days.

Saint Leo lY. found in Rome traces of the force of Charlemagne's action.

The Saracens threatened Pome. Without Avaiting to summon to his aid

Lothaire, the successor of Charlemagne, the pope raised an army and drove

them from the neighborhood of the capital.

Sylvester II., a Frenchman, also brought to the throne the knowledge and

the skill of some of his predecessors : he speaks of penance at the com-

mencement of that tenth century which is about to be so ferocious as to

recall the times of the most ignorant barbarism. Saint Leo IV., in spite of

the patronage of a German emperor, declares that he vnR owe the pontifi-

cate only to the clergy and the Roman people. Sublime example of sub-

mission to laws which had often freed the Holy See from the usurpations of

* See Triumph of the Holy See and of the Church, by Dom Mauro Capellari, afterwards Greg-

ory XVI., translated into French by the Abbe Jammes ; 8vo, Lyons, ISiilJ ; vol. i., ji. 74.
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its enemies, desirous of disturbing public order and the course of received

customs.

By a celebrated excommunication, this pope attacks all heresies, old and

new ; the wicked who assail the Cathohcity of the pi-imitive times, the inno-

vators who, with names of yesterday, recall to the bosom of the Church

passions from which she had already freed herself.

Saint Gregory "NT^I. comes forward to put an end to the horrible excesses

of the eleventh century, which equals the tenth in perversity. This pope

endowed with rare \'igor, a logical mind, all the dignity of the deathless

arguments which then governed the world. He inflicts chastisements at the

caU of justice ; he makes relentless war on simony, adultery, the contempt

of divine and human laws. The age required him. The nations led him

triumphantly into the capitol of their king, and there they loudly demanded

respect for property, time liberty, the honor of women, and the sanctifica-

tion of the name of Jesus Christ. If Saint Gregory VII. is not better de-

fended here it is our fault ; we confess our weakness. At all hazards, we

persistently maintain, in the face of those who can see only the circum-

stances of the present, that his compulsory acts, from 1073 to 1085, were in

their places indispensably necessary ; and that they established each master

in his own sphere on conditions of honesty, wisdom, and truth, which we

hope will be maintained for the happiness of the existing nations spread

over the world. The example of Gregory YII. encouraged a Victor, an

Urban II., in the pursuit of the real good of Christendom.

The latter reign was illustrated by Godfrey de Bouillon, who conquered

Jerusalem. " "Ulien," says de Maistre, " we went into Asia in the middle

ages, sword in hand,* to crush, if it might so be, on its own soil, the terrible

crescent which threatened all the hberties of Europe, the French led the

way in that memorable enterprise. A man of the people, who has left to

posterity only his baptismal name of Peter, and the humble surname of

the Hermit, with no power but his faith and unconquered will, aroused Eu-

rope, startled Asia, broke down feudalism, ennobled the serfs, brought in

the torch of science, and changed aU Europe.

" The French name made such an impression in the East,t that it has

ever since been in the East the name for European ; and the greatest poet

of Italy, writing in the sixteenth century, does not disdain to use the same

expression.!

" The French sceptre ruled at Jerusalem. "What might not have been

expected from it ! It should have aggrandized Europe, repulsed Islamism

forever, and stifled schism ; unhappily it could not maintain itself."

• The Pope—Preliminary discourse, vol. i., p. 28. t Italy, p. 30.

X 11 popolfranco ; Tasso—The Crusaders, Godfrey's army.
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We shall have to write but a few lines without having to deplore the loss

jf that conquest. And God, for our more complete punishment, raises uj)

in the camp of the enemy a thunderbolt of war to be on the point of con-

quering us alike in glory and in generosity. But let us drain the cup of

bitterness ! After the tender and Catholic joy of Urban II. came Pascal,

Gelasius, Calixtus, Honorius II., Innocent II., the great Alexander III.,

Gregory VIII., and Clement III., in lohose reign we lost Jerusalon, and Ce-

lestine III. ; and at length we reach Innocent III., the one hundred and

seventy-eighth pope.

Aided by Hurter, we have deemed it our duty to bestow particular care

upon that reign of strength, virtue, and eloquence. All Catholics know the

promises of God to his Church ; tut have aU paid proper attention to the

fidelity with which those promises are fulfilled ? He has tolerated weak-

nesses, errors, and culpable, excesses on the part of isolated individuals

;

but how great should be the gratitude of the faithful for that series of mer

cies bestowed from time to time through privileged pontiffs ! The histo-

rian of the Church should preserve in his most precious pages the great

character of Gregory VII. ; but, as time went on, civilization having ame-

liorated manners, the year 1198 needs a no less skilful, though perhaps a

milder hand. But even yet we have not got free from crimes, especially

political crimes. When the French and Venetians usurped the throne of

Constantinople, mark the ineffable giief of Innocent III., that they have

stopped BO far short on their way to the Holy Sepulchre ! Alas ! another

crime is committed. An emperor disappears like another Bomulus, and the

guilty are not certainly known. Another monarch, who has no longer a rival

to fear, presents himseK to be crowned ; he will even marry the daughter of

the victim. But evil in the other classes of society is not so intense. In-

nocent III. will appreciate these new circumstances that few men of his

time understood. And as the spirit of concihation, the doctrine of pardon,

or, at the least, the sentiment of indulgence and justice, which requires

incontestable proof of every crime, will accompany every decision of Inno-

cent III. Although he anticipates the approaching ingratitude, he will turn

aside his head, and, amidst painful vicissitudes, will continue that reign

which we have sketched, and which was one of the most glorious that we
have had to mention in these annals. Innocent is succeeded by Honorius.

This pope approved of the rule of Saint Dominic. I have dwelt with

praise on the order, illustrated in our day by Father Lacordaire. Nor have

I overlooked the spirit of concord reigning between the Dominicans anrl

Franciscans. It has seemed to me that I ought not to omit any of the de-

tails which recommend to admiration Saint Francis, that noble friend of

poverty, who, on account of the miracle of the stigmata, is called in histoi-y

by the name of Seraphic.
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Further on I have mentioned, with the espocial esteem which they merit,

the Carmehtes, who owed their first rule to Saint Albert, patriarch of Jeru-

salem.

The reign of Honorius III. was desolated by the ravages made by the

conquering Genghis Khan. Gregory IX. solemnly canonized the great

Saint Francis of Assisium, the father of so many pious orders, and of that

of the Minor Observantins, to Avhom the care of the Holy Sepulchre was

intrusted. We have rendered homage to the zeal of Gregory IX., in pub-

lishing the collection of Decretals that bears his name ; he redoubled his

efforts to bring back to the faith the Jacobites and the Nestorians in Asia,

and to encourage the Maronites remaining intrepidly faithful to the voice of

the Holy See.

Celestine IV. had only time to leave his name in the list of popes.

Innocent IV. creates kings, carries far and wide the standard of Christ,

blesses Spain, victorious over the Saracens, consoles Saint Louis on the

disasters in Egypt, and gives his Apparatus ad Decretales, received with such

applaiise by all the universities of Europe. The legate of Innocent IV.

encouraged Joinville to compose a Credo which became the formula of faith

of the sick and wounded at Saint Jean d'Acre. To conclude, we may add

that after the horrors of the ninth, the tenth, and portions of the eleventh

d-nd thirteenth centuries, the popes continued their noble mission of civili-

zation, and prepared for the Holy See new triumphs which we have yet to

relate.

Alexander IV., originally called Baynold or Boland, belonged to the

Conti family. Gregory IX. made him cardinal-deacon of Saint Eustace,

and then bishop of Ostia and Veletri. Conti was elected pope at Naples,

against his wiU, on the 12th of December, 1254, and crowned on the 20th

of that month.

In 1255, the new pontiff, who resided at Anagni, there canonized Saint

Clare, of the Second Order of Saint Francis.

The faculty of theology of Paris, having decided, in 1525, that it was not

allowable to confess to any priest without the permission of the parish

priest, the Franciscans and Dominicans appealed from the decision, which

they deemed an invasion of the privilege of the mendicant orders. They

were therefore excluded from that university at the instigation of William

of Saint Amaur, who wrote on this subject a book entitled, On the Perils of

the Latter Times, and the Eternal Gospel of the Franciscans. This book con-

tained many en'ors and attacks on the Franciscans : the Holy Father con-

demned it, and having, hke his uncle, Gregory IX., taken the friars under

his protection, he demanded their readmission into the university, and

restoration to all the privileges which they had been deprived. The Holy

Vol. I.—2.S
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Father wrote a very courteous letter to the university, paying many well-

deserved compliments to that illustrious body. " The school of Paris,"

says one passage in that letter, " is like the love of life in the earthly para-

dise, or like the alabaster lamp in the House of the Lord." About the

same time the pope confirmed the institution of the University of Sala-

manca, founded, or restored, by Alphonso X., king of Castile.

In 1256, the Holy Father approved the order of the Servants af Mary, or

Servites, under the rule of Saint Augustine. Wilham, count of Holland,

elected king of the Eomans, having died in December, 1255, Alexander

threatened to excommunicate the electors, should they elect, as the deceased

king's successor, Conradine, son of Conrad, and grandson of the Emperor

Frederic II.

The pope ordered that the bishops should be consecrated within six

months after their election. Anxious to reconcile the Greek and Latin

Churches, he sent the bishop of Orvieto to Theodore Lascaris, but the

embassy had not the hoped for success.

New disturbances excited at Rome by Manfred, obliged the pope to

retire to Yiterbo, and thence to another city of those States.

Wliile in that condition of exile, Alexander is said to have granted priv-

ileges with unexampled facihty.

King Louis IX. continued to govern France with glory, and daily gave

tokens of an exemplary piety. Among all the rehgious orders he especially

loved the two mendicant orders, the Dominicans and Franciscans : he said

if he could give away his body, each of those orders should have half of it.

About 1256, Saint Bonaventure began to be famous. He was born at

Bagnarea, in Tuscany, in the year 1221. At the age of twenty-two he

entered the order of Saint Francis, and became the eighth minister-general

of that order.

About 1259, Italy witnessed a till then unexampled religious movement.

It commenced at Perugia, and passed thence to Eome, and the rest of the

country.* Nobles and commons, old and young, even children only five

years old, touched by the fear of God's anger for the crimes with which

Italy was inundated, went about the streets of the city almost naked. They

went in procession, by two and two, each carrying a leather whip, and,

with groans and tears, so violently beat their shoulders that they were

covered with blood. At the same time they implored the mercy of God,

and the help of the Virgin Mary. These Flagellants, so called, were sus-

pected by Manfi-ed, king of Naples, even before they were accused of any

errors of faith ; and he forbade, imder pain of death, such austerities in

any part of his kingdom.

* Fleury, v., p. 439.
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The Holj Father returned from Anagni to Yiterbo, to hold a general

council, and restore peace between Genoa and Venice, but fell ill and died

in that city, on the 25th of March, 1261, after governing the Church six

years, &xe months, and fourteen days. He was interred in the cathedral of

Saint Lawrence.

The Holy See remained vacant three months and three days.

184. URBAN IV.— A. d. 1261.

HE original name of Urban lY. was James or Hy-

acinth Pantaleon ; he was born at Troyes, in Cham-

pagne, and was the son of a shoemaker. Bury

says that the father was sutor veteramentarius.

Pantaleon embraced the ecclesiastical state, and

after prolonged studies became archdeacon of

Laon, and then of Liege, and subsequently pon-

tifical legate in Pomerania, in Livonia, and in

Prussia. Innocent lY. had known him at the

Coimcil of Lyons, and had often heard him speak with ability in the affairs

of the Chui'ch. In 1252, he was named fifty-eighth bishop of Yerdun.

Alexander -wished to make him patriarch of Jerusalem, with the title of

legate to the Holy Land and to the army there.

Pantaleon at that time came to the place then occupied by the Roman
Court, on business of his church, and, though he was not then a cardinal,

he was elected pontiff at Yiterbo, by eight of the nine cardinals who were

there, and who then constituted the whole of the Sacred College. Being

elected on the 29th of August, 1261, he was consecrated on the 4th of Sep-

tember, and received the name of Urban.

The commencement of his pontificate saw the end of the empire of the

Latins in Constantinople, which had lasted fifty-seven years. Michael

Paleologus, with the aid of the Greeks, recaptured that capital, Avhich had

always longed for the old authority. Paleologus, to avoid the war with

which he was threatened by Urban, proposed the union of the two Churches,

but that was not effected till the time of Gregory X.

Urban, a few days after his coronation, wrote to Louis, king of France,

and Pliihp, the king's eldest son, to grant a year and forty days' indulgence

to them and to all who were present at the consecration of any church
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or cliapel. Urban, perceiving that the sacred college was too limited iq

number, at the Ember Days, in December, 1261, increased the number by

seven new^ cardinals, all men worthy of that honor by their learning and

piety. The next year, he created seven more. In this second promotion.

Urban included one of his nepheAvs, Antherus, canon of Bayeux, archdeacon

of Laen, then cardinal of Saint Praxedes, and legate in various kingdoms.

That nephew acquired great wealth, with which he founded a collegiale of

twelve canons.

Urban employed representations and entreaties, in language by turns

firm and pathetic, to bring back into the right way Manfi'ed, king of Sicily,

but in vain ; that prince continued to harass the Church and afflict Italy.

Then the pope ordered a holy war against him. The army of the allies,

commanded by Guy, bishop of Auxerre, and Robert, son of the count of

Flanders, defeated the army of Manfred, in Lombardy ; but the king

speedily retrieved the honor of his arms, and laid siege to Rome. Urban

has been blamed for employing Itahan crusaders against Manfred ; but it

should be remembered that Manfred's army was composed almost entirely

of Saracens, who had declared war to the death against the faithful

Cathohcs.

Having retired to Orvieto, the pope instituted the feast of Corpus Christi,

which he celebrated for the first time on the Thursday within the Octave of

Pentecost, in 1264:."-^ By his direction. Saint Thomas Aquinas, then professor

of philosoph}', composed the ofiice of this feast, which is still recited. But

when Pope Urban died at Perugia, the celebration of the solemnity was

interrupted for more than forty years. It had been ordered in the year

1246, by Robert of Torota, bishop of Liege, in consequence of the revela-

tions of a holy nun of the order of the Hospitallers, Saint Juhana Falco-

nieri. "When the festival had been estabhshed at Liege, Urban lY., then

James Pantaleon, had been consulted, and had approved it. As pope,

he did not lose his interest in it ; but he postponed an answer to those who

wished the festival made universal throughout the Church.

About the same time a German pilgiim priest, who celebrated the Mass

at Bolsena, near Orvieto, ventured to doubt whether the bread and wine

became the body and blood of Christ, when suddenly the blood issued from

the host and stained the corporal. The priest, to conceal his want of faith,

folded the corporal, but there remained the form of a man on every fold.

The mii-acle was at once divrdged. The pontiff, who till then had been

irresolute, had the corporal brought to Orvieto and solemnly received. Sub-

* Panvini states that Urban instituted the procession now held on this feast. Others attribute

the institution of the procession to John XXII., Urban in his bull speaking only of the festival.

The sexcentennial anniversary of that institution was celebrated at Liege. A great number of

bishops were present at it.
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seqxientlj, at the prayer of the Catholics of Spain, who stated that a like

prodigy had been witnessed at Daroca, in Valencia, and at the same time

to put down the heresy of Berengarius, denying the presence of Jesus

Christ in the Eucharist, the pope ordered the whole Church to celebrate

the festival of Corpus Christi. The corporal is still preserved in the Cathe-

dral of Orvieto. All know Raphael's magnificent fi-esco, representing that

miracle.

Urban forbade any interments whatever in the Vatican without a pon-

tifical permission. He was the first pope to add his number to his name
;

he signed Urban, Pope IV. It is said that there is a buU extant, signed

FeJagins, Pp. II. ; but many authors consider that buU apocryphal.

Urban died on the 22d of October, 1264, at Perugia, He governed the

Church three years, one month, and four days. He was a man of lofty

intellect and prudence. His heart was fiUed with clemency, kindness,

generosity, and many other virtues that may be called truly royal. He
left a Paraphrase of the Fathers, and sixty-one letters breathing wisdom and

goodness.

.

The Holy See was vacant five months and two days.

I rarely shrink from matters the discussion of which may seem dehcate

and offensive. The Protestants have endeavored to cast ridicule upon the

profession of Urban' s father. Aristocratic sneers of the kind may well

astonish us, coming as they do from men who so often preach equahty and

repubhcanism. What is done when the son of a poor man is intended for

the ecclesiastical career ? He is placed in a monastery where he is enabled

to study. At the time of which we speak, the contract that existed between

the Latin Church and the Greek Church, either in agreement or in contro-

versy, rendered familiar to even the learned of Italy the study of the lan-

guage of Demosthenes. The traces of the language of Cicero were not

effaced.

Saint Augustine, that master of masters, was in the hands of aU the pupils

who desired to become learned. The cleric who had the least resources, the

least aid to hope from his family, was, as is almost always the case, pre-

cisely that one who studied the most. When a distinguished scholar be-

came known for ability, he was pointed out as one who would be found use-

ful to the Church. Rome profited by all among the pupils who, whether

in Italy or in France, were known to be the most studious. Innocent IV.

found at his hand a Frenchman who united all the quahfications neces-

sary for a couragious nuncio ; Innocent IV. knew that in the difficulties of

the Church it is talent, knowledge, devotion, that is needful worthily to sus-

tain and vindicate the work of Jesus Christ. Innocent IV. did not ask

whence James Pantaleon came. After speaking with him, His Hohness

perceived in him a merit worthy of esteem, and named him legate to the
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Holy Land, and men's eyes were necessarily turned upon him who was tc

animate the crusaders to conquer the tomb of our Lord. James Pantaleon

having become celebrated, had but a short time to wait ere becoming pope.

In that sublime elevation, courage, learning, and experience can freely man-

ifest themselves. Philosophers may talk as they please about the rights of

all men ; those rights have been most constantly recognized by the Holy

See. With pleasure, with interest, nay, with preference, if people will have it

so, it honors patrician birth and those historic descents which ohlicje to vir-

tue, but it is none the less attentive to reward services rendered to rehgion.

Can any country be mentioned in which more than in Bome the equality

that should obtain among men is understood in a consistent, ever true, and

ever certain spirit ? Upon that point, as upon so many others, Rome,

without calling people to revolt, gives the most judicious lessons and prac-

tises the pure and essentially philosophical precepts of the Gospel, that in-

exhaustible well-spring of instruction which, properly followed, cannot fail

to secure hapj)iness in this life and salvation in the next. One of my reasons

for writing the Lives of the Popes is the consideration I have just men-

tioned. Parties and sects may agitate the multitudes, poor and born in the

lower ranks of society ; but these parties and these sects can only repeat to

a few what Eome has unceasingly taught to all. Pome, in constituting the

monarchical principle, has not forgotten the consolations that she owes to

the classes that everywhere else are degraded, to the classes in which, in all

countries, by cultivating with care and in the spirit dictated by the Gospel,

abundant fruits may be produced, unhoped for riches, and riches more than

all others inexhaustible. Pome operates on a scale of very different extent

from that on which so many exclusively political governments confine their

action.
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185. CLEMENT IV.— a. d. 1265.

LEMENT IV., originally named Guy Eoulquois,

belonged to a noble family of Saint Gilles, on the

Rhone. It is to be remarked here, that a French-

man succeeded a Frenchman. Guy was succes-

V^ sively soldier, jurisconsult, secretary to Louis IX.,

married, father of a family, widowed, priest, canon,

archdeacon, bishop, cardinal, and pope. Some

authors state that Guy was also a Carthusian, but

it seems they confound him with his father, who did really enter the order

of Saint Bruno. Clement himself, if we may judge from a letter written at

Viterbo, on the 21st of November, in the fourth year of his pontificate,

speaks of the entrance of his father into a monastery, but he does not say

that he himself had ever been a monk.

When Guy Foulquois embraced the ecclesiastical state, he contracted

friendship with the holy doctors Saint Thomas Aquinas and Saint Bona-

venture ; Urban lY., v\'ho had great confidence in Guy, made him cardinal-

bishop of Sabina, to reward the ability with which he had filled the office

of legate to England, when sent there to appease the differences between

the king, Henry III., and Simon de Montfort. The cardinal-bishop of

Sabina was absent when Urban IV. died ; nevertheless the sacred coUege

elected him pontiff. Being informed of his election, he repaired to Viterbo,

and on his knees entreated the electors not to persist in their choice ; but

they were inflexible. He ascended the throne with the name of Clement

rV., and was crowded on the 22d of February, 1265.*

That same year, Clement, after expressly reserving the Duchy of Bene-

vento, gave to Charles of Anjou, brother of Louis IX., the investiture of

the Two Sicihes. Charles received them in fief, uithotd the salic law, and

promised an annual paj^ment of eight thousand ounces of gold and one

palfrey. The tribute was to be paid on Saint Peter's eve. The Church

was to resume possession of the kingdoms should Charles leave no heu', or

in case of any such heir leaving none. On the da}' of the Epiphany, Clement

crowned Charles at the great altar of the Vatican Basilica. There is a paint-

ing of the ceremony in the Farnese palace at Rome.

Villani has left the following description of Charles of Anjou :

* The same year in which Dante Alighieri, the great poet, was born.
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" Charles was a wise and prudent man, sage in council, brave in battle,

respected and feared by all the monarchs in the world, magnanimous, and

with a mind aspuing to great achievements ;* confident in himself, firm in

adversity, and faithful to all his promises ; he spoke but little and acted

much ; rarely laughed ; was pure and Catholic as a religious ; stern in his

justice, and haughty in his glance. His stature was lofty and remarkably

athletic ; he had an olive complexion, and a large nose. There was majesty

in his bearing. He slept but little, and was accustomed to say that sleep-

ing was a waste of time. Lavish with his soldiers, he was also greedy of

lordships and castles ; he loved money, come to him as it might, to meet the

expenses of war. He never diverted*himself with the courtiers, minstrels,

or mimics. His arms were those of France, azure, fleurs de Hs or, with

a lambel gules, to distinguish his arms fi'om those of the king of France.'

^lien Charles presented himself in Italy, he was forty-six years old, and he

reigned nineteen years."

(A portrait, that, worthy of Saint Simon.)

After his coronation, Charles advanced towards Naples, to attack the

army of Manfi-ed. The courageous son of Frederic II. did not decline

battle, but was defeated on the 26th of February, 1266, and, rashly expos-

ing himself, lost his life.

After the death of Manfred, king of Sicily, another competitor refused to

yield to the pretensions of Charles, This competitor was Conradine, son of

King Conrad, and grandson of the Emperor Frederic. Conradine, not con-

tented with the title of king of Jerusalem, which the pontiff had left him,

aimed also at being king of Sicily. Censured for this by Clement, Conradine

levied an army, but was defeated by Charles, put to flight, and then be-

trayed by faithless nobles, who gave him up to Charles. When Charles

had his rival in his hands, he took that stern and bitter vengeance which

will forever be the subject of universal reprobation. Some writers have

accused the pontiff of having consented to the death of Conradine, and they

have quoted certain antithetical phrases to jiistif}^ the charge. We shall

not pause to refute the dastardly calumny. Though very properly disdained

by almost all French writers, it has nevertheless been quoted by Yelly, and

has left him in some doubt as to the part that Clement may have had in the

event to which it relates. But the sarcasm which is imputed to the j^ontiff

is utterly incompatible with his gentle manner.t Fleury and Muratori also

justify the pope from that false imputation ; and Father James Spon still

better, by proving that Conradine did not ascend the scaffold until a year

after the death of the pope.:]:

* Italy, p. 95. t I^ioff- Univ., ix., p. 20.

t On tliis point, Fleury says (v., p. 497) that the execution took place on the 26th of October
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ViUani mentions the conduct of Robert, son of the count of Flanders,

and a relative of King Charles. Hearing a Provengal judge read the con-

demnation of Conradine, in the presence of the king, Bobert struck him with

his sword, exclaiming that it was not for him to condemn to death so great

and illustrious a prince. The judge died of the blow, and not a word was

said about it. King Charles and the French nobles thought that Robert

had acted as a noble should. The death of Conradine is none the less an

ineffaceable stain upon the sovereign who permitted it.

Coni-adine, in his prison, was playing chess when his sentence was an-

nounced to him, and he was almost immediately led forth to execution.

"WTien he was in the hands of the executioner, he threw off his cloak, and

remembering the piety and the tenderness of his mother, Elizabeth of Ba-

varia, who had been unwilling that he, so young, should engage in a terri-

ble war, he knelt in prayer, and, as he rose, exclaimed :
" Oh, mother

!

how deeply grieved you will be when you have tidings of my death !" Then

he turned towards the spectators, and hearing their pitying sobs, he proudly

drcAV off one of his gloves and threw it among them. "We shall see how the

gauntlet thus thrown down was taken up.

ClemenJ;, weakened by old age and sickness, but full of glory, and of

merits in the administration of Holy Church, died at Viterbo, on the 29th

of November, 1268, and Avas interred in the church of the Dominicans. He
was the first pontiff on whose tomb armorial bearings were placed. This

pontiff, who never entered Rome, governed the Church three years, nine

months, and twenty days.

The popes, thus far, have, in some cases, not sufficiently restrained the

ambition of their families. The very opposite conduct of Clement IV. will

command the admiration of posterity.* He would not allow his relations

to be near him, and he forbade them to make any recommendations to him.

He mamed his niece to a simple knight, and promised only a moderate sum

as her marriage portion. He showed no greater eagerness for the settle-

ment in life of two daughters left him by his marriage ; and they became

nuns in the abbey of Saint Saviour's, at Nismes.

Father Martene has collected some works and the letters of this pope, in

the Thesaurus Anecdot. (tome ii.) The most curious of the letters is that

which he wrote to his nephew Peter, to prevent his exaltation from giving

any hopes to his relatives.

Novaes is untiring in his admiration of Clement IV. " He was," says

that historian, "an eloquent preacher and a consummate jurisconsult.

1208, and that Clement died on the 29th of November, in the same year, almost a month af'.er.

Still, it is to be remembered that Clement IV. was then so feeble from suffering that he could

not liave uttered the ferocious words attributed to him.
* Bioff. Univ., ix., 20.
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Durand calls him light of the law, illustrious in penance, in prayer, in apostolic

zeal, in modesty, and in morals, so that the higher he rose in dignity, the more he

fiourislied in sanctity. During his whole reign, he undertook nothing of con-

sequence without first consulting the sacred college." Novaes then eulo-

gizes this pope's horror of nepotism;, so greatly luas this pontiff detached

from his oivn blood.

The Holj See remained vacant two years, nine months, and two days.

186. BLESSED GREGORY X.— a. d. 1271.

HE interval which separates the reign of Clement

IV. from that of Gregory X., was signalized by an

event which cannot be forgotten in history, the

death of Louis IX., before Tunis. ^

Louis left Aigues-Mortes on the 3d of July, 1270,

with a fleet conveying sixty thousand combatants.

On the 21st of July, the naval divisions united

before Tunis, five leagues southeast of the ruins of

Carthage.

The arrival of Edward, of England, and his wife Eleanor, of Castile, at

the same moment, crowned the general satisfaction.* Faithful to a treaty,

that son of King Henry III. had embarked at Bordeaux, but contrary winds

had prevented his reaching Aigues-Mortes before the dej^arture of the

royal fleet.

The heir of the Plantagenets did not, however, long remain under the

French banner. Dissenting from the plan of attacking Tunis, Edward,

against the opinions expressed in the council of the leaders, insisted ui^ou

marching directly upon Syria, and towards Jerusalem. Despairing of con-

verting them to his opinions, and convinced that to act otherwise would be

to hazard the safety of his knights, he withdrew from the army.

Noble and touching reparation made by a prince of the blood of Bichard

the Lion-hearted, who, on another occasion, was less pious and less obedient

than Edward ! We should remark here, that at that period there was no

Pope. Clement IV. had died in 1268, and the conclave of Viterbo, as we

shall see, could not agree upon a successor. The ship of Christianity

History of Saint Louis, Icing of France, hy the Marquis of Villeneuve-Trans ; vol. iii., p 389.
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floated without a pilot,—left to the treacherous winds of statecraft. The

crusaders had lost sight of the road to the Holy Sepulchre.

The debarkation being completed, a camp was formed ; it was an im-

mense street of tents, open at each end, and having the arms and all muni-

tions in the centre.

Peter de Condet, chaplain to the king, presented to Mahomet, the bey of

Tunis, a cartel, which ran thus :
" I proclaim to you the ban of our Lord

Jesus Christ, and of his sergeant, Louis of France, in July, 1270, (J6Q of the

Hegii-a, the last day of the moon of Zilkade." The reply to the king said :

*' O Frenchman, learn that Tunis is the sister of Cairo. '' Expect the same

that fell to your lot there ;t you will find here the house of the son Lokman
for your tomb, where the eunuch Sabih will supply the place of the terrible

angels Moukir and Nakir, who, as saith the Koran, question the dead in

these words— IFho is thy Lord ? Who is thy Prophet .?"

After several battles very advantageous to the king, the plagtie broke

out. The first Christian baron, Matthew III. de Montmorency, died on the

1st of August. The sons of the king, Pliilip, Tristan, Peter of France, and

the king himself, were attacked. On the 7th of the month, the contagion

struck down the pontifical legate, Raoul de Grosparmy, who was acting by

virtue of the powers conferred by the late Pope Clement IV., who had

died in 1268.

The health of Philip of France was somewhat imjDroved, but the king felt

that for himseK there remained but a few hours of life.

On Monday, the 25th, the sun had scarce!}' glinted on the sea, when the

lihed flags slowly descended. At this announcement the whole camp shud-

* The keenness of this may be well seen. Had Louis remained conqueror, as at Mansora, he

might have hoped to occupy Cairo, which he beheld no nearer than he did Tunis, sister of Cairo.

Mansora is fourteen leagues from Damietta, and twenty-two from Cairo. I have these distances

from the Chevalier Jaubert, a companion of Napoleon, in Egypt. According to the Chevalieo*

Jaubert, Napoleon often blamed Saint Louis's expedition. It seemed to liim undertaken at a

wrong season; the Nile had but just retired; the laud was but an impracticable field of mud.

The impetuosity of the Count d'Artois and his bannerets could have no successful issue. Pru-

dence, a knowledge of the ground, all those considerations which create success, were wanting.

Napoleon, after blaming, in language worthy of Ciesar, Turenne and Frederic, the members of

Saint Louis's council, who knew so little of the seat of the war they were to wage, expatiated on

the courage and patience of the king, and said warmly, that nothing in liistory d('S(n-ved liigher

lionor than his hero courage and saint-like patience. Endowed with a quick and ardent mind.

Napoleon gave to conversation, new, burning, even Oriental expressions. Those who heard

such language from the great general, could not withhold their admiration. There were no
ministers of religion in that army, but there were, in spite of the times, many noble sons of

ancient France, who were delighted to see audi noble justice paid to their sires. Wherever
glory is to be won, parties mingle and are confounded. Beneath the laurel, beneatli distant

suffering, the anger and animosity of opinions is appeased, and peace, not yet seen at home, is

found.

+ It is a very slight consolation to find Mahomet exaggerate the glory of Louis to humble him
the more.
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dered. Knights, men at arms, the sick, the wounded, all rushed fx-om their

tents in terror ; one side of the royal tent was raised, and Louis, sup-

ported by attendants, made his appearance, clad in haircloth to his feet

;

his ah-eady li\ad hands bearing a crucifix, and his eyes fixed upon a bed

of ashes, spread upon the parched earth. The last breath of the head of

the army was to be drawn upon that humble couch ; it was his last com-

mand, and he had scarcely strength enough left to lie down upon it, and to

motion for the crucifix to be again placed before him.

Isabella of Aragon, Amicia d'Ai'tois, the queen of Navarre, and the coun-

tess of Poitiers, stifled their sobs ; their noble husbands, Peter d'Alengon,

the high barons, chaplains, almoners, and imperial ambassadors of Michael

Paleologiis, knelt in a circle around the dying king, whose majesty never

shone in a purer light than on this throne of sorrow ; his sceptre and

hand of justice, the crucifix; his diadem, the martyr's halo; his canopy,

the sky of Carthage ; his court, a weeping army ; and his kingdom. Eter-

nity.

Horrible convulsions seemed to rack his frame, and yet no complaint, no

regret, no murmur escaped his Hps. All that his dying voice was heard to

utter was :
" Noble Sire, God, have mercy upon this people that has fol-

lowed me to this shore ! Oh, conduct it to its own land, lest it be forced to

deny thy holy name." The very last Avords of the king were :
" Jerusalem

!

We will go to Jerusalem !"* So the prince regretted that he had not fol-

lowed the advice of Kome, which had always been that he should go to

Jerusalem.

" TJte king is dead ! Long live the king .'" This old cry of monarchy was

arrested by grief. The heralds and the great ofiicers of the crown were

silent ; sobs alone proclaimed the great loss of the crasaders.

Charles, king of Naples, arrived with his fleet ; but not to see his brother

alive. He caused Philip III. to be recognized as king of France. The de-

tails of the battles, of the treaty, of the embarkation, and the return which

followed, belongs to other annals.

Thus died Louis IX. We have said that the Holy See was vacant. The

legate who should have attended the king, had himself perished ; but the

love of the cross was so deep in the heart of the monarch and of the French,

that Rome, notwithstanding her widowhood, had not to deplore any misfor-

tune to the faith. The throne of Peter was vacant, but, Louis IX. aiding,

religion had no tears to shed. Yet, it were not good that the great moder-

ator should often be wanting to his children. Had Gregory X. been sooner

elected, the expedition against Tunis would probably have been abandoned,

ind Louis, upon the road to Syria, and in the port of Antipatris, would

* Marquis de Villeneuve-Trans ; iii., p. 415.
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have preserved his strength to lend the Christians a second time to the

Temple of the Saviour,

Let us now return to the high deeds of the holy pontiffs, of those men of

wisdom who formed a king like Louis IX.," and who, by the lips of one of

their successors, will place upon the altar that model of monarchs and of

Christians.

The blessed Gregor}^ X., originally called Theobald Yisconti, was of the

family of that name at Placenza, supposed to derive its origin from the

Flavia family, to which Constautine the Great belonged. Other authors

maintain that the Visconti sprang from Desiderius, king of the Lombards.

Theobald, son of Hubert, a brother of Otlio Yisconti, archbishop of

Milan and lord of that city, was at first canon of Lyons, archdeacon of

Liege, and then became legate in Syria. While there he was elected pontiff

at Viterbo, on the 1st of September, 1271. The fifteen cardinals who com-

posed the sacred college, could not agree upon a candidate. One of them

proposed to authorize six cardinals to name the pope, all promising to re-

cognize the one thus named by compromise. It was necessary to have re-

course to such an expedient, for the conclave had lasted three years.

Eanieri Gatti, captain of the city, had already had the roof uncovered so

that the inclemency of the weather might dispose the cardinals to make a

final choice. In proceeding by comrpromise, the six cardinals put an end to

the longest vacancy of the Holy See that had taken place since the perse-

cutions. At first they thought of Saint Philip Benizi, of the order of Ser-

vites, who was then famous for his miracles ; but learning the design from

cardinals Ottobono, Fieschi, and Ubaldino, who had proposed him, Saint

Philip went and hid himself on the top of Mount Tuniato until another was

elected.

The six cardinals having agreed upon electing Theobald Yisconti, on the

1st of September, 1271, a courier was dispatched to Saint Jean d'Acre,

where he was with Prince Edward, eldest son of the king of England, wait-

ing for a favorable moment to go to Jerusalem. Theobald having received

the news on the 27th of October, took the road for Italy, and disembarked

at Brindisi, on the 1st of January, 1272.

* " Among his virtues," says Michaud, " we must remark especially that passion for justice,

which ever animated him ; that respect for human life, of which he had given so many exam-

ples amid dangers, and which is so rarely found among the lords of earth. What affected him
alone, moved him not ; what affected religion and the good of his people, raised him above all

fear and all consideration."

" Louis IX.," says Voltaire, " rendered France triumphant and well governed ; he was, in all

respects, a mo<lel for men. His piety, though that of an anchorite, did not compromise his royal

virtues ; his liberality was never at variance with wise economy ; he reconciled profound states-

man.ship with strict j ustico, and is, perhaps, the only prince who deserves this praise. Prudent

and firm in council, intrepid without being headlong in combat, as compassionate as thougli he

had known only misfortxme, it is hardly given to man to carry virtue further."
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Accompanied b}^ Charles, king of the Two Sicilies, he went to Benevento,

and thence, by way of Capua, to Yiterbo, where he found the cardinals.

Thence he proceeded to Borne, and was crowned at the Vatican by Car-

dinal John Orsini, on the 27th of March, 1272. On the day of the corona-

tion he took possession at Saint John Lateran, preceded by a magnificent

cavalcade ; the king of the Two Sicihes held the pontiff's stirrup, and, at

the solemn banquet Avhich followed, presented him with water to wash his

hands,* and served him with the first dish.

In 1273, the German electors, excepting the king of Bohemia, elected as

king of the Romans Eodolph, -count of Hapsburg, the head of that glorioxis

house of Austria which has uninterruptedly produced such a brilliant series

of emperors. The Holy Father approved the election, and induced Al-

plionso X., king of Castile, to renounce his claims upon the imperial dia-

dem, to which he beheved himself entitled, which that prince generously

and promptly did, to show"himself obedient to the Holy Father.

The same year, Yisconti, who had taken the name of Gregory X., wrote

to Philip the Bold, king of France, to thank him for restoring to the Holy

See the Yenaissin, situated between Provence and Dauphiny, which was

left to the Roman Church by Raymond, count of Toulouse, who died hi

1249, and which the kings of France had since held. It does not appear,

from the relations that existed between the pope and Philip the Bold, that

the pontiff had opposed the sixth article of what is called the Pragmatic

Sanction of Louis IX., published in 1269, before the departure for Tunis,

with the five other articles of that document. Fleury states that that

article ran thus :
" AYe do not allow that there be paid or received the pecu-

niary exactions and the very heavy burdens that the court of Rome has

imposed upon the Church of our kingdom, by which it is miserably im-

poverished, unless for some reasonable and very urgent cause, or from an

inevitable necessity, and with the free and express consent of ourselves and

of the Church."

Yilleneuve-Trans gives this as the fifth, and must have found it thus

transposed. Upon this point Marchetti thus replies to Fleury :
" We

see how exact our historian is in scrupulously relating whatever in any way

opposes Rome. In his preface, Fleury had said that in his history he would

insert only such facts as should appear, at least to him, to have a moral

certainty ; and we have seen that he adopted as certain a host of mere pop-

ular stories of Matthew Paris and others, which that same Fleury carefully

included in his history. He acted thus with the sixth article of the Prag-

matic Sanction of Louis IX., king of France, and certainly every one does

not look upon that article as an indubitable idea of the pious mind of that

* See Cancellieri, Hist, des Possessi Solennels, p. 18.
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great king. On the contrary, let any examiuc the reasons adduced by

Natalis Alexander, for asserting the spurious character of that article, and

decide whether NataHs Alexander has not demonstratively replied to his

opponents. The article is at least a subject for serious controversy, when

it is added to the Pragmatic by a strange hand. But it is directed against

the exactions of the Roman Church ; that renders it a monument of an-

tiquity, and Fleury inserts it unquestioned. On the contrary, in that Prag-

matic, which is nothing but an instruction written by the king for his son's

guidance, we find these words :
' Be devout and obedient to our mother, the

Boman Church, and to the sovereign pontiff as to the Sjnntual Father.' Natalis

Alexander has taken care not to omit these words. The Abbe de Choisy

has faithfully transcribed them in his Life of Saint Louis, printed at Paris

in 1689, and he invokes the testimony of Geoifry de Beauheu, confessor of

the pious king, who was an eye-witness (chap, vi.)

" Theveneau, advocate of the parliament of Paris, in his work, Prece/pts

of State, gives us its ancient form, and in that form even the entire intro-

duction ; it has been registered in the Cliamhre des Coniptes. That writer,

to the Avords which we have cited, adds this observation :
' The precept, not

tvithout cause, has been registered in the Chambre des Comptes, so that it might serve

as a memorial to the kings of their duty towards the Church of Rome.'''^ Well

!

Fleury, who nevertheless was the preceptor of some of the vojal successors

to the French crown, shows himself less disposed than Louis IX. to make

such documents known to them ; Fleury did not desire that posterity should

read these words in his Ecdesiastical History ; he therefore did not direct it

towards as worthy an end as did the immortal King Louis IX."

These reflections, made calmly, and in part taken from other French

authorities, deserve sincere praise, and I share those sentiments and that

opinion with all my will and with all my soul.

It was a pious, able, and generous thought, that led the cardinals to

elect a pope whose duties had led him to the Holy Land, and who knew

the distress of that unfortunate country.

The recovery of the Holy Land almost exclusively engaged the thoughts

of Gregory. On the first of the preceding April he published a decree,

convoking at Lyons the fourteenth general council, and the second of Lyons,

which was celebrated in that city in 1274. The pope was there even in

1273. On his way he crossed Tuscany, and paused at Florence to endeavoi-

to restore peace between the Guelphs and the GhibelHnes of that city.

I will repeat here some facts already related in tire History of Dante, page

4G8. History cannot ignore the conduct of Gregory X., at Florence. At

* Marchetti, C^/iVtcMWi on Fleury, "p. 118. The arphbishop of Ancyra, in printing this pas-

Bagc, cites Fleury 's 76th book ; he should have said the 86th.
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lirst lie was accompanied by Baldwin II., son of Henry, brother of Baldwin

I., and afterwards by Charles of Anjou, king of Naples and brother of

Saint Louis.*

The pope, delighted with the coolness of the water and the purity of the

air, proposed to his august companions to pass the summer in that beauti-

ful city. The Guelphs at that time had exiled the Ghibellines, and treated

them with undue rigor. On the 2d of July, the pope assembled the people

of Florence and the vicinity on the banks of the Arno, at the foot of the

Erubaconte bridge. A platform having been erected to afford seats for the

two princes, the pope from his throne forbade, on pain of interdict, any

distinction to be made in future between Guelph and Ghibelline, and com-

manded the syndics of the Guelphs to embrace in his presence the syndics

of the Ghibelhnes (the pope was head and protector of the Guelph fac-

tion).t Gregory in his address to the people said :
" He is a Ghibelhne—

yes ; but he is a Christian, he is a citizen, and he is your neighbor. Is so

much that we have done to bring about a union to be ineffectual ? Is the

very name of Ghibelline
(
Weibling, no one knows what it means), empty as

it is, to be more powerful for hatred than so many clear and substantial

reasons for charity ? You declare that you have embraced this party spirit

in favor of the popes and against their enemies ? We, Roman pontiffs, we

have received these men to our heart, although they formerly offended us

—

these men, your fellow-citizens, who have returned to us ; we have pardoned

their insults, and now regard them as our childi'en. Will you disobey j'our

pontiff, and in his presence ?"

Is not the pontifical conciliation here seen in aU the subHmity of its glory

and of its power ? What reply could be made to Gregory, to that great

heart, by the mad passions which, roused into a feehng of hatred and the

ignoble promptings of vengeance, breathed only hatred and vengeance

and revelled in slaughter ? Gregory pronounced sentence of interdict upon

these men whom no feeling of sensibiHty, patriotism, religion, or charity

could bend ; and he left in grief that city, since so illustrious, mother of so

many geniuses, and of minds so often generous and noble. A single man,

with no armies to sustain him, had the right to utter such remonstrances
;

and he had the right, too, to punish those who despised them.

From Florence, which no doubt he secretly blessed, Gregory went to

Placenza, his native city, and arrived there on the 3d of October. He
took with him Otlio Visconti, made archbishop of Milan by Pope Urban IV.,

who had not been able yet to take possession of his See, because the Tur-

riani, a revolted family, desired an archbishop of their own name. Having

entered Milan, Gregory could not induce the people to accept Otho Visconti,

* J. Villani, p. 219. t Ibid.
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thoTigh regularly appoiBted, and tlio bearer of bulls recently confirmed, and

he was obliged to leave Milan in the same grief that had afflicted Florence.

The direction of the General Council of Lyons was intrusted to Saint

Bonaventure. This fact is attested by the bull of canonization of that

saint, issued by Sixtus IV. In that assemblage there were fifteen cardi-

nals, two Latin patriarchs, seventy archbishops, five hundred bishops, and

more than a thousand prelates and abbots. Never had there been a more

numerous council. The Greeks confessed that the Holy Ghost proceeded

fit'om both Fathee and Son, and, for the fourteenth time, were reconciled to

the Latin Church.*

It was first decreed that considerable succor should be sent to the Holy

Land. It must have been an imposing scene when the pontiff said :
" We

have seen the sufierings of those pilgrims ; one by one we have followed aU

their misfortunes. Their courage never tires, no piety can be more sub-

missive than theirs ; they are true children of Jesus Christ, like the com-

panions of Godfi'ey, but they have not wherewith to support life. Those

who had money when they went hence, have been robbed of that money,

and even of their clothes. Can our brethren in the desert ask alms of the

wild beasts ? These give only death. The Turk and the Jew sometimes

hearken to a cry of distress ; but on that long pilgrimage there are so many
cries ! It is to the Holy Land that aid must go ; there must be no ambi-

tion for kingdoms and provinces of Asia ; Jerusalem and the Holy Sepul-

chre must be dehvered."

The flagellants, wherever they were not suppressed, asserted that baptism

by water was useless ; that flagellation alone was effectual, which they called

baptism hy hlood ; that all religion consisted in flagellation. Baronius, ac-

cording to Novaes, reproached Saint Peter Damian with having been, if not

the founder, at least the propagator of this sect, so censured by the Church,

and so wrong in deducing from a simple ordinary penance the impious

consequences of the flagellants.

Tournaments were discussed, and it was agreed that those fatal shows

should evervwhere be abolished.

This council passed thirty-one canons on ecclesiastical discipline. All

except the nineteenth concern the sixth book of the Decretals. It was this

council that enjoined every Cathohc to bow the head as often as he hears

the holy name of Jesus,t

* Spondanus, ad an. 1274, n. 8.

f Novaes (iii., p. 254) quotes, as usual, the councils of Father Labbe. Care must always be

taken when the name of that Father occurs in Italian authors not to write it as Italians do ; they

have no mute e as we have. With them. Father Labbe is either Father Labbo or I'Abbe. An
Italian purist, wishing to respect our pronunciation, and yet endeavoring to make us understand

liim, would write the name thus : Lfih. Tlien they would pronounce the name as we do, and this

alteration would arrest an error which always a little anntjys us in ecclesiastical writers of Italy.

Vol. I.—29
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The Holy Father, remembering the length of the conclave in which he at

last had been elected, passed laws to prevent Hke delays in future. These

laws may be found in the introduction to Novaes' Lives of the Pontiffs (vol.

i., dissertation ii.) They were frequently suspended and then restored,

whenever there was too long a conclave.

During this council, the great Saint Thomas Aquinas died in the monas-

tery of Fossa Nuova, whence he was about to repair to Lyons.

The council having terminated its sessions, the pontiff set out on the 6th

of March, 1275, for Italy. He met Rodolph of Hapsburg, king of the Bo-

mans, at Lausanne, on the 10th October, and that prince swore to guaran-

tee to His Holiness the exarchate of Ravenna, and other Itahan lands

belonging to the Roman Church. Ptolemy of Lucca {Hist. JEccles., hv. ii.,

iii., chap, iv.) afl&rms that fact. Moreover, there are extant two diplomas

of Rodolph's relating to that subject, which are given by Rainaldi, year

1275 (Nos. 37, 38). '

The same year, Gregory united the two bishoprics of Valence and Die, in

France, but they were separated again in 1692.

Gregory had governed four years, four months, and ten days, reckoning

from his election ; and only three years, nine months, and fifteen days, reck-

oning from his consecration, when he died at Ai'ezzo, aged sixty-six years,

on the 10th of January, 1276 (a fatal year, in which four pontiffs died), and

he was interred in the cathedral of that city.

Monsignor Benedict Falconcini de Volterra, bishop of Arezzo, in 1704,

soHcited and obtained, under Pope Clement XL, in 1713, at his own ex-

pense, the beatification of this illustrious pontiff.

Gregory had but little learning (Novaes, iii., p. 257), but he was endowed

with rare prudence. He always was the courageous defender of the faith

and of the divine worship, inclined to peace and a conciliatory spirit, and

an enemy to all partiality.

The Holy See remained vacant ten days.

Saint Antoninus (3 par., ht. xx., cap. 2), and afterwards Steffanardo de

Yicomercato, and Galvaneo deUa Fiamma (the two latter Dominicans),

George Menda, and Paulus Jovius, affirm that this pope knew of the attempt

of the Turriani to kill Otho, archbishop of Milan. When Gregory's beati-

fication was debated, this terrible charge was forcibly opposed, but Peter-

Maria Campi, who was the postulant for the beatification, defended the

pope, and proved that the allegation was only an imposture, like so many
others that have been tried to blacken the memory of some poj^es. The

well-reasoned and eloquent apology of Campi is in the second part of his

History of the Church of Placenza. And in truth, if that great pope excom-

municated the Turriani, and subjected the city of Milan to interdict, only

because they sequestered the ecclesiastical revenues of Archbishop Otho,
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Low could the same pontiff dissemble the great ei'ime of attempting the hfe

of that prelate ?

No celebrated author of that time testifies to this indolence of Gregory

(Novaes, iii., p. 257), quite contrary to his noble inclination. Some writers

give the accusation, misled by false reports or party spirit. It is laiown

that the two Dominicans mentioned above were attached to Otho and to

the Visconti. Paul Jovius gave way to fits of love or hatred ; he was ready

to sell his pen, and even in writing historj'' was stiU the slave of money.

Lambertini,* moreover affirms, that this imposture did not prejudice the

pontiff in the cause of his canonization. Father Antonio Maria Bonucci,

a Jesuit, wrote the History of the Blessed Pontiff Gregory X. (4to, Eome,

1711). Besides another life of the same pope, published anonymously, and

inserted by Campi in his history of Placenza (vol. ii.), and by Muratori in

his Script. Rer. Itcd. (vol. iii.), there is another Hfe of that pope by the same

Campi. It has been translated from the Italian into Latin by the Jesuit

Sylvester Peter Santa, under the title of Vita Gregorii X., exfamilia Vice-

comitum (4to, Eome, 1635). There is also a Hfe of Gregory X. by Claude

Clement (12mo, Lyons, 1632).

Platina gives the following judgment upon Gregory :
" He was a man il-

lustrious in life for prudence in affairs ; for the strength of soul with which

he disdained money and all low considerations ; for his humanity, clemency,

benevolence to poor Christians, and especially those who took refuge in the

bosom of the ApostoHc See.

FoUowing our custom of mentioning at the end of each pontificate the

great writers who died under that reign, we must speak of the works of

Saint Thomas Aquinas. Fleury (v., Hv. 86, p. 519) says :
" The life of this

saint, who died at forty-nine years of age, seems short in comparison to his

writings. The five first volumes are commentaries on most of the writings

of Ai'istotle ; then come the commentaries on Peter Lombard, the master

of sentences ; then a volume of theological questions, the Snmma against

tJie gentiles, the Summa Theologica, many commentaries on the Holy Scrip-

ture, and finally short treatises to the number of seventy-three some of

which are doubted. In general, the best critics beHeve that many works

are attributed to Saint Thomas which are only notes of his public lectures,

called reportata in those days, and that a similarity of name has confounded

with him Thomas the Englishman, or Jorzi, a friar of the same order, wlio

lived in the same century and at the beginning of the next.

WilHam de Tocco, in his life of the saint, also says :
" It is known from

the faithful report of his companion, and of those who wrote under him,

that he sometimes dictated in his room to three and even four secretaries at

* De Canon., liv. ii., cap. 42, n. 3.

iz!/
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a time, upon different subjects. He slept but little, and passed a great

portion of the night in prayer, and it was to prayer rather than to stud}'

that he attributed his science. He always prayed before study and before

composing, and in great difficulties redoubled his prayers and added

fasting."

The article of Feller upon Saint Thomas (v., p. 264) should be consulted.

Saint Louis had summoned him to Paris, and treated him with distinction.

Thomas was also in high consideration with the Ptoman pontiffs. John

XXII. placed him among the saints in 1313, thirty-nine years after his

death. Let Feller speak for a moment. " Of all the scholastics of that

barbarous time, he undoubtedly is the most solid, the most judicious, and

the clearest. The titles of Angel of the School, Angelic Doctor, and Eagle of

the Theologians, cannot have seemed exaggerated to his contemporaries.

His works, says a competent critic, attest a vast and profound genius, an

exquisite judgment, an admirable clearness, and a rare precision. Whether

he established the truths of the faith, or replies to difficulties, it is seldom

that any thing can be added to what he has said ; this, considering the early

age at which he finished his career, causes him to be properly considered as

an intellect almost superhuman, and extraordinarily raised up to enlighten

the schools."

All his works were printed at Borne in 1570-1571, in eighteen folio

volumes ; at Venice in 1745-1760, in twenty-eight volumes, 4to. Under his

name appears a work entitled Secreta Alchymiai Magnalia (Cologne, 1579,

4to), a work neither by him nor worthy of him. Feller regrets that scho-

lastic studies are not more in vogue ; he would like them pursued moder-

ately. When scholastic questions were debated, the great truths of the

faith, morality, and the constituent maxims of the governments of civil and

ecclesiastical society were safe from contradiction. There was no dispute

upon those great subjects ; they were not contested, because the natural

restlessness of mind nourished itself on speculations in which eternal truths

and the happiness of men were not compromised. In our day, reason

carries its rash and destructive glances to all questions.

The office of Corpus Christi is one of the finest of the Koman bre-

viary. The hymns, Sacris Solemnis, Verhum Superrtum, Pange Lingua, and

especially the Lauda Sion, blend the unction of piety and the language of

exact theology. The choice of words is so correct, the expressions so

happy, the cadence so sonorous and so natural, that they are rightly con-

sidered as the production of a rare genius, and still more as the work of a

man selected by Providence to celebrate with dignity the most august of

the Christian Mysteries. (See the life of the saint, by Father Tournon

;

4to, Paris, 1737.)
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ISr. mN-QCENT v.— A. D. 1276.

^^^^ .

NNOCENT v., Peter Tarentasio, was born at Sen-

tron, near that city. Having entered the order

of Saint Dominic, he was master of theology, pro-

vincial of France, archbishop of Lyons, and then

made cardinal-bishop of Ostia by Gregory X. He
was presented at the coirucil of Lyons, and took a

considerable part in all relating to the Catholic

dogma of the procession of the Holy Ghost. He
was the first Dominican who became pontiff. On the 21st of January, 1276,

the cardinals, ten in number, elected him at Arezzo, on the second day of

the conclave.

This pope was crowned at Rome on the 22d of February, the day dedi-

cated to the Chair of Saint Peter.

Eodolph, king of the Romans, preparing to go to Rome to be crowned as

emperor, Innocent sent the bishop of Albi to advise him not to enter Italy

without first making peace with Charles, king of Sicily. The pope feared

that the presence of the two princes would cause a w^ar between the Guelphs

and the Ghibellines. Innocent reconciled to the Church the Florentines,

upon whom Gregory X. had laid an interdict, and he made peace between

the people of Lucca and those of Pisa ; but while the Church was indulging

still more glorious hopes. Innocent died on the 22d of June, 1276, after a

reign of five months and two days. He was interred in the Basilica of Saint

John Lateran. He left Notes on the Epistles of Saint Paul, under the name

of Nicholas de Goram (folio, Cologne, 1478) ; and commentaries upon the

Book of Sentences, printed at Toulouse. There are also four letters of his

to be found in UgheUi and Campi {Istoria Ecdesiastica di Piacenza) ; Pos-

iiUa in Genesim et Exodum, a manuscript, preserved in the library of Turin
;

and many other still unpublished works.*

His eulogium, by the Count de Saint Raphael, is in the fifth volume of

Piemonfe.se lUiistri. His enemies imputed errors to him, but Saint Thomas

justified him. His life is in Muratori's Scriptores Reriim Italicarum.

The Holy See was vacant eighteen days.

* Fleiiry, iii., p. 601.
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188. ADRIAN v.— A. D. 1276.

^ DEIAN V. was originally named Ottoboni Fiescbi,

of the counts of Lavagna, one of the most illustri-

ous Genoese famihes. He was archdeacon of the

churches of Canterbury, Eheims, and Parma. His

uncle, Innocent IV., created him cardinal-deacon

of Saint Adrian, and he became, in succession,

legate to England, Spain, and Germany.

On the 10th of July, 1276, he was raised to the

pontificate, as had been predicted by Saint Philip Benizi, the Servite.

On the death of Clement IV., the sacred college deputed Cardinal Fieschi

to offer the tiara to Saint Philip Benizi, who replied :
" It befits you rather

than me." T\1ien Adrian was elected and congratulated by his relatives,

he replied :
" Would to God you were congi'atulating a healthy cardinal,

instead of a dying pope !"

Forty days after his election, Adrian went to Viterbo to smooth away

some disagreements between the Church and Rodolph of Hapsburg. While

there, he suspended the bull of Gregory X., relating to the conclave, wishing

to make some useful additions to it. Shortly afterwards, he died at Viterbo,

and was interred in the Church of the Franciscans, and not, as Father

Jacob has stated, in that of the Dominicans. Novaes maintains that Adrian

had not received the priesthood, and had not been consecrated,* which does

not prevent him from ranking among the popes, because at that time a

legitimate election, and the acceptance of the elected, sufficed to make a

lawful pontiff. In the first ten centuries of the Church, on the contrary, a

pope was not legitimate until after consecration. Adrian governed the

Church thu'ty-eight days.

The Holy See was vacant twenty-seven days before the election of John

XXI.

* Novaes, iii., p. 251. I quote Novaes here because it is a delicate question, and I prefer to

rely on a work printed at Rome.
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189. JOim XXL— A. D. 1276.

OHN XXI., born of a noble family in the city of

Lisbon, Portugal, was originally named Peter, son

of Julian. He was sent by his father to Paris,

where he studied with brilliant success. Succes-

sively dean and master of the schools of Lisbon,

and next archdeacon of the church of Braga, he was

created cardinal-bishop of Frascati by Gregory X.,

and finally elected pope at Viterbo, on the 15th of

September, 1276, and crowned on the 20th of the same month. On the

same day he siispended the constitution of Gregory X., on conclaves

(ah-eady verbally suspended by Adrian V.), with the intention of improving

it. On the 17th of October he received from Charles, king of Sicily, the

oath of homage for that kingdom, which the prince had obtained in fief from

the Roman Church.

A question arose between Philip, king of France, and Alphonso, king of

Castile. John, in order to restore peace, wrote letters to each of them.

He induced Alphonso III., king of Portugal, to cease oppressing the

churches in his country, and depriving them of their property. He dis-

patched legates to Michael Paleologus to obtain from that prince the rati-

fication of the peace concluded between the two churches, and sworn to by

his ambassadors at the Council of Lyons ; and, finally, ho happily exerted

himseK for the preservation to the crusaders of the lands which they still

possessed in the Holy Land. John condemned the errors professed in the

University of Paris,—errors which resulted from the misreasoning of a false

philosophy. He died on the 16th of March, 1277, of a bruise on the head,

received while visiting a pontifical palace erecting at Yiterbo, one of the

rooms falhng in upon him.

He had governed the Church eight months and a few days. Tliis pope

possessed vast erudition, especially in medicine. He was affable towards

inferiors, and an especial friend to men of letters of all countries. Some

monastic writers have described him unfavorably. The reason assigned for

that is, that he was unfriendly to religious order ; and had his reign been

prolonged, he would have published a decree for reforming them. John,

however, showed great affection for the Franciscans, and it is considered

cei-tain that His Holiness was on the point of giving a cardinars hat to

John of Parma, general of that order.
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The Holy See was vacant ten months and eight days ; and the concLave

would have lasted still longer, if the people of Viterbo had not shut up the

cardinals in the city palace, to compel them to make a choice.

Under this reign, the Venetians besieged Ancona, because the inhabit-

ants traded with Dalmatia, to the great vexation of the senate. John XXI.

had not the means to protect the people of Ancona, but they redoubled

their eflforts, and the siege of their city was raised.

Platina says that this pope wrote a book, entitled Tlte Treasures of the

Foor^ On the whole, that author speaks in unbecoming terms of this pope,

whom he calls homo stolidus, because he promised himself a long life, and

was killed accidentally.

190. NICHOLAS III— A. D. 1277.

HE original name of Nicholas III. was John Cajetan

Orsini ; he was a member of that celebrated family,

and a Roman. John Cajetan was created cardinal-

deacon of Saint Nicholas in Garcere, by Innocent

IV. The sacred college then consisted of only

eight cardinals. He was elected at Viterbo on the

25th of November, 1277, ordained priest at Home on

the 18th of December, consecrated on the 19th, and

cro^vned on the 26th. Saint Francis had predicted

to him that he would be pope and protector of the Franciscan order.

Nicholas induced Rodolph, king of the Eomans, to approve, by a diploma,

all the concessions, privileges, and confirmations given to the Church by

liis predecessors, kings of the Homans, and emperors. In order to anticipate

any differences that might arise upon those questions at a future time, Nicho-

las sent to Eodolph the original diplomas given by Louis the Pious, Otho

the Great, and Henry II., in order that those documents might be equally

confirmed. Rodolph agreed to these demands, and among the number of

the possessions recognized as belonging to the Church, were Ferrara and

Comacchio. Finally, that there might be no more doubt as to the posses-

sions, the Holy Father had the diplomas confirmed by the electors of the

Holy Roman empire.

Nicholas requested King Charles to renounce the title of senator of Rome,

and, by a constitution, forbade that dignity to be given to any foreign king

or prince. It was subsequently determined to give the title to no one for
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more than a year. A member of the Orsini famil}' received the title of

senator. Under the next pontificate, the title Avas restored to King Charles,

and in 1316, John XXII. conferred it upon Kobert, also king of Sicily.

The pope wrote to the emperor of the East, Paleologns, to his son An-

dronicns, to the patriarchs, and the other Greek prelates, to induce them to

confirm that peace between the two churches which had been established

in the Council of Lyons. Nicholas subsequently received letters from the

emperor, in which that prince acknowledged the authority of the sovereign

pontiff over all the churches, and protested that he regarded the pope with

all due veneration. The emperor further affirmed that he had condemned

the schism in the form prescribed to him by the apostolic Holy See, and

that he would employ all fitting means to withdraw the Greeks from their

schism.

Nicholas caused a sumptuous palace to be built near Saint Peter's, for

the pontifi's and theu' court.

HaAnng learned that tournaments, which various councils had condemned,

were re-estabhshed in France, Nicholas wrote in a firm tone to the cardinal

of Saint Ceciha, his legate in Paris, ordering him to cause the suspension of

those exercises, in which some deplorable misfortunes always happen. The

pope said that the disasters of the Holy Land should be thought of, and not

vain amusements of no benefit to rehgion.

In 1279, on account of the great heat, the Holy Father retired to Viterbo,

and died there of apoplexy, on the 22d of August, 1280. The body was

conveyed to the Vatican and deposited in the chapel of Saint Nicholas, which

he had built.

Nicholas governed two years, eight months, and twenty-seven days.

He was endowed with great prudence, and a singular spirit of justice.

He filled more quickly than any of his predecessors the bishoprics that

became vacant. When he conferred the priesthood, he scrupiilously chose

the holiest men rather than the most learned men ; saying, " that knowledge

without goodness was a poison without antidote. He had a great soul, and

untiring activity ; he loved the religious orders, especially that of Saint

Francis. In approving the judgment of Gregory IV. upon the stigmata of

that saint, he did not forget that, when cardinal, he had been named pro-

tector of that order. The purity of his life and conduct was such, that he

was sumamed il composto, the Polite. Every one knew him by that name,

at which he took no offence. Generous in almsgivuig, he was also endowed

with other excellent virtues. It were to be wished that he had not some-

what weakened those virtues by a spirit of nepotism, that prompted him to

enrich his family.

It has been affirmed that he designed to divide the empire into four king-

doms—Gei-many, Vienne in Dauphiny, Lombardy, and Tuscany, But,
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while revolving such a project, Nicholas must have left France out of his

calculation,—a country which would not suifer itself with impunity to be

thus dismembered.

It has been imagined that upon one of those thrones he would have

placed at least one of the members of his own family. The Orsini had
then an idea which the Medici entertained. A pope, born a prince, who
had enriched his family, was more blamable than a pope who had risen

from the lower ranks of society. The aggrandizement of princes already

powerful, increased that facility of Boman rebellion which produced so

many evils in those times. The Holy See was vacant ten months and one day.

191. MARTIN II.— A. D. 1281.

Y some authors Martin II. is ranked as Martin IV.

We have seen that the seventy-fifth pope was

called Martin I., and the one hundred and tenth

pope was called Marin (Marinus) I. !But then

Martin or Marin was the same name ; so, Marin I.

was Martin II. The hundred and thirty-first pope

if was called Marinus II., which is equivalent to

Martin III. He, therefore, who is named by

some, and particularly in the Diario of Eome, Martin II., is, properly speak-

ing, to be called Martin IV., for the subsequent Pope Martin, whom we
shall find reigning in 1417, is officially recognized as Martin V. We are

here treating of Martin IV., and close with him the confusion of the names

of Marinus and Martin. The original name of this pope was Simon de

Brion, and he was born in the castle of Montpensier, in Touraine. He for

a long time resided in Tours, where he was a regular canon, and treasurer

of the church of Saint Martin. Saint Louis named Simon keeper of the

seals, in 1260. Urban IV., in 1262, made him cardinal-priest of Saint

Cecilia. Gregory X. sent him to France as apostohcal legate.

Simon was unanimously elected to the pontificate, in the city of Viterbo,

on the 11th of February, 1281. He then made so strong and determined a

resistance that the cardinals, infiamed with a holy zeal, tore away from him

his costume as cardinal, and forcibly clad him in the papal habits. Yield-

ing to force, and no longer venturing to resist, he was crowned on the 23d

of March at Orvieto.
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The Roman people lia\'mg suffered great evils because the powerful fam-

ihes of Orsini aud Auuibaldi had each named a senator diiring the conclave,

now gave to the new pope the rank of senator of Eome, and the pope re-

stored it to Charles, king of Sicily, from whom it had been taken by

Nicholas III.

Martin excommunicated Michael Paleologus, because he had perpetu-

ated the schism, after promising by his ambassadors to Lyons, and after-

wards in person between the hands of the legate, that he would remove all

division between the two Churches.

In 1282, he excommunicated the authors of the Sicilian Vespers—that

massacre in which the Sicilians assassinated four thousand Provencals.

He also excluded from communion Peter III., king of Aragon, an accom-

pHce of the conspirators, and deposed that prince from the throne of Ai-agon,

which he conferred upon Charles of Yalois, son of Kmg Philip of France.

If it is surprising that the popes, as is often said, gave away kingdoms

which did not belong to them, is it any less so that princes accepted such

gifts ? Did not that acceptance confess the right of the popes to depose a

monarch, and dispose of a crown as they deemed fitting V What proves

that this jurisprudence was then generally accepted is, that the kings them-

selves did not dispute it. It is wrong to impute the blame of this solely to

the popes. " The conduct of other courts," says the Count d'AJbon (Dis-

cours siir VHlstoire le Gov.vernemerd, (£-c., de plusieurs Nations de rJEuropeJ,

"is not less reprehensible, and is far more inconceivable. In those un-

settled times, when the pope had pronounced sentence of excommunication

against a prince, the other potentates hastened to enter with all their forces

into the States of the unfortunate prince, not to preserve them for him, but

to seize upon them and inhumanly enrich themselves with his spoils. Could

they more strongly accredit error ? And could the usurpers comjDlain if the

example they had given became fatal to themselves ? At the second Coun-

cil of Lyons, the Enghsh ambassador was the only one who ventured to

speak in defence of the rights of the Emperor Frederic II.; the ministers

of all the other courts preserved a profound silence. This tacit consent, on

which modei'n writers affect silence, is far more astonishing than v/hat was

done in the assembly against Frederic. Moreover, even had the sovereign

pontiffs been the first to give currency to that false opinion, they did not

take advantage of it to subject new countries to their rule. They derived

no advantage from their policy. Why then attribute it to them as a crime,

while saying nothing about those who more than once knew how to ])rofit

by the consent ?" Novaes,* in his life of Martin IV., professes the same

doctrine.

• Novaes, iv., p. 7.
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In 1285, t]ie pope complained of the violence of Ranieri, governor of

Orvieto, and being unable to go to Rome, he took refuge in Perugia. There

he fell sick, and died in four days.

Martin governed four years, one month, and four days. He was magnifi-

cent, of great courage in the affairs of the Church, learned, prudent, adorned

by shining virtues, and detached from his relatives. One of them having

visited him, he gave him a small sum to pay his travelling expenses, and

said :
" The property we have belongs to the Church and not to us. We

cannot dispose of it."

The Holy See was vacant three days. Martin has been accused of being

too favorable to Charles of Anjou, and of having on several occasions shown

him undue partiality, but the miracles that accompanied the death of tliis

pope, and the prodigies that were witnessed around his tomb, sufficiently

prove that the pontiff never exceeded the limits of justice. We did not

dwell upon Martin's excommunication of the actors on the massacre known

as the Sicilian Vespers. That catastrophe is always reported in the same

manner, and writers do not perceive that, in our days, when we cultivate

the study of fads, it would be as well not to continue to say exactly the same

thing about an event which is now better understood.

The following details we take from IkiUe (p. 98)

:

" Charles being unable further to extend his domination in Italy, where

he was stopped by the same obstacle whicli had repressed the Lombards,

meditated an expedition against Constantinople ; but John da Procida of

Salerno, on beholding Conradine throw his glove from the scaffold on which

he was executed, had sworn to revenge the death of that prince. John

retired to the court of Constantia, daughter of Manfred and queen of Ara-

gon, the last heiress of Suabia, because Frederic II., by his will, had, in

default of legitimate heirs, declared Manfred, his natural son, heir to all

his rights of sovereignty. John da Procida was welcomed as a faithful

friend.

" Peter III., caUedthe Great, the husband of Constantia, had been solemnly

crowned king of Aragon. To indemnify John for his seignorial rights in

the island of Procida (the same island which travellers now visit to see the

manners and dress of the Greeks, which its inhabitants stiU preserve), the

king made him a baron of the kingdom of Valencia. Procida gave little

heed to that dignity. Of a firm nature and an inflexible wiU, he passed no

day without seeking means of avenging the death of his master. He had

twice travelled to Constantinople to engage Paleologus to assist Peter of

Aragon with money, and had obtained thirty thousand ounces of gold, which

was to serve to hasten the preparations for the invasion in Sicily. Many
authors have represented the events in Palermo as the result of an assault

by a Provencal upon a young woman. That Provengal is' said to have been
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named Droiiet." There was, in fact, at the hour of Vespers, on Easter

Monday, 1'282, a quarrel between the Provencals and the Palermitans ; but

that quarrel, hke many that had preceded it, would probably have had no

serious consequences, had there not existed a formidable conspiracy, in

which Peter of Aragon, some Sicilian nobles, and the emperor of the Greeks,

who at the same time flattered the pope Avith proDiises of a return to Cath-

oHcity, all engaged. It is true that the discontents of the Sicilians had so

irritated them, that only a slight spark was needed to kindle that great fire.

This point of history, however, has not been sufficiently studied. An atten-

tive perusal of John Villani will suffice to make it clear that a vast conspir-

acy had been in existence for two years ; that John da Procida was to give

the signal when Peter of Aragon should be at hand ; that it was not till the

moment the latter Avas off the neighboring coast, that the cry was raised

of
—'A woman has been attacked by a Provengal, in a public festival.'

Then le genfi erano tenere—the people—were ripe ; the whole nation was ex-

cited against the soldiers of Charles ; and yet the young woman, the Pro-

vencal Drouet, and the insulting attack, were just so many falsehoods

invented for the purpose of forAvarding the views of the conspirators.

" In fact, the battle haAdng once begun, the massacre was continued

throughout Sicily by the efforts of the conspiracy, which became univer-

sal, and which demanded to the very last victim the many foreigners there,

including, no doubt, some Adrtuous knights."t

The Italians, without consulting one of the fathers of their history, Jolm

Villani, have almost all given to that frightful event the color Avhich it still

bears. I can conceive that national pride has delighted to keep its remem-

brance ahve ; I can conceive that it is preserved as an eternal menace to

foreigners who should invade and ill-treat that beautiful country ; and I can

conceive its proA^oking enthusiastic applause in a peninsular theatre ; but I

cannot conceive how Em-opean historians have needed such a lapse of time

to enable them to discover tlie truth, the august and eternal tridlt, which is

surely not to be found in tales almost ahvays founded on hostile chronicles.

Charles had committed a crime in putting Conradine to death, but both

West and East had Avitnessed that crime without denouncing it. Clement

IV. Avas dead or dying before the execution of Conradine, and the conclave

which named his successor, Gregory X., lasted three years. That fact is

not to be overlooked. That crime would have been reproached and

punished, had there been a pontiff in a condition to make his authority

respected.

* It is impossible without disgust to read the note of Voltaire to this passage, on the Maiu

ner», Mf/rals, dc, of Nations; in Desoer's edition, Paris, 1817. In vol. iv., p. 374, line 41, there

Is a word which belongs only to the vile language of the most depraved.

f Italy, p. 99.
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It chanced at the same time that there was at Salerno a nobleman Avho

had been the confident of Frederic II., and educated in that court of ele-

gance and pleasure ; that that confidant of Frederic had been the friend of

that prince's son Manfred—a prince of warlike qualities ; that that friend of

Manfred had been the faithful counsellor of the grandson of Frederic ; and

it happened that this Salernian noble had sworn to avenge his late masters,

both slain by Charles,—the one, noblj in battle, the other, vilely on the

scaffold. It also happened that in Spain that nobleman had said to Peter,

a valiant and ambitious king :
" How, do you not find yourself pent up here

in Aragon, and do you not think of adding to your states that Sicily which

ought to be yours '?" And that at Constantinople that nobleman had said

to Michael Paleologus :
" Charles wants to be the sixth French king in your

capital
;
give Peter gold to pay his armaments, and you wiR not lose your

empire."

Thence a conspiracy, with a thousand inextricable ramifications, confided

to malcontents who were often seriously offended by Charles, carried on

under the eyes of a credulous, presumptuous, and iU-disciplined army.

Michael lavished gold, and Peter embarked soldiers. John da Procida ex-

claimed that a woman was insulted by a Provencal, and fourteen thousand

Provencals are pitilessly butchered,—not that Charles shall be driven from

Italy, for his son and grandson wiU reign at Naples, and Conradine will not

be completely avenged, but only that Michael shall remain in peace in Con-

stantinople, and Peter be crowned king in Palermo.

"We shall have no difficulty in reversing falsehoods. Should we not gire

to every one his due ?—to Charles Ms ranks ill tdlcen and ill liept ; to Michael

his native perfidy ; to Peter his greed, based on the rights of illegimate chil-

dren—rights which were then recognized ; to Procida his fidelity and his

skilful constancy ; and, finally, to Pope Martin—one of the successors of

Clement IV., who had given Naples and Sicily to Charles, because kingdoms

were thus given in those days—to Martin the idea of aiding Charles, of

repulsing Peter, and of indirectly punishing Paleologus for so many insults

to the Holy See ?

It seems to us that we have here written history in its fitting language

;

it should respect aU that is confirmed by good sense, but it should have no

mercy upon romances, however long an existence they may have usurped.

Novaes (iv., p. 6) declares that a document exists, pubhshed on the square

of Saint Flavian's church, at Montefiascone, in 1282, which renews the

excommunication pronounced by Martin against Peter III., king of Aragon,

guilty of having usurped the throne of Sicily. Eainaldi, under the date of

.

6th of February, 1283, reports another document, from which it appears

that the said Peter III. was again excommiinicated for ha'sdng, at Bordeaux,

challenged King Charles of Sicilj' to single combat. The latter is excom-
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miiiiicated too, if lie accepts the challenge ;
" that kind of combat," says tlio

pope, " being prohibited and condemned, by both the holy canons and the

ecclesiastical la-ws."

192. HONORIUS IV.— A. D. 1285.

ONOKIUS ly., James Savelli, belonged to a very,

distingiiished Eoman family. He was a canon of

Barcelona. Urban IV. made him cardinal-deacon

of Saint Mary in Cosmedin. Adrian V. sent him,

with two other cardinals, to terminate the differ-

ences which still existed between Eodolph, king of

the Romans, and Charles, king of Sicily. James

was elected supreme pontiff, in spite of his resist-

ance, on the second day of the conclave, held at Perugia on the 2d of April,

1285. At Rome, he received the priesthood on the 14th of May, was con-

secrated on the 15th, and crowned on the 20th. He was so tortured by the

gout that he could not celebtate Mass without instruments which assisted

him to move his hands.

In 1286, the Holy Father condemned an order called the Order of the

Apostles, which was founded or obstinately propagated by Gerard Segarelli,

of Parma. This innovator, having been expelled from the Franciscan order,

dressed, as he told his followers, after the manner of the apostles. He said

that at length they had reached the time of the Holy Ghost and of charity.

These fanatics, moreover, followed the errors of the Albigenses or of the

Waldenses, and of the Patarini.

The Holy Father excommunicated James of Ai'agon, son of Peter III.,

king of Aragon ; because he continued to usurp the royal power in Sicily.

Honorius IV. had studied in the University of Paris, and was much

attached to that establishment, which enjoyed great celebrity. The pope

ordered Arabic and other oriental langiiages, necessary to those sent to

strengthen the faith among the schismatics and the Saracens, to be tauglit

in that university.

The pope governed two years and two days. He died on the 3d of April,

1287. He was interred in the Vatican, and by order of Paul III. his body

was removed afterwards to the church of Araceli.

The Holy See remained vacant ten months and eighteen days. This

delay was caused by no misunderstanding or want of agreement among the
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cardinals. When they were assembled in conclave, iu the palace of Saint

Sabina, a pestilence broke out, which obliged them to seek change of air,

six of them having fallen victims, and the others being sick. They did not

name a pope until the scourge had ceased its ravages, Theii* choice then

fell upon Cardinal Tineus, who, in spite of the pestilence, had not quitted

that palace, but contented himself with having a great fire kept burning all

around the building, to purify the air. This, he said, was the remedy

that Hippocrates recommended to the Athenians.*

In Wadding's Annals and Ughelli's Italia there are some letters of this

pope, full of Avisdom and mildness
;
yet he must be deemed somewhat

too liberal towards his family. Many of the princely families of Rome,

when they obtained the tiara for a member, often wearied him with re-

quests that he lacked courage to refuse.

193. NICHOLAS IV.—a. d. 1288.

ICHOLAS IV., named Tineus, of an obscure family

in Alessiano, in the diocese of Ascoli, was a

Minor Observantine, and became the first gen-

jy eral of the Franciscans after Saint Bonaventure,

[r-'V and the first pope of that order. As legate f)-om

Gregory X. to Constantinople, he contributed to

bring the Greeks back for a moment to the Roman
Church. We have seen that he alone would not

leave the palace of Saint Sabina, in which the conclave was assembled.

This courageous conduct was not dictated by any paltry self-interest.

When the tiara was offered to him he rejected it, and endeavored to put

forth the greater merits of other cardinals. On the 22d of February, 1288,

he was unanimously proclaimed, and he was obliged to submit to his coro-

nation on the 24th. In the first year of his pontificate, Pope Nicholas

granted privileges to the brethren of his order. Firstly, as many doubted

their exemption, ho declared them immediately subject to the Holy See, and

* This fact is mentioned in a life of Hippocrates of tlie second century, but it is now consid-

ered apocryphal. Fires have been lighted in times of pestilence, but without arresting the

scourge. Feller, like many others, repeats this ancient fiction, attributed to Soranus, of whom
Kegnauldin, in the Biog. Unic, speaks as a Greek and uncertain writer. This rectification does

not diminish the glory of the prince of physicians and the founder of the healing art. More-

over, perhaps his writings and advice combated the contagion of which Thucydides has left us

60 terrible a description.
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absolutely exempt from eA'ery other jurisdiction ; adding, tliat all the prop-

erty, fixed or movable, of Avhicli they had the use, was the property of

Saint Peter, in conformity to the bull Exiit qui seminat of Nicholas III. This

bull of Nicholas IV. is dated at Kome, April 30th, 1288. By another, of

May 6th, given at Eieti, he ordered that no Friar Minor who, after profes-

sion, should pass into another order, should be raised to any charge,

dignity, or prelacy, without the express permission of the Holy See. In

case the place of their abode should fall under interdict, he permitted them

to confess each other, receive absolution, recite the office, and say Mass

R-ith closed doors, without the beUs being rung, and without being obliged

to admit any one but the members of the order ; and, finally, to communi-

cate on the accustomed days, and in case of need to receive extreme

unction. He also gave special pri\ileges to some houses of the order,

among others to that at Assisi. He forbade any other religious to settle in

that city : if necessity compelled them to do so, their establishment was to

be four hundi-ed yards fi'om the walls. He intended thereby to prevent any

diminution of the alms on which the brothers and sisters of the order of

Saint Francis subsisted.

In 1289, Nicholas removed the interdict which, sixteen years before, Greg-

ory X. had laid upon the kingdom of Portugal, when Alphonso III. had

usurped the property of the Church, and reduced all the ecclesiastics to

beggary.

On the 29th of May, the pope crowned, in the Vatican Basilica,

Charles II., king of Sicily, on the same conditions that had been imposed

on the father of that prince by Clement IV. In virtue of a constitution

(Eainaldi, 1289, n. 69), he divided the income of the Eoman Church into

two parts, the one allotted to the pontiff and the other to the cardinals.

This constitution has not been in force for many years ; other arrangements

are made for the income of the cardinals, which is very limited considering

their high dignity.

To Nicholas is due the foundation of the University of Montpelier, which

the founder, in his diploma of the 26th of October, calls a city createdfor

study. Subsequently, he gi-auted great privileges to the university estab-

lished at Lisbon by King Dennis.

Nicholas, ever watchful for the maintenance and propagation of religion,

exhorted all the princes upon the earth with unwearied zeal, to form a

numerous crusade to arrest the progress of the victorious sultan of Babylon,

who in 1290 took the city of TripoH from the Christians. As the aid was

not sent as quickly as the Holy Father desired, the city of Acre, the last

that the Christians still possessed in Syria, was attacked and taken by the

same sultan. This deeply grieved Nicholas, who made new but still vain

efforts to stimulate the zeal of the Catholic princes. The loss was ii-repa-

VoL. I.—30

/
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rable. It was no longer Saladin who fought against the Christians ; the

Sultan Cahil was an odious barbarian. In spite of the efforts of Henry,

king of Cyprus and of Jerusalem, of the Templars, Hospitallers, and the

Christians in Palestine, the city of Acre was taken by storm.

The master of the Templars was killed fighting valiantly. The patriarch

of Jerusalem, Nicolas, was urged to escape by open sea, the port being still

free. The holy man was dragged against his Avill, by his people, to a boat,

that they might convey him to a galley not far off. But he charitably re-

ceived so many fugitives into the boat that she went down. Thus perished

the last Latin patriarch of Jerusalem who resided in the country.

In Acre there was a famous convent of Poor Clares. The superior being

informed that the Saracens were in the city, assembled all the sisterhood in

chapter and said :
" My daughters, let us despise this life, in order that

we may preserve for our heavenly Spouse pure hearts in pure bodies : do

as you see me do." Immediately she cut off her nose, and her face was

bathed in blood. The others followed her example, and cut their faces in

various manners. The Saracens entering the convent scimeter in hand,

were astounded at the sight ; then, horror turning into fury, they butchered

all the holy women. The Franciscan friars of Saint Jean d'Acre were also

all killed.

The Saracens carried off more than thirty thousand prisoners, after hav-

ing killed a like number of the inhabitants. On the day of the taking of

Acre, the inhabitants of Tyre abandoned their city without making any

defence. Those of Beyrout also surrendered without resistance. The

Latin Christians lost every thing that had remained to them in the country.

Most of those who escaped retired to the isle of Cyprus.

So closed the wars for the conquest and recovery of the Holy Land,

which had lasted one hundred and ninety-five years, from 1098 to 1291.

Nicholas added pure intentions to the talents necessary to fulfil the duties

of his high station. He had been employed in the most delicate business,

and the popes who had given him their confidence had reason to rejoice

over the success of so enlightened a nuncio. It is remarkable that in the

affairs of Eome the ablest and most experienced persons generally attained

the tiara ; their being acquainted with men and thiugs has given so many

popes truly great, and possessed of the difficult art of governing.

Nicholas was a prudent philosopher and a good theologian ; he governed

the Church wisely, and he appeased some of the dissensions which had

arisen at Eome and in the Ecclesiastical States. Father Fehx Mattel pub-

lished a Hfe of Nicholas, from a manuscript in the Vatican, the author of

which was Jerome Bubeo.

This pope governed the Church four years, one month, and fourteen days.

He died on the 4th of April, Good Friday, 1292, and, as he had desired.
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was interred in a simple tomb in Saint Mary Major. He was so humble,

this worthy religious, that he said :
" "We would rather be the cook to our

brethren, than a cardinal ; we accepted the purple only from fear of offend-

ing our order." He was also accustomed to say :
" We have relations

:

these relations are all men who are distinguished by knowledge and virtue."

The Holy See was vacant two years, three months, and two days. There

were twelve cardinals, but they were divided ia opinion,—six Romans, four

Italians, and two French. Villani (Hv. i., chap. 150) says :
" QuctrentUms

Ulis qucesua, non quce Jesu Christi, tantuni dilata est electio—The election was so

long delayed became they cared for their own interest^ and not for that of

Christ."

'

194. ST. CELESTmE V.— a. d. 1294.

AINT CELESTINE V. was originally called Peter of

MoiToni, from a mountain near Sulmona, where he

led a solitary Hfe. He was born near the castle of

Mohsa in the territory of Lavoro, in the year 1215,

and was the eleventh of twelve sons of Angelerio, a

farmer.

He was first a Benedictine monk in the monastery

of FaifoH, in the diocese of Benevento, which he

entered at the age of twenty. He left in 1239, with the permission of the

abbot, to go and do penance in the caves of Morroni, where he spent five

years. Thence he went to the mountain of Majella, in Apiilia, where he

founded the order of the Celestines. He was prior of the order when he

was elected pope at Perugia, on the 5th of July, 1294, priacipaUy at the

solicitation of the cardinal-bishop of Ostia, a Roman of the Malabranca

family.

This cardinal, to put an end to the discords which rent the sacred college,

proposed that they should choose this hermit, well known for his sanctity,

and who was then at Rome on a visit to a house of his order, which had just

been founded there.

Peter of Morroni, therefore, was unanimously elected, and the decree of

his election was forwarded to him ; but he firmly refused to accept. His

refusal was only overcome by the entreaties of the cardinals and of King

Charles II., of Naples, and of Andrew, king of Hungary. Those princes

went to him and entreated him to accept. They told him that there was

^
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no other method of remedying the evils suffered by Christianity, and that

it was his daty to accept the pontificate to which God had called him.

Fi'ancis Petrarch wiites* that Peter had meditated escaping from their

importunities by flight, but the people flocked about him, and he was obhged

to yield to their cries and commands. Almost fi'enzied, Peter set out for

Aquila, which he entered mounted on an ass, the bridle of which was held

by King Charles and the king of Hungary. He had written to the cardinals

that, on account of the heat, he could not proceed to Perugia, and they

repaired to Aquila to take part in the ceremonies of his coronation, on the

29th of August, in the church of the Celestines, of CoUemaggio. After-

wards, mounted no longer on an ass, but upon a beautiful Avhite horse, he

made his entrance into the city amidst the acclamations of a multitude of

people, who had gathered from all parts to see the first personage in' the

world, who so recently had been only a lowly hermit, poor, often suffering

fi'om hunger.

Shortly after the coronation, the Holy Father made a promotion of twelve

cardinals, seven of whom were French ; and then he resolved upon going to

Naples.

Meanwhile, Celestine, regretting his liberty, resolved to recover it. He
showed that resolution more plainly after the death of Cardinal Latino, to

whom he had intrusted the principal business of the pontificate. Celes-

tine knew that the cardinals were iU pleased with him. The twelve nev/

members of the sacred college, seven French, as we have said, and five

Italians, had been created without the former cardinals being consulted.

He began to be spoken of as a man reared in the woods, and unfit to wear

the tiara. Impelled by such considerations, he first declared that the pope

might freely renounce the pontificate, and then he soon desired to make

that renunciation ; not, as some authors have pretended, because Cardinal

Benedict Gaetani, who succeeded him, told him through a trumpet, as

though the voice came from heaven, that he ought to resign the tiara. This

is a wretched fable, unsupported by any contemporary evidence.

He voluntarily resigned the pontificate at Naples, on the 13th of Decem-

ber, 1294, after governing five months and nine days,

Chacon gives the formula of his renunciation :

" We, Celestine, Pope V., moved by legitimate reasons, that is to say, for

the sake of humility, of a better Hfe, and an unspotted conscience, of weak-

ness of body and of want of knowledge, the mahgnity of the people, and

personal infirmity, to recover the tranquillity and consolation of our former

life, do freely and voluntarily resign the pontificate, the place, the dignity,

occupation, and honors of which we expressly renounce and we give full

* Lib. ii., de Vit. Solit. ; sect. 3, cap. 18.
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and free faculty to the college of cardinals canonically to elect a Pastor of

the Universal Church."*

This done, in a consistory publicly held in the city of Naples,' he laid

aside aU the pontifical insignia, and with a noble and modest, yet lofty

bearing, seated himself at the feet of the cardinals.

The Holy See was vacant ten daj^s. For the first time the law of Greg-

ory X., confirmed by Celestine V., was observed, which provided that a con-

clave shoidd not be commenced until nine days after death or renunciation

of a pope.

Well pleased, he who had again become Peter of Morroni retired to his

hermitage of Majella, to devote himself to perpetual prayer and uninter-

rupted mortification. His successor, Boniface, fearing some schism that

was or speedily might be threatened, t not from the will of the holy hermit,

who was far fr-om having siieh a thought, but because the simplicity of his

heart might not be proof against the wiles of the enemies of the new pope,

his successor—Boniface, we say, caused search to be made after Peter, that

he might be carefully guarded against all danger. The saint was informed

of this, and although he had no thought but to give himself entirely to God,

he kept himself concealed during two months. Some time after, he deter-

mined to go to Dalmatia, but a storm drove him to Viesta, a city of the

Capitanate, where he was recognized by the governor, who sent him to

Anagni, where his successor was. Thence he was sent to the castle of

Fumone, a short distance from Ferentino, where, for ten months, he lan-

guished in prison. I Celestine, at the age of eighty-one years, bore this

treatment with an apostoHcal constancy. He died on the 19th of Mar^h,

1296, and, by order of Boniface, his body was carried with pomp to Feren-

tino. His heart is preserved in the church of the Poor Clares. Subse-

quently, his body was removed to the monastery of the Celestines, at Aquila.

Clement Y. canonized Celestine at Avignon, on the 5th of March, 1313,

seventeen years after his death.

The life of Saint Celestine has been written by various authors. First,

by Celestino Talera, abbot of the Celestines. That life precedes the works

of the pontiffs printed at Naples, in 1640. Among the works are : Rclatio

vitce sv.ce ; de Virtutihv.s, cle Vitiis, de Hominis vanitate, de Exemplis, et de

Sententiis patrwn. Other Celestine monks have also written his life. Car-

dinal Peter d'Ailly is the author of anotker life in Latin ; which was im-

proved in style by Dionysius Faber, prior of the Celestines of Paris, and

printed in that city, 4to, in 1539. There is another Hfe of this pontiff by

Vincent Spinelli, procurator-general of the order ; Rome, 1664, 8vo. LeHo

Marini, also published the life of the holy pontiff in Italian ; 4to, Milan, 1637.

* See also Novaes, iv., 28. I"
Ibid., 29. i Ibid., 28.
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Under this reign occurred the miracle of the removal of the Santa Casa,

or holy house, into Italy. I will quote Novaes (iv., p. 33) :
" In 1291, in the

same year when the infidels got possession of Saint Jean d'Acre, on the

ninth day of May, the Holy House, in wliich the divine Word was made

flesh, was carried by angels into Dalmatia, between Tersate and Fiume, on

the Adriatic. Three years and seven months after, that is to say, on the

10th of December, 1294, the same Holy House was transported to a spot

near Ancona, in a wood belonging to a woman named Lereto ; and eight

months after, moved to another place, not far off—the same where the church

now stands. It is the most celebrated sanctuary in the Christian world.

Before it was despoiled of its riches, it had twenty gold lamps, given chiefly

by the repubhc of Venice, and sixty other lamps of silver. The church

which contains the Casa Santa, or Holy House, was commenced by Paul U.,

the two hundi-ed and fifteenth pope, and finished in 1577, under Gregory XI.

" France possesses, at Loretto, property given for the purpose by Car-

dinal de Joyeuse. Pious persons, traveUing in Italy, never fail to make a

holy pilgrimage to Our Lady of Loretto. Many excellent works give a

description of this imposing sanctuary."

195. BOMFACE VIII.— a. d. 1294.

^^ ONIPACE YIIL, originally named Benedict Gaeta-

ni, was a member of that illustrious family, and

born at Anagni. He was successively canon of

Todi, of Paris, of Lyons, and the Vatican Basilica,

consistorial advocate, and apostolical prothonotary.

On the 12th of April, 1281, he was created cardinal

by Martin IV. ; then Nicholas IV. named him car-

dinal-priest of Saints Sylvester and Martin. Martin

IV., who knew him to be a man of talent, dexterity, and fidelity, sent him as

legate to King Charles, of Sicily, to prevent him from warring against the

king of Aragon, and to keep the subjects of both kings in their devotion to

the Roman court. He was afterwards sent with another cardinal to restore

peace between King Philip, of France, and Edward, of England, and to

defend the rights of the Church in both countries. Nicholas IV. deputed

him, with other cardinals, to inquire into and arrange the differences be-

tween Dennis, king of Portugal, and the clergy of that kingdom. After

these many signal services, Cardinal Gaetani was unanimousl}' elected pope
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on the 24th of December, 1294, at Castel Nuovo, near the city of Naples,

where the cardinals were assembled in conclave.

After accepting the pontificate on the 2d of January, 1295, he, in com-

pany with Charles II., king of Sicily, and Charles Martel, his son, king of

Hungary, set out for Eome, where he was consecrated and crowned b}-

Cardinal Matthevv Kosso Orsini, the first deacon, on the 16th of the month

of January. "Wlieu he went to the Basihca of Saint John Lateran he rode

a magnificent palfrey, of which the two kings held the bridle reins. They

also, wearing their crowns, presented him at table with the first two dishes,

and then seated themselves at the cardinals' table.

The first cares of Boniface were directed to the pacification of Italy. He
reduced Sicily to obedience to the Holy See ; and he succeeded in restoring

a sufficient concord between the kings of France and England. He dis-

suaded the king of the Romans from his intention of attacking France, and

sought means to destroy all the factions that divided the Christian princes.

New eftbrts were made to reunite the Greeks to the faith ; and, finally, every

efibrt was made to aid in the recovery of the Holy Land, fi'om which the

Catholics had been driven by the Mussulmans.

At the conclusion of a peace between Charles II., of Naples, and the king

of Aragon, Charles swore fidehty to Pope Boniface, in the church of Saint

Sabina.

In the year 1295, Boniface ordered the feasts of the Holy EvangeHsts,

and of the four Doctors of the Church—Gregory, Augustine, Ambrose, and

Jerome—to be celebrated as doubles. He ordered that at Rome there

should be for the future a general academv of all the faculties.

Boniface, perceiving that some princes oppressed the clergy with imposts,

pubHshed, on the 21st of September, 1296, a bull which he caused to be

inserted in the sixth book of the Decretals, to remedy that evil. The clauses

of the bull were singularly softened for France, at the request of some of

the prelates of the Idngdom. The sixth book, entitled the Sexte, was printed

at Mayence in 1465, folio. The editions published about the end of the

fifteenth century are without value.

The bull in question is called the bull Clericis laicos. In it the pope

says :
" Antiquity shows us the enmity of laymen against the clergy, and

our experience in the present time manifestly supports that teaching, since,

without considering that they have no power over the persons or the property

of ecclesiastics, the laity lay imposts upon the prelates and the clergy, both

regular and secular ; and we grieve to say, that some prelates and other

ecclesiastics, having more fear of the temporal majesty than of the eternal,

acquiesce in that abuse. That we may obviate this, we order that all the

prelates and ecclesiastics, regular or secular, who pay to the laymen tithes

or any other portion of their revenues, under the name of aid, subvention,
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or any other, without the authority of the Holy See, and the kings, princes,

and magistrates, and all others who shall impose such burdens, or who shall

give aid and counsel thereto, shall incur excommunication, absolution from

which is reserved to the Holy See, notwithstanding any privilege."

Fleiiry adds, brusquely :
" The aversion of the laity to the clergy, which

the pope speaks of at the outset, goes back to no ancient date, for during

the first five or six centuries, the clergy attracted universal respect and

afi'ection by a charitable and disinterested conduct."*

This bitter reflection, which does not touch the depth of the matter, is all

the more unseasonable, since, as we have said, the measures prescribed by

that bull were modified, as Fleury himself admits, on the representations of

several bishops of France.

So, having pretended to point out the i3repoteiix:y of Bome, Fleury is com-

pelled to confess that this prepotency kept within just bounds. Grieved as

I am at the undue bias of ah author who has so long formed the opinions

of French seminaries, I yet do not wish to say of Fleury, as was said of

Benno, oUredatio et livor. I only remark that it is not astonishing that

in the first five or six centuries the popes spoke less Avarmly in favor of the

clergy. Fleury is one of those authors who have best taught us that the

popes did not then possess so much power ; but he is an author, too, who

often in spite of himself has taught us that nations laid at the feet of the

popes the confidence, the power, and we may almost say the keys of the cap-

itals of all countries, circumstances which often embarrassed them in the

necessary development of the great interests of the Catholic cause.

Boniface being at Orvieto on the 11th of August, 1297, canonized Louis

TX., king of France, who died at Tunis on the 25th of August, 1270.

Fleury gives with precision the details concerning the labors and negotia-

tions relating to the canonization. This part of Fleury's account is very

satisfactory, and the more interesting to us because foreign writers seem to

have attached but little importance to those facts. But Fleury had his own

fixed opinion ; he did not like Boniface VHI. Such prejudices are deplor-

able in a historian.

He says :t
" At length Boniface determined that King Louis should be

included among the saints.

" He delivered two sermons upon the subject at Orvieto, the first in his

palace, the Tuesday before Saint Lawrence, that is to say on the 6th of

August, 1297, and in them summed up the proceedings preliminary to the

canonization. Among other things he said :
' Pope Nicholas IH. afiirmed

that the virtues of that saint were so well known to him that he would have

canonized him if he had seen two or three miracles.' And aejain :
' The''&•-

* Fleury, v., pp. 89, 655. f Ibid, v., Ixxxix., p. 641.
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matter has been so often inquired into that the documents about it are more

than an as.-i could carry.' Boniface deHvered the other sermon in the church

of the Friars Minors, in Orvieto, on the same day that he pubhshed the

bull of canonization, which was the eleventh of Aiagust. The bull, which

is dated on the same day, and addressed to all the bishops of France, gives

an abridged life of the saint, with many of his miracles, and orders his

feast to be celebrated on the anniversary of his death, the morrow of Saint

Bartholomew, that is to say, the 25th of August."

That is all that Fleury finds to say iipon one of the most beautiful bulls

a pontiff ever sent forth. It is the sub-preceptor of the king of France

who thus calmly speaks of one of the greatest princes of the earth, of the

grandfather of the monarch who, by Robert de Clermont, sixth son of Louis

IX.. descended directly from the great king. Was there in France another

dynasty that was jealous of the glories of the preceding kings ? And that

fine selection of phrase :" More loritings than an ass could carry !" Ah ! this

time ungrateful and partial historian, corrupter of your pupil's sensibilities,

you have deserved what Marchetti has directly and positively said of you

(vol. i., p. 231 of his Critica), with reference to less censurable passages.*

The Archbishop of Ancyra adds :
" The general reader relishes censure

of the most distinguished personages, because at bottom men like these

censures as true, though they are not only companions of malignity but

even worse than it." Marchetti continues :
" But the duty of the historian

is to say that wliich is the most true, and not that which is the most agree-

able. In that case only the applause of the minority will be obtained, be-

cause wise men are few in number, but stultoriim wfinitiis est numerus—
infinite is the number of thefools ; but, for my part, I value more the estima-

tion of those who love truth, than I do the approval of men of no weight

:

Siifficit untis Plato pro cuncto popiilo—one Flato oidiceighs a whole unreasoning

mob."

I -will not interrupt the archbishop in his judgment. " Let it not be sup-

posed that I wish to carry things to an extreme, and to deny aU that is said

in so many tales about the personal failings of the popes. The great

master of ecclesiastical histor}^ Baronius, had not ears so delicate that he

would refuse to hear the fruits of man ; suffice it to say that Muratori, in

the Italian annals of the tenth century, has, by new monuments, proved

that the personal vices of the pontiffs of that time were less than those that

have been registered by Baronius himself."

"\\liat reply can be made to the holy indignation of the archbishop of

Ancyra ?

* Critica de la Stoiia Ecclesiustica del sig. Abate Claudio Fleury : 8vo., Rome, 1819 ; third

edition.
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Now that I am writing the history of Boniface, I may be permitted to ex-

amine one of the great acts of that pontificate—that bull of canonization

which interests not only the sovereigns of France, but all sovereigns upon

the earth. It matters not from what country a great example comes

;

when it is so noble, so precisely known, it belongs to the whole universe.

On examining the style of the document, too, we shall see whether we can

detect the low and unbecoming language ascribed to a sermon of this pope.

This Constitution, " so honorable to the royal family of France, and evin-

cing so clearly the gTeat literary talent of Boniface YIII., for the elegance

of the Latinity is remarkable, is too little known. I will make some quo-

tations from the history of Dante Alighieri, in which that act is reported at

some length.t The pope commences thus :
" Let all who cultivate the

orthodox faith, and whose hope is in God, exclaim in the tenderest accents

of devotion, Glory, praise, and honorX to the Father of Light, who giveth all

that is great and perfect ! How the multitudes of the denizens of heaven

rejoice at the arrival of a new, and so eminent and glorious inhabitant !§

How the glorious inhabitants of heaven sing hymns of joy, and they

behold such a fellow-citizen of the New Jerusalem arrive among them

!

How the venerable assembly of the saints exults in joyful rapture over the

addition of such a consort ! Arise, numerous multitudes of the faitliful, and

sing with the Church the hymns of praise !"
II

Then follows the portrait of Louis :
" He was assuredly of the most illus-

trious birth, opulent in wealth, subHme in virtues, elegant in manners, excel-

lent in wisdom, abhorring all evil and shameful thought.

" He so purely adhered to the ways and works of modesty, he so well

knew how to avoid the contagion of the flesh, that many believed that he

would have been a virgin throughout life Jiad he not accepted the tie which

bound him to a wife. He long held the reins of State in France, and held

the helm there, when surrounded by shoals, with a far-seeing circumspec-

tion ; he was never fatal, or insulting, or violent to any one ; he marvellously

confined himself within the limits of justice, which he ardently loved, never

stepping to the right hand or to the left from the path of equity."

Further on, the bull with a most energetic vivacity of style describes th(^

* Gloria, laus, et honor. Bullar. Roman., vol. iii., part 3, p. 88.

f Hint, de Dante Alighieri, p. 88.

J The modern idiom places the words that occur first in the bull in the second or third line.

§ Boniface does not here accuse Louis of having dictated the sixth article of the Pragmatic

Sanction which, considering its date and the approaching danger of a crusade, we still consider

a forgery, and perhaps of the time of a hostile king. As in 1269 there was no i)ope, the Roman
court could exact neither justly nor unjustly. The whole of the article is uncivil, bitter, and

passionate. Louis IX. needed Rome in tluit fatal voyage he had undertaken, and in no station

of life do men insult those of whom they have need. The dates alone prove the interpolation.

H
Here the bull is Ciceronian in both imagination and Latin.
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strife of coui-tesy between the king and his brothers, when he alo2ie

was permitted to embark in Egypt for France, on condition of giving

hostages.

After the canonization of the monarch, the bull closes by congratulating

the whole French people in the following eloquent terms :
" Eejoice, O lofty

house of France that hast given birth to a prince whose merits so honor

thee! Abandon thyself to joy, O devout nation of the Gauls that hast

been deemed worthy to have a master so virtuous and so elect /* Chair of

the prelates and of the clergy, rejoice and triumph that this kingdom is

magnificently adorned by the brilliant miracles of its own king ! Eejoice,

spirits of princes, nobles, and warriors, rejoice that by the holy works of

that king the splendor of the kingdom is honored with an increased bril-

liancy, shining in some sort Hke the sun's rays."

All, Louis, great grandson of Louis XIV., why did not your sub-preceptor

make you read those few lines, which would perhaps have shown you an-

other way ?

It was in the year 1297 that quarrels between the pope and the Colonna

family began to appear. He confiscated their palace, condemned them as

schismatics, compelled them to leave Home, and took the purple from James

and Peter, belonging to that illustrious family. Those measures were cer-

tainly too severe. The Colonnas had done evil to the Church, but that was

no reason for being thus wanting in prudence and even in generosity.

There are enemies who should never be driven to desperation. It is true

that the animosity of those princes had been beyond all bounds ; they had

cii'culated a manifesto which affirmed that Celestine had no power to re-

nounce the pontificate, and that Boniface, consequently, could not be

legitimately elected.

That was a grave insult, for it accused the pope of being an intruder, an

antipope ; but whatever the offence given, it should not be avenged in an

uneliristian spirit, calculated to produce still more dangerous evils.

We now gladly hasten to add, that the two cardinals having appealed to

the clemency of Boniface, he granted their pardon, released them from the

interdict, and restored them to their dignity.

Led away by bad advice, the two cardinals again revolted. Here we

must praise the conduct of Boniface. He again condemned them. But

there was too much severity in the order to raze the town of Palestrina.

Violence of this kind can never be either useful or excusable, and it is gen-

erally useless. At the same time it was astonishing that at that very mo-

ment Boniface published a Constitution which, like one that had been pub-

* So elect, tain ehctum, is a stroke of genius ; Boniface here combines exquisite style witli the

dignity iiroper to the poMtiff.
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lislied by Honorius III., punished all who sacrilegiously wronged the car-

dinals of the Holy Eoman Church.

The Holy Father percei^dng that at the close of the century a great

number of pilgrims arrived at Rome, because their fathers had told them

that every hundred years, at the close of the century, they ought to visit

the tomb of the apostles to acquire the benefits of the jubilee, he in the

year 1300, did not institute, but renewed that plenary indulgence. He
ordered the feast to be rencAved every hundred years ; Clement V. ordered

that it should be every fifty years ; Urban VI. every thirty-three years
;

and, finally, Paul II. ordered that it should take place every fifty years,

which is the present arrangement, excepting some irremediable cause of

prevention arise, as was the case in the year 1800.

At the jubilee of the year 1300 there was an immense concourse* of pil-

grims. Boniface ordained that to obtain the benefits of the jubilee the

Romans should \dsit Saint Peter's and Saint Paul's thirty times and the

pilgrims only fifteen times.

In 1301, the differences between Philip the Fair and the pope were still

further envenomed because the pope confirmed the bull by which he forbade

ecclesiastics to pay any thing to layment without the apostolical authoriza-

tion. Philip then confirmed a former decree, prohibiting the sending of any

money to Rome. One of the king's partisans, AVilliam of Nogaret, a fiery

magistrate, accused the pope of simony, magic, and atheism ; and the bish-

ops, theologians, and doctors who would not embrace the party of the king

were exiled. Philip even went so far as to forbid all the prelates of his king-

dom to attend a council about to be held in Italy. The pope, being at Rome
on the 6th of November, is said to have published there the celebrated

constitution Unam Sanctam,X in which, in order to re-establish the papal

authority, oppressed by the councillors of the king, he declared it to be

heretical to say that any Christian is not subject to the pope ; and he

excommunicated those who had prohibited the prelates from going to

Rome.

Although neither at Rome nor elsewhere is the buU Unam Sandam, or In

Cceno, Domini, any longer oflficially mentioned, I should deserve censure if

I passed over in silence the principal arrangement, or points, or merely

specified others without detail.

* See History of Leo XII. f Novaes, iv., p. 43.

X This bull, which is also termed In Casna Domini, is still attributed to Boniface, although it

can scarcely be of his time, and though many more additions of later date can be detected. It

contains extended views, for the most part useful to the prosperity of States, and to the relief of

their people ; but, as the pontiff assumes a tone of command, it appeared to impugn the power

of the kings, and their independence in the administration of their States. For this reason,

Clement XIV. and Pius VI. interrupted its annual jjublication on Maundy-Thursday, and since

that time it has no longer been .quoted in public.
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Here De Maistre comes to my aid, and I will give what he says in his

second Tohime of the work, entitled Tlie Pope, vol. ii., chap. xv.

:

" Probably there is no one in Europe who has not heard of the bull In

Civna Domini. But how many men in Europe have taken the pains to read

it? I know not.* I beheve I shall do no useless thing to the general

reader in giving here the substance of that famous bull. When children

are fiightened by some distant object, which their imagination enlarges and

disfigures, the best way to refute a credulous nurse, who tells them that it

is an ogre or a ghost, is to take them by the hand, laughing or singing, and

lead them right up to it.

" The following is an analysis of the bull In Ccena Domini. The pope

excommunicates

:

" Aet. I. All heretics.t

" Art. II. All who appeal to future councils.^

" Aet. III. All pirates traversing the sea without letters of marque.

" Art. IV. All who plimder shipwrecked vessels.

" Art. V. All who estabhsh in then- territories new imposts, or increase

the old ones, excej)t in cases authorized by law, or without the express per-

mission of the Holy See.§

" Art. Y1. The falsifiers of apostohcal letters.

" Art. YII. Those who supply arms or any kind of munitions of war to

Turks, Saracens, or heretics.il

" Art. YIII. Those who intercept food or other provisions on the way to

Home for the use of the pope.

* It was selected as the text of insults, sarcasms, and accusations, even where unread ; which

is not honest on the part of our opponents. Like Pe Maistre, I have read that bull, of which lie

speaks wisely and in the spirit of justice, with which he mingles a tone of pleasantry which is

quite in place.

t I hope there is no difficulty here !

—

Be Maistre.

\ Whatever some may think as to the question of appeals to future councils, no blame can be

attached to the pope, and especially a pope in the fourteenth century, who sternly repressed such

appeals as absolutely subversive of all ecclesiastical government. Saint Augustine had already

said to certain appellants

—

And who, then, are you, that you are to disturb the universe ?—{JS'ote

by De Maistre.) To which we may add, What would kings say, if to every law the subjects

could rei)ly. We appeal to the future king? What would the tribunals say if, to every sen-

tence it could be answered, I appeal to the magistrates who will come after you ?

§ The pope accepts the case provided for by the national law ; and, moreover, we must bear

in mind in what century that decision was given by the religious authority ; let us not forget

that all nations applauded such reserves, and that only the kings and their ministers com-

plained.

I
Dante, wlio lived in that time, says in his burning verse far more than is said in that seventh

article ; and Boniface, if he was the author of the bull, evidently justified these verses of Dante

:

E nessuno era stato a vincer Acri,

Ne mercatante in terra del soldano.

And yet Dante was accusing Boniface.
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" Art. IX. Those who kill, mutilate, despoil, or poison persons going to

the pope or returning from him.

" Art. X. Those who similarly injure pilgrims whose devotion leads them

to Rome.
" Art. XI. Those who are guilty of like violence towards the cardinals,

patriarchs, archbishops, bishops, and the legates of the Holy See.*

" Art. XII. Those who strike, despoil, or maltreat any one on account of

any suit that he has at the court of Rome.t
" Art. XIII. Those who, on pretence of a frivolous appeal, transfer causes

from the ecclesiastical to the secular tribunal.

" Art. XIV. Those who carry causes relating to benefices or tithes to lay

courts.$

" Art. XV. Those who cite ecclesiastics before lay tribunals.

" Art. XVI. Those who deprive prelates of their legitimate jurisdiction.

"Art. XVII. Those who sequestrate the jurisdictions or revenues that

legitimately belong to the pope.

" Art. XVIII. Those who impose upon the Church new tributes, without

the permission of the Holy See.

" Art. XX. Those who usurp the territory of the pope's sovereignty."§

The rest of the bull is unimportant.

In 1303, Boniface founded at Eome the iiniversity commonly known as

the Sapienza.

* The four previous articles portray tlie epocli which rendered them necessary. The acts of

sovereigns should not be judged without regiird to the time and place which they relate to ; and

supposing the pope to have gone somewhat too far in some of these regulations, it would be

sufficient to say, they went too far. All oratorical declamation is entirely out of place.

—

{Ifote hy

De Maistre.)

f On the one side, tliey smite, they despuil, they maltreat, those who go to seek redress at Rome

;

and, on the other side, they excommunicate those who smite, despoil, and maltreat. Where lies

the wrong, and who should be blamed ? If all eyes were not wilfully closed, all eyes would see

that when there is wrong on both sides, it is the height of injustice to see only the wrong on

one side, that there are no means of avoiding such combats, and that the fermentation wliich

disturbs the wine is the indispensable preliminary to its clarification.

—

{Note hy Be Maistre.)

X At that time it was as necessary to respect an ecclesiastical court as it now is to respect a

royal court. We are in the fourteenth century.

§ Whoever wiU read over our existing penal code, will find a host of articles providing pun-

ishment for a part of the contraventions pointed at by the bull. See the second title

—

Crimea

and offences against tlie person; see chapter ii.

—

Crimes and offences against property : the roads

must be safe and free ; then as now, every recognized proprietor—even the pope !—was to pos-

sess and keep his own property.

The bull In Coma Domini established legislation where there was none. But for five cen-

turies the cry has been repeated, " How abominable is that bull In Cmna Domini!" And who
had read that bull ?

Its provisions, as a whole, repressed robbers ; and as concerns the authority of the pope, it

only gave him back his, what all knew to be his own, and that every one would have desired in

the case of himself. Definitely, it must be observed that our bold innovators have shed to} rents

\)i blood to obtain only, or almost only, what the bull provided for, and what it would have been

anreasonable to expect from the concession of the secular sovereigns of that time.
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The usage of cloistering mms was very ancient, as is proved by the fourth

century, nevertheless it was not yet generally recognized. Boniface made

it a law for all nuns in Christendom.

In 1303, there were disturbances in Home, and the pope deemed it pru-

dent to retire to Anagni. But Sciarra Colonna, his irreconcilable enemy,

and William Nogaret, Philip's councillor, after corruptmg some of the ser-

vants of the court, and many of the principal inhabitants of the city, entered

it at the head of armed men, shouting :
" Death to Pope Boniface ! Long

live the king of France !" They then attacked the palace of the pontiff,

and found him seated on his throne, in his pontifical attire, with the crown

on his head,* and holding in his hand the keys of the Church.

The unfortunate pope was abandoned by all his court, except the car-

dinals of Sabina, Peter of Spain, of Ostia, and Bonasini, who was his suc-

cessor.

God watching over the holy papal dignity, no one ventured to touch

Boniface. The invaders, however, pillaged the treasury, and left the pope,

still clad as we have described, under the guard of some soldiers, after hav-

ing insulted him. Nogaret even threatened to take him to France as a

prisoner, and to have him deposed by a general council. At that threat the

magnanimous pontiff rephed :
" We shall be well content to be dej^osed by

Patarini (heretic Albigenses) such as you are, and siich as were jour father

and mother, who were punished as such."t

Novaes says not a word about Sciarra Colonna having struck the pope in

the face with his gauntlet. Feller thinks the blow was given. J The Bio-

graphie Universelle^ says on the subject :
" Some historians add that Colonna

carried his brutaHty so far as to strike the pope on the cheek with his

gauntlet. Fortunately for the memory of Colonna, there is still some doubt

as to this excess, which wovdd have been dastardly as well as inhuman

against an unarmed and aged man." After so cruel and ignoble an attack,

the inhabitants of Anagni, who had not interfered, repented of their in-

gratitude to their compatriot and their sovereign, who had heaped benefits

upon them. Suddenly, stimulated by the Cardinal Luca Fieschi, they

rushed to ai-ms, attacked the pope's enemies, who were few in number, put

them to flight, and took prisoner Nogaret himself, whom the pope ordered

to be treated gently.

Hearing of that success, Boniface with unheard of clemency set Nogaret

at liberty, and he retired without suffering the penalty of his crime.

The pope, finding himself free, determined to return to Kome. But

* It was Boniface who added to the tiara a second circle or crown.

f See what we have said on p. 355 about Paiarina—from pati, destined to suffer.

i Feller i.. p. 549. § V., p. 113.
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he was so violently shocked by these insults and sacrileges, that thirty

days after, on the 11th of October, 1303, he died from the excitement he

had suffered. He had governed eight years, nine months, and eighteen

days.

Boniface was a man of remarkable qualities. His character must

not be judged by what French writers say. Both those of his time,

and those who followed them, wrote under the guidance of unreasonable

prejudices, because they knew only Frenchfads, or were under the impres-

sion of some momentary quarrel with the Roman court. Many of the acts

of Boniface may have been reprehensible, but those of PhiUp the Fair were

no less so ; nay, they were even so much more unjust and more violent as to

cause the wrong-doing of Boniface to disappear.

Boniface showed himself to be a consummate jurisconsult, a man of

elevated ideas, and an intrepid conservator of the rights of the Church.

So Saint Antoninus describes him.

God deigned to vindicate the honor of this pope, that had been defamed

by his enemies. It was affirmed that frenzied with grief he had gnawed

his owTi flesh ; but, on the 11th of October, 1605, three hundred years after

his death, he was found in his tomb without the least sign of decomposition,

and with the flesh entirely uninjured.

The Holy See was vacant eleven days. In the Hbrary of the Gesu at

Rome there is preserved a manuscript in three volumes folio, the Life of

Boniface VIII., composed by Monsignor Christopher Gaetani, bishop of

FuHgno.

A life of this pope, by John de Rossi, a Benedictine, was pubhshed in

Rome, 4to, in 1651, under the title of De Vita et Behus gestis Bomfa/'n VIIL,

Pars altera, altera defetidit.
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196. BLESSED BENEDICT XL— a. d. 1303.

LESSED BENEDICT XL was boru in 1240, at Tre-

visa, and his original name was Nicholas Bonasio

Bonasiui. He is said to have been the son of a notary.

In his early youth Nicholas went to Florence,

and being almost without resourc^, he became

preceptor to the children of a knight of the Qui-

rini family. He subsequently took the Dominican

habit (he was the second pontiff of that order),

steadfastly devoted himself to study during fourteen years, and became

reader and general of the order. In the second year of his generalship,

notwithstanding his opposition, he was created cardinal of Saint Sabina, by

Boniface VIII. Having become bishop of Ostia and Veletri, he stood

firmly by the pope during the day of the terrible assault on Anagni, stand-

ing unmoved on the right hand of the pontiff and gazing upon him with

admiration." The pope deemed him qualified for business and gave him

many marks of confidence.

As it was settled that all usurpations were amenable to Borne, the pope

sent Nicholas, as his legate, into Hungary to oppose the civil wars. A
part of that country had elected, as king, Charles, son of Charles Martel,

and nephew of Charles II., king of Naples. Another faction elected Wen-
ceslas, son of the king of Bohemia.

Boniface having died in the Vatican palace, the law of Gregory X., con-

firmed by Boniface, Avas observed. The funeral ceremonies were celebrated

during nine days (the same custom still obtains), and then the Mass of the

Holy Ghost was sung. The sacred electors met on the 21st of October,

and on the following day Nicholas was .unanimously elected pope, in the

first scrutiny.

He represented to the cardinals that he was not worthy of that honor,

but his objections were repelled and he accepted the tiara. That feehng of

humility and modesty by which we see that so many popes were animated,

should always be remembered ; it did honor to a very great number of those

whose history Ave have undertaken.

• The painters have not yet thought of presenting that imposing scene of Boniface VIII.

looking proudly upon Colonna and Nogaret. Should any artist repair that forgetfulness, and

transmit that great jjontifical scene to posterity, he should remember the cardinal of Ostia ad-

miringly gazing upon the sublime pontiff.

Vol. I.—31
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Nicholas took the name of Benedict, the baptismal name of his benefac-

tor, Boniface YIII., and he was crowned on the 27th of October by Napo-

leon Orsini, first of the order of deacons.

Frederic, king of Sicily, not having paid this year the accustomed

tribute of three thousand ounces of gold, the pope declared that prince

threatened with excommunication, and his kingdom was laid under inter-

dict. But Frederic having protested, and given satisfactory explanations,

the pope immediately reconciled him with the Church. The pope then

issued a bull of excommunication against those who had stolen the treasure

of Boniface VIII.

In 1304, Benedict, whose disposition was gentle and full of placability,

restored to his good graces James Colonna, and Peter, his nephew, who

had asked his pardon. Their property was restored to them at the same

time.

Philip the Fair desu-ed^to be absolved from the censures that he had in-

curred. When excommunication is spoken of the popes are always

brought upon the stage, and nothing is said about the strange hatreds that

sharpened the agonies of an excommunicated prince. If it was easy for

the conduct of kings and entreaties of their subjects to induce the popes to

be but httle chary of their interdicts, it must also be admitted that, when

those hates and entreaties no longer acted against the crowned victim, the

popes showed unbounded clemency. Philip the Fair had secured the neu-

trality of his neighbors, and when he had only the pope to conciliate, he

immediately obtained from that beneficent father the oblivion of so many

insults.

A bull of the 2d of April, 1304, granted entire absolution to PhiHp the

Fair. On that subject Benedict said these touching words :
" The guilty

are so numerous ! Where the multitude sins, rigor must be moderated."

We here are at the proper point of view from which to form a jiidgment

upon the interdicts of the time. The popes seldom pronounced it on their

own account, and they were alwaj^s ready to pardon, sometimes even on

promises that were not fulfilled.

We must notice the exquisite dehcacy of Benedict. He wrote to PhiHp,

and in his letter he made no mention of the censure, the interdict, or the

excommunication. He simply resumed a friendly correspondence as though

it had never been interrupted.

This unheard of clemency of Benedict reminds one of the coolness of an

ofi"ended father, who, on the submission of a culpable child, is satisfied with

the first penitent words, looks, and tones, and resumes where it had ceased

the friendly and consoling tone of the parent who wishes to hear no more,

and who restores between himself and his child those tender relations

which nature dictates, and which no spirit of vengeance can ever alter.
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Sciarra Colonna and Nogaret persisted in tlieir rebellion, and their ex-

communication was continued.

War ravaged Tuscany ; the Guelphs and the Ghibellines, the Whites and

the Blacks, all the parties that Dante so eloquently describes, declared a

Carthaginian hate against each other. Benedict sent to them a Dominican

cardinal, Nicholas di Prato ; but he was obliged to issue an interdict against

the Guelphs and the Blacks, and the inhabitants of Lucca and Prato.

The ambassadors of James of Aragon swore faith and did homage for

the kingdoms of Corsica and Sardmia, which James had received in fief

from the Holy See, in virtue of a diploma of Boniface, dated on the 3d of

April, 1297. Frederic, king of Sicily, also swore faith and homage for

that kingdom. Boniface had given it to him by naming him king of Tri-

nacria*

"^Tiile the Holy Father continued his apostoHcal labors in the convent of

the Dominicans of Perugia, he was presented with some figs, of which he

was very fond. They were brought by a young man disguised as a woman,

who was supposed to come from the nuns of Saint Petronilla. The fruit

was poisoned. Novaes names the presumed culprits. But great circum-

spectiont is necessary upon such subjects. No doubt the senders were

enemies of Benedict, and perhaps to the Holy See. The consequences of

so dastardly and horrible a crime remain to be seen.

The pope died shortly after eating the fruit. He had governed the

Church one year, eight months, and a few days.

Benedict Avas at once holy and learned. He would not make his nephew

a cardinal, though deserving of the honor. Still more ; his mother was one

day presented to him, sumptuously dressed. He pretended not to recognize

her, and said :
" This person cannot be our mother, for our mother is poor

and cannot dress in silks." She retiu'ned more humbly dressed, and was

received with the most Hvely tokens of love and tenderness. This pontiff

was beatified by Benedict XIV.

The Koman pontificate was vacant ten months and twenty-eight days,

because the cardinals in the conclave of Perugia were divided into two par-

ties. The heads of the first were Napoleon Orsini del Monte and Nicholas

di Prato. They strove to elect a pontiff who would restore their kinsmen,

the Colonnas, to their ancient condition. Moreover, they favored France,

and they also desired to elect a cardinal who was not attached to the mem-

ory of Boniface VIII.

The heads of the other party were Matthias Eosso Orsini and Francis

• Sicily was anciently called Trinacria on account of the three promontories which terminate

it. Trinacria comes from the Greek worda rpta, and dxpa ; the letter n is added Ibr the sake of

euphony.

t Platina does not mention this poisoning.
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Gaetani, nephews of Boniface. The annals of the following pontificate will

inform the reader how those differences were terminated.

Martene gives the circular letter which Benedict wrote to the Dominicans

when he was elected general of the order. This pope wrote commentaries

on some books of the Holy Scripture.

197. CLEMEISTT V.— a. d. 1305.

^LEMENT v., known previously as Bertrand de Got,

was born at Villandreau, in the diocese of Bor-

deaux. His father was a knight of the first nobih-

ty of the country. Bertrand de Got, having been

made bishop of Comminges in 1295, was promoted

to the archbishopric of Bordeaux in 1299.

The conclave, assembled after the death of Bene-

dict, had already lasted nearly ten months, when

the heads of the two parties adopted a measure which they believed calcu-

lated to put an end to the uncertainty. Tlie Colonnas, persecuted by Boni-

face YIII., were interested in making an election that would be acceptable

to France, and they proposed to the Orsini to make their own selection of

three candidates, fi'om among whom the opposite party should definitely

select a pope. The Orsini named those candidates, among whom was Ber-

trand de Got, upon whom they thought they could rely most, because he was

opposed to the king of France, who had greatly -wTonged the archbishop's

family. Mention is made of a courier sent to the king, and advice given to

that prince to ingratiate himself beforehand with Bertrand de Got. Six

conditions are stated to have been imposed by the king, and accepted by

Bertrand. Those anecdotes are given on the authority of Yillani, a Floren-

tine author, much interested in decrying the French popes, but whose state-

ments later writers have copied without much examination. Some critics,

such as Baluze, Fleury, Hardion, and Bertier have not quite such extensive

faith in the veracity of Villani. Fleury remarks that the decree of election

mentions none of the facts stated by that author.

On the whole, it seems to be proven that the cardinals, being divided into

two nearly equal factions, and being unable to agree upon a candidate

among themselves, preferred to make choice of a foreigner.

Feller says nothing about the six conditions, which would be six inexcu-

sably simoniacal crimes. Novaes seems to believe that Villani is right. I
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am sorry to see so safe a guide as Novaes so careless as to the truth in this

instance ; for all those conditions are disgracefid facts which should not be

lightly related ; and whatever may the vivacity of the judgment of some

Romans npon the subject of Gascon popcfi, it still remains evident that it is

not right to brand in a series of pontiffs some names which must appear

loss respectable than others. Novaes says, in a note :
" The six promises

are to be found in Rainaldi, under the year 1305. The Abbe de Bercastel,

iu his History of the Church (vol. xiii., p. 252 ; Maestricht, 1782), blames the

torrent of Italian authors, withoiit excepting Saint Antoninus, and many oi

the French, as Spondanus, Fagi, Dupin, Natalis Alexander, Daniel, and

Fleury, because, deceived and seduced by Villani, the Florentine historian

of those times, they have received and published as true those promises of

Clement to the king of France. He grounds his opinion upon the authority

of five authors of the life of Clement V., who are rather his panegyrists, and

who, far from guaranteeing the tale of Villani, consider the election of

Clement and the bull of the electing cardinals as an entirely simple matter,

and accompHshed in the settled forms. It is thus that Bercastel expresses

himself; but is this sufficient to overthrow the authority of the above-

mentioned authors as to this statement ? Let my readers determine."

For my part, I do not hesitate to believe that it is time that unjust accu-

sations against the popes should cease to be listened to. The present his-

tory shows to what dangers the popes were exposed in Italy. According to

various authors, Benedict XI. was poisoned there. "When it was the duty

of a pope to brave such dangers, experienced men perhaps believed that

the nomination of a foreigner would put an end to those troubles, and the

nomination of Bertrand, as has already been said, seemed to be the only

means of stilling the storm for a time.

Finally, the anecdote in itself is at once so complete, so mysterious, and

so complicated, that it must be regarded rather as a fable than as a truth.

When Bertrand de Got accepted the tiara, he set out for Lyons, at the

end of August, and was crowned on the 14th of November, in the church of

Saint Juste, that hospitable church which was nobly generous to Gregory X.,

at the time of the council of the year 1275.

Cardinal Theodoric Eanieri had himself brought from Rome the papal

crown which was placed on the head of Bertrand, who was recognized as

pope under the name of Clement V.

The ceremony was very brilliant. King James of Aragon was present, as

also was the king of France, accompanied by Charles of Valois, and Louis,

count of Evreux, his brothers, and John, duke of Brittany. During the

ceremony of the cavalcade, which took place in imitation of the Roman
custom, an accident occurred. A wall fell do^vn, and the pope's horse took

fright. Clement fell, the tiara rolled upon the ground, and a ruby of great
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value was detached from it, and vainly searched for after the accident

John of Brittany, who held the bridle of the pope's horse, was knocked

down, and perished during the tumult. The king and his brothers were

themselves wounded.

On the 15th of December, the pope made a promotion of cardinals ; nine

were French, the tenth an EngUshman ; among the nine French, one was

his nephew, and three were his relations. It was a very reprehensible act

of double neipotism.,family and national.

Clement, who had not as yet manifested any choice as to his place of

residence, seeing that Italy was a prey to the factions of the Guelphs and

Ghibellines, declared that he established the pontifical See in the city of

Avignon ; and he appointed three cardinals, with the title of senators, to

govern Rome and the pontifical possessions in Italy. Before the pope had

made known his intention to be, in the words of Petrarch, the first among the

pontiffs to prefer the wild shores of the Rhone to thefortunate banks of the Tiber,

one cardinal had divined the pontiff's idea, the senior of the sacred college,

Eosso Orsini, had said to Cardinal di Prato, who was so influentially active

in the election of Clement :
" You have obtained your desire ; if I know

the Gascons, you wiU very soon see the Bhone ; nor will the Tiber soon see

the popes again."

Yet it was one of those popes called Gascons, Gregory XI., who took

back the authority of the Holy See to Bome. In so doing, Gregory XI,

repaired the immense error of Clement Y.

To restore peace among the French, for everywhere discord prevailed

with impunity, the Holy Father gave some explanations upon the bull

Uiuim Samtam, attributed to Boniface VIII. ; and he declared that, by that

bull, the French and their kings were no more subject than before to the

Roman Church. Subsequently, he revoked the bull Clericis laicos ; and he

re-estabhshed all that his predecessors had ordered in the Council of

Lateran, and in other general councils, against laymen unduly exacting,

from a church or an ecclesiastic, tributes or impositions of any sort what-

ever, or who give favor, counsel, or assistance in so doing.

That certainly showed a spirit jealous of the rights of the Holy See.

From Bordeaux, whither he had gone for his health, the Holy Father

went to Poitiers, where there was a kind of political congress relating to the

affairs of Syria. The king of France was at that city, with his four sons

and two brothers.

The question was agitated, too, of the conquest of the empire of Constan-

tinople, recovered by the Greeks, and fallen back into schism.

At that time the Holy Land also was the subject of debate. The pope

had summoned into France the masters of the Temple, and the Hospitallers

Corder of Saint John of Jerusalem) who were in the Levant. To the latter,
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he wrote :
" We are powerfully incited to succor the Holy Land, the king of

Armenia, and the king of Cyprus ; we think of sending aid to them. To

that end we have resolved to deliberate with you and the master of the

Temple, chiefly because you can give advice more understandingly than

any other, as to what should bo done, qualified as you are by proximity of

place, long experience, and reflection, but parti}' because, next after the

Roman Church, you are principally concerned in this affair. "We order you,

then, to prepare to come as secretly as you can, and with few followers,

as on this side of the sea you will find enough brothers of your order. But,

take care to lea,ve in the country a good lieutenant, and knights capable of

defending it, so that no harm will be done by your absence, which will not

be long. Bring with you, however, some persons whose wisdom and fidelity

qualify them to join you in advising us."

The master of the Temple immediately obeyed the order of the pope, and

proceeded to France. But the master of the Hospital, having set out for

Cyprus, halted on the road to attack the island of Bliodes, occujDied by the

Turks, under the dependence of the emperor of ConstantinoiDle.* The

Hospitallers there won much glory, and the title of the Knights of Bhodes,

which they continually made more illustrious by victories at sea, where they

destroyed many Saracenic fleets, and especially by their magnanimous

defence of the city of Bhodes, which they lost only when there was but a

handful of knights left in a condition to bear arms. We shall speak of that

feat of arms in due time and place ; it excited the highest gratitude of the

Holy See.

Pope Clement, faithful to the spirit of conciliation, which animated the

pontiffs, confirmed the peace concliided between the king of France and

Robert, count of Flandei-s ; and he advised that more attention should be

given to that which was m preparation between France and England. He
listened favorably to Charles II., king of Sicily, who owed large sums to

the Holy See. The pope commenced by abandoning one third of that sum,

gave a considerable time for the payment of the rest, and then assigned the

whole to Robert, son of Charles, by virtue of a consistorial buU.t

The king of France demanded that Clement should condemn the memory

of Boniface. The pope constantly refused, and, to persist in doing so

more securely, he endeavored to leave Poitiers secretly for Bordeaux, but

he was captured by the king's guards, and compelled to return to Poitiers.

After an illness caused by vexations, Clement confirmed Charles in the pos-

session of the kingdom of Hungary, which belonged to him by the right

left to him by his grandmother, daughter of King Stephen, and sister of

King Ladislas. Wenceslas, king of Bohemia, had been elected to the pos-

* Baluze, vol. i., p. Go. f Ibid., vol. ii., p. 158.
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session of Hungary, and Boniface decreed that respect should be paid to

the right of succession, and not to the right of election. Clement com-

manded Wenceslas, on pain of excommunication, to quit the kingdom of

Hungary, and at the same time gave him permission to give his reasons to

the Holy See for the action he had taken.

In 1308, part of the Basilica of Saint John Lateran was consumed by

five. It spared only the chapel of the Holy of Holies, in which were de-

posited the heads of the apostles Saint Peter and Saint Paul.* The Holy

Father sent deputies to Kome with a sum of money to commence repairs,

and he requested the kings of Sicily and Naples to supply the wood neces-

sary to restore the Basilica.

In 1309, the Holy Father went by way of Bordeaux, Toulouse, Carcas-

sone, Montpellier, and Nismes, accompanied by nine cardinals, to Avignon,

where he lodged in the palace of the Dominicans. On leaving Poitiers, he

declared that he would transfer the Holy See to a city devoted to the

Eoman Church ; and four years after his election, he established his resi-

dence at Avignon. Settled at Avignon at the close of the month of March,

the epoch from which the popes date their residence in that city, Clement,

to comply with the request of the king of France, which was repeated at

Lyons and at Poitiers with an impetuosity that savored little of religion,

considering that Benedict XL had reconciled that prince to the Church, the

pope pronounced in full consistory that it was permissible to any one to

institute proceedings against the memory of Boniface. Had Clement V.

been in Italy, he would not so easily have been constrained to such a com-

pHance, Three cardinals were named to receive the accusations. At the

same time others were sent to Bome to hear such witnesses as should pre-

sent themselves as accusers of Boniface. A scandal was about to recom-

mence which had already occupied too large a space in history. WiUiam de

Nogaret, William de Plessis, Peter de Gaillard, and Peter de Manosque,

accompanied by a clerk, Master Alain de Lamballe, all five sent by the king

of France, and certainly determined foes to Boniface, drew up an accusa-

tion in the form of a public document, and put it into the hands of Clement.

This document is now in the archives of the Vatican.

On learning this, the king of Castile and the king of Aragon sent ambas-

sadors to Avignon, and complained to the Holy Father of the great scandal

which would be felt by all Christendom.! Those princes could not without

* Those relics now occupy the liigh altar of the Basilica. They were moved thither by Urban

v., on the IGth of April, 1370. They are inclosed in two silver busts, each of which weighs

inoru than seven hundred pounds. They are ornamented with all sorts of precious stones, given

by the munificence of Charles V., king of France. Each of the busts had on the breast a large

lily, ornamented with diamonds ; owing to subsequent events, they are no longer there.

+ Novaes, iv., p. 67.
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grief and horror see that a sovereign pontiff was aboiit to be accused of

heresy. Clement, foreseeing that the Church could in no wise suffer, be-

cause the memory of Boniface would be justified, and persuaded that it

was impossible that heresy cmild exist in one who, like Boniface, had con-

fessed and confirmed the Catholic faith, insisted upon the deliberation

being continued, and named, in 1310, criminal judges who were further to

examine the witnesses and prepare all the details for the trial.

Tlie calumniators of Boniface and the enemies of the Church might have

rephedthat the witnesses, being under fear, could not speak freely ; but the

Holy Father gave leave to all to present their accusations to that tribunal,

and menaced with excommunication all who should prevent the free render-

ing of testimony in the cause.

The pope had named twelve defenders of Boniface, at the head of whom
was James of Modena. The Cardinals Riccardi and Petroni ivrote in favor

of the accused. An infinite number of theologians and jurisconsults from

all parts of Christendom devoted their pens to the defence of this cause,

the most celebrated of the past times ; and two Catalan knights," Carocci

and WiUiam Deboli, repaired to Avignon and offered to fight, in open field,

in defence of the memory of Boniface.

Foreigners, then, had to come into France to defend the memory of the

pontiff, who had canonized the immortal Saint Louis, grandfather of the

accusing king !t Oh, time of ingratitude

!

However, Phihp, becoming ashamed of that frantic hatred which trans-

ported him beyond all bounds where Boniface was concerned, consented

that Clement should end the cause with his council of cardinals, without

waiting for the dehberations of a council which was to assemble at Vienne.

In 1310, the pope declared Boniface innocent upon all the charges

brought against him, recognized him as fully Catholic, and, consequently,

true pontiff. No doubt it was a flattery to add that the king of France had

had no part in the violences exercised against that pope, and that Nogaret

and Colonna had committed them without order or incitement from the

king. That prince paid to the apostolic chamber a hundred thousand

florins for the expenses of that long trial.

The same year, the pope approved the election of Henry of Luxemburg,

asking of the Piomans, on condition, that the prince should repair to Rome
to be there crowned as emperor. He was so, in fact, in 1312, not by the

hands of the pope or by those of the cardinals of Ostia, to whom that honor

belonged, but by the hands of the cardinal of Sabina, who was sent thither

* Fanton, Ili^t. d'Atignon, liv. ii., p. 158.

t See, above, the bull of canonization given by Boniface VIII. See the felicitations and bene-

dicti(jn? addressed to the holy king.
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by order of Clement, and wlio performed the ceremony in conjunction with

four other cardinals.

The emperor, on his way to be crowned at Borne, was met at Lausanne

by Baldwin, archbishop of Treves, and John de Molans, canon of Toul,

who had both been sent by the pope. Between their hands he made,

as he had already done at Avignon by his commissioners, the oath to

defend the CathoHc faith, to exterminate heretics, to contract no alhance

with the enemies of the Church, to protect the pope, and to preserve the

rights of the Holy See. He renewed and confirmed the donations made to

the Church by Charlemagne, Louis the Pious, Otho the Great, Henry III.,

and other emperors.

Having arrived at Milan, the prince and his wife were crowned king and

queen of Lombardy on the 6th of January, 1311, by Gaston de la Torre,

archbishop of Milan, commissioned to that end by the pope.

Here it must be confessed to the glory of the court of Avignon, that what-

ever were its errors in other respects, never were the rights of the Holy See

better preserved at Bome itself. Unfortunately^, Henry of Luxemburg did

not keep his oaths, and he died, in 1313, excommunicated by Clement.

A circumstance which preceded the death of Henry shows us what ex-

communications had become ; and here we must consider them only as

political weapons, no longer exclusively in the hands of the clergy. Henry

of Luxemburg, unable to find a pontiff or an archbishop willing to serve his

resentment against Florence, which refused to recognize him, erected at

Pisa an imperial tribunal, and he undertook to subdue by its sentences

what escaped his victories. He condemned the Florentines to lose their

privileges, their franchises, and their right to coin money ; he would not

recognize the head they had elected, and he removed their notaries and

their judges, ordering the erasure from the register of the acts of the one

and the ordinances of the others ; he declared that King Bobert had for-

feited the throne of Naples, as guilty of the crime of high treason, released

that prince's subjects from the oath of jftdelity, and forbade them to obey a

prince who was no longer their king. Then he allied himself with Frederic,

king of Sicily, and won over the Genoese, who took up arms against Bo-

bert. He alone was able to defend the Florentines, blockaded on all sides

;

and these republicans, at first so animated, named him governor-rector,

protector, and lord of Florence.

So, for those who now decide upon the doings of that long past time, aud

utter passionate words, as is conventional when the popes are in question,

the popes would be blamed for pronouncing an excommunication, which is

a separation from communion ; and an emperor could politically excom-

municate his enemies, Aveaken their power, and usurp, at least in v>^ords, a

power then solely belonging to the Church

!
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Let us leave men's quarrels to transport them so unreasonably, and re-

turn to the annals of the pontiffs, which we must not interrupt.

In 1310, the Venetians had occupied the city of Ferrara, belonging to the

Holy See ; Clement excommunicated them, and sent an army against them,

under Cardinal Arnaud, who gained a victory over the Venetians and re-

covered the city.

The Ferrarese then sent an embassy to the Holy Father. The embassy,

in a public consistory, confessed that the city of Ferrara was a fief of the

Church, and that if the Marquises of Este had subjected it to their jurisdic-

tion, they did so by force and not by justice. Oppressed by the house of

Este, the Ferrarese had recourse to the Venetians, in order to recover their

liberty. But the Venetians had reduced the Ferrarese to the most desola-

ting misery. So, they now as faithful vassals had recourse to the Holy See.

Clement published a bull, in which he proved that Ferrara belonged to the

domain of the Holy See from the time of Charlemagne, who dehvered that

city from the tyranny of Desiderius, king of the Lombards. The Venetians

then asked for absolution of the evil that they had done at Ferrara, and

they were released from excommunication on the 26th of January, 1313.

Clement, who had visited all the Venaissin province, gave it the title of a

County. He had silver coined, on which he called himself count of the

Venaissin ; he selected a favorable locality upon that territory, and built a

castle there. It was thence that, when consulted from almost all parts of

Europe, he dated the pontifical decisions that were necessary to the due

administration of ecclesiastical discipline, and the defence of the rights of

the Holy See. In a second promotion of cardinals, Clement gave the pur-

ple to Frenchmen only : they were five in ntimber. The Italians complained

of this kind of forfeiture.

The pontificate of Clement was rendered celebrated by the fifteenth gen-

eral council, held at Vienne. It commenced on the 11th, or, as some say,

on the 16th of October, 1311, and closed, after three sessions, on the 6th

of May, 1312. There were present at it many cardinals, two patriarchs,

three hundred bishops, the king of France, and his three sons, who all

reigned after him, Edward II., king of England, James II., king of Aragon,

and many other illustrious persons. In that council means were adopted

for maintaining the faith, weakened by frequent heresies, reforming eccle-

siastical discipline, sending succor to the Holy Land, and examining the

case of the Templars, who were accused by the king of a host of offences,

on which the pope wished to ascertain the tmth, the more especially as he

thought he could perceive great exaggeration in the charges made against

those religious.

Nine French knights, headed by Ugelin de Payens and Geoffroy de Saint

Oinor, instituted the order in 1118, taking between the hands of the pa-
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triarcli of Constantinople the vows of charity and obedience. They were

to defend against the Saracens the pilgrims who should visit the holy places,

and they took the name of Templars, from their habitation near the temple

of the holy city. The knights, having been extremely useful during the

times of the crusades, were enriched by the Christians. But, the wars

ceasing, they lost their usual occupation, and sank into the evil habits

which idleness so often engenders. The whole order was accused of com-

mitting the most enormous offences ; among others, of denying Jesus Christ,

and" abandoning themselves to idolatry. Those crimes and others are de-

tailed in Rainaldi (year 1308, number 5). In the Council of Paris, assem-

bled in 1310, by the archbishop of Sens, fifty-four of the knights were

condemned on their own confession, and burned by order of the secular

judges. Subsequently, four, and then nine others of them, were condemned

in the Council of Senlis, on the same charges ; but in the Councils of Mayence,

Treves, and Ravenna, held in the same year, they were declared innocent.

It must be confessed that the case of the knights of that order is at present

among the most difficult problems in ecclesiastical history. It is possible

that their wealth, joined to much vice in individuals, and a vanity which

made them odious, was their only crime. The vivacity with which they

were attacked by their mortal enemy, King Philip, must not be overlooked.

They were almost at the head of the revolution which was threatened when

that prince sought to increase, by two-thirds, the nominal value of money.

It probably was chiefly on that account that the king caused the arrest of

those knights on the 13th of October, 1307.

Be that as it may, two thousand witnesses were summoned. A hundred

and forty of the arrested knights made confessions ; only three persisted in

denial. The council condemned the order in the second session, celebrated

on the 3d of April, 1312. The pope had already, in a secret consistory, on

the 22d of March, abolished the order, but rather provisionally than by way

of condemnation. Their immense wealth, except such property as they had

in Castile, Aragon, and Portugal, was given to the knights of Saint John of

Jerusalem, now called Knights of Malta. The personal property was almost

all given to King Philip. Consult, on this qiiestion, the work of Pierre

Dupuy, printed at Brussels in 1741, and the passages in which Bercastel

discusses this most obscure question.

In our days, we can only with great circumspection speak of those terrible

events, since Bossuet uttered these striking words :
" The Templars con-

fessed under torture ; tliey denied on tJie scaffold." All sentences pronounced

in trials in which the examinations are made by torture, are sentences to be

very circumspectly considered by posterity. Feller says upon this subject :*

* Feller, ii., p. 280.
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" Clement joined Philip the Fair, in exterminating the order of the Tem-

plars. Various historians, we know, have pronounced different judgments

iipon that abolition ; but it seems to be beyond doubt that the pope and

the king were very wrong, at all events, in the manner of proceeding."

In fact, it appears to be certain that had the pope been in Italy, the con-

demnation of the Templars might have taken place, but with diiferent forms,

more lenity, and a greater spirit of impartial justice ; and that the trial

would not have commenced by the preliminary tortures more terrible than

death itself, which punishment was finally pronounced when it was thought

that the cause had heea svffc.lestdly tried—that is to say, when they had ex-

torted cries of agony.

Here another reflection presents itself. In an evil, perverse, and perfidious

policy, it sometimes happens that to obtain a resiilt opposed by grave ob-

stacles and a sincere and generous spirit of equity, the affair is compHcated

by another accusation, invented in aid of the first, to be readily abandoned

if the other completely succeed. For instance, in this case the councillors

of Phihp the Fair demand the property rather than the life of the Templars

;

then those councillors mingle with that affair of the goods, already vile

enough, a demand for a condemnation against Boniface VIII. Could a

pope grant that condemnation ? No ! I well know that he ought not to

have gi'anted either the one or the other. But in fact it happened that the

councillors abandoned the second pursuit, holding themselves prepared to

renew it, had the first demand been refused. Those times wiU teach nothing

to the evil of our own day, said to be so skilled in evil. Far fiom being

laudator temporis acti, a crier up of the good old times, I firmly believe that

no one in our day has ever had so infernal an idea as that of demanding

and obtaining the property of the Templars, to whom their life no doubt

would have been left if the fourteenth century had not already learned that
"

it is only the dead ivho never return"

The Council of Vienne condemned Jean d'Olive, a Franciscan apostate

born near Beziers. He pretended that the evangelical life consisted in this :

that it is necessary to possess nothing, even in common ; and that aU clerics,

secular or regular, who so possess live in sin.

The council condemned the fraticelli or bizochi. Those heretics, corrupt-

ers of Avidows, wives, and maidens, attracted them by a feigned devoutness

to nocturnal sacrifices. Their leaders, in 1294, were two apostate Francis-

cans, Peter of Macerata, and Peter of Fossombrone. Among other errors,

they taught that the pope had not authority to interpret the rule of Saint

Francis ; that they alone formed the true Church ; that, themselves alone

excepted, no one could rightly be called pope or bishop ; and that the

churches and ecclesiastics could rightfully neither acquire nor possess any

goods or property.
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The coiiucil coudemued the Dolcinists, founded towards the year 1305 by

Dolcini of Novara, a disciple of Gerard Segarelli, a Parmesan. Under a

religious and grave exterior they authorized the most abominable debauch-

eries, and pretended that their doctrine was the third law which perfected

that of Christ.

The Begards or the Beguins were also condemned. Their crimes were

such that prudence forbade Clement to mention them in the bull of condem-

nation. These heretics took their name from a society of devout ladies

instituted in the Low Countries, where they have subsisted to the general

edification, even to our own days. They were not included in the sentence

of the Council of Vienne, which expressly excepted them.

In that council the feast of Corpus Christi, instituted by Urban IV., was

enjoined on all Christendom.

Then the laws of Gregory X., on the election of the popes, were con-

firmed.

On the 5th of March, 1313, Clement canonized Celestiue V. Soon after-

wards, the news from Italy became more afflicting. The Guelphs and Ghib-

ellines maintained an implacable war. The pope speedily determined to

go to Bordeaux, hopmg that the journey would restore his health. But he

grew so ill on the way that he could not proceed, and he died on the 20th

of April, 1314, the very day on which, two years before, the grand master

of the Templars had been burnt.* The same year King Philip died on the

29th of November.

Clement had governed the Church eight years, ten months, and fifteen

days, and he was interred at Carpentras, and thence removed to near Bazas,

in Gascony.

The Holy See remained vacant two years, five months, and seventeen

days.

* Platinas takes no interest in the Templars. He says : Templarios sustulit in maximas

errorcs prolnpsos, qtii Cliristum, scilicet vegahant, eorumqnc bona Hyerosolymitanis militihus

addixit—" The pope abolished the Templars, who had fallen into great errors. They denied

Clirist, and he gave their goods to the knights of the order of Jerusalem." To deny Christ

is more than an error, it is a horrible impiety. Fine latinity is a great merit in writing, in

writing in the language of Suetonius, who uses the word sustulit when speaking of Nero's

crime against his mother. But fine latinity does not dispense with that care of expres-

sion, that study of shadings, that truthful logic, in a word, with that piety of words, in religious

questions, which the ancients in their manner so well possessed, and of which they have left us

Buch elegant models.
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198. JOH]sr XXIL— A. D. 1316.

OHN XXII., originallj named James d'Euse, was

born at Cahors, the son of Armand d'Euse, whom
Saint Antoninus behaves to have been a cobbler,

whom Yillani affirms to have been an innkeeper,

but whom Albert of Strasburg, a contemporaneous

"v\Titer, maintains to have belonged to a noble fam-

ily. This is the most probable, for Albert was sent

to Avignon by the bishop of Strasburg, m the

time of Benedict XII. However it may be as to this last theory, which

Baluze does not doubt, James was transferred from the bishopric of Frejus

to that of Avignon by Clement Y., who, in 1312, made him cardinal-bishop

of Porto.

After the death of Clement Y., six Italian and seventeen French cardinals

shut themselves up in conclave in the palace of Carpentras. They were

not, for the most part, determined to name a Gascon cardinal, as some of

the cardinals of that province wished. Then the relatives of Clement Y.,

as has been said, wearied by the result of the scrutinies, and the heat of the

weather, set fire to the building, and the electors had to make a hasty re-

treat through an opening made in the wall of the palace. This occurred

on the 23d of July, 1313, when the conclave had been three months in

session. The inhabitants of Carpentras were much excited upon this sub-

ject ; the servants of the cardinals had been exacting towards the inhabit-

ants, who resisted unreasonable demands. The cardinals dispersed to as-

semble no more, and during that time the Church languished in a shameful

anarchy. Phihp, count of Poitiers, brother of King Louis X., whom he

succeeded, compelled the cardinals to return into conclave on the 23d of

June, 1316, the convent of the Dominicans at Lyons having been prepared

to receive them. Forty days after, setting aside two cardinals, who each

received the same number of votes, the electors created pope, James

d'Euse, who took the name of John XXII. He was cro"\\Tied in the city of

Lyons, on the 5th of September, in the same year, by the Cardinal Napo-

leon Orsini, the dean of the order of deacons, and the same who had placed

the tiara on the heads of Benedict XI. and Clement Y.*

* It has been averred that the cardinals being unable to agree charged James d'Euse to name
the pope, and that he said, " Ego sum pwpa." This fable is no longer admitted by any writer

;

on the contrary, with the exception mentioned above, James was unanimously elected. More-

over, he would have said, Noa sumus papa. Falsifiers are always clumsy.
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On the 17th of December he appointed eight cardinals, seven French and

one Italian. This step, like the similar one in the preceding reign, produced

an unfavorable impression even upon the inhabitants of Avignon. Among
the French cardinals was Jacques de Voye, of Cahors, son of a sister of

the pontiff. The Italian cardinal was Cajetan Orsini.

The king of England, Edward II., sent ambassadors to John XXII., to

apologize for not having paid the tribute promised by King John, his pre-

decessor, to Pope Innocent III. The tribute had not been paid for twenty-

four years. The ambassadors alleged in excuse the exhaustion of the royal

treasury. They brought the pope a thousand marks in payment for one

year's tribute, and promised to pay in six years the arrears claimed by the

Koman court.

James of Aragon also sent ambassadors to take the oath of fidelity in

the name of that prince, tributary king of the kingdoms of Sardinia and

Corsica, " in quality of > gonfalier, admiral, and captain-general of the

Eoman Church." All those titles are recited in a letter preserved in the

castle of Saint Angelo.

Philip the Long, brother of Louis X., the Hutin, having been crowned

king of Prance, and subsequently written to the pope, promising constant

readiness to serve the Church, the pope affectionately thanked him, and in

a private letter afterwards made known exhorted him not to talk during

the divine offices ; to wear, like his ancestors, a long cloak ; to prevent

courts sitting on holy-days ; to read for himself all letters sent by the pope,

or by kings or princes, and to destroy them immediately, or at least to place

them in safety. Had the king followed such advice, he would have avoided

great dangers. The advice is singular, but it is probable that the king

needed it.

At that period, domestic troubles having arisen at the court of Denis,

king of Portugal, the pope had the satisfaction of appeasing them.

On the 7th of April. 1317, the poj^e canonized the son of Charles II.,

Saint Louis, bishop of Toulouse, who had been his disciple, and he erected

the See of Toulouse into an archbishopric. John himself founded many

bishoprics in France ;—Montauban, Eieux, Piez, Lombez, Saint Papoul,

Lavaur, and Mirepoix, all suffragans of Toulouse ; then Limoux, which

was transferred to Aletli ; Saint Pons, near Narbonne ; Castres, taken from

Albi ; Condom, which was an abbey like that of Tulle ; Perigueux, taken

from Sarlat ; Saint Flour, Vabres, Maillezais, and Lugon.

John, seeing that in the kingdom of Aragon there was no other arch-

bishopric than that of Tarragona, erected the cathedral of Saragossa into

a metropolitan church.

Saint Bonaveuture, in the General Chapter celebrated at Pisa, in 1263,

while he was general of the Franciscans, ordained that the friars should.
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at sunset, exhort the faithful by tlie sound of the bell to salute the Blessed

Yirgin with three Hail Marys, the Angelical Salutation having taken place, it

Avas supposed, at that hour. . The chxircli of Saintes, in France, having

adopted that custom, John XXII. confirmed it by a bull of the 13th of

October, 1318, and afterwards by another bull of the 7th of May, 1327.

Ten davs indulgence were granted to those who recited the salutation

thrice, kneeling. It was also ordered that the pontifical vicar at Rome
should prescribe the same custom there, granting the same indulgences.

Denis, king of Portugal, had founded the military order of Christ, to

repress in that kingdom the depredations of the Saracens. John confirmed

this order in the month of March, 1319, giving it for its first grand master

Giles Martins, already grand master of the order of Avis.

The pontiffs were concerned in all political affairs. It will not be useless

to prove that they thoroughly comprehended them, entered into them with

zeal, and could, when necessary, give a good account of the negotiations of

the entire world. Philip the Long showed some inclination to fulfil his vow

to go to the Holy Land. John ux'ged delay, for the following reasons

:

" The peace necessary for such an enterprise is almost banished from Chris-

tendom ; England and Scotland are inflamed against each other ; the princes

of Germany are at war ; the kings of Sicily and Trinacria have made a short-

lived truce, and are not inchned to peace ; and the kings of Cyprus and

Armenia continually doubt and suspect each other. The kings of Spain

have enough to do to guard their frontiers against the king of Granada ; the

cities of Lombardy are in arms against each other, and are in discord within

themselves, filled with hatred and intrigues ; and the country is full of

tyrants, who with fire and sword persecute those who refuse to obey them.

Genoa, that celebrated city and convenient seaport for movements on the

Mediterranean, is itself desolated by strifes, and almost destitute of aU aid.

The sea is unsafe in those quarters, and by land the roads are not free.

Finally, aU those countries are more Likely to harm than to lielp the enter-

piise. Finally, consider the miserable state of the Hospitallers, Avhose

order is almost ready to fall to ruin, for it owes to two companies alone

more than three hundred and sixty thousand florins." And yet it was from

that order that the most aid was expected." The crusade was deferred. It

must be confessed that the nuncios of John were able and zealous men,

as they kept him so well informed of the state of things in the Cathohc

world,

John was much attached to the order of Saint Augustme, of which he had

been a member ; and in token of his gi-atitude, he assigned to it three im-

* WJiat had become of the immense wealth of the Templars, of which a great portion was to

have been given to the Ilospitallers ? Often in a comer of history we find tlie explanation of

that frightful iniquity, carefully as it was kept in tlie dark— 7'Ae H'/spitallers never received it.

Vol. I.—:J2
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portant offices in the Boman Church—that of sacristan, hbrarian, and con-

fessor of the pope. They enjoyed those offices until 1472. Then Sixtus lY.,

having founded the Vatican library, took these offices from the Augustinians

and divided them. Under Alexander VI. the Augustinians regamed the

office of sacristan, which was granted to them in perpetuity, and which they

still possess. The other two offices are given at the pope's pleasure.

In 1320, there was no place in Europe that was not ravaged by war ; the

Holy Father spared no pains to appease men's excited minds ; like his pre-

decessors, he thought this the noblest mission of the popes. At the same

time he advised Christians to spare each other, and to turn their arms

against the enemies of Christ in Syria.

In 1320, there was a promotion of seven French cardinals ; all men dis-

tinguished by their learning and piety. The appointment to the cardinalate

of Raymond Ruffo, a Neapolitan by descent, but born at Cahors, was deemed

a great concession. It was more than ever beheved that, for the future, the

sacred college should consist entirely of Frenchmen. It might be a great

honor for France, but a great evil for Christendom.

A theologian of Paris affirmed that it was necessary for a Catholic to

repeat to his parish priest the confession that he had made to a religious.

According to him, the pope could not permit the faithful, at Easter, to con-

fess to any one but their own pastor. The pope ordered this turbulent

spirit to defend his doctrine in a consistory, where he was convicted of error.

Then he was ordered to retract his doctrine, and he instantly showed an

exemplary obedience.

x4.n affair of great interest at this time called for all the attention of the

Father of Christendom, and of the supreme head of all the orders of knight-

hood that were founded for the dehverance of the Holy Land. He had

received complaints against the Teutonic knights. ' John wrote them a

letter, which commenced by saying :
" Gedemius, duke of the Lithuanians,

informs us by letter, and by his ambassadors, that he desires to embrace

the Christian religion, and begs us to send persons able to instruct and

baptize him. We have received his request with great joy, hoping that his

conversion may lead to that of a multitude of pagans in those parts."

The letter of the duke then complained of the Teutonic knights. He said

that Mindouf, his predecessor, and all his subjects, had been converted to

Christianity in 1255, and he added, " but they have returned to idolatry, in

consequence of the insults and the violence of the Teutonic knights. They

drive away missionaries, whether secular or regular, who labor for the con-

version of the infidels, and refuse them safe passage over their lands. Far

from encouraging the new converts to bi'ing other pagans over to the faith,

they reduce them to an insupportable slavery. They oppress even the

ecclesiastics, maltreat and even kill them; despoil and pull dor^n or burn
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the cb;irches ; and after having tluis treated the ecclesiastics, they compel

them, by imprisonment or threats, to promise not to seek redress. Thi;y

have caballed to weaken in tlie country the authority of the Holy See, and

to prevent appeals to Rome. They iisnrp the rights of the archbishop of

Riga and of his clnirch ; they plunder the citizens, close the ports, and ob-

struct the liberty of commerce. Finally, when any of their brotherhood are

"wounded by the enemy, they themselves put them to death."

The Teutonic knights were rich, and probably abused their v/ealth, but it

is difficult not to perceive exaggeration in these complaints. The court of

Avignon perhaps gave too much credit to these denunciations, but it had

good reason to redouble its watchfuhiess. To settle the famous question

raised in 1322, between the Dominicans and the Franciscans, as to the

question of the poverty of Jesus Christ and his Apostles, John, in 1323,

declared that the constitution in which Nicholas III. had granted to the

Friars Minor the use of the things of which he reserved the property to the

Roman Church, Avhich constitution was explained and confirmed by Clement

v., was not to be understood as to things which are consumed by use. The

pope added, that those who affirmed that Christ and the apostles possessed

nothing, individually, or in common, should be rejected as heretics. In

1324, he condemned those who ventured to contradict his decision. ''

In presence of so solemn a decision by the pope, Vitalius and Bertrand

de la Tour, Franciscan cardinals, and some bishops of the same order, im-

mediately obeyed. They had A\T.-itten books discussing the questions. But

there was a dissident, Michael of Cesena, also of the Franciscan order, who

was afterwards unanimously condemned by his own brethren as well as by

his pupils. They had all embraced that side of the question, to pay court

to Louis of Bavaria, in his celebrated controversy wdth Pope John. The

controversy arose in this way. The Emperor Henry dying on the 2d of

August, 1314, the electors of the empire assembled in the following year to

elect a successor. Some elected Louis of Bavaria ; others Frederic, son of

Albert of Austria. Each supported his pretension by arms. The Holy

Father seeing that the Bavarian caused himself to be treated as emperor,

without awaiting the papal confirmation, begged him to remember that it

was necessary that the matter of the election should be treated before tlie

Holy See. The two competitors were cited, and called upon to show the

reasons upon which they based their rights to the imperial crown. Louis

would not submit to this judgment ; and he even, on many occasions, de-

fended those who were condemned for heresy. John ordered that there

should be no communion with those who supported Louis as to what con-

cerned the empire.

The Bavarian appealed to the pope better infoi-med, and to a general

council. Then the Holy Father deprived the prince of all rights, and ex-

TZTll
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communicated him as the patron of the heretical fraticdli* Louis hired

writers to draw up works in which they pretended that John was not a true

pope. On the 20th of October, 1327, John excommunicated Louis, as

having a court consisting of heretics, schismatics, and apostates. Louis

declared that he would go to Rome, where some of the seditious promised

him their aid. Some more faithful Eomans had also called upon the pope

to go to Rome, but he was sick, and eighty years of age, and could not

venture upon such a journey.

Louis, having arrived at Rome, caused himseK to be crowned king of the

Eomans, in the Vatican Basihca, by James Alberti, bishop of Venice, and

Gerard Orlandini, an Augustinian bishop of Aleria, both already deposed

and excommunicated. Louis then set a very scandalous example of con-

tempt of Christian duty. He collected the accusations that had been

brought against the pope, pronounced him degraded from the papacy, and

condemned him to be bicrned alive as a heretic, and guilty of high treason,

for having usurped the rights of the emperor, and for appointing vicars of

the empire in Italy. Louis granted fiill power to the secular authority to

punish John, and he caused the election of an antipope, Nicholas, of whom
we shall speak hereafter.

The Holy Father, after ordering pubhc prayers for the extinction of the

schism, again condemned the Bavarian, and excommunicated the antipope,

as well as all who had assisted in his intrusive election.

Louis continued his violence ; he called the pope John of Cahors, and

also gave him the title of Prester-Jolin.

The pope, meantime, neglected none of his duties. He canonized the

great Saint Thomas Aquinas, the immortal glory of the Dominicans, who
died at the age of forty-nine, in the year 1274, as we have related, at the

Cistercian monastery of Fossa Nuova, in the diocese of Terracina, while on

his way from Naples to Lyons. Subsequently, Saint Pius V., of the Domin-

ican order, by a bull of the 11th of April, 1567, declared Saint Thomas the

fifth of the holy Doctors of the Church.

An attempt was made to raise new difficulties for the pope, because as a

private doctor, and not as the Universal Doctor, he had appeared to beheve

that souls purged from aU sin, and entering heaven, could not before the

last day enjoy the sight of God. The pope, on his death-bed, declared, in

the presence of the cardinals, that purified souls at once enjoyed the beatific

vision. He protested that he had never intended to advance any thing

contrary to the faith, and that if he had hazarded a proposition contrary to

sound doctrine, he formally retracted it. Unfortunately, the document

which by his order was drawn up on the subject, could not be completed

* See Life of Clement V.
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in consequence of his death. But the successor of John, to reply to the

cahimniators, published a bull, on the 29th of January, 1336, in which he
established the doctrine to which John was strongly attached before his

death—namely, that souls purged from all sin, instantly enjoy the intuitive

sight of God. Tlie same bull forbade the teaching of the contrary, on pain

of excommunication.

In his promotion of cardinals in 1331, Jolm had given the purple to

Talleyrand de Perigord, a French nobleman, of the counts of that name,
and allied to almost all the princes of France. He was bishop of Limoges
in 1324. In 1328, he was transferred to Auxerre : then, at the request of

King Philip YI., created cardinal-priest of Saint Peter, in vincoli. He nest

became bishop of Albano. Being afterwards accused by Louis of Hungary
of complicity in the affaix^s of the succession of the king of Naples, Talley-

rand was declared innocent. Appointed in 1356 to restore peace between

the kings -of England and France, he was obliged to leave the latter king-

dom. He was next named legate d latere for the Holy Land, but died before

he could set out. Novaes (iv., p. 104) says that he was a cardinal of great

authority ; at Toulouse he had founded the Perigord college, and at Peri-

gueux the famous Carthusian Vauclair
(
Valle Chiara).

We must here, in justice to John XXII., state that he had resolved to

change the pontifical residence from Avignon to Bologna, as he often prom-

ised Cardinal Napoleon Orsini ; but there was an obstacle. He was told

that, before his departure, he ought to be assured that Philip de Valois

had actually begun his march to the Holy Land. Philip having deferred,

John could not accomplish his project, which was the more honorable to

him because his great age rendered the design so perilous as to lead to the

belief that he would not be able to accomphsh it. This pope was born in

1244.

In 1334, the pope reformed (not instituted, as some authors have said) the

tribune of the Bofa, so called because each member performed his duty in

turn, ]r)er rota. The membei'S were fourteen in number ; Sixtus IV. reduced

them to twelve ;—three Piomans, one German, one French, one Castilian,

one Aragonese, one Venetian, one of Milan, one alternately from Florence

and Perugia ; one from Bologna, and one from Ferrara.

To John XXII. has been attributed the bull called Sahbatine, which com-

mences thus : SacratiHsimo vii culmine, containing indulgences granted to

the Carmelites and their associates ; but the document is disputed.* We
shall speak of this bull again under the reign of Paul V.

John XXII. did not shrink from the most painful labors. He had paci-

fied England, aided the king of Majorca against the Saracens, and sent

* Pai)ebroke, Natalia Alexander.
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missionaries to preach tlie faith to the infidels. The Eastern Church en-

deavored to triumph over the Turks. A league against them was formed

by the kings of France, Sicily, Cyprus, and Armenia, and the Emperor

Andronicus. The Venetians also promised their aid. All the princes had

respectfully listened to the exhortations of John, but an outbreak in Bo-

logna deeply excited his gi'ief, and caused his death on the 4th of Decem-

ber, 1334. He is affirmed to have been ninety years of age. In the morn-

ing, having heard Mass and communicated, he felt weaker than usual ; he

sent for six cardinals, recommended the care of the Church to them, and

added a few words about his relatives to whom he had given the purple,

but whom he left poor,

"John," says Novaes,* "carried great constancy into his enterprises.

He was low in stature, but he had acquired vast knowledge ; his mind was

profound and sagacious, his heart magnanimous, and his prudence consum-

mate. He was known -to be eloquent, sober, frugal, humble, -and just.

Notwithstanding his advanced age, he was hvely and easily irritated ; but

his anger was of brief duration, and suddenly, in the midst of a fit of petu-

lance, his countenance would become serene, and he would laugh at the'

excitement he had but just ceased to feel."

His body was found intact when, in 1759, his mausoleum was removed to

another part of the cathedral. It was said that he left in the treasurj-

twenty-five millions of florins in gold, eighteen in silver, and seven in gold

and silver plate and jewels. Novaes believes that there is some exaggera-

tion in this statement, reported by Villani, little favorable to the French

popes.

The Holy See was vacant fifteen days. Peter Corbario, in French Cor-

bicre, who was anti-pope under John XXII., had for forty years been a

Franciscan in the convent of Araceli. He obtained the favor of Louis of

Bavaria, and although as a fraticello he should have disdained honors, he

surrounded himself with a pompous retinue. In order to maintain this

magnificence, he sold the sacred vessels, dignities, and privileges, and, for

mone}', annulled the privileges granted by the true pontiff. Abandoned at

length by all, he went to Avignon and begged pardon fi'om John, avIio

treated him kindly, but would not restore him to the hberty which he might

abuse. Corbario lived three years and one month under strict surveillance,

and died in the month of September, 1333. He was buried in the church

of the Franciscans, in their habit, and with proper honors.

During the reign of John XXIL, Helyon de ViUeneuve was named grand

master of the Hospitallers by a chapter assembled at Avignon, under the

very eyes of the pope. Foulques de Villaret, the previous grand master,

* Novaes, iv., p. 110.
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and the conqueror of the islnncl of Eliodes in 1310, liad been intnisteJ by

the conrt of Rome with a gi'eat secret. It was decided in the pontifical

councils that the Hospitallers, in order that they might avoid the fate of the

Templars, should become sovereigns somewhere, whence they could con-

tinue to protect the Holy Land. But Foulques thinking more of his own
interests, perhaps, than of those of his order, and led by a foolish pride,

excited a revolt. The pontiff thought that Helyon would be at once a more

faithful depository of that secret, and a Knight Hospitaller disposed to love

and care for his brethren without wishing to oppress them, and so it proved.

199. BENEDICT XXL— a. d. 1334.

ENEDICT XII. was originally named Fournier,

and surnamed De Nouveau. He was the son of a

miller, and nephew, on the mother's side, of Pope

John XXII. He was born at Saverdun, near

Toulouse.

After embracing the ecclesiastical Ufe in the

abbey of Bolbona, of the Cistercian order, he went

to Paris to study, and was bachelor when he was

elected abbot of Fontfroide, of the same order. He was bishop of Pamiers

nine years, then of Mirepoix twenty-two months, and at length cardinal-

priest of Santa Prisca. He owed this honor to John XXII., in 1327. He
was called the White Cardinal, because he had been a Cistercian, and not a

Carmelite, as some authors have said, who are refuted by Baluze.

On the 13th of December, twenty-four cardinals assembled in conclave

at Avignon, under the care of the Count Monasi, seneschal to Robert king

of Naples, sovereign of Avignon and of the county of Noailles, marshal of

the Roman court, and governor of the county Venaissin. The pontificate

was then offered to Cardinal John de Comminges, on condition that he

would not return to Rome. He replied that such a compact would be

prejudicial to the Church, and that he would rather be deprived of his red

hat than obtain the pontificate on such unworthy conditions. He added,

that such proposals prolonged the dangers of the Church, which was re-

moved from its legitimate and natural seat. Then they began to speak in-

directly of the White Cardinal, who was deemed the least important mem-
ber of the sacred college. By degrees the cardinals thought more seriously
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about him. Coraminges was of opiuion that all the votes should be given

to the White Cardinal, who very soon, without a scrutiny, was unanimously

elected.

All who had concurred in the vote were astonished at the result. No one

more so than James Fournier himself. "What have j'ou done, my
brothers ?" he said ;

" among all you have chosen the least worthy." But

they insisted, and he accepted the tiara. He took the name of Benedict,

in memory of the patriarch Saint Benedict, whose rule he had folloAved

during many years, and was crowned on the 8th of January, 1335, in the

convent of the Dominicans, by Cardinal Napoleon Orsini, who, as we have

seen, crowned the three preceding popes.

On the following day, Benedict wrote a circular letter to all the bishops

and to all the Christian princes, except Louis of Bavaria, excommunicated

by John XXII., and Frederic, king of Sicily, who had refused to pay

homage for that kingdom.

The cardinals were poor : Benedict gave them 120,000 gold florins to

enable them to supply their needs ; and he gave 50,000 more towards re-

pairing the decaying churches and palaces of Borne.

He then sought means to eradicate simony, which continued its mischiefs,

to make a wholesome reform in the religious orders, and to provide the

churches with worthy pastors. He desired that the priesthood should be

conferred only upon men of prudence, goodness, and learning, saying that

he did not wish to make mud spleiKlid. He ordered the bishops and abbots

who were at Avignon to return to their residences. He condemned the

custom of Clement Y. and John XXII., of giving benefices in commendam,

and only excepted those given to the cardinals and titular patriarchs of the

East, who had no other resources. In a spirit of order, he suppressed the

expectatives, by which benefices were conferred before they were vacant.

France, England, and Germany abounded in these illicit favors.

He reformed the chancery, and established rules there which still subsist.

Benedict had formed the design of returning to Bome, because upon that

point he shared the noble sentiments of Cardinal Comminges. The Bo-

mans, by their ambassadors, entreated the new pontiff promptly to effect

that return of the Holy See ; but sojjie cardinals, already accustomed to

the air of Provence, were not of the like inclination, and under the pretext

that the Bolognese, invited at first to receive the pope and his cortege, sent

only dilatory rephes, the same cardinals persuaded Benedict that the old

pontifical palace at Avignon ought to be pulled down, and a new one erected

on its site. Meanwhile Alphonso, king of Aragon, and King Bobert, swore

faith and rendered homage, and paid the stipulated tribute.

At this time the pope learning that men intrusted by the pilgrims to in-

terpret to confessors the details of their sins and offences, had sacrilegiously
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divulged the confessions, ordered that they should bo ])unished, and it was

then established that the penitentiaries should belong to various nations,

and should speak the most generally diifused languages.

Louis of Bavaria at length deplored his excesses towards the Holy See.

Benedict hearing of his repentance, encouraged him ; but imprudent alli-

ances contracted by that prince, threw him back into heresy, and he in-

curred new excommunications.

It was at this period that Benedict published the bull of which we have

spoken above, in which he declared that the souls of the just, when scarcely

freed from the body, if they had not to suffer the pains of purgatory,

pass instantly to the heavenly beatitude, which consists in the sight of

God.

In 1338, Benedict created six cardinals, five French and one Italian.

Here was still the same favoritism. The Italians continued to complain,

and the Bolognese would not submit. The pope revoked the privileges of

the University of Bologna, and ordered the professors and students to leave

it. It had thus lost its splendor and its wealth, and to get back their uni-

versity, the Bolognese finally recognized the authority of the Holy See.

During the whole term of his pontificate, Benedict showed that he knew

no kindred.

He died on the 25th of April, after governing the Church seven years,

four months, and six days. He sometimes said that a pope had no family,

and that the true priest, after the order of Melchisedech, ought to have

neither father nor genealogy. Benedict had but one niece, and he married

her to a trader in Toulouse, refusing her to high personages who earnestly

sought her hand.

Benedict, though unacquainted with political afTairs, had great know-

ledge, was fuU of holy intentions, and of gi-eat integrity of morals. God
permitted miracles to follow the death of this pope. The Holy See re-

mained vacant eleven days.

Benedict scarcely ever submitted to the will of the king of France.

Platina says that Benedict loved and sought out the good, but hated and

repelled the wicked. Platina also said :
" He intended to invite Zorus, a

famous painter of that time, to paint the history of the martyrs in the

palace he had erected." I suspect that there is an error of the press here,

and that we should read Zotum, or rather Jodum,—that is to say, Giotto, a

celebrated painter, who left such fine frescoes at Assisi, who had already

*painted at Avignon, and who died in 133G, two years after the election of

Benedict XII.

Here is another pope born in an obscure rank, who, nevertheless, was

one of the noble pontiffs of Catholicity. Nothing arrests the action of the

papacy, even V>eyond its principal and first domain. Often represented by
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men whom society condemns to a kind of nnllity, the papacy seems to say

that all elements, be they what they may, must obey it.

Thus far it has controlled the events of five centuries, from the time of

Charlemagne. Let us still consider its power as immense. All is good in

its eyes, the great and the small—the son of the prince and the son of a

miller ; it must love, console, teach, and civiHze ; it establishes academies,

which, receiving pupils from all points, return with noble usury more than

they have received. Among the universality of the Various conditions, the

papacy chooses with discernment : all that which is pious and learned

becomes its ornament and glory. Human equality was invented and

practised there before modern philosophers had begun to dream of it.

200. CLEMENT VI.— a. b. 1342.

LEMENT YI., originaUy Peter Eoger, was of the

noble family of Beaufort, whose genealogy is given

by Baluze. He was born in a village dependent on

the castle of Maumort, diocese of Limoges, in

France. At the age of ten he took the Benedictine

I
habit, in the monastery of Chaise-Dieu, in Auvergne.

At thirty-one years of age he was professor of the-

ology at Paris, preceptor of Charles, marquis of

Moravia, who was afterwards emperor under the name of Charles IV., and

at length proviseur of the Sorbonne. Having become abbot of the monas-

tery of Fecamp, in Normandy, he was sent by John XXII. as nuncio to

London and Paris, to put an end to the war between those two capitals.

He then became bishop of Arras, and at the same time keeper of the seals

and chancellor to the king ; then, in 1329, he was archbishop of Sens and

of Bouen. Benedict XII. gave him the title of cardinal of Saints Nereus

and AchiUes.

The second day of the conclave, in which there were seventeen cardinals

(one being absent from an attack of gout), and thirteen days after the de-

cease of Benedict XII., Peter Eoger was elected pope, at the age of fifty,

on the 7th of May, 1342. The pontificate had been predicted to him by

Stephen Aldebrand, prior of a monastery, when Peter, leaving Paris to go

to Chaise-Dieu, was plundered by robbers in the wood of Bandan. The

prior gave Peter clothes to continue his journey ; and Peter full of gratitude,
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said to the prior—" Ami when shall I return this favor ?" " AVhen you are

pope," replied the prior, with great presence of mind. And, in fact, Avhen

he was pope, Peter sent for the prior, made him chamberlain of honor,

then archbishop of Aiies, and afterwards of Toulouse.

The new pontiff took the name of Clement VI. ; he was crowned on

"WTiitsunday, the 19th of May, in the church of the Dominicans, which

he quitted to traverse, in magnificent pomp, the finest streets of Avignon.

John, duke of Normandy, heir to the crown of France, held the bridle of the

pope's horse ; and there were also present PhiHp, duke of Burgundy, and

Humbert, the dauphin, duke of Viennois.

The pope made known his promotion to all the sovereigns of Europe,

exhorting them to govern their people mildly, to maintain religion Avith all

their strength, and to preserve the piirity of the faith.

He ordered all the favors asked of him to be expedited gratuitously dur-

ing two months. On this occasion, all the ecclesiastics of Europe rushed

to enjoy the fruits of that new favor. Nearly a hundred thousand of them

an'ived, who returned to their own countries overwhelmed with favors and

with gratitude. Benedict, from his strictness, left many benefices unfilled
;

Clement left none vacant. He made a great many reserves in the bishop-

rics and abbeys, disregarding the elections of chapters and communities

;

and when it was represented to him that his predecessors had not held the

same course, he rephed that " then thej- did not know how to be pojies."

As soon as the news of the election of the pontiif reached Eome, the Eo-

mans, as they had done under Clement V., John XXII., and Benedict XII.,

dispatched eighteen ambassadors, six from each of the three estates, se-

lected by the first famihos of Borne. At the head of the embassy were

Stephen Colonna and Francis de Vico.

Then another embassy was sent ; it included the celebrated Francis

Petrarch, who the year before had received the poetic laurel crown. Both

embassies were directed to insist upon the pope's return to Eome Avith his

court.

The pope said that that was not as yet possible, and he gave as a reason

the necessity of reconciling the Catholic princes ; for the war still continued

between France and England. He also alleged as a reason the necessity of

remedpng the evils of Spain, which was in an unfortunate condition.

Clement, after honestly alleging these motives, employed his utmost

activity to destroy the scourge of war. He published a sentence of excom-

munication against whomsoever should arm a vessel to make a descent upon

France, and against any one who should make an incursion into England.

By these various means he produced an armistice for three years. At the

same time he restored peace between Peter, Idng of Aragon, and James,

king of Islajorca.
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In 1342, there was a promotion of cardinals, in which there were nine

French cardinals, and one Italian. The majority of the French were blood

relations of the pope. We shall henceforth abstain from all animadversion

on that head. Apparently, the minds of the popes of Avignon were acted

upon by a violent and fatal necessity.

On the 19tli of January, 1343, Robert, surnamed the Wise, king of Na-

ples, died, and left his States to Jane, daughter of his son Charles, and wife

of Andrew, king of Hungary, The States were to be governed by a regency

named by the king, until the young princess and her youthful husband

attained the age of twenty-five years.

The Holy Father affirmed that he alone had the right to administer that

kingdom, Avhich was dependent on the Holy See, and he appointed Car-

dinal Aymery de Chastellux as governor, in his name, until Queen Jane

attained her majority. The regents, appointed by Robert, themselves

obeyed the orders of the pontiff, who, by his legate, tranq^^illy governed the

kingdom.

The royal pair were about to be crowned, when, on the night preceding

the day appointed for that ceremony, the unfortunate prince, Andrew, was

found strangled.

Some traitors it was said, by the order of his own wife, had committed

tliG crime. On hearing this, the pope sent to Naples Cardinal Bernard de

Poyet, with instructions to follow the proceedings against the queen, .sus-

pected of having ordered the death of her husband, a young man only nine-

teen years old. She was never convicted of the crime, and in the following

year she married Louis, prince of Tarento.

On the 27th of February, 1344, the pope gave the cardinal's hat to two

Frenchmen.

Clement, in 1344, crowned as king of the Fortunate Islands (now knoAvn

as the Canaries), Louis de la Cerda, count of Clermont, and prince royal of

Spain, who took the oath to remain tributary to the Holy See, and pay the

annual sum of four hundred gold florins. It now remained for the new king

to gain possession of his kingdom, obtained on condition of establishing the

Catholic faith there. The enterprise was executed by another. The de-

scendants of La Cerda are now a part of the Medina Celi family.

Clement continued to invite the princes to hold themselves in readiness

for another crusade, which he had published in 1343. In regard to this

enterprise, he wrote to the grand master of the Knights Hospitallers of

Saint John of Jerusalem a letter which is worth citing, as it refers indirectly

to the Knights Templars.

Helyon de Villeneuve, grand master of the Knights of Rhodes, was thus

femonstrated with :

" We loarn fiom many persons of consideration that 3'ou and your
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brothers make no good use of the innumerable possessions* that jow hold

on both sides of the sca.t Those who have the management of them can

ride fine horses and make good cheer, are superbly di-essed, and eat olf

gold and silver plate, keep dogs and falcons for the chase, amass great

wealth, and dispense small alms.

" And then, thej do not trouble themselves about the Christian faith, or

the defence of Christian people, chiefly those beyond sea, for which defence

their great wealth ivas given to them. For these reasons it has been debated

whether it would not be well for the Holy See to create a new military

order, to be endowed with a portion of this property of 3'ours, so that there

should be emulation between the two orders, as formerly there was between

yours and the Templars.

" There is about to be another expedition, in which you are invited to

partake. Manj^ com2:)lain that you. have great dissensions among your-

selves, and that you do not pay your serving brothers and your priests."

The reproof is bitter, but it was dated from near the spot on which

Jacques Molay was burned.

Yillaret had labored selfishly, and he was punished for it. Villeneuve

looked only to the order and his own sovereign power. Some of the mem-
bers took advantage of the virtues of their gTand master. Villeneuve did

no wrong, and he had to suffer for the misdeeds of others.

The Christian army set out, besieged and took Smyrna. The Hospital-

lers replied by their victories to the accusations which their enemies made

against them to the pope.

Then the Holy Father gi-anted to Otho, duke of Burgundy, and to John,

duke of Normandy, as well as to Philip, king of France, and his queen, the

privilege of communicating in both kinds. Those sovereigns made use of

that privilege only on the day of their coronation and at the point of death.

Bercastle:{: says that communion under both kinds was the ordinary cus-

tom at the commencement of the twelfth century, but from the thirteenth

century was exclusively reserved to priests, in the Latin Church. " But,"

adds Novaes,§ " Ave find neither law nor constitution for the change, which

was introduced insensibly."

James being despoiled of his kingdom of Majorca by Peter, the king of

Aragon, applied to the sovereign refuge common to all princes, and he ob-

tained from the court of Avignon complete protection and reparation.

* The Knights of Rhodes had become rich, though they were so overloaded with debt in the

reign of John XXII. Did tlie nuncios of that pope give leas correct information than those of

acment VI. ? (See our Life of John XXII.)

•f
Some Italian writers have pretended that the treasures of the Templars were confiscated to

the treasury in France, and that a portion of the landed property had really been given to the

Hospitallers.

X Novacs, iv., p. 134. § Hist, de I'Egl., tome xiv., p. 111.
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Louis of Bavaria did not return, as he endeavored to do, to better senti-

ments. The excommunication issued against him by Clement's predeces-

sors was renewed. At the call of the pope, the electors assembled and

named as king of the Eomans Charles lY., of the house of Luxemburg,

Marquis of Moravia, and son of John, king of Bohemia. He was crowned

at Home, and remained in peaceful possession of the empire after the death

of Louis, which occurred in 1347. Then those great evils ceased which had

caused so much disturbance in Germany and Italy.

We have now to give an account of the attempt made in 1347 by Cola de

Rienzi. He made himself tyrant of Borne, persuading the populace that

the ancient splendor of the Boman repubhc should be restored, and he

declared himself the Tribune of the new republic. The pope's legate was

not slow to profit by the faults of the senseless revivor of an authority which

time and change had rendered impossible. After several months of tyranny

(1348), he was excommunicated. He voluntarily resigned the insignia of

his Tribune power, and feU into the hands of the agents of the Holy Father,

who kept him prisoner. Under the reign of Innocent VI. we shall again

have to make mention of Bienzi,

The same year, Clement canonized Saint Yvo de Treguier, and Bobert,

founder and first abbot of the monastery of the Chaise-Dieu.

It was in 1348 that the pope purchased from Queen Jane, of Provence,

the city and dependencies of Avignon, for the sum of eighty thousand gold

florins.

Yillani says that the sum demanded was only three thousand, but a host

of wTiters state it at eighty thousand. The Emperor Charles lY. confirmed

the deed of sale by an edict of the first of November following.

The sect of ih.Q flagellants, which took its rise in Italy about the year 1260,

was condemned by the pope in most severe terms. Those wretched people

continued to teach, among other impieties, that no one could be saved

unless baptized in his own blood, drawn from him by scourging. In their

eyes, baptism by water was useless, Clement's bull especially condemned

those who, coming from Hungary, scourged themselves publicly in the

streets, thus giving a spectacle at once disgusting and cruel.

When Clement ascended the papal throne, the Bomans asked him to do

them three favors : first, to accept for life, not as pope, but as Peter Boger,

the title of senator, captain, and of other charges of the city ; second, to

inhabit the Lateran palace, near the church, the mother of all the churches,

and the peculiar See of the pontiff; the third, to reflect how few people

could enjoy the jubilee granted centennially by Boniface YIIL, and to ap-

point the jubilee for every fifty years.

Two months after, the pope replied to the first request, that he accepted

the charges, which he well knew were rightfully his, and that he would des-
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ignate persons who, in his name, should govern E.onie, without prejudice

to his pontifical authority.

To the second request, he replied that he M'ould continue to inhabit Avig-

non, for the purpose of reconciling the Catholic princes, and more closely

attending to the negotiations. This determination of Clement we have

already mentioned.

To the third request, he replied that he willingly did what was agreeable

to the Romans ; the jubilee of the holy year should be celebrated every fif-

tieth year, and that the next jubilee should take place in 1350. The same

constitution provided that to the visiting of Saint Peter and Saint Paul

should be added the visiting of Saint John Lateran. Gregory XL, by his

constitution Salvafoi^ nostcr, dated at A^vignon, 29th of April, 1373, ordered

that the visit to Saint John Lateran should also be made.

Cardinal Annibali de Ceccano, the legate at Rome, had orders to take all

necessary measures to prevent the peace from being disturbed at the ap-

proaching jubilee, and for securing to the pilgrims the necessary aid, pro-

visions, and protection.

From Easter to Christmas, twelve Inindred thousand pilgrims were com-

puted to have arrived, incliiding personages of high rank ; among them was

Louis, king of Hungary.

At this time Florence solicited the privilege of erecting a university.

In the promotion of cardinals, in 1350, we find nine French ; Capocci, a

noble Roman, great nephew of Honorius IV., and Giles Albornoz, a noble

Spaniard, born at Cuenja, a relation of the king of Aragon. It was this

cardinal, formerly a mihtary man, who in less than five years reduced a

great number of revolted principalities and cities to obedience to the

popes. He had the keys of all the conquered cities delivered to him, and

when he was afterwards accused of improper administration of the property

of the Church, he presented to Urban V., who was then at Viterbo, several

wagons filled with the keys of the castles and cities that he had recovered

for the Holy See. Among the French cardinals we find a Montesquieu,

born in the diocese of Audi, in Gascony.

Ai'menia, in 1351, governed by Leo, was a prey to disturbances which de-

stroyed the faith, and encouraged the enterprises of schismatics. As was

then the custom, for the good of the Church, and for both the morality and

the interests of the nations, the pontiff interposed in questions of public

order wherever they arose. As the history of the Church, touching such

occuiTences, was that of the world, it must be said that Clement determined

to purge Armenia of many fatal and inveterate errors.

Fresh efforts were made to induce the Christian princes to send reinforce-

ments and money to the Armenians, to enable them to resist their enemies.

Clement especially exerted himseK to make known to the princes that
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there was in Asia a peoi^le that held the Cathohc faith. To assist them

would be to diminish the expense of the crusades, as the crusaders would

thus find on the spot friends and brothers who would render it easier for

them to conquer the Turks. From the great number of missionaries whom
he sent into those countries, Clement, better than any other prince in

Europe, knew the extent of the evils and the kind of succor that was re-

quired ; and he might hope for great success, facilitated by the enthusi-

asm and the gratitude of the Catholics of the country.

John Visconti, archbishop of Milan, had received investiture of that city

and of its castles ; but he had usurped Bologna, and that city, which had

refused to receive the Holy Father, groaned beneath the yoke imposed upon

it by the Visconti. As usual in such cases, Bologna recurred to her former

master for deliverance. The pope repressed the invasions of the arch-

bishop, and then, by virtue of arrangements provided for cases of tyranny,

he granted the investiture of Bologna to that same prelate. This circum-

stance was due solely to the false position in which the popes were placed,

in sometimes having more power at the courts of other sovereigns than in

the cities which were the absolute and recognized property of the Holy

See.

Some complaint was made against a portion of the constitution of Greg-

ory X., concerning the conclave. A new bull allowed the sacred electors to

eat meat, fish, herbs, eggs, and fruit, at the time when the use of such food

is permitted.

This pope, who was indefatigable in labor, began, however, to lose his

strength, and he died, almost suddenly, on the 6th of December, 1352. He
liad governed the Church ten years and seven months, all but one day.

Before his death he recommended the interests of the Holy See to the

cardinals.

His body was removed, in the following year, from Avignon to the abbey

of Chaise-Dieu, where he had been made a monk.

Some time before his death, the pious and scrupulous pontiff had said in

a constitution :
" If, formerly, being in a lower rank, or since we were raised

to the apostohc chair, we have, either in controversy or in preaching, said

any thing contrary to Catholic faith or Christian morality, we revoke it, and

we submit it to the correction of the Holy See."

We read in Feller :* " Fleury has drawn an unfavorable portrait of this

pope, upon the simple authority of Michael Yillani, who was a passionate

historian, and the creature of Louis of Bavaria, and who is all the more to

be distrusted in his account of Clement because he considered every thing

in him odious, with the exception of his learning, which he endeavors to

* Feller, ii, p. 281.
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underrate, "wliile a host of other historiaus attribute to him Puperior e\i-

hghtenmeut and learning, an extreme beneficence, and a fund of humanity,

kindliness, and gentleness, which caused Petrarch himself to say that never

did any one more rightfully bear the name of Clement. The confident

facility with which Fleury repeats Villani's calumnies, should suffice to kee})

the reader on his guard against the judgments pronounced by that historian

of the Church upon many illustrious men, and especially upon some of the

sovereign pontifis." Our own opinion is already known as to most of

Fleury's judgments.

Novaes* says :
" Clement had profound knowledge, and so singularly

faithful a memory that he never forgot what he had once read. He was

mild, polished, courteous, and of agreeable aspect. No one saw him with-

out lo\ing him. Clement was magnificent and splendid in all his actions.

he had a great number of attendants, and especially of physicians, whom
he supported without needing them.

" He spent 100,000 florins upon the poor, and much more upon his rela-

tions, of whom he icas toofond." It has been said of him that he humanized

the too strict virtues of Benedict XII.

Saint Peter Thomas of Aquitaine, of the order of the Carmelites, in

twelve funeral orations, celebrated the merits of this pontiff, as is attested

by JFather Jacob in the Pontifical Library, lib. i., p. 55.

The Holy See remained vacant eleven days.

201. IlSriSrOCENT VI.— a. d. 1352.

HE name of Innocent VI. was Stephen Aubert. He
was born at Brissac, near Pompadour (Limousin),

of parents in middhng circumstances. At first

professor of ci\'il law, he became, in succession,

aiiditor of the tribunal of the Bota, and bishop of

Noyon. After being translated to the See of Cler-

mont, he was created by Clement VI. cardinal of

Saints John and Paul ; the same pope then named

him legate to the courts of France and England, to

negotiate a peace between those kingdoms, and, finally, bishop of Ostia and

grand penitentiary.

,

* Novaes, iv., p. 147.
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In 1352, Stephen was elected pope on the 18th of December, twelve days

after the death of Clement VI. Twenty-eight cardinals were in the con-

clave. The majority were inclined to give the tiara to John Birel, the holy

general of the Carthusians ; but Cardinal de Talleyrand,* who feared that

he would be too strict, dissuaded them from so doing. Subsequently, Tal-

leyrand, seeing the miracles wrought by that great monk, abandoned his

prejudice, and acquired such esteem for the Carthusians, that he founded

and richly endowed a magnificent monastery of that order in France. Car-

dinal de Couillac obtained eighteen votes, but nineteen being required,

Stephen Aubert was very suddenly elected, because John II., king of France,

was making forced marches upon Avignon, to compel the election of a pope

to his own hking, which that king might well promise himself, as many of

the cardinals were his own subjects.

The new pontiff took the name of Innocent VI., and was crowned in the

cathedral church, on the 23d of the same month of December, by Cardinal

Gaillard de la Mothe, fitst cardinal-deacon ; but he would not have the cus-

tomary cavalcade in the city after the coronation, declaring that he avoided

the pomp of that ceremony in order to avoid the expense.

Innocent proceeded without delay to the reform of many abuses which

were then complained of. He revoked the constitution by which Clement

VI. had reserved to certain cardinals some dignities, and some benefices in

cathedrals, as- well as in collegiate and religious churches. He annulled

the commendarn of the churches and monasteries, excepting those which

had been granted to cardinals. He enjoined residence upon the bishops,

on pain of excommunication. He exacted it with equal strictness from the

holders of benefices who had the cure of souls, and who rushed to the

pontifical court to soHcit more lucrative benefices. " The sheep," said he,

" must be taken care of by their own shepherd." He reformed, beyond

what had been done by his predecessors, the excessive luxury of the court,

and retained, to the necessary number, those domestics who deserved it by

their good conduct. He estabHshed a fixed salary for the auditor of the

Kota, and ordered that thenceforth the priesthood and the benefices should

be conferred only upon persons of great merit, saying that the ecclesiastical

dignities were not the reward of high birth but of virtue. He firmly re-

proved the young cardinals who, under the preceding pontificate, had

abused their rank and power. Finally, he annulled all the laws that the

cardinals had estabHshed in the recent conclave.

The object of these laws was to limit the power of the pope. The sub-

stance of them was as follows :
" The pope will create no cardinals until

the number shall be reduced to sixteen ; to those he can add only four, to

* Novaes, iv., p. 150.
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form at most the number of twenty ; and he cannot create them without tlie

consent of all the cai'dinals, or, at least, of two-thirds. He will not touch

their property while they liye, nor after their death.* He is not to alienate

or unfief the lands of the Roman Church, in whateyer proyince or place they

may be, according to the privilege of Nicholas IV. No relation or connec-

tion of the pope shall haye the office of marshal of the Roman court, or

goyernor of the proyinces and territories of the Church. The pope is to

grant to no prince tithes or other subsidies, nor reserye them to the cham-

ber, without the advice of two-thirds of the cardinals ; and he is to leave

them fi'eedom of voting in their deliberations. All the present cardinals

swear that the one who shall become pope will invariably observe the fore-

going, and any one elected pope or cardinal shall, on the same day, make
the same promise."

Some of the arrangements in the above, those which relate to favors of

nepotism, may be excused. The other articles of that law, calculated to

introduce into the noble pontifical power a fatal aristocracy, must be cen-

sured.

On the 25th of December, 1352, the pope raised to the purple his nephew,

Aldouin Aubert, who was bishop of Paris in 1349, and then promoted to the

bishopric of Auxerre.f After receiving the purple, Aldouin Aubert was

transferred to the bishopric of Maguellone. At that time, the cardinals

bore the name of the bishopric each had filled. As Talleyrand Perigord

and Pierre Courson had been bishops of Auxerre, in order to avoid a three-

fold confusion the pope's nephew became bishop of Maguellone. Thus the

confusion became only twofold, and then the family name was added, to

establish a precise distinction between Talleyrand and Courson. It was in

1353 that, in order to make the pontifical authority respected in many parts

of Italy, the pope sent hither Cardinal Giles Alvarez Albornoz, a Spaniard.

^

At this time a distiirbance broke out in Rome. The people revolted

against the senators Stefanello Colonna and Berthold Orsini, appointed to

that dignity by the pope ; and Francis Baroncelli, notary of the senate, was

made tribune of the city. The Holy Father ordered the hberation of Cola di

Rienzi, who promised to restore quiet to the city. Baroncelli was rewarded

with death for his senseless confidence in the people ; and Cola di Rienzi

was named senator by the pope. Cola subjected to a stern justice the

principal insurgents of the city.§ But in 1354, a conspiracy was formed

* Kainaldi, 1352, n. 26. t Novaes, iv., p. 152. J See Life of Clement VI., p.

g There is a life of Rienzi by Tomas Fortifiocca, scribe to the senate (Bracciano, 16'34, 12iiio
;

reprinted at Bracciano, in 1081, without the author's name). The French Jesuit Sanadon, traiis-

lated that work, but the translation has not been published. Father du Cerceau wrote another

life of lUenzi upon this first one, and with the testimony of more than forty authors, ilis work

was published by another Jesuit, Father Brumoy, in 1734. There is still another life of Rienzi

by Boispreaux.
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against Rienzi, and he was assassinated at the foot of tlie capitol. After

these events, a great number of senators rapidly succeeded each other, and

the people at length created Bannerets, about whom we shall speak hereafter.

Peter, king of Aragon, went to Avignon, and, as he had done in the reign

of Clement YI., swore fealty and did homage for the fief of Bardinia and

Corsica, conformably to the oath that he had taken between the hands of

Boniface to make that oath to every pope the first year of his pontificate.

Innocent sent Guy, cardinal-bishoj) of Palestrina, to effect a peace be-

tween England and France, but, after the preliminaries, the negotiations

were broken off by the French king, according to English authors, but ac-

cording to French authors, by the English king. It is needful, therefore,

to review at a later time the annals of the period, in order to do justice to

each, and praise and blame where praise and blame are due. Probably

both princes were in the wrong.

In 1354, Innocent granted to Germany and Bohemia the privilege of cel-

ebrating, on the Friday after Low-Sunday, the Feast of the Lance and the

Nails, which were the instruments of the Passion of Jesus Christ.

The city of Home showed signs of desiring internal peace. Albornoz

was ordered to nominate magistrates and to receive with the customary

honors the king of the Romans, Charles IV., who was about to be crowned

as emperor.

The king arrived on Maundy-Thursday, 1355, under the strictest incog-

nito, and visited the principal churches of Borne. On Easter-day, he was

crowned emperor by the cardinal-bishop of Ostia, Peter Bertrand. Anne,

wife of the emperor, was crowned as empress. She had come from Ger-

many escorted by five thousand German cavalry, and more than ten thou-

sand infantry, subjects of the emperor in Italy.

The emperor on the same day accepted a dinner given with great pomp
by the cardinal in the palace of Saint John Lateran. The emperor then

went to pass the night beyond the city limits, in obedience to the Holy

Father, who had required that the emperor, when once crowned, should not

remain a single day in the city.

The Emperor Charles IV. is the same who is called the priests' emperor,'^

on account of his union with the Holy See, and the respect that he showed

to the popes. To him was owing the constitutive bulla which was formed

by the famous Bartolus, and is known as the Caroline, or the Golden Bull,

because it bore a gold seal. This bull served as the fundamental law in the

election of the emperors.t

* Novaes, iv., p. 155.

f There is a treatise on this bull by George Theodore Dietrich, entitled, Ad Bullam Auream
(Frankfort, 1558, 4to). There are other works on the same subject, which were printed at Heidel-

berg, Stuttgard, and Jena.
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Queen Jane and her husband had not paid the tribute due to the Holy

See ; but upon the pope making some rather sharp remonstrances, it was

paid, and a good understanding restored between Naples and Eome. Inno-

cent, feehng for the misfortunes of the Greet empire, and more than ever

desiring the union of the two Churches, sent legates to Cantacuzenus, who

governed the empire during the minority of John Paleologus. Cantacu-

zenus, who was no less skilful in theology than in the science of history and

politics, believed that that union could only be effected by a general council

at which the bishops of both Churches should be present.

When Paleologus ascended the throne and governed for himself, he bound

himself by oath to obey the pope in the same manner as other Catholic

emperors and kings, to render due honors to apostolic legates, and so to

act as to cause the Greeks to recognize the authority of the Hoh^ See. At

the same time, Paleologus begged the pope to send an army to p\it down

at once the Turks and the rebeUious Greeks. A treaty was signed with the

bishop of Smyrna, apostohc mincio. Greek ambassadors went to Innocent,

and he sent two bishops to Constantinople to strengthen the feeling of con-

ciliation. But perceiving that this enterprise did not succeed, owing to the

perfidy of some Christians who favored the Turk, he ordered the king of

Cyprus, the Venetians, the Genoese, and the Knights of Rhodes, to get

together in the port of Smyrna the number of gallej's prescribed by Cle-

ment VI., to maintain the rights of religion. In order to bring about the

difficult peace between England and France, Innocent sent Cai'dinals Tal-

le3rrand and Capocci. The Most Christian king drove Talleyrand away,

with threats oi death, and refused the good offices of the Holy Father.

When, however, the cardinal learned that the king of France, John II., had

unfortunately become a prisoner to the Enghsh, he redoubled his efforts

with the emperor, and especially with the king of England, who, at the re-

quest of the pope, urged with much dignity by Talleyrand, treated his

prisoner generously. Each in his turn experienced the beneficial effects of

the concihatory spirit of the popes.

Albomoz being called to Avignon, was received there -wdth the greatest

honors. The cardinals went to meet him, and the pope, in fuU consistory,

called him Father of the Church.

The University of Bologna lacking a faculty of theology, Innocent found-

ed one with the same privileges enjoyed by the other faculties.

There was a dispute between Peter, king of Aragon, and the senate of

Genoa, relative to Sardinia and Corsica. John, marquis of Montferrat,

ha^'ing been named arbiter between them, decided in favor of Genoa. The

Genoese immediately took the oath of fidelity for Corsica, which they oc-

(Uipied, between the hands of the pope's legate, Andrew, bishop of Rimini.

As though they could endure no authority, the Romans, after having
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tried almost all, even that of Lelio Pocadota, a shoemaker, promised to be

faithful to Innocent. He sent Hiigh de Lusignau, king of Cyprus, who
was then at Avignon, to govern them. For a time that prince was respected,

but ere long disturbances recoinmenced.

Innocent had a thousand times endeavored to restore peace among the

princes of whom he was the common father. He had lavished generous

aid during the plague of 1361, which carried off nine cardinals and a hun-

dred bishops, and decimated the people. He had governed the Church

nine 3'ears, eight months, and twenty-six days, when he died on the 12th of

September, 1362. He was interred at Villeneuve, in the church of the

Carthusians, a monastery which he had had built in 1356.

Innocent was a great canonist. He loved uprightness and justice. His

own life was upright, and his zeal for religion was unalterable. He was

rather too much attached to his relatives, but it must be added that all

those he favored deserved it. He cherished men of letters, and granted

them favors.

He founded, at Toulouse, the college of Saint Martial for twenty students

from the diocese of Limoges ; and his nephew. Cardinal Peter de Monturc

de Donzenac, founded at the same place that of Saint Catherine. In Mar-

teue's Tliesaurus there are some letters of this pope.

The Holy See was vacant one month and fifteen days.

Under this reign, Marino Faliero, doge of Venice, was raised to that

dignity at the age of seventy-six years. He formed the project of perma-

nently keeping the power which had been intrusted to him only for a few

months. The conspiracy was discovered, and he was beheaded on the 17th

of April, 1355, at the age of eighty years.

The kingdoms usurped or legitimately conquered in the Levant, had dis-

turbed all imaginations. The commandant of a town of a hundred inhab-

itants was sure to endeavor to render himself despotic.

The counterpoise of the good sense, the courage, and the firmness of the

popes was therefore more than ever necessary : no voice was raised in

Avignon to prevent the action of justice against the usurpers who had per-

verted authority to their own ends, and which they were bound to surrender

at a given time.
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202. URBAN" v.— A. D. 1362.

HE original name of Urban V. was William de Gri-

moarcl. He was the son of the baron du Roure,

and of Emphelise de Sabran, sister of Saint Elzear,

and was born at Grisac, in the diocese of Mende
in the Gevandan. Some authors, however, state

that he was not born at Grisac.

Roderick Sanchez, a Spanish historian, calls him

a Lombard ; Thomas Walsingham says he was

English ; Anthony Yepes maintains that he was

born at Toulouse ; Bernadine Cori, that he was born at Sulmona ; Matthew

Yillani thinks that lie was born at Beaucaire ; while Stephen Baluze de-

clares that this pope was born at Ijimoges, and supports his opinion by

reference to fifty-seven authors, and to an ancient inscription in the cloister

of the Augustiuian fathei"s at Toulouse. On comparing this opinion with

that of many others, we may afiirm that this poniiff, of Limoges origin, was

born at Grisac in the diocese of Mende, in tho county of Gevandan. At a

very early age he entered a Benedictine monastery of the priory of Clairac,

and became a very renowned professor at Montpellier, Toulouse, Paris, and

Avignon, and then vicar-general to the bishops of Clermont and of Uzes.

He was afterwards made abbot of Saint Germain d'Auxerre, whence he was

sent to the abbey of Saint Victor of Marseilles.

Innocent VI. summoned him to Avignon, and accredited him to Queen

Jane, at Naples, to assist her in governing her States, after the death of her

second husband, Louis of Tarento, which occurred on the 26th of May,

1362 ; and he finally discharged the duties of papal nuncio to the Visconti

of Milan. On the 22d of September, after the death of Innocent, twenty

cardinals assembled in conclave. The conclave was divided into two

parties ; the Gascon cardinals, subjects of the king of England as duke of

Aquitaine on the one side, and the French cardinals on the other. How-

ever, on the 28th of September they agreed to elect Hugh Roger, a Bene-

dictine monk, and brother of Clement VI. But Hugh, with rare courage,

and with uncommon modesty, refused the pontificate, and persisted in his

refusal. Subsequently, WiBiara Grimoard was elected pope, on the 28th of

October, at the earnest recommendation of Cardinal d'Aigrefeuille, although

he was nuncio at Naples, and was not a cardinal. The author of the Lives

of the Popes of Avignon, states that this election took place on the 27th.
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The s.acred electors dispatched to the nuncio the decree of his election : he

received it secretly, as some say at Florence, and others at Marseilles, on

his way back from Naples, whence he had been summoned on pretext of

consulting him upon the differences of opinion m the conclave. The parti-

sans of Grimoard kept the election secret, lest the Italians on learning it

should throw obstacles in the way of the new pope's arrival, or that he

should refuse the tiara. The election, therefore, was not made pubhc until

he reached Avignon, on the 31st of October.

On that day he was enthroned, consecrated on the 6tli of November, and

crowned by Cardinal Aldouin Aiibert, bishop of Ostia.

Every thing was prepared for the ceremony of the cavalcade, but the

pope refused thus to show himself in public, for two reasons ; he had a

horror of pomp, and then, from a sentiment of noble pontifical modesty,

he regarded the papacy as being exiled, as long as it remained at Avig-

non.

In 1362, and in 1363, Urban condemned Barnabo Visconti, usurper of

many of the Church territories, as infidel, heretical, atheist, and impious,

and he declared war against him. If, in 1364, Barnabo appeared to repent,

it was not long before he yielded to the fury Avhich rendered him one of the

most abominable princes of that time.

We will now glance at the principal labors of Urban. He organized a

crusade against the Saracens ; it was to be headed by John II., king of

France. Cardinal Talleyrand, bishop of Albano, was named papal legate for

the expedition. The cares of the pope and his Christian watchfulness pre-

vented a war breaking out between the Genoese and the Venetians. The

Genoese were incited to new combats by the Candiotes, then in revolt

against Venice. Skill and prudence extinguished the discord between the

archbishop of Salzburg and Rodolph, duke of Bavaria. All the princes of

Germany had taken a part in it, each in his own interest. Timely repre-

sentations caused the delay of the hostilities which were in preparation

between Charles V., king of France, and the king of Navarre, on the subject

of the duchy of Burgundy, that John had given to Pliihp, while the king of

Navarre affirmed that it was his inheritance.

Meanwhile the king of Aragon, ungrateful to the Holy See, appropriated

to himself the funds received by the Boman exactors ; and he also usurped

those of the cardinals and of the bishops who resided away from their

churches, even with the permission of the pope. Urban, not wiUing to

allow ecclesiastical Hberty to be oppressed, exhorted the king, in paternal

letters, to restore what he had forcibly taken. He conjured him, also,

to revoke an edict which enjoined the disposal of the property of the abseut

clergy. The king replied that he had acted on the advice of wise men ; and

the pope then cited the king to appear before the Holy See. Uiban also
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demaudecl the payment of the tribute that had been agreed upon, M-hich

was now ten years in arrear.

Following the example of the kings of France, of Denmark, and of Cy-

prus, the Emperor Charles IV., in 13G5, paid a visit to Urban.

The pope celebrated Mass solemnly on Whitsunday. The emperor was
present, wearing the imperial cloak, with his crown and sceptre.

Charles, in a mynerous assemblage of crowned heads, deliberated with

Peter de Lusignan, king of Cyprus, upon the means of re-establishing the

Catholic faith in Asia, and of extirpating in France and Italy certain bands

of adventurers and assassins who threatened to approach Avignon, and

threw the court into such consternation that the pope was obliged to pur-

chase his liberty with a large sum of money.

The leader of these assassins, called Arnaud of Servola, vulgarly knov/n

as the archpriest, was invited to enter Avignon, and he was received there

with as great honors as though he had been a son of the king of France.

He had the honor to be seated at the table of the pope and his cardinals

;

and after giving proofs of respect, he departed with the absolution which

he had asked and merited by promising no longer to annoy the papal court

at Avignon, and to renounce his depredations, which would have drawn

down upon him the indignation of the king of France.

It was then that the famous Petrarch strongly urged the pope to leave

France, and to restore to the people of Rome the presence of the Holy See.

It is certain that before that event, so well calculated to excite terror in

Avignon, which saw itself on the point of being pillaged, the pope had

formed the design of at least visiting the holy places of Pome. Cardinal

Albornoz had caused the roads to be repaired, and had re-established the

influence of the pontifical authority wherever the pope was to make a halt.

In 1366, Urban created two cardinals—the first was Giles de Grimoard,

his brother, born at Grisac, a canon-regular of Saint Augustine. The

second was William Sudre, a French noble, born in the diocese of Tulle, a

celebrated monk of the Dominican order, then bishop of Marseilles, and

subsequently of Ostia.

The pope could not forget the great business of reuniting the Latin and

Greek Churches. He dispatched legates to Michael Paleologus to hasten

its success.

At the same time. Urban made public his great desire to return to Pome.

He set out accompanied by five Venetian galleys, three Pisan galleys, and

many other vessels of the Genoese navy, on the 20th of May, 1367, notwith-

standing the representations of many sovereigns, some cardinals, and almost

all the courtiers. Four days afterwards he was at Genoa.

We now revert in succession to several of the past events. Clement V.,

in 1305. was the first to remove the Holy See into France ; Urban V. v/tus
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the sixth popo who i-esided at Avignon. After Clement Y., and before

Urban V., John XXII., Benedict XII., Clement VI., and Innocent VI., had

continued to impose upon themselves that voluntary exile, far fi-om their

capital and flock." Indeed, these pastors had established themselves at

Avignon, as though they were never to leave it. They had purchased the

sovereignty of it from Queen Jane, countess of Provence ; they built palaces

there ; they showed great affection for that abode, amidst a people without

turbulence and a nobility without ambition. They were more desii'ous of

festivals and pleasures than of religious ceremonies
;
yet, was it prudent to

yield to enervation, and thus to abandon Rome, even in real fear of perse-

cution ? The subjection in which France and England at times sought to

keep the popes, excited the complaints of Christendom ; but there was no

reproach due to the reigning pontiff. Urban had set out for Home.

He entered Genoa, where he was received by the nobility in a splendid

palace.

On the 11th of June the pope reached Corneto, where he was met by

Cardinal Albornoz, and a great number of prelates and noble Romans.

From Viterbo, the pope set out for Rome, where he made his entrance

sixty-three years after the death of Benedict XL He was received with all

the honors due to a sovereign and the head of the Church ; and he was

visited by the Emperor Charles IV., Peter, king of Cyprus, and Queen Jane,

of Naples. The emperor Jiad advanced to Viterbo to meet the pope. "When

Urban entered on horseback, the emperor and the count of Savoy walked

beside him, holding his bridle. The empress arrived a few days later, and

the pope crowned her on All Saints' day ; at Mass the empei^or is said to

have served as deacon,t but he did not read the Gospels, which he could

only do on Christmas-day.

Wishing to avoid the heat of Rome, the pope left there on the 11th of

March, 1367, and took the road for Viterbo, where he decided in favor of

the Dominicans, in a cause which they maintained against the Franciscans,

relating to the body of Saint Thomas, which the latter possessed at Fossa-

Nuova, whence the sacred remains were transferred to the church of the

Dominicans at Toulouse, as the BoUandists state.:]:

The order of the Jesuats had been founded in 1360, by the Blessed John

Colombini, a noble of Sienna, formerly filling the post of Gonfalonier, the

highest dignity in his republic. After separating from his wife, by mutual

consent, the founder, at the head of sixty of his companions, crowned with

olive leaves, met this pope, who approved the order, placing it under the

rule of Saint Augustine.

The pious founder died on the 81st of July, 1367, the same day on which,

* Italy, p. 136. \ Biog. Univ., xlvii., p. 195. t V'ol. i. of Marcli, p. 725.
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sxibseqiientlj, died Saint Ignatius Loyola, founder of the Jesuits. The order

of the Jesuats was extinguislied by Clement IX., on the Gth of Decend)er,

16G8. Colombini was placed by Gregory XIII. in the Roman martyrology.

On the 5th of April, 13G9, Urban canonized Saint Elzear, count of Sa-

bran ; then he went to Viterbo, to avoid the heat. There the Perugians,

who wished to shake off the authority of the Holy See, declared war against

him. They made raids up to the gates of Viterbo, carrying fire and sword

wherever the}' appeared. The Holy Father percei\'ing how much thes'e

attacks strengthened the party of those who wished to return to Avignon,

published a crusade against the Perugians, and succeeded in reducing them

to order.

This year, 1370, Paleologus, persuaded of the benevolent intentions of the

Holy Father, repaired to Rome. He prostrated himself at the feet of the

pontiff, who received hiiu with nearly the same honors that were rendered

to the emperor of German}'. There, in the church of the Holy Ghost, Pa-

leologus abjured the schism ; he swore that the Holy Ghost proceeded from

both the Father and the Son, that the Eucharist might be celebrated with

unleavened bread, and that the Roman pontiff' had the primacy over all the

Churches of the world. The oath Avas drawn up both in the Latin and the

Greek languages. The emperor sealed it Avith a golden seal, and delivered

it to the pope, that it might be kept in the archives of the Church.

On the 21st of October, the emperor went to Saint Peter's. The pope, in

his pontificals, received him at the head of the steps. The emperor knelt

and kissed the feet of the pontiff, then rose and kissed his hand and mouth.

They entered the church together, where Urban intoned the Te Deum, and

celebrated Mass, and afterwards gave a magnificent repast.

In 1370, Urban had the satisfaction to learn that the Greeks began sin-

cei-ely to recognize the supremacy of the Roman Church. The Princess

Clara, widow of Prince Alexander, chief of the Wallachians, had embraced

the Catholic faith. One of the daughters of the prince of Bulgaria followed

that example. The Moldavians, the Albanians, the Russians, and the Geor-

gians, all at once returned to the faith.

The war between the kings of Aragon and Navarre, and between the

French and English, and })erhaps also the revolt of the Perugians, witnessed

by the pope himself, induced some cardinals, who loved the pleasures of

Provence and the peace which they enjoyed among a people so gentle, and

already lovers of art, to represent to the pope that he ought to return to

Avignon. Urban yielded, but he now perceived the magnitude of his error

in naming so many cardinals belonging to France or Aquitaine.

The tears of the Romans, who certainly had given the Holy Father no

cause of complaint, had no effect. The pope contented himself with de-

claring that he and his cou^-^i were sensible of the marks of respect that
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tliev had received, and. that the pope had no other motive for leaving them

than the new needs of the Church, and the continued state of hostihty pre-

vailing in a great part of Europe. Peter, prince royal of Aragon, and a

friar of the order of Saint Francis, one of the friends of the Holy See, who

had most earnestly urged Urban to return to Rome, now implored the pope

not to go back to Avignon, and declared that his doing so might produce a

schism, in which a host of innocent Christians would perish. Finally, Saint

Bridget told the pope that she had had a revelation from the Blessed Virgin,

that if he went to Avignon he would die almost as soon as he arrived, which

was actually the case.

Nothing, however, could detain Urban ; he persisted in his dangerous de-

termination. He had inhabited the ecclesiastical state three years and nine

months. On the 2Cth of August he set out frgm Montetiascone, embarked

near Corneto on the 5th of September, 1370, on a fine ship, escorted by

many vessels of various nations. He entered Marseilles on the 16th of

September, and saw his palace at Avignon on the 24th of that month.

Urban had commenced wiiting touching letters, recommending peace, when

he was attacked by a continual fever, during which he would not lay aside

his rehgious habit.

The disease constantly grew worse ; then he had himself removed from

the pontifical palace to the palace of his brother, the cardinal of Albano,

where he died on the 19th of December, at the age of sixty-one years.

Urban had governed the Church eight years, one' month, and twenty-

three days.

He was at first buried, dressed in the habit of his order, in the chapel

of John XXII., forming a part of the church of Saint Mary in Dompnis.*

The last day of March, 1371, he was removed to Marseilles, where he was

interred in the church of Saint Victor, of which he had been abbot. Greg-

ory XL, his successor, ordered ten cardinals to accompany the body, and

to honor the funeral pomp that he himself had ordered.

Urban was adorned by the finest virtues, and with all which befitted his

supreme dignity. The kings of France for a long time exempted from tax-

ation the place where he was born. Waldemar, king of Denmark, in \dew

of the miracles wrought by this pope after his death, continued during five

j^ears to urge Gregory XI. to canonize him. Urban held great pomps in

contempt. He was a patron of men of letters. He instituted the academy
of Cracow, in Poland, and increased the priyileges'of that of Bologna. He
founded at Montpellier a college for twelve youths of the city and of the

diocese, where they were to be instructed in the science of medicine. He
also, at his own expense, kept other students in several universities. He

* Note to Dr. Nelligan : sic in orig. I suspect a misprint
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was very liberal to the poor, and especially to the rich who had fallen into

poverty from unforeseen misfortunes. He was inimitable in works of piety.

It was he who caused the heads of Saint Peter and Saint Paul to be sump-

tuously encased in the church of Saint John Lateran. Cancellieri, in his

history of the Possessi, has given an exact description of those two cases.

In the revolutions since then, part of the rich ornaments of the busts have

disappeared.

Urban granted favors to his relatives with moderation. He promoted

none of them excepting on the ground of gi'eat personal merit. He en-

riched none of his lay relatives, and from respect to the pontifical dignity

he ordered his father to give up a pension of six hundred Uvres allowed

him by the king of France. He had only one nephew, whom he married to

the daughter of a merchant in Marseilles, whom the nephew Avould not

have sought had the uncle been less modest.

He well remembered the insults he had received while in a private station,

but he never avenged himseK for them. William, archbishop of Sens, had

treated him Avith some severity about a contribution which was not due,

and which Abbot Grimoard therefore declined to pay ; and the archbishop

had gone so far as to say :
" You will avenge yourself when you become

pope." Having become pope, Urban sent for the archbishop and said to

him :
" We do not intend to take any revenge for an outrage which doubt-

less you have not forgotten ; on the contrary, we shall promote you. You
have now but one cross, you shall have two, we name you patriarch of Je-

nisalem." The pope, moreover, secured to the archbishop the revenues he

previously enjoyed.

The Holy See was vacant ten days.

203. GREGORY XL— a. d. 1370.

s^ EEGORY XI., originally named Peter Ptoger de

Beaufort, was son of AVilliam, count of Beaufort,

who, during his life, saw his brother and his son

become pope, and another brother, two nephews,

and five cousins, become cardinals.

Peter Boger was bom at Marmont, an estate in

the dioce.se of Limoges. He was, successively,

canon of Paris, archdeacon of Rouen, and apostol-

ical notary. He was a man of excellent disposition, who distinguished

himself by great application to study, especially that of legislation. It is
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saitl that in tlie University of Perugia lie studied under the celebrated

Peter Balde, of whom he thought so highl}^ that he consulted him on im-

portant business.

When scarcely seventeen years old, he was created cardinal by his ma-

ternal vincle, Clement VI., and received the title of Saint Mary Nuova, on

the 29th of March, 1348 ; then he became cardinal-archpriest of the Lateran

Basilica.

On the 30th of December, 1370, he was against his will elected pontiff,

by the nineteen cardinals who were assembled with him in conclave.

Pie was only thirty-nine years old, but of very matured intellect.

Cardinal Guy de Boulogne, bishop of Porto, ordained him priest on the

4th of January, 1371. On the following day he was consecrated bishop

and solemnly crowned.* After that ceremony came that of the cavalcade

in the city of Avignon. The duke of Anjou, brother of Charles V., king of

France, held the bridle of the pope's horse.

By his first constitution,f the pope, who had taken the name of Gregory

XI., declared that the Basilica of Saint John Lateran was the principal

seat of the sovereign pontiff, and the first in dignity of all the churches.

Following the traces of his predecessor, Gregory undertook to restore

peace between the kings of France and England, but all his efforts were

vain. The two legates emploj-ed on that mission do not seem to have suf-

ficiently seconded the views of the pope. The legate to Paris, Cardinal

de Dormans, had been chancellor of France, and considered only the inter-

ests of that court. Cardinal Simon de Langham, formerly archbishop of

Canterbury, and legate in England, had cause of complaint against King

Edward. This double partiality defeated the negotiations.

Other legates, who were sent to Henry, king of Castile, to Peter, king of

Aragon, and to Ferdinand, king of Portugal, were more successful, and

concluded truces of some years. Ferdinand, king of Portugal, ceased for

some time to retain the free domain of many cities in the archbishopric of

Braga, and Amadeus, count of Savoy, promised to desist from all spoliation

of the bishop of Geneva, till then recognized as the lord of that city.

In 1371, about the 6tli of June, Gregory made at Avignon a promotion

of twelve cardinals. One of them was a Spaniard ; one belonged to the

family of the counts of Geneva. This was Raoul, afterwards anti-pope,

who took the name of Clement VII.
:]:

* Novaes, iv., p. 193. f Super universas BuUas, tome i., p. 203. See Cherubini.

^ Fleury says :
" Robert of Geneva, brother of the count of the same city, afteiwards Pope

Clement VII." We are iit the year 1371, and it should be said tliat there was no true Pope

Clement VII. until the Cardinal de Mcidicis, created in 1533, the predecessor of Paul III., Farnese.

These allegations of Floury can only lead into error the young seminarians wiioread a statement

so completely h(;terodox. However, I do not deny that the false Clement was recognized by

France, It was one of the errors of Charles V. (See Fleury, vi., p. 214, edition of lb'iO-4-1.)
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The ten others were French, and five of those were from the province of

the Limousin, and countrymen or relations of the pope. Novaes (iv., p.

197) says that Gregory acted thus in order to counterbalance the author-

ity of the old cardinals, who, knowing Gregory's gentle and modest dispo-

sition, had undertaken to govern him imperiously.*

In the year 1372, Gregory first ordered the feast of the Presentation

of the Blessed Vii-giu Mary to be celebrated in the West on the 21st of

"November. Peter, king of Cj^rus, sent to the pontifi' the office of that

solemnity, set to music, as chanted in the East. Gregory approved it, and

had it executed in the church of the Franciscans of Avignon, whence it

spread throughout the West. This feast, inasmuch as it did not date from

a very high antiquity, was subsequently suppressed by Saint Pius V., in the

Breviary ; but the Jesuit Father Francis Turriano having proved, by va-

rious testimonies from the Greek and Latin Fathers, that it was anciently

celebrated, Sixtus V. replaced it in the calendar.!

Barnabo Visconti continued to invade the territories of the Church, and

to excite the most violent hatred at Milan.

This monster,:{: unworthy of the name of man and Christian, endeavoring

to terrify his enemies by such tortures as before him no one had ever

thought of, ordered, by an edict which is given Hterally by Peter Azario,

notary of Novara, that the execution of State criminals should be prolonged

through forty-one days. The tortures were to be inflicted only on alternate

days. On the first, third, fifth, and seventh days the condemned were to

be five times beaten ; on the even days, second, fourth, etc., they were left

to a frightful rest ; on the ninth and eleventh days they were forced to

drink water mixed with chalk and vinegar ; on the thirteenth and fifteenth

days the skin was taken from the soles of their feet ; on the seventeenth

and eighteenth days they were deprived, one after the other, of an eye and

a foot. And finally, if at the forty-first day, after a series of other atroci-

ties, any life still remained in the mutilated trunk, it was broken on the

wheel.

When sentence of excommunication was pronounced against Barnabo,

there was not one voice in Europe to object to it.

Civil war still desolated Italy. It was at this period agreed that when

a treaty had been subscribed, if any conditions of peace were contravened,

the pope should judge the case, and the infractor should be subject to ex-

communication and interdict.

Here we have excommunication and interdict formally recognized by the

* See Borcastcl, Hist, of the Church, tome xiv., p. 228.

\ Sec Spondanus, Annales Ecclesiust. ad an. 1372, No. 9 ; Lambertini, Deftdis B. Mar. Virg.,

pars 2, No. 181 and 182. Also Sandini, Hist. Fam. Sacra., cap. 3, de Maria Virgine.

X Itnly, p. 133.
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secular power as a legal chastisement which they agree to sufTer in case of

perjury. The question of excommunication is here settled ; it was part of

the legislation of the time, and an indispensable part when such as Barnabo

were in power.

Although the Emperor Paleologus had returned into the bosom of the

laofher Church, there yet were numerous Greeks who persisted in their old

errors. Gregory thought fit, in 1373, to send two nuncios to them ;—one of

the order of Saint Dominic ; the other of the order of Saint Francis. The

pope exhorted the people and the clergy of Constantinople to condemn

absolutely and forever the schism which they still maintained.

Then, to defend the Catholic religion and bridle the pride of the Mussul-

mans, he had a crusade j^reached in Germany and other countries, granting

indulgences to all who took iip arms against the enemies of the Christian

name. At the same time the continuance of the complaints against the

barbarities of Barnabo Visconti, ha\Tiig excited universal indignation, Greg-

ory, on the 7th of March, cited him to appear before the Holy See, to hear

the sentence pronounced upon him, according to the canons against sacri-

lege, assassins, the persecutors of the Church and of ecclesiastics, and,

finally, the inventors of punishments unknown in history. The citation was

supported by an army under the command of Amedeus, count of Savoy,

brother of Cardinal Robert.

The ceremony of the jubilee was at hand ; the pope ordered that in addi-

tion to the visits to the Basilicas of Saint Peter and Saint Pai;l, beyond the

walls. Saint Mary Major should also be visited.

In the 3'ear 1375, wliile the jubilee was celebrated, Gregory, by a bull,

on the 29th of March, ordered all prelates to repair to their churches.

He had already often recommended this since his elevation. The patri-

archs, the archbishops, the bishops, abbots, and other superiors of religious,

were within two months to return to their churches or monasteries, and not

cease to reside there. This order was not to apply to the legates, cardi-

nals, the four patriarchs of the East, the nuncios, and other officers of the

Roman court.

At this time, the pope one day met in Avignon a bishop, and said to him :

" Wliat are you doing here ? "Why do you not return to your church, which

you should love as your spouse ?"

The bishop as boldly as justly replied :
" And you also, Holy Father,

why do you not return to your spouse, infinitely more illustrious and attrac-

tive than mine ?"*

The freedom of this reply only served to confirm Gregory in the resolution

* Baliizc, Lives of the Popes of Acignon, tome i., p. 479. Bercastcl, Ilist. de VEylise, xiv.,

p. 242.
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he had long since made to put an end to that widowhood which so afflicted

the Roman Chui'ch, transported from its natural abode.

Moreover, the Holy Father was continually exhorted to return by Peter,

the infante of Ai*agon, that holy personage who had made so many efforts

to retain Urban V. at Eome.

- The pontiff had often, too, to reply to the entreaties of Saint Catharine of

Sienna and of Saint Bridget, who incessantly repeated that the pope ought

to return to Rome.* It is certain that, independent of those solicitations,

the Holy Father had received an embassy of the Romans ; they had secretly

determined that in case of the resistance of the pontiff, their fellow-citizen,t

the abbot of Monte Cassino, should be elected,:}: as he had promised never

to abandon Rome. Then Gregory declared his intention to depart ; in fact,

he announced it officially to the emperor, to divers other sovereigns, and to

the lords and all the people of Italy.

Scarcely was that positive resolution of the Holy Father made known to

the king of Castile, when that sovereign, because the neighborhood of the

pope was an encouragement to making war upon the Saracens, wrote an

urgent letter in deprecation of his departure. Gregory replied that having

before God considered the benefit that would result to the Church from that

return of the authorities to Rome, he was obhged to perform his promise,

but that he should not cease to feel deep interest in the king and his sub-

jects. At the same time, he ofi'ered all the apostolical favors in his power.

Charles V. also made various efforts to detain Gregory. The care of

those negotiations was intrusted to the duke of Anjou, brother to that mon-

arch. The duke represented that his departure alarmed the king, and that

the Holy Father would run great risk in returning to ungrateful Rome,

which could render the pope's residence there insupportable.

Some of the cardinals added their complaints to those of the two mon-

* Novaes, iv., p. 202. The same Novaes, without fearing to weaken what he has previoiisly

said, adds, in a note to the same page :
" Gerson (in Tract. Examinatione Doctrinarum, p. 1

1

,

consid. 3) says that Gregory, when about to die, and having in his hand the body of Jesus Christ,

conjured all who were then present to be upon their guard against certain men and women who,
circulating under pretext of religion the visions of their own imaginations, liad deceived him
into neglecting the prudent advice of his own counsellors, and who would thus have involved

the Church iu the danger of a schism, if her spouse, Jesus Christ, had not provided against it."

Novaes continues: "Spondanus {Annal. Ecdes., ann. 1378) also believes that those words of

Gregory wers jwinted at the solicitations of Peter of Aragon, Saint Catharine of Sienna, and
Saint Bridget. But Natalia Alexander, in the life of that jjontifF, thinks, with more reason,

that the statement of Gerson is false. Moreover, Gerson named neither Saint Catharine nor
Saint Bridget, lie who did name them, in order to breathe a greater scandal upon the canoni-

zations of tlie saints, waa the apostate Mark Anthony de Dominis ; various authors refute the
idea of the perfidious archbishop of Spaktro." See Lambertini, On the Beatification of the Ser-

vants of God, last chapter n. 16 ; and Jerome Gigh, in Eipist. 8. Cat/uirincB Senennis, pa.rs ii.

Ep. 9, p. 59.

f Novaes, iv., p. 203. t Baluze, 1195.

Vol. I.—34
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archs ; then came the pope's own relations, wearying him with their inter-

ested nnirmurs : relatives have easy access to the courts of princes, and can

harass wavering minds by their reiterated croakings.

Gregory remained inflexible, and replied that he could not forget his

word ; that he had made a vow to God, and that he would keep the promise

which no one could cause him to break.

The author of the fourth life of Gregory, in Baluze, further states that

Gregory's mother, kneeling in fi-ont of the palace, endeavored to delay the

departure of her son. But that is not true. We are writing of what took

place in 1375, and Gregory's mother died in 1346.

However, the pope deemed that he ought to grant some delay to the two

princes, the king of Aragon and the king of France, who so indiscreetly

begged him to prefer their isolated, and, as it were, personal wishes to those

of all Christendom. France and England were about to sign a treaty of

peace, under the pontifical mediation. Gregory consented to defer his de-

parture for a few months ; and during all that negotiating he had the hap-

piness, on occasion of various hasty executions of some convicts, to obtain

a ride that thenceforward, in France and elsewhere, the old rule should no

longer be enforced, of refusing sacramental confession to the condemned,

to whom it was always refused, even when soHcited with all the signs of a

sincere repentance. It was not until later that those noble and generous

souls, those true children of Jesus Christ, who abound among the French

clergy, had permission to accompany, even in the fatal cart, the condemned

to the very last moment of their life. Foreigners have often told me that

the sight of the worthy priest, pale and tearful, offering the condemned

the crucifix to kiss, while the executioner and his assistants were beside him

waiting for their prey, presented a spectacle which they never could forget.

On the 20th of December, 1375, Gregory made a promotion of cardinals,

the last that took place in Avignon. It included seven French, one Italian,

and one Spaniard. We have often enough spoken of that fatal partiahty of

the popes of Avignon.

In 1376, the Holy Father excommunicated the Florentines, convicted of

having ill-treated the apostoHcal legates. The Florentines then sent Saint

Catharine of Sienna as theu' ambassadress* to offer fitting satisfaction to

the pope. He accepted it, and reopened the bosom of the Church, but the

peace was of no long duration.

On the 10th of September, in the same year, the pope, with a cortege of

cardinals, left Avignon. Six cardinals remained there ; among them was

Jean de Blandiac, who received the quality of vicar to govern the Venais-

sin State.

• Novaes, iv., p. 207.
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On the 12th of October, His HoUness embarked at Marseilles on board

the Capitana, of the Knights of Saint John of Jerusalem, at the helm of

which was the grand master of the order, Ferdinand Heredia, whose skiU

and experience saved the pope fi'om a threatening danger on the always

somewhat tempestuous coast of Provence. Gregory disembarked at Genoa,

remained there for a few days, and sailed again on the 28th of October for

Leghorn. There he received from the Pisans all the provisions and refresh-

ments that he required. Another tempest cast the pope upon the shores of

Piombino, and at length he disembarked near Corneto, where he celebrated

Christmas. In the month of January, 1377, after new perils, which he snr-

moimted with great courage, Gregory entered Ostia, ascended the Tiber,

and finally disembarked near the gate of Saint Paul, at Rome.* The

magistrates of Eomet received their sovereign with great demonstrations

of respect, joy, and affection. The solemn entrance took place on the 17th

of January.

Thus did Gregory restore to the desolated city of Rome^ the Apostolic

See, which had been exiled at Avignon during seventy-one years, seven

months, and eleven days ; that is to say, from the 5th of June, 1305, the

day on which Clement V. officially established himself there, to the 17th of

January, 1377, the day of Gregory XI. entering Rome.

He was on horseback, § accompanied by thu'teen cardinals, followed by a

* Peter Amelio, an Au^stinian, Bishop of Sinigaglia, wrote a detailed account of the voy-

age ; he was in the suite of His Holiness. Alplionsus Chacon has inserted it in his Vit. Pontif.,

and Muratori in his Script. Rer. Ital., tome iii., part ii., p. 690.

f Novaes, iv., p. ^08.

X In our day (1851). the population of Rome is about 167,121 souls ; under the reign of Innocent

III. it was reduced to 35,000. That pontiff, in his work De Contemptu Mundi, cap. ix., p. 298 (see

Life of Innocent III. in this work), says that few of the inhabitants then reached forty years of age,

and a far smaller number reached sixty. When Gregory XI. returned from Avignon, the city of

Rome numbered scarcely 17,000 souls. It was completely dismantled. The celebrated X'hysician,

Monsignor Lancisi, in his hook., De Nativis deque adventitiis romani cmli qualitatibus {\>. 120,

Rome, 1745), assigns the principal causes of the depopulation to the long residence of the Popes

in Avignon. He adds a statement drawn up from the year 1800. In 1800, the population was

153,000 ; in 1801, under Pius VII., and in the spasmodic state in which the battle of Marengo

left Italy, it was only 146,000; in 1803, it was 144,000; in 1803, 140,000; in 1804, 106,000;

thence to 1809 it remained almost stationary. In 1810, after the kidnapping of Pius VII., it fell

to 12;],000 ; in 1811, it ascended to 128,000 ; in 1812, it fell again to 121,000; and in 181o, to

117,000. We shall now see the eflfect of the restoration of 1814. Then the population rose to

120,000 ; in 1815, to 128,000. There was not much difference in 181G ; France was (xxiupied by

foreigners, and the war might recommence. In 1817, we find 131,000 ; in 1818, 133,000 ; in

1819, 134,000; in 1820, 135,000; in 1824, 138,000; in 1827, under Leo XII., 140,000; in 1828,

142,000; in 1830, 147,000; in 1831, 150,000. Thence to 1834 the population diminished In

1835. it was 152,000 ; in 1836, 153,000 ; in 1837, 156,000 ; in 1838, it diminished by 8,000 : in

1841, it rose again to 158,000, and, as we have already stated, it is now, in 1843, under the pa-

ternal government of Gregory XVI., 167,121, and it is anticipated that in 1840 it will exceed

170,000 inhabitants.

§ Spondanus, Annnl. eccles. ad ann. 1377, No. 1.
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great nmltitnde of tlie people of Kome, but more especially of the environs

and from the river-side. In the evening, amidst universal applause, he

visited the Church of Saint Peter, vv^hich was brilliantly lighted up by

torches and many-colored lamps.

One of the first cares of the pope, on his recovery from the fatigues of

his travel, was to attend to the heresy of WyckHff, and he wrote as follows

to the Ai'chbishop of Canterbury and to the Bishop of London :

" We learn with grief that John Wyckhff, doctor in theology, and rector

of Butterworth, in the diocese of Lincoln, maintains and pubhcly preaches

many false and erroneous propositions, some of which relate to the errors

of Marsilius of Padua, and John of Jaudun, the fraticelli, and others con-

demned by our predecessors. You should feel shame and rAnorse of con-

science that you have thus long tolerated those errors. We therefore order

you to inform ub whether it is true that Wycldiff has maintained the propo-

sitions of which we send you a copy."

Another bull directed the same prelates to communicate this matter to

King Edward, his children, the princess of Wales, and the nobihty of

England. A third buU was addressed to the University of Oxford, and

contained similar reproaches upon the conduct of the doctors for their

tardiness in repressing the errors of Wycldiff, whose progi-ess the Pope

ordered them to oppose.*

The errors of Wyckhff had already spread in Great Britain. The heresi-

arch attacked the Church, the pope, and the religious orders ; he showed

no resjaect for the sacraments or the ecclesiastical hierarchy. For a time,

Wyckhff seemed to abjure his blasphemies, but ere long he loudly defended

the doctrine of Berengarius, the Waldenses, and the Albigenses ; he put no

hmit to his fury, and, being supported by nine powerful nobles, inveighing

against the dogma of the omnipotence of God, he endeavored to introduce

idolatry and atheism. We shall see at a later period the Council of Con-

stance condemn those pernicious errors.

Before the buUs of Pope Gregory could reach England, King Edward

was no more. He died on the 27th of June, 1377, having reigned nearly

fifty-one years. His successor was Eichard 11., son of Edward, prince of

Wales, who died in the previous year, Richard was only eleven years old.

He was crowned at Westminster on the 16th of July, and reigned under

the guardianship of his uncle, John, duke of Lancaster. The duke of Lan-

caster and Henry Percy, marshal of the kingdom, supported Wyckhff.

Gregory, fearing the summer maladies of Eome, resolved to go with his

whole court to Anagni, and he took up his abode there until the end of No-

vember, 1377.

* Fleury, vi., p. 26.
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The pope began to be tormented with the idea of returning to France,

and the French cardinals daily renewed their entreaties to that end. Con-

sequently, wishing to provide for the election of his successor, he signed a

bull on the 19th of March, 1878, in which he made some important arrange-

ments. In case of the death of the pontiff, the cardinals who should then

be in Rome, or a majority of them, might, withoiit summoning the absent,

or waiting for them, choose, either in or out of Rome, a place to assemble

in conclave. Notwithstanding the opposition of a minority, the majority

could act, and disregarding the law requiring a two-thirds vote, the election

could be made by a simple majority of the cardinals present,—for instance,

a majority of seven to six. The election thus made was to be valid for that

time, and whoever should be elected, even though there was a very strong

minority, should be the true pontiff, and pastor of the Universal Church.

But death came before the pope could effect his return. He observed*

that Rome was no longer a fitting place for him, and that the Romans
despised his decisions, while they were received with respect by all Cathohc

potentates.

One of the circumstances which most afflicted the pope was that of the

disobedience of the handeresi (bannerets), who had laid at his feet their

banners, the symbol of their authority, and had taken them up again to

continue to govern independently. Gregory found himself obliged to yield

to their prepotence, otherwise he would have had to fear violence.

Further, some rebellious cities had promised submission ; but, far from

acting upon that prudent determination, they excited to revolt the comuni,

who had remained faithful. Everywhere petty tyrants sprang up who in-

sulted the pontifical dignity ; and the Florentines (all Guelphs as they were),

that is to say, professedly protectors of Rome, supported the resistance of

the refractory podesfafs. Afflicted by so much disorder in public affairs,

and no longer able to bear the tortures of the gravel, which extinguished

all his strength and courage, Gregory became seriously ill, and died on the

28th of March, 1378, at the age of forty-seven years, lacking a few days,

having governed the Holy See seven years, two months, and twenty-eight

days, as well at Avignon as at Rome. Novaes cites the judgment of Ber-

castel upon the pontiffs of Avignon, and adds his own opinion.f

"Gregory XL," says Bercastel,:}: "was the seventh and the last of the

pontiffs wiiom for a period of over seventy years the Church of France con-

secutively gave to the Universal Church. Although these pontiffs were all,

without exception, illustrious for their knowledge and talents, and though

most of them were also distinguished for sanctity of life, and though some

• Novaes, iv., p. 211 f Ibid., iv., p. 212.

t Sist. de VEgline, tome xiv., p. 251.
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of them even had the gift of mh'acles, their names are not in high repute

in the Roman Church, which makes them responsible for fatal disturbances,

and the desolation that she suffered during more than a century. The
strange translation of the Apostolic See into France stamps on their nation

a stigma which the brilliancy of their talents and much virtue have not

been able to efface, and which, even centuries hence, will at most be only

weakened." Novaes then adds :
" Thus in our time writes a Frenchman,

who observes in his own countrymen, as well as in the Italians, a blmd par-

tiahty when they treat on this subject. This Frenchman, holdmg himself

between the two parties, nevertheless shows how deserving of reproach is

that translation to Avignon of the Chair of Saint Peter, thus taking from

Rome that to which it was for so many reasons entitled, to remove it to a

place which for so many reasons was unfit for it. I cite this French writer

upon this point because he treats it with judgment and experience in the

thirteenth and fourteenth volumes of his history."

The opinion of Bercastel appears to me to be sound and judicious ; it is

calculated to destroy, partly at least, those recriminations which are the

more useless, because the evil is now remedied. Novaes, who accedes with

courtesy, reserve, and yet with a very complete determination to the dictiim

of Bercastel, seems to me to speak like a man of peace, concUiation, and

order. Novaes also mildly, yet firmly, blames that usurpation which was

undoubtedly culpable. Constantly restrained within the limit of consider-

ation, and calm, but of a calm that does not always sleep, I too believe that

pardon should be granted. But it should be one of those conditional par-

dons that do not allow of a relapse into the same offence. Who knows

whether the bitterness of exaggerated rancors, whether the obstinacy which

defends misunderstood rights, whether the ignoble misapprehensions which

in every quarrel spring up from reciprocal denunciations—who knows

whether all those circumstances, mischievous to both Rome and France,

may not sometimes have postponed peace and concord? These should

never cease to exist between the mother, who has all the rights, and the

daughter, whose love so greatly aids the mother, and whose hate or indiffer-

ence can bring so many troubles upon the metropolis of Christendom. In

truth, over-timid pontiffs erred, no doubt, in quitting Rome, and in seem-

ing to advise their successors to abandon that city. Clement V. set an ex-

ample which produced great evils, but his successors should more warmly

have demanded their country, for every pontiff, in whatever country born,

became Roman on the day of his consecration. The error was serious on

the part of the French popes ; it was no less so on the part of the French

sovereigns, disposed to believe it useful to have a pope always at hand, or,

as we may say, under their thumb. Those sovereigns, it must be remarked

by my readers, had occasion to learn that those same French pontiffs them-
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selves sometimes resisted tliat monarchical nepotism, more perilous than

any family nepotism. There are some Avignon bulls which seem to have

been signed in Roman independence. There were also emperors avIio met

with refusal, and were u-ritated at their own miscalculations. I need not

mention instances, we have seen them accumulate in these annals for the

period to which they belong.

Every important capital, every cabinet which desires success in its aflairs,

if they are just, grossly blunders in attempting snares, falsehoods, threats,

when it imprisons the high pontifical power so deeply rooted in Rome, binds

it in perfidious fetters in order to extort compliances, abandonments, and

hollow benedictions. Is it not very dangerous for one power thus to en-

deavor to oppress the religious polity of another ? The designs of God
are impenetrable. He may permit here or elsewhere displacements which

disturb the equilibrium ; he can bring back weaknesses, proud impulses, the

vociferations of declaimers, armed sophisms, and forgetfiilness of all human
dignity. Those fallibihties of reason, that brutishness, are well known to

us. So in the case that must be supposed that Rome would be a stubborn

field to Saint Peter, the true course must be this : the happiness that she

should try to misunderstand and cast from her should be restored to her in

spite of herself; she must not be permitted to disorganize that immense

Christian worship which does so much good, and which can and ought to

continue to do it. If kings knew how easy it is for them to obtain from

the Holy See, each for himself, what is useful and salutary ; if kings knew

that each commands in that city of all, but commands only on condition

of demanding only his own, without seeking to despoil his neighbors ; that

when they keep within that law of right that the wisdom of Rome indicates,

if they do not see very clear, they yet will promptly obtain by abstaining

from that fury which is always huiiful in affairs ;—if kings knew all this,

they would not make so many blunders.

Not in vain has Rome for so many centuries been the city of negotiations,

of treaties, of skilful reconcihations ; there, without fortune, and almost

without salary, lives a race of sagacious men who find, in the chanceries

which abound in the secrets of all the world, explanations and counsels which,

clothed in a noble Ciceronian latinity, they send to you for yomr chart and

your compass.

This digression naturally finds its place at the moment of the disappear-

ance of the last Avignon pope. Unfortunately, we shall still have to tell

of pohtical disasters which followed the death of Gregoiy XI. That pontiff

at least rej)aired, as far as he could, the evils which he partly caused ; for,

in fact, schism—odious schism—was planted in the soil of the Church, and

its num(;rous branches were throAvn abroad like those of the upas of Bor-

neo. But lot us draw the character of tliis pope, who, on many occasions,
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apart from the question about Avignon, deserved well of Christendom.

Gregory was one of the most learned men of his time, celebrated for his

knowledge of canon law, easy of approach, and gentle in manner, with

much of that peculiar courtesy which so well becomes princes. In all the

actions of Gregory we see traces of his modesty, his benevolence, his pru-

dence, his frankness, and his natural HberaHty. He cheerfully gave proofs

of patronage and generosity to the learned. It must be admitted that this

pope was too partial to his relations, but he would not aggrandize them more

than they had been by his uncle Clement. Upon that point, Father Berthier,

in the Ecclesiastical History of France, says :
" This pope constantly had

with him his father, his brothers, and his nephews ; and at their soHcitation

he gTanted favors which were not always wisely bestowed."

Gregory was interred in the church of Santa Maria Nuova, the old title,

but commonly called Santa Francisca Homana. There terminated the

novendiali (nine days' fimeral rites), which were commenced at Saint Peter's.

In 1584, the Eoman senate* placed on liis tomb an epitaph, which Father

Jacob gives in his Bihiiotheque Fontijicale (page 97), and which is also given

in the I/ives of the Popes of Avignon (page 522).

The French historians of that time have, in general, spoken favorably of

this pope, because he was the first to restore the Holy See to Home ; and he

is in no favor with the ItaKan historians, because, in the peninsula, he was

constantly at war and in dispute with most of the governments of that

country.^

The Holy See remained vacant eleven days.

204. URBAN VI. A. D. 1378.

HIS pope was originally named Bartholomew Butilli

Prignani ; he was of an illustrious family of Naples,

and archbishop of Bari, whither he was transferred

fi"om the bishopric of Acerenza by Gregory XI.

Although it was known that he was not decorated

with the purple, he was unanimously elected pontiff,

at the age of sixty years, on the 8th of April, 1378,

by sixteen cardinals who were in Rome, and formed

the conclave there. Among those cardinals four

were Italian, eleven French, and one Spanish. The sacred coUege consisted

* Novaes, iv., p. 213. f Ibid., iv., p. 214.
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of twenty-three cardinals. Six liad remained at Avignon, and one, John do

la Grange, was legate at Florence. We shall enter into some details upon

this election.

On the 7th of April those sixteen cardinals were assembled in conclave.

A caporione (chief of the quarter) of the banderesi, who governed the muni-

cipal quarters or divisions of Rome, presented himself wdth a message fi'om

the Romans, informing the electors that the people desired a Roman pope.

He reminded them that before the death of Gregory the cardinals them-

selves had determined that it shoiild be so, that the pontiff might no more

retu'e from Rome, which his departure would plunge mto ruin and desola-

tion. Cardinal de Glandeve repHed that they would choose a worthy man,

capable of rightly governing the Church, and the capo7'{one took his leave,

sa}"ing :
" God grant that you give us a Roman ; if you do not, you vdll

repent it !" He had scarcely gone when the}^ unanimously elected the arch-

bishop of Bari, upon whom they had fixed their choice even before they

entered into conclave. His election, entu'ely free and exempt fi-om all

violence, was the sole work of the Holy Ghost. Such was the language in

which the sixteen electors described that election to the cardinals who had

remained at Avignon. Then- letter is in the Lives of the Popes of Avignon

(page 338). A vague rumor announced this election in Rome. The Ro-

mans, who would fain have seen the tiara on the brow of Cardinal Orsini,

although the caporione had not said so, and who had forgotten that this

one of the two Roman cardinals was too young to be elected, rigshed to

arms, and began to assault the Vatican, exclaiming, " We will have a

Roman! ice will have a Roman!'" Now, besides Cardinal James Orsini,

who was too young, there was but one other Roman, Francis Tebaldeschi,

cardinal of Saint Peter's, who was very old, and of obscure condition.

He was called cardinal of Saint Peter's because he had been the senior

canon of that basilica. In reality, he should have been styled cardinal

of Saint Sabina, as that was his title. The cardinals, with Tebaldeschi's

consent, pubhshed that he was the elected pontiff, and that he was a Ro-

man. The good cardinal lent liimseK to this femt. He was attired m
the pontifical habits, and the populace hastened to pay their homage to

him. All this appeared easy, because the really elected pope was absent,

so that it was not necessary that two cardinals should combine to mislead

the populace.

Meantime the sacred college secretly made known to the archbishop of

Bari his own legitimate election.

The "cardmal of Saint Peter's," quite decrepit with age, could not any

longer endure the pain that he felt as often as the populace came to kiss liis

hands, which were swollen and stiffened with the gout. At length he tried,

with all the strength that was left in his voice, to make the people understand
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that not he but the archbishop of Bari was the newly elected pope, elected

by his—the cardinal of Saint Peter's—and his colleagues vmanimous votes.

As soon as the populace confusedly understood his words they burst into

a terrific fury. They rushed hither and thither about the Vatican, threaten-

ing to kill the cardinals if they would not elect a Roman. But the cries of

the people were only in vain ; there were only two Boman cardinals, one too

old, who would not be elected, and the other too yo.ung, who therefore could

not be.
*

The cardinals were then shut up in conclave, when they simply confirmed

the election akeady made ; then they dispatched Agapetus Colonna to tell

the populace that they might kill them, but that they were all determined to

make no other choice. Colonna was also to point out that the electing car-

dinals had favored none of themselves, but that their choice had fallen on

an absent archbishop.

The fury of the Romans began to calm down. It was therefore resolved,

in the conclave of the 9fch of April, to attire the new pope (who chose to

take the name of Urban VI.) in the pontifical habits, to place him in the

Chair of Saint Peter, and to go through the usual ceremonies. The cardi-

nals, who had retu'ed, to conceal themselves from the fury of the populace,

again assembled to the number of twelve, and they were enabled to proceed,

with some quietness, to the exaltation. On the 10th, Easter-day, Urban

v,u3 crowned by Cardinal James Orsini. The four absent cardinals, who

had beea sheltered in Zagarolo, a fortified castle, took part in the ceremony

;

and the same day the pope was enabled to take possession of Saint John

Lateran.

Scarcely two months had elapsed, when the cardinals perceived that Urban

showed small respect to them. He had determined to reform some abuses.

Moreover, he did not agree with them on some most important questions.

Most of the cardinals were for returning to Avignon, to which Urban would

not consent. Eleven of the cardinals, those who were French, and the

Spaniard, de Luna, under the pretext of the excessive heat, retired to the

city of Anagni, while Urban, with the few Itahan cardinals, went to Tivoli.

The opposing cardinals, secure of the protection of the king of France, de-

nounced the violence that the Romans had exercised towards them. Evil

counsels then prevailed, and that part of the sacred college had the audacity

to depose Urban from the pontificate—that same Urban whom they had all

freely elected, with even a resolute and courageous firmness, in presence of

the fury of the Roman populace. The pope, deposed by them, was also de-

clared contumacious. After such a decision, those cardinals knew no feeling

of moderation ; they went to Fondi, a city subject to Count Honorius

Gaetani, at a short distance from Gaeta, with the permission, and even at

the earnest request, of Queen Jane, who pretended that she also had
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reason to comi)liuu of Urban. There they brought into their party three

other ItaHau cardinals, which matle the number of the opposition fifteen.

On the 20th of September, they elected Robert of Geneva, of Avhom we

shall speak by and by, and who thus became antipope.

Let us speak plainly. These cardinals had no just reason for deposing

Urban, who had been very truly elected without any symptoms of violence,

while they resorted to violence for the destruction of theu' own work. Let

us give a summary of the .facts. The Romans had besieged and maltreated

tlie cardinals to make them elect a Roman, and the cardinals had elected

one who was not a Roman, and had done so in spite of the clamor of the

inhabitants of Rome. The tumult being appeased, those cardinals, with

theii* owTi hands, had clothed Urban in the pontifical habits. Did they not,

by that very act, ratify fi'eely the election they already had freely made, and

validate it, even had it not been, as here we must see that it was, legitimate

thi'oughout ?

Nay more, the cardinal of Limoges, John de Gros, hearing that his brother

Pierre de Gros, chamberlain, had asked the bishop of Cassano, who states

the fact, whether the archbishop of Bari was the legitimate pope, repHed,

taking a missal in his hand, " I swear by these Holy Gospels that Monsignor

of Bari is truly pope, elected by all of us cardinals unanimously, as truly

as Saint Peter was the veritable pope and vicar of Jesus Christ."

Peter de Luna, Spaniard, who also became antipope, and who prolonged

that schism of which we now see the inception, being questioned on the

same occasion, replied, SAvearing (as was his fatal habit), " I swear, and I

beheve, that fi'om Saint Peter to the present time there has never been a

truer pope in the Church of God, nor one more legitimately or more unani-

mously elected, both before and after we went into the conclave."

Letters fi"om the cardinal of Geneva, aftenvards an antipope, afiirmed the

same legitimacy. They were addi*essed to the Emperor Charles lY., to the

Count of Flanders, and to the Duke of Burgundy. Subsequently, those

princes, learning that that cardinal had changed his opinion, read again the

letters which they had received, and held in contempt the contrary opinion,

which he sought to advance. There is also extant another letter, written

by the sacred college to the Emperor Charles ; it was sealed with the

imperial seal and with that of five barons of the empire, and it was pub-

lished by Henry de Knigton to confound the apostacy of the rebellious car

dinals. Still another letter is extant from the sixteen electing cardinals to

the cardinals who remained at Avignon, who at once recognized Urban as

the true pope.

Notwithstanding so many proofs, taken fi-om the signatures and the words

of the rebels themselves, they persisted in the act of deposition that they had

settled. And thus commenced the twenty-second schism of the Western
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Churcli, at once the longest and the most pernicious, for it lasted fifty-one

years, fi-om the 20th of September, 1878, to tlie 26th of July, 1429. At this

latter period, as we shall see, Clement VIII., the antipope, submitted to the

tine pontiff Martin V. •

Let us return to the period which immediately concerns us.

The faithful, during this time, knew not who was the true head of the

Church whom they should obey. For, if Saint Catharine of Sienna; if

Peter, prince-royal of Spain, a Franciscan friar, illustrious by his virtues,

and honored as possessing the gift of prophecy ; if Alphonso, the Spaniard,

who from the bishopric of Jena had gone to a solitary and apostoHcal life,

and was the companion of Saint Bridget in her pilgrimages; if Saint

Catherine, who was the daughter of Saint Bridget; if such personages, I

say, sustained the side of Urban VI., Bobert of Geneva, called Clement VII.,

was supported by Saint Vincent FeiTer, the oracle of Spain, confessor of

the archbishop of Bari before his pontificate, and by Peter of Luxembourg,

the model of holy prelates.

Pope Urban VI. was obeyed by Italy, England, Germany, Bohemia, Hun-

gary, Poland, Portugal, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Prussia, and Friseland.

On the other hand, Robert, called Clement VII., was recognized by France,

Spain, Scotland, Cyprus, Sicily, Naples, and by many provinces that changed

their fealty as often as they deemed it to their interest. Others remauie<l

neutral until a council sliould decide. Urban returned from Tivoh to Rome,

escorted by the troops of Queen Jane, who ere long declared against him.

From Saint Mary Major he went to the palace of Saint Mary in Trastevere,

and on the 18th of September he made a promotion of twenty-six cardinals,

but tliree of them declined to accept the dignity.

On the 6th of November, in the same year, 1378, the pope deposed and

deprived of the purple and of ecclesiastical benefices, and inflicted other

penalties, on the antipope Clement VII., as weU as the principal authors of

the schism. On the 29th of- the same month he condemned the abettors,

clerical or lay, of the same Clement. With the other cardinals he dissembled,

especially with the three Itahan deserters, in order that he might ascertain

if by forgiveness he might not bring them back to obedience. But in this

he did not succeed. Among the twenty-six newly promoted cardinals there

were three French :—Philip d'Alengon, of the branch of the Valois, bishop

of Beauvais, then patriarch of Jerusalem, and bishop of Ostia ; Rainulph

de Gerza de Monturc, near Limoges, bishop of Sisteron ; and Elzear de

Sabran. Another cardinal, Eston, was English, born at Hereford, in England,

of mean condition ; a Benedictine monk, of vast erudition, Jind very pious

—

he had merited the dignity of bishop of London. Another of those cardi-

nals, a religious of the Order of Mercy, was a Spaniard. The other twenty-

one were Itahans, from various parts of the peninsula.
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Li 1379, the antii>opi) seat un army against Urban ; but the generals com-

niamling for the hitter beat the autipope's troops, and made their general a

prisoner. As a result of this victory, the French, who occupied the castle

of Saint Angelo, were obliged to deliver it to the Romans, who, irritated

against the foreigners, dismantled the place and canied away the marbles

and other valuable objects. Fortunately, Boniface IX. restored that fortress,

to which he added some outworks beyond the mausoleum of Adrian.

The scliism would now have come to an end had not Queen Jane given an

asylum to the antipope. She had written to Saint Catharine that she woidd

rather lose both kingdom and life than remain in schism, and she aided

Clement.

The Bolognese having revolted against the temporal delegates of Urban,

Clement thought there was a good opportunity of bringing over that city to

his side ; but he was told in reply that, notwithstanding their revolt, they

would remain faithful in then- present obedience, until it should be fully de-

cided who was the true pontiflf.

Urban made a second promotion of cardinals. It included one Bohemian,

John Oczko, secretary to Charles IV., and bishop of Olmutz ; and two

Hungarians, Demetrius, ambassador to Home from King Louis I., and Val-

entine, bishop of Funfkii'chen (Five Churches), also ambassador to Urban

fi"om the same prince.

The pope, in 1380, ordered proceedings to commence against Jane, queen

of Naples, and he declared her schismatic, heretical, and guilty of high

treason. He deposed her, deprived her of the kingdom that she held in fief

fi'om the Holy See, and he invited to the possession of those states Charles

Durazzo, prince of Hungary, son of the count of Gaeta, and then a general

in the service of Louis, king of Hungary, Jane's nearest relation.

Charles aiiived in Home in 1381. Having taken before Urban the oath

of fidehty, he was raised to the rank of senator, and received the crown of

the kingdom of Naples. The Holy Father advanced him 80,000 golden

crowns to enable him speedily to conquer the kingdom.

The new king ratified the gift made to Francis Prignani, nephew to the

pope, of several provinces which his uncle had secured to liim. On this

occasion Urban was as imprudent as censurable in his nepotism.

Charles Dui-azzo having presented himself before Naples, experienced no

resistance, and made prisoners of Queen Anne and her husband, Otlio of

BrunsAvick. But as soon as Charles, who was styled Charles III., had taken

possession of the kingdom, he refused to dismember it in favor of tlic

nephew of Urban, and declared that it was unjust to do so, and a bad ex-

ample to set before the other nephews of the pope. From this resulted wars

between the king, who broke his word, and the pope, who had so much de-

sii-e to aggrandize his family.
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Tlie gift of the pope to Prignani iiicliided the pi'incipahty of Capua, the

diich}^ of Amalfi, and the county of Caserto, witli Fondi, Minervino, Alta-

miira, Aversa, Gaeta, Capri, Sorrento, Nocera, Somma, and many other

cities, as well as castles and fortresses. Amidst these possessions Naples

remained isolated, almost blockaded by the sea, and it was not difficult to

drive Charles III. out, and thus almost entirely deprive him of the whole

of the kingdom.

In the Ember-days of Advent, in the year 1381, Urban made a promotion

of cardinals, among whom he included the archbishops of Cologne and

of Treves, but both refused the dignity; most of the other cardinals be-

longed to Italy. This time there was not one Frenchman—a very fitting

abstinence..

In 1382, the Romans, under various pretexts, revolted against the pope

and the cardinals. The latter hid themselves in various places, but Urban,

in full pontificals, courageously faced the populace. Carrying the cross in

his hand, he looked so stern and angry that the revolted fell on their knees

and asked pardon, which he granted.

However, Louis of Anjou, having been adopted by Queen Jane, seized

upon Provence.

Louis of Anjou, son of John, king of France, brother of Charles V., and

regent of the kingdom at the commencement of the reign of Charles VI.,

threatened Charles III. witli a terrible vengeance, because the latter had

strangled Jane, whose states he occupied. Louis advanced towards Italy

to reconquer the kingdom of Naples and to depose Urban.

The pontiff declared Louis and his abettors schismatics, apostates, Sacri-

legious, and guilty of treason to the pontifical majesty, and at the same

time ordered a crusade against the army of Louis. The French prince

ventured to enter the Abruzzi. Charles III., after evacuating Naples, com-

menced a defensive war, more prudent than that of Manfred and Conradine,

and waited for the climate and the fevers to make the usual havoc in the

ranks of the French. His anticipation was realized ; Louis of Anjou died

of disease at Bari on the 10th of October, 1384, and his army voluntarily

disbanded.

The pope, who had previously thought right to go to Naples, was kept

prisoner there by Charles ; but after various vicissitudes they became recon-

ciled. Unfortunately, the question still remained about the investitures that

Urban had granted to his nephew Prignani.

Peter of Aragon, who had as yet seemed to be neutral between Urban

and the antipope, sent ambassadors to Urban, begging him to grant him

the province of Naples, to exempt him from the annual tribute for Sarduiia,

and soliciting such a host of other favors as proved that his accession to

Urban' s side must be dearly paid for. But Urban refused all these con-
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ditions, and Peter, in a spirit of disappointment and \engeance, then de-

clared against the legitimate pope.

The relations between Urban and Charles became more and more em-

bittered every day. Then the king and some of the cardinals formed a

conspiracy against Urban, who had retired to Nocera.*

He had become odious to the cardinals, because he had exposed them to

a thousand dangers, because he would not return to Rome, and because he

refused to make peace •mill King Charles. On these grounds several aban-

doned him ; others seemed to think that they could not yet quit him. Of

these latter the Holy Father caused six to be arrested, on the charge of

haA-ing conspii'ed against him. It is affirmed that Cardinal Thomas Orsini

revealed the conspiracy. The names of those arrested were Cardinal Gentil

de SangTO, Louis of Venise, Adam Eston, Bartholomew, archbishop of

Genoa, John Doria, archbishop of Corfu, and Marinus del Giudice, arch-

bishop of Tarento.

Urban blindly followed the counsels of his infuriated nephew Prignani.

The latter demanded the deposition of the six cardinals, and had them put

to the torture. Novaes fails to describe the frightful torments they endured,

for it woidd be to confess that the fourteenth century was no less abominable

than the tenth. TVe have already made a sad comparison between the

latter and the tweKth, and accordingly Novaes refers us to Bercastel. The

conspirators, who were not in the power of Urban, held him besieged in

Nocera, where he obstinately defended himself. Being unexpectedly re-

lieved, he wandered about for a long time in the kingdom of Naples, at

Messina, at Cometo, and near Rome. At length he reached Genoa, ha-ving

with him the six captive cardinals, as Richelieu had proudly conducted his

prisoners upon the Rhone. Prignani, who, in his fi*antic desire to reign,

had occasioned so much mischief, was in the power of Charles, and that

nephew could no longer be charged \\dth the treatment endured by the six

prisoners. At length those unfortunate cardinals, with the exception of the

Enghsh cardinal, were put to death in their prison at Genoa. Monsignor

Bechetti gives the history of this tragedy in his Ecclesiastical History of

the Western ScMsm (vol. i., page 209). It seems that Cardinal Eston, so

eminent for his piety and his learning, obtained his life, and at length his

hberty, on the demand of Richard, king of England. Authors friendly

to Urban have held that the other five cardinals only perished because

their friends attempted to poison the pope. "What odious crimes each

party charges upon the other ! Fatal nepotism, what infamies you then

caused

!

At this time news was received of the death of Wyckliflf, but the state of

* Novaes, iv., p. 240.
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the Church forbade attention to any other events than those which imme-

diately concerned her in the person of the pope himself.

The Genoese refusing some honors to Urban, he left their city and re-

paired to Lucca, and thence to Perugia, Tivoli, and Ferentino ; and having

no longer an asylum, he accepted the generous invitation of some Romans,

and repaired to Rome.

On arriving in that city, he ordered the jubilee to be reduced to thirty-

three years, in memory of the years of the life of Jesus Christ, and that the

next jubilee should be held in the year 1390. He instituted the festival of

the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin, become so celebrated, "vvith the double

rite ; on the day following the octave of Saint John the Baptist, with vigil

and octave, and the office composed by Cardinal Eston ; and decreed that

Corpus Christi might be celebrated, notwithstanding the interdict. He
also granted an indulgence of a hundred days to all who accompany the

Holy Viaticum from the church to the abode of the sick, and thence back

to the church.

At length. Urban enjoj'ed in Rome that peace which he had vainly sought

in so many of the cities of Italy, and amidst the terrible vicissitudes of his

disputed pontificate, but a violent poison was administered to him. He
suffered frightful pains, and died on the 15th of October, 1389, aged seventy-

two years. He had governed eleven years, six months, and eight days, in

a time of schism, of a thousand objects of terror, and of ferocious horrors

committed and retaHated. The right-minded now hoped that those evils

would cease, as the motives that had produced them no longer existed.

"But that disturbed state," says Novaes,* "was still long to continue ere

the faithful would fully recognize all the value of Cathohc unity." " And
that is not to be wondered at,t if we compare the frailties of that pontiff

with those which he lacked to cause him to be loved."

Urban was of low stature, and corpulent ; his dark countenance had a

somewhat stern expression. It is conceded that he was an excellent Avriter

on canonical science. The qualities of his heart may be considered under

two aspects, as we learn from contemporary writers. Before his pontificate,

he loved justice, and the purity of language ; he hated simony ; he was

favorable to the good, and unfavorable to the evil ; he gave a good recep-

tion to the learned, and was fond of solitude. He was humble, pious,

tractable, patient in his own adversity and compassionate of that of others.

It is urged that all those virtues disappeared when he attained the pon-

tificate, and that losing then all his advantages, he was assailed by impru-

dence, hardship, and haughtiness ; especially caused by the facility with

vvhich he Hstened to flatterers and inconsiderate advisers.

• Novaes, iv., p. 247. t ^^^^-
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Let us conceal no portion of the trutli.

Urban would have been the worthiest of the papacy, had he never be-

come pope ; and one of the popes most deserving of praise, if he had been

more gentle, more docile, more tranquil, and less eager for the advancement

of his family, who, however, after his death, could not retain all the honors

that he had heaped upon them.

His nephew, Francis Prignani, who, despairing of the life of his uncle,

had taken refiige in the March of Ancona, where he had some castles, fell

into the hands of his enemies, and was thrown into prison at Perugia.

There, in order to regain his liberty, he siirrendered his fiefs. Under the

following pontificate, he went to Rome. Poor and abject, and finding him-

self despised by all, he went to Apulia. At the end of about six years, he

determined to go to Venice, and on the passage, during a terrible storm on

the Adriatic, he perished miserably, together with his mother, his sons, and

his servants.

With him ended the family of Urban, which had been so unjustly enriched

by the favors of the pontiff.

The Holy See was vacant seventeen days.

The antipope, called Clement VII., was son of Amadeus, count of Ge-

neva, and of Matilda of Boulogne. The male line of that family ended

with the Eobert of whom we speak, and the county passed to the count of

Savov.

Eobert was lame from his birtl], but otherwise enjoyed good health. He
had at first been prothonotary of the Holy See, and then the forty-fourth

bishop of Terrouan, a See since transferred to Boulogne ; subsequently

ecclesiastic of Cambray ; and finally, named by Gregory XI. cardinal-priest

of the Holy Apostles. The same pontiff created him, in 1376, legate and

commandant of an army sent from Avignon into Italy.

He was thirty-six years old when he Avas named pope at Fondi, by the

eleven French cardinals, and the Spanish Cardinal de Luna, the enemy of

Urban.

Although the French cardinals had seduced to them three of the four

Italian cardinals, who had remained faithful to Urban, by promising their

votes to each of the three, yet the French cardinals gave their votes to no

Italian cardinals, and did not oppose Clement, who was crowned on the

21st of September, in presence of Otho of Brunswick, and of the ambassa-

dors of Queen Jane. The ceremony took place six months after the election

of Urban VI.

Clement, after the rout of an army which he had opposed to that of Ur-

ban, retired to Splonata, near Gaeta, and thence to Naples, where the queen

received him -with honors. But the Neapolitan people, better advised than

their queen, would not lend themselves to the intrigues of an intruding

Vol. I.—3o
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pope. He was therefore obliged to retire to Gaeta, and thence to Avignon,

which latter he entered on the 20th of June.

There he pretended to estabhsh his pestilential chair, in which he was

recognized by the countries that we have already enumerated. After many
wrongful proceedings instituted against Urban, he published decrees against

that pontiff's successor, Boniface, and at the same time he crowned as king

of Naples, Louis, duke of Anjou, son of him who had died in Apiilia.

Charles V., king of France, was present at that ceremony, and presented

the basin to the celebrant, whom he was unfortunate enough to recognize as

legitimate.

While the doctors of the Sorbonne, among whom were then included

Peter d'Ailly, and other eminent personages, proposed, after the death of

Urban, some means of putting an end to the delusion, an endeavor which

incensed Clement, that perverse prelate, after a schismatic government of

fifteen years, eleven months, and twenty-eight days, died on the 16th of

September, 1394, of an apoplexy, caused by his anger at the opinions of the

Sorbonne, and was buried in the cathedral of Avignon, whence, on the 17tli

of September, 1401, he was transferred to the church of the monastery of

the Celestines, which he had founded.

Clement was of so unamiable a disposition, that Saint Antoninus com-

pares him to Herod and Nero. He is accused of sanguinary cruelty when

he commanded the pontifical army. He was succeeded in the anti-papacy

by Benedict XIII., of whom we shall speak hereafter, and who must not be

confounded with Benedict XIII., the true pontifi", who was created in 1724.

205. BOOTFACE IX.—a. d. 1389.

ONIFACE IX. was originally named Pietro Tonia-

zelli. He belonged to a poor but noble family of

the city of Naples, the stem of which was the Cibo

family of Genoa. Pietro was born at Carasanello,

an old fief of his family. At first a canon of the

cathedral of Naples, he went to Kome, where, by

the purity of his morals and his attention to his

duty, he gained the esteem and the confidence of

Urban VI., who nominated him apostolic prothonotary, and, in 1381, created

him cardinal. Scarcely fifteen years before, Peter went into Eome an ex-

ceedingly poor cleric, utterly destitute of resources.
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It is only at Rome that such chanpres of fortune can be seen.

He was thirty years old, according to Platina, Bury, and Tursellini ; thirty-

four according to Buoninsegui and Saint Antoninus ; and forty-five accord-

ing to some other writers, when he was elected pope, on the 2d of November,

1389, by fourteen cardinals of the party of Urban VI. He was crowned on

the 9th of the same month.

A few days Liter, on the 10th of September, he created four cardinals

;

two were Neapolitans, one Paduan, and one Boman. Among the NeapoH-

tans was Cosmo Migliorati, who succeeded Boniface under the name of

Innocent VII.

In the same consistory, the pope restored the hat to four cardinals who

had been deposed by Urban ; and among them was Adam Eston, bishop of

London, one of those who had been kept captive by Urban, and who owed

his hfe to the courageous interference of Bichard II., king of England.

One of the other restored cardinals was named Pileo, of the family of the

counts of Prota. He was born at Concordia, in Friuli, and was bishop of

Trevisa, of Padua, and of Bavenna. From that time he was surnamed cle

ire capeJli—the thrice-hatted, because he had been made cardinal by Urban,

who afterwards imprisoned him ; by Clement, who, being master at A\agnon,

received Pileo, when he escaped to that cit}-. This hat, given by an intru-

der, did not satisfy Pileo, who declined it. The hat which he received from

Boniface was the third, and from these circumstances he obtained his sin-

gular surname of the THRICE-HATTED.

In 1390, the Holy Father invited all bishops and princes to endeavor to

put an end to the schism.

Soon after his accession,^ he carefully considered the situation in Italy.

Charles III., king of Naples, who had also caused himself to be named king

of Hungary, had been poisoned on the 3d of June, 1386. His wife, Mar-

garet, remained at Naples, as regent for her son Ladislas, aged nineteen.

But the nobility of the city gave its fuU confidence to a magistracy inde-

pendent of the crOwn, under the name of the eight of huon governo, an

aristocratic magistracy that disputed the authority of the queen. The

opposite party had proclaimed as king, Louis II., the son of Louis of An-

jou, under the regency of his mother, Mary. Thus there were two minor

kings, and two regents, but of unequal degrees of legitimacy.

Boniface declared in favor of Ladislas, and caused him to be crowned

king of Naples, in the month of March, 1390. That prince, by an authentic

act pubHshed at Gaeta, on the 22d of March, declared that he had received

his kingdom from the Holy Church, and he swore constantly to give aid to

the Holy See against the antipope and the false cardinals. Moreover, the

* Italy; 18^5, Firmin Didot.
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compacts were renewed that had been signed by Charles, his father, or

revoking the donations made to Urban' s nephew, Prignani. The parti-

sans of Louis of Anjou, having taken up arms against Ladislas, the pope

sent cavahy to his assistance, and endeavored to get the money necessary

for him to keep up the Avar.

In the same year, the pope celebrated the jubilee to which Urban had

called the faithful. According to Thierry de Niem (hb. i., cap. 68), a great

number of pilgrims attended, but no French, nor any of the inhabitants of

any of the couia tries that acknowledged Clement.

The pope granted to some of the cities of Germany the power to enjoy

the jubilee, on condition of visiting their churches and subscribing towards

the restoration of the churches of Kome. Some offences were committed

in the matter, and Boniface ordered the punishment of the guilty.

In 1391, the pope, learning that some Sicilians had sent aid to Louis of

Anjou against Ladislas, king of Naples, ordered the archbishop of that

island to excommunicate the supporters of Louis. Unfortunately, in Eng-

land, the king's ministers, infected with the errors of Wycklili, engaged

their sovereign to renew the laws of the first two Edwards, which authorized

the conferring of benefices and bishoprics without the sanction of the Holy

See, and declared any one who appealed to Eome on the subject guilty of

a proimunire. Boniface, by a diploma of the month of February, in that

year, 1391, annulled these laws, as well as others which were contrary to

ecclesiastical liberty.

In the same year, he canonized Saint Bridget, the foundress of the order

called of The Saviour, and gave the constitution of the new university of

Ferrara. Subsequently, that constitution not appearing to Clement XIY.

to be adapted to the new state of things, he reformed its statutes by a new

constitution, pubHshed in 1771. The Ecclesiastical States were then ravaged

by war, but Boniface, being a man of courage {uomo di petto cK egli era), did

not fail to find a prompt remedy, and endeavored to reduce the revolted to

obedience.

The Perugians, weary of the divisions which so strongly animated the

Beccarino and Raspante parties, solicited Boniface to lend them the aid of

his presence. He was at that time displeased with the Eomans, whose

caporioni had become insolent. He therefore resolved to comply with the

request of the Perugians, and reconciled them to the Roman Church. The

lia-spanti had obtained, by the intercession of Boniface, permission to return

to that city ; but they showed themselves ungTateful. Boniface, leaving the

two factions to their own devices, and learning that the Bomans desired his

return, because, as soon as the pontiff left that city, it was desolated by

famine and murders, returned to Home on the 15th of September in that

year.
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In 139-4, Peter de Lima, a S2:>aniard, succeeded the anfipope Robert. On
that occasion Boniface endeavored to recall all the schismatics.

Incon-igible Rome was afflicted with new troiibles. Some called for

Louis, the rival of Ladislas ; others were for a personal and local authority.

Boniface summoned up all his great courage, and it may be affirmed that

he was the first pope who exercised ahsohde temporal power in Rome, and

in the Patrimony of Saint Peter. He took away all usurped authority fi'om

the Romans, and declared that the government of the country belonged to

the pontifts ; that the people should not at its own pleasure elect the magis-

trates, and that the hamh'vesi were suppressed. He named as senator

Malatesta, son of Pandolfo of Pesara, a man distinguished for virtue and

ability. He in great pomp restored the castle of Saint Angelo, which be-

came a fortress, and which the Romans themselves had partially destroyed.

To the mole he added imposing bulwarks, which were afterwards kept up

and added to by Nicholas V., Alexander VI., Pius IV., Urban VIII., Clement

X., and Innocent XI. In addition, Boniface fortified the capitol and the

weaker portions of the pontifical palace.

Ladislas no longer held Naples, but the aid of the Holy Father enabled

him to conquer a portion of the surrounding country. In those times it

occasionally happened that the princes either awakened or encouraged in

the bosoms of the popes an inchnation to nepotism. Ladislas gave to the

nephews of the Holy Father the county of Sora, with other territory, at

the moment when the wreck of the family of Prignani, the nephew of Pope

Urban, so miserably perished.

However, Peter de Luna, who had taken the name of Benedict XL, had

organized a conspiracy against Boniface. A faithless governor had promised

to give up to Martin, king of Aragon, the city of Civita Vecchia for twelve

thousand crowns, and the count of Fondi undertook to make the pope pris-

oner on the appearance of Martin's army. But the conspiracy was dis-

covered before it was executed.

In 1399, Boniface determined to punish Honorius, count of Fondi, the

principal abettor of the schism. He declared him guilty of apostacy, out-

rage upon the pontifical majesty, and rebelHon.

In 1400, the Colonnas and Honorius Gaetani again attempted to seize the

person of the pope, but the guards at the capitol repulsed the rebels at their

first attack. In the same year Boniface had the satisfaction to see Ladislas

at length master of Naples and of the kingdom, and showing his aff'ection

for the Holy See.

In the following year the electors of the empire having deposed Ladislas,

king of the Romans, and elected in his stead Robert, duke of Bavaria, sur-

named the little, Boniface, in 1403, confirmed that election.

It is aftirmed that Boniface established the perpetual annates—i. e., one
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year's revenue of eaeli bisliopric, to be paid to the Roman court. Benedict

XIII. lia\ing written a letter to Boniface proposing means of reuniting

the Universal Church, Boniface was greatly annoyed, because he knew that

Peter de Luna Avas not sincere. Boniface was seized by a violent fever, and

died on the 1st of October, 1^101, after governing the Church fourteen years

and eleven months.

The physicians, to cui-e him of the gravel,* proposed a remedy, efficacious

perhaps, but certainly shameful, and he preferred death to a breach of

chastity. This pontiff possessed distinguished qualities which made him

worthy of his supreme ministry. With a handsome person, he had an im-

posing countenance ; he was well skilled in the chants of the Church and in

grammar,t although Httle addicted to higher studies ; he was affable, modest,

able, prudent in temporal government, and courageous in defending his

authority. Nevertheless, being but httle acquainted with the peculiar style

and business of the Boman court, he signed, without reading them, the re-

pHes sent by his ministers, and sometimes bhndly decided in accordance

with the reports of his officers.

The disastrous time in which he Hved prevented him from achieving all

the glory that might be hoped for from a great pope.

The necessity of disheartening the antipope, and of recovering the ma-

hciously usurped territories of the Church, compelled him to seek money

by oA'ery means. But it must be added that in this he was not urged by

avarice, for at his death only one golden florin was found in his possession.

Besides, he knew not how to resist the solicitations of his mother, brothers,

and nephews, whom he enriched beyond measui'e. But the whole family,

after the death of the pope, was reduced to beggary, that by their example

(says Saint Antoninus):!: others might learn not to seek to eiuich themselves

at the expense of the goods of the Crucified.

The Holy See was vacant fifteen days.

Benedict XIII., the antipope, Pierre de Luna by real name, belonged to

one of the most illustrious famihes of Aragon. He abandoned jurisprudence

for the career of arms. After a few years he resumed his studies, and be-

came professor of canon law in the university of Montpellier, archdeacon of

Saragossa, and provost of Valencia.

On the 28th of September, 1394, he was elected at Avignon, to be opposed to

Boniface IX., by twenty cardinals of the obedience of the false Clement VII.

On the 3d of October, Cardinal Guido, bishop of Frascati, ordained him

pope ; on the following day he celebrated Mass, and was consecrated on

the 11th, and crowned by the Cardinal-deacon Hugo, and afterwards made

his solemn cavalcade in Avignon.

* Novaes, iv., p. 2G3. f Novaes, ibid. X In Chron., part iii., tit. 22, cap. 3.

J
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He seyeral times s\\-ore thut he would give peace to tlie Chiivch by Lis

renunciation, if he should ever be elected. Thjit promise bhnded those who
gave him their votes. His insincerity was soon discovered, as well as the

tergiversations with Avhich he tried to impose upon the ambassadors of

Charles, king of France, who, in the year 1395, begged him to resign the

pontifical insignia, in order that the Church might at length be restored to

peace.

The kings of France, Castile, and Naples suspended obedience in 1398,

but the French renewed it to him on the 28tli of March, 1-103, after keeping

him imprisoned five years in the castle of Avignon. In the time of Gregory

XII. Benedict again promised to resign, but did not. In 1407, the king

sent ambassadors to him at Marseilles, where he then was, to entreat him

to refuse the title of pope, assuring him that otherwise he would be aban-

doned by the whole kingdom. I dwell upon these particulars in order to

show that the French indirectly renounced the schism before it was at an

end. Benedict received that threat haughtily, and issued a bull excom-

municating all who separated from his obedience. The Sorbonne having

published firm opinions on that subject, Benedict was unconcerned, and

quite coolly beheld himself declared heretical, schismatic, and a disturber

of the peace of Christendom. It was replied that he ought not to be called

either pope or cardinal, and that he and all his abettors ought to be punished

with all the severity of the canons.

France seemed determined to deal more sharply with him ; a council was

to be assembled at Pisa. Benedict escaped, first to Callioure and then to

Perpignan. In 1408, he assembled a council of bishops of his party, who

advised him to give peace to the Church by refusing the papacy. He gave

fair words of promise to comply with that request, but he had not the cour-

age to peld, and continued obstinate. Peter de Luna excited universal

indignation. Gerson, punning upon his name, which is Latin for moon,

said, " Nothing but an eclipse of the moon can give peace to the Church."

It is affirmed that when Gregory XL gave him the deaconry of Saint Mary

in Cosrnedin, he said to him :
" Take care that your moon does not suffer an

eclipse." But it is now considered that that saying is only based upon that

of Gerson.

At length a council was convoked at Pisa, in which, in spite of them-

selves, Gregory XIL and Benedict XIII. were both deposed.

"We shall see more details in the article on Gregory XIII. The j^ersist-

ency of the obstinate Benedict induced the Emperor Sigismund to make a

journey to Spain to endeavor to obtain from the intruder the much-desired

renunciation, but the prince was unsuccessful. In the council of Constance

Benedict was deposed, and deprived of all his grades, titles, honors, and

dignities. He was also excommunicated as a scandulizer of the Church, a
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promoter of the old schism, a disturber of the universal peace, schismatic,

heretic, and a pertinacious breaker of the ai'ticle of faith, Unam sandam

ecdesiam.

He lost the friendship of all the princes, except Alphonso, king of Ara-

gon. As a last blow, he was given up by Saint Yincent Ferrer, his former

confessor and defender, who at last denounced him as a perfidious deceiver

of God's people, and a perjurer, who deserved the contempt and indignation

of the faithful.

Still, however, he had with him four cardinals, with a physician, and a

Jew who had become a Catholic. Obstinate in the schism, Benedict died,

in the ninetieth year of his age, on the 29th of November, 1424, at Peniscola.

He was a dangerous man, who braved six pontiffs and two councils. Ber-

castel allowed him \-irtues, but they were obscured by the thirst for great-

ness and the passion for governing. Avignon, Avignon, behold the fi'uits

of the fatal hospitaHty which too timid popes received from you ! You are

not guilty of these things, no doubt ; but certainly you must not boast of

them. To these remarks let us address one fact. The city of Avignon,

though no longer the abode of the popes, continued to belong to them ; and

was still a devoted and faithful city. In the convulsions of the French revo-

lution it was torn from its masters. When Pius YII. passed an hour thtre,

the most sincere respect was paid to him. Then, without disdaining its new

country, it did not cease to show itself profoundly CathoKc. That lo\'ing

city, which deserves also to be beloved, contains a host of distinguished and

generous men, who, with its dehcious climate, present an assemblage of

qualities and virtues that render it an ever desirable abode. The wit and

the odors of Provence abound there, and any sovereign losing such subjects

might justly envy the good fortune of him to whose lot it fell to gain them.

Glen thus positively speaks of Boniface IX. :
" By his great courage he

transferred to the papacy aU the power of the Boman people, and created

magistrates depending on himself."'^ The preceding facts sufficiently prove

that Boniface was right thus to quiet the ever rising troubles in that unqxdet

and discontented capital.

* Eistoire Fontijicale, by F. John Baptist de Glen, prior of the Augustinians of Liege. Paris,

1(315. 4o
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206. INIVTOCENT VIL— a. d. 1404

NNOCENT VII. (Cosmas Migliorati) belonged to

a respectable but not important family of Sulmo-

na, a city of the Abruzzi, in tlie kingdom of Naples.

After being a notary at Capua, lie went to Bo-

logna, to study law, and having attended the lec-

tures of the famous John de Lignano, was made

a doctor. John, having been sent by the com-

mune of Bologna on a mission to Urban YI.,

strongly recommended Migliorati to the pontiff, who, on ascertaining his

vii'tues and talents, retained him in his service. The new retainer of the

pope was named auditor of the Rota, and then clerk of the chamber, and

was sent to England as collector of the rents of the Roman Church. Re-

tiu-ning to Rome in 1386, he obtained the bishopric of Bologna, but, the

inhabitants of that city showing some resistance. Urban promoted him to

the archbishopric of Ravenna. Boniface created him a cardinal, and in-

trusted him with the most important aifairs. On the 17tli of October, 1404,

Migliorati was elected pope by seven cardinals, who had been in the obedi-

ence of the deceased pope.

On the 11th of November, he was solemnly cro^vned, and on the same

day he took possession of Saint John Lateran.

Ladislas, king of Naples, having learned that Innocent had promised to

abdicate the pontificate, if that was necessary to the putting an end to the

schism, and fearing that at the conclusion of a general peace he would lose

his own ill-secured crown, induced the pope to publish a constitution de-

claring that he would consent to no treaty of peace, unless it were estab-

hslied as a preliminary that Ladislas should remain in peaceable possession

of his State. This favor of the pope which preferred private interest to the

weal of the Church, could not be accepted by the French cardinals. Such

a circumstance made it difficult, if not absolutely impossible, to put an end

to the schism. It did not even prevent Ladislas, always miserably alive to

his own interests, from invading the properties of the Church, and com-

mitting acts which Innocent endeavored mildly to reprove. In vain he

remitted the tribute, many years due, from the kingdom, and even Avaived

it for three years to come ; these favors api)arently only increased the per-

versity and ingratitude of Ladislas. While pretending personal regard for

the pope, this perjured prince aspired to rule absolutely in the Pontifical

States. The Romans were excited by this revolt, long familiar to thein, and
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their demands became so imreasoBable, that the pope one day said :
" Do

you wish also to wear our vestments?" He thus declared that he would

sooner lose his pontificate than tolerate such insults as were offered him.

On the other hand, Alberic Barbiano, constable of Naples, and feudator;)

of the Holy See, breaking his promise, suddenly occupied some portion of

the territory of Bologna, and even endeavored to seize upon its capital.

To repress the insolence of the constable. Innocent wrote to all the govern-

ors of the Ecclesiastical States, ordering that, on pain of excommunication,

no one should give assistance or encouragement to Barbiano, and that all

the inhabitants should take up arms against him at the first call of the

cardinal legate.

By the death of Francis Ordelafii, who left no children, Forti and Cesena,

of which he was lord, returned to the Holy See.

"Wlien the cardinal legate, Balthazar Coscia, tried to take possession, he

was opposed by some of the people of Forli, and thus new embarrassments

sprang up to torment Innocent.

On the 12th of June, the pope created eleven cardinals, six of whom were

Romans. He hoped thus to increase his party in Home, and to destroy the

influence of the faction sustained by Ladislas.

But this concession to the Bomans did not quell the spirit of revolt.

They endeavored to seize u^jon the Ponte-Molle, over the Tiber, which was

occupied by a detachment of the pontifical troops, but they were fortunately

repulsed. After that check, the Bomans began to treat. Then occurred

an accident v/hicli disturbed the pope's council and embittered the malcon-

tents. At the moment when two of the seven governors of the city were

returning from an audience given to them by the pope, Louis de MigHorati,

nephew of Innocent, without the knowledge of the pope, seized the regents

and the distinguished citizens who were with them, and ordered them to be

put to death in his own palace. The Bomans were scarcely informed of

this perfidy, when the bell of the capitol rang, and the citizens rushed to

arms and imprisoned some of the most respectable ecclesiastics.

Innocent relying but Httle upon the fidelity of Antonio Tomazelli, the

commandant of the castle of Saint Angelo, who was in correspondence

with Ladislas, thought fit to go to Yiterbo. While he was on his way

thither, the heat Avas so oppressive that many persons in his suite died of

thrist.

The pope remained in that city seven months, and was then recalled by

the Bomans, who, though always ready to revolt, were always brought to a

better way of thinking by the sufferings which revolt always brought upon

them. They bethought them of the indignation with which he deplored

the crime of his nephew ; but why had the pope a nephew ?

The Holy Father, when thus recalled, consented to return. He had
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possession taken of the city, the c.apitol, all the gates, and the castle of

St. Angelo, and then re-entered Eome.

Further nostilities having been committed, he excommunicated Ladislas

and deprived him of the kingdom of Naples. The effect of that terrible

chastisement was what might be expected. Ladislas, as indefatigable in

perfidy as in dastardy, sohcited his pardon. Innocent was a compound of

kindness, sincerity, and benevolent credulity. He pardoned Ladislas, and

thereby made the bad man worse than ever.

After governing two years and twenty-one day6'. Innocent died at Rome^

of apoplexy, aged sixty-eight years, on the 6th of November, 1406. He
was buried in the Yatican, in the chapel of St. Thomas.

Innocent was tall, and one of those handsome NeapoKtans such as are

still seen. He was known to have great legal science, and was intimately

acquainted with all the relations between the Holy See and Europe. But

he could not well attend to them, embarrassed as he was by Ladislas and

the tui'bulent Romans. He was everywhere praised for his affabiht}', good

nature, and piety, and for his patience in giving audience. He had a horror

of haughtiness and of simony. He desired to do good to all. He so

admii-ably united these qualities, that he would have been an irreproachable

pope, had such a prodigy been possible in such a time as that he Hved in.

Innocent did not look upon the abdication of his throne with the same

eye with which he looked upon it when Cardinal Mighorati. When he

became pope, therefore, he believed that he could absolve the cardinal from

the oaths he had taken in the conclave. Yet these oaths bound him to

sacrifice, if necessary, his own greatness to the peace of the Church.

The Holy See remained vacant twenty-five days.

207. GREGORY XII.— a. d. 1406.

;;j^j-^^i| REGORY XII., originally Angelo Carraro, was a

patrician of Venice, of the family now known by

the name of Correr. Angelo, famous as a theolo-

gian, and praised as such by Saint Antoninus,

Leonard d'Arezzo, Biondi, and Sanders, at first a

canon - regular, became, in succession, bishop of

Venice, bishop of Chalcis, in the island of Negro-

])ont, and then titular patriarch of Constantinople,

still retaining the see of Clialcis.

In 1399 he was sent to Naples as pontifical nuncio by Boniface IX., to
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recall that city to its due obedience to King Ladislas, whom it had deserted

to follow the party of the count of Anjou.

Innocent YII. had subsequently sent Angelo to the Marches, as legate,

and then, in 1405, named him cardinal-priest of Saint Mark. Fourteen

cardinals who had adhered to Innocent, and who were at Rome when that

pontiff died, created Angelo Carraro pope, on the 1st of December, 1406.

He was then nearly eighty years old,* though Saint Antoninus and various

other writers give him a less advanced age.

On the 19th of December he Avas solemnly crowned, and on the same day

he took possession of Saint John Lateran.

When the cardinals entered the conclave, on the 10th of November, they

had well considered the evils of the Church, and subscribed an oath, already

without effect, which bound each of them, if elected pope, to hold himself

ready to renounce the pontificate, if his doing so could extinguish the

schism and restore peace to the Church.

t

Gregory ratified the oath with such appearance of sincerity that he often

said, " If for the union of the Church we should lack other means or horses

to our carriage, we would walk staff in hand to establish that union ; and if

no galle}' could be had to take us across the sea for that purpose, we would

take the first fishing-bark we coidd get."

xVccordingiy, on the 10th day of his pontificate, he wrote to the antipope

Benedict, and to the cardinals who obeyed him, offering to lay down the pon-

tificate if Benedict would do the same, in order that both colleges should

unite and elect a single pontiff, thus extinguishing a pernicious schism.

On the other hand, the antipope, Benedict, on the 31st of January, 1407,

wrote a letter to Gregory full of sentiments of peace and concord. Bene-

dict declared, however, that previous to laying down the pontificate he

wished to meet Gregory in friendly conference. Gregory therefore sent

nuncios to Marseilles to treat about the place, time, and etiquette ; and on

the 20th of April it was settled that Gregory and Benedict should meet at

Savona, a city of the republic of Genoa. But the States of that republic

were then in the power of France. At the latest, the meeting was to take

place on St. Nicholas' day, in the month of September, 1407. Gregory

ratified that agreement on the 30th of July, and accordingly commenced

his journey on the 9th of August. He proceeded to Viterbo and thence to

Sienna, which he entered, surrounded by twelve cardinals, on the 4th of

September. He was about to continue his journey, when events occurred

which prevented him fi"om leaving Sienna, where he remained till the end of

the year 1407.

* Fleujy, V , 490.

I The Ibim of that oath is given ia Rinaldi's continuation of Baronius, year 1406, No. 11.
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At the end of Janiiary, 1408, lie went to Lneca, where hf> made a promo-

tion of four cai-diuals. The events which had disqiiieted Gregory looked

still darker. He had assured the possession of Naples to King Ladislas.

That king, fearing that in the congress at Savona resolutions fatal to him

might be adopted favorable to his rival, Louis of Anjou, excited disturb-

ances in the Ecclesiastical States, hoping that he might succeed in seizing

them. Then he advised Gregory to take the government of the Marches

fi-om Louis Migiiorati. This perfidious advice being followed, Ladislas

ofiered his support to the dispossessed governor, and thus indirectly aimed

at getting possession of the Marches. He then put a Neapolitan garrison

in AscoH and Fermo and dispatched a body of soldiers to Rome, who made

a breach by razing a portion of the walls. Cardinal Anuibaldesclii and

Paul Orsiiii, who commanded in the name of Gregory, were obliged to

consent to an occupation of the city. The language of the general led to

the behef that the occupation would be but brief.

On the other hand, Gregory, while at Lucca, near to Savona, to which

he was about to proceed, saw that the French were concentrating troops in

the latter city, and that Benedict was trying to ensnare him. Between the

embarrassments raised at Rome, and the entreaties of Benedict, who was

well known as an inflexible Aragonese, Gregory could not make up his

mind to travel the short distance that separated Lucca and Savona, and

he guarded himself and his cardinals with great vigilance. At length he

determined to inform Benedict that for many prudential reasons, and for

their mutual interest, the place of the congress must be changed.

Benedict, seeing tiiat his designs were penetrated, addressed a reproach-

ful letter to Gregory, and asked him why he had increased the number of

his cardinals. Gregory had, in fact, engaged to create none, except in case

of being required to do so by the necessity of making his cardinals equal in

number to that of his adversaries. Unfortunately, he seemed to have for-

gotten that engagement. Among the cardinals who obeyed him were some

old ones who did not love him, and he had therefore created some on whose

fidehty he could rely. It was said that that creation did not contravene

the oath, and had been necessitated by the new state of affairs.

Moreover, those new cardinals passed for men whose merits made them

worthv of that honor. The first of them was John de Domenico, since de-

clared Blessed, son of Branchini, a Florentine artisan. Having entered the

order of the Dominicans, he acquired immense renown for learning.

The second was Antoine Corraro, patrician of Venice, and the pope's

nephew, and one of the founders of the congregation of Saint George in

alga, who died in 1445, dean of the sacred college.

The third new cardinal was Gabriel Condolmieri, a Venetian patrician.

For a moment we leave family nepotism for national nepotism. But let us
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endeavor to excuse Gregory. Nearly eiglity years of age, he more than

others needed the solicitude of a relation. Pursiied by rivals who were

laying plots for him, he endeavored to aid his policy by Venetian experi-

ence, the Venetian polic}^ being considered the most skilful in Italy.

The fourth new cardinal was James of Udina, in Friuli, whose family

name has not been ascertained. From the medical profession he passed to

the ecclesiastical state. He died in 1410, at Rimini, leaving the reputation

of a learned and profoundly religious man. We have given some detail

upon these facts, because of their melancholy consequences.

The old cardinals, irritated at the promotion which they could not pre-

vent, promised each other not to recognize their new colleagues as true

cardinals. On the 4th of May, Gregory having forbidden his whole sacred

college to have any communication with the French ambassadors there, the

malcontents resolved to abandon the pope. The cardinal of Liege was the

first to execute that fatal project. On the 11th of May, he escaped fi'oni

Lucca to Pisa. Pursued by Paul, a nephew of Gregory, the cardinal used

such dihgence that he could not be overtaken. On the 12th of May, six

other cardinals—Cardinal d'Aquilea, bishop of Palestrina, Cardinal Malte

Conrad, Francis, cardinal of Bordeaux, John Orsini, Renaud Brancacci,

and Otho Colonna (afterwards Martin V.)—also fled.

Those six cardinals, finding themselves in safety, avowed, on the 31st of

July, a resolution to constrain Gregory- and the antipope to resign the

pontificate.

Manifestoes were published on both sides. Those of the cardinals did

not bear the calm character of fidelity, and of grief for the ills that afflicted

the Church. The j)ope, in his tvirn, showed the injustice of those who had

deserted him, and who accused him of being unwilling to restore peace to

the Church.* He did not refuse the medium of a council, on the eve of still

more threatening troubles. He rightly maintained that the cardinals could

not convoke that council. The election of the pope had been legitimate

and canonical. Consequently, it was indubitable that it belonged only to

the pope to convene general councils. He determined that he would con-

voke it to meet at a j^lace in the patriarchate of Aquilea, to be named by the

cardinals themselves. Finally, Gregory, in the most courteous terms, ex-

horted them to return to him, and promised them entire pardon of the past.

At that moment, three other cardinals joined the malcontents. Henry,

bishop of Frascati, Angelo, of the title of Saint-Pudenziana, and Landolpho,

of the title of Saint Nicholas in carcere. The first two had been with the

pope in Lucca, the third was at Perugia, of which he was governor.

Gregory, learning that the cardinals were about to assemble a councU at

* Novaes, v., p. 601.
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Pisa, declared that it would be of no force, because the convoking cardinaJs

were from that moment deposed fi*om the cardinalate.

Here it is opportune to glance at what the Ai-agoncse who styled himself

Benedict XIII. was doing. For some time he liad hoped for the constant

protection of Charles \1., king of France, But that prince's council knew

that such a character could never be maintained in the papacy, and that to

treat with him was only to incite him to revolt ; and it was ua that sense that

the French ministers finally acted with his envoys. As though he had not

yet shown sufficiently how fiery and unusual his acts could be, the antipope

Benedict gave way to an act -almost of fi-enzy, and addressed a bull to

Charles YI.

On the 14th of May, 1408, Sancho Lopez, watching the opportunity of

finding the king iniattended by any prince of the blood, presented, on the

part of Benedict, a sealed letter to the king. It was addressed to the king,

the princes of the blood, and to the members of the council.* The king

said to Sancho :
" Those to whom this letter is addressed are not here at

present, but I wiU send for them : they will open the letter, and give you an

answer to-morrow." Accordingly the following noblemen assembled in the

king's presence : Louis of Anjou, king of Sicily (the rival of Ladislas) ; the

dukes of Berry and Burgiindy ; Peter, brother of the count of Navarre ; the

count de Nevers, brother of the duke of Burgundy ; and the brother of the

queen of France, the fatal Isabella of Bavaria.

The buU was opened, and contained, in substance, these five propositions :

1. Pope Benedict (antipope) excommunicates all those, of whatever rank,

even kings and princes, who reject the means of a conference to ar-

range the affairs of the Chm-ch. 2. Also all those who approve the means

of an abdication of the pontificate. 3. All those who hold an opinion con-

trary to that of Benedict. 4. Those who withdraw from obedience to him,

or refuse the levies of Peter's pence, or the coUation of benefices. 5. In

case of any one leaning to a contrar}^ opinion, if within twenty days he do

not restore things to their first state, he pronounces a general interdict, sus-

pense against the beneficiaries, and gives a dispensation of the oath of

fidelity made to the king and the other princes.

Could the acts of Gregory VII. and Innocent III. be parodied with worse

taste, or with such an iU-timed audacity ? And it was a man without rights,

an Ai-agonese/w?Z of Idmself, that spoke thus in his own cause, which for a

long time had ceased to be that of the Church.

On the 21st of May, Benedict received this reply :
•' Peter de Luna ap-

pears to be a schismatic, obstinate, and even heretical, a disturber of the

peace and union of the Church. He ought no longer to be called Benedict,

Du Boulay, vol. v., p. 158.
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nor pope, nor cardinal, nor any other name of dignity, and no one ought to

obey him." Benedict then thought best to hide his shame in Perpignan, on

the frontier of Catalonia, where he pretended to assemble a council.

Warned in time of that fact, Gregory felt his courage revive, but his po-

sition, on account of the desertion of the cardinals, was none the less pain-

ful. He had taken the road to Aquilea, and had aheady reached the

Marches. His fiiend, Charles Malatesta, sent him an express, announcing

that that I'oad was not safe, as Cardinal Balthazar Coscia lay in wait to take

him prisoner. At that news the pope took refuge in Sienna, and depi'ived

Coscia of the government of Bologna, where he constituted himself a kind

of tyrant.

One misfortune often produces another. At Sienna, Gregory found him-

seK obliged to create nine cardinals, in order to oppose them to those who
were endeavoring to convene a council at Pisa. Only two of the new

cardinals were Venetians. There were one EngHsh and one Pole, named

Matthew Cracow,* one Spaniard, and four Italians fi'om various parts of the

peninsula. One of the four was from Lucca, that city which had afforded

the pope a generous as^^lum.

After a stay of three months at Sienna, Gregory departed for Rimini,

where his friends, the Malatestas, lords of the country, awaited him. From
Eimini he sent the bishop of Porto to Rupert of Bavaria, king of the Ro-

mans, to ask that prince to oppose the celebration of the council of Pisa.

During that time three of the dissenting cardinals departed, one to France,

another to England, and the third to Germany. Their errand was to

induce the sovereigns of those countries to repulse every solicitation that

Gregory might make.

Notwithstanding the repugnance of the true pontiff, and the obstacles

which he naturally raised, they commenced on the 25th of March, 1409, at

Pisa, that council which the venerable Bellarminet says was neither ap-

proved nor reprobated.

After twenty-three sessions, it ended on the 27th of August, in the same

year. There were present twent3--two cardinals of the two parties of

Gregory XII. and the antipope, the patriarchs of Antioch and Jemsalem,

a hundred and eighty bishops, t two hundred and eighty doctors, and three

hundred regular prelates, besides the ambassadors of France, England,

Portugal, Poland, Cj-prus, and Bohemia. Rupert, king of Germany,

sent ambassadors, but not being satisfied Avith the replies to several

* Not Be Cracovie, aa several authors have mistakenly said.

f De Cone, lib. i., cap. 8. Saint Antoninus, in Chron., part iii., tit. 23, cap. 5, paragraph 2,

calls it conciliabule, because it was assembled by none of those who were treated as popes in dif-

ferent countries.

J Novaes, v., p. 24.
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doubts that he had expressed as to the legitimacy of the council, he with-

drew them.

The cardinal of Pavia, the dean of both colleges, presided. On the 5th

of June, in the fifteenth session, the council deposed* Gregory XII., and

him who styled himself Benedict XIII., and on the 26th of June, in the

nineteenth session, elected Alexander V., as we shall hereafter see.

The faithful flattered themselves that this would put an end to the schism,

but they soon perceived their mistake. In fact, instead of the single pope

they wanted, there were now three, for Gregory, Benedict, and Alexander

were all treated as popes.

Saint Antoninust thus judges the event.

Novaes here says, in a note, that according to Rainaldi, Azorio, and Na-

talis Alexander, the council and the pope elect were, and should be con-

sidered, legitimate.

Gregory, relying upon the protection of King Rupert, at first thought of

convoking a council at Cividal of Austria or Friuli, to oppose that of Pisa
;

and on the 6th of June he really celebrated the first session of that council,

still maintaining, as he was undoubtedly right in doing, that to the pontiff

alone belonged the power legitimately to convoke a general council. Bi^t

he could only assemble at Cividal a small number of prelates. Tlien, on

the 6th of September, he, by a public document, promised to divest himself

of the pontifical insignia if he who was called Alexander V. and the pre-

tended Benedict XIII. would do the same ; so that, by the creation of an-

other, the schism would be terminated. To that end Gregory deputed En-

pert, king of the Romans, Sigismund, king of Hungary, and Ladislas, king

of Naples, to agree with the princes of the other party in the council in the

choice of a place where another council should afterwards be assembled.

For the same end Gregory sent legates into all Christendom ; but very

shortly afterwards, instead of obtaining what he desired, he found himself

abandoned by the senate of Venice, by the Hungarians, and by the Bohe-

mians, in such wise that he was in some personal danger ; while the patriarch

of Aquilea, whom he had deposed, tried to have him captured by armed

men. Warned by friends, he put off his pontifical attire, and caused a man
in his retinue to assume them. The man was arrested, on the supposition

tliat he was the pope. Accompanied by two secretaries, and vainly pursued

by his enemies, he arrived at the port to which Ladislas had sent galleys
;

thence he went to the Abruzzi, then to Ortona, Fondi, and, finally, Gaeta.

Tlie king of Naples, who, in appearance, had become faithful, impatiently

awaited him there. But the fidelity of the king was more than doubtful.

He hoped, by this mask of friendship, to obtain the domination of Eome,

• Novaes, v., p. 24. f Chron., part iii., tit. 22, cap. 5, parag. 2
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where the fugitive pope would have appeared less like a sovereign pontiff

than a hopeless exile.

In 1410 Gi-egor}^ dispatched Jolm, archbishop of Riga, into the northern

parts of Europe, to confirm those people in their obedience to him. He
also created, as legate of the Marches, Angelo, cardinal of Saint Stephen in

Monte Celio ; and, by a letter of the 18th of November, having given the

government of Fermo to Louis Migliorati, he declared him general of the

army of the Church, and ordered him to act Avith the troops of Ladislas.

Gregory, still defended by Ladislas in the ramparts of Gaeta, published,

it is affirmed, in 1411, according to the ritual and the customs of the

Roman court, the bull entitled In Ccena Domini, against heretics and

schismatics. On that head he excommunicated, by name, Louis d'Anjou,

calling himself king of Naples, Peter de Luna, antipope, and Balthazar

Coscia, claiming to be John XXIII., as well as the cardinals who adhered

to this last-named.

In 1412, to supjDort his adherents, who daily decreased in numbers, Greg-

ory sent out several legates, especially into Germany, and pubhshed bulls,

chiefly against those who molested the Margrave Hermann, who was con-

stantly obedient to Gregory.

Subsequently, Ladislas, who seemed to be still attached to Gregory XII.,

yielded to the entreaties of John XXIII. , and basely deserted the legitimate

pope. Then Gregory, having learned that two Venetian vessels had chanced

to run into Gaeta, went on board one of them, accompanied by his two

nephews, Carraro and Condolmieri, and by Barbarigo ; and at length reach-

ing the Adriatic, he was able to get to Rimini, that old shelter which he

had already found with his incorruj)tible fi'iend, Charles Malatesta.

John XXIIL, elected instead of Alexander V., who only reigned ten

months, having, in 1413, convoked the Council of Constance, Gregory was

informed that if he really desired the union and the concord of the

Churches and of all Christendom, he and his cardinals were requested to be

present at the council. The result showed that he really did desire that

union and concord ; but, fearing the plots of his enemies, who repaired to

that council, he endeavored to show that it was assembled without legiti-

mate authorit}', because he, Gregory, was the only true pastor of the

Church. He complained of Sigismimd, king of Hungary, who had re-

cently embraced the party of John. He sent to that prince the cardinal of

Ragusa, a Dominican, and the patriarch of Constantinople, to show the

justice of his cause ; and he ordered the same cardinal of Ragusa to

defend, in the council, the interests of the legitimate pontiff.

The cai'dinal arrived at Constance, and immediately put up before his

palace the armorial bearings of Gregory ; but the same night they were

torn down. Proceedings were taken on that matter, and the decision was
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that the arms ought not to have been piit up in a city which recognized

John and not Gregory. This siifl&ced to show that the assembled bishops

were Httle inclined to defend Gregory. Consequently, the cardinal lost all

hope of bringing them back to Gregory XII.

The cardinal knew that Sigismund was in the same mind. That

monarch repro^iched Gregory for not going to Constance, saying that he

ought to have done so in order to put an end to the schism in the Church.

The pope replied that he had not refused to recognize the council, but that

he blamed a congress which was convoked by John, who was not the Vicar

of Jesus Christ, successor of Saint Peter.

All these unfavorable circumstances being w^eU understood, Gregory, who
strongly desired the peace of the Church, wrote, in 1415, a letter in which

he gave to the cardinal of Ragusa, and others in obedience to the true

pope, full powers to declare in his name the congress of Constance a legiti-

mate general council, but not as being convoked by Balthazar Coscia ; and

svith the express condition that the said Balthazar should not preside there,

or even be present.

At length a constitution was pubHshed, in which it was declared that the

Church had no longer more than one head, and that the faithful who had

obeyed Gregory and John would recognize only that head. Gregory dis-

patched from Rimini his plenipotentiary, Charles Malatesta, lord of many
cities ; and in the fourteenth session, on the 4th of July, 1415, by the said

Malatesta, he renounced the pontificate and declared that Gregory XII.

woiild become Angelo Carraro again. Having learned what had taken place

at Constance by his orders, Angelo became Gregory XII. once more for a

moment, assembled a consistory, and appeared in it in his pontifical habits.

He approved all that had been done by his locum tenens, Malatesta, laid

down the tiara and other insignia of his dignity, and protested that he

would never resume them. This took place at Rimini.

Malatesta, empowered to consummate that abdication at Constance, was

placed there on a throne like that which would have been raised for Pope

Gregory XII., and after having finished the declaration before the council,

descended from the throne, and, no longer representing the pontiff, seated

himself as an ordinary spectator.

The council then, to show its sense of Gregory's conduct, made him

bi.shop of Poi'to and perpetual legate of the Marches, and further recognized

him as the dean of the sacred coUege.

Moreover, aU his former acts were confirmed, and a constitution was

published stating that the determination of the council not to re-elect Greg-

ory XII.* was no sign of depreciation of him, but had for its absolute and

• Novaes v., p. 29.
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sole object tlie restoration of peace to the Church. The same constitution

expressed that the things done by Gregory during his pontificate should

never be brought against him, and that he should never be called upon to

defend himself concerning them. Other honors were at the same time

granted to him, which he only enjoyed for two years, for he was over ninety

years old. He had governed the Church, up to his deposition at Pisa, two

years, ten months, and three days, and, up to his fi'ee and true renunciation

at Constance, eight years, seven months, and five days.

On the 4th of July, 1417, he died at Becanati, and was buried in the

cathedral, where a tomb was raised for him. In 1623 that tomb was

opened when repairs were being made in the church, and his body was

found in preservation, and still clad in the pontifical habits.* Let us do

full justice ! Whatever criticisms have been heaped upon the memory of

this pontiif, he was endowedf with a sanctity so siibhme, that Saint Anto-

ninus, speaking of the constancy of that pope amidst so many adversities,

compares him to the martyred Saint Stephen.:]:

To that sanctity, so worthy of admiration, Gregory XII. joined learning,

experience, and piety.

The vacancy of the Holy See after the renunciation, continued twenty

days.

The article devoted to this reign by Platina§ is entirely insufficient ; he

has given no detail of that noble act of renunciation which has immortahzed

Gregory XII. That great pope defended his rights foot by foot ; it is to

him alone that Christendom owes the commencement of the cahn resulting

from the re-establishment of universal peace in the Church.

* Vittorelli, in his Addit. to Chacon, tome ii., p. 754. See also Quirini, Porpora e Tia/ra

Veneta, p. 3.

t Novaee, v., p 30.

]: Saint Anton., Chron., part iii., tit. 22, cap. 5. See also Leonard d'Arezzo, in Commentar.,

rer. gest. in Italia, apud Muratori, tome ix., p. 936.

§ Platina, p. 541.
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208. ALEXANDER V.—a.d. 1409.

LEXANDER v., originallynamed Peter Philarclius,

was born in the island of Candia. At an early

age lie became a Franciscan friar (he is the sec-

ond pope of that order). He was ^ent to Oxford

and to Paris to study philosophy and theology.

He became so able that he was called il doctor

re/ulcjido. From Paris he went into Lombardy,

where John Galeas Yisconti, lord of Milan, con-

sidering him a man of distinguished intellect and gi'eat learning, named

him professor at Pa-\-ia, court theologian and privy councillor, and promised

him further honors.

Peter was successively bishop of Placenza and of Yicenza, and arch-

bishop of Milan.

Yisconti sent him to Bohemia to Wenceslaus, to obtain from that prince

the title and insignia of duke of Milan, and at his death left him as guar-

dian of his two minor sons. Innocent YII. created Peter a cardinal on the

11th of July, 1405.

He was elected pope on the 16th of June, 1409, at the age of sixty, or, as

some say, seventy, in the nineteenth session of the Council of Pisa, by

twenty-three cardinals, of whom thirteen were of the Koman party, and ten

of the party of Avignon. He was publicly crowned on the 7th of July in

the cathedral of the city, wlience he made the solemn cavalcade, thus imi-

tatiag the possesso of Saint John Lateran.

In the same council of Pisa, Alexander, for the peace of the Church,

accepted and admitted into the sacred college nine cardinals who had been

created in the unhappy times by the antipopes Clement YII. and Benedict

Xm. Alexander, finding himself recognized by the greater part of Chris-

tendom, appHed himself to the task of recovermg the States of the Church

and expelling Ladislas. The duke of Anjou promised on that subject his

whole support to the pope, who gave him the title of king of Sicily, and

made him gonfalonier (standard-bearer) of the Church.

From Pisa, Alexander went to Prato, and then to Pistoia. There he

published a bull on the 25th of December, 1409, to prevent the progress in

Bohemia of the errors of Wyckliff, which had been introduced there by

.john Hus. The pope was about to visit Rome, where the inhabitants only

awaited his arrival to restore him all his authority ; but Cardinal Coscia
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urged His Ploliness first to visit Bologna. Alexander had scarcely reached

the city, Avhen he fell sick, and he died on the 4th of March, 1410, after

reigning ten months and eight days. He was interred in the church of the

Conventual Franciscans.

He was a personage of great prudence, constantly mild and gentle,

liberal to the poor, and distinguished by eminent quahties ; an eloquent

orator, a consummate theologian, and worthy of all the praise that numer-

ous authors have bestowed upon him. The cardinals, on electmg him,

exclaimcil that the Christian world would not fail to do them justice, as

they could not possibly have made a better choice. Unfortunately, this

pope shaped his measures too much according to the advice of the

Cardinal Coscia, the same who succeeded him under the name of John

XXIII.

Some bishoprics, abbeys, and benefices were imprudently distributed.

As regards nepotism, this pope used to say, that being raised to the papacy

he had not been tempted to enrich his relations, inasmuch as he knew of

none. His generosity often reduced him to a kind of distress ; and, accord-

ingly, he sometimes remarked— We were a rich hisJiop, a poor cardinal, and

now we are a mendicant pope.

The Holy See was vacant thirteen days.

209. JOHN XXIIL— A. D. 1410.

OHN XXIII., originally named Balthazar Coscia. or

Cossa, was born at Naples, and was son of John,

count of Traja and lord of Procida. After being

archdeacon of Bologna, auditor of the Rota, and

bishop of Ischia, he was created cardinal in 1402.

The conclave consisted of only sixteen cardinals,

seven being absent. He was elected pope on the

7th of May, 1410. On the 24th of the same month

he was ordained priest by the cardinal-bishop of Ostia, then consecrated in

the basilica of Saint Petrona, and afterwards crowned by the Cardinal Ei-

naldo Brancacci.

At the time of the election there were some prejudices against choosing

him. He was said to have governed Bologna tyramiically, and to have

led a worldly hfe there. Saint Antoninus describes him as a j^erson capable
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of great things iu temporal al'i'airs, a skilful politician, and an andacious and

warlike man, who, in his youth, had even been a corsair ; but at the same

time, as a priest, but ill calculated to make himseK a reputation in spiritual

aftairs. It is certain that the two successors of Boniface—Innocent VII.

and Gregory XII.—had much reason to complain of the conduct of Coscia>

and Gregory had even deprived him of the purple, as having usurped a

despotic authority at Bologna ; but Alexander V. restored him the cardi-

nalate and the legation of Bologna, and added that of the Marches and the

presidency of some other provinces.

It was at this precise period that Rupert, king of the Komans, died. A
successor had to be named. John wrote to the electors, to induce them to

name Sigismund of Luxemburg, king of Hungary, son of the Emperor

Charles IV., and brother of Wenceslaus. He was a prince of great prudence,

firm, magnanimous, pious, liberal, well read, master of several languages,

of good person and a majestic bearing. The city of Home was again upon

the point of falling into the hands of Ladislas, king of Naples. The pope,

in 1411, resolved to go in person to the defence of his capital. He com-

menced by declaring that the kingdom of Naples rightfully belonged to

Louis of Anjou, and he joined that prince to march upon Home by way of

Florence and Sienna. At length the pope appeared among the Bomans in

a sort of triumph, Louis of Anjou holding the bridle of the pontiff's horse.

John, formerly a warrior, knew that celerity is sometimes necessary in mili-

tary expeditions. He added to the army of Louis some troops commanded
by Paul Orsini, general of the Church, by Francis Sforza, and other famous

captains, Avho, encountering Ladislas on the 19th of May, at Boccasecca,

boldly dispersed his troops, and would have taken the throne from him, had

they not been prevented from continuing the attack by their desire for

plunder. On the other hand, on the 9th of December, John excommuni-

cated Ladislas, deprived him of the kingdom of Naples and Jerusalem,

released the Neapolitans from their oath of fidelity, and published against

that prince a crusade, to which he called nearly all the States of Europe.

Ladislas, pursued by his enemies, thought it time to abandon the cause

of Gregory XII. and submit to John. That pope, contented with this vic-

tory, received Ladislas into his good graces, and by caprice, or in the desire

to augment his own power, being tired of his relations with Loiiis of Anjou,

he restored the kingdom of Naples to Ladislas, created him general of the

Roman Church, and even furnished him with an immense sum of money.

But Ladislas, who had already deceived so many popes, only sought to lead

John into a snare. He secretly approached Rome, entered by breaching

the walls, forced the pope to fly, and ravaged the city.

John then resorted to the power of Sigismund. The pontiff and that

prince had an interview, to consult upon the means of pacifv'ing Christen-
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dom. The}' visited, together, Parma, Placenza, and Cremona. In tliis last

city, which had alwaj^s been Guelph—that is to say, of the party sustained

by the pope, the party that protected true liberty in Italy—the emperor,

who was the head of the Ghibelliue party, thought it advisable, in order to

win that commune over to his interests, to grant privileges to Gabrino Fon-

dolo, who had made himself be considered a kind of master tliere. Let us

now see how the head of the Holy See, the bold protector of the city, and

the emperor, his new benefactor, were on the point of being rewarded.

They had both ascended the tower of Cremona, whence all Lombardy and

the majestic course of the pope could be seen.- Gambrino Fondolo, who

only by perfidy had obtained the sovereignty that he enjoyed, had for an

instant the idea of hurling both pope and emperor from the top of the cam-

panile, or bell-tower, and thus to cause in Christendom a sudden revolution,

out of which he could obtain profit to himself. Eleven years after-

wards, when that same tyrant was condemned, at Milan, to be be-

headed, by order of the Duke Philippe Maria, he declared before his

execution that he onlj regretted that he had been cowardly enough to

abandon that idea.

The troubles of the Holy See were complete. Sigismund afterwards had

the idea of referring the important afi'airs of the Church to a council, to be

assembled at Constance. Some cardinals of the pope's party received from

the emperor a communication stating that if John would go in person to

Constance, he should there without opposition exert the supreme authority,

receive all the honors due to the sovereign pontiff, and leave the city when

he chose.

Ladislas died on the 8th of AugTist, 1414. Italy enjoyed a]:>parent calm.

Shortly after, John had the affliction of learning that in the marquisate

of Misnia some heretics had been discovered, who called themselves the

Brothers of the Cross, and pretended to base their doctrine upon a writing

laid by angels at the foot oi" the altar of Saint Peter, at Home, about the

year 343, apparently in the time of Julius I.

" It is since that time," said they, "that.we go about the world scourg-

ing ourselves. God has abolished the law of baptism and instituted bap-

tism in our own blood." To those perverse inspirations they added, that

flagellation with conviction sufficed for salvation. The insensates also

maintained that no feast ought to be celebrated excepting Christmas

and the Assumption,! which were to be celebrated on Sunday. These

* Italy. 163.

f This idea of only celebrating Christmas and the Assumption was borrowed in 1801 from a

citation of Fleury's (Fieury, liv. 100, vi., p. 339), and urged when the concordat was being dis-

cussed. It was seriously proposed to suppress all holidays exceiit tlic two that we have men-

tionecL Bui that proposition, so (vlious to ('athoMcity, was courageously repulsed.
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heretics were condemned, but tlieii' adherents appeared again in other

provinces.

John still feared to go to Constance, thinking that he would leave it not

as pope but as a private person. However, stimulated by the entreaties of

the cardinals, and by the assurances given to him by Sigismund, he at

length resolved to go. He entered Constance on horseback, attended by

his court of nearly six bundled persons. He advanced sadly, like a victim

adorned for the sacrifice.

By his own consent he opened the sixteenth general council, known as

that of Constance, on the 5th of November 1414. That solemn assembly

lasted four years. It was attended by about a thousand fathers, among

whom were twenty-nine cardinals, four patriarchs, and three hundred

bishops. The emperor Sigismund was present. All the princes of Europe

had sent their ambassadors ; and there were besides above thirty-two thou-

sand persons drawn thither by the immense intei'est of the greatest event

of the fifteenth century : for two popes renounced their authority ; the

third also retired, and a new one was elected who was recognized by all

Christian nations.

The council had forty-five sessions. At the first two John XXIII. pre-

sided. Pierre d'Ailly, cardinal of Cambray, presided at the third ; Jordan

Orsini, cardinal of Albano, at the fourth and at the fifth. John de Brogni,

cardinal of Viviers, presided at all the following sessions, until the election

of Martin V. in the forty-first. The last four were presided over by the

new pope elect. In that assembly the errors of Jerome of Prague and his

disciple John Kus were proscribed. Some authors, even Catholics, have

been of opinion that the condemnation of those sectaries, though substan-

tially just, was perhaps too hasty, and led to fatal consequences.

The Emperor Sigismiind was accompanied by the Empress Barbara de

Cilley, his wife ; by Isabella, queen of Bosnia ; Rodolph, elector of Sax-

ony ; Frederic, burgave of Nuremberg, afterwards elector of Brandenburg
;

Louis, count palatine of the Rhine and duke of Bavaria ; the archbishop of

Mentz, and many other illustrious personages.

At the Mass which was celebrated by the pope on Christmas day, Sigis-

mund, attired as a deacon, and having a drawn sword in his hand, sang the

Gospel

—

Exiit edictum a Ccesare Augitsto— There tveni forth an edict from the

Emperor Augustus ; and the count de Cilley, the emperor's father-in-law,

held in his hand the golden apple, or imperial globe.

In the second ses.sion, held on the 2d of March, 1415, John swore to

renounce the pontificate, if Gregory XII. and Benedict XIII. did the same

;

he himself, after celebrating in the cathedral the Mass of the Holy Ghost,

pronounced in the midst of that imposing assembly the oath. Having de-

scended from the throne, he knelt before the altar, and with his hand upon
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his lieart saicl :
" Sponcko, voveo, et jnro, Deo—I j^^omise. Lord, and I swear

to God." The emperor was so touched by the humble and solemn tone of

the pope, that rising suddenly from his throne, and taking off his crown, he

knelt at the feet of the pontiff to thank him, and manifested his joy at the

generous resolution, as honorable for the pope as for the council. Uufor-

Lunately, that good resolution of John did not long continue. Some time

afterwards he refused to give his sanction for the drawing up of the Act of

Renunciation, pretending that he wished to make it in person.

Being then informed that he would be compelled to sign the power, and

not doubting that he would be arrested, he fled in the disguise of a mer-

chant, and with the aid of Frederic, duke of Austria, who protected him.

That prince, to favor the departure of John, gave a tournament against the

count de Cilley, the brother-in-law of the emperor. In the confusion

attending that kind of exhibition, the pope quitted Constance, and went to

Schafl'hausen, Lauffenburg, and then to Eriburg. No one now knew who
was the true pope. Fifty-five heads of accusation were dra\\ii up against

John, which had been read before him with aU formahty. Finally, the

council pronounced the definitive sentence against him on the 25th of May,

1415—that is to say, five years and thirteen days after his elevation to the

pontificate.

For the first time, then, a pope was suddenly deprived by those who had

recognized him as supreme pontiff.

Such were the operations of the Council of Constance. The first person-

age in the Church was reduced to a private station, and destined to the

rigors of a prison. For, being stppped at Friburg, he was betrayed by his

protector and friend, the Duke Frederic, who cared only for his own inter-

est. John, at the commencement of June, was sent prisoner to Heidelberg,

escorted by the guards of Louis, count palatine and duke of Bavaria, and

thence to Munich, where for four years he was strictly kept by Germans,

who did not understand his language ; neither did he understand theu's.

If John was guilty of the faults which have been charged against him,

they deserved an eternal obH\'ion, for his humility and resignation when he

heard his sentence'^ sufficed to expiate those faults, as Bercastel remarks,

who with great circumspection "whites the history of that event. Gregory

Xn., who, as we have stated in our sketch of him, had given to the cardinal

of Eagusa and other cardinals the faculty to form a council of the assem-

bly of Constance, in the fourteenth session, on the 4th of July, through the

medium of his generous friend Charles Malatesta, lord of Rimini, published

anew his voluntar}' renunciation of the pontificate, saying that he desired

only the weal of the Church.

* Novaea, v., p. 54.
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Wlieu the tliirty-seveuth sessiou was held, on the 2Gth of June, 1417,

Benedict XIII. persevered in his obstinacy, although Sigismund had made

the journey to persuade that antipope to renounce. Then he was deposed

and excommunicated as obstinate, schismatical, and departed from the

faith. After his deposition, it was proposed that no one of the deposed

should be chosen in the new election, so that the Church might be rendered

more solid.

Great concord had always reigned in this council. It was divided, into

five chambers—the German, Italian, French, English, and Spanish, It was

determined that for this single occasion the election of the Head of the

Church should be intrusted to a double college. One of these was formed

of thirty deputies named by the five nations, six for each of them ; the other

of twenty-three cardinals of the three obediences. Those fifty-three electors

were shut up together on the 7th of November, 1417, and on the 11th of

that month they came forth and proclaimed their choice of Otho Colonna,

cardinal of the title of Saint George. He took the name of the holy pon-

tiff Martin of Todi, that angel of peace, that courageous successor of the

apostles, that deplorable victim of the fuiy of the Emperor Constantine

II. (see Life of Pope Martin), and declared that he woiild be called

Martin V.

Colonna had, in 1405, received from Innocent III. the cardinal's hat, and

he had constantly shown his attachment to the pontiff up to the period of

the Council of Pisa, when he embraced the cause of Alexander V., and his

legitimate successor John XXIII. The choice, then, had now fallen upon

that one of the cardinals who had shown the most attachment to the regu-

lar Church, and the most dislike of intruders.

The Council of Constance deemed all those measures requisite, and that

it was necessary to depose the three pontiffs in order to the total extinction

of the schism that those three pretensions had fomented. And in that the

fathers remembered the ancient and holy times when those hundred African

bishops agreed to abandon their episcopal sees to put an end to a schism

of the Donatists.

Persuaded that the unity of the Church is the greatest of all goods,

the fathers thought that it should be preferred to every other interest,

and that it was for the advantage of the Church that the true pastor

should be the only pastor. They remained faithful to the maxims of

Saint Augustine, the soul of that august assemblage of African bishops.

On that occasion that great saint said :
" It is for our people that we

are bishops. Now, what we are to our brethren, we are only in so far

as we can be useful to them. We should not be bishops to their

injury. When the Son of God has come down from heaven that we
should Ijccome his members, should we feel pain in leaving our sees.
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when we leave them only that the members of Christ may not be bruised

by a fatal delusion ?" Those words of Saint Augustine are admirable in

their generosity, ''That being settled," adds Novaes (v., p. 55), "I have

gi'eat reason to felicitate myself upon the z-eal and magnanimity of Pope

Pius VII., who, supported by the holy maxims of the African bishops,

would restore the unity of the Galilean Church, lacerated and divided by

the fatal divisions of France, and whom we have also seen weeping in most

lively sorrow. Pius YII. found it necessary to exhort, to constrain the

bishops of France, dispersed hither and thither by the furies of the tem-

pest, to quit their flocks, and, with true greatness of soul, to renounce their

own sees. For the sake of the unity of the Church he displaced both the

time pastors and the intruders. The legitimate mission of the new pastors

has been established and maintained ; and accordingly since that period

my tears of bitterness have been changed into tears of tenderness and joy,

because I remember the happiness of the union which the great pontiff

restored to the Most Christian nation."'^

In the following session of the Council of Constance, held under the new

pontiff Martin, it was ordered that Balthazar Coscia, formerly known as

John XXIII., should pass from the prison of the duke of Bavaria into the

hands of the ministers of the Holy See. Thirty thousand golden croAvns

Avere paid to that duke for the expenses of that imprisonment, and John

was delivered to the care of the bishop of Lubeck. But John escaped in

1419, and went to Florence and threw himself at the feet of Martin. He, a

scion of the most illustrious of the princely houses of Italy, and made

pontiff by a most magnificent and solemn election, had sentiments of the

most lofty generosity and greatness. He received John with marks of the

most lively tenderness and affability. Martin immediately created John

bishop of Frascati and dean of the sacred college, and gave him a seat

loftier than that of the other cardinals. But he did not long enjoy those

honors which in no other rank of the human hierarchies would have been

lavished by the conqueror upon the conquered. It is in the family of the

sovereign pontiffs that we see those virtues which are exhibited by no other

family of princes.

John XXIII. died on the 22d of December, at Florence, and was interred

in a sumptuous tomb in the cathedral of Saint John, by his friend Cosmas

de Medicis.

The Holy See was vacant, I'eckoning from his deposition to the election

of Martin V., two years, five months, and eight days.

We have seen persons elected popes, and with more or less of right

* Novaes here very opportunely gives to the nation the title enjoyed by its ancient kings, who

wors no more.
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believing it right to retain, with a seemingly inexcusable pertinacity, the

authority which has been conferred upon them. We do not think that

to detect the cause of so long a resistance it is necessary to penetrate the

folds of ordinary obstinacy which binds some men to the love of worldly

things. Perhaps we should not attribute to the defects of human nature

that tenacity so loth to give up what has been recognized by cardinals, by

nations, and by princes, and to look upon it as a peculiar property which no

human power has the right to take away. A Christian who has heard

himself saluted pope, head of Christendom, sovereign of sovereigns, arbiter

of the disputes of kmgs, raised to the honorable power of binding and

loosing here on earth, to be the successor and vicar of Jesus Christ, must

fear to hold loosely and with tremulous hand the greatness which has

devolved upon him. I cannot believe in the weakness of him who resists.

I do not suspect him of a foolishly proud spirit ; I believe that, in a situa-

tion in wliich not a backward step can be made, one is, as it were, nailed,

in spite of himseK, to that greatness. Perhaps it is no longer desired, and

yet it is not to be abnegated. One cannot easily renounce it. The more

one loves Christ, the more that sacred trust envelops the whole man ; it

becomes veritably part of his flesh and of his bone. The Gospel forbids us

to die by our own hand. "We must Kve ; and so, unyielding, a pope must

hold his pontificate.

It seems to me that it is forbidden even to historians, and still more to

the multitude, to enter into such questions, and to judge of the thoughts

and actions of that small number of men who are placed, as it were, on the

confines of Di\anity, and who neither would nor could confide to any other

man their sufi"erings, their doubts, their impossibihty of action, their fet-

tered generosity, their feet bound to the earth, their hands chained to the

altar when they would fain lay down the tiara. Christians, as no one has

told us such secrets, and as, with the help of God, we shall see such scenes

no more, let us abstain from stern judgments, and from useless and sense-

less denunciations. God has not made us men so strong that we should

often renew such strifes. Some authors,* remarking that John XXIII. had

been deposed, have thence inferred consequences Avliich, under other cir-

cumstances, could not but be erroneous. Although most of the prelates

who deposed him had recognized John XXIII. as the true pope, they could

not be unaware that the legitimacy of his election was doubted by a great

portion of the Christian world. They also knew that the prudent course in

an extreme case, involving the safety of Church or State, can never be taken

as a general rule, and that, even in strict military or civil subordination,

there are cases which must necessarily be exceptions to the general rule.

* Feller, iii., p. G52.
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210. MARTIN v.—A. d. 1417.

0R the first time we see in the Chair of Saint Peter

a cardinal belonging to the house of Colonna, so

often aU-powerful at Eome. Its rival, the cele-

brated family of the Orsini, had given a Pole in

-^u,^ the person of Nicholas III., elected in 1277, and

the predecessor of Martin IV. Nicholas incurred

the reproach of nepotism, a temper truly repre-

hensible, which has so often injured the Holy See,

and which may now be denounced without scandal, because for more than

half a century no Eoman pontiff can be accused of it, and the wise Pius

IX. will assuredly not set the example. It may be asked, on a close exam-

ination of the numberless revolutions that w^e have undertaken to report,

how it happened that, amidst so many absurd desires, when the meanest

soldier and the most obscure adventurer everywhere claimed the rule of

cities, no one belonging to those illustrious families of the Colonnas and the

Orsini ever thought of usurping the sovereign authority in Rome ?

Those families prodiiced men eminent for talents, wealth, and courage.

If they were great, wealthy, and courageous, they might also be ambitioiis

;

and yet amidst aU those intrigues, attacks, seditions of every kind, revolts,

sometimes with, sometimes against the people, the patronage now given to

the tribune Rienzi, and anon withdrawn, no Colonna and no Orsini ever ap-

peared in the front rank to claim the supreme authority. We cannot hesi-

tate to attribute this spirit of reserve and moderation to an unalterable

respect for the rights of the Holy See. AU honor to those two great

families

!

The Colonnas, among others, were personal enemides of many of the popes.

The violence of Sciarra Colonna has been sufiiciently described, even though

he did not smite a pontiff with his gauntlet. A Colonna assisting at the coro-

nation of Louis of Bavaria was presumptuous, no doubt ; but in welcoming

an intruder to Rome, if he offended John XXIII., who resided at Avignon,

he did not directly manifest any ambition to reign. The Orsini, who had

so much power, who fortified the Cohseum, and made it the asylum of Alex-

ander III., who attentively watched aU the plans of the Colonna, apparently

to bafiie them, so entirely gave themselves up to that family jealousy, and

to the secondary passions it evolves, that they were equally strangers to

any project for maldiig themselves kings of Rome. When service has been
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rendered, or mischief done, it is nahiral to seek po-\vor to obtain impunity,

or escape ingratitude
;

3'et no member of either of those two great families

ever appears to have desired to usurp authority in Rome. Those nobles

were by turns factious and faithful; undisciphned and obedient; fierce

against some popes, and subservient to others; but the dignity of the

Holy See and the possession of Rome were always respected by these

princes. Finally, amidst all the disturbances at the close of the last and

the commencement of the present centuries, neither the Colonnas nor the

Orsini have been seen among those who rejoiced over the misfortunes of

the pontificate. This signal justice was due to those two noble families.*

Martin V., Otlio Colonna, was born, according to some authors, in 1365.

He studied canon law and other sciences at Perugia, and he was loved for

his learning, integiity, mildness, affability, and modesty. He was called

thefdicity of his times. Urban VI. made him prothonotary and referendary

;

Boniface IX., aiiditor of the Rota and apostoKc nuncio to the courts of

Italy. Innocent YH. created him cardinal-deacon of Saint George, vicar

of Rome, and archpriest of the Basilica of the Lateran. John XXIII. gave

him the administration of the patrimony of Saint Peter, of the duchy of

Spoleto, and of the cities -of Todi, Orvieto, Terni, and Amelia. In all those

employments he showed rare prudence. In 1380, he was archbishop of

Urbino. At last, he was elected pontiff in the forty-first session of the

Council of Constance, on the lltli of November, 1417.

It had been decided, as we mentioned in our life of Jolm XXIII., that

besides the twenty-three cardinals who were present, there should be an

assemblage of thii'ty prelates, and that these cardinals and prelates should

name a new pope, who should have the suffi-ages of two-thirds of both col-

leges. They were within ten days to elect him whom they deemed the most

worthy. On the third day they named Colonna, who took the name of Mar-

tin V. But as the pontiffs Marinus I. and Marinus II. were also popularly

known under the name of Mai-tin, and as the successor of Nicholas III. Avas

commonly called Martin IV., Colonna took the name of Martin V. More-

over, he was elected on -Saint Martin's day, and he placed himself under the

protection of that gi'eat saint.

On the 12th of November, Martin was made deacon ; on the 13th, he re-

ceived the priesthood ; on the 14th, he was consecrated bishop, and seven

days later, he was solemnly crowned. He then made the grand cavalcade

in the city of Constance, to the cathedral church of Saint Augustine. The

bridle of his horse was held on the right by the Emperor Sigismund, and on

* It is known that Fabricius Colonna is the interlocutor of Machiavelli, in his treatise on The

/rt of War ; and that Bartholomew Orsini, of Alviano, lent France the aid of his courage in the

battle of Murignano.
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the left by Frederic, marquis of Brandenburg and elector of the empire.

At the close of the ceremony, a dispute arose between the pope's servants

and the burgomaster of the city, as to who should have the horse that had

been ridden by the pope. Cancellieri says that it was adjudged to the

burgomaster.*

In the forty-third session, on the 22d of March, 1418, the pope revoked

all the favors gi-anted by the recent popes, from Gregory XI. downward.

He ordered that the bishoprics and benefices should be administered as they

had been before Urban VI. He made numerous decisions on ecclesiastical

discipline. Regarding the doctrines of John Huss, the pope repeated, by a

bull of the 22d of February, 1418, that they were condemned. The errors

of that sectary consisted in still maintaining that the necessity of commu-
nicating under both kinds was a dogma of faith. He taught that the bread

and wine existed, as such, after consecration. He believed that sacraments

administered by ministers of the altar who were in a state of mortal sin

were of no value. He admitted to the holy mysteries all laymen in the

grace of God ; he maintained that the Church ought not to have any tem-

poral possessions, and that the order of the hierarchy should be altered,

maintaining that all priests were equal, and that there was no diiference

between them and the pope, the cardinals, the archbishops, and the bishops.

On the 23d of April, in the forty-fifth session, the pope terminated the

Council of Constance, which had lasted three years and nearly six months,

and he approved its decrees concerning matters of faith. On this head we

quote Feller :t

" The first article of the bull against the Hussites is remarkable in making

the pope require that a man suspected of heresy shall swear that he receives

the general councils, and especially that of Constance, representing the uni-

versal Church, and admit that all that that council received or condemned

is to be received or condemned."

It seems a natural inference that Martin V. approves the superiority of

the councils over the popes, which was decided in the fourth and fifth ses-

sions. But others maintain that Martin spoke only of the doctrinal decrees

against the sectaries ; and they rely upon an authentic document to serve

as a monument to posterity, in which the pope solemnly declared in the last

session " that he would inviolably hold and observe aU that has been de-

creed, concluded, and determined, conciliariter, in matters of faith in the

Council of Constance ; that he approved and ratified aU that had been thus

done in matters of faith, but not aught done other-\vise and in another

manner."

They add, that the decrees of the fourth and fifth session apply only to

* Sturia de' Possessi, p. 40. t Feller, iv., 360.
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times of schism and to popes whose legitimacy might be contested, as had

been the case, at times, previously.

The words of Martin are given by Labbe, in his Councils, vol. xii., p. 258 :

Decreta in materia Jidei, per pra'sens concilium, conciliariter teneri et inviolahili-

ter ohservari.

By these words, which Novaes* repeats in a note, Martin meant that he

did not approve of what had been determined in the fourth and fifth ses-

sions relative to the authority of the councils over the pope. It is true,

moreover, as both Spondanus and Bellarmine teach, that the Council of

Constance did not absolutely define that the general councils had received

fi'om Jesus Christ power over the pontiffs. It only declared that that power

existed in time of schism, when it was not knoA\Ti which was the true pope
;

and if they have power over doubtful popes, they have it not, properly speak-

ing, over the pope. That is also the opinion of Torre Cremata, of Sanders,

and of Compeggio ; and it appears to us to be dictated by the highest spirit

of wisdom and foresight.

Ladislaus-, king of Poland, endeavored, by all the most efficacious means,

to facihtate the reunion of the Greek and Eoman churches. Maiiin

wrote to him in congratulation upon his zeal, confirmed the favors gi'anted

to him by other pontiffs, and declared him vicar-general of the Eoman
Church in his own States, with the especial charge to protect the evangelic

light among the barbarians, and to invite the Greeks to return to the Holy

See.

At the same time John, king of Portugal, not content with having taken

the town of Ceuta, belonging to the Moors, resolved to war still more

sharply upon them, in order to propagate the Christian faith. Martin, de-

sirous of aiding him in his holy enterjDrise, urged aU the Christian princes

to share the dangers that John was about to run, and pubhshed a crusade

against the Afiicans. Two years later, the Portuguese fleets made their

way to the East Indies. They first took the island of Madeira, and then

coasted Africa to the Cape of Good Hope. They thus reached the Indies,

which had not previously been visited from Europe by sea.

Martin, justly beheving that these conquests would benefit religion,

granted to the king of Portugal aU the territories that should be discovered

by his navigators fi'om the mouth of the Black Sea to the extremities of the

Indies.

All the'business of the council being finished, the pope, in 1418, set out

on his return to Italy, accompanied by twelve cardinals.

Martin embarked on the Bhine to go to Schaffhausen ; he passed through

Rome, Geneva, Susa, Turin, Pavia, and Milan. On the 7th of October he

* Novaes, v., p. 64.
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arrived at Mantua, wliere he remained till the end of the year. He con-

tinued his journey by Eomagna, and stopped at Florence.

Martin had just terminated a difficult affair. John, count of Foix, asked

permission to marry Blanche, daughter of Charles, king of Navarre, who
was sister to his former wife Jane. It was his design to estabhsh his race

legitimately in the kingdom of Navarre, of which Blanche had become the

heiress. Martin granted the dispensation, notwithstanding the degree of

affinity. This clearly proves that Juhus II., at a subsequent period, had a

precedent for the dispensation which he granted to Henry VIII. of England,

and that that prince had not on that account a reasonable pretext for foment-

ing the English schism.

In gi'atitude to the Florentines for their welcome, Martin erected their

bishopric into a MetropoHtan See ; he at the same time confirmed the

canonization of Saint Bridget, decreed in 1391 by Boniface IX., and con-

firmed in 1415 by John XXIII. Martin ordered this confirmation for the

purpose of showing that Boniface and John were true popes. And thus, as

the immortal Lambertini remarks, their legitimacy is well proven.*

Martin's entrance into Bome was impatiently expected. The passage in

which Platina gives the facts relating to that event is very touching. The

fine latinity of the author becomes more brilliant than ever as he speaks of

the feelings which the Romans miist naturally have experienced.

" Martin, leaving Florence, at length arrived at Rome. The whole popu-

lation and the princes hastened to meet him, as though he were no mere

man, but as it were a saving star, or the sole father of the land. The Ro-

mans in their calendar still preserve the memory of that day, the tenth of

the calends of October (22 Sept.), 1421. The pope found Rome so devas-

tated and wasted, that the very form of a city was gone ; everywhere were

ruinous houses, temples overthrown, streets deserted, the whole city sunk

in sloughs and oblivion, suffering from the scarcity and deamess of every

thing. What more can be said ? No appearance of an inhabited place was

to be seen ; no indication of what constitutes a city. You would have

taken all these citizens for mere denizens, or immigrants of the vilest scum

of the earth."

Not without a purpose have we quoted this frightful account of the con-

dition in which Martin found Rome. Every time that she has repulsed the

popes, that city, almost losing her very name, has presented so frightful a

spectacle, evidenced so terrible a chastisement. Advise then revolts, that

that renowned majesty, that venerable gi-andeur, may again be seen peopled

only by the vilest scum of the earth !

We saw Rome three months after the return of Pius VII., in 1814. As-

* De Canonizatione, 55, liv. i., cap. ix., No. 10.
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siirecUy, as far as tliey could, the French had carefully and generously pre-

served all the celebrated monuments ; nevertheless the population seemed

to have lost its energy, and forgotten its first joy ; deep grief was still im-

printed on all countenances.* I know not whether that magnanimous cap-

ital is reserved for similar calamities, Imt at least she should not boast of

those fatal and mortifying falls which miist always be succeeded by the re-

turn of the beneficent authority which should never have been banished

!

No one has mission, authority, capacity, or skill to govern Borne better than

the pontifi's. There are misunderstandings as to certain concessions useful

to municipal existence : eventually they will be consented to. Rome needed

some modification for its real progress, and from the administration of Con-

salvi to the present time, that city has prospered no less and progressed no

less than others on the way to prosperity. The pontifical authorities are

opposed to no real improvement. Complaint may, possibly, be well founded

in some obscure comers of the State, but at Rome there has been exaggera-

tion ; more has been demanded than was really desired. If it is just to

ask that sovereigns do their duty, it is no less just to ask of the people,

prudence, truthfulness, and temperance ; such a people will ask only for

what is just, and therefore will surely obtain it, Rome, on the arrival of

Martin V,, immediately assumed a new aspect. Money circulated abun-

dantly, agriculture furnished its rich supphes, and strangers from all parts

flowed in, Pilgi'ims came to teach the inhabitants, for the most part cold and

ungrateful, how much the popes should be loved. Moreover, wherever the

pope resided, affairs soon connected that place wdth all the rest of the

world.

Queen Jane knew that after her death the kingdom of Naples would

remain under the authority of the Holy See, To avoid this, and to deprive

the pope of his rights, she adopted the king of Aragon, who, she declared,

was to succeed her as though he were a son.

Martin, on that subject, determined to defend Louis of Anjou, to whom
he sent a reinforcement of cavalry. At the same time there was a

continued propagation in Italy of the heresy of the fraticelli, called also of

Hit opinion, because they opined that John XXIII, was deprived of the

pontificate on account of the constitutions that he had decreed upon the

poverty of Christ and his apostles, Martin deputed two cardinals to con-

duct the proceedings necessary to be taken against the sectaries.

Meanwhile the Hiissites, under the leadership of Zisca, defended their

heresies in Bohemia, They cruelly persecuted the Catholics in that king-

dom ; they destroyed the churches ; they profaned the altars and the sacred

images, and they burned the priests ; the violences of those impious people

• Tlie number of the population at that period is given in our life of Gregory XI,
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became innumerable. Martin invited tlie emperor and the electors of Ger-

many to commence a war against those barbarians.

In the forty-fourth session of the Council of Constance it had been

decreed that another general council shoidd be celebrated. It was con-

voked at Pavia, where it opened on the 22d of June, 1423, three legates of

the pope presiding. Shortly afterwards the plague appeared in that city

;

the council removed to Sienna, and commenced its business on the 21st of

August. But the proceedings closed on the 26th of February, 1424,

because the war prevented the bishops from going into Italy. Then

another council was convoked at Bale, for the year 1431. In conformity to

the law of Urban YI., Martin, in 1423, celebrated the jubilee of the holy

year. The pilgrims were not very numerous, on account of the wars in-

volving Italy, France, and Germany.

We have seen that Jane II. had adopted as her son the king of Aragon
;

but that prince having proved very culpably ungrateful, the queen revoked

her act of adoption and substituted for the king of Aragon Louis of Anjou,

so as to unite in the son of that latter prince the rights of the branches of

Durazzo, both of which were issues of Charles of Anjou, brother to Saint

Louis. This new adoption was approved by Martin, and in 1424 he con-

firmed Charles in the possession of the kingdom, of which he had been

deprived in 1421.*

The same year the pope forbade the cardinals to accept the title of pro-

tectors or patrons of kings or princes. In cases of their having already

promised it, they were to renounce it, in order that they might be the more

entirely free to advise the pope on all the business of the coui't. Alphonso,

king of Ai'agon, irritated against the Holy Father, who had maintained his

o^\Ti rights, published an edict infringing the ecclesiastical immunities. In

1429, the pope was obliged severely to reprove the archbishop of Canter-

bury. That prelate, arrogating to himself an authority which belonged

solely to the Boman pontiff, had instituted, in England, a kind of jubilee,

similar to that of the holy year, granting to those who within a given time

should visit the cathedral church of Canterbury the same indulgences which

were granted to the pilgrims visiting Borne at the time of the true jubilee.

Martin continued his apostoHc labors : he had extinguished the heresies

which ravaged Bohemia ; he had j^acified afflicted Italy, restored desolated

Rome, and merited the title that was given to him, of failier of the country.

He had governed thirteen years, three months, and nine days, when he died

of apoplexy, at the age of sixty-three years, on the night of the 19th to

2Gth of February, 1431. This pontiff was interred in a very beautiful

bronze tomb, in the middle of the church of Saint John Lateran, before the

* Novaes, v., p. 75.
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altar where repose the heads of the holy apostles Peter and Paul. It is

there that he is described as ihe felicity of his time. He was worthy of that

proud title, he to whom the Church owed the extinction of the schism, Italy

repose, and Kome its complete restoration.

Maxtin was Loth a good man and a statesman. He was regretted after

his death even by those who detested him in life. His affability, his pru-

dence, his power to advise well, and his pure morality, made him the first

personage of that time. When an ecclesiastical dignity was to be conferred,

he was an austere iuquii'er into the talent of the candidate. He granted

powers only to those who deserved them. He was admired for his firmness,

courage, and magnanimity in cii'cumstances painful enough to quell the

courage of most men. He had two brothers whom he tenderly loved, An-

tonio, prince of Salerno, and Lorenzo. The same day he learned that one

of them had died of the plague, and that the other had perished in an acci-

dental fire in a tower. The pope, on hearing this fatal news, gave not the

slightest indication of unguarded grief, but merely raised his eyes towards

heaven, without uttering a word. The Holy See remained vacant eleven days.

Under this reign there was an antipope called Clement VIII. ; his real

name was Sancho de Mufioz. He was created by two cardinals whom
Benedict XIII. had invested with that title a day before his death. That

Clement voluntarily renounced the insignia of the papacy (because he was

only recognized by the Aragonese) on the 20th of July, 1429, after four

years and seven days of his anti-papacy. Then Martin created him bishop

of Majorca.

After that cession, which was confirmed by the Council of Tortosa, the

two false cardinals, and another that this Clement had created, completely

to terminate the scliism which had so long afflicted the Church, held an

absurd conclave and elected Pope Martin V., who had already for twelve

years been legitimate pope.

Another antipope is also mentioned, who called himself Benedict XIV.

We give some details of that affaii", and about the name thus prematurely

profaned, but destined to be borne by one of the great heads of the Church.

Bercastel does not treat the schism as being completely ended with

the renunciation of the antij)ope Clement, while all the other authors

beHeve this schism at an end.

John Carriere, according to Bercastel, one of the anti-cardinals of the

antipope Benedict XIII., after acceding to the absurd creation of this pseudo

Clement VIII., had retired to France. There, become aware of the in-

trigues that preceded and followed the election of Clement, he had protested

against that of Mufioz. And believing that he alone had the right to give

a moderator to the Church, he had, on his own authority, named as pope a

Frenchman, who took the title of Benedict XIV. This phantom of a sov-
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ereigu pontiff speedily retired into obscurity. He is only known by a letter

of Carriere to the Count d'Ai'magnac, and by a consultation that the count,

scarcely detached from the schism, addressed on that point to the Maid of

Orleans, who was regarded as a soul illuminated by the greatest favors of

Henaven *

According to du Molinet,t it was only under the reign of Martin V., towards

1430, that medals began to be struck in honor of the pontiffs ; or, rather,

that custom, which had prevailed among certain Roman families, was revived

in favor of personages who had reached the exalted position of the pontifi-

cate. In this species of artistic labor no one was more renowned than Vic-

tor Pisanello, of Yerona, who was also a celebrated painter. He modelled in

wax the features of Martin V. According to Paulus Jovius, he afterwards

engTaved them, and all the princes of that time wished to receive the same

homage. Collections still preserve medals with this inscription, Opus Pl-

sani, Pidoris, and the portraits of Alphonso, king of Sicily, of John Paleolo-

gus, and of Francis Sforza. We are concerned here only Avith the medals

struck in honor of Martin V.

The first that we know of as belonging to this pope has for exergue the

words, Marhnus V. Columna, Pontitex IMaximus. On the reverse is a column,

surmounted by the two pontifical keys, interlaced. The Colonna family

was originally fi'om Parma. It had a column or pillar in its armorial bear-

ings, whence it took the name of Colonna. Some historians say that the

name was given to them because a cardinal of Saint Praxedes, of the same

house, had brought from Palestine, in 1220, the column or pillar to which

Jesus Christ had been bound by the Jews. A crown, which surmounts the

column, was added in virtue of pontifical concession, because Stephen Co-

lonna was appointed to place the diadem upon the head of an emperor,

consecrated at Eome in the time of one of the popes of Avignon.

The second medal has for exergue the words, Optimo Pontifici— To the

Most Excellent Poniijf, and represents Rome, seated upon a buckler, having

in one hand a balance and in the other a cornucopia. The author intended

to express the pontiff's spirit of justice and the abundance which he intro-

duced into impoverished Rome. Martin said to all the ministers to whom
he intrusted a mission the memorable words : Diligite justUiam, qui judicatis

terrain—Love justice, ye ichojtidge the earth. On the reverse are the words :

DiRUTAS AC LABENTES UkBIS RESTAUR. ECCLESIAS. COLVMN^ HUJUS FIRMA PeTRA.

He restored the churches of the city, which werefoiling into ruins, and was the key-

* Novaes, v., p. 88.

f Historia Summorum Pontificum, a Martina V. ad Innocentem XL per eorum numismata—
History of the Sovereign Pontiffs, from Martin V. to Innocent XL, by their Medals, from the

year 1417 to the year 1(578, by Claude du Molinet, canon of Saint Genevieve. Paris, Billaine,

1(J70, folio.
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stone of the column. It is eas}- to perceive, in the field of the medal, the

facade of the Church of the Holj Apostles, restored by Martin Y.*

I sometimes depart from da Molinct's description ; he either followed in-

accurate di-awings or failed to read the medals correctly. I am practised in

numismatic studies, and I have the noble present of Pius VII. under my
eyes when I describe a pontifical medal.

t

* I have these two medals in a numismatic collection, presented to me by Pius VII. I shall

have frequent occasion to mention that collection.

f Before terminating the reign of Martin V., I must mention what is called, in the edition of

Fleury that I use, a " Continuation de I'Histoire EecU'siastique de I'Abbe Fleury, par Fleury lui-

meme; publiie pour la premiere fois, d'aprcs un munuscrit appnrtenant d la Bibliothequc royale."

Fleury having publit>hed a hundred chapters, the first of these four additional ones is num-

bered one hundred and one. In it we read

:

" Pope John XXIII., tlie reproaches of whose conscience allowed him no rest, employed every

possible artifice to disturb the council. He always had men in his employment whom he made
use of in his simoniacal speculations, and by whose means he won over some bishops and other

persons of consideration in the council, granting them favors and making them promises. Ac-

cordingly, nothing was so secretly said or done in the council but that he was daily informed of

it. But he could not keep the secret, and he made it known to his confidants. Often his spies

came to him by night to tell him what they had learned during the day, and he gave them abso-

lution of the jHijuri/ which they committed against the oath tliey had made to keep secret the

deliberations of the council. He thus was enabled to retard progress by exciting divisions

among tlie nations of which the council was composed. Those intrigues of the pope could not

long be concealed, on account of the multitude of his spies, most of whom, being discovered and

cited by the council, withdrew." (Vol. vi., p. 344.)

Further on (page 346), mention is made of the ambassadors of the Univei'sity of Paris.

There are no new facts in Books 101 and 102 that require mention. I will merely remark

here that Fleury, who, on the whole, in his prc^ceding books, often wrote with due consideration,

loses all prudence in regard to the Council of Constance. The three popes upon whom the cession

deposed, are all three judge! unfavorably. John XXIII. is treated more harshly than the

others, and yet he is well and duly the two hundred and ninth official pope. Yet, for a wonder,

the author, whoever he was, does not treat the Fathers of the council better. Now, Fleury, in

his animadversions upon the i:opes, when his anger carried him too far, at least spared the coun-

cils. I do not say that Fleury did not write these chapters ; I do not say that his tone, his style,

and his excessive severity are not perceptible, but his habitual judgment is very often absent. I

cannot readily believe that he wrote thus about the spies of John XXIII., and the absolution of

perjury. Let us not forget that Fleury wrote under the eyes of the court of France.

That he wrote but did not publish such words, is possible ; but it is difficult to think that he

did not destroy such a manuscript. We will not dwell upon the ambassadors of tlie University.

If Fleury found the word leyatas Univei'sitatis, he was too intelligent to say ambassadors of the

university. However, be it that he said it. At present, diplomatic operations is the name given

to those of consuls, to whom only commercial interests are intrusted. The words minister and am-

bassador are used indifferently ; only ambassadors are seen from Prussia. Some of them, in our

time, have assisted at congresses ; and since then, not a single Prussian exists but has the title

of ambassador.

In chapter ci., page 304, of this new edition, with reference to a decree of the council, ordering

general councils to assemble more frequently, the author says

:

" Here we perceive how pernicious is ignorance of the ancient discipline of the Church. The
fathers in the Council of Constance would not have passed that decree, had they known that

there were no general councils during the whole of the first three centuries, or until the Council

01 Nice, held in the year 325 ;* and yet during those first three centuries many heresies were

• The ancontested Fleary eeyB, at the eud of his flftli book, tliat John XXIII. opened the council in the presence of
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211. EUGENE IV.— A. d. 1431.

UGENE IV. (Gabriel Condulmieri), was a patrician

of Venice, descended from a Paviau family that

removed to the republic in its early days. During

the war with the Genoese, Angelo Condulmieri

and his son fitted out some vessels and defended

the city of Venice. The senate thought it right to

grant nobility to that part of the family which had

rendered such services, but the rest of the family

remained in the ranks of the people. Gabriel descended from the noble

branch. His father was Angelo Condulmieri, and his mother Beriola Cor-

extinguislied, and many errors were condemned. The discipline was more vigorous, and the

Church more flourishing than ever. Tlie provincial councils were as frequent as the persecu-

tions would allow, and it was an established rule to hold two every year. The general councils

have always been extremely rare ; there were but thirteen of them in the fourteen centuries

which preceded the Council of Constance, and even in some of them the Eastern Church took

no part. And experience has shown the impossibility of executing that decree of the Council

of Constance, for in three following centuries only three general councils were hold, those of

BAle, Florence, and Trent." We have already replied to the charge of ignorance imputed indis-

criminately to the fathers of Constance. Let us meet the charge. " Thei-e were but thirteen

general councils during the fourteen centuries which preceded the Council of Constance." Ac-

cording to the Continuator, then, the Council of Constance was only the fourteenth general

council, but it was the sixteenth, unless the editor refuses to allow the Council of Pisa. The
general councils are—Nice, 325 ; Constantinople, 381 ; Ephesus, 431 ; Chalcedon, 451 ; Constan-

tinojjle, 553; Constantinople, 680; Nice, 787; Constantinople, 869; Lateran, 1123; Lateran,

1139 : Lateran, 1179 ; Lateran, 1215 ; Lyons, 1245 ; Lyons, 1274 ; Vienna, 1311 ; Constance, 1414

\^'^hat is meant, then, by thirteen councils before that of Constance ? In his own writing Fleury

recognizes all these councils, and now he would reduce them to thirteen. We admit that there

were only three general councils in the three centuries since the Council of Constance. B.^le, 1431

;

Florence, 1439 ; Lateran, 1512 ; and, finally, the twentieth, in the city of Trent, which lasted

eighteen years, from 1545 to 1563. In many passages taken from the Continuator, which we have

quoted above, de Hardt is quoted ten times as authority, although Fleury, in his hundredth chap-

ter, which comes down to the year 1414, never quotes him at all. Is it likely that he v/ould do so

for the single year 1415 1 De Hardt, a Protestant, a very learned Orientalist, wrote tlie his-

tory of the Council of Constance, at the request of the duke of Brunswick, under the following

title : Magnum Constantie7ise Concilium de unimrsali Ecclesice reformatione, unione et fide—
The Great Council of Constance on the Universal Reformation, Union, and Faith of the Church

Frankfort, 1697. 3 vols., fol. 1700-1742, 6 vols., fol. I am not acquainted with either of those

editions ; but if any volumes appeared after Fleury's death, it is very unjust to ascribe to his

pen reflections that he never wrote. De Hardt also published autographs of Luther and other

celebrated personages. Under the simple title of Council of Constance, De Hardt may be re-

flfteen cardinals, twenty-three arcliblshops. twenty-seven bishops, some abbots, and all the clergy who were in the city.

And among those cardinals, those archbishops, those bishops, those abbots, and thiit clergy, no one knew that there were

no general councils during tlie first three centuries, and prior to the Council of Nice I Can such a proposition be sus-

tained in the name of Fleury ?
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raro. Angelo saw three of his nearest relatives in the pontificate ; Gregory

XII. was his brother, Engeue IV. his son, and Paul II. son of his dangliter

PoHxena. Beriola, besides being sister, mother, and gi-andmother, of three

sovereign pontiffs, was also grandmother, aunt, and gTeat-gi'andmother to

nine cardinals, six patriarchs, and eleven bishops.

After his father's death Gabriel distributed to the poor twenty-five thou-

sand ducats of his rich patrimony, and became canon of the Celestine con-

gregation of Saint George in alga. He was one day acting as janitor there,

Avhen a hermit said to him, " You will be a cardinal ; then you will be pope

for sixteen years (he fell short of it only by ten days)
;
you wiU suffer

many adversities, and then you will die."" The pontificate was also prom-

ised to Eugene by another hermit. Gabriel was gouig to Egypt with

Francis Fascani, and the hermit said to the latter, " You wiU. be fatlier of

your country ;" and to Gabiiel he said, " You will be father of the whole

CathoUc world." Gregory XII., his uncle, named him treasurer and bishop

of Sienna, Avhen he was only twenty-six years of age, but recalled him a

year afterwards, learning that the Siennese desired to have a townsman for

bishop.

In 148S, Gabriel was made cardinal-priest of Saint Clement. Martin V.,

in 142-4, sent him as legate to the Marches, and then to Bologna.

After the funeral of Martin, thirteen cardinals met in conclave at the

convent of La Minerva, and on the following day unanimously elected

futed by Catholic writers. Thierri deNiem is also quoted. Fleury liad already consulted liim
;

but Thierri, author of the Journal of what took place at Constance, launched into violent invec-

tive against John XXIII., his benefactor. Feller thus speaks of that author :
" Thierri, an austere

and disappointed man, gives a hyperbolical account of the court of Rome and of the clergy of

his time. He writes in a harsh and barbarous style, and will be scarcely read by any who have

more taste and judgment than himself" (Feller, v., p. 620.) Bat I have some further details to

make. I forbear condemnation on all other points, but there is one upon which I cannot yield.

It is said in the title of the work attributed to Fleury, "Continuation published, for the first

time, from a manuscript belonging to the Royal (now Imperial) Library." I went to that library

and asked for the manuscript belonging to it. The chief, librarian told me that some fourteen

years before, a literary man had examined Fleury's unpublished writings. On his receipt, some

detached pieces were delivered to him, taken from two cases containing unpublished writings of

Fleury. Nothing was ever returned to the establishment ; and the four chapters in question

were published. When they appeared, other literary men asked for a sight of the originals.

The person who is supposed to have received those four chapters said that he had returned

them, but they were not to be found among the manuscripts belonging to the library. The two

cases that I have mentioned were placed at my disposal ; but in all that I read and examined

there was nothing connected with those four chapters. I do not affirm that they are not in ex-

istence somewhere ; in the existing state of things they possibly may belong to the library, but

they are not visible there. My inquiries produced fresh exertions for the recovery of the bor-

rowed manuscript. Meanwhile the receipt for Fleury's pieces remains on the registers, but no

mention is made there of their return. It may be that the person who took the pieces from

the library lost them, and can give no account of the misuse which others made by interx)ola-

lions, 8o as to produce a book which was needed, and would thus be assured of success.

' Vesijasian, the Florentine, in the life of Eugene.
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Gabriel Condulmieri, aged forty-eight years. He announced that he would

assume the name of Eugene IV. He was solemnly crowned on the steps

of the Vatican Basihca on the 11th of the same month.

In that same year commenced the predicted adversities of the new pope.

Three princes of the Colonna family seized upon the treasure amassed by

Martin V., their uncle. This treasure had been destined to pay the ex-

penses of the Greeks who were to come to the council to concert the defin-

itive union of the two Churches, and to meet the expenses of the war that

was declared against the Turks. Those Colonnas, unworthy of the praise

we bestowed upon that family at the commencement of the article on Mar-

tin v., used the money they had embezzled against the Holy Father,

whom they endeavored to disturb in the possession of his dignity. At the

head of other conspirators, they endeavored to seize upon Home, but they

were repulsed by the pontifical army, aided by troops sent by Florence to

the aid of the pope. The Venetians, also, on that occasion, lent their aid

to their compatriot Gabriek By degrees the Colonnas, returning to more

honorable feehngs, restored a part of the treasure ; and the pope, who had

excommunicated them, granted them the pardon they soHcited.

One of the fij'st cares of Eugene Avas to confirm the legation of Cardinal

Juhan Cesarini, deputed by Martin V. to celebrate in his name, in the city

of Bale, the council which had been convoked there to humble the pride of

the Hussites.

Reformation, with the Hussites, had every character of ferocity. They

considered themselves called* to overturn the empire of the Demons—that

was the doctrine of the Paulicians ;t and to correct by fire and sword the

reviving iniquities of the world. All human weaknesses, di-unkenness,

studied demeanor, and elegant dress, appeared to these Hussites, called

Taborites,t sins deserving of death ; these Taborites were the sternest of

aU the sectaries, and their attack extended to all who might have commit-

ted a single deadly sin. They did not perceive, the wretches, of how many

mortal sins they were daily guilty themselves.

The Hussites were persuaded, and very soon persuaded the armies sent

against them, that they were the avengers of Heaven, and the scourge of

God. A panic terror preceded their battalions, and dispelled at their

appearance the most formidable resistance. Many districts, appalled by

the bravery of these fanatics, earnestly sought peace. The Bohemians,

who did not aspu-e to dominating over the others, and only wished for their

own freedom, readily granted peace ; but as soon as tidings of these invol-

untary treaties reached Rome, Eugene annulled them, and commanded the

* Italy, p. 181. t Tlio Paulicians called themselves reformed Manichaeans.

± From the name of that circle of Bohemia called Tabor. ,,
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renewal of an impracticable war ; but time alone and better circumstances,

which weakens the madness of a populace, could put a stop to such disas-

ters. Sigismiiud, no longer knowing how fi'om afar off to protect the

Church, the Church tormented in the very temple of Saint Peter, wrote

that the calamities nearer at his hand detained him in Germany. Eugene

was then attacked by the populace, who proclaimed again the fantastic

republic of Eieuzi. The pope, in disguise, escaped on board of a vessel,

and sought shelter in Florence, while the pontifical provinces were at the

mercy of the condottieri, Francis Sforza and Forte Braccio, who rav-

aged the States at the instigation of Philip-Mary A'^isconti. The latter was

more than ever considered in Italy as the essentially evil principle of the

Hussites—that is to say, the devil, matter, or darkness.

The Council of Bale (seventeenth general council) commenced on the

14th of July, l-iSl. Shortly afterwards, the pope, for weighty reasons that

supervened, ordered it to be suspended, and transferred two years later

from Bale to Bologna. The fathers of Bale resisted the decree, and con-

tinued in 1432 to deliberate as at first.

The next year, Eugene was obHged to allow that council to continue, for

fear of a new schism, and at the request of Sigismund, whom he crowned

as emperor, on the 31st of May, 1433. After the ceremony, the emperor

held the poj)e's stiiTup in the cavalcade for three paces, then mounted a

horse and accompanied him to the castle of Saint Angelo, where he took

leave of the pope ; then, his majesty, on his way to the palace of Saint

John Lateran, stopped at the bridge of Saint Angelo, where he created

some knights.

Nicholas Forte Braccio, the condottiere, continued to vex the Romans
with his exactions. They revolted, rightfully this time, for the yoke im-

posed by that ferocious leader had become intolerable. Duke Philip-Mary,

tyrant of Milan, still cherished the project of seizmg the person of the

Holy Father, hoping thus to subjugate the city of Rome. To this end he

employed Riccio, a Spaniard, whom Novaes calls a gi-eat architect of trea-

sons ; but the conspiracy failed.

Queen Jane being dead, the kingdom of Naples now belonged to the

Holy See, not only on account of the agreement made with Charles I., of

Anjou, but also as the consequence of those which had been concluded with

his successors, including Jane herself, the last of Charles's race.

Eugene then intrusted the government of the kingdom to Vitteleschi,

bishop of Recanati, and he warned the Neapolitans that they would have

no other king than the one he should name, according to the old custom.

But the Neapolitans revolted against the orders of the pope. Some
nobles called to the throne Rene, brother of Louis of Anjou, while others

wanted for their master Alphonao, king of Aragon. The latter, accom-
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panied by his broffliers, John, king of Navarre, Henry and Peter, laid siege

to Gaeta. But the duke of Milan having sent relief to the city, many of

the Spanish princes were taken prisoners, but released without ransom by

the duke. The Holy Father, under such cu'cumstances, had to choose a

king in order to bring those quarrels to an end.

He decided in favor of Rene of Anjou, but he was a prisoner to the duke

of Burgundy. Eugene wrote to that prince, begging him to restore Bene

to Hberty.

The misfortunes of Eugene had compelled him to approve what had

been done by the Council of Bale. That assemblage believed itself

strong in this extorted consent, and it had abeady reckoned from the

seventeenth session to the twenty-fifth when a discord broke out among the

fathers.

The question was as to the place at which to treat with the Greeks for

the reunion of the two Churches. The Greeks were not willing to go to

Bale ; many of the father's desired that the council should be convoked at

Florence or Udino, or in such other place as the Holy See should appoint.

Others insisted on Bale,, and some advocated Avignon or some city of Savoy.

Eugene ordered that the Council of Bale should be transferred to Ferrara.

The majority of the fathers went thither, and the pope soon took that road,

and with seventy-two bishops was present at the second session. Shortly

afterwards the Emperor Paleologus arrived at Florence, and the coiuicil

having removed thither, the pope entered that city on the 14th of January,

1439. There were one hundred and forty bishops debating in presence of

the pope and of John Paleologus, accompanied by one of his brothers,

Demetrius. A decree was pubhshed there for the union of the Greeks, and

it was signed by the deputies of the Greek and Latin Churches, and by

Paleologus himself. He signed, according to the Constantinopohtan custom,

Avith red ink.

Yv'^ould to God that that union had been of longer duration ! But

scarcely had the Greeks returned to their own country, when, seduced b}

Mark, bishop of Ephesus, who had refused to sign the decree, they re-

turned to their first schism, which they adopted anew in 1445,—that schism

in which they still j)ersevere, after having fifteen times been reconciled to

the Latin Church.

The Council of Bale continued ; though, after the departure of the

legate Cesarini, it had become a conciliahule. In 1438, Charles VII., king

of France, pubhshed, in thirty-eight articles, the famous Pragmatic Sanc-

tion, drawn from the decrees of the conciliabule that Eugene had con-

demned.

In 1439, the few fathers who had remained at Bale—eleven bishops,

seven abbots, and fourteen doctors, with the president, Louis Alamand,
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cardiual of Ai-les, who preteBded to have been offended by Eugene*—de-

clared, in the thh-ty-third session, as a truth of the faith, that the authority

of the general council was superior to that of the Sovereign pontiff. They

presented various heads of accusation against EiTgene, degraded him from

the pontificate, and elected in his place Felix V., of whom we ,«liall speak

hereafter. The good pontiff, in spite of that insult, retained his courage,

and in l-llO he excommunicated the antipope aild his abettors, and annulled

all the senseless decisions given at Bale, after the legal removal of the coun-

cil to Ferrara.

The iniquitous condemnation pronounced by the Bale fathers was elo-

quently refuted by Saint John Capistrano, in his book. On the Authority of

the Popes and of the Council; and by the Cardinal Torre Cremata, in De
Eccles. lib. ii., cap. 100.

Eugene at this time created a great number of cardinals, among whom
was Bessarion, born at Trebisond, in 1395, monk of Saint Basil and arch-

bishop of Nice, who had accompanied John Paleologus to the Council of

Ferrara, and who was created cardinal at the Council of Florence.

t

After the departure of the Greeks, Eugene found liimseK again in the

Council of Florence, which terminated in its sixth session, on the 6th of

April, 1442. He had published the famous decree by virtue of which he

received into the Boman Church the Ai'menians, who had sent ambassadors

to sohcit tliat favor.

The Council of Florence was then removed to Bome, that it might have

more authority. At that moment the pope received into communion the

Abyssinians and their king, Constantine Zara James, commonly called

Prester John. The ambassadors of that prince, who announced that he had

embraced the Catholic religion, were received by Eugene with especial be-

nevolence.

Alphonso, king of Ai'agon, had seized upon Naples. For the sake of

peace, Eugene gave him the investiture of that kingdom on the same condi-

tions which had previously been subscribed by Charles I., duke of Anjou,

under Pope Clement IV.

* Nevertheless, this cardinal was beatified by Clement VII. See the Apparatus Eruditionis

of Father Biner, vol. i.

f It has been said that he died of grief, after thirty-seven years of cardinalate, from being ill-

treated by King Louis XL, of France, during a legation to that kingdom. Other authors think

that his death was caused by the neglect of his physician. Cardinal Bessarion would have been
named pope at the death of Nicholas V., had not a Latin cardinal urg(;d that the election of a

Greek pope would be injurious to the Latin Church. The Latin cardinal was mistaken. The
nomination of a Greek cardinal of so great learning, and celebrated for his prudence, wisdom,
and generosity, could only have tend(;d to bring the Grcieks to the definitive acknowledgment of

the supremacy of the Latin Church. The ancient Church appointed Syrians, Galileans, Byzan
tine Greeks, and Africans, and the result was a feeling of concord between the Eastern and
Western fathers.
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lu 1447, Eugene canonized Saint Nicholas of Tolentino, so called because

he was born and lived in that city. Soon afterwards, Eugene, worn out by

the troubles of a stormy pontificate, fell sick. Before he died he renewed

the condemnation of the last operations of the Council of Bale. He ordered

that his successor should be named in conformity to the laws of Gregory X.,

in the Council of Lyons, and of Clement V., in that of Vienne, and he ex-

horted the cardinals to elect a pontiff capable of maintaining the dignity of

the Holy See. He died on the 23d of February, 1447, in the arms of Saint

Antoninus, after governing, amidst the sharpest tribulations, fifteen years,

eleven months, and twenty days. He had the honor of being the only pon-

tiff to whom two emperors—one Greek and the other Latin—had come,

in order to acknowledge him as universal pastor. He was interred at the

Vatican, beside the tomb of Eugene IIL

Eugene IV. was of lofty stature and of courageous spirit. He was re-

marked for his grave and melancholy countenance. He was not learned,

but he excelled in the knowledge of history. In his palace he treated his

relatives no better than other guests. In brief, Eugene was one of the

greatest, and at the same time one of the least happy, of the popes. He
gave free access to two Benedictine monks of the abbey of Florence, two

Celestines, and a secular priest. He liked them to be present when he

supped, that they might tell him what was said about his government, in

order, as he said, to alter his actions, if a feeling of justice required it.

In his last moments he is said to have exclaimed, " Gabriel, Gabriel, how
much better would it have been had you been neither cardinal nor pope, but

to have ended your days as you began them, quietly following, in your

monastery, the rule of your order !" Feller (ii. 78) says :
" One historian

accuses Eugene of an odious ambition, and reproaches him with having

kept up schism solely in order to maintain his own authority." But would

he not have been more justly reproached with imprudence and pusillanimi-

ty, neglect of duty, and even treason and the prostitution of the Church of

Christ, if, at the order of eleven bishops and a motley band of clerics, tra-

vestied as successors of the apostles, he had descended from the apostolic

chair to admit an intruder ?

He had the grief to see the progress of the Turks in Europe.

The Holy See was vacant ten days. Felix V., the last antipope, was pre-

viously known a« Amadeus VIL, duke of Savoy. He had governed his

States with so much justice and prudence, that the code of his laws, pub-

lished in the year 1430, under the title of Statutes of Savoy, excited the ad-

miration of Europe, and obtained him the surname of the Solomon of his age.

Disgusted with the world, he abdicated power in favor of his eldest son,

Duke Louis, and created his other son, Phihp, duke of Geneva. On the

7th of November, 1444, he retired to the hermitage of Kipaille, near the
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Lake of Geneva, where, with seven nobles of his court, he founded the mili-

tary order of Saint Mauiice.

Many years after, several of the bishops and others, who continued at

Bale the council which Eugene had ordered to remove to Ferrara, thought

of electing Amadeus as head of the Church. According to ^neas Sylvius

Piccolomini, who, as clerk of the ceremonies, was present at the conclave

of thirty-three electors, who gave rise to the new schism, Amadeus obtained

tAventy-six votes to be antipope, although in three preceding scnitinies six-

teen electors had excluded him. The election, made on the 5th of Novem-

ber, 1439, was ratified and approved in the session of the 25th of that

month. Twenty-two deputies conveyed to E-ipaille the decree of his elec-

tion. His councillors made some difficulty in giving access to him ; but the

deputies were at length admitted, and asked his consent, with so many ar-

guments, that, says Fleury, they persuaded him that he ought to take the

government of the Chm-ch. Finally, he, with great difficulty, consented, not

Avithout shedding many tears. He took the name of Fehx V., and allowed

himself to be saluted pope in the church of Eipaille. On the following day

he went to Thonon, in the Chablais, officiated as pope at the vigil of Christ-

mas, and cut off his long beard, which was dishked by the multitude.

Accompanied by Louis, duke of Savoy, and the duke of Geneva, his two

sons, and by three hundred gentlemen of theu' States, he made his solemn

entrance into Bale on the 24th of June, 1440. On the 24tli of July he was

consecrated bishop and crowned by the cardinal of Ai'les, who placed upon

his head a tiara, wliich ^neas Syhdus values at thirty thousand golden

crowns.

Although, in various promotions, he created twenty-three cardinals, and

although he Avas acknowledged by Switzerland, Savoy, Piedmont, and many
of the universities, Fehx Y. could never bring to his obedience the emperor,

or the kings of France, England, Scotland, and Italy.

After the death of Eugene IV., and the election of Nicholas V., the Em-
peror Frederic and all the princes of Germany renounced all communica-

tion with Felix. And fui'ther, the emperor, by an edict of the 21st of April,

1447, ordered all the subjects of the empire to recognize Nicholas V. as the

onhj true and legitimate pope. The thunder-bolt at once crushed the abettors

of the schism, and from that moment Felix, who loved Catholic unity and

peace, thoiight seriously of restoring them to the Church.

Louis, his son, unceasingly exhorted him frankly to put that design into

execution, and he at the same time exerted himself with the kings of France

and England, that that schism might be radically put an end to, without

injury to the honor of his father or the fair fame of his house. Peace being

on all sides wished for, an assembly was convoked at Lj-ons ; and it was

attended by the ambassadors of France, England, and Sicily, and the
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electors of Germany, and even by the ambassadors of Felix Y., who were

accompanied by the cardinals of Aries.

"Wlien all difficulties had been raised as to the conditions and mode of the

renunciation of Felix, the king of France sent the residt to Nicholas Y.,

who, full of zeal, mildness, and true Christian charity, listened to the pro-

posals of the eldest son of the Church. Subsequently, on the 9tli of April,

1449, at Lausanne, Amadeus renounced the supreme pontificate which he

had occupied, under the name of Fehx Y., for eight years, eight months,

and fifteen days.

Nicholas Y., by three bulls, dated from Spoleto, released from censures

tliose who had been assembled at Bale, and afterwards at Lausanne, under the

name of council general, and confirmed in their old benefices those who had

adhered to that schism. At the same time, the pope annulled all that had

been wTitten against FeHx, the assembly of Bale, and their adherents ; the

pontiff willing that the whole should be erased from the registers of Eugene

lY., and that it should neHer more be mentioned.

Amadeus was also declared cardinal of Saint Sabina, dean of the sacred

college, and perpetual legate in Savoy. The pontifical insignia were also

granted to him, with the exception of the fisherman's ring, the cross on the

slippers, and other privileges inherent in the person of the sovereign pontiff.

Thus ended the last schism of the Church. God grant that it might be

the last of schisms ! Amadeus died in the odor of sanctity, at Geneva, on

the 7th of January, 1451. He was interred at Eipaille, whence he was

removed to Turin.

Felix Y. dated his documents from Geneva. His bulls, to the number of

about three thousand, collected in eight folio volumes, were presented, in

the year 1754, to the king of Sardinia, Charles Emanuel HI., by the repub-

hc of Geneva.*

* The collection of which I have spoken contains three medals, bearing the effigy of Eugene

IV. The first present his features ; on the head is the tiara. The exergue is, Eugenixjs IIII.,

Pont. Max. On the reverse are the words, " Queji creant Adorant Rom^—At Borne they adore

Mm whom they create'' Two cardinals place the tiara on the head of the pope, who is seated.

The second medal has the same exergue as the first. On the reverse are the words, " Redde

cviQUE SWM

—

Give every one his due." One hand holds a balance ; the two scales are in exact

equilibrium. The third medal has the same exergue as the first and second. On the reverse are

the words, "NicoLAi Tolbntinatis sanctitas Celebris redditur—The sanctity of Nicholas

of Tolentino is celebrated ;" and beneath, " Sic triumphant electi—T/iws triumph the elect."

Above, the Holy Ghost is seen surrounded by a glory. The pope pronounces the words of canoni-

i'.ation.
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212. NICHOLAS v.— A. d. 1447.

ICHOLAS V. (Thomas Parentacelli), was bom in

Sarzaua, a city belonging to the republic of

Genoa. His father was a phj'sician. It is said

that his mother reared poultry. But ^neas Picco-

lomini, who knew him at Bale, says, on the con-

trary, that he was of a noble family. He took the

clerical habit at an early age, and received minor

orders. At twelve years old he went to Bologna

to study belles-lettres ; but being unable to get any assistance from his

mother, who had remarried, he, at eighteen, went to Florence, and became

tutor to the two sons of a patrician of that city. Beturning to Bologna, he

had the good fortune to be received with friendship among the honorary

attendants of the Blessed Albergati, Bishop of that city, who made him his

major-domo, and whom he never afterwards left.

He was ordained priest at twenty-five, and, after fiUing several important

embassies, he received the purple from Eugene IV. The faithful ambassa-

dor had succeeded in inducing the Germans to acknowledge the legitimate

pope, to the great benefit of the affairs of the Church in Italy. Then

Thomas became archbishop of Bologna. On the 4th of March, 1447, six-

teen electors entered into the convent of La llinerva at Rome. The first

door was kept by four prelates, and the second by .^neas Sylvius Picco-

lomini, ambassador of the emperor. Cardinal Thomas harangued the car-

dinals on the election of a new pope, and on the Gth of March they elected

himself. He was then forty-eight years of age.

In the first scrutiny, on the 5th of March, eight votes had been given for

Cardinal Capranica, and ten for Cardinal Prosper Colonna ; many of the

cardinals were favorable to Prosper. He was said to be supported by

several princes, and by the king of Aragon and Sicily, who was then at

Sicily ; other cardinals were in favor of Cardinal Lejeune ; and the Portu-

guese, Antonio Martins de Chaves, was on the point of obtaining the tiara

;

but, on the same day. Prosper and other electors thought of the cardinal of

Bologna. The new pontiff took the name of Nicholas out of veneration for

the Blessed Nicholas Albergati, his generous benefactor, Avhom ho had long

served, and who had always predicted that he would be pope. On the

19th of March, the pope was solemnly crowned in Saint Peter's ; then,

mounted on a white horse, and having a golden rose in his hand, he went

to take possession of the church of Saint Jolm Lateran, a ceremony not

Vol. I.—38
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indicated in any previous 2'>ossesso. When Nicholas V. received the reins

of the pontificate, the Christian repubHc was suffering much. The schism

of Bale, not 3'et extinct, cruelly divided the Church. Germany and Holland

groaned under their long domestic wars. France and England were never

solidly at peace. The union of the Greeks with the Roman Church was
beginning to dissolve. Italy, spHt into factions, could no longer resist the

adventurers who ravaged all her provinces. In the Ecclesiastical States,

the barons who had become vicars of the Church, had become tyrants.

The Venetians, the Genoese, and the Florentines were constantly in arms.

Nicholas was anxious to find a remedy for so many evils, which from all

parts were reported to him.

We have seen what pains His Holiness took to extinguish the schism,

and how constantly he devoted himself to the vast interests of religion.

As the Infessura testifies, it was Nicholas who first introduced the custom

of carrying the Blessed Sacrament in the procession of Corpus Christi. He
himself carried it from Saint Peter's to the Castello gate. At the request of

Henry, king of England, the pope, by a diploma of the 25th of February,

permitted the extension of the Pragmatic Sanction, as concerned the vacancy

of churches and the collation of the bishoprics, and of all other benefices

in Normandy and Lower Brittany.

Cardinal Carvajal, legate in Germany, effected a concordat between the

Holy See and the German nation. Justice was there done as to all com-

plaints made to Eugene IV. by the magnates of Germany, who complained

of the expenses they endured relating to ecclesiastical benefices. Eugene,

when at the point of death, had granted the relief solicited by his ambassa-

dor u^neas Sylvius, stipulating, however, that it was to be without preju-

dice to the Holy See.

The concordat then signed was in full force at the commencement of this

century (1803). On the occasion of that concordat, which estabHshed that

after the death of a bishop in Germany, the cathedral church should choose

as his successor a suitable person, who should ask his confirmation from

the Holy See, Frederic, archbishop of Salzburg, feared that his right of

electing and instituting his suffragans in various dioceses would thereby be

suppressed. But the Holy Father, by a bull, declared that the concordat

took away no advantages from the archbishops of Salzburg, who should

enjoy all the rights that they had previously possessed.

In 1450, the pope celebrated the jubilee that he had announced in the

preceding year, and visited all the stations with the cardinals. So gi'eat a

number of pilgrims arrived, that, unhappily, there were some deplorable

accidents in crossing the Saint Angelo bridge, and precautions v/ere taken

to prevent such disasters in future.

In a Grand Chapter of Franciscans, consisting of three thousand eight
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hundred friars, the pope, in presence of forty-four cardinals, canonized

Saint Bernardino of Sienna, minor observantine. In the euloginm of the

saint, he was felicitated for having, by preaching, teaching, admonitions,

and prayers, contributed to restore peace between the Guelphs and Ghibel-

lines. This, one of the noblest triumphs of religion, was due to one of the

sons of Saint Francis of Assisium. Amurath, emperor of the Turks, was

succeeded by Mahomet II., who immediately declared war against John,

king of Cyprus. To obtain help for that monarch, Nicholas wrote most

urgent letters to the king of the Romans, Frederic III., and to the kings

of France, Poland, Sweden, Norway, Bohemia, Sicily, England, and Scot-

land, exhorting them to send troops into John's kingdom. He exhorted

John to fortify Nicosia, and he granted a plenary indvilgence to all the

faithful in Europe who would aid that prince in his urgent distress. In this

he followed the example of Pope Alexander 11.

In 1452, Frederic III. visited the pope, who sent, to meet the prince on

Mount Marius, thii-teen cardinals, many prelates, and all the clergy, forming

a long procession. Alread}- the Colonna, the Orsini, the other barons, the

pope's guards, the vice-chamberlain, and the prefect of Rome, the senators,

the conservators, the Roman citizens, and the pontifical court, had gone six

miles further to salute the prince and form his escort. Frederic III. was

accompanied by Ladislaus, king of Hungary and of Bohemia, a prince only

t^velve years old, remarkable for his great beauty ; by Albert of Austria,

brother of Frederic ; by the duke of Silesia ; and by a crowd of nobles

;

making the number of the escort, including servants, amount to more than

six thousand persons.

Every thing was prepared for the coronation of Frederic, who was to re-

ceive the imperial sceptre.

On the 16th of May, the pope placed on the head of Frederic the crown

of the Lombards, which the prince had been prevented from receiving at

Milan, o^ing to the seditious spirit of Francis Sforza, whom the king of the

Romans would not confirm as duke. On the 18th, the prince was crowned

emperor, and Leonora of Portugal, his wife, was crowned empress. In the

cavalcade, the emperor held the pope's stirrup.

On the Saint Angelo bridge, the emperor created twenty-eight knights.

In the evening, the pope and the emperor completed the regulation of the

Germanic concordat.

Nicholas still solicited the Greek princes not to raise obstacles to a defin-

itive union of the Churches, and to take all the necessary means to prevent

there being, for the future, the slightest difference between a Greek Christian

and a Latin Christian. The pope endeavored to make it clear to Constan-

tine, son of Emmanuel Paleologus, that the Latin crusaders would more will-

ingly give the necessary aid to Constantinople absolutely Catholic, than to

z=^
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Constantinople endeavoring to keep up the schism, and confiding in an

independence which was purely delusive, an error, a very dangerous con-

fusion of ideas, and almost a signal for imminent j^oHtical destruction by
the warUke soldiers, and the audacity of Mahomet II.

The Greeks replied in ambiguous terms ; but it was evident that they still

remembered the usurf)ation of those Latins who had made themselves kings

of Constantinople. These latter had asked only for permission to pass

into Asia, and as they passed had driven from the throne its legitimate

masters. Under the new circumstances, argued the Greeks, we might ob-

tain some efficient aid from the Latins ; but those circumstances would but

be a reason the more for their usurping our possessions again. There are

faults which are punished late ; there are perfidies which are uselessly re-

pented, even after many centuries. The pope endeavored to explain the

true situation of the Greeks, who, finally, could not defend themselves

unaided.

Nicholas, like his predecessors, prophesied to Constantinople the misfor-

tunes that were in store for it.

" From the moment," says Gotti,* " when the Greeks begin to turn a deaf

ear to the popes, the popes, enlightened by the Holy Ghost, begin to

prophesy that the Greeks will lose their empire."

The first prophet was Saint Leo ; the second, Saint Gregory ; there were

still others. Finally, the last was Nicholas V. Gennadius, who was then

patriarch of Constantinople, preserves the terrible words of Nicholas.

Saint Bridget had also announced the same ruin unless the Greeks, with

true humility, would devoutly submit to the Eomau Church and faith, in

conformity to the rules of the sacred constitution of the Holy See. How-

ever, the Greeks, reduced to their own efi'orts, did not make the fitting

preparations to resist the enemy. Mahomet II., the greatest emperor of

the Turks, marched upon Constantinople with a formidable army. The

auxiliary troops of the pope, of the Venetians, and of AljDhouso, had

scarcely arrived in the island of Negropont : there they learned that Con-

stantinople was abeady occupied. That city, after fifty-seven days' siege,

wag taken on the 23d of May, 1453, precisely eleven hundred and twenty-

three years and eighteen hours after its dedication by Constantiue the

Great. The city was carried by assault, in spite of the prodigies of valor

of John Justinian, a Genoese, who commanded two thousand trained

foreigners.'!- The Emperor Constantine XIV. (Paleologus), surnamed

Dragasus, was butchered, with fort}^ thousand Christians. A great number

of Itahan merchants, especially Venetians, who inhabited that ancient

capital of the East, lost all their property by pillage, and were reduced to

* Tome ii., Verm Ecdesim, cap. vii., parag. 3, No. 20, p. 325. ] Italy, p. 187.
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captivity. The Turks, whose arrogance was redoubled, threatened to sub-

ject all the rest of Europe to the empire of the Crescent. That Greek em-

pire had for its last, as for its first emperor, a Constantine ; that is the only

resemblance that can be traced between its beginning and its end.

The pope, overwhelmed with grief at such tidings, published a bull in

which he invited the Christians to prosecute the war against the Turks

more vigorously. He abandoned on his own account all the revenues of

the Church, the tenths due to his treasury, and all the imposts of which he

had the disposal. Never was there witnessed more splendid generosity, or

a more magnanimous disinterestedness.

With the help of all those reserves, and with the intervention of Alphonso

of Aragon, king of Sicily, the pope was able to send a very considerable

sum of money to George Scanderberg, who gained several victories over

the Turks in Epirus.

The pope gave a magnificent welcome to a host of men of letters who

had been compelled to quit Constantinople, and who, bringing with them

many of the works of the Holy Fathers, increased in the West a love of

Greek Hterature. It was at that moment, especially, that numbers of man-

uscripts were received of Saint Dionysius the Areopagite, Saint Gregoi'y

Xazianzen, Saint Basil, and Saint Cyril. By order of Nicholas, Pozzio

Bracciolini translated into Latin, Xenophon and Diodorus Siculus. Gregory

of Trebisond translated into Latin, Eusebius, De Preparatione EvaivjeUca
;

Plato, De Legihus ; the Almagesteof Claudius Ptolemy ; eighty-one homilies

of Saint John Chrysostom, upon Saint Matthew ; and two discourses of Saint

Gregory Nazianzen, in praise of Saint Athanasius and Saint Basil. Nich-

olas Perotto translated Polybius ; and Lorenzo Valla translated Herodotus

and Thucydides. For this last version, the pope, with his own hand, gave

Valla five hundred crowns. Guarino of Verona, and Gregory of Citta di

Castello, translated Strabo's geography. Theodore Gaza translated some

of the works of Aristotle, and the History of Plants, by Theophrastus

;

Giles LibeUius, some of the minor works of Philo Judaeus. Finally, Gi-

annozzo Manetti translated the Old and New Testaments.

Petrarch, a hundred years before, because he read Virgil to Innocent VI.,

a pope Uttle accustomed to the reading of profane authors, was looked

upon as a misbehever : under the pontificate of Nicholas V., the Iliad and

Odyssey of Homer were translated by Horatio Romano, by the express

order of the pontiff. Part of these marvels has been attributed to Leo

:

due justice must be done to Nicholas V. We will give an instance of the

interest that he took in literature, and even in the Ufe of its professors. In

1449 to 1450, on account of the pestilence which was scourging Rome, he

had to seek refuge in Fabriano, Spoleto, Assisi, and Tolentino. Even then

he would have about him translators, booksellers, and binders, so that they
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should not be infected by the contagion, and that his noble zeal and mag-
nificently Hberal love of learning and the learned should not be fettered.

Finally, the pope desired to do still more. He promised five thousand ducats

to whomsoever should bring him the Gospel of Saint Matthew in Hebrew.

Under the reign of Nicholas, Poggio found the works of Quintilian in an
old toAver of the monastery of Saint Gall. Enoch d'AscoH found Marcus
CoHus Apicius, and Pomponius Porphyrion, who wrote in the works of

Horace.*

Nicholas may be considered as the most active founder of the Vatican

Hbrary.

This pope, though so good, great, and worthy of the tiara, yet had his

enemies. Some Komans, headed by Stephen Porcaro, formed a conspiracy

against him. Porcaro had received favors from the pope ; but that Boman
was insatiable, and he had the restless and riotous disposition of so many
Komans who were ingi-ates to the popes. He was by nature bold, eloquent,

and qualified to seduce the masses. Banished to Bologna, he secretly re-

turned to Eome. He allowed himseK to be selected to kill the pope, and

any of the cardinals whom he could attack. It was agreed that the crime

should be committed during Mass. After the death of the pope, the cry of

liberty 1 was to be raised. Jacopo Lavagnoli, senator of Bome, discovered

the conspii-acy. Porcaro, to avoid arrest, took shelter with one of his

sisters, and was for some time concealed in a chest. Being discovered and

arrested, he was condemned to an ignominious death, which he sufi"ered in

the castle of Saint Angelo.

The pontiff, who had granted so many favors to the Romans, was deeply

grieved by these things, and from that time suffered the most "sdolent tor-

tures of the gout, so that he could scarcely move. And still the thought of

Constantinople subjected to the Crescent tormented him. The pain of his

disease increased, until a fierce attack deprived him of hfe, on the 24th of

March, 1455. Nicholas had governed the Church eight years and nineteen

days. The memory of this pontiff will always be in benediction, because

he was a prudent pastor of the Church. ' He restored peace in Italy, and

constantly kept himself free from nepotism. His HberaHty to the poor was

immense. He sought out impoverished nobles who had lost their fortune

from no odious prodigality and dissipation. He said that men of letters

were his relations. We have shown how he treated them and wished to

have them in his company.

Pubhc monuments erected in Rome and elsewhere
;
palaces, churches,

bridges, and fortifications ; the Greeks hospitably received, and poor nobles,

as we have said, Hberally reheved ; maidens honorably given in marriage

;

* Platina, p. 613.
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benefices and trusts couferrcd solely on account of merit ;—all these things

bear witness to the inclination of this pontiff towards the weal of the

people, the interests of literature, and the glory of religion. Monsignor

Giorgi published, in 17-i2, at Rome, a life of Nicholas. " That interesting

work," says Feller,* " based on the most authentic documents, does honor

ahke to the hero and to the eulogist."

It is also affirmed that Nicholas was acquainted with the art of medicine.

The Biographie Universelle says, that the letters of indulgence which he

gi-anted to the kingdom of Cyprus, just before his death, form the most

curious monument of typography laiown.f

To estabhsh still more strongly the obligation of the Church to Nicholas,

we have to add the thought of beginning and finishing the Basilica in

a more magnificent form, and of erecting before the church the noble obe-

Hsk which Sixtus V. transported thither, more than a century later.

"We learn from Manetti that this pope was of short stature, and had a

large mouth, loud, sonorous voice, and black eyes. As cardinal he enjoyed

good health ; when he became pope he grew weaker, and the multiiDhed

cares of the pontificate reduced him to a state of suffering which every day

became more intense.

It is affirmed that he was often moved to anger, but speedily checked

himself and laughed at his own first feeling of irritation. He has been

accused of being curious in precious wines, but it is known that that is

only an unworthy calumny. This pope was interred at the Vatican. His

funeral oration was pronounced the first day by Nicholas Palmieri, a Sici-

lian, a hermit of Saint Augustine, and then bishop of Catanzaro ; and a

second was pronounced by James, bishop of Arras, of the blood royal of

Portugal, afterwards created cardinal by Callixtus III. (Novaes, v., p. 177.)

The Holy See remained vacant fourteen days.:]:

* Feller, iv., p. 98. t Brunet, Manuel du Libraire (3d edition), ii., p. 559.

i 1 have four medals of Nicholas V. All four bear the same legend, NicoLAVS V., Pont. Max.
—Nicholas V., Sovereign Pontiff. He has the tiara on his head. The first represents, on the

reverse, the holy gate closed ; above, the H0I7 Ghost. Around are the words : ajino. ivbil.

ALMA. ROMA

—

The year of juhilee, suUime Rome. In the exergue, we read 1450. The second

represents the pontiff closing the holy gate, and these words : Keseuavit et clavsit. Ann.
IVB. MD.

—

He opens and closes the year ofjubilee, 1500. The reverse must be the same that was re-

stored in 1500 under Alexander VI. I have not that which belongs to the reign of Nicholas I. ; it

mast bear date MC'DL.

The third medal bears these words : Tomas lvcano di Sarzana, MCDIIII. The tiara sur-

mounts a shield, on which are the two keys. It is a compliment paid to Nicholas, who was
formerly called Thomas of Sarzana, near Lucca.

Tlie fourth medul bears : Victkix, casta, fides—The chastefaith is victorious. There is a

cross in which are two palms, interlaced. This piece has no date. Du Molinet mentions a fiftli

medal, by Guagaloti ; this, too, is in homage to Nicholas, after his death. The pontiff, bearing

a standard in the form of a cross, is seated in a vessel, on the stern of which is tlie word
ECCLESIA.
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213. CALLIXTUS III.—a. d. 1455.

JTALLIXTUS III., originally named Alphonso Borgia,

belonged to one of the noblest families in Valentia,

Spain. He was born on tire 31st of December,

1378, at Xativa, an estate in the diocese of Valencia.

Made canon of Lerida by the antipope Benedict

XIII., he next became secretary to Alphonso, king

of Aragon. Martin Y., finding him governor of the

church of Majorca, raised him to the See of Valen-

cia, his birthplace, in reward of his efforts to obtain the renunciation of the

antipope Clement VIII. Eugene IV. named Alphonso a cardinal, and

called him to Home. Contrary to the expectation of the whole court, on

the fifth day of the conclave he was elected pope by fifteen cardinals. He
owed his election mainly to Bessarion, a Greek cardinal. It is known that

the violent harangue of one of the college prevented the election of Bes-

sarion himself. The dissatisfied cardinal was Alain de CeHf, archbishop of

Avignon. His speech, the eloquence of which is disfigured by the vehe-

mence of the accusation, was as follows :
" Shall we give a Greek pope to

the Latin Church ? ShaU we make a neophyte the supreme head ? Bessa-

rion has not yet shaven his beard, and shall we make him our chief ? How
poor, then, must be our Latin Church, if we can find no worthy man in it,

but must needs resort to a Greek, and to one, too, who but yesterday at:-

tacked the Boman faith ! And because he has now returned, shall he be

our master and the leader of the Christian army ? Behold ! Such is the

poverty of the Latin Church that she cannot find an apostolic sovereign

without resorting to a Greek ! Oh, fathers ! do what you think fit ; but for

myself and those who think with me, we wiU never consent to a Greek head

of the Church !" *

Doubtless Alain woidd not have thus spoken before the taking of Con-

stantinople. Perhaps that may explain his anger, but it in no wise jus-

tifies it.

It is among the duties of history, when compelled to report such harsh

words, to add the necessary explanations, so that the violence of Cardinal

Alain may not destroy his otherwise well-earned renown.

Bessarion, titular patriarch of Constantinople (Feller, i., 476) and arch-

bishop of Nice, Avas born at Trebisond, about the year 1389. At the close

* Bury, page 253. Mention has already been made of tliis fact in our life of Eugene IV.
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of Lis early studies, he ardently desired the union of the Greek Church with

the Latin, and he engaged the Emperor Paleologus to consummate that

wise and noble enterprise. He went to Italy, appeared at the Council of

Ferrara, afterwards transfeiTed to Florence (see life of Eugene IV.), ha-

rangued the fathers, and excited their admiration, equally by his talents

and his modesty. He spoke Latin correctly, with a slight Greek accent,

which gave a charm to his pronunciation. Of his Latin speeches it was re-

marked, " They are Greek, that is understood by Latins who do not under-

stand Greek." The Greeks, remaining schismatic, conceived such an aver-

sion for him that he was obhged to remain in Italy, where Eugene IV.

honored him with the purple in 1439. He then fixed his abode at Home.

His merits Avould have jjlaced him in the pontifical chair but for that out-

biu'st of Alain which we have just cited. Bessarion was afterwards em-

ployed in various legations, but that of France proved distasteful to him.

It is said, that the legate having written upon the subject of his mission to

the duke of Burgundy, previous to paying his visit to Louis XL, that sus-

picious and stern king gave him a very bad reception, and laying his hand

on the legate's flowing beard, said to him :
" Barbara Groica genus retinebant

quod habere solehant." It is said that that affront grieved him so deeply that

it caused his death on his way home, while passing through Bavenna." A
king of France showed no more moderation than an archbishop of Avignon.

Our respect for one and deference for the other must not prevent us from

remarking here, that sweeping accusations against a whole nation are very

wrong. They produce mischievous consequences, and though intended as

an insiJt to an individual, they excite the just indignation of an entire

people. In war we strike only the enemy. We sliould not strike a thou-

sand through one. A host of disgusts spring from this inconsiderate con-

duct, which gives birth to hatred, perpetuated from century to century, and

to recriminations quite opposed to the spirit of charity and of ci\'ihzation.

Moreover, Bessarion was a united Greek in aU sincerity, and an eminent

scholar ; and who knows whether, had he been placed in the chair of Samt

Peter, he woidd not have rendered eminent services io Catholicism ?

CalUxtus, elected at the age of seventy-seven, on the 8th of April, 1455,

was crowned on the 20th. What is astonishing is, that some years pre-

viously he had said that he should undoubtedly be pope.

In the same year, on the 8th of May, he declared that the treasurer and

the clerks of the apostoHc chamber, belonging to the family of the sovereign

pontiff, were chaplains of His Holiness and of the Holy See.

On the 29th of June, 1455, the pope canonized Saint Vincent Fen-er, of

* The i)rincipal works of Bessarion arc, " Adcersum Calumiatorem Platonis," liv. v., Koma,

1469, folio; Epiatola et Orationes de Bello Turcia inferendo, Paris, 1471; Orazione contra il

Turco, 1471.
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the ordei' of Saint Dominic, born at Valencia, in Spain, on the 23d of Janu-

ary, 1357, and who died 25th April, 1418, at Vannes, in Lower Brittany. He
had converted to the Catholic Chiu'ch twenty-five thousand Jews, and he

traversed Europe, successfully propagating the CathoHc faith.

CaUixtus, while cardinal, had made a vow to continue the war against the

Turks, and to endeavor to recover the city of Constantinople, and also that

of Jerusalem.

In 1456, Mahomet, at the head of one hundred and fifty thousand Turks,

attacked Belgrade, which had become the bulwark of Christianity. On the

Gth of August, Hunniades, the vaivode of Transylvania, assisted by the

Cardinal Carvajal, the pope's legate, and by Saint John Capistrano, a Fran-

ciscan, whose preachings had gathered an army of forty thousand fighting

men, hurled themselves upon the Turks with such impetuosity that they,

with Mahomet himself, fled in haste ; and had the Christian princes but

seconded the views of the pontiff, the Turks would certainly have lost the

empire of Constantinople^ and would not have conquered Trebisond. Saint

John Capistrano, in his account of that famous victory, calls Hunniades the

terror of the Turlcs and the true defender of the Christians. In order to

render piety more serviceable in the expedition against the Turks, CalHxtus

ordered that at noon, daity, the bells should be rung three times, to warn

the faithful to pray for the warriors engaged against the Turks. The faith-

ful, therefore, recited at noon the Angehc Salutation. Lambertini states

that the prayers of the Ave were said at morning, noon, and evening, and

seems to be of opinion that the custom originated only in the sixteenth cen-

tury, and by order of Francis Dupuy, prior of the Great Chartreuse, in

France.

In 1458, Callixtus canonized Saint Rose, who was born at Viterbo, of poor

parents. The feast of Saint Rose is still pompously celebrated. We have

seen her body, which is miraculously preserved.

After many cares, sufferings, anxieties, and labors, for the weKare of the

Church, Callixtus, warn out with age and infirmity, died on the Gth of Au-

gust, 1458, aged eighty/ He had governed the Church three years, three

months, and twenty-nine days.

He was interred in the Vatican. He left a treasure of a hundred and

fifty thousand crowns, collected to support the efforts of the Christians

against the Turks.

Calhxtus was profoundly versed in canon and civil law. Although very

old, he quoted the texts as though he had still been a professor. When his

pontifical labors left him leisure, he read much, or had read to him histori-

cal works or canonical dissertations.

He displayed great firmness of character. It is related that the king of

Aragon, to whose service he had been attached, and who still affected to
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rule Callixtus after he became pope, directed his ambassadors to ask on

what terms the pope wished liimself and the king to hve. " Let Mm govern

his own States,'' repHed the pope, "and leave me to govern the Church."

Like his predecessor, Nichohxs V., Callixtus aided nobles reduced to pov-

erty by no fault of theu' own.

The govei'nment of Calhxtus is remarkable* for an act of justice very

acceptable to the French, It was he who empowered an ecclesiastical com-

mission to revise the trial and sentence of the unfortunate Joan of Arc.

That commission, by its sentence of the 7th of July, 1456, declared that she

died a martyr, in defence of her religion, her country, and her king. CaUixtus

did not canonize her, but he ordered reHgious expiations on the heroine's

tomb, at Rouen.

Callixtus had many vii'tues ; but he is reproached with nepotism. In one

day, he gave the purple to two nephews who were unworthy of it.t He
made another nephew duke of Spoleto, though there were serious reports

to his prejudice. Nor Avas that all, he created that same nephew prefect of

Rome and commandant of the castle of Saint Angelo. Nevertheless, the

reign of tliis pope stands high in the annals of the Church.

According to most authors, the Holy See remained vacant twelve days.:}:

* Biog. Univ., p. 533. f Novaes, v., p. 191.

J I can present three medals with the efBgy of Callixtus. He does not wear the tiara, but

a mitre with a single crown near the forehead. The upper part of the mitre is ornamented with

precious stones. There is the inscription — Calixtvs III., Pont. Max. On the reverse. Hoc
vovi Dko ; the exergue has, Vt fidei hostes perderem ELEXIT ME—/ ham vowed this to

God : He has elected me that I should destroy the enemies of the faith.

This pope built, at Rome, sixteen triremes (galleys with three banks of oars), which were sent

to Ostia to join the Christian fleet.

Eleven of the triremes are represented : the waves of the sea, heaving as in a tempest, uplifts

them. The artist has well expressed the movement of the waves, and gives an exact idea of the

shape of the galleys of that time.

A second medal, with the same eflBgy and the same inscription, has these words on the ex-

ergue : Ne mcxtorvm svbratvr secvi{itas—That the security of many of our siihjects be not

destroyed. The field represents a fortified city ; on the face of the bastions are the pontifical

keys.

A third medal, with the same sflSgy, bears a cross, surmounted by the pontifical tiara. Around
it are the words : Omnes reges servient Ei—All tlie kings shall he subject to him,. Du Molinet

has not engraved this medal in his work. If the pope had spoken of himself, one would conceive

that the censure of 1679 had prohibited this work ; but the cross is evidently the subject. The
tiara is only tliere to prov(> that true worship is only paid to the cross when it appears with the

symbol of the authority of the pontifiF, successor to Saint Peter.

Apparently, in place of the suppressed medal, Du Molinet chose to give another. I do not
know it. It bears these words : Alfonsvs Borgia Gloria Hisp^vnie—Alphonsus Borgia, the

glory of Spain. In the field, a shield or lozenge bearing a bull jassant (the Borgia cognizance),

and surmounted by a crown. On the right and the left, the two keys.
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214 PIUS II.— A. D. 1458.

lUS II. was originally named ^neas Sylvius Bar-

tholomew Piccolomini. He was born on the 19tli

October, 1405, and was son of Sylvius Piccolo-

mini and Victoria Fortiguerri, nobles of Sienna.

He was born at Corsignano, afterwards declared

an episcopal city, ^neas, who was one of the ten

children of Sylvius, studied at Sienna. Then, be-

I r ing obliged to leave on account of the war between

the Siennese and the Florentines, he asked his

father for some money for the journey. His father could give him only six

crowns, obtained by the sale of a mule, ^neas first entered the service of

Cardinal Capranica, who was a member of the Council of Bale. But that

cardinal was very soon reduced to great poverty, because his family could

not send him any assistance, as they dared not resist the order of Eugene

IV., who had prohibited them from sending any thing to a rebel, as long as

he persisted in remaining at Bale, ^neas obtained the same employment,

as secretary to the antipope Fehx V., and, afterwards, to Cardinal Alber-

gati, legate in France. Later still, he was chosen to draw up the apostolic

briefs. Very soon he was named president of the tribunal of the faith in

the same councO, which had become a conciliabule ; and he obtained letters

accrediting him as legate, thrice to Strasburg, twice to Constance, and once

each to Frankfort and Savoy. Successively, he became secretary, coun-

cillor, and ambassador of the Emperor Frederic III., twice to Milan and

Naples, and three times to Kome. Finally, he went to Eome and confessed

his fault to Eugene IV., and declared that he repented having formerly been

among the warmest suj^porters of the conciliabule at Bale, and of the

party of the antipope Fehx. Eugene kindly pardoned him, and made
him his secretary. After the death of Eugene, ^neas was named one of

the guardians of the conclave. Nicholas V., on obtaining the tiara, made
^ueas his secretary, named him apostolical subdeacon, and ordered that,

at his own coronation, the same secretary should carry the cross, ^neas
at length was created bishop of Trieste, and then of Sienna, in 1456. That

dignity was awarded to him in acknowledgment of the zeal that he had

shown in a negotiation in Sicily. At Naples, he concluded the marriage of

Leonora of Portugal with Frederic III. More than ever satisfied with the

service of iEneas, Nicholas V. sent him as nuncio to Austria, Hungary, Bo
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hernia, Moravia, and Silesia, and to three diets in Germany, Avhere he was

absokite arbiter.

Callixtus III., grateful for so many labors which had often brought that

servant of the Holy See to the brmk of the grave, resolved to raise .3^neas

to the purple, and he created him cardinal of Saint Sabina. At last, on the

death of Callixtus, -3Eneas, after a scrutiny and an accesso, was elected pon-

tiff on the lJ:th of August, 1458, the third day of the conclave.

It is a remarkable fact, that on the night before the election, the eighteen

cardinals present had resolved to elect Cardinal Estouteville, a French-

man of great ability, and in great consideration for his prudence, his no-

bility, and his immense wealth. But the merit of Piccolomiui prevailed over

all other considerations, and notwithstanding his weak health he was pre-

ferred to the French cardinal.

On this subject there were several prognostics ; the first dating at the

birth of ^neas. Victoria, his mother, on the night before his birth dreamed

that she would give birth to a son "^dth a mitre on his head. The second

prognostic was, that ^neas, when seven years old, while playing with his

companions near the house of Saint Catharine, they created him pontiff,

crowned him with a mitre composed of green leaves, and then kissed his

feet. It was also said that when ^neas appeared before King Alphonso,

at Xaples, that prince, pointing to ^neas, said to his courtiers :
" There is

the Koman pontiff." Finally, it was rumored that as the Emperor Fred-

eric III. was surveying Latium fi-om the top of Mont Cimino, he called to

the nuncio, and said to him :
" ^neas, you will one day reign over all these

places, and we who now command you will then be commanded by you."

All those tales, in which Novaes delights (v. 196), are not yet finished. A
cardinal seeing at Eome the armorial bearings of iEneas (crescents on a

cross, placed one, three, and one), exclaimed that ^neas would be pope,

because he, the cardinal, had been told in Calabria that the future pope

would bear those arms.

In all the conclaves similar predictions are mentioned ; sensible men re-

gard them as of but small consequence, but as imaginative minds take

them seriously, such dreams may be mentioned in this liistory.

On the 3d of September, ^neas, who had taken the name of Pius II.,

was crowned in the Basilica of the Vatican, and not at Saint John Lateran,

as Muratori has erroneously stated.*

On the same day he took possession of Saint John Lateran. But he ran

some danger from the sham fights, with drawn swords, of some soldiers in

front of his horse, which they wanted to appropriate, according to custom,

as soon as he alighted. This diversion was not very becoming in presence

Annul, d'ltaiie, tome ix., p. 467.
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of a pontiff wlio prohibited tournaments. In the tournaments there were

at least some regulations ; the laws of the field were known, and the career

was not commenced until the signal was given. Fighting around a horse,

that the greed of each combatant wished to appropriate, might degenerate

into violence and trickery, and lead to serious disorders, especially as time

was scarcely given to the pontiff to enter the palace, and avoid the blows

of which the innocent animal was sometimes the victim before it fell to the

lot of an undisputed conqueror.

However, those were times of a magnificence which is not witnessed now.

On ascending the steps of the Vatican, the pontiff invited the cardinals,

ambassadors, and grandees of Home to a sumptuous banquet. The chief

of the ambassadors from the Florentines was Saint Antoninus, who deliv-

ered an elegant discourse, which he afterwards appended to his Chronicle,

divided into three parts. Among the ambassadors sent by the princes were

especially distinguished those of Ferdinand, king of Aragon, illegitimate

son of King Alphonso, -who had formerly been the intimate friend of

J5neas, and whom we have seen among those who prognosticated the future

greatness of the apostolic nuncio.

When in the former reign questions arose as to the succession of

Naples, Callixtus had deprived Ferdinand of that heritage, declaring that

Rome rightfully inherited that kingdom by the terms of the ancient con-

cessions. Pius annulled the decree of Callixtus, invested Ferdinand with

that kingdom, removed the interdict which had been pronounced against

all who should remain faithful to the son of Alphonso, and restored him to

all his rights, imposing upon him, however, a tribute of eight thousand

ounces of gold and a palfrey. The conditions, also, were removed which

had been prescribed to Charles of Anjou, when he received the kingdom in

fief. (See life of Clement IV.)

Callixtus had shown great anxiety to engage the princes to make war

against the Turks ; and Pius, when he had become pope, showed no less

zeal against the common enemy.

The pope ordered a solemn congress to assemble at Mantua, at which

were to be present the ambassadors of Italy and of all the Christian king-

doms. In that congress means were discussed for organizing a war advan-

tageous to the interests of religion. Pius said :
" Such a war does not

concern merely this or that particular kingdom ; it is an enterprise which

concerns the totality of the Christian republic." *

It was at that precise period that the same pope founded a military order

* Leodrisio Crivclli, a contemporary author, in a treatise De Expeditione Pii II. in Turcas

(see Muratori, Script, rer Ital., tome xxiii., col. 35), speaks of the eflForts made by the pope to

render that war successful. Nicholas Reutner published, in four volumes, 4to., a collection en-

titled, Orationes et Consultationes de Bello Turcica. Leipsic, 1596.
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of knights, under the title of Knights of Saint Mary of Bethlehem. They

swore to defend Leninos and the other isles of the Mgean Sea, and to war

upon the Turks as the Ivuights of Jerusalem.

A great portion of the preparations agreed upon by the congress was

j&nished. Then the pope, regardless of the coldness of the season, of the

attacks of gout to which he was subject, and of the melancholy presages

which he heard around him, set out for Mantua on the 22d of January,

1459. He left as legate at Eome, during his absence. Cardinal de Cusa,

and as governor and prefect. Prince Colonna. They were assisted by other

cardinals, by the auditors of the Kota, and by many prelates, to form the

Eoman court ad interim.

At Perugia a pope had not been seen for seventy years. Pius remained

there three weeks, and dedicated the noble temple to Saint Dominic.

Then he went to Carsignano, his native place, where he may have thought

of the homage paid to him in 1412 by his young playmates. There he

celebrated the feast of St. Peter's Chair.

He arrived, on the 25th of February, in the city of Sienna, and gave it

Eadicofani, which belonged to the Church. Novaes makes no reflection

upon this point of history ; but, if the nepotism of family is wrong, the

nepotism of nation is not right. The gift was not recalled by any pontiff,

and Rjidicofani still belongs to Florence, which acquired it when she con-

quered all the Siennese States.

Sienna was made a metropolis. There Pius was right ; as head of the

Church, he could at his own pleasure grant that favor.

In the same city the pope pronounced a solemn discourse on the fourth

Sunday in Lent, blessed the Golden Hose, and presented it to the Siennese

senate.

On the 25th of April he entered Florence. Cosmas de Medicis, regent of

that repubhc, received His Hohness with a royal splendor. He was the

wealthiest and most honorable citizen of that time. Pius, after giving

audience to some ambassadors fi-om various parts of the world, departed,

on the 5th of March, for Bologna, which he entered on the 9th. The

principal nobles of the city volunteered to carry him themselves in a kind

of decorated litter, called the sedia gestatoria. He next visited Ferrara.

There, Borso d'Este, the feudatory, presented himself before the pope, and

preceded him on foot until expressly permitted to mount a horse. That

honor was granted to him because he was related to the pope, as being the

son of Stella Tolomei, a Siennese lady whose family was closely connected

with that of the Piccolomini.

On the 27th of May, Pius made a triumphal entry into Mantua. He now
sought for nothing but the moans of organizing the ci'usaders, and hasten-

ing their departure. The Turk was daily becoming more formidable ; he
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was continually subjugating cities in the East. Then a decision of the

congress was made pubHc. It ordered, that for that holy war there should

be paid during three years, by clerics, the tenth part of their revenues, by

the laity the thii'tieth, and by the Jews the twentieth. Many populations

promised to add further sacrifices to sacrifices abeady onerous. Among
those who did so were the Florentines, the Siennese, the Eagusans, the

Genoese, and the Rhodians, subjects of the order of Saint John of Jeru-

salem. The Bolognese also announced that they would generously con-

tribute.

Pius, by a bull of the 15th of January, 1460, made the determination of

the congress known to the whole world.

Notwithstanding the good-will of the pope, those succors were not punc-

tually given, partly on account of the war which had broken out between

the French and English, and partly on account of the differences which

arose at Naples between King Ferdinand of Aragon, so greatly patronized

by the pope, and John, duke of Anjou, son of King Eene, and partly on

account of the embarrassments caused in the Ecclesiastical States by the

Manfredi and the Malatesta.

Then appeared another bull, in which it was forbidden to appeal fi'om the

pope to a future council. Such appeals were declared to be abusive,

erroneous, and deserving of condemnation. Bercastel, in his History of the

Church (vol. svi., page 149, et seq.), reports the discontent of the French,

who felt offended by that bull, and he details what they did concerning it,

and Noaves thinks that that author speaks impartially.*

Nevertheless, those appeals are injvirious to the Church ; they obstruct

business, and are generally of no use to those who resort to them as a tem-

porary refuge ; nothing ever results from them but indecisive pretensions,

calculated to decrease the veneration that is due to the Holy See.

On the 5th of March, 1460, Pius made a promotion of cardinals.

Meantime, Sigismund, duke of Austria, had arrested, in the castle of

Brunech, Cardinal de Cusa, in consequence of some differences as to eccle-

siastical rights. On the 8th of August the Holy Father excommunicated

Sigismund and his accomplices, by virtue of a constitution, since introduced

by Gregory XIII. and by Paul V. into the bull In Ccena Domini. Pius

repeated the proliibition to appeal from the pope to a future council, after

the example of Sigismund. The same pope condemned appellants as guilty

of heresy and high treason.

The Holy Father, having returned to Eome in 1461, solemnly canonized

Saint Catharine of Sienna, of the order of Saint Dominic. She was born

in the quarter of Fontebranda, in 1347, the daughter of Jacope Benincasa,

* Novaes, v., p. 201.
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by trade a dyer, and she died at Eome, aged thirty-three, on the 29th

of April, 1380. Urban YI., Innocent VII., and Gregory XIII. had desired

to canonize her, but conld not do so on account of the schism. This, says

Novaes (v., 205), was determined by the divine will, so that, amidst the tem-

pests of clashing opinions, some should not regard as profane her whom
others believed holy.*

MeauAvhile, Mahomet, in spite of the exertions of the Knights of Bethle-

hem, of whom we spoke just now, had occupied the isles of Lemnos and

Lesbos, which, in the reign of Calhxtus III., the Christians had reconquered.

The Turks had also seized upon the isle of Negropout. The Holy Fathers

received, with great kindness, Thomas Paleologus (despote), prince of the

Morea, and brother of Constantine Paleologus, the last of tlie Greek empe-

rors. Thomas was at Borne on the fourth Sunday of Lent ; the pope

blessed the golden rose, and presented it to that prince. Thomas then

presented to the pope the head of the apostle Saint Andrew, which he had

brought fi'om the Peloponnesus. His Holiness placed it with great pomp on

the altar of Saint Gregory the Great, at the Vatican.

At the death of Charles VII., on the 22d of July, 1461, Pius II. demanded

fi'om that prince's successor, Louis XL, the revocation of the Pragmatic

Sanction.t The new king denounced it as being bor7i in the bosom of the

schism, and destructive of the right and anthority of the sovereign 'pontiff,from

which antliority all other is derived-X This news was very joyfully hailed at

Rome ; but, after the death of Pius, the pragmatic was re-established. This

controversy, which the popes held in horror as directly resulting from a

schism, and upon which they had disputed with the kings of France for

seventy years, was terminated only in 1515, by the concordat concluded be-

tween France and Leo X., as we shall show in our life of that pontiff.

In 1462, the city of Eome was ravaged by a violent pestilence. The pope

went to the baths of Viterbo (the sulphurous baths of Bulicamo), but as

there were traces of contagion there too, he went to Bolsena, and thence to

Corsignano, his native place, which he was always glad to re\'isit, and where

he had established a bishopric, at the same time giving to the city the name

of Pienza, derived from the name of Pius.

* Pias IT. expressly says this in his bull : N^e sceviente divisionis procella, quod sanctum una
obedientia decretisaet, profanum altera censuisset.

\ Novaes, gives this note on the above passage. " The Pragmatic Sanction, attributed to Louis

IX., and reported in vol. vii. of the Councils by ITardouin, p. 643, is entirely supposititious, as is

said by Father Thoniassin, De Vet., et Nov. Discipl., part ii., lib. ii., cap. iii
;
part iii., lib. i., cap.

xliii.
; part xxvii. Lambertini, De Serv. Dei Beatif., ch. 36, n. 15, demonstrates that it was not

well known until about two centuries after the death of Saint Louis, that is to say, in li61, and

that if it had been trut; the French would have invoked it during the dispute between Boniface

VIII. and Philip the Fair.

J Letter of Louis XI. to Pius II. (Ilainaldi, ad an. 14G1, No. 188 ; Labbe, Concil,, tome xiv., p
97 ; Natalis iVlexander, nist. Eccles., tome viii., dissert, xi., art. i. and ii., p. 601, et seq.

Vol. I.—39
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For a long time the pope liad felt remorse, because lie had formerly ap-

proved doctrines conti'ary to the customs and rights of the Holy See. He
now thought fit to sign, on the 25th of April, a constitution by which he

annulled all that he had pubhshed in favor of the conciliahule of Bale,

against Eugene IV., and the authority of the Koman Church. He exhorted

all and each to follow him, old and not young, pontiff, and not private man,

to reject ^neas, and to embrace Pius.*

Previously, in a letter addressed to Jordan, rector of the University of

Cologne, dated 13th of August, 1447, Pius, while he was bishop of Trieste,

that is to say, nine years before he became cardinal, and eleven years before

he became pope, had positively retracted all opinions contrary to the senti-

ments and prerogatives of Eome.

The pope also annulled all the preliminaries agreed upon between the

legates of the Council of Bale and the Bohemians,t by virtue of which the

Bohemians renounced all the erroneous articles, except communion under

both kinds, which the false council approved. There then arose a dissen-

sion between the Dominicans and the Franciscans, relative to the blood of

Jesus Christ shed dui'ing the Passion. The Dominicans had on their side

the opinions of many learned men, and especially that of the pope. The

dispute grew warm. Pius enjoined on the dissidents a strict and perpetual

silence on that point. Many popes had similarly decided in reference to diffi-

cult opinions, and we shall see that this system of prudence, circumspection,

and wisdom will be followed by some of the successors of Pius II. It is

under similar circumstances that we should bless the authority of the suc-

cessors of Peter. No religious order, no opinion, should resist such friendly

counsel ; that decision which prevents all war of pens and tongues, that

commandment from which there is no appeal, which directs towards other

objects the zeal, the learning, the vigils, and the innumerable labors of the

noble writers of all religious orders.

Amidst the anxious cares to allow no abuse to escape his attention, Pius

did not lose sight of the threats of Mahomet II. He had conquered the

empire of Trebisond, after expeUing from it the house of Comnenus, which

had established itself there in 1204, and maintained itseK there for fifty-

seven years. The insatiable Turk had also invaded the kingdom of Bosnia,

and ordered its fifth and last king, Stephen, to be flayed alive.

The pope thought fit to ^Tite to Mahomet himself a letter, in which he

conjured him to act more gently towards the Christians, and also exhorted

him to embrace the Christian religion. " Thus," said the pope, " you will

* That noble constitution is the tenth in the Roman Bullary, tome i., p. 392, and Labbe re-

ports it in his vol. xiii. of the Comicils, p. 1409.

t They were called Compnctnta Boliemorum. Natalis Alexander speaks of them in his vol

iii. of the Hist. Eecles., p. 91, and following.
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be legitimately emperor of tlie East." But the barbarian Avas by that

only rendered more cruel, and he turned all his fury against the Ragusans.

A holy war, according to the terms of the decision of the congress of Man-

tua, was proclaimed by a bull of the 23d of October, 1463. The pope pub-

lished the treaty which he had concluded with Philip, duke of Burgundy,

and Christopher Moro, doge of Venice. Cardinal Fortiguerra, a relation of

His HoHness, was named general of the galleys which the pope had built

at Pisa, and which he vras to take to Ancona, whither the pope went by land,

in order to sail, if necessary, to the Levant. But money was wanting.

That obstacle was soon removed. The pope devoted to the expenses of

the war the product of the alum mines, which had recently been discovered

in the mountain of La Tolfa, near Civita Vecchia.*

The pope hoped that the doge of Venice would furnish still more aid than

he had promised ; and subsidies were also expected from other Italian

princes. Cardinal Roderic Borgia, who was very wealthy, had alone prom-

ised to furnish a galley equij^ped at his own expense.

A multitude of other letters, briefs, supphcations, orders, and entreaties,

went forth at the same time from the Vatican, addressed to various coun-

tries. It was necessary to consider the arrangements necessary to the firm

administration of the government during the absence of the pope. Before

he left the city, all measures were taken to secure the complete provisioning

of Borne, and the undisturbed continuance of public tranquillity. On leav-

ing the Vatican, the pope went to pray in Saint Peter's ; then he made an

affecting address to the cardinals, and proceeded in a litter as far as the

Pontemolle, where he embarked on the Tiber, which was more navigable in

* These mines were discovered in 1462, by John de Castro, son of the celebrated jurisconsult,

Paul de Castro. Pius II. reports in his Commentaries, liv. vii., p. 185, how that discovery was

made. Tlie product of the mines rose to the sum of about a hundred thousand crowns, so great

was the demand for this alum. It serves to prevent the putrefaction of animal substances,

to prevent ink from running on paper, and to set the colors of dyed stuffs. In medicine it is

employed as an astringent. The Roman alum is in small cubical fragments, covered with a

rosesite powder. In 1733, the sale was less considerable ; nevertheless, it was farmed at nearly

forty thousand crowns.

In the conclave after the death of Sistus IV., the electors swore that they would apply this

revenue only to the defence of the Christians against the Turks, and to the relief of the nobles

whom the violence of the Infidels had driven in exile from the East. And accordingly we find

that, in the taxation of the apostolic servants, established in 1487 by Innocent VIII., the farmer

of these mines is called the Farmer nf the Alum of the Holy Crusade. Leo X., to prevent any

fraud in that administration, instituted, in lo22, an order of four hundred and one persons,

ruiTiicA knights, or soldiers of Saint Peter. They were to take care of all business relating to

this alum ; he also created them knights, counts of the palace of Lateran, and gave them a gold

chain, with the head of Saint Peter on one side, and of the pope on the other. Further, tliey

had many special privihjges. This order preserved its primitive splendor, and the honors paid

to it. up to the reign of Paid IV., (Famese, who confirmed the rights granted to it by Leo X.)

Sul>sequently, the institution began to languish. It lost its equestrian dignity, and the care of

the alum mines. The coUcge is still extant, distributed into many oflBces called vacabUi.

zS
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that part then than it is now. It was imprudent thus to embark on the

Tibe^r in the month of June. The fever which prevails along the banks of

the river began to torment the Holy Father ; but he persisted in concealing

it, lest his physicians should make him turn back. Moreover, could he not

go forward by land ? This method satisfied the pious wishes of the Holy
Father and the tender solicitude of his subjects.

Having, without quitting the Tiber, arrived at Fiano, the pope went to

the monastery of the Benedictines on Mount Soracte, and thence took the

road by the Marches to ^dsit Loretto. On the 19th of July, he entered

Ancona. A multitude of Catholics from all points of Christendom had

visited that city to see a pontiff, himseK going forth at the head of a

crusade.

Christopher Moro, doge of Venice, being detained by foul weather, could

not reach Ancona until the 12th of August, and the pope was then in no

condition to embark ; but he would witness the entrance of the Venetian

army. It was the last time that he appeared in pubKc. Two days after,

he coxild scarcely speak. However, he was heard to blame his physician,

and to say :
" Hoc quoque Principum miseria est, ne in morte, quidem, carere

assentatorihus— One of the miseries of princes is to liave flatterers even around

their death-bed.''''

Pius 11. was right ; but it is also true that the patient ought not to deceive

physicians who are disposed to flatter. It was in giving so noble an exam-

ple, calculated to excite the Christians to look to their own interests and

their own perils, that Pius 11. died, on the 14th of August, 1464, aged fifty-

eight years, nine months, and twenty-eight days, after having sought the

aids of religion. He had governed the Church five years, eleven months,

and twenty-five days.

Pius had received Extreme Unction when he was attacked by the pesti-

lence during the Council of Bale. Some theologians, seeing the pope in

such extremity at Ancona, thought that he ought not to receive that sacra-

ment a second time, Pius was not unaware that this opinion had been

maintained by the Doctors of the 12th century ; but he did not agree with

it, and he required that that sacrament should be administered to him.*

We have to notice a fine trait of disinterestedness and fideHty to his word.

The pope had promised pecuniary aid to the doge of Venice. The sacred

college finding among the effects of the deceased pope a sum of fifty thou-

sand crowns, delivered it to the doge, towards the expenses of the war.

Pius was a wise legist, and well versed in the literature of the ancients.

He was esteemed for his eloquence, his kindness, his justice, and his love

of j)eace. The cardinal of Pavia said :
" He was a sovereign pontiff filled

* Bercastel, Hist, de VEgiise, lome xvi., p. 169.
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with the finest virtues, and admirable for the piirity of his morals, the firm-

ness of his mind, and his rare attainments in every branch of knowledge."*

He was of short statnre. He lost his hair prematurely. His face was

pale, and looked of greater dge. His eyes alternately expressed severity

and benevolence. His body was strong, but extenuated by the fatigues of

long and frequent journeys, and by the annoyances of an obstinate cough,

the gi-avel, and the gout, which reduced him to a chronic state of disorder.

Although so great a sufferer, he readily gave audience ; he spoke but little,

but when he was in a cheerful mood, he did not disdain refined wit.f

A good fi'iend, he always liked to see at his table those whose company

he liked. Then he would have his table set up in a terrace, or other place

in the open air. He was not particular in his eating, preferring simple food

uathout rich seasoning. He was stern towards Hars, and those who abused

his confidence. He was easily thrown into a sort of excitement, but could

suddenly recover all his calmness ; and it was perceptible that he internally

reproached himself for his momentary loss of it. He pardoned affronts.

He never reprimanded those who spoke ill of him ; he said that in a free

city all should be free to speak.

The funeral ceremonies took place. The doge of Venice pronounced the

funeral oration, and then took his^ seat between the two cardinal deacons.

The cardinals who had accompanied Pius II. returned with the body to

Rome, where he was interred in the Vatican.^

* Novacs, v., p. 222.

f S'lles interdum lihenter audiehat, negotiis prasertim vacuus—He willingly listened to deli-

cate jesting, especially when he was not busy.

I Three medals which are before me belong to the reign of Pius U. All three have the same

effigy. On the head of the pope is a plain cap, entirely covering it, and hiding even the ears.

Such would necessarily be habitually worn by an invalid pope. On the reverse of the first

medal are the words, in large characters: Optimo Principi— To the excellent prince. On the

reverse of the second medal are the words : Glokia Senensi D. C. Piccolomini. In the field

is a shield bearing five crescents, placed 1, 3, and 1, surmounted by the keys and the tiara.

These are the crescents alluded to in the prognostic. The third medal has on its exergue these

words: Ne taxti Ecclesi/E Pacisqtje amaktis deleatdr memoria—That his memory be -not

effaced, icho so loved the Church and peace. In the field is a table covered with books, inclosed

within these words: Velociter sCRrsENTis soboles—The children of a swift writer. Pius II.

could not be better characterized than by showing that quantity of books from which he obtained

knowledge, and those manuscripts, all from his own pen, which testified the continual labor of

an industrious secretary. We have shown that this pope acted in that quality to several illus-

trious personages, .^neas employed almost his whole life in writing. He was for a long time

the abbreviator of the apostolic letters, and copied with his own hand a great part of the letters

of Nicholas V. Du Molinet erroneously gives, in the exergue of the third medal, the word
amaktissimi, instead of amantia. He also describes a very fine medal of this reign which I do

not possess. It represents a pelican with its opened heart, the bU)od from which fec^ds the young
brood of the mother bird. Around the field are the words: Ales ut HiEC cordis pavi de san-

GtTEJE MATOS

—

Like this bird, I have fed my little ones mth my heart's blood. The engraver ol

this work was Andrew Cremona. The author of the legend was Monsignor Campani, author

of a Life of Pius IL
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The pope erected a tomb at Sienna, to the memory of his mother and

father. The following distich, by the pope himself, is supposed to be

spoken by his father :

'•'Sylvius hicjaceo, conjux Victoria mecum est,

Filius hoc clausit marmore Papa Pitw."

A multitude of happy sayings is attributed to Pius II,

"Letters," said he, " are silver for the poor, gold for nobles, and precious

stones for princes."

Without knowing it, or possibly, well knowing it, Pius here gives his OAvn

history. Poor, he found in letters his means of support ; as cardinal, he

made them the recreation and the ornament of his life ; when prince, they

consoled him under more than one misfortune, and enabled him to support

the weight of the miseries of greatness. He well knew those miseries, he

who, in a moment when little is spoken, said—" One of the miseries of

princes is to be surrounded by flatterers even on the death-bed."

The following are sayings of the same pope :

" Every sect which is supported only by human authority is wrong."

" It is more beautiful than useful to explore the course of the stars."

" A miser never has enough money ; a scholar never has enough know-

ledge."

" The citizen subjects his house to the city, the city to the nation, the

nation to the world, and the world to God."

" The king who confides in no one is useless ; and he is no better who

trusts every one."

" A heavy burden is the pontificate ! But it is light when well borne."

" No treasure should be valued above a faithful friend."

" He nurtures a foe who pardons his son too much."

"All philosophers agree that it is better to die nobly than hve in shame."

The above sentences are extracted from Platina (pp. 544, 645). There

are some more, but I have rejected them because I beheve them to be in-

terpolated, and of course apocryphal.
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215. PxVUL IL— A. D, 1464

! '^s jAUL II. (Pietro), was born at Venice of a noble

family, on the 26tli of February, 1418 ; son of

Nicholas Barbo and Polyxena Condulmieri, a lady

of great piety, and sister of Pope Eugene IV.

It is affirmed that he was about to go to the

East, on a vessel which he had freighted with

merchandise,* when, hearing that his uncle Eugene

was made pope, he abandoned his voyage, and

turned his attention to helks lettres, which he had neglected in his youth.

Others say that Eugene, as he passed through Ferrara, called upon his

nephew there, gave him good masters, and shortly afterwards named him

"archbishop of Bologna, and commandatory of the bishopric of Cervia.

On the 22d of June, 1440, Eugene made liim cardinal-deacon of Saint

Mary Nuova, whence he succeeded to the title of cardinal-priest of Saint

Mark.

The cardinals who had accompanied Pius II. to Ancona had returned to

Rome to open the conclave there, because most of the sacred electors being

too old to travel to Ancona, the electors who remained in Home were some-

what anxious because Antonio, duke of Amalfi, the late pope's nephew, held

the castle of Saint Angelo as of his own right. In their uncertainty as to

the intentions of Antonio, some of the cardinals wished the conclave to

meet at the Minerva, while others desired it to meet at the Vatican. The

latter was finally preferred, and twenty-two cardinals at length assembled

there.

The electors began by passing eighteen laws for the good administration

of the pontificate, which all swore to obey. Thence came the custom of

often decreeing, more or less reasonably, new laws before an election.

At the first scrutiny, to the astonishment of aU, Cardinal Barbo was

elected, on the 30th of August, 1464 ; and on the same day, as was at that

time customary, and the custom prevailed until Gregory XIIL, he went to

take possession of Saint John Lateran. Since then, the takmg possession

may have been deferred.

He wished to take the name of Formosus, in which case he would have

been Formosus II., but the cardinals. pointed out that as he was very haud-

• Platina on that point says :
" Commerce is an honor to Venice ; and Solon fonnerly did not

disapprove of it."
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some, that choice might be imputed to vanity.'^ Then he thought of call-

ing himself Mark, but he feared that that name might be supposed to

OA-incc a national preference ; finally, he changed his name of Peter into

that of Paul.

As cardinal he had singular habits ; he sat up all night, dined in the

evening, and took su^jper at dawn of day. Wishing to retain the same

habits as pontiff, he could give audiences only in the evening.

Pius II., besides what he took to Ancona, had left at Borne a sum of

forty-eight thousand ducats for the Turkish expedition.

A part of this sum was sent to Scanderberg, who was called the new
Alexander and the Christian Gideon. That intrepid general took Albania

from the Turks ; but, unhappily, the hero survived his triumph only a short

time, and Italy was deeply grieved by his death.

As Paul II. was very magnificent in his taste, he had a tiara made at

great cost, ornamented with a considerable number of precious stones.

It was he who gave the cardinals the red cap, to distinguish them the

more from the prelates.

To the cardinals whose income was less than four thousand crowns, he

assigned a hundred golden crowns a month, which is vulgarly called il

piatto di cm^dinal povero. It is still called il 2^itt^to, but without the fore-

going explanation.

The cardinals were not readily distinguished from the prelates, when

both were in ftdl dress ; he therefore permitted the cardinals to wear the

damask mitre, and ordered that their benches in the consistories should,

like those in the papal chapels, be higher than those of the prelates.

In 1466, by a sentence, which he renewed in the following year, the pope

excommunicated George Pogebrac, king of Bohemia, a supporter of the

Hussites, who had given him that kingdom, although it rightfully belonged

to Casimir, king of Poland, entitled to it in right of his wife Isabella, sister

of Ladislaus, the last sovereign.

At the same time, he reproved the archbishops of Benevento, who, on the

solemn days when the prelates were adorned with the mitre, in imitation

of the sovereign pontiffs, assumed to wear a tiara, formed of three crowns,

and haxi the Holy Eucharist carried before them. Eugene IV. had re-

placed the secular canons at the Basilica of Saint John Lateran by canons

regular of Saint Augustine. The Bomans had petitioned CaUixtus

III. to restore the canonries to seculars, which he did by taking those

benefices from the regulars. The fury of the Bomans had become so great

that the regulars were insulted. Paul, while cardinal, had courageously

opposed this violence, and one of the rabble threatened him with a sword

* Formosus means handsome.
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thrust if lie shoxild persist hi clefending the reguhirs. Then he made a vow

that, should he ever have the power, he would take them back to that

church in procession. T\Tien he became pope, Paul fulfilled his vow. The

secular canons were divided among other establishments without the loss of

any of their emoluments. Those of them who were worthy of it were made

bishops, and the regulars were restored, with considerable stipends, to their

former places.

For the gi'adual reform of some abuses which had crept into the adminis-

tration of affau's, the pope signed a constitution, afterwards confirmed by

Sixtus rV. It ordered all legates, governors, and judges of the provinces,

to refuse to receive any presents of whatsoever kind, except meat and drink,

hot more than would be consumed in two days. The object of the decree

was to release the administrators fi'om a heavy obligation, and place them

in a better position to administer justice without authorizing corruption.

Italy, like the East, is often the country of presents. Such a custom can-

not be uprooted, and perhaps it helps to maintain among the populace ideas

of subordination and justice. ^Tien so inveterate a custom exists, the true

policy is, not to declare war against it, but to regulate it.

The pope was informed of some abuses in the administration of the

isle of Rhodes. He invited the grand master to Rome, where he re-

ceived him as a sovereign prince, and gave him a solemn audience.

This pope was the first who gave the keeping of fortresses to prelates

and ecclesiastics, that they might be the more faithful in preserving those

defences of the power of the sovereign pontiffs.

The same pope openly attacked simony, and would have around him in

all the places of trust only men of the purest probity.

He destroyed a culpable academy which had been formed at Rome, which

had iniquitous customs, injurious to true rehgion. It taught that it was

permitted every one to seek all kinds of pleasures ; that the names received

in baptism should be renounced, and in their stead old pagan names

adopted ; it professed other odious maxims, even sanctioning attempts on

the hfe of the pontiff.

The founder of that academy was Damian Toscano, who took the name
of CalUmachus, and the principal personage was Pomponius Leti, a Cala-

brian, a bastard of the San Severino family, who at his baptism had re-

ceived the name of Julius, or of Bernardine, and who was reader of the Col-

lege of the Sapienza.

Paulj in 1468, fe^rbade, by a constitution, the alienation of ecclesiastical

property, or the farming it for more than three years.

Meantime, Ferdinand, king of Naples, who had received favors from the

Church, almost avowed a design to seize Rome, and took measures to

weaken the power of the Holy See. Paul, therefore, signed a league for
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twenty-five years -wdtli the republic of Venice. Clauses were inserted, obli-

gatory upon both parties. The mind of the Holy Father was occupied upon

a project worthy of him. He determined to get back the provinces unjustly

taken or withheld from the Holy See. Among them were the city of Ei-

niini and some other pro\dnces that had been obtained from the Holy See

and held in fief by Sigismund Malatesta, and which he had treated as his

own independent property. They were now in the possession of Sigis-

mund's natural son, Robert, and he having, by the law of the land, no right

to inherit them, they rightfully reverted to the Holy See.

Careful to recover what belonged to Rome, Paul was no less so to pre-

serve what had not yet been taken from her. He ordered the building of

the fortress of Todi, and then those of Cascia and Monteleone, to add to the

security of the fi-ontiers towards the Abruzzi.

The Turks continued their incursions. The pope, that vigilant guardian,

could not but foresee fresh misfortunes for the Church. He ^vTote to Fer-

dinand :
" We renounce, the tribute of the palfrey and the falcons, which

form part of the liege homage, if you will furnish a sum of money to pay

for the preparations for a war against the Turks." The royal ambassadors

refused the sum asked for, and said that rather than pay it, their prince

would join the Turks. Paul replied to them :
" Go and repeat to your king

what you say. If he resolves to join the Turks, we have abeady the means

to drive the king from the kingdom and the Turk from the CathoHc States."

Nevertheless, the pope, faithful to aU those principles of concihation which

so well characterize the actions of the Holy See, received with great kind-

ness the son of Ferdinand, when on his way to IMilan, and gave him the

golden rose.

It was in this year (1471) that Paul, by a constitution, ordered that the

Jubilee should be celebrated every twenty-five years, commencing with the

year 1475. The custom has been preserved to our own day, without inter-

ruption, except in 1800, in consequence of the misfortunes of the Church.

But Paul did not live to see the fulfilment of his project. He died before

he could celebrate the Jubilee.

On the 18th of March, 1471, Paul honored with the title of duke of Fer-

rara, Borso of Este, duke of Modena, who previously was only called vicar

of Ferrara. That prince came to Rome to receive his new title. On the

road and on his arrival he displayed so royal a liberality that even the City

of Grandeur was astonished at it, and felt obliged to respond to so much

magnificence by a magnificence no less sumptuous. The presents mutually

made were worthy of such noble sovereigns.

The Holy Father continued his pontifical labors, and rendered himself

more and more honorable to Christianity, when he Avas stricken down by

apoplexy, at the age of fifty-three years, on the 2Gth of July, 1471. He had
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governed the Church six years, teu mouths, and twentj-six days. He
would not take the necessary precautions, and he unhappily affected to for-

get that he had ah'eady had two attacks.

Paul was of lofty stature. Philelphus says his figure was heroic. His

face was graceful, attractive, and truly beautiful.

He was a great lover of antiquities, and he had formed a very rich mu-

seum of the most elegant rehcs of ancient Eome. It was under him that

the revival of sculpture commenced.

It has been said that he could weep at will, and that he would obtain by

tears the concessions which were denied to his words. Such a weakness

should not belong to so great a heart. But aU authors are not agreed as

to that gift of tears, which may be a calumny invented by liis enemies.

He was interred in the Vatican. Cardinal Angelo Quirini published the

life of tlus pope, ^nTitten by Michael Caneso^ bishop of Castro.

This pope, who deserves to rank among the most pious, was so zealous

for ecclesiastical disciphne, that he said :
" In some things the pontiff may

be a man, but when he has to appoint pastors of the Church, he ought to

be an angel ; and when he has to appoint to the sacred college, he ought to

a Gody* (This last expression seems to us to be somewhat bold.) " If,"

continues the pope, " he fails hi his first choice (the bishop), he prostitutes

the Church, by dehvering her to one who is destitute of the necessary

merits, and who, therefore, is not truly united to her. If he fail in the

second duty, the pontiff becomes a demon, because he exposes aU the

churches to the danger of faUing into ruin, so important is that which the

sacred college clearly decides ; moreover, the sacred coUege often indicates

the pastors that should be selected." The pope added :
" The ecclesiastical

dignities should be distributed neither hastily nor in compliance with the

requests and recommendations of distinguished personages, but solely after

matui-e and prudent consideration of the actual personal merits." With

such principles, it was often seen that the pope honored the virtue of emi-

nent men, who, though absent and vmconscious of what was said of them,

suddenly received the reward of theii* merit.

Pavd embellished the church of Saint Mark, at present one of the most

remarkable in Rome. But, unfortunately, to get the materials for the

neighboring palace, he took marbles fi'om the Coliseum, which was fast

falling into ruin. His bad example Avas followed by the nephew of Sixtus

lY., and by Cardinal Farnese, afterwards Paul III. It was under this pope

that what Quirini calls rJivinc typography, was introduced at Rome.

In 1468, some German printers, who, three years previously, had worked

at Subiaco, being invited thither by some monks from their country, re-

* Egidio, cardinal di Viterbo, quoted by Rainaldi, ann. 1471. See, also, Novaea, v., p. 242.
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moved to Rome, and, under tlie patronage of Paul, published editions which

are now eagerly purchased at any price, by the chief libraries of the world.

He thought it not unbecoming to be known as a frank and joyous per-

son, and, in company of a prince or cardinal, he could enjoy, in spite of

etiquette, a hearty laugh. One day, learning that the cardinals were dining

"with the cardinal of Saint Eusebius, he went there, secretly, and made his

appearance among them, cheerful as themselves, and taking the lowest seat

at table, saying that it was not a tinje to take the highest, and ordering no

one to leave his place.

To the Eoman populace, he gave feasts like the most generous of the

ancient emperors. It was under him that the principal street of Rome was

named the Sfrada del Corso, on account of the races that he introduced.

Paul II. is blamed by Platina, who says that, as abridger, he appHed to

the pope, who had suppressed that office, and begged him to refer the

matter to the auditors of the Rota. According to Platina, Paul, looking

askant at him, said :
" SOj you send us to judges, as though you know not

that loe carry aU the laws in the casket of our own hosom." And the pope,

throwing aside the first person plural, might have said :
" Such is the sen-

tence ; let all yield to it ; let them go whither they think fit, I do not keep

them. I am pontiff, and it is for me to sustain or to annul the acts of

others." Platina relates that he apj^ealed fi'om the pope to the kings and

the princes. Paul, irritated at this letter, threw the author into prison. It

must be admitted that the account of Platina's sufferings, which are proba-

bly true, excited a lively interest. The poor man was subjected to torments
;

but these ceased before the pope's death. Cardinal Bessarion was a kind

friend to Platina, who ends by saying

—

Justus, tamen, habitus et clemens—
Yet, this pope teas just and merciful; though this acknowledgment was

accompanied by much insulting language. According to the tone that

Platina frequently assumes in his History of the Popes, it would be reason-

ably inferred that he was not quite so innocent as he claims to have been,

and that, without being actually one of the conspirators, he at least was

one of the harshest speakers among the malcontents of that time. Platina

closes his history with Paul II. The successor of that pope, Sixtus IV.,

reinstated Platina in kis posts. That historian ended his life quietly, laden

with honors and favors, of which he was worthy, excepting when he gave

way to that insulting acerbity which effects no reform, and wiien aided by

ability, becomes an evil that every prince should banish from his States.

The Holy See remained vacant fourteen days.*

* In the casket whicli was presented to us by Pius VII., we have only tliree medals of Paul II.

All have the same effigy, with the words : Pavlvs II., Venetvs. Pokt. Max. The head of

Paul is uncovered. In 14G4, the first was struck. On the reverse we read these words: Anno
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216. SIXTUS IV.— A. D. 1471.

IXTUS IV., originally named Francis cle la Eovera,

was born in a villa of his family, a short distance

fi'om the city of Savona, on the 21st of July, 1414.

Many authors call him a fisherman's son ; but No-

vaes, -with whom I agree on this point, does not

admit that fact. Francis at an early age entered

the order of Saint Francis, and was professor of

philosophy and theology at Padua, at Bologna, at

Pavia, at Sienna, at Florence, and at Perugia. His renown was greatly

increased in the general chapter of the order which was held at Genoa in

1424. He was then pronounced to be the most eloquent of the friars.

Petrarch calls him a most penetrating theologian, and an orator of the first

merit. He subsequently became procurator-general at Rome, vicar-general

of Italy, and, in 1464, he was elected general of the Franciscans. Paul II.

made him cardinal of Saint Peter, in vincuUs, on the 18th of September, 1467.

He was elected pontiff on the 9th of August, 1471, in a conclave of

eighteen cardinals. They were a second time inclined to elect Cardinal

Bessarion, one of the most illustrious personages of that age of learning.

M.CD.LXrV. Roma. In the field are the armorial bearings of the Barbos, a lion passant, or, on a

band argent, surmoimted by the tiara, and keys.

The second has on the exergue :
" Solv.m in Feras Prvs bellatvii Pastor—The pious sJiep-

herd combats only savage beasts." Hunters, on horse and a-foot, armed with pikes, are cheering

dogs on in pursuit of a boar and a stag. Peter Damian, under Alexander II., censures the taste

of ecclesiastics for hunting and falconry. What would he say in this case ? A medal proves

that a Venetian pope indulged in the pleasures of the chase.

The third medal bears only in the field these words : Anno Christi, MCCCCLXX. Has ^des
CoNDiDiT

—

In the year of Christ 1470, tfie pr/pe erected these, buildings. A memorial, apparently,

of the time when Paul II. built the Venetian palace, near the church of Saint Mark.

Du Molinet was richer than I; he gives other medals. 1. This: Pabvi,vm salvtis—The

nourishment of saltation, the lamb without spot or blemish ; below, Peter and Paul, with seven

lamlis which have returned to the fold. 2. Av-DIENTIA Pvblica Pontificis Maximi. Paul

II., upon his throne, a cardinal on his right, gives public audience to the Grand Master of the

Hosiiitallers of Rhodes, accompanied by several kniglits. 4. Sacrvm Pvblicvm Apostolicvm

CoNsisTouiVM Patlvs Venetvs p. P. II. Paul II. on his throne, the cardinals, in their hats,

sesvted on his right and left. In the middle, the ambassadors of the princes. 5. Tribvna S.

Petri. It is the tribune of Saint Peter, such as it was, before the rebuilding of the Church.

0. IIilakitas P\TiLifA. Public joy, accompanied by two children to whom she gives palm-

branches. 7. LyETiTiA ScnoLASTiCA. A. Bo. The jiyy of the schools. Joy giving flowers to two

children. A. Bo stand for Academy of Bologna. 8. CoxvmtJM Pub. eroa Popvlvm RoiLV-

yvM

—

Public banquet given to the Roman people. Two cornucopias intertwined; above, the

word RoiiA.
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virtue, and greatness of soul ; but he excused himself on the gi'ound of his

gi'eat age—eighty years—and he aided in inducing them to elect Cardinal

Rovera, who was then fifty-seven. The new pope took the name of Sixtus

IV., in memory of Saint Sixtus, pope and martyr, because it was on the

day of that saint that the conclave was opened.

He was consecrated bishop by the French cardinal d'Estouteville, and

then cro-^-ned, on the 25th of August, and afterwards, on the same day, he

went to take possession of Saint John Lateran. The pontifical guard hav-

ing violently repulsed the populace that crowded the streets, a great tumult

arose, and stones struck the pope himself before Cardinal Orsini eoidd

quell the riot.

The first thought of Sixtus was devoted to the means of preventing the

progress of the Turks. He dispatched five legates to the various princes

in Europe, to warn them of the dangers which threatened Catholicity.

Cardinal Bessarion was sent to France, Cardinal Borgia to Spain, Cardinal

Barbo to Germany and Hungary, and Cardinal Caraffa, celebrated for his

military zeal, was put in command of the fleet against the infidels. It con-

sisted of a hundred and four galleys, of which eighteen belonged to tlie

Church, thu'ty to the king of Naples, and fifty-six to the Venetians, The

expedition had the good fortune to take Smja-na, but so small a victory

could not shake such a power as that of Mahomet II., who had conquered

from the Christians two empires, four kingdoms, twenty provinces, and two

hundred cities.

The Hussites continued their ravages and their insults, torch in hand,

and blasphemy in theu' mouth. Sixtus, in concert with the Bohemians,

attributed their kingdom to Matthias, king of Hungary. To preserve the

peace in Italy, he gave the duchy of Ferrara to Hercules d'Este, son of the

Duke Borso, enjoining him to pay a tribute of five thousand crowns. He
exempted Ferdinand, king of Naples, for his whole life, from the tribute

due on account of his provinces, on condition that he should present a pal-

fi'ey to the Holy See, protect the Roman shore against the pirates that in-

fested it, and succor the pope at his first demand for such succor.

Sixtus, by bull, ordered that henceforth instead of fourteen auditors of

the Rota there should be only twelve.

In 1473, Sixtus, in his second promotion of cardinals, included a Fi"ench-

man, distinguished for his great piety, Philip de Levis, lord of Cousansaud

and of Quelus, born on the 4th of November, 1435, apostohc referendary,

bishop of Agde, and then archbishop of Auch and Aries.

On the 23d of May, 1474, Sixtus, by bull, founded the order of the Monks

of Saint Francis de Paula, who called themselves Penitentiary Hermits,

and whom Alexander VI. ordered to call themselves Minims, according to

the wish of their founder. St. Francis, besides the device he gave to hi^^
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monks (the word Charity), bound them, by a fourth vow, to live constantly

upon lenten fare, except in case of serious illness.

In conformity with the decree of Paul II., that the Jubilee should be cele-

brated every twenty-five years, Sixtus celebrated that which was indicated

for 1475.

About this period Rome was visited by several sovereigns : Christian,

king of Denmark ; John, duke of Saxony ; Ferdinand, king of Naples, and

his wife, Queen Charlotte of Cyprus ; and Catherine, queen of Bosnia.

The same year, Sixtus erected Avignon into a metropolitan See ; then he

secularized the Chapter of Avignon, which, under Urban II., had embraced

the rule of Saint Augustine.

Meanwhile, the year 1-176 was to witness other successes of the Turks.

Mahomet conquered Theodosia, now called Caffa, and he even contemplated

a descent upon Italy. The pope made new efforts to prevent those evils
;

and if, on the one hand, the Christian princes were deaf to the voice of the

pontiff, it happily occurred that Mahomet deferred his mischievous designs,

at least upon Italy. During the winter the Tiber overflowed its banks. Li

the spring Eome was afilicted by a contagion, and the pope was obhged to

go some miles fi'om his capital, where he left as his legate Cardinal Cibo,

who succeeded him in the papacy. The courageous stay of Cardinal Cibo

made him popular, and he more and more deserved the affection of the

Romans.

In a new promotion, the pope named as cardinal Raphael Sansoni, com-

monly called Riario, from an inheritance which he received from his ma-

ternal uncle, Cardinal Pietro Riario. Raphael was born at Savona

;

he was as yet only seventeen years old, and was a student in the

University of Pisa. The pope gave this young man the title of his

nephew, and the dignity of vice-chancellor and chamberlain. This

cardinal was deeply imphcated in the conspu-acy of the Pazzi against the

Medicis.

The two famihes of the Pazzi and the Medicis exceeded all others in

wealth, and were rivals for authority in the city of Florence. The Pazzi

founded their pretensions on the antiquity of their race, the Medicis upon

the immense credit obtained by their ancestor Cosmas do Medicis, whose

unprecedented reputation and prosperity accompanied him to his death.

It is aflfirmed that the pope could not endure the Medicis, but that feeling

was moderated by the mildness of his nature, and by his acquaintance

with his more sacred duties. The Medicis opposed the increasing power of

his nephew Jerome Riario, who had become prince of Forli ; and for the

same reason, the Pazzi endeavored to ingratiate themselves with the pope.

The latter conspired against the Medicis, and invited the young Cardinal

Raphael Sansoni Riario to \'isit Florence and see its splendor, but Avithout
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disclosing the cruel project in band. The cardinal received in that city a

generous recejitiou from Lorenzo and Julian de Medicis. There was to be

a grand ceremony at the church of the Duomo, at which the cardinal was to

be present ; ajid the two Medicis could not fail to be present in compHment
to the cardinal. The conspirators resolved to assassinate both brothers,

their enemies ; and even the thought of their horrible sacrilege could not

stop their fury. It was agreed that the signal for the blow should be the

communion of the celebrant of the principal Mass. This point settled, they

went to the church at the moment when Lorenzo and the cardinal entered.

The church was crowded, and divine service had commenced. The assas-

sins had their hands on their daggers. Those who were to strike Lorenzo

were able to get quite close to him, without exciting any suspicion, so great

was the crowd ; the others kept watch upon Julian. Bernard Bandini, one

of the conspirators, stabbed Julian to the heart ; the wounded man stag-

gered a few paces and then fell. Francis de Pazzi then threw himself upon

him and covered him with wounds, striking him so cruelly that in his blind

fury he wounded himself quite seriously in the leg. Antonio Volterra, aided

by an accomplice, attacked Lorenzo ; but though he struck at him several

times, he only succeeded in sHghtly wounding him in the throat. Lorenzo,

followed by his friends, fled to the sacristy, and closed the bronze gates

which separated it from the body of the church. In the midst of the fi-ight-

ful tumult Baphael fled to the altar, where the priest with great difficulty

saved him. He had to wait until the seignory could escort him to his palace,

where he remained under guard until his entire liberation. Novaes, whose

statement I have followed, although I do not feel quite convinced that he

knew the whole truth, believes that the cardinal was ignorant of the con-

spiracy. The author of the article Sixtus IV., in the BiograpJiie Universelle,

is not so indulgent to the cardinal. He says :
" It does not seem easy to

justify Eiario. He obtained from his uncle permission, on a very frivolous

pretext, to go to Florence with the Cardinal Saint George, another nephew

of the pope ; but he might have concealed his perfidious design, even if

guilty. Sixtus IV., though somewhat headstrong, was not of a disposition

prone to such dark deeds ; his nephew may have deceived him. The pope

would scarcely refi-ain from punishing the Florentines with the utmost se-

verity for their terrible sacrilege. At length he pardoned them, and that

indulgence calls at least for hesitation on so serious a case."

The biographer then examines the opinion of various authors.

" Moderate historians," he says, " have naturally weighed the arguments

on both sides. Bayle does not venture to affirm any thing. The continuer

of Fleury is in a state of complete doubt. The Abbo Bacine, in his Abridg-

ment of Ecclesiastical History, expressly says that the pope was una-

ware of the project of his nephews. AH these authors were unfavorable to
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the popes. It is a reason not to disdain contrary opinions, and not to pro-

nounce a judgment whicli can only result from obvious demonstration,"

I will add, that it seems to me to be certain that Sixtus did not know of

that project. Useless revelations are not made in such cases. And then,

even while not beheving in the perfect innocence of Raphael, I think that

nothing would be communicated to a young man whose imprudence Bright

be feared. Novaes states that so great was the terror of the young cardi-

nal, that during the remainder of his Hfe he remained deadly pale. Francis

de Pazzi, the chief in the conspiracy, was a deep-thinking man, who

would not put his secret in danger of being discovered by the want of

firmness of a boy upon who terror made so lasting an impression. We
must conclude, from all, that Sixtus IV. knew nothing about it. Examining

the afi'air more calmly, I persist in the opinion I have pronounced. One

fact must be further subjected to an impartial consideration : the Floren-

tines were excommunicated, and from that it has been deduced that Rome
knew of the conspiracy.

The excommunication was issued on account of the sacrilege and the

murder of the archbishop of Pisa, whom the partisans of the Medicis

hanged at the window of the old palace. The pope declared that that

prince of the Church should have been tried in concert with the authorities

of Rome ; and this demand was perfectly legitimate, and conformable to the

laws of the time.

Queen Catharine, wife and heiress of Thomas, king of Bosnia, dying at

Rome, left by her will all her rights in the kingdom to the pope and his

successors ; and to testify the acceptance of the pope, he was presented

with the sword and spurs as a sign of sovereignty over Bosnia.

In 1478, King Ferdinand, the Catholic, " a prince," says Novaes, " who

was tiseful to religion, but to whom religion was more uaefid still, solicited

from Sixtus a bull authorizing the estabhshment in Spain of the formidable

tribunal of the Inquisition, under the authority of the king." Here Noaves

praises the impartiahty of Bercastel. " I trust to that learned writer,"

says Novaes, " who very clearly proves what the tribunal of the Inquisition

really was."

Notwithstanding the exhortations of the pontiff, the Christian princes

gave no heed to the enterprises for which Mahomet was preparing. He
sent an army to the island of Rhodes. The knights made a vigorous

defence, and compelled the Turks to retreat. Sixtus congi-atulated the

noble knights and highly praised their courage ; but Italy, long threatened,

could not escape the malignity of the Turks. Tliey surprised the city of

Otranto, and to give an idea of the fate that was in store for other cities,

which they might aftcm^ards take, they piit to the sword a great number
of men, women, and children, threw rehcs to the dogs, and violated young

Vol. I.—40
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maidens upoii the very altars. They condemned all the nobles to be be-

headed ; the archbishop they sawed in two ; and committed a host of abom-

inable crimes, which warned the Christians to defend themselves to the

utmost, and not to forget, for miserable local prejudices, the real situation

of Cathohcity in presence of barbarians so ferocious and audacious. In

the fii'st moment, the dastardly advice was given to Sixtus to take refuge at

Avignon, but his wise heart gave wider and more magnanimous advice.

By an energetic bull, he ordered all the princes of Italy instantly to make

truces with each other, and prepare to arm against the common enemy.

On Ascension-day he signed a league with the Venetians, and he sent as

legate to Naples, Cardinal Eangoni, who was to give the Cross to the faith-

ful. He wi'ote to the kings of the "West for their aid and protection, and he

prepared an army of twenty-five gaUeys to join that of the Neapolitan fleet,

which counted forty gaUeys.

From Otranto the Turks pushed further into the Adriatic, and presented

themselves before Ancona, with the intention of pillaging Loretto, but God
heard the prayers of the inhabitants of the Marches, and the Turks disap-

peared as though seized by panic.

In 1481 Mahomet II. died. He had reigned thirty-two years without

ceasing to be the most terrible and cruel scourge of Christendom.

On the 14th of April, 1402, the pope canonized Saint Bonaventure, the

friend of Saint Thomas Aquinas, with whom, as is known, he had been a

professor at Paris. After his many labors and anxieties, Sixtus died on

the 13th of August, 1404, at the age of seventy. He had gov'erned the

Church fourteen years and four days, and he was interred at the Vatican

in a tomb erected in 1473, which stands in the chapel of the Blessed Sac-

rament.

Some authors speak unfavorably of Sixtus IV., among them Baphael de

Volterra ; but it is certain that that pope was distinguished for many vir-

tues, purity of morals, extraordinary learning, consummate talents, a care-

ful appHcation to business,* a noble and generous soul, and a decided taste

for letters, of which he was a constant patron. In fact, such was his

nature that he might have almost been termed faultless, had he not been so

greatly afflicted with the disease of nepotism. As soon as he was elected

pope, he made two of his still young nephews cardinals, and afterwards

sent the purple to three other nephews. This facility of granting favors

produced gi-ave abuses, and set a bad example not only to the pontifis, but

also to the sovereigns. Sixtus did not hesitate to aUow Alphonso, the bas-

tard of Ferdinand, son of King John of Aragon, a child only six years old,

to possess the archbishopric of Saragossa in perpetual commendam. Not-

* Novaes vi., p. 49.
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Rdthstamling the decree of a former council, he increased the number of the

cardinals ; but after him it was increased still moi'e.

Home received magnificent embeUishments from this pontiff, and owes to

him the bridge which bears his name. The Vatican Hbrary, commenced by

Nicholas V., was enriched by Sixtus with a great number of precious books.

He gave the direction of that hbrary to the celebrated Platuia. Rome pre-

sents so many inscriptions placed upon the monuments that he had con-

stiiicted, that it has been said that these stones alone would serve to build

a large edifice.

Sixtus deserves great praise for the zeal he displayed in maintaining

rehgion. He propagated it in the Canaries, whither he sent missions. He
had the happiness to receive an embassy from the czar of Muscovy, John

Basilowitz, one of the greatest men of his time, to whom Russia owed her

first brilhancy.

After fi'eeing the Russians fi'om the yoke of the Tartars, that prince sent

ambassadors to say that having refused to recognize the patriarch of Con-

stantinople, he accepted the union of with the Roman Church sworn in the

Council of Florence.

Sixtus IV. possessed in an eminent degree the sciences of theology and

philosophy, and he wrote 'nith elegance. He was not tail, but he was

admired for his gentle and friendly manners.

The Begidce CnnceUarice Bomance is attributed to him. It was published

in 4to, in 1471, and translated into French by du Pinet, in 8vo, in 1564.

This book has made some Protestants, who do not attend to either the

spirit or the object of the thing, declaim loudly against the Roman court.

This pope was the author of several Latin treatises. One, Upon the Blood

of Jesus Christ, 1473, in folio ; and another upon The Power of God ; and

an explanation of the treatise of Nicholas Richard, touching indulgences.*

• We present to the reader three medals of Sixtus IV. All tliree have the same effigy

;

around the head of Sixtus IV., crowned with the tiara, are the words : Sixtvs III., Pont. Max.
The first presents the arms of the Roveras ; an oak, with the words : Etsi Annos.^. germinat—

Though old, it yd branches. An old oak in leaf is surmounted by the pontifical keys, above

which is the tiara. Molinet does not contain this medal.

The second represents the opening of the holy gate. This piece must have been struck at

Christmas, 1474, for tlie anniversary of the Holy Gate. In the exergue are the words : Cita

Ai'ERiTio BHEVES ^TERNAT DIES

—

A prompt opening eternizes short doi/s. Paul II. had

ordered that the Jubilee should be celebrated every thirty-three years ; Sixtus IV. fixed the

term at twenty-five years. Hence this medal says that when the opt-ning of the Holy Gate is

prompt, that ceremony eternizes days whicli are only of too short duration. Here half of the

gate is broken down, and the pope seems to be continuing the work alone. Now it is no
longer so. The Holy Gate is sawed beforehand the night before, and at a mere touch, rather

than an actual blow from the pope, it falls backward into tlie church of Saint Peter. A jiath is

made at once by ])UHhing the fragments aside, and tlie }x)pe enters the Basilica on his knees.

Tl e third medal represents the Holy Gate as it was closed in 1475, at Christmas. Around are

the wonls: Constitvit Evm Dominvm Do.mvs sv^. Roma—lie lum made him lord of his house.
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We have censured tlie propensity of Sixtus to nepotism. On this subject

Monsignor Nicolai, a witty Eoman, said in 1816 :
" I, for my part, like

Sixtus IV., though he too much enriched his nephews. He did not know
how to refuse ; he granted whatever he was asked. 2\Ui gli erano nipoti—
every one was his nephew." Only his real nephews more easily got into his

house than the others. Though I insert this jest, I nevertheless believe

the subject far too serious to be passed over by a joke. Nepotism was a

gTeat scourge to Eome. It no longer exists, nor do I think it can easily

return. We must forget, moreover, that it was in the moral of the times,

and that the sovereigns of Europe obstinately urged it on the popes.

The Holy See remained vacant eleven days.

217. INFOCENT VIII.— a. d. 1484.

NNOCENT VIII., originally John Baptist Cibo,

was born at Genoa, in 1432. He belonged to the

illustrious family of that name, which migrated

into Italy from Greece, and which originally

was named Cubea or Cibocca. He embraced

the ecclesiastical career, and, in 1467, Paul II.

made him bishop of Savona. Sixtus IV., in

^ 1472, transferred him to the bishopric of Mol-

fetta, then named him Datary, and on the 7th of

May created him cardinal, and intrusted him, as we have seen, with the gov-

ernment of Rome, when the pestilence drove the pope from the city.

It was by his management that peace was signed between the pontiff, the

king of Naples, the duke of Milan, and the Florentines.

Home. This medal is a restoration of that which was struck under Nicholas V., which is de-

scribed in our life of that pope.

Du Molinet gives other medals. 1. One representing tlie queens of Cyprus and Bosnia, who,

being despoiled of their kingdoms, go to Rome for shelter. In the exergue OP. {opus, the

work) VicTORis Camelio—The work of Victor Camelio. 2. Saint Francis and Saint Anthony of

Padua, placing the tiara on the head of Sixtus, who is seated on the throne. Around are the words

:

H^c DAMVS INTERBI8. JSterna dabvntvk Olympo— We give this on earth, eternal tilings will

he given in heaven. 3. Itl. Card, nepos in Ostio Tiberino—Julius, cardinal-nephew, in the

Port of Ostia. The piece represents the fortifications of Ostia, consisting of three bastions sur-

mounted by three high towers. It was the cardinal-nephew, bishop of Ostia, who ordered

those fortifications. Here we have the title of cardinal-nephew publicly and officially given.

We knew none of this under Pius VII., Leo XII., Pius VIII., or Gregory XVI., and we see it no

more under Pius IX. 4. CvRA rervm fvblicarvm—The care of the puUie monuments. This

medal was struck wh%n the still standing Sixtine bridge was thrown across the Tiber It rep-
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On the 2Gth of August, I'lS-l, after the funeral of Sixtus lY., twenty-six

cardinals entered into conclave. Mark Barbo having refused the tiara,

which was offered to him by eleven cardinals, they all turned to Cardinal

John Baptist Cibo, and xinanimously elected him on the 29th of August.

He was then fifty-two years of age. He took the name of Innocent VIII.,

in memory of Innocent IV., his fellow-citizen, was crowned on the 12th of

September, and on the same day, mounted on a white horse, he went to take

possession of Saint John Lateran. He commenced his reign by confirming

aU the agreements made by the cardinals in the case of any of them being

elected pope, a custom introduced into the conclave that elected Paul II.

The popes, those high justices of the peace of Europe, always strove to

reconcile the differences of their sons the Chi-istian princes. More than

ever peace between them was necessary now. Innocent wi'ote to all the

sovereigns to live in peace, and to thinlc of the tlireats of the Turks.

Alphonso, duke of Calabria, son of Ferdinand king of Naples, seeking to

usurp the wealth of the barons of his kingdom, caused the count of Mon-

toro and his wife to be imprisoned, and gave plausible reasons for occupy-

ing the city of Aquila. The inhabitants revolted and appealed to the pope,

the supreme lord of the city and of the whole kingdom. The pope de-

fended his rights ; but Ferdiaand made him enemies, and at the moment
when all attention ought to have been fixed upon the Turks, a guilty war

arose between Ferdinand, the Florentines, and the duke of Milan, allied

together on the one side, and Innocent YIII., in league with the Genoese,

on the other side.

On the 6th of January, 1485, the pope canonized Saint Leopold, sur-

named Pious, fourth marquis of Austria, married to Agnes, daughter of

Henry IV., king of the Eomans, by whom he had had eighteen children.

Leopold died on the loth of November, 1136.

Meanwhile, Innocent concluded peace with Ferdinand of Naples, by the

exertions of Ferdinand, king of Aragon. The latter feared that if the throne

of Naples should escape fi'om Ferdinand, who held it in investiture, the

pope would substitute the French, who had pretensions on that State, and

that thus Naples would slip fi-om the Aragonese, who might hope to estab-

lish themselves by force of arms in place of Ferdinand of Naples. It was

stipulated in that peace that the latter should punctually pay the tribute of

eight thousand ounces of gold, which were to be presented to the pope with

the palfrey.

rf-aents a four-arched bridge. 5. Parcere 8vb.jecti8 et debellare syrE.TUii8—To sjxire tlie

conquered and put dozen t/ie proud. In the exergue, Constantia. The verse from Virgil was

placed upon tliis medal, to express the (X)n8tancy with which Sixtus replied to those who had

the W)ldnes8 to call upon him to appear almost as a supplicant at the time of the Florentine war,

which was the consci^uence of the frightful and impious conspiracy of the Pazzi.
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But Ferdinand was not faithful to his word, and tlie Boman court called

to the throne Charles VIII., king of France.

Eenc, known in France under the name of King Kene, had died in 1480,

without male heirs. His generous son, John, wlio, like the son of Ferdi-

nand the Neapohtan, bore the title of duke of Calabi'ia—a title stiU in our

own day corresponding to that of presumjotive heir to the kingdom of Na-

ples—had left, by his marriage with Mary of Bourbon, two sons, John and

Nicholas, who died in childliood. But a daughter of Bene, Yolanda, had

been married to Ferry, count of Vaudemont, From this marriage sprang

Eene II., duke of Lorraine, who, by the death of his cousins, John and

Nicholas, became heir to aU the claims of the house of Anjou upon the

kingdom of Naples. But Bene thought he could deprive Bene II. of that

heritage and give it to a son of one of his brothers, Charles of Anjou, count

of Maine. Monstretet gives a lucid account of these particulars. The pre-

tensions of Charles, king of France, son of Louis XI., upon the kingdom of

Naples, had been transmitted to him by Charles, count of Maine, who had

bequeathed all his rights to Louis XI. and his descendants.

To such pretensions the Venetians and the Florentines, in spite of their

predilection for France, and afterwards nearly all Italy, replied that the

kingdom of Naples was a feminine fief, ivithout salic laiv, and that as long as

even a female descendant in direct hne remained from the last sovereign,

collaterals could have no right ; and they consequently persisted in recog-

nizing Bene II., who, they averred, had been unjustly despoiled by Bene I.,

his maternal grandfather. At this time the son of Alphonso, the magnani-

mous Ferdinand, maintained that an intermediate adoption, signed by Jane

II., although revoked, and the actual and positive possession, powerfully

established the rights of the house of Anjou. Then the question could only

be settled by arms.

At this time Innocent wished to extinguish the fires of war in Great

Britain. There were serious differences between the houses of York and

Lancaster as to the succession to the throne. The pope confirmed the

rights of the first house, and gave a dispensation to set aside the obstacle

which existed to the marriage of Henry VII. and Elizabeth, heiress of the

duke of York. The fatal Henry VIII. was the offspring of that marriage.

A former bishop, having apostatized, had restored in Bohemia the de-

plorable heresy of the Hussites. Innocent succeeded in re^jressing that

schism for the time, though, to the misfortune of religion, it reappeared,

with some modifications, under Luther.

In 1487, Innocent renewed with Augustine Barbarigo, doge of Venice,

the treaty which had previously been made and concluded between his

brother Mark and the Boman Church. Soon, seeing that the Turks again

began to advance towards Germany, and that the tyrant Bocoloni had ad-
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mitted them to Osimo, iu Italy, the pope published a holy war, the command

of which he gave to the Emperor Frederic. Sentences of death had been

usually executed on the Tarpeian rock, at Rome, or even at the capitol

;

but for reasons which he deemed sufficient, the pope ordered that thence-

forth they should take place upon the square of the castle of Saint Angelo,

at the entrance of the bridge leading to that fortress.

The princes of Europe continued to live on terms of misunderstanding.

The king of Hungary, in alKance with Ferdinand of Naples, supported him

against the pope. MaximiHan, king of the Bomans, made war upon the

king of France. The king of Poland attacked the possessions of the

knights of Prussia ; John, king of Denmark, was at strife with the princes

of his kingdom ; the duke of Calabria occupied a part of the patrimony of

Saint Peter ; the dukes of Bracciano had entered Perugia as usurpers, and

the Guelphs and Ghibellines were pitilessly at war. It was more than ever

needful to make war upon the Turks, in the first place to daunt and restrain

them, and then to produce peace among the Christians. Those divisions,

discord and jealousy, envy and usurpation, explain the fall of empii'es. A
conqueror arises, minds are divided, he meets with few obstacles, because

neighbors have absurdly resolved to seize a town or a castle, and because

old rancors, recriminations, and desire of vengeance, have prepared the

way for the foreigner, who estabHshes a kind of peace by lajdng the same

yoke on all. It was thus that the Greek emperors lost their capital ; and it

was thus that Italy would have been conquered had not God himself

watched over the safety of the peninsula and the Pontifical States.

At this time a new discord arose between the pope and Ferdinand of

Naples. That prince having invited to a banquet the barons of the kingdom

who in the preceding war had pronounced in favor of the interests of the

Church, ordered them all to be thro^Mi into the sea. Then, pretending that

they were imprisoned in a fortress, he had food taken there daily. He sub-

sequently indulged in the worst excesses in the government of his kingdom.

On Saint Peter's day, the pope cited him to appear at the papal tribunal, on

pain of excommunication should he not appear within two months. Ferdi-

nand in his iiTitation threatened to invade the Boman territory. It was his

last threat. The pope pronounced the throne vacant, and formally called

upon Charles YIII. to occupy it, as heir of the rights of Bene I. of Aiijou.

Innocent, in his gratitude, granted the pur2')le to Peter d'Anbusson, grand

master and preserver of Bhodes. " He figured," says Novaes, " as well as

a prelate as he had as a hero."* In the same promotion, the pope raised

to the cardinalate John de Medicis, who was afterwards pope under the

name of Leo X.

* Novaes here pays, in a note, that Fatlier Pouhoura wrote the life of that warrior, and that

this printed life is the first model of veritable biography.
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An unforeseen difference arose in the court of Constantinople. Mahomet

had left two sons, who disputed the throne. Dgeni urged, as his right to

the succession, that he was porpliyrogenitus (born in the porphyry halls, that

is, in the palace of Constantinople), and while his father was on the throne,

a pretension which had formerly served the Greek princes of Byzantium.

Dgem said that that fact made him superior to his elder brother, born when

their father was a simple warrior, and most probabl}' in a tent. That vain

distinction would have been sufficient to kindle war in a country still ad-

dicted to the subtleties of the Greeks. But in a despotic State, there is no

real right but what force gives.

Dgem fought and was defeated, and fled to Rhodes to seek protection

fi'om the knights, who sent him to France. He was then called for by all

his brothers' enemies, who wished to put him at the head of an army ;—by
Cait Bey, the soldan of Egypt ; by Matthias Cervinus, king of Hungary,

the same who had the honor to arrest Mahomet II. in the midst of his con-

quests; by Ferdinand, king of Sicily and Aragon; by Ferdinand, son of

Alphonso the Magnanimous, the actual king of Naples, if the pretensions

of France were denied. On the other hand, Bajazet wrote to Charles YIII.

to demand Dgem. The council of Charles YIII. decided that the Turkish

prince ought to be sent to Pope Innocent. The credit enjoyed by the popes

and the confidence that they inspired dictated that course, and Dgem set

out for the capital of the Christian world. On the day of his entrance, the

soldan of Egypt's ambassador, who was at Borne, went to meet the prince,

and kissed the feet of his horse. When presented to the pope, the prince

pressed his Hps upon the right shoulder of the pontiff. A singular inter-

view that—a 3^oung Turkish prince claiming a throne, and asking shelter

from the head Christendom !

From the first, Charles of Anjou,* brother of Saint Louis, from Phihp and

Charles of Valois, the popes, the NeapoHtan barons, the Tuscans, the Vene-

tians, the Lombards, and the Genoese had, nearly every ten years, endeav-

ored to draw the French into Italy. Louis I., Louis II., Louis III., of the

first house of Anjou, and Rene de Lorraine, had either personally or by their

lieutenants, endeavored to conquer the kingdom of Naples with French

armies and Italian allies. Fmally, Innocent VIII. had anew declared war

against Ferdinand of Naples, and had called in the aid of Charles VIIL,

the heir of aU the French princes, and joining to that right those which

resulted from the donation of the count of Maine, nephew of King Rene.

Some jurists of that time, disregarding the donation, maintained that it was

sufficient that the branch of the Valois, to which Charles VIIL belonged,

should prove himself related to the first branch of Anjou, by ascending to

* Italy, 206.
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the common soiu'ce, Louis tlie Lion, father of Saint Louis, and of the first

count of Anjou. Between Louis the Lion and Charles YIII., there was only

an interval of two hundred and fifty-seven years (1226 to 1483), making nine

generations.

Dgem, then, was at Rome, where the pope received him magnificently

;

and Charles VIII. was about to commence his expedition. In the interval,

Bajazet endeavored to poison Dgem, and the pope too. The hireling who

had promised to commit the crime was named Christopher Macrinus. He
had been driven fi-om Home, and was at Constantinople. He was sent

thence to Rome, but had scarcely entered the latter city when he was ar-

rested, ti-ied, and sentenced to the punishment decreed for poisoners.

In 1492, the pope received intelligence of the taking of Grenada, which

implied the extinction of Mahometanism in Spain.

Tliere was at this time m Rome a prodigy of learning. Pico Mirandola,

only twenty-four years of age, proposed nine hundred questions, taken from

Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Chaldee aiithors. They were directly con-

nected with all the sciences. He maintained these questions in those four

languages. But several points of those controversies seemed to be opposed

to the doctrines of the Church. Tlie Holy Father, therefore, condemned

this kind of discussion, and the works in which these questions were con-

tained.* But, under the following pontificate, these works having appa-

rently been corrected, were approved by a bull of the 13th of June, 1493.

The pope meditated new efforts to extend religion. But he was subject

to serious infirmities. He died on the 26th of July, 1492, after governing

the Church seven years, ten months, and twenty-seven days. He was in-

terred at the Vatican.t

It was under this pontificate that Christopher Columbus discovered the

New World.

Innocent had a striking coimtenance, and his figure was" tall and elegant.

He loved to reheve the poor and the afflicted ; and he cherished men of

letters, and encouraged them with benefits.

* The works of Pio do Mirandola, tliat mostro senza vizio, as Scaliger calls him, that faultless

monnter, were published at Bale in 1573 and in 1607, with his life.

t We have only two medals of Innocent VIII. Innocentivs VIII. Pont. Max. The pope is

represented with the tiara. The first presents his armorial bearings

—

argent, a cross, gules, sup-

ported by cubes on transversal fasces. The field is surmounted by the tiara, bonc^ath which are

interlaced the two keys. Around were the words: Anno Domini M.C.D.L.XXXIV.

The second medal represents the pope on his throne. A cardinal seated near ; on the other

side a cardinal standing. At the feet of the pope, a prince kneeling.* Around are the words:

EccE BENEDiCETVii IIoMO. RoMA

—

Behold the man shall he blessed. Borne.

Du Molinet gives a third medal: IvsTiTiA, Pax, Cofia—Justice, peace, and plenty. Justice

holds a balance ;
Peace holds an olive-branch ; Plenty has the cornucopia and fruits.

* Tlif« miiet be Ferdinand, ton of Al]ihon8U8, duke of Calabria.
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Before embracing the ecclesiastical life, lie was married to a Neapolitan

lady, and tvro of his children were still living when he was made pope.

Franceschetto, one of his children, was enriched by his father, but in a

manner not deserving severe rebuke. He is charged with having created

new offices, and with having sold them at high prices. But those offices

had become necessary; and the needs of the Church had so exhausted

the treasuiy, that the principal tiara, ornamented with precious stones, had

been pledged to some Boman merchant for a considerable amount.

The Holy See was vacant fifteen days.

218. ALEXANDER VI.— a. d. 1492.

jLEXANDER YI., originally named Eoderic Len-

zuoh, or Lansol Borgia, was born on the 1st of

January, 1431, at Valencia, in Spain, of Geoffry

or Jofre LenzuoH and Isabella Borgia, sister of

CaUixtus III. That pontiff, who gave Boderic

his name and his arms, made him bishop of Va-

lencia, and on the 18th of September, 1456, created

him cardinal-deacon of Saint Nicholas in Carcere.

After the funeral of Innocent VIII., the cardi-

nals, to the number of twenty-three, met in conclave, and on the 11th of

August, 1492, they elected Boderic Lenzuoli Borgia, who took the name of

Alexander VI. On the 26th of August he was crowned, and the same day

he went to take possession of Saint John Lateran. While he was before

the high altar, the pontiff fell fainting into the arms of Cardinal Saint

George. There was then a kind of tumult in the Church. Alexander was

only restored by having water thrown on his face. Between the illness of

Innocent and the coronation of his successor there were more than two

hundred unpunished assassinations committed in the Ecclesiastical States.

The pope named four commissioners to inquire into those things, and de-

clared that on every Tuesday he would personally hear aU complaints that

should be made by the families ; and he did justice to aU in a manner that

gave great pubHc satisfaction.

It must be confessed that subsequently the attention of Borgia was more

particularl}" dii-ected to the affairs of Spain. He raised his former bishopric

of Valencia to a metropohtan See, and he gave the new archbishojsric to his

son, Ccesar Borgia, who already was bishop of Pampeluna.
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On the 31st of August, 1492, lie created his nephew, on the maternal side,

John Borgia, a cardinal.

Ferdinand V., king of Castile and Aragon, destroyed in Spain that power

of the Saracens which had lasted seven hundred and eighty years. Ferdi-

nand had driven from Spain eight hundred thousand Jews and Saracens ; a

consummation only reached after the Spaniards had in nine successive

centuries fought nearly five thousand battles. The peninsula, moreover,

was not wholly delivered from these enemies until under Philip III., in

1610. He was obliged to expel nearly nine hundred thousand men. And
if the Jews and Saracens had not been repulsed into Mauritania, they

assuredly would have entu'ely conquered SjDain, enslaved the proudest and

bravest of the Spaniards, and destroyed Christianity in that country.

It has been stated that the Inquisition was then estabHshed in Spain for

the punishment of those who in mere pohcy embraced Christianity, and

profaned it by a horrible mixture of Judaism and Mahometanism. But we
have already shown that that tribunal was established in Spain under Sixtus

IV. It can only be said that Alexander did not weaken the bull of his pre-

decessor. A war was about to break out on the subject of the new countries

discovered by the kings of Spain and tlie kings of Portugal. Each sovereign

claimed the absolute dominion of the countries in question, and on many
points they seemed to have equal pretensions. Alexander wished to prevent

the war ; he ordered commissioners to arrange for a partition satisfactory to

both parties

John II., king of Portugal, obstinately maintained that all the New World,

without any exception, belonged to him, in consequence of gxants of the

Roman pontiffs, especially of Eugene IV. Ferdinand, contrariwise, sup-

ported his claim by a subsequent concession made to him by Alexander.

The pope ordered a line to be drawn from the north pole to the southward,

thirty-seven degrees west of the Cape de Verde Islands, and thus divided

the whole map of the earth. What lay to the east he gave to John II., in

right of the antiquity of his claim ; that to the west he granted to King

Ferdinand, to whom, moreover, the Holy Father confirmed the title of

Catholic king, already conferred upon that prince by Innocent VIII. Fer-

dinand was further authorized to subject Africa to his authority, and, on

doing so, to add to his other titles that of Africanus.

The Council of Charles VIII., who, as Ave have shown, had obtained the

approbation of the Roman court in the affair of the Neapohtan succession,

continued to make formidable preparations for war. Alexander feared such

a neighborhood, and, to prevent the king from undertakmg the expedition

to Italy, he made a league with the Venetians and the duke of Milan.

Among other cardinals, in a promotion, Alexander gave the purple to liis

son, Caosar Borgia.
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The occupation of Naples was the common subject of conversation in

France. Alexander sent, as legate to Charles, Cardinal Piccolomini, to dis-

suade the king from such an expedition. The prince replied that a great

number of Neapolitan nobles, compromised as having formerly defended

the interests of the Holy See, had called France to Naples. Alexander per-

sisted ; and the king then stated that he should appeal to a fuller council.

Alexander then threatened the king with excommunication and ecclesiasti-

cal censures, according to a decree of Pius II.

Charles commenced a kind of triumphal march,* for he encountered no

enemies. The description of the French army has been left to us by ItaKan

authors. Paulus Jovius says that that army was the most superb, and the

most furious, in arms, countenances, garb, and bearing, and that it was a

terrifying thing to see such a force of French, Germans, and Swiss. Charles

entered Rome on the 31st of December, 1494. Novaes says :t " The pope,

intimidated by his arrival, retired with Cardinals Orsini and Caraffa into

the castle of Saint Angela."

At the same time some of the other cardinals endeavored judicially to

depose him, on the charge of his having obtained the pontificate by simony,

and of having led a life not befitting that dignity.

" The French monarch, to whom the Romans delivered the keys of the

city, considering that it was better to tolerate the head of the Church, even

though culpable, than to depose him and cause a schism, made a treaty

with the pope in 1495, in which there w;ere some conditions contrary to the

pontifical majesty." If, among these unbecoming conditions, Novaes

includes the payment of a contribution in gold, we have to remark that the

sum was not large, and that the king generously placed it at the disposal of

Francis de Paula, afterwards canonized by Leo X., and that the sum was

devoted by the saint to purchasing the site of land on which now stands the

French convent of Trinita dei Monti, long occupied by the French Min-

ims, and at present belonging to the ladies of the Sacred Heart.

It is also probable that one of those conditions imposed on Alexander

was the delivery of Dgem, the brother of Bajazet. That young Turk,

when presented to the king, testified his gratitude by kissing the hand, and

then the right shoulder of the prince.

After the treaty, Alexander, at the request of King Charles, celebrated

Mass at the Vatican on the day of Saints Fabian and Sebastian. The Most

Christian king sat by the first cardinal-bishop,:t and presented water to the

pope after having kissed his feet.

On the 25th of January, Charles departed for Naples, having on his left

Cardinal Caesar Borgia, who had the title of legate, but who might rather

* Italy, p. 210. t Novaes, vi., p. 91. t Novaes, vi., p. 911.
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be considered a hostage ; he, in fact, at Veletri, took flight, and returned to

Rome.

Charles entered Naples on the 21st of February, 1495. Errors often

follow close on triumphs. Charles VIII., after having been crowned, and

after assuming the imperial insignia, which had never been granted to

Charles,* brother of Saint Louis, failed to govern the country wisely. His

army of various nations exacted contributions and oppressed the people.

It was resolved in councU that the king should return to Amboise. When
this was known, the Neapolitan populace, feeling assured that Naples would

have no court, with its luxury and its expenditure, but would become a

mere province of France, could not conceal their discontent.

Charles, however, left Naples, and took the road to Rome. The pope, to

avoid signing still more onerous treaties, went to Orvieto and thence to

Perugia, secretly intending to go to Venice, should the danger become more

pressing. The king stayed only two days in Rome, and when he reached

Viterbo, endeavored, but unsuccessfully, to obtain an interview with the

pope. However, the prince renounced the most important advantage stip-

ulated in the preceding treaty. All else that concerns that expedition of

Charles VIII. is foreign to our present recital.

The pope, in 1496, had the pleasure to receive, as ambassador from Con-

stantine, king of Georgia, Nilus, a monk of Saint Basil, appointed to make

an act of obedience to the Holy Father. Nilus asked the pope for aid

against the Saracens : he also desired to obtain a copy of the decree of the

Council of Florence, in which the Greek errors had been condemned ; and

the act of their reunion to the Roman Church, which King Constantine

desii'ed thenceforth to recognize as the only true one. The pope, in reply,

sent the decree, in which it is established that the Holy Ghost proceeds

from the Father and the Son as fi'om one sole principle, and by which

decree it is ordered that the primacy of the Roman pontiff be acknowledged

by all the churches in the world.

A better understanding then existed between the pope and the king of

France. At the request of Charles VII., Alexander confirmed the order of

the Knights of Saint Michael, instituted by Louis XL
Florence was much agitated by the preaching of Jerome Savanorola,, a

Dominican of Ferrara, who at that time excited the warmest sympathies of

some and the deepest detestation of others. Some called him a wretch and
a revolter, while others deemed him a saint, prophet, and a martyr. No-
vaes agrees with Bercastel, whom he quotes as follows :

" Bercastel's judg-

ment upon this unfortunate celebrityt seems to me quite con-ect. He was
inexcusable for his opposition to Alexander. However vicious the pope

ItaXie. p. 212. f Bercastel, EiM. de I'Eglise, tome rv-i., p. 399.
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may have been, that friar had no right to despise the injunctions of Eome.

Savanorola was neither a heretic nor a martyr, and those who have given

him either title, had in view only their own interest. He was probably, at

certain periods of his life, a hot-headed fanatic, loho ought to have been shut

lip, not burned"

It was mth great prejudice to all ideas of pontifical decorum, that Alex-

ander sought to transfer to his sons the patrimony of Saint Peter ; and yet,

by a bull of June, 1497, he erected into a duchy the principality of Bene-

vento, and gave it, as well as the city of Terracina, to John Borgia, duke of

Gandia, another of his sons. All the cardinals who were present in the

secret consistory consented to the ahenation, except the cardinal of Sienna,

who constantly and intrepidly opposed it. But John Borgia did not long

enjoy that favor, for almost all historians agree that he was assassinated by

his own brother Csesar, and thrown into the Tiber, whence he was drawn

out, covered with mortal wounds.

Alexander, deeply afflicted, and remembering some of the acts by which

he had obtained the pontificate, for some time thought of abdicating. He
consulted Ferdinand, king of Spain, upon the subject, and that prince told

him that a project so important required matm^e consideration.

The pontiff, moreover, beUeved that he could alter his way of hfe, restore

the ecclesiastical discipline to its primitive candor, and establish a better

state of things in Christendom.* This project had some results. A depu-

tation of six cardinals, known for their sanctity, were charged to draw up

holy laws ; but they were not executed. When the pontiff's grief for the

duke of Gandia was nearly consoled, he would not enforce these wise laws,

saying that they were subversive of the pontifical hberty. However, he sent

his son Cresar Borgia to place the royal crown upon the head of Frederic,

son of Ferdinand II. of Aragon, who received it in a grand and sumptuous

solemnity.

In 1498, Alexander promoted to the cardinalate George d'Amboise, sur-

named the elder, to distinguish him from his nephew, created in 1545, by

Paul III. George the elder was at that time prime minister of King Louis

XII,

That the province of Brittany should not be separated from the kingdom

of France, Alexander, at the request of Louis XII, annulled the marriage

between that prince and Jane of Valois, duchess of Berri, daughter of

Louis XL, and sister of Charles VIII, According to Novaes, some pious

persons censured Alexander for his compliance ; but he hastens to add, that

this separation was determined upon with impartiahty and circumspection

by eight bishops and several directors of renown, who were intrusted

* Novaes, vi., p. 96.
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to iuqxiii-e into the affair. The Holy Father, on the statement of their

coudnsions, allowed Lonis to espouse Anne of Brittany, ^\-iclow of

Charles YlU.

It was with feelings of snbHme virtue that Jane consented to the divorce.

She retu-ed to Bourges, and there foiinded the order of the Annunciade, un-

der the rule of Saint Francis. Many of the statutes are taken from the ten

principal virtues of the most Blessed Virgin, as given in the Gospels. The

tenth, for instance, is taken from these words : Sfahat juxta critcem Jesu

Mater ejus—There stood hy the cross of Jesus his llother. To condole with the

immense grief of Mary, the rule enjoined a fast on Friday and Saturday.

The habit of the nims was prescribed by the blessed foundress. It was to

be of three colors, in memory of the three colors of the vestments worn by

Jesus on the day of the Passion. The order was approved by Alexander in

1501, and subsequently confirmed by Julius II. and Leo X.*

Before the end of the last year of the fifteenth century, Alexander, ac-

cording to the custom of his predecessors, fi'om Boniface VIII., the hundred

and ninety-fifth pope, announced the Jubilee, which was celebrated in . the

vear 1500. He ordered that no cardinal should leave Eome, and that a

broader and more convenient street should be laid out between the castle

of Saint Angelo and Saint Peter's. It was called the Alexandrine street,

from the name of the Pope. It was paved in 1565 by JuHus II., and is now

called the Borgo-Nuovo.

On Saint Peter's day, in the year of the Jubilee, Alexander was in danger

of losing his life. An enormous chimney of the Vatican palace fell with a

great crash, crushing in the ceiling of the room in which the pope was sit-

ting. Many persons were killed, as the pope himself would have been, bui

that the principal beam just over him remained firm, and thus protected

him more than those who were in other parts of the room.

On the 25th of July the pope went in solemn procession to the church of

the Madonna del popolo, to return thanks to God for having saved him from

a death which seemed inevitable.

Alexander thought fit to confirm a decree of Callixtus III., his uncle,

which ordered that the bells should be thrice rung at noon, so that the

faithful, by reciting the Angelic Salutation, should obtain the aid of God
against the Turks.

The custom of sounding the great bells in High Mass, both before and

after the elevation of the Host, commenced in Sicily, and was adopted

* The Order of the Annunciadea was widely spread in France and Flanders, under the direc-

tion of the Minor Observantincs. The foundress was beatified by Benedict XIV. The order of

the Annunciades in Italy, vulgarly called the Turchina, was founded a century after that of

France.
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theuce by all Christendom, on account of a sacrilege committed on that

island by John Baptist Ei^izio. That fanatic, on Easter-day, 1513, snatched

the consecrated Host from the hands of the celebrant, and vainlj^ en-

deavored to break it in his hands. It was taken vmbroken from his impious

hands and shown to the people, who rushed upon the sacrilegious man, and

without waiting for any sentence immolated him to public indignation. It

was then resolved in Sicily that the beUs should sound at the commence-

ment of the Preface, and at the elevation of the Host, to invite the peoj^le

to enter the church in greater numbers, and thus prevent similar crimes.

Dgem was dehvered to Charles YIII., but died shortly afterwards. King

Charles was deeply grieved. It was pretended by some that he was already

poisoned when given up. Desportes, in the Biographic Universelle, thus

speaks of that case :
" The unfortunate prince died from the effects of a

dysentery, a disease very common, and indeed almost inevitable in an army

at all numerous, collected in a strange climate. In all such accusations there

is an obscurity which should make copyists more suspicious, and teach them

to imitate the reserve of the President Henault, who gives it as a vulgar

rumor, but not as a well-founded one.

The life of Dgem was precious to all who had any thing to fear from the

Turks. Alexander especially knew how useful he was, as a hostage, to both

Eome and France. Who could be unaware that, that hostage being dead,

Bajazet, no matter what he had promised, would break his word, his reli-

gion releasing him pretty nearly fi'om all scruple as to the execution of

treaties made with Christians ? On other occasions we do not attempt to

excuse Alexander, but in this he must be held innocent. Charles marched

upon Naples, and he would return by Pome and see the pope again. Charles

left him at Orvieto, because he did not think fit to foUow him further. If he

had wished to seize upon the person of the pope, he could have done so.

In such an extradition of the poisoned Dgem, there would have been an

offensive compHcation, an additional insult, a formal breach of one of the

noblest articles of the treaty. No ; Dgem was not poisoned. He died of

fatigue, grief, anger at being dragged about after an army which, m the

expedition to Naples, had it succeeded, proposed to march upon Constan-

tinople ; an army in which almost every one commanded, although there

was one nominal chief—the king of France, a young prince, under the influ-

ence of ambitious men, one of whom even aspired to the tiara. Yet he was

a prince of great wisdom ; but the wisest are not always free from eiTor.

At length Bajazet was free from the fear which he had felt about his brother,

and he now declared war against the Venetians. Alexander (and this is

another proof of liis innocence in that affaif) took the defence of the Vene-

tians, and threatened Bajazet with a general war of the Christians against

the Turks.
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Will it bo said that there might be an TiJiderstandiiig between the Turk

and the Koman ministers ?* These are impossibihties, and to create phan-

toms is merely to distract onrselves. Bajazet discontinued his preparations

for Tvar, and contented himself with rejoicing over the death of his rival,

who, however, even in the public law of the Effendis, had no right to claim

the throne, for it was not to the customs of the conquered Greeks that the

conquering Turks would pay respect with scimitar in hand.

Be that -as it may, Bajazet discontinued his preparations; but the genius

of his nation allowed its chief no long repose. Local conspiracies, and

especially those among the troops, imperatively called upon the prince to

engage them in war. Bajazet determined to attack the Christians, and he

took Modon, a citv of the Morea, from the Venetians.

Alexander again called upon the Christians to show more union and more

zeal for religion. He even went so far as to declare that were the king of

France or the king of Spain to head a crusade, the pontiff himseK would

march -ndth it.

Those warlike feelings soon yielded to the obstinate nepotism which ruled

the heart of Alexander. Apparently, he thought Csesar Borgia was not

sufficiently loaded with favors and principahties ; or, perhaps, he was glad

to remove him to a distance at any cost.f Csesar was appointed duke of

Bomagna.

Alexander had also a daughter, Lucretia Borgia. She received a kind of

power as governess of Kome, during an absence of her father. We shall

have to speak further of this princess when we reach the reign of Leo X.

Csesar Borgia, created by France duke of Yalentinois, committed in the

Marches crimes which excited a feeling of horror, and he would have pro-

ceeded in his abominable course, had it not pleased God to put an end to a

power which could but plunge the Church into the most terrible His. Alex-

ander was attacked by mahgnant fever, at the end of a week of suffering, and

died on the 18th of August, 1503, at the age of seventy-two, after a reign of

eleven years and eight days. He was buried at the Vatican, in the chapel

of his uncle, CaUixtus HI., whence they were both removed, hi 1610, to the

church of Saint Mary in 3Iordserrato.

Novaes does not believe the great story about the poisons prepared for

the cardinals, and by a change in the position of the bottles served to Csesar

by Alexander, Xovaes is right, no diary of the time mentions any such

* There is a perfect understanding between bad men previous to the commission of the crime

on which they are agreed, but very rarely after its commission ; and in that is the first chastise-

ment of all the perverse.

f Alexander must necessarily have looked with horror upon Csesar. We have seen, a few
pages back, that a brother of that wretch Caesar was beloved by Alexander, who recognized in

him virtues and talents. Nothing more was needed to cause Ceesar to assassinate the duke of

Gandia.

Vol,. I.—41
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circumstance. Alexander—an old man—died in his bed of maKgnant fever,

and the contrary reports were unheard of until after the machinations of

Luther, so unfortunately patronized in the political interests of the German
princes.

Desportes* thus speaks of the falsely alleged poisoning of Alexander

:

" The pretended circumstances of the death of Alexander have excited no

less doubt. Voltaire himself, whom no one will suspect of partiality in

favor of a pope, exclaims, with the utmost vehemence, against that asser-

tion in his dissertation on the death of Henri IV. ' I dare to say to Guic-

cardini," he exclaims, 'you have deceived Europe, and you have deceived

yourseK in your own prejudice and passion. You were the enemy of the

pope, and you have too easily credited your own hatred, and the actions of

his life. No doubt, he took at times cruel and perj&dious revenge upon

enemies no less cruel and perfidious,' &c. Those few words from an histori-

cal discussion, which it is needless to quote more largely, contain an impar-

tial judgment upon that part of the life of Alexander."

Fellert thus speaks on the same subject :
" Protestants have often taunted

Catholics with the vices of Alexander VI., as if the depravity of a pontiff

could render a holy religion less holy ; as if Christianity, to be the work of

God, must annihilate in its ministers the germs of human passions. It was

not the tiara that rendered Alexander vicious ; it was his disjDosition. He
would have been the same in whatever sphere he moved. Providence

grants that his crimes should not disturb the Church, and that, in these

critical circumstances, there were neither schisms nor heresies to battle

against. It is chiefly since that pontiff, that the popes have played their

part in the world as secular princes. (Here Feller should have given a

second thought to some far earher pontiffs.) Those who compared him to

Nero, are ignorant that the poHty of Alexander was as adroit as that of the

Koman emperor was senseless. For instance, the bull Inter ccefera, dividing

the new-discovered countries between the kings of Spain and Portugal, has

given rise to many clumsy declamations about the temporal power of the

pope. Besides, that this power was then fixed and justified by public opin-

ion, it is evident that that bull was a conciliatory decision, admirably cal-

culated to obviate disputes and wars between two powerful princes. What

seems to have the tone of a veritable concession, is only the language of an

arbitrator in a dispute, who settles the shares of the contestants. Far from

blaming such a decree, should we not rather lament the departure of those

times when the pontiffs, by a single word, could regulate the conduct of

kings, and when, at the voice of the common father of Christians, the seeds

of long and most sanguinary contests were destroyed ?"

* Bioff. Univ., h, 525. t Feller, i., p. 112.
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Alexander was endoAvecl ^vith a lively wit and an excellent memory ; he

was an eloquent speaker ; lie loved letters without cultivating them, and he

rewarded the learned ; he treated his numerous troops magnificently, and,

says Novaes, " he was the first pontifi" who placed his successors in a situa-

tion to figure in the world as sovereigns." Here Novaes partly approves

what Feller says in our quotation ; but among the lives of the pontiffs which

we have already given, have we not shown pontiffs both able and ready to

protect not only their ovm States, but also those of their neighbors ? (See

the reign of Leo IV., and others not less glorious in this respect.) His

pleasure never caused him to neglect business, and his indulgence did not

diminish his courage ; but his general conduct deserves more blame than

praise. His life was rather that of a rival of Alexander the Conqueror,

whose name he took in pride, than that of the vicar of the Good Shepherd,

the only model that a pope should strive to imitate. Some natural quali-

ties, as well as some other virtues, more apparent than real,* must not in-

duce us to forget the %'ices with which all authors, even the sacred annahsts,

reproached Alexander, such as avarice and cruelty ;t who accuse him of

obtaining the pontificate by gifts and promises ; who accuse him of de-

bauchery ; and who have convicted him of recognizing, during his pontifi-

cate, four sons and a daughter, all the offspring of an uninterrupted adul-

tery with Lucretia Vannozia, a famous courtesan, the wife of Domenico

Avignani, one of the Roman grandees.

In one word, the Eoman Church, under that vicious chief, had as much
cause for lamentation as in the worst times, seeing, as for the first time she

saw, upon the pontifical throne, examples of faults and crimes such as she

previously had not known.

Thoroughly to understand the history of Alexander, consult Burcay^di

Historia Arcana, edited by Leibnitz, Hanover, 1697, 4to ; the Diarium Curia

Bomance, inserted in John Eckard's History of the Middle Age, vol. ii., p.

2017 ; and Jerome Porcio, in his Commentaries on Alexander VI., Rome,

1493, 8vo.

We have not spared Alexander. But it must not be forgotten that the

time in which he lived was still an age of crimes, although accompanied by

the benefits of a more marked civilization, for the beneficent Louis XII.

then reigned.

The son of Alexander, Caesar, was still worse than his father.

I will here repeat my judgment upon that wretch Caesar, given in another

historical work. J The passage relates to the mission of the Florentine

• Novaes, vi., p. 17.

\ Novaes, vi., p. 17. Could I, in an absurd zeal, contradict history, when I find such passages

ae this in a b<K)k printed at Rome?

J MachUir.elli, his Genivs and his Errors, vol. i., p. 116.
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secretaiy to inquire into the nature of the government of the Duke de Va-

lentinois, lord of Eomagna. I acquit Machiavelli and the Florentines of

haAdng any share in the crimes of Borgia.*

" All the infamy rests with that Borgia, that genius of evil, that impene-

trable man, who taking no fellow-conspirator into his confidence, had no-

thing to fear fi-om indiscretion or treachery ; that tyrant who, far more than

Yitellozzo, his victim, was thefirebrand of Italy, the scourge of that country.

He only too well knew how to profit by the suj)port given to him at Bome
by an authority which forgot the maxims of the Gospel, and who thus gave

bii-th to so many evils in the Chiu'ch and prepared the way for the disasters

she had to sufi'er.

" To Caesar Borgia all these crimes are attributable. That monster, born

in Spain, reared in Italy, ennobled in France, belonged to neither Spain, nor

to Baly, nor to France. Those three peoples all repudiated him.

" That wi'etch, without a country, a sort of brigand on the throne, and of

W'liom, one may say, that^he had not a father, for he dared not name him,

was not without a kind of talent, eloquence, and dexterity in business. He
even knew how to punish justly, as is proved by his sentence of Bamko,
who, without his order, had committed some abominable crimes. But these

last considerations only make him the more guilty, for not having sought to

found his authority on fidelity to his faith, and upon those virtues of which

some princes of that time set him an example."

The Holy See was vacant one month and three days.t

* Borgia, cardinal in 1493, was secularized in 1498.

f We shall describe three medals of Alexander VI. All three have the same effigy : Ales-

SANDRO VI., Pont. Mass. It is to be remarked that the orthography here is not Latin, the usual

language of medals, but Italian. The head of the pope is covered only with a white calotte.

The first medal gives the armorial bearings of the Borgias ; but here the bull is placed differ-

ently in the shield, wliere it is figured on the right in a field or, on the left three bands or, and

three argent. Around are the words: A. Roderico Lenzuola Borgia. S. P. MCDXCII.

—

To

Eoderic Lenzunla Burgia, Sovereign Pontiff, 1492. That medal was struck at the time of Alex-

ander's election.

The second represents the opening of the Holy Gate in 1199. We have already given the

exergue, CiTO aperitio, in our life of Sixtus IV. Du Molinet did not know this medal.

The third is a repetition of that which we have seen under Nicholas, Reseravtt et Clavsit,

etc. Tlie pope closes the Holy Gate in 1500.

Du Molinet also gives the two following medals. In the exergue of the first is the word,

CoRONAT

—

He crowns. The cardinal-deacon crowns Alexander ; cardinals surround him ; on the

right guards, one of them on horseback.

In the field of the second is the Borgia bull, to which an angel presents a kind of yoke, accord-

ing to some autliors, while others say that it is not a yoke but a sail, in allusion to the word

Lenzuola. Around are the words : Ob sapientiam cvm* portvna conivnc.—For the union of

fortune and wisdom.

Du Molinet, by the yoke, means the regency and government of the Church ; but if a sail is to

be preferred, then Du Molinet takes it to mean that the pontiff crowded all sail on his ship.

• Du Molinet's engraving, instead of cum (with), has com.
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219. PIUS III.— A. D. 1503.

lUS III. (Francis Todescliini Piccolomini) was

born May 9tli, 1439, at Sienna, of Nanno Todes-

cliini, a very wealthy man of the town of Sarteano,

in the county of Sienna, and of Laodinica Piccolo-

mini, sister of Pius II. The latter pope adopted

Francis, gi"\Tng him the name and arms of the

Piccolomini, a family still existing at Naples, and

kno"vsTi as the Piccolomini di Aragon,—Angelo

Piccolomini ha\'ing married Mary, daughter of

Ferdinand, king of Naples. Their present title is that of counts of Celano,

princes of Valle.

Francis, from his earhest years, applied himself to the study of Kterature

and law, and received the degree of doctor at Perugia. His uncle, Pius II.,

made him archbishop of Sienna in 1460, when he was only twenty years

old. Soon after, the same year, the pope created him cardinal-deacon of

Saint Eustace.

While stiU very young, he was sent as legate to the Marches, and he

obtained the same title at Rome when his uncle, Pius, proceeded to Ancona.

In the last years of the reign of Paul II., Francis was sent to the Empe-

ror Frederic, and he manfuUy defended the rights of the Church at the diet

of Eatisbonne, in the presence of the emperor and the German nobles.

EecaUed to Rome by Sixtus IV., he there preserved the reputation ac-

quired by his irreproachable life. Innocent VIII. sent him to Umbria to

restore peace, disturbed by turbulent factions.

Alexander VI. sent him as legate to Charles VIII., when marching against

the Aragonese of Naples ; but the king would not see him, in consequence of

the hatred felt in France against Pius II., who, on the strife between the

Aragonese and the prince of Anjou, had shown a perhaps over-partial favor

to the former.

On the death of Alexander VI., Caisar Borgia, duke de Valentinois, or-

Some writers, neglecting the words Ob sapientiam, will have it that a yoke is meant, to curb the

Belf-will of the pontiff. But medals being a kind of official documents, admit of neither flattery

nor epigram. The sails were a;rtainly a flattery ; and in such times as those, rulers were more

likely to be flattered than tauglit.

1 return to the word sapienti.\m. Politian, speaking of Alexander, says : In te siquidem

I'ipientia gingularis, prceslans animi magnitudo qua mortcUes omnes crederia antecellere—Thou

hast a angular wisdom, and a greatness of soul beyond all men. That, no doubt, wivs true

before the end of the pontificate.
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dered the Vatican to be pillaged, and carried off over three liiindred thou-

sand ducats. This \^olence was a natural consequence of the authority

wliich the nephews assumed even after the death of their papal relation.

In our days, a somewhat legitimate authority of prime minister subsists,

but when the fisherman's ring is broken, no family exists at Rome to tyran-

nize in the name of an extinct absolute authority.

Borgia, who is to be classed with papal nephews, did not stop here. At

the head of twelve thousand men, he besieged the castle of Saint Angelo,

and invested the Vatican, where the conclave was to open, in order to force

the electors to impossible concessions. The cardinals, to escape the immi-

nent danger, assembled in the church of La Minerva. They were besieged

there by Borgia's troops under Michelletto Careglia, but rescued by the

Roman peof)le, who suddenly ran to arms to defend the sacred college.

Valentinois, at the request of the ambassadors of France, Spain, and

Prosper Colonna, came expressly to Rome, and being stnick down by a

stubborn fever that prevented his mounting a horse or even directing any

military operations, had himself carried on a litter to Nepi.

The cardinals breathing more fi'eely, armed four thousand Romans, and

celebrated the obsequies of Alexander VI. in the Vatican.

Meanwhile a French army was also in Rome, on its march to attack the

Aragonese in Naples, another consequence of French pretensions to the

Neapolitan throne. To leave the sacred college at liberty, the French gen-

eral, at the request of the cardinals, marched out of Rome.

On the 30th day after Alexander's death, thirty-six cardinals met. They

began by laying down several stipulations that the new pope was to sign,

and deemed by them essential to the reform of ecclesiastical discipline.

Their next thought was to elect a successor to the late pope.

One of the candidates was Cardinal George d'Amboise, archbishop of

Rouen ; but the Avignon popes were still remembered by the Italian cardi-

nals. George, moreover, a man of mild and affable manners, deemed him-

self well supported by his own desire, by the undisputed power of his

master Louis XII., and by the respected virtues of that great prince.

Cardinal de la Rovera, on his side, was no less ambitious of the tiara. Spon-

danus and Oldoini speak at length of the means employed by de la Rovera

to defeat the ambition of George, who had taken him into his confidence.

Some cardinals were disposed to favor the views of their old colleague,

Caesar Borgia ; but his views were not very clear. Others belonged to Little

aimless factions. At last, all united ia electing, September 22, 1503, the

first cardinal-deacon, Francis Todeschini Piccolomini, who, in memory of his

uncle, chose the name of Pius III.

On the 30th of the same month, the pope elect was ordained priest by the

cardinal of San Pietro in vincoli ; for he had enjoyed the title of archbishop
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of Sienna for forty-three years, -u-itliout being a priest (such things were

possible then) ; Pius II. ha\dng given his nephew as snffragan, the Blessed

Anthony Fatali, who fulfilled all the episcopal duties. Pius III. was con-

secrated bishop, October 1st, in one of the chambers of the Vatican, and

solemnly crowned on the 8th, on the steps of Saint Peter's, by Cardinal

Eiario. Unable to go on horseback to take possession of Saint John Late-

ran, on account of a disease in his leg, the new pope, contrary to custom,

performed the act of taking possession in the Vatican chm'ch. The Jews

were summoned to present the law to him in one of the halls of the palace.

This extraordinary fact is related by Cancellieri.*

The day after election, there was a consistory, an unexampled act before

coronation. Peace between France and Spain was discussed, and the pope

promised to use all means in his power to revive the splendor of ancient

discipline, and to reform the Eoman court as regarded the cardinals and

ofiicers. The French army continuing near Rome, imposed heavy burdens

on the people. On the 26th of September, Pius permitted them to advance

on Naples by the road under the walls of Eome, but not to enter the city.

At the same time Caesar received a safe conduct to enter the capital, but

simply with an escort, unattended by troops. He pretended to thank the

cardinals for the selection which they had made, affirming that it would

have been his own, which was not likely. Pius was too virtuous a man to

have worn the approval of Caesar,

Under the reign of Alexander, the Orsini had been especially oppressed,

and Cciesar had shown himself the pitiless butcher of one. The outraged

family seeing the pope confined to his bed by the disease which prevented

his \'isiting Saint John Lateran, resolved, in spite of the safe conduct, to

take vengeance on Csesar. His captain, Coreglia, had quite recently given

the chief palace of the Orsini to the flames : this act of cruelty, added to the

scenes of the Romagna, where, in 1502, Paul Orsini, and Orsini, duke of

Gravina, had been strangled by Caesar's order, within a few steps of his

room, had aroused in the hearts of this powerful family the keenest desire

of vengeance. They took arms and publicly provoked Caesar. The pope

hearing of this disobedience of his orders, had Caesar taken to the castle of

Saint Angelo to be detained sotto cortese guardia. The pope's council

thought it a favorable moment to demand from Caesar the restoration of

the principaUties which he had usurped from the Holy See, or unjustly

received fi'om his father. The man who but a few days before had been

the terror of Italy, tyrannizing over it armato di Francesi,^ was now under

the protection of a prison.

• History of the Po»ses»i down to Pius VII., p. Jii.

t Armato di Francesi, is the expression of Mnchiavelli. This is the reward of interference in
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At the very moment when Borgia was confined, peace returned to Rome
and the Papal States and all the sacred ceremonies could proceed without

interruption. The gnardia coriese answered for Valentinois.*

Thus did Pius III. begin his pontificate ; but his health was feeble : the

ulcer on his leg suddenly began to mortify. At the time, an accusation was

brought against Pandulph Petrucci of Sienna, tyrant of that republic, whose

anger was excited to see the elevation of a noble of that city, whose family

had long been persecuted by the faction. The pope's disorder was aggi-a-

vated, and he died after governing only twenty-six days. He was sixty-four

years, ten months, and five days old.t

Pius III. promised to assemble a general council before the expiration of

three years, and repeatedly renewed the engagement to proceed with the

Christian armies to Turkey.

"This pope," says Garumberto, "was incessantly admired and praised

for his eloquence, prudence, his spirit of religion, the purity of his hfe, and

his grave demeanor. It was hoped that he would not follow Pius II. in his

undue preference for Sienna.

He was interred in the Vatican, in a fine marble tomb, beside Pius II.

;

but both bodies were subsequently translated to San Andrea deUa VaUe, by

Alexander Peretti, Cardinal Montalto.

The Holy See was vacant twelve days.|

the affiurs of otlier countries, to the neglect of our own. To retrieve a blunder, to prolong a staj'

in countries we oppress, we resort to vile instruments. Genius, to wither it, invents an expres-

sion not apparently scorching, but weighed, it proves full of accusation. Here the French are com-

pared to the soldiery without intelligence, who are placed around a scaffold to carry out an

execution of one guilty, perhaps, only of a political crime, in ojiposing Borgia without sufficient

power.

* Qui modo prostratos jactarat cornibus ursos

In latebras taurus concitus esse fugit.

Nee latebras putat esse satis sibi, Tybride toto

Cingitur, et notis vix bene fidit aquis.

—

Sannazar.

Taurus refers to the arms of the Borgia, as Ursos to those of the Orsini. The castle of Saint

Angelo is nearly surrounded by the Tiber, and Caesar may well be said to know the waters into

which he had hurled the duke of Gandia, his own brother.

f When the master of ceremonies at the coronation burned the tow, saying, Pater sancte, sic

transit gloria mundi, Pius, as Chacon assures us, burst into tears, saying that death would soon

claim him.

J There was time in this twenty-six days' reign to strike medals of Pius IH. The obverse is

the same in all, the head entirely bare, with the legend : Pivs III. Pont. Max. MDIII.

The first medal, without being an exact restoration of that of Pius II.. has the same legend on

the reverse : Gloria Senensi. D. C. Piccolomini—Glory to the Siennesc of the Counts Piccolo-

mini. In the middle of the shield, surmounted by the tiara and keys, are the arms of the family

—

a cross, with crescents 1, 3, 1.

The second represents the pope in his tiara, throned, blessing a warrior who has his right arm

extended and his left on his breast. Two mitred cardinals right and left of the throne. Du Moli-

net very plausibly supposes this warrior to be Ciesar Borgia. Legend : SvB. vmbra alarym

TVAKVM. M.D.III— Under the shadow of thy icings, 1503. We have seen that Borgia, menecod
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220. JULIUS IL— A. D. 1503.

ULIUS II., originally named Julian de la Rovera,

was born on the 15tli of December, 1443, at Albisola,

near Savona, and was the son of Raphael de la

U Rovera, brother of Pope Sixtus IV. and Theodora

Manerola.

In 1471, his uncle named him Bishop of Carpen-

^ tras, and on the 15th of December, in the same
^^^A:^^^ year, created him cardinal-priest of Saint Peter in

vinc2dis. It is said that Alexander YI. begged the eardmals not to elect the

Cardinal de la Rovera. Nevertheless, when they entered the conclave, they

commenced by declaring against their colleague Cardinal George dAmboise,

prime minister of France, and then elected, on the 31st of October, the

Cardinal de la Rovera, who took the name of Julius II. He was crowned

on the 2Gth of November, and on the 5th of December he took possession

of Saint John Lateran.

To give some idea of the manner, in those times, of negotiating when it

was knoAvn that the conclave had assembled to choose a pope, we shall give

a letter received by Machiavelli from the seignory of Florence on the death

of Pius in.

Machiavelli had been sent on the 24th of October, 1503, to Rome. Nat-

urally it was uncertain who would be pope, and the letters of credit were

to be presented to Cardinal Soderini, brother of the gonfalonier of Florence.

"Nicholas, you will promptly repair to Rome. You will present our

letters to many of the cardinals to whom sincere respect is due, as Rouen,*

Saint George (Raphael Rivario), San Severino (a Milanese), San Pietro, in

vincoli (JuHus de la Rovera). Tou will visit them in our name, and make

knoTvn to them that, just as we had appointed ambassadors, we were in-

formed of the death of the pope, at which the whole city is much concerned.

by the Orsini, sought the pope's protection. Before Csesar is a cardinal's hat ; the artist, mali-

ciously jjcrhaps, wishing to declare the cardinalship indeliljle. The prince is, however, anucd

as a warrior, with gauntlets and greave.

There is still another medal of Pius III. Reverse : Three staffs interlaced in a crown. Le-

gend: Tentanda via— T/ie way i» to he tried. All the explanation given of it are mysterious.

Typotius, in his Symhola Dicina Pontificum, &c., 1603, 3 vols., folio, speaks of it at length. The
three staff:* are, according to him, the aids offered by the Holy Trinity to tread the paths of life,

and win the eternal crown. Some authors mention a medal of Alexander VI., with the same
retime.

* Cardinal d'Amboise, archbishop of Rouen.
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That, in consequence, our ambassadors Lave been recalled ; that, neverthe-

less, we desu'e to make known to the cardinals our great grief, and how
much we desire that a new pontiff may be elected adequate to the needs of

Christendom and of Italy.

" That, knowing their disposition on that head, we offer them aU our aid.

" To each you will address the language which you deem fitting, consist-

ently with the instructions which you receive from our most reverend Car-

dinal Soderini, with whom you will confer before you fulfil your mission."

The first letter of MachiavelK is not to be found. By the second, bearing

date Kome, 28th of October, he announces that he has had a conference

with Cardinal d'Amboise, who accepts and reciprocates the affection of the

rej)ublic.

On the 1st of November, Machiavelli writes :
" Magnificent lords, I in-

form you, with the grace of God, that this morning the cardinal of Saint

Peter in vincoli was proclaimed pope. May God make him a pastor service-

able to Christendom !"
-

At a later period, he writes that the creation and the pubhcation were ex-

traordinary.

" This pope," Machiavelli writes, " was elected in open conclave. Who-
ever wiU reflect upon the favors this cardinal has received must deem them

miraculous. All the factions in the conclave were for him ; the king of

Spain and the king of France both wrote to the sacred college in his favor.

The barons of the different parties lent him theu^ support. Saint George

(E.iario da Savona) favored him, and so did the duke of Valentinois.* It is

evident he has powerful friends, and it is said that that is because he has

always been a goodfriend, and therefore has goodfriends."

On the 2d of November, the tent sent MachiavelH fresh credentials for

Pope Julius, and on the 8th, the Florentine secretary had an audience with

the pontiff. Nicholas, in the name of the republic, congratulated the pope

on his accession. Then, taking occasion to speak of the attacks upon Bo-

magna meditated by the Yeuetians, he made this somewhat satirical reflec-

tion :
" If the Venetians are successful there, then there wiU be no more

Hberty for Florence, and the pope will become chaplain to the Venetians."

The duke of Valentinois, also, was attacked in the heart of his States.

Machiavelli relates that, having an interview with Cardinal d'Amboise, the

latter said :
" Hitherto, God has allowed no crime to go unpunished ; He

"v\dll punish the crimes of this duke."|

* This shows that Valentinois was no longer in the castle of Saint Angelo under the guardia

c&rtese.

f The magistracy who governed the State under the direction of the gonfalonier Soderini.

He was already mast(;r in the fashion of the Medicis, who, at a later date, after much fair speech,

usurped all authority.

\ The cardinal was right, but the crimes of the duke were twofold : some low and vile, con-
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Julius said nothing about Lis plans. Macliiavelli endeavored to pene-

trate the intentions of the pope and the influential cardinals as respected

Valentinois, the impm-e dregs of a late reign, and destined to become the

embaiTassment of the new one. The Florentine well remarks that that

Homagnol was not liked by the pope, who, however, feared to break faith

with him. All were willing enough to drive him fi*om Rome. It was re-

quired that he should embark at Ostia, and that his exacting and undisci-

plined army should go to Sinigaglia.

A letter of the 14th of November contains some particulars about the

contagioiis disease which broke out at Home at the very time of the elec-

tion. Eesidence in that city had become perilous, because want of police

and the neglect of the government allowed that scourge to extend its

ravages. However, Machiavelli, rehshing his post, evinced no desire to re-

turn to Florence. In another letter he speaks of the contagion thus indif-

ferently, and almost gayly :
" The pest does its duty right well ; it does not

spare the houses of the cardinals, or any other in which it can have its own

way. But no one cares much about it."

We must finish with Ctesar Borgia.

Driven on by the pontifical government, which expelled him, and by the

Tuscans, who refused him a safe conduct, he went so far as to say to Machi-

avelh, " I wiU make it up with my enemies the Venetians, or even ivith the

devil. I will go to Pisa with all the money, troops, and fi-iends that I can

command, and I will do you all the harm that I possibly can do you."

JuHus displayed great ability. He succeeded in getting rid of Valentinois,

who was no more seen in Kome. Subsequently, a refugee in Spain, he

perished at the siege of a city that he was sent to reduce.

In all quarters the first steps of JuKus were waited for with anxiety.

By circular letters he notified all the sovereigns of his exaltation, and of

his desire to abate the Turkish power ; and he entreated them to make
peace among themselves.

At the same time, following the example of Alexander VI., who had

allowed Manuel, king of Portugal, to marry in succession two sisters, JuHus,

on the 26th of December, 1503, granted to Henry VIII., son of the king of

England, aged eighteen years, the necessary dispensation to marry Catharine,

aged twenty-three years, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain, and

widow of Arthur, elder brother of Henry. She had no children by Arthur,

who married her when he was only fifteen, and who, on account of his deH-

cate health, had never met her except in the midst of the Enghsh court.

All these facts appear in the report wliich Juhus ordered to be made to him.

fined to a town or castle ; some high, proud, insolent, crimes that are a public scourge, and are

committed under the patrf)nage of a foreign power. In the first class of crimes there is but one

culprit, ioi the second class there are two.
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Julius ascended the throne with the inflexible purpose of recovering all

the possessions belonging of right to the Chiirch. Accordingly, in 1504, he

announced to Loredano, doge of Venice, that that rejiubhc must restore to

the Holy See Faenza, Kimini, and other places which had been usurped

since the death of Alexander VI. That pope had given to his nephew,

CfBsar Borgia, a part of Bomagna. He and Caesar now promised to order

his ofiicers to restore the fortresses in that province ; but the Venetians had

also other restitutions to make on the frontiers of the same country.

Julius recalled the Coionnas fi*om exile, and restored their lands, which

Alexander had usurped. Then he gave his sister Luchina's daughter, Lu-

cretia, in marriage to Antonio Colonna, and gave, as her marriage portion,

the seignorial rights of the city of Frascati.

At length ForH, in spite of the intrigues of Valentinois, returned to its

legitimate OA\Tier.

Julius then persistently demanded Bimini and Bavenna from the Vene-

tians, Perugia from Baglioni, and Bologna fi'om Bentivoglio.

Henry VIII. of England, seeing that his paternal uncle, Henry VT., was

honored as a saint by the English, ashed leave fi"om Julius to remove the

body of that prince from the unfit tomb in which it had been laid by men
envious of his virtues, to the royal burial-place in Westminster ; and also

besought the pope to canonize that prince. Julius wilHngly granted the

first request ; as to the second, following the example of Innocent VIII. and

Alexander VI., the pope ordered that the archbishoj) of Canterbury and

three other pi-elates should obtain authentic information as to the virtues

and miracles of the princely servant of God.

Louis XII. ha\'ing recovered from a serious illness, under circumstances

which had increased the devotion of the French, Julius ordered that solemn

processions should be made in the kingdom in thanksgiving to God for the

preservation of a good prince.

By a constitution, published on the 14th of January, 1505, the pope

annulled the ulterior election of any pope, although already crowned and

recognized by the nations, if the election is tainted by simony. He also

ordered the deposition of cardinals who should be guilty of the hke crime,

and gave power to cardinals who had not been guilty of it to convoke a

general council, and sohcit the support of the secular princes against every

pontiff thus elected. Michaud, in the Biograpliie Universelle (xx., p. 117),

l)ronounces the foUo-v^ing judgment upon this fact :
" Julius was anxious to

satisfy the requirements of his new dignity by a buU which annulled, for

the future, every election of a pope tainted by intrigue or simony ; fettering

the ambition of those who might succeed him by a measure no longer apph-

cable to hunself."

We now come to one of the finest of this pope's labors. Julius, consider-
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ing that, owing to its antiquity, the Basilica of Saint Peter had become

ruinous, conceived in his vast mind the idea of building a temple worthy

of the Prince of the Apostles. He was the first pontiff who could justly

pride himself upon laying the foundation-stone of one of the most mag-

nificent buildings in the Avorld. He adopted the designs of Lazarus Bra-

mante, Avho was succeeded in the direction of the buildings by Pra Jocondo

di Yerona, Paphael d'Urbino, Julius de Sau-Gallo, Michel Angelo Buona-

rotti, Jacopo Barazzi da Yiguola, Jacopo della Porta, Carlo Maderno, Lo-

renzo Bernini, and Domenico and Carlo Pontana, all names dear to the

arts, and especially so to the science of architecture.

The cost of this temple, says Novaes in a note,* reached, in 1694, the

sum of forty-six millions of Boman crowns ;t and that sum did not include

the expenses of the models, of the demohshed walls, of the tower erected

by Urban YIEE., nor the allowances of the workmen, and of the vestments

of the altar.

France was at that time at peace with the Holy See, and she soHcited and

obtained privileges for the dlinims, founded at Pome by Charles YIII.

(See life of Callixtus LEI.) That order had been solemnly approved by the

pontiffs Sixtus lY., Lmocent YIII., and Alexander YI.

The Holy See recovered all that had been occupied by Csesar Borgia.

But the demands made upon the Baglioni, tyrants of Perugia, and the

Bentivoglio, masters of Bologna, notwithstanding some appearances of

success, had not the results which were so earnestly desired by JuHan II.

Leaving the cardinal-bishop of Frascati as his legate at Pome, he marched

against Perugia at the head of an army. The BagHoni fled at the news of

the pope's approach ; and as he advanced upon Bologna the Bentivoglio

made no greater resistance. The pope entered that city on the 10th of

November, 1506, under thirteen triumphal arches. He had not a single

battle, and his triumph cost not a single human Hfe.

MachiaveUi, the Florentine ambassador to Julius II., was an eye-witness

of that campaign, and his account of it will be read with some interest.

The pope, after being assui-ed of the consent of France and Yenice, im-

mediately began his march.
:J;

MachiaveUi w^as at Civita CasteUana on the

28th of August, and Julius gave him audience in presence of Cardinal

Soderini. The secretary began by stating to the pope what were the basis

of his instructions. He somewhat exaggerated them, stating that the re-

pubhc beheld with pleasure the confirmation of the support of France, and

applauded the courage and consistency of His Holiness on this occasion.

He then deemed it expedient to read the instructions themselves, wordfor

* Novaes, vi., p. 144. t The crown ia about the same as our dollar.

\ Macluavelli, Son Genie et sea Erreura, vol. i., p. 148.
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word. The pope listened very attentively both to the secretary's introduc-

tory speech and to the reading of the instructions ; and then said that it

appeared to him that the Florentines feared three things : 1. That the sup-

port of France was not certain ; 2. That the Holy See might be lukewarm

in this business ; and, 3. That the Holy See might come to an agreement

with Bentivoglio, and so either not drive him from Bologna, or, after ex-

pelling, allow him to return.

" To the first fear, the pope rephed that he could give no better proof of

the support of King Louis XII., than by producing his majesty's owm hand-

writing ; for his own part, he, the pope, was quite content with that prince's

signature. He then asked the archbishop of Aix for the commission which

he had brought from France. He showed the Florentine ambassador the

French king's own signature, and read two articles concerning Bologna.

His majesty urged His HoHness to make that expedition, presto, presto—
quickly, quickly ; and promised him the aid of four or five hundred lances,

commanded by a vaHarit knight, Monseigneur d'Alegre, and the marquis of

Mantua.

" To the second fear, the pope replied that he could not be accused of

lukewarmness ; that he was on the road, and that it was impossible to show

greater Avarmth in the cause than by being there in person.

" To the third fear, the pontiff replied that he would not leave Bentivoglio

at Bologna ; that he, Bentivoglio, would not be so insane as to remain there

as a private man ; that the papal government would so arrange matters that

Bentivoglio should never return to that city dviring the life of the present

pope, and that Juhus II. did not know what might after his death be done

by another pope."

In the evening, Machiavelli having encountered His Holiness as he was

going to visit the fortress of Civita CasteUana, as a rare thing, His Hohness

repeated to the Florentine, word for word, what had been said in the morning.

On the 13th of September, the pope entered Perugia in triumph. " But,"

says MachiaveUi, " the troops of Bagliano are in greater force than those of

the pope, who is thus at the discretion of the lord from whom he has just

wrested his possessions.

" The pope continued on his way and reached San Marino,* and thence,

* That wisely administered republic has constantly been fortunate enough, even down to our

own day, to make its independence respected. When the Austrian army marched against

Naples, in 1820, it had to cross a part of the territory of San Marino, and the Austrian general

oflBcially asked permission to do so. In 1824, intriguing subalterns caused it to be feared,

wrongly no doubt, that a neighboring power would molest that independence, until then re-

spected. Tills circumstance having enabled me to render some service to that republic, it ad-

dressed me a patent declaring me inscribed upon its Golden Book, a testimonial which I received

with equal gratification and gratitude. I believe that I am at present the only Frenchman on

the Golden Book of San Marino

—

i. e., in the lists of that republic's patricians.
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Cesena. In that city two ambassadors from the emperor to the pope were

announced, the cardinal-bishop of Brixen (Mek'hior Cops, created cardinal

by Alexander YL, in 1503), and the marquis of Brandenburg, one of the an-

cestors of the present king of Prussia.

" In the mean time, Bolognese ambassadors arrived and were admitted to

the presence of the poj^e. They kissed his feet, and retired without utter-

ing a word. On the follo^nng day, in a long discourse, they endeavored to

touch his feelings by describing their former absolute dependence upon the

Holy See. They quoted the treaties made by that city with many pontiffs,

treaties confirmed by Julius himself, and they complacently alluded to the

pohte conduct of their citizens, their rehgious feelings, and their submission

to the laws. The pope replied, that if that people was submissive to the

State of the Church, it was no more than was its duty, for such was its

covenanted obligation, and the Holy See was as good a master as the people

could be faithful subjects. His Holiness had come m person to deliver the

people fr-om theu' tyrants. That with respect to treaties, the pope would go

into no examination of what had been done by other popes or by himself,

for they and he could only act as they did ; that necessity, and not choice,

had decided the confii'mations that had been obtained : that it was time to

revise the treaties ; that it seemed to him that he should be inexcusably

guilty before God if he were to neglect that revision, and that he came for

that pui-pose. That he desired the happiness of Bologna ; that therefore

he would personally enter Bologna : that if he found laws that pleased him,

he would confirm them—if otherwise, he would alter them ; and that if arms

were needed to effect it, he would come wdth forces to dominate not only

Bologna but all Italy."

"We make this extract fr'om the correspondence of Machiavelli, in order to

show the vigorous policy of Juhus. He owed all the advantage obtained

in this war to France. From that time, with the exception of the brief ex-

istence of the Cisalpine Bepublic, and of the kingdom of Italy, Bologna

has always acknowledged the supremacy of the popes.

At the commencement of the foUowiug year, the pope returned to Home
and made a promotion of cardinals, among whom was the celebrated

Ximenes, who for a long time was prime minister of Spain, and was justly

renoAvned as one of the ablest statesmen of the time.

Cardinal Carvajal, pontifical legate, had the happiness to induce the Em-
peror Maximilian and the king of France to sign a peace. At that time the

Venetians had invaded Trieste and the county of Goritia, and the Holy

Father had not obtained the restitutions that he had called for ; and there-

fore he did not hesitate to give his adhesion to the treaty of Cambray, the

object of wliich was to humble the pride of Venice.

In that treaty, which the king of Spain approved, Julius was engaged to
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la_y an interdict on Venice and its possessions. In tliis ease tlie excommu-

nication was not the work of tlie pope ; it was called for by three of the

most powerfvd princes of Europe, the emperor, and the kings of France

and Spain, which proves yet once again that the much-calumniated measure

of excommunication was jjart and j)o.rcel of tlie jurisprudence of the age.

The Venetians, in spite of the bull of Pius II., which forbade that kind

of resistance, appealed to a future covmcil. The pope condemned their ap-

peal by an edict of 1509, adding the gravest censures. The battle of Agna-

del, which was gained by the French, and in which the Venetians lost

eight thousand of their best troops, compelled the republic to make peace,

to restore Brescia, Bergamo, Como, and Cremona, and to ask the Holy

Father's pardon, promising him that they would restore the usurped terri-

tories, and make many concessions serviceable to ecclesiastical discipline

and the maintenance of the pontifical authority.

In 1510, the Venetian embassy appointed to effect this reparation arrived

at Home. The pope, seated on his throne, at the door of the Vatican Ba-

silica, pronounced absolution from the penalties incurred, only imposing

the penance of visiting the seven churches. It was noticed that Julius, on

this occasion, ordered that the ambassadors should not receive the shght

blow with a wand, usually given to those who received absolution from cen-

sures or excommunication.

The pope subsequently declared that, in order to show himself reaUy the

common father of the faithful, he should retire from the league of Cambray.

This time it was the lay powers that persisted in the appHcation of ecclesi-

astical penalties, and the spiritual power that abstained from prolonging

them.

But those weapons were not to sleep. The French wished the pope to

remain in the league of Cambray ; and at the same time were for protecting

the duke of Ferrara, a feudatory of the Holy See, who refused to restore

the salt-works of Cammachio to the pope. An army of Louis XII. aided

the resistance of the duke. JuHus excommunicated the commanders of that

army, and this first discord led to fatal results.

In order to support his censures by his presence, Jidius repaired to Bo-

logna.

Some of the French and Spanish cardinals disapproved of the pope's

course. These cardinals w^ere men whom it was prudent to respect.

Among them were Carvajal, WiUiam Brissonet, Francis Borgia, Eenaud de

Prie, and Frederic di San Severino. It must be added, that their opposi-

tion was not exJDressed in sufiiciently guarded terms.

Louis XII. also shared a marked desire to know the pontifical authority.

He consulted his clergy at Orleans, and then at Tours, where decisions were

arrived at that v/ere but little favorable to the rights of Julius. The pope
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no-w thought it necessary to draw to his sicle the Catholic king, Ferdinand

Y, Louis XII., since the death of Charles VIII., had not done homage

and made oath for the kingdom of Naples, which he possessed ; and he had

alienated many of the rights of that kingdom A\dthout the consent of the

papal agents, and even in their presence and in spite of their absolute pro-

hibition. Jiilius, exerting his ancient right, declared that the seignories of

Naples and Gaeta had reverted to the Holy See, and he gave them to Fer-

dinand, under the known conditions, thus annulling the compacts between

the pontiff and the Most Christian king.

The pojie personally continued an active war in the neighborhood of Fer-

rara, and after a defeat he retu-ed to Bologna. There he was in danger of

faUing into the hands of the Marshal de Chaumont, commanding the French

army. The pope was afterwards nearly made prisoner by the Chevalier

Bayard ; but the weather being stormy, Juhus suspended his journey, and

turned back, thus avoiding the towns in which the chevalier awaited him.

Among the blessings granted to " the good knight Bayard, tvifhout fear and

without rep'oach" was that of his failure in that enterprise. It would have

been a most deplorable success for Bayard, especially if the passions of that

unhappy time had not left him free to foUow the promptings of the generous

sentiments which we doubt not would have been awakened in him at sight

of such a prisoner. It may be feared that the military would have fet-

tered the Christian, and perhaps have tarnished some pages of a hfe so

beautiful and worthy of admiration in the sight of men and of rehgion.

It is but too certain that Bayard would not then have been able to say to

his sword what he said to it when he knighted Frandis I. :
" You are for-

tunate to have this day knighted so vii-tuous and powerful a king ! Certes,

my good sword, you will be much better kept and honored, and I shall

wield you no more, unless against Turks, Saracens, or Moors."

We cannot omit to notice here a compact honorable to Julius. For many
years, the houses of the Colonna and Orsini had Hved in a state of suspi-

cion, discord, and even hatred, which had disturbed many pontiffs. Under

Juhus those two illustrious houses swore a peri5etual peace, by an act signed

at the capitol, on the 27th of August, 1511. The pontiff, in honor of this

happy event, had a medal struck, on the exergue of which were these words,

honorable to those powerful princes : Pax Eomana.*

At this time the schismatic cardinals (we are compelled to use that phrase)

convoked a conciliabule at Pisa. There they drew up several charges

against the pontiff. Among the things charged were, that he had gamed
the pontificate by improper means, for the purpose of fomenting discords

* Unfortunat<;ly, we cannot describe this medal at the end of this reign, the die being lost.

Probably it was broken in consequence of some new quarrels between these, families.

VoT.. 1.-^2
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among Christian princes ; and that lie liad neglected to execute the decree

of the Council of Constance, which ordered that a council should be assem-

bled every ten years. It might have been answered, that that decree had

been neglected by the predecessors of Julius because expeiience had shown

that the frequency of councils caused more disorders in the Church, so few

bishops attending them, and thus men prone to revolt had opportunity to

demand new and often mischievous institutions.

It is true that many authors have accused JuKus of obtaining the pontifi-

cate by gifts, promises, entreaties, and threats ; and the Biograpliie Uni-

verselle, cited above, shares that opinion. But Novaes quotes Father

Oldoini, who, in his aj)pendices to Chacon (vol. iii., p. 143), maintains the

accusation to be a calumny. Julius, says he, was magnificent, liberal , a

great lover of the tnith, and a zealous defender of ecclesiastical Hberty

and of the pontifical dignity ; such were his claims which raised him to the

pontificate. He would not during his reign have been so great an enemy

to simony if he had become pope by that means, nor would he so sternly

have condemned the simoniacs.

Formal interdict was pronounced against the city of Pisa.

The people expelled the cardinals who had brought such a misfortune

upon the city. The cardinals then removed their congress to Milan. But,

there the clergy spontaneously closed the churches against them, and they

were obliged to go to Lyons, which ere long was laid under interdict.

JuHus was undismayed by the threats of the concihabule of Pisa, which

in its best day was but a revival of the most degraded period of the con-

cihabule of Bale, with a mixture of that of Lausanne.

That courageous pontiff infused new order into his troops. That means

was then indispensable ; the strictest mind must confess that. He sum-

moned to him his allies, and preserved to himself that high degree of power

to which he had raised the authority of the sovereign pontiffs.

Heedless of peril, he rejoined his troops, accompanied by only three car-

dinals, and he ventured to lay siege to Mu-andola. He took up his quarters

in a peasant's cot, exposed to the fire of the artillery of the fortress. In

the depth of winter (I rapidly recount facts, and do not pause for discus-

sions), at the age of seventy, he went by night from post to post ; he urged

on the works,* and encouraged the soldiers ; often several of his servants

were stricken down at his side At length the city, despairing of relief,

suiTendered, and he, the conquering general, entered the breach hke some

young soldier of twenty years.

At length, doubtless by the advice of the pious cardinal del Monte, more

pontifical sentiments prevailed. It was resolved in the sacred college that

* Novaes, vi., p. 157.
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council should be opposed to council, as had been done in the time of

Eugene IV., against the fathers of Bale. And by a ball of the 18th of

July, 1511, a general council, the nineteenth, was convoked for the 19th of

April, 1512, in the palace of Saint John Lateran. But it could not be com-

menced until the 3d of May, because in the month of April the French took

the cities of Faenza, Imola, and Forli, and because a conspiracy was dis-

covered for the expulsion of the pope from Rome.

The Holy Father presided over the labors of the council, which was not

concluded until the reign of Leo X., in the year 1517. In the mean time,

Julius signed a league with the emperor, the king of Spain, and the king of

England, against Louis XH. The last-named king was again excommuni-

cated in 1512, at the request of the allies. But already the pope began to

feel the approaches of death ; he was suffering under an incurable disorder.

On the 17th of August, he fell so seriously ill that for some time his ser-

vants thought hfe extinct. The report of his death spread so rapidly, that

some of the malcontent cardinals entered Home. Some seditious people,

headed by Pompey Colonna, incited the populace to demand their ancient

liberties,—only another word, in the existing circumstances, for new disasters

to Home. Juhus was restored to consciousness by his physician, Scipio

Lancelloti, who administered a peach. He immediately summoned the

cardinals around him. He pardoned his nephew, the duke of Urbino, for a

grave offence the pontiff had received from him—no less than the death of

Cardinal Alidosi, ordered by the duke. But, says Novaes, in this instance

an imprudent flatterer, there was no time to recur to the formalities of law.*

Julius declared to the cardinals that it was for them alone, and not for the

council, to name his successor ; that they could grant the right of voting to

the absent cardinals, but not to the schismatic cardinals. By these latter

he meant the heads of the Council of Pisa. As regarded these, he added :

" As Julian de Bovera, I pardon them in all sincerity of heart ; but as

Julius, head of the Church, ice must vindicate our right, and ive exclude

them from the election."

He then turned his thoughts to the mode of electing his successor. He
confirmed the constitution we described some pages back, which invalidated

every election stained by simony, even though followed by a coronation and

oflScial recognition by the States of Christendom. Julius then resumed his

usual occupations, but with weakened faculties and sinking health. He
died on the 21st of February, 1513, after a reign of nine years, three

months, and twenty days. He had received the sacraments with marks of

the greatest piety, and regulated his funeral, excluding all magnificence.

He was at first interred at the Vatican, beside the tomb of his uncle, Sixtus

• Novaos, vi., p. 128.
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IV., whence he was removed iuto a magnificent mausoleum, the admirable

work of Michael Angelo, at Saint Peter in vbicnUs.

Some authors declare this tomb to be only a cenotaph, and say that JuHus

was interred in the vaults of Saint Peter's. Writers who describe the monu-

ments of that basilica say that JuHus still remains there. Every one who
has visited Kome knows that on this tomb, at Saint Peter in vinculu,

stands the statue of Moses, the finest piece of modern sculpture, of which

we shaU speak more in detail.

The glory of JuMus was in its zenith. He had filled Italy and all Europe

with his renown : he saw at his feet the most powerful of his enemies. The

cardinal of Luxemburg, one of the first who had abandoned the party of

the revolt, asked for peace in the name of Louis XII. Queen Anne, who
shuddered at the mere name of schism, and the duke de Valois, afterwards

King Francis I., wrote to the pope in terms of the most pious submission.

But the melancholy spectacle of the tomb, says Novaes,* threw its dark

shadows over all the objects which had agitated the Hfe of the pontiff ; and

in his last moments he said :
" Would to God that we had never been pope,

or at least that we could have turned all the arms of reHgion against the

enemies of the Holy See !" In this last penitent wish there was still the

old passion for military glory.

JuKus was of unconquerable fortitude in adversity, and implacable towards

rebels ; and he would not brook a single affront. On the other hand, he

was Hberal, courteous, faithful to his word, magnificent, constant, and an

indomitable defender of ecclesiastical liberty and the papal dignity.

His memory has been attacked by many writers. The most furious of

those unjust men was Peter Soave, in his detestable History of the Council

of Trent. Novaes here indulges in some reflections upon the adventurous

nature of JuHus. Was he the first warrior-pope ? Saint Leo III., after

crowning Charlemagne, made a treaty with him for the expulsion of the

Lombards and other enemies of the Church from Italy. Other popes fol-

lowed his example. Saint Leo IV. drove the Saracens from Ostia. Leo

IX. personally fought the Normans, to expel them from Benevento. He
was unfortunately beaten and made prisoner. Clement IV. summoned

Charles of Anjou to vanquish the obstinacy of Manfred, who retained the

fief of Naples, belonging to the Holy See. Innocent II. took arms against

Koger, count of Sicily, who had subjected ApuHa ; but this pontiff also was

defeated, and fell into the hands of Wilham, the son of Roger. Innocent

VI., by means of his legate, Albornoz, recovered part of his States ; and

Pius II. personally marched against the Turks,t However, it may be the

* Novaes, vi., p. 160.

f There is a book by Henry Louis de Rocheperay, entitled as follows :
" An Apology against
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peaceful doctrine of our modem popes, as we shall see further on, is worthy

of the highest praise ; and affection wiU be more readily granted to such

popes as Pius VII. than to such as Julius II. It must not be forgotten that

JuHus sought to punish rebels, and recover provinces that other princes

would have usui-jjed, and that they would certainly have never restored to

the Holy See.

Friends to the glory and the virtues of Louis XII. of France have been

unjust to Julius. It is difficult to find so good a king as Louis XII. less

than admu'able under all cu'cumstances ; but it must not be concealed that

that prince, in his rehgious wars, followed the advice of ardent and interested

ministers, whose conduct the stern tribunal of history must often condemn.

Julius 11. was the first pope who allowed his beard to grow, to give him-

seK a more majestic and imposing appearance ; he was imitated by Francis

v., and afterwards by Charles V. That fashion passed to the courtiers, and

from them to the multitude. Feller,* at the end of his article on Julius,

gives the following judgment

:

" John SteUa, in his Lives of the Popes, paints this pontiff in the fairest

colors ; nothing can be added to the praises that he bestows upon him.

Other writers give a frightful account of Julius. One can scarcely rely

upon what authors say of the great men who have lived in troublous times
;

each speaks of them in the spirit of party. However, our own opinion is,

that ihe sublimity of his station was forgotten hy this pope. He did not per-

ceive what his wise successors in our days so well understand, that the

Eoman pontiff is the common Father, and that he should be the arbiter of

peace, and not the firebrand of war."

It is not true that Juhus one day threw into tJie Tiber the keys of Saint

Peter to use only the sivord of Saint Paul, as so many historians, both Catho-

hc and Protestant, have affirmed, after the scurrilous verse of a poor satiri-

cal poet.

It is a mere invention of the enemies of rehgion and of the popes. Bayle

quotes the verses in question, as follows :

Cum'Petri nihil eflSciant ad pra3lia claves,

Auxilio Pauli, forsitan ensis erit.

From an unfriendly supposition, a fact is manufactured,

condemned to the sewer, that swarms with libels on popes.

The Holy See was vacant seventeen days.t

It should be

those who affirm that Ecclesiastics ought not to resort to arms in case of neceasity." 1615. 8vo

We do not tliink tWs book of much authority.

• Feller, iii., p. 177.

f I will now notice some of the medals of Julius which adorn my collection.

I have three of them, all bearing the same effigy. The head of the pope is bare. Around
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221. LEO X.— A. D. 1513.

EFORE we enter upon the great age of Leo X.,

we will take a retrospective glance.

Alexander IV., like most of his predecessors,

endeavored to reconcile the Greek to the Latin

Church. Urban IV. instituted the feast of Cor-

pus Christi ; under Clement IV., and in spite of

'Jr^ him, politicians committed an odious crime, pun-

ished by a no less cruel Sicilian conspiracy.

All pious hearts should grieve over the fate of Louis IX., who died holily

before Tunis.

two of these medals are the words : Ivuvs Ligvr Papa secvndvs. Around the third, after the

word Papa, is the word secondvs.

The first represents the far^ade of Saint Peter, as it was at first designed. On the exergue :

Vaticanvs Mons. By the advice of Bramante and Michael Angelo, Julius ordered a new facade

for Saint Peter's. All the central portion is preserve;d as it was then built ; but on the sides

there are towers which no longer exist. The die for this medal is split at the part representing

the portico, and does not give a clear and correct idea of the monument. The second medal was
struck at the time of the restoration of the port of Civita Vecchia, PORTVS CENTVMCEH.^.

In the centre is a very high tower, built on piles, which must have served as an observatory.

It does not now exist in that form.

Around the third medal we read : Bekedic. qvi venit. in. no. D—Blessed is he who cometh

in the name of the Lord. In the middle of the field the oak, the cognizance of the Koveras, as

we have already described in a medal of Sixtus IV. They are surmounted by the tiara and the

crossed keys.

Du Molinet gives other medals. 1. Ivstiti^. Pacis Fidei. Q. kecvpekator. Justice clasps

the hand of Peace before an altar on which burns the sacred fire. 3. Ivn. Redd.—Juri lieddo—I

restore to right. Near the church of Saint Blaise, Julius laid the first stone of a building intended

to serve as the supreme court. It is no longer in existence, and is replaced by the palace of

Monte Citerio, near the pillar of Antoninus. 3. Contra stlmvlvm ne calcitres—Do not kick

against the goad'. This medal must refer to the war of Julius against Alphonso, duke of Ferrara.

A man on horseback about to be overthrown. Near the horse is a buckler, with the letters

S. P. Q. R.— The Roman senate and people. Two figures in front of the horse seem to animate

him to a forward course. 4. Justice and Plenty join hands. 5. Pedo Servatas oves ad re-

quiem AGO— With a crook I lead to their rest the lambs that I have saved. The city of Rome
;

a triumphal gate ; above, a sun ; a shepherd leading his flock ; Justice and Time before a palace

surmounted by a lofty tower, flanked by two smaller towers. 7. Tejiplvm Virginis Lavreti—
The Temple of the Virgin of Loretto. A very beautiful temple, »but it is not that which we now
admire in that magnificent sanctuary. 8. Annona Pvblica. A woman walking swiftly with

cars of wlieat and an olive-branch. 9. Tvtei.a. A shepherd seated, with a crook ; sheep riglit

and left. 10. I mention another very interesting medal wldch is not given in Du Molinet

Pascite, qvi in vobis est, Gregem Dei—Feed the flock that Ood hath given to you.

Christ seated, blesses a kneeling pope, to whom Saint Peter delivers the keys.

That medal tells the whole history of Christianity, and of the rights of the pontifical govern-

ment.
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The Blessed Gregory X, heroically places in the pages of history the

august family of Eodolph of Hapsburg, which bore so eminent a part in

guaranteeing the exarchate of Ravenna to the Holy See. That noble race

has firmly kept the promise given by the founder of that illustrious

dynasty.

Martin II. excommunicated Paleologus, who kept up the schism which

had been abjured by the Greeks in the General Council of Lyons. Under

Nicholas IV. the Christians lost the city of Saint Jean d'Acre, in Syi'ia.

That only rendered the pontiffs more ardent in showing the crusaders that

theu' banners ought to wave before Jerusalem.

Boniface VIII. canonized Louis IX. The pontiff essayed to display, in

a bull, brilliant in its pure latinity, all the subHme %drtues of that hero of

the faith. His all but celestial virtues are even more brilliant than the

exquisitely Ciceronian latinity in which they are described. The renewal

of the Jubilee is due to Boniface VIII. Tens of thousands of pilgiims

hastened to Rome.*

The buU, In Ccexa Domdh:, is attributed to Boniface VIII. After being

unfavorably judged for centuries that never read it, it will now, perhaps,

be better appreciated.

In the city of Anagni, a Roman subject, confiding in his wealth, in the

splendor of his name, and in the protection of a powerful king, insulted

Boniface while seated on his throne, in his sacred robes and tiara. God
watched over the pontifical dignity ; no one dared to strike at the pontiff.

A Frenchman has been accused of doing so. That Frenchman was capable

of doing it, but he did not commit that crime, hateful ahke to religion, to

common propriety, and to the respect due to the aged. Some annahsts

persist in attributing that disgrace to him, but history contradicts them.

That crime was not committed, either by the rebellious subject or the coun-

cillor of a foreign monarch.

The Blessed Benedict XI. forgives the king who had persecuted Boniface.

Benedict is poisoned, and that crime throws the papacy upon the unworthy

road to Avignon.

Clement V. will not trust his hfe in the hands of the Roman people. He
has been, but unjustly, accused of many acts of simony.

The pope summoned to France the gi-and master of the Templars, and

the head of the Hospitallers (the Knights of Saint John of Jerusalem).

The grand master of the Templars obeys, but, without the pope's know-

* At present, it seems to be feared that Catholics may have too much enjoyment. Rome still

throws her gates wide open. But the other gates leading to her from all parts are closely shut,

or at best but set ajar, so that they may come only in single file, so great is the liberty on the

subject of religion ! Pilgrims in travelling carriages drftwn by four horses can come freely

enough, it is true; but the pedestrian pilgrim with staflF and scrip passes not so easily.
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ledge that obedience becomes a mischief. The master of the Knights

Hospitallers, who, on his way, attacked the island of Rhodes, Avas at once

less obedient, and more prudent and able. If the Templars had made

Cyprus their property, or any other and even smaller island, the mis-

fortunes of their order would probably have been less fatal. Their posses-

sions in France might still have been confiscated, but the lives of the

knights would have been safe ; and, life being preserved, lost property can

always, God aiding, be replaced. We must regret that Yillaret, grand

master of the Hospitallers, labored too exclusively in the conquered islands

for his own glory, and for his own personal aggrandizement, and by that

censurable conduct excited a justifiable spirit of revolt in that fiery aristo-

cratic repubhc, in which a sovereign can hold power only on condition of

respecting the right of election and the laws of the State. We shall

shortly see Helyon de Villeneuve better comprehending the glorious secret*

of the pontificate, receiving the crown from the head of Cathohcism, and

leaving it pure in the hainds of the BailH elected to succeed him.

But the king who allowed Boniface to be insulted, calls upon Clement to

insult the memory of that pontiff. The fault, the imprudence, the timidity,

and the too lively attachment to life which caused the abandonment of

Rome still existed. But that skill which had been transmitted from his

predecessors, something apostohc which had ascended the Rhine, and the

impossibility of subscribing an iniquitous compact, strengthened Clement

in his resistance. He used his right ; Boniface was defended, and as the

injustice of the period would compel him to allow Boniface to be accused,

at least he was able to secure his acquittal. Philip lost his case, and well

it was for his memory that he did so. It was enough that in jDlotting

against the Holy See, and still meditating grievous wrong against the Tem-

plars, he did not himself incur the severest condemnation. The tamperer

with the currency, who thus reversed all the laws of commercial confidence,

left Boniface in peace, and did not renew the persecution which at a later

period might have served as a welcome rather than as an odious precedent.

As yet, we have come only to the trial of kings and queens.

Boniface, then, was still recognized as having been a true pontiff. Prince

Gaetani of Anagni was saved by a noble Aquitanian, born in the diocese of

Bordeaux. Clement V., exposed as he was to be forced to bend beneath

the pohtical yoke of France, yet, in spite of the king of that country, could

recognize Henry of Luxemburg as legitimate emperor. To the glory of

Avignon, it must be confessed that the rights and the proprieties of the

Holy See, under such circumstances, could have been no better protected

at Rome herself. We can say here neither more nor otherwise than we

have already said about the condemnation and execution of the Templars.

History has already said much upon that subject, but history has not yet
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developed all. And it must be added, that if the pope had been in Borne

the condemnation of the Templars would not have been so easy. Let us

pass fi'om that dark and sanguinary scene. The first of the Templars were

arrested in 1307. Clement had just begun to reign. In the Council of

Paris, in 1310, fifty-four of those religious brethren and chivalrous soldiers

were condemned and burned by the civil courts.* Afterwards four more, and

then nine more, were condemned. But in the Councils of Mentz, Treves,

and Bavenna, countries enjoying greater fi-eedom, they were declared inno-

cent. The Holy See must have influenced men's minds to make that gener-

ous declaration. On the 11th of March, 1314, the death-songs had ceased.

Clement, who had long been sick, died on the 20th of April, thii-ty-nine

days after the execution of the Templars ; and PhiHp the Fair died on the

29th of November of the same year, 1314. If the Templars were entirely

innocent, they were avenged in the course of the same year ; and if they

were guilty on some points, their judges did not long survive, the one his

rigor, and the other his subserviency. As I have elsewhere said, as the

study of/acts is now so courageously practised, it is possible that documents

may be discovered that will throw some light upon that grave and terrible

historical question. At all events, a favorable hearing is secured for those

who beheve that the condemnation was pitiless, and that the scales were

not equally balanced in the hands of justice in that trial of men who had

so eminently served religion, and who unhesitatingly had shed their blood

in so many honorable battles.

In 1317, John XXII. canonized another Louis, bishop of Toulouse,

brother of Charles II. of Naples.

Under the same reign the Teutonic Knights were accused. More fortunate,

or perhaps more powerful than the Templars, they, belonging to a princely

caste, obtained a patronage which, after all, was but another death. Some

of them subsequently embraced the Protestant rehgion, others yielded their

last breath to a dynasty which embraced them, indeed, in its powerful arms,

but left them no separate existence, lost as they were into the ranks of the

nobility of that country in which all are brave, and in which they could not

preserve that independence which, for a time, the Hospitallers had enjoyed.

These had carried from one illustrious isle to another, not less celebrated,

the immense renown which at length was only terminated by a political

earthquake.

The great career of Saint Thomas is one of the glories that surround the

reign of John XXII.

Benedict XII., born in a low condition, was none the less one of the most

• At that time all capital crimes were punished by burning. That kind of execution must not

be attributed to th<; Inquisition. It was the frightful capital punishment in those days, what-

ever the condemnation.
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honorable of Catholic pontiffs. Urban V. determined to go to Eome ; but

Rome failed to retain him. Gregory IX. excommunicated Barnabo Viscenti,

and thus taught Europe that there are some crimes of princes that only a

pope can punish, and that in such case other monarchs will applaud the

sentence. No other sovereign has the mission openly to repress guilt that

terrifies the whole world.

Gregory XI., following the example of Urban V., desired to visit Eome.

That city had then a population of only 17,000 souls. An accurate account

of the statistics shows that, under her popes, Rome always flourishes, and

has a numerous population. Gregory XVI. left to Pius IX. his Rome with

a population of 170,000.

Avignon, like some melancholy shade—Avignon, always innocent of re-

volt, seemed so calm and seductive to Gregory XI, that he was about to

quit Rome, but death came, and prevented him from committing that error.

It is with regret that we advert to the time of the schism that was to dis-

turb the peninsula and all Europe.

Urban VI. was an Italian ; a false Clement VII. was set up against him.

Boniface IX., with the magnanimity of a true pope, resisted the new

attacks of the Romans. An antipope, calling himself Benedict XIII., agi-

tated the hfe of the true sovereign.

Innocent VII., a Neapolitan, is elected by seven cardinals of the obedience

of Boniface IX.

"We cannot cast a second glance upon the disasters which overwhelmed

Gregory XII., deposed by a rebelUous council at Pisa, against that peace-

loving pope, and renouncing his authority in the fourteenth session of the

Council of Constance.

John XXIII. thought it his duty also to yield to the powerful will of that

council, and Martin V. (Colonna) was elected. That reign of reparation,

and of return to sound principle, to prudent and regular ideas, was a haj)py

reign, after so many griefs and troubles.

We now come to a reign in which the arts already began to flourish. We
here begin the medaUic series by this pope, conscious that not unfrequently

medals are a reign struck in bronze.

Eugene IV. beheld at his feet the emperor of Constantinople and the

emperor of Germany.

He loved war, and actually wept when he spoke of the growing power of

the Mussulman in Asia.

Nicholas V. celebrated the Jubilee in 1450. Under this great poj)e learn-

ing revived in splendor. He caused many Greek works to be translated.

He endeavored to enhst the Christian monarchs in the cause of Catho-

licity against the Mussulman. But he could not dispel the lukewarmness

of the princes, and he died of the grief he felt at their dissensions. The
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first pope of the name of Borgia (Callixtiis III.), was a pope who did honor

to his dignity, and whose vii'tues, knowledge, and unselfishness are worthy

of all praise. He it was, who, by his advice and encouragement, raised the

siege of Belgrade, that outwork of Christendom, when it was besieged by

Mahomet at the head of a hundred and fifty thousand Ttu'ks. But though

we owe him these praises, we nevertheless must confess that he was too

partial to his nephews, and made no good use of the goods of the Church.

We are not inclined to derogate from the glory of Pius II. ; on the con-

trary, we have taken particular care to display the great genius of that

pope. He retracted his ill-advised writings before his elevation. He was

about to depart for the Holy Land. He had done aU that God willed him

to do. AiTived at Ancona, he sank under his fatigue, but not till he had

shown what a man of heart and brain can do, even when aged. The Vene-

tians, learning that Pius would embark on their fleet, hastened, with the

doge at their head, to enjoy so wonderful a spectacle. If the pope could

have got as far even as the Morea, the crusaders would probably have re-

covered a portion of that which the Tvirks had torn from the Greeks, who

had no better defended their islands than they had the capital of their

kingdom.

Paul II. was a pontiff of magnificent habits ; his whole reign was blessed

by all Christendom.

In 1475, Sixtus IV. celebrated the great Jubilee. We must deplore the

scenes which accompanied the conspiracy of the Pazzi against the Medicis.

There are some things which, though not inUj comprehended, are yet suffi-

ciently noted to tarnish an otherwise glorious reign. If, subsequently,

greedy nephews endeavored to pillage the property of the Church, it ought

to be, if it is not, well considered whether virtues, talents, truth, Cathohc

zeal, and earnest Catholic works, and great benefits to Rome, should not be

taken as great offsets against the errors with which the tiara ought never

to be reproached.

Under the pontificate of Innocent VIII., Christopher Columbus discov-

ered America, giving new motives for vigilance and labor on the part of

the Holy See.

Another Borgia was to reign. With him came nephews, monsters ; with

them came crimes and abominations.

Charles VIII. seems about to enter Italy. A Turkish prince, claiming

the rights of hospitahty, perishes miserably. If a crime has been com-

mitted, public disgust will brand it. The Jubilee of the year 1300 will pro-

duce new circumstances. The piety of Christendom will be manifested from

aU quarters. This pope ascended the throne at a fearful time. Let us see

what Voltaire says upon that point :
" The long quarrel between the em-

perors and the popes," says Voltaire, " the obstinate struggle of Roman
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liberty against the German emperors and tlie Roman popes, tlie frequent

schisms, and, finally, the great Western schism,* forbade the popes, elected

amidst so much disturbance, to show the virtues with which peaceable times

would have inspired them. Might not the corruption of manners reach

them also ? All men are moulded by the time in which they live. Few
rise above the morahty of their time. The crimes into which several popes

were drawn, and their scandals, authorized and caused by the general scan-

dal and evil example, cannot be buried in obHvion. What can be learned

from a description of their vices and disorders? It teaches liow fortunate

Rome is since decency and peace preside there "\

Pius III. ably rescued Rome fi'om the tyranny of Caesar Borgia, who
seemed to revive the reign of Alexander VI. His usurpation was de-

stroyed, and a similarly tyrannical nepotism has never since diffused the

like terror.

We have now reached the reign of Julius II. He was not the first war-

rior pope. By his strong and perhaps haughty temper he induced the

French to grant him a support wliich, possibly, they would have refused to

* Under Alexander VI. the embers of the fire were scarcely cooled. There was already some

little civilization, but there was still much crime.

f Voltaire, Histoire Generate, vol. iv., 8vo, p. 468, Desoer's edit., Paris, 1817. No doubt, by

this quotation, we shall, in the estimation of our enemies, depreciate the reign of Alexander, but

just as surely we shall much exalt, in the opinion of our friends, the angelic glory of Pius IX.

Monsignor Marchetti, archbishop of Anticyra, cites, as I do, the passage of Voltaire, page 175,

vol. ii., of the Critique on Fleury, 8vo, Rome, 1830. The archbishop adds this note: "Voltaire

lived at a time when he could skim rather than read (reading, properly so called, was not his

fashion), the thirty-six volumes of Fleury ; and perhaps it might be suspected that his levity

made him impartial towards the popes. Another writer, ejusdem furfuris, professes to have read

Fleury more attentively, and he has left us his own testimony to his o-v^ti experience. It is with

some reluctance that I quote it here, so much does it alarm one as to certain consequences that

may follow from the bitter gall which, surely without foreseeing those consequences, Fleury

scattered over his pages. I speak of the celebrated Coimt Alfieri. In his Life, which prefaces

the edition bearing date, Italy, 1809, at page 81, speaking of the studies of his early youth, the

count says: "I devoured the thirty-six volumes of Fleury's Ecclesiastical History ; I read them

with a perfect fury, nearly all through, and I even proceeded to make extracts from them, in the

French language, and with these extracts I proceeded as far as the eighteenth book. It was

that book that destroyed all my belief in priests, and all that is theirs."

Further on, Alfieri, page 113, speaks of an interview which, in 1767, he was honored with by

Pope Clement XIII. The count says :
" The handsome old man, of a venerable majesty, and

the local magnificence of the palace of Monte Cavallo, produced so much efiect upon me, that I

did not shrink from the customary prostration and the kissing of the foot, although I had read

the Ecclesiastical History, and well knew what that foot was worth.

' Chi vuol sapere appieno

Sefu saggio il cultor, guardi il terreno—

-

He who the farmer's skill would know,

Must keenly look upon the earth below.'

"

Alfieri often mentioned that inter\ievv to Madame the countess of Albany, who repeated it,

adding that Alfieri was much changed.
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a less determinecl pope. Had Julius been Aveak, timid, and inclined to trust

for safety to liis Italian neighbors, he doubtless would have lost some part

of the patrimony of Saint Peter. The French granted their aid, sent their

most distinguished generals, inclutling Bayard, for an expedition under the

personal command of a pope ; but, unless under precisely identical circum-

stances, the example should not be followed. However, the campaigns of

that pope should be read as they are reported by the most celebrated pub-

Ucist of that day, the Florentine secretary, Macliiavelli.

Let us honor Julius, who was invincible in adversity, and who so boldly

made war upon those same French ; and let us now at length prepare to

speak of Leo X. Let us be prepared with admiration, with enthusiasm

;

let us prepare the mcst brilliant for that picture which others have akeady

attempted, and which neither they nor we can finish. A glory was wanting

to the Holy See. Pericles had given his name to his age : Augustus had

the same honor. A pope named Medicis saw the most poignant griefs in-

flicted upon the religion that was intrusted to his care ; and at the same time,

by his talents, virtues, and what Dante emphatically calls his superhuman

generosity, that same pope deserved to have his name transmitted to the

most distant posterity as the very type of magnificence. And even after

the glory of Louis XIV., w^ho is emphatically called the great king, Leo

will merit the tribute of a universal glory, aUke before those faithfid to

him, and those perverse sons who misunderstood their father and their

friend.

Leo X., originally named John de Medicis, was born at Florence on the

11th of December, 1475, a year before Michael Angelo, who was born at

Chiusa, in the same country. The father of John was Lorenzo de Medicis,

sumamed the Magnificent ; his mother was Clara, or Clarissa, of the great

family of the Orsini.

Louis XL, king of France, gi-anted to John, while he was still very young,

the dignity of archbishop ; and Innocent VIII., who, when John was only

seven years old, had named him apostoHc prothonotary, created him cardi-

nal when he was only fourteen, but under the condition that he was not to

bear the insignia of the cardinalate until three years later, in 1492. That

honor was in comphment to Lorenzo, because he had given his daughter

Magdalen in marriage to Franceschetto Cibo, son of the same pontiff.

John, in the same year, was named legate and appointed to reside at

Florence.

Julius 11. afterwards sent John as legate in Eomagna. There he was

obUged to be present at the celebrated battle of Ravenna, in 1512. Cardi-

nal John, who had the entire confidence of Julius, and was in command of

his t"oops, was encamped at Budrio, and prepared to relieve Brescia. Un-

fortunately, his lieutenants spent mere time to take counsel than it cost
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Gaston de Nemours to take a citadel.* It was only the aged Julius 11. who
was able to rival in activity a young man of twenty-four.

Gaston was not only a captain of prodigious activity, he was also en-

dowed with great penetration. Fearlessly exposing Brescia, he offered

battle to the Spaniards. Fabricius Colonna and Navarra,t who occupied a

formidable position on a height, where the artillery, especially commanded

by the latter, and well served, endeavored to check the furia Francese.X

But when the hostile banners, commanded by Gaston, were seen, a thrill

ran through the till then motionless masses. The soldiers broke their

ranks, rushed to the tent of Cardinal John de Medicis, and knelt to implore

his blessing, which the cardinal gave with a silver cross blessed by the pope.

This pious spectacle could be seen from the French camp. We shall call it

to mind at a fatal moment in the reign of Clement VII. Gaston was eager

to fight ; but Yves d'Allegro prudently restrained his young friend, pointing

out to him those kneehng masses of soldiers whose beards were blanched

in a hundred fights, and made him take note of the sloping ground which

was so favorable to artillery practice. The battle was deferred. The whole

of the allied army was under the command of the cardinal,§ as head of the

holy league. He had neither sword nor coat of mail ; his costume was that

proper to his rank, a red robe, a pectoral cross, and the herretfa. Mounted

on a white horse, he passed from the Spanish ranks to the Italian ranks, sa-

luting the officers, and encouraging the soldiers, and exliorting all to do

their duty, to serve Julius II., their spiritual master, in the name of Italy,

their motherland, or country of adoption.
||

If we glance at the French ranks, we shall discern in the corps commanded

by la Pahce another cardinal, Frederic of San Severino, marching at their

head fully armed, helmet on his head, sword by his side, and baldrick on

his shoulder.TT He was conspicuous for his tall stature, his thick beard, and

the legatine insignia borne before him ; for he represented in the French

camp the cardinals opposed to Julius.

* Audin's History of Leo X., 2d ed., 1846, p. 203. This book abounds in details of all sorts

about Leo X., and, Italiam redolct, it shows that it was comixjsed in Italy.

Audin has strength, vivacity, and an impulsive religious fidelity which appears on every page.

The Catholic spirit never leaves him.

•} In many histories Navarra is spoken of as a prince belonging to the family of Navarre in

Spain. That is a mistake. The family name of Peter Navarre is not well ascertained. He

was a celebrated engineer, said to be of Moorish descent, and born in Navarre. His skill and

experience caused him to be consulted as though he had been one of the leading generals,

X Audin, ii., p. 20G.

§ Audin, p. 208.

I
Julius II., forgetting the French valor which opened Bologna to him, called the French iar-

haiians. There is one style for a state of alliance, and quite another style for the state of war.

Tl The proprieties were better observed by the Cardinal de ^Medicis than by the cardinal of

San Severino.
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The battle at length began, and the Spaniards were beaten. John de

Medicis was taken prisoner and conveyed to Milan, where the French and

the Milanese received him with respect, bo'sving before the representative of

that august papacy that had already done so much to civilize Italy and the

rest of Europe. Unhappily, Germany was to reward the Holy See by

letting loose the most odious enemies against it. But we must not antici-

pate disasters till then unforeseen.

Eegaining his Hberty through the courage of one of his servants, the

cardinal succeeded in reaching Rome.

Juhus II. was dead, and in a conclave that was opened on the 4th of

.March, 1513, John was elected pope in comphance ^ith the sohcitations of

the yoimgest cardinals, who desu-ed a pope only thirty-seven years old. It

has been said that Cardinal Antonio Petrucci, after announcing the election

to the people in the ordinary terms, added :
" Ac vigeant valeant qiiejuvenes !

And let the yoimgest flourish and avail !" But this cannot be true ; no cardi-

nal pubhcly addressing the people can depart from the ordinary form. The

cardinal said what it was his duty to say, and nothing more. Moreover,

the announcement of the election of John was made by Cardinal Alexander

Farnese, the first deacon who made it in the usual form. It is possible that

Cardinal Petrucci may have whispered some such words to a cardinal near

him, but history takes no note of such fi'ivolous confidences.

Lenglei, in his Frincipes d'Histoire pour la Jeunesse (tome vii., p. 11),

afl^ms that the Emperor MaximiHan sought to exchange his imperial in-

signia for the papal robe. He was a Avidower, and flattered himself that he

could become pope.^ The accession of John de Medicis, who took the

name of Leo X., put an end to such hopes.

Holy "Week approached : the new pope was ordained priest on the 15th

of March, and consecrated on the 17th.

The coronation took place on the 19th. The ornamenting ihe streets

alone cost a hundred thousand Roman crowns, and a like sum was given to

the poor.t

On the 11th of April, Leo took possession of Saint John Lateran ;% riding

the same white horse that bore him when captured by the French, at the

battle of Ravenna.

In this ceremony, he was the last pope who sat on the porphyry seat,

placed under the vestibule of the church. The standard of the Church was

borne before the pope by the duke of Ferrara, who walked on the right of

His Holiness, who was also accompanied by the duke of XJrbino and by the

• Tliere is a letter extant written by the Archduchess Margaret, his daughter. The testimony

of this strange design was publislied by Godefroy. See Mariana, lib. xxx., cap. v.

f Lifc of Leo X., by Fabroni, p. Co.

X Novaes, vi., p. 166.
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duke of Cameriuo. Before the pope, mounted on a noble steed, rode liis

cousin, afterwards Clement YII., bearing the standard of the Order of Saint

John of Jerusalem.

Leo, before leaving the conclave, had chosen two secretaries, Peter Bem-
bo and James Sadolet. The latter, born at Modena on the 14th of Julj,

1477, was one of those robust organizations, with massive brow, ruddy com-

plexion, well-developed muscles, and athletic build, such as mountain coun-

tries produce, and such as Julio Romano has introduced into his picture of

the battle between Constantino and Maxentius. When advanced in years,

Sadolet must have resembled one of those old men pictured by Eubens, in

his descent from the cross, in the cathedral of Antwerp. Like Juhus II.,

Sadolet wore his beard,*—^long, bushy, trimmed to a point, and surmounted

by two semicircular moustaches. But for his ecclesiastical habit, no one

would have taken this hirsute countenance for a scholar ; he would have

passed for an old warrior. Sadolet had adopted Virgil as his favorite poet.

When eighteen years old, he abandoned Virgil for Aristotle ; but he soon

preferred Saint Paul to either, and he commented that apostle in search of

an explanation of those minor mysteries of which revelation alone could

give him the complete solution.

Bembo and Sadolet had been friends from childhood. Son of the

patrician, who, at Eavenna, had reared the tomb of Dante,t Bembo had

learned Latin under Alexander Urticio. His professor was a skilful rhet-

orician, with a complete mania for classical antiquity, which he deemed

adorable in every thing,—manners, institutions, theogony, and idioms.:}; No
doubt he inspired into his pupil that fanatical adoration of paganism of

which, even when he became cardinal, Bembo could not entirely divest

himself. Thus when the scholar was about to be sent to Sicily, we are as-

tonished at finding him asking for the protection of the gods. Amidst such

instruction, there was but little room left for sound CathoHc teaching, but a

prodigious natural wit and the good example of Leo did the rest.

At the age of twenty-six, Bembo was considered one of the best Hellenists

of that time. At twenty-eight, he was honorably received a*!; Ferrara, by

Duke Alphonso and his wife, the Duchess Lucretia.

Concerning this princess, we quote the following from Audin

:

" Lucretia Borgia, who has been charged with more crimes than, proba-

bly, any casuist has ever heard of, was then in her prime. If we may credit

Bembo, she not only was one of the stars of the Itahan sky, a model of

grace, but also a young woman who, to all the gifts of nature, had added

those of the soul ; a Florentine in her sweet tones, and a poet whose strains

the nine muses would have owned ; another Lucretia, in fact."

* Audin. \ Histoire de Dante, p. 490. X Audin, p. 290.
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To lier Bembo inscribed his Ast^Jani. In the dedication of the work, the

author enthusiastically celebrates the charms, the vdt, the learning, and the

virtues of the duchess. It may be asked how Bembo, rich, of noble birth,

and knoMTi in the Hterary world, could have ventiu'ed in the face of all Italy

to sing the praises of a woman who had even the shghtest resemblance to

the portrait given of her by Saunazar and Pontano.

Let these ^^Titers say on ; all is explained by the character of those times,

and by the fact that Lucretia was a Borgia, and that in striking at her,

they, through her, struck at Pope Alexander VI.

The Asolani of Bembo enjoyed great success. He composed that book

in the castle of Asola, on a mountain-top. The author is said to have

intended to imitate Cicero's Tusculan Disputation, but there is no resem-

blance between the works, either in subject or in tone.

Sadolet and Bembo were the two men who countersigned those beautiful

and eloqxient letters left us by Leo X.

A third companion (we may use that word when speaking of the private

and domestic Hfe of this pope) adorned a company that all quitted with

regret to go into the world of business and of duties. His third friend was

Bibiena.* Exiled with Cardinal John, Bibiena had more than once, by his

gayety, consoled young Medicis in his griefs. Bibiena was a great admirer of

Michael Angelo and of Raphael, whom he compared to Phidias and Apelles.

" There," says Audin (p. 302), " we have the three t}^es of the intellectual

life with which Leo X. surrounded himself when he assumed the tiara.

Bembo represents the pagan literary element ; Bibiena the pagan artist

element; and Sadolet the Christian element. Was that single Christian

element enough to meet the many disasters about to afflict the Church of

Christ?"

Leo had received from nature a loving soul and a heart filled with clem-

ency. Seeing that the Colonnas, who had some reason to complain of

Juhus II., did not wait upon him early enough, not to ask pardon, but only

to show that they valued the favor of the pontiff, he evinced some impa-

tience at their not yet having appeared in the inner circle of his court.

Cardinal Pompey Colonna, one of the first who heard of the pontiff's feel-

ing, hastened to kneel in homage at the Vatican. The pope raised him,

pressed him in his arms, and with singular kindness restored him the in-

signia of the purple. He showed the same Hberality to Fabricius Colonna,

and he gave to them both those fine gardens opposite the Quirinal, and the

palace built beside the church of the Holy Apostles. " From that time,"

says Novaes (vi., p. 167), " the gi'eat moderation of the pope caused him to

bo named the lamb, while Juhus II. was still spoken of as the lion.

* Raphael haa placed him beside Leo X., in his Cdmera di ToiTe Borgia, in the Vatican.

Vol. L-43
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One of the first cares of the pope was to endeavor to terminate the nine-

teenth general council—the fifth of Lateran. It had been commenced by

JnHus II., on the 3d of May, 1512, and continued to the fifth session, which

was held on the 16th of February, 1513. Leo X. terminated it in 1517. It

had been attended successively by sixteen cardinals, three patriarchs, and a

hundred and fourteen bishops and regular prelates.

On the 17th of December, 1513, in the eighth session, the acts of the

pseudo council of Pisa were condemned, and penalties imposed upon two

cardinals who had already been deposed by Julius II., Carvajal and San

Severino, the latter of whom we have already seen in the ranks of that

French army that captured Cardinal John di Medicis. These cardinals, hav-

ing returned from France, were arrested at Leghorn, placed in prison at

Civita Yecchia, and thence secretly taken to Rome. The pope chose the

council hall as the scene of the reconciliation of the two sinners to their

holy mother, the Church.

The two culprits, being introduced into the hall,* knelt, bowed their heads

respectfully, and after some moments, both rose. Then Carvajal, address-

ing His Holiness, said :
" Pardon us our offences ! Have pity upon us, our

tears, our penitence ; and reckon not with our iniquities, which are more

numerous than the sands of the sea."

There was a brief silence, all eyes being fixed upon the suppHcants.

Looking kindly upon them, the pope said :
" The Church is a tender mother,

she pardons those who return to her. But the Church will not, by a culpa-

ble lenity, encourage the sinner to err again. In order, therefore, that you

may not glory in your iniquity, we have determined to punish you."

Then, amidst a mournful silence, every one present breathlessly listening

for the sentence,t the pope proceeded to put a series of questions to the

culprits

:

" Have you not," he asked, in a stern tone, " saddened the heart, by your

ingratitude, of your benefactor, your father, your judge, JuHus II., of glo-

rious memory ?

" Did you not, at Pisa, wicked as you are, incite the people to disobey

your holy mother, the Apostolic Church ?

" Did you not place upon the walls of the house of God a sentence of

deposition against the vicar of Christ ?

" Answer ; and then pronounce your own sentence."

The two cardinals, confused, hung down their heads in silence.

"Well," said the pope, "here is a schedule which you wiU sign. If

you subscribe it, you wiU obtain mercy from the Holy Apostolical See.

Eead."

• Audin, mstoire de Leo X., p. 307. f Ibid.
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Carvajal took the documeut.. read it rapidly in a low voice, and laid his

hand upon his heart, in token of his formal adhesion to what he had read.

" Eead it aloud," said the pope.

"Most Holy Father," said Carvajal, "I cannot; I am ill, and have no

voice."

" You cannot ?" said the pope, with a shght smile. " There must be no

hesitation. You are fi-ee : if you frankly subsci'ibe this paper, say so : if

not, you can go fi-eely back to France, whence you came, with our safe

conduct."

San Severino then took the confession from the hands of Carvajal, and

read it aloud, iu the tone of a bold captain, addressing soldiers, such as he

had commanded at Ravenna, in company with the French. The paper

contained a complete disavowal of all the acts of which both had been

guilty towards the authority of the Holy See. That done, they took a pen

and signed the document, and then knelt and received the absolution of the

pope, who pronounced it in a tone of dignity, mingled with paternal tender-

ness, calculated to draw tears fi'om the most hardened. The pope descended

from the throne : he was no longer the judge ; he was the Father.* He
approached Carvajal, took his hands, and said :

" Now you are our brother

in our Father, since you have obeyed our wiU
;
you are the lost sheep of the

Gospel, and are found again. Let us rejoice in the Lord !"

The pope then similarly embraced and addressed San Severino, whom he

had seen at Milan, in the position of a conqueror ; and these two new sons

of the Church, with their former insignia, and their places assigned in a true

council, recovered peace of conscience, the fi'iendship of the pope, and the

esteem of the members of the sacred college. A single canonical penance

was imposed upon them, and it was of the lightest, in order that on that

day every thing should be at once regular, pious, and magnanimous. Car-

vajal and San Severino were to fast at least once a month during the whole

remainder of their life.

Three other cardinals had been abettors of the Coimcil of Pisa—Borgia,

De Prie, and Brigonnet.

The first was dead, the two others were included in the act of reconcih-

ation which was addressed to the king of France.

Li tfie tenth session the establishment of 3Ionts de Pietef was approved,

and all were threatened with excommunication who should condemn them,

or consider them as favoring usury. The publication of books was for-

bidden until approved by the bishops, and by those appointed to detect

heretical depravities.

• Audin, p. 307.

t Establishments at which, at a reasonable intrrcst, the jx^r can borrow money on pledges of

small value, and thus escape the exactions of usurers and pawnbrokers.
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The labors of tlie council were occasionally interrupted, and Leo vigi-

lantly attended to the numerous affaii's which from aU parts were sent to

Rome for consideration.

Erasmus congratulated Leo upon his glorious labors, and we naturally

find in these few words an opportunity to repeat a portion of what we have

said of the popes bearing the name of Leo. It will be seen that our judg-

ments cannot contradict that of the illustrious sage of Rotterdam. He
thus writes to the pope :

" Leo X., you will give us again the prosperous government of Leo I.

;

the erudite piety and musical taste of Leo II. ; the fertile eloquence of Leo

III. ; the combined simplicity and prudence, recommended by Christ, of

Leo IV. ; the tolerance of Leo V. ; the love of peace of Leo VI. ; the truly

heavenly life of Leo VII. ; the integrity of Leo VIII. ; and the kindliness

of Leo IX., Avhich diffused itself upon aU. Such are the blessings you will

give back to us ; we have the guaranty alike of those sacred names, which

are as so many oracles, and of your own past, present, and future."

At this time letters of credit were given to legates, sent on the one part

to the Muscovites, and on the other hand to the Maronites ; and at the

same time missionaries went out to destroy the errors that had been em-

braced by those nations.

Manuel, king of Poland, who in the preceding year had made himself

master of the Erythrean Sea,* where he had found parts favorable to com-

merce, sent three ambassadors to renew his oath of obedience. He at the

same time sent presents, accruing from his conquests in the East Indies,

Among other gifts, the prince sent an elephant, called Annon, endowed with

singular qualities that are described by Oldoini in his additions to Chacon.

The sagacious animal so greatly pleased the pope that he often went to

see that he was weE taken care of, and supj^lied with the food proper for

him.t

The jDope dismissed the ambassadors after entertaining them splendidly,

and he sent by them to their king the Golden Rose, blessed, according to

custom, on the fourth Sunday in Lent. To ihe Golden Rose were added

the stocco (sword), and the herettone (hat), which were blessed at Christmas,

and which it was already customary to send to Christian princes who had

distinguished themselves in battles in the cause of CathoHcity.

In 1515, Francis I. succeeded Louis XII. The new king of France, to

secure the possession of the duchy of Milan, concluded peace with England,

* The Erythrean Sea is the name of all that portion of the Indian Sea now known as the

Gulf of Oman, including the Persian and Arabian gulfs.

f That elephant died two years afterwards, and Raphael was requested to paint him near the

tower of the palace gate, where he was buried. An elegant epitaph was placed tbere, written

in the character of the animal's keeper.
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and formed an alliance witli the Venetians This gave rise to an opposing

league between the Emperor MaximiUan, Ferdinand, king of Spain, the

duke of Milan, and the Swiss. At the same time, Octavian Fregosa, doge

of Genoa, to rid himself of the insults of the Adorni famil}-, granted, with

th-e permission of his fellow-citizens, the lordship of the republic to the

French king. That prince then endeavored to add to his party the pope,

Avho felt more inclined to embrace that of the emperor and the king of

Spain. Leo, ill-advised just then by his political affinities, and by fortune,

could not divine who would be the victor, and declared against the hero of

Eaveuna.

Francis I.,* born on the 12th of September, 1494, was great-gi-andson of

Louis, duke of Orleans, son of Charles V., and husband of Valentine of

Milan.

" This prince," says Daru, " young, ardent, and full of that hot courage

characteristic of the wars of the period and the nation, kept aloof from the

army during the reign of Louis XII. ; but, roused in his indolent ease by

the exploits of Gaston, he wrote to the Venetians, promising to join their

General Alviani on the Adda in the course of four months ; and he kept his

word." Very soon the king appeared in the fields of Marignan, where the

Swiss, marching out of Milan, attacked him. Their army marched to the

sound of the redoubtable Jioriis of Uri and Unterwalden,t reserved for

fields of battle. The combat lasted two days. Alviani, who had sought his

troops at Lodi, anived on the field in the middle of the second day's battle,

but only at the head of fifty-six cuirassiers, who raised the Venetian battle-

cry, Marco ! Marco ! Both armies thought that the whole of the Venetian

troops were in Hne. The courage of the French was redoubled ; that of the

Swdss began to yield, but they made a skilful retreat, with their redoubtable

horns still with their rear-guard, and thus incessantly threatening to resume

the battle. After the battle, which Ti-ivulzo called a combat of giants,

Francis I. claimed, as his own personal reward, that he should be knighted

by the Chevalier Bayard •,% and afterwards he himself created several other

knights. The intrepid Alviani, who had so well seconded the Idng, belonged

to the Orsini family, and was nearly related to Leo X. by his mother Cla-

rissa. The grief of the pope was mitigated by his family joy, which did

not last long, for it was veiy soon known that the heroic Alviani had died of

* Itcdie, p. 236.

f Tliese men of Uri and Unterwalden have contributed in our own day to the victory gained

over the radicals at Lucerne.

X The Constable of Bourbon, whom we may still praise, acted so courageously in this battle

that the king laughingly said to him :
" Thou sparest thyself in this affair no more than a wild

boar." In fact, Charles of Bourbon had behaved with admirable constancy and devotion And
he was to die so unworthily !
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his wounds. The consequences of victories gained in Italy are immediate,

and often embrace a very long course of years.

A treaty of peace soon attached Rome to the glory of Francis. The

pope agreed to break off his alliance with Maximilian and the long of Spain,

and to withdraw his garrisons from Placenza and Ferrara, which a short

time previously had been restored to the Holy See. Francis, on his part,

promised to defend the Ecclesiastical States, the Medicis, and the republic of

Florence.

An interview was proposed between the pope and the French king. Some
cardinals objected to Leo going to Bologna, where the king was to meet

him. But the pope had more extended views ; he desii'ed to avoid the mis-

take of Alexander VI., who awaited in Bome the passage of the army of

Charles YIII. Leo therefore commenced his journey, accompanied by

eighteen cardinals, thirty prelates^ and a portion of the Boman court.

To welcome her illustrious son Florence spared no expense. Painters,

sculptors, architects, and especially poets, came in numbers,* eager to show

their gratitude to the enlightened prince who reigned at Bome. The archi-

tects oj)ened ways in the ancient walls, that the papal procession might

deploy in all its magnificence. Scholars invented devices and inscriptions

in the antique style
;
poets improvised odes in Latin and in French, which

choirs of youths and maidens sang as His Holmess passed. Leo X. evinced

his gratification at these ingenious manifestations of love. He stopped to

listen to the songs improvised in his honor ; to read the Latin inscriptions

which adorned every triumphal arch ; to admire the inspu'ations of the

painters, sculptors, and architects ; and to contemplate the columns, the

statues, and the trophies that Florence had reared at every step. When he

beheld the statue of his father Lorenzo, he bowed his head in token of re-

spect, and he was seen to shed tears. He felt a strange emotion as he saw

upon the pedestal of the statue the words. Hie estfilius 7neus dilechis. The

people crowding the streets, and clustering on hastily constructed balconies,

and even on the roofs of the houses, shouted, Falle ! Palle !-\ The treasurer

of His Holiness threw pieces of money among the crowd.

On the 8th of December, the pope arrived at Bologna, and Francis I.

reached there three days later. On the day of audience, the pope, wearing

his pontifical habits, awaited the monarch in the hall of the consistory.

The king walked between two cardinals, the seniors of the sacred college.

So great was the crowd in the apartments that for some time the king re-

mained, as it were, imprisoned amidst the swaying mass of ItaHan and

French nobles.:}: He laughed at his misadventure, as he held the hand of

* Audin, p. 403. -f
Pallc—the Balls ; the arms of the Medicis.

\ Account by Paris de Grassi, bishop of Pesaro, first master of the ceremonies to Leo X.
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the master of the ceremonies, whom he had taken as his introducer. Hav-

ing at length got near to the throne, the king knelt and kissed the cross em-

broidered on the pope's slipper. His Holiness took the monarch's hand

and presented him his cheek. Francis I. addressed a few animated words^'

to the pope, to which Leo rephed in a stjde of which he alone was the

master, and which, as vre learn fit'om the bishop of Pesaro, seemed on that

day even more delicate, witty, and tender than usual. At a sign from the

master of the ceremonies, the king took his place on a magniiicent seat, at

the right hand of His Holiness. The French chancellor, Duprat, then ap-

proached, with head bared, and pronounced the address of obedience.

The whole assemblage then admii-ed both the young monarch, already a

hero, though only twenty-two years of age, and one of the greatest of the

Roman pontiffs, who was only forty. The feeling dominated aU minds,

whatever efforts they could make to listen to the words of Duprat.

" The addi'ess of the chancellor," says Audin, " was a manifesto in honor

of the Holy See. The orator proclaimed the titles of Eome to the love no

less than to the obedience of the kingdom of France. It was, at the same

time, a profession of faith of the Most Christian king towards the authority

of the head of the Church."

It was beautiful to hear the victor of Marignano exclaim, by the voice of

his chancellor : Most Holy Father, the army of the Most Christian king is

yours, dispose of it at your pleasure ; the forces of France and her standards

are yours. Leo, behold before you your most submissive son, tuus a religione,

tuusjure, tuus more majorum, tuus consuetudine, tuusfide, tuus voluntate—Thine

by religion, thine by right, thine by the custom of his ancestors, thine by habit, thine

by faith, and thine in heart.

The address being ended, the king bowed in token of his assent, and Leo

replied in terms full of benevolence, and, as usual, simple, sweet, and har-

monious.t

His Holiness then took Francis by the hand, and led him to an apartment

where His Holiness was to take off his pontifical costume. The king went

to the window, where the pope soon jomed him.

The pope then celebrated Mass in presence of the king in the church of Saint

Petrona. The king would not use the fald-stool set before him, but either

stood or knelt, with clasped hands and bowed head. The French officers

all wished to receive the communion at the pope's hands, but this the crowd

prevented. The king selected those whose valor or rank deserved prefer-

ence. Then one of those not thus selected said aloud :
" Most Holy Father,

since I cannot receive from your own hand, nor confess to the ear of your

* Audin, p. 408.

f For further particulars of this meeting, consult Spondanus, Ann. Eeclea., ad ann. 1515

;

and Fabbroni, Vie de Leon X., p. 95, et siq.
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Holiness, I vd]l confess my sinfulness in public. *'I fought with aU my
strength against the late pope, Julius II." The king, with his natural vi-

vacity and franluiess, said :
" In truth. Holy Father, it is my case too ;* but

that pontiff was our haughtiest enemy, and would have been more in place

at the head of an army than in the chair of Saint Peter."

Most of the commanders confessed the same fault. Then the pope, with

an appositeness fuU of dignity, and bowing, as though in approval of that

brusque reparation, absolved all present from such censures as they might

have incurred.

The pope himself, and Chancellor Duprat, had prepared the document

which was to be signed by both parties, and which established a host of

points tending to make peace between the Holy See and France in all that

concerned religious interests.

I will briefly sum up the concordat signed between Leo X. and Francis

I., and explain several particulars of this important negotiation.

In the commencement of the Capetian dynasty, the election of bishops,

in order to be canonical, had to be made by the clergy. Bulls announcing

consent on the part of the Boman court confirmed that right. The metro-

poHtan and the bishops of the ecclesiastical pro-sdnce put the seal upon that

choice by adhering to it, and by consecrating the newly elected. It is cer-

tain that the Council of Bheims, held in 1049, ordered that the elections

should be the attribute only of the clergy. As regards the people, to whom
it has been affirmed that the same attribution was delegated, we think it

may be useful to offer what seems to us to be a judicious explanation. It

was true that it was customary to consult the people upon the persons

whom it was proposed to elect, but the consent of the ^jeojjfe was never

necessary to render the election canonical. It was only endeavored to avoid

the election of bishops who would be unpopular with the mass of the

faithful.t

Time, whose action we cannot prevent, modifies the actions of men.

About 1215, the chapters had deprived the clergy of their rights, and in so

doing deprived the people of the power of approving, by acclamation, the

choice of the clergy. At the same time the chapters declared that they

would continue to exercise the rights of the clergy, and thus avoid the fre-

quent dissensions of the elections, the mtrigues, cabals, quarrels, and the

difficulty of concentrating upon one person the suffrages of so many lords

and communities divided in views and in interests. Only, before electing,

the chapters asked the king's permission.

* Novaes, vi., p. 174.

t Some of these details I owe to Father Hilarion Lucas, Superior of the Missions at Picpus

formerly theologian of the embassy of the bishop of Saint Malo, at Rome. Father Hilarion is

respected for piety, profound knowledge, and devotion to the Roman court.
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Innocent III. then reigning, celebrated the twelth general council (fourth

Lateran), while France Avas in a sort of spiritual anarchy, fomented by the

Albigenses.

In 1458, under Eugene IV., at the assembly of Bourges, the celebrated

regulation called the Pragmatic Sanction was adopted. It was determined,

in spite of the opposition of Eugene, that the bishoprics and other great

benefices should be filled according to former custom, without the usurpa-

tion of the election by the chapters. While Charles VII. survived, that rule

was a law of State ; Louis XI. was not its very zealous partisan. The par-

Haments and university ardently supported the institution.

The Concordat of Leo X. and Francis I. abolished the pragmatic, re-

nounced the elective mode in all the metropolitan churches and cathedrals

of the kingdom. The pragmatic had been a work wanting in regularity and

good right, as it recognized in nothing the intervention of the pope and the

council. It was now agi'eed that the king was to name and the pope insti-

tute the bishops. The struggle made by the clergy, parliaments, and uni-

versities, against the Concordat of 1515, was more \iolent than successful.

It lasted until the reign of Charles IX. I have before me, as I write, the

actual copy of the Concordat which belonged to Louis XIV.

In the exordium of the first bull it is said, in the French of that day :

" Leo, bishop, servant of the servants of God, for perpetual remembrance

of what has been done.

" This primitive Church, founded by our Saviour Jesus Christ upon the

comer-stone, raised by the preaching of the Apostles, consecrated and in-

creased by the blood of the martyrs, in the times past, when first she com-

menced by the help of God to extend her arms around the earth, wisely

considering how many burdens she had to bear, how many sheep to guard

and nurture, and in how many far-distant places it behooved her to keep a

watchful eye ; by a certain divine counsel instituted parishes and separate

dioceses, created bishops and proposed archbishops, in order that, as mem-
bers obe}-ing one head, they, according to his will, should well govern all

things in our Lord ; and like little streams proceeding from the unfaiUng

fountain (to wit, the Eoman Church), should leave no single corner of the

Lord's jearth without ii-rigation, just as the other popes, our predecessors in

their times, labored and made it their whole study to render the said Church

united, to preserve her in that holy union without spot or wrinkle, and to

root out all thorns and briers from said Church, whose property it is, with

the grace of God, to love virtues, and to extirpate vices even to the very

roots. We, in like manner, in this our own time, and during the present

council, should do and procure all things that are known to conduce to the

union and preservation of the said Church."

The commencement of this Vnill is an admirable piece of ecclesiastical
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constitution. It restates in a few words much tliat we liave detailed in this

history. The situation of the primitive Church, the organization of the

worship, the necessity of extending its arms around the earth, the pope the

head who must be obeyed ; the bishops, httle streams proceeding from the

uiifaihng fountain (the Roman Church) ; the example of preceding popes,

the need of unity, the love of virtue, the extu'pation of vice—nothing is

wanting in this subhme recital. The men of talent sketched as companions

and advisers of Leo, did not fail him on this occasion ; and the French of

that time, where aU the clearness of the langue d'oil puts each word in its

projDcr place at the beginning, middle, or end, did no wrong to these periods,

worthy of the Roman orator.

After this preamble, which so nobly explains the state of things, the pon-

tiff announces that he will uproot aU the thorns and brambles that are

injurious to the union. He abohshes the Pragmatic Sanction, which the

French king has with & promjot andfrank courage consented to abolish.

Further on, the pope, says that he knows, from the frequent absolutions

and restorations asked for and obtained, that many persons have, before

the elections, sworn to choose the most worthy, and have voluntarily per-

jured themselves by knowingly choosing the unfit. He then grants to the

king of France for the time being the right to nominate for bishop a gi*ave

master, or Hcentiate in theology, or doctor or licentiate in either or both

laws, who has graduated after strict examination in some famous university,

aged at least twenty-seven years, and in all other things properly quahfied.

But if a person not thus qualified be named by the king, then the pope may
refuse such person. Within three months after such refusal the king must

name another ; and if that one be also unquaHfied, then the pope for the

time being will make the nomination.

This article was one of those which excited the most opposition,* because

it might on either side give rise to long recriminations and disagreements
;

and that, finally, a hostile party in the Roman court, by obstinately refusing

aU, on the plea of not deeming them qualified, might end by pretending to

name all. But it should be observed, that to that end there must be such

times, and so many wicked men as could not long exist, if at all.

The pope had said, in speaking of the pragmatic, that it exposed the

Church of France to intrigue, insolence, and simony. Audin says :
" This

accusation was well founded." It is an undeniable truth, that the canonical

elections, as restored by the Council of Bale, were a mere sham. In every

province, the nobles made themselves masters of at least all the principal

dignities. They imagined that they in some sort had the right of nomina-

tion as patrons of the churches, or as descendants of the pious founders.

* Histoire du Pope Pie VII., 3d ed., tome i., p. 139.
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Audin (p. 420) adds :
" The gi-eat reproach made against Leo by the

Gallican clergy, the universities, the parliaments, and the learned, if we

may so say, was that his bull destroyed a disciplinary work, which had long

been in vigor in the Church of France. In this they evidently misunder-

stood the rights of the Holy See. Are there not cii'cumstances in which a

departure from common rules becomes a necessity ? And who is to decide

upon the time when such circumstances exist ? Is it the priest, who has

not the sacerdotal plenitude, but is the branch only, as Thomassin says of

the divine tree, of which the bishop is the trunk ? Is it the bishop, whose

jurisdiction, though divine, can only be exercised within limits assigned by

the sovereign pontiff, who can either extend or diminish it, as the cardinal

of Lorraine proclaimed in the Council of Trent?"

" The primacy having been given to Saint Peter," says Saint Jerome, "in

order to prevent all opportunity for schism, the pope alone has the right to

make laws obhgatory upon the Church ; but these laws, variable in their

very nature, cannot bind him, so that he may not derogate fi'om them for

just reasons, of which he alone is the judge."

In this clear and absolute passage of Audin, we recognize all the superior

wisdom and strong erdightenment of that Italy where he gathered the ma-

terials for his excellent history of Leo X., far superior to the life of that

pope by Eoscoe. If we had undertaken a complete monograph on Leo,

we should speak more at length of a conspiracy against him in 1516 and

1517. Soderini, SauH, Eiario, and others of the accused deeply imphcated,

confessed their guilt and obtained pardon. Notwithstanding the poise's

natural clemency, his government caused some of the other conspirators to

be punished.

In 1516, Leo beatified Philip Benizi, a Florentine, a zealous extender of

his order, Tlie Servants of Mary ; and at the sohcitation of Emmanuel, king

of Portugal, he permitted the annual celebration in honor of Saint EHzabeth,

queen of that kingdom, subsequently canonized by Pope Urban VIII.

By a brief that same year, the Holy Father permitted the cultus of seven

Franciscan martjTS—Daniel, Samuel, Angelo, Donno, Lei, Nicholas, and

Ugohno, butchered in the kingdom of Morocco for opposing Mahomet-

anism.

It was about that time that Leo, judicially informed of a felonious act of

Francis Mary de la Eovera, duke of Urbino, and being informed subse-

quently that he had treacherously put Cardinal Alidosi to death, deprived

him of his duchy, and gave the investiture of it to Lorenzo de Medicis, son

of Leo's brother Juhan.

It was an act of the old nepotism, reversed by another, no less contrary

to the rights of the Holy See. The successor of Leo X. restored la Eovera

to the enjoyment of that prLiicipality. We shall see whether Clement VII.,
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wlien in need of the siipport of Francis Mary de la Eovera, will find that

prince ready to serve the Holy See when its very authority was at stake.

But those other historical griefs must not just now engage our attention.

Leo, finding the thirteen cardinals then constituting the sacred college

not sufficiently favorable, made, on the 1st of April, 1517, a promotion of

two cardinals. One of them was the archbishop of Bourges, in France

;

the other, the archbishop of Cambray, a Fleming.

On the 1st of July, in the same year, Leo created thirty-one cardinals at

once. So numerous a promotion had never before been made. Among
those cardinals, who were chosen from all the Italian principalities, was

John Salviati, a noble Florentine, related to King Francis I.'^'' The last on

the hst was Alphonso of Portugal, sixth son of King Emmanuel. Alphonso

was only seven years old, and was not to receive and wear the insignia of

the cardiualate until he was fourteen.t Among the new cardinals, eight

were Romans, and three were said to be allied to the family of the pope.

Leo did not lose sight of preparations for war against Turkey. He knew

that there were in Germany machinations against the Holy See, and he

v/ished the princes to occupy themselves more about the interests of Catho-

licity, and to conclude a lasting peace among themselves.

In 1518, Maximilian had assembled, at Augsburg, several German princes,

who were to concert measures for securing the success of the new crusade.

To aid these glorious efforts, Leo sent but four legates. Cardinal Cam-

peggio went to the king of England, where for two hundred years a cardinal

a latere had not been seen ; Cardinal Egidio went to Spain ; Cardinal Far-

nesi, and subsequently Cardinal Gaetani, to Maximilian ; and, finally. Car-

dinal Bibiena was to solicit further marks of friendship from the faithful

Francis I. A few days after giving their credentials to these cardinals, Leo

ordered a solemn procession, in which the pope and his cardinals walked

barefooted. This was to return thanks to God that the princes had prom-

ised to be at peace with each other for five years, and to make war upon

the Turks. Leo addressed fervent prayers to God for the restoration of

Jerusalem and Constantinople to the Christian empire.

By order of His HoHness, Cardinal Gaetani delivered to Maximilian the

sword and the hat that had recently been blessed by the pope.

But the unexpected death of Maximilian, in 1519, cooled the partisans of

the CathoHc war. The frenzy of Luther had already declared a fatal war

* At tlie time of the marriage of Prince Camillo Borghese with Pauline Bonaparte, sister of

Napoleon, it was remarked that Prince Camillo was related, through his mother, a SaJviate, to

the French princes, then refugees in England.

\ This cardinal was considered one of the ornaments of the sacred college. He died in 1530.

He was the first to introduce into the churches of Portugal the custom of instructing children in

the Christian doctrine. *
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against tlie Roman Cliurcli. This lieresiarch was supported by Frederic,

duke of Saxony, to whom, nevertheless, the pope had hitely sent the golden

rose, blessed at Saint Peter's, as a gift justly bestowed upon his wisdom,

his courage, his disinterestedness, and his generosity. But all these provi-

sions and others, such as sending the cardinal's hat to Albert (son of John

lY., elector of Brandenburg), akeady arclibishop of Magdeburg and Mentz,

and the dispatch of letters, strong or pathetic, and requests even to ac-

tual supplication, were all useless. A moral conflagi-ation ten*ified all

Germany. Old interests were severed, and pricle and greed put on deceit-

ful masks. Never was the Holy See more externally honored : never was

its ruin more perfidiously sworn.

The commencements of Luther's schism belong to the reign of Leo X.

We shall not notice the attacks of the apostate monk earher than the year

1521. Those who desire more information than we can give, may profitably

consult Audin's remarkable work on Luther.*

Audin opens Avith these wise and eloquent words :

"The Beformation is a double phenomenon, social and religious. In the

outset, Luther found gathered at his hand the elements of that movement

that was to disturb the world. He did not create them, as it has often been

assorted that he did : he only used them. The germ of Protestantism ex-

isted when Luther appeared. Tlie action of the doctor of "Wittemberg

upon his century has been the subject of hosts of works, in which his lan-

guage is said to have been more powerful than that of any other writer : his

thought represented as piercing intuitively the future. His knowledge of

the divine Word is rated above that of all Catholic geniuses, and his work

compared to revelation.

" We shall see, in his duel with authority, whether the Augustine monk

was not a man, and whether he was free from the fi'ailities of our nature.

" The Beformation was "violent from the beginning. It was not contented

with expelling our rehgious from their convents, and our priests from their

churches ; it calumniated them in then* morals and in their doctrines, it be-

httled them, and dispersed or burned their books, those Catholic books

especially, in which the WTiter, priest, religious, or jurist opposed the doctor

on his evangelical mission, on his household, his private life, and his doc-

trines, and exhibited him, in his turn, upon the stage on which he so piti-

lessly had exhibited his adversaries.

" When the drama of the Beformation was complete, Luther remained

alone upon the scene, without rivals and without contradictors.

" In the interest of history, we in our turn, as of our right, sit in judgment

on a man who so severely judged his brothers.

* History of the Life, Works, and Doctrines of Luther, by Audin, 12mo, 4tli ed., 1845.
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" There is not a •writer who took even a subordinate part in these discus-

sions, whether for or against us, whose productions we have not carefully

studied.

" Such a man as Luther survives not only in his works and in the narra-

tives of his contemporaries ; wherever he has set down his foot he has left

imperishable traces. The life of the doctor was at once a combat and a

pilgrimage across Germany. Enthusiasts now visit the scenes of the great

events of the Reformation as formerly our fathers visited the Holy Land.

Nor have we neglected to make the same journey. We have visited Eisle-

ben, Eisenach, Erfurt, Worms, Spire, and Wittemberg, gathering recollec-

tions and pictures which will assist in explaining our narration, and which

will sometimes furnish us with useful lessons. Thus, if, with an idolatrous

respect, they show us the glass that was pressed by the hps of Luther, we

demand an explanation of their disdain for the bones of the martyrs of our

faith. If the Protestant sits with emotion beneath the tree which sheltered

Luther near Oppenheim, surely we may demand permission to kiss the

hand of one of our saints who preferred death to perjury. And if they

show us the drops of ink that fell from the inkstand that Luther threw at

the devil's head, we ought to have the less difficulty in obtaining pardon for

the legends of some of our provinces. Our history is a book of firm con-

viction and entire good faith ; let it be judged in the same spirit in which it

is written."

Martin Luther was born in 1483 ; his father, Hans Luther, was a poor

peasant of the httle village of Msehra (Moer), in the county of Mansfeld.

His mother, Margaret Lindemann, was a servant at a bathing-house ; she

was a virtuous woman, fearing God, and loving prayer. She was considered

the ornament of her sex at Eisleben. Hans had abandoned the calling of a

husbandman for that of miner ; he soon became a master workman, and

could maintain a numerous family. At Eisenach, Martin studied grammar,

and was soon able to read Cicero, Vu-gil, and Livy fluently. Then he en-

tered a convent of Augustinians, and became a priest. His superior sent

him to Rome ; he saw courtiers around Julius II., and conceived a hatred

of Rome and of its government.*

Audin's reflections on this predisposition of Luther's mind are laudable,

and come naturally into these memoirs. " All the past," says Audin, *' was

dead for Luther. He knew not wliat Rome had done for humanity ; of all

the popes who had been seated in the chair of Saint Peter he ignores the

claims to admiration and gratitude. He left a country that was threatened

* Audin falls into an error here in saying that Luther saw nothing at Rome in 1510, and no

ray of the crown of the infant Raphael or the youth Michael Angelo dazzled the eyes of the

Augustinian. Raphael was born the same year as Luther, and in 1510 was not a child, but a

man of twenty-seven ; Michael Angelo, born in 1474, was thirty-six.
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by tlie Turk ; and he forgot that if the Koran is not the Gospel, it is because

a pope checked the progress of the former. He knew nothing of the cru-

sades preached by Pius II., Innocent VIII., and Julius II., and many

others. He had fuU opportunity to see the reign of brute force in Germany,

svhose barons crushed with their gauntlet every inteUigence that was not

submissive to their will
;
yet he never suspected that inteUigence has, under

God, no protector but the Yicar of Jesus Christ upon earth ; and that the

papacy, in breaking material strength, and compelling it to bow before moral

law, gave the most beautifid spectacle that man can look upon."-

Leo published Indulgences. We have seen that the custom was very

ancient.t The pope asked contributions, help towards the building of the

temple of Saint Peter, that maiweUous work of Bramante which JuHus II.

covdd not complete. A new Pome, which the papacy had determined to

make more magnificent than pagan Pome, began to spring from the earth.:]:

The piety of the faithfid was entreated to continue the colossal work. Lu-

ther declares that he will preach against Indulgences. But very soon it is

not merely the abuse that he combats ; he is no less angry with the spiritual

remedy.§ The whole future Hfe of Luther is foreshadowed in that sermon
;

there you 'vs'iU find it -n-ith his presumptuous 7, only /, ostensibly supported

by the words of the Bible, his disdain of tradition, and his ostentatious con-

tempt of the schools, and that laugh which never leaves him when Scotist or

Aristotelian is in question.

Luther said to those who reproached him :

" If this is not from God, it tvtU faU ; if it comes from His holy name, it

wlU go on."

It was the idea of John Huss and of "Wyokliff—success making right, the

glorification of the Koran.lt

Luther, however, paused for a moment in his fury, and Pope Leo said

:

" Now, then, let us live in peace. The axe strikes no more at the foot of the

tree, it only trims the branches."

The pope was right.^

" At no Christian epoch," says Audin, " had the tiara shone with such

splendor ; aU crowns faded before it.** The pope was truly the universal

monarch. Kings, princes, the great ones of the earth, and the populace,

* These observations are excellent, and are nobly expressed, as well as germane to the matter.

In Audin we never remark more than those slight blemishes, which, no doubt, will disappear

from new issues of his excellent book, of which so many editions have already appeared in

Paris and elsewhere.

t See reign of Alexander II., A. D. 1063.

X MidiD, Life of Luther, jp.SQ. % Ibid., -p. 42.

1 Ibid., p. 42. i History of Luther, p. 55.

** Let us remember Francis I. at Bologna, and Maximilian hoping to exchange the empire

for the papacy. Voltaire says of the Middle Age at that time, " The papacy was

—

opinion."
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all were rivals for a glance at him ; he was sung and praised in all idioms,

and his image was alike in every palace and in every cottage. For the

name of Leo X. awakened at once all the ideas of religion, art, poetry, and
of glory."

Yet he was the sovereign whom horrible disorders were, not indeed to

arrest, but to harass in his vast power.

Luther published theses subversive of all Catholic order, yet deemed it

wise to seek the good-wiU of the pope.

" Never were words more humble, with a more bitter humilitv : in his

letter there is nothing of inspiration or of spontaneity, it everywhere shows

study, restraint, head-work."

Leo X. ordered Gaetani, legate at Augsburg, to endeavor to bring Luther

back. Gaetani was a learned man, eloquent, and the enemy of all violence.

But all was useless. Luther met gentleness with sarcasms. He appealed

to the universities : they condemned him. He replied by railing and insult,

and refused to recognize the pontifical authority, without knowing what to

.substitute for the teachings of Jesus Christ, the Bible rightly read, tra-

ditions, and to the representations addressed to him from Eome.

Audin is never beneath the requirements of his task ; he thus continues :

" At the same time that the old tree of Catholicity lost some branches,

others grew up on it, beneath the sun of America. God raised up a man
whose disciples were to carry the faith into the most distant lands, and to

win to the papacy more souls than Luther's revolt swept away. Ignatius

Loyola was born, and with him that army that for centuries has filled the

world with the prodigies of its preaching, learning, faith, and zeal."*

Audin, in his life of Luther, pauses at the moment when the papacy was

about to lose Leo X., and he thus enumerates the mischief which Luther

had already done to Catholicism :

" Now, would we know the wounds which the Saxon revolt has inflicted

upon rehgion ? These : The abohtion of confession, the Mass, prayer for

the repose of the dead, the veneration of the saints and of images, sacer-

dotal unction, monastic vows, fasting, abstinence, extreme unction, good-

works, free-will. Will it be believed ? It would stifle even the cry that the

sufi'ering soul incessantly sends up to the throne of aU mercy. For, says

Luther, it is sufficient to pray once or twice, for God has said (Matt. ii. 22),

' Ask, and it shall be given to you.' To pray, and pray repeatedly, then, is

to show that you have not confidence in God."t

While these troubles were devastating Germany, Leo X., endowed with a

spiiit born for great things, continued his labors on the Vatican Basilica

;

he determined, if possible, to finish the work of Julius II.

* Audin, History of Luther, p. 103. 1 1^<^-' P- 183.
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Bramante had received from that pontiff the order to rear a teni})le more

splendid than that Avhich Solomon formerly built to the Lord. Sauit Peter's

at Eome may well be styled the work of Julius II. It was his conception,*

its gigantic proportions were his dream, in spite, says a contemporary his-

torian, of the opposition of all the carelinals, who grieved over the fall of

that old church of Constautine, sanctified by the bones of all the blessed,

venerated in aU Christendom, and the seat of such high CathoHc deeds.

The church to be demolished at the period we describe was precisely that

temple, ^\-ith its flights of steps, its doors, its countless altars scattered here

and there, made known already to our readers by the glowing picture of

Hurtcr.t

The Constantinian Basihca received aU honorable names. Let us men-

tion these historic titles, since the trace of what they were applied to is

about to be entirely effaced. Leo the Great called that Basihca the Glorious

seat of the Principality of Saint Peter ; Gregory IX., The Star of this Earth ;

Nicholas III., The Head of the Catholic Clmrch.X Bramante had no pity for

the imperial work. Every thing crumbled beneath the strokes of his ham-

mer ; columns of alabaster, bas-reliefs adorned with gold, marble statues,

Greek mosaics, gates of bronze and silver.§

After three years' preUminary labor, the first stone of the new temple was

laid. A solemn Mass was celebrated, at which thirty cardinals assisted.

As soon as a prelate is clothed in the purple, whatever may have been his

previous studies, he is seized upon by the love of the arts, and, with more

or less practical knowledge, he becomes one of the patrons of the taste for

monumental buildings, which is one of the chief glories of Home. Julius

II., with his cardinals, went down to the foundations of the pillar of the

dome supporting the statue of Saint Veronica, || and blessed a block of

marble inscribed thus

:

^DEii Ppjncipis Apostolorvm

In Vaticano Vetvstate et Sitv

Squalentem a Fvxdamentis

Eestitvit Jvuvs Ligvr

Pont. Max. An. mdvi.

Bramante was then sixty-six years old. He had finished the four pillars

of the dome, and arched the arcades which connect them. He had begun
the circular entablature which separates the dome from the arcades on"which

* niatory of Leo X., by Audin, 184G, p. 241. \ Seo ante, p. g^3.

X UistOTy ofLeo X., by Audin, pp. 241, 243. 55 Glance once more at Hurter's description.

I
This gives us the exact age of the pillar, the construction of which had been attributed to

Pope Clement Vll.

Vol. I.-44
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it rests, and he was about to finish the western branch of the cross, when

he died.

He was buried in Saint Peter's. Unfortunately, no inscription marks the

resting-place of the great architect. He carried vnth him from the world

the secret of his plan, for, according to the custom of that time, he had only-

simple masons to assist him in his work. When dying, he named Kaphael

d'Urbino to succeed him in the great work, to whom were added Julian de

San-Gallo and his brother Jocundo. As soon as the new architects glanced

at the work of Bramante they noticed signal disproportions between the

dome and the pillars intended for its support. The dome, almost equal in

size to the Pantheon of Agrippa, was overloaded with columns and crowned

by a cupola. The pillars were overtasked, and threatened to fall. The
plan of Bramante had to be modified. To carry out so much magnificence

and so much admirable perfection, it was necessary that a Leo X. should

succeed a Julius II. Leo did not conceal that he, too, desired it to be a

marvellous building. J3embo drew up a brief on this subject, which ex-

presses Leo's confidence and affection.

" Raphael d'Urbino,* independently of the art of painting, in which

every one knows your excellence, you, also, according to the testimony of

the architect Bramante, possess the art of building. This Bramante testi-

fied when about to die, deeming you the man to be intrusted with the care

of continuing the building of the Temple of the Prince of the Apostles.

You have ably confirmed his opinion by the plan which you have presented

to us. Earnestly desiring to complete the church promptly, and with the

greatest magnificence, *we appoint you superintendent of the work, and

award you three hundred gold crowns, payable annually by the superin-

tendents of the funds reserved in our hands, and appropriated to the pay-

ment of the expenses of the Temple.

" We further command, that, without delay, and even monthly if you de-

sire it, they shall pay you on demand such sums as at such times shall be

diie. We further exhort you so to undertake and fulfil the duties of that

employment, as to show care for our esteem and for your honorable name.

To that end you must, as a valiant young man, look well to the foundation

of your reputation, so as to justify the hopes we have conceived of you, and

our paternal good-will. You must bear in mind the dignity and renown of

that Temple, which has always been the greatest and holiest in the world,

and also our devotion to the Prince of the Apostles."

Raphael's plan was a Latin cross, with a dome at the intersection of the

arms of the cross.f The interior was to have three naves, each of the wings

* I translate this letter from the original Italian, which forms part of the appendix to the

History of the Life and Works of Rapliael, by M. Quatrem^re de Quincy, 2d ed., large 8vo., Paris,

1833, p. 438 t AudiB's Life of Leo X.
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five cliapels, each pillar a niclie ; the choir and the lai?eral galleries also had

niches, each over a hollowed base, supported by two pillars and twelve

columns connected in four. The facade presented three principal entrances.

The portico, raised by steps, rested on thirty-six columns, in three rows, so

arranged that the inner and outer lines were always doable.

I give these details at once, for the sake of unity. The commencement of

the building of Saint Peter's belongs to the reigns of Julius II. and Leo X.

This part of the pontifical history should not be divided. "We have not,

however, told aU the zeal of the popes ; but must note, especially, that of

Paul Y., Borghese, whose name is still inscribed on the fagade of the finest

temple ever erected by man.

There is another point of history that belongs to my picture of the ser-

vices of Julius n. and Leo X. to the arts. I cannot speak of aU the great

masters who illustrated these two reigns, so rich in all the most perfect

creations of hiiman art and science. We must leave Raphael. We shall

not yet close IMichael Angelo, whom we shaU meet again in 1533, in front of

his Moses, the finest sculpture of the tomb of Julius.*

* I may here insert the parallel that M. Quatremere de Quincy has given us between those

two great men as painters.

In the first place, we shall give his opinion upon two subjects of study and meditation, whicli

are germain to the objects that I have assembled here, so as to render them more easy of com-

prehension. I refer to the portraits of Julius II. and Leo X., by Raphael.

Upoq this point, Quatremere says :
" Whatever may have been said in praise of Raphael's

lK)rtrait3, we will observe that they cannot give a full idea of Raphael's talents to any one who
has not seen his portraits, in oil, of Popes Julius II. and Leo X.

" That of Julius was painted four or five years earlier than the other. Its coloring is vigorous.

Its eflFect is in the second manner of Raphael, which some prefer to his third, as having more

clearness in the tints, more elaboration in the working, yec more simplicity in the finish. Let

us add that, as regards tliis portrait, the head of that pontlflF has an energetic expression that

Raphael never surpassed.

" It is not merely the common-place merits of resemblance. It is not sufficient praise of such

a work, to remark the precision of the handling, the exact form of the head, or of the several

features of the countenance ; such praise belongs to many portraits which represent only the

exterior of the person. But of what consequence is that exterior, if it is not also the I'aitliful

mirror of the interior, that is to say, of the morals, habits, passions, and disposition of the man ?

Yes ; to every one who knows the moral history of Julius II., this history is rewritten in his por-

trait. After so many years, one still feels inclined to say with Vasari, Fticeva temere il rifratto

a vederlo, come se propiio fosse vivo—The portrait inspires fear, as though Julitis himself were

alive."

I do not agree with Vasari here. Julius 11. , in Raphael's portrait, meditates rather than

threatens ; moreover, it must be said that Julius was not so stern as he seemed to be. Ho did

not readily pardon those who braved his authority ; but in private life, he was kind and famil-

iar ; he could control his own vivacity. The Bologncse, who comj)lained that he was so furious,

had richly deserved his anger. Raphael has placed the pope's left hand upon the arm of the

throne; the right hand is half closed, and holds a fold of the white robe. In all this there is

no indication or preoccupation that would bo unbecoming in a pope. Raphael, a wiser friend

of truth tlian Vasari, saw Julius in his honnj-hours, when more inclined to bless than to anatht,'-

niatize. Rapliael needs no teaching; he knows every thing. And, then, what a notion it is to

Buppoee that the i)ainter represented a threatening pope, when Julius, in giving himself, calm

dJ
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These two men deserve to be thus introduced into the history of the two

popes, whom it is our privilege just now to speak of. Michael Angelo de-

served to be inspired by Julius II. with terrible scenes, analogous to the

stern authority Avhich Julius II, loved to defend. Raphael deserved the

and docile, to the penetrating gaze of the artist, must surely have expected, in exchange for his

lost time, that immortality which, like history, gives to the great earthly renown.
" The portrait of Leo X. between two cardinals, is still more remarkable, says Quatremere.
" The pope, at somewhat more than half length, is sitting at a table ; he appears to be pre-

siding at a council or listening to a report. Cardinal Julius de Medicis and De Rossi are beside

him, as his principal ministers."

If it be insisted upon that the attitude in which Raphael has placed Julius II. indicates a

threatening mood, it must be observed that Leo is seated at a table, with his eye-glass in liis

hand, while Julius is seated on a true pontifical throne. The two rounded ornaments which

sui-mount the pontifical throne in the apartments of the pope, though they are not higher than

the head, yet framait tastefully. Any one may be seated, like Leo X., on an armchair, of small

proportions, but not every one sits upon a lofty throne, like Julius II. And it is by design, not

chance, that the left hand lightly lies upon the arm of the throne-chair. I further remark, that

the flowing robe of Julius II. has one of its folds covering the third and fourth fingers of the

right hand. The others are shown, extended, as when the pope gives his benediction. Shall

we ever completely 7'eacZ Raphael ? Vasari and Quatremere are mistaken. Julius II. does not

alarm, as though he were living, as they have represented; on the contrary, though, as they

truly say, he is life-like, yet he inspires respect, not terror.

" It is so difficult, with the pen, or with the living voice, to convey to the mind a fuU compre-

hension of the beauty and perfection of the works of the painter, that, naturally, and at all times,

hyperbole supplements description by amplifying the idea that the mind ought to form, lest

the idea should fall below the reality. Thence arose tales, which, though more or less fabulous,

contain at least some truth. This should be our judgment on what is related of the portrait of

Charles V. by Titian, and of that of Leo X. by Raphael. Of the former, it is said that the illusion

was so great, that the portrait being placed near a table, the emperor's son approached to speak

to his father on business. The work of Raphael is said to have given rise to a similar mistake.

It is stated that Cardinal de Rossi, datary to Leo X., knelt before that pontifl's portrait to ask

for his signature to a bull.

" There is some truth in these tales. It is impossible to look upon the portrait of Leo X., even

after the lapse of three centuries must have somewhat dimmed that brilliancy of color which

contributes so much to illusion, without feeling that power of art that impels the mind to yield

to that prestige which the artist may well ambition.

" Now this power is felt as we look on the portrait of Leo X. We cannot resist it, as we

examine the depth of truth and character in the head of the pope ; the noble simplicity of his

attitude, the accuracy of the whole, the \igor of the coloring, the relief, and the careful and

exquisite finish of all the accessories."

Such is Quatremere's parallel between Michael Angelo and Raphael, as painters. Leo, in his

intercourse with men of letters, would himself have bestowed upon his judgment its meed of

praise. But one epoch does not possess every talent. Leo doubtless felt what Quatremere has

so well expressed in our own day, when he says

:

" Those two geniuses, in truth, had nothing in common ; the germ of the two talents was

different, and could not produce the same results.

" To be con\inced of this, it is only necessary to imagine ourselves living in their time.

Michael Angelo was accustomed, in his study of the outward individual, to see only the phy-

sical man—bones, muscle, and the mechanical play. But when anatomical knowledge domin-

ates the rest of the painter's learning, there is this inconvenience, that he is led to replace by

the energetic expression of the corporeal form, the moral expression of the inner man ; that is to

say, of the soul, of the feeling, of the various affections and passions.

" Thus, Michael Angelo, in his paintings, seemed to think more of how his figures should seem
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familiar confidence of Leo X.,—amiable, beneficent, great, and capable of

recognizing gi-eatness in others.

Many other pontiffs have patronized art, hence I cannot often dwell upon

a subject which, otherwise, is so attractive. But when treating of such an

age as that of Leo X., who that loves art can be silent? I shall be the less

overwhelmed bj the name of Michael Angelo when I have to speak of his

continued labors at the Vatican, and the tomb of Julius II., at Saint Peter

in vincoli. And besides, it seems to me that in this digression, I have not

lost sight of my real subject. The two magnificent portraits of Julius and

Leo are part of my subject ; and this mention of them seemed to me a fitting

recreation after a grave and stern task.

"^lien printing was making its first essays, the arts, perhaps, had even

more power than the sciences. A manuscript book was only elaborated

with great toil and trouble, and remained in the hands of a jealous owner.

A painting or a fresco instructed the whole world. They, therefore, were

pri'aleged to give lessons—to teach virtue, and to denounce crime. Preach-

ing was doubtless powerful : the arts could not strike so certainly, but they

had their own strength ; and among a people who loved images, and had

saved them from the brutahty of the Emperor Constantius, they had power

over the mind as formerly they had at Athens and at Rome. We do not

now see what Eajshael may have been. He held high position in the capi-

to move (and in that he has no equal), than of how they should seem to t/dnk. Generally there

is no sensibility in his heads, no grace in his compositions, no pretension whether to express

beauty or whether to present varieties of age, sex, conditions, costumes, &c. He discerns in forms

no qualities but energy and foi'ce ; in his head, no expression but severity and sternness.

" Kaphael's talent, made up of many elements, was purified and ruled by his taste for the

antique. Inclined from his childhood to embrace all the qualities which make the painter, he

constantly had an onward and upward tendency, from his first work to his last, to\vai-ds that

sort of moral point of view which places the impressions of sentiment before those of science.

This latter was not properly his object ; it especially was not his sole object. Science was to him

what it ought to be, a means of giving the best form to his thoughts, and fitly to express the

disposition of each subject. Thus, while Michael Angelo, in the diversity of his figures and com-

positions, seems to have but one tone, and, if we may so express it, one model, Raphael changes

his at will ; or, if it be preferred, he varies his modes and treatment according to his object.

Finally, we cannot but remark to his praise, that he has worked upon all kinds of subjects, from

the simplest to the most sublime. Biblical, religious, historical, mythological, and allegorical,

he hoB treated all. Of him, if of any painter, it may truly be said

:

"'Nihil quod non tetiffit— ni/iil Migit quod non ornavit—He revived among the moderns the

entire poetical world of the Greeks.'*

" If Michael Angelo was the greatest of draughtsmen, Raphael was the greatest of painters.

Now the [lainter rocjuirea many qualities that are not needed by the draughtsman. If Michael

Angelo had the advantage, by his scientific and original style of drawing, of being, in that branch

of the art, beyond and aVjove all rivalry, Raphael had the merit of daring, in every style, all the

points of parallel, and especially those of the antique."

* Bafbael aione roalil [laiiit a Leo X , after having painted a .lulius II. I have the engravings of both portraits before

me. (We omit the long note in which tli« aatbor enterst into art dlsciusion of Eapbael's works.)
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tal, Celio Calcagniui calls liim vir proidives—a very rich man ; and Vasari

says that he lived non da pittore^ ma da principe—7iot like a painter, hut like a

prince.

If grief is to be measured by the loss, no loss of this kind can have caused

a mourning comparable to that of the death of Raphael, at the zenith of

the highest reputation that talent can give, and snatched away at an age

which to most men is not that of mastery, but only of hope. How many
master-pieces, pure and Cathohc master-pieces, were thus snatched from

the admiration of ages ! How many grand and beautiful ideas was he

ready to give to the light, when the demon of darkness was flasliing an evil

torch over morality, obedience, and truth ! How many grand and beautiful

ideas were consigned to nothingness !^'

All that lives, every thing in nature reproduces itself; seasons, years,

generations, communities, empires, and usurpations, succeed each other.

Genius has no successor, and ages will pass away before we can—not op-

pose, but—compare our> painters to Raphael.

Providence sent to Rome an interpreter, chaste and elegant, of the most

sacred mysteries of religion. Such was the public lament, and those melan-

choly thoughts might be likened to a funereal veil cast over all feelings,

and, to use Bembo's expression, over Nature Iterself.

Raphael, after death (1520), according to the custom of the time and

country, was exposed in his own house in the studio, where still stood on

the frame the picture of the Transfiguration, finished in parts, but wanting

in others the lastfinishing touches. His death drew tears from Leo X., who,

in truth, had intended to give a cardinal's hat to Raphael ; and, in doing so,

be it remarked, the pope would have contravened no custom, and infringed

upon no pontifical right. In giving the hat, the pope would have conferred

a distinction, and secured to the artist the title and the revenue of a cardi-

nal, while dispensing him from all ecclesiastical duties. Leo thought art

as deserving of honor as science. More than twenty scholars were invested

with the purple ; and it is well known that obscure birth, even, formed no

obstacle to such favors. We have sufficiently shown that no heraldic quar-

terings were necessary to reach even the pontificate.

The grief of a whole brilHant court, that mourning which interrupted all

business, those tears of an entire generation of the intellectual and the

learned, had in some sort mitigated the calamities of the times. Rome,

while bewaiUng her great man, stiU combated that fanatical monk who was

still for the gauntlet, for the bare temples, for war, and for the innumerable

evils that accompany war. At length spiritual labors, momentarily inter-

rupted, resumed their conservative influence.

* Quatremere, p. 367.
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The East demands oiir attention for a moment : serious affairs continued

to interest the Holy See. An endeavor was made to establish a correspond-

ence with Sehm I., emperor of Constantinople, who had just conquered

Jerusalem. Of the result of these negotiations Ave shall speak hereafter.

At this period it was known that the estabHshment of the Spaniards in

America had ceased to prosper ; there was an insurrection of the Indians,

in consequence of an outrage that a Spanish officer had committed upon

the wife of the cacique, Don Henri, who had embraced Christianity.

That cacique, having vainly demanded justice, retired with his people to

the mountains of Beoruko, whence for foui'teen years he made war on the

Spaniards. Peace was restored in 1533, by the celebrated Las Casas, who

was then in Saint Domingo, and of whom we shall hereafter have further

occasion to speak.

In 1320, Leo canonized Saint Casimir, one of the thirteen children of

Casimir IT., king of Poland. He also beatified EHzabeth, queen of Portu-

gal, and Margaret of Cortona, who was afterwards canonized by Urban

vin.

Charles Y., having become emperor in spite of Francis I., asked permis-

sion to retain the kingdom of Spain, as well as the empu'e ; which Leo

granted.

France took offence, the accumulation of the two powers being a novelty

prohibited by the ancient constitutions.

War ensued. The pope recovered Parma and Placenza, and helped to

.

drive the French fi-om Milan. What excuses Leo in this matter, though

he perhaps would have done better to remain at peace with all, is the fact

that Charles V. promised to put doAvn the seditious monk, Luther ; and

Charles certainly had more power than Francis in the matter. Sometimes,

however, God sends joys to sovereigns only on painful conditions. Festi-

vals had been ordered at Eome, but in the midst of the preparations, the

pope, although only sixty-six, sank under an attack of apoplexy, after reign-

ing eight years, eight months, and twenty days. He was interred at the

Vatican, in a sarcophagus but Httle worthy of him. Under Paul III. he

was removed to the choir of La Minerva, the church of the Dominicans,

where a tomb was raised for him beside that of Clement VII., who, like

himself, was of the Medici family.

Leo was tall, and well formed, excepting that his head was somewhat dis-

proportionately large. He loved music, conversation, and the chase. In

church he was of grave and serious appearance ; and for majesty in the

sacred functions, dignity, and sovereign majesty of bearing, he sui-passed

some of his predecessors. His morals were exemplary. On this point

Ptoscoe defends him against some Protestants. We shall insert a charac-

teristic trait of his generosity. It was his custom after dinner or supper to
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distribute among those present, whom he thought deserving, little rolls of

paper full of gold crowois. Seeing one day among those who served him at

table a man whom he knew to be deserving, he determined to give him

twenty-five crowns when he presented the basin for the pontiff to wash his

hands. The man, not imagining the pope's kind intention, retii'ed before

the repast was over. The poj^e then said to himself :
" This poor man's

ill luck must not intercept our Uberality." He therefore resolved to double

the sum, and to give the man fifty crowns when he saw him again. On the

following day the servant again attended, but again left the room before the

end of the repast. Still preserving the same intention, the pope placed

twice twenty-five crowns for each of the two days. The man did not appear,

but Leo Avould not yield, and at length, at twenty-five crowns for each day

of the man's absence, the sum amounted to three hundred.' Leo said to

himseK again :
" Why, how unfortunate it is that this servant cannot get

this small assistance."

At length the servant appeared. Leo did not wait till the end of the re-

past, but called the man to him. " Friend, we do not wish you to compel

us to give you the papacy ; here, take this money, which by five-and-twenties

has risen to three hundred. It is, however, a usury that we have made for

your benefit ; take it, and begone quickly, or we shaU be ruined !"*

Leo X. instituted an order of four hundred Icnights, who each received

from the alum-duties an income of a hundred crowns. He made sixty new

chamberlains, restored the royal academy, and repaired the baptistery of

Constantine.

Paul Jovius wrote a life of this poj^e in 1548, in folio. It was translated

from the Latin into Italian by Louis de Domenichi. There is another life

by Monsignor Angelo Fabbroni. Eoscoe pubhshed a life of Leo X., which

was translated into French by Henri.

The best hfe of this pontiff is that by Audin, which we have often con-

sulted, as has been seen by our quotations from it.

I cannot take leave of Leo X. without qu6ting from the English Eoscoe

the following judgment. As Koscoe was a Protestant, his testimony will

not be suspected of flattery.

" The pontificate of Leo X. is celebrated in the Pioman annals as one of

their happiest epochs. Wlien he took the chair of Saint Peter the misfor-

tunes of Italy were at their worst, that country having been the theatre of

a war in which aU. its governments had been engaged, and also, and still

worse, having been devastated by the French, the Swiss, and the Spaniards.

A council that had been established at Pisa, by the authority of the king of

* I take this anecdote from a manuscript in my library, entitled, Notitia della descendema,

della realfamiglia di Medici, tome i., p. 112, verso.
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France, traversed all the measures, and sometimes even affected to deny the

authority of the Holy See ; and, independently of all those calamities, Italy

was constantly tormented by fear of the Turks, who every now and then

threatened a descent upon her shores. His moderation and prudence sur-

mounted the difficulties which presented themselves to him, and during his

entire pontificate the territories of the Cluirch enjoyed greater tranquilKty

than any other State in Italy. Amidst the fierce quarrels that raged

between the two powerful monarchs, Charles Y. and Francis I., he dis-

tinguished himself by his vigilance, his wisdom, and his able policy."'^'

Eobertson also says, that Leo was the only prince who, with a prudent cir-

cumspection, watched the acts, views, and pretensions of the rival monarchs,

and shared a most generous anxiety for the tranquillity of Euroi^e.t

If we have to deplore the divisions which cut from ou.r communion so

many reared in the same faith, it is right to add that subsequently there

were illustrious Protestants who, amidst all their accusations, manifested a

wise regx-et. Leibnitz, who won the admiration of Eurojoe by the singular

variety of his labors, gives, in one of his letters, the following opinion ; and

it must be well borne in mind that it is a Protestant who thus speaks after

the Reformation

:

" The result was, that those who asked too many advantages lost those

which were justly theirs, and which it was the interest of Christianity that

they should preserve."!

In his letter to Fabricius§ (tome v., p. 228), he goes still further

:

" As God is the God of order, and the body of the Church is ojie, CathoHc

and Apostolical, under a government which is one, and with a liierarchy

which includes all its members, is of right, divine ; it follows that there must

* Roscoe, Life of Lorenzo deMedicis, vol. ii., p. 347.

f Robertson, History of Charles V.,hodk. i.

X Preface to Codex juris gentium diplornaticus. Hanover, 1693, fol.

§ Before I pass to another reign, I Avill justify myself from a cliarge wliich may perhaps be

brought against me on account of what I have said about the arts. Some Aristarchus may say

:

" Why have you given so much space to a temple, a tomb, a painter, and a sculptor, and to the

two portraits of two popes ?" It is because these two popes, who have full right to command,
on moral and physical grounds, themselves gave such great space to the men and the arts here

treated of. The books of science and literature composed at Rome have their glory. But is

there one of them which, at first view, excels the glory of the geni uses that reared Saint Peter's ?

What sight more jxjtently commands the gaze of the traveller? lie hastens to Saint Peter's, or

to the tomb of Julius II. ; the first wish is to contemplate at the earliest moment the works of

the two popes who so thoroughly understood their century. Rome is the land where artists are

themselves a power. We have not yet mentioned that the coffin of Raphael was carried by four

cardinals, and that the dean of the sacred college and four other cardinals were the pall-bearers.

The works of the great publicists, and th(! meditations of the learned, have done good service to

the noble cause of Rome, but who, in disti'ibuting titles of honor, would refuse to assign an im-

mense ])art to arts? And we say this, not overlooking the pre-eminence due to the spiritual acts,

to the SJilutary bulls, the rogtilating briefs ; and wo are tlie less likely to do so, because the arts

were the first to promulgate, in favor of the popes, tliis right divine to occupy the phico of honor.
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be, b}^ that same riglit, in the same body, a spuitual sovereign magistrate,

confining himself within just hmits (I now add these words, provided with

a directing power, and with the faculty of doing all that is necessary to dis-

charge his duties), for the interest and safety of the Church."

The Holy See remained vacant one month and seven days.*

222. ADRIAN VI.— a. d. 1522.

DKIAN VI. was originally named Florian Boyers,

He was born at Utrecht ; his father being, as

some say, a weaver, a shipbuilder, a pilot's mate,

or a brewer. His father sent him to the college

of Louvain, and Adrian subsequently received

the title of doctor from the university of that city.

Margaret, aunt of Charles V., daughter of

Maximilian, king of the Bomans, and governor-

general of Flanders, made Adrian vicar of Lou-

vain, and dean of the cathedral. In the latter capacity, he held the

office of vice-chancellor of the university. Maximilian appointed him tutor

to Charles Y., when that prince was seven years old. Adrian was then sent

Let me, in conclusion, cite tlie homage of Pope to Leo X.

:

" But see ! each muse in Leo's golden days

Starts from her trance, and trims her withered bays.

Rome's ancient genius, o'er its ruins spread,

Shakes off the dust, and rears his reverend head.

Then Sculpture and her sister arts revive
;

Stones leap'd to form and rocks began to live

;

With sweeter notes each rising temple rung
;

A Raphael painted and a Vida sung.

* In our collection we have thi'ee medals of Leo X. Around the head are these words : Leo

X., PoNTiFEX Max. On the reverse of the first medal are the arms of the Medici, surmounted

by the tiara and the keys (six besants, ranged 1-2-2-1), with the fleur-de-lis of France. The
inscription is, Gloria et Honore cohonasti evm. Roma—Thou hast crowned him vnth glory

and honor. Rome.

The second and the third have on the reverse the words : LiBERAiiiTAS PoNTlFiciA

—

Pon-

tifical Liberality.

The third is larger than the second : on one side a mitre and cardinal's hat ; on the other,

musical instruments. In this conjunction there is, perhaps, something inconsistent with pon-

tifical gravity. Flattery has gone so far as to strike this medal in two sizes. Sovereigns ne\-er

escape from flattery ; it is partly their own fault.

Du Molinet gives four other medals : Scvta combvret igni—Re will burn up the bucklers

uithfire.

This reverse is imitated from the Psalmist, who says : Confringet arma, et scuta cowiburet

igni—He will break the weapons, and give t?ie bucklers to the fire (Ps. xlv., 10). This medal was

struck on the occasion of peace with Francis I., and the signing of the Concordat.
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by Maximilian ambassador to Ferdinand, king of Spain, who gave liim the

bishopric of Tortosa.

Charles having become king of Spain on the death of Ferdinand, his ma-

ternal grandfather, that prince intrusted his former tutor, Adrian, with the

management of ail his affairs. Aibiau was ah'eady a cardinal, having been

appointed by Leo X. in the month of July, 1517. He became, in succes-

sion, inquisitor-general, and absolute master of the kingdom,—which Charles,

king of Spain, under the name of Charles I., had to leave in order to take

possession of the empire, under the name of Charles V.

Thirty-nine cardinals were in conclave on the 27th of November, 1521,

the greatest number, says Spondanus, that had ever met in conclave. Then

JuHus de Medici, and the Cardinal Gaetani, without even knowing Adrian,

with the single opposition of Franciotto Orsini, raised him to the pontifi-

cate on the 9th of January, 1522. He was then sixty-three years old. All

this took place quickly, though Adrian was absent, a stranger, without

bii'th, and unacquainted with Church government. The sacred electors

argued, that as Adrian enjoyed the favor of the emperor, he was better

qualified than any other to put down the Lutheran impiety, which was then

the most important business of the Church.

But the sacred coUege forgot that Adrian, raised so high in Spain, had

not reaUzed the idea formed of his talents. At Madrid there had arisen a

kind of revolt, called the Holy League, caused by the general discontent of

a portion of the nobihty, the clergy, and the populace, who felt offended at

the preference that had been shown to the Flemings. The greatest proof

of that preference was the almost sovereign authority conferred iipon the

son of a Louvain burgher. Adrian acted feebly, and it was not by his ex-

ertions that the insurrection was put doAvn in Madrid.

The election was not pleasing to the Romans ; they thought that the new
pope would remain in Sj^ain, and remove the Holy See to that country ; and

A medal without inscription represents an antique chariot drawn by four horses. Victory

hovers in the air in front, presenting a crown.

Another represents Rome seated ujion bucklers, and holding Victory by the hand. In the

field are the letters C. P., signifying, Carissimo Parenti.

A fourth inedal has on the reverse: ViciT Leo de Tribv Ivda—The Lion of the Tribe of
Judah has conqvered. A lion has his foot upon the world ; above, a winged Victory. Bo-

nanni, who wrote upon pontifical numismatics after Du Molinet, notes these other medals in

his Numismata Pontificum Romanorum. Rome, 1G99.

1. SvAVE

—

Gentle. This word is above a yoke. The yoke of wise laws is a gentle authority.

2. Leo Pont. Max.—S. P., S. P.—Leo, Sovereign VoviWS.—Saint Peter, Saint Paul. Ha-

loed heads of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, witli the b<;sants of the Medicis below.

3. Pacem Me.vm Do Vobis ; in tlie exergue, Roma.—My pence Igive unto you, Rome. Jesus

blesses hi.s kneeling disciples.

4. Lvx Veu.k IN TENEBRis lvcp:t. Roma.— The ti"ue light ghineth in tlie darkness. Rome.
The three Magi on horseback, watching the star.
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accordingly, when the cardinals left the conclave, they were subjected to

serious insults.

When Adrian received the news of his election, he was at Vittoria, in

Biscay. He accepted it after mature dehberation. Singularly enough, he

dechned to change his name, though the popes had for five centuries been

accustomed to do so. He fitted out a fleet of fifty vessels, under Ferdi-

nando de Andrada, and on the 8th of July he went to sea, with a numerous

escort of prelates, and four thousand soldiers,—leaving in Spain, as his vicar-

general, with the title of ApostoHc Nuncio, Bernardino Pimentel, a married

man. This novelty caused much remark. On his arrival at Genoa, he was

complimented by the duke of Milan, .the marquis of Pescara, and Prosper

Colonna, captain of the papal and imperial army. As Genoa had been

given ujj to an unbridled soldiery, and as those who had done so had in-

curred censures, they asked to be absolved from them. Adrian repHed

:

" We cannot, we should not, and we will not."*

On the 28th of August, Adrian landed at Ostia : there he re-embarked on

the Tiber, and landed at Saint Paul, outside the walls. There he stayed

one night in the convent of the Benedictines, to whom that church had been

granted in 1425, by Pope Martin Y.

Being informed that a triumphal arch, costing five hundred crowns, was

commenced before the Portese gate for his entrance, he ordered the work

discontinued, and observed that pomp of that kind better became pagans

than Christians and religious. It was already discussed in the councils,

whether the pope ought not to be crowned at Saint Paul, so that he should

enter Home as a crowned pontiff. But the general opinion was, that it was

best to abide by the old custom, and crown the pontiff in the church of the

Vatican.

On the 20th of August, the cardinals went in solemn conclave to Saint

Paul's. The pope said Mass, and then went down into the cloister, where

the cardinals kissed his hand and paid him obeisance.

Thence Adrian went into the sacristy, and thanked the cardinals for his

election. He explained the cause of his delay in arriving. He then begged

that they would harbor neither criminals nor debtors in their palaces as

places of sanctuary, and he asked that the barigel (chief of police) should

be at liberty to enter the palaces of the cardinals, to which they instantly

consented. Then, all got on horseback. His Hohness, carried in a chair

to the front of the door of Saint Paul's, there mounted a white horse, with

the Holy Sacrament carried before him (this custom has been aboHshed),

and rode towards the palace of the Vatican. On the 31st of August, the

* Tliose noble words were borrowed by the French parliaments in their refusal to register

the ministerial edicts, and by Pius VII. in his disputes with Napoleon.
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pope was solemnly crowned by Cardinal Mark (yomaro, first deacon, upon

the staircase of the Basihca. There was no gxeat concourse present, on

account of the pestilence.

One of the first measures of the pope was to issue an edict against

persons found carrying weapous. This year, too, Adrian summoned Eras-

mus to him. " Aiise, arise," said the pope to Erasmus, " arise in defence

of the Lord, and for his glory ; use, as hitherto you have done, the marvel-

lous gifts that he has bestowed upon you."

Audin records the correspondence between the pope and the great

scholar.

Erasmus hesitated ; he did not dare to join in the work which was pro-

posed to him by the head of the Church. He gave hesitating and doubtful

apologies on the score of age, infirmities, his imagination as frozen at his

fingers.; and he especially dwelt upon his unfitness to journey, as the pope

wished him, to Rome. To hear him, however, he saw the evils of the

Church and their remedy. But the remedies, he wrote, he could explain

only by trustworthy messengers, and he had none such. He ended by say-

ing, that his advice had already been rejected. Adrian soon understood

that he oould not reckon upon the co-operation of Erasmus.

Audin thus gives the portrait of Adrian :

" Pope Adiian was thoroughly German ; German in language, attu'e,''

manners, and faith ; which last needed not, like that of the Italians, the aid

of symbols and images to excite it.f He was a true Christian of the prun-

itive Church, who, unfortunately, did not perceive that the external forms, if

they are to endure, must change with the manners and customs of the

people.

" More than plainly dressed,^ he was only to be distinguished, when going

about the streets of Rome, by his escort of the halt, the lame, and the bhud,

the poor and the mendicant of both sexes, who thronged upon his path,

and to whom he distributed alms.§ No artists were there, for he loved them

not ;|| he taunted them with ' robbing the poor.'
"

* It is difficult for a pope to be German in attire. Every fold of his dress is studied for Mm.
Manners, countenance, and tastes may remain German, but the robes, the capes, the cap, etc.,

must be Roman. The masters of the ceremonies at Rome see to that.

\ Too severe ; images in Italy do not injure faith, tliough faith was before images.

X What does this mean ? Gennan as he was, he must have been dressed as he fittingly shoula

be on the day of hia enthronement ; admitting all difference of taste and preference.

g My readers can testify that I have more than once shown them such papal pictures. With-

out reckoning the tliirteen paupers of Saint Gregory, have we not seen very many pontiffs

walking with that escort of paupers, and giving them at once benediction and alms? Tlie true

pfjntiS" of Rfjme must thus be called pastor ainans inopurn.

ji

True, but we think, not the better. The greatness and the poverty of Rome might both be

attended to without miscliief to either. The poor profit largely by the influx of travellers who
Cf>me to admire the magnificence of art.
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Further on, Audin shows himself just to Leo X. ; and he was very near
failing worthily to appreciate that magnanimous sovereign. " Leo X.," says

Audin, " and Adrian VI., both did their appointed work. Leo, in associat-

ing himself to the movement of ideas, in raising and mag-nificently endow-
ing the artistic, showed the populace that the papacy, far fi-om being
inimical to enhghtenment, glorified it as the gift of God. Adrian, when art

was beyond the sweeping of the tempest, forgetting for a moment the out-

ward form, thought only of the ills of the Chiirch ; that is to say, to do a

work which has its own greatness, and for which Adrian was well quahfied."

"WTien the balance is thus held, a gxain of sand would turn it either way,

and the reader is kept in a line of moderation, in which he always should be
kept. But, what was going on in that city of which we lately spoke as

being scourged by the plague ?

Li the month of December, the contagion redoubled its ravages ; the

courts had to be closed, many of the cardinals left Rome, and the pope and
his servants shut themselves up in the palace, into which those only were

allowed to enter who were summoned, and from which no one was allowed

to go without permission.

In the spring of 1523, the pestilence ceased, and the courts resumed their

sittings. The pope did not take possession of Saint John Lateran, although,

in a consistory in January, it had been debated whether the pope could take

possession by proxy.

Much was said about the disorders of this Eoman court. Innovators

made complaints, which were not always well founded, and urged the pope

to make reforms. Adrian, harassed on all hands, and besides, urged by his

own zeal to establish order, especially in ecclesiastical discijoline, called to

his aid two of the most distinguished men for goodness, learning, and pru-

dence,—John Peter Carafa, archbishop of Chieti, and Saint Cajetan Tienee.

In concert with them, the pope began to examine attentively the question

which had -first kindled the Luthern fire—the question of indulgences.

Abuses had crept in, which the pope and the cardinals determined to repress.

They began by being very chary of those indulgences which were to the

advantage of the chancery office, which gave universal satisfaction. Dis-

interestedness on the part of men in power, is always agreeable to the

people.

On the 1st of September, after the coronation, Adrian revoked all indults

granted by the cardinals, at which they were displeased. The referenda-

ries were at that time thirty in number ; Adrian reduced them to eight, so

that the apostolical chamber might economize in that direction.

On the 9th of that month, he received solemnly, and in the midst of an

immense concourse of people, the palfrey and the tribute of seven thousand

ounces of gold for the kingdom of Sicily ; they were presented by John
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Monoel, ambassador from Cbarles V., and Jane, queen of Aragon and Sicily.

On that occasion, the pope ratified the investiture of the kingdom of Naples

in favor of Charles.

On the 9th of December, Adrian published the revocation that he had

made in the month of April, at Saragossa, of all the cxpectativcs of benefices.

These expedatives were a kind of privilege granted by the popes, the cai'di-

nals, and the bishops, to ecclesiastical persons, who thus were secured the

survivorship of the actual titularies ; or, what we now call, as to bishoprics,

coadjutorsltips, and, for seculars, reversions.

The Holy Father was absolutely bent upon putting down Lutheranism.

He wrote urgent letters to those princes who had remained faithful, and he

sent his nuncio, Frarncis Cheregat, to the Diet of Nuremberg. It was tliei'e

determined to enforce the decrees of Charles V. and Leo X., against Luther.

The apostate monk seemed to pay Kttle attention to these decrees, as he

was protected by several princes who held his doctrines, and were repaid

by his granting to them bishoprics and the greater part of the ecclesiastical

property.

By the same Cheregat, Adrian sent a paternal brief to Frederic, duke of

Saxony, in which, reminding him of the piety of his ancestors, he exhorted

him to abandon Luther and return into the bosom of the Church.

Terms offensive to the Roman court have been ascribed to Adrian. In

his instructions, he said :
" Avow fi'ankly that God has permitted this schism

and this persecution on account of the sins of men, and especially those of

the priests and prelates of the Church." This avowal, made in deep humil-

ity, but scarcely in accordance with human prudence, contained an implicit

censvire of many acts prior to his pontificate ; and it was a subject of

triumph for the partisans of the Eeformation, and of blame for writers

attached to the court of Rome. On this subject, the Cardinal Pallaicini

said of Adrian VI. :
" He was an excellent ecclesiastic, but, in the main, a

very ordinary pope." Moreover, those proceedings belonged not exclusively

to the Roman court, pernicious examples had been given everywhere. We
have seen how often the popes had to reprove and call to better sentiments

the ecclesiastics of various countries. Schisms had been maintained only

by compliances, by abuses, and by forgetfulness of all dignity and of aU

duty. The pope was disobeyed, that men might buy and sell in the house

of the Lord.

Adrian learned that the nations of America solicited missionaries, and he

sent them some Franciscans, full of zeal for the propagation of the faith

;

gi%'ing those courageous athletes a proof of confidence and genuine love.

A bull, to be found in VerriceUi,* enacted that in the Indies, wherever no

* De Missionn. Apost., tit. iv
, p. 221.
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bishopric liad as yet been founded, or wbere, though bishoprics existed, the

bishops and their vicars could not go, religious, exprefesly authorized by

their superiors, might exercise episcopal authority, except in such things as

absolutely required the personal authority of a bishoiJ. Formerly, John

XXII. had, by bull, granted to the Franciscans, on missions, the use of a

qHasi-episcopal jurisdiction, in places where there was no CathoHc bishop.

This privilege was recognized by the Congregation of Rites, on the 5th of

April, 1704, as is shown by Lambertini.*

At this time, the island of Ehodes, the residence of the knights of that

name, was besieged by two hundred thousand Turks, commanded by Soli-

man II. Adrian sent provisions to the knights, but contrary winds delayed

the flotiUa, and the besieged were reduced to the last extremities. How-
ever, as the knights continued to display their usual courage, the Turks

prepared to raise the siege. Then the chancellor of the order, Andrew

d'Amaral, a Portuguese, irritated because PhiHp de Villiers I'lle Adam was

preferred to him for the dignity of grand master, caused a slinger to throw

a paper into the Turkish camp, giving the besiegers notice that the place

was no longer defensible, and SoHman consequently continued the attack.

After a siege of six months, the place was surrendered on honorable terms,

and the sultan, who entered in triumph, paid the highest honors to the

grand master. The knights had wrested the island from the Saracens two

hundred and thirteen years before, and had held it as sovereigns. It was

the fifth residence of those brave knights, and they now only lost it by the

treachery of the Portugaiese knight. They afterwards wandered about fi'om

place to place, until Charles V. gave them the island of Malta, on condition

of their presenting a falcon to the king of Naples, the sovereign of that

island.

Though the warlike disposition of Julius II. cannot be entirely justified,

yet we must not be too strongly prejudiced against it. We now find Adrian,

though opposed to such habits, and accustomed to retirement and prayer,

forced intd sending against Malatesta, lord of Rimini, the Spanish army

which had escorted the new pontiff to Italy. The same army was employed

to restore the duchy of Urbino to Francis Mary de la Rovera, who had

been deprived of it by Leo X. Alphonso d'Este at the same time received

the duchy of Ferrara. The same pope labored to separate the Yenetians

from the league with the French. Not content with this success, he engaged

the republic to contract an alliance with the Emperor Ferdinand of Austria,

and the duke of Milan. By that means Adrian deemed himself secured

against any attack by the French.

These politic provisions were successful, but Adrian at the same time is

* Be Canonizatione S. S., lib. ii., cap. 11, No. 4.
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censurable for having sliowTi such an excessive gi-atitude towards tlie im-

perial court, as to render it in some sort the arbiter of the decisions of the

Vatican.

In the midst of so much condescension, Adrian, Httle accustomed to gov-

ernment, did not discover that Cardinal Soderini, in whom he had great

confidence, had a secret understanding with Francis I., and advised him to

take advantage of the distiirbauces to conquer the island of Sicily. The

ti-eacherj' was at last discovered, the property of the cardinal confiscated,

and he was confined in the castle of Saint Angelo.

It is but justice to Adrian to say, that what he could least forget was the

interest of the priesthood. On the 13th of May, 1523, he canonized Saint

Benno, abbot and provost in the city of Hildesheim, and then bishop of

Meissen, in Lower Saxony, and apostle of the Slavonians. He had been a

great defender of Gregory VII. against Henry IV., king of the Bomans,

whom he even ventured to excommunicate. A thousand griefs and pains,

aggravated by his great age, caused his death on the 16th of June, 1106, in

his seventy-sixth year, after being the most courageous of bishops during

forty years. The process of his canonization had been pursued under Alex-

ander VI., JuHus II., and Leo X.

In the same solemnity, Adrian also canonized Saint Antoninus, thus

named on account of his small size—Antoninus being the diminutive of his

real name, Antonio. He belonged to the Dominicans, and had been arch-

bishop of Florence. Adrian extended to the kings of Spain the right granted

by Leo X. to the French kings, to choose and nominate bishops. At the

same time the kings of Spain obtained the privilege of being perpetual

grand masters of the orders of Saint James, of Oalatrava, and of Alcantara.

Adrian, worn out by the fatigues and anxieties to which he was subjected

between Luther and the Turks, found his health daily failing, and he at

length died on the 14th of September, 1523, at the age of sixty-four, after

governing the Church one year, eight months, and six days. He had

created only one cardinal. He had long suffered with the stone. He was

interred at the Vatican, between the two Piccolomini popes—Pius II. and

Pius in.*

Adrian was afterwards removed into the Church of Santa Maria, de

TAnima, the national church of the Germans, built after the designs of

Balthazar Peruzzi, by Cardinal William Enchenvocrt, the single member of

the sacred coUege created by him.

Adrian, though a stranger iofamily nepotism, was not so to national nep-

otism.

* Novaes (vi., p. 215) relates that upon his tomb was placed the shameful inscription

:

Hiejacet Impius inter Pica—
Between the piou8, here the impious lie^t.

Vol. I.—45
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Adrian had a handsome countenance : it was a pleasure to look upon his

fail- and ruddy face. He was tall, but naturally, or from the effect of age,

his head drooped dowTi. He seemed inclined to gayety of temper, and every

one found his conversation frank and agreeable. There was much to admire

in the courage with which he said— We will not adorn the priests and the

churches, hut ^ue will adorn the church with the priests. He often issued bulls,

and insisted on their being gratis.

Adrian, as we have said, had, like some other popes, no inclination to

family nepotism. Many of his relations ventured to go to Kome in hope of

making their fortune. Adrian gave them a small sum of money to pay

their travelling expenses, and sent them back to Flanders on foot. He, hke

Adrian IV., said that he owed more to Christ than to the flesh, on which he

loonld not%uild*

Adrian was not splendid ; he was reputed to love neither poets nor luxury,

and we have seen that he was no patron of antiquarians. At Eome this

was deemed a great misfortune. As to the reproach that he did not spend

* Before tliey discovered, in an excavation, the statue of Patroclus,f killed by Hector in the

Trojan war, and carried out of the battle by Menelaus, there was a tailor, named Pasquin, fa-

mous for his witty sayings, and the idlers of the time used to haunt his shop to hear him, and

to draw out his satire. After the death of that buflfoon, his friends having no longer occasion to

assemble in that shop, hit upon the plan of putting their witticisms in writing, and stick them

on the statue of Patroclus, newly discovered, and set up on a spot near that on which afterwards

the Braschi j)alace was built. That mutilated statue received from the populace the name of

Pasquin, and the satires pasted on it were called Pasquinades. For a long time, nobles, prelates,

and foreign princes were exposed to these always biting satires. It was astonishing that a city

where impertinence can as easily be silenced as elsewhere, no means could be found to silence

a mutilated marble, devoid of nose, legs, and arms, although of such exquisite sculpture that

Bernini considered it the finest he had ever seen, and always stopped to admire it when he was

in that part of the city. Pope Adrian VI., little acquainted with the habits of the Romans, and

unaware that in that often disturbed city civil war had only ceased on being replaced by the

Pasquinades, and that the bitterest of taunts and jeers were very much preferable to assassina-

tion and civil M'ar—Adrian, who, moreover, attached but small value to antiquities, and lacked

Roman sagacity on the matter, thought of having the statue removed and thrown into the Tiber,

or burned. But one of his courtiers diverted him by telling him that if Pasquin were thrown

into the river, a croaking would be heard louder than of the frogs in their marshes ; and that if

he were burned, the poets, with a natural turn for evil speaking, woidd yearly assemble at the

place of the execution of their advocate:]: to celebrate his funeral, and to blacken the memory of

the pontiff who had condemned him. This was sufficient to stop a man of sense like Adrian

;

Pasquin lost neither his existence nor his privilege, and he continues to this day to lacerate

with impunity the living and even the dead, and especially those who lay violent hands upon

the country.

Generally, Pasquin is feigned to converse with another statue called Marff)rio, supposed to be

so named from having been found in the forum of Mars. One statue asks a question, and the

other replies. Marforio, according to Fea, is an ancient statue representing the river Rhine, and

probably belonged to the colossal bronze statue of the Emperor Domitian, formerly standing in

the Forum.—(Fea, Description ofBorne : Rome, 1821, p. 196.)

t See Cancollieri, in his notices of the two fiunous stiitucs of a river and Patroclus, vulgarly called Mnrfurio and Pas-

quin. Uoino, 1789, fivo.

X Novacs, vl., p. 218.
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much, it may be replied that lie found the treasury empty, and that all

Christian princes, and even Charles, had refused to aid him. However, by

dint of effort and solicitation, and, especially, self-denial, he sent Cardinal

Gaetani, a Dominican, to Hungary, with a succw of 40,000 ducats, the ut-

most that he could raise.

Adrian sometimes said that his greatest misfortune was that of being in

power. His epitaph, ascribed to himself, thus states that fact : Adrianus VI.,

hie situs est, qui nil sihi iii/elicius in vita qnam quod impcraret, duxit—Here lies

Adrian VI., who deemed his being called to reign his greatest misfortune.

This pope ranks among the ecclesiastical writers, by his Commentary upon

the hook of Sentences. Paris, foHo, 1512.

This book, first printed when he was a professor at Louvain, was reprinted

without the author's sanction when he was the head of Christendom. In it

one proposition is, that the pope can err even in ivhat concerns the faith,* a pro-

position which proves nothing in favor of the Protestants, though they

often repeat it in their attacks upon the infaUibility of the sovereign pontiff,

as it may be understood of the private opinions of the popes, and not be

essentially apphcable to their solemn decisions, still less to their decrees

accepted by the body of the bishops. Adrian, on the throne, retracted the

censurable opinions contained in this book. He was the author, also, of the

Qucestiones Quodlibetica, 8 vo., 1521. Gerard Maring wrote a life of Adrian

VI., in 4to., printed at Louvain in 1536. Paul Jovius, bishop of Nocera,

pubhshed the life of Adrian VI., at Florence, 1548. This Hfe, translated

into Italian by Louis Domenichi, was published in 8vo., with that of Leo

X., by Paul Jovius. Gaspar Burman, published in 1727, at Utrecht, an-

other life of Adrian. MiUot treats this pontiff with unjust and cruel se-

verity.t The Holy See was vacant two months and four days.

* Feller, i., p. 55.

t We present two medals of this reign. They represent the head of Adrian covered with a

large white cap. Around are these worda : Adrlvnvs VI., Pont. Maxim. On the reverse of

the first we read : Quem creakt adorant, Rom/E—They adore whom th"y create, at Rome.

We have seen this type under the reign of Martin V. This piece, therefore, is a restoration.

The second bears in the exergue Roma, and around, Spiritvs Sapientle—The Spirit of

Wisdom. Oi>en books, surmounted by the keys and the tiara ; above, the Holy Ghost. Du
Molinet gives tliis medal, and speaks of Adrian in the most pompous terms. Medals with tlie

eflBgy of Adrian VI., struck at Louvain, are believed to exist. I am not acquainted with them.

Bonanni (vol. i., p. 184), gives the following m(!dal : Vt ipse kixiam—That I shall fiimh it

myself. A tower building, surroimded by scaffolding. Bonanni thinks that by this tower com-

menced, is to be understood the sending of an envoy to Nuremberg to combat Luther. The

poj)e reserved the finishing strokes to be given by himself, in the endeavor to put down the ad-

vcrsarj-, and to opfjosc a tower to the invasion which menaced Catholicity. Do Glen, in his

Histoire Pontificate, p. 862, already quoted, thus speaks of Luther a century after : "Satan,

wishing to make a final effort against the Church, found a proper tool in the apostate Martin

Luther, the noted architect or renovator of all the heresies that had been condemned and buried

cnturies liefore." De Glen, like Adrian, was a Fleming, but speaks in unbecoming terms of

Uia fellow-ojuntryman.
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223. CLEMEJs^T VIL— a. d. 1523.

|LEMENT VII. (JuHus de Medici) was tlie legitimate

son of the Julian de Medici whose assassination by

the Florentine conspirators of the Pazzi faction on

the 26th of April, 1478, a mouth before the bii-th of

Juhus, we have akeady described. His mother was

^ Autonia del Cittadino, or of the Gorini. To prove

the authenticity of her marriage with JuHan, two

cardinals were ai:)pointed to make inquiry, and they

found witnesses who had been present at a secret marriage.

During his exile, Julius, at the age of eighteen, entered the order of the

Knights of Rhodes, and was prior of Capua. He next became archbishop

of Embrun, and then obtained the archbishopric of Florence. In 1513,

Leo X., his cousin, created him cardinal-deacon of Saint Mary in dominica.

He was legate in the league of Leo X. and Charles V., against the French,

and did not quit the army sent to meet them.

After the funeral of Adrian YI., thirty-three sacred electors entered into

conclave on the 1st of October. The guard was intrusted to the grand

master of Rhodes, L'lle Adam, who had been summoned to Rome by Adrian

YI., and received with the most flattering honors.

Julius, aged forty-five, was elected pope on the 18th of November, 1523,

and promulgated on the 19th, after fifty days of conclave—that is to say,

the very day on which, two years before, he had entered Milan as a con-

queror. He owed his elevation especially to the younger cardinals. He
had been named by way of adoration—that is to say, pubhcly and by accla-

mation ; but he desired that there should be a scrutiny, declaring that, though

it was in his power to invoke an act of adoration, he would forego aU right

resulting fi'om it. It was possible that, on the scrutiny, his election might

be lost, but it elected him unanimously, "with the exception of his own vote

;

and Cardinal Mark Cornaro crowned him under the name of Clement YII.,

at Saint Peter's, on the 26th of December, but he did not take solemn pos-

session of Saint John Lateran. He thought of doing so on Saint John the

Baptist's day, in 1525, but the project was not carried into execution.

The new pontiff received into his good gi-aces Cardinal Soderini, who left

the castle of Saint Angelo to enter the conclave, though in the previous

negotiations as to the choice of a pope, he had been opposed to Julius.

" On this occasion," said the Romans, " the pontiff showed himself Clement
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by both name and natnre." Some authors affirm that he wished to keep

his own name of Julius, but it -was objected that a pope who preserved his

o^\Ti name would die in a few years, as had been the case Avith Adrian. He
accordingly consented to change his name to Clement VII., paying no atten-

tion to the fact that an antipope, in the time of Urban V., had usurped the

name.

The pope immediately sent into Germany Cardinal Campeggio, the most

skilfid member of the sacred coUege, and one of the most respected for piety

and virtue. It was he who, with many princes of the empire, assembled at

Ratisbon, published a reform of the clergy, consisting of thirty-five chap-

ters. Subsequently, Clement, whose views were truly pacific, dihgently

applied himself to restore the most perfect concord among the Christian

pi'inces, to diminish the scandal of their dissensions, and thus to show a

more formidable front to the enemies of religion. But if the commence-

ment of this reign was pacific as the pontiff himself, the continuation be-

came so fi-ightfully painful, that the Church, from its birth, had never,

under any other pojfe, experienced so much misery, violence, and unfore-

seen catastrophe.

By a bull of the 24th of June, 1524, Clement approved the order of the

"Theatines, regular clerics, instituted by John Peter Carafa, then archbishop

of Chieti. Theate is the Latin name of Chieti, and thence these religious

took the name of Theatines. The other founders of the order were two per-

sons of an exemplary piety, Boniface del Calle, an Alexandrian noble, and

Paul Consiglieri, a Roman knight, aided in that great work by Saint Caje-

tan Tienee, a noble of Vicenza, commonly called the Founder. He recom-

mended to his religious so austere a poverty, that he said :
" You must

have no reliance but on Di\dne Providence." They are stiU known under the

same name. They were chiefly in Italy ; having only four houses in Ger-

many, five in Spain, one in France,* three in Portugal, one in Poland, and

one at Goa, in Hindostan. The Theatine nuns who, in 1583, were founded

at Naples, are scarcely known beyond the Hmit of that kingdom. They are

di\'ided into two congregations, those who take simple vows and those who
take irrevocable vows : the superiors of both are the Theatines.

In the year 1525, Clement celebrated the Jubilee of the Holy Year—that

is to say, the eighth after that of Boniface, and the second since the cele-

bration was fixed for every twenty-five years.

On the 1st of May, after the pontifical Mass of Saint John Lateran, Clem-

ent published the league concluded against the Turk, between Charles V.,

the kings of France and England, the Florentines, and the dukes of IVIilan

• They were eetablis'hed in that kingdom in 1647, by King Louis XIV. and Cardinal Maza^

rin. The latter left them in bis will a hundred thousand crowns to build their house.
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and Mantua. In this ceremony, the pope granted to all present plenary

indulgence and the pontifical benediction.

On account of the pestHeuce, there were not many pilgrims present this

Holy Year ; they dreaded the wars in Italy, rebellion in Germany, and

tumults in Hungary ; and, finally, there were the troubles excited by Luther,

who, that same year, in the forty-fifth year of his age, had mariied the nun

Catherine de Bora, abbess of a convent of the city of Nimptsch, near Grim-

ma, a city of the kingdom of Saxony, about seven leagues from Leipsic. He
lived with her until the 18th of February, 1546, on which day the apostate

died, after a fit of debauchery. From this wretched and sacrilegious union

there were three sons—John, Martin, and Paul.

At the entreat}^ of Andrew Gritti, doge of Venice, Clement beatified Saint

Lawrence Giustiniani, patriarch of that city, subsequently canonized by

Alexander VIII.

But we must now prepare to contemplate fatal scenes. It has been easy

to anticipate the evils that Luther caused ; we now behold his partisans

marching in arms on Rome. The Catholic reader must summon up aU his

courage. The Constable of Bourbon, irritated beyond measure by the injus-

tice he had suffered at the court of France, resolved on vengeance for it.

He abandoned the service of Francis I., and by an inexcusable desertion

passed into the service of Charles V. While weakening the king of France,

this augmented the strength and influence of the king of Spain and of the

king of the Bomans.

Francis I., defeated at Pavia, could not defend Clement, who was on bad

terms with Charles V. In 1526, at the moment of his deliverance, Francis

concluded a treaty with the pope, and desired to drive Charles from the

peninsula ; but neither at Bome nor in Paris were the requisite measures

taken to prevent the enemy from marching upon Bome. Bourbon com-

manded this army, made up of Lutherans and Spaniards, and lie advanced

without artillery, baggage-wagons, or munitions. Such boldness deserved

a better cause and a nobler aim. It would be difficult to prove that the

Bomans then did not regret the absence of the warlike energy of Pope

Julius II.

Benzo di Ceri, of the Orsini family, undertook to save Bome, but the

pope had sent away some foreign troops on whom he could rely, and the

city was left to its own citizens, long unused to v,^ar.

On the 4th of March, 1527,* Charles de Bourbon led his soldiers to the

assault. Benvenuto CeUini, in his life, states that he was an eye-witness,

and thus proceeds :
" The whole city took up arms. We then proceeded

along the walls of the Campo Santo, and thence we saw that immense army

* Italj/, p. 245.
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making every eflbrt to remain at that part of the wall which we were ap-

proaching. We saw the bodies of many young men, killed by the assailants.

A dense fog prevailed. I turned towards Alexander del Bene, one of my
companions, and said to him :

' Let us get back to the house as soon as

possible, for there is no remedy in the world. You see the enemy enter,

our people flee.' Alexander, much alarmed, exclaimed :
' Would to God

that we had not come !' and then he hastily turned to go away. But I

detained him, saying :
' Since you have brought me here, we must do some-

thing honorable.' And pointing my arquebus where I saw the soldiers

thickest, I aimed at a person taller than the rest. The fog prevented me
from being siire whether he was mounted or on foot. Looking at Alexan-

der and my other companion Cecchino, I told them to fire their pieces, and

I placed them so that they would not receive a shot from the enemy. When
each of us had fired two shots, I looked cautiously over the wall ; I remarked

a great bustle among the assailants, because one of our shots had killed

Bourbon, and he was the first man that I saw taken up by the others, as we
afterwards clearly perceived.

" We retu-ed by the Campo Santo, and entered by Saint Peter's. Coming

out behind the church of Saint Angelo, we with great difiiculty reached the

gate of the castle, for Renzo di Ceri and Horace Baghoni wounded or killed

those who avoided fighting at the walls. The drawbridge was lowered, for

the enemy was already in the city, and I got into the fort at the moment

when Pope Clement arrived by the corridors."*

Furious on learning the death of their general, killed early in the assault,

either by Benvenuto Cellini, or some other hand, the soldiers at first gave no

quarter. The first day, nearly eight thousand Romans were butchered in a

single portion of the city, although they implored mercy on their knees.

" Never, probably, in the history of the world," says Sismondi, " has a

great capital been abandoned to a more atrocious abuse of victory ; never

has a powerful army been composed of more ferocious soldiers, or more

frightfully shaken off the yoke of discipHne. It was not enough that the

whole wealth, sacred and profane, that piety or industry had amassed, was

given over to the rapacity of the plundering soldiers, the very persons of

the unfortunate inhabitants were equally delivered over to the brutal

caprices of the soldiers. While women of rank fell victims to insatiable

lust, those suspected of possessing hidden wealth were tortured. They

were forced by torments to sign notes, and to exhaust the means of any

* There are corridors leading from the palace of the Vatican to the castle of Saint Augelo.

They are built like aqueducts. When they extend the length of a street, they are, as it were,

built against the wall, and intercept the light from the first story. Few persons visit those

corridors, which still exist. To do so requires express permission, but it is a very curious and

memorable journey.
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friends they might have in other countries. Many prehites sank under

those sufferings. After paying ransom, and beheving themselves safe from

any further attacks, they were obhged to ransom themselves anew ; and

many died of violence, grief, or fear. German soldiers, doubly drunk with

wine and blood, led bishops about mounted on asses, and clothed in their

canonical habits, or dragged cardinals through the streets, loading them

with blows and insults. In their greed, those soldiers broke open the tab-

ernacles and mutilated master-pieces of the arts. The Vatican library was

sacked ; the squares and the churches became markets, where the soldiers

sold young women and horses ; and these abominable excesses, committed

even in the Basilica of Saint Peter and Saint Paul, an asylum venerated by

Attila,* the pillage of which, under Genseric, lasted only a fortnight, was

now kept up without mitigation for two months."

Amidst so many atrocities, no respect was paid even to that class of

talents which, having no great wealth, offered no temptation to cupidity.

Eelying on that feehng of dignity which is venerated by the most barbarous

nations, artists of all nations who Hved in Eonie, after asking for hberty and

life, uttered words of honor, of courage, and of piety. But what could you

say to those monsters, nurtured in crime and bloodshed, who, during five

years, had pitilessly plundered and overwhelmed with grief other provinces

of the peninsula ? What was your mistake ! You adorned the temples

with elegance, you embeUished them with sacred images, and you placed in

the tombs the allegories of the Church ; against you, also, war is declared.

The iconoclasts of Leo, that low-born, wicked soldier, have returned. What
need of you and of those fictions ? they ask. The temples must be bare

;

like the other Komans, you will perish if you do not flee. The very soldiers

who revered Nuestra Senora del Pilar, and doubtless asked pardon at her

shrine on their return, even they, led away by the fatal society of their com-

panions in wickedness, forgot the voice of their priests, and would blush to

kneel even before their Saint James of Compostella.

Halberds in a moment scattered the learned school of Michael Angelo and

of Eaphael.

Let us specify, as Bome in her enthusiastic and poetic language has done,

the ravages that she had to deplore.

Antonio Sangallo abandoned his pilasters, half reared in Saint Peter's,

where they had burned even his scaffolding. From the summit of the castle

of Saint Angelo, sole refuge of Catholic Borne, scarcely can he distinguish

the last stories of the Vatican which he has been appointed to adorn.

Polydore takes flight in Salerno. He only risks returning towards Na-

ples. JuHo Bomano only resumes his brushes when he reaches Mantua.

* Italy, p. 247.
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Pellegrino carries his grace, his taste, and his freshness to Modena. Gau-

denzio Ferraii gives lessons of the loggia and of the stanze to his admirers

in Mihm. Perrino del Yaga establishes an academy at Genoa. One artist

alone, Bosso, who afterwards constructed and ornamented with pictures the

great gallery of Fontainebleaii, would not hide in Rome, where rehgion is

no longer fi-ee or art protected. Rosso is bound, beaten, chained, called

impious and idolatrous. If he appeals to the Spaniards, the Adolence is re-

peated ; as he loves and defends his life, he of course must have hidden gold !

The pupils of him who placed in the church of La Minerva, Christ em-

bracing the cross, which no one any longer respects, rush to the side of

Michael Angelo, who, throwing down the compasses, has seized the sword,

and offers himself for the defence of Florence, which is also threatened.

So, many illustrious fugitives carry everywhere with them their resent-

ment of those outrageous wrongs. In their language of imagination, elo-

quence, and ardor, they recount their sufferings. I do not speak of the

outrages inflicted upon the learned. That was not the day when the house

of Ai'chimedes was to be respected.

As it is pleasing to see arts and sciences lavish their gratitude on a pro-

tector, a gratitude which survives even an empire, equally painful it is to

perceive that when outraged they give way to the passion of vengeance.

This idea must always pain our Christian feehngs. When the day of grief

and terror comes to those whom Luther calls to discord (that fatal day will

come before the end of the century, and as the History of the Popes is

endless, we shall have to give an account of that day) in Rome herself,

the still indignant arts will too well remember their disasters.

During that time Charles V. went in mourning for his victory ! The

hypocrite had public prayers offered for the liberty of the Holy Father, who
was besieged in the castle of Saint Angelo, and for the return of that peace

in Christendom which he alone disturbed. What dastardy in his orders

sent from Ai'anjuez for the deliverance of Rome, so long in the power of the

Lutheran soldiery ! He who thus commanded prayers was the very head

and master of that army to which, a very Janus of piety and revolt, he

privately sent re-enforcements from Germany.

At this news, and ha\'ing so odious an enemy, the pope deemed that he

ought not yet to think of yielding. They required four hundred thousand

gold ducats to allow him to leave the castle of Saint Angelo ; and further,

to deHver to the Mussulmans troops, who held him besieged, Ostia, Civita

Vecchia, Parma, Placenza, and Modena, without any stipulation for their

eventual restoration. The pope hesitated to accept these conditions. If

he had not the mihtary courage of Julius II., he had civil courage and the

gift of prudence.

]\Ieanwhile, Cardinal Pompey Colonna, another enemy of Clement VII.,
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had entered Rome at the head of a troop of the tenants of his fiefs. He
had, with a sacrilegious ardor, embraced the cause of the emperor. The
cardinal enjoyed at first the humiliation of the pope, and the annoyance of

Eenzo di Ceri ; but we must quickly add, that this prince of the Church,

this Roman, could not long endure the sight of the profanation of the

temples, and the grief of his country. The peasantry of Colonna wanted

to pillage what had been left by the Spaniards and the Lutherans.

This was too much. Colonna was moved by a deep pity ; he shed tears of

repentance ; he promptly sent away the brigands whom he had brought,

and kept with him only a faithful and obedient troop. Very soon he threw

open his palace to those who desired shelter there ; with his own money he

ransomed the captive cardinals, without distinction of faction, friend and

foe alike. In the generous frankness of his penitence he would have held

out his hand even to an Orsini ! He distributed provisions to crowds of

wrretched people, who, having lost all, were perishing with hunger. Great

crimes often call forth great virtues.*

When the Spanish-German army consented to acknowledge a general, it

was Pliilibert de Chalons, prince of Orange, who commanded it, and in time

he enforced some respect to his authority.

Clement VII. again entreated the duke of Urbino to encamp on Monte

Maria, a very strong position, whence it was easy to harass or attack Rome.

What could the conqueror fear ? All that he did not fear. But La Rovera,

enemy to the Medicis and to Leo X., who for a time had deprived him of

his principality [a new instance of the evil results of nepotism], with the

vilest obstinacy, incessantly repeated that his army was not sufiiciently sup-

plied with munitions. The Venetians conjured him to act, but he was deaf

to all entreaties.

Rome had been sacked by the Gauls three hundred and sixty-two years

after its foundation ; by Alaric, king of the Goths, on the 24th of August,

A. D. 410 ; by Genseric, king of the Vandals, in 455 ; by Odoacer, in 467

;

by the Ostrogoths, in 586 ; by the Goths, in 538 ; by Totila, king of the

Goths, in 546 ; and again on the 17th of September, 548,—on that occasion

the first families were reduced to such misery that patrician ladies were

forced to beg at the gates of the Goths ; by the Emperor Constantius II.,

on the 5th of July, 665 ; by the Lombards, in 750 ; by Astolphus, king of

the same nation, in 755 ; by the African Saracens, in 896 ; by the Emperor

Arnold, in 996 ; and by the Emperor Henry IV., in 1084. But the excesses

and the carnage committed by the army of Charles V., caused the Romans
to forget the rapacity of the barbarians who had despoiled them.

* Italy, p. 249. On Saint Bartholomew's day, the duke of Guise, guilty as he was, saved a

hundred Protestants in liis house.
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The German Lutherans and Spanish Catholics, after ha^-ing committed the

most bestial enormities, insulted Rome with yet one more act of audacity-

Assembling in one of the chapels of the Vatican, and wearing the insignia of

the cardiualate, they deposed Pope Clement, and procee.ded to elect a new

pontifi'. Imitating the ceremonies of the conclave, each gave his vote to

Luther, the patriarch of the revolt, and in Rome herseK he was created

pope by that crew of miscreants.

Meantime, Clement, OA'erwhelmed by so many frightful misfortunes,

dragged on a life of grief and tears in the castle of Saint Angelo. He was

besieged seven months, fi-om the Gth of March to the 9th of December, and

was at length obliged to submit to the severest conditions. His ransom

was fixed at four hundred thousand golden crowns, which he was obliged

to pay. He was called upon for hostages, and he had to dehver up some of

his best friends—Cardinals Franciotto Orsini, Paulus Emilius Cesi, Alexan-

der Cesarini, Augustine Tri\Tilzi, and Nicholas Gaddi ; as well as John Mat-

thew Giberto, bishop of Verona ; Antonio Pucci, bishop of Pistoia, and

Onofi-ius BartoHni SaHmbeni, archbishop of Pisa. All were shut up in the

palace of Cardinal Pompey Colonna, and thence removed to Naples.

The pope, who still had thii'teen cardinals ^dth him, was closely kept

prisoner by the Spaniard Alicornio, who had been the jailer of Francis I.,

when captured at Pavia. The Spaniard treated the pope as though he had

been a chief of banditti. Then Clement, more than ever doubtful of the

good faith of Charles V., fled to Orvieto, disg-uised as a merchant, and

escorted by Louis Gonzaga. There he was hospitably received by his

relative, Nicolas Ridolfi, bishop of that city. In the interval, Bourbon's

army having left Rome, Clement, at the invitation of Cardinal Campeggio,

legate of the Holy See, went to Viterbo, and thence to Rome, which city he

re-entered on the Gth of October, 1528.

When the Emperor Charles V. learned the continued calamities of the

Catholic capital of the world, and of the head of the Church, he continued

to feign the most lively grief, suspended the festi\'ities that had been ordered

on account of the birth of his son Philip, exaggerated his outward garb of

mourning, and caused other prayers to be put up for the assistance of

Heaven against so many evils. But every one perceived the imperial hypoc-

risy when Charles, instead of setting the 'pontiff at liberty, still kept him

prisoner, and still dishonored himself by his illusory prayers for the deliv-

erance of his own prisoner, whom he might at any time have restored to

Rome in less than a month, had he chosen. Such spectacles form a dark

page in history. It is affirmed that Charles would have willingly removed

Clement to Madrid, to show the populace a fettered pope, after having so

long gratified them with the sight of an imprisoned king of France ; but

Charles feared that this fresh excess mighfe render him odious in the sight
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of his own people, and especially of his bishops, who detested the mere idea

of so violent an outrage upon the vicar of Jesus Clirist.

Clement, shortly before these sad scenes, had beatified Peter of Luxem-
burg, of the counts of Ligny, a celebrated family which had given kings to

Bohemia and emperors to Germany.

It is known that Henry VIII., king of England, had married Catharine of

Aragon, widow of his brother Arthur, and aunt of Charles V. To that end

he had obtained a dispensation from Julius III., as mentioned in our life

of that pope. But that prince afterwards plunging into illicit connec-

tion with Anne BolejTi, although he had been twenty-eight years the hus-

band' of Catharine, solicited in 1528 from Pope Clement, then at Viterbo,

that the Holy See should annul his marriage with Catharine, so that Henry

might marry Anne Boleyn, It was not his mere love of Anne Boleyn, how-

ever, that impelled him to make that demand. Courtiers, theologians, dis-

obedient to Rome, persuaded the wretched king that he ought not to con-

sider vaHd the dispensation that had previously been granted, and that he

ought not to have married his brother's widow. We repeat it, these scru-

ples tormented the perverse prince after twenty-eight years of cohabitation

with Catharine, and after that long rehance upon the vahdity of the dispen-

sation granted by JuUus II., legitimately elected pontiff. The jurisconsults

who gave such advice were actuated rather b}^ the love of gain than by

reasoning. It is evident that such a dispensation, which is absolutely and

undoubtedly within the power of the pope, had not been of rare occurrence.

Martin V., a predecessor of Julius II., had granted to the Count de Foix

permission to marry the widow of his brother ; Pagi, Thomassin, Eainaldi,

and NataHs Alexander, all confirm it.

Alexander VI. gave a dispensation to Manuel, king of Portugal, who suc-

cessively married two sisters. And, to quote later examples, after the Coun-

cil of Trent, Clement VIII. allowed the king of Poland to marry his brother's

widow. Louisa Maria de Gonzaga successively married, with the pontifi-

cal dispensation, the two brothers—Ladislas Sigismund and John Casimir,

both kings of Poland. Urban VIII. granted thirteen dispensations ; Alex-

ander VII. granted eight ; the same number were granted by Clement X.

;

two by Innocent XL, and the same number by Innocent XII. ; various

others were granted by Clement XL ; and all those pontiffs, both before

and after the time of Henry VIII. , were men illustrious alike for their doc-

trine and their virtues. They were convinced that the prohibition of trans-

versal affinity is not a law of nature, and they knew that the Mosaic law

ordered that, on pain of infamy, a brother should marry his brother's widow.*

* Novaes, Elementi delta Storia de' Sommi Pontefici, vol. iv., p. 241. I am not familiar with

such important doctrines, and I only insert this summary statement because I am supported by

BO respectable a writer as Novaes. If he did not actually write the note, he at least permitted
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I return to Clement YII. He gave provisionally a severe reply to the

request of Henry Ylll. ; at the same time intrusting the examination of the

question to Cardinals Campeggio and Wolsey. Queen Catharine appealed

fi-om a judgment that she rightly considered too favorable to the debauch-

ei-y of the king and insulting to the memory of Julius II. We seem to be

almost brought back to the time when men sought to compel another

Clement to brand the memory of one of his predecessors.

The cause being carried to Rome, was placed in the hands of Paul Capi-

zucchi, dean of the Rota, who examined it during three years, in the hope

that the king, repenting, would abandon his demand.

Henry then had the audacity to constitute himself judge in his own cause,

and assuming that he was a fitting arbiter in such a dispute, he married

Anne Boleyn in 1533. She had constantly irritated the king's deskes by

protesting that she would never consent to his wishes, unless as his lawful

queen, although it is said that she had previously been less severe with

others to whom she had sacrificed her honor, as both her mother and sister

had sacrificed theii's to Heniy VIII., the fatal debauchee who was to work

so much evil to the Church.

Henry had sent Cardinal Campeggio out of Great Britain, and had with-

draA\Ti his favor fi'om Wolsey. The pontiff, informed of what was passing

in England, issued a bull excommunicating Henry, unless within one month

he took back his lawful wife Catharine, and dismissed the courtesan Anne

Boleyn. But entreaties, wholesome advice, threats, exhortations, and

promises of affection, were all alike inefi'ectual upon the mind of Henry.

This business was treated with much dehcacy, and all Europe knew that an

excommunication was almost always followed by pardon, when the guUty

made the least show of repentance. Clement assembled a consistory on the

23d of March, 1534. There were present twenty-two cardinals, all who

were then in Rome, and there the pope declared the marriage between

Henry and Catharine vaHd. Only three cardinals were in favor of granting

the divorce ; the other nineteen condemned the king to respect the mar-

riage. The sentence pronounced by the pope, the cardinals consenting, was

a consequence of this decision ; the censures were confirmed, and it was

said that the king had akeady incurred them.

Those who, from an unforeseen case, make a rule for anterior facts,-'

accuse Clement of imprudence in this dehberation. They say :
" If that

pontifical sentence had been deferred, as suggested by Francis I., king of

France, the English schism would not have occurred ; for, six days after

il to be written by a skilful theologian, at Rom*!, for insertion in this work. I will add thai

such dispensations were granted during the ministry of the Cardinal de Bcrnis, and that, in mj
own thne, at Rome, such were successfully solicited.

• Novaes, vi., p. 2id.
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the excommunication was pronounced, letters arrived at Bome, in wliicli

the king of France announced that Henry submitted to the Holy See, and

promised to obey the pontifical judgments, provided that the pope did not

cut him off from the communion of the faithful. Henry further desired

that those who were under his suspicions should be excluded from the

examination of the cause, and that commissioners should be sent to Cam-
bray to hear the arguments, motives, and excuses that would be presented

by the king's delegates."

Moreover, Clement's accusers add that scarcely twenty-one months elapsed

between the separation and the death of Catharine, and that with her death

the controversy would necessarily have ended, had it lasted till then. But

it will be replied, in favor of Clement, that he had not, with the pontificate,

received the gift of prophecy, and that he had to deal, not -xsdth what might

(or might not) be in the hidden future, but with what was before him in the

active visible present. Catharine might long survive, and Henry, who had

married Anne Boleynin 1533, remained in a state of divorce. Clement had

long waited : perhaps some of his advisers hoped that' circumstances would

arise to change the state of the question. The fi'ightful debauchery of

Henry, the sanctity of the sacrament of marriage trampled under foot, the

arrogant contempt with which he had treated the words of the head of the

Church, aU these circumstances demanded that potver should remain icith

God. And then, who knows whether the promises of the king, blinded as

he was by passion, promises which came only after sentence, would have

proved sincere, docile, and durable ?

Novaes here praises Bercastel, whose sentiments he entirely approves.

There are other motives to add. The king no longer listened to the sug-

gestions of reason, and would not yield : the English clergy was rich, and

might be plundered without the king renouncing his passion.

Immense abbeys, considerable lands, income, benefices, a portion of the

landed revenue of England, passed into the hands of the king's minions.

Clement, who had waited so long, might have waited stiU longer, and the

same events would have taken place, without allowing history to praise, as

it can, and must do, the firmness of the Boman pontiff, and his inflexible

attachment to the rules of church discipline. Those rules Clement never

for an instant lost sight of.

We grieve to have to give these details upon the extinction of the faith

in England. The Britons received the Catholic faith by the preaching of

Joseph of Arimathea : that faith, when almost forgotten, was revived by the

son of King Lucius, who solicited Pope Saint Eleutherius to send him mis-

sionaries. They induced the king and his people to receive the faith, which

reigned there until the fury of Diocletian almost entirely destroyed it. It

flourished again by the zeal of Gregory the Great, who, towards the close
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of the fifth century, sent thither some holy monks ; and fi'om that time, for

a thousand years, the faith flourished : always solid, pure, and spotless.*

On receiving news of the excommunication, Henry entirely abolished the

pontifical authority m his kingdom. He refused the aiinual tribute which

had been paid to the Holy See from the daj'S of Ina, king of the West

Saxons of England, under the reign of Innocent III. He threatened with

death all who recognized the pope's supremacy. He forbade prayers for

the pope, for which he substituted those impious words :
" From the tyran-

ny of the bishop of Rome and fi'om detestable enormities, good Lord deliver

us." He compelled the clergy to recognize him by oath as head of the

Church, constituted immediately by Christ. For this, he made a new ordi-

nation of bishops. He adopted a host of the Lutheran errors, and they

named him the Postillion of the Reformation ; and, finally, from aU the vari-

ous sects, he formed such a mixture as banished the Catholic reHgion from

the entire kingdom.

Meanwhile a Diet had assembled at Worms, to which Clement sent his

nuncio, in order to concihate the Lutherans, who had so greatly increased

the disturbances in Europe. Ferdinand, brother of Charles V., had decided,

in that Diet, in concert with most of the princes and cities of the empire,

that the decree should be acted upon, which the emperor had pubhshed at

Worms, with some orders calculated to arrest the progress of heresy. But

some other princes, partisans of Lutheranism, John, elector of Saxony

;

George, elector of Brandeburg ; Ernest and Francis, dukes of Lunenburg

;

Phihp, landgrave of Hesse, and Wolfgang, prince of Anhalt, with but too

many of the imperial cities—Strasburg, Nuremberg, Ulm, Constance, Mem-
mingen, Lindau, Heilbronn, Saint Gall, and others—protested against the

decree of the Diet. It was by this act of protestation that the Lutherans

acquired the name of Protestants, which distinguishes them from other

heretics.

During all these misfortunes, during all these poignant griefs of the faith,

other disasters seemed to menace the Church. Soliman, with a terrible

miUtary array, prepared in person to invade the kingdom of Hungary.

King Ferdinand called on the Holy Father for assistance. Clement, still

generous, in spite of all that had occurred in Rome, neglected no opportu-

nity to connect himself more closely with Charles V. He asked that prince

whether he would receive the pontiff in Spain, or would himself go to Italy,

that they might hold a conference. Charles, with a respectful deference,

replied that the pope should himself appoint their place of meeting. It

was agreed that the pope should go to Bologna, and that Charles would

* The Jesuit Father Parsons wrote, in English, " The Three Conversions of England, from
Puganmn to the Christian Religion."
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meet him there. But Clement, worn down bj a cruel disease, was obhged

to defer his journey, and even for some time to renounce the fatigues of gov-

ernment ; and, accordingly, he named for the temporary government of Bome
four cardinals—Alexander Earnese, Andrew della Yalle, Augustine Spinola,

and Paul Cesi. Shortly afterwards, his health enabled the pope to set out.

We have already adverted to some facts relating to the English schism,

more recent than those which now occupy our attention ; but we could not

interrupt our recital of such misfortunes, and we are obliged to revert to

circumstances which preceded that most lamentable separation. In the

congress which took place at Bologna, the pope had the happiness of seeing

peace concluded between the emperor and the Venetians, and the dukes of

Milan, Savoy, and Mantua.

On the 24th of February, 1530, Clement solemnly gave the crown to

Charles V. He was the last emperor who received it fi-om the hands of the

pope. The ancient ceremonies were observed. Charles V., wearing the

crown, held the stirrup^of the horse that the pope mounted for the solemn

cavalcade. The ceremony was also fulfilled of receiving the emperor elect

as canon of the Vatican, previous to the coronation, in the chajDel of Saint

Mary, between two towers which are near the Basilica. In the church of

Saint Petrona, at Bologna, a magnificent chapel was built, which was to

replace that of Saint Mary.

Several days after, the pope published a bull to make up for any cere-

monies of the old rite that might have been omitted. Then, following the

example of Leo X., Clement granted that the kingdom of Naples should,

during the life of Charles, be considered part and parcel of the Germanic

empire.

Clement, thus friendly with Charles V., would not neglect to become also

more intimately and undoubtedly the fi-iend of Francis I.

On the 9th of September, 1533, the pope j)roceeded to Pisa. Thence he

embarked on the French galleys, and disembarked at Marseilles to discuss

the proposed marriage of his niece, Catharine de Medici (afterwards mother

of three kings—Francis II., Charles IX., and Henry III.)—to the duke of

Orleans, afterwards Henry II.

On this occasion, Clement, considering himself a traveller, renounced an

ancient custom, and sat at table with the queen, wife of Francis I. Bercas-

tel, in the History of the Church (vol. xvii., p. 343), describes the magnifi-

cence of Clement's entrance into Marseilles.

Clement returned to Home, where he had decided that his successor

should be chosen in case of his own death during this journey. At

Rome he fell sick, and after six months suffering, died on the 25th of

September, 1534, after governing the Church ten years, ten months, and

seven days.
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He appointed as testamentary executors Cardinal Cibo, Salviati, Eidolfi,

and Medici ; leaving tliem a sum of money to pay the expenses of liis tomb

and that of Leo X. Tlie tomb, in the church of La Minerva, contains the

bodies of Leo X. and Clement VIL
Clement VLE. was a pope of invincible firmness in the calamities and

miseries of his time, which oppressed not only Rome, but all Christendom.

He had been a successful cardinal ; for, under Leo X., he administered aU

things prosperously.

But it is certain that his pontificate was fatal to Rome, if we take into

consideration the progress of Lutheranism, the English schism, and that

abominable invasion of Rome.

Many writers say that Clement was odious to the courts, suspected by

the princes, of doubtful faith, niggardly, and but little addicted to distrib-

uting benefits ; but they cannot help confessing that, in his actions, he was

grave, sagacious, and of great genius, when unforeseen circumstances did

not compel him to change his resolution.

One of his greatest virtues was the clemency with which he pardoned

Cardinal Soderini, who was his sworn enemy, and who afterAvards was his

fi'iend and panegyrist. On the provisional tomb, erected for him at the

Vatican, the following inscription was very justly placed :
" To Clement VIL,

sovereign pontiff, whose invincible firmness was only exceeded by his clem-

ency."

Clement enriched the Vatican Ubyary with a great number of volumes.

A great many of this pope's letters are extant, to the king of France, the

king of England, and some men of learning. His letters to Charles V.,

pubhshed under the title, Epistoke dementis VII. ad Carolum V. ; alterce

Caroli V. dementi respondentis (4to, 1527), are very rare.

We mention here the connection of Michael Angelo with this pope.

After continuing the plans relating to the mausoleum of Julius II., Mi-

chael Angelo, previous to the misfortunes of Rome, went to Florence ;*

thence he returned to Rome. He intended, on settling there, to divide his

time, according to the wish oi Clement VIL, between preparations for the

new painting in the Sixtine chapel and finishing the works on the mauso-

leum of JuHus II., which were to be terminated on an extremely reduced

plan.

Under Clement was commenced the fresco of the Last Judgment, which

was not finislied until 154:1, under Paul III. In connection with that work.

* We have in our cabinet an original document in his autograph. Michael Angelo, when
he wrote this, must have been in bad circumstances, for he speaks of being obliged to soil liis

horse for a very moderate sum. This document, in which the great artist writes his name
Buonarroti correctly, is, I believe, the only autograph of that great man to be found in

France.

Vo/.. I._46
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we may apply to Michael Angelo a passage of Pliny, lib. xxxv. : Pinxit et

qucB pingi non possunt—He painted even those things which cannot be painted.

We shall speak hereafter of this sublime composition.

The Holy See remained vacant seventeen days.*

* The medals of Clement VII. have around the head the words : Clemens VII. Pont. Max.
The first has on the reverse, the words, Glokia et honore coronasti evm—Thou hast

crowned him idtli glory and honor. It is a repetition of that of Leo X., of which we spoke in

our life of that pope. In the field are balls or besants of the Medicis.

A second represents the opening of the Holy Gate : M.D.XXV. Reseravit et Clavsit—Ha
has opened and s7mt. It is a repetition of a medal of Alexander VI.

A third medal in this collection has these words on the reverse, at the top of the field : Ego
SVM losEPH Frater Vester—Iam Joseph, your Tyrother. Joseph, seated on a kind of throne,

is making himself known to his brethren. This is an allusion to a convention made by Clement,

when a captive, promising Hugo Moncada, one of the generals of Charles V., that he would par-

don the Colonna who had brought his army into Italy.

Du Molinet gives other medals :

1. The opening of the Holy Gate, with a different exergue : S\tjt et Port^ casLi apertje—
Tlie. gates of heaven are opened.

2. Post mvlta plvrima restant—After many, still more remain. Alluding to the captivity

of the pope. Christ is bound to the pillar; below are the rods with which he has been scourged.

3. Clavdvntvr Belli port^—The gates of war are dosed. Discord chained near the gates

of the temple of Janus. Alluding to the peace between Francis I. and Charles V. Abundance

appears with the cornucopia in hand.

4. Vt Popvlvs bebat—Tlmt the people may drink. Moses smites the rock with his rod. The

pope had caused a well to be constructed, into which, by descents, even mules, with their bur

dens, could be taken down.

Without epigraph : Joseph, standing, receives the homage of his brethren ; some on horse-

back.

Bonanni (vol. i., p. 185) gives other medals of Clement VII.

:

1. Hodie salts facta est mvndo; in the exergue, Clemens VII., Anno Jubilei— Tliis

day salvation has been granted to the world. Clement VII., the year of JvMlee. The stable, the

infant Jesus, the Virgin, Saint Joseph, the ox, and the ass ; above, the star, which has stopped.

2. Misit D. Angelvm swm et liberavit ; in the exergue, me—God has sent his angel and

delivered me. An angel conducts Saint Peter, who holds the keys. Alluding to the deliverance

of Clement VII., leaving the castle of Saint Angelo, where he had been besieged. Louis Gon-

zaga, who awaited him in the neighboring meadows, conducted him to the mountain of Viterbo.

3. Candor iLL^aiSTS

—

An unalterable candor. A leafless tree alludes to the burning of Rome.

The sun darts its rays upon one of the besants of the Medicis. This medal, with a few varia-

tions, has been thrice repeated.

4. In the exergue : Ivstitia ex Deo—Justice comesfrom God. Clement VII. on a mule, and

wearing his mitre ; two soldiers, disguised as Spaniards, are at his knees. The artist would not

represent the pope as disguised. The disguised soldiers are Louis de Gonzaga and one of his

generals.

5. EccE Homo, in the field ; around, the words, Pro eo tt me diligerent—Behold the man !

I have suffered for him, that they should love me. Ecce Homo are the words of Pilate, the rest

is spoken by Clement for Jesus Christ :
" I have received this insult that Christians might love

me." Christ, robed, has his hands bound.
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224 PAUL III— A. D. 1534

AUL m., previously styled Alexander Farnese, of

an ancient Roman family, was the son of Louis

Farnese and of Giovanella Gaetani, daughter of

the duke of Sermoneta. He was born at Rome,

;^^ on the 28th of February, 1468. The tutor of his

V7- earlier years was Pomponius Leti ; but being sub-

m sequently sent to Florence, he there made rapid

i^^ progress in Greek and Latin.

-^ On his return to Rome, he was appointed apos-

toHcal prothonotary, by Innocent VIII. Alexander VI. made him treasurer

of the chamber ; and on the 21st of September, 1493, created him cardinal,

when he was only twenty-five or twenty-six years of age.

When Charles VIII. entered Italy, the pope sent Cardinal Alexander to

meet the king. Juhus II. made him bishop of Parma. It was Cardinal

Alexander Farnese who crowned Leo X., by whom he was created bishop

of Frascati.

The rare qualities of Farnese made him a favorite of Clement VII. That

pontiff, when at the point of death, exclaimed :
" If the pontificate was

given by bequest, we should in our last will and testament name Cardinal

Farnese as our successor."

For forty years Cardinal Farnese had maintained the dignity of the

purple ; he was wanting in no quahfication, and all judged him worthy of

the tiara.

After the funeral of the deceased pope, on the 11th of October, 1534,

thirty-seven electors met in conclave ; the first day by inspiration, and the

second by scrutiny, the}' elected, as pontiff, Cardinal Alexander Farnese,

who was then sixty-seven years of age.

There was universal joy in Rome ; it was the first time, since Martin V.,

and after the lapse of one hundred and three years, that the city had seen

a Roman seated in the chair of Saint Peter.*

Alexander took the name of Paul, becaiise he was born under the reign

of Paul II.

* De Tliou is mistaken, when he says in bis History (lib. i., p. 25), that, after the election, this

pope wished to take the name of Onofrius V., and that, at the coronation, he changed that name
for that of Paul III. Where did De Thou find four popes Onofrius, that Alexander Farnese

should he the fifth of that name? Other authors say that Farnese wanted to take the name of

HoimHus v., and that the electors persuaded him not to do so.
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Henry VIII. continued to exhibit his senseless rage. It was discovered

that long before he received the bull of excommunication he had ah-eady

decided in council upon the fatal separation with which he threatened the

Holy See.

Rome had not been wanting in prudence, and throughout the affau- had

fulfilled her most sacred duties, without neglecting any of the rules of cir-

cumspection, humanity, or that spirit of concord which distinguished her.

It was not in the power of Rome to do more, and no human power could

have warded off the blow. Henry at length sent Anne Boleyn to the block,

and married his third wife, Jane Seymour, one of Anne Boleyn's maids of

honor. A fourth wife, Anne, sister of the duke of Cleves, succeeded Jane,

who probably escaped the axe only by dying in childbed. Let us pass over

the execution of the fifth wife, Catherine Howard, convicted, it was said, of

adultery, and condemned to be beheaded.

Henry had destroyed two cardinals, three archbishops, eighteen bishops,

thirteen abbots, five hundred priests and monks, and quite innumerable vic-

tims among the lower ranks.

From aU parts arose loud protestations against so hateful a ferocity.

Paul, by a bull of the 29th of November, 1535, again excommunicated

Henry. That prince was cited to appear at Rome, in person or by ambas-

sador, within ninety days, to answer for his abominable conduct. As he

did not obey, the Holy Father confirmed the excommunication on the 27th

of December, 1538.

The Church was now afflicted by a vast number of heretical sects. Be-

sides Luther and the Anabaptists, the lists had to be kept against no less

hostile writers, the adepts of Zuinglius, Picard, Occhin, Bucer, Melancthon,

Beza, and Calvin. The partisans of this last received different names in

the different countries in which they spread themselves. They were called

Calvinists in Germany, Sacramentarians in Switzerland, Picardins in Bo-

hemia, Gueux (or beggars) in Flanders, Puritans in England, and Huguenots

in France.*

The apostacy of Occhin was one of the liveliest sorrows of Rome. He
was general of the Capuchins, and the extinction of that order had been

spoken of, on the plea that it was infected by the errors of its head. Paul

held a secret consistory, and proposed, in presence of aU the cardinals, to

abohsh that order. All the cardinals were on the point of agreeing with

the Holy Father, when Cardinal Antonio San Severino spoke. In an elo-

quent and generous speech, he urged that it was necessary to act with per-

fect justice in the matter. He dwelt upon the services which the Capuchins

* For a full account of Calvin and his work, see the remarkable life of that heresiarch. b)

Audin, translated by the Right Reverend J. McGill, D. D.. bishop of Richmond.
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had rendered, their learning, their zeal for preaching, and the courage with

which they suffered poverty and gloried in it. Cardinal da Caspi was ap-

pointed to examine the dogmatic conduct of the members of the order

;

and those useful fi'iars, so beloved by the people, so simple and so docile,

were maintained in their privileges, which the pope was even inclined to

augment.

For the pui-pose of endeavoring absolutely to destroy all the heresies, the

pope dispatched nuncios to all the Christian princes to announce his inten-

tion of assembling a general council, to afford a remedy for all those evils

;

and on the 2d of June, 1536, he published a bull, which was signed by

twenty-six cardinals. In it he declared that the sacred congress would

assemble at Mantua. Duke Frederic having suggested reasons why that

would not be the fitting place, the pope decided, in 1537, that the council

should be held at Vicenza. The German bishops raised some difficulties
;

at that time difficulties were raised at every step towards doing good to the

Church. At length the city of Trent was named, situated on the German

and Italian frontier, and much desire was felt for the first session, which

was not commenced until later.

The complaints of the opponents had chiefly x^elated to infractions of

ecclesiastical discipline. Paul knew the evil, and he desired to give satis-

faction on that subject to all good Catholics. He formed a congregation

consisting of nine persons, equally distinguished for learning and piety,

fi'om among those superior persons who are never rare in Rome. They

were Cardinals Gaspar Contarini, John Peter Carafa, James Sadolet, Regi-

nald Pole ; Frederic Fregosa, archbishop of Salerno ; Jerome Aleandri,

archbishop of Brindisi ; John Matthew Giberti, bishop of Verona ; Gregorio

Cortese, abbot of Saint George of Venice ; and Thomas Badia, master of the

sacred palace.

These commissioners drew up a book which contained the principal arti-

cles necessary to the good discipline of the Church, and presented it to the

pope ; but he deferred its publication, wishing that, being first received by

the council, it should have the greater authority.

The chapters contained in this work were then published in Germany,

with explanations by the heretic Sturm. That is the reason why this coicnscl

of this commission is named in the index of forbidden books, as is proved

by several authors ; but that is explained by the poison of the explanation

which Sturm added to a work otherwise advantageous to the Church.

Paul, grieving that war was kindled between Charles V. and Francis I.,

and judging that it was likely to be prejudicial to religion, proposed to

those two great kings that they should meet him in consultation, and mu-

tually give proofs of a union proper to extirpate heresies fatal to both

kingdoms. The place for that interview was to be the city of Nice. Paul
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set out from Rome, while the emperor disembarked at Villa Franca, and the

Most Christian king went bj land to Villanova.

The princes separately paid their homage to the pontiff, but he could not

induce them to meet him together. In the interview with the king of

France, the pope confirmed the privilege given by Eugene IV. to Charles

VTI. ; which indult authorized the parHament of Paris, even the lay mem-

bers, to name, at their pleasure, persons quahfied mentally and morally to

the benefices beneath two hundred livres tournois.

The Holy Father had the sweet consolation of inducing the princes to

sign a truce for ten years. Another piece of intelligence gladdened the

heart of Paul. Ferdinand, king of the Romans, wrote word that it would

probably be not difiicult to bring about an agreement between the Catholics

and the Protestants, if His Holiness would send into Germany some envoy

illustrious alike for morals and for learning. Paul immediately cast his

eyes upon the Cardinal Aleandri ; but he, constantly deceived by the eva-

sions of the Protestants, could effect nothing, and, by the pope's order,

returned to Rome.

About this time the mausoleum of Julius II. was completed. Clement

VTI. wished the ornamentation of the Sixtine chapel to be all Michael

Angelo. He fr-eed the artist from his disputes with the family of Juhus.

The original plan, as we mentioned sometime back, was very Kmited.

]\iichael Angelo was only to make three figures ; the others, to the number

of seven, were to be modelled, only, by Michael Angelo, but finished under

his direction.*

* To describe the new comiiosition, we must observe that Julius, everywhere the first, is repre-

sented on the second elevation, reclining, and scarcely visible. But it is generally true, that

when one is dead, much attention is not paid to one's living claims. As if some sort of fatality*

had denied that he should occupy, even in his funereal monument, a place proportionate to his

ambition, his figure is so placed and so treated, that it scarcely attracts the eyes of the spectator.

Beneath, and in a niche, is the figure of the infant Jesus, the work of Scherano de Settignano,

who, according to Vasari, executed it according to a model of Michael Angelo. The two other

side-niches, of that elevation, are occupied by statues in a sitting posture. One represents a

prophet ; the other is a sibyl, and is the work of Raphael de Montelupo, with which Michael

Angelo is said to have been ill pleased.

This description starts from the summit of the monument, which is finished with an entabla-

ture with the arms of the pope, an oak, and candelabra. In the lower portion are the works

which properly belong to Michael Angelo, and which consist of two statues, in niches, represent-

ing the contemplative life, and the actioe life, under the names of Rachel and Leah.

The figure of active life, larger than nature, is on tlie left of the statue of Moses ; the statue

of contemplative life is on the right. Notwithstanding the genius of Michael Angelo, and the

wealth of Julius II., who had striven to prepare for himself yet one other earthly glory, while

awaiting the heavenly judgment, this monument shows a relapse into errors of the preceding

century.

I have always suspected that Michael Angelo, fettered in his imagination by jealousies, had

• M. Quatremere. ffhi. de MicTiel-Ange, p. 107.
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Meantime, Ignatius Loyola had founded the Society of JesiTS. In spite

of the immense opposition and formidable warfare carried on against it, this

society increased with marvellous success. Ou the 15th of September, 1539,

Paul, at Tivoli, approved the institution, vivce vocis oracitlo, and confirmed it

by bull, dated 27tli of December, 1540. This delay proves with what wis-

dom and prudence affairs are decided upon at Rome. It was only on the

31st of July, 1543, that the pontiff approved the Spiritual Exercises, com-

posed by the illustrious founder.

Ignatius was the first writer of his order. A century later it could num-

ber as authors no fewer than two thousand two hundred and thirty-eight of

its sons, a number which increased wonderfully up to the time of the sup-

pression of the society under Clement XIV.

In fact, it may be asserted, that, up to this sad epoch, the order, in th

course of a httle more than two centuries, reckoned among its sons about

twenty thousand writers, without reckoning those who wrote after its sup-

pression. Zaccaria began to make a catalogue of them, and was only pre-

vented by death from contin^^ing that really prodigious series of authors.*

In the year 1539, some citizens and zealous Romans, formed, in the

church of the Minerva, of the Dominican Fathers, the Society of the Most

Holy Sacrament. It was to see that the Blessed Sacrament was exposed,

in all the churches, with becoming decency and veneration : it was also to

take every care that the Viaticum was conveyed to the sick. The pope ap-

proved that holy institution, and granted it indulgences and privileges

enjoyed by other societies under the same name, whether already then ex-

isting or subsequently to be instituted.

In 1541, on Christmas-day, Paid III. ordered the uncovering of the great

work of Michael Angelo, representing the Last Judgment.f

In some sort been compelled to underrate Julius II., and that lie loved to represent in this Moses,

at once pontiff and warrior, that politic and warlike pope ; and that the secret has been long kept,

if, in truth, Michael Angelo really felt that regret, and desired to bring his hero once more (and

may we not add, permanently) upon the stage. Be that as it may, the colossal statue of Moses

excites universal enthusiasm.

This work has many merits, and in more than one part. Certainly the head and face of Closes

are the work of a lofty thought, and of a most practised chisel. There are a breadth of design

and a firmness of touch, animated by a lively and deep feeling, and a grandeur of form, an im-

l>08ing boldness, and an expression of power and of activity, that makes us cast down our eyes

and shun criticism.

Such is the opinion of all who, on arriving in Rome, rrtsJi to the Moses, unless they have first

rushed to the Last Judgment, of which we shall ])resently speak.

* The Belgian Jesuits, the Fathers De Backer, have, in a scries of volumes, since given a full

bibliography of the writers of tlic Society of Jesus.

f Quatremere says, at p. 117 of his liistory of Michael Angelo: " We ask you if the subject

of the Last Judgment, altogether beyond or above the order of sensible things, a subject un

known, immense, innumerable, infinite, and beyond all expression and all conception—we ask

you whether such a subject is of a nature to be treated by any kind of imitation ? Wo boldly

reply : No

!
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At this period lie gave the cardinalate to Henry, infant of Portugal, whom
hereafter we shall have to mention as king of that country.

We now hasten to record one of the most glorious epochs of the reign of

Paul III.

" If you insist that it is, we reply, that according to all that the imagination can suggest of

such an immense catastrophe—of the convulsion of all the elements, of the appearance of the

Supreme Tribunal, before which all mankind must appear, and of the resurrection of the dead

—

to give to such a scene, not indeed its full extent, but even a mere sketch proportioned to the

visual faculty, would require in a single painter an assemblage of all powers, many of them

incompatible with each other, from the mere nature of the human faculties."

According to Quatremere, it would be possible, if we admit the merely imaginary possibility

of the assemblage of all the qualities necessary for a subject so multitudinously composite—it

would be possible, we say, to i>icture to one's self the upper part, or that of the angels, with the

effects of lumiuous harmony, which only a Tintoretto or a llubens could paint. The middle

portion, or that of the blessed surrounding Christ, uniting all the beauties of the predes-

tined, already introduced into the celestial escort, would be rendered visible by the brush of a

Raphael or a Corregio. The lower region would belong, of right, to Michael Angelo ; it would

be the portion of his bold drawing and violent expression, and, if it is to be said, of his execu-

tion, in a manner which seems to find facility only in the difficult. As much as to say, conse-

quently, that such a subject, if not inaccessible to painting, is so to any single painter.

" Yes," exclaims Quatremere, " such a subject can in truth belong only to the art of the poet."

Poetry can do all, because it addresses itself to the moral sense of mankind, which itself is

capable of following it and travelling with it into all the worlds.

Well ! that is what Michael Angelo, working within the limits of his art, and especially of

that portion of his to which the nature of his talent confined him, ably conceived and executed,

\vithin a space which, though undoubtedly large for a picture, must still be very limited for

such a subject.

He could command but a small space. And so, starting from the tcjp, and in the semicircular

spaces formed by the springing of the two arches, at the end of the chapel, Michael Angelo

paintad groups in the air, bearing the instruments of the Passion.

A dozen of those young persons, in attitudes more appropriate to art than to the duties in

which they are engaged, are carrying the cross ; another group of five or six similar figures,

accompany the cross, bearing with them the crown of thorns.

In the corresponding curved space is a group of eight or ten young men (or angels without

wings), of the same proportions and apparent age as the preceding, gathered around the instru-

ments of the Passion, which they carry, such as the pillar, the ladder, the spear, and the sponge.

Below the spaces occupied by these groups, on both sides, and on a much larger scale, are two

crowds, not mere groups of personages, composing the celestial army of the patriarchs, of the

just of the Old Law, of the prophets, apostles, martyrs, and aU the heroes of the Old and New

Testaments, carrying or presenting, in homago to the Supreme Judge, the instruments of their

martyrdom, or the wounds received in it.

What wise and good servants of God, what skilful, generous, and vigilant sentinels have been

those pontiffs, who, seeing the influx of Christians to this chiefest of earthly temples, addressed

to them so powerful a prec(!pt, a lesson so ardent and so true, while these Christians still im-

agined that they only came in search of a pleasure, an emotion of joy, a satisfaction of curi-

osity, a mere recreation after so long a jo\irney ! This was one of the noblest inspirations of

the popes ; and it was not one of them alone who was inspired by that noble thought. Julius

II., Leo X., Adrian VI. himself, in not prohibiting, and Paul III., all joined in contributing to

the same end , each of them, in turn, held, as it were, the painter's brush And yet some deem

tlie journey to Rome unproductive ! It has brought into the bosom of the Church more than

one Protestant, unable to resist such teaching.

But aft. r uuiy tcturning thanks to the patrons w'ao so long and so firmly supported Michael

Angelo, let us deprive him of no portion of his glory.
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On the 13tli of December, 1545, the twentieth general council, known as

the Council of Trent, and extending to 15G3, held its first session in that

cit}'. The eighth was held on the lltli of March, 1547. At that time a

terrible epidemic prevailed in the place, and the council was transferred to

Bologna, where two sessions were held, in spite of the repugnance of Charles

v., who pretended that the French had offended him, and who continued

pubhclj to manifest serious discontent. That prince also showed great irri-

tation against the pope. Paul, in 1545, had given Parma and Placenza in

fief to Peter Louis Farnese. That prince being killed by a conspiracy

among liis subjects, the emperor -cashed to treat Parma and Placenza as be-

longing to the imperial domain, under the pretext that they formed part of

the duchy of Milan.

We have said that in the composition there are two crowds. In fact, only those of the first

places around Christ are represented fully. In the perspective, on either side, are a multitude

of heads, difficidt to number, which more or less diminish in height, in the distance of each

group. In the midst of these groups appears the figure of Christ, at whose side is the Blessed

Virgin. He seems to turn towards the spot where the reprobate are seen. At some distance
,

below, Michael Angelo has depicted a group of eight young people. No doubt, though they

are not winged, they represent the angels sounding the trumpet that is to call up the dead.

Michael Angelo seizes, in turn, all the arguments that the Church uses to encourage the good

and to alarm tlie wicked.

The group of angels separates two other groups, of which the one on the side of Christ con-

sists of the risen ; some of whom, by their attitude and apparent motions, are about to ascend to

heaven ; others, to whom protecting hands, and efforts variously expressed (the effect of gener-

ous prayer could not be more generously expressed), facilitate the means of rising to the regions

of the blest.

The other group, in parallel as to place, but in opposition as to subject, is the mass of those

whom the supreme sentence hurls into the abyss. As in the preceding group, the action of

rising in accordance with physical laws is made sensible to the eye by the aid of those who
evidently facilitate the ascent ; so, by the motions of a contrary action, all the reprobate bodies

are seen carried and urged towards the abyss in positions and attitudes most frightfully com-

plicated, but with a tendency that indicates most clearly a diametrically opposite direction,

leaving no doubt that they are drawn towards the regions of the damned.

Fea said, that in the countenances of those who aided in causing that fall, he coidd perceive

the physiognomies of flatterers, of perfidious advisers, and of all those who in life urge others

to yield to the passions. This supposition of Fea's, however, would imply that all these per-

verse sinners would still have the mission to continue their crimes. It would be more reason-

able to believe that the celestial sentence has caused a supernatural force to inflict that j^unish-

ment. All at that moment is mysterious, prodigious ; a miracle the more should not astonish

us in a cataclysm which proves to men of little faith what they deserve by their abandonment

of justice, of charity, of honor, and of the virtues by the aid of which eternal beatitude is to bo

attained.

It is in these groups that Michael Angedo has multiplied, beyond the powers of description,

with a bold disregard of the greatest difficulties, and yet with incredible truth and correctness

of design, multitudes of figures, in attitudes that seem possible only in dreams, and in which,

however, trath and correct drawing defy criticism.

Such is the first painting one seeks at Rome, after viewing the paintings of Raphael, or be-

fore ascending fo the chamliers and lodges. And what emotion is felt when a ceremony in

which the pope officiates, calls you to the Sixtine chapel, and this master-piece is before your

cycB for some hours

!
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Among the cardinals created in the eleventh promotion by Paul was

Charles de Lorraine, son of Claude de Lorraine, first duke of Guise, and of

Antoinette de Bourbon, and brother of cardinals John and Louis de Lor-

raine, and of Mary of Guise, wife of James Stuart, king of Scotland.

Charles was born at Joinville, in Champagne, on the 17th of February,

1525. Li 1538, when only thirteen years old, he was named archbishop of

Elieims, and as such he successively crowned three kings of France—Henry

II., in 1547 ; Francis II., in 1557 ; and Charles IX., in 1561. He was a

prince endowed with eminent qualities, but of such imperious disposition

that Pius V. called him " the tramontane pope." Pius IV. had already

named him " the second pope."

In the twelfth promotion of cardinals, 1548, were included Charles de

Bourbon, son of the duke oi Vendome, brother of Anthony, king of Na-

varre, and uncle of Henrj' lY., king of France ; and the other, Cardinal de

Bourbon, who was proclaimed king by the League on the 21st of November,

1589. Peace was not restored between the pope and the emperor. That

monarch thought fit to publish at Augsburg a profession of faith that was

drawn up by the bishop of Nuremberg, the bishop of Sinodia, and some

writers ; but at Pome it was considered that the emperor, in endeavoring to

terminate the differences with the rehgious dissenters, had overstepped the

I'ights of a temporal sovereign. For, in the twenty-six chapters of which

that confession consisted, it treated on the principal dogmas of rehgion, on

the sacraments, and on the ceremonies of the Church. There were two

chapters contrary to the disciphne of the Latin Church ; one of them

granted marriage to priests, the other permitted the laity to receive com-

munion under both kinds. This formula having been pubHshed in Germany,

to serve as a rule there until the council should decide and regulate points

of faith, the name of Interim was given to this celebrated imperial deter-

mination. It is quite true that many other formulas of the same name were

at various times granted by Charles Y. on the subject of religion, until

formal decisions could be given by the council ; but that which had the

greatest circulation under the name of Interim was the one published on

the 15th of May, 1548, when the council was actually in session. It was

also called Interitus, because it was mortal to those who embraced it.

Some authors compare this formula to the similar ones called enoticos,

ecthesis, and type, and compare Charles V. to the emperors Zeno, Heraclius,

and Constantius, authors of those three famous formulas.

It is certain that the Interim was disapproved by the pope, who thought

it extraordinary that the emperor should undertake on his own part to regu-

late matters of rehgion in the empire. The Interim was also attacked by

Catholic and even by Protestant writers. Among the former were Robert,

bishop of Avi-anches; Conrad Clingius, theologian of the order of Saint
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Francis at Rome ; and Francis Remee, general of the Dominicans. Among
Protestants were Gaspar d'Aquila, Philip Melancthon, and John Calvin

himself.

To obviate the e\ils which might arise from that Interim, the Holy Father

sent into German}^ the bishops of Fano, Verona, and Ferentino, as apos-

tolic nimcios. They had full powers to treat with Charles V., and induce

him to desist from his unfortunate coiirse. The pope recommended a con-

duct full of mildness : he gave them faculty of dispensation as to the two

articles, provided always that the purity of our religion should suffer no

prejudice.* But the nuncios soon perceived that the obstinacy of the

Protestants would yield not a jot on the subject of the partaking of the

cup, and that their preachers, who, for the most part, were apostate monks,

would by no means consent to leave the women with whom they had con-

tracted a sacrilegious union ; so the vigilant and courageous pope could

effect nothing by the negotiation. It is estabhshed, then, that in this affair

Paul was only conciliatory, and merits none of the reproaches which have

been rashly addressed to him after the event. No less under Paul than

under so many other popes, has the most consummate prudence constantly

guided the wise Roman court.

Charles V. had occupied the State of Placenza, and the pope had ground

to fear that the State of Parma would also be occupied. The son of the

assassinated prince claimed to rule, as successor to his father. All these

arffairs, besides other cu'cumstances that might be blamed, could not be

brought to a happy issue, because the pope was old and suffering. The

conduct of Octavius Farnese so violently irritated the pope that he became

dangerously ill. Prompt remedies brought him to himself, but the death-

blow was struck. A fever came on, which terminated the pontiff's hfe on

the 10th of November, 1549, at the age of eighty-one years, eight months,

and ten days, after having governed the Church fifteen years and twenty-

nine days. It has been remarked that he created seventy-one cardinals,

among whom two were his nephews, and four his successors, Juhus III.,

Marcellus II., Paul IV., and Pius IV.

Paid died in the palace of the heirs of Cardinal Carafa, at the Quirinal,

which he had occupied on account of the purity of the ail". He was then

removed without pomp to the Vatican Basilica, and placed in a temporary

tomb. Afterwards he was laid in a magnificent tomb, the work of the

famous William deUa Porta, called the Lead Brother (del jyiomho), because

it was his office to affix the leaden seal to the pontifical bulls. This torn))

was executed under the direction of Michael Angelo, and the superintend-

ence of Annibal Caro.

Novaes, vii., p. 49.
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It is said that Paul III., just before his death, repeated these words :
" If

mine shall have no dominion over me, then I shall be without spot, and I

shall be cleansed from the greatest sin."—Ps. xviii. 13.

In the Biographic Universelle (vol. xxii., p. 74), it is said :
" Paul III. was

naturally gentle and moderate ; he loved poetry, and wrote it with facility.

His letters to Erasmus and Sadolet are full of erudition. Feller (iv., p. 278)

says that this pope wrote dissertations on some of the wi'itings of Cicero."

Novaes, in his notice of Paul III., bestows great praises upon his virtue,

his prudence, his justice, his greatness of soul, his firmness in adversity, his

moderation, his magnificence, and his acquaintance with both divine and

human things.*

* Our collection contains three medals of this reign. In one, the head is bare ; in the second,

the head is covered by the long white cap worn by aged popes. The third has the tiara. On
the embroidery of the copes are seen the opening of the Holy Gate, acts of benediction, and a

temple like that of Vesta.

On the reverse of the first, vre read : Aknona Pontipicia. Abundance holding the cornuco-

pia in the left and a statue in the right hand. A basket of fruits and flowers. On the left a

helmet.

On the reverse of the second is seen the palace Farnese, with thirteen windows. Legend :

F\'NDATOR Harvm ^divm. Tliis, the finest palace in Rome, was begun by Paul III., after

the plans of Antonio de Sangallo, and finished by Alexander Farnese, under the direction of

Michael Angelo.

The thii'd medal has the legend: itpv!] Zrivdi cSpuvci— T/te favor of Jiqnter refreshes and glad-

dens. Ganymede watering lilies. The word ^cfivti alludes to the name Farnese. The idea is

somewhat complicated. The water is the gift of the sky (Jupiter). We give this explanation

only for just what it is worth. The lilies in the arms of France are doubtless alluded to by the

flower. The pope restored peace in France, and that peace rejoiced her provinces as water re-

joices plants. The young man is too naked, but is very elegantly modelled on the antique.

Some think that the sculptor should have written the word df^aivci, instead of the word eiJ<Pp"''fci.

Du Molinet gives also : 1. Nec pkimvs tertio, nec secvndvs. In the field, Pvtvra vikvm
OSTENDENT

—

Neither the first nor the second is greater than the third. Tlie future will show the

man. This refers to the three popes who have borne the name of Paul. Saint Paul I., a great

pontifi"; a friend of King Pepin of France, and a zealous patron of images. Paul II., a Venetian,

was active in preventing the progress of the Turks. He was a zealous upholder of ecclesiastical

discipline. The legend is not a happy one. Erasmus praised Leo X., without doing wrong to

the other Leos, whom he mentions. Here preference seems to be given to the third Paul.

Legends of medals require tact, and great delicacy of expression. The illustrious Pope Paul

III. might have been difierently and yet fully eulogized.

2. Savle, savle, qvid me PERSEQVERI8. In the exergue, Vas electionis—Saul, Saul, why

dost tJwu persecute me? The vessel of election. In the field. Saint Paul is seen falling from his

horse on the Damascus road.

3. DoMiNVS cvsTODiT TE. DoMtNvs PROTECTio TVA

—

The Lord guardcth thee ; the Lord is thy

protection. Two horsemen struck by lighting, but not injured : in commemoration of an accident

wliich befell Cardinal Farnese before he was pope.

4. An ancient chariot, di-awn by four horses. In the front, Peace holding an olive-branch.

Without epigraph. Struck to commemorate a victory over the Perugians.

5. Secvritas temporvm—The security of the times. In the field, three horses prancing.

6. In the field, skcvrttati perpetv^— To perpetual security. Around, Pavxvs III., Pont

Max. Leonlanam aggeribvs commvnivit—Paul III. surrounded the Leonine city with walls

That part of Rome in which the Vatican is situated. The churches, walls, and certain of the

seven hills are shown.
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Rome was disfigured by many deserted and neglected streets : tlie houses

were isolated from eacli other. Paul gave them a better form : he made the

streets straight and clean. The Eomans thanked him by dedicating a

statue to him in the capitol. He it was who set up the bronze equestrian

7. Secvritas. p. R.—The security of the Roman people. A young Roman sleeping on an

antique seat ; beneath, an extinguislied torch.

8. Omxes reges servient EI

—

All kings shaU serve Jiim. We have seen this same coin

under the reign of Callixtus III. In the medal of Callixtus III. there is a cross surmounted by a

tiara ; a temple towards which three persons extend their hands. On the left, Rome, helmeted,

holding a buckler in the left hand. One of the persons is supposed to represent Andrew Doria.

The allusion is to a treaty of peace between the pope, Charles V., and Venice, against the em-

peror of the Turks.

9. DoMVS ME.\ DO. OR.

—

My house is the house of prayer. Christ, armed with a scourge, is

dri\ing the dealers from the temple.

10. DiRiGEXT\'R PEDES MEi IN vi.\M PACis

—

My fcct Will he kept in the paths ofpeace. In the

midst of the field a lily of France beneath the rainbow, and then these words : Fcedere tvo,

Diivs

—

3y Thy alliance, God. Struck at the peace between Charles V. and Francis I., brought

about by the mediation of Paid.

11. AxiLV ROMA

—

Sublime Rome. Rome covered with buildings, and surrounded by walls.

The temples, streets, and several hills are seen.

12. In the field : Farnesina domvs cvra ejvsd. Impendiis q. In the field : A solo exci-

T.VT.\.

—

The Farnese palace, built by the care and at the expense of the same pontiff. Facade of the

Farnese palace. It is the same we have seen above, but with some variations. Here we must

not omit to say, that tojauild this palace, a great part of the stones were taken from the Coliseum.

Such a profanation of so fine an ancient monument could not take place now.

13. RvFiXA, in the middle of a great mass of fortifications. In the exergue, TvscrvLO rest.—
Tusculum restored. Rufina, now the Rufinella house, which belonged to the Jesuits, and was

afterwards occupied by Lucien Bonaparte. The KufinL'Ua is built not far from the ruins of Tus-

culum. The restoration must have been inconsiderable, for it is deserted now.

14. Anno ivbileo M.D.L.—The year of Jubilee, loSO. The church of Saint Peter was some-

thing as it now is. I think, therefore, that tliis medal is more recent. However, Bramante had

received his instructions from JuUus II. The two side domes are higher than they now are.

The central dome terminates in a point, in a kind of Gothic form.

In the exergue, Petro. Apost. Prin.—To Peter, prince of the Apostles.

\~). The Holy Gate, in which are the words : H.^c PORTA Dmi— This is tJie gate of the Lord.

Around : Jvsti ixtrabvnt per eam—The just shall enter through it-

1 G. Banc fetvnt miracula sedem—Miracles seek this holy seat. In 1538, Michael Angclo, by

Paul's direction, removed the ancient equestrian statue of Marcus Aurelius to the capitol square.

17. Flexv apto puiECVRRE. A figure in a two-horse chariot, about to pass the goal. Chacon

says that Paid could guide hearts as he would giude coursers. (Du Molinet.)

18. Pietati et commodo PoNTiKicrvM

—

To the piety and convenience of the pontiffs. The

Pauline chapel of the Vatican.

19. Vnit^ mentes vnivnt— United hearts shall unite. Allusion to the eloquence of Paul,

who united the efforts of the kings of France and Spain against the Turks. The cascade of

Terni is seen for the first time. The waters, amassed by the care of the pope, rush swiftly down

and prevent the flooding of the neighboring lands of Rieti.

20. Benedictio Dcmini svper vos—The blessing of the Lord upon you. The pope blesses a

fleet going to meet the Turks.

In Bonanni, vol. i., p. 199, there are some other medals :

1. AVIT.E Farnesior\ti STIRPI3

—

The ancestors of th^ Farnese family. In the shield six

lilies, placed 1, 2, 2, 1. A mark of affection for the French.

2. Without inscription. A serpent entwining a Griffm in his folds. It is thought that tlie

. serpent is Prudence (the Holy See) resisting the efforts of t!ie Grilfin, Henry VIII.
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statue of Marcus Aurelius on the capitol square. In tlie barbarous tenth

century the populace called it the statue of Constantino. Sixtus IV. re-

moved it to the square of Saint John Lateran, as being an admirable sculp-

ture of the ancient Romans. Whenever Pietro of Cortona passed that

horse, he would exclaim, " Why do you not v^alk ; do you not know that you

are alive?"

To those readers who have been at Eome, we should say, that it was

Paul III. who opened the street that connects the bridge of Saint Angelo

with the Strada GiuHa, which, finished in 1543, stiU bears the name of the

Pauline street. On the Aventine, he constructed a very fine bulwark, which

is still the admu-ation of engineers. He completely restored the Basilica of

Saint John Lateran. To him also the Vatican is indebted for the Pauline

chapel and the Royal HaU, iii which solemn embassies were received. Rome
was not the only recipient of his favors ; the fortress of Perugia is also due to

him, and he added some fine defensive works to the citadel of Ancona. The

whole Christian world lamented the death of Paul III.

The Holy See was vacant two months and twenty-five days.

225. JULIUS III— A. D. 1550.

Q) ULIUS III. (John Maria de' Ciocchi del Monte), the

- son of a famous Roman jurisconsult, was born on the

10th of September, 1487.

Julius II., in 1512, made him archbishop of Man-

fredonia, when he v/as only twenty-five years of age.

Paul III. created him cardinal in 1536. He was the

first who presided as apostolic nuncio at the Council

of Trent. On all occasions. Cardinal del Monte dis-

played so much intellect, justice, prudence, and skill, that he had the

reputation of being the most distinguished member of the sacred college.

Tt was he who, in concert with the Cardinal Guidiccioni, reformed the tribu-

Dal of the Rota.

As soon as the death of Paul III. was known. Cardinals Salviati,

Gonzaga, Cibo, deUa Rovera, Madrucci, del Monte, Truchsess, Doria, and

Pacheco, who were at Trent and Bologna, set out for Rome. The electors

formed three factions—the Caesarians, the French, and the Farnesians.

Before they assembled in conclave, they resolved to choose the best candi-

date among those worthy of the tiara, and in that number were Cardinal
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Pole, Sfondrati, father of the future Gregory XIV., da Carpi, and Ridolfi.

Serious fears were felt in the conclave, because Pompey Colonna, after the

death of the pope, had occupied Palliano, and other castles of his family

which had been confiscated, and which he had retaken, as he stated, to

maintain his rights. In consequence, the protection of Pome was intrusted

to Horatio Farnese, who had four thousand men under his command, and

who was supported and assisted by four tribunes—Torquato Conti, Juhus

Orsini, Nestor BagHoni, and Papirio Capizucclii. Usually the conclave met

on the eleventh day after the death of a pope, biit, on this occasion, it did

not meet until the nineteenth day. The delay was solicited by the French

cardinals, to give the other cardinals time to come fi'om France. For the

first time, there were introduced into the conclave six physicians and six

surgeons, of various nationalities.

After the customary ceremonies. Cardinal Pole, of the royal blood of

England, was proposed for pope. He was illustrious for both knowledge

and piety. In a scrutiny he ne-eded only two votes, and the cardinals im-

mediately determined to elect him by way of adoration. The day was

dra-Rang to a close, and it was beheved that this impulsive movement of

adoration, which leads the cardinals to proclaim aloud the name of the

pontiff elect, was about to decide the question, when Cardinal Pole, with

unmoved countenance, and opposing the strength of his virtue to that lively

impulse, observed that, God being the author of light, it was not right thus

to decide in the dark, and he entreated the conclave to postpone the elec-

tion untn the next day. Nothing could be more welcome to his adversaries.

They made use of the authority of Cardinal Carafa, afterwards Paul

lY., who was renowned as a learned and pious man, and they insinuated

that Pole was suspected of Lutheranism, because, when legate at Yiterbo,

he had not displayed great energy against those accused of heresy. Then

Cardinal Alvarez de Toledo was thought of, a relation of the duke of Alba,

\'iceroy of Naples. He had the favor of the emperor and of Cosmas, duke

of Florence ; but he also lacked two votes, which he could not obtain.

Farnese was favorable to Cardinal Cervini, but the emperor was against

him. The French proposed Salviati, a Florentine, and Eodolph da Carpi ;—

•

3. JfAT\TiE

—

Speedily. A dolphin fights a crocodile, and pierce his back -with fins armed with

sharp points. Allusion to the aid given by the pope to the Venetians, when at war with the

Egyptian Turks. Mature means that the assistance arrived in time, and was the cause of the

victory.

4. Without epigraph. NIKIITIIPION

—

The prize of victory. The ancient Romans used to

strike medals after victory, and throw them among tlie populace, and the custom was preserved

in modem Rome. Allusion to the defeat of the Tunisians by Charles V., to whom Paul III. had
sent galleys to re-enforce his fleet.

5. Pa\t.v8 III. Pont. .Max. An. XIIII. In the field, Ap.xiepki ru nANr -To the swerdrjn

prince of the priest.i. Another allusion to the above-mentioned victory.
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the former celebrated as a negotiator under Leo X., Clement YII., and

Paul III. ; the other, recommended by Catharine de Medici, queen of

France. Neither of them was agreeable to Cardinal Farnese, The king of

France had vainly put forward Cardinal d'Este. The struggle lasted two

months, and an agreement seemed impossible, when the votes suddenly

centred on Cardinal del Monte, though he had been opposed by aU three

parties, the ImperiaHsts, the French, and Farnese himself. The election was

decided on the 7th of February at three o'clock at night, by Italian reckon-

ing of time (t. e., nine o'clock in the evening). The conclave consisted of

forty-eight cardinals,—twelve French, two Germans, five Spaniards, and one

English. The other twenty-eight were Itahans or Eomans. Thirty-two

votes, two-thirds of the whole, were requisite.

The new pope was sixty-three years of age. He was crowned on the 22d

of February by Cardinal Cibo, first deacon, and took the name of JuhiTS

III., in memory of Julius II., who had given the cardinal's hat to Antonio

del Monte, uncle of the new pontiff.

On the 24th of June, 1550, the day of the Feast of Saint John, Julius

took possession of Samt John Lateran

.

On the first day of his pontificate the pope reduced the amount of im-

posts, and especially that on wheat. This measure, contemplated by Paul

III., had been prevented by his death.

During the conclave, the forty-eight electors had agreed that whoever

should be elected would be held pledged to recall Orsini, governor of Parma,

and restore that principality to Octavius Farnese. Juhus III., on his acces-

sion, was faithful to his engagement, and gave the government of Parma to

Octavius, with the title of Vessilifere (standard-bearer) of the Holy See.

The Jubilee, announced by Paul III., was then opened, and it was in this

year (1550) that the pious institution of the Santissima Trinitd de Pekgrini

commenced its charitable operations. This disting-uished work, founded by

Saint Philip Neri, may, as Novaes" suggests, be called the miracle of Chris-

tian charity. It is intended for the reception of aU convalescents who are

discharged from the hospitals of the city, and of the pilgrims who go to

Piome to visit the holy phices. Pilgrims receive hospitahty there for three

days.

This year Italy suffered much from a gTeat scarcity, and Eome was

burdened by the presence of an immense number of paupers. JuHus im-

ported breadstuffs, and his action restored plenty.

During the Jubilee, the Indulgences are susj^ended throughout the world.

The pope excepted those which were gi-anted to the Society of Jesus. At

Trent, Julius had known Faber, Lainez, and Salmeron, theologians of the

* Novaes, vii., p. 66.
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pope, and therefore he gave the society numerous marks of his favor, and

confirmed it by new bulls.

On the 31st of May, 1550, Julius made his first promotion of cardinals

;

he gave the hat to Innocent del Monte, who, it is said, had been adopted as

a son by Baldwin del Monte, brother of the pope. This selection made an

unfavorable impression ; Innocent del Monte not appearing worthy of such

an honor. On account of the care he had bestowed upon a domestic animal

belonging to the pope, this favorite was called at Rome the Cardinal ddla

Scimia. He had neither talents nor conduct to recommend him : the other

cardinals never showed him any regard. In a second promotion the selec-

tion was wisely made, and included men from all parts of Christendom who

were worthy of such a dignity.

JuUus knew how useful the Council General, of which ho had been presi-

dent, might be made, and he convoked it to meet at Trent, with the Cardinal

Marcellus Crescenzi as president. To that cardinal he added, as nuncios,

Sebastian Pighini, bishop of Manfredonia, and Louis Lipomani, bishop of

Yerona, desiring to do honor to the episcopacy that the heretics sought to

abase.

The council, notwithstanding the opposition of the Protestant princes,

opened its eleventh session on the 1st of May, 1551, and continued to its

sixteenth session, celebrated on the 28th of April, 1552. Then the labors

of that august assembly were interrupted by the war of Parma, and by

that which the Lutherans had declared against Charles V., in concert with

Henry II., king of France, who desired to weaken the emperor, and could

not see that he at the same time was allying himself with the enemies of

the faith.

In this conjuncture a Diet was assembled at Passau, on the Danube, in

which the Protestant princes, by a solemn treaty concluded in the year

1552, obtained hberty to exercise their religion.* This treaty is called The
Religious Peace, and formed part of the pubhc law of the empire. By
this agreement, confirmed at Augsburg in 1555, the emperor, and the

members of the empire, both Catholic and Protestant, engaged that they

would do no violence to princes or States who embraced the novelties of

Luther, or who persisted in the old and true rehgion. They promised that

this union should not be disturbed by any diJfferences of faith. The two

parties, weary of the wars produced by the new heresy, concluded that

treaty in which Charles V., besides restoring liberty to the Landgrave of

Hesse, who had been arrested in breach of good faith, made numerous con-

cessions to the Lutherans, thenceforward called Protestants, because they

had protested against the decrees of the Diet of Sjiires, which ordered all

* Novaes, vii., p. 76.

Vol. I.—47
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tlie members of tlie empire to respect the ancient doctrine. Hence Protest-

ants may call that Religious Peace the real foundation of the liberty which

they have since enjoyed. How much of evil to the Church

!

However, the belief that peace was perfectly restored was but vain ; the

heretics took advantage of various wars to propagate their errors. In order

to obviate new afflictions, the pontiff, who feared that the ravages of the

schism jnight extend still more in Germany, founded at Rome, by the care

of Saint Ignatius Loyola, a college for the instruction of young Germans

and Hungarians. They were intended for the priesthood in their own

countries, to sustain the Catholic faith if it were shaken, and to restore it if

it were destroyed. The pope contributed from his own funds towards the

maintenance of the college, and each cardinal contributed according to his

means. There was thus provided an annual income of three thousand and

sixty-five crowns, which the beneficent Gregory XIII. subsequently in-

creased to the sum of ten thousand.

By a brief of the 31st of July, Saint Ignatius was himself invested with

the direction of the coUege ; his order, the Jesuits, being the principarpro-

fessors.

At that time the Siennese expelled the Spanish troops fi'om their city,

and from the military posts on the coast, and gave their allegiance to Henry

II., king of France. Peter de Toledo, viceroy of Naples, then sent into

Tuscany an army of twenty thousand infantry. It had to pass by the fron-

tier of the Ecclesiastical States ; and Julius, fearing a repetition of what had

happened to Clement VII., guarded his fi'ontier Avith eight thousand men.

But the French and the imperialists carried into all the neighboring States

the furies of the war. Julius endeavored, but in vain, to mediate between

the belligerents. He then resolved to aid Cosmas de Medici against the

Siennese.

By a buU of the 26th of January, 1554, Julius ordered that there should

never be two brothers cardinals at the same time in the sacred college.*

Edward VI., king of England, dying on the 6th of July, 1553, Mary, his

sister, succeeded to the throne. Juhus employed the fitting means to bring

back that nation to the faith. Cardinal Pole, whose sentiments were widely

different from those attributed to him by Cardinal Carafa, was sent to ne-

gotiate the return to concord and unity. Ah-eady, even, a solemn embassy

was about to leave London for Bome to offer respectful obedience to the

pope. But Julius had not the consolation of receiving these ambassadors
;

he died on the 23d of March, 1555, at the age of sixty-seven, after reigning

five years, one month, and sixteen days.

* That bull was confirmed by Pius IV. on the 12th of January, 1560, but subsequently bo-

came obsolete. I have seen in our own day two brotliers, Joseph and Antonio Doria, in the

sacred college together, and in 1851 there were two princes there named Riario.
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Yavious reports hare been circulated as to the cause of his death ; the

true cause -^-as an uninterrupted succession of fits of the gout. He went

to inspect the works going on at the famous villa, outside the Gate of the

People, which still bears his name : braving the weather too much, he was

attacked bj the fever under which he sank.

Julius was of lofty stature. His eves sparkled, his nose was long, and

his countenance sometimes indicated irritability. Biit habitually he was

mild, liberal, the friend of justice and of peace ; and to those virtues he

added knowledge and the gift of a captivating eloquence. Kepenting of

having annoyed the cardinals by giving the purple to the adopted son of

his brother, he tried by every means to destroy the repugnance which that

choice had caused to his own authority. Julius loved to grant to the cardi-

nals all just and possible favors that they might ask, and even suggested

such fayors, and tried every method by which to make himself agreealDle to

the sacred college. If he had not done something to oblige them, he was

sleepless on the ensuing night. It is also remarked that Julius was often

obliging to his enemies. Bercastel describes him as one of those subaltern

spirits that shine in the second rank, but suffer eclipse in the first ; a firm

soul, but short-sighted : fit to execute, but not to command. But too

much has been said about that villa and the recreation that he sought

there, which could be not otherwise than pure and innocent, as many
cardinals daily visited him there, when the pope, retired for the time from

strict etiquette, could welcome them to his table, and loved to assemble

them there.*

* Medals of Julius III.—1. Jcuus III. Pont. Max. In two medals, the head is bare : in the

third, it is covered by the tiara. 1 and 2, the embroidery of the cope shows the pope on liis

throne, giving the staff of command to a captain-general of the Church ; 3. A part of the church

of Saint Peter's, which a procession of various personages is approaching. On the reverse of the

first medal is the Greek word KpuroHiiat—/ am conquered. Prudence, with the sjTnbols of the

serpent and the mirror, seizes fortune by the hair. This is copied, with questionable taste, from

a Greek medal, struck by Agathocles, and bears the same device. The workmansliip, both on

the side of the head and on the reverse, is exceedingly delicate.

2. ViKGO TVA Gix)RiA P.VKTVS

—

Virgin., the nativity is thy glory. Halo around the heads of

the mother and child. The Virgin, imitated from Raphael.

3. Foxs \aKGiNi3. ViLL^ JVJAM—Fountain of virgin water, ai the Julian villa. The medal

represents the villa built by the pope. It is now abandoned, but there are still traces of tho

building. That cool and shaded villa, watered by the Acqua Vergine, or virgin waters, was a

pleasure-house, to which the pope retired for restoration from the fatigues of his sovereign sta-

tion ; though, even there, he sometimes convoked the cardinals, to consult with them on politiral

affairs. The Arqij/i Vergine had formerly been brought to Rome by Marcus Agrippa, but the

aqueducts had fallen into ruin. Julius rediscovered this fountain, renowned among the Romans.

Adrian I., as early as the year 790, intended to conduct it to Rome. Julius successfully fiiiislird

the works that .\drian had begun. When the aged cardinals, to whom the ascent of the lofty stair-

cases of the Vatican was irksome, consented to i)ass the October evenings at the villa, the pope

frequently went there. Absurd accusations have been made against him on that subject. It

has been written, for instance, that on one occasion, a master of the ceremonies accosted liis

Holiness with the inquiry :
" Beatimme pater, cra^ erit conmtonmn— Will there be a consistory
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We shall enter, with Novaes, into details upon some important acts of

J ilius.

He introduced reforms into the Boman chancery. He founded a congre-

gation of six cardinals, whose duty it was to ascertain the needed improve-

ments in the collation of benefices. He ordered that any cardinal who
possessed several bishoprics, should choose one, at his own pleasure, and

vacate the others within six months. He pubHshed a bull against laymen

who meddled in the investigation of points of heresy ; his object was to

check the Venetians who had added lay inquisitors to the ecclesiastical

inquisitors. Julius was incessantly watchful to preserve the peace of the

to-morrow, most Holy Father?" and that the pope replied; " Oras erit vinea—To-morrow there

icill be Villa." That reply has been, ignorantly blamed. The most important business was
transacted by the pope and his cardinals at the Villa. And as to the word vinea, vineyard, it is

just simply a mere modest synonym of the word villa. The country-seat of a great maij of Rome
is called a villa ; the country-seat of a citizen of Rome is called a vineyard.

Du Molinet gives two other medals of Julius III.

:

1. D. Ivxivs III. RErpvB. Christians rex ac pater—D. Julius, king arid father of the

Christian republic. D. may be an abbreviation of Divus (saint) ; but if so, the artist has erred, as

that title did not belong to Julius. More probably, the D. signifies Dominus. This medal also

shows the Holy Gate. It is a repetition of a medal of Paul III.

2. Nulla cariok. In the exergue, Bononia—None dearer. Bologna. Bologna seated on a

trophy, with books, presents one on the right hand ; in front, wheat on three little hills, sym-

bolic of tlie name of the pope, who studied in his youth at Bologna.

;5. Gens et regnvm qvod non servierit tibi peribit—The people and the kingdom thai

irill not serve thee vrill perish. An allusion to the English schism. The threat has not been

verified.

4. Pax Italle Restitvta—Peace restored to Italy. Italy seated, holding out the right hand

in sign of alliance, the cornucopia in the left. Julius III. never commenced a war, and he, as

speedily as he could, put an end to that which was forced upon him, on account of Parma. On
that subJL'ct, Chacon says: "However the popes may abound in the spirit and sense of their

duty, and however pacific their habits, it is impossible but that they shall be sometimes removed

from the 2>ort of tramiuillity to the stormy sea of public aSairs."

5. Nos avtem PopviiVS ejvs et oves Pascv.,e eivs—For we are his people, and the sheep of

his pasture. The English are supposed to say this when negotiating for a return to the Holy

See. Upon the mountains, in imitation of the seven hills of Rome, appear sheep and shepherds'

dogs. This medal was circulated in Great Britain, and especially in Ireland, and rejoiced all

Christians who had remained faithful.

6. PoRTVs et Refvgivm Nationvm—Tlie port and refuge of the nations. Emblem announ-

cing that Rome is the Catholic city. This medal was struck on the arrival of Simon Sulaca,

patriarch elect of Babylon, by whom the inhabitants of this country sent letters to the pope in

Syriac, protesting theu- attachment to the Holy See. A fortified port has one opening, by whicli

two ships are entering at full sail.

7. Pondvs immane, vires infracts—^n enormous weight, strength invincible. Atlas, kneel-

ing, supports the globe. Adrian IV., less confident, speaks differently. He says, " The pontifi •

cul dignity is a weight tliat crushes the strongest."

8. Anglia resurges. In the exergue : VT NVNC in novissimo dee—England, thou slialt rise

again ; as now, at the la.it day. In the field, Julius, with the tiara on his head, between two

kings, supposed to be the Emperor Ferdinand and Philip II. ; on the right. Cardinal Reginald

Pole ; on the left, a third sovereign—probably, like the two others, a mediator for peace.

9. Ego svm via, Veritas, et vita—Iam the way, the truth, and the life. The Eternal Father

in a cloud, holding in the left hand a globe and cross, and blessing with the right hand
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Cliurch and of Europe. He maintained the ecclesiastical immunity wlaicli

many magistrates had %-iolated in Spain, and which the French had attacked

in Corsica. He restored the Concordats of Nicolas V., for the collation of

benefices in Germany.

In Naples he appeased the disturbances caused by the censures of the

holy Inquisition, in such wise that while the guilty, who had agitated the

kingdom, should be punished, their property should accrue to their nearest

relatives, and not to the treasury, as the viceroy Peter de Toledo wished,

who maintained that there, as in Spain, the property of heretics should go

to the king's treasury.

Aided by Cardinal Cerviiii, he reformed the college of the cardinals, and

fi'eed it fi'om some abuses. He repressed the cupidity of several rehgious

who were ambitious of the mitre, by ordering that no one of them should

ever be made bishop, unless with the express consent of his superior, and of

the cardinal-protector of the order.

Julius with inexpressible joy received Simon Sulaca, monk of Saint Basil,

patriarch elect of the East, sent by the Nestorians, who wished him to be

confirmed and consecrated at Rome. Simon received this favor, and was

sent back to his country with considerable gifts.

Julius founded at Home the archiconfraternity of the Holy Sepulchre ; he

wrote to all the Catholic princes, exhorting them to give alms for the restor-

ation of the churches in Syria ; and he granted to the society of the Holy

Crucifix, at Saint Marcellus, the privilege of annually dehvering one pris-

oner condemned to death, provided that he was not guilty of the crime of

treason. The same privilege was granted to many other cities in Chris-

tendom.

The Holy See was vacant sixteen days.

226. MARCELLUS IL— a. d. 1555.

HIS pope was celebrated for his horror of nepotism
;

he forbid all his nephews to come to Rome. Pie

was bom on the 6th of May, 1501, at Monte Sano,

in the March, in the diocese of Osimo, near Loretto,

and was originally named Marcellus Cervini de

Spannocchi. In his infancy he was of very feeble

constitution, but gifted in mind. He became

versed in Greek and Latin ; he loved arts, and

himself drew and sculptured with elegance.
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A false report obtained circulation in Italy. It was affirmed, with all the

effrontery of false science, that Italy was threatened by a general deluge,

which would make no less ravage than that of Noe. It was even reported

that (Clement VII., at the advice of some fanatics, had taken refuge at

Tivoli, hoping that its mountains would protect him against that scourge.

But, if he went there, he no doubt had some sounder reason for it. Be
that as it may, the populace, and a great number of noblemen (for on such

occasions aU ranks sink to the populace), took precautions, as if any

could avail them to escape ! Marcellus thought that it was only needful

for him to oppose to such absurdity the language of reason, wisdom, and

sound natural philosophy. He wrote a dissertation upon that panic terror,

and presented it to the pope ; and the rumors which had disturbed the

peninsula were quieted.

On the death of Clement VII., Marcellus was regarded with favor by

Paul III.

On the 18th of December, 1539, Marcellus being in France as apostolic

nuncio, was created cardinal-priest, and then sent to Germany as legate a

latere to Charles V., and subsequently accompanied that prince to Madrid,

When the nuncio left Spain, Charles V. wished to reward him with a

pension of ten thousand doUars. But Marcellus declined, saying :
" Hither-

to I have been the minister of the pope ; and such I wish to continue, with-

out binding myself to any foreign prince." He had the title of bishop of

Eeggio ; but the friendship of the pope retained him at Home, and to ad-

minister his diocese he deputed James Lainez, one of the companions of

Saint Ignatius.

In 1545, Paul created Marcellus president of the General Council of

Trent, but recalled his friend to Home when that Interim was published.

On the 5th of April, 1555, the electors, to the number of thirty-six,

entered into conclave. Cardinals Banucci Farnese, and Guido Ascanius

Sforza, immediately thought of placing Cervini, then aged fifty-four years,

upon the throne of Saint Peter. That report having reached the ear of

Cardinal Carafa, he approached Cervini, and kneeling, venerated him as

pope, exhorting all the cardinals to elect him.

Thence they went to the chapel, where he was unanimously elected. On
the 10th of April he was consecrated under his own name of Marcellus,

because Saint Marcellus had always been invoked by the Cervini family.

The new pope had always been known for his piety, his knowledge, and

his constant virtue. The universal Church expected great good from this

pontiff. From the first moment he showed great courage. The ambassador

of his Catholic majesty solicited the pardon of a criminal condemned for

murder. Marcellus repHed that it did not seem fitting to commence a

pontificate by pardoning a homicide.
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He always rose early, and, Avitliout calling for any of his servants, lighted

his o-rni lamp. This pope was accustomed to quote the words of Adrian V.

:

" No man is more wi-etched than the Koman pontiff ; all his felicity is

bitterness. The chair of Saint Peter is full of thorns ; and, moreover, its

weight -R-ill oppress the strongest."

The austerity of Marcellus was such that he thought of banishing music

from all the ceremonies of the Church. Palestrina, then chapel-master in

the Vatican Basihca, begged him to postpone the execution of this project

until he heard a Mass composed according to true ecclesiastical style.

AMien Marcellus heard it sung by six voices, on Easter-day, he was affected

even to tears, and he abandoned his first idea. This Mass was pubHshed

under the title of the Mass of Pope llarceUus, and dedicated to his succes-

sor, Paul rv.

Marcellus, the implacable enemy of luxury, loved temperance ahke in his

food and in his expenses. It has been said that he intended to suppress

the Swiss Guard, saying :
" It would be better for the pontiff to die by the

hands of the wdcked, should such a thing happen, than set an example of

a disgraceful fear, or an unnecessary pomp." Yet without exaggeration,

there are circumstances under which the Swdss Guard at Rome is indispen-

sable. Moreover, a motive of policy has always existed for employing such

troops. The Swiss, who have been on guard at the Vatican, take back into

their own country a love of Rome which especially maintains the CathoHc

feeling of Uri, Unterwald, Luzerne, and of many other cantons.

The maintenance of our religion in Switzerland is a miracle, traversed

as that country has been by schisms and grievous separations. The resi-

dence of some Swiss at Rome, during a certain time, has been a remedy for

a part of those evils ; and I repeat, that those frank and candid people take

back into their mountain homes habits of respect for Rome that no system

of negotiation could replace.

I speak now of the Swiss Guard of the Vatican ; with respect to the Swiss

regiments, if Clement VII. had had two thousand men of that nation in

Rome, it is probalile that the city would not so easily have been taken by

the army of Charles V. The Swiss are brave, true warriors. No general

when opposed to them attacks without great caution.

The zeal of the pontiff for the reform of clerical discipline caused him to

say that ecclesiastics with the care of souls should never be employed in

public occupations. And it was his intention to confide the civil govern-

ment of his States to laymen. He allowed none of his relatives, not even

his brother Alexander, to approach Rome, where, says Novaes,* the relatives

of new popes always flock to receive the fertUizing dews of the Vatican.

* Novaes, vii., p. 99.
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Being urged to receive his nephews Richard and Herennius, and give

them apartments in the palace, Marcellus repHed :
" What business have

our nephews in the apostoHcal palace ? Is it their patrimony ?"

Wliatever he promised he hastened to perform. " We would not have to

blush," said he, " for being unfaithful, should we have promised and not

kept our word."

All these vhtues were extinguished by a violent fit of apoplexy, and he died

after governing the Church only twenty-one days. He was interred at the

Vatican. A surgeon was accused of having poisoned a wound in this pon-

tiff 's leg, caused by his fall from a horse ; but the autopsy proved that that

was false.

Marcellus was distinguished by his lofty stature. His face was thin, his

eyes black, and his countenance agreeable. One of his eyebrows was

higher than the other. He rarely smiled ; but sometimes he suddenly

showed gayety. Theodore Bibhander, a Protestant, praises this pope as

being both holy and learned. Pietro Pohdori wrote the life of Marcellus

in very pure Latin.

The Holy See was vacant twenty-one days.'^'

* Medals.—1. Head of Marcellus, bare : Mahcellvs H., Pont. Max.—Marcellus H., Sovereign

Pontiff. Reverse, Hilakptas Pontifica—Pontifical joy. Female figure, standing. A palm

and a crown of wheat ears.

2. Reverse, Claves eegni C(elorvm—The keys of the kingdom of heaven. On tlie exergue,

Roma. Jesus Clirist, head surrounded by a glory, gives the keys to Saint Peter kneeling.

Du Molinet describes two others

:

1. Without epigraph. A female seated, and having a book in her right hand; in her loft a

helm.

2. Fiat pax in vmTVTE tua. In the exergue, Memorie opt. PRmciPis.

—

Let peace be from
thy courage. To the memory of the excellent pontiff. Figures of Peace, Justice, and Abundance,

standing.

Bonanni mentions other medals of Marcellus II.

:

Nosti{A latens—Ours is hidden. In the field, a star above an antique altar, upon which are

bright flames. Typotius gives this explanation :
" A star shining and an altar smoking must

allude to tortures and vows." Bonanni justly rejects this explanation. Perhaps, however, it

may mean : A star gives light, a fire gives flame and smoke. Our lot is hidden from us, we

know not as yet God's judgment upon us.
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227. PAUL IV.— A. D. 1555.

AUL lY. (John Peter Carafa) was born on the 28tli

of June, 1476, at Capriglia, in the kingdom of

Naples. At an early age he applied himself to the

study of Scripture, and afterwards made great

progi'ess in the Greek, Latin, and Hebrew lan-

guages. By order of Leo X. he resided at Venice.

He was able not only to discuss points of dogma

with the Greeks, but could with facility converse

wdth the Jews in their own language,

JuHus II., in 1505, made him archbishop of Chieti. It is not correct to

say that in his youth he took the habit of the Dominicans, nor that he re-

signed his archbishopric to assume the habit of the Benedictines ; it is cer-

tain that he was always attached with the sons of Saint Dominic. It is

also thought he at one time wished to enter the order of the Camaldulen-

sians, but their superior, Paul Giustiani, his great friend, w^ould not receive

him. As our readers know, he subsequently, with Saint Cajetan, founded

the Theatines.

Juhus 11. sent him to England, to coUect the " Peter s Pence' which that

kingdom paid to Rome. During the siege of Rome, John Peter was vio-

lently persecuted by the Germans, and to escape the sight of such disasters

he retired to Verona, and afterwards to Venice, with his monks.

Paul III. summoned him to Rome to aid him with his advice, alike as to

the reform of church discipline and the labors of the council. Carafa firmly

and modestly refused, but the pope having thrice repeated his request, he

was obliged to comply.

On his an-ival at Rome he fell ill, and the pope resolved to give him the

purple, which he received on the 22d of December, 1536. It is said that

when the secretary, whose duty it was, presented the red hat with the usual

compliments, Carafa briefly thanked him, and then said :
" Now hang the

hat up on a naU."

Paul III., on the 15th of December, 1549, named John Peter Carafa

archbishop of Naples ; but in consequence of the opposition of the viceroy,

Peter of Toledo, Carafa v^'as unable to take possession of that See until

1550, under the reign of Juhus III.

After the funeral of Marcellus, forty-five cardinals, then in Rome, met in

conclave on the 15th of May. The imperial ambassador at that time

warned Carafa not to become a candidate, as the emperor had excluded
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bim. On recehing this unbecoinmg notice, Carafa bravely replied :
" If it

is the will of God that I become pontiff, the emperor cannot prevent it

;

and I shall be all the more thankful, because I shall owe it to God alone."

The electors were upright. The imperial partisans preferred cardinals da

Carpi, Pole, and Moroni ; but the cardinals attached to France would have

none of them. To remove all subject of difference, Cardinal Alexander

Farnese, in conjunction with Cardinal d'Este, proposed Carafa. The

French, who did not dislike that proposal, hastened to his room. Then da

Carpi and the cardinal of Toledo arrived, and they conducted him to the

PauHne Chapel. Carafa excused himself, and proposed the nomination of

Cardinal Nobili, a man of exemplary piety ; but his appeal was disregarded.

Carafa was placed in a chair to receive adoration. He resisted, and en-

deavored to get away. Farnese detained him. "Cardinal Carafa was almost

infirm, and his hands were fastened to his chair. His lips alone still re-

sisted, and asked to be spared, but exclamations drowned' his words. How-
ever, notwithstanding the noise, it was perceived that three votes were

wanting, and in that case the mode of adoration often becomes mischievous

to the objects of it. Then cardinals Pazzo, Moroni, and Sforza, leaders of

the imperial party, clearly perceiving that they would lose in the scrutiny,

gave their votes ; and Carafa, dean of the sacred college, at the age of

seventy-seven years, was elected by the way of adoration, on Ascension-daj'',

May 23, 1555.

He declared that he retained his see of Naples, and that he would take

the name of Paul, in evidence of the devotion he had always felt towards

Saint Paul, and also to show his gratitude towards Paul III. and the Far-

nese, who were the chief authors of his exaltation.

On the 26th of the same month he was crowned by Cardinal Pisani upon

the steps of the Vatican, near the portico.*

On the following day, reviving an old custom, he gave a banquet to the

cardinals, the dukes of Ferrara and Urbino, and the ambassadors of the

princes. So sumptuous a papal coronation was not previously known. The

ceremony took place on a Sunday, according to ancient custom, which, how-

ever, had not been observed by Juhus II., Leo X., Clement VII., Paul III.,

or JuHus III.

The taking possession of Saint John Lateran occurred on the 28th of

October, 1555.

Shortly after his exaltation, Paul summoned to his palace, as his secre-

taries, Casa, Gualenghi, Bini, and FiorabeUi, the most skilful Latin and

Italian "\\Titers of that day.

Although the new pontiff, up to the time of his exaltation, had Kved in

* The steps of the portico are shown on a medal of Paul III.
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the poverty prescribed to tlie Theatiiies, he determmed to support with due

splendor his sovereign dignity. His steward, mquiring how he desired the

appearance of his court and person to be provided for, he replied, magni/i-

cently, as becomes princes.

Subsequently, considering the austerity of his former hfe had inspired

the Komans with some fear, he showed himself great and generous. He
loaded them with favors, renewed old privileges, and gave them the city of

Tivoli, the administration of which he took from Cardinal d'Este, whom he

recompensed otherwise. The Romans soon learned to call him the delight

of theii" city, and in their gratitude erected a marble statue to him at the

capitol, the work of Pirro Liguorio. Still more, they formed a company of

one hundred and twenty horsemen, as an unpaid body-guard of the pontiff.

Ten of them daily did duty in that honorable service, with which the pope

showed himseK much gratified. These guards were known as Knights of

the Faith, or Knights of the Dove. Circumstances, however, brought

about difficulties. The pope's declaration of war against Philip of Spain

occasioned discontent in the guard, Avhich dejoriving it of the pope's favor,

it dwindled to insignificance.

Three Enghsh ambassadors arrived in Rome. They were sent to the

Holy See by Phihp, and Mary, his wife, queen of England. They asked

pai'don for the past errors of England. Paul affectionately embraced them,

released the kingdom from all the censures it had incurred, and to increase

the dignity of its sovereign, he erected the island of Ireland into a kingdom,

a title which had been given to it by Henrj^ YIII. and Edward VI., but

without the sanction of the Holy See.

In his first promotion, Paul created only one cardinal, his nephew, Charles

Carafa.

Charles V., weary of governing Spain, where he had reigned thirty-eight

years, and Germany, where he had reigned thirty-six years, a period during

which he had gained forty victories, and undertaken fifty journeys—nine in

Germany, six in Spain, seven in Italy, ten in Flanders, four in France, two

in England, two in Africa, eight in voyages on the Mediterranean, and two

on the ocean—determined upon a voluntary abdication.

In 1556 he resigned the government of Spam to his son Philip IL, hus-

band of the queen of England, and the administration of the empire to

Ferdinand I., his brother. He reserved for his personal disposal a

hundred thousand crowns, twelve servants, and a horse which he needed

for exercise, and he retired to the monastery of Saint Just, of the order of

Saint Jerome, upon the confines of Castile, where he died in 1558.

Ferdinand was then elected emperor ; but Paul refused to approve the

election, because, he said, it derogated from the apostolical dignity.

Neither the abdication of Charles V., nor the election of Ferdinand, could
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be recognized without the consent of the Holy See, and the empire could

only be considered vacant on the death of Charles V.

]\[eantime, the East Indies had in a great measure been converted to the

Catholic faith, by the apostle of the East, Saint Francis Xavier, one of the

coadjutors of Saint Ignatius in founding the Society of Jesus.

While the Lutherans in Europe were calling for the destruction of the

order, Francis, with his own hands, had baptized in Asia a million two

hundred pagans. In fact, according to the calculation of Segner and

Pichler, Francis won to the Church more souls than had been taken from

her by all the heretics from Simon the Magician down to Luther and Cal-

vin, in the course of fifteen hundred years ! When God in his goodness

designs to grant a recompense, he usually gives a thousand for one.*

At the solicitation of John III., king of Portugal, the Holy Father, in

the month of February, 1658, erected the Church of God into an arch-

bishopric, and estabhshed new sees in the places converted by Xavier.

On the 16th of December, in the same year, Paul published a bull against

all engaged in intrigues to reach the pontificate. Saint Charles Borromeo

so strongly approved of this bull, that when he returned to Rome he abso-

lutely declined to talk about the future pope, to either the duke of Florence

or Mark Antony Colonna,

For some months Paul had felt suspicious of his nephews, and his love

for them began to cool.

The first to speak to the pontiff about the conduct of his nephews was

the duke of Guise, who on his return from an unsuccessful expedition

against Naples, told the pope that his nephews had betrayed the Holy See.

On the other hand, Philip, king of Spain, ordered his ambassadors to pre-

vent the pope from giving his confidence to Cardinal Carafa, who had pre-

vented the prince from giving his favor to Mark Antony Colonna.

In this state, it happened that the pope, in a congregation of the Holy

Office, spoke warmly against an abuse which was charged against Cardinal

del Monte, whom on that account the pope proposed to deprive of the

purple. Cardinal Pacheco attributed the fault to the youth of del Monte.

Then, the pope, inflamed with a holy zeal, exclaimed, " Reform ! Reform !"

" Most holily spoken," rephed Pacheco, " but it must begin with us, with

ourselves." The Holy Father was silent, thinking that these words applied

to his nephews, who were guilty of greater excesses than those imputed to

del Monte.

The last blow to the influence of the nephews was given by Bongiano

GianfiUazzi, minister of the duke of Florence, who complained of grave

* That was the remark of Cardinal Borgia, prefect of the Propaganda at Rome, and he spoke

on the authority of innumerable and incontestable documents in his keeeping.
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insiilts received from Cardinal Carafa. The cardinal liad closed the door

in the face of that minister, who had waited upon His Holiness on import-

ant business, to expose, in the name of his prince, great wrongs on the

part of the cardinal ; among others, that of levying intolerable contributions

upon the clergy. The pope then privately consulted a pious Theatine, in

whom he had full confidence, who completely enlightened him as to the dis-

orders of which the Carafas were guilty.

Paid, convinced of the miscondiict of his nephews, assembled an extra-

ordinary consistory, explained his family misfortune, and by a decree

ordered that his nephews and all belonging to them, their mother, the wife

of one of them, their sons, and all their servants, should leave Rome within

twelve hours. And then he deprived his nephews of their dignity, and of

the power which they had abused.

Cardinal Carafa was exiled to Civita Lavinia, near Albano, and then to

Marino. John Carafa, duke of Palliano, general of the pontifical State,

and prefect of the galleys, lost those high offices, and was exiled at Gallese.

Anthony Carafa, marquis of Montebello, was compelled to retire to his

marquisate, situated in Romagna. All three were to be tried for high

treason if they should leave their place of exile.

Some cardinals endeavored to intercede for the culprits, but the pope

forbade their names to be mentioned. However, he retained near him Car-

dinal Alphonso, son of Montebello, a young man only eighteen years old,

because he was of an ingenuous disposition.

When the three exiles had left Rome, the pope said :
" Noiv, we both can

say, and ought to say. Of our pontificate the first year.

Paul could say that, beUeving himself freed fi'om the fetters of nepotism,

but he might have added that it was also the last year of his pontificate, for

very soon after he was attacked by a fever, which, at eighty- three, he hud

no strength to resist, and he died three months after his severe but most

just sentence. Like Vespasian, he said that a sovereign ought not to die in

bed, and he ordered his pontifical vestments to be brought to him ; but he

was so weak that he could not rise, and he breathed his last on the 18th of

August, 1559, after governing the Church four years, two months, and

twenty-seven days. He was interred in the Vatican. In 1559 his remains

•w;ere removed to the Dominican church of La Minerva, by order of Samt
Pius V.

The Biographie Universelle thus speaks of this pope's opinion of medicine :

" This pontiff was passionately fond of the science of medicine, but thougli

he considered physicians the first among the learned, he kept himself free

from needing their cares. He had read the best authors on that science,

especially Galen, in the Greek original. Caraccioh, in his manuscript life

of Paul IV., spoken of by Marini, says that that pope was his own physician
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to the end of his days, and kept himself in an invariable state of vigor. He
took no medicine and was never bled. Yet he so honored and favored phy-

sicians, that all of them who were distinguished in Kome for their skill,

desired the title of archiatro, or chief physician to the pope, in the hope

that by this title and the pojje's favor they would attain success.

Paul IV. was of lofty stature ; he had a pale complexion, a stern glance,

eyes sunken but bright, short nose, and scanty beard. His voice was deep,

and his gestures indicated both modesty and dignity.*

He was the author of that Confession of Faith which is now made by

bishops when they take possession of their Sees. He forbade the opening

of any passages across churches, or mendicants begging in them, that peo-

ple might not be disturbed in their devotions. He instituted the ceremony

of the Cavalcade to the Blinerva, on the day of the feast of the Annunciation,

and also the Pontifical Chapel, celebrated on the day appointed for honor-

ing the memory of Saint Thomas Aquinas.

* The three medals in our possession have the head covered by a long white cap. Legend

:

Pa\t.vs nil. Pont. Opt. M.—Paul IV., sovereign and excellent pontiff.

The reverse are—first : Roma kesvegens—Rome uprising. Rome, armed and surrounded by

trophies. Javelin in the right hand, and a buckler in the left. At her feet are drums, clarions,

and an amphora, and a book with the letters S. P. Q. R., &c.

Second : Domvs mea Domvs okationis voc—My house is called tJie Jwuie of prayer. Jesus

Christ on the left, armed with a scourge. The ground is covered with pieces of money that

have fallen from the table of a money-changer. An old man, falling on his knees, as he endeav-

ors to make his escape. A merchant with a casket, and a woman with a water-pot on her head.

Third: In flvctibvs emergens—Coming forth from the waves. Christ in Peter's bark, his

companions drawing their nets.

Du Molinet adds

:

1. Anno Domini M.D.L.VI. Pont. svi. Primo. Struck on the creation of the noble guard.

Faith presents her symbols, the chalice and Gospels. A medal of elegant workmanship.

2. The arms of the house of Carafa, without inscription. The tiara surmounting the keys ; and

in the field, gold, with two bands of silver.

3. Beata spes—Blessed hope. Hope holding in the right hand a flower ; in the left, a bunch

of poppies. At the foot of the figure is a full ear of wheat.

4. Beati qvi Cvstodfant vias meas—Happy are those who keep my ways. A head of C/hrist,

young and majestic.

5. DisciTE justitiam moniti—Learn justice, you who are warned. Justice holding the even

scales and the sword.

6. Claves regni ccelorvjM—The keys of the kingdom of the heavens. Christ giving the keys

to Saint Peter.

7. ILeijes. Rest.—Heresy repressed. The pope crowned, on his throne ; three bishops on his

right. Two men are kneeling before the throne.

Bonanni, vol. i., p. 2C3, adds:

1. Ne deterius vobis contingat—Lest something worse hcfall you. Christ blessing the people.

2. DuR.vBis IN pehpetvvm— TIiou shalt last forever. In the field, in the middle a death's

head, surmounted by an hour-glass ; on the right, a bridge ; on the left, the cross upon an open

book.

3. Sede Vacante—During the vacancy of the See. The arms of the cardinal chamberlain,

Ascanius Sforza, surmounted by crossed keys. The chamberlain has the right to strike money

during the vacancy of the Holy See.
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Paul was the first to order awnings to be placed to prevent the rain or

tlie sun from interrupting the feast of Corpus Christi, which traverses the

square of Saint Peter's.

Every year during the Carnival, he on one day invited the whole of the

sacred college to dinner. He said it was fitting that the prince should

sometimes recreate himself Avith his brethren and his sons.

He twice saved Rome from famme at the expense of the treasury, which

he well knew how to administer.

His table was magnificently served, but what he ate was barely sufficient

to support life.

His fasts were not confined to those of obhgation, and he contributed to

restore the custom of fasting in the Church.

His sleep was very short, and much interrupted. When unable to sleep

at night, he would rise, but not disturb his servants, for fear, as he said,

that he should deprive them of the gift of God, as he styled sleep.

Great as were his virtues, they could not secure the constant affection of

the Eomans. His severity made him many enemies, so that after his death,

although he had done justice upon his nephews, the people levelled the

pontifical statue set up in the capitol, threw the head into the Tiber, and

destroyed the armorial bearings, and all the monuments of the Carafa

family. This violence was punished in the following reign.

Several works of this pontiff are extant : De Symholo, De Emendanda Ec-

desia, and the Eule of the Theatines, of which he was the founder.

The Holy .See was vacant four months and eight days.

228. PIUS IV.— A. D. 1559.

lUS IV. (John Angelo de Medici) bom at Milan

on the 31st of March, 1499 (Novaes, vii., p.

142), was the son of Bernardino de Medici and

Cecilia Serbelloni, an illustrious lady of Milan,

where some members of the Medici family, driven

fi'om Florence by the violence of the civil wars,

had taken refuge. John Angelo took the doctor's

cap at the university of Bologna. He reached

Home on the 26th of December, 1527, the same

day and at the same hour when, thirty-two years later, he was raised to the

throne of Saint Peter. Clement VII. named him apostoHc prothonotary.
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and Paul made him governor, first of Ascoli, and then of Citta di Castello

;

five years afterwards of Fano, and then of Parma. Thence he was sent

mto Hungary with the general of the ItaUan troops. When lie returned to

Rome, in 1^13, Paul commissioned him to settle a boundary dispute between

Bologna and Ferrara.

John Angelo was next sent to Poland, as commissary against the Turks

and Lutherans. He accompanied John Baptist Savelli, general of the pon-

tifical troops, and auxiliary of Ferdinand, king of Hungary. John Angelo

became, in succession, governor of Ancona, archbishop of Ragusa, vice-

legate of Bologna, under the Cardinal Moroni, and then governor of Pe-

rugia and Umbria. Finally, on the 8th of April, 1549, he was created

cardinal-priest of Saint Pudentiana.

Pope JuHus III. sent him as legate with the pontifical army that marched

against Octavius Farnese. Peace being made in 1553, Charles V. named

him bishop of Cassano, whence Paul IV., in 1556, transferred him to the

see of Fuhgno. From the title of Saint Pudentiana, Cardinal de Medici

passed to other titles, and at length to that of Saint Prisca.

After the novencUali, which commenced on the 23d of August, but fi'om

some imforeseen delays did not end till the 4tli of September, the conclave

assembled. It lasted four months. Forty-four electors could not agree upon

a successor to Paul IV. At length, on the night following Christmas, Car-

dinal de Medici was elected, not at the scrutiny, but by acclamation. He
owed his elevation chiefly to cardinals Farnese, Sforza, de Guise, and Carafa.

The next day the Cardinals repaired to the Chapel of the Scrutiny, and al-

though there was nothing informal in the acclamation of the previous

evening, they confirmed it by the ordinary ballot.

We must not forget to mention a stratagem employed in that same con-

clave to cause the choice to fall upon Cardinal Bartolomeo delia Cueva, a

Spaniard. His conclavist, an able man, secretly visited thirty-two of the

cardinals separately, begging each to give a single ballot to his master, who

would be very grateful for this solitary token of esteem. Each cardinal

thus solicited, imagining that he alone was asked for that graceful act

of . politeness, promised his vote. When all met in the chapel, and each

asked the other how he intended to vote, and each replied that for

that single time he should give it to Cardinal della Cueva, the trick of

Torres was discovered ; but they could not prevent his master from ob-

taining seventeen votes. As thirty were needful, however, the trick was

useless.

The newly elected pope, who took the name of Pius IV., was crowned on

the 6th of January, 1560. Panvinio, in his hfe of this pontiff, observes

that he was born on Easter-day, elected on Christmas-day, and crowned on

Epiphany.
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On the 28th of January, Pins IV., preceded by thirty-one cardinals, took

possession of Saint John Lateran.

The pope immediately determined to show his zealous practice, as pontiff,

of the virtues which had distinguished him when cardinal. At the instance

of the sacred college, and especially of Cardinal Carafa, he pardoned the

Romans for their violence at the death of Paul. However, he ordered that

the senate shoidd be present at the Mass celebrated on the 17th of January

in expiation of the tumult, and that the city should pay the indemnities due

for the damage done on that occasion.

Pius IV. did not show equal leniency to Pompey Colonna, who, under the

reign of Julius III., had killed his mother-in-law, and now solicited pardon.

"God forbid," rephed Pius, "that we should commence our reign by the

absolution of a parricide."

Shortly after, the pope confirmed Ferdinand in the imperial dignity, and

received his ambassadors as those of a legitimate emperor, because Charles

V. being dead, the reasons on which Paul had grounded the exclusion no

longer existed.

The pope was urged to decide upon the fate of the ministers and nephews

of his predecessor, who were detested by the populace. Pius IV. then

determined to show how he desired to be served in the government. On
the 7th of June, the two cardinals Carafa, Charles, nephew of Paul, and

his great-nephew, Alphonsus, were put in prison. At the same time, John

Carafa, count of Montorio and duke of PaUiano, and the nephcAv of Paul,

together with various lords, were thrown into prison as accomplices in a

crime committed upon the person of Brianza di Ascalona, wife of the said

duke of Palliano. Pius named a deputation of eight cardinals to conduct

the trial of their colleagues Charles and Alphonsus Carafa. It lasted until

the 3d of March, 1561. In a consistory of that day the draft of the sen-

tence was read. The populace impatiently awaited the satisfaction given

to the enemies of nepotism.

Charles was convicted of high treason. It was proved that he had de-

ceived his uncle by pei-fidious and dangerous opinions, especially on the

subject of the Neapolitan war. He had persecuted various respectable

persons, and kindled war between France and Spain by forged letters and

signatures. That same night Cardinal Charles was put to death in the

castle of Saint Angelo. Some time after, the duke of Palliano was be-

headed. The same punishment was inflicted upon the other prisoners.

Cardinal Alphonsus Carafa was declared innocent, and set fi-ee. But he

was ordered to pay a hundred thousand Roman crowns damages to the

apostohc chamber.*

* The judgment against Cardinal Charlea and his brother the duke, as well as the rest, was
reversed under Saint Pius V.

Vol. L-48
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By this example of terrible severity, which undoubtedly dims the renown

of this reign, the ministers were warned of the rigorous views and inten-

tions of Pope Pius IV., ill applied as that rigor was.

To secure at the same time the fidelity of his subjects, although he had

so sternly declared war against nepotism, he would intrust the care of his

person and of his most important affairs only to one of his nephews, Charles

Borromeo, aged twenty-three years. The Romans applauded the choice,

although they detested the motive of relationship which had dictated it.

Other relatives also received the purple : among them were John de

Medici, son of Cosmas, grand duke of Tuscany. Cardinal John, according

to Florentine historians, was assassinated at the age of nineteen, by his

brother, Don Garcia, who pursued him with an envious and ferocious

hatred.

Meanwhile, Cardinal Moroni, who had presided at the Council of Trent,

and whom Paul IV. had caused to be arrested upon several charges, so-

Hcited a trial, and entreated Pius IV. to order it to be conducted with the

utmost rigor. A commission of cardinals, of whom Ghisheri, afterwards

Pope Pius v., was one, declared, after deliberate examination, Cardinal

Moroni absolutely innocent. Was some remorse already felt for the pre-

vious judgment ?

Shortly after, the pope turned his whole attention to the Council of Trent,

which he wished to close. Revolutions in Europe had constantly interrupted

it ; and in the last conclave every cardinal had promised, if elected, to close

it. Pius IV. was resolved to keep his promise, and his former colleagues

were no less sincere in inviting him to do so.

By a bull of the 23d of November, 1560, Pius IV. convoked the continu-

ation of that august assembly, which reopened on the 28th of January,

1562. That bull, however, met with some difficulties, because the king of

Prance was not named in it, although the Eldest Son of tlie Church*

* The duke of Saint Aignan, ambassador from the king of France, in the discourse he pro-

nounced at the moment when the conclave elected Benedict XIV., says that the king his master

alone had the right to take the title of Eldest Son of the Church, and that he had enjoyed that

right during several centuries. On that point a letter was published in 1745, and in 1754, in

which the author ascribes that privilege rather to the emperors. The author says that the first

Son of the Church was the Emperor Constantine, and that he transmitted that title to his suc-

cessors, who during more than two centuries after Clovis, first king of France, were called Sons

and Most ChHitia?i. The author adds, that in the coronation ceremonial of the emperors, it is

not shown that that title has been attributed to any but them. Finally, that writer draws the

inference that the first traces of such a name being attributed to the kings of France, go no

further back than the half of the then last century, according to the Vindicim EispaniccB of

John James ChifHet. In 1754, a reply was published to this kind of pamplilet, showing that

that title of the king ol France was mentioned by George Dietrich, in his notes on the Golden

BuU ; by Ernest Cokel ; by Conrad Schurzfleisch, and by a treaty between Alexander VII. and

Louis XIV., signed at Pisa in 16G4. There is a fine extract from the publications relating to

to the dispute, in vol. x., of LUt. Hist, of Italy, by Father Zaccaria, p. 224, et seq. As regards
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The sessions proceeded but slowly with business, owing to the preten-

sions of Claudius Vigilius de Guinonez, count of Luna, ambassador fi-om

Philip II. of Spain, who, contrary to custom, insisted that his ambassadors

should have precedence of the ambassadors of France. On the other hand,

Arnold de Ferrier, president of the parliament of Paris, and Guy de Pibrac,

of Toulouse, the French ambassadors, strongly maintained the pre-emi-

nence of their coui-t. The pontiff decided in favor of the latter.* The

Spanish ambassador protested, and set out for Rome, to represent to Pius

IV. that Svinsilla, king of Spain, was called by Honorius I., in 637, tlie

Catholic Icing, before Gregory III. had called Charles Martel most Christian

king.

Catholic king was one title, most Christian king was another title. The

debates on this dispute were renewed at Rome in 1564. Pius IV. a second

time decided in favor of the kings of France, and if we may credit Mura-

tori,t PhiHp II. took no offence at it.

On the 26th of February, 1561, Pius made another promotion, including

Bernard Salviati, origmally a warrior, much feared by the Turks, then

almoner to Catharine of Medicis, and afterwards cardinal of Saint Prisca.

He had built at Rome, at the Jjimgara, the famous Salviati palace, which

still exists, though in ruius. It was in that palace that he prepared to

receive Henry III., who had promised to go to Rome, but was unable to

accomplish that journey. 2. Sanislaus Osius, born at Cracow, son of King

Sigismund Augustus, afterwards ambassador fi-om the Emperor Ferdinand

to the council. 3. Anthony Perrenot de Granvelle, born of a noble family

at Ornans, in the diocese of Besangon, afterwards appointed by Philip II.

as councillor to Margaret, duchess of Parma, governess-general of Flan-

ders. He spoke, correctly, seven languages. 4. Louis d'Este, of the family

of the dukes of Ferrara. 5. Louis Madrucci, a noble of the city of Trent.

His family generously attended to all requests concerning the accommoda-

tion of the members of the council in that city. He was cardinal fifty-nine

years, and attended seven conclaves. He is only accused of having some-

what too haughtily defended the interests of. Spain. 6. Mark Sitticus

Altemps, a German, baron of Hohenemps, born in his fief of Emps, and

nephew on the maternal side of Pius IV. 7. Francis Gonzaga, of the

family of the dukes of Ariano. 8. Inigo Avalos di Aragon, a noble Ne-

the title of Most Christian, see ante in this work—reign of Gregory III.,—where that pontiff,

in a letter to Charles Martel, gives him the title of Most Christian. For the title of Elded Son

of the Church, the strictest French writers think it is as old, at least, as the time of Louis XI.

* Charles Bulteau, brother of the famous Louis Bulteau, printed a treatise concerning the

precedence of the kings of France over the kings of Spain.

f Annals of Italy, vol. x., ad Ann. l.'j()4. Spondanus also has written on this question, and

gives some extent to his arguments in favor of the French.
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apolitan, knight of Santiago of Spain, and chancellor of the kingdom of

Spain. 9. Francis Pacheco, a noble Spaniard. 10. John Francis Gambara,

a noble of Brescia, celebrated for his prodigiously penetrating mind. It was

seldom that in the most important affairs this cardinal failed to predict the

issue. He was one of the chief ornaments of the conclaves at which he

was present.

Other prelates, distinguished in literature, also obtained the purple in the

same consistory. The list we have given shows that the purj)le was sought

by the first families of Europe, and even by the sons of sovereigns.

It was by such cares and such precautions that Rome replied to the

Lutherans, who persisted in representing the sacred college as fiUed by

people without rank, celebrity, talent, or priestly quahties. AU the subjects

whom w'e have named deserved universal esteem for their piety and sincere

attachment to their duties. From time to time, the princes who were parti-

sans of Luther insisted that the council should be celebrated in Germany.

But it was replied, that it would be wrong, deliberately to deliver the lambs

into the power of ravenous wolves. The Protestants also made the intoler-

able demand that the pope should not preside, and that the ministers of

the Confession of Augsburg might speak and vote.

Those unjust demands might produce fatal consequences. The pope

feared that the Calvinists might do in France what the Lutherans had done

in Germany. And then he earnestly endeavored to put an end to the

council while the Chm'ch was still at peace.

The twenty-fifth and last session, then, was celebrated, and on the 3d and

4th of December aU the chapters and canons, formed under various popes,

were read. Those decrees were approved by the Fathers, without the

unity of the council being injured by its interruption.

Paul III. had convoked it at Mantua, in 1536 ; and the following year,

without any effect, at Vicenza ; then, in 1542, at Trent, where it opened in

1545. After seven sessions it was transferred, in 1547, to Bologna, where

for four years nothing was done. Under JuHus III., in 1551, it was re-

sumed at Trent, and suspended in the same city till 1562. Then it was

again convoked under Pius IV., who, as we have said, successfully termin-

ated it.

There has been no council, if we consult aU the venerable past, in which

so many questions were treated on dogmas, discipline, and morals. These

matters have never been better defined than in that assembly, which may

be regarded as the faithful image and perfect completion of all other coun-

cils.* Finally, to sum up, after twenty-seven, counting fi'om the meeting at

* The celebrated Jesuit, Sforza Pallavicini (afterwards cardinal), wrote in most elegant

Italian a historv of tlie Council of Trent. (Rome 1656, 2 vols. ; Augsburg, 1755, 2 vols., folio.
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Mantua, and after eigliteen years, counting from the first session at Trent,

that great council was ended and signed by two hundred and thirty-five

Fathers ; that is to say, four legates, two cardinals, three patriarchs, twenty-

five archbishops, one hundred and sixty-eight bishops, seven abbots, thirty-

nine proxies for absent bishops, and seven generals of religious orders.

At the earnest request of the Fathers, Pius IV., by his bull of the 26th of

January, loG-i, solemnly approved the council, prohibiting and annulling all

commentary or interpretation. By another bull of the 18tli of July, he

declared that all the decrees of the Council of Trent, relating to reform and

positive right, were obligatory fi'om the 1st of the May preceding. To

insure strict obedience to its decrees, the pope by his bull, Benedictus Dens,

estabhshed a congregation, consisting of eight cardinals, who were to have

the right of inspection over the execution of the canons, reserving to himself

the interpretation of the decrees ; excluding all others from interference, on

pain of excommunication.

Sixtus V. subsequently limited the jurisdiction of this congregation to

questions on the reformation of morals, and not those relating to faith.

Ecclesiastics possess, in their libraries, the canons and decrees of the

Council of Trent ; we, therefore, confine ourselves, for the information of

laymen, to an extract from the bull Injunctum, published by Pius IV., under

the form of the oath of the profession of faith.

After the Credo, as it is said in our churches, these words are read, which

eveiy ecclesiastic, on receiving a benefice, should read aloud, and inteUigi-

bly, or write with his own hand.

" I, N , believe and profess with a firm faith, all and every one of those

things which are contained in the symbol of faith used in the Holy Catho-

lic {Roman) Church, viz. :

'

.

" I believe in one God, the Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth,

and of all things visible and invisible ; and in one Lord Jesus Christ, the

only-begotten Son of God, and born of the Father before all ages ; God of

God ; Light of Light ; true God of true God. Begotten, not made ; con-

substantial to the Father, by whom all things were made ; who for us men,

and for our salvation, came down fi'om heaven, and was incarnate by the

Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, AND WAS MADE MAN. Was crucified

also for us under Pontius Pilate ; he suffered and was buried ; and rose

again the third day according to the Scripture, and ascended into heaven

;

sits at the right hand of the Father, and shall come again with glory to

judge both the living and the dead, of whose kingdom there shall be no end.

I». is the best work to meet the calumnious history of Fra Paol Sarpi. Pallavicini wrote from

the archives of the council, preserved in the castle of Saint Angelo. His work was translated

into Latin by Father Joseph Qiattini, a Jesuit of Palermo (Antwerp, 3 vols., 4to). An edition

appeared at Faenza, in 5 vols., 4to, under the direction of Francis Anthony Zaccaria.
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And in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and giver of Life, who proceeds from the

Father and the Son, who, together with the Father and the Son, is adored

and glorified ; who spoke bj the Prophets. And One, Holy, CathoHc and

ApostoKc Church. I confess one baptism for the remission of sins. And
I expect the resvu'rection of the dead ; and the life of the world to come.

A))ien.

" I most firmly admit and embrace apostoHcal and ecclesiastical Tradi-

tions, and all other constitutions and observances of the same Church.

" I also admit the sacred Scriftures, according to the sense in which our

Holy Mother, the Church, has held, and does hold them, to whom it belongs

to judge of the true sense and interpretation of the holy Scriiotures ; nor will

I ever take and interpret them otherwise than according to the unanimous

consent of the Fathers. ^-

" I profess also, that there are truly and properly seven Sacraments of the

new law, instituted by Jesus Christ our Lorgl, for the salvation of mankind,

though not all necessary for every one : viz.. Baptism, Confirmation, Eu-

charist, Penance, Extreme Unction, Holy Order, and Matrimony ; and that

they confer grace : and that of these, Baptism, Confirmation, and Holy Order,

cannot be reiterated "without sacrilege. I also receive and admit the Cere-

monies, which the CathoHc Church admits and approves of, iu the solemn

administration of all the aforesaid sacraments.

" I receive and embrace all and every one of the things which have been

defined and declared in the holy Council of Trent, concerning original sin

and justification.

" I profess hkewise, that in the Mass is offered to God a true, proper, and

propitiatory sacrifice for the living and the dead : and that in the most holy

sacramtnt of Eucharist there is truly, really, and substantially present, the body

and blood, together with the soul and divinity of our Lord Jesus Chi'ist ; and

that there is made a conversion of the whole substance of the bread into

the body, and of the whole substance of the wine into the blood ; which

conversion the Catholic Church calls Transubstantiation.

" I confess also that, under each kind, Christ is whole and entire, and a

true sacrament is received.

" I constantly hold that there is. a Piu'gatory, and that the souls thereia

detained are helped by the suffrages of the faithful. Jjikewise, that the

saints reigning together with Christ, are to be honored and invocated ; that

they offer prayers to God for us ; and that their reHcs ought to be venerated.

" I most firmly assert that the images of Christ, and of the Mother of God,

ever a virgin, and also of the Saints, are to be had and retained, and that

due honor and veneration are to be given them.
*' I also affirm that the power of Indulgences was left by Christ to the

Church, and that the use of them is most wholesome to Christian people.
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"I acknowledge the Holy Catholic Apostolic Koman Ohurcli to be the

Mother and Mistress of all Churches ; and I promise true obedience to the

Bishop of Eome, the siTccessor of St. Peter, Prince of the Apostles, and

vicar of Jesus Christ on earth.

" I also undoubtedly receive and profess all other things delivered, de-

fined, and declared by the sacred Canons and general Councils, and par-

ticularly by the holy Council of Trent ; and I also condemn, reject, and

anathematize all things contrary thereto, and all heresies whatsoever con-

demned, rejected, and anathematized by the Church.

" This true Catholic Faith, out of which none can be saved, I now truly

profess and ti-uly hold. And I, N
,
promise to hold, and profess the same

whole and entii'e, with God's assistance, to the end of my life. Arnen."

We shall here leave the Council of Trent, for in the sequel of this work

the acts of the council will be very often cited, and will support the doc^

trinal decrees called forth by new embarrassments of the Church.

The first sovereign who showed liis zeal in submitting to the Council of

Trent was the young King Sebastian of Portugal, who, seven years earlier,

had succeeded his pious grandfather John III. As soon as Sebastian

received the bull of confirmation, he thanked the pope with the most tender

respect ; congratulated His HoHness upon the happy issue of his labors,

and promised with his whole strength to support the authority of the Holy

See and that of the council, and protested that he had nothing so deeply at

heart as to cause the faithful execution of all the decisions, dogmatical or

disciplinary, given by the holy synod.

The Venetians also earnestly accepted the council.* The pope, on that

subject, warmly praised them, and pointed to the senate as an example for

other powers. Not contented with that, the pope presented to the republic the

palace of Saint Mark, at Rome, which was put at the disposal of the Venetian

ambassador, Venice gratefully gave, in her turn, to the Holy See, the mag-

nificent palace Gritti, which became the residence of the apostolic nuncio.

t

The council did not immediately find equal acceptance in the kingdoms

of Spain and France. | The decrees on faith, doctrine, and discipKne, op-

posed by the heretics, were accepted, but some touching reform and disci-

pline were not absolutely admitted.§ Such reservations do not appear to

obtain now.

At this time there arrived at Rome Abdisu (servant of Jesus), a monk of

the order of Saint Anthony, a very learned personage. He sought the

pope's confirmation in the title of patriarch of Muzale, in Eastern Syria.

* Jacques Dicdo, Hint, of the Rep. of Venice, vol. ii., liv. v., p. 196.

+ Andrew Morosini, Ilintory of Venice, liv. viii., an. 15G4, p. 309. X Novaes, vii., p. 165.

§ See on this subject, Bercastcl, vol. xix., p. 9, et seq.
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He made liis profession of faith,* wliich had ah-eady been read in the

twenty-second session of the council, and he signed it for presentation to

the pope, who sent him back to his country with rich presents.

The pontiff permitted Cosmas, first duke of Tuscany, to found, for the

defence of the faith, and the safety of the Mediterranean, the miUtary order

of Saint Stephen, pope and martyr,t Pius IV., after receiving the requisite

information, approved the statutes of that order, which was to follow tbe

rule of Saint Benedict, and the three vows of charity, conjugal chastity,

and obedience to superiors. The buU of the pope named Cosmas and his

successors grand masters of the order. Honorable pri^-ileges were granted

to them. The habit of the order was of great magnificence. The Grand

Duke Ferdinand reformed those statutes in 1590, and other popes granted

new honorary rights. Ameoig others, Benedict XIV. granted them the

privilege to speak to the pope without previously depositing their swords

in the anteroom. The same privilege—which, moreover, is granted to the

entu'e diplomatic body—has also been granted to the knights of the royal

order of Charles III. of Spain.

The cross of the Knights of Saint Stephen is red, and very httle different

from that of the Knights of Malta.."]:

Phihp II. had honored with his patronage Mark Antony Colonna, who

had addressed many petitions to the Holy See. The pope restored to that

Boman prince the lands of his family, which had been confiscated by Paul

IV. The CathoHc king, under these circumstances, favoring the views of

pontifical nepotism, gave to the nephew of Pius IV., Frederic, count of

Arona, the duchy of Oira, in the kingdom of Naples, together with a con-

siderable pension.

At this time a great promotion of cardinals occurred. The pope created

as members of the sacred college—1. Frederic Gonzaga, of the dukes of

Mantua ; 2. Ferdinand d,e Medici, of the family of the dukes of Tuscany,

who subsequently, not being in holy orders, resigned the hat, and became

grand duke of Tuscany in 1588.

To put an end to the dispute as to precedence between the regular canons

of Saint Augustine and the Benedictine Monks, Pius decreed, in 1564, that

the first, as clerics, should precede the monies in acts pubhc and private ; but

that in the councils and other places in which both gave their votes, the

precedence should belong to each of the abbots of those orders according

to the seniority of promotion in their abbeys.§

* It is in Spondanus, num. xxxiv.

f See the reign of Saint Stephen I. It was that admirable pope who said :
" We must not

lead religion where we wish, but let it lead us whither it will."

:j: See Spondanus, n. v., an. 1562, num. xxxix.

g Pannotti, HUt. of the Canons-Regular, lib. ii., cap. Ixxi.
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In the consistory held on the 27th of November, 1564, the pope exhorted

the cardinals not to make use of carriages, which had been introduced by

the marchioness of Mantua* and other ladies. It was his will that the car-

dinals should ride on horseback in the city. Charles V., in fact, on his re-

turn from Eome, said that the sight that most struck him in that city was

the procession of cardinals going on horseback to the consistories. It is

certain, moreover, that in 1582, according to Mark Antony Valena, the car-

dinals, when they went to the palace, went pontifically, on horseback, and

even had the power, if they met a criminal on his way to death, to pardon

him on the spot.f

Important business kept Pius IV. much engaged. Many Germans m
various dioceses asked permission to communicate under both kinds ; and

at first the Holy Father thought that religion would thereby be extended.

Various princes, including the Emperor Ferdinand, Albert of Bavaria, and

Charles, archduke of Austria, joined their solicitation to this wish of their

subjects. The matter had been discussed in the Council of Trent : that

assemblage of wisdom, prudence, circumspection, knowledge, and courage,

and the pope, had deigned to grant the permission. But in the briefs on

that subject which he addressed to the electors and to the archbishops, he

declared that he granted them the faculty to administer the Communion

under both kinds,:|: if they deemed fit, to such as should devoutly beg that

favor, and who should confess that each kind contained the true body of

Jesus Christ, and that the Church had not erred in giving only the one

kind, any more than she erred in giving both.§

In the course of time it became evident that this concession only em-

boldened the mischievous temper of the Lutherans, and did serious mis-

chief to the faith, as Cardinal Commendon, on the 6th of June, 1565, wrote

to Cardinal Borromeo. In consequence, Pius V. and Gregory XIII. entirely

revoked the permission, and restored the custom, practised during so many
ages, of giving Communion to the laity only under one kind.ll

In 1565, on the 4th of May, the Holy Father published a constitution, by

which, in concert with Giannotto Castiglioni, his relation, and grand master

of the order, he restored and amplified the order of the Knights of Saint

Lazarus, in Italy, founded, according to Saint Gregory Nazianzen,! and

confirmed by Pope Saint Damasus, to aid the pilgrims at Jerusalem, and

especially those attacked by leprosy.

* Subsequently, carriages were in such general use in Rome that Saint Charles Borromeo

used to say :
" Omnia vanitas, prxter currum in urbe—All is vanity, except a carriage, in Rome.''

f This privilege belonged to the Vestal Virgins in old Rome, but they had to make oath that

it was only accident that caused them to meet the criminal.

X Novacs, vii., p. 169. § Lambertini, De Sacrificio Missm, sect, i., num. 308.

I
See Lambertini, and also Bossuet on the Mass. ^ Orat. xx., De Laudibus Basilic.
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These same knights, whom subsequently we shall see united to those of

the order of Saint Maurice, founded by the duke of Savoy, had been con-

firmed in 1255 by Alexander IV., placed under the rule of Saint Augustine,

and favored with many privileges by several popes.*

By another constitution, subsequently confirmed by Gregory XIII., Pius

IV. forbid the palaces of the cardinals and the ambassadors any longer to

serve as asylums for delinquents and "malefactors.

Pius IV., having been seriously ill during the celebration of the council,

it was reported about that that assembly would elect his successor. On
that subject the pontiff decreed that a pontifical election should be made
only at Home, and that the faculty of election belonged only to the cardi-

nals, the sole depositaries of that right. Further, by a bull of the 18th of

January, 1565,t renewing a law of Boniface II., he ordered that no pontiff

should ever choose either a successor or coadjutor, even though the cardi-

nals should agree among themselves upon that subject. By the same con-

stitution, Pius renewed, decreed, and amplified the laws laid down upon

papal election by his predecessors Alexander III., Gregory X., Clement V.,

Clement VI., and Julius II.

To reward those who had deserved well from the Church in the Council

of Trent, Pius IV. made a considerable promotion of cardinals. Among
others who received the hat were—1. Mark Antony Colonna, disciple in

theological studies of brother Felix Peretti, afterwards Sixtus V. ; 2. Augelo

McoHni, a noble Florentine ; 3. Louis Pisani, a noble Venetian ; 4. Prosper

Pubhcola Santacroce, a noble Eoman. The last-mentioned at a very early

age lost his nearest relations, and at the time of the sack of Bome, in 1527,

every thing belonging to him had either been pillaged or destroyed. He
then so diligently apphed himself to study, that he became one of the most

distinguished men at the Boman court. He was nuncio to Henry II. of

France, and then was sent to Portugal in the same capacity, and again re-

turned as nuncio to France, where he received the purple. 5. Hugo Buon-

compagni, who was afterwards Gregory XIII. 6. Simon Pascal de' Negri, a

noble Genoese, and an excellent physician, who subsequently filled the most

important offices. (It is evident that though Borne, then probably more

than ever, before, employed so many of illustrious birth, she did not over-

look talents, deserts, and knowledge, in the less exalted classes.) 7. Charles

Visconti, who had settled so many difficult a£fairs in the holy synod. 8.

Francis Abondio Castiglioni, of the family of Celestine IV., who was pope

in 1241. 9. Anthony de Crequy, of the illustrious French family of that

* The graces and i)rivileges granted by the popes to this order are mentioned by Pius IV. in

liis Constitution 95. Spondanus also speaks of them at the year 1565, num. xvi., xvii.

f Constitution 63. Cherubini, Bullarium Bomamim, tome ii.
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name. 10. John Francis Commendono, a Venetian, whose father was a

physician.*

This promotion, which gave twenty-two new cardinals to the Church, Avas

a worthy reward of many toils, and much resolution and patience, and all

Europe was a sharer in the benefit.

Meanwhile, Solj'man II., having unconsciously become the partisan of

Luther, because that heresiarch had distui'bed Christendom, ordered Mus-

tapha, one of his bravest generals, to lay siege to the island of Malta, then

held by the Knights of Ehodes.

Forty thousand Turks invested the forts, but Pius IV., who was so

zealous for the weal of religion, powerfully re-enforcing the fleet of PhiHp

II., Mustapha was obUged to raise the siege, after losing thirty thousand

men. We shall speak more at length of this siege in the reign of Pius V.f

The magnificence of Pius IV. was not Umited to aiding all Christendom

against the Mussulmans, his generosity also embraced Rome and the Papal

State.

He erected at Diocletian's baths, the Carthusian convent, one of the

finest buildings in Rome. From the palace of Monte Cavallo he laid out a

fine street, ending in the beautiful gate in the' city wall, called after him

the Porta Pia, and standing on the site of the ancient Porta Nomentana.:]:

Pius opened still another gate, near the ancient gate Cassia, and it was

named Porta Angelica, in commemoration of the name of Angelo, which

the pope bore before his elevation. Not far from the castle of Saint Angelo

he built another gate, called di Castello, communicatmg with the Angelica

gate. Another of his favors in this way was the rebuilding of the Fla-

minian gate, called Del Popolo, on the road entering Rome fi'om Florence

and the March of Ancona. The square by that gate was greatly embel-

hshed by Pius VII. and Leo XII.

Pius restored the Villa Julia, and also commenced the palace of the Con-

* Cardinal Commcndon. says Novaes (vii., p. 177), was raised to tlie most eminent posts. He
died at Padua, December 25, 1584, aged sixty-two, more advanced in glory than in age, with

the reputation of being one of the greatest men of his time as an eloquent impromptu orator.

See his life, by Anthony Mary Oraziani, bishop of Amelia. Paris, 1G99.

f For details of this siege, see Bercastel, vol. xix., p. 64, ei seq.

J The architect of this gate was Michael Angelo. It has been imagined that fn the orna-

ments of the Porta Pia, there are proofs that the great artist persisted in considering the Medicis

to-be descended from a family of barber-surgeons. It has been asserted that in those ornaments

there are hanrm, towels, and pUls. We reply, that tho.se accessories, in the first i)lace, are very

imperfectly expressed ; and in the next place, may have been added by malignants of a later day.

For, if Michael Angelo liad that idea, would he have been prompted by it to make a satire in

stone, under the patronage and undcsr the direction of a pontiff of that house—of a. pontiff

who, it must be owned, had little wish to claim descent from a family of that rank and profes-

sion ? To understand that the assertion is a mere calumny, we need only calculate—if we over

attribute to Michael Angelo a malignity from which he was exempt—the vast amount of money
that the Medicean pope paid for that building, lie literally spared no expense.
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servation at tlie capitol. Michael Angelo still gave his advice. Indeed, it

would take long to mention all the public works due to this pontiff.

He founded a printing-office in the Vatican, and gave the superintendence

of it to the celebrated Paul Manutius, whom he sent for to Rome on that

especial accoiint. He continued the mighty centre-piece of the buildings

of the Vatican, commenced by Julius II. He opened new roads and re-

stored the old ; and he perfected the researches commenced by Julius for

retracing every feeder of the Virgin Water/'

Finally, he strengthened the fortifications of Ostia, Civita Vecchia, and

Ancona.

This led, unfortunately, to an increase of taxation. Turbulent men, ever

ready to profit by popular discontent, and having nothing to lose in case of

failure, formed a conspiracy against the pope. Among the confederates

were Thaddeus Manfredi, the Chevalier PeUizoni, Count Antonio Canasini,

and Prosper Pittori. They intended to assassinate the pope. Benedict

Accolti was to present a petition to the pope, and when His Holiness held

out his hand to take it, the vile hireling was to stab his master. His cour-

age failed him as often as he had an opportunity to commit the sacrilegious

crime, which therefore was deferred ; the conspirators began to disagree,

and one of them revealed the plot. All were arrested on the same night,

tried, and condemned to death.

Pius had scarcely escaped from this barbarous treason, when he was at-

tacked by a catarrhal fever, and after only a week's iUness, died on the 10th

of December, 1565, attended by Saint Philip Neri, who the year before had

founded his congi*egation of Oratorians, and by Saint Charles Borromeo,

who, arriving in Rome on the first intelHgence of his uncle's illness, warned

him that he was in danger of death, and administered the Sacraments of

the Church.

Pius IV. was sixty years, eight months, and nine days old ; his pontificate

had lasted five years, eleven months, and fifteen days. During his reign he

created forty-six cardinals. He was intended at the Vatican. On the 4th

of January, 1583, his remains were removed without pomp to the Carthusian

Church of the 3fadonna degli Angeli, which he himself had founded and con-

secrated.t

* In Papire Masson, De Episcopis TJrUs (Paris, 1586, 4to., p. 412), is this distich. Rome is

supposed to speak

:

Marmoream me fecit, eram qunm terrea Cjesar,

Aurea sub quarto sum modo facta Pio.

t We have three medals of Pius IV. Around the head we read : Pivs IIII. Pont. Max.

In two smaller medals, of the cominencement of the reign, the head is hare. In a large medal,

mscribed An. III., the head is covered witli the great white cap.

The first medal has Instavkata—Restored. Outworks, communicating \vith the castle, on the

country side, are represented with their scarps and counterscarjjs. These fortifications still exist
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Pius IV. was of ordinary stature, but strong. His face was large, Lis

eyes were blue, and did not correspond ; nose large, and the beard scanty.

He seemed more disposed towards cheerfulness than towards the stern

gravity his station required. His memory was so retentive, that he could

on the instant recite aloud long passages fi-om jurisconsults, historians, and

poets. TMien he chose, he could speak brilliantly ; and he excited wonder

by his experience in business, and by his patience in labor.

2d. Aroimd the field and on the reverse, Mendicis m PTOcnoTROPHivM Redactis—Mendi-

cants gathered in the poorhonse. Attributed to Leo X., but really of Pius IV., -who built the

Mendicant Asylum. Beneficence, surrounded by four little children.

3d. Dive Catharine Templvxi Anno Christi ; and in the exergue, M.DLXI

—

Temple dedi-

cated to Saint Catharine, in the year of Chnst, 1561. This church still exists. Cardinal Raphael

Cesio had commenced it amidst the ruins of the Flaminian circus. The completing works on it

are due to Pius IV. The facade is pleasing and elegant ; it is called Saint Catharine of the

Funari (Ropemakers). The Saint Catharine, on the High Altar, and the holy apostles Peter

and Paul, and the Annunciation, that are seen above, were executed by Livius Agresti.

Du Molinet adds : -1. Hodie en terra canvnt Angeli— T/ie Angels sing upon earth to-day.

Adoration ; the Blessed Virgin, with the infant Jesus lying naked upon straw. A shepherd and

two Magi near her ; the ox and ass.

2. Pig IIII. Pont. Max. S. P. Q. Bois—Pius IV., the sovereign pontiff, the senate and people of

Bologna. The i)ope crowned and throned ; serpents under his feet. In his right hand a key,

in his left a book.

3. Indulgentia Pont.—Pontifical Indulgence. The pope, crowned and throned, pardons the

Romans for their insults to Paul IV.

4. Tu avtem idem ipse es -But thou art the selfsame. Christ, in a temple, standing before

old men, seated and holding books : alluding to the Council of Trent.

5. Tvi SECTATOR

—

Ifollow thy laws. A piece of money was struck at Milan when Louis XII.

occupied that city. On the one part is the crowned head of the monarch ; on the other. Saint

Ambrose, on horseback, driving away the Manicheans, the Priscillianists, and the heretics of the

time. This medal supposes Pius IV. to say to Saint Ambrose :
" I follow thy example :" In the

Council of Trent, I combated the new heretics, the Lutherans and Calviuists.

6. Instavratio Colleg. I. C. Mediol. When he became pontiff, he restored the law-school at

Milan, and granted it some privileges. Law seated before the building. Three kneeling figures.

7. Pbovidentia Pont—The foresight of the pope. A standing figure holds the cornucopia ;

on the right, the bushel and ears of wheat.

8. Porta Pia. In the exergx\e : Roma. Above the gate the arms of the Medicis, between two

turrets.

9. On the left, in four lines, Pivs iiii. Pont. Max. Portam in hanc ..vjiplitudinem extulit.

Vi.vM Flaminiam Stravit Anno III.

—

Pius IV., sovereign pontiff, thus magnificently reared

this gate. He repaired the Flaminian way in the year 3. The pope, escorted by cardinals, leav-

ing Rome. The gate meant is the Porta d<;l Popolo. The Flaminian owes its name to Caius

Flaminius, twice consul. Commencing at Rome, it traversed a portion of Etruria and Umbria
to Rimini. Ilis son extended it to Bologna, and thence to Aquileia, on the slope of the Alps.

10. Antidotvm viTvE—The antidote of life. It is said that Pius IV. himself dictated both the

epigraph and the subject of this medal, dedicated to Patience. Pius IV. was somewhat disjjosed

to vivacity, perhaps even to anger. He endeavored to correct his foible by invoking Patience-

The ox and the yoke are a symbol of that virtue.

11. ExvRG.VT Deus—Let God arise. The Resurrection. The allusion is to Ps. Ixvii. 2.

Bonanni (vol. 1., p. 289) gives also

:

1. Desiderio Desidekamvs— TFi^A desire hate we desired. A hen and her chickens. Strucl;

to thank the pope for his beneficence to the poor, in erecting an asylum for them.

2. IIvMiLiA RESPiciT

—

lie lookcth upon the lowly ; Ps. cxii. G. The lamb upon the altnr.
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By a constitution, he approved the Index of the books which the coiincil

had prohibited, and he knew why those books had been forbidden. The

Libor which he undertook, in order by his own eyes to ascertain that the

Index was needed, lasted three months. Already, in 1548, an index of pro-

hibited books had been published, but it was neither authentic nor furnished

with the special authority of the pope, though it was composed by Mon-

signor della Casa, the pope's nuncio at Venice.

The first person who attacked the Index was the Abbe de Saint Cyran, in

France ; then came Quesnel and others. Rome having prohibited their

books, these writers replied by insults. To their confusion, and to the jus-

tification of the Holy See, it must be mentioned that Benedict XIV., in his

constitution of 1753, established that the sacred congregation of the Index

should condemn the book of no Catholic by name without hearing it de-

fended by the author, or a consulter, acting ex-qffldo as defender. But it is

unnecessary to point out here that the Holy See, in its judgments, is always

benevolent and indulgent, though it alwaj'S remains just. Elsewhere we

shall have more than are proof of this.*

Pius IV. bestowed much care upon the reform of the clergy, both secular

and regular, in revoking aU concessions, pri^dleges, and favors contrary to

the regulations of the Council of Trent. By vigilant and reiterated consti-

tutions, he compelled the bishops to reside at their Sees ; and he condemned

the benefices in con/idenza—that is to say, with simony. He reformed vari-

ous tribunals in Rome, into which abuses had crept. He instituted the

formula, or profession offaith, which was to be pronounced by any one pro-

moted to a chair in the public schools, and another similar profession of

faith imposed upon all enjoying ecclesiastical benefices.

At the request of his nephew. Saint Charles Borromeo, Pius IV. insti-

tuted a monastery for women who, having lived irregularly, desired to re-

form, and to lead an irreproachable life. This monastery, situated near

the Minerva, was called Casa Pia.

The Holy See was vacant twenty-eight days.

* See Zaccharia, in his Antifebronius. tome i., Introd., chap, ii., and chiefly in his Polemical

History of Prohibited Books, p. 147, et seq.
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229. ST. PIUS v.— A. D. 1556.

HEBE is nothing, not even the most sacred or the

most venerable, that human mahgnity will not abuse

to its ovm ends. This is especially the case when

it seeks to destroy faith and religion. We are

assailed by a prodigious and daily increasing array

of volumes on ecclesiastical history, extended or

abridged. Who would believe that in a project so

pious and instructive is a conspiracy against the

'^ Church ; and that in a golden cup, adorned with

sacred images, poison is presented to the majority of the faithful?"

Those reflections of Canon Muzzarelli, theologian of the sacred peniten-

tiary, which occur in one of his finest works,* cannot apply to a book

published by the Viscount de Falloux, having for title, History of Saint

Pius V. (2 vols., 8vo, Angers, 1844.)

Having reached the reign of this great pope, I cannot too warmly ac-

knowledge, in advance, the obligations I shall owe to that author. He is

one of those who the most truly apply themselves to the study of facts, and,

with regard to Saint Pius V., there were many facts misrepresented.

De Falloux is among the best of those who labor to restore Christianity

and inaugurate the movement of reparation in France. He thus explains

the first siiccess of this vast enterprise. " The. disciples, following the

masters, searched the archives of history and of Catholic philosophy,!

despised for so many ages. The object of the most habitual calumnies

became the object of an impartial examination, which soon led to a respect-

fvd gratitude ; and then the divine action, day by day, threw aside the veils

of obli\'ion. Rome, that had been thought reduced to a subaltern part by

the invasion of her territory, recovered her primacy in every event. The

sovereign pontiff is exposed at once to every violence and treachery ; he is

crossed by those who wish to seduce him, and threatened by those who
would fain crush him ; the lion, by turns, growls and roars : all in vain

—

Pius VII. remained unshaken, and Napoleon, exhausted, fell before the pope

did. The simple apostolic weapons, prayer and humility, which had de-

feated so many Caesars, resumed the old irresistible temper ; and God, who
had hidden his mysteries in that strife, at length desires that all hearts

• II Buono nso deUa Logica in materia di lielligione. (4th edition, vol. iii., Rome, 1807, p. 63.)

t De FaUoux : Introduction, p. 12.
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shall know tliem ; it is His will that we contemplate in all its details that

instructive fulfilment of his infallible promise."*

The author will now follow Saint Pius V. in each of his actions, and he

will cast the broad bright light of truth over a life that is little understood

and much calumniated, and one which, having been mixed up with the

pohtical disasters and rehgious furies of France, seeme'l to give an additional

opportunity for attacking the popes, and heaping the language of maledic-

tion and horror upon them, when they, on the contrary, were striving to

lead nations into the ways of wisdom and prudence, and to turn ambi-

tious princes from an at once guilty and impossible usurpation
;
guilty in

intent, and incapable of permanent success. Both nations and princes,

misunderstanding a voice, alternately gentle and stern, fell into hor-

rifying excesses. The Holy See, however, never failed in its difficult

duties.

I will do justice to the present. Upon such questions, long prohibited

either by flattery or by the habitual use of a thousand worn-out elements

that usurp the domain of history, men foUow established opinions.

In 1572, the Guises had attempted nothing against their kings, and the

people had wished nothing. A woman and some of her sons did ah. The

victims had no ground of self-reproach ; they had not abandoned the faitli

of their fathers ; they had not dreamed of a fantastic repubhc. Every thing

was well known. The historians had only to copy what had been collected

and repeated for them. An ignorant and slavish centurj^ had taught all,

and had proclaimed that the facts could not be altered. All was settled

—

the guilt lay at Rome.

Bome alone had ruined political systems ; she was told so in prose and

verse, in flippant pamphlet and in bulky tome ; and if Borne rephed, the

Apennines would not allow the reply to arrive.

Let us endeavor, with the generous aid of French and Italians, to speak,

not differently, but, if our humble faculties will allow, to speak better. In

these new assizes let us patiently hear all Avitnesses. They have cost time,

and even blood. If aU feelings are not uniform, at least the curiosity is

general. At least, let that which is new have a fair hearing. Of what

benefit is peace, if amid the utmost facility for disseminating fashions,

romances, theatrical trifles, and even worse, we alone are denied Hberty to

express freely our Catholic ideas, which are the basis of real happiness for

men, the bright light of august truth, strict justice to all ? Let us see if he

whose duty it was to teach morality failed to do so, and let us become

more cu'cumspect as we learn that he had constantly been that which he

ought to be, the bold propagator of good, and the persistent enemy of evil

;

* De Falloux : Introduction, p. 14.
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and whether the reigning pontiff held with a firm hand the helm of the

bark that was intrusted to his vigilance and his courage.

The biogi-aphies just read will invest with new interest that of Pius V.

Let us see what he drew from the example of Gregory VII. and Alexander

III., and what he himself added, as the especial fruit of his own disposi-

tion, to the lessons that the papacy had received from those great models.

Saint Pius V., Michael Ghisheri, was born at Bosco, near Tortona, the son

of Paul Ghisheri and Domenica Angeria. The family, though reduced, was

a distingiiished one at Bologna. De Thou represents Michael as born in

a low condition ; but that writer was misinformed. According to Jacobilli,

who wi'ote the life of the Saint, he is supposed to descend from Ghislieri of

Constantinople, whose children settled in Pome, Perugia, and many other

ItaHan cities. Pompey Scipio Dolfi, author of the chronology of the noble

houses of Florence, affirms that that family, in 1445, under the reign of

Eugene TV., was diiven from Bologna, where it had enjoyed the right of

nobility ; and that a Thomas Ghislieri found refuge at Vicenza, Francis

Ghisheri at Ferrara, and Lippo Ghislieri at Bosco. A son of Lippo was

grandfather of the futxu'e pontiff. Michael was born on the 17th of Jan-

uary, 1504, and received from his parents a pious education, as they des-

tined him for the service of the Church. At the age of fourteen he took

the habit of Saint Dominic, in the convent of Yigevano, and in 1519 made
his profession, a practice permitted at that time. His superiors sent him

to the college of Bologna, where he was to study theology, and then to

Genoa to be ordained. Obliged to teach a course of philosojDhy, he went

to a convent of Pavia to teach theology, and he remained a professor

there for sixteen years, to the great satisfaction of his superiors.

In 1543 he was sent to a chapter of his province, held at Parma, and he

there maintained what are called public conclusions. Successively elected

superior of several residences, he governed his brethren with firmness and

mildness.*

The congregation of the Supreme Inquisition, at Rome, sent him to

Coira, a district of the Grisons, where his mission was to settle several

disputes.

In 1551, JuHus 11. named him commissary-general of the Congregation,

on the recommendation of Cardinal Carafa. The latter having become

pope, under the name of Paul IV., made Michael, in spite of his unwilling-

ness, bishop of Sutri and Nepi, in 1556. At length, on the 15th of March,

1557, that pontiff created him cardinal, of the title of Saint Mary of La
Minerva. At the same time, Michael was established as perpetual supreme

inquisitor, an o£&ce reserved to the pope exclusively, and which, therefore,

* Novaes, vii., p. 190.

Vol. I.—49
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seemed to promise the pontificate. Subsequently, Cardinal Michael left the

bishopric of Sutri for that of Mondovi, in Piedmont, and thus got nearer to

his family.

"We have hitherto given facts transmitted to us by Italian authors. I will

now follow de Falloux, as, -with rare exceptions, our views, in the composi-

tion of our histories, are often the same.

After speaking of the childhood of Michael, he adds :
" Lavish disposers

of their temporal influence, Julius II. and Leo X. rather resembled the

heirs of the fallen empu-e of Constantinople than the successors of Peter in

the pontificate. A profane emulation dividing the schools, ushered in the

passions of the sectarian spirit. At the eve of the hostilities between indi-

vidual reason and revealed authority, the void was filled by grammatical

disputes and scientific challenges. Plato attacked Aristotle, in the bosom

of the universities. Pico de la Mirandola dethroned the Fathers of the

Chm'ch, whose latinity was reputed barbarous. Mythological learning

invaded even the science of theology, to the great injury of CathoHc sim-

plicity." In the sacred chau'S, only Ciceronian eloquence was heard. The

popular processions of the great brotherhoods of the middle age were

eclipsed by the triumphs of the capitol, where Ariosto was crowned,t In

the very house of the Lord, his name was often disguised under that of

Jupiter ; and Diana the Chaste was not seldom compared to the Virgin

Mary.

"Julius II., some said, chose the name Julius Caesar, whom he resembled

in ambitious designs, and whose helmet he assumed to oppose it to the

imperial crown. Leo substituted for this warlike impulse a purely pacific

impulse, but one not less worldly, and not less unknown to the ancient

traditions of the Holy See. Eome, under Julius II., was transformed into

an arsenal ; under Leo X., into a Pantheon. Academies succeeded to coun-

cils of war ; the astonished Vatican with difiiculty recognized its new ten-

ants, archers covered with armor, or artists efi"eminately garbed in silks

and velvets."

I will go no further. The charm of the style will not blind me to the

injustice which so agreeably plays through that eloquent description.

I have commended monographs, and have mentioned how they assist

historians ; but while praising the former, I must warn the latter that such

presents are not always to be accepted with the same complaisance. We
will not repeat the reproach that we are about to make ; but make it once

* De Falloux, vol. i., p. 20.

f Petrarch was crowned in the capitol, under Benedict XII., who reigned at Avignon. Under

Leo X., Ariosto was not crowned. True, there was a buffoon, named Barbarello, who was con-

ducted on an elephant to the capitol, but fell from it before he got there. Afterwards, a triumph

was prepared for Tasso, under Clement VIII., in 1595, but the poet died before it took place.
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for all. A biogi-apher, in his monograph, sees only his especial hero ; all his

incense is for the one idol whose predecessors and successors are mere ac-

cessories. The historian who has embraced the entire series may adopt,

occasionally, a stern accusation, whencesoever it may come ; but beyond and

apart from the picture of the acts of one, he has a duty to fulfil towards all.

Each may receive merited reproach, yet even admiration for a magnificent

life of gi-eatness must not be indulged at the expense of other popes, who,

in their time, have carefully kept the stronghold. Another pope has ap-

peared, but he has obligations to his predecessor. With all this, I do not

the less feel justly towards labors generally complete, that have staked out

the ground regularly, and trace out the path for him who has not leisure to

pause long, forbidden as it is by the very nature of his task.

We shall now follow Novaes, who, like ourselves, passes as rapidly as he

can to the principal facts of the reign.

After the funeral of Pius IV., fifty sacred electors entered into conclave

to elect a successor to the late pontiff. Spinello Benci, in the History of

Monte-Pulciano, says that Cardinal Angelo NicoHni should have been that

successor. He had been seriously spoken of, but he was so close a friend

of Cosmas, grand duke of Tuscany, that this very circumstance militated

against his election. Then Cardinal Eicci was thought of. Afterwards, it

seemed that the choice would fall upon Cardinal Moroni, supported by Car-

dinal Borromeo. Enemies exerted themselves, Moroni was excluded ; and

Borromeo thus repulsed, supported Cardinals Sirlet and Buoncompagni.

The difficulties increased. At length Cardinals Altemps and Farnese united

in favor of Cardinal Alessandrino, as Michael Ghislieri was called, because

bom at Bosco, in the district of Alexandria della PagHa ; and, moreover,

Michael's provincial had so named him when a simple friar.

Some of the electors represented to Borromeo that Alessandrino was a

nephew of Paul IV. ; that a reaction was to be feared against the chastise-

ment inflicted by that pope upon the Carafas ; and that, perhaps, Ghisheri

would harass the family of Pius IV.

But the great Borromeo was not to be influenced by worldly considera-

tions in an affair of such importance.

That worthy son of the Church considered nothing but the service of God
and the glory of the Holy See ; he declared himself for Alessandrino, and

never rested until he had brought to the same mind, not only all the cardi-

nals of his own numerous party, but also those of the opposing parties.

Alessandrino, when made aware of this, resisted even the entreaties of his

friends.

" To render the election valid, it was necessary to get his consent, and

that he should seem inclined to pronounce the solemn words of accept-

ance. It was not obtained without new demonstrations of his alarm and
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unwillingness, and protestations of his unwillingness, accompanied by abun-

dant tears."* At length, Cardinal Michael was elected pontiff, on the 7th

of January, 1566.t

To show himself grateful to Charles Borromeo, and to do honor to the

memory of the uncle of that Saint, instead of taking the name of Paul,

which naturally presented itseK, he took that of Pius V. The name of

Michael, perhaps, would have been preferred, but Saint Charles observed

that it was a new name in the pontificate. However, all was not yet at an

end. Ghisheri seemed plunged into a stupefaction which kept him motion-

less. His Hps had pronounced the consent ; but his heart, his mind, his

modesty, and his natural humility, had not yet pronounced. He was asked

the cause of his silence, and he repHed :
" In our Dominican convent, living

solely to God, and occupied with our salvation, we firmly hoped to be saved

;

elected bishop and cardinal, we began to fear ; now that we are elected

pontiff, we despair of our salvation."

On the 17th of January, the day on which he completed the sixty-second

year of his Hfe, the usual ceremonies proceeded. At the coronation he

would not allow money to be thrown to the people, inasmuch as the prac-

tice had resulted in fatal catastrophes at the coronation of Pius IV., when

women and children perished ; but he ordered the money to be distributed

ro the poor of the various churches in their own homes. Money was also

given to noble families known to be indigent.

Pius Y. being informed that the Eomans seemed but ill pleased with his

election, because they feared he might be too severe, replied :
" We trust in

God, and we hope so to reign that our death will be stOl less pleasing to

the people than our accession."

On the 27th of January, he went in a litter to take possession of Saint

John Lateran. As he passed before the church of the Gesu, he saw Saint

Francis Borgia, general of the order, who, with his religious, stood at the

church door, waiting to receive the papal benediction. He ordered the

procession to halt, called Saint Francis Borgia to his side, and conversed

with him for more than a quarter of an hour, addi'essing to his order the

most flattering congratulations, and praising the general himseK for having

abandoned the grandeurs of the world, to embrace a Hfe of sacrifice and

pain ; a hfe which most frequently leads only to martyrdom.

To those first proofs of piety the pontiff added acts of magnificence,

and the Komans began to hope that his reign would be a glorious

one. '

Eighty thousand crowns were distributed to thirty poor cardinals, two

hundred to each of the auditors of the Rota, fifty thousand to the Duke

* Dp Falloux, i., p. 84. \ Novaes, vii., p. 193.
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Altemps for the dowiy of his wife, sister of Cardinal Borromeo, as prom-

ised before his death by Pius IV.*

To show his gratitude to his benefactor, Paul IV., Pius V. caused a tomb

to be erected to him in the church of the 3Iinerva. After consulting the

sacred college, he ordered the restitution to the princes of the Carafu

family, of the property and honors of which they had been deprived by

Pius rV. ; and then he gave the pui-ple to Anthony Carafa, son of Eiualdo

Carafa, and included in the disgrace of his family.

On the 6th of June, 1566, the pope wrote a letter with his own hand to

Mary Queen of Scots, consohng her under the tribulations inflicted upon

her by Queen Ehzabeth of England ; and he at the same time sent to the

august captive a sum of twenty thousand gold cro^ais, with the promise to

send her more when a favorable opportunity should present itseH.t

The Roman people having been tormented, in the month of August, by

the rigors of a contagion which carried off many victims, the pope visited

the sick in person, giAong them medicines and pecuniary aid.

A circumstance occurred which led Pius to show his horror of nepotism.

His nephew, Paul GhisUeri, having been taken prisoner by Turkish pirates,

the pope ransomed him, had him brought into Home stiU clad as a slave,

and gave him an office with a salary of one hundred crowns, and a horse to

enable him to go home. Paul was ordered to teU his other relations that

the pope would not give them the property of the Church. Subsequently,

however, the pope thought differently. He sent for Paul to Rome, and said

to him :
" As you are worthy of our esteem, and as the Holy See can em-

ploy you, we name you governor of Borgo, and captain of our guard."

Unliappily, Paul Ghislieri, in that high ofiice, committed a fault, and en-

deavored to escape its consequences by means of a falsehood. The pope

then deprived him of his post, sent for him, and, pointing to a lighted taper,

said :
" Before that bums out you must leave Rome and the Papal States."

Meantime, Paul had left in poverty five young children : the pope provided

for their wants, and tacitly permitted Bonelli de Bosco, his sister's husband,

to receive, from a foreign prince, favors which raised him to a very dis-

tinguished position. On the whole, Pius loved his relations, and was very

willing to make them prosperous ; but he also desired them to be virtuous,

free from luxury and show, and in general, to obtain at Rome only such

favors as they deserved. Such is the only allowable nepotism.

Pius V. also labored to make wise regulations in disciphne. The better

to succeed, he exhorted the bishops of all Christendom to cause the decrees

of the Council of Trent to be observed, and to reform their churches. He

* Tbis y( nerous act is mentioned by (iabuzzi in the Life of Pius V., liv. i., chap. ix.

f A work by Samuel .Jci)b was publislied in Ix)ndon in 1720, in two volumes, containing a list

of all the authors who had written on the misfortunes of Mary.
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first set the example by reforming his court. He provided the tribunals

with judges known for their probity, declaring publicly that employments

would be bestowed only on merit and virtue, and not on influence and

intrigue. Every bishop possessing benefices with the cure of souls, was to

obey the law of residence, in conformity to the laws of the council. Pre-

lates were either to proceed to their residence within a month, or to forfeit

their benefices ; and many bishops lost theirs by disobedience.

In compliance with the decrees of the Council of Trent, Pius caused the

demolition of the tombs erected in several churches, ordering that the

bodies should be buried in the ground or removed to the cemeteries.*

The Germans, by permission of Pius IV., communicated under both

kinds. Pius Y. revoked this permission, which Protestants regarded, as a

condescension to the novelties which they sought to establish.

Boniface VIII., by a constitution which the Council of Trent confirmed

in its fifth session, had ordered nuns to be cloistered, and to make the

solemn profession of the three vows. But the cloister was not strictly ob-

served in the time of Pius V., and under various pretexts the rule was

evaded. The Holy Father forbade nuns, under penalty of major excommu-

nication, to leave their cloister excepting in case of fire, leprosy, or pesti-

lence ; and when these motives ceased to exist, the nuns were to return to

their convents. The buU, Regularium personarum, also forbade any nun to

enter a monastery of monks, and any monk to enter a convent of mins.

Bishops alone, according to custom, could grant permission.

Latin priests had been occasionally authorized to celebrate the divine

ofiices according to the Greek rite, and Greeks to celebrate them in Latin.

Pius V. revoked all permissions of the kind.

The Hollanders having revolted against the Church and against Philip

n., their lawful sovereign, the Holy Father, in order to promote among the

Flemings due sentiments of fidelity to the Church and the sovereign, was the

first pontiff to introduce the use of blessed medals, and to grant indul-

gences to those wearing them.f At the same time the pope encouraged

the duke of Alva, who had gained victories over the Gueux (the name

adopted by the Calvinists in Flanders),:}: and sent him the stocco (sword)

and the berretone (ornamented hat), which had been blessed with various

ceremonies on Christmas night.

The origin of the custom of sending the sword and hat, which have often

* That infection should not corrupt the air, the ancient Romans, by the law of the twelve

tables, forbade interment of bodies in cities, excepting of those personages who had triumphed.

This law, grown obsolete, was revived by Theodoric, king of Italy, and afterwards annulled by

Die Emjjoror Leo, surnamed the Philosopher. (Rainaldi, an. 226.)

f Oldoin, Addit. to Chacon, tome iii., col. 1,006.

X See de Thou, Hhtoire, tome ii., lib. 40, p. 524, and Spondanus, Ann. Ecdes., an. 1566, n. 21 et

scq., and our own Life of Paul III.
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since been given to generals meriting the approval of tlie Holy See, is not

precisely known.* Some , authors think that it is one of the most ancient

customs of the Church ; others believe it to be more modem. Various

opinions ai-e reported by Father Theophilus Eeynaud, of the Society of

Jesus, in " ^ Treatise on the Pileus and other Coverings for the Head, both

Sacred and Profaned (Lyons, 1665, 4to.)

The 3Ionts de Fiete were instituted by Barnaby de Terni, a Franciscan, in

order to stop the exactions of Jewish pawnbrokers, and relieve the poor

from their oppression. The first 3Iont de Fiete owed its origin to Paul III.

In 1559, Pius, by his buU Lifer multiplices, completed his measures of pre-

caution against usurers, by granting signal encouragement to the develop-

ment of those charitable institutions.t

Considering, too, that in many classes the want of instruction was the

principal source of the disorders that afflicted the Church, he instituted the

Confraternity of the Christian Doctrine, the members of which are bound to

explain the Catechism to children every Sunday and holyday, in certain

appointed churches. Subsequently, perceiving the great benefit which the

people received from these instructions, he granted indulgences to the

teachers and pupils. A bull, the one hundred and thirty-seventh, finally

exhorted all patriarchs, archbishops, bishops, and prelates, to establish the

Confraternity of the Christian Doctrine in all the churches of their dioceses

and dependencies.*

The island of Malta had remained in the most deplorable misery ever

since its siege by Solyman. The knights learning that he was making new

preparations, thought of abandoning the island, the only bulwark of Italy

against the infidels, and seeking shelter in Sicily. To dissuade the grand

master, Pius, at his own expense, sent three thousand good soldiers. A
nuncio was at the same time to deliver fifteen thousand gold crowns, and to

promise thirty-five thousand more within seven months. The pope also

sent, on the 24th of March, 1566, a brief, in which he affirmed that he

would not hesitate to shed his own blood in defence of the honor of God,

and the safety of the inhabitants of Malta. At the same time, he soKcited

aid from France ; and at Rome he compelled unfaithful agents to repay

considerable sums to the State. It was by this aid that the knights

began to build the new city, called Valetta, after the name of the grand

master. That city is now one of the most formidable fortresses in the

world.

In bestowing so much attention upon the island that was again to repel

the Turks, Pius Y. was not neglectf\il of the dangers of the Ecclesiastical

States. On that account, the Holy Father thought it his duty to go in per-

* Novaea, vii., p. 202. f De Falloux, i., p. 108. J Ibid., p. 109.
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son to Ancona. The infidels might attack by the Adriatic sea, as well as

by the Mediterranean. In a war so important, every probability must be

attended to. The duke of Bracciano was named general of the armies of

the Pontifical States, and received the standard of the holy Church.

Shortly afterwards the pope returned to E.ome, and was not long in dis-

covering a part of Solyman's plans. That emperor had suddenly, by treach-

ery, seized the isle of Scio, while the Christians were celebrating Easter.

Almost all were massacred. Pius V. convoked a consistory, in which he

informed the cardinals of the disaster. His allocution was interrupted by

sobs. Letters were dispatched to all the faithful courts in Christendom,

and money sent to ransom the children of the celebrated Justiniani family.

Charles IX., who had an ambassador at Constantinople, read the pope's

letters with deep emotion ;~ and the young Justiniani, restored to liberty on

the demand of Charles, went to Rome to beg that the pope would thank

the king.

The great theatre of affairs is now transferred to Germany. De Falloiix

eloquently explains the state of things in that country. In his picture will

be recognized the same feeling which animated us when we had to speak of

the ravages of the doctrine of Luther. "While the Church," says he,

"bore herself valiantly, as the advanced guard of Christendom, against

barbarism, what aid did she receive in the strife fi'om the Germanic em-

pire ? It became indispensable to probe the wound that tormented Ger-

many.*
" Luther, stupefying the world with the noise of his clamor, or the strange-

ness of his audacity, and slandering all who ventured to oppose him, at-

tracted universal attention, and carried, as by assault, those minds that

were the easiest to surprise. John Huss, his predecessor, had perished at

the stake more than a century before. Luther took a hint from that exam-

ple. He did not, like the Bohemian, link his cause with that of the op-

pressed and lowly ; far fi'om it. All the violence that he safely displayed

against the pope and the papists, turned into equally gross adulation

towards princes and barons ; and when he found himseK obliged to seek

a shelter, the ramparts of Wartburg appeared preferable to the roof of the

poor that had sheltered the Apostles.

" Once shielded by the temporal buckler, he boldly entered upon his

definitive issue. He announced that the only way of putting an end to the

disorders of the cloister and the weaknesses of the priesthood, was to

abohsh both the cloister and the priesthood ; and the better to recommend

those maxims, he threw to the first comer the spoils of the monasteries, the

gold or the brass of the tabernacles. Authorizing, by his own example, a

* De Falloux, i., p. 163.
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double sacrilege in marriage, he freed from all bridle tlie passions of otliers,

by sanctioning the bigamy of the landgrave of Hesse. " On the death of

Luther, his fatal heritage was eagerly divided among his lieutenants, ever

since invariably divided against each other,* and faith daily expired iu

hearts given up to all the tumults of anarchy.

" Men of calmer temperament than that of Luther, such as Melanthou

and Beza, attempted a sort of mediation. But these faint velleities of con-

ciliation were soon buried in their ovra bosoms, or only exhaled in groans.

' Our people,' wrote Beza to a fi'iend, ' wander hither and thither at the

mercy of every breath of every doctrine ; and after ha-ving risen, speedily

fall, now on the one side and now on the other. What their rehgion is to-

day, you may learn ; what it \yi\l be to-morrow, you cannot even guess.'
"'^

De Falloux closes that passage with this short and expressive, as well as

sweetly consoling phrase

:

" The Hfetime of a man witnessed the dawn, the noon, and the decline of

those haughty errors."

De Falloux will present a summary account of Germany as it was in 15G6.

He traverses places and epochs, and has been sovereignly just.

Sometimes twenty lines, or ten, or four, or even a single line, will suffice

to explain the rehgious situation of a country. De Falloux commences hj

estabhshing what is, and then he enters into details which often explain

how it became so. The sobriety of the author will be such, that after

having spared his colors, he will have enough left also to paint the state of

those northern countries which nightly enjoy the glorious brightness of the

polar star.

" From one end of Germany to the other confusion reigned in ideas, in

morals, in institutions, and in tendencies.

" Li STsdtzerland, the spirit of revolt changed its name without changing

in character. Z-winglius and Calvin divided men's minds.

" Very soon we shall have to pause before Calvinism in France.

" As to ZwingHus, at first a soldier, then a priest, and afterwards canon

of Constance, he sold his benefice in order to marry, and then founded a

new schism in his country. Zurich, Berne, Bale, and Schaffhausen followed

him. The Swiss cantons were divided, and flew to arms. ' Fire must be

quenched by blood !' exclaimed Zwinglius, resuming his old trade, and he

* De Falloux has -woU defined these variations, which at last gave us the victory. The Sacra-

mentarians were the offspring of the Lutherans, the Anabaptists of the Sacramentarians ; and

the sinister memories of Munster tortured the last unquiet hours of the reformer. And we, we
have remained Catholic ; yes. Catholics have succeeded to Catholics, and it is not our ranks that

are now being thinned.

f Npuit. ad Aiidream Dudith. Dudith published translation^ of Longinus, Dionysius of Ilali-

carnassua, and of Beccatelli's Life of Cardinal Pole.
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perished in battle. His doctrine liad had time to breed fanatics. Judicial

executions succeeded to popular outbreaks. Gentilis having begun to dog-

matize in his turn, the reformed Bailli of Berne ai'rested and beheaded

him on the pubhc square.

" At Geneva, Calvin personally attended the' execution of Michael Ser-

vetus.

" Frederick III., count palatine of the Rhine, embraced Calvinism, and

ardently supported it.

" WilKam, duke of Brunswick, son of Duke Ernest, had entered the

league of Smalkalde, and maintained all its errors.

" Carlostadt, the friend of Luther, kindled the fire in Saxony.

" Prussia was divided between Joachim, Margrave of Brandenburg, and

Duke Albert, both of the same house, and both Protestants. Prussia had

remained longer than the other German countries in a barbarous state, and

owed the light of civilization to the Holy See. The Teutonic knights,

driven from Syria by the Saracens, had asked an asylum from the Holy See,

which His Holiness gave them at Culm and at Koenigsberg.

" This Christian soldiery, designedly placed among savage tribes, soon

subjugated them as much by superiority of morals as by that of arms.

The knights very soon ruled as sovereigns over almost all Prussia. The

tlQe of grand master was esteemed an honor to the most illustrious families

of Germany, and among the princes of the blood-royal.

" As long as the Teutonic knights found barbarians to combat and prov-

inces to subject, they showed themselves as noble as their mission. But

when they had nothing to do but to enjoy the possession of a secondary

power and immense wealth, all the disorders of idleness attacked them,

corrupted their hearts, and tarnished their faith. The Lutheran uprising

presented the opportunity for throwing off the yoke, easy and distant as it

was, of the sovereign pontiffs. The opportunity was seized. Albert of

Brandenburg, then grand master of the order, stipulating, at the expense of

the order, for the wages of his treason, concluded, on the 8th of April,

1526, a treaty with his uncle, the king of Poland, which recognized him as

hereditary grand duke of all the domains of the Teutonic order, except the

cities abandoned to the greed of the Poles, to which they lent the strong

hand for the execution of its clauses. He threw off the habit of the order,

deprived the knights, who had raised him to the chief command, of all

their privileges, and drove the Cathohcs fi'om his new States. Albert, dying

at a very advanced age, was succeeded by his son Albert Frederick. The

order had found shelter in Franconia, and George Hund, of Wenckeim, who
was grand master at the accession of Pius V., vainly urged his incessant

protests upon the attention of the German Diets.

" In the North, Sweden and Denmark had seen the Cathohc Church
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perish under atrocious persecutions. Gustavus Vasa, after delivering his

country from the tyranny of Christiern II., held at Orebro, in 1529, a national

council, in which he abohshed CathoHcity, and adopted the Augsburg Con-

fession. " John III., his son and successor, married a daughter of Sigis-

muud, king of Poland, and took as his favorite minister a Frenchman named

La Gardie. Those two influences won him back towards the old faith, and

he showed an inclination towards its re-establishment ; but the death of his

queen, and the shipwreck of La Gardie on his return fi'om Rome, rendered

the first efforts fniitless, and deprived the Catholics of their last support in

the kingdom.

" Frederick II., king of Denmark and duke of Holstein, grandson of the

ferocious Christiern, found Lutheranism established in his States, and main-

tained it there.

" Ivan IV. had reigned in Eussia fi-om the year 1534, He was the first

sovereign of that vast empii'e who exchanged the title of duke, prince, or

grand duke of Muscovy, for the title of Tzar, or Czar, an obvious corrup-

tion of the Roman and imperial title Caesar. He had subjected the kingdom

of Astracan, brought the Tartars of the Kasan under the yoke, and seized

upon the PoUsh fi-ontier. Manifesting some desii'e for reunion with the

Holy See, he invited and received at Moscow the celebrated Father Possevin

;

but the instinct of the despot could not bow beneath the laws of the Church,

and he died without reaUzing any of the hopes that he had inspired. He
was married seven times, and that single fact illustrates the state of a

country withdrawn from the authority of the sovereign pontiff.

" Such, in summary, was the picture of the north of Europe in 1566."

The nuncios of Pius V. kept him informed of all that they observed, and

he perceived that aid could not too early be given to the emperor, sur-

rounded as he was by dangers ahke from the Turks and from the Luther-

ans. In consequence, the zealous pope pubhshed a jubilee, instituted the

devotion of the Quarant'Ore, or forty hours; urged the faithful to fulfil

their duties, and granted a plenary indulgence to all who, after confession

and communicating, addressed fervent prayers to God in favor of the em-

peror.

During the greatest heats of the season, the pope said Mass at Saint

Mark's, on the very day of the commencement of the forty hours, and gave

such pubhc marks of devotion as had not been witnessed for three hundred

years, by going, on foot, first to Saint John Lateran, the day following to

Saint Mary Major, and the third day to the church of Araceli, the principal

church of the Observantine Franciscans. Soon after, tidings came that

Solyman, besieging Sighct, a place on the confines of Croatia and Hungary,

had fought a battle in which he lost thirty thousand men, and then died

suddenly before the place was taken.
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To the deep giief of Saint Pius, France was disturbed by the heresy of

the Huguenots,* and he resolved to send to Paris, as apostolic nuncio,

Michael Turriani, bishop of Ceneda, and afterwards cardinal. He was to

exhort the sovereign and Queen Catharine, to be firm in the Cathohc re-

ligion, whose authority had been weakened in so many countries, and to

keep in his duty Cardinal Odet de Chatillon, who had been excommunicated

in full consistory by Pius IV.

To secure Avignon and the Venaissin State against persecution by the

heretics, he sent troops, money, and munitions. Cardinal d'Ax'magnac,

governor of the county, was exhorted to redoubled vigilance, and to neglect

no means of preparing to defend it against all enemies. At the same time,

the Count de Santa Fiora was sent with troops to maintain the author-

ity of the Holy See. ^-

The pontifical treasury had already given assistance to Malta, to the

emperor, to the county of Avignon, and to Hungary, and Pius now hastened

to collect further sums to be distributed in proper portions to each of those

countries.

Subsequently, the king of France sent to the pope twelve standards,

captured from his enemies,t whom he had defeated at Jarnac and Mon-
contour.

Pius V. sought every opportunity of sustaining the power and dignity of

Rome. On that subject he published his thii't^^-fifth constitution, Admonet

Nos, which was signed by thirty-nine cardinals, assembled in congress, and

subsequently confirmed by Gregory XIII., Sixtus Y., Gregory XIV., Cle-

ment VIII., and Paul V. In that bull it is forbidden to give in fief any

city whatever in the Ecclesiastical States, either for hfe or to the third gen-

eration, or to consent to any clause importing alienation. It was ordered

that every cardinal, on receiving the hat, or previous to going into conclave

to elect a pope, should swear never to allow the derogation of that bull, and

to refuse all consent to be absolved fi'om his oath upon the subject. The

pope ventured to enjoin it upon future pontiffs to swear to the maintenance

and confirmation of that bull, as soon as they should be raised to the

pontificate ; they were to declare that they would take all necessary pains

to have it executed in the most complete manner.

In fact, Gregory XIII. not only swore publicly to maintain that buU, but

he thought fit, in 1581, to ratify it. And such is the power of a detei-mina-

* The origin of the Avord Huguenot is doubtful. Some derive it from a gate at Tours, called

after King Ugon, as the Calvinists held their meetings near it. Others say that King Ugon was

like Bugaboo, an expression to terrify children, being supposed to prowl around the walls at

night, and the Huguenots got the name from their nocturnal meetings. Novaes, vii., p. 205.

SpondanuB, an. 1560, n. 10 ; De Thou, lib. xxiv., vol. i., p. 827.

f Mafifei, Life of Piua V., liv. ii., chap. xii. ; see also Gabuzzi and Spondanus.
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tion wliicli is just, effective, and conservative of order, tliat all tlie cardinals

spontaneously took the same oath, after preparing first by the most solemn

ceremonies.*

On the other hand, to estabhsh uniformity in his states, Pius confirmed

all the constitutions of his predecessors, Pius II., Paul II., Sixtus lY.

Jiilius II., Leo X., Clement VII., and Pius IV., relating to proceedings

against the banditti and assassins, and to the establishment of a strict

pohce. The abettors of the assassins were also held up to public detes-

tation.

The pope at the same time concluded extraordinary treaties with the

governments of Naples and Tuscany ; to the effect that brigands who should

seek shelter in either of those countries, should be delivered to the pontifi-

cal authorities,—Eome promising the extradition, without formal demand,

of aU who committed crimes in either of those countries.

In Germany, CathoUcity suffered no new losses. Poland remained faith-

ful. Notwithstanding the weakness of Maximihan, the provinces subject

to Austria recognized the voice of the Holy Father. In Bavaria, Albert

de Wittel had reigned in peace from the year 1558 ; but the character of

Maximihan, more undecided than ever, caused deep anxiety. His father,

Ferdinand, brother of Charles V., had had violent disputes with Paul IV.,

and but from fear of the devoted character of the people, there was httle

doubt that very serious embarrassments would have resulted. As we said

in our life of Adrian VI., an abuse had crept in which still continued to

disturb the cit}-. Some authors, in their greed, sold their pens, to destroy,

by pasqicinades or avvisi segretti, the honor and good reputation of many

quiet people, whom they compelled to purchase silence. Such culprits had

been punished, either very shghtly, by the authorities, or punished only by

the silent contempt of the pubhc. Pius V. determined that such an abuse

should, if possible, be put down ; and upon that subject he pubhshed a bull,

by which he renewed the old canonical and ci^dl laws against offenders of

that stamp. He ordered the prosecution of all who wi'ote or hawked such

libels, as weD as of all who sent them out of Rome, and thus sought to dis-

turb public order and the domestic peace of Roman citizens.

It was necessary to grant a powerful patronage to agriculture. New
regulations were made, and disputes were to be promptly settled, even when

arising between persons relying upon theu' privileges. The woollen and

silk manufactures were protected as at Florence, and stuffs of that kind

were in demand in Italy, or at least became cheaper wear for the people,

because freed from all duties. The Holy Father approved the act called

the "Statute of the Roman People." It was a code drawn up by

* Maffei, Annals of Gregory XIJI., vol. ii., year 1581, liv. v., no. 32, p. 225.
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learned jurisconsults, Anthony Yellio and Marc Antony Borghese, consis-

torial advocates.

They were associated with other skiHul men, doctors of law, and had

published a treatise on marriage portions and the presents made to young

Boman women on their betrothal. No portion was to exceed four thousand

five hundred Boman cro^-ns, somewhat less than five thousand dollars, and

there was also to be a tariff for the presents between married people and

relations. Unfortunately, or rather fortunately, that law did not long re-

main in force. Dispensations allowed a greater liberahty, and the dealers

in plate, jewehy, silks, and pictures, whom it was also necessary to encour-

age, united with the rich nobility to prevent the law from reaching more

considerable gifts.

From the goodness of heart of some benevolent men, who took pity ypon

Christian slaves, whom they ransomed, arose an unforeseen abuse. The

ransomed remained in the houses of those good friends of the poor, where

they continued to be assisted. But by degrees that situation became a

second slavery, and it might sometimes be said that the first slavery among

the Turks had not been as painful as that which had to be endured in the

houses of the hberators. The upper servants, those subaltern tyrants, who

are found in every palace, made the ransomed hate their new condition. A
beneficent constitution ordered all just complaints to be considered ; and

that, even at the expense of the treasury, assistance should be given to

those who, after being ill-treated by the Turks, had not recovered with their

hberty a pleasanter and more Christian hfe.

Pius V. took new measures concerning the Jews. They were scattered

among many towns in the Ecclesiastical States. At Bome and Ancona they

were assembled in certain special quartei'S. The state of these unfortunate

people has since been ameliorated. It has been urged that it can be still

further improved without danger to our religion ; and there is reason to be-

lieve that in our time we shall witness this new act of humanity.

In 1567, the pope declared the great Saint Thomas Aquinas the fifth

doctor of the Church, thus assimilating him to Saint Ambrose, Saint Augus-

tine, Saint Jerome, and Saint Gregory.

One of the most necessary measures, and of the most important as to the

future, that we owe to Saint Pius V., is his condemnation of the propo-

sitions of Michael Baius, a famous doctor of the university of Louvain.

These doctrines were as the first seeds of the tares which in the following

century infected the fields still left to the Church. Baius had scattered

through his writingsf upon free-will, human works and merits, various sen-

tences which increased the scandal of the schools and the disturbance of

* Novaes, vii., p. 216. \ Pallavdcini, History of the Council of Trent, liv. xv., ch. vii.
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conscience. These sentences had been condemned by the Sorbonne in

eighteen articles. The partisans of Baius replied by an apology mixed

with sarcasms. The Holy Father, seeing that discord stifled in the hearts

of the innovators every feeling of obedience, and threatened fatal danger

to the Church, prepared to deal with that question himself ; and by the

constitution Ex omnibus affddionihus, without naming Baius, from indulgence

for him, he condemned seventy-nine propositions in his works, but without

specifying the censure that might befit each. In this the Holy Father

followed the example of the Council of Constance against the heresy of

Wyckliff, and that of Pope Leo X. against the attacks of Luther.

Li a feeling full of moderation, and, as says Novaes, of suavity, the pope

ordered the bull to be communicated privately by the archbishop of Mechlin

to the university of Louvain. We shall have to speak further upon this

painful subject.

But the affairs of France daily tormented the heart of the Holy Father.

The Calvinists were everyrvhere in arms. Pius V. addressed soHcitations to

all the cotu-ts to take into their consideration the evils of France. That

great country, which when its sons were in peace with each other was dic-

tated to by no one, now torn by civil war, disdained no assistance. Eoyalist

and insurgent alike solicited aid in men and money, and Pius V. was not

one of the latest to recommend the cause of the king, which was also that

of rehgion.

The pope wrote the following letter to Jerome Priuli, doge of Venice :

" As soon as we, to our great pain, became aware of the danger of our

most dear son, Charles IX., king of France, and the civil war which so

cruelly rends his States, we resolved to assist him to the utmost of our

power, and even beyond our power, against his subjects guilty of treason

to both divine and human majesty ; and because the ruin of France would

infaUibly produce that of the neighboring States,* it being indubitable that

the fire would soon spread all over Italy, we believed it to be our pastoral

duty to exhort your highness to aid the most Christian king with all your

efforts at this critical moment to lay the tempest which equally threat&is you.

In truth, we are not unaware how much your highness is embarrassed with

your own affairs,! but the danger which I point out to you is so imminent,

that all those who labor for the common tranquillity should without delay

make common efforts against the common enemy. It will be as agreeable

to God, as glorious and noble^ for your republic, ever anxious to ac-

* Here let as admire the great sagacity of Pius V. Nothing was more true in his time, or is

more true in our own. It is only great statesmen who know the eternal truths of the policy and
the nccf^sary situation of Elurop*;.

f Fra Paolo was afterwards to envenom them still more.
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quire true glory, to have come under such serious circumstances to the

aid of so poioerful a king, and, at the same time, to the aid of the Catholic re-

ligion.

"Given at Kome, near Saint Peter's, the 18th of October, in the year

1567, and of our pontificate the second.

"Pros, PP.V."

De Falloux attentively examines and considers the circumstances under

which Pius V. reigned, and which his successors could not escape. Here,

assuredly, we have observations strong, novel, and bearing the impress of a

masterly style

:

" Thus the sixteenth century, as is superabundantly proven, was from end

to end agitated by three very distinct policies : the Protestant pohcy, which

convulsively exerted itself in intellectual and social disorder ; the state

policy of sovereigns, which reasoned, fought, or yielded as circumstances

seemed to require ; and the resistance of the Church, which appeals to eternal

and divine principles.*

" In France, those three separate lines led to three different issues. The

Huguenots, constantly adverse in feehng to the nation at large, deriving

their whole strengthfrom the discontent of the great, and the passions they evoked

,

dwindled away as the complaints were either satisfied or vanquished. They

could attain only the consistency of a party rallying upon that limited foot-

hold, and they fought by the aid of powerful chiefs and distant auxiliaries,

and declined as the gates of the kingdom closed on them and their strong-

holds were dismantled, and at length succumbed when Eicheheu's cannon

demohshed the walls of Rochelle, and put their very existence at the mercy

of an edict. The system of Catharine, who had used the torch and the

poignard, tottered from weakness into violence, to perish by the dirk with

the ill-fated Henry III. The Christian policy alone survived all those

strange vicissitudes, and triumphed when Henry of Navarre, who was then

called Henry IV., begged for the holy unction beneath the hallowed vaults

of the cathedral of Chartres, and, freely converted, transformed his rebel

friends into faithful subjects."

' Faithfully to report the actions of a pope, it is necessary to glance rapidly

from one part of Europe to the other, but it is also necessary to recur fre-

quently to the various phases of the temporal administration of the Pontifi-

cal States. At the least rumor, at the slightest disagreement, the discon-

tented started fiercely and insulted the tiara. It was too busy with the

temporal interests of other countries to attend sufficiently to the country

which it governed. This does not in the sHghtest degree apply to Pius V.

* De Falloiix, i., p. 248.
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Disputes, perliaps even quarrels, bad arisen in various parts of the State,

concerning the rights chiimed by mendicant orders, but not recognized by

the treasury. Something was still wanting to the safety, the peace, and the

decorum of the religious, and especially of the mendicant orders. The

attempt was made to subject them to exactions, and to billet soldiers upon

them. The soldiers, being ill-received, ill-treated the religious, and the

latter vainly complained to prejudiced governors.

Pius investigated tlie matter, and ascertained all these insults and blas-

phemies ; and although he needed soldiers, as he was already levying for his

defence, he endeavored to restore order, and he succeeded. The bull Deum
ad uheres declared the mendicant orders free from the poll-tax law, and their

convents were not to have soldiers billeted upon them.

Then it was inquired :
" "Wlio are the mendicant orders ?" A bull of the

1st of October, 1567, declared that, as others had ordered, that term should

belong to the Dominicans, the Franciscans, the hermits of Saint Augustine,

the Carmelites, and the Servites, or servants of Mary. At the same time,

it directed that the minims of Saint Francis de Paula, the Jesuates (some

few existed still, but were absolutely isolated), and the Jesuits, should be

regarded as such also. The privileges recognized by the Council of Trent

were also augmented ; and, finally, it was arranged that the Dominicans

should have pre-eminence over all the other mendicant orders, alike in the

pontifical chapel and in the processions and other public ceremonies.

The State of Corsica had for a long time attracted the attention of the

popes.

" Corsica," says de Falloux (i,, 253), " which about the middle of the

fourteenth century had passed from the domination of Pisa to that of

Genoa, was, in the year 1564, torn by cruel factions. The quarrel of a

private individual led in Corsica to a general rising against the Genoese."

Sampietri, a Corsican, who had bled in the service of France, took part

in these fatal divisions. Denounced and banished, he had to fly. His wife

imagined that she could dispose the Genoese to clemency. The irritated

husband would not pardon wliat he deemed his wife's crime of submission,

and he strangled her with his sash. There was no law extant to punish the

crime. In the face of such horrors, Pius V. incessantly labored for a gen-

eral reconcihation, and he obtained it.

"The Corsican insurrection," says de Falloux, whom we have warmly

approved, " had revealed manners utterly savage ; and the Church, which

in the person of pacificator had visited those mountains, was to leave her

footprints there. And, in her train, it was her mission to take Cliristian

civilization and the instruction which at once corrects, enhghtens, and puri-

fies ; for the Church is never opposed to knowledge, when that knowledge

flows untainted from its natural sources."

Vol. I.—.50
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From the particular pains taken by the pontiff, and which indirectly recall

to mind the political measure of which we have already spoken, arose feel-

ings of love and esteem between Rome and Corsica. A multitude of Cor-

sicans have, during several ages, studied law and medicine at Rome. It is

only since the beginning of this century that the annexation to France, and

the marvels worked by a genius born in Corsica, have established the new
nationahty. At the same time, it must not be forgotten, that in Rome some

of the best physicians and most learned jurisconsults have been natives of

Bastia and Ajaccio. We shall not speak of the Corsican gniard. No doubt

it was somewhat turbulent, and even ventured to insult the French ambas-

sadors ; but the feeling that caused this fault, a fault which the government

of that day should have prevented, was a sentiment of fidehty, of courage,

and of attachment to the flag which they had sworn to defend. Rome dis-

charged the Corsicans, but not without pensioning them ; and when calm

was restored, the only troops who, with the Swiss, could pacify Rome, re-

turned to keep down the thieves and banditti who too often swarmed there.

We saw, at the commencement of this reign, that Pius V. sent consola-

tion and aid to the unfortunate Mary, queen of Scots. She belonged to the

great CathoHc league that Pius Y. exerted himself to form. EHzabeth, on

the contrary, adhering to the error of Henry VIII., which had for a few

years been interrupted, placed her people at the head of Protestant Europe.

The two reigns, then, of Henry YIII. and Elizabeth, were a long antago-

nism against Rome, an antagonism in which all the advantages were given

beforehand in favor of heresy. The misfortunes of Mary so long occupied

the Holy See, which gave so many proofs of solicitude and of grief, and

made so much effort to soften the sufferings of that princess, that it is

necessary here to exhibit her as she was known at Rome, which followed

day by day that life of tears, of weakness, no doubt, but nevertheless a

Christian life in faith, destined to close in a long and cruel martyrdom.

Mary Stuart was born on the 5th of December, 1542 ; the daughter of

James V., king of Scotland, and of Mary of Guise, dowager duchess of Lon-

gueville. On the 13th of December, James V. died, and Mary Stuart, only

eight days old, succeeded him, under the regency of James Hamilton, earl

of Arran. On the 1st of July, 1543, the regent concluded a treaty with

Henry VIII., king of England, that king who was so fatal a husband. By
virtue of that treaty, Mary Stuart was to be sent to England at ten years of

age, and subsequently to be married to Edward, son of Henry VIII. On
the 16th of December, 1543, Mary, stiU in her swaddling-clothes, was

crowned queen of Scotland.

The parhament of Scotland having annulled the treaty made between the

regent and Henry VIII., war commenced, and lasted two years.

In 1548, at the moment when the EngHsh demanded from the Scotch the
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hand of their queen, then only six years old, for Edward YI., successor of

Henry VIII., the Scotch peers offered Mary Stuart in marriage to the

dauphin of France, son of Henry II. It was at the court of that king that

the education of the young queen of Scots was to be finished, and on the

13th of August, she was betrothed to the dauphin, amidst the most splendid

festivities.

On the 6th of July, 1533, Edward VI. died, and left the throne of Eng-

land to his sister Mary, who restored the Cathohc religion.

On the 4th of April, 1558, Mary Stuart gave her kingdom to the king of

France and his successors. Such treaties necessarily imphed quite irrecon-

cilable dissensions. If we call to mind the English in France, the English

could easily fancy what the French would be in Scotland, at less than three

hundred leagues fi-om London.

Seventy days after that donation, Mary was married to the dauphin, and

with her own lips, and with all youthful graces, saluted him as king of Scot-

land. In the same year, Mary, queen of England, died, and left the throne

to her half-sister, Elizabeth, who was crowned with all the ceremonies of

the Catholic ritual. This occun-ed in the month of January, 1559. In

March, the Enghsh parliament repealed the statutes passed under the pre-

ceding reign, and restored the so-called reformed religion.

On the 10th of July, four months later, Henry II. died, and the dauphin,

under the name of Francis II., succeeded him as king of France and Scotland.

Few pages of history recount such rapidly succeeding deaths of sove-

reigns. On the 5th of December, Francis II. died. His brother Charles IX.

succeeded, at the age of ten years, and his mother, Catharine de Medici, gov-

erned. Mary Stuart, a widow, on the very day on which she completed

her eighteenth year, left the court, and passed the winter at Rheims, with

her uncle. Cardinal Charles de Lorraine.

In 1561, Mary asked permission to cross England, on her way to Scot-

land, and Ehzabeth, with much bitterness, refused it.

On the 15th of August, Mary sailed from Calais, bidding adieu to that

heaufiful land of France. She was accompanied by three of her uncles, and

by many French and Scotch nobles, among whom were also Brantome and

Catelnau de Mauvissiore. An epistolary correspondence, sufficiently poUte,

if we consider the irritation of their minds, took place between Ehzabeth

and Marv.

In May, 1502, it was proposed that the two queens should meet at York.

Mary eagerly accepted the proposal, but, six weeks before the appointed

time, Elizabeth made several pretexts for declining the interview.

On the 14th of April, 1564, the countess of Lenox, daughter of Margaret,

eldest sister of Henry VIII., sohcited for her son, Henry Darnley, the hand

of the queen of Scotland.
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Charles IX., to relieve Mary from embarrassment, renounced all claim to

Scotland, naturally terminated by the death of Francis II.

On the 18th of April, 1565, Queen Mary decided to marry her cousin.

Lord Henry Darnley. In the month of June, Mun-ay, the bastard half-

brother of Mary, conspired to dethrone her. On the 29th of July, 1565,

Mary, having received the approbation of her brother-in-law, the king of

France, and of her former mother-in-law, the queen regent, celebrated her

marriage with Darnley, and gave him the title of king-consort.

On the 7th of January, 1565, as we have seen. Pope Pius V. ascended the

throne of Saint Peter, and from the first, understood how august a ward

God had committed to his care. He kept anxious watch over her and over

Scotland, and connected that queen, only twenty-four years of age, with the

hopes of the Cathohc faith, which had only seen better days in England to

fall more terribly into the dark depths of Protestantism.

A faithful priest was accredited to Edinburg; he sometimes saw the

queen, and assured her that the pontiff would constantly watch over her,

and by agents and counsel, by all the means which the interest and the

policy of men suggest, would do every thing to fortify the reHgious spirit of

that princess.

Darnley, speedily forgetting his duty to the queen, sank into daily de-

bauches, and insulted her by the most unworthy and humiliating behavior.

When the princess was in the seventh month of her pregnancy, some nobles,

whose names history should not deign to record, were introduced by the

guilty Darnley into the chamber of the queen, where they assassinated an

Itahan musician, Eizzio, who was in attendance.* The dastardly murderers

soon fled, and the queen recovered her authority. On the 17th of June,

1566, in the castle of Edinburg, she gave birth to a prince, subsequently

James VI. of Scotland. Finally, a conspiracy was formed against Darnley,

and he was blown up with gunpowder. On the 15th of May, she was com-

pelled to marry BothweU, one of the assassins of Darnley. In 1568, she

revoked an abdication that she had been coerced into signing. At length

the queen, weary of so many treasons, and unable any longer to endure an

abode in a country where she was surrounded by so many traitors, deter-

mined to seek shelter in England.t We shall hereafter teU how she

was treated there, after having been received with the honors due to her

rank.

Meantime, in 1570, the earls of Northumberland and Westmoreland, the

secret leaders of the English Catholics, opened their minds to Eidolfi, a

* Rizzio was already aged and deformed ; but he had, when possible, supported her interests,

and advised her for the preservation of her authority

f LabanofiF, Lettres liudites de Miti-ie Stuart.
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Florentine banker, and envoy of Pius V. They attached gi-eat value to the

approbation of the pope, who replied to them in the following brief.

" DEAR SONS, HEALTH AND APOSTOLICAL BENEDICTION :

" Knowing with gi'eater certainty, and in more detail, from your letter of

the 8th of November (to which we rephed on the 16th of February) the

misfortunes of that (EngHsh) kingdom that once was so flourishing, we

have been overwhelmed by a grief such as your undeserved sufferings

—

which we endure in your persons—could not fail to excite in our heart, and

by our entirely paternal feeling towards you and the other Catholics of that

kingdom. In fact, besides the common duty in virtue of which we must

rejoice or lament the salvation or ruin of all Christian people, we feel es-

pecial benevolence and love for that kingdom. We remember that, under

God, it was by the care and the zeal of the most blessed Gregory, Eoman
pontiff, our predecessor, that that kingdom was converted from the worship

of stocks and stones to the Christian faith, and formed its most faithful labor-

ers to the doctrine of the Holy Roman CathoHc faith. It is therefore that

we cannot easily find expression for the afiliction and trouble that we feel

for your individual sufferings and those of the kingdom, which you deplore

in that same letter in terms no less true than calculated to draw from us the

tears of compassion.*

" We are greatly afflicted that it has been reserved for the time of our

pontificate to see the venom of so many abominable heresies strike so many
deadly blows at the Christian republic.

" But, nevertheless, we remember the efficacy of the prayer of Him who
asks for the blessed Saint Peter that his faith fail not, and who, extending

His Church even in the midst of so many tribulations, governed it all the

more admirably by the secret promptings of Providence as he knew it to

be the more agitated and tempest-tossed. We do not despair to see in our

own day, with the aid of the Lord, what was done and seen in other days
;

so that this same religion, which seems to be trampled under foot, shall re-

turn, at the first signal of the Lord, to its former feHcity, and receive in-

crease from what seemed fraught with evil.

" And now, perchance. He who can render the old new, and the new old,

our Lord Jesus Christ, has resolved to make use of you, men no less illus-

trious by the nobihty of your birth than distinguished by your devotion to

the Catholic faith, to renew and confirm the union between that kingdom

and the Roman Church ; and to that end perchance it is that he has in-

spired the thought, so worthy of your zeal, to endeavor to restore both

The pope does not Bp«'ak here of Mary Stuart. His brief might be intercepted, and the fate

of the queen would be still more compromi«Ml.
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yourselves and the kingdom to the old submission, after snatching that king-

dom from the shamefid slavery in which it is kept by the passion of a woman.*
" We grant, in the Lord, as it is just, to those pious and religious efforts

the praises that they merit, and we bestow the benedictions that you so-

licit from us ; and as your lordships seek a refuge beneath the shadow of

our power and that of the Holy See, to which you submit yourselves, we

receive you with the tenderness you deserve. Moreover, we exhort you in

the name of the Lord, and we pray with all the ardor of which our heart

is capable, constantly to persevere in these laudable resolutions and precious

dispositions, holding it for certain that God Almighty, whose works are per-

fect, and who has inspired you to deserve well of the Catholic faith in that

kingdom, will assist you. And even should it be that for the enfi'anchise-

ment of the Cathohc faith and the authority of the Holy See you must

meet death and shed your blood, it is far more advantageous to you to speed

to eternal life by the short road of a glorious death, than to hve on in shame

and ignominy, the tool of an impotent woman and the destroyers of your

own souls.

" Think not, in fact, well-beloved sons in Jesus Christ, that the bishops

and princes in that kingdom which you name are unfortunate, because,

having refused to renounce their faith, they have been undeservedly cast

into prison, or otherwise persecuted. Li truth, no one can sufficiently praise

the courage and constancy of these men, which, as we deem, are confirmed

by the still recent example of the blessed Thomas, archbishop of Canter-

bury. Do you, also, imitate that same constancy ; be courageous and firm,

and let no threat, nor the sight of any peril, cause you to abandon your

enterprise. He, in truth, is powerful enough, that God in whom you trust.

He who overwhelmed the chariots and the horsemen of Pharaoh in the E,ed

Sea, also to crush the power of these adversaries ; He is powerful enough

to render you His instruments in restoring that kingdom to its ancient re-

ligion and dignity.

" Towards procuring that result, not only will we aid you in rendering you

our services, with the Christian princes whom you mention, but still further,

in forwarding to you such sums of money as, upon your demand, our personal

resources will permit us to furnish, as our dear son Robert Eidolfi, clearly

and in more detail, will explain to you. We are also disposed to aid you

with a larger sum than the weakness of our resources can at present sup-

port, as well as promptly and heartily to aid your pious efforts by all the

means which, with God's aid, we may be able to command. Eeceive, dear

sons, our apostolical benediction.

* Had this brief been known in London, it would have caiised Westmoreland and Northum-

berland to lose their heads.
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" Given at Rome, at Saint Peter's, on the 20th of February, in the year

one thousand five hundi'ed and seventy, and of our Dontificate the fifth.

"Pros, PP. V."

But this brief gave only indii'ect aid to Mary, and Eidolfi was ordered to

announce that a direct bull against EKzabeth was drawn up, and would

subsequently be published.*

A painful captivity commenced for Mary ; she was detained at Carhsle.

However, she was treated with some distinction in the palace which she

occupied. In November, 1569, the English privy council proposed to put

Mary to death, on various pretexts : as, 1. For her two marriages, to which

she had been enforced ; 2. As being an accompHce in the death of one of

her husbands ; 3. As the enemy of England. This last charge might have

some connection with the gift to France of the kingdom of Scotland, but

that gift had never produced any efiect. Elizabeth dared not consent to

sign the sentence ; but she proposed . to Murray, the bastard brother of

Mary, who had, with the title of regent, a kind of royal power in Scotland,

that Mary should be deHvered to him.

In the month of January, 1570, Mary, still considered a prisoner, was

taken to Sutbury.

At this period, Pius V. made his utmost efforts to procure her Hberation
;

but the bull of excommunication issued against Ehzabeth put a stop to

all negotiations. It had been supposed that it would help instead of hinder-

ing them : it is certain at least that the murder of Mary was postponed.

We give, not an extract, but in full, that bull, Regnans in Excelsis, which

fell like a thunderbolt upon England and Scotland.

" Pius, servant of the servants of God, for the pei'petual remembrance of

the fact.

" He who reigneth on high, to whom all power has been given, alike upon

earth and in heaven, has intrusted to one alone, that is to say, to Peter,

prince of the apostles, the care of governing, with plenitude of power, the

CathoUc Church, One, Holy, out of which there is no salvation.

* As documents of great interest which various authors have left us, with various dates, will

have to be referred to, we must observe that in the sixteenth century dates were a continual

source of error. In the short space of eighteen years two most important changes were made.

First, in 1564, the edict of Roussillon fixed the commencement of the year in France on the first

of January, instead of leaving it at the Holy Saturday—Easter-eve—as for centuries had been
the custom, and as in some parts of France it remained until 1507 ; and, secondly, on the fifth

of October, 1582, as we shall presently see, the reformation of the calendar was introduced into

Catholic countries by a bull of Gregory XIII. ; but as the alteration was not then admitted into

either England or Scotland, which did not adopt the correct mode till 1753, Mary continued to

date her letters in tlie old style, while the king of France and his ambas.sadors made use of

the new. Hence a dififereiice of tun days.
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" He has constituted it alone over all the nations, and ever all the king-

doms, that it should root out, destroy, overturn, plant, and edify, in order

that it should continue in the unity of the Holy Ghost, and that it should

deliver to the Saviour, safe and free from all danger, the faithful people,

bound together in the bond of mutual charity.

" We, being, by the great goodness of God, called to hold the helm of the

Church, devote ourselves unceasingly to our charge, and omit no labor to

preserve intact the unity itself, and the Catholic religion, which its Author

has left exposed to tempest, in order to try the faith of his people and cor-

rect us for our faults.

" But the number of the impious has usurped so much power, that there

is no place in the world which they have not endeavored to corrupt with

their perverse doctrines. Among others, Ehzabeth, the servant of crime,

and pretended queen of England, has offered them an asylum in which they

find shelter.

" This same Elizabeth, after seizing the throne,* has usurped throughout

England the authority of supreme head of the Church. She has mon-

strously exercised that power and that jurisdiction, and she has again cast

into the way of a deplorable perdition that kingdom, once devoted to the

Catholic faith and the recipient of its blessings.

" Elizabeth has destroyed the worship of the true religion, which was over-

turned by Henry YIII., and which the legitimate Queen Mary, so com-

mendable to the respect of posterity, had succeeded in establishing by the

efforts of her own powerful hand, and with the assistance of the Holy See.

Elizabeth, embracing and following the errors of the heretics, has dismissed

the royal council of England, composed of members of the English nobihty,

and has replaced them by obscure heretics. She has oppressed those who

cultivated the Cathohc faith, and has replaced them by evil speakers and

ministers of impiety. She has abohshed the sacrifice of the Mass, prayers,

fasting, distinctions of meat, cehbacy, and Catholic rites. She has ordered

the circulation of books containing a system of manifest heresy, and of

impious mysteries. She has commanded her subjects to receive, observe,

and preserve precepts which she has adopted from Calvin. She has dared

to decree that the bishops, rectors of churches, and the other Catholic

priests, be driven from their churches and deprived of their benefices.

She has disposed of them and of other ecclesiastical things in favor of the

heretics ; and she has also decided upon causes the decision of wliich rightly

belongs only to the Church.

* At Rome, Elizabeth was considered a usurper. The crown of England was deemed to be-

long of right to Mary queen of Scots, grand-niece of Henry VHI., the marriage of Elizabeth's

mother never having been recognized, and Elizabeth, as illegitimate, excluded from the succes-

sion.
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" She has forbidden the prehxtes, clergy, and people to recognize the

Roman Church, and to obey its laws and its canonical sanctions. She has

constrained most of her subjects to recognize her culpable laws, and to

abjiire the obedience due to the sovereign pontiff. She has prescribed, that,

by oath, they shall recognize her as sole mistress, alike in things spiritual

and temporal. She has inflicted penalties and punishments upon those

whom she could not persuade,* and those who persevered in the unity of

the faith and in obedience.

" She has also thrown into prison bishops and rectors of churches, and

many of them have perished there in misery.

" These things are well known to all nations ; they are proved by the

gravest testimony, and no room is left for tergiversation, excuse, or defence.

" We, seein-g these impieties multiplied, and seeing that still other

crimes are added to the first ; seeing that the persecutions against the faith-

ful are increasing, in consequence of the compulsion and self-will of the

said Elizabeth, we are persuaded that her heart is more than ever hardened.

Not only does she despise the pious prayers of good Catholics, that she

should be converted and brought back to her right mind, but, further, she

has even refused to receive in England the nuncios whom we have sent.

We, then, forced by necessity to resort to the arms of justice against her,

cannot soften our grief that we have not severely dealt with a princess

whose ancestors had so well deserved the praise of the Christian republic.

" We, therefore, supported by the authority of Him whose will has called

us to the throne, although we are unworthy of such a charge, in the name

of the apostoHcal authority, we declare the said Elizabeth a heretic, and

aider and fautor of heretics, and that her adherents in the above cited acts

have incurred the sentence of anathema, and are separated from the unity

of the body of our Lord Jesus Christ.

" We declare her deprived of the pretended right to that kingdom, and of

all domain, dignity, and privilege. We declare the subjects, the nobihty

and people of that ^kingdom, free from their oaths, and from all debt of

.v'.hjedion, of fidelity, and of respect ; and by the authority of these presents,

we deprive the said Elizabeth of the right to her pretended kingdom. By
this prescription we further forbid all nobles, people, subjects, and others,

to venture to obey the orders, advice, or laws of the said Ehzabeth. As to

those who shall act otherwise than as we here authorize and order, we in-

clude them in the same sentence of anathema.

" As it is difiicult to carry these presents wherever necessary, we will and

command that a written notarial copy, under the seal of a bishop and of

* Humf gives eight hundred as the number who up to that time had perished under tlie linnd

of the executioner.
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this court, have the same authority in any tribunal and without, and have

hke force and value as if these actual presents were exhibited.

" Given at Kome, near Saint Peter's, the 26th of February, in the year

1570, and of our pontificate the fifth.

" Pros, PP. V."

Such, without any omission, was the sentence of the pontiff. Isolated,

thrown into another history, and thus abandoned to itself, this sentence

would excite a general consternation. But we have seen the reign of Greg-

ory VII., and that of Innocent III., and we are compelled to add that we

have seen some laxity under Leo X., in combating Luther ; and we have

seen the consequence of that kind of condescension in the sack of Pome,

where the Lutherans succeeded in making the pious Spaniards their ac-

complices in the most disgraceful scenes.

During that fiightful series of attacks against the Holy See, Philip II.,

the husband of Mary, predecessor of Elizabeth on the English throne, laid

the whole weight of his sword upon the rest of Europe, and perhaps the

weight of the Indian gold upon some foreign ministers, whose importunities,

complaints, and predictions might easily excite the just resentment of Pius

V. Such decrees no longer issue from the Vatican ; but what we have be-

fore spoken of as the jurisprudence of that time, and the cries of the Enghsh

dying in dungeons or on scaffolds, explain, and more than explain, the con-

duct of the pontiff.

Elizabeth had been crowned in 1559, with great pomp and by a CathoHc

bishop, lest she should excite alarm ; nevertheless, she was a Protestant at

heart, and did not long delay to endeavor to establish that false religion by

fire and sword. In spite of the solemn oath she took at her coronation to

defend the known Catholic religion, and to protect its ministers, Elizabeth

convoked a parliament which established the Anghcan, such as it now is.

It is a medley of the Calvinistic dogmas, with some remains of the disciphne

and ceremonies of the Catholic worship. The bishops, canons, and rectors

were tolerated ; the church ornaments, organs, and music were preserved

;

tithes, annats, and the privileges of the benefices were aboHshed ;* confes-

sion permitted, but not ordered ; the real presence admitted, but without

transubstantiation ;—a sj^stem purely human, without any sanction and with-

out any religious foundation. To complete the inconsistency, the new queen

made herself head of the religion, under the title of Sovereign Governess of

the Church of England, in spirituals and temporals. The bishops who op-

posed those novelties were threatened with expulsion fi-om their churches

;

* The author is here in error ; tithes and annats have existed to our day, and benefices arc

bought and sold.
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but most of tliem obeyed. Firm meu and generous friends are rare at all

periods and in all countries. Of the nine thousand four hundred holders

of benefices in England, there were only fourteen bishops, fifty canons, and

eighty parish priests who lost their benefices by refusing to accept the

reform.*

As energetically as we could, we have presented the defence of the actions

of Gregory VII., and his imitators. Here let us point out a difference.

•Under those first reforming popes, it was the people who took their groans

and plaints to the throne of Saint Peter. In fact, they asked only for the

immediate consequences of the Gospel. All the kings, more or less, fol-

lowed the footsteps of him among them whom they wanted to repress.

Thence those sjDecious censures against an apparent degradation of the

royal authority ; but here, further, if it is the people that still complains, it is

the monarchical doctrine itself which resorts to the high power of the supreme

conciliator. A crime, the most abominable that could be imagined, was

about to be committed. A woman, seated on a usurped throne, abuses

the laws imposed by hospitality. A neighboring queen, who has already

been harassed by revolts, assassinations, and fires, flies to an asylum which

she imagines to be sacred and secure, and is met with menaces of death.

Pius V. might believe that towards the end of the sixteenth century the

most difficult duties were reserved for Mm. Here we have the project of a

new crime, surpassing in audacity all that preceded it, and aiming at the

monarchical doctrine, the noble, salutnry, and often unique, idea of the Ploly

See. That vile and wretched crime, which, after its execution, became a

frightful precedent, received at Pome only the usual punishment, the ana-

thema, a revocable chastisement, whose power, during eight centuries, all

the monarchs of Europe had learaed to respect. In the present state of

civilization, excommunication, even had no Luther or Calvin arisen, would

have become useless. But let us resume our narrative.

Spain was not free from trouble. The letter of Philip II. to Pope Pius

v., concerning Philip's son, Don Carlos, should be read, and may be found at

length in de Falloux. TMien Philip II., after complaining to the pope of the

conduct of Don Carlos, asked the pontifi^s advice, and spoke of subjecting

the young prince to a trial, a document was extracted from the archives of

Barcelona to serve as a model for the charge. This was the trial of Charles,

pi'ince of Viana and Gerona, by his father, John II., great-grandfather of

Phihp. At the risk of giving offence to unjust or prejudiced minds, who
are unwilling to allow historical facts theu' proper place, and who wish facts

* How the Catholic clergy of England of Elizabeth's day, pale before the French clergy when
impiety gained the supreme pow(;r in France I Of one hundred and ten French bislioj)^, only

three abjured ; of one hundred and fifty thousand priests, not ten thousand allowed themselves

to be intimidated.
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condemned uncited, and would attack the reputation of those who acted at

that period, and perhaps the expression of discontent exceeds the just Hmit

of criticism—at the risk of incurring this other kind of excommunication,

we insert at length the bull of Pius V., addressed to Elizabeth, when she

meditated a crime against a relative by blood and a sister in royalty. It

behooves us now to present another sight. A royal father contemplates

the trial of his son, guilty of intending to rebel, and it is to the same Pius

V. that this father turns to confide important secrets.

Elizabeth, deprived of all communication with Eome, braved all perils,

like an inconsiderate woman. Philip II. would not have the agitations of

his heart unknown in that Rome where wise counsels are so often found.

He wrote to the pope thus :

" Most Holy Father—I feel obliged, not only by a duty which I owe in

common with all Christian princes, but chiefly by the fihal submission which,

as an obedient son, I shall always render your Holiness, and by the pro-

found respect that I feel for the Holy See, to inform you, who are my Fa-

ther, of my conduct and of every thing remarkable that happens to me.

" It is in fulfilment of this duty that I acquaint your Hohness with my
intention to arrest the most serene prince Charles, my son. Your Holiness

can judge of the powerful necessity which forces me to this action, by the

violence I must do my own feelings in order to come to such an extremity.

It is enough to say, that I am a father, and a father interested in the honor

of his son. My government is sufficiently known to your Holiness and to

all Europe ; and aU must feel that I have not come to this resolution with-

out having maturely dehberated with my council upon a subject of so great

importance, or without having been forced to this dehberation and to that

conclusion by the misconduct of the prince, my son, whose natural depravity

has resisted the salutary instructions of his masters, and the cares they

have bestowed upon his education.

" I have employed every means to correct his vicious inclinations, and to

repress his excesses. I have essayed the ways of gentleness ; and seeing,

^v^th a pain which 3'Our Holiness can imagine, that such remedies have

utterly failed to inspire him with piety towards God, or with any of the

qualities essential to a prince who is the presumptive heir to the many
kingdoms that God has subjected to my rule, I at length find myself com-

pelled to secure his person, to see if severity, instead of too great mildness,

will bring him to his duty. I find great consolation in giving this informa-

tion to your Holiness, and I hope that my conduct will convince you that I

have no other view in this action than the glory of God, the interest of my
States, and the weal and peace of my peoples, which I prefer to all the ten-

derness that nature inspires me with for my only son. I shall take care to
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inform your Holiness of every thing concerning this affair. I entreat your

HoHness, especially, to consider me your most obedient son, and to pray to

God in my behalf, for light to know, and in all things fulfil His holy will.

I pray God, most Holy Father, that he will preserve you and prolong your

days for the general good of his whole Church.

" The King.

" Given at the Palace (20th January, 1568)."

The reply was, as it should be, confiding, paternal, and consolatory. Pius

Y. united a tender and generous heart to a strong mind.

At the moment when sentence was about to be pronounced, the judges of

Don Carlos, Cardinal Espinosa, the prince of EvoH, and Don Diego Muna-

tones paused, as if terrified by the importance of the judgment about to be

pronounced. Cardinal Esi^inosa entreated the king to leave the proceeding

unfinished, and to keep the prince in perpetual confinement. No doubt it

was at the suggestion of Pius V. that the cardinal proposed thus to termi-

nate so terrible an afi'air. Philip repHed, that his conscience as a monarch

could not agree to this derogation of justice ; that he was answerable before

God for the fate of the peoples subjected to his sceptre, and that he should

fail in the most sacred of his duties if he left Spain a prey to the calamities

which might result from the existence of a prince destitute of all correct

judgment, and carried away by such perverse inclinations. Considering,

however, that the state of his son's health left but little reason to believe

that his life would be prolonged, the termination of his malady might be

awaited, and the decrees of Providence left to their own fulfilment. Then he

ordered that his son should not be left in ignorance of his danger, and that

he should be induced to concern himself only with his eternal salvation.*

No sentence, therefore, was either published or written ; and Don Carlos

himself, considering his illness beyond remedy, summoned to his bedside

Don Diego de Chaves, his usual confessor. The prince instantly asked that

rehgious to ask the king's pardon in his name. Philip replied that fuU par-

don was granted, with the hope that this repentance would also secure God's

mercy.

On the same day extreme unction was administered to him ; and then he

dictated his will to his secretar^^, Don Martin de Gaztala. The agonies of

death now appeared, and Philip asked to come in person and give his bless-

ing to his son. The two religious replied that thei'e was ground to fear that

the sight of the king would disturb the mind of the prince, now wholly ab-

sorbed in his religious duties. This motive restrained Phihp. Neverthe-

less, learning in the course of the night that the last moments of the prince

* De Falloux, ii., p. 24.
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were at hand, he went to the apartment of his son, and placing himself

behind the prince of EvoH and the grand prior, tearfully gazed at his dying

son, and, without being perceived by Carlos, extended his arms above his

head, and then retired in a state of the deepest emotion.*

What a hfe of grief for Pius V. ! And yet none of the duties of the pon-

tificate, some of which were foreign to the time, were neglected.

The illustrious order of Saint John of Jerusalem had obtained singular

privileges, alike useful and honorable, from Leo X., Clement VII., Paul III.,

and Paul IV. Saint Pius V. would not do less than his predecessors. Con-

firming warmly all preceding privileges, and especially that exempting the

members of the order, their squires, and their servants, from tithes and all

taxes, the Holy Father at the same time deprived bishops of all right to

interfere in the affairs of the order under pretext of executing the decrees

of the Council of Trent (session xxiii., chap, xviii). The pope ordered that,

the case occurring, this arrangement was derogated by the new constitution,

Etsi cuncta.

Some innovations were introduced into the tribunal of the penitentiary

;

Pius undertook to reform it wisely, or, rather, newly to construct it.

By the bull In omnibus rebus, and by another bull In earum rerum, he com-

mitted the direction of the penitentiary of Saint Peter, consisting of regular

and secular priests, to the Fathers of the Society of Jesus. They were to

be thirteen in number, including the rector : two for the Italian language,

two for the French language, two for the Spanish and Portuguese, one for

the German, one for the Hungarian, one for the Flemish and Pohsh, one for

the English, one for the Greek, and one for the Hljaian.

The penitentiary of Saint Mary Major was given to the Dominicans, and

that of Saint John Lateran to the Observantine Franciscans.

The holy pontiff was forced to be inexorable to the Humiliati. The

Emperor Henry III. having conquered the city of Milan, sent into Germany

all the knights whom he found in that city. To recognize each other, they

adopted a white dress. Thus attired, they presented themselves to the

emperor, and begged to return home, and the prince thought himself in

some sort obhged to grant that favor. Many of them, under the venerable

John de Meda, retained the white dress, and bound themselves by vow to

lead a hfe of poverty, maintaining themselves by all sorts of painful labor.

* Ranke says :
" It is enough to say that it was Philip's misery to be placed in a position

where he had every thing to fear from his son, or was forced to sacrifice him without pity."

Llorente, a foul-mouthed abuser of Philip, thus gives the lie to all the fictions invented in regard

to Don Carlos :
" I am firmly convinced that the death of this monster was a blessing to Spain."

{History of the Inquisition, iii., p. 126.) "Don Carlos," says de Falloux, "was suspected of being

in league with the rebels in the Nctherland, who attacked at once the sovereignty of Philip and

Catholicity. Don Carlos is even suspected of having attempted his father's life. Yet Philip II

is hold up to the execrations of posterity."
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Tliey took the name of the Humiliati, and were approved by an apostohe

decree ; but their way of life having been three times changed, Pope Inno-

cent, in 1200, ordered them to live in community, and recite the divine

office. They were to have neither Unen shirts nor sheets. Subsequently

they were confirmed, and ordered to follow the rule of Saint Benedict. This

occurred by Honorius III., in 1219 ; by Gregory IX., in 1227 ; by Innocent

IV., in 1246 ; and by Nicholas IV., in 1288. They were especially employed

in recalling the Patarine heretics to the one fold. But time and wealth pro-

duced a great laxity of life in this order, so that the religious had more

vices themselves than the worst among the laity. Then Pius V. issued a

brief, addi-essed to the archbishop of Milan, Cardinal Charles Borromeo,

empowering him to reform them, and to take a tenth part of their abundant

property, and apply it to estabhsh a novitiate according to their primitive

rule. St. Charles used mildness to recall the order to its pristine beauty,

but the provosts of the order, seeing themselves deprived of their benefices,

that is to say, of the convents of which they had usurped the income, as

though they were their personal property, resolved in revenge to kill

Saint Charles. Three of these unworthy superiors, among whom was

Jerome Lignana, provost of Saint Christopher of Vercelli, selected a re-

hgious named Jerome Donati,* surnamed Farina, to carry out their infamous

design, paying him forty crowns, stolen by another sacrilege fi'om a neigh-

boring church. Donati, escaping fi-om the convent of Brera, after robbing

the church, went to the archbishop's palace, and finding him at prayer with

his servants, he fired an arquebus at him, loaded with a large bullet and a

bolt. The saint was not wounded ; the whole charge fell at his feet, after

piercing the rochet and other garments.

Notwithstanding the entreaty of the archbishop, who desired no punish-

ment to be inflicted upon the would-be assassin, the Holy Father ascertain-

ing the identity of the guilty parties. Farina, Lignano, and two others were

punished with death.

At length, as the rehgious of this order took no steps to reform, the Holy

Father, by his buU Quemadmodum, of the 7th of February, in the following

year, signed by forty-three cardinals, abolished the order.

Pius also renewed the decree of Boniface, making it high treason to

attempt the life of a cardinal.

For a long time, a dispute had existed between Cosmas de Medici, duke

of Florence, and Alphonso II., duke of Ferrara, as to the right of prece-

dence.* Pius v., who had an especial afi'ection for Tuscany, on account of

the aid which, in the preceding century, it had given to the pontiffs Inno-

cent rV., Clement lY., Gregory X., Benedict XL, Martin V., and Leo X.,

* Novaes, vii., p. 223. t See de Thou, Mst., vol. 2, liv. 40, parag. IC, p. 753.
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and who ever loved Cosmas, a prince sincere in faith and strongly at-

tached to the Holy See, declared that, following the example of Alexan-

der III., Innocent III., and Paul IV., who, respectively, had created a king

of Portugal, a king of the Bulgarians, and a king of Ii'eland, he of his

own will, and without any request being made to him, created Cosmas

gi-and duke.

The bull Ramamis Pontifex was carried to Florence by Michael GhisHeri,

brother of Cardinal Alexandrino, and it was accompanied by a design, from

the pope's own hand, for the royal crown that Cosmas was to wear. Below

was written : Pivs V. Pont. Max., Ob eximl\m Dilectionem ac Catholics

Eeligioots* Zelum Pe^cipvvmqve Ivstiti^ Stvdivm, Donavit— Given by

Pius v., on account of Ids tender affection for Cosmas for his zeal for the

Catholic religion and his chre for justice. Cosmas had a crown made after

that design, which cost one hundred and twenty thousand cro"\vns, with

which His Holiness solemnly crowned the grand duke, on the 5th of March,

1570, in the pontifical chapel, and also, on the day of the consecration, gave

him the Golden Bose.*

That event led to scenes long unexampled. The emperor and the

king of Spain protested that the pope had no right to crown their vas-

sal. But Pius replied that, as we have already remarked, Benedict IX.

had created Demetrius king of Croatia and Dalmatia, although those pro-

vinces were dependent on Hungary, and, ynth. such a precedent, he would

not listen to their opposition ; and with an apostolical firmness, he thus

addressed the imperial ambassador, who made his protest against the coro-

nation, before entering the chapel :
" Upon what ground can you deny that

power to the Church ? Who but the Church hath given to the emperors

the name and the honor of their dignity ? Who gave them the empire ?

Who transferred that of the East to the West, if not the pontiffs, our pre-

decessors ?"

Amidst so many cares of the pontifical ministry, the pope, on the 17th of

May, 1570, made his third promotion. Among those new members of the

sacred college were : 1. Gaspar Zuniga AveUaneda, a noble Spaniard of the

family -of the counts of Mu^anda, professor of theology at Salamanca, and

successively bishop of Segovia, ComposteUa, and Seville ; 2. Gaspar Cer-

vantes, a Spaniard, born at Caceres, archbishop of Messina, in 1554, and

afterwards of Tarragona ; 3. Nicholas de Pelleve, a noble Frenchman, pro-

fessor of law in the university of Bourges, master of the requests, and sub-

sequently bishop of Amiens ; 4. Charles d'Angennes, a noble Frenchman,

ambassador fi'om Charles IX. to Pius V. ; 5. FeHx Peretti, afterwards Pope

Sixtus V. ; 6. The Blessed Paul Borali d'Arezzo ; 7. John Jerome Albani,

* Maffei describes the ceremony in his Life of Pius V.. liv. iii., ch. 19.
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a celebrated jurisconsult, and afterwards a faraous captain of tlie Venetian

republic.

One of the great glories of Pius V. was the alliance which he concluded

on the 20th of May, 1571, between the Holy See, Phihp II., of Spain, and

the republic of Venice, against SeHm II., emperor of the Turks, son of Soly-

man II., and Koxelana, a very beautiful Siennese, whom Solyman had raised

from the condition of a slave to that of wife.*

In pursuance of this treaty, a combined fleet was fitted out, which soon

consisted of two hundred and nineteen galleys, six galeases, and about

seventy vessels, large and small, manned by twenty thousand men, exclusive

of the sailors, gunners, and galley-slaves. The supreme general of the ex-

pedition was Don John of Austria, natural son of the Emperor Charles V.

The high-constable, Marc Antony Colonna, duke of Palliano and Tagli-

acozzo, was the commander of the pontifical fleet, consisting of twelve

galleys, manned by fifteen himdred men.

Andrew Doria, a famous Genoese captain, commanded the Spanish divi-

sion, and Sebastian Venier the Venetian force, its first commander, Bar-

barigo, having fallen at the very outset of the battle.

The Christian army, joined by the Knights of Malta and the galeases of

the duke of Savoy, sailed for the Levant. On the 7th of October, 1571,

they came up with the Turkish fleet of two hundred and forty-five galleys,

and eighty-seven vessels of various sizes, as it lay in the GuK of Lepanto.

It was once more incumbent to di'ive the Turk from Italy ; once more the

prodigies of Charles Martel and those of the heroes of Malta were to be

renewed. The battle lasted five hours. As the fifth hour closed, victory

declared for the Christians, bought, however, at the loss of seven thousand

five hundi'ed and sixty-six men, including the greater number of the Vene-

tians. The Turks lost Ali Pacha, general of the whole army ; the famous

corsair, Carascosa ; Hassan Pacha, renowned for his ability, son of the

celebrated Barbarossa ; and, finally, Hassan, bey of Bhodes. The Turkish

army also lost thirty-nine rais, or commanders of galleys, and more than

thirty-one thousand men. The Christians, as day decHned, took ten thou-

sand prisoners, and rescued fifteen thousand Christian slaves, who at once

filled the sadly thinned ranks of the Italian gaUeys.

All authors consider this as one of the most signal victories ever won by

the Christians over the Mussulmans, but they do not agree as to the loss

sustained on both sides. We have reason to beHeve, however, that the

particulars given above are the nearest to the truth.

Meantime, Elizabeth, in Great Britain, continued to imprison all who

* See the Historical Dictionary of the Lives of all the Ottom(in Monarchs, vol. ii., p. 206

;

V^enice, 1788. It gives some curious pai-ticiilare about this Siennese Sultana.

Vol. I.—.51
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professed the Catholic faith. Pius sent nuncios to all the powers, to invite

them to aid the Enghsh who were suffering for the faith. In various places

the exiled English were assembled, and the pope zealously undertook the

care of ministering to their wants.

The Emperor Maximilian seemed inchned to allow the Confession of

Augsburg to be followed in Austria. Cardinal Commendon was sent as

legate to that province, and persuaded him to protect the Catholic rehgion.

Phihp II. assisted the cardinal by negotiation ; and Rome, which had

vanquished the Turks, had reason to believe that she had also been suc-

cessful against the Lutherans. Yet it was withal necessary to reform in all

parts clergy who, retaining the faith, did not in their lives come up to the

standard of duty.

A pragmatic of the pope forbade clerks and ecclesiastics to indulge in

luxury, whether in dress or at table. He forbade them to be present in

theatres, and endeavored to root up the disorders that had recently crept

into the Church. He annulled wills, otherwise legal, made by ecclesiastics

in favor of their bastards. A bull took away the power to resign benefices

to relations. Among others, it contained these words :
" The Holy Father

cannot suffer the patrimony of Jesus Christ to be given as a heritage, and

become a prey to the cupidity of laymen." Some one having represented

to the Holy Father that so much strictness would be ruinous to the Roman
court, he repHed :

" Better that the court should perish, and with it all those

who are in favor of such corruptions and such disorders ; at least we should

not see the Church and religion perish, which are profaned by such enor-

mous abuses."

An edict forbade Roman householders to frequent taverns to eat, drink,

and play, alleging that such places were only intended for strangers who

had no settled homes. This prohibition, necessary in all cities and towns

to prevent disorder, was, says Muratori in the Annals of Italy, of no long

duration.

A severe law was directed against the great number of lewd women who

infected the city. The Roman senate endeavored to interfere, on the plea

that the expulsion of so many would reduce the value of lodgings. Pius

repHed :
" Is it just and decent that the Roman senate should defend lewd

women, and take upon itself the defence of irbmodesty ? We assure you,

that if these women do not leave Rome, we and all our court will leave it."

To fulfil the decrees of the Council of Trent (session xxiv., chap, iv.), the

pontiff ordered all bishops more than ever to labor for the erection of the

Congregations of the Christian Doctrine, to secure the instruction of chil-

dren and uneducated adults ignorant of the commandments of our holy

religion.

The same council had (session xxv., chap, i.), in imitation of the third
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and fourth Councils of Lateran, established theological prebends for the

instruction of the respective chapters. Pius V., by his bull Ineminenfi* in-

stituted in the Vatican Basilica a theological prebend, and assigned it, as

well as a canonship of the same church, to the master of the sacred palace,

Thomas Manriquez, a Spanish Dominican, and his successors. These hav-

ing imbibed in the order of Saint Dominic the doctrine of Saint Thomas,

the most used and the safest in the Church,t could thus teach it to the

members of the chapter and to those who followed their instruction in the

apostolic palace.

The pope further declared this rehgious to be a true canon, entitled to a

place in the chou-, and possessed of the right of voting and being chosen

to office in chapters, entitled to his income as canon, and, in fine, to all the

honors of his dignity as canon.:]:

At the same period. Saint Pius V. corrected and regulated the Roman
breviary, the Missal, and the office of the Blessed Virgin. He purged the

offices of much that had been added by the caprice of the printers. This

pope, too, ordered all priests to recite the Gospel of Saint John at the end

of the Mass.^ Some had been in the habit of reciting, and some of omit-

ting it. At the present day it is not recited by the Carthusians, nor by those

who sing the Mass in the papal chapel : the latter commence it at the altar,

and continue to recite it till they reach the sacristy.

This pope also added to the Academy of Pavia the Ghislieri college.

That Rome might not complain of this foundation in another city, Pius or-

dered the completion of the Sapienza, where he placed new professors, with

considerable emoluments.

At the beginning of 1572 the pope was attacked by dysury, which de-

prived him of sleep ; II and in the month of March the symptoms became

alarming. Without listening to the physicians, or allowing them to examine

him, or to touch the seat of the malady, he had recourse to his usual remedy,

ass's milk, which had formerly relieved him, but which had now no effect on

a debihtated body.

The remedy in which Pius had so much confidence did not diminish his

sUfi"erings. Then the good pontiff turned to the sole remedy—patience.

Amidst the tortures that he endured from the gravel, he exclaimed

:

* BiUlarium Romanum, vol. iv., part iii., p. 117. f Novaes, vii., p. 245.

X This determination of Pius V. was not long recognized. Manriquez died on the 11th

of January, 1573. Gregory XIII., thinking that the determination of Saint Pius V. might

seem injurious to the secular clergy of Rome, as inferring that the Roman clergy could

not fill the post, revoked the bull of Pius V., and ordered that for the future the theological

prebend and the Vatican canonship should be filled by a doctor in theology of the Roman
clergy.

§ Novaes, vii., p. 249.

\ It was of this disease that Pope Pius VII. died.
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" Lord, increase the suffering ; but, if it please thee, increase the patience

also."*

A report of tiie pope's death was circulated one day, and the ambassadors

sent couriers to their respective courts. The Romans manifested lively re-

grets. But the report was not then true. He recovered consciousness after

a prolonged swoon. His Hohness was told of the regret that the Romans

had expressed at his supposed death, and he determined to give them his

last benediction. On Saturday, attired in his pontifical habits, he ordered

himself to be carried to the great lodge of the Vatican, and there, with

abundant tears, he blessed his people.

On the 21st of April, notwithstanding the entreaties of Marc Antony

Colonna, Pius visited the seven churches, sometimes on foot, and then in a

litter. On arriving at Saint John Lateran, he was unable to ascend the

scala santa, but assisted by a cardinal he kissed the lowest step. There he

had agreed to meet a number of EngHsh CathoHc exiles. He spoke to

them with the most lively sensibility, and ordered assistance to be given to

them. Then he returned to the Vatican, and was obhged to be assisted to

his bed. Cardinal Alexandrino, his nephew, promptly administered the

sacraments, which he received with the sincerest joy. A few days after-

wards he died, on the 1st of May, 1572, aged sixty-eight years. He was

interred at the Vatican, in the chapel of Saint Andrew. The celebrated

Muretus pronounced the funeral oration, in presence of the cardinals. Saint

Pius V. was of ordinary stature. His countenance, serious, modest, and

calm, breathed sanctity. His face was thin and pale, but often much

flushed. He was bald, had blue eyes, an aquiline nose, and wore a long beard.

His memory was so prodigious, that, even after the lapse of many years, he

recognized a person to whom he had spoken only once,—a valuable gift in

the affairs of life. As soon as he had heard explained a view, a project, an

object of association, or a secret of any kind, he understood at the first

word all that was subsequently said to him as to any one of those affairs,

and often corrected or prompted his ministers whose memory was not so

faithful. When he became pope, he ordered that to the expense of his table,

when cardinal, only four pauls (about forty cents) should be added. But

his hberality to the poor of Rome, and to the EngHsh ruined for preserving

the Catholic faith, might all but Hterally be said to know no limit. His

charities and generosity were said to have cost two miUions of gold

crowns
;
yet, in spite of this expense, this pope left in the treasury a million

of crowns, besides a hundred thousand crowns receivable in the following

month. In his chamber were found thirteen thousand crowns, which his

* This fact is related by Lambertini, who was Promoter of the Faith when Pius V. was cau-

onized.
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master of the chamber held at the disposal of so noble a benefactor for the

relief of unforeseen appUcations fi'om English Catholics.

In fact, the virtues of Saint Pius V. were so numerous, that they excited

a feeling of confidence in the faithful, and his beatification was seriously

thought of, and was zealously prosecuted under Gregory XV. It was defin-

itively pronounced one hundred and one years after his death. Subse-

quently, by a decree of the 4th of August, 1710, the canonization was pro-

nounced.*

I possess a very curious painting representing Pius V. seated, and bless-

ing Saint Francis Borgia kneeling. We mentioned that as Pius went to

take possession of Saint John Lateran, he stopped his litter in front of the

* We shaU now mention the medals of that reign whicli are in our own cabinet, then those

explained by Du Molinet and Bonanni. Two of mine have the same eiBgy, and the words

:

Prvs V. PoxT. Opt. Max. an. V. The head of the pope is uncovered, and is extremely meagre.

The third medal has, in addition to the effigy—Prvs V. Pont. Opt. Max. An. VI. The head is

covered with a long white cap. In the exergue, F. P.

On the reverse of the first : Fcederis m tvrcas sanctio—Sanction of tlie alliance against tlie

Turks.

Rome, with tiara on head, holds the hands of two figures. The first, on the left, is Philip II.,

king of Spain ; imder Philip an eagle. The figure on the left represents the republic of Venice,

wearing the ducal hat, and having at the feet the winged lion of Saint Mark. Beneath the

figure of Rome is the Lamb.

2. Illvmixare hiervsalem— Enlighten Jerusalem. The star over the stable, the Virgin,

the infant Jesus in her arms, Saint Joseph, the magi, the shepherds, the ass and the ox.

3. A DOUNO FACT^'^r est istvd—TJiis is the Lord's doing. The Christian fleet attacking that

of the Turks at the battle of Lepanto.

1. There is one which bears on the reverse the effigy of Paul IV., and these words: Pavlvs
IIII. Pont. Max.—Paul IV., sovereign pontiff. A token of affection for that pontiff by his

successor.

2. In the exergne, CoLLEG. Ghislerivm. A. B. Pio V. papijs erectvm—The Ghiderian Col-

lege, erected at Patia hy the Blessed Pius V. As Pius V. is here called Blessed, it must belong

to the period of his beatification, in 1698. It displays the front of the college ; above, a terrace

on which is an observatory surmounted by the Holy Ghost.

3. Dextera tva DoiiiNE PERCv'ssrr inimicvm. An. 1571

—

Thy hand, Lord, smote the enemy

:

1751. On a bark, an angel holding the cross and a chalice. In the sky, Saint Peter over-

whelming a Turkish galley.

4. Fecit potentiam in braciiio svo, DispEEsrr svperbos—He hath displayed might in his

arm ; he hath dispersed the proud. The pope, surroimded by his suite, is in prayer. Beyond, a

crowd of combatants. In the sky. Saint Peter on a cloud. Du Molinet thinks that this is an-

other medal struck on account of the victory of Lepanto. Bonanni judiciously replies, that it

exhibits not a navsd, but a land fight of infantry. It may allude to some victory gained in Flan-

ders by the duke of Alb;u

5. Contribvi.abti Capita Draconis—Thou host crushed tlie serpents' heads. A crowned figure

pmites the serptMit with a sceptre. It is, perhaps, an allusion to the excommunication of Eli^^a-

beth of Engbmd.
6. In the exergue, E teneijris, dies ; E LVCO Lvx liVCET

—

Day cometh from darkness, light

from the gror.e. A temple, surmounted by the Holy Ghost. A forest, and a river which divides

into three branches. The ancients called a grove or wood Incus : it may here allude to tl.o

name of Boeco (a grove), the name of the pontiff's birthplace. He loved to say that he was born

at Boaco ; and in one of Ids medals he takes the title of Boschensis, " of Bosco."
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Gesu, and conversed witli Saint Francis Borgia, tlie general of the Jesuits.

On the following day Saint Francis went to thank the pope, who again

blessed him with gi-eat tenderness.

There was apparently a desire at that time to commemorate this visit to

the Vatican, made on the 28th of January, by a picture representing Borgia

kneeling to receive the benediction of Pius V. This picture I got at Paris

from Angelo Bonelli, who in 1814 carried it to England. Bonelh attributes

the picture to Vasari, and adds :
" By the coloring and by the admirable

finish of the hands of the pope and the general, I am inchned to beheve it

was made about 1570, in Spain, and sent to Eome."

The Holy See was vacant eleven days.

236. GREGORY XIII.— a. d. 1572.

^^REGOEY XIII. (Hugh Buoncompagni) was born at

Bologna, on the 7th of February, 1502,* the son of

Christopher Buoncompagni and Agnola Marescal-

chi, noble and very distinguished persons of that

city.

Gifted with an intellect which facilitated the ac-

quisition of knowledge, Hugh had, in the univer-

sity of Bologna, as guides, four celebrated juris-

consults, Louis Mozzoli, Annibal Caccianemici, Louis Gozadini, and Charles

Eovini. At twenty-eight years of age, he was received doctor of both laws.

"WTiile professor for some months, he had among his pupils Alexander Far-

nese, Christopher Madruzzi, Otlio Truchsess, Reginald Pole, and Charles

Borromeo, all subsequently cardinals.

Hugh had the honor to be summoned to Rome at thirty-six years of age,

by Cardinal Peter Paul Parizzio, a renowned jurisconsult. Paul III. named

Hugh, in succession, first judge of the capitol, and abbreviator and referen-

dary of the two signatures. In 1545, the pope sent him to the Council of

Trent, that great and majestic school in which so many sublime talents of

that age were formed. In 1555, Buoncompagni was vice-legate of the Com-

pagna of Rome. In all his employments, he distinguished himself by his

knowledge, his abilities, and the noblest religious sentiments.

Novaes, viii., p. 3.
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By Paul IV. he was assigned as datary to Cardinal Carafa, legate in

France. Subsequently, Pius IV. made Buoncompagni his most confiden-

tial deputy at the Council of Trent, and then created him cardinal-priest

of Saint Sixtus. That pope, in giving him the hat, said, Behold a man in

ivhom there is no guile.

Two months after, Cardinal Buoncompagni was sent as legate to Spain,

to investigate the case of Bartholomew Bliranda y Carranza, of the order of

preachers, archbishop of Toledo, one of the theologians of the Council of

Trent, and confessor to the queen of Spain, who had for six years been

imprisoned by the Inquisition, on suspicion of heresy ; an accusation founded

simply on a few notes ^vritten on the margins of some heretical books.

The pope gave Buoncompagni, as theologians, FeHx Peretti, and Stephen

Bonucci, a Ser\dte. Two other prelates, John Raphael Castagna and John

Aldobrandiui, were also attached to the legation. Three among them

—

Buoncompagni, Peretti, and Castagna—became popes.*

Before returning to Rome, the legate, whose virtues were admired, was

appointed secretary of the briefs by the same Pius IV.t

On the death of the latter, Buoncompagni would have succeeded, but for

the envy of some members of the conclave. He did not, indeed, arrive in

season to participate in it. When he obtained his first audience of Pius V.,

the pope said to him, in a tone of tender esteem :
" My Lord Cardinal, we

have occupied your place :" words worth repeating, as expressive of the

kindliness, the politeness, and the elegant manners of the popes.

On the 12th of May, 1572, after the funeral of Pius V., fifty-two cardinals

entered into conclave. Cardinals Altemps, Sforza, Orsini, Cesi, and Como,

who supported Caixlinal Farnese, saw that his youth made it impossible to

raise him to the throne. Cardinal de Granvelle declared, in the name of

the king of Spain, that his selection was impossible, in the presence of so

many aged and deserving cardinals. Then a great many other cardinals,

in addition to those we have just named, put forward Buoncompagni, and

the choice being relished, they resolved, on tlie 13th of May, to elect him

on the following day, the 14tli. He was seventy years of age. Cardinal

Como then visited Buoncompagni, from whom every thing had been care-

fully concealed, and said to him :
" Come immediately to the chapel, and

you will be elected by adoration."

Buoncompagni, without the shghtest change of countenance, replied :

"Are there sufficient votes?"

" More than sufficient," was the reply. Then Buoncompagni, as if nothing

* Philip II. had a jester, who, seeing the king, at dinner one day witli these envoys of Pius IV.,

take tliree soups, said to the prince :
" Your majesty dines with three paj)pi." The play upon

words was sufficiently absurd
;
pappi meaning soups, and papi meaning popes.

f Novaes, viii., p. 7.
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strange had occurred, continued quite calmly to write on some important

business. When he had finished, he placed the papers in his bosom and
rose to go to the chapel, saying :

" Let us go, in the name of the Lord."

In memory of Saint Gregory the Great, whom he had, fi'om childhood,

always venerated as his patron, the new pope took tbe name of Gregory

XIII., and chose as his motto the words of Psalm Ixvii. 26 :
" Confirma

hoc Deits, quod operatus es in nobis—O God, confirm that which thou hast

wrought in us."

On Whitsundaj^, May 20th, the pope was solemnly crowned ; and on the

27th, mounted on a white palfrey, went to take possession of Saint John

Lateran.

Like Saint Pius V., he forbade money to be thrown among the people,

ordering abundant alms to be distributed among the poor.

He immediately appointed secretary of state Cardinal Galli, usually

called Cardinal Como, being bishop of that city. In the first consistory,

the pontiff had the bull read which forbade the alienation of the property

of the Church ; and, laying his hand on his heart, swore to sufi'er no infrac-

tion of that law.

A commission, consisting of Cardinals Borromeo, Paleotti, Aldobrandini,

and Arezzo, was appointed to destroy all abuses that had crept into eccle-

siastical discipline.

Gregory insisted on the inviolable observance of the decrees of his pre-

decessor regarding the Council of Trent ; and he declared that no implied

permission of the pope authorized cardinal-bishops to avoid the law of

residence. The better to enforce the spirit of the holy council, the pope

decreed that, in future, no bishop should be employed at court, and that

the clerks of the chamber and the auditors of the rota, who v/ere bishops,

should resign either the office or their See.

To facilitate access to the pope, and apply to him in need, Gregory ap-

pointed one day in each week for a public audience, during which he dis-

played singular patience.

Before the close of the audience, chamberlains went to ascertain that no

one had been forgotten ; and he often said that the pope was, after all, only

an honored servant.

Gregory, says Novaes (viii., p. 10), was attentive in hstening, judicious in

evincing his entire comprehension of each case, serious in his bearing, rare

in interruption,* favorable in language, and at all times benevolent and

merciful. To show his desire of reheving his people, he diminished the tax

on meat, and aboHshed that on wine in the province of Komagna.

* A man, wlien not interrupted, often says both for himself and against himself more than

he means to say.
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The Turks regarded the death of Saint Pius V. as a dehvcranco fi'oiu all

their enemies, and celebrated his death by pubhc feasts. Gregory thought

that the head of Catholicity ought never to cease from striving to repress

the ambition of the Turks,, and he solicited new armaments from the Chris-

tian princes.

A considerable fleet encountered the Turks at Navarino, but reth-ed with

httle honor to the Christian staadard ; and Venice, ill-ad^dsed, concluded

peace -with the porte, without forewarning the allies, the Holy See, and

Phihp II.

In the same .year, 1572, on the 2d of June, Gregory made his first promo-

tion. It included only the creation of his nephew, Phihp Buoncompagni,

who was declaied cardinal of the title of Saint Sixtus.

But terrible symptoms of frenzy were appearing in France. Elizabeth of

England, on being excommunicated, made a treaty Avith the Huguenots, and

upheld their power. The court, hesitating between the religious innovators

and the ambitious Guises, was agitated, yet unable to resolve upon a firm

and prudent course. Catharine de Medici, who had gone to France in her

youth, ill-acquainted with the morals, the habits, and the pohty of her own

country, which was unjustly reputed to be perverse and dissimulating, and

being still less acquainted with the character of the French whom she was

called upon to govern, rushed into difficulties fi-om which there seemed to

be no issue, and every thing boded those frightful disasters which necessarily

result from indecision and ignorance. Could Rome, when the pontifical

authority was scarcely assured, address counsels able to calm and restrain

agitated minds ?

At the commencement of the reign of Gregory, that state of things ex-

isted at Rome which usually marks the first months after an election, and

especially one by adoralion,- when every elector believes himself one of the

most active in creating the new pope.

All the factions sohcited rewards, and a pope seventy years old could

only reply by smiles, and consent to those interested petitions. It takes at

least a year for these importunities to cease, and the pope's power to become

vested again in himself alone on a firm and solid basis.

At that juncture Cardinal de Lorraine arrived in Rome, still occupied

with his desire to avenge the death of his brother Francis, the gloi'ious de-

fender of Metz in 1552, the proudest general of the king's armies, who had

exalted the French name in the estimation of Italy in 1559, the wise lieu-

tenant-general of the kingdom in 1563, and at the same period shot, witliout

his widow, Anne of Ferrara, having been able to procure the condemnation

of his assassin, Poltrot de Mene, who belonged to the Huguenot party.

* Italy, p. 261.
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The cardinal was discontented with the peace made by Charles IX. with the

Huguenots in 1570. He also urged that all Italy should enter into the

league against the Turks, a league which would naturally distract the pub-

lic mind from those hypocritical plottings, and those audacious provocations

which produce the forgetfulness of all religious feehng, and lead to the dis-

honor of nations. All at once Rome heard of the frightful massacre of

Saint Bartholomew. That terrible event, that sanguinary page of the his-

tory of France, merits lively comment, especially if new details can throw

broader and brighter light upon so deplorable a scene. There is a work by

the duke of Saint Simon,* entitled, A very hrief Summary of the History of

France and Foreign Countries, sofar as connected ivitli Dates, commencing with

Hugh Capet. Those notes, collecte'd by a man so judicious, and living

so much nearer to those times than we do, and known, also, to have

been frank, sincere, and incorruptible, are remarkable, considering the ex-

traordinary facts that they include ; and still more so if they be compared

with the scenes which took place at Rome on the occasion of that catas-

trophe, and which must be recalled in our narrative. The following are

Saint Simon's notes, which are still in the department of foreign affairs at

Paris. They are data and reminiscences without form, without attention to

style, yet they are characterized by the depth and the elevation of that elo-

quent annalist, who often deserves the title of the French Tacitus.

" 1572. Secret dehberations upon the massacre. The Guises are for in-

cluding the new king of Navarre, the Montmorencies, and Catholics odious

to them, the Duke d'Anjou, and Marshal de Retz. Alone in the secret with

Catharine de Medici, the Guises insist upon the death of the king of Na-

varre and the young Louis de Conde, which proves that the Guises aspired

to the throne, and wished to destroy the branch next in claim to the palais.

" The queen hesitates, from fear of being dependent upon the Guises.

Charles IX. keeps the secret during all those long intrigues, but embarrasses

them by his uncertainty, especially with regard to the admiral (Coligny),

whom he rather likes ; since to attract the Huguenots, he was tvith all, under

pretext of the war of the Low Countries, of which he was to be the chief,

to support their revolt against the Inquisition of Spain. The rudeness of

the king to his mother or brother, after a long conversation with the ad-

miral, but which he never disclosed, drove them to definitive action. The

massacre began by wounding the admiral, and a visit to the king and his

mother, full of the most perfidious demonstrations. The admu'al is killed

at the same time as the others, and is never so admirably great as at his

end. Indignities upon his body by the third duke of Guise. Butchery,

which includes all Catholics who were to be removed. The Montmorencies

* Italy, p. a02.
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are saved bj the absence of one of them, and of one Cossc. The king of Na-

varre and the prince de Conde become Catholics, with the dagger at their

throats. The massacre, dissimulated at first, is avowed by public edict, at

the instigation of the Guises, who do not choose to be alone in bearing that

eternal infamy of the nation."

Here Saint Simon continues his statement of facts for the following year.

Such were the events which France had witnessed. Henry of Guise,

under the pretext of avenging his father, had led into a series of crimes a

boy king, who had nevertheless sho^vn rudeness to his mother and brother

after a long conversation with the admiral, of which he would never speak,

and his rudeness di'ove them to end the matter at once. Henry of Guise

could easily prevail with Catharine de Medici, who had heard the Marshal

de Saint Andre say :
" We shall have no happiness till we put this woman

into a sack and throw her into the Seine." In Catharine's heart, moreover,

ambition stifled every feeling of humanity. There had been no difficiilty in

making fraud acceptable to the duke of Anjou, who subsequently, as Henry

III., in^dted that same Henry of Guise to Blois, made him lieutenant-gen-

eral, promised him the. sword of constable, and then had him poignarded

upivard, "
lest he might ivear a shirt of mail"

What remained for Cardinal Charles de LoiTaine to do, enjoying as he

did great credit at Eome, where the new administration was not yet fairly

installed ?

On the morning of the 6th of September, the letters which Salviati,

the pope's legate, had written from France, were read before the pope, in a

meeting of cardinals. These letters stated, that according to the declara-

tions of the French court, Coligni and the Huguenots having conspired

against the monarch, had been put to death by the king's wish and consent.*

Then it was decided, on the somewhat violently worded demand of Cardinal

de LoiTaine, that the pope and the sacred college should, on the following

Monday, be present at a solemn celebration. Many artists came forward

to decorate the church of Saint Mark, where the celebration was to be held.

The day of grief and terror had come for those whom Luther had summoned
to discord. The cardinal pubhcly gave a thousand crowns to the courier

who brought him the news he so much desired. On the 8th of September,

the French had a grand procession in the church of Saint Louis, a sanctu-

ary much enriched by the endowments of Catharine de Medici. Most of

*. In a Voyage en Italie (Bruxelles, 181G), speaking of these frescoes, the author says : " Who
is the other king firing on the people? It is Charles IX. giving the signal for the massacre."

This is all wrong. Vasari's paintings are poor enough, and incorrect in costume, but Charles

appears only before his parliament. The charge that Charles fir(!d on the people is now ad-

mitted to be false. See the article on Chancellor do Pastoret, in the supplement to tho Bio-

graphic Uniterselle.
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the Roman nobility, and crowds of people, flocked to the ceremony in Avhicli

the Protestants were publicly cursed. " The emperor's ambassador," says

a contemporary account, " held the train of the pope's robe for the honor

that he did to the emperor above aU others." The cardinal had fastened

on the three doors of the church, between the statues of Charlemagne and

Saint Louis, a noti/ication addressed to the pope, to the cardinals, to the

senate, and people of Rome, in which he lauded the massacre in Paris, and

recalled all that Rome had sufiered under the Lutherans. He also said tliat

" he greatly rejoiced that his house had been the chief actors in so great

and so memorable a deed."

This whole document was a mixture of braggadocio, delirium, and ferocity,

and to affix it to the church door was an audacious act, and an affront to the

sovereignty of Gregory XIII. For, what right had a cardinal to use such

language, in a city which was not under his rule ? But it must again be

remarked, that the nobility and people of Rome, and more especially the

artists, regarded the death of tlie Huguenots, killed, as was affirmed, for

attempting high treason, simply as a just j^unishment, and a vengeance

upon the ciimes committed in 1527. Forty-five years after the sack of

Rome, there remained witnesses of both sexes, and even victims who had

suffered from those crimes ; and it was by those witnesses and by those

victims that the blind hatred of the populace was animated. Vasari, a

pupil of Rosso, who had been so inhumanly treated—Vasari, who had often

heard his master relate his misfortunes of that terrible time, proposed to

preserve, in a fresco, the memory of those events. He died two years

afterwards, but not before he had sketched two works—Charles IX. in his

Parliament, and the Scenes of the Massacre of Paris.*

Gregory subsequently secured all the authority rightfully his, in his own

capital, and he alone regulated the policy of the Holy See, which thence-

forth was wise and moderate. It was evident that during the rejoicings at

Rome he had been carried away irresistibly by the tumultuous movement of

a disorderly populace. The allocutions and the bulls of the pontiff speedily

proved his real sentiments as to a political crime, which the sacking of

Rome could not justify.

I have reported the facts with new circumstances, giving in more detail

the causes and consequences of party cruelty. It was a horrible crime, that

six months massacre of the Roman people ; nor was it less so, perfidiously

to massacre men living quietly on the faith of a treaty. And we can but

deplore the joy manifested on the receipt of the news of what Cardinal de

Lorraine styled, la strage degli Ugonotti—" the massacre of the Huguenots."

But let us pause. The annals of a learned and pious reign, and the ap-

* Ttodie, p. 263. The expressions are singular ; wish needs no consent.
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proacli of the Holy Year, which was celebrated with great pomp, summon

us to a difl'ereiit narrative.

At that period, the Maronites, that same people* whose misfortunes have

been in our day so grievous, applied to Gregory for his protection. They

occupied Mount Lebanon and some towns in Syria, and from time imme-

morial had conformed to the Latin dogma. Yet there was a fear that under

Turkish persecution errors might creep in. With the consent of the patri-

arch, Michael de Citaravia, two ambassadors were sent to the pope, who

received them with especial kindness. He confirmed their patriarch, as is

customary to the present day, and he read with pleasure the letters they

•exhibited, letters addi-essed to them by Pope Innocent III., in the year 1200,

congratulating them on their firm union with the Western Church. They

also exhibited missions sent to the Maronites by Saint Louis, authorizing

their prince to give letters of French nobility. The pope sent these Cath-

ohcs home with rich presents, and accompanied by two Jesuits, appointed

visitors of the Lebanon. Subsequently, Sixtus V. granted privileges to the

college of the Maronites, estabHshed at Rome.f

In 1578, Gregory, who, when professor at Bologna, had been engaged in

connecting Gratian's Decretal, and the canon law generally, ordered inves-

tigations to be made for any fragments of the councils there cited, so that

the Corpus Juris Canonici might be reprinted at Rome, purged of accumu-

lated errors. J

Gratian, a celebrated canonist, born at Chiusi, in the Siennese, about the

year 1100, pubHshed a decretal, consisting of—1. Texts of the holy Scrip-

ture ; 2. The apostolical canons ; 3. About a hundred and five councils, the

first nine being oecumenical ; 4. The decretals of the popes ; 5. Extracts

from the Holy Fathers, as Saint Gregory, Saint Jerome, and Saint Augus-

tine, and extracts fi'om the ecclesiastical "wi'iters, pontifical books, Theodo-

sian Code, the Capitularies of the kings of France, &c. Gratian styled his

work, CoHCordanfia Discordantium Canonum, because it was his study to

reconcile, either by authority or by reasoning, the apparently contradictor}-

canons.§ The manuscript of Gratian's work began to circulate in 1151.

Other writers had previously undertaken similar compilations. At the end

of the ninth century, or the beginning of the tenth, Beginon, abbot of Prum,

made a collection of canons and ecclesiastical regulations. Burchard or

Bouchard, bishop of Worms, in the year 1000, also gave a collection of

canons, in twenty books ; and Yvo, of Chartres, Avho died in 1115, formed a

similar collection. Gratian, according to some a Benedictine, but accord-

ing to Savioli, in the Amudi Bolognesi, was not a monk, profited by the

* Cormd'rations szir k regae des quime premiers papes qui out parte le nom de Qregoire,

p. 142.

t Novaes, viii., p. 17. J Ibid., p. 44. § Biog. Univ., vol. xviii., p. 334.
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labors of liis predecessors,—occasionall}^ it must be confessed, without suffi-

cient discrimination ; but he surpassed them by avoiding the lamentable

confusion prevalent in their collections. He arranged his in the order of

the subjects, and divided it into three parts. In the first, he gives all rela-

tive to law and to the ministers of the Church ; in the second, judgments

;

and under the head De Consecratione, in the third, he gives aU that concerns

sacraments and ceremonies. Gratian's work, on its appearance, echpsed

all former collections, even that of Yvo of Chartres, till then of great au-

thority. Eugene III. is said to have approved it. It is certain, at least,

that the Decretal was received with a kind of enthusiasm in the school of

Bologna, and that from that school, then one of the most famous, it passed

into France, and was taught at Paris, Orleans, and in the other universities.

It speedily became the text upon which the professors of canon law com-

mented in their lectures and in their writings. Nevertheless, it was very

far from perfection, for disputed documents were inserted, besides some

of the most authentic that have come down to us from antiquity. In pro-

portion as light increased, these defects were more sensibly felt. In France,

Spain, and Italy, it was conceded that Gratian needed revision. The cele-

brated popes, Pius IV. and Pius V., employed several learned men on the

work ; among others, Buoncompagni, when a professor. When he became

pope, he approved his work by a bull.

The first dated edition of Gratian, is that of Strasburg, 14:71, folio, Henry

Eggestein ; an edition the more remarkable, as being the first specimen of

tj'pography emanating from the city of Strasburg. The same printer, in

the same city, reprinted it in the following year, and P. Schoeffer gave an

edition in 1472, at Mentz, in two volumes, folio.

The work has since often been reprinted, and forms the first volume of

the Corpus Juris Canonici. The corrections accepted by Gregory XIII.

were printed at Rome.

The Holy Year now approached, and Gregory, a far-seeing prince, deter-

mined that it should be celebrated with order and magnificence ; and he

gave orders to the governors of the Ecclesiastical States to take the neces-

sary measures for a good and prudent police.

They were to provide against the possibility of scarcity of the necessaries

of life, and to have roads and bridges in the best possible order. The Com-

missioners of Abundance in Rome were to lay in a great quantity of bread-

stuffs, wine, and vegetables. The proprietors of lodgings were invited to

keep them at the usual rents, and to turn no one away until the expiration

of the Holy Year. To induce the cardinals to embellish the churches of their

titles, the pope ordered that in all the Basilicas needful repairs should be

immediately made. The porches of Saint Peter and Saint Mary Major,

which previously had been somewhat neglected, were almost rebuilt, and
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from the latter to Saint John Lateran, a wide street was opened, more con-

venient for both can'iages and foot-passengers.

The pope strove to keep John, kmg of Sweden, true to the Cathohc faith
;

and he also endeavored to maintain Henry of Valois upon the throne of

Poland ; but on the death of his brother, Charles IX., Henry preferred to

return to France.

Meantime, Ernest, second son of the duke of Bavaria, arriving in Eome,

had a magnificent reception, and Gregory ordered all that was splendid or

beautiful in Rome to be shown him. Charles Frederic, duke of Cleves,

coiTsin of Ernest, aftei^wards visited Rome, and met with a similar recep-

tion. The gi'and duke of Tuscany and the duke of Parma, who afterwards

arrived in Eome, with their numerous retinues, were treated with a royal

luxur}'.

The ceremonies of the Jubilee commenced. The holy door was opened :

the concourse of pilgrims was so great, that in one single day the Hos-

pital of the Trinity received eight thousand. No tumult occurred. A
still greater concourse, in spite of the winter, witnessed the closing of

the holy door ; and scarcely was the Holy Father fi-eed fi'om these labors,

when he zealously resumed those ever incumbent upon the Supreme

Pontiff.

The errors of the Confession of Augsburg prevailed more than ever in

Bohemia. Gregory induced the bishops of that country to combat the

schism, and the good people were speedily brought back to the worship of

their fathers.

Maximilian had not yet gone to Bome to receive the imperial crown.

Without doubt he was emperor elect, but he had deferred fulfiUing a duty

which would have strongly confirmed his rights. The pope at the same

time endeavored to procure MaximiHan's election as king of Poland. No
alarming schism was visible in the country of JageUon, and if Maximilian

had governed at Cracow, the tendency of that prince to weakness of action

in regard to the doctrines of Luther might have been neutralized by the

strongly Cathohc sentiment of Poland.

Italy presented some dangerous agitations. Gregory sent Cardinal Mo-

roni to Genoa to restore concord among the nobles, whose envenomed

quarrels were ruining the commerce of the country, and its important trade

with the Levant.

A treaty had been concluded some time before between Gregory and

Philip II., with a view to mitigating the evils wliich Elizabeth had inflicted

upon England, as well as to oV)tain the release of Mary, queen of Scots, and

cause her to marry Don John of Austria, the conqueror at Lepanto, wlio

had so recently saved Italy from an incursion of the Mussulman. But this

scheme of the Spanish court was not rehshcd. The efforts in favor of Mary
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were therefore limited to words, mere wishes that she might obtain her

liberty, and so escape what the celebrated Madame de Stael calls " the san-

guinary coquetry" of Elizabeth,

In the fatal 3'ear 1576 the plague appeared in Europe, and extended its

ravages into Germany, France, Spain, and many parts of Italy, especially

Venice and Milan.

Everywhere the religious orders covered themselves with glory. The

Dominicans, the Franciscans, the Jesuits, in a word, all, at the least sign

from the head of the Church, hastened to relieve and exhort the sick, to

console those who in an instant lost their whole family, and to distribute

money to the pooa*. The people who, when not misled by falsehood, well

know how to recognize their benefactors, visited, when the pestilence had

disappeared, with a deep gi-ief the almost deserted convents, where there re-

mained only infirm old men, and a few of those men, so dear to God, who
can support fatigue, watching, and the constant sight of death ; those men
whom Providence has marked out by a particular sign to survive so much
suffering, very often out of all proportion to the strength given to us here

below for the preservation of our miserable Lives.

Gregory felt more alarm than other European princes. His correspond-

ence with Constantinople, Syria, and Jerusalem informed him that the

Turks were arming, and he feared that under the protection of that scourge,

with which they constantly live, as it were, on friendly terms, and encour-

aged by their senseless doctrine of fatahsm, they might be preparing for a

sudden attack upon some ill-guarded point. The vigilant pontiff feared

lest the Turks, summoned by the plague, might become the allies of that

almost irremediable evil, which their effendis call their compatriot and their

fi'iend against the greed of the Western nations. But God looked down

with pity upon His Church. The report spread that aU the Greeks whom
commerce had attracted to Genoa, and all the Turkish prisoners on the

peninsula, had been the first victims of the plague, aggravated by home-

siclmess. Moreover, Malta and Venice made new efforts to repulse the

Mussulmans, should they venture to attack Christendom.

When calm was somewhat restored in Germany and Italy, and communi-

cation became easier, Gregory raised to the cardinalate Andrew of Austria,

natural son of the Archduke Ferdinand and Philippine Vetzler, and grand

nephew of the Emperor Charles V. and Ferdinand I. The young prince

was only eighteen years of age. Bnt no one regretted the favors granted

to Austria to maintain her in that truly Christian constancy which she has

never betrayed.

Rodolph, who had succeeded his father MaximiHan, asked no confirma-

tion from Rome. Gregory invited him to send an ambassador to Eome,

with the special mission to solicit the customary confirmation. Podoli^h
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replied that the delay arose from some circumstances which he was about

to examine carefully.

It was not imagined at Eome that any serious difficulty would arise.

At Eome a document was carefully preserved, signed by the seven electors,

by which they recognized the right of the Holy See to elect the emperor.

They stated that it was theii- duty and that of the emperor not to oppose

the Holy See as to that right, and that they were bound to ipa,y to the Holy

See obedience, subjection, and, as the document expresses it, honorijicence.

In fact, that right had been recognized by several emperors. Otho IV.

recognized it towards Innocent III., and Frederic II. towards Honorius III.

Coming to more recent periods, Ave find ^Eneas Piccolomini, afterwards Pius

II., ambassador from Frederic III., pronouncing the address of obedience

to Pope Calixtus III. Maximilian I. signed peace with Julius II., and took

the oath of obedience ; and Charles V., after the disasters of Eome, when

the pontifical authority was so weakened, did not refuse it.

Eodolph, though he seemed so much incliued to foUow the example of

Maximilian II., his father, in refusing obedience, nevertheless sent John

Zenner to Eome. That envoy, in the address which he had prepared,

changed the term obedience into respect. Gregory would not recognize the

substitution. He gave a private audience to Zenner and his colleagues, in

which no business was transacted, and then wrote an autograph letter to

Eodolph, entreating him to follow the example of his predecessors. Eo-

dolph finally consented to be called in the discourse the most obedient son of

His Holiness, and he sent the decree of his election, which till then had

been retained in Vienna. Tlien the pope, in a pubhc consistory, confirmed

the election, and caused an act of the confirmation to be di'awn up and

signed by all the cardinals.*

About this time, John, king of Sweden, sent an ambassador to Eome
The king by his letters, and by the mouth of his envoy, testified his desire

to belong to the Catholic rehgion, and he also desired that a person worthy

of confidence should be sent to his court to conclude a treaty with him.

The Holy Father intnisted the embassy to the Jesuit Father Possevin. It

was in the hands of that wise missionary that the king, urged by his wife,

Catharine of Poland, abjured the errors of Lutheranism ; and then both

king and queen sought means to restore the doctrines of the CathoHc re-

ligion throughout their kingdom. But the sweet joys of the Holy See are

often traversed by bitter disappointment. Cardinal Gesualdo, protector of

the kingdom of Naples, had proposed, in consistory, the vacant church

of Traui as a patronal riglitt of the crown of Spain, and shortly after-

• Maffei, an. 1577, liv. vi., n. 7.

f Concessions permitting laymen to confer benefices, and even to name bishops.

Vol. I.—52
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wards be in the same form proposed tlie same as to tlie cliurcli of Catania

in Sicily. Gregory felt obliged to reply to both these proposals. To the

first, he declared that the king had the nomination only by apostolical priv-

ilege ; to the second, it was admitted that, in 1530, Clement VII. had

gi'anted to Charles V. the nomination to the churches of Sicily and Sar-

dinia, but only during the life of that prince ; and since that time no such

concession had been made. Then the king's ministers, ceasing to ask as

for a right, resorted to entreaties and soHcitations. In consequence, the

pope, for that time only, granted the patronage for the nomination to the

Sees of Catania and Palermo, then vacant.

Subsequently, in the same year, 1577, the pontiff erected in South Amer-

ica three cathedrals, with the right of patronage—Santa Marta, Trusillo,

and Arequipa.

King Sebastian, a prince of whom the most brilliant hopes were formed,

reigned in Portugal. He contemplated extensive conquests in Africa, and

would not hsten to any of his councillors who endeavored to dissuade him

fi'om that project. Gregory granted various spiritual advantages, which he

had ardently solicited.

New iron mines were discovered in Spoleto, and Gregory farmed them

out, to the profit of the treasury, at very high royalties. The apostoHc

chamber had thus a new source of revenue.

For six years Buoncompagni, father of the cardinal of Saint Sixtus, and

brother of the pope, had lived in Bologna without visiting the pope after

his elevation. This year, desmng to see the pontificate more closely, he

privately set out for Rome. The Holy Father, informed of his journey,

and resolved to give no cause of complaint, was disinclined to have more of

his family at court, and especially not his sister-in-law, Ceciha Bargehni, a

woman of haughty character. "Wlien the party reached Otricoli, they

were met by orders to return. With equal courage Gregory confined at

Perugia one of his relatives, for having on his own authority rescued an

esteemed servitor from prison. In vain influential princes represented that

the fault had been immediately repaired, and that the servant had been

voluntarily returned to the prison : the pope was inflexible, and would not

overlook the infractions of the laws of the laud, which set so dangerous an

example to other relatives of the sovereign.

On the 4th of March, 1577, Gregory created cardinal Albert of Austria,

sixth son of MaximiHan 11. (and of Mary of Austria, daughter of Charles

v.), and brother of the Emperor Ptodolph II. This cardinal, only nineteen

years old when promoted, subsequently renounced the purple to marry

Isabella, daughter of Philip II., who received as her dowry the provinces

of Flanders and Franche-Comtc. Albert died without issue, at Brussels,

on the 13th of July, 1621.
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Good tidings arrived from the East. The condition of the pilgrims was

not yet impi'oved, perhaps, at Jerusalem, notwithstanding the- solicitations

of the Franciscan custos, Father Jei'emias of Brescia ; but other countries

had eagerly welcomed our pious missionaries.

Near the town of Naxivan, on the river Tigris, in Lesser Armenia, twenty-

five villages, by the exertions of Friar Bartholomew, a Dominican, and

bishop of Armenia, had recognized the Roman Church, and long persevered

in their obedience. During subseqitent wars some schismatic prelates en-

deavored to lure the Catholics from their duty, and in some cases succeeded

;

but the rest, under the direction of a Dominican, archbishop of Naxivan,

continued to recognize the Holj" See. This religious having visited Rome
to expose the state of afl'airs, solicited aid to recover the lost sheep. Greg-

ory granted him a sum of money, letters of protection for the neighboring

authorities, and a quantity of vestments.

In the city of Aleppo, and in many other parts of Syria and Mesopota-

mia, there were a grert many houses of Chaldean Jacobites, offshoots of

the Eutychian sect. For twenty 3'ears they had been governed by the

patriarch Nehem, a man of faith and worth, who had already restored

several churches. He determined to write letters of submission to Julius

III. and Pius IV., and he asked an establishment at Rome for his flock.

Shortly afterwards a war broke out in that country, and the Turks seized

Nehem and closely confined him in prison, where he unhappily apostatized,

in his terror. Resuming his true Catholic feeling, he hoped to obtain his

pardon fi-om the Holy Father. Resigning the care of his flock and his title

of patriarch to his brother David, and under the pretext of a visit to Con-

stantinople, he repaired to Rome. There he abjured his apostasy, and de-

tested the errors of the false master Dioscorus, and pubHcly renewed his

profession of faith. As Nehem could never return to his own country, the

pope allowed him to remain in Rome, lodged him in the palace, and as-

signed him an annual pension befitting his rank as patriarch.

There also arrived, just then, envoys from the Maronites, who were re-

ceived with the same fi'iendship.

At that moment, the pope received letters of obedience fi'om the arch-

bishop of Cranganor,* metropolitan of Malabar. The Jesuits had decided

him to abandon the Nestorian errors and return to the Catholic truth. Thf>

reply of the pope was accompanied by precious relics and by sacred pres-

ents of every description.

At the same time that he dispatched his reply, the pontiff judged it right

to encourage, by new favors, and by testimonies of tenderness, father An-

drew de Oviedo, of the Society of Jesus, whom Paul IV. had sent to the

* Novaes, viii., p. 42.
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Abyssinians of Ethiopia. The missionary had been appointed patriarch,

but his life was daily menaced ; he did not however ask leave to retire.

Gregory omitted no exertion to establish a league between the kings of

Poland, Sweden, and Spain, for the purpose of an expedition into England,

to put a stop to the persecutions ordered by Elizabeth. They had become

so intolerable as to spread terror through England and Scotland. King

Henry III. desired to create an order of knighthood in France, the more

strongly to attach to the Homan faith the nobles who might receive this

honor at the hands of the king. The endowment of the order was to con-

sist of a regular allowance from the royal treasury, and of two hundred

thousand crowns, to be paid by the French clergy,—exempting, however, the

incomes of the parish priests. To obtain a confirmation of that institution,

the king sent to Rome "Mr. I'Aubepin, and then Mr. de Lancosme. The

pope assembled a congregation of thirteen cardinals, and represented that

the terms of the request were offensive to the glory of God, and perverted

the employment of the property of the Church. In fact, the clergy, -bur-

dened with this new impost, would no longer have the means of fulfilling

their duties, relieving the poor and providing for divine worship.

Before receiving this reply, or rather anticipating that the reply would

not be favorable, the king inaugurated the institution with great pomp, and

called it the order of the Holy Ghost. Properly speaking, it had been ' in-

stituted at Naples in 1352, by Louis I. of Tarento, under the name of the

ordei of " The Holy Ghost

—

au droit cUsir.'" Henry, at the same time, de-

sired to reconstruct the oi'der of Saint Michael, the collar of which had

fallen into such disrepute that it was commonly spoken of as every beast's

collar. The king, therefore, ordered that every noble, to be affiliated to his

order of the Holy Ghost, must previously belong to that of Saint Michael,

which was the case up to 1830.

The bishop of Geneva was commissioned by the pope to ask and to give

explanations, and accord was not disturbed between the pope and the king.

The order was not to be granted, and in fact never was, except to nobles

who swore unbounded attachment to the Catholic faith.

Here arises a question of great importance. I shall treat it on the au-

thority of Novaes, who says (vol. viii., p. 53)

:

" By the death of Sebastian, king of Portugal, which occurred in the year

1578, when he was killed fighting against the Moors of Africa, Cardinal

Henry, his uncle, succeeded to the throne. The latter was then sixty-seven

years of age, and in feeble health. Perceiving the danger to the sceptre

that would arise, at his death, from the numerous aspirants to the throne,

his councillors exhorted him to marry, saying that by that means, if he had

any children, the anticipated dangers would be averted, and the authority

would remain in Portuguese hands. Henry, yielding, after a long resist-
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auce however, to their instances, felt it necessary to apply to the pope

for the necessary dispensation, seeing that he was not only cardinal but

also archbishop of Evora. Gregory studied the case with singular atten-

tion, and replied that he could not comply with such a request. It was

true that, under other circumstances, the dispensation had been granted

to a monk or priest.* But, in the present case, there were serious circum-

stances ; the applicant was a cardinal and a bishop. It was an absolutely

novel case, of which there had been no pi*evious instance in the Church.

With this argument and others, Gregory endeavored to convince Henry's

envoy ; and the pope's nuncio, Sauh, made the same representations to the

king in person. Then that prince changed his design, and though the com-

mons of his kingdom entreated him to continue his attempts, he remained

firm in his refusal."

So, on the one hand, reasons of State were urged in support of this fear-

ful infraction of ecclesiastical law, which threatened to introduce Protestant

customs into our Church ; and on the other hand, it was said, as though that

were an argument, that Henry had long been a priest. In vain did politi-

cal considerations, with threats, seductions, and powerful intercessions, assail

Gregory. Immovable as a rock, that trusty depository of the faith re-

fused his consent, thorough pontiff that he was. But at the same time, still

animated by a spirit of conciHation, he refused without anger. He did not

for an instant suppose, this true father even of the insensate, that the peti-

tion was serious ; and he had the glory to obtain from King Henry a formal

withdrawal of it, and the natural repentance which a wise priest must expe-

rience for ha-sang been drawn aside by such solicitations.

What would now be said had they succeeded ? But no such advantage

have its enemies over the court of Rome. Let us hope that such an appli-

cation will never be repeated, certain as all must feel that it will never

succeed.

Gregory, learning that the Greek Basilian monks, spread over many dio-

ceses of Naples and Sicily, did not observe the rule of Saint Basil which

they professed, had an Italian translation carefully printed, and copies sent

into those provinces for gratuitous distribution. As copies of the Greek

Bible were scarce, the pope appointed a congregation, consisting of singu-

larly learned men, who revised the ordinary text which had been so much

* There had been an example under Alexander III. "The doge of Venice," says Novaes
(iii., p. 113), "had sent out an oxpfdition against the Saracens, in which all the lords of the

illustrious house of GiuHtiniani perished. The pope, to save the family from extinction, dis-

pensed from his vows and religious profession tlie Blessed Nicholas Oiustiniani, a Benedictine

and a priest. He married Anne Vitale, daughter of the doge of Michele, and had five sons and
three daughters. Being no longer m-a-Bsury in the world, having secured the perpetuation of

his family, he returned to his monastfiry and died holily."
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altered, and restored it so as to conform to the Septuagiut. Pius IV. and

Saint Pius V., in conformity to a decree of the Council of Trent, had also

taken steps on this matter ; but the glory of terminating so lofty an enter-

prise was reserved to Sixtus V. and Clement VIII.

Gregory now announced his intention to create new cardinals. In this

promotion were : 1. Claude de la Baume, of the marquises of Montrevel.

Philip II. granted him great rewards for having preserved Burgundy from

the errors of Calvinism, and caused it to accept the Council of Trent. 2.

Louis II. de Lorraine, of the dukes of Guise, brother to the celebrated Charles

de Lorraine, and, like him, uncle of Mary queen of Scots, in whose behalf

he never ceased to intercede "with the pope. 3. Bene Birago, a noble

Milanese, driven from Milan by Francis Sforza, as convicted of being

attached to France. He had been employed by Francis I. as counsellor to

the parliament of Paris. He then became chancellor and viceroy of Charles

IX. in the province of Lyons. He died at Paris in 1583, on the 5th of

January, surnamed the hammer of Jieretics and the d<fender of the Catholicfaith,

and with such a reputation for disinterestedness that he died in the greatest

poverty. Birago served five kings of France : Francis I., Henry II., Francis

II., Charles IX., and Henry III. He used to say of himself, " I am a car-

dinal without a title, a priest without a benefice, and chancellor without the

seals." 4. Ferdinand of Toledo, a noble Spaniard, of the counts of Oropesa.

In his humility he returned the hat to the pope, together with the brief

which created him cardinal. He handsomely rewarded the ablegate who

brought them to him, and then retired to preach the Gospel in obscurity

in Spain.

An ambassador now arrived fi'om the king of Poland, Stephen Battori,

in order to take between the hands of the pope the oath of allegiance in

his master's name. Gregory received him in the royal haU, amidst a public

consistory. Just before the Pole entered, the ambassador of France de-

manded that the act of obedience that was about to be confirmed should

not in any wise prejudice the rights of the most Christian King Henry, also

king of Poland, pretending that Henry, and no other, was the legitimate

king of that country.

For a long time urgent endeavors, at the request of Anselm Dandini,

nuncio in France, had been made to have the decrees of the Council of

Trent published in that country. The Sorbonne opposed the power of

the sovereign pontiff over general councils, and were dissatisfied in regard

to the Immaculate Conception of the Mother of God, a point which had

been left undecided by the Council of Trent.

Novaes* affirms that, upon the latter point, many of the universities

* Novaes, viii., p. 53.
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agreed in tlie same sentiment, and forbade the doubting of the Immaculate

Conception. Among those universities were those of Cologne, Mentz,

Vienne, Valencia, Salamanca, Alcala, Louvain, Barcelona, Evora, and Coim-

bra. They raised no one to the grade of doctor unless he swore to defend

the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary, until that point should be

decided by the Church. A host of theologians then maintained that Rome
could not and would not disapprove that point of doctrine. Hereafter we

shall see the decision of the Holy See.

I>aius continued to circulate his errors, already condemned by Pope Pius

V. Gregory learning that renewed insult, even from the letters of the king

of Spain, solemnly published the bull of his predecessor, which he inserted

in another newly proposed in consistory, and by Avhich he confirmed the

former.

These errors continued their ravages in the Low Countries. The pope

therefore sent thither the Jesuit Francis Toledo, a celebrated theologian,

and his ordinary preacher in the apostoHcal palace. Toledo employed

gentle means to induce Baius completely to abjure errors that had been

twice proscribed; and on the 2'4th of March, 1580, Baius consented

to sign a formal retractation. Toledo returned to Eome, where he after-

wards received the cardinal's hat from the hands of Clement VIII. Few
obtain so much glory as this modest religious. Gregory, in 1584, addressed

to him a brief, in which he appointed him censor of his own writings. The

same confidence was subsequently i*eposed in him by Sixtus V., Urban VII.,

Gregory XIV., and Innocent IX. To deserve and retain so noble an em-

ployment was an honor to Toledo, whom good Catholics cannot too highly

praise.

The abjuration of Baius caused gi-eat joy in Rome. Gregory, the most

generous of princes, who only sought opportunities to show the greatness

of his benevolence, sent a considerable present to the university of Louvain,

which the ravages of war had ruined. Unfortunately, the ungrateful Baius

renewed his attacks, maintaining that he had thoroughly read the bulls of

the pontiffs, and that they only enjoined upon him a respectful silence. "We

shall hereafter see the Jansenists employ the same plea. Such, however,

had not been the intention of Saint Pius V. and Gregory XIII. They

specified the propositions on which descended direct and absolute condem-

nation.

The provinces of Stj-ria and Carinthia complained of the continual

attacks made by the Protestant system. The Archduke Charles, though a

prince of exemplary virtue, and though devoted to the Holy See, and the

'friend and protector of rehgious, and himself strongly attached to tlie

dogmas in wliich he had been reared, showed himself, as it wore, vanquished

by the importunities of the heretical party. Subsequently, deceived and
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betrayed by his favorities and by his own servants,* he gradually lost

authority from fear of a greater evil, and was falling into complete con-

tempt with his subjects, the princes, and his vassals. In a short time, the

Archduke Ferdinand, and Albert of Bavaria, whose daughter Charles had

married, resolved to ask pardon of the pope for the concessions wrung from

the weakness of Charles, to the prejudice of the divine honor. Then that

prince begged the pope to accredit a nuncio to mquire into the state of

embarrassment of his aifairs, and to restore the government to the right

way. Gregory sent Germanicus Malatesta, who so successfully acted in the

diet assembled at Gratz, that the cause of religion triumphed. After the

disputes, misunderstandings, and accusations, such as always occur in

difficulties of the kind, the archduke published an edict which banished

from that country the enemies of the Eoman faith and the apostolic tra-

ditions.

It was nearly four centuries since certain Greek nuns, flying from perse-

cutiont in the East, had brought with them the bones of Saint Gregory of

Nazianzen.

Born in the city of Nazianzen, in Cappadocia, Saint Gregory went to

Athens with Saint Basil, after having studied at Cesarea, in Palestine, and

at Alexandria. Both of them had declined the favor of JuHan the Apos-

tate, who, on the report of their merits, wished to attract them to his court,

and reminded them that he had known them at Athens.

. Saint Gregory was successively bishop of a smaU city called Sasima, then

of the church of Nazianzen, and then of Constantinople. There, tormented

by the Arians, he resigned his dignity, and after many painful vicissitudes,

retired into solitude, where he died in 389.

No one can read the writings of this father without admitting that he has

gained the prize of eloquence over all the orators of his century,:!^ for the

purity of his terms, the nobleness of his expressions, the elegance of his

style, the variety of his figures, the strength of his argument, and the lofti-

ness of his ideas. He is, with all his elevation of thought, natural, flowery,

and pleasing. His periods are full, and well sustained to the end, evincing

an exquisite and cultivated taste. His poetry was almost exclusively the

fruit of his soHtude and his old age, yet it has the fire and vigor of a young

poet.

It was upon that illustrious Father that Gregory XIII. endeavored to fix

the attention of the Bomans. The bones of the Saint reposed obscurely

in the church of the nuns of Campo Marzo. The pope determined that they

should be removed to the Vatican. The ceremony took place on the 11th

of June, 1580. That it might be a public feast, Gregory published a

* Novaes, \'iii., p. 60. f Ibid., viii., p. 62. J Feller, iii., p. 385.
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plenary indulgence, and released from prison those guilty of only slight

offences, such as disputes, and wordy quarrels without bloodshed. He
lowered the price of bread. He had aU the streets through which the sacred

relies passed adorned ; and over a space of more than two miles, carpets,

hangings, pictures, images, and hoi}- paintings were arranged. From

distance to distance, resting places for the procession were ornamented with

flowers and redolent of perfumes. The canons of Saint Peter carried the

shrine containing the bones. The pope, accompanied by the sacred col-

lege and prelates, went before the procession to the end of the stairs.

There he quitted the sedia gesfatoria, laid down the mitre, and knelt : then,

lifting up his eyes, bathed in tears, he kissed the shrine, and followed it to

the chapel called the Gregorian, in which it was to be placed. This chapel,

finished by Jacopo della Porta, after the designs of Michael Angelo, is one

of the most beautiful in the church of Saint Peter. The dome is fifty-six

feet in diameter, and a hundred and twenty-seven feet in height, exclusive

of the cupola, which is seventeen feet high. The mosaics which adorn it

represent the attributes of the Virgin ; and the four doctors, below, were

done from the originals of Muziani and Nicolas de Piccola.* The picture

of the A^irgin, above the altar, is a work of the time of Pascal II. (twelfth

century). It is called the Madonna del Soccorso, and in the old Basilica was

venerated in the oratory of Saint Leo I. The body of Saint Gregory of

Nazianzen, excepting an arm left with the nuns of Campo 3Iarzo, reposes

under the altar of the Gregorian chapel.

Gregory had not renounced a desire evinced from the commencement of

his pontificate, to destroy or weaken the Mussulman power. But an un-

foreseen point intervened : Philip II., king of Spain, granted Amurath an

additional truce for three years. This had been concealed from the pontiff,

to whom it now became a subject of deep grief, more especially as the mo-

ment was an apposite one to wrest advantages fi-om the Turks, then pressed

by the sovereign of Persia. From the Persians Europe had nothing to fear,

unless, indeed, they should produce one of those emperors who astonish the

world ; but the Turks, and especially those of Afiica, daily threatened Italy,

France, and Spain.

Philip's ministers still further embittered a debate which was sufficiently

painful in itself. They endeavored to deny the fact from time to time, and

then, when they were told of the rejoicings at Constantinople, about which

the Franciscan missionaries there filled their correspondence, the Spanish

ministers went so far as to maintain that they had signed the treaty with-

out King Philip's knowledge. The answer was, that Spain held no council-

lors daring enough to sign a truce of that impoi-tance without the know-

* Description of lif/me, by Fca. (12mo., Rome, 1821.)
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ledge of such a sovereign as Pliilip II. The name, the reputation, the

authoritj of him whom they dared to represent as a man of such small

consideration in the cabinet of Ai'anjuez, at once branded that cabinet with

disgraceful falsehood, and proved that it had not been capable of so fool-

hardy an act.

Meantime, the king of Sj^ain levied immense contributions upon the

clergy of the country, granted solely for a case of war. Gregory suspended

the execution of the bull that authorized the impost. It was evident, that

even supposing that a king who had deceived so many other kings had

himseK been deceived, it was impossible to deceive Gregory. He knew his

fights and the value of his promises, as well as the scope and bearing of

his concessions, and he considered himself the indefatigable protector of

the clergy of the Peninsula and the Indies ; for the impost was levied also

in the most distant quarters of the Spanish dominions.

It seemed thenceforth that affairs so violent as to be calculated to pro-

duce scandals and even intestine wars, were reserved for the reign of Greg-

ory. But the genius of that great pope was equal to every thing.* Sud-

denly, there broke out, in the island of Malta, a revolt against the grand

master. Brother John I'Evesque de la Cassiere, marshal of the order at

the time of the death of the grand master de Monte, successor of the im-

mortal la Valette. La Cassiere, of the lang-uage of Auvergne, was elected

in 1572, that year of sad memory. His administration was at first disturbed

in various ways by accusations of abuse in the distribution of priories.

But no knight had yet ventured upon reprehensible excesses. It is related

that when, in 1577, Amurath III. had shown to Bongianni Gianfigliazzi, am-

bassador of the grand duke of Tuscany, a plan of the city of Valetta, and

had asked him if it was correct, and if the place was as strongly fortified

as it there appeared to be, the ambassador repHed :
" Sire, he who drew

that plan forgot one of the main defences, the courage and firmness of

more than a thousand knights, ready to shed their blood in defence of that

place."t

But this state of things did not long continue, and horrible discords soon

appeared. They were almost similar to those which in 1798 distinguished

the last moments of an order so illustrious—discords that made Napoleon

master of the island. La Cassiere had excited the anger of some lax

knights for three reasons : he forbade the knights of the different languages

from speaking with partiahty in favor of the nations and sovereigns to

* H'lHtory of the first Fifteen Popes named Gregory, p. 158.

f That reply of Bongianni is the finer because the grand duke of Tuscany had founded the

military order of Saint Stephen, Pope and Martyr, the knights of which were sometimes in

rivalry with those of Alalia. The grand duke often treated with Constantinople, in the interest

of the commerce of Tuscany, and the Knights of Malta never signed peace or truce.
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wliicli thej belonged. Was there in that any thing unwise or unworthy of

a prince who ruihfUj estimates the interests of religion ?

That prohibition especially irritated the Spaniards, reared from the time

of Charles V. beneath the shadow of the formidable power of the house of

Austria, and desirous that the whole order should bow beneath that power

—

that is to say, beneath that of the Spaniards then present in the island.

The second cause was that the grand master,"'^ by a pubHc ban, had driven

fi'om the suburbs and city of Valetta dissolute women, and forced them to

leave the island and retire to the islands of Gozo and Cumino, at a distance

from the houses of the order.

The third cause was the ambition of some of the grand crosses, who
aspired to the magistracy, and who, seeing that the grand master, though

aged, enjoyed vigorous health, feared that they might not survive him, and

therefore sought to force him to abdicate his dignity.

In Malta, as elsewhere, the massacre of Saint Bartholomew had sowed

germs of hatred, if not of contempt, for France. Among the Parisian

French, one party had assassinated the other. Some of them were ignoble

murderers ; the others had been worse than imprudent, foreseeing nothing,

and making no preparations for self-defence. Woe to the nations who make

themselves so much talked of ! The French Knights of Malta were not less

animated ; they perhaps said that they would have been generous, but on

the whole they seemed neither to praise the crime nor to pity the victims.

One might have thought them of another nation, and therefore entitled

thus to play the indifferent on that exciting topic, on which the conversa-

tion of the auherges was so often to turn ;t and for that reason, and others

which we have given, the island was in a frightful state of agitation. The

languages of Castile and Portugal (some add those of Aragon and Ger-

many), and many knights of the three languages of France, headed by

Mathurin de I'Escur and Eomegas, assembled with much outcry and men-

ace, exclaiming that the grand master, by his various orders, poHtic and

religious as they were, had sufficiently proved that his mind was impaired,

and that he paid more attention to the Maltese women than to the enter-

prises of the Turks and the Barbary pirates. (While watchful in the interest

of morality, la Cassiere had not forgotten the interests of rehgion, and Cha-

brillan, one of the bravest of the knights, was then at sea in defence of them.)

To the accusations it was added, that the sovereign had not replenished the

granaries of Malta ; that at all the councils he slumbered, and never seemed

to be fully awake excepting to vex his knights. They then sent a deputa-

tion to the grand master to call upon him to resign a government for which

* Vertot, Hint, de Mnite, 1761, v., p. 155.

f At Malta, the term auberges is applied to the places at which the knights of the diflForent

orders respectively meet.
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he was incapacitated, and to name a lieutenant. Upon his refusal, the

council of the malcontents assembled at the quarters of Brother Crescini,

prior of the church, the principal mover of the sedition, and Komegas,

prior of Toulouse and Ireland, was named lieutenant. The Spanish

knights, in order to interest the languages of France, preferred him to

others of the conspirators of their nation. Such was the result of that

seditious assemblage. It tended to suspend the legitimate authority of a

grand master venerable alike for his wisdom, his piety, and his courage
;

who, moreover, had preserved all his powers of intelHgence, action, and

sagacity, as all were compelled to admit who were not prejudiced against

him b}^ envy or ambition. Eomegas was brave, in truth, and till then suc-

cessful in his caravans ; but he was reproached with cruelty towards his

enemies, and more of a pitiless Turk than generous Christian knight in his

cruises.

The heads of this sedition, seeing la Cassiere meet their attacks with

intrepidity, at the head of their accomplices burst into the apartment of the

grand master, placed him in an uncovered sedan, and carried him off uiider

a guard of soldiers to the common prison, known as the castle of Saint

Angelo. It is painful to add, that on his way from the city of Valetta to

the dungeon, the unfortunate captive experienced the insults of young

knights and prostitutes, who, though formally expelled from the city, had

contrived to return.

Dreading the vengeance and power of Gregory XIII., the insurgents sent

three ambassadors : Sacquenville, a Frenchman ; Cosmas de Luna, a Span-

iard ; and Bernardo Capece, an Italian. The grand master, although closely

confined, found means to send four ambassadors : Blot-Viviers, Pierre Roux

de Beauvais, Brother Dom Francis de Gusman, and Brother Angelo

Pellegrini.

Two days later, Chabrillan, general of the galleys, whom la Cassiere had

sent to unfurl before the foe the terrible and illustrious banner of the order,

sailed into the port of Malta with the knights at his command. No sooner

had he landed than he demanded audience of the grand master. The

rebels durst not refuse. The faithful brother of Saint John of Jerusalem

hastened to the castle of Saint Angelo, kissed the hands of his sovereign,

and offered to restore him to his authority and lead him back to his palace

at the head of two thousand men, the force on his galleys, and the knights

and worthy men of the island who detested the crime of the rebels.

" What !" exclaimed Chabrillan, " have the Turks then come hither in the

garb of knights?" But la Cassiere, who would have been forced to punish,

rephed with wisdom, evincing how well he deserved to retain the sover-

eignty :
" I await my restoration from the energetic authority of Gregory

XIII., the supreme superior of the order. I would rather end my days iu
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prison than see my knights, whom I have ever regarded as my children,

battling on my account against each other."

Gregory, hearing of the arrival of the ambassadors of legitimacy and re-

bellion, ordered galleys to be equipped in haste, under the command of

Gaspar Visconti, auditor of the rota, with others, to go to Malta and in-

stantly to set at liberty the grand master, and convey both him and Komegas

to Rome. La Cassiere appeared in the capital of the Christian world with

eight hundred knights, and traversed the city in triumph. The papal court,

and the households of the cardinals, the ambassadors, and the princes had

met him at a considerable distance on the road to Civita Vecchia. The

pope received the grand master with the greatest marks of esteem, pitied

and consoled him. Romegas solicited an audience,* but the pope refused to

admit him. The chastisement of the rebels had begun. Romegas was coun-

selled to abdicate the title of Lieutenant of the Mastery. On receiving this

order, Romegas fainted, and soon after died of fever. When Commander

de Sacquenville approached the gi'and master ^-ith an indifferent air, merely

asking his hand to kiss, a cardinal cried out :
" Down, rebel knight, on your

knees ! But for your good-hearted gi'and master your head would have

rolled days ago on the square Navona !"t The bold speaker was Cardinal

Montalto, afterwards Sixtus V. He did not then affect all that courtesy

ascribed to him by that vile herd of historical scribblers who accuse him of

hypocrisy.

Meantime, Cardinal d'Este, protector of the crown of France, entertained

la Cassiere in his palace, treating him and his knights with a royal mag-

nificence. At Malta, all had returned to order. La Cassiere was about

to return, but the excitement had been too much for the almost octogenarian

prince, and he died at Rome, after a residence of three months.

On the late grand master's tomb an inscription, from the hand of Anthony

Muretus, attested that the integrity of the grand master shone the more

brightly when attacked by calumny, as gold is purified by fire. The in-

scription adds, that la Cassiere was seventy-eight years old, and that he

died at Rome on the 21st of December, 1581.

This sudden death impelled the pope to take measures to have the high-

est honors paid to the memory of the deceased ; and to save the order from

similar disorders, he issued a bull.

The death of la Cassiere at Rome caused the whole order to fear that

the pope, as supreme superior, would name a grand master. This led to

an embassy, and a celebrated deputation sent by the convent of Malta to

Gregory XIII. He caused the registers of his predecessors to be consulted,

especially those of Boniface IX., Innocent VII., and Gregory XII. ; and

* Vertot, Hut. de Malle, 1761, v., p. IGO t Ibid.
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having formed in liis own mind a plan founded on right, and calculated to

restore peace, he dismissed the ambassadors, with the assurance that he

would shortly send a brief to Visconti to enable the knights to proceed to

an election. And, in fact, on the 12tli of January, 1582, the chapter being

assembled, and the sixteen electors chosen, the nuncio of His HoHness pre-

sented them with a brief, recommending them to confine their choice to

three candidates whom the pope proposed : Verdalle, knight of the lan-

guage of Provence, and grand commander ; Panisse, grand prior of Saint

Giles ; and Chabrillan, baiUi of Manosca, that type of noble fidelity. Yer-

dale, who had long been ambassador of the order at Eome, and who was a

favorite with Gregory and all his court (for with good sense and fi-anjiness

it is easy to make one's self loved at Eome), found the chapter equally well

disposed towards him. He was chosen, and proclaimed grand master ; and

the pope, happy to have restored peace among these generous defenders of

Christianity, ratified the election, and advised Verdalle to concihation, show-

ing himself, by turns, as cu'cumstances required, gracefully benevolent or

justly stern. By the terms of the bull of the 3d of September, the pope

took from the knights all their pretended power, in certain cases, to proceed

against the person of their superior,* as they had lately done, and had pre-

viously done in the reign of John XXII. By this constitution, Gregory

declared that in future the pope alone was to decide upon the conduct of

the grand master. A general pardon was granted to aU who had been

guilty, weak, or indirectly compromised.

Fortunately, during all these discords, Amurath, either ill-informed or

lacking means, did not renew his attacks upon the island of Malta.f

A new opportunity was presented to Gregory to show his constancy and

zeal for reform. By the pope's order, Italy had adopted various disciplinary

measures for restoring order and good faith in its government. A system

of visitation was needed to receive just complaints, and restrict excesses of

power.

The nuncio Bolognetti was sent to the Venetians on a subject of great

difficulty. The pontifical envoy, acting cautiously, associated with him two

citizens of the republic, Augustin Valerio, bishop of Verona, and Frederic

Cornaro, bishop of Padua, both subsequently cardinals. The repubHc took

alarm, and the doge went so far as to say, in full senate, that thenceforth.

* Novaes, viii., p. 66.

t I have thought best to give these details as collected and submitted to Pius VTI. and Napoleon

in 1802, when a successor was to be appointed to de Hompesch. Napoleon was one of the first

to decide that the nomination belonged to Pius. The circumstances of the case, the dispersion

of the order, the existence of many schismatic knights in Russia, influenced this decision. Un-

fortunately, the refusal of the English to restore Malta neutralized the efforts of the pope and

of Cardinal ConsaM.
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separatee! from tlie Latins, the VenetiaBS would go over to the Greek Church,

and -woukl receive the sacraments only from its ministers. Undisma^-ed by

such chiltlish threats, Gregory, by courier, ordered the nuncio immediately

to commence the projected visifation. The senators, thus placed between

a schism and its ravages on the one hand, and on the other a reason-

able requirement of the court of Home, foreseeing, too, the advantage

which the Lutherans Avould derive from such a perilous separation, no longer

indulged in threats they never meant to carry out, and passed a decree au-

thorizing the visitation. The patriarch of Venice naturally was favorable

to the decrees of Eome ; and Venice herself was glad to see abuses reme-

died from which she had never derived any benefit. The affair ended to

the advantage of divine worshij), and to the great glory of the pontiff.

Gregory's j^roject in regard to Sweden had not completely succeeded.

Another ligiit, says Novaes, arose in a part almost as northern.

John Basil, duke of Muscovy, had wrested Livonia from the Poles.

Stephen Battori, avenger of his country's honor, marched with a great

army against Basil, who immediately apphed to the Holy Father, and

begged him to send a nuncio to Moscow to restore peace between Poland

and Muscovy.

The Holy Father easily saw through the views of the schismatic princes,

grounded only on temporal interests. Nevertheless, he deemed it his duty

to give the attention of a pastor to that deHcate affair.* He said :
" We

must sometimes seek the strayed sheep without waiting until they volun-

tarily return to the fold." The Jesuit, Anthony Possevin, who had returned

from Sweden with three of his companions, was sent to Moscow. Con-

siderable sums were given to him on his departure, with presents for the

Grand Duke John and Anastasia his wife. Possevin was also to present a

faithful copy of the operations of the Council of Trent in relation to the union

of the two churches. Peace was to be concluded, although the details were

difficult, as both princes had usurped fr'om each other. The Mi;scovite

restored what he had seized in Lithuania, and the Pole restored what she

had intended to keep in Musco^y. The moment the Lithuanian cities were

restored, Possevin, in the name of the Holy Father, introduced CathoHc

bishops there.

Gregory, whose zeal extended to every thing demanding the supervision

of the pontifical State, would not neglect to insist upon the restitution of

fiefs belonging to the Holy See, and of investitures that had lapsed. Ho-

norius Savelli had received one, from the beneficence of the popes, and,

his lineage being extinct, the apostolical chamber resumed the estates.

The Paduans, neglecting to pay the dues on an old contract, Piedulugo Avas

* Novaes, viii., p. G7.
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reclaimed, and placed under the authority of the chamber. Other possessions

in the Romagna reverted ; and some, even as far as Cisterna, in Piedmont.

In fine, it seems that Providence had reserved to Gregory the glory of

correcting, with the utmost possible perfection, the calendar used by the

Church. The year is the time the earth requires for one entire revolution

in its orbit. During this time the sun appears to us to traverse the whole

ecliptic, or the twelve signs of the zodiac.

The ancients did not at first measure time exactly. The Egyptians con-

sidered it as only three hundred and sixty-five days. Yet the earth, in an

entire revolution in its orbit, makes three hundred and sixty-five revolu-

tions on its axis, and about a fourth of another. Hence it is evident that

the equinoxes recede every four years nearly a day.* To remedy this

inconvenience, it was proposed to make in every four years a year com-

prising one day more than the others ; so that in that year there are three

hundred and sixt^^-six days. This year is called Bissextile, because among

the Romans that day was the sixth before the calends of March ; and in

Enghsh, is styled Leap Year. This reformation is called Julian, because

made by Julius Caesar. The Eoman calendar was formed originally by

Eomulus, and rearranged by Numa Pompihus. Sosigenes, a celebrated

mathematician of Alexandria, developed the advantages of its reform, and

styled the new calendar the Julian reformation. The Juhan year com-

menced forty-five years before the birth of our Saviour. Some changes

v/ere made by the Council of Nice, in the year 325. The councils of Con-

stance in 1414, of Basle in 1439, and of Lateran in 1516, discussed that

question. PojDe Nicholas Y. was not insensible of its importance ; and thirty

years later, Sixtus IV. employed the mathematician Begiomontanus—John

MuUer—upon it. The Council of Trent finally referred the whole matter to

the supreme pontiff.

Under Julius Caesar, the end was apjDroached, but not exactly reached

;

for, in order to the total avoidance of error, it would require the time em-

ployed by the earth in traversing its orbit to be exactly three hundred and

sixty-five days and six hours, but about eleven minutes were wanting to

perfect exactness, and this quantity, though very small in itself, became, in

the course of centuries, so considerable, that the equinoxes by the end of

the sixteenth century had advanced ten days. The eleven minutes (or

thereabouts) neglected by Caesar, and not observed by the Council of Nice,

formed, after a hundred and thirty-three years, a day of twenty-four hours.

In four centuries this amounted to three days.

From the time of the Nicean correction in 325 to the tenth year of the

pontificate of Gregory in 1582, there had been a lapse of one thousand two

* Novaes, viii., p. 170.
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hundred and fifty-seven years, or nearly ten times the number one hun-

dred and thirty-three ; it immediately follows that the vernal equinox which,

in the time of the Council of Nice, fell between the 20th and 21st of March,

advanced by ten days, and fell between the 10th and the 11th of the same

month. This led to the confusion in regard to Easter, which, by order of

the Coimcil of Nice,* should be celebrated on the Sunday following the

fourteenth moon, falling in the vernal equinox, between the 20th and 21st

of March.

To put an end to this disorder, which had already engaged the attention

of many able men, Gregory assembled at Rome the most celebrated mathe-

maticians, among whom were Cardinal Sirlet ; Ignatius Neemel, patriarch

of the Syrians ; Peter Chacon, a priest, called the Spanish Varro ; Ignatius

Danti, a Dominican of Perugia ; Anthony Lilio, a Calabrian physician

;

Vincent Lauri, a Neapohtan, afterwards cardinal; Christopher Clavius, a

German Jesuit, called the Euclid of his time ; and James Mazzoni, a re-

nowned literary man of Cesena.

Louis LiHo, a Calabrian and a famous mathematician, after a toil of ten

years, had prepared a plan for the correction of the solar year, but dying,

left his labor to his brother Anthony. This explains why part of the glory

is ascribed to Louis ; but he did not enjoy it during his hfe, and it was his

brother Anthony who was present at the deliberations.

Be that as it may, Anthony Lilio presented the memoir of Louis to Pope

Gregory XIII., soHciting the privilege of printing it as a reward for the

vigils and innumerable calculations of his brother. The pope, always wise,

always circumspect, always provident, worthy successor of so many great

men who had often restored peace by reconciling the interests of the princes

with those of the peoples of the earth, determined that the earth also should

have a spirit of order in its relations with the firmament. He sent the

printed book to all the sovereigns of Europe, requesting them to have it

examined by the most eminent mathematicians in their realms. All, or

almost all, applauded that work so strongly reasoned and demonstrated,

praised the calculations of Louis Lilio, and eagerly accepted them.

To cause this correction to be adopted, Gregory then published a consti-

tution, which commences thus, Inter Gravissimas, and which is dated from

Frascati, 24th February, 1582.

—

{Roman Bullarium, vol. iv., part iv., p. 10.)

In this bull, the pope, endowed with incomparable knowledge and with

a sagacity beyond all praise, ordered that, dating fi-om the 5th of October,

inclusive, in the same year, ten days should be suppressed ; so that what

* Every word of tliis explanation proves liow strictly the care of that reformation belfnged to

the supreme head of the Cliurch. Wo cannot go away from the authority of the councils or that

of the pop)e8 ; and our sublime anniversary of Easter is always there to tell us on what day wo
nhould celebrate the resurrection of our Saviour.

Vol. I.—.53
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would have been the 6th of October, would be the 15th of that month, which

would re-estabhsh order for the time past.

In order to provide also for the eleven minutes which Sosigenes and the

Council of Nice had neglected, and which in the future would cause that

variation of the equinoxes of which we have already spoken, the Holy

Father ordered that from the year 1700 to the year 2000 one bissextile year

should be omitted in every century. Thus, the year 1600 would be bissex-

tile, but the years 1700, 1800, and 1900 would not. This imposing manner

of providing laws for the centuries to come well befits him to whom Jesus

Christ commits the care of a Church which is not to perish.

We have obeyed the learned men assembled by Gregory XIII. ; the years

1700 and 1800 were not bissextiles, and our grandsons will see to it that

the year 1900 shall not be so.

The reformation of the calendar was adopted in France in the same year

in which that bull was published, and also, a little while after, by the other

Catholic States. The Enghsh, and some Protestants, in their hatred of the

Homan court, continued to use the old Julian calendar, " as if," remarks

Bossuet, "a reasonable man should not receive reason, come whence it

may." But they were obliged to adopt two computations, and to date

according to both the old and the new style. The marquis of Branden-

burg, whose letters we have before us as we write, wrote to Louis XIII. in

1622, and he used both styles. England at length adopted the new style in

1752, Sweden in 1753, and the German Protestants in 1777. At present

only Eussia adopts the old style, or rather recalls it, for Easter is celebrated

there on the same day as with us. It results from the labor analyzed above

that Easter was on the same day in 1583 as at the Council of Nice.

It will readily be supposed that we can find no room here for the calendar

which was composed during the French revolution. In this book I can

speak only of serious questions which have a positive relation to religion

and true science. Many books have been written agamst the Gregorian

reform of the calendar. The first authors Avho entered the lists were

Michael Metslin and Joseph Scaliger. The Jesuits, Clavius and Petavius,

repHed with great clearness and on the instant. Metslin renounced the dis-

pute ; and Scahger, whom his partisans styled the Time Corrector, was speedily

abandoned. Another Jesuit, very learned in astronomy. Father EiccioH,

under the name of Michael Manfredi, wrote a work entitled Vindiciai Calen-

darii Gregoriani (Bologna, 1666, fol). There were still other defenders in

Spain, France, and Italy.

Cassini undertook to write against the Gregorian epacts,* and sohcited

* An epact is the number of days, or fractions of days, by which lunar and solar revolutions

differ. The Julian epact difiFers by eleven days from the Gregorian. Write the numbers 1 to
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the approval of Pope Clement XII. for liis work. The reply he obtained

was :
" The j-iontijf thinks there is nothing to change in them."

We will conclude on this subject by saying that the well-known work

UArt de Verifier ks Dates contains an immense amount of information

necessary to the right understanding of the dates of ancient titles.

We shall never tire recalling the marvels of the reign of Gregory. Uni-

versal applause was accorded to the sovereign pontiff, when he conceived

the idea of adding to the correction of the year another important work,

that of the essentially pontifical one of correcting the Roman martyrology.

The negligence of copyists, in the first place, and then that of the print-

ers, had rendered the martyi'ology both defective and incorrect.

Learned and pious scholars purged it from errors, augmented it in some

parts, thanks to the intervention of many bishops, and everywhere sub-

jected it to the fidehty of history.

In that same year, 1582, sterihty threw Home into despair. The popu-

lace suffered, and, for a moment, asked what Gregory was doing ; but speed-

ily considerable sums were drawn from the treasury, and breadstuffs arrived

from Marseilles, often the granary of Rome.

On the 10th of December of the same year, Gregory raised to the rank

of an archbishopric the Church of Bologna, his native place, whose first

bishop had been Saint Zama. Nine of the successors of that saint had

been canonized. The pope appointed as suffragans the churches of Parma,

Placentia, Reggio, Modena, Imola, Servia, and Crema.* The Bolognese, in

their joy, raised a bronze statue to the pope their benefactor.

At this period, the pope secretly sent to Mary, queen of Scots, a conse-

crated Ho.st, with which that princess was to communicate, if Elizabeth,

in her brutal rage, condemned Mary to death.

On the 2d of December, 1583, Gregory made his seventh promotion of

30, representing 30 by a star in inverse order along the days of the month, so that the star cor-

responds to January 1, 29 to January 2, 28 to January 3, etc. These epacts represent the 30

lunar days. But as six months in the lunar year are short, xxiv. and xxv. are put together at

February .5, April o, June 3, August 1, September 29, November 27. To determine the epact of

a year, 1840, for instance, take 15, the epact of 1839 ; add 11 ; 26 is the epact of 1840. If this

should exceed 30, deduct that number. So for 1841, 26-|-ll=37; 87—30=7, the epact. The
new moon in January falls the day before that marked by the epact, which thus determines the

new moon—an important point to determine Easter.

The change in the cycle of the opacts was necessary, because in four centuries the first year

is three times not a leap-year, and this was the objection to the Gregorian calendar. Clement
VIII., in 1603, confirmed the epacts of Gregory. (See the Jesuit Father Gabriel Daniel, JJe In

DiJscipline deA qwirto dvcirruins, puvr la celebration de la Pdque, Paris, 1724, vol. iii. William
Bonjour, Rome, 1701, fol. Memoires de Trevottx, Feb., 1704.) Under Clement XI. a reform in

the calendar was demanded, but in vain. [Indeed, the fact that Protestant countries, more than
a century and a half after Gregory adopted his calendar, not rashly, but by tlie beat scieutific

advice, settles the fact.]

* The arrangement has often been changed since.

-u
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cardinals. Among the nineteen then created, four became pontiffs : John

Aiitonio Facchiuetti, made pope in 1591, under the name of Innocent IX.
;

John Baptist Castagna, afterwards pope under the name of Urban VII.

;

Alexander de Medici, pontiff in 1605, under the name of Leo XI. ; Nicho-

las Sfrondati, pope in 1590, under the name of Gregory XIV.

We have now reached the close of Gregory's reign. We have yet to add,

however, that before he died he experienced one of those pontifical joys he

so well deserved.

In 1549, the Jesuit, Saint Francis Xavier, had proclaimed Gospel truth

to the empire of Japan, where missionaries of his order continued to in-

struct the people, among whom, in thirty years, two hundred thousand had

become Christians.* Among these Christians, three kings distinguished

themselves by their Catholic faith—the kings of Bungo, Arima, and Omura.

These determined to render obedience to the reigning pope, and they sent

four ambassadors to him, young princes of the blood-royal, scarcely fifteen

years of age, but already possessed of the quaUties of more mature age.

They sailed from Nangasaki, on board a Portuguese ship, on the 22d of

Februar}^ 1582, and after a voyage of three years arrived in Rome. The

capital of the w^orld had never received an embassy from a more distant

country.

The Emperor Augustus had received envoys from India, but those from

Japan came from a more eastern point. On the 23d of AugTist, 1585, an

immense cavalcade escorted them to the Vatican.f On being admitted into

public consistory, they kissed the feet of the pope, and presented him with

the letters of their respective sovereigns. Gregory had the letters read

aloud, and then he repeatedly embraced the four ambassadors.:}:

The pope did not long survive this great glory. Oppressed by the weight

of eighty-three years, he yet, against the advice of his physicians, insisted

upon rigidly obser\dng Lent, and in enduring all the fatigues of his govern-

ment. But on the 5th of April he was attacked by fever, and the tonsils

swelled so as to impede respiration. The physicians again counselled rest.

Nevertheless he persisted in his lenten diet, and in paying the same atten-

tion to his wearing duties. Then the disorder became more and more vio-

lent, and he expired on the 10th of April, 1585, after filling the Holy See

twelve years, ten months, and eighteen days.

He was inten-ed in the Gregorian chapel of the Vatican, where a noble

tomb was erected in 1723 by Canillus Eusconi, at the order of Cardinal

James Buoncompagni, his grand-nephew. The vii-tues of this pope were

* Novaes, viii., p. 88. t H^i^-, ?• 89.

J [It is worth noting, that one of the three Japanese ambassadors sent to the United States in

our times, was, as he assured the writer of tliis note, descended from one of the ambassadors

sent to Rome.] . ,
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hiuded in an eloquent discourse by Father Stephen Tucci, of the Society oi

Jesus.

On account of the Easter holidays, the ceremonies of novendiali lasted

only five days, instead of the customary nine, indicated by the name.

The eminent virtues of this pope, one of the most illustrious that have

occupied the Holy See,* which would have procured liim the surname of

great, had not Saint Gregory previously received it, excited the admiration

of the Eoman people as one of the finest models of sovereign greatness.

Gregory was somewhat above the middle stature. He had blue eyes, an

aquiline nose, thick beard, and his habits and bearing were such as to

attract veneration, and give him an air at once mild and majestic.

He was patient in audiences, but his resolutions were generally prompt,

as he quickly saw the course to pursue.

In the first eight years of his pontificate, his personal expenses did not

exceed three hundred ducats a year. He wore, in preference, clothes

already worn by his predecessors ; and he even had clothes capable of being

repaired purchased from the heirs of deceased prelates. But this personal

self-denial concealed a passion for magnificence in his treatment of all but

himself. In pubHc ceremonies he displayed unusual prodigality. We have

mentioned what he ordered at the translation of the relics of Saint Gregory

of Nazianzen. On subsequently recapitulating his gifts to Christian princes

and peoples, his accounts showed that he had sent a hundred thousand

gold crowns to the Emperor Maximilian, a hundred thousand to the arch-

duke of Austria, three hundred thousand to the king of rrance,t two hundred

thousand to Ernest of Bavaria, to say nothing of the sums sent to Basil,

duke of Russia. Vittorellij enumerates the liberalities of Gregory. One
cannot conceive, far less describe, the pleasure with which this pope, wear-

ing threadbare and perhaps soiled habits, scattered gold abroad to mitigate

the miseries of the times. The liberality of this pope (a Leo X. in a differ-

ent way) had no limits. Greeks, Cypriots, Germans, Irish, English, Scotch

(in these three points Gregory was another Saint Pius V.), Poles, Musco-

vites, Indians, Japanese, Armenians, Maronites, Spaniards, Hungarians,

Ill\Tians, Bohemians, Moravians, Lithuanians, Transylvanians, Saxons, Bur-

gundians, Swiss, French, Italians, the poor of Jerusalem,§ all Christendom,

the learned and the ignorant, the noble and the plebeian, vii-gins, married

women and widows, orphans, </te pious places, and religious communities and

* Novaes, viii., p. 91. f Ibid., p. 92. t In his Wotes on Chacon, vol. iv., col. C.

g The secret of tliis last alms was confined to four Franciscan custos or wardens—Jeromias de

Brescia, Anthony of the Angels, of Apulia, John of Bergamo, and Angelo Stella, of Venice.

The last was employed in 1.582 to report the proceedings of a council assembled at Cairo, in

which the pope attempted to bring back the Copts to unity, and induce them to abjure Euty-

chianism.'
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private families received their portion of that treasury of liberality which

may truly be called Gregorian. What a prodigy that these coffers were

ever pouring out, yet God never left them empty ! Might one not say, that

that golden star enriched the whole world ?

We dwell with delight on the reign of a pontiff who, on so many accounts,

must be held up as a model to the future ages promised to the Church.

We have appreciated his profound knowledge of the human heart, and that

great ability which could both consult science and direct it so as to make it

bear undying fraits.^'

Gregory XIII., an administrator probably unequalled, would never im-

pose new taxes. He levied only those which had been imposed before his

pontificate ; and he even suppressed some very heavy burdens. And yet,

after throwing to the children of Christ that salutary manna that we cannot

sufficiently characterize, he left a treasure of seven hundred thousand

crowns, and not a trace of debt due by the State ; and yet he had built

fountains on the squares of Navona, the Pantheon, and Del Popolo. He
had also fortified Ancona, a precaution which no pontiff should neglect.

To him Home owes the bridge upon the Pagha, called the Ponte Centino,

near Aquapendento ; and we have seen his armorial bearings shamefully

mutilated by ignorant soldiers, who pretended to have come to restore the

Koman repubUc. He confeiTcd many favors upon Civita Vecchia, where

he passed his autumns. At page 29 of a Discours Politique sur VEtat de

Rome (12mo, Paris, 1626), composed by order of Cardinal Pichelieu, we read

:

" The strong places in the States of the Church are very numerous, consid-

ering the situation and nature of the places. Few however are scientificallj^

built. Pope Pius IV. began to fortify the part of Eome called the Borgo,

in which are the church and palace of Saint Peter, where the popes reside,

and the castle of Saint Angelo. Gregory XIII. continued this design at a

great expense."

Rome, perhaps, knows not how much she owes to Gregory XIII. His

benefits seem to exceed the power of one man. We may once more remark

that no censurable exaction brought all this money into the Eoman treas-

ury, of which he made such noble uses. AH these resources were due to a

wise direction of the finances, and a vigilant watch over the Datary, for it is

known that the penitentiary received no reward. The revenues of Home
were able to meet all this munificence, and that noble mother of so many

* Gregory never allowed his dinner to cost over half a dollar. If abusing this, Ms servants

brought him scarcely enough to eat, he would smilingly say that they could evidently economizo

even on his half-dollar. " Moreover," ho added, " sobriety, whether intended or not, is always

a great virtue, and most seasonably in our age." Like Louis XIV. and Colbert, he had a list oi'

literary men of all coimtries whom he assisted, to the number of forty-seven, and he would never

receive replies of thanks.
^
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sons scattered upon the earth, returned by this care of her children more

than she received from then- piety, and fr'om their desire to propagate the

glory of that capital of the Christian world. However, we will give tlie

secret to all governments that are inclined to be prudent and generous.

By the aid of the first savings a treasury was commenced. That treasury at

the fitting time was opened, and magnificently lavished gold, which, subse-

quently, alms, gratitiide, and the natural movement of a well-administered

State in a time of abundance, promptly restored to the public chest, leav-

ing it only on fitting occasion to bring blessings upon the sovereign, and to

secure the happiness of the people, who were generally happy under the

pontificate of Gregory."

* Some new facts appear in his medals. I will first mention the three medals in my own
collection.

1. Gregorivs Xin. PoxT. Maxdivs ; rev., Stpee hanc Petbaji. In the exergue: Roma—
TJpon this stone. Rome. The fai'ade of Saint Peter's, far advanced ; the centre dome and the two

side domes complete, but no terrace or statues.

2. Ugonotorvm Strages, 1572

—

The massacre of tlie Huguenots, 1572. This famous medal

was struck at Rome on the first arrival of the terrible tidings. See our account of the afiair.

The exterminating angel, armed with a sword, is in pursuit of retreating warriors ; some

have already fallen ; one of them raises his broken sword ; halberts lie here and there upon the

ground. Du Molinet, in his explanation, seems to think that Gregory approved that crune ; and

he says that the angel, the minister of the divine vengeance, sufficiently explains the sense of

the medal.

Bonanni speaks more at length of this catastrophe, which he calls a horrible butchery

—

lanienam honibilein. He declared that Vasari had orders to paint in the palace of the Vatican

a monument of religion avenged, and a trophy for the defeat of heresy.

Bonanni adds : "Richard de Saint Victor teaches us that the angels, in the divine Scriptures,

signify the divine inspiration. Jerome recognizes them as the ministers of the vengeance of

God. In the fourth book of the Kings, chapter xix., and in Isaiah, cliapter xxxvii., we read that

" in one night the angel of the Lord destroyed a great number of Assj^rians who were encamped

around Jerusalem." Bonanni says nothing about the intervention of Cardinal Charles de Lor-

raine, and he is mistaken in attributing to Gregory that which was done without him, and,

assuredly, in spite of him. A man so great, so noble, and so truly a pontiff as Gregory XIII

could not but know that the duties of a pope remove him by thousands and thousands of leagues

from those party angers, that fury of ambition, and tho.se excesses which may enter into the

mind of m/m, but which are contrary to the lofty views that come from God, and are proper to

the successor of Saint Peter, to the vicar of Jesus Christ, that eternal announcer of clemency,

of forgiveness, of sincerity, and of eternal benevolence. Doubtless God has permitted war, and
that which has been undertaken in his name has often succeeded ; but he iias never permitted

treachery, fraud, and perfidious attack upon him who sleeps, trusting to a pledge of safety.

However, we must not forget the nature of those times. I am discussing, not Saint Bartholo-

mew's day, as enacted in blood at the Louvre, but the news of the event as it arrived at Home,
still embittered against the Lutherans of Charles V. The medal of 1572— for the date is as precise

as the fact of the massjicre—is here an unchristian applause. When from this applause we omit

the part taken by the cardinal of Lorraine, enacting as far as j)os.sible at Rcme his share in the

Saint Bartholomew at Paris ; and when we consider what belongs to the city which had scarcely

repaired its ruined temples and habitations, and to the artists and the Italian fervor and imao-in-

ation, bat little will be left i>i spot or stain upon the robe of Gregory. ^Nations that rewort to

reprisals, it must be confessed, are at the least very unfortunate^

However, as in sjate of all that can be said in candid defence, some will persist in condemning
Rome for having coinmcnnorated such an atrocity by a medal to excite only horror, I will say
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Yet all must be said ; Avith so much praise some censure must be min-

gled. That innate kindliness, that angelic chanty by which Gregory was

distinguished, frequently held his hand when he ought to have chastised the

brigands who infested the peninsula. Hiding themselves in various princi-

that at present it matters but little how much Rome may be reproached on this score. It is a

different Rome now, and its mint is employed on more civilized principles. For a long time

past an iminterrupted series of pontiffs reigns gloriously ; and the spirit of true Christianity en-

lightens, inspires, and dictates with grandeur, with majesty, and with an unwearying gentle-

ness all the resolutions of the Roman court.

And if it was desirable that that system should be perfected, it has been and will still more

be perfected under the reigning pontiff Pius IX. Those details upon the medal of 1573 seemed

indispensable. It was a repugnant but necessary duty.

3. The third medal was struck on account of the reformation of the calendar.

There are the words : Anno Restituto, M.DLXXXII.—The year restored, 1583. In the field

a ram's head, from which, on either side, hangs a garland of flowers ; below, the figure of a ser-

pent with his tail in his mouth, the emblem of eternity. The head of the ram is supported by

a tress of flowers elegantly intertwined ; between the head and the tress, a star.

This medal is much better engraved in Bonanni than in du Molinet. The ram's head indi-

cates the beginning of the year.

Bonanni sees in the serpent a dragon, which constitutes the arms of Gregory, a symbol of

the eternity assured to the work ordered by that great pontiff. A pope alone could effect so

necessary a reform, and his pre-eminence shines in the act as in so many others which are not to

be expected in this world, excepting from the sovereign pontiff.

Du Molinet gives also

—

1. Vervs Dei Cvltvs—The true worsliip of God. A female figure holding a medallion, in-

scribed, Roir. Ec.

—

The Church of Rome. Another female figure holding the keys ; at her feet

books, open and closed ; on her left the tiara, on a book.

2. TvTVM Regimen. Roma—A secure government. Rome helmeted, and seated, holds in

the right hand a winged dragon (the heraldic cognizance of the pope) ; in the left a sword. On
a table a crozier, a mitre, and a crucifix ; on the left, pikes, clarions, standards.

3. Peovidentia Caiiis'n—The jJrovidence of Christ. A standing figure with one hand on the

helm and the other holding a lance.

4. Et in nationes gratia spiritvs sancti—The grace of the Holy Spirit diffused over the

nations. Saint Peter preaching. Temple, crowd of the converted. The Holy Ghost. at the

right of the Temple.

5. Secveitas POPAT.I RoMANi

—

The security of the Roman 'people. A man with a staff tran-

quilly sleeping. A tripod. A restitution of a medal of Paul III.

6. Restaveavit—Ue has restored. Bridge over the Tiber, which has been successively called

the Sacred Bridge, the Sublician Bridge, the Palatine Bridge, and Saint Mary's Bridge. At

the middle of the bridge a statue of the Blessed Virgin. Tiber rising from the stream, resting

on an urn. The bridge was carried away by an inundation in 1598, under Clement VIII.

7. In ^qvitate abvndantia—Abundance in equity. Abundance, with the scales and a

cornucopia.

8. MAGNiFiCENTiiE REGNi TVi

—

To the magnificence of thy reign. Distributed to pilgrims in

the year of Jubilee, 1595. The holy door open, above ; the Holy Ghost. Beneath the door an

angel in the air sounding a trumpet : in the exergue, Roma.

9. Inveni hominem secvndvm cor mevm—I have found a man after mine oxen heart. In the

exergue, Jvbilate Deo, omnis terra (Ps. Ixxxxvii. 4.)

—

Let ail the earth rejoice to God. Greg-

ory—under the figure of David—crowned, kneels before a tree. The harp is at the feet of the

king. Above, God in a cloud.

10. Levata onere patria—The country relieved of a burden. Bologna complained of hav-

ing a citadel which might injure her liberty. Gregory ordered it to be razed. Pallas herself

presides over that labor ; the earth is covered witli wreck ; a knight's armor lies there neglected.
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palities, they seemed to have taken Rome to be their privileged residence.

Gregory did not punish these miscreants with sufficient severity. This

glory, and it was no trifling one, was reserved to Sixtus V. History accused

that pope of undue severity : hence the necessity of adding here that Greg-

ory was too merciful. Mercy and justice should go hand in hand.

It must be admitted that if the strong will of Sixtus V., relative to the

poHce and pubhc tranquilUty, a self-will somewhat exaggerated, had existed

in Gregory XIII., he would not at the same time have displayed those

sweet, those peaceable, those angehc virtues, and that in some sort com-

plete piety, which render this reign one of the most brilliant, the most

affecting, and the most admirable of the Eoman pontificate.

The Holy See was vacant thirteen days.

As Gregory was a Bologuese, the medal says :
" The country of the prince is delivered from the

burdens of war."

11. In nom. Iesv svkge et asib. In the exergue, 1575

—

In the name of Jesus, rise and walk.

Gregory, under the figure of Saint Peter, tells the paralyzed to rise and walk.

12. IvvEXTVTi GtnMANicac

—

To tlie German youth. Gregory founded a college for young
Germans. He thought it his duty to ojBTor that asylum to a country which saw the birth of the

heresies of Luther. A superior of the Society of Jesus receives eight young men, clad in the

habit of the order. On the top of the building, the dragon of Gregory's arms.

13. Gkegoriana D. NAZI.VNCENO DiCATA

—

The Gregonan Chapel, dedicated to the Saint of

Nazinnzen. Beneath the chapel, a portion of the vault of the temple prolonged.

14. ViorLAT

—

He loatches. The dragon of Gregory at the gate of the palace.

15. Via ab vrbe ad sacram vrbem expedita— Way opened from Rome to the sacred city.

Gregory opened a wide convenient road from Rome to Loretto, the existing one being often im-

practicable on horseback or on foot. The Santa Casa of Loretto is seen surmounted by a

Madonna and chUd.

16. Seminans IK BENEDiCTiONiBVS DE BENEDiCTioNiBVS ET ULRTiT—Sowing Ucssings, he reaps

blessings. In the field, in other characters, are the words : Ite, operamini in vinea Domini—
Oo and labor in the vineyard of the Lord. Gregory on the throne, crowned, blessing mission-

aries.

17. Gregorius XIII., Pont. Max. collegivm societatis iesv omnivm nationvm semina-
KINTI PRO SVA IN CnRISTIANAM RELIGIONEM ET ORDINEM ILLUM PIETATE A FVNDAMENTIS
EXTSiixviT ET DOTA^^T, An. Sal. CIODCLXXXII. Pont. Svi. X JXom^e.—Gregory XIIL,
socereign pontiff, erected and endowed this college of the Society of Jesus, a seminary for all na-

tions, and endmced it from his love of religion and of that order, in the year of salvation 1582,

and of his pontificate the tenth. The inscription is arranged in fifteen lines, which fill the field

and the exergue. This refers to the celebrated Germanic college, proudly called the College of

all Nations.

Many other medals were struck with reference to that college. Gregory's affection for the
fathers of the society never cooled for an instant during his whole reign.

18. S. P. Q. Yl.—The Senate and People of Rome. Facade of the capitol as it still is, but with
the Rome triumphing.

19. Ab Regibvs Iaponior. prima ad Roman. Pont, legatio et obedientia—J^V«< lega-

tion of obedience of tJte Japanese kings to the Roman pontiffs.

20. Domine ADrv"V'A nos—Zortf, help us. The bark of the Church, the Lord at the helm
;

the companions of Jesus Christ irai)lore his aid.

21. Ego s\-m lvx mundi—/ am the light of the world. Head of Christ. Executed with great
care. It has been repeated, with this inscription : Beati qvi cvstodivnt vias ukas—Blessed
are tltey who keep my ways. The head of our Lord is surrounded by a halo.
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231. SIXTUS v.— A. D. 1585

IXTUS V. (Felix Peretti) was born December 15,

«^ 1521, at Grotte d Blare, in the diocese of Fermo, in

l^!^ the March. It was a place almost deserted, to which

the Peretti family had retired after quitting Montal-

)) to, in order, as it is said, to avoid prosecution for

debt. The common opinion is that Peretto de' Pe-

;\ retti, Fehx's father, was a peasant of Montalto. Two
''"

authors, Galli and Tempesti, rejecting this opinion,

say that Peretto was of noble family ; but we know what value to place on

genealogies got up after a man's rise to greatness.

At the age of seven, Felix was permitted to study in the Augustinian con-

vent, of Grotte a Mare, and at ten he took the Franciscan habit in the

convent of that order at Montalto, and continued to study with exemplary

zeal.

In 1538 he was sent to Pesaro, for his course of philosophy ; in 1539 he

was sent to the convent of Jesi ; in 1540, after remaining at Holla Contrada,

he went to Ferrara, and thence, in 1543, to Bologna, as professor. A year

after, he taught canon law in the convent of Bimini. He fulfilled the same

functions at Sienna. In 1547 he received the priesthood, and became doc-

tor on the 26th of July, 1548.

Named regent at Sienna, he was appointed to maintain the pubhc theses,

and then taught successively at Naples and Venice, often preaching in both

those cities.""' He was subsequently appointed theologian to Cardinal

RidoKo Pio. Then Pope Pius IV. made him the theologian of the General

Council of Trent, and councillor of the holy office, an office then for the first

time conferred upon a Franciscan. At forty years of age he was procura-

tor-general of his order. In 1565 he became theologian of Cardinal Buon-

compagni, legate in Spain. In 1566, Felix was elected vicar-general of the

Conventuals. Pius V., on the 17th day of May, 1570, named him cardinal.

The works of Saint Ambrose, badly printed, needed revising. Cardinal

Montalto successfully undertook this great work, and continued to devote

his time to it after he became pontiff.t

* I draw tliese facts from a manuscrrin in the library of Prince Augustine Cliigi, one of the

most eminent men in Rome for talent and learning. The manuscript is an autograph of Father

Felix, stating wliere he studied, taught, and preached, detailing all his labors as a Conventual.

f This great work appeared from 1579 to 1585, in five vols, folio. It was re])rinted in Paris,

in 1G04, ia two volumes. The revision of Pope Sixtus was so esteemed in France, that it was
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After the fuueral of Pope Gregory XIII., the Mass of the Holy Ghost was

chanted. Muretus deHvered the sermon for the election of the new pope,

and on the 21st of April, 1585, forty-two cardinals entered into conclave. In

that number were included many PcqMhili, cardinals worthy of the papacy.

Among the cardinals created by Paul III., Farnese and Savelli were most

distinguished ; among those of Pius IV., Sirlet, Paleotto, Saint George, and

Santa Croce ; among those of Pius Y., Montalto, Cesi, and San Severina

;

among those of Gregory XIII., Torres, Mondovi, Santi Quattro, and Castag-

na. After various unsuccessful attempts. Cardinal Torres was taken up, and

he was so beloved by the sacred coUege, that, had he been present, there

is Httle doubt but that he would have been elected. At all events, some

electors showed a desire to present his name again, but several eminent per-

sonages proposed Cardinal Montalto. The project was successful ; forty-

one cardinals named him pope by acclamation, on Wednesday, the 24th of

April, 1585. This time, again the mode of adoration was followed, without

secret scrutiny. To please Cardinal San Sisto, and to honor the memory of

Sixtus rV., also a Conventiial, and, like himself, risen from a low degree,

Montalto took the name of Sixtus Y. This pope remarked that Wednesday

had always been an auspicious day for him : on Wednesday he took the

habit, and on Wednesday he was created general of his order, cardinal, and

pope ; he was, also, crowned on a Wednesday.

When he went to take possession of Saint John Lateran, the bridle of his

horse was held by one of the Japanese ambassadors then at Rome.*

To show his gratitude to the Buoncompagni who had earnestly and faith-

fully supported him in the conclave, Sixtus confirmed James Buoncompagni

in the post of general of the Church.

WTien the pope was asked to throw money to the people, he repUed

:

" But that caiiscs accidents ; the strongest and not the neediest get money
thus scrambled for." He caused proper sums to be distributed in the

houses of the poor and in hospitals. It was proposed to him to give a ban-

quet to the cardinals. He replied :
" We should not like a repetition of the

Pasquinade addressed to Octavius Augustus, who, during a scarcity, gave a

banquet to the Eoman senators. A pressing scarcity exists in our city to-

day, and the people must have no reason to complain of our want of natural

respect in their misery."

reprinted almost every ten years up to 1742. One of the finest editions is that of the Benedictines,

which was reprinted at Venice in 1751, and again, with new appendices, in 1782.

* It was a custom of the day to compose anagrams on names. William Bianco, from the

words Sextus V. de Montalto, made this anagram : Tanta.t exules dornuit—He has subdued so

many exiles. Cardinal de Vendomo, from the same words, only substituting the word Quintus

for the cipher V., formed the following anagram : Mores tutus in quo stat lex Dei—Seev.re us the-

mountain where reigns the law of God.
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Venetian ambassadors having come to compliment tlie pope, he granted

the republic various privileges ; among others, that of applying the third

part of the income of ecclesiastical benefices towards the expenses of the

Turkish war.

Sixtus first introduced the custom of pubhshing a jubilee at the com-

mencement of a pontificate, to obtain from God a successful and wholesome

government of the Christian republic.

The Japanese ambassadors, who had taken the oath of obedience in the

name of their sovereigns, were about to return home. Sixtus celebrated

Mass privately before them, gave them communion, created them Knights

of the Golden Spur,'^'' enrolled them among the patricians of Kome, admit-

ted them to his table at the city of Montalto,t and gave them presents for

their monarchs, gave three thousand crowns to each of the young princes,

and inspired them with so much love for the Holy See, that on their amval at

home they took the habit of the order, and labored courageously in the

vineyard of the Lord, which the emperor of Japan, Taicosama, had begun

to persecute.

J

Italy was full of thieves and brigands. Malefactors of every description

odiously afilicted the peninsula. After committing a crime in one princi-

pahty, they fled, as in the time of Gregory XIII. , into another. Sixtus

confirmed the constitutions of his predecessors against all criminals, and

especially the laws of Gregory XIII., against hired assassins, bandits, and

incendiaries. In one year from the date of the commencement of severe

proceedings, Italy was purged of that abominable horde of miscreants.

The name of Sixtus V. at last inspired a wholesome terror.§

Other cares employed the mind of Sixtus V. He created a commission

of three cardinals, charged to watch over the interests of wards, young

maidens, and aU who had to complain of infractions of the laws.

The cardinal-commissioners were to render to the pope an exact account

of their operations.

Time and the barbarians had destroyed the numerous aqueducts for sup-

plying Rome with water fi-om the surrounding mountains. Those pro-

digious works of the repubHc and of the Caesars were no longer entire, and

every neighboring proprietor, and even the passing wayfarer, had helped to

displace, and, as it were, to root up from the ground those bold aqueducts

which had rendered water so abundant in ancient Bome. Some authors

* An order then held in honor. The number of the knights having been too freely multi-

plied, it lost its lustre. Gregory XVI. restored it by giving it its old name, the Order of Saint

Sylvester.

f Now called Negroni.
"

J Novaes, viii., p. 108.

g Even to this day they menace children with the name of Sixtus, and the little ones grow

as Btill as mice when they hear it.
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have maintained the number of aqueducts to have been eighteen ; but there

are confusions in the modern plans, and it is safer to limit the number to

nine. The first and the largest, according to Frontinus, as quoted by Pansa

in his Vatican Library, was that of the new Anienus ; the second was that of

Claudius, perfected by that emperor. It brought water fi'om the sources of

the Curzia and Cerulea, on the road to Subiaco, a distance of forty miles.

For thirty-five miles the water ran in a limpid stream in a subterranean

canal, passing for a space of thirteen miles under arches, and was from time

to time stopped in ninety-two reservoirs, that it might deposit any sedi-

ments injurious to health. Thus confined and purified it parted with some

noxious substances, and with the natural impetuosity given by so long a

course. The third was the Julian aqueduct, between the Saint Lawrence

gate and the trophies of Mars, and brought the water from Frascati, a vil-

lage about twelve miles fi'om Home, running seven miles and a half of that

distance under an arched way. The fourth and fifth aqueducts were called

Tepulo and Marzio. The sixth was the old Anienus ; the seventh, the Aqua

Yergine, heretofore mentioned, the only one which remains at this day

;

the eighth, the Appia ; and the ninth, the Alseatina.

For a long time water had been sold in Eome. It was drawn fi-om pri-

vate wells and fountains, and carried about in barrels on the backs of asses.

The famous tribune. Cola di Eienzi was the son of a woman who lived by

this trafiic. This custom lasted up to the reign of Sixtus V., who built the

aqueduct called from him the Acqua Fehce. His example was imitated by

Paul v., who brought into Rome the water of Lake Bracciano ; and by

Clement XII., who brought in the waters of Trevi, already successfully col-

lected by Nicholas V. and Pius IV.

Sixtus seeing that the supply of the Qumnal quarter absolutely depended

upon the water merchants, who were often extortionate, declared that he

would bring water into the loftiest houses in Home, and that he would be

daunted neither by the difficulty of the enterprise nor by the expense.

Engineers Avell skiUed in hydraulics examined for springs capable of sup-

plying those quarters which lacked water.

There were vast springs at about twenty miles from Rome, near an old

castle called Agra Coionna. Appius Claudius Crassus had already brought

this water into some of the lower parts of Rome ; but subsequently, form-

ing a lake, it lost itself in the river Teverone.

Sixtus purchased the source at an expense of twenty-five thousand gold

dollars, and swelled it by several other waters, including the mouths of the

Marzia water, the salubrity of which was vaunted by the ancients. Not

content with that first care, he determined upon a personal inspection of

the places ; and he went thither accompanied only by Cardinals Montalto,

Azzolino, and Rusticucci, so that his usual attendants should not bo bur-
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densome to Prince Mark Antony Colonna, who was to entertain the pope
;

and he blessed a project which was to be useful to many, without injury to

any one.

The Romans, in their ill-timed jeers, for the aqueduct was a permanent

benefit to the city, said that the work would not be finished till the days of

their grandchildren ; and those same Romans, to their shame, beheld it

fully and magnificently finished in 1588, onlj three years after. So powerful

is the action of genius, firm in its noble and strong determination !

The water runs for thirteen miles in subterranean channels, as was done

in the time of the Caesars, and seven miles through arched viaducts, equal

in height to those of ancient times.

The pope then erected a fountain of travertine, a yellowish white tufa,

on the square of Saint Susanna, at the baths of Diocletian, where the water

falls into three marble basins, ornamented with two statues. One statue

represents Moses striking with his rod the rock from which the living waters

leap before the parched Israelites, The sculptor of this statue of Moses,

Prosper de Brescia, having had the misfortune to miss the correct propor-

tions, and being criticised by the best artists in Rome, actually died of grief,

though he was only twenty-eight years of age.* The other statue, from the

chisel of John Baptist deUa Porta, represents Aaron bringing the multitude

to the waters.

There is, besides, a bas-relief, by Flaminius Yacca, of Gedeon selecting

his soldiers by their way of drinking. By the bull Siqjrema cura regiminis,

Sixtus ordered that the water thus brought to Rome should be called

Aqua Felice.

Amidst those ideas of vast magnificence, Sixtus directed his attention to

the economy of discipline and divine worship.

From the primitive times of the Church, bishops, before the}^ were con-

secrated, swore, according to a pious custom, to visit in person, or if per-

sonally unable, by deputy, the tombs of Saint Peter and Saint Paul at

Rome, At the same time they reported to the pope, or to a congregation,

the state of the flock intrusted to their pastoral care, and received instruc-

tions calculated to render their ministry the more efficacious and consoling.

The custom was falling into obHvion, but Sixtus, in view of the e-vils hence

resulting, issued a bull, subsequently confirmed by Benedict XIV., requiring

all bishops to visit the holy tomb, and pay obedience to the vicar upon

earth of our Lord Jesus Christ, The time at which this was to be done

was determined by the distance. For Italy and the adjacent islands, the

bishops were to be in Rome, at furthest, within the third year after theii-

consecration ; the bishops of Germany, France, Spain, Hungary, England,

* The statue is not more favorably judged now.
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and otlier provinces beyond the German Ocean, and the Baltic, and those

in all the islands of the Mediterranean, were to be in Eome within the fourth

year of their consecration. Bishops of more remote parts of Europe, of the

African coasts, and the New World, were to come in the fifth year ; the

bishops of Asia and other new-discovered regions, eastern and western,

northern and southern, all over the world, were to visit Borne, at furthest,

within the tenth year ; and the visits of all bishops were to be renewed at

times in Uke proportion to distances. The pope further commanded, that

every bishop, at the moment of his consecration, should swear to the same

holy observance ; and that whoever transgressed the ride should never after-

wards enter his church, administer it either as to temporals or spirituals, or

receive the fruits of his bishopric.

What an imposing sight that, of this great pope thus solemnly taking

possession of the Avhole Catholic world !

At present, this bull is not in entire operation as concerns the visit of the

bishops, but it is only the pope who can dispense with it. The want of

agreement is an evil, though occasionally circumstances may render it a

benefit. For all that, it is certain that a bishop who has been at Borne

possesses in a high degree a kind of experience which cannot but do him

personal honor, edif}' his flock, nobly instruct his conscience, and increase

the power of his sacred teaching.

In, the month of September, 1585, Sixtus, taking part in the affairs of the

league, excommunicated Henry, king of Navarre, and the prince de Conde,

declaring them to have incurred censures ; and then he ordered aU the

bishops of France and Navarre to promulgate that bull.

Henry III., king of France, would not publish it. Sixtus, of an imperious

temper, and especially impatient of afi"ronts, remonstrated warmly with the

prince, and still more so -mth the apostoHc nuncio, Monsignor James

Bagazzoni, whom the pope accused of lukewarmness in the matter. He
instantly recalled Bagazzoni, and sent in his stead Monsignor Fabio Mirto

Frangipani, a Neapolitan, archbishop of Nazareth, who had formerly been

nuncio to that kingdom under Pius V. Sixtus summoned to his presence

the French ambassador at Borne, to announce his intention of recalHng

Bagazzoni and sending Frangipani in his stead, so that the king of France

might be forewarned of that change. The ambassador, Pisani, having re-

pHed that France would refuse to admit Frangipani, who was a partisan of

the league, Sixtus rephed emphatically :
" As long as we have breath we

win not appoint our nuncios at the dictation of other princes. We have

appointed Mirto Frangipani, and it is our will and pleasure that he go to

Paris. If he be not received there, then we, and not others, will direct him
to return to Borne ; and then we know what steps to take." Mirto Frangi-

pani was in fact not received by the king, who ordered liis ambassador at
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Rome to make his excuses to the pope, alleging that Mirto was a subject of

Spain. The French ambassador accordingly requested an audience, but

the guards at the palace refused him admittance ; and on that very day he

received orders to leave Eome on the instant, and the Papal States in a

few days. This dispute lasted until the king of France consented to re-

ceive Mirto, and then Sixtus consented to receive the king's ambassador,

Pisani.

The winter of 1585 to 1586 was very severe, and the people suffered

much from both cold and scarcity. Sixtus had ordered that grain should

be sold at a low price, but the prudent measures that he had decreed had
not been carried out, and the conservators of the senate of Rome were

guilty of negligence. Allien they presented themselves to wish the pontiff

a happy new year, he interrupted their compliment by saying :
" We per-

ceive that you are determined to lose the little that the kindness of the

Holy See has left to you, and also what little ideas you have of the true

principles of government. You still have charge of all relating to meat

and bread, and your conduct strongly inchnes us to take that from you, in

order that the poor may not, to our great displeasure, suffer so much by

your neglect. Do you understand ?

—

(Avete capito ?)''

Subsequently, learning that many wealthy men who had concealed stores

of grain, nevertheless kept buying bread in the markets, he ordered Car-

dinals Cesi, Gaetani, and Guastavillani, John PeUicano, senator of Rome,
Benedict Giustiniani, treasurer-general, and Fabio de la Corgna, clerk of the

chamber, to enforce an edict compelling all citizens to declare the quantity

of grain in their possession, and to sell in open market the portion indicated

by the edict. In fact, investigation brought to light so much grain, that

abundance immediately prevailed.

The carnival of Rome was a constant occasion of insult, robbery, murder,

and conflagrations. Determined to bring these city pleasures within the

bounds of order, Sixtus erected a gibbet at each end of the Corso, with the

rope hanging ready, declaring that whoever committed a murder and avowed

it, should be hanged on the spot. As long as Sixtus lived, miscreants were

kept in awe by those gibbets, always erected before them during the carni-

val, and there was no further occasion to threaten the populace with so

terrible a justice. In the course of that year, the H0I3' Father approved

the congi-egation of the regular clerks, ministers of the sick, instituted at

.Rome by Saint Camillus de Lellis, and permitted them to wear a red cross

on the right side of their habit. The same rule was approved and confirmed

by Gregory XIV., who erected it into an order on the 1st of October, 1591,

adding to the previous three vows a fourth—to assist the dying. It was

afterwards reformed by Clement VIII., in 1600.

On the 5th of May, the pope approved the congregation of Saint Mary
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des Fcidllanf.s, of the strictest Cistercian observance, of the order of Saint

Benedict, founded near Toulouse, in 1577, by John de la Barricre.

But nothing can compare with the magnificence with which Sixtus en-

deavored to embellish the public places of Rome. Obehsks were first set

up in Egj-pt. Generally, they are monoliths, single stones, cut into a py-

ramidal form, and of wonderful height and size. This Egyptian grandeur

excited the envy of the idolatrous masters of Eome, and as obelisks could

not be formed on the Italian peninsula, which had no quarries of oriental

granite, the Csesars, at great cost, brought obelisks from Egypt into Italy.

Forty-two of these monuments, large and small, were brought by the

emperors into the capital of the world. Noncorius, son of Sesostris, had

erected one a hundred and fifty cubits high. A portion of that monument,

still seventy-five feet high, was brought from Egypt to the Vatican at Home,

by order of the Emperor Cahgula, and dedicated to the memory of Augus-

tus and Tiberius.

Under Sixtus V. this obelisk was found haK buried, near the sacristy of

the Basilica of Saint Peter. Nicholas IV. is said to have thought of re-

placing it on the spot it occupied in ancient Eome, and Julius II. and Paul

III. to have discussed the subject with Michael Angelo Buonarroti, who
declined to attempt it, detei'red by the expense and the danger of its being

broken in its removal. Sixtus admitted no difiiculties in even the most

arduous projects. In truth, he encountered obstacles which seemed insur-

mountable to all but him. Pliny tells us, in his third book, that the empe-

rors employed twenty thousand men, with costly machinery, to manage the

enormous weight of the monohth. What Phny says was enough to daunt

the Holy Father, but he publicly declared that he had determined to pros-

ecute the work. As soon as the pontifical intention was known, more than

five hundred architects arrived in Bome, each with his own project. One
of them, Bartholomew Ammanati, sent by the grand duke of Tuscany, was

presented to the pope, who asked him how long it would take him to remove

and set up the obelisk. The artist repHed that it would take a year to plan

and prepare the machinery and iron-work. Sixtus, with his usual impetu-

osity, repUed :
" A year ! a year ! You will not do for us ;

—

Non fate per

noi /" At the same moment be summoned Dominic Fontana, an architect

of great abihty from Como, and, by liberal offers, induced him to undertake

the great removal. The pope promised liberal payment, but demanded

celerity of action. Fontana commenced by ascertaining, by fragments of

other obehsks, the weight of a cubic palm* of that particular granite. Then

having measured the height of the obelisk, which he found to contain eleven

thousand cubic palms, he found that the obehsk weighed 903,537 pounds.

* The Iloman cubic palm is about nine inches, English, each way.

Vol. I.—54
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To this weight he added that of the machine necessary to remove and up-

hold it, and he found that the united weight of the machinery and obeKsk

was 1,043,537 pounds. And then he ascertained how many men and horses

would be required to lift, move, and set up the obelisk ; and being of as reso-

lute a temper as the magnanimous pope himself, he commenced his work.

When every thing was in its place, on the 30th of April, 1586, nine hun-

dred workmen confessed and communicated before dawn in the Basilica of

Saint Peter's, and then each of them was stationed at his appointed place.

The architect ascended an elevated scaffold, with a speaking-trumpet, with

which to give the signal to the workmen. Raised in twelve movements, the

obeHsk was set up the same day, at the hour of twenty, Italian time ; equiv-

alent to three o'clock in the afternoon. On the instant, there was one

universal burst of joy. The people, attracted to the spectacle, could not

restrain their applauses or" even their tears. The workmen and the people

alike rushed to Fontana and bore him to the pope, who was present, amid

the sound of drums, and of all the bells of Rome, as on a day of public fes-

tivity, the cannon of the castle of Saint Angelo adding its thunders.

• During the work an incident occurred which it may not be useless to in-

sert. In order that the signals of the architect might be heard,* Sixtus

had forbidden any one to speak under pain of death, to prevent aU con-

fusion while Fontana was giving his orders. But at the moment that he

was watching the play of the machinery, and when the vast crowd stood

awed into deepest silence, a Genoese of the Bresca family of San Remo,

a seaman, seeing that the windlasses were taking fire from the intense fric-

tion, and that, consequently, the obelisk might fall, entailing its own de-

struction and the death of many, dared to cry out : "Water to the ropes!"

(Aqua alle corde!\) Fontana saw the danger, and moistened the ropes.

Bresca was instantly arrested. He asked to be taken before the pope. All

trembled for his life, for Sixtus never pardoned disobedience of his orders.

But on this occasion, Sixtus, even greater than himself, seeing that Bresca

had prevented the ruin of the immense work, pubUcly embraced the Genoese,

and told him to name his own reward. Then Bresca asked that he and his

descendants might have the privilege of providing the apostoHc palace with

the palms for Palm Sunday, which Sixtus immediately granted. And the

Bresca family of San Remo, a place fertile in palms, annually sends to Ripa

Grande the branches necessary for the apostohc palace, with a hundred and
' twenty others that are separately sent by the bishop of Albenga and the

Chapter of San Remo.

After a week's rest, the work was resumed. The obeHsk, now erect and

* Novaes, viii., p. 139.

f It Las been said tliat there is no historical authority for this incident ; but it is painted in

the frescoes of the Vatican library. (See the chambers leading to the PapjTus rooms.)
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cleansed from the mud that had covered its base, was slightly inclined

towards the eartli. The curiosity of the spectators was so great, and the

heat of the season so intense, that the work was not continued during the

months of June, July, and August. On the 10th of September, after simi-

lar pious ceremonies, the work was resumed at sunrise. At three o'clock in

the afternoon, after fifty-two turns of the windlasses, the obelisk was placed

on four lions of gilt bronze. On the 27th the casings were removed, and

the colossal monument of the glory of pagan Egypt was exposed to the

gaze of Catholic Eome.

The pope, faithful to his promise to Fontana, created him a Knight of

the Golden Spur, gave him a pension of ten thousand dollars to himself and

his heirs, and five thousand dollars in hand, besides all the materials em-

ployed in the work.

"VMiile on the subject, we will here mention some other obelisks erected by

Sixtus, without regard to chronology.

In the following year he set up, and dedicated to the Holy Cross, upon

the square behind Saint Mary Major, the obelisk, sixty palms high, made

by order of Smarra, or Efra, both kings of Egypt, and transported to Kome
by the Emperor Claudius, and dedicated to the Mausoleum of Augustus.

The barbarians had thrown it down and broken it. Sixtus V. had it re-

stored and set up, in the place we have mentioned, by the same Dominic

Fontana.

Then the pope set iip and consecrated to the Holy Cross that obeHsk

which is on the square of Saint John Lateran. It is of red granite, and

broken into three pieces. It is the largest of all. It was originally at

Thebes, and dedicated to the sun by Rameses, king of Egypt. Constantine

had it brought down the Nile to Alexandria. The emperor intended it for

his new Rome, Constantinople ; but Constans, his son, had it transported to

the true Rome, on an immense raft impelled by three hundred rowers. It

was brought up the Tiber to the Ostia gate, and set up in the great circus,

where the barbarians overturned it.

In 1589 the same pope set up on the square del Popolo the fourth Egyp-

tian obelisk, one hundred and three hands high, exclusive of the pedestal

and cross. It had been erected originally by Sammesettus, king of Egypt

(582 B. C), and transported from Heliopolis to Rome by Augustus Caesar,

and dedicated to the sun, in the great circus. Sixtus dedicated it to the

wood of the Holy Cross.

Amidst these works the heart of Sixtus was torn by the most poignant

sufiferings. He had endeavored to infuse into the soul of Elizabeth feelings

more favorable to Mary, queen of Scots. All the Catholic sovereigns, and

even some of the Protestant sovereigns, were entreated by him to interest

themselves in Mary. But Elizabeth either made no reply, or vaguely inti-
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mated that a violent party coutroUed her, aud demanded the death of the

queen of Scothmd.

In the month of December, 1585, Mary knew that her condemnation was

near at hand. She instantly wrote the following letter to her cousin the

duke de Guise, thinking that that pi'ince would forward it to Eome.

Mary was accused of complicity in a conspiracy against the Hfe of Eliza-

beth. The pope's nuncio at Paris declared that from all he knew of the

disposition of Mary she was incapable of such a crime. Her secret letter

to the duke de Guise fully proves the feelings of resignation in which that

princess dragged on a hfe of pain.

We transcribe the letter, because it is in some sort prefatory to that which

Mary addressed to Sixtus V., an important letter which we shall also insert.

The letter to the duke de Guise, nephew, as she was niece, to Cardinal

Charles of Lorraine, ran thus :

" My good cousin, if God, and under Him, you do not find means of im-

mediate succor, all is over. The bearer of this will tell you the treatment

I and my two secretaries (Naue and Curie) receive. For God's sake, succor

and save them if you can. They accuse us of disturbing the State, and

practising against the life of this queen, or of having consented thereto

;

but I have truly told them that I know nothing about it. They say that

they have found certain letters upon one Babington and one Charles Paget

and his brother, which prove the conspiracy, and that Naue and Curie have

confessed it. I say that they can confess no STich thing, unless falsehood

be wrung from them by torture. That is all that has been said to me, but

I am informed that they greatly threaten you and your league, and are

strengthening themselves with princes of their religion. I have declared

to them that I, for my part, am resolved to die for mine, as she protested

that she would die for the Protestant. And herein, my cousin, whatever

rumors you may hear, spread abroad by their spies and false sowers of ru-

mors, be assured that, God aiding, I shall die in the Roman Catholic Church,

and for its maintenance ; and I shall do so firmly, and without dishonor to

the race of Lorraine, accustomed to die for the maintenance of the faith.

Have prayers to God said for me, and endeavor to obtain my body, that it

may be laid in holy gi-ound ; and have pity on my poor discharged servants,

for I am deprived here of every thing, and expect poison or some other

secret death, for they have rendered me so helpless here that this right hand

is so swollen and painful that I can scarcely hold my pen or take food.

But, in spite of that, my heart does not fail me, in the hope that He who
created me as I am will give me grace to die in His cause, which is the sole

happiness that I now desii-e in this world, in order that I may by that means

obtain the mercy of God in the other world.
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" I desire that my body may rest at Kheims* with my late dear mother,

aud my heart beside the late king my lord. The bearer will give you many

particulars. If at this time there is any care for me, and any desire to see

me again aud avenge this quarrel that concerns the common cause,t much

wonder will be felt at the agitation on this side. Adieii, my good cousin.

Communicate all this to my ambassador ; and if my son will not join in mak-

ing this attempt on my behalf, I discard him, and I beg that my relatives

win do the same. I beg you to remember me to Bernardino
;.t

and tell him

that I shall hold to all that I have promised my friends, and that they ought

not to desert me.

" I recommend to you my poor desolated friends, and especially the three§

he knows of. God preserve you and all of ours for his service, and grant

me pardon in this world and in the other

!

" Your affectionate cousin,

" Mary, E."

On the 25th of September, the queen of Scots was removed to Fother-

ingay castle,!! never to leave it alive.

On the 6th of October, EKzabeth appointed a commission of forty-six,

selected from the peers of the realm and the members of the council, to try

the queen of Scotland. Summoned to appear before this commission, Mary

refused to do so. After a long resistance, she, on the 12th of October, con-

sented ; but on condition that her protest against the right over her arro-

gated by Elizabeth should be inserted in the report of the proceedings.

Then she energetically defended herself against all participation in any plot

formed against the queen, and after refuting with great force the evidence

adduced against her, from her coiTespondence with Babington, she de-

* Whither she had retired after the death of her husband, Francis II., of France.

f No one then thought of this common cause. Innovators could recall precedents, and the

scaffold of Mary was followed by those of Charles I., Louis XVI., and Maria Antoinette. A gen-

tleman of Edinburg, unable during the reign of terror to leave Paris, where he was from August

10, 1792, told me tliat he was an involuntary spectator of the death of Maria Antoinette. Tears

and sobs betrayed him, and he hastened away from the street where they were applauding the

frightful spectacle. I owe to this gentlemen many references as to Mary. " With us," said he,

" the great pursued royal victims ; with you, the people. With us, a stiff pedantic aristocracy for-

bid our queen to be called Your Majesty, and styled her Your Grace, as though she were a

duchess ; with you, spectators ready to take the place of the executioner. With us, the most

civilized part ; with you, wretches that nothing can civilize. English as I am, I do not hesitate

to say thai our aristocrats, calm and unexcited, were more wicked, in proportion, in their bru-

tality than your mob, maddened by brandy, gross and blunted in its fury.

X The Spanish ambassador in France, Don Bernard do Mendoza.

55 Oood quecm ! Her servants had become her friends.

I
Fotheringay cjistle was situated near Peterborough, in Northamptonshire. It is said to be

demolished. But the duchess of Devonshire, bom a Hervey, told me that it was still inhabited,

and that there is a fine picture there of the ill-fated Mary.
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manded the production of the original letters, and also demanded, as of

right, to be confronted with her two secretaries, Nau and Curie. Neitlier

one nor the other was granted. It was at this session that she accused

Walsingham of ha\ing plotted her death and that of her son, and of having

himself formed that plot of which he endeavored to make her responsible.

On the 25th of October, the commission met at Westminster, and pronounced

sentence of death against the queen of Scotland, declaring, in addition, that

this sentence was in no wise to prejudice the rights of James IV.

The English parhament, some days after, confirmed the sentence, and
petitioned Elizabeth to carry it speedily into execution. The parliamentary

butchers knew well that crowned heads, condemned to death, must not be

left long in prison.

On the 14th of November, EHzabeth caused the parliament to be asked

whether her Life could not be placed in safety "v\dthout the death of Mary
Stuart. Both houses, with detestable hypocrisy and dastardly haste, de-

clared it impossible.*

On the 19th of November, Lord Buckhurst, and Beale, clerk of the coun-

cil, arrived at Eotheringay, to inform Mary of the sentence pronounced

against her. She received them with dignified calmness, though protesting

her innocence. At the same time she addressed a letter to Elizabeth.

Mary now determined to think of nothing but her salvation. She deter-

mined to write to Pope Sixtus V. ; that was to be the last thought from which

nothing was to distract her mind. In the mean time, however, she deter-

mined to rid herself of aU the interests that still surrounded her in this life,

that she might be alone with God and with his vicar here below.

The following is her letter to Elizabeth. In the confusion of her ideas,

Mary did not date her letter ; but all authors agree that it was written on

the 20th of November.

"With aU my heart, madam, do I render thanks to God that He, by

means of your commands, hath pleased to put an end to my wearisome

pilgrimage of Hfe. I do not wish it prolonged, having already had too

much time to learn its bitterness. Only, I implore your Majesty, that as I

can expect no favor fi'om the zealous ministers who hold the first places in

the English State, I may obtain from you only, and not from others, these

following kindnesses.

" First. Since I may not hope for a burial in England according to the

Catholic solemnities, practised by the ancient kings, your ancestors and

mine ; and since in Scotland they have violated and defiled the ashes of my
fathers, grant that when my adversaries shall be sullied with my innocent

* Lingard, Hist, of Eng., vol. viii., p. 221.
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blood, my domestics may bear my body to some consecrated earth, to be

tliere entombed
;
preferably in France, where repose the bones of the queen

my most honored mother ; so that this poor body, which never knew repose

so long as it was united with my soul, may find it at last when separated.

" Secondly. Because I fear the tyranny of those into whose power you

have abandoned me, I beseech your Majesty that I may not be executed in

any hidden place, but in the sight of my domestics and others, who may be

witnesses of my faith and of my obedience to the true Church, and who may
defend my last hours and my latest sighs fi'om the false reports that my
adversaries may circulate.

" In the third place, I request that my domestics, who have served me so

faithfully through so much armoyance, may retire fi'eely whither they may de-

sire, and enjoy the modest benefices that my poverty has left them in my will.

" I conjure you, madam, by the blood of Jesus Christ, by our kindred, by

the memory of Henry VII., our common father, and by the title of Queen,

which I bear still, even unto death, not to refuse me such reasonable de-

mands, and to assure me of them by a word from your own hand ; and

thereupon I will die as I have lived,

" Your afiectionate sister and prisoner,

" Maey, Queen."*

Elizabeth made no reply. But this did not disturb Mary ; all her thoughts

had now but one object, to recollect herself in* God, and to write to Pope

Sixtus V. Even for that, her servants had to keep vigilant watch at her

chamber door, and she could only write at night. She wished to write a

long letter, and nothing was prepared. At length, by devoting several

nights to her religious task, she succeeded in writing with her ovra hand the

letter which I am about to transcribe, which I have often touched and

kissed at the Vatican, after reading it over and over.

JEHSUS MARIA.

" Holy Father :

" Inasmuch as it has pleased God in his divine providence to order in

his Church, that, under his crucified Son, Jesus Christ, all those who
believe in him and are baptized in the name of the Holy Trinity, should

recognize as mother one Universal Catholic Churcli, whose commands,

with the ten of the law, are to be kept under pain of damnation, it is

requisite that all who aspire to eternal Hfe should keep their gaze stead-

fastly fixed thereon. Therefore, I, born of royal parents, who were, as I

* Labanoff, vi. 444.
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also was, baptized in it. Nay more, I, unworthy as I am, was from the

breast called to the throne, and anointed and crowned by the autliority and

ministers of that Church, and nourished and reared under her wing and on

her bosom, and by her instructed in the obedience owed by all Christians

to him whom she, guided by the Holy Ghost, has elected according to the

ancient decrees and order of the primitive Church to the Apostolical Holy

See, as our head on earth, to Avhom Jesus Christ, in his last testament,

speaking to Saint Peter of the foundation of this Church, to bind and to

loose poor sinners fi'om the bonds of satan, absolving us by him, or by his

ministers for that appointed, from all crimes and sins that we commit and

perpetrate, we being penitent, and as far as in us lies making satisfaction

for them, after having confessed according to the ordinance of the Church.

I call to witness my Saviour Jesus Christ, the Most Blessed Trinity, the

glorious Virgin Mary, all the angels and archangels, Saint Peter the shep-

herd, my peculiar intercessor and special advocate ; Saint Paul, the apostle

of the Gentiles ; Saint Andrew, and all the saints in heaven, that I have

always lived in that faith, which is that of the Universal Church Catholic,

universal and Eoman, in which being regenerated I have always intended

to do my duty to the Holy Apostolic See, of which to my great regret I

have not been able to render due testimony to Your Holiness, owing to my
detention in this captivity, and my long sickness together. But now that it

has pleased God, Most Holy Father, to permit for my sins and those of this

unfortunate island, that I, the sole remnant of the blood of England and

Scotland possessing that faith, should, after twenty years captivity, confined

in a strait prison, and at length condemned to death by the States and

heretical assembly of this country, as was this day communicated to me by

Lord Buckhurst, Amias Paulet, my keeper, one Druw Drouri, knight, and

a secretary named Beal, in the name of their queen, commanding me to

prepare to receive death, and offering me one of their bishops and a dean

for my consolation, a priest whom I had having been by them taken away

and kept, I know not where, in their hands. I have considered it my first

duty to return to God, and then with my own hand to signify to Your

Holiness, in order that though I cannot make it known to you before my
death, yet after the intent may be manifest to you ; which is, the whole

being duly sifted and considered, the subversion of their religion in this

island, by me, they say, designed, and in my favor attempted, as well by

their own subjects, obedient to your laws, and their declared enemies, as by

foreigners, especially the Catholic princes and my family, who all (as they

reproach) maintain my right to the crown of England, naming me as such

in their prayers, by the churches and the ministers of the same in this

nation, and professing obedience and subjection to me. I leave it to Your

Holiness to consider the consequence of such a sentence, entreating you to
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have prayers said for my poor soul [aud] the souls of all those who are

dead or dymg, for the same or the like judgment, and even in honor of God

to distribute our alms, aud incite the kings to do the same, to those who

siu'vive this shipwreck. And my intention being, according to the constitu-

tion of the Church, to confess, do such penance as I can, and receive my
Viaticum, if I can obtain my chaplain or other lawful minister to administer

to me my said sacraments. In default whereof, with a contrite and penitent

heart, I prostrate myself at the feet of Yoiir Holiness, confessing myself to

God and to his saints, and to this your paternity, most unworth}' sinner and

guilty of eternal damnation, if it do not please the good God, who died for

penitent sinners, to have mercy ; entreating you to take this my general sub-

mission as a testimony' of my intention to accomplish the remainder in the

form ordered and commanded by the Church, and the salvation of my poor

soul, between which and the justice of God I interpose the blood of Jesus

Christ, crucified for me and for all sinners, the most execrable of Avhoni I

confess myself to be. Considering the infinite favors from him received,

and by me so ill employed, which render me unworthy of pardon, if his

promise made to all who heavy laden with sins and spiritual afilictions

(come to him), to be by him afllicted, and his mercy did not embolden me,

following his commandment to come to him carrying my burden, in order

to be by him reheved of it, after the example of the prodigal son. Nay,

more, voluntarily offering at the foot of his cross my blood for the adher-

ence and faithful zeal I feel for his Church, without the restoration of which

I never desire to hve in this wretched world. Further still. Holy Father,

leaving no worldly propert}', I entreat Your Holiness to intercede for me
with the Most Christian king, that my dowry may be charged with the pay-

ment of my debts, and the wages of my jDOor desolate servants, and for an

annual obit for my soul and for the souls of all our brethren and sisters who

in this just quarrel have died. Never having had other private intention,

as my poor servants present in my afiliction will testify, and as I have wil-

lingly offered my life in theu' heretical assembly, to maintain my Cathohc,

Apostolic, and Roman religion, and bring back the wanderers of this island,

that is themselves, protesting that in that case I would voluntarily lay

down all title and dignity of queen, and do all honor and service to theu's,

if she would cease to persecute the Catholics, which I protest is the sole

end at which I have aimed since I have been in tliis country ; and I have

neither ambition nor desire to reign, nor to dispossess another for my sake,

being, from sickness and long affliction, so enfeebled that I have no desire

to exert myself in this world except in the service of his Church, and to

regain the souls of this island to God. In testimony whereof, at my end I

will not fail to prefer the pubUc safety to the individual interest of flesh and

blood. This makes me to entreat you, in my mortal regi-et for the perdi-
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tion of my poor child, after endeavoring by all means to regain him, you

being his true father in the faith, as Saint John the Evangelist was to the

poor youth whom he took from among thieves, to assume in fin^ all author-

ity over him that I can give to constrain him. And, if it please Your Holi-

ness, call upon the Catholic king to assist you as regards temporals, and

both join in endeavoring to ally him in marriage. And if God for my sins

allow my son to be obstinate, as I know no Christian prince of these times

who has labored so much for the faith, or who has so great means of re-

ducing this island to the Catholic faith, as the Catholic king to whom I am
much indebted, as it was he alone who aided me with both money and ad-

vice in my need, under your good pleasure, I leave all that I have of right

or interest in the government of this kingdom, my son remaining obstinately

out of the pale of the Church. Should he be regained, I desire that he be

by that prince and my relations the Guises, aided, supported, and advised,

enjoining him with my last will to hold them, next to you, as his fathers, and

to marry with their advice, or into one of their houses ; and if it so please

God, I should like him to become the son-in-law of the Catholic king. Be-

hold the secret of my heart, and the sum of my worldly desires, tending, as

I understand it, to the good of his Church and to the discharge of my con-

science, that I lay at the feet of Your Holiness, which I most humbly kiss.

" You will have a true account of the manner of my last hour and cap-

ture, and of all the proceedings both against me and by me, in order that,

understanding the truth, the calumnies upon me of the enemies of the

Church may by you be refuted and the truth known. And to this I dis-

patch the bearer to you, requesting for the end your benediction, and saying

to you the last adieu, praying God long to preserve your person in his

grace for the welfare of his Church and of your desolate flock, especially

of this island, which I leave much erring and deluded, without God's mercy

and your paternal care.

" From Fodringay, this xxiii November, 158G.

" Excuse my writing, on account of the weakness of my arm, I, to my
great regret, hear evil reports about some who are near Your Holiness, who

are said to receive bribes from this State to betray the cause of God, and

that cardinals are implicated.

" I leave it to Your Holiness to examine into that, and to watch a certain

Lord Saint John, who is strongly suspected of being a spy of the Great

Treasurer. There are false brethren, and I answer that those whom I

have recommended to you are altogether different.

" Of Your Holiness the most humble and devoted daughter,*

" IMaey, queen of Scotland, dowager of France."

* Tills important document was sent from Rome to Prince Labanoff by Monsignor Marino
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James Beltou, archbisliop of Glasgow, ambassador from Scotland to the

Most Christian king, forwarded this letter to Louis Audoiiin, bishop of

Cassauo, who was then at Eome, and was to deUver it to the pope.

The Roman court, hearing of the condemnation of Mary, redoubled its

efforts to save her. It is probable its earnest solicitations had the effect of

suspending the execution of the sentence of death, for it did not take place

until the followmg year, on the 8th of Febraary according to the old calen-

dar, and the 18th according to the new.

On the eve of the execution she wTote to Preau, her chaplain, thus :
" I

have to-day been attacked on my rehgion, and to receive its consolation.

The heretics will learn by Bourgois* and others that I have faithfully made

protestations of my faith, in which I "\^ill die. I have requested to have

you to make my confession and receive my sacrament, which has been

cruelly refused me, as well as the transport of my body and the power fr-eely

to make my will, or write any thing but through their hands and at the

good pleasure of their mistress. In default of this, I confess in general the

grievousness of my sins, as I had intended to confess to you in particular,

begging you, in the name of God, to watch and pray with me this night

for the satisfaction of my sins, and to send me your absolution and your

pardon for all the offences I have given to you. I will endeavor to see you

in their presence, as they have granted my major-domo, Andrew Melville
;

and if permitted to do so, I will on my knees ask your benediction in the

presence of them all. Ad\'ise me of the most appropriate prayers for this

night and for to-morrow paorning, for the time is short, and I have not

leisure to write. I will recommend you to the king—I have no more

leisure."

Marini, on the fifteenth of the calends of January, 1838, the eleventh indiction, and the eighth

year of the pontificate of our most Holy Father, Pope Gregory XVI.

Monsignor Marini. who, in 1811, had brought it back from Paris, whither General Radet took

it, attests in his certificate that ho cau.sed the copy to be made from the autograph deposited in

the archives of the Vatican. In the copy, says Monsignor Marini, we have scrupulously coj)ied

the orthography and the accents upon the signature. I will add that I saw that letter in 1824.

Monsignor Marini was good enough to sliow it to me. The paper is common—tlic coarse paper

used in the public offices. The letter contains four closely written pages, and the signature is at

the foot of the crowded fourth.

When I was at liome it was supposed that this letter contai^ied secrets of State and confes-

sions. Tlie letter really is just as I have giv(!n it, and such as it appears in the magnificent work
of the Prince LabanofF(2d edition), entitled " Letters, Instructions, and Memoirs of Mary Stuart,

Queen of Scotland, &c." accompanied by a chronological summary by Prince Alexander La-

banoflF. 8 vols., 8vo. London, Charles Dolman, GI New Bond-street, 1844. (The queen's letter

is iu vol. vi., p. 447.)

On comparing tlie orthography of this letter with that of the letters to the duke of Guise and

Elizabeth, a diffcrenci! will be perceived, these two letters being from collections in which the

copyists have adopted modern orthograifhy, while the letter to Sixtus V. is copied exactly from

the queen's autograph, which renders it the more precious.

* The queen's physician.
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A copy of this letter was sent to Rome by Preau, the almoner, who had

received it. The vicegerent of that city had ordered prayers for the queen

in all the churches.

The faithful chaplain succeeded during the night in making his way to

Mary's servants, who introduced him for a moment into her chamber, when

he gave her communion with a Host that Pius Y., in his pious solicitude for

the queen, had formerly sent her.

Preau subsequently addressed to the Holy Father an account of the exe-

cution, drawn up under the eyes of a Protestant, Nicholas Andrews, sheriff

of the county of Northampton, present at the execution.

There are many copies of this narrative in various Hbraries. There is

one in the imperial library at Paris, French supplement, no. 311, fol. 127.

It is believed that Preau was invited to set out for Rome, where rewards

awaited him for his fidelity and courage. He would, doubtless, have been

raised to the rank of bishop, at the request of France, but I have not yet

discovered any traces of this journey.

We have described scenes of martyrdom, we have depicted in the early

centuries the strength of will which supported the confessors of the faith.

But times changed, and it might be supposed that that lively ardor of Ca-

tholicity had expired. The example given by Mary avenged the new era,

which might have been supposed colder and less generous. In vain does a

minister of the Anglican worship summon the noble queen to those hereti-

cal demonstrations which she had always held in horror ; the subHme

princess died, as she herself had promised, as a true Scotchivoman and a true

Frencliwoman. The heroine of the Roman faith ceased not to pray for her

murderers ; and Sixtus, who had taken so much pains to encourage and

console her, failed not in the duties of his lofty ministry. All admit that

his exertions postponed the execution of the sentence, which, though pro-

nounced on the 12th of October, was not executed till four months later.

But there are fatal destinies to be suffered in this hfe ; and Mary Stuart, if

she had to reproach herself with some weaknesses, inconsistencies, and po-

litical errors difficult for men to avoid, atoned nobly for them all by so

glorious a death.

The labors of a pope are, as we have already remarked, innumerable.

Every day in the temples Mary Stuart was prayed for ; but already the

dagger was whetted which, two years later, was to pierce the heart of the

king of France. Rome was obliged to direct its gaze to that unfortunate

country, where men turn a deaf ear to reason, and where the Holy See per-

ha]^s scarcely knew what part to take.

Meanwhile immense and magnificent works could no longer be inter-

napted. The head of the State, who alone knew all the misfortunes of the

Church, lived in pain and grief, and every night he lost that sleep which.
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our readers will remember, Pius V. called the gift of God. The workman,

unconscious of the trials of statesmen, impatiently calls for work, and can-

not conceive how princes can live without building, repairing, and complet-

ing monuments.

In his desire to protect antiquities and surround them with respect, Sixtus,

in 1586, ordered the restoration of the superb column of Trajan, reared,

after seven years' labor, by the Roman senate, in the year 106, to the Em-
peror Trajan. Ai'ound it are sculptures representing the actions of that

prince, and especially the ftxcts of the Dacian war.

The Holy Father having ordered the removal of the urn which had con-

tained the ashes of Trajan till the barbarians scattered them, had a statue

of the Prince of the Apostles cast by Sebastian Torresani, after a model of

Thomas della Porta.

Nothing could escape the zeal of so magnificent a pontifi". He commanded

the restoration of the Antonine column, and surmounted it by a bronze

statue of Saint Paul, nineteen palms high, also cast by Sebastian Torresani

from the designs of Thomas della Porta. This column is a hundred and

seventy-five feet high.

Looking upon all these works, we cannot too much admire the greatness

of Sixtus v., his love of the arts, and that irresistible attraction which led

him everywhere to erect sumptuous monuments to the Catholic rehgion.

We do not speak of streets opened in the city, or of the numberless em-

beUishments ordered by this pope. He deemed himself bound to fulfil his

sovereign duties in his cjty of Rome, and he overwhelmed it with favors,

rendering it the finest, as it was the most rehgious, city in the world.

The repairs which this pope ordered to be made at Saint John Lateran,

rendered more imposing that Basilica which is called the liead and mother

of the loorld.

S^v^tzerland having, in most of the cantons, embraced Calvinism, the

popes had ceased to send nuncios, for fear of exposing them to insults

and persecutions. But Sixtus, knowing that the Catholic cantons desired

the presence of an apostolical nuncio, sent thither Monsignor John Baptist

Santorio, who was received with great demonstrations of joy at Luzerne,

then and now pre-eminently the Swiss city of the faith. The sacred college

had lost many members. Sixtus determined to create two. However, pre-

vious to proceeding to a nomination, he published a bull, signed by thirty-

seven cardinals, containing excellent aiTangements upon their creation, their

numbers, their qualifications, and the manner of life incumbent upon them.

Among other things, it was his order that there should be seventy cardi-

nals, and that any election in excess of that number should be void. They

could be chosen from any Christian nation, provided that they should be

adorned by the \'irtues indicated by the law, \artues that must be known to
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the pope and to the sacred college. It was necessary to their creation that

they should receive at least minor orders, and have worn, for a year pre-

viously, the clerical habit and tonsure. They were to be created only on

fast-days in December, according to the ancient custom of the popes Ana-

cletus, Saint Clement, Saint Evaristus, Saint Alexander, and others, during

more than six hundred years.

The law rendered ehgible to that dignity any one, who, though having

sons or grandsons, by lawful marriage, had remained for some time a

widower. During the life of a cardinal, no one could be promoted to that

dignity who was his brother, his uncle, his nephew, or related to him in the

first or second degree.

Of the seventy cardinals, there were to be, at the least, four masters in

theology of the regular mendicant orders.

To complete the number of seventy, there were to be six suburbican

bishops, fifty priests, and fourteen deacons. These last could not be elected

under the age of twenty-two. In the year of their creation, they must take

deacon's orders, if not already ordained ; in default of which, they can nei-

ther vote nor be voted for in the sacred college. Cardinal-deacons, when

ordained priests, remain in the order of deacons, until the number of four-

teen has been filled by other creations.

Illegitimate sons were incapable of the cardinalate, even though legiti-

matized by a subsequent marriage of their parents, or by apostolical au-

thority, or were of the blood-royal.

The law further ordains that the cardinals at a distance from Home
should visit that city in the course of the year, and must swear to do so

before receiving the red hat.

When Sixtus ascended the throne, he found the treasury entirely empty.

The vast ideas of that pontiff, the immense expenses of the embellishment

of Rome, and the immediate wants of the Church, all required much money,

which the apostolic chamber did not possess. To meet the heavy drain,

Sixtus, in imitation of his predecessors, began to reform the vacabili,—offices

conferred on persons who exercise them for life, by purchase. As they

lapse on becoming vacant by the death of the incumbent, they were called

vacahili. Sixtus suppressed the vacabili that he found in existence, and

created others.* Aided by a good administration of these offices, Sixtus

was able to provide for his heavy expenses, without burdening the people

v/ith imposts, and left in the treasury an amount estimated at three millions

of dollars. Many of his foundations still endure ; like that of the Presepio

at Saint Mary Major, which we cannot describe within our narrow Hmits.

* There are important details on this subject in Tempesti's Life of Sixtus V., books vi. and

vii., of vol. i.
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The vacabiU were a source of money ; that is to say, the places were sold,

not given. Sixtus introduced a formidable order into the financial depart-

ment. Nothing was stolen, all reached the treasmy which the treasury had

the right to receive, and nothing went out again without special, precise,

and explicit order. The accounts were inspected and balanced every v,'eek :

hopes became neither delusions nor failures. Great financial and adminis-

trative skill is the boast of many courts in Europe
;
yet never, perhaps, was

there a government more upright or more watchful than that of Sixtus V.

:

and he has obtained reno\\Ti for so much, that this has been forgotten,

though it is by no means the least honorable to a sovereign. In this he,

with a noble emulation, followed the example of Gregory XIII.

It will not be too much to say that the admirable administrations of Greg-

ory and of SixtusY. contributed to create in the Homans a profound affection

for the Holy See. Eome, seeing that she had a father so attentive, a guar-

dian so vigilant, could not but love with a new tenderness her generous

benefactor, the pope. In fact, it is not sufficient to praise the good fortune

that ehcited the gratitude of Eome, for it extended all over the Cathohc

world. The Roman throne became too firmly set to move : the subjects,

even the most undisciplined and the oldest, wore a submissive countenance
;

and thoughts of revolt and disobedience, arising at times in Eome, no

longer detracted fi'om the veneration due the Holy See. But the isolated

respect of Eome did not suffice Sixtus V.

John Pepoh, one of the wealthiest and most illustrious knights of Bolo-

gna, held an assassin as a prisoner, in one of his castles. Cardinal Salviati

demanded him from Pepoli, who repHed :
" On my own domain, I know no

pope, no prince." The cardinal an-ested the insolent noble, and reported

the aflair to Sixtus, who ordered the case to be investigated at Eome. It

was proven that the assassin had actually been Hberated to disturb the pub-

lic peace ; but also, that PepoH had spoken of the Holy See in terms that

might become a pretext for fresh rebeUions. Sixtus, on the one hand,

ordered the sentence against John Pepoli to be executed ; and then, to

prove that no passion had dictated the sentence, and to prevent aU insult to

that illustrious family, he gave the cardinal's hat to Guido Pepoli, brother

of John.

These labors did not prevent the pope from watching over the mainte-

nance of ecclesiastical discipline. In two years he issued more than

seventy-two bulls ot" this character. Since that time, in some of the secre-

taryships of the congregations of the cardinals,* it is customary to pay a

small fee, especially in that of " bishops and regulars," " immunity," " dis-

* Sixtus established fifteen congregations of cardinals ; afterwards, others were created. The
Roman Diario gives the complete list.
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cipline," and " repairs."* The fee pays tlie copyists, the translators, and the

expense of parchment, paper, and seal. But in the other secretaryships, no

fees whatever are paid. The other secretaryships, independent of a few

which still receive nothing, not even a farthing, are those of the peniten-

tiary, holy office, index, council ; and the faithful are served gratuitously,

not even the price of stationary being demanded.

We do not speak here of the datary, where fees are paid, but where a

great abatement is readily granted.

The Vatican Basilica had up to this time remained incomplete, and that

house of God called for the most anxious cares of the pontiff. He in-

trusted the continuation of the works to Jacopo della Porta and Dominic

Fontana, that energetic artist justly favored by a pope who knew the value

of time. Sixtus was never alarmed by the most difficult enterprises ; such

dangers flattered and stimulated his courage. He sent for the two archi-

tects, and told them that he had only two things to recommend to them

;

and we shall recognize the bold spirit of him who said these words—" Do
not mind the cost : do it quickly." That great pontiff had, as it were, a

commission from God to accomplish the most admirable works ; and in the

fulfilment of that mission he only found that he had not time to finish so

many truly gigantic and superhuman enterprises.

The architects began their work on the 15th of July, 1558, by employing

fifteen hundred masons ; and on the 14th of May the vast cupola was fin-

ished, even to the lantern and the little cupola (cvpoUna). Thence to the

cross, took seven months to finish.

This wonder-working pope did not rest, taking even scarcely time for sleep

at night. He issued almost simultaneously four very important edicts.

The first forbade insult to the Jews ; who were not to be provoked, still less

to be struck. The second forbade excavating the ground in or out of Rome,

in inhabited places, as such excavations, imprudently conducted, ruined

many buildings. The third related to attempts at illicit conversation with

nuns. The fourth ordered the streets to be kept in the most perfect state

of cleanHness, so that the atmosphere should not be infected with putrid or

poisonous miasma.

Towards the close of 1588, the pope, on the request of John Baptist de

Montegiano, of the March, guardian of Jerusalem, sent him aid for the

pilgrims, and urged him to redouble his zeal in guarding the holy places.*

Tolerance, prudence, discipline, and the principal duties of the ^dileship

received at once a homage and an incitement fi'om this charitable, far-

seeing, pious prince, so careful of the life of his fellow-citizens.

The Holy Father, in the midst of a grand solemnity in the Church of the

* Novaes, viii., p. 699.
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Yafican, on the 14tli of May, 1588, placed among the holy doctors Saint

Bonaventnre, a religious of his order ; as Saint Pius had done, who had

granted the same honor to Saiut Thomas Aquinas, of his order. The 2d of

July following, at the request of the Catholic king, Sixtus canonized the

blessed Diego of Saiut Nicholas, a Franciscan lay brother, who was born in

a low condition at Porto, in the diocese of Seville, and died in the convent

of Alcala de Xenares, on the 12th of November, 1463. The altar upon

which the pope accomplished the ceremony was declared papal, and sent to

Philip II., with a biill of the 20th of August, 1588, prescribing the persons

who alone were to celebrate Mass on that privileged altar.

The books in the library of Saint John Lateran had previously been re-

moved to the Vatican. This library is said to have been restored by Saint

Zachary I., and some of his successors. Sixtus, seeing the insufficiency of

the old locahty, ordered the books to be removed to a place, in the same

palace, called the Behddere. Fontana again, by order of Sixtus, prepared

the rooms in which the library is kept.

It may not be useless to give some more exact details as to the origin of

the Yatican hbrary, details which we owe to Monsignor Eocca. Whatever

pains may have been taken by Saint Zachary in founding the Yatican

library, since become such an inestimable treasure, it began, as German
scholars admit,* with biblical manuscripts, chiefly by the Gospels, the

Epistles of Saint Peter, of Saint Paul, of Saint James, of Saint John, and

of Saint Jude, of the Acts of the Apostles, and of the Apocalypse, of the

Decretals, of the Synodal Constitutions, and of a host of decrees pubUshed

by laborious pontiffs, vicars of Jesus Christ, and worthy successors of the

Prince of the Apostles.

Pome bases her opinion upon the testimony of Saint Jerome, who affirms

that, from all parts of the Chiistian world, it was usual to have recourse to

the Poman archives, where the acts of the general councils were filed.

There application was made for the decision of questions, and to ascertain

whether a canon had been altered or corrupted. Saint Gregory the Great,

in reference to a controversy which arose in the Council of Ephesus, re-

plied :
" The Latin manuscripts are more genuine than the Greek." Now,

these Roman manuscripts were somewhere, and the place in which they

were kept was naturally called the library.

In the celebrated Eoman council under Saint Gelasius, the fiftieth pope,

elected in 492, mention is made of the Roman archive and scrinio, of the

library, scribes, notaries, and scrinaries ; whence it may be inferred that,

towards the fifth century, the Roman Church possessed a great number of

books, which it was very necessary to preserve in a hbrary.

* Catalogue of the librarj', vol. i., Cod. MS8., Bibliot. VaticaruB, preface.

Vol. I.—55
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Pan\dnius ascribes the institution of the Vatican library to Saint Clement,

pope in the year 91.

Saint Julius I., the thirty-fifth pope, elected in 337, ordered every thing

relative to the preservation and extension of the faith to be brought to-

gether by the notaries of the Holy Roman Church, and required the chief

notaries to deposit it in the church. That pope also ordered all bonds,

acts, donations, traditions, testimonies, allegations, and the manumissions

of the clerics to be collected in the archives. Cenni regards this step as

the formal commencement of the papal library.

Whatever may have been the commencement, a point upon which authors

do not agree, it is certain that we speak here of a very ancient institution.

It is ancient, because anciently it could not have been dispensed with, and

without a hbrary there could have been no ecclesiastical administration.

Now, an admirable ecclesiastical administration, more or less universal, has

existed since Saint Peter.

By the Liber Pontijicalis, attributed to Anastasius the librarian, we are

told that Saint Hilary, the forty-second pope (A. D. 461), formed two

libraries in the baptistry of Saint John Lateran ; and that Gregory III.,

ninety-first pope, formed one in the Lateran palace. We must suppose

them united, for Saint Gregory the Great, without making any distinction,

speaks of the Roman Hbrary, of which he was made guardian by Saint

Sergius I. While the popes inhabited Saint John Lateran, the hbrary was

preserved there. At this juncture a great event occurred—the removal of

the Holy See to Avignon ; and the library was also transferred to that city.

At the end of the schism, Martin V. had it restored to the Vatican, except-

ing a part, which remained at Avignon, but Pius V. recovered a portion of

what was wanting. There still remained some ancient and important docu-

ments, which Pius VI. providentially restored to Rome in 1784, with all the

documents of the administration of the popes at Avignon ; so that this

hbrary became more and moxe celebrated.

However, we have properly only to speak of its condition under Sixtus

V. We have seen the reception given by Nicholas V. to the Greeks who
had been driven from Constantinople, and his care to have ancient works

translated by them. All those labors, and many subsequent ones, increased

his treasure. CaUixtus III. and Sixtus IV. still further enriched that

precious deposit. Sixtus V. ordered the accumulated mass of books and

manuscripts to be arranged, and he erected the beautiful building now so

generally admired.

Paul V. enriched it with some rare manuscripts. In 1622, it was con-

siderably increased by the donation of the library of Heidelberg. That

city having fallen into the power of the Count de Tilly, the emperor pre-

sented Urban VIII. with the Hbrary of the elector palatine, which, in fact.
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Maximilian, duke of Bavaria, had already given to Gregory XV. It was

rich in all the literary wealth possessed by the monasteries before the

Reformation. Alexander VII. added the books of the dukes of Urbino,

and Alexander "VT^II. the books purchased at the death of Queen Christina

of Sweden.

There, also, were collected the manuscripts of the Maronite Eerhclense, of

the noble Eoman, Pietro de la Valle, and the private library of Pius II.

Clement XII., faithfiil to the plan of Sixtus V., added another wing; and all

his successors deserve the praise of enriching it still further by new acqui-

sitions of Hterary wealth fi-om the Catholic world.

Sixtus estabHshed a press here, on which he finally issued his edition of

Saint Ambrose. There, also, were printed the works of Gregory the Great,

Saint Bonaventure, and of other holy Fathers ; the great Boman Bulla-

rium of Laertius Cherubini ; both editions of the holy Scripture, the Septu-

agint, and the Vulgate, which was published in 1590.

This gave the stamp of immortality to that great Sixtus V., who with his

own hand corrected the proofs of those monuments of divine goodness and

human wisdom. Unfortunately, some errors crept in, which gave rise to

many remarks in the Catholic world ; but Gregory XIV. had them corrected,

and the printing of the revised text began under Clement VIII.

It is imj^ossible further to enumerate the advantage of the benefits we owe

to Sixtus V. Civita Vecchia lacked water, and he had an aqueduct con-

structed to convey it to that city ; he commenced the draining of the Pon-

tine marshes, and he ordered the raising of the beautiful Scala Santa, be-

cause it was the stairway by which Jesus Christ ascended and descended

from the palace of Pontius Pilate at Jerusalem. He began the Ponfe Felice,

near OtricoH, and he placed in the Quirinal the two magnificent marble

horses, held by two young men, which Constantine the Great had removed

to Rome.

At this moment the affairs of France required the attention of the pope.

He had excommunicated Henry III., on account of the assassination of the

Guises, which had excited just indignation at Rome. Henry III., in his

turn, died by the hand of an assassin ; and Sixtus, no longer cognizant of

the real state of affairs, recalled his nuncio. Another was now to be sent.

Cardinal Gaetani was sent to Paris to ascertain which party was most in

the right. The sentiments of the pontiff could not be penetrated—he man-

ifested no preference.

Gaetani was enthusiastically received by the League. Henry IV. and

the princes of the blood thought it advisable to send an ambassador to

Rome to give proper information to Sixtus V. The duke of Luxemburg

had entered Rome. Olivares, Philip's ambassador, hastened to the palace

of the pope, and said to His Holiness, with some vivacity, that if Luxem-
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burg, the abettor of the prince of Navarre, were not driven from Eome, the

ambassador of his Catholic majesty would protest. Sixtus replied :
" Pro-

test ! what protest can you make ? You offend the majesty of your king.

We know how wise a prince he is. You also offend otir majesty. Our love

for the CathoHc king is a fortunate circumstance for you. Now, you under-

stand ns ?" He immediately rang his bell, and had the ambassador shown
out, only adding the single word—" Retire !

"

In the mean time. King Henry, at the head of only six thousand infantry

and two thousand cavalry, had gained, at Ivry, a brilliant victory over the

Leaguers, commanded by the duke of Mayenne, who was at the head of

three thousand cavalry and twelve thousand infantry.

The news of this event had scarcely reached Eome when the ambassador

of the League demanded an audience of the pope, and presented to His

Holiness the supplication of the Leaguers for aid. Sixtus replied :
" Well!

well ! As long as we imagined that the Leaguers were laboring for religion,

we assisted them ; but now that we have learned that you fight for ambi-

tion, founded upon a false pretence, you have nothing to hope for from us,"

And he dismissed him.

Such was the state of things when the indefatigable pope was attacked

by a tertian ague, which, changing to an intermitting fever, soon became

mortal. Sixtus, whose illness was aggravated by his being compelled to

keep his bed, beheld with calm courage the approach of his last moments,

and died on the 27th of August, 1590, aged sixty-nine years, after governing

tlie Church five years, four months, and three days.*

* The complete numismatic collection of the reign of Sixtus V. is a real treasure. I will

commence by describing the medals which are in my own collection. All bear the words : Six-

Tvs V. PoKT. Max. The head of the pope, with a large white cap.

1. On the reverse of the first, Perfecta Secubitas. A traveller sleeping under a fruit-tree

;

alluding to the fact that Sixtus restored security to the roads. His severity was terrible, and

perhaps carried too far, but he made travelling safe in all parts of his States.

2. Exaltavit Hvmiles—He has exalted the humble. The statues pf SS. Peter and Paul, on

the Trajan and Antonine columns.

3. Mem. Fl. Constant. Restitvta—The memory of Flatius Constantine honored. The two

horses of Monte Cavallo. On the plinth of the first are the letters Opvs Phid.—TAe work of

Phidias • on that of the second, Opvs Prax.—The woi'k of Praxiteles. These are not correct in

Du Molinet.

The two groups ornamented the adjacent baths of Constantine. Sixtus V. placed them at the

gate of his palace of Monte Cavallo. Fea says :
" One of these two monuments is attributed to

Phidias; the other to Praxiteles. They are also said to represent Alexander taming Bucepha-

lus. But if they really were executed by those artists, they cannot represent Alexander, for both

lived before his time. It was only to render those groups more highly esteemed, that they were

attributed to those celebrated sculjjtors. All scholars of the present day admit them to be Castor

and Pollux, although they do not agree as to the sculptors.

Du Molinet describes thirty-one, and Bonanni forty medals of Sixtus V.

1. DoMiNE rvBE ME AD TE VENIRE. Peter in his bark, with two apostles.

2. CvRA PoNTiFiciA. Four Streets opened to Saint Mary Major. The execution is not happy.
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I'he body was taken from the palace of Monte Cavallo, wliich he had in-

habited, to tlte Vatican.

OHvares endeavored to incite the mob to demolish the statue of Sixtns at

the capitol ; but the cardinals arrested the tumult. The Romans could not

3. Vade Fr.vn. repara. Saint Francis, with a scroll in his hands, supports a tottering build-

ing. Sixtus having repaired Saint John Lateran, alludes to tlie account that Saint Francis

supported a part of the church from falling.

4. Pavperibvs Pie Ai.exdis ext. A woman throned, consoling a poor man ; two children

asking aid.

5. Feot en MONTE CON\^VIVM PINGVIVM. The three mounts—arms of Sixtus V.—surmounted

by the sword of justice ; the scales above, adorned with a cross. On the other mountains, a cor-

nucopia aad olive-branch. The legend alludes apparently to Isaias xxv. 6.

6. ViGFLAT SACRi Thesayri cvstos. A lion watches a chest clamped with iron. Near the

lion, the three mountains surmounted by a star. Sixtus had an iron chest to hold the gold and
silver, in the castle of Saint Angelo. The chest had six different locks, the keys of which were

in the hands of six different persons of dignity.

7. Sacra prophanis pr^ferend. The obelisk on Saint Peter's. The church has three

domes, but less majestic in appearance than they really are.

8. Vrbs lavretana, 1586. Loretto, surrounded by fortifications. In the midst, upon a cloud,

the Blessed Virgin, and the Santa Casa borne by angels. Du Molinet is again in error here.

Bonanni is more exact.

9. Fieri fecit. On a cloud, the Blessed Virgin ; in the backgTound, the Holy House. Sixtus

raised Loretto to the rank of a city and Episcopal See.

10. Felix pr^sidivm, 1588. Five three-banked galleys, with their lateen sails, in the port of

Civita Vecchia.

11. PopvLl Christiani troph.,5EVM. The obelisk before the church of Saint Mary Major.

12. Sacra oc\'lo spectat niREXORTo

—

With vigilant eye he watches over the sacred treasure,

1587. The lion seated upon a chest, one paw on the three mountains, and the other holding a

star surmounted by a flower.

13. Terra mari qve secvritas—Security iy sea and land. The galleys, as in medal 10.

14. Svper haxc petram— Upon this rock. Medal of Gregory XIII. restored, representing

the front of Saint Peter's.

15. EccE REGNVM Dei. The Holy Ghost descending on a tiara. Saint Francis and Sixtus V.

praying opp.osite to each other. Saint Peter's in the background. In the exergue, a column

between a lion and a dog, both attesting vigilance.

16. DoMVs MARiiE Lavretan^ facta civitas. The house of Loretto, in which the Virgin is

seated with the infant Jesus in her arms.

17. PoNTEsws p.\Lvnp:s.coNCF.69., 1588. Sixtus V. ordered the Pontine marshes to be drained.

We shall hereafter 8<;e the prodigies wrought by Pius VI. in this same attempt. In the field

of the medal canals are seen running in different directions.

18. Cv8 Diego D. Alcala in Spagna. Ca. D. P. SixT.

—

Saint Diego, of Aleala in Spain,

canonized by Pope Sixtus. In the background, the town of Alcala. In the middle of the field,

Saint Diego, an Ot)servantin6. He holds a cross of rush in his hand.

19. BEATJ5 Mart^ D. Pop. Qvartv>i anno qvarto erexit—He erected thcfoxirth obelisk in

honor of tlie Blessed Mary of the People, in the fourth year of the pontificate. The obelisk of tlie

Peoples gate in front of the Corso.

20. PvB. BENEFiciVM. A woman holds in her hands two urns, from which water flows into

subterranean pipes. The Aqua Felice.

21. Ad Lateranvm P. Consistorivm celebrav. In the field, the fagade of the church, and

the newly raised obelisk. /

22. In the exergue : Sic OMNIA TVTA

—

Thus all is safe. This inscription has been placed on

two different medals. On the first, two cities, roads, and the lion holding a pike protruding from

the throe mountains, and surmounted by the keys and a star. Another medal has the same
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but love this pope. Although born in a low rank of society, his views were

never mean ; every thing in him was grand, every thing in his conduct was

firm. He was Mberal, splendid, magnificent. He gave ofiice to deserving

men. He rewarded good ministers, leaving them no room to care for their

own fortunes. The declared protector of the orphans, the poor, and the

sick, he was endowed with great penetration and an impetuous will. The

more difficult the project, the more readily he undertook it ; and he sur-

mounted all obstacles. He never lost his presence of mind ; his memory
was tenacious, and he was the declared enemy of vice. He conversed

words in the upper part. The towns are more distinct, and darts proceed from thenx towards a

group of reptiles. On the right, a tower.

23. Another medal, struck on the occasion of the canonization of Saint Diego of Alcala : B.

DiDACVM Hisp. IN SS. NvM. Retvlit, 1588. The pope, throned, blesses Cardinal Dega, minister

of the Catholic king. Three cardinals seated on the right hand Of the pope, and two on his left.

24. Pons Felix—The Felix bridge. In the exergue: Ait. Dom. M.D.L.XXXIX. The bridge,

beaten by the waters, is ornamented with buildings sui-mounted by a cross.

25. Vnda sempeu Felix. In the field : SixT. P. Max. The Felice fountain.

26. Bonanni gives a very fine medal, unknown to Du Molinet. On the reverse of a portrait of

Sixtus V. are the letters : Ivstitia et Clementia complex^ svnt. Two female figures simi-

larly dressed, without emblems. As to the character of the pope, it is certain that he forgave

when he became pope many who had offended him ; but he was animated by a kind of passion

for justice, and he did not delay in making that feeling known, when, at the coronation, the mas-

ter of the ceremonies said to him, when burning the tapers, " Sic transit, Pater Sancte, gloria

mundi—Holy Father, thus passeth away the glory of the world." Sixtus, in a loud tone, re-

plied :
" Gloria nostra pertransibit nunquam, quia solam, justitiam hdbemus in voto—Our glory

will never pass away, because we look only to justice." Yet the courage with which he pur-sued

the brigands, whom he at length destroyed, as Leo XII. did subsequently, will eternally illus-

trate the reign of Sixtus. The cardinals, according to ancient custom, asked him on the eve of

a holiday for the release of the prisoners in Rome. He replied :
" There are vUlains enough in

the city ; there is no need of increasing the number by releasing those who are in confinement.

Our duty is to save the innocent by the punishment of the guilty, and not to corrupt the innocent

by the presence of the perverse.

27. The following are in Bonanni alone : In te sitio. On the exergue : Rom^—I thirst for

thee, Rome. In the field, Saint Francis, on mount Alvernia, receiving the stigmata. On the

ground, an open book. Father Bonanni, of the Society of Jesus, gives a pious and learned ex-

planation of tliis medal, referring to the bulls of Sixtus IV.

28. Crvci Felicivs consecrata. In the field, four obelisks. That sort of addition of the

four monuments of that kind, raised by Sixtus, is an idea at once happy, elegant, and novel.

Such an honor could only be attributed to Sixtus V. The obelisks, which are not of equal

height, are all surmounted by crosses.

29. C^SARIS OIJELISCVM MIR^ MAGNITVDINIS A8PORTAVIT ATQVE IN FORD D. PeTRIFELICITER

EXCIT. An. D. 1586. The letters occupy the whole field, and are cut into eight lines on each side

of the obelisk, which rises in the middle. The three mountains are seen placed on the top of

what is called the pyramidion.

30. In the field : Ancona Dorica civitas fidei. Above, a large French fleur-de-lis between

two stars ; beneath, a mounted warrior between two small fleurs-de-lis.

31. In the exergue : Montalto. The birthplace of the pope. In the field, the Blessed Virgin

crowned and enthroned ; her head is surrounded by twelve stars. On the right, Saint Law-

rence holding his gridiron and a palm branch. On the left. Saint Apollonius praying.

32. BiBLiOTHECA Vaticana. The Vatican library is represented with its two stories and

its nine arcades.
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aflfablj, but always w'itliout a laugh. TVTien he spoke m public he was

occasionally too emphatic, biat he was none the less eloquent and majestic.

His temper was at times somewhat fiery, and when angry his eyes seemed

to flash fire.

He ate and drank but httle. His ordinary attire was very simple, but

he would have sumptuous ecclesiastical vestments. His tiara surpassed in

richness those of all his predecessors.

He was well versed in both philosophy and theology, and no stranger to

poetry. If we consider this pope in the regularity of his private hfe, in

pubhc administration, or in the management of the most apparently inex-

tricable aftairs, we must consider him to have been one of those rare men
who do honor to humanity, and have scarcely any thing of its weakness.

We forget the immense distance between his father's humble cot and the

exalted throne of the Vatican ; in brief, that he was a sovereign well worthy

to reign.*

As regards his personal portrait, this pope was robust, though he was of

only ordinary stature. His complexion was neither dark nor pale. His recep-

tion of those admitted to audience was that of a gi'eat man inchned to afi"a-

bihty, and who controls himself. His eyes were small but bright, and his

eyebrows black and arched. His forehead was spacious, and somewhat

wrinkled. The nose and mouth were well proportioned, and his beard thick,

white, and long, as princes then wore it.

The History of Sixtus, by Gregory Leti, a starveling scribbler, should not

be read, but that of Casimir Tempesti, a conventual Franciscan (Venice,

Remondini, 1754, 2 vols. 4to).

The Holy See was vacant eighteen days.

* See Bercastel, tome xix., p. 423.
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232. URBAN VIL— a. d. 1590.

the Council of Trent.

OHN BAPTIST CASTAGNA (Urban VII.) was born

at Rome, on the 4th of August, 1521, of a noble

Genoese family. He took the degree of doctor in

the civil and canon law at Bologna. His uncle. Car-

dinal Verallo, being legate in France, John Baptist

became his auditor. JuHus III. made him referen-

dary of the signature of justice ; and then, about

1553, archbishop of Bossano : as such he attended

By order of Pius IV., no decree affecting the pon-

tifical authority was to be adopted without the sanction of Castagna.

The Fathers, seeing his talent and his aptitude, made him prefect of the

congregations. He gave much advice that secured a happy issue to the

operations of that assembly. JuHus III. made him governor of Fano, and

Paul IV. invested him with similar authority over Perugia and Umbria.

By command of Pius IV. he accompanied to Spain Cardinal Buoncom-

pagui, subsequently Pope Gregory XIII. John Baptist had been made

nuncio, and for seven years resided with that title at Madrid, where he

held, at the baptismal font, Isabella, the eldest daughter of Philip II. On
his return to Bome he resigned, without a pension, the archbishopric of

Rossano ; and Gregory XIII. sent him as nuncio to Venice, whence Greg-

ory removed him to be for a year governor of Bologna. Thence he passed

to Cologne, to aid the bishop of Liege in bringing about a treaty that would

restore peace between the Catholic king and the United Provinces. At

length, after this active life, fuU of important services to the Church, he was

created by Gregory XIII. cardinal, on the 12th of December, 1583, and

sent as legate to Bologna.

After the funeral of Sixtus V., on the 7th of September, when Anthony

BoccapaduH had delivered a discourse for the election of the successor,

fifty-three cardinals entered into conclave. An attempt was first made to

place the tiara on the head of Mark Antony Colonna ; but they could

not agree upon him, and then, by common consent, they elected Cardinal

Castagna, on the 15th of September, 1590. He chose the name of Urban
VIL, that he might not forget, as he said, the urbanity which he wished to

show to every one. It was said that Sixtus V., who greatly loved him, pre-

dicted his elevation. It is related that, as they dined together at a country

house, Sixtus helping himself to some pears, found a decayed one, and said

:
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" Just now the Eomans do not like pears (Peretti) ; they will soon have (Cas-

tagna) chestnuts." Desirous of showing the fitness of his name, Urban caused

the poor of Kome to be numbered, that he might give them alms ; and he

at the same time granted liberal aid to cardinals whose income was in-

sufiicient.

Yery early in his reign he ordered the reform of the datary, and deter-

mined upon continuing the buildings commenced by Sixtus V., sajdng that

when they were finished inscriptions should be placed upon them in honor

of Sixtus, and not the armorial bearings of the new pope.

Some of his relations hastened to Eome. He sent them back by the same

road, without ofiice, dignity, or any other advantage. He signified to his

nephew, Mario Milhni, governor of the castle of Saint Angelo, that he was

not to accept the title of excellency, which is commonly given by courtesy

to near relations of a pope, and forbid any of his kindred to assume a title

superior to that previously enjoyed. Nevertheless, he gave a canonship of

Saint Peter's to Fabricius Yerallo, his nephew, exhorting him to keep

within the primitive moderation, and religiously to exercise the office of

canon.

He would not employ any of his relations in the court offices, in order

that he might the more severely punish agents guilty of misconduct.

The fine quahties of this pope excited hopes of a corresponding adminis-

tration, when symptoms of illness, which appeared on the day after his

election, excited fears for his life. From that moment until his death he

daily confessed and communicated, and the whole city of E,ome incessantly

put up prayers to God in his behalf. Public processions were made, the

Holy Sacrament was exposed, and no pious exercise wag omitted to obtain

from God the restoration of so good a pope.

Then he thought of removing to Monte Cavallo, where the air is purer,

and many of the cardinals prepared to accompany him. But the etiquette

which is so austerely observed by the masters of the ceremonies at Eome
would not allow the pope to be seen in Eome before he was crowned ; and

instead of his being removed by night, when no one would have seen him,

the projected removal was abandoned altogether.

The pope continued to grow weaker. He confirmed his will, by which he

left to the Brotherhood of the Annunciation his whole patrimony, amount-

ing to thirty thousand crowns, to furnish marriage portions for jioor girls.

He then returned thanks to God for recalling him so soon, so that he would

have no account to give of his papacy. Yet surely he would not have

blasted the favorable hopes entertained of him. But, at the end of a reign

of only thirteen days, he died, at not quite sixty years of age, on the 27th

of December, 1590, without having been crowned^ However, the medal for

his coronation had already been struck, and it served for his successor, with
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only the alteration of the name and head. Urban was deposited at the

Vatican until a tomb was raised for him in the Church of the Minerva.

The Holy See was vacant two months and seven days.*

* Short as this reign was, many medals were struck. The following are in my collection

:

1. Vrbanvs VIL, Pont. Max. Anno I. Reverse: Sponsvm mevm decoravit corona.

Medal prepared for his coronation. A woman seated, a cross in her left hand, and a mitre in her

right.

2. Sic lvceat ltx vestra. A seven-branched lamp, resembling that of Jerusalem on the

arch of Titus. It is believed that this medal was struck during the conclave, and that the ob-

ject of the inscription was to solicit a choice such as that which placed the tiara on the head of

Urban.

3. Dextera Domini faciat vxrtvtem. The pope on his throne gives a standard to a kneel-

ing warrior. This medal is supposed to belong properly to the reign of Gregory XIV., who gave

the standard of the Church to Count Hercules Sfrondati, his nephew, on his departure for

PVance. In the middle of the standard is seen Jesus Christ upon the cross, and two holy women.
Du Molinet describes another nicdal

:

NoN POTEST ABSCONDi. Alluding to Matt. v. 14. The medal represents a city upon a moun-
tain. A church with a dome, and a column surmounted by a statue, resembling the column of

Trajan or the Antonine column. The mystical sense of this medal is, that the Church can no

more be hidden than a city on the top of a mountain.

Bonanni describes these other medals :

1. Omnibvb gratvs. On the eve of the death of the pope, the churches of Rome were filled

by the priests and the faithful, praying God to restore the Holy Father to health. After his

death, this medal was struck in attestation of the tenderness of all for the pontiflF. This piece

prf^sents in the field the tiara suspended. Near the exergue, the globe of the earth attached to

the pontifical crozier and cross. The globe, here, is the symbol of the universality of Catho-

licity.

2. Roma. The scene of the Annunciation. This tj^pe is often repeated in papal medals.

3. PoPVLi QVXES ET SECVRiTAS

—

The Tcpose and security of the people. A young man holding

the spear and a balance. On the left, at the feet of the young man, a helmet. In the exergue

:

Gen. p. R.—Genius of the Roman people. No doubt it was less a fact than an augury which

suggested this medal.

4. In terbo tvo. Saint Peter, surrounded by a glory, in the bark drawing the nets filled

with fishes. It is another posthumous homage.

Venuti, in a work upon the pontifical medals,* gives, under the reign of Urban VII., stiU an-

other medal

:

IvsTiTiA ET clementia osctlat^ svnt. Two women embracing. Subsequently, the same

author says that this piece belongs to the reign of Clement XIII. Medals struck from two dies

that do not properly belong together, like this, are not uncommon. They are styled miUes.

• Humiamata Jiomanorum Pontificwm, pro^tantioraptr RodolpTiinum VenvM Corionensem aucia et illustrata.

Eon>e, 1744, 4to.
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233. GREGORY XIV.—a. d. 1590

=1^ KEGORT XIV., originally named Nicholas Sfronda-

ti, belonged to a noble family of Milan, which was

founded by Conrad, a German, who, in the time of

Otho IV., estabhshed himself in Italy.

The mother of Nicholas, Anna Visconti, died, and

by the csesarean operation Nicholas was brought into

the world on the 11th of February, 1535. The infant,

though for some time very weak, gradually gained a

little strength. In the course of years he studied, successively, at Perugia,

Padua, and Pavia, at which last he received the doctorate. While still

young, he became a member of the household of Charles Borromeo. On
the 12th of March, 1560, being then twenty-five years old, he was named

bishop of Cremona, by Pius IV., who sent him to Trent, in which council

he drew up the celebrated decree which prohibited the plurality of bene-

fices.* The Holy See was so satisfied with the services of Nicholas, that

without his own consent he was promoted to the purple by Gregory XIII.,

on the 12th of December, 1583, under the title of Saint Ceciha.

The sacred electors having entered into conclave, to the number of fifty-

two, on the 8th of October, named as governor of it Octavius Bandini, who
was afterwards a cardinal. There were several candidates in view for the

tiara. Cardinal Montalto supported Cardinal Scipio Gonzaga, who op-

posed that design with a persistency as noble as it was courageous, and

compelled Montalto to abandon his project.

A great number of votes were united on Cardinal Gabriel Paleotto, but

he had not a sufficient number ; two new cardinals arriving, thirty-six

votes were requisite. At length, on the 5th of December, 1590, at about

seven o'clock (Italian time as to reckoning, but in reality noon), the fifty-

six electors elected, with open votes, Cardinal Sfrondati, then aged fifty-five

years. He thus on the instant found himself honored with a charge which

he had not expected or desired. At the moment he was so astonished,

that, turning to the cardinals, who saluted him as Holy Father, he said

:

" God forgive you ! What have you done ?"t

However, he burst into tears, and refused to walk, and his voice was

* Oldioni, in tlie additions to Cliacon. f Vittorelli, in Chacon, vol. iv., col. 21G.
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choked with sobs. The sedia gestaforia was brought in, and he was carried

in spite of himself into the Basilica of the Vatican, amidst the acclama-

tions of the populace, who wished him a long reign.

It is known that Gregory XIII. gave the purple to Nicholas, and that he

endeavored to refuse it, exclaiming :
" Why, there is a host of prelates more

deserving of it than I !" When the cardinals elected him pontiff they ex-

perienced still greater resistance, but only became the more animated to

conquer each new repulse. Although he would not utter a word, it was

necessary that a name should be selected for him, if he should persist in not

selecting one for himself. That of Gregory was pronounced, and a feeling of

gratitude, evidenced by a slight smile, was his only reply ; but it was taken

for a tacit consent. That slight sign was taken advantage of to prepare for

the ceremony of the coronation of Gregory XIY., which took plaoa on the

8th of December. "*-

On the 13th of the same month, Gregory took possession of Saint John

Lateran.

While he was cardinal, his modesty, his knowledge, and the purity of his

morals, endeared him to Saint Philip Neri and Saint Ignatius Loyola.

Gregory, deeming it a duty to offer the purple to Saint Philip, the saint

declined it, alleging the same reasons that had formerly been urged by

Gregory himself ; and while warmly thanking him, would not accept that

honor. It is related that when Saint Phihp w^ent to pay his respects to

Gregory, the latter rose, hastened to meet him, and said to him :
" We

are greater than you in dignity, but you are far greater than we in sanctity."

He immediately ordered the saint to be seated, and even to resume his

biretta.

To show his respect for the virtues of Ignatius, Gregory, in 1591, confirmed

the institute and the constitution of the Society of Jesus.

We shall here see the famous Arnauld d'Ossat, afterwards cardinal,

figure in a remarkable manner. He will be more particularly spoken of

when honored with the full confidence of Henry IV. of France. At

present we confine ourselves to mentioning his proceedings in the service

and name of Queen Louisa of Lorraine, who wished the Roman court to

cause solemn obsequies to be celebrated in honor of Henry III., king of

France, her deceased husband. But that prince had died excommunicated,

and it was difficult to obtain such a compliance from the court of Eome,

which had not deigned to make a reply. D'Ossat at length obtained a

brief, but it could not have been quite satisfactory to her majesty. The

pope, after congratulating her majesty upon her having had Masses said,

and imposed upon herself fasting and almsgiving for the salvation of souls,

proceeded thus :
" Oniatufi sep^dtura', doloris castrum, et funeris pompa,

vivorum solatia sunt, non suhsidia mortuorum. Pits, certc, ammabusque.
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nuUisjam ciilpis ohnoxice ad Domimim migrariint, vUis aut ntiUa sejMltura non

nocet, sicut impiis et peccatorum nexibiis detentis pretiosa non prodesf—The or-

namentation of a tomb, the show of mourning, and the funereal pomps, are

consolations for the survivors, not benefits to the dead. For pious souls

who, free fi-om sins, have flown to the Lord, it matters little that their bodies

have a sordid tom-b, or none ; even as the costHest tomb does nothing for

the impious, and those who are still bound in the bonds of sin."

Following the example of Gregory XIII. and Sixtus V., the pope pub-

licly renewed, by the constitution Bomanns Pontifex, that of Saint Pius V.,

which forbade to aHenate or grant in fief the property of the Roman Church.

The whole city of Rome applauded that just and courageous act. At that

precise time Alphonsus II., duke of Ferrara, visited Rome, accompanied by

a suite of six hvmdred gentlemen. Gregory gave him a magnificent recep-

tion, lodged him in the palace, and treated him the same as he would have

treated the most powerful of sovereigns. The secret object of Alphonsus'

journey was to solicit, in favor of another family than his own, the d'Este

family, the reversion of the duchy of Ferrara. Alphonsus was the last

of the house of Este who had enjoyed that duchy, and before dying he

wished to present that possession to a fi'iendly family, instead of restoring

it to the Holy See, which was the sovereign of the duchy. Gregory in-

trusted the examination of that demand to thirteen cardinals, and, on their

report, decided that he could not' grant that favor without infringing the

constitution Bomqnus Pontifex.'^

Unfortunately, attacked by a feehng of nepotism, Gregory named as car-

dinal his nephew, Paidus Emilius Sfrondati, who was only thirty-one years

of age.

By a new constitution, Gregory confirmed that given by Pius IV. regard-

ing wagers upon the length of life and the death of the pontifi's, and upon

the creation of cardinals. Some persons engaged in that illicit and inde-

cent wagering, in order to save themselves fi'om loss, sometimes disturbed

the elections ; and others, to increase their chance of winning, did not blush

to cu'culate calumnies against worthy men who were thought Hkely to be

raised to the purple.

He forbade the Capuchins to administer the sacrament of penance, in

order that they might have the more time for the contemplation of divine

things. But Clement VIII., in 1598, again permitted them to hear the con-

fessions of the faithful.

He pubHshed a law upon the immunity of the churches, and rendered many
decrees concerning promotions to bishoprics and other consistorial dignities.

* It is in the Bullarium, vol. v., part i., p. 246. In the official reply, expressions were chosen

which seemed to soften the severity of the refusal.
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On the 6th of March, 1591, Gregor}^ made a second promotion of cardi-

nals. Among others, it included Octavius Pallavicini, a noble Roman

;

Odoard Farnese, of the family of the dukes of Parma, and nephew of

Cardinal Farnese. Odoard was declared protector of the crowns of Ara-

gon, Portugal, England, and Scotland.

After consulting the cardinals, the pope issued a bull, at the solicitation

of Cardinal Bonelli, a Dominican, nephew of Saint Pius V. That bull

granted to the cardinals who belonged to a religious order, the right to

wear red hats. Till then they had had to wear hats of the same color with

the habit of their order. On the 9th of June, the pope himself, previous to

leaving the Quirinal palace for the Church of the Holy Apostles, to hold a

papal chapel, placed the red hats on the heads of Cardinals Bonelli and

Berner, Dominicans ; Boccafuoco, Minor Conventual ; and Pettrochini,

Hermit of Saint Augustine.

Gregory erected into a religious order the congregation of the regidar

clerks, mirasters to the infirm,, founded at Rome by Saint Camillus de Lellis,

priest of Buclano, in the diocese of Chieti. By the constitution Ex omnihus,

of the 18th of March, 1586, Sixtus V. had approved the congregation, but

declared that the vows must he spontaneous.

In the castle of Zagarolo, an estate situated twenty miles fi'om Rome,

which belonged first to the house of Colonna, then to that of Ludovisi, and

then to that of Rospigliosi, the final correction was given to the Bible.

That care had been intrusted to six able theologians, presided over by

Cardinal Mark Antony Colonna.

Few persons had as yet noticed the tendency towards nepotism from

which Gregory had been unable to free himself. That disease of the pon-

tifical court soon manifested itself more fatally. The pope named his

nephew, Hercules Sfrondati, general of the Holy Church,* and sent him

into France at the head of an army of six thousand Swiss, two thousand

Italian infantry, and a thousand horse. These troops were to assist the

French Leaguers, who were fighting against Henry IV. Subsequently, the

pope sent into France, as his nuncio, Marsilius Landriani, who was the

bearer of two monitions. One of those documents concerned all persons

who should espouse the party of Henry, and the other was especially di-

rected against such nobles as should not abstain from encouraging heresy.

Spondanust affirms that besides these monitions, Hercules Sfrondati was

provided with a bull which directly excommiinicated Henry of Navarro.

That was the last eff'ort of this pope's power. He was suddenly taken

ill. He was removed to the palace of Saint Mark, at Rome, which the re-

* See, in Life of Urban VIL, p. 874, a medal attributed to him, but evidently belonging to

Gregory XIV.

f Annul. Eccles., an. 1591, n. 4.
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public of Yenice had momentarily restored, and that building was sur-

rounded by gates and guards to prevent approach. But the condition of

the pope was not to be ameliorated, and he himself considered that he was

in great danger. Then he had all the cardinals summoned around him.

He represented that his incapacity for government was still further in-

creased by his infirmities, and he entreated that, even during his life, they

would elect a successor. That demand was in opposition to a host of con-

stitutions that had always been respected. The cardinals at once declared

that they would not consent to be guilty of such an act. Then he exhorted

them to choose, after his death, a successor worthy of the pontificate, and

to choose him promptly, without cabals and without contests.*

To the other sufferings of Gregory were added those of the disease

known by the name of the stone. Life was no longer for him any thing

but a long tortiu'e.

Campana relates, that to relieve the sufferings of the patient, even pul-

verized precious stones and gold were administered to him. Muratori, on

that subject, remarks :
" This good pope, then, was surrounded either by

stupid physicians or culjDable ministers." The pope soon sank under the

violence of his sufferings, and died on the 15th of October, 1591, at the age

of fifty-six. He had governed ten months and ten days. He was mterred

in the Vatican, towards the middle of the Gregorian chapel, near Gregory

XIII., in a tomb almost destitute of ornament.f

This pontiff, although he jdelded to nepotism, was distinguished for his

noble virtues. During his short pontificate, he expended considerable

sums in favor of the poor. Some of his ministers did not serve him with

that sentiment of obedience which a minister ought never to forget. Dur-

ing a scarcity, the pope himself was left to see personally to the care of

obtaining a supply of grain. A great number of people in Eome and the

vicinity died, nevertheless, in consequence of that scarcity. Gregory per-

sonally visited the sick, and only consented to take a Httle nourishment

after he had assisted those who were on the point of sinking under so much
suffering.

All admu-ed his constancy, his piety, his temperance, and a fund of moral

* Cardinal Augustine Valerio wrote a little work on this allocution of Gregory. lie breathed

the most pious sentiments, and an invitation to concord which drew tears from all present.

f I possess three medals of this reign.

1. Orkookivs XIV., Pont. Max. Reverse, same inscription. In the field, the tiara and keys.

On a shield of four quarters, the arms of the Sfrondati family. 1 and 4, a branch stripped of

leaves ; 2 and 3, a laurel. The origin of the name of that family is said to be as follows.

Conrad, the founder of it, one day in battle, broke his sword. On the instant, he tore a limb from

a tree, stripr'ed the leaves from it, and thus rendered it afrmiddta, literally leaflesn, and witli that

new weapon resumed the fight. Being victorious on that occasion, he placed that branch in two
quarters of his blazon, and for the other quarters he received permission from Henry III. to place
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purity, Avhich had made liim remarkable from the period of his being

created a bishop. Little inclined to interfere in foreign politics, he un-

fortunately listened, sometimes, too trustingly to Philip II., who was the

avowed enemy of Henry IV., of France. The bull Avhich was issued

against the latter prince, who was already prepared to learn and to profess

our holy religion, retarded the success of that difficult negotiation. Threats

were the least likely of all means to succeed with Henry IV.

The Holy See was vacant thirteen days.

the laurel. In each of the quarters 1 and d, stars are also distinguished. This medal is engraved

with great freedom and boldness.

2. CoNSECRATio. Not in Du Molinet or Bonanni
;
given in Venuti, p. 181. The pontiff is

consecrating a bishop ; two cardinals and other assistants holding the candles.

3. DiEBVS FAMis SATVEAB. Du Molinct has given the inscrijjtion correctly. Bonanni gives

the legend incorrectly. Abundance, with a cornucopia and an ear of wheat. Struck after the

scarcity.

On the three medals the head of the pope has a long white cap, which almost entirely covers it.

Du Molinet gives also

:

1. Dextera Domini faciat viiitvtem. Described by us as a medal of Urban VII.

2. A TEjrpORALi ad ^ternvm. Roma. The Blessed Virgin throned, holding the infant

Jesus, who places a tiara upon the head of a kneeling pope.

3. In Gram Philippinarvm. Roma, 1591. The Holy Ghost descending on Christ and the

Blessed Virgin. The Philippines were discovered in 1531, and occupied by the Spaniards in 1543,

under Charles V. The Hermits of Saint Augustine, and the Reformed Franciscans, carried the

faith thither. The first bishop of Manilla was Dominic de Salazar, who, from the order of the

Dominicans had passed into that of the Jesiuts. Urban VII. and Gregory XIV. had granted

many privileges to those islands. This medal was struck by order of Cardinal Paul Sfrondati,

nephew of that last pope. Ten thousand of these medals were sent into those islands, with in-

dulgences attached to their possession.

The head of Jesus is surrounded by the nimbus, as also is that of the Virgin. The Mother of

God has a veil like that seen upon Philistis, queen of Syracuse.

4. Gregem ne deseras. The pope in prayer, his crozier in his left hand. On the right,

three sheep ; on the left, the tiara on a hill. Bonanni, who thinks that the medal does not belong

to this reign, gives also :

IvpiTER PLVE MEL. Some authors think the three trees represent the Universal Church.

The shower of honey is ill expressed by the artist ; it rather suggests rays of light descend-

ing in perpendicular lines from heaven. A shower of honey should be expressed by something

thicker and less distinct. The shower of honey so solemnly invoked fell not upon the reign of

Gregory XIV.
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234 nSTNOCENT IX.— a. d. 1591.

^^^^^^^NNOCENT IX. was pre%T[ously named John Anthony

Facchinetti. He was born on the 20th of July,

1519, at Bologna, of a senatorial family, native

of Novara. After receiving the grade of doctor,

John Anthony set out for Eome, where he be-

came secretary to Cardinal Ardinghelli. Sub-

sequently, he was governor of Parma, and bishoj)

^ ^^hh\ V=^&,^~^^~: of Xicastro, in Calabria. In 1561, he went to the
'^=^^- >̂^?^- Council of Trent. Gregory XIV. named him

cardinal on the 12th of December, 1583. After the funeral ceremonies of

Pope Gregory XIY., fifty-six cardinals met in conclave, and on the 29th of

October, 1591, they elected, in open scrutiny. Cardinal Facchinetti, who
was then seventy-two years of age. He took the name of Innocent IX., in

memory of Innocent III., a famous jurisconsult, and was privately crowned

on the 3d of Xovember, in the same year. On the 8th of that month he

went, mounted on a white mule, to take possession of Saint John Lateran.

Faithful to ancient custom, the pope announced the news of his exalta-

tion to the patriarchs, archbishops, and bishops.

He immediately confirmed the bull of Saint Pius V., which forbade the

alienation of the territories of the Eoman Church.*

Then a scarcity occurred ; and the pestilence, though weaker, still con-

tinued its ravages. The pope caused the price of bread to be lowered, and

distributed reHef to the poor. To meet this, he preferred to borrow

forty thousand croTVTis, rather than touch the treasure left by Sixtus Y., in

the castle of Saint Angelo. Innocent said that it was useful that a treasure

should remain in Eome, at the disposal of the Christian republic. Car-

dinal Gaetani, haring solicited the pardon of John Anthony Orsini, with a

* We have only two medals of this pontiff.

1. Ls'XocENTius IX. Pont. Max. Reverse : Roma nESUEGEXS. We have seen this same type

under Paul IV 2. Rectis cobde, 1591. Angel offers the tiara.

In Du Molinot, we find

:

1. Pko PaiMPFixis ET ALUS. The figure of Christ. 2. In verbo tvo laxabo bete. Saint

PetcT casts the net upon the shore. Clxrist extends his left hand.

In Bonanni, we find :

ISNOCKNTio IX. Pont. Max. Argent, an oak vert—the arms of the Facchinetti. Above, the

keys and tiara. We have mentioned a similar medal under Julius II.

Almost all the other medals are repetitions.

Vol. I.—.•56
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sum of money as the price of that pardon, the pope was indignant, and

replied :
" T7e require not money, but obedience." From all circumstances,

it has been concluded that if the reign of Innocent had been longer, it would

have been a happy one. The Romans agreed in recognizing, in this pope,

a matured wisdom, a pure life, liberahty, magnificence, and experience in

business.

On the 30th of December, 1591, he fell dangerously ill, and died, having

governed the Church only a little more than two months.

Eome then had to bewail the loss of three sovereign pontiffs in less than

sixteen months after the death of Sixtus V.

Innocent IX. was removed from Monte Cavallo to the Vatican, where his

ashes repose in the subterranean church.

He had a handsome countenance and a lofty stature. Fasting, however,

had injured his health. It was his custom to eat only once a day, and in

the evening. Among his effects was found a small mirror, divided into two

parts : upon the one was painted a death's head, and upon the other a

funeral procession. It was thus that he reminded himself of death, for

which he daily accustomed himself by looking at that mirror.

The Holy See remained vacant one month.

235. CLEMENT VIIL— a. d. 1592.

ELEMENT VIII. (Hippolytus Aldobrandini), of a very

illustrious Florentine family, was born on the 24th

of Febmary, 1535, in the city of Fano, where his

father, Sylvester Aldobrandini was pontifical gov-

ernor, having been driven from Florence, where he

had been secretary of state, by the enmity of Duke

Alexander de Medici. Hippolytus studied juris-

prudence, and took the degree of doctor. At an

early age he excelled in Greek and Latin poetry. At Rome he became con-

sistorial auditor. Sixtus V.—and it was a striking mark of confidence

—

made him datary, on the 17th of May, 1585. On the 18th of December, of

the same year, the pope created Hippolytus cardinal, and sent him as

legate to Poland to soHcit the liberation of Maximilian, archduke of Austria,

who was held prisoner by the Poles. The Holy See never ceases to take

an interest in the sufferings of the unfortunate. The nuncio succeeded in
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his mission, and restored peace between Austria and Sigismiind, who had

succeeded Stephen Battory.

After the fianeral of Innocent IX., fifty-two electors entered into conclave

on the lOtli of Jannarv, 1592. In this conclave several parties arose : on

the one side, the Montaltists, headed by Cardinal Montalto, nephew of

Poj)e Sixtus y. ; and on the other side, the Spanish party. The latter

showed a preference for Cardinal Santorio, who, on the 11th, was on the

point of being elected by adoration. Thirty-five of the electors had given

theu- votes ; but Cardinals Altemps, Gesnaldi, and Colonna put a stop to

the tumult, which for several hours prevailed in the chapel. They con-

strained those who were clamoring for the adoration to consent to the scru-

tiny. Here Santorio, a fanatical partisan of the Spanish faction, had no

more than thirty votes—five too few. But Providence had decreed the

tiara to Aldobrandiui. A single cardinal was here seen to exercise a sort

of power of exclusion. Cancelheri thus relates the fact :
" The cardinals

were divided into two parties. Ascanius Colonna desiring the elevation of

Santorio, cardinal of San Severino, wished the electors to proceed by way

of adoration. The excitement of the two parties was so intense, that the

Spanish party shut themselves up in the hall of scrutiny, while the other

party retired to the Pauline chapel, and every thing seemed to menace

scenes of violence. The tumult was such, that the senior cardinals could

not count the votes, w'hich, at that instant, were sufiicient—thirty-five.

Ascanius received a slip of paper from his relative, Mark Anthony Colonna.

Ascanius read it, and exclaimed, Asoanius will not have San Severino for

pope, becanse he is not the choice of God. And he rushed from the chapel, in

spite of the efforts of the other cardinals to detain him. The effect of this

renunciation was so rapid, that Santorio (San Severino) was at once excluded

by a very great number of votes. Other candidates were proposed, but

rejected. A cardinal suddenly named Aldobrandini. He was accepted with

acclamation, and elected at nineteen o'clock (Italian reckoning), i. e., noon,

on the 19th of January, 1592.

" The electors had been impelled towards that choice, not only by the

esteem in which they held Cardinal Aldobrandiui, but also from his being

only fifty-six years old ; for all the cardinals observed that they had had to

deplore the death of three pontiffs, whose united reigns had occupied only

sixteen months." All these observations of Cancellieri are confirmed hj

Novaes.

Before accepting the dignity, which he had not contemplated, Aldobran-

dini demanded permission to approach the altar. Yielding to an impulse

of sublime humility, he said, with an emotion that excited universal enthu-

siasm :
" O my God ! let my tongue dry up, that I may not consent to

this election, unless it be for the good of thy Church, which I love from the
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veij bottom of my heart, and of Cliristendom, wliose glory and prosperity I

desire." This admirable manifestation of modesty greatly impressed the car-

dinals. They sent for the pontifical vestments. They almost forcibly seized

the cardinal, and attired him. He kept silence, but, when he saw them

remove his red cassock, which he was never to see again, he exclaimed

:

" Give us back our beads and the office of the B. Virgin, which are the

witnesses of our devotion." Aldobrandini could no longer withhold his

consent, as he had used the papal first person plural—" Give us back our

beads ;" and he declared that he woidd take the name of Clement VIII.

The name had once been given him by Saint PhiKp Neri, who predicted

that he would one day become pope. On the 2d of February, the pope was

ordained bishop by Cardinal Alphonsus Gesualdi, dean of the sacred col-

lege, and then crowned by CardiurJ Sforza, first deacon ; and on the 12th

of April he solemnly took possession of Saint John Lateran. Clement

made the distribution {presbytennm) of the pieces of gold and silver, that

had not been made for some time previously.

"VMien the pope had regulated some urgently important matters, he estab-

lished a congregation under the title of The Visitation. It was to examine,

in detail, all the churches, monasteries, colleges, hospitals, and brother-

hoods of Home. The first visit was made to Saint John Lateran, so that the

example should strike all the administrators, and warn them to bring under

better regulation the affairs intrusted to them. On all sides divine worship

was restored, and a strict decomm was re-established : abuses were cor-

rected : the eye of the master was everywhere, and every subaltern knew it.

The guardian was ever there, watchful, and determined to maintain order.

Every one could make his complaint. There are many other countries

where such visitations would be permanently useful. It is not easy to say

how much would be profitably borrowed fi'om Rome, in the way of whole-

some customs.

The constitution, Gra/vefi et Dluturnas, of the 25th of November, 1592, in-

stituted the exposition named of the Fokty Hours, in all the churches of

Home, so that the Holy Sacrament should be exposed day and night on

every day in the year.

This pious institution, which Paul V. renewed, by gi-anting a great num-

ber of indulgences, on the 10th of May, 1606, was adopted in many cities,

not only in Italy, but in many other nations. Moreover, it had been already

known in many churches of the first order.

Two sons of the elector of Bavaria at this time visited Home, to offer, in

the name of their father, their veneration to Pope Clement. The pontiff

received them with tender affection, and in a consistory seated them next to

the cardinals.

At this time died Alexander Farnese, duke of Parma, one of the most
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famous captains of Lis time, wlio had commanded armies acfainst Henry

IV., king of France. Clement bewailed Farnese, and ordered magnificent

funeral ceremonies for him in the Vatican Basilica.

The pontiff was also much afflicted by the death of Alphonsus Gonzaga,

lord of Castelgiufredo, which was under the pontifical protection.

The fatal custom of duelling, somewhat abated since the Council of Trent,

again required the attention of the popes. Clement forbade those combats,

under the severest penalties, by his constitution thirty, of the 17th of

Augiist, 1592, requiring duellists and seconds to be prosecuted. He also

threatened to lay under interdict any places which by their law authorized

or even tolerated duelling. He exhorted princes to enforce the execu-

tion of the measures prescribed by that bull, and severely to punish de-

linquents. Many sovereigns promised to put it in practice, as far as they

had power, those wise instructions ; for at that time, in the habits of the

people, and in some remnants of the feudal law, there were obstacles that

only religion could overcome.

About the year 1586, Sixtus V. had erected into a religious order the

Hospitallers, known as the Fate bene Fratelli. Clement, in 1592, restored

the order to the position it held under the reign of Pius V., so that it no

longer was a religious order.

Clement's brief for the suppression was accepted in Ital}^ but not in

Spain, where Philip II. refused to give it the royal exeqv.atur. The same

occurred in Russia, in 1763, at the suppression of the Jesuits by the brief

of Clement XIV. But this state of things did not last. Paul V., by two

briefs, in 1611 and 1617, restored them to the dignit}^ of a religious order,

and inferred that the Spanish members had not ceased to be religious,

although the brief of Clement VIII. had not been received in Spain.

Meanwhile, the Holy Father, by letters of the 15th of April, 1592, com-

manded his legate to the League of Paris, Cardinal Phihp Sega, to watch

that the faith did not suffer in France, which had recognized a king who

was still a Calvinist. On the other hand, Henry, gently urged by the

Eoman court, with all the delicac}' that such circumstances required, and

seeing that he could not easily hold the throne of France if he persisted in

the errors of Calvinism, asked his Huguenot ministers if he could be

saved in the event of his becoming a Catholic. They replied affirmatively.

Then he said to them, " Certainly, then, it wiU be better that I shall go to

heaven as king of France, than only as king of Navarre." From that mo-

ment, the prince received instructions in the dogmas of our religion from

David du Perron, a former Calvinist, but sincerely converted to the faith.

The particulars of the negotiation tending to restore Henry to the bosom

of the Church naturally find their place here.

We have akeady mentioned that a French agent, Amauld d'Ossat, em-
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ployed iu the French king's embassy at Rome, had sohcited from Pope
Gregory XIV., on behalf of Louisa of Lorraine, widow of Henry III., that

solemn obsequies should be performed in honor of that prince, and that

thus the excommunication should be revoked which had been pronounced

against him by Sixtus Y. D'Ossat, as we shall see, was to become the

almost sole confidential servant of Henry IV., and it wiU not be useless to

give some particular description of a personage who was to earn so honor-

able a reputation in a difficult negotiation."^'

The papal absolution of King Henry IV. " was thwarted," says d'Ossat,

"by the duke de Sesso, the Spanish ambassador, and by the Lorraine

princes." The French Huguenots themselves, much attached as they were

to Henry IV., whom they had assisted with both sword and purse, did not

desire his reconciliation with the Holy See, preferring, as they did, their

own individual passion to the safety of the royal person and the pacification

of the kingdom, which depended entirely upon the Eoman absolution.

Henry IV., whose sincerity was beyond all doubt, attentively read d'Os-

sat's correspondence, which exposed all the difficulty, and he deemed it so

prudent and judicious, that he wrote to d'Ossat, announcing the departure

of the duke of Nevers for Home, and requesting d'Ossat to act in concert

with him.

* Arnauld d'Ossat was born on the 23d of August, 1536, at Cassagnabere, a village in the

diocese of Auch. His father died when he was nine years old, and so poor that he was buried

by charity. Thomas de Marca, a neighboring gentleman, educated him with the young lord of

Castelnau de Magnoac, his lordship's nephew and ward. D'Ossat so applied himself, that four

years later he was tutor to his former fellow-student. In May, 1559, they both went to Paris,

and Thomas de Marca, pleased with d'Ossat's prudent conduct, placed other young relatives

under his care. In 1562 he read law at Bourges, under Cujas, and became a licentiate, on which

he was admitted as an advocate in the Parliament of Paris, trusting to assiduous study for suc-

cess. In 1564 he sent to the ]iress a defence of the Dialectic of Pierre de la Ramee against

Jacques Charpentier, a doctor of medicine. Charpentier replied in terms of insult. Paul de

Foix took d'Ossat to Rome in 1574, and when appointed ambassador in 1580, made him secre-

tary. D'Ossat then commenced the diplomatic career. Mr. de Foix dying at Rome, at the close

of 1582, Cardinal d'Este, piotector of the affairs of France, offered his house to d'Ossat. Car-

dinal d'Este, feeling that he was dangerously ill, signed a will, in which, among other bequests,

he left d'Ossat the sum of four thousand Roman crowns. Doubting the zeal and promptitude of

the executors whom he had named, he ordered that a diamond, valued at twenty thousand

crowns, should be at once given to d'Ossat, as an instalment of the bequest. D'Ossat had only

the small emolument of his post as councillor to the presidency of Melun. He had no benefice,

yet he refused to accept the pledge which the cardinal wished him to have. Cardiuiil de

Joyeuse having succeeded to Cardinal d'Este as protector, received d'Ossat kindly, and gave him

a priory. Henry HI. offered him the post of secretary of state ; but d'Ossat declined it, believing

it sought by de Villeroy, who had befriended him. D'Ossat's delicacy excited in de Villeroy a

feeling of grateful respect, which never left him. D'Ossat in vain endeavored to obtain the cel-

ebration of the obsequies of Henry HI., at the instance of that prince's widow, Louisa of Lor-

raine. Nevertheless, it was not thought at Paris that the negotiator had been wanting in zeal

or ability. See Life of Cardinal d'Ossat, in the Letters du Cardinal d'Ossat. (Amsterdam, 5

vols., 12mo., 1714.)
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Clement YIII. congrahilateil d'Ossat, and told him that lie should be

pleased to treat with him, and that the selection of such a plenipotentiary

could not but increase the favorable disposition of the Koman court. Mean

time, the king's ministry at Paris imagined that the French prelates could

give absolution to the king at Paris, saving the authority of the Holy Apos-

tolic See.

The cardinal of Placentia, legate in France, endeavored to prevent such

an invahd absolution, By a letter which he addressed to all the Catholics of

the kingdom. In that letter, the cardinal stated that Henry of Bourbon,

who styles himself king of France and Navarre, having called upon the

French prelates to give him absolution, the legate beheves it to be his duty

to announce that the excommunication pronounced by Sixtus V. against

Henry is and still remains effectual, and that the sovereign pontiff Clement

alone can absolve the king fi-om it.

Notwithstanding this notice, Henry IV. allowed himself to be persuaded

that he could make his abjuration in the hands of the archbishop of

Bourges, in the presence of Cardinal de Bourbon Yendome, and of seven

or eight bishops. Chancellor de Chiveruy says that the king deter-

mined to perform the ceremony in the abbey church of Saint Denis,

in testimony that he desu'ed to hve and die, like" the kings who are buried

there, in the bosom of the Roman Church. As to the absolution, the arch-

bishop pronounced it in these terms :
" Saving the authority of the Holy

See, I absolve thee from the crime of heresy and apostacy ; I restore thee

to the holy Eoman Church, and admit thee to her sacraments. In the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost." According

to this condition, the king was still in need of the absolution of the pope,

or, at the least, the confirmation of that of the bishops. On that account

it was that he wrote the following letter to Clement VIII., in his own hand

:

" Most Holy Father :

" Having, by the inspiration which it has pleased God to give me, become

convinced that the Eoman Cathohc Apostolic Church is the true Church,

fuU of truth, and in which hes the salvation of men ; comforted still further

in that faith and credence by the instruction given to me by the prelates

and doctors in the holy faculty of theology, whom to that end I have called

together, on the points which in past time had separated me from the

Church ; I am resolved to unite myself to that holy Church, and to live and

die in her, with the aid of Him who has mercifully called me to her ; and

to make a beginning in that good work, after having been received to do so

by the said prelates, with the forms and ceremonies which they judged

necessary, accordingly I have willingly submitted myself. On Sunday, the

25th of July, I heard Mass, and joined my prayers to those of other good
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Catholics, as incorporated in the said Church, with the firm intention to

perseyere in the same all my life, and to pay due obedience and respect to

Your Holiness, as was done by all the Most Christian kings my predeces-

sors. And assuring myself, most Holy Father, that Your Holiness will

rejoice over this holy act, so fitting to the place where it has pleased God
that it should be done, I have deemed fit, while waiting to pay my duty

more fully by a formal embassy, to give by these few lines from my own
hand the first testimony of my filial devotion to Your Hohness, earnestly

entreating you to receive it in the spmt in which it is dictated by a

most sincere and affectionate heart, hoping by my actions to merit your

holy benediction. And with this, most Holy Father, I pray God that he

will preserve you in perfect health, for the good government of his holy

Church.
" Henry.

" From Saint Denis, the 18th of August, 1593."

Reasoning from a letter written by this prince to Ihe duchess of Beaufort,

it has been said that he had manifested less decided sentiments ; that he

had said that he should be made to hate Saint Denis. And something was

said about a perilous leap. We must reply that Henry had not yet sub-

jected Paris, and was in a really dangerous position. Commanding a mixed

army of Cathohcs and Protestants, he was closely watched by both parties.

As he passed in front of his guards, he saw a crowd of those Protestants

who had been mutilated in his service, and v/lio looked upon him with a

respect that was mingled with grief and compassion, perhaps, and even with

something of menace. On entering his council, he saw Rosny, with his

stern brow, and ardent Cathohcs who were unwiUing to be disappointed in

their hopes, and who were ready to desert a sovereign whom they supposed

to be uncertain in his plans. He had promised that he would believe as

they did ; and they awaited, but with no great confidence, the fulfilment of

that promise. A third party consisted of friends, both Catholic and Prot-

estant, of the duchess of Beaufort's faction, who knew not what to advise.

By turns they blamed or applauded. Their sole view was to favor the king's

passion for a woman who already aspired to share his throne. In such

circumstances, a warrior who knew how devotedly the Calvinists had shed

their blood for him, a prince whose line had so long aspired to the French

sceptre, and who now saw the day come on which he could, as of right,

wear a crown which belonged to him, and return into the true religion in

which he had been reared, and which he had only abandoned on compul-

sion, and at an age when strength and courage are not yet fully developed

;

a man—and here he is only a man to be pitied, carried away by a fi-antic

love which he knew not how to control, and who feared the austerity of
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Eome, as it was necessary to bend her and solicit a divorce, with the secret

intention of a misalliance, which made it all the more difficult—a man thus

distracted might well be inconsistent.

Clement VIII. was aware of, but disapproved, the step intended to be

taken by the archbishop and bishops assembled at Saint Denis ; and ac-

cordingly, they did not hesitate to give an account of it to the Holy Father,

in the following letter

:

" Most Holy Father :

"Post humilliina heatorum pedum osciila—After ha\ang humbly kissed the

feet of Tour Holiness.

" We, archbishop, bishops, and ecclesiastics, who are yours in the bands

of our zeal and of our tenderness, we who have labored for the act concern-

ing Henry our king returning to the holy Roman Catholic Church, we beg you

not to see in that act, dictated by the imperative urgency of our affairs, any

thing to lead you to beHeve that we have rashly and arrogantly presumed

or usurped. Your Holiness will judge and openly perceive that all was set-

tled and concluded without offence to the dignity of the Holy See, or the

respect due to Your Holiness. We shall speedily send one of our number

to Your Holiness, further and more clearly to expose and explain what has

been done ; in the mean time, we earnestly entreat Your Holiness to con-

sider us true sons of the Church, and filled with love and veneration for

Your Holiness. May God for many years preserve Your Holiness to his

Church

!

" Given at Saint Denis, the 6th of August, 1593."

Besides the signature of Cardinal Charles de Bourbon, this letter bore

the signatures of an archbishop, seven bishops, and eleven abbots and doc-

tors—twenty signatures in all.

A truce had been entered into, in order to suspend hostilities ; but the

Spanish and the Leaguers were for preventing the people fi'om leaving

Paris for Saint Denis. In spite of that prohibition, a great number of the

citizens contrived, by m'gency and entreaty, to pass the guard, and quite a

multitude of Parisians reached the king, whom they loudly applauded as he

passed.

D'Ossat having reported to the pope the feeling in France on the

king's conversion, another negotiation commenced more serious than the

first.

D'Ossat represented that the reduction of Paris had become more easy

and more probable ; that the French bishops appeared to have rendered a

service to the kingdom and to the king, Avithout offending the pope, who
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definitively had the sovereign authority in the matter of absolution. At the

same time Spain insisted that Clement should meet the king's request

with a dii'ect refusal, and the language of the Spanish ambassador was so

unmeasured as to give serious offence to the Holy See.

Clement would not refuse audiences to d'Ossat, whom the Itahans loved,

because, as they said, he was " fertile in expedients." But the negotiation

lasted several months.

Meantime, Paris had recognized the king of France. The 22d of March,

1594, was a holiday for almost the entire kingdom ; and by the effect of a

singular state of the public mind, the king's council did not so firmly press

the request that had so long before been presented at Kome. Some of the

ministers had raised the dangerous cry—" Let us temporize ! Spain has too

much power at the Vatican ; let us await another reign in Borne !" That

wish became known to the"sacred college. D'Ossat thought it his duty to

oppose that opinion, and wrote to Henry on the 23d of December. He
commenced by agreeing with those who anticipated the death of the pope

;

and he then declared that that expectation, too much prolonged, was of no

advantage to the interests of the king, and shows how all would have to be

begun anew with a new pontiff.

An animated correspondence ensued between the king and d'Ossat. The

latter also kept in constant communication with the pope's nephew. Cardinal

Aldobrandini, a man greatly distinguished for his intellect. Though scarcely

twenty-four years of age, he had obtained the entire confidence of his uncle.

D'Ossat having asked permission from Clement YIII. to communicate the

general state of affairs to that nephew, the pope rephed :
" Tell him every

thing, even to what we have said in this audience." Thus the French min-

ister on this occasion found an opportunity to repeat and strengthen all

that he had before said, and he gathered the replies which, though substan-

tially the same, yet often allowed admissions or concealments to be suffi-

ciently visible to give the negotiator the advantage.

Cardinal Delfino, minister from Venice to Borne during the years 1596,

1597, and 1598, spoke thus of Cardinal Aldobrandini :
" He is of a most

noble nature, and amiable and graceful as can be imagined. We may add

that he was very amiable, and thoroughly to be relied upon." "-

However, there was one point upon which Aldobrandini, with all his' ele-

gance, and d'Ossat with all his zeal, could not come to an agreement.

Clement, in measured and paternal terms, had expressed his opinion upon

* It is noticeable, says Comines, that all tlie men who have been great and have done noble

things began when very young.

• Scilicet ingenium et return prudentia vclox

Ante pilon venit, dicenda tacendaque calles.—Persius.
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tlie absolution pronounced by the French archbishop and bishops. Aldo-

brandini, with all the forms of the most exquisite pohteness, explained the

consequences of that act of the French episcopate. The pope must needs

treat as a nullity the absolution given by the bishops of France,* who, ac-

cording to the laws of Borne, had no authority to revoke, or even to moderate,

or interpret the judgments and censures of the Holy See. It was said at

Rome that nothing like that procedure of the French bishops had ever be-

fore been witnessed, where, in a single morning, instruction, conversion,

satisfaction, penance, and absolution had been hurried through simultane-

ously. That was the reason why the pope and Aldobrandiui made no reply

when d'Ossat, a good servant and somewhat exacting Frenchman, spoke so

much about the CathoUcity of the king, and his inflexible determination to

live and die in the apostolical Boman Cathohc religion.

Meanwhile, Seraphin 01i\ier, auditor of the rota, an able and courageous

personage,t said one day very bluntly to the pope :
" Most Holy Father,

permit me to teU you that Clement YII. lost England through being too

complaisant to Charles V. ; and that Clement VIII. will lose France if he

continue to be too complaisant to Philip II."

This was not quite true. Even without taking into account the inde-

cision of Charles Y., England was destined to fall under the yoke of Calvin.

Moreover, in our life of Clement VII., we have shown how much Clement

VII. did to prevent that misfortune. Nevertheless, the words of Monsignor

Seraphin made a deep impression on the mind of His Hohness.

D'Ossat being made aware of this incident, returned to the charge, was

better received, and so wrote to Henry.

A suspicion was felt by the Council of Paris, fi-om the idea that it was

sought to impose humiliating terms upon the king.

On this subject d'Ossat thus expresses himself in a letter to the king :
" I

told the pope that you had been assured that he sought to force your ma-

jesty to a rehabilitation ; that, as regards your private person, you would

not hesitate to take both absolution and rehabihtation, or even more than

that, receiving all as tending the more to your advantage, but that the dig-

nity of a king of France, which centres in your person, and which has

devolved upon you by the Salic law, without your even taking it from any

of your predecessors, together with the pre-eminence of the crown of France,

and the unanimous consent of the French people, made that remedy repug-

nant, and required the substitution of some good expedient. Such an ex-

* Amelot de la Iloussaye, Lettresi de d'Ossat, i., p. 353.

f Seraphin Olivior was born at Lyons, but brought up at Bologna, his mother's town. Ho be-

longed to tlie Olivier family which had given chancellors to France. He was made auditor of

the Rota by Saint Paul V., on the recommendation of Charles IX. He was a witty, companion-

able man.
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pedient was sought for and found by d'Ossat, because the king, filled with

prudence and penetration, left freedom of action to that man so rich in ex-

pedients.

At length, Davy du Perron," bishop elect of Evreux, was sent to act, in

conjimction with d'Ossat, as proxy of his majesty, in the great ceremony of

the absolution.

D'Ossat, who at first singly conducted that negotiation, had acted so ably,

that when du Perron arrived he had little more to do than to reap the

fruits.

After several concihatory proceedings, which were approved by the pope,

du Perron and d'Ossat, on the 30th of June, 1595, presented a formal ap-

pKcation to His Holiness.

It is true that he treated with two personages of singular integrity in

business, and who preserved that reputation during their whole lives.

" The Holy Father," says d'Ossat, " on Wednesday, the 2d of August,

summoned all the cardinals to a general congregation, and caUed their at-

tention to the said business, informing them of all that had been done in it

from the commencement of his pontificate. He pointed out aU the severities

which he had used concerning it, and how inefi'ectual such severities had

been, seeing that the king had stiU prospered and established himself in the

kingdom, notwithstanding aU the resistance that could be opposed to him.

His Holiness proceeded to state that at length he had informed Cardinal

de Gondi that His Holiness would give audience to any new envoy fi'om

the Most Christian king, and that thereupon the king had sent Mr, du Perron

as the bearer of two letters from his majesty, one of which was in his own

* James Davy du Perron, reader to Henry IH., was born on the 25th of November, 1556, of

Protestant parents. His father was a Protestant minister, named Julian Davy. From his

earliest years James showed the happiest dispositions, which a good education and the love of

study perfected. His memory was prodigious, and his progress was surprising in every study,

but more especially in logic, a science then in great request. Moreover, he had a supple and

amusing wit, and attracted a great number of friends and patrons. Fortune called him to court.

He immediately renounced Protestantism, and became one of the most zealous defenders of the

Catholic religion. In 1576, being then only tAventy years of age, he lectured publicly, in the

great hall of the Augustinians, upon peripatetic philosophy and mathematics. In all his dispu-

tations with the Protestant authors who attacked him he was victorious.

After the death of Henry III., du Perron passed into the service of Cardinal Charles de Bour-

bon ; and formed the third party in favor of that cardinal, whom he had proclaimed king under

the name of Charles the Tenth, which has subsequently been more honorably borne. The
bishop elect of Evreux took a prominent part in the conversion of Henry IV., and on the day

when the absolution of the king was pronounced at Saint Denis he was at the side of that prince,

and rejoicing in his own share of bringing him to the foot of the altar. During the truce, of

which we spoke some time back, du Perron gained another complete victory at the assembly of

Nantes, on the 7th of December ; he silenced in debate fourteen ministers, among whom were

the famous Berau and llotan. (Sue Du C'irdi/itil d'Ossat, 1771, vol. i., p. 375.) About the montli

of April, 1595, Henry IV. gave du Perron the title of councillor of state and first almoner, that

he might be able to send him to Rome.
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handwTitiiig, aud explained his request. His Holiness urged that this was

the most important husiness that the Holy See had had he/ore it in several centu-

ries ; and His Holiness begged, prayed, and exhorted those assembled

princes of the Church to consider it well, and to lay aside all human passion

and interest, and to have no thought but for the honor of God, the preser-

vation and extension of the Cathohc faith, and the common benefit of all

Christendom. His Holiness reminded them that in this instance they had

not to deal with the case of a private man detained in prison, but with that

of a veiy gi'eat and most potent prince, commanding armies and much
people, and that they ought to consider less that prince himself than that

whole gi'eat kingdom which followed and depended upon him, and not to be

as strict in absolving from censures as in absolving from sins. The pope

added that in four or five days from that time he would separately consult

each of the cardinals, in their rank and order, so that in his own chamber

he might have the true opinion and best advice of each of them ; and he

desii'ed that they would all be prepared. After thus speaking, he caused

to be read in the said assembly the two letters of the king and the written

request.""

" On the following Monday, the 7th of August, the pope began to hear

the opinions of the said lords cardinals, and partly on account of the slow-

ness which is natural to E^ome, and partly because His Holiness could not

neglect the general business of that court, he did not finish hearing them

until Wednesday, the 23d of that month. More than three-fourths of the

cardinals were of opinion that His Holiness should give the absolution. In

the week which has elapsed since the pope finished hearing the said

opinions, we have solicited and treated upon the conditions of the future

absolution, and have come to agi'eement upon the same. At the least, we

have said to them, and guarantied in writing, all that we could grant them,

without reserving any thing to ourselves, and we have declared that we

could add no more. It would seem that they require more, but more they

will not have fi'om us ;t and we require that the business should be ended

without delay, as we entreated of the Holy Father in the thii'd audience

given to us by His HoUness, on Monday, the 28th day of this month. We
then made him, in person, the above declaration,:}: that we could add

nothing to the conditions by us previoiisly conceded. Accordingly, to-day,

the 30th of August, His Holiness held a consistory, in which he declared to

the cardinals that, having collected their votes, he found that nearly all were

* D'Ossat'8 Letters, i., p.5G2.

f This refers to tlie opposing cardinals, who still wanted to dictate new conditions, and espe-

cially to Cardinal Sautorio, or San Seveilno, the ardent partisan of .S|)ain.

X It is to bo observed here that d'Ossat no longer writes singly, and that du Perron also gives

his opinion, which, throughout the negotiation, is a little less favorable to Rome.
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in favor of granting the absolution, and accordingly he had determined to

give it, and had already consulted with the proxies as to their conditions,

the principal and most important of which they had heard from him ; add-

ing, that he would endeavor to obtain more if possible, and what he could

not obtain at present, he would endeavor subsequently to obtain by means

of a legate, whom he would send, and by means of nuncios whom he would

keep near the king, and by the ambassadors from his majesty. It now re-

mains for us to sign the above-mentioned conditions and promises, and for

His Holiness to make and publish the decree of the absolution.

" Meantime there is great eagerness to draw up the form of the abjura-

tion and confession of faith that we shall have to make here in the name of

the king ; and the form of the bull of absolution, of which we are to have a

copy, and on which nothing is to be done without previous consultation

with us. That done. His Holiness will publicly perform the solemnity of

the said abjuration and confession of faith, and of the absolution which will

govern with reference to it, and of the same tenor. And we have the hope,

almost the certainty, that that will occur on the day of the Nativity of Our

Lady, the 8th of next month,* and that the same bull, signed and sealed,

will be conveyed to the king and published in France and in all Christendom.

" The Spanish ambassador (the duke of Sessa) has always persisted in

maintaining the king to be impenitent, and that he should on no account be

absolved ; and in the mean time he has a great number of venal tools who

have privately aided him, by urging all sorts of pretexts on Avhich the abso-

lution might be denied altogether, or deferred as long as possible.

" Now, the more malignant spirits endeavored to prevent or postpone so

great a benefit, the more our Holy Father has caused public or private

prayer to be offered up by all good people in Rome ; and the more he has

himself been assiduous in prayer and in the invocation of the grace and

inspiration of the Holy Ghost. Besides his customary devotions, which at

all times are great, on Saturday, the 5th of this month, the feast of the

dedication of Saint Mary's of the Snows, accompanied by a small number

of servants, both he and they being barefooted, he w^ent at daybreak from

his palace of Monte Cavallo to Saint Mary Major,t where he prayed at

* It did not occur till the 17th day of September.

f Saint Mary Major is one of the four patriarchal Basilicas, and one of the finest churches

in Rome. It was built in the year 352, by John Patrizi, a Roman, one of the ancestors of the

'lOuse of the Patrizi, and under Pope Liberius. (See Life of Pope Liberius). The gromid-plan

ot it was miraculously suggested to that pope by a snow that fell on the Eaquiline Hill on the

5th of August ; the church was consequently called Saint Mary of the Snow, and Basilica Li-

beriana. (Fea, 1821, vol. ii., p. 82.) On the tablet of the fine altar of Our Lady, in the Borghese

chapel, there is a bas-relief, in gilt bronze, representing the miracle of the snow. On the 5th of

August, the Feast of Our Lady of the Snow, jessamine petals are scattered from the roof in im-

itation of snow.
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great length. He returned thence, still barefooted, to his palace, weeping,

with downcast face, without giving his benediction or looking at any one.

And on the day of the Assumption of Our Lady, the 15th of the month, he

returned at the same hour to the above-mentioned chiarch, barefooted, and

again prayed earnestly, and still barefooted, said Mass ; and then he held

the chapel of that day, attended by the cardinals in state, whom he awaited

there more than two hours after finishing his devotions. And, as he daily

makes some new demonstration of his devotion and piety, so, in the audi-

ence that wo had of His Holiness, on the 28th of the month, he gave us a

very great and distinguished testimony of his esteem for the king and

kingdom of France, and of his paternal affection for both, as will be de-

clared to you at more secure time and place."

We may now give the letter to M. de Yilleroy, in which d'Ossat announces

the termination of that business of the absolution.

" MONSEIG^'EUK :

" Though not quite so quickly as had been announced to you, yet this

morning the absolution was given to the king by our Holy Father the pope,

with all the solemnity and amidst all the pubHc joy that you could desire.

To communicate this news to you, we dispatch Baptist Mancini,* whom we

have directed to travel by the safest roads, and to be less careful about

speed than about safe arrival.

" In addition to the letters we now write, he will deHver to you the dupli-

cates of the two previous dispatches, the copy of our written petition to the

pope, the articles that have been granted in order to obtain the absolution,

and those which we declined. And if the said Mancini do not so very

speedily arrive, he is not to be held blameworthy therefor.

" Since my letters of the 30th of August and 1st of September, we have

had much discussion and labor to come to an agreement upon a more terse

demand which was required from us, and upon the form of the decree of

absolution that our Holy Father was to give, and the abjuration and con-

fession of faith which we had to make this morning, immediately before the

absolution. But, at length, all has been done consistently with the dignity of

the Most Christian crown and the tranquillity which is necessary for France,

so much afflicted by the past civil wars, those being the two objects which

we have kept in ^'iew, next after the honor and glory of God, throughout

this negotiation.

" It now remains to put in form the said acts, and to expedite the bull of

absolution, upon which we are laboi'ing with all diligence, in order that his

* Thus fortune in sport raises the humblest to the highest places. (Note by Amolot de la

Houssaye.)
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majesty may receive the whole as speedily as possible, and that his majesty

and all France may as speedily reap the anticipated benefit.

" However, the Spaniards have never jdelded, although, in the consistory,

the pope declared his intention to give the absolution. And when they found

that they could not prevent its being given, and that, too, at Eome, they did

their utmost to delay it ; at least, to prevent it from being publicly given, and

to have it unannounced by the guns of the castle of Saint Angelo, and unac-

companied by any public rejoicings, until, as they urged, the conditions

should be ratified in France, and an ambassador sent thence to this court,

at which time they thought that the guns of Saint Angelo might salute.*

But the guns were fired this morning, no doubt to the great annoyance of

Spanish ears, and this evening there are signs of rejoicing which must be

equally annoying to Sj^anish eyes.f

" In my letter of the 30th of August, I mentioned that, in oftr audience of

His Holiness on the 28th of August, he gave great proof of his esteem for

the king and for France, and of his paternal afiection for both. It was that,

* This obstinacy in interfering with the pope's peculiar concerns, criticising his acts, insulting

his conscience, and misrepi-esenting his authority, is here courageously expressed. It should

never be forgotten that if the Spaniard, Cardinal Toledo, had carried into the Spanish camp
his strength of will, his knowledge, his love of religion, his zeal for peace, his spirit of concord,

and the just predilections of his order, the French ministers would have encountered almost

insurmountable obstacles.

f Francis Toledo, whom the French- writers call Tolet, was of neither wealthy nor illustrious

family. He was born in 1532, at Cordova, a city of Spain, distinguished as the birthplace of the

two Senecas. He studied at the university of Salamaca. His master in philosophy always called

him the monster of intellect. {Life of Cardinrd d'Ossat, vol. i., p. 368.) The reputation of Tole-

do was such, that he was appointed professor of philosophy when only fifteen years of age. He
then became a Jesuit. His superiors sent him to Rome, as a place of observation worthy of his

talents. Popes Saint Pius V., Gregory XIII., Sixtus V., Urban V., Gregory XIV., Innocent IX.,

and Clement VIII., honored him with their esteem and confidence. The first four of those popes

chose him for their prcaclier, and the last three employed him as their theologian in ordinary.

He was also appointed to accompany Cardinal John Francis Commendon, in his legation to

Germany. He exerted himself to form, with the Emperor Maximilian and Sigismund Augustus,

king of Poland, a league against the Turk. Toledo also showed himself as good a negotiator as

he was a theologian. In 1593, Clement VIII. rewarded his services and his merits by raising

him to the purple. De Thou remarks that he was the first of his order who was raised to that

dignity.

The friend of justice and truth, Cardinal Toledo did not lend Ijmself, Spaniard though he

was, to the ambitious views of the king of Spain, but constantly labored for the reconciliation of

Henry IV. to the Holy See. The duke of Sesso one day said to him :
" Were you as good a Spaii-^

iard as you are a good theologian, you would not adcocate the aisolution of Henry 1 f." "And
you," replied Toledo, " were you as good a theologian as you are an able ambassador, would be of

my opinion."

Henry IV. showed his gratitude to Toledo on every opportunity, and when he received informa-

tion of the death of that cardinal, he publicly testified his grief, and honored the memory of that

great man by having solemn services performed in both Paris and Rome.

Cardinal Toledo l(;ft several theological works worthy of his great reputation ; but what still

farther proves liis jjrofound knowledge, is the brief addressed to him in 1584, by Gregory XIU.,

by which he was made censor of the pope's own writings.
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regardless of personal fatigue and great expense, and of the inconvenience

of leaving his Italian States, he offered to us that he would go to Avignon,

and if the king would trust himself there, he would there give him the abso-

lution ; or, if his majesty would not go to Avignon, then His Holiness ivoidd

go lohithersoever the Jciru/ pleased, and give the king the absolution in the place

of the king's own appointment. But considering the length of time that

would be required, and the infinite accidents that might occur to prevent

that journey, and the doubts and suspicions that the past had caused, and

that this journey might revive in many minds, we entreated His Holiness to

reserve the execution of that good intent for some other opportunity that

time might produce for doing some other general good to Christendom, and

give us speedily the absolution which it was thought was already given, in

France, at that moment when His Holiness was speaking."*

Here we may usefully give some details upon the ceremony oi the abso-

lution.

A scafi'olding was erected on Saint Peter's square, on which was placed

a very lofty throne for the pope ; and all the cardinals took their places

below him. The ceremony was commenced by the reading of a decree of

His Holiness. The pope approved and confirmed all the acts of rehgion

that had followed the absolution at Saint Denis. The request of the king

was then read that had been presented by du Perron and d'Ossat, who were

then introduced. Kneeliug, they abjured the errors of Calvinism in the

usual form. Then the conditions of the absolution were read. Especial

stress was laid upon a peace to be concluded with Spain ; after which du

Perron and d'Ossat, in the name of the king, promised, upon the holy Gos-

pels, that he would persevere in the Apostolic Eoman Catholic faith. They

were then conducted to the foot of the throne of His Holiness, where, again

kneeling, with downcast eyes and bowed heads, they recited the Psalm

Miserere. At each verse the pope, having in his hand a long and slender

wand, like those which the Romans termed Vindicta, and used for the en-

franchisem,ent of slaves, slightly touched with that wand the ministers of

the king, as was the custom of the Church, to signify that Christian liberty

teas restored to those who had been in the bonds of censure.f

Then the pope rose, and having, with uncovered head, recited the usual

prayers, resumed his tiara, and, seating himself upon his throne, he raised

his voice and declared, that by the authority of the Almighty, by that of

the blessed apostles Saint Peter and Saint Paul, and by his own, he gave

* No pope had then been in France subsequent to the reign of Clement VII., who, in 1533,

went to Marseilles to see Francis I., and negotiate the marriage of Catherine de Medici with the

duke of Orleans, afterwards Henry II.

f De Thou, t. xii., book c. xiii., p. 477.

Vol. I.—57
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to Henry of Bourbon, king of France, absolution fi-om the ecclesiastical

censures incurred by reason of heresy. Then the pope gave his benedic-

tion to the ministers of the king, and said to them :
" You will make known

to the king your master, that we have opened to him the gate of the Church

mihtant here on earth, and that it is for himself, by a hvely faith and by

works of piety, hereafter to enter into the Church triumphant in heaven.''

Then, by order of the pope, the hitherto closed doors of the church were

throwTi open, and the Cardinal of San Severino, grand penitentiary, con-

ducted the French envoys to the church, where the Te Deum was sung

amidst a great concourse of all orders of the people. Cardinal de Joyeuse

then conducted them to the church of Saint Louis, the national church of

the French, where the Te Deum was again sung with an equally numerous

concoui'se, and WilUam d'Avanson, archbishop of Embrun, celebrated the

Mass. In the afternoon the Te Deum was sung the thii'd time at the

Trinita de Monti, a convent of the French Minims, where the bishop of

Lisieux* officiated. All the prelates, and the gentlemen, who were subjects

of the king, and even a great number of Eoman prelates and gentlemen,

followed by an immense crowd, were present at the rehgious acts of that

day. The king was prayed for in all the churches, and the Te Deum was sung.

For three days there were fireworks and illuminations at Rome, in token

of rejoicing, the Spaniards alone standing aloof. The popular joy evinced

on this occasion was the more humiliating to the enemies of the king, be-

cause it especially proceeded from the attachment of the people for Henry

lY. For, not only were the arms of France seen upon many houses, but

even the poorest people bought Henry's portrait, which had recently been

engraved, and which was fixed upon the walls amidst cries of Vive le Roi de

France, who is restored to us! In brief, all were eager to give tokens of

affection for Henry TV., and of joy at his reconcihation to the Holy See.f

* Anne des Cars of Givry, to -whom tlie pope, on his own motion, gave the purple, in 1596.

f Unjust writers in several countries have alluded to some circumstances in the absolution o*

Henry XV., pretending that the pope gave bloics with a stick to the two ministers of the king.

Can bad faith go beyond this ?

We must give such writers more correct information. As we have already briefly said, the

enfranchisement by the Vindicta was customary among the Romans. It was introduced in the

year following the expulsion of the kings, by P. Valerius Publicola, when, to reward the slave

who had discovered the conspiracy of the young Romans in favor of the Tarquins, he gave hiiji

his liberty. That slave was named Vindex or Vindicius. It was from that name that the cere-

mony was called Vindicta. After having the slave's hair cut quite close, his master took him to

the praetor, to whom, presenting the slave, he said :
" I wish this man to hefree." The praetor—

" I tell thee that thou art free, according to the custom of the Romans." {Persius, sat. 5.) As he

said these words, he tapped him lightly on the head with a wand, and on the instant the slave

became free and master of himself.

At the present day, especially in the morning, in the churches which have penitentiaries, the

pilgrims kneel at about three yards from the confessional ; they cast down their eyes, and can

scarcely feel the wand of the penitentiary which is laid for an instant upon their head.
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Boncanni (ii., p. 483), treating of the pontifical medals of tliis reign, gives

the following details itpon the ceremony of the absolution.

" Sixtns V. disapproved of the actions of Henry, king of Navarre. As

that pontiff was of warm temper, and was not timid towards offenders, he

launched his anathema, in 1575, against Henry, as a heretic and the patron

of heretics. Gregory XIV., in 1591, ordered the archbishops and bishops

of France, and all the members of the clergy, to break off all relation with

the same Henry. Subsequently, Clement VIII. made every effort to save

the Church of France. He loved that Church, so celebrated for its an-

tiq\iity, its sanctity, and its knowledge, and he assiduously prayed for it.

According to Baronius (vol. \i.), he unceasingly and with tears entreated

God on behalf of that Church. And that France, daughter of the Clementine

tears, saw that Church flourish in tenderness, in piety, and in veritable love,

under Henry IV. and his son. Clement had warned the confederates that

they were to recognize rights to the crown of France only in a Cathohc

prince.

" In the midst of these perturbations, Henry, struck by the divine light,

and by the arguments of the Apostolic Church, was instrvicted in her

dogmas, learned to detest errors, and professed in Saint Denis the Roman
religion, which was that of the holy kings of France.

" He successively sent, to ask absolution in his name, Peter de Gondi and

the Marquis de Pisani. Clement would not listen to either of them. Then

Henry sent the duke de Nevers, who succeeded in discovering in Clement

an inchnation towards pardon. Subsequently, du Perron and d'Ossat re-

newed the attempts. They affirmed that Henry from the bottom of his

heart had renounced aU his previous errors. Saint Phihp Neri interposed,

and zealously supported the efforts of the king. On the 20th of December,

1595,* Clement, in consistory, declared that he had collected the opinions of

all the cardinals, and that a great portion of them inclined to the reconcili-

ation. The king's agents were treated with : the Saint Denis absolution

was declared null and void. The king was to abjure again between the

hands of a legate. The prince de Conde was to be recalled fi-om Rochelle

and reared at Paris, as presumptive heir to the king. The Catholic religion

was to be re-estabhshed in Beam. The Council of Trent was to be pub-

lished and observed. Finally, the king was to notify all the Cathohc

princes of his conversion."

Bouanni subsequently says that the two agents, taken before the pope,

pronounced the abjuration—du Perron aloud, and d'Ossat in a lower

tone. They swore upon the Gospels of God, which were placed before

* Here Bonanni is in error, for the absolution took place on the 17th of September, in that

same year. For the 20th of December we should read the 30th of August, loS).j.
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them, and Don Cosmas de Angelis then read the decree of absolution.

Then the pope, with mitre on head, recited the psalm Iliserere, and at each

verse touched the heads of the king's agents (the wand is not mentioned).

AH was conducted in the pontifical form, but in that form the wand called

the Vindicta is concerned.

When the doors of Saint Peter's were thrown, the Cardinal San Severina

said to the king's two envoys :
" Enter, you whom your king has empowered

to actfor him, enter into the Church of God ; recognize that lie inconsiderately

de/partedfrom it, and that he has escapedfrom the bonds of death ; let all hold

heretical depravity in horror, and adore Almighty God !"

Bonanni subsequently relates that letters from Henry testified to his

lively gratitude to the pope ; and Henry, in his own letters, speaks of his

intention to go to Rome to return thanks in person.

In commemoration of those events a granite column was set up in front

of the church of Saint Anthony the Abbot, near Saint Mary Major. The

inscription is given by Bonanni, thus :

D. 0. M.

CLEMENTE OCTAVO PONT. MAX.

AD MEMORIAM

ABSOLVTIONIS HENEICI QVAETI

FRANCIiE ET NAVAERiE

REGIS CHRISTIANISSBn

Q. P. A. D. XV. KAL. OCTOBER MDXCV.

The pope, in addition to all the demonstrations of joy permitted at Eome,

struck a medal, with his own head on one side, and that of Henry IV. on

the other.*

On this occasion, also, the king gave the cardinals the title of cousin. TiU

then, he addressed them only as dearfriend.i

The League from that moment was destroyed, and was no longer men-

tioned, excepting in detestation and in denunciation of the fact that, under

the pretext of religion, Frenchmen had allied themselves with the enemies

of France herself ; and that, consequently, that fair land had for forty years

been the theatre of scenes which she should long have to deplore.

At the same time, the pope considering that Henry had no children by

Margaret of Valois (daughter of Henry II., and sister of the three last kings

* Jolm Paul Mucante, master of pontifical ceremonies, and Muzio Piacentini, wrote accounts

of this benediction of Henry IV. The first of these works was published at Viterbo, 4to, in

1595 ; the second, also 4to, at Ferrara, 1595.

f It was about that time that Henry gave to the Chapter of Saint John Lateran the abbey of

Clairac, in the diocese of Agen. The chai)ter enjoyed the revenues till 1780.
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of France, Francis II., Charles IX., and Henry III.), to whom the youn<::j

king of Navarre had been married by force, ordered the dehcate circum-

stances of the case to be carefully examined ; and at length complied with

the entreaties of the king, Avho subseq^^ently appUed for a divorce, that he

might be enabled to marry Mary de Medici, daughter of the grand duke of

Tuscany.

Previous to the absolution, two fanatics, Peter Barriere and John Chatel,

attempted the king's Hfe. The enemies of the Jesuits did not neglect that

opportunity to tell the prince that those rehgious had incited the assassins

to that crime, the assassins being recognized as having studied in the

schools of the society. The Jesuits were expelled fi'om the kingdom ; but

Clement, who yielded to no one in esteem and good-wiU of the society (as

he himself -wTote to the archbishop of Lima), so urgently pressed the mon-

arch, who did not shai'e the error of a part of his council, that the Fathers

were recalled to the kingdom and their colleges. Subsequently, in 1604, in

spite of the representations of the parliament, the prince gave them the

magnificent coUege of La Fleche, where, in token of his affection, his last

will ordered his heart to be deposited.

On the subject of the Jesuits, the king was accustomed to say :
" I ob-

serve that two classes of persons are opposed to their return ; first, the

partisans of the pretended reformation, that is to say, the Huguenots ; and

then ecclesiastics, whose Hfe is not very edifying."

The barefooted Carmelites having been instituted in 1562 by Saint

Teresa, assisted b}- Saint John of the Cross, Gregory XIII. approved the

reform on the 22d of Jiine, 1580, and separated them from the Great Car-

melites. Clement completed the separation, and included the discalced Car-

melites among the mendicant orders.

In a promotion of cardinals, Clement gave the purple to two of his

nephews.

The missionaries sent to distant countries had not discontinued their holy

labors. The patriarch of Alexandria, stimulated by the exhortations of

missionaries, sent to Rome two Egyptian ambassadors, who were received

v\dth honors by the pope. At his feet they made their profession of faith,

abjuring the errors of the Greek sect on the procession of the Holy Ghost,

and on the repetition of Baptism. They admitted seven sacraments, and

declared that they received the first Council of Nice, the first and second

Council of Constantinople, and those of Ephesiis and Chalcedon ; they repro-

bated tlie Eutychian heresy ; and finally, in the name of their patriarch,

they acknowledged the primacy of Rome, received the Councils of Florence

and Trent, and earnestly entreated the pope to unite the churches of Egypt

to the Apostohc Church. The Holy Father sent those ambassadors home
filled with joy, giving them rich presents, and holy relics.
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The sufferings of the Catholics of Mount Lebanon were from time to

time made known at Rome by monks who visited there, and Clement in-

trusted an important mission to the Jesuits Dandini and Bruno, who were

directed to visit in that distant part such Catholics as recognized the Holy
See, and to present them with various gifts in money, church plate, books,

vestments, and a Pontifical, intended for the patriarch. The arrival of those

Jesuits was joyfully greeted on the mountain, and the ancient cedars shook

vnthjoy.

In 1596, there was a great promotion of cardinals, among whom were

—

Anne de Cars de Givry, of the counts of Limoges, and related to the royal

house of France, who had several times been ambassador to Eome fi*om the

princes of the Valois branch,—Saussay has included him in the Galilean mar-

tyrology ; 2. Camillus Borghese, who became pontiff in 1605, under the

name of Paid V. : 3. Csesar Baronius, born of an honorable family at Sora,

and sent at an early age to Rome, where he placed himseK under the direc-

tion of Saint PhOip, in his congregation of the Oratory. There, by order

of that saint, he composed that immortal work, the Ecclesiastical Annals,

which obtained him the surname of the Father of Ecclesiastical History.

That noble and learned personage, after eloquently preaching in the

churches of the Florentines, of the Charity, and of the ValHceUa, was

named Librarian of the Holy Church. In 1605, in the conclave which

elected Paul Y., Baronius would have been made pope, there being thirty-

five votes for him, but that his humility and his eloquence turned the elec-

tors from their determination. He begged so earnestly, and spoke so elo-

quently, that he succeeded in preventing his own election.

One of the most glorious works of the pontificate of Clement YIII. was,

doubtless, the union of the Duchy of Ferrara to the States of the Holy See.

Duke Alphonsus II., of Este, being without legitimate heir, asked Gregory

XIV. for permission to bequeath the principality to some of his relations of

the house of Este, and it is said that Gregory XIV. made no very great re-

sistance. Alphonsus dying on the 27th of October, 1597, it was found that

he had left a will, by which he left as his heir Caesar d'Este, a distant rela-

tion ; and Caesar, with the favor of the emperor, caused himseK to be crowned

duke of Ferrara. It was thought that Clement would consent, but while he

was stiU a cardinal, he, as strongly as was consistent with respect, opposed

the concession that had been asked from Gregory. Now that he had be-

come pope, Clement acted in concert with Henry IV. That prince declared

that Ferrara was a dependency of the exarchate of Ravenna, formerly given

to the popes by Pepin, Charlemagne, and Louis the Pious. In consequence,

Clement, assured of his right and of a powerful support, would not recog-

nize Caesar d'Este. On these grounds, enumerated in the Bullarium Ro-

maniim (pages 175, 176, and 181), he declared that the duchy had reverted
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to the Holy See. He fulminated serious penalties to deter the usurper from

taking possession ; and having levied an army, he gave the command of it to

his nephew, Peter Aldobrandini, with orders to resist the pretensions of

Caesar. The latter, ah-eady duke of Modena and Keggio, and confident of

obtaining from the Holy See the rights enjoyed by Alphonsus, at once re-

nounced his pretensions, and the papal army occupied Ferrara on the 24th

of January, 1598. Clement, by the bull Sancfissimiis, declared the duchy of

Ferrara restored to the Holy See, because, in addition to all other reasons,

by the terms of a constitution of Saint Pius V. it was forbidden to aHenate

the property of the Church. The ducli}^ was attributed in perpetuity to the

patronage of the holy apostles Saint Peter and Saint Paul. But the pope

gi'anted to the duchy of Ferrara the right to keep an ambassador at Rome,

with the same privileges as all the other members of the diplomatic body.

A dispute then arose between the Ferrarese ambassador and the ambas-

sador of Bolog-na as to precedence. Each wished to precede the other in

the ceremonies of the papal chapel. Clement ordered that they should only

attend there alternately, and never together, so that the question of prece-

dence was forever decided between them.

Clement next determined to give his subjects the benefit of his presence.

He left at Rome, as legate and vice-pontiff,* Cardinal Innico Avalos, of Ara-

gon, and set out to take possession of the duchy, attended by twenty-seven

cardinals, and by a large number of prelates. According to ancient cus-

tom, a priest bore in front of the pope the Most Holy Sacrament, in a costly

shrine, under a rich canopy of cloth of gold. The Ferrarese received some

privileges ; an imposing citadel was erected, and the pope returned to Rome
with the blessings of all his subjects.

He had returned to the city only three days, when, on the 23d of Decem-

ber, the Tiber furiously overflowed its banks,t and a great number of per-

* Novaes, ix., p. 34.

f The famous Jesuit Riccioli ha\ing with his usual exactitude collected the dates of the inun-

dations of the Tiber (t. iii., Ind. iii. of his Chronology ; Bologna, folio, 1651), gives the following

particulars. " There were inundations in the years 364, 214, 206, 195, 103, and 10 B. C. The
Tiber overflowed no violently in the year 3 A. C. as to destroy the Publicius bridge ; and another

in the year 14, which injured that bridge, which had been rebuilt (see Suetonius and Tacitus).

Such mischief did not occur until the year 83. Again, in 133, there was an inundation of the

Tiber (see Hpartian in Ad)~ian) ; and one in 141, under the reign of Antoninus. Tliat emperor, at

his own cost, rebuilt both public and private edifices that the waters had destroyed. Ten years

later, in 151, the Tiber renewed its ravages ; and again in 161. Other inundations occurred in

222, 411, 5.")5, 570. 085, and 717. In thi.s last year the waters flooded the city for seven days.

Platinus says tliat large boats pa.^sed from Ponte Mollc to Saint Peter's. The same scourge

afflicted Rome in 778, 791, and 860. During nearly four centuries the Tiber was a less danger-

ous neighbor, and did not njvisit the Pantheon (always the first place in Rome to be submerged)

until 12G0 ; and in 1280, it rose to above four feet at the high altar of the Pantheon. On the 8th

of November, 1379, the river rose to the height of ten palms, as is stated on the column of the

Minerva. In the fifteenth century there were tliree inundations—in 1412, in 1476, and in 1495.
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sons perished in the fields. A bridge, serving as a dam, was constructed

between Rieti and Terni, so that the waters could not again accumulate so

disastrously to the citizens of Borne,

This year, 1598, is famous. Philip II. died on the 13th of September,

and about the month of October an agent of Eosuy procured the last

will of that prince, or, rather, the copy of the discourse or treatise which,

when dying, he addi'essed to his son. We give it, because it often

touches on the pcfHcy of the court of Home at that time, and is a confes-

sion of all the sentiments which, during a long reign, animated the son of

Charles V.

The king of Spain thus addresses his son, who was about to be Philip III.

" Peince :—Seeing that I have reached the end of the time ordained by

Heaven for my eartlily rule,''^ as you are at the commencement of yours ;t it

seems to me that I might reasonably be blamed for lack of prudent judg-

ment, or a failure in affectionate care for you, were I to leave you, young as

you are, heir to so many great kingdoms, states, territories, and lordships,

without at the same time giving the precepts, advice, and opinions that an

almost unhmited experience, difficulties, labors, projects, and pretensions,

mainly useless, have taught me (though too late for my own good and repose,

and those of my peoples and my neighbors), to be not at all necessary to

render so important a government as yours is about to be (extending over

so many peojDles, languages, and various nations, so distant from each other,

and separated by such vast extent of land and sea), wise, just, and prudent,

and consequently mild, fortunate, and prosperous, and far less rife than

mine has been of griefs, cares, and anxieties, of which you will one day

have to give an account, as I shortly must, to Him who is the King of kings,

in whose presence all subterfuges and disguises are vain. He knows the

inclinations, the intentions, and the secrets of the hearts of all men, even

before they have conceived their thoughts. And he can fulfil his judg-

ments upon the greatest and most powerful earthly monarchs, as, Avithout

seeking proofs in older histories, I at this moment am a proof, by the ex-

treme languor to which I have for months been reduced, together with

Subsequently there were inundations in 1514 and 1530, the latter being higher by eight pabns

than any former one. Then followed those of 1547, 1571, 1589, and 1598 ; 1606, 1637, 1647, and

1660. I saw that of 1805, under Pius VII. The pontiff was then at Paris, but his worthy min-

ister Consalvi encouraged the peophi, and personally, in his cardinal's attire, took bread to the

inhabitants who had fled to their house-tops.

* He was born at Valladolid, in 1527, the year of the sack of Rome, and was the son of

Charles V. and Isabella of Portugal. When twenty-nine years old, he became king of Spain

by the abdication of his father.

f Philip III. was born at Madrid, son of Philip II. and Isabella of France, daughter of Henry

II., on the 14th of April, 1578. At twenty years of age he was master of most of the wealth of

both worlds.
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pains iind infirmities so strange that I am a torture to myself, and from

which I pray that good God speedily to release me. by calling me from

earth to heaven. I pray liim to make more favorable use of his compas-

sion and mercy than I and mine have heretofore done, towards an infinity

of peoples who Avill require them at our hands ; and that he will vouchsafe

to be satisfied Avith my present intense pains and poignant griefs for the ex-

piation and satisfaction of my past errors. Now, as the examples and ex-

pei'ieuces of others, and especially of our elders of the feame Hneage, affect

us more sensibly, and are more efficacious in disposing the mind to excel-

lent things, especially in the fierce fever-heat of youth, which cannot brook

the requisite meditation, or subdue its boihng temperament,—are more effi-

cacious, I say, than aU remonstrances, arguments, and fine speeches that

can be uttered,—I will not waste time upon remonstrances and long dis-

cussions, but will content mj-self with telHng you very summarily (because

I have abeady written this course, and now speak only with difficulty), what

I consider to have been the most remarkable and instructive in the lives of

the emperor mj- father and myself. This will serve you as a reduced pic-

ture in which you wiU see the perfect features, the natural lineaments, and

the infallible traces of what 3'ou must follow, and upon which you will have

to form 3-our designs and regulate your actions, so that they may be honest,

honorable, and useful to you, to your States, your peoples, and your suc-

cessors. In that true mirror you wiU perceive that there is nothing so diffi-

cult to govern as the ardent affections of a youth ambitious and greedy of

honors, nor so difiicult to subdue as the pride of a lofty domination flattered

by foiiune with success. The emperor my father, while still younger than

you are, succeeded, like you, to so many crowns, territories, and lordships,

and soon after, in spite of all the intrigues and practices of the greatest

kings in Christendom, being elected as emperor among the Christians, it

became very plausible to that admirable and generous mind to indulge

a delusive hope of being able to make himself not merely the sole mon-

arch of Europe, but also, by uniting the various States of Europe, to go

still further, as was his device, and undertake the destruction of the in-

fidels.

" You will also leam that that great prince at length encountered so

many obstacles to his high and magnificent designs, that they were mingled

with as much misfortune and loss in the close as they had been blessed with

glory and advantage in the beginning ; which caused him so much grief and

vexation that he resolved to seek, away from earthly domination and worldly

affairs, cares, and intrigues, the rest of body and tranquillity of mind which

they had never been able to give him. Vigorous and healthy, he resigned

all these States to me, and gave me much good and wholesome advice, had

I but known how rightly to ponder it, and act upon it at proper time and
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place. But the ambitious boldness of a young prince,* caressed by all, and

inflated with the breath of a thousand fine hopes, to which none had dared

to tell a disagi'eeable truth ; the pi'oud successes of a favorable fortune, and

two battiest gained in the first two years of my reign, alienated my mind

not only from the advice of the emperor my father,—which especially warned

me not to aspire to the monarchy of Christendom, as a thing which experi-

ence had taught him to be impossible for any of its kings to succeed in, on

account of the diversities of religion, which render nations too obstinate

against a prince whose creed is diiferent from theirs—and their levity and

inconstancy, which make them desirous of the new, and weary of the old

—

the infinite number of great and strong cities, and the universal warhke

inclination to which all the nations of Europe incline,—but also alienated my
mind from all pacific and tranquil thought. Thus I suddenly threw myself

upon the high seas of extravagances, and ambitious projects and designs,

among the impetuous waves of which it has since been impossible for me
to find any port, harbor, or haven of certain shelter. High enterprises,

and the troubles and cares that attend them, followed each other with-

out cessation in my mind, like the boihng and bounding waves of ocean

when tormented by contrary winds. I am now obliged to confess, by

the truth of things, and the success of those far removed from, my at-

tentions, that after having envied my uncle Ferdinand the empire, and

vainly made all sorts of attempts to induce him to name me, after the

example of the emperor my father, king of the Eomans, instead of his own

son Maximilian, and aspired to get myself named emperor of the New
World, to take possession of Italy, to dominate my rebellious subjects of

the Low Countries, to get myseK elected king of Ireland, to conquer Eng-

land by means of the greatest and most formidable naval force that has

ever been seen, in the composition of which I employed more than ten years

of my life, and more than twenty millions of ducats ; and also to conquer

France by means of my understanding, very dearly bought with the great-

est and most ambitious among the French, founded upon the indolence of

the then reigning king, and upon the religious difi"erences that I nurtured

by means of ecclesiastics who were in my pay ; and after having in all those

designs employed thirty-two years of my Hfe, and spent more than six

hundred of milHons of ducats in extraordinary expenses, paid within my
own knowledge, of which you will find my written accounts in my private

* That royalty was not so very young-; it had been on the throne twenty-nine years. It is

true, however, that in 1554, when he was but twenty-seven years old, his father caused him to

be recognized as king of Naples.

f The first of these battles, that of Saint Quentin, was gained on the 11th of August, 1557,

over the French. The Spanish army was commanded by Philibert Emmanuel duke of Savoy.

The second battle, that of Gravelines, was also gained over the French, and compelled them to

sign the pence of Clmteau-Cambrosis, 13th of April, 1559.
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cabinet, after having been the caiise of the death, if not the murder, of

twenty millions of men, and the destraction and depopidation of more

provinces and extent of country than I possessed in Europe ;—after all this,

I find that I have gained nothing from all these magnificent designs, this

expense, fatigue, and ruin, except the petty kingdom of Portugal. For that

of Ireland escaped me through the little fidehty there is in those savages,

the difficulty of approaching the island, and the tediousness of a stay in it

;

that of England by a furious tempest ; and that of France by the natural

fickleness of the French, the incompatibility of that nation with all others,

and the admirable ability and good fortune of the new king (with whom 1

now wish to leave you at peace) ; Germany by the jealousy of my own

relatives ; and the whole, generally, by the absolute will and power of God.

Upon all which things, enjoining you carefully to meditate, I now proceed

to the instructions which I judge to be the most necessary for you; and I

will commence by telhng you my intentions upon those domestic matters

which now most affect my mind.

" Firstly, as to your marriage ; I have left my advice upon that, written in

my own hand and carefully sealed, in the hands of Loo, which advice you

will please me by following. Dearly love your sister, as I do ; loyally keep

your faith sworn upon the Gospels with respect to what I have done to the

advantage of her and of her husband. Do good to the doctors Ollias and

Wergeais, who carefully attend me in my sufferings. Love Christopher de

Mora, who has always been to me an agreeable, most trusty, and most use-

ful servant, having always preferred the prosperity of my affairs to care for

his own, which is but seldom the case with servants. If you retain him in

your service, as I desu-e and beg that you will (though I do not expect it,

for it is one of the commonest faults of kings to have httle hking for the

servants of their predecessors), you will act both wisely and profitably.

Preserve the archbishopric of Toledo to Garcia Loyola, and do not tax its

revenues tmless compelled by war. Take care of all my other servants to

whom I have shown fi-iendship or confidence ; and take care not to diminish

then- property, offices, honors, or profits, for their injury would redound to

my shame. Endeavor to effect a reconcihation with Antonio Peres, but do

not allow him to reside in Spain, France, or the Low Countries. He will be

better placed in Italy than in any other country. Have a watchful eye

upon those whom you make your confidants, councillors, and secretaries.

Make yourself acquainted wdth ciphers. See and reply to all the most im-

portant dispatches ; do not let one go by neglecting to look at it. Never

outrage noble and courageous men

—

your elder brother experienced the mis-

chief of that*

* The unfortunate Don Carlos.
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" Encourage and pay virtue and services rendered, no matter in whom
you may find them. Do not mingle or confound together new and imagin-

ary nobility with what is old and true. Make use of the latter, and foster

among them faith, honor, and modesty, and distribute among them the

wealth, dignity, and offices that are at your disposal. For, besides that

wealth and honors, when joined to illustrious descent, increase courage and

occasionally give birth to ambitious aspirations, it is equally true that

dastardy, disloyalty, and treason are more rare among such men than

among those who have sprung from a sordid and plebeian stock. Make use,

in your more urgent need, of the too ample wealth of the ecclesiastics ; for

the too great abimdance of their wealth often tends to plunge them into

luxury and sensuality, and sometimes even into impiety. Diminish as far

as you possibly can the number of ecclesiastics, domestic officers, and

financial and judicial officers, for such men consume the wealth of your

estates and never increase it. But increase as much as you can the number

of merchants, artisans, laborers, shepherds, and soldiery, among whom I

include the nobility ; for the former cost little and enrich the provinces,* and

the latter by their valor and military discipline will make you feared and

respected by your neighbors, defend your dominions, and preserve peace

within them, and thus trade, commerce, and manufactures will flourish, and

money and provisions abound. So far as to the interior of your States.

As to the exterior, keep on good terms ivifh the ioo2')e and the cardinals. Have a

number of votes in the conclave. Pay all your pensioners liberally, and

by sure and secret hands. Carefully and diligently cultivate the bishops

and prelates of Germany, and especially those who are electors : let what

you pay them pass through the hands only of your own ministers, and not

by those of the emperor or his servants. Yet keep constantly on good

terms with him, and aU those of our house, and, when opportunity serves,

patronize them. CarefuUy keep in your own power the entire and absolute

navigation of both Indies, in which you need not fear being thwarted by

France or any other Christian kingdom, because they are either weak or

neglectful of the sea,—with the exception of England and the rebels of the

Low Countries, who abound in every thing that is calculated to annoy you.

Make frequent changes among the principal officers in those places, lest

wealth, power, and distance should incite them to ambitious designs of

usurping for themselves. Hefuse no conditions to the rebels of the Low
Countries, provided they wiU recognize your authority ; but in any case

endeavor to have peace wdth them if you can, so as to withdraw them from

their close, and to them necessary, alliance with France and England, as the

courageous and generous sovereigns, now ruHng those countries, might give

* Here is a commencement of the system of centralization which has spread all over Europe
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the rebels a siipport fatal to you. Fear no attack on the side of Germany

or of Italy. Those countries are parcelled out among too many princes

who will not yield to each other, being so diverse in temper, affections, and

interests. Nor on the side of Poland, however ample the dominion of its

king, for he is too far removed fi-om your States, and has too powerful

neighbors who keep him in a state of anxiety for his own territory ; and,

moreover, he is rather the servant than the lord of his people. Neither

does there seem any reason to fear the kings of Denmark and Sweden, for

they are too far off; and, sunk in their fi'ozen seas, marshes, woods, and

desert lands, are too needy, and their people too little experienced in war,

and still less disciplined for it.

But never, for a moment, fail to keep your gaze and your thoughts

constantly bent upon the British islands and seas ; especially if it should

happen, as seems likely, that the three kingdoms should be united under

the single crown of an active and warlike prince, sincerely allying himself

with France, and with your Low Country rebels, in a common design against

you. For from them you have all sorts of dangers to fear, should they con-

jointly undertake to attack you simultaneously by sea and land ; for those

three powers, united, abound in their numbers of good soldiers, ships,

money, munitions of war, and provisions. Therefore, spare neither money

nor seductions, neither practices nor inducements, to break up their good

understanding, and to disturb their friendship, making good use of State

interests, founded on the pretensions of England in France, and the diver-

sity of their rehgion. Do not neglect, however, to get rid of the old Eng-

hsh spies, who, being now suspected, can no longer be of use to you. Get

new ones in their stead. Get rid also of your French pensioners, whom the

altered temper of the people, and the popularity their king has acquired, as

well as the peace in which I leave you with him, render as useless as ex-

pensive.*

"If, nevertheless, contempt of my experience and advice, which tend

rather towards the preservation than the increase of your States, and the

anxieties of your mind, shall urge you into the vanity of conquering the

States of others, and dispose you to try whether you cannot prove more
fortunate in that than my father the emperor or myself ; take especial heed

to the changes, and bad quahties of governors, as well as their necessities,

lest if you neglect to take timely advantage of their discord or weak-

ness, your undertaking be vrithout profit, and with danger. Often read

these memoirs and instructions, as well as those which were left to me by
the emperor my father, which I have folded and sealed together, so that

* No one can fail to observe thia firebrand, lighted at both ends and thrown upon both France
and England.
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they may be seen by none bvit yourseK and those whom you choose to

intrust ; and those should be few in number. Compare them together,

ascertain where the^^ agree and where they differ, so that you may use them

with prudence, as occasion may arise. This is all that my pains of body

and disturbance of mind permit me to leave you in writing, praying you,

my son, to love and serve God, to be prudent, and not to despise my pre-

cepts.

"I THE King."*

Rome is somewhat roughly treated in this document. Phihp repeats

what Mary Stuart had akeady said, that many votes and influences at

Rome were purchased by foreigners. This is not easil}^ credible as regards

the Roman prelates. The Holy See must be flattered to perceive that

PhiHp advises and requires of his son and successor a constant alliance

with the pontifi"s.

Rome being concerned in the public afi"airs of the whole world, it seemed

to me fitting to quote one of the most important documents of the reign of

Philip, a document which, at least in the main, emanated from his own

genius, one of those conceptions most characteristic of that insatiable am-

bition which was inconsolable on having conquered only the single little himj-

dom of Portugal, and which regretted England, as though it were allowable

to regret that which could never be preserved.f

* Rosny affirms that this document was sent to him by Bongars, the king's agent in Germany.

Rosny's secretaries also say that the letter of Bongars is in existence, but they are unaware

whether the document is entirely exact. It is certain, on the one hand, that it contains facts

which, probably, were known only to Philip. Yet we find in it little of that imagery and Span-

ish grandeur which are peculiar to Castile. In some respects, and especially in the accumulation

of substantives of the same meaning, there are indications of the French composition of that day,

and some resemblance to the style of Rosny himself For the rest, the document may have been

sent to Bongars from Hesse and Genoa. The latter city, like Venice, was truly the best informed

as to European affairs, and so continued till 1792.

However it may be as to the authenticity of the document, it certainly gives a rapid sketch of the

whole life of the king. It is said that when Philip read it to his successor, Isabella, daughter ot

Philip, was present. That is not very likely, for Isabella was affianced to Albert of Austria, and

such secrets were not fitted to travel into Germany. There would be no harm in that as to the

past ; but with respect to the instructions as to the future, to allow them to cross the Alps would

be a serious mistake on the part of a monarch surnamed the prudent.

t This document includes a eulogy of Henry IV. We shall not be incredulous as to this

homage paid to so great a king ; and then truth readily seats itself on the lips of the most hypo-

critical and unjust man, when he sees the shroud and the coffin near at hand. There, as often

in history, the French are reproached with levity, fickleness ; which, however, did not jDreVcnt

the conquests of Louis XIV. or Napoleon.

One fact, hitherto secret, shows the profound wisdom of Rome under preceding popes. Philip

Bought to be king of the Romans, in order subsequently to become emperor. He was not only

opposed by the unwillingness of his uncle Ferdinand ; let no one doubt that he had also again!>t

liim the wisdom of Rome, which repelled such a danger from Italy.
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At the time of the unexpected pubhcation of this confession, France was

beginning to be strong ; and for her this document was in effect a series of

historical lessons, and a warning, more or less essential, as to the measures

that Spain would adopt in the pursuit of her own interest. But Rome found

in that communication most important information and caution ; she could

beware, without risking any thing in investigations uncertain of success.

She could warily make inquiries and researches around herself, and thence-

forth more completely understand her position, and weigh and measure the

perils that threatened her, and the trials of attacks and meddlings which

were to torment the wise Clement VIII., and, by associating the Roman
poHcy with violences useful in other countries, deprive him in his own capi-

tal of that peace which he so much desired to secure to every country in

the world.

I shall always repeat it—there is no rest for Rome, whose glance must

contemplate at once the openly hostile and the seemingly peaceful and

friendly.

The Protestants complained to Henry IV. about some administrative em-

barrassments which had affected them, and of which Henry had been

unaware.

The edict of Nantes was pubHshed. On occasion of that publication, the

Holy Father addressed to all the bishops of France the constitution Dives

in misericordia sua Dens. He exhorted them to propagate the increase of

the Catholic faith, the observance of ecclesiastical disciphne, and the extir-

pation of vice, especially in the cities to which the exercise of the Catholic

religion was restored,*

On the 3d of March, 1599, in a very numerous promotion of cardinals,

the pope gave the purple to Arnaud d'Ossat. All who have read our work

thus far, must be aware of the title of that negotiator to even that high

reward. Du Perron did not obtain the hat until 1604. D'Ossat had mer-

ited it far more than du Perron, but Henry chose to show himself grateful

to both negotiators.

In the same promotion, the purple was granted to Robert Bellarmine, a

noble Tuscan of Montepulciano, nephew of Marcellus II., by his mother

Tbo reader will readily discern for himself many shrewd points in this discourse ; as, for in-

stance, this : The king of Poland is rather the servant tJutn the lord of his people.

We must lament, as we close this examination of a system of espionage, corruption, shameful

bribes, and dastardly treasons, and all the infernal snares laid by Philip II. to the poverty, the

greed, and the sordid avarice of every country in which he had no other power—we must lament

the existence of such a system ; and we must rejoice that in our own time the press would suc-

cessfully expose and hunt down such abominable dealing, such shameful desertions, which are

among the most fatal poisons of society.

* (,'ardinal Valerio published on that subject a little work entitled, " On tJie Paternal Cluirity

of the Sotereign Pontiff Clement towards tJie very vast Kingdom of France."
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Cynthia Cervini. That Jesuit, celebrated by his lectures in the schools,

and by his Latin sermons against the errors of Lutheranism, had so high a

reputation that Protestants from England and Holland travelled to Italy

for the purpose of hearing him. He was named professor in the Roman
college founded by Gregory XIII. Sixtus Y. assigned him as theologian to

Cardinal Gaetani, legate in France ; and Gregory XIV. appointed him as

one of the seven learned persons to revise the edition of the Vulgate, pub-

lished under Sixtus V., and corrected under Clement VIII. On the death

of the Jesuit Cardinal Toledo, the pope named Bellarmine his theologian,

consulter of the holy office, examiner of the bishops, and finally, as we
have just shown, promoted him to the purple. In the allocution to the

consistory, Clement expressed himself thus :
" We select Father Bellarmiiie

because he has not Ms equal in the Church in learning."

Bellarmine died at Rome in the novitiate of the Jesuits, where he was

visited by Gregory XV. On the death of Leo XL, Bellarmine would have

been pope, if he had not, with sincere firmness, opposed his own election.

The cardinals could not resist so formal and so sublime a renunciation of

the highest dignity within the reach of man.

Under Clement VIII., in 1599, took place the trial of the celebrated

Beatrice Cenci, accused of having, with her step-mother Lucretia, murdered

her father. The whole city of Rome, in consequence of the beauty of that

young Roman lady, and still more on account of some doubts which arose

on the trial, as well as of the horrible charges brought against the father,

were upon the very point of pardoning her, when a Roman lord was guilty

of the disgraceful crime of matricide. That fresh abomination aroused the

indignation of the pope. He summoned Monsignor Taverna, the governor

of Rome, and intrusted the Cenci case to him. Taverna, after a most care-

ful examination, pronounced sentence of death against all the parties con-

cerned ; and Beatrice was executed on the 11th of September, 1599, on the

square of the palace of Saint Angelo, The details of that terrible aflfair

have been given by a host of authors.*

The Roman lord, whose crime had intercepted the pope's clemency, was

subsequently punished with the same severity.

D'Ossai^ become cardinal through the expressed wish of Henry IV., could

* See the " Melanges publics par la Societe des Bibliophiles Francais" (Paris, Firmin Didot, 1833,

vol. ii.), for a translation, by the C'ountess Malartic, of an Italian account of that afiFair. The fideli-

ty and the elegance of style of that translation deserve the highest praise. In the same volume

we find the original Italian, entitled: La Fanesta morte di Giacomo e Beatrice Cenci, fratclli, e

di Lucrezia Fetroni loro Matrigna, seguita in Itoma, nel Pontificato di Clemenza VIII., a di

Wth Septembre, 1599

—

The terrible death of Oiacomo and Beatrice Cenci, brother and sister, and

their step-mother, Lucretia Petroni, executed at Rome, in the pontificate of Clement VIII., on the

1 1 th of September, lo!)9.

The Miscellanies of the Bibliophiles are very rare, only twenty-nine copies having been printed.
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not be otherwise than doubly zealous in the still cliffieult business of his

royal master. Tlie interests of France, those of Rome, and doubtless, indi-

rectly, those of all Europe, required Henry IV. to strengthen his glorious

dynasty by a marriage which -would secure to that family the succession to

the throne in the person of a legitimate son. Henry, at the time of the

massacre of Saint Bartholomew, in 1572, had been compelled to marry

Margaret of Valois ; her brother, Charles IX., and her mother, Catharine de

Medici, deeming that marriage useful to their cause.

Margaret of France, queen of France and Navarre, had thrown obstacles

in the way of the divorce, as long as there was any hope of the duchess of

Beaiifort marrying the king. But the duchess having died suddenly and

terribly in 1599, in a manner which history has not even yet sufficiently

explained, Margaret was again solicited to consent to the divorce. Clement

VIII., on his part, caused the princess to be spoken to by several pious and

devout persons ; and Sully was charged, without concealing any thing from

Henry IV., with various measures for ascertaining the inclinations of the

king's wife.

A correspondence between Eosny and the queen- being laid before Pope

Clement, he saw in them a favorable augury. D'Ossat negotiated, and the

sentence dissolving the mamage was pronounced on the 17tli of December,

1599.

In the year 1600, Clement celebrated the eleventh Jubilee of the Holy

Tear, which he had pubHshed on the 19th of May in the previous year.

Independently of the j^ilgi-ims who were received into private houses, the

hospital of the Trinita de' Pelegrini received five hundred thousand. It

was calculated that in the course of the year they reached three million two

hundred thousand. On Easter-day two hundred thousand pilgrims were

present. From France alone there successively arrived three hundred thou-

sand, which caused an immense joy to France, and to the enemies of France

a great confusion. They had represented that nation as thoroughly Prot-

estantized ; an accusation as false then as now. Among the personages of

rank at Pome, at this Jubilee, were the duke of Bavaria, concealed beneath

the simple habit of a pilgrim, the duke of Bar, the duke of Parma, and Car-

dinal Andrew of Austria, who chose to \dsit the churches incognito. The
pope, in spite of his age and infirmities, made seventy visits to the churches,

although the number of visits prescribed to Roman residents was thirty,

and to strangers fifteen. Clement, on his knees, ascended the Scala Sanfa,

accompanied, barefooted, the processions, washed the feet of the pilgi-iras,

sers'ed them at table, heard their confessions, and distributed alms among

them to the amount of more than three hundred thousand crowns. Kc had

* Tlie letters are given in the original.

Vol. l.—ri%
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had a palace fitted up in the Borgo of Saint Peter's, for the reception of all

bishops, prelates, and clerics, who were at liberty to remain there ten days.

At the sight of so tender a proof of practical piety, and at the example

given by the pope, the cardinals, and the prelates, who seemed to vie with

each other in works of piety, even Turks asked and received baptism,

and many Protestants, indignant at the calumnious epithets of Antichrist

and Babylon, so insolently appHed to the pope of Rome, detested their

past blindness, and abjured, with execration, the heresy which inspired such

an unjust fury, and distinguished themselves as the most exemplary and

docile sons of the Roman Church. Among that number was Stephen Cal-

vin, a relation of the heresiarch, John Calvin ; the pope confirmed him,

treated him as a son, and provided magnificently for the expenses of his

stay in Rome until the moment of his admission into the order of the bare-

footed Carmehtes, in which he died piousl3^*

The same year, at the request of Cardinal Baronius and of the pious

Fulvia Sforza, the Holy Father instituted the order of the Nuns of Saint

Clare, called of Saint Urban, from the name of their church. They were

poor girls who were called the scattered, because they had no fixed resting-

place in the city ; they were then collected in the conservatory of Saint

Euphemia, and placed under the direction of the cardinal-vicar. Four

years previously, the pope had given a constitution in favor of poor youths

of the other sex who were equally scattered, and who, having been got to-

gether by a learned though poor man, were called poveri literati.

We must not forget the institution of the College for the Scotch, in which

young men of that country were so instructed that, on their return home,

they should take with them a love of the faith, and a desire to restore the

primitive Christian rehgion. Another college, also, was created at Rome,

for Italian youth ; it was called the Clementine college, and still, to the

present day, preserves that glorious name. In 1604, the pope intrusted the

care of it to the fathers of Somasco, who discharged their duties with untold

zeal. They thus trained to piety and knowledge the flower of the Italian

nobility. The Illyi'ian college, which, at first, was annexed to the Christian

college, was afterwards removed to the city of Loretto by Urban VIII.

Gregory XIII. had ordered that none but the Jesuits should propagate

the faith ua Japan and China. That pope knew that it was they who first

successfully introduced the CathoHc rehgion there. Clement extended that

privilege to all rehgious orders, especially the mendicants, so illustrious for

their doctrinal purity and their piety. The pi'ivilege was gi-anted, on con-

dition that all the missionaries should be sent from Portugal to their re-

spective superiors in the East Indies, belonging to that kingdom, which,

* Novaes, ix., p. 54.
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although then united to Spain, wished to keep the Portuguese and the

Spanish conquests apart.

To the commencement of the year 1600 must be referred a deed which

was not useful to religion, and which indicates a certain serfdom to the

mahgnant and cruel policy of Philip III. ; a deed which some hold up to

excuse the infamous cruelties committed by the servile agents of Elizabeth

of Enarland ae:ainst the Cathohcs. I allude to the execution of Jordano

Biiino, a Neapolitan, who perished at Kome, in the field of Flora, in conse-

quence of a trial that had been commenced a long time previously in Venice,

but was continued in Rome herself.

" The Escurial," says Bartholomes,* " at that time, gave the law to

Eome." Philip II., as his last wiU and testament has shown us, would not

have required such an obedience from Clement VIII. To the son of

Charles V., it sufficed that the holy office should extend the terror of the

name of the Inquisitign over the vast provinces subject to Spain, wherever

the sun rose on them." No doubt, Philip II. had oppressed or tried to

oppress Pome in his demand for the refusal of the absolution of Henry IV.

;

but that opposition, violent as it Avas, and bitter as d'Ossat describes it to

have been, was yet made within bounds, and yielded before the wisdom of

the Vatican.

Let us now consider what interest the cabinet of Madrid could have in

persecuting a Neapohtan friar, formerly attached to the school of the Do-

minicans, but become, it must be confessed, an implacable heretic. Madrid

cared far less about the friar, guilty of denying the dogmas of our faith,

than about that friar who was flatterer of a queen, especially hateful to the

leaders of Spanish poHty.

Bruno, born at Nola, in the kingdom of Naples, about 1550, was very

carefully educated. After mathematical, or rather the philosophical studies,

he devoted himself to literature and theology, exhibiting from his youth

upward gi'eat power of memory, a facile comprehension, and a mind natu-

rally tending to enthusiasm. To pursue stiU higher studies, he entered the

Dominican order. Unfortunately, such advantages as this, when impru-

dently directed, lead to error, Bruno manifested his pecuHar opinions upon

the Immaculate Conreption, a question upon wliich others had previously

written. His opinions were condemned by some of his superiors. Then

Bruno quitted his convent and retired to Geneva, in 1580. In that city he

embraced Calvinism, and exerted in defence of that heresy the talents

which he ought to have exerted against it. This sectary was at Paris in

1582. A seK-constituted professor, he attacked the doctrine of Aristotle.

Repulsed by the disciples of the Stagyrite, Bruno took refuge in England.

* See Jordano Bruno, by Christian Bartholomes, (2 vols., 8vo, Paris, 1847), vol. i., p. 10.
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It was at that period that Gregory XIII. sent a consecrated Host to Mary,

queen of Scots, who was daily threatened with death by Queen Ehzabeth.

There, almost at the very moment when Sixtus V. received the sublime

letter of Mary, Bruno, braving the Eomau court and the bull of Saint

Pius v., called upon aU the pagan divinities to assist him in chanting the

praises of Ehzabeth.

An historian may sometimes find himseH in an embarrassment which

startles his love of unity of views and consistency in principles.

"We have inserted documents unfavorable to Elizabeth, and have not en-

deavored to soften the accusations accumulated against her spirit of perse-

cution. "We now see a miscreant cast upon the shores of England by
hunger and distress. Ehzabeth gives him not only food and raiment, but

even honors.

Bruno, in his gratitude, wrote, under the title of the Song of the Sivan, an

apotheosis to the glory of his benefactress. To him, Elizabeth was so great

that her kingdom resembled none of the States of the continent, and every-

where, under her reign, the verses of Vu'gil had become a reahty :

'•Et penitus toto divisos orbe Britannos."

It is my duty to mention this document, because this act incited the

Spanish government to destroy Bruno. Philip II., after marrying Mary,

queen of England and sister of Elizabeth, had lost the throne by the death

of Marj'. England, under Elizabeth, who succeeded Mary, crushed the

hopes of Spain. An Italian had eulogized Ehzabeth in the most fulsome

terms, and irritated the vexations of Madi'id. That Itahan would have

long been confined, could he have been taken. When asked if he composed

that panegyric, read to him, he acknowledged to the minutest shade the

exaggerations of his rancor. The poem becomes a document of his trial,

and as it is necessary to explain here in an important particular the action

of Clement VIII., that document must be included in the narrative de-

voted to making known the events of his reign.

The NeapoUtan thus expressed himseK :

" Endowed, raised, favored, and supported by Heaven, neither speech nor

force will succeed in injuring the divine Elizabeth. No noble of her empire

equals her in dignity or heroism ; no statesman equals her in wisdom.* As
to beauty, and knowledge of languages,! both vulgar and learned ; as to ac-

quaintance with the arts and sciences ; as to talent for governing—the fruit

* I emphatically maintain here what I said a few pages back, in a note, especially as relates

to the qualities necessary for the understanding of religious government.

I The talent of Mary Stuart in that particular was very much more distinguished. She

spoke Latin promptly and elegantly, and spoke nobly in that language to the Polish ambassadors

accredited ^'o tlie court of the Icing of France, her husband. Elizabeth did not possess equal ad

vantages ; though it is true that Elizabeth was well acquainted with foreign languages.
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of a long experience ; as to the other natural and acquired qualities, \vhat

to her were the Sophouisbas, the Faustinas, Semiramis, Didos, Cleojnxtras,

and all those female glories of whom Italy, Greece, and Egypt in the old

day made their boast ? To me, the best proof of genius is to be found iri

deeds—in success.

" Our century beholds that princess with astonishment, with admiration.

Wliile political tempests swept over the whole face of Europe, the queen,

by the majesty of her flashing gaze, imposed upon the great ocean a peace

which has now endured more than five lustres.* She constrained it, amidst

its perpetual ebb and flow, to receive serenely into its vast bosom that

dear Thames, which, fearless and unfatigued, winds tranquilly and gayly

between its flowery banks.

" That extraordinary ladyf rose like a brilliant light, to diffuse itself over

the whole world by her title and by her royal dignity. She is inferior to no

monarch in the world. For the judgment, prudence, and reflection that

she displays in governing, it is difficult to discover a queen who approaches

her. Certainly, if the empire given by fortune were in proportion to the

empire merited by the finest and most generous genius, this new Amphitrite

would dominate not England and Ireland only, but the entire globe, and

her potent hand would sustain a universal monarchy.:}: Still, it is not for

me to speak of those designs of such profound maturity, with which that

heroic soul has made peace and rest to triumph, as though by a single

glance of her eyes,§ during more than twenty-five years, and amidst a sea

of adversities."ll

After this eulogy, Bruno pubhshed at London his famous book on the ex-

pidsion of the Triumphant Beast. It has been supposed that he alluded to the

pontifical power. Several authors, and among them Bartholomes, think

the accusation ill-founded. It does not even appear that the Roman tri-

bunals laid much stress upon that accusation, among those which were to

press hard upon Bruno. Bartholomes says, on that point :
" We must re-

member, that that word, so often misinterpreted,^! has more than one sense,

* Thia fixes the date of this rhapsody at about 1584, for Elizabeth ascended the throne in 1558.

f See M. Bartholomes, vol. i., p. 110.

X That mania for doniinatmg the whole world is not a thing of to-day ; Charles V.^ Philip II.,

and Henry IV., a little by the too impetuous advice of Rosny (see the (Economies Royales, vol. ii.),

without counting so many Eastern despots, and him who from Alexandria brought such idt-as

to Paris, had similar projects. We may add, that some of the English in our day might be sup-

posed to have read the dreams of Bruno. But let me return to the pontiffs, as my plan and my
conviction prescribe to mc. They have always combated those unnatural notions, and that, t(K),

with equal ability and courage.

§ Not to be too serious, let us grant the possibility of that universal monarcliy, but let u.f in-

sist that in the hands oi a woman the helm of State would necessarily need the hand of a man
little occupied by the petty interests of life.

I
At all timea, and as to all queens, this is untrue. •[[ Vol. i., p. 73.
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as well as the book of which it is the summary. Strictly speaking, it refers

to the beasts,* that is to say, the animals, that astronomy and mythology

put in the sky ; figuratively, it refers to the popular superstitions as to the

influence of the stars upon the destinies and vohtions of men. The beast

is called trhimphant, because the signs of the zodiac and the notions of

starry influences, with the whole tribe of cognate prejudices, were things

generally received,"

Moreover, that time would have been ill-chosen for calHng the authority

of Bome trium]?hant. Pretended reformers and monarchs of both sexes

denied it. More correctly judged, that book seems to contain a pitiless and

exaggerated attack, sometimes ill-founded, upon the humanists in all coun-

tries. In thus violently attacking the humanists, and accusing them of

ignorance, almost ferocious hatred was aroused ; and this was the blunder

of a man who thought a woman worthy of universal moiiarcJiy. That suf-

ficed to bring Spain upon the battle-field, and caused her to form an

alliance with the humanists so cruelly handled. In my private opinion, it

is clearly proven that if Bome (Clement VIII.) had any insult to complain

of, the Holy See, as far as that was concerned, had pardoned the offender,

and the prohxity of the proceedings favors that opinion.

Bruno, meanwhile, kept up some correspondence wdth Bome. The

fiiends whom he still possessed there, saw, in all that series of libels, only

attacks upon the humanists. Perhaps Spain had not yet seriously thought

of making use of her pensions, her hirelings, and her rage, which she

claimed had all privilege at Bome. The pope had as dexterously as gener-

ously shown his clemency in the business of Henry IV. Bruno persuaded

himself also that Cardinal Aldobrandini shared the sentiments of his uncle.

Home-sickness too misled Bruno. Whithersoever he had taken his bitter-

ness and his disorderly eccentricities, he had been but little liked. From

Wittemberg, the primitive country of Protestantism, for which the restless

Dominican doubtless appeared to be still too much of a Catholic, he went

to Prague ; from Prague, where the halo of Nepomuceuet was still too bril-

liant upon the banks of the Moldau, he went to Brunswick, and thence to

Helmstadt ; and at length was in Frankfort, which, in 1591, was still a

* The word beast is taken collectively for the whole animal kingdom in the abstract, for

every kind of brutes. (See Ozanani's Dante, and the Catholic Philosophy of the Thirteenth

Century, p. 101, first edition.)

\ Saint John Nepomucene, thus called because he was born at Nepomuk, was confessor of

the Empress Jane, wife of Wenceslas, king of Bohemia, who wished him to divulge the confes-

sion of Jane. He would not do so, and the king had him bound hand and foot and thrown into

the river Moldau, which river traverses Prague. It is not generally pointed out to travellers,

that on reaching Rome, by the way of Tuscany, towards one of the extremities of the Poiite

Molle, there is the statue of Saint John Nepomucene, admirably placed at the entrance of the

august capital, the residence of the great penitentiary.
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somewhat mixed city. Finally, he thought he might venture to Venice,

which seemed to observe a judicious ohcdienco to the Holy See ; but there

he was arrested, thrown into a dungeon, and then transferred to Rome. In

that city, more than one humanist, instead of observing in the mild Chris-

tian spu'it that some terrible sentence might be pronounced, xmited with the

pensioners of Madrid. No doubt the whole life of Bruno had been devoted

to labors very ill-befitting a son of Saint Dominic. But he had done still

worse than that : he had told the professors of all Europe that they were

ignorant, and he had lauded the adversary of Madrid in the pursuit of a

sceptre so heavy that no human hand could support it. Bruno had heaped

errors upon errors ; nevertheless, he might change his conduct. A devoted

subject of the monarchy of Spain, why should not he, the exile, asj^ire to

revisit Naples or Nola ? He was called upon to abandon his errors. There

commenced an error of another kind. The Song of the Swan, in favor of

Ehzabeth, had its excuse in hunger and distress. The insults to the

humanists were for the most part dictated by his peculiar pride. He knew

that no reform is made in the arts and sciences by insult, contumely, and

gross imputations.

At Eome, Clement VIII. and Cardinal Aldobrandini reigned : we know

them both. The astronomical doctrine of Bruno alone could be attacked,

because experience had not yet produced the triumph of that which now is

received as incontestable truth at Home, at London, at Stockholm, and in

Spain. But the requirements of paltry and contemptible vengeance, the

great mace left by Charles V. and Philip to a prince who, without expe-

rience, resigned his power to subalterns more imbecile than energetic,

decided the question differently.

In his agonies, Bruno neither asked nor accepted quarter, entered into

no explanations, remained obstinately plunged in his books, and seemed to

disdain the clemency on the throne. He was sentenced to be burned, and

the sentence was executed in the field of Flora, on the 17th of February,

IGOO.-

* It may be noted here, that Voltaire represents the punishment of burning to have been in-

vented by the Christians against the heretics. This is quite untrue. The stake and the fire were

the punishment which the secular authorities most frequently inflicted upon all offenders—upon

robbers, and traitors against king or country, or those who w(;ru represented as being such. So

true is it that Calvin took care not to dispense with that mode of execution when he determined

to rid his tyranny of the presence of Scrvetus. Dante was condemned by the Guelfs, as were

8ever.al other Florentines, for the pretended crime of Barrateria. The sentence is thus worded

:

" Ul si quis prrMictoram iMo tdinpore in fortiam dicti comanis peromerit talis peneniens igne

crmburatur, sic quod moriatur—If any of tlu ahote nhall at any time fall into the power of this

community, such indir.idual sJmU he burned to death." (Portirelli's edition of Dante, vol. i., pp.

37 and 38.) Barrateria is not lieresy. Here is yet another fact which proves that the Christians

did not invent burning as the punishment of heretics. \V(! have previously related, that, "in
the year 2.j9, Saint Fructuosus. bishop of Tarragona, was martyrized. The govc^rnnr, Emilius.
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And now, mtli the candor of an historian, let us examine whether Philip

II., so jealous of his authority, would have required such a vengeance. I do

not believe it. He would readity, in his kingly hauteur, have perceived that

it was not for him to pander to the rancor and indignation of certain hu-

manists, who had been insulted in their works. If Philip had been still

ahve in the year 1600, the Song of the Sivan would have passed far enough

out of his memory ; and the satisfaction of having a rebel subject put to

death would have little affected him, who said to his son in 1598, as some

pages back we related, Keep up a good undei'standing loitli the pope and the

cardinals.

The execution of Bruno, that fatal exigence, deeply humiliated and

wounded Clement VIII. ; and the more so, because it was obstinately de-

manded by Santorio de San Severina, his rival in the conclave of 1592.

In this purely Spanish affair, we may almost say that no one did his duty.

There was a natural and appropriate punishment that might have been

inflicted upon Bruno. He had been repulsed by every country into which

he had carried his absurd imaginations. Venice should have thrown him

into a gondola, and from Mestre had him conveyed to Germany ; though

there, also, he was not wanted. If the Te7i could not adopt that course,

they should have required his trial to take place at Venice, in order that

the sentence should not be dictated by Spain.'^"

But we restrain ourselves. In thus describing the deeds of other ages,

we have no desire to arm ourselves with that factitious indignation by which

certain restless minds are animated, who believe that such times may return

again. Such sentiments belonged to such times, and no one is justified in

adding to the horror that they inspire, the pretended fear of their revival.

Such times, we love to repeat it aloud, such times wiU never return.

Here we feel obliged to insert a very extraordinary historical fact, which

Piosny records .in a single page of his (Economies:\ The scene takes place

between Rosny himself and Cardinal Aldobrandini, who was at Chambery

with the French army. It was difficult to conclude peace between Henry

IV. and the duke of Savoy. Yet that peace was concluded in a few hours,

under memorable circumstances.

asked him :
' Art thou a bishop ?' ' Yes.' ' Thou art no longer so ;' and he was ordered away to

be burned alive. Scrvetus was burned alive at Geneva on the 27th of October, 1553 ; and it is

said that his brother heretic, John Calvin, was present at that brutal execution."

* Another sectary, Palearius, perished at Rome by the gibbet and the fire, in 1570 ; and

Yanini, a Neapolitan like Bruno, did he not perish on the gibbet, to be afterwards cast into the

flames, at Toulouse, in 1619? He was accused of composing a book, entitled De Admirandis

Natural, reginm dca-que mortalium,arcanis (Paris, small 8vo)

—

On the Admirable Secrets of Na-

ture, the Queen and Goddess of Mortals. It was a sort of imitation of the poem of Lucretius, but

failed to overthrow holy and invulnerable Catholicity. The goddess of nature fails as signally

as did the goddess of reason to destroy our faith in Christ.

f-
OSconomies Royales, vol. i., p. 456.
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So much cau be done by two honest men of abiUty, enjoying the full con-

fidence of their respective masters. One required only three turns around

his room to settle what he could gi-ant, and the other needed to say only a

few words to the king to persuade him ; and thus the difficult treaty of

Saluces was conchided between the high contracting parties. It has been

said, in reference to this treaty, that the king of France acted Hke a mer-

chant, and the duke of Savoy like a prince. But I do not agree with the

judgment. The little marquisate of Saluces interfered with the habitual

measures of French pohcy." This rognurc, as the Florentine secretary

called it, compelled France to convey troops thither by sea, and to see

that almost useless strip, producing no considerable revenue, become a kind

of battle-field, where French honor was at every moment compromised.

Henry IT. received in exchange la Bresse, which enlarged several provinces

of eastern France and our Burgundy. As to the duke of Savoy, he con-

sented to enormous sacrifices to possess a country surrounded as it were by

his States, whence he Could be much injured ; and the result was, that a

succeeding duke became powerful enough to be made king of a most im-

portant part of Italy, When it is remembered that in 1815 Genoa ended

by falling into the net that was spread in 1600, one cannot but admire the

foresight of the house of Savoy, those who, with the Bourbons, the house of

Lorraine, and Saxony, are among the first houses in Europe. La Bresse

did not lead to Genoa. Saluces, in the course of time, opened the ports of

the States of that old republic, doomed to perish without a crime, and only

in consequence of that existing tendency which there is everywhere to

efface nations. As to France, it must be observed that, in presence of the

danger which we have here pointed out, she early felt the value of those

annexations which resulted in forming a whole so formidable that the teeth

of her neighbors could no longer harass or dismember her.

With respect to the negotiator, Aldobrandini, that man who was at once

so prudent and yet so capable of taking a sudden resolution, he preferred

* The marquisate of Saluces was formerly a fief of Dauphiny, belonging to the Dauphins of

Viennois, as is proven by the faith and homage paid in the name of the marquises of Saluces to

those princes, and to their heirs, the kings of B^rance.

The counts or dukes of Savoy sometimes disputed that right with the kings of France, on the

plea that the marquises of Saluces, having had some quarrels with the Dauphins of Viennois,

had asked the protection of the princes of Savoy. That dispute was settled by a sentence of the

parliament of Paris, on the 10th of May, 1370. It occurred on the occasion of the difference tliat

arose as to the tenure of that marquisate. between King Charles V., Anne, count of Savoy, and

Frederic, marquis of Saluces. By that sentence, the king was maintained in his right of a suze-

rain, and the marquis in possession of his marquisate, on the condition of his owing faith and

homage to the king of France, on account of Dauphiny, which belonged to that prince. Aft(T

various vicissitudes, John Louis, marquis of Saluces, dying without issue, devised it to Charles

IX., who declined it in favor of Gabriel, brother of John, on whose death without issue it

reverted to the king. Charles Emmanuel, during the troubles of the League, invaded Saluces in

1588, and the dukes of Savoy constantly refused to restore it.
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seeing in Italy a still feeble duke of Savoy, than to see there a nucleus of

Frenchmen planted, Avitliin eighty leagues of Borne.

In 1601, Clement was the first to introduce the practice of sending blessed

hueu to the infants of Catholic princes. The Holy Father dispatched Maf-

feo Barberini to France, to take such clothes to the daupliin, afterwards

Louis XIII., son of Henry IV. and Mary de Medici, born on the 27th of

September.

The same year, Clement solemnly canonized Saint Eaymond de Penna-

fort, third general of the order of Saint Dominic, and chaplain to Gregory

IX. Raymond died at the age of one hundred, on the 6th of January,

1275.

In 1538, there was printed, at Lisbon, a book entitled, " On the Agreement

of Grace and Free Will,'' by Louis de Molina, a Spanish Jesuit. That book,

which had been circulated all over Europe without any opposition, and with

great success, was denounced to the Inquisition of Home. Clement ordered

the matter to be most strictly examined. In 1602, he named eight theolo-

gians, who, after a deliberation of three months, declared sixty of Molina's

propositions to be erroneous and rash. The Jesuits rej)Hed, and a second

and more numerous congregation reduced the said sixty propositions to

twenty.*

Then the Holy Father ordered that, with the assistance of the cardinals

of the supreme Inquisition, of the deputed examiners, and of the two gen-

erals of the two disputing orders, the Dominicans and the Jesuits, the two

parties should state their case in his presence.

To determine this affair, forty-seven congTegations were held between the

20th of March, 1602, to the 22d of February, 1606. They were termed Be
Aiixiliis. The pope presided over twenty-seven of them. He feU sick

before he could pronounce sentence, and a decision was not given until the

reign of Paul V., who, after being present at the last ten congregations,

where the examination was left to the cardinals only, pronounced, on the

27th of April, 1606, that it would be allowed for both orders to teach in

their respective schools the contrasted systems as to grace, provided they

did so with that prudent and respectful moderation which becomes Cathohc

theologians in general, and religious in particular.

In the month of April, 1603, died Elizabeth, queen of England ; in some

respects a personage of great merit, but, with respect to religion, a scourge

of the Roman faith, which she abhorred, and which she persecuted with all

the worst zeal of the primitive tyrants of the Church.

By her will she called to the throne James, king of Scotland, whose

mother, Mary, had perished on the scaffold, as much by order of the par-

* Novaes, ix., p. 59.
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liament as by order of Elizabeth," who persecuted her because she pro-

fessed the CathoHc religion. The pope thought that with James the faith

would again ascend the throne of England ; but it speedily appeared that

all the exertions of the pope in that direction were fruitless. The king

embraced the doctrine of the Church of England, and very soon, by his

writings, began to insult the CathoHc religion. He was the first to take

the title of king of Great Britain, as he was also the first wrongfully to

* In the course of tliis work, we have often spoken of Elizabeth of England, and truth forbade

us to speak well of her. The same love of truth now impels us to speak of her under circum-

stances in which there is no room to blame her, and it is due to ourselves to speak in praise as

candidlv as in blame. Under her reign, England enjoyed a flourishing position, in respect to

other States of Europe. Its commerce extended to the four quarters of the globe, and its

manufactures were established. And Elizabeth banished luxury, that most cruel enemy of a

State.

We may cite, from de Lally Tollendal, an incident which does honor to Elizabeth Tlie arbi-

trary and excessive severity of her general rule, did not prevent her from one day showing the

most generous clemency. A Scotchwoman who had been in the service of Queen Mary, one

Margaret Lambrun, had seen her husband die of grief, on learning the cruel end of the queen of

Scots. Bent upon revenging both her murdered queen and her deceased husband, Margaret

went to the English court, disguised as a man, and provided with two pistols, and watched an

opportunity to assassinate the queen, and then kill herself, so as to avoid execution. But, hurry-

ing into the crowd, she dropped one of her pistols. She was arrested. Elizabeth personally

questioned her, was struck with the audacity of her replies, and coldly said to her :
" You

thought, then, that you were doing your duty to your mistress and your husband? Well, what
do you think is now my duty towards you ?"

' I will reply frankly to your majesty ; but, do you ask as queen or as judge ?" " As queen."
" In that case you ought to pardon me." " But how will yon assure me that you will not abuse

that pardon, and make another attempt on my life?" "IMadam, pardon granted with so much
precaution ceases to be pardon

;
your majestj cav» act as judge." Turning to her courtiers,

Elizabeth said :
" In the thirty years that I have been a queen, I have never received such a

lesson." She then granted the pardon without any reservation, in spite of the opposition of the

president of her council. A council almost always knows how to flatter sovereigns, but rarely

advises what would immortalize them.

I will now return to my own reflections. When we have hidden nothing of the crimes of an

often criminal life, we embrace any opjjortunity to praise an act of lofty virtue and magnanimous
clemency. But in the present case, who is the grander, the queen or the Scotchwoman ? We
only remind our readers of what Mary said of a Scotchwoman knowing how to die.

Never was Spartan man calmer than this Scotchwoman, Margaret Lambrun. But that pow-

erful queen, whose orders, even given by a sign, were so promptly obeyed, she too was admirable.

Elizabeth systematically conciliated those whom she had oflended. She was right ; to con-

ciliate those whose resentment is to be feared, is a part of the art of governing.

Henry VIII., Elizabeth's father, said that England was the beam that could balance as it •

pleased the two scales of Spain and France. The Spanish secretary of State, Antonio Perez, con^

fessed as mucli in one of his Latin letters to the earl of Essex, the favorite of Queen Elizabeth :

" Quod illic" (he says, alluding to a book which he sent to that nobleman), "in equilihrio Gallim

et Ilispnuim fisseritur Angliam esse Exnmen Earopm, stnterasqiu ilia duo regna cjusdem Euro-

pa;, non omnirto rejiciejidum est a prudenti tiro." This shows how important it is to those two

crowns to court the friendship of England, who, from the advantage of her situation, is their

veritable beam, and can always give great weiglit to whichever party she may (embrace. Eliza-

beth well knew how to profit by the prudent lessons of her father, for she made it the funda-

mental maxim of her long and jirosperous reign. She assisted France, lest its fall should raise

the king of Spain to universal monarchy, while it was to lier interest to keep him down.
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exercise the rights exclusively belonging to the vicar of Christ. So that all

hope vanished of seeing the true faith restored in the kingdom.

An untoward event at this moment grieved the pope and disturbed all

Rome. An offender, pursued by the police, took shelter in the palace of

Cardinal Odoard Farnese. The sbirri, on entering the palace, were resisted

by the cardinal's domestics, so that the criminal escaped in the confusion.

On being informed of the fact, the pope was much irritated, and ordered

the governor of Rome to prosecute the servants of the cardinal, whom he

rebuked sharply, and ordered to give up the offenders.

Several Roman princes, and the ambassadors of the Catholic king, waited

upon the pope and endeavored to appease him. Then the cardinal left

Rome, but with so strong an escort, that he had nothing to fear from vio-

lence. That circumstance still further irritated the pope, who would no

longer consent to pardon.

Ranutius Farnese, duke of Parma, hastened to Rome to obtain his

brother's restoration to favor. He presented himself before Clement with

such a good mien and such a deeply respectful manner, that he succeeded

in appeasing the pope, and the delinquents obtained their pardon. The

cardinal was recalled, but did not hasten to return. It was on that occasion

that the pope took into his pay six hundred Corsicans and two hundred

mounted arquebusiers, who were to guard the pontifical palace and other

important points of the capitah

In his sixth promotion, Clement gave the purple to Serapliin Olivier,*

whose tart expression in relation to Henry's absolution we have cited.

James Davy du Perron also received the purple in the same promotion.

In 1604, France and Rome deplored the death of Cardinal d'Ossat.

That faithful servant of Henry IV. was only sixty-eight years of age, and

it had been hoped that he w^ould preserve his health in a country where the

air is so mild, and the temperature favorable to the aged. Henry expe-

rienced a deep affliction, which he did not attempt to conceal, when he heard

that news.

We have seen that d'Ossat, devoted in his youth to severe study, was

thoroughly acquainted with the learned classics. He had especially studied

and rehshed Tacitus, Pliny, and Cicero. Ideas from Tacitus frequently

recurred to the mind of our negotiator.

Father Tarquiuius Galuzzi, of the Society of Jesus, pronounced the

funeral oration on Cardinal d'Ossat, at Rome, on the 18th of March, 1604.

It is given at length in the collection of his letters.

We shall not attempt to describe the grief that was felt by the Holy

* Monseigneur Seraphin was seventy-one years of age when he was made cardinal. He was

one of the best friends of Cardinal d'Ossat, who died without witnessing the promotion of one

whom he so much loved.
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Father. "When a political agent has the good fortune to acquire the con-

fidence of a sovereign poutift", His Holiness anxiously hastens to do wliat-

ever is useful or agreeable to the government by whom that agent is em-

ployed ; and also consults him, under the seal of secrecy, as a Christian and

a son of the Church, upon other business of the Holy See. Such a priest

did Clement "VTLII. lose when d'Ossat" died ; and Clement fell seriously ill.

In the following year he was attacked by an intermittent fever. It was

so violent that he at times was delirious ; suddenly losing his memory, and

that understanding which had been so vast and profound, he died, aged

sixty-nine, on the 3d of March, 1G05, after having governed the Church

thirteen years, one month, and four days. He was interred in the Vatican,

and afterwards removed, on the 26tli of April, 1646, to a magnificent

tomb, in the Borghese chapel at Saint Mary Major.

Clement was endowed with many virtues. He was zealous for the propa-

gation of the Gospel, for the extirpation of the heresies which then flooded

all Europe, for the conversion of the schismatics of the East, and for the

restoration of morals and of discipline. Unwearied in the discharge of

duty, age and infirmity in naught diminished his courage. Humble in

heart, he nevertheless distinguished himself by a certain air of command,

and by an absolute tone, as was shown in the business of Cardinal Farnese.

Extremely kind of heart, he could protect his just rights and avoid dangers

fatal to some of his predecessors. More than once he was seen at the con-

fessional, receiving, like some good parish priest, all those who presented

themselves, who desired to have it to say that they had received absolution

fi'om the Hps of the pope himself. He said Mass daily, often in tears, and

every evening confessed to Cardinal Baronius. He fasted every Wednes-

day, and had only bread and water every Saturday. A hair shirt, next to

his infirm body, attested his spu'it of penance. He often went barefoot in

ceremonies. He daily invited to a frugal repast as many paupers as there

were years in his pontificate, served them with water to wash, blessed their

table, and sent the dishes to them from his own. He visited the unfortu-

nate, he consoled the afflicted, and he spent considerable sums in redeeming

from slavery Cathohcs who had fallen into the power of the infidels. Such

was the pope whom the impudent sectaries woidd represent as the Anti-

christ.

Literary men received his rich favors, and he gloried to be numbered

among them. He gave the purple to Baronius, Bellarmine, d'Ossat, du

* De Thou (Hi-it., lib. cxxxii.) gives a eulogy on d'Ossat. Cardinal Pallavicini calls him one

of the principal and ^visest ministers the kingdom of France ever had.—(Cliap. x., book 24, of

Hist, of Council of Trtnt.) Finally, Wicqucfort says (sect. 3 of the 54th book of his Arribdssn-

dor) the negotiations of Cardinal d'Ossat and of President Jeannln, arc alone almost sufficient to

form an ambassador.
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Perron, and Marzali—the first of the Capuchins who received the hat—and

to the Jesuit Toledo. Toledo and Bellarmine were the first of their order to

obtain that honor.*

He forbade Italians to reside in any places out of Italy, where they had

not hberty to exercise the Catholic religion in public,—a rule confirmed by

* The following medals are in my own collection

:

1. Clement VIII., Pont. Max. Head of Clement VIII. Bev. : Salva tos DoMmE. The
bark, altogether modern in style, sinking. The disciples invoke Christ, who ia properly at the

helm. Du Molinet, Bonanni, and Venuti have overlooked this.

2. IvBiLEi Indictio. In the exergue : An. M. D. C. Pope crowned and throned ; cardinals.

A prelate reading. In front, heralds sounding trumpets.

3. Ferraria recvperata. The city of Ferrara.

Du Molinet gives thirty-eight others

:

1. FvNDATA s\'PRA FIRMAM PETRAM. The Holy Ghost descending on a seated female figure

with a crucifix and tiara.

2. FoRTiTVDO mea, et refvgivm jhevm. Clement praying before Christ crucified ; the tiara

on the ground. Struck during the negotiation with Henry IV.

3. Domine ivue ad te venire. Saint Peter on the vessel.

4. In verbo tvo. (See Life of Innocent IX.)

5. CoNSECRATio. (See Life of Gregory XIV.)

6. Et non pcenitebit evm. In the exergue : CIOIC.XCIIII. The pontiff, as Melchisedech,

places bread and wine in a chalice. Andrew de Nevers, the ambassador of Henry IV., kneels to

receive, as proxy for his royal master, the first absolution.

7. Henricvs nil., D. G. Franc. Nav. Kex. Christia. (Here a lily that Bonanni has over-

looked.) The head of Henry.

8. RvTHENis RECEPTis. In the exergue : CIOICXCVI. (1596). The pope blesses the kneel-

ing Russian bishops. Several Russian bishops, wishing to return to the Roman faith, sent two

of their number to the pope—Hypalius, bishop of Bresta, and Cyrillus Terleczki, exarch of the

metropolitan of Kiow. They asked Clement to permit them to retain the Greek rite. The en-

voys read, from their own liandwriting, the required profession of faith, and kissed the feet of

the Holy Father ; and then the ambassadors requested that their suite, and their fellow country-

men, might have the same permission.

9. Tv scis Domine. Jesus Christ, Saint Peter, and another disciple.

10. Veni dilecta mea. " The Holy Father receives Margaret of Austria, who offers him a

flower. Margaret, who is affianced to Philip III. of gpain, on her way to Madrid to be crowned,

passed through Ferrara. Near the two figures are the keys of the Church, surmounted by the

pontifical canopy." (Du Molinet, Bonanni.) Venuti thinks the figure seated upon the throne

cannot represent Clement ; it is in fact, rather, a female. The other figure has no characteristic

of a queen. Venuti, consequently, thinks the seated figure the Church, and the other the city

of Ferrara. The recovery of Ferrara just then occupied all minds, and I incline to follow the

idea of Venuti.

11. Christians pax reipublics. Henry IV. and Philip II. An ear of wheat, the symbol of

peace, between the two heads. Struck at the peace of Vervins, in 1598.

12. Remigavit eridanus. A crowned river lies near two pines. Upon the stream are

several aquatic birds.

13. HiNC PAX, HINC victoria. The cross erected on a hillock ; on one side an olive branch,

on the other a palm. Venuti takes this to be a new allusion to the restoration of Ferrara. Bo-

nanni says that the inscription is taken from Saint Chrysostom, who, in his fifty-fifth homily on

Saint Matthew, exhorts us to have a representation of the cross in the most retired parts of our

houses, on the walla, on the windows, and in some sort to carry it upon our brows and within

our hearts— Unde pax et victoria.

14. Ivstitia et Clementia complex/E sunt se. Du Molinet and Bonanni give it incorrectly.

15. ExvRGAT D. ET DissiP. INIM. Eivs. The pope, throned, gives the standard of the Church
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Gregory XVI. He declared that it was not allowable for any one to confess

by letter or by message to an absent confessor, or in such manner to receive

absolution ; for though the Council of Trent had decided that those who,

after baptism, had sinned, were to present themselves at the tribunal of

penance, to be absolved by the competent minister, yet the scholastics,

to Jolin Francis Aldobrandini, going to the assistance of Rodolph, engaged in a long war against

the Turks.

IG. Lii.i.v pr.oPAG.vsTVii ix okbe. Henry IV. and Mary de Medici, fuU face. Between them,

and above the head, the Golden Rose sent to Mary before she left Florence for Paris. (Du

Molinet.)

17. Magxxjm gratle sacrajientu.m. In the exergue : Laterani. The tabernacle, with the

Blessed Sacrament exposed. " In the other Sacraments," says Bonanni (ii., p. 454), " God gives

us divine graces—in the Eucharist he gives us the very source of grace. So, Saint Paul calls

the Eucharist the great Sacrament of piety." Medal struck in commemoration of the embel-

lishments made to Saint John Lateran by Clement VIII. There is another medal which bears

the same inscription, but represents the Last Supper.

18. IvsTi IXTRABUXT PER EAM, MDC. On the right, the holy door. On the left, two angels in

the clouds. Above the door, in small charactei'S, Clemens Pont. Max. Jubilee medal.

19. Absolvto. a. ivbilei. The pope closes the holy door.

20. PoRTAM SANCTAjr APER^^T CLAVSIT ANNO ITB. MDC. The holy door, with a cross on it.

21. Lacdate nomen Domini. MDC. A procession entering a church. An angel with an

olive branch. According to du Molinet, struck to commemorate a pilgrimage of a hundred

Benedictines from Florence. Bonanni calls it an assemblage of pilgrims who had previously

been heretics, and had newly returned to Catholicity. Among them was that relative of Cal-

vin already mentioned.

22. Ego vos reficiam. Du Molinet attributes this also to the Florentine Benedictines. The

medal represents nine pilgrims of both sexes entering the holy door. Our Saviour, on clouds

l)orne by cherubim, blessing them.

2:3. Introite in exvltatione, An. MDC. The Holy Father, kneeling, watches a flock of

sheep going in at the holy door.

24. Regnis natcs et orbi. A boy running, holding in his right hand a sceptre, with a lily

at the end, and holding in the other hand a large lily ; before him, a cock carrying a crown.

The boy is Louis, dauphin of France, born on the 27th of September, IGOl, to occupy the thrones

of France and Navarre.

25. Vnvs Devs, vna fides, MDCI. Religion, standing, holds the cross and chalice.

20. Pax et s.\i,vs a Domino. MDCI. A crowned female holds the cross in her right hand,

and with her left applies a torch to bucklers. It is an allusion to the peace between the French

king and the duke of Savoy.

27. Vellino emisso. An. MDC. The cascade of Terni is one of the finest sights that the

traveller to Rome can witness. It is formed by the fall of the Vellino, which rushes into the

Nera from a height of 10G3 Roman feet, by a channel which Mark Antony Dentatus cut in the

solid rock, in the year of Rome 4y0, to give an outlet to the waters of Lake Lucus, which, pre-

viously, sometimes fl(X)ded the valley of Rieti. Those admirable works of the Romans, so long

neglected, though for a time attended to by Paul III., were in urgent need of repair. Clement

VIII. intrusted that duty to the Marquis John Baptist Castelli, of Saint Eustace. His Holiness,

therefore, had a right to transmit to posterity tlie memorial of it. The medal represents tlie

fall, which, towards the centre, is spanned by a bridge, which the architect, John Fontana, tiirew

across the river just above the fall.

28. Da QVOD IVBES, MDCHI. The Holy Father, kneeling before Christ, uses the words of

Saint Augustine. Between our Lord and the pope, slieep are grazing. At the feet of the pope

is tlie tiara, which is always lowered before Jesus Christ.

29. S. P. Q. R., MDCIIII. The south front of the palace of the capitol. Clement VIII. laid the

first stone of it. The designs of that front were left by the great Michael Angelo Buonarottj
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fertile in subtleties, had taught that confession could be made, and absolu-

tion received, by letters or by proxy. Nothing could be more convenient

than to commit one's sins to paper, that raises no blush ; or to confess them,

like the Sacramentaries, only to the Eternal Father. In that wise, Confes-

sion would be deprived of its most rigorous quality, because it is necessary

to confess viva voce our own proper departures from the right path. The

sacred tribunal would thus be deprived of what it has of the most salutary,

for Confession is a great part of the penance for the past, and one of the

most efficient preservatives against relapse. On those grounds, Clement

was obHged to condemn the new opinion as false, erroneous, and rash, for-

bidding it to be maintained either in public or in private, even as merely

probable, under pain of excommunication, reserved to the pope. He con-

demned the opinion of those who affirmed that Christians ought not to hear

Mass except in their ov/n parish churches, or to confess to any one but

then- own parish priest. The pope declared that both were perfectly law-

ful, provided each one duly received communion at Easter in his own parish

church. He forbade any litany* to be chanted in pubHc offices except the

30. Ab origine mundi. Pope Clement, as.Abel, oflFers a ram in sacrifice to God.

31. PoRTV CENTVM CELLARVM INSTAVRATO. In 1604. Clement VIII. extended the fortifica-

tions of that city. The principal works were devoted to the antimural, huilt by Trajan. In

addition, the pope built two light-houses. One of them is ruinous and useless ; the other has

prevented and will prevent many shipwrecks.

32. Seqvere me. Saint Peter near Christ ; three other disciples follow.

33. CoNFREGiSTi DRACONVM CAPITA (Ps. Ixxiii. 13). A cross, in which a serpent is entwined.

In the field, on the right, a church. Du Molinet takes the serpent to represent Calvinism. Bo-

nanni and Venuti take it to represent the Turk.

34. Annona publica. A female running ; wheat ears in one hand and the cornucopia in the

other. The popes have frequently borrowed this reverse from the emperors of old Rome.

Bonanni also gives :

1. Sine clade. Struck on the recapture of Ferrara, where not a drop of blood was spilt. In

the field, two crossed keys ; above, a crown ; lower down, a cross, with this monogram : Qi, 1598.

This medal is genuine, and was seen by Fea in tiie magnificent collection of pontifical medals

belonging to Prince Augustin Cliigi.

2. Porta cceli. In the exergue : DoMVS Dei, 1600. Clement opens the holy door. To the

right and left, cardinals and bishops.

3. The face of Clement VIII. On the reverse, without an inscription, a circus, a very minia-

tui'e likeness of the colonnade of Saint Peter's ; in the centre, a fountain. It is evidently the

front garden of the Belvedere viUa at Frascati, built by Cardinal Aldobrandini, under the reign

of Clement VIII. No doubt, it is without inscription because it refers to none of the monu-

mental works of that pope.

4. PuiLlPPVS III., HiSPANiARVil REX Catholicvs, AliCH. AusTRiiE, &c. Philip III., decorated

witlx the order of tlie Golden Fleece. Medal struck on the occasion of the reconciliation between

Henry IV. and Philip III.

5. The Aldobrandini arms, without inscription. In the field, behind the shield, the keys, sur-

mounted by the tiara. Beneath, the beads of two Cherubim. That family, originally of

Florence, had

—

azure, a fasces, toothed argent, the teeth pointing to the top of the shield ; above

the fasces, three stars or ; beneath, also, three stars or.

* See the dissertation of Mondelli upon the Litany of Loretto ; it is the eleventh of the Ec-

clesiastical Dissertations collected by Zaccaria. (Rome, 1795, 8vo.)
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Litany of the Saints and Litany of Loretto. He corrected the Roman

pontifical, breviary, and the ceremonial of the bishops.

Bartholomes, a recent writer (vol. i., p. 220), passes this judgment on

Clement :
" Tliis pope was one of the most eminent of modern times. He

was prodigiously active and untiring ; an experienced and adroit administra-

tor
;
jealous to govern by himself ; a persevering statesman ; circumspect

even to taciturnity ; rarely inchned to even an innocent dupHcity ; an

enemy to Spain and to the Medicis."

The Holy See was vacant twenty-eight days.

236. LEO XL— A. d. 1605.

:^\^^ EO XI. (Alexander Octavian de Medici) was born

at Florence in 1535, son of Octavian de Medici

and of Frances, daughter of James Salviati and

Lucretia de Medici, sister of Leo X.

As he evinced from youth an inchnation for the

priesthood, his mother, to dissuade him, placed

him at the court of her cousin, Cosmas, grand

^S^^i^l^^^Sii^^^' duke of Tuscany, who immediately made him a

knight of the order of Saint Stephen. On his mother's death, he resumed

his first intention, and was sent by Cosmas as ambassador to the court of

Saint Pius V. at Eome, where he spent several years.

Li 1573, he was made bishop of Pistoia, and in 1574, promoted to the

archbishopric of Florence. Gregory XIII., in 1583, made him cardinal of

the title of Saint Quu-ico and Giulitta, which he exchanged successively for

those of Saint Peter in vinculis, Saint Praxedes, and Saints John and Paul.

As cardinal, he took part in the election of Sixtus V., Urban VII., Gregory

XIV., Innocent IX., and Clement VIII. The last of whom sent him, in

1596, as legate a latere into France, where he remained two years, to the

great satisfaction of Henry IV., who thanked the Holy Father in a letter

dated on the 8th of December, 1596.

In 1600, Clement VEIL made the archbishop of Florence suburbican

bishop of Albano, and of Palestrina in 1602.

After the funeral of Clement VIII., sixty-two cardinals entered into con-

clave on the 14th of March, 1605. Cardinals Zacchia, Blandrata, and de

Medici were proposed as candidates. A strong party was disposed to elect

Cardinal Baronius. Spain was opposed to him, because, in his Annals,

Vol. L—59
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Baronius had combated the claims of the kings of Spain to the monarchy
of Sicily ; and because, moreover, he had been in favor of absolving Henry
lY. Some of the cardinals having left the conclave fi*om illness, only forty

votes were required to render the election canonical. Baronius at first

obtained tAventy, and then thirty-seven, so that only three votes were lack-

ing to enable his fiiends to congratulate him. But the truthful historian

and dispassionate annahst, speaking nothing but what he believed to be

true, exempt from every kind of adulation, and utterly free from the use of

equivocal language, would not advance his cause by a single smile, or by a

poHteness not strictly called for by the occasion. He passed amid his

brethren in the conclave, thoroughly sincere, seeing nothing and saying

nothing, alone with himself in that crowd, as though, pen in hand, he were

at work in his study. He left friends and electors to themselves,—impartial

men to take part according to their individual convictions, and thus to con-

spire against the repose and the hberty of the historian. He asked nothing,

and he repelled nothing. Let us explain that situation, which exists only

in Rome.

There, the highest, the most imposing, the most terrible of earthly digni-

ties is conferred. I cannot say that views of personal ambition may not

sometimes actuate those who have been more or less successful. I may not

seem to launch an indirect moral anathema against any who have erred in

soHciting, but subsequently have done good on reaching the throne. I will

say that a noble, generous, though perhaps aspiring, and so far reprehensi-

ble sentiment, animates some ; but a still nobler feehng of resignation, of

obedience, necessary and willed on high, also animates other members of the

sacred college.

In general, the agreeable days of the pontificate are those of the first

year. Then come disgusts, embarrassments, from which there is no escape,

men who demand impossible concessions, men who believe immobility the

true science of government, and men who seek to throw ofi" old shackles

only to put on others. Men of intellect, learning, experience, and observa-

tion know all this on the eve of an election. The crown placed uj^on the

head of the elect announces a great favor of God ; but beneath that crown

the mental eye discerns the tumultuous billows that are to replace the bril-

liancy of the pomp. At such a moment, after the inebriating efi'ect of the

triumph, the adorations, the sedia gestatoria, and the chanted Ecce Sacerdos

Magnus has passed away, when the pope considers calmly the course of public

affau'S, one may form some just idea of what is beneath the pontifical robe.

And then, what other feehng arises, not in the mind, but in the heart of the

upright priest ? Baronius may have thought that he would make a distin-

guished pope (every man has his value, and should know it) ; and then he

might reflect upon the dangers of the papacy. Were there not dangers to
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be discerned in Spain and France,—pacified, but still ready to come into

collision ? The Txirks were then a people without history, whose soldiers

might return, because they knew not of the lesson given by Charles Martel,

nor of the crescent driven fi'om the Iberian peninsula, nor Malta delivered,

nor Lepanto made illustrious by the defeat of Islam. There was America,

source of labors and duties, seemingly too great for human faculties. Ba-

rouius saw what the pontificate had become : he took not a single step to

court an elevation, nor give expression to any desire to avoid it.

But Spain labored to exclude from the papacy the friend of order and the

fi'iend of truth—he who taught the powerful ones of earth that one day they

also would be judged, even on that earth on which they had kindled so

many useless wars ; and Baronius accordingly was excluded.

Another cardinal had also been named, Bellarmine, who obtained ten

votes ; but the choice fell upon Alexander de Medici, who was at length

named by adoration. Moved by a sense of duty and honor. Cardinal Alex-

ander accepted the tiara, and chose the name of Leo XI. He was crowned

in the Vatican, June 10, 1605, and on Low Svinday took possession of Saint

John Lateran.

Cardinal Gallo having solicited the suppression of some imposts, he not

only readily granted it, but thanked the cardinal for having given liim the

opportunity instantly to do a public service.

The Spanish ambassador, the marquis of Yillena, having shown some

discontent with the election, Leo said to him :
" We were well treated in

your country ; write to your court that we shall be its friend as far as it

depends upon us."

Some time after, Leo made Cardinal Cinthius Aldobrandini high peniten-

tiary, and distributed generous aid among poor cardinals. On his return

from taking possession of Saint John Lateran, the pope was attacked by a

disorder which was speedily aggravated by his age. Fever set in, and having

been compelled to take his bed, the disease increased. All the coiirt en-

treated the pope to name as cardinal one of his nephews, a man of pure

morals, and to whom he was very partial. But he resisted all entreaty, even

that of his confessor, to whom he replied :
" Do not suggest to us any care

for earthly interests
;
you must speak to us now only about things eternal."

Leo died on the 29th of April, having occupied the pontificate scarcely

twenty-six days.

* 1. I x)osaos8 one medal : Leo XI. Pont. Max. Anno I. Reverse : De Forti. Dulced. MDCV.
The dead lion of Samson. Beneath it, Giov. PA.

2. A laurel wreath inclosing a bouquet of roses : on the ribbon, Sic FLORVI. Struck after the

death of the pope. It alludes evidently to the graceful line of Ausonius, often attributed to

Virgil : Utw- dies aperit, conficU una dies. See, too, Job xiv. 5.—(Du Molinet.)

3. Bonanni gives another medal, with the same words around the wreath.
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He was a prince of grave but agi-eeable countenance, liberal, affable, type

of the good Medicis, full of candor, and the enemy of every kind of fraud in

either word or deed.

He was interred in the Vatican Basilica ; but Cardinal Pompey Ugoni,

his nephew, removed his body to a magnificent tomb reared on the left side

of that Basihca by the celebrated Algardi.

The Holy See was vacant eighteen days.

237. PAUL v.— A. D. 1605.

jAUL V. (Camillus Borghese) was born at Eome on

the 17th of September, 1552, of an illustrious fami-

ly of Siennese origin. After studying philosophy

at Perugia, and law at Padua, he became a consis-

torial advocate, then prelate-abbreviator, referen-

dary of the two signatures,* and subsequently vicar

at Saint Mary Major. In 1588, he was sent by
Sixtus V. to Bologna, as vice-legate. Gregory

XIV. recalled him to employ him as auditor of the chamber, vacant by the

death of his brother, Horatius Borghese.

Clement VIII. dispatched Camillus into Spain with extraordinary powers,

and created him cardinal of Saint Eusebius, on the 15th of June, 1596. He
was surnamed the excellent cardinal, and already spoken of as likely to be-

come pope. The cardinals entering into conclave May 8th, showed a dispo-

sition to elect Cardinal Toschi of Modena, and some proposed to go into

the chapel and adore that cardinal ; but Cardinal Baronius said that the

election of Toschi was not for the good of the Church.

Toschi, according to Tiraboschi, retained from his early education and

associations some low words and expressions, which, to the severe Baro-

nius, seemed unbecoming in a vicar of Christ. This unexpected declaration

diverted the votes from Toschi, and thirty-two cardinals declared for Baro-

nius. The latter was justified in excluding Toschi, who had been a servant

to John Baptist Brugnolo, auditor of Monsignor Archinto, the pope's vicar.

Toschi's rise had been rapid, for at an early age he was governor of Home,

and purity of language apart, all admitted him to be a man of courage, an

able jurisconsult, and the author of useful works.

* The signatures of pardons and justice are two important tribunals oresided at by the pope

or a cardinal.
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But Baronms, in excluding nis colleague for good reasons, did not expect

to be liimself declared pope. He wished one chosen who would govern the

Church well, but he did not ^visll to be the one.

The gi*eat cardinal did not remain neutral, as in the election of Leo XI.,

but felt obliged to oppose his new fi'iends : he proposed Bellarmine, who

employed the same eloquence to prove that another choice would be prefer-

able. Such rare and subhme modesty deserves the highest eulogy of his-

tory. A Baronius and a BeUarmine, two eminent men, on this occasion,

set an example of admirable magnanimity ; and the more they depreciated

themselves, the more then- greatness is to be admired.

Cardinals Montalto and Aldobrandini were next mentioned, the heads of

the two parties who di%'ided the power in the conclave.

The French cardinals had not as yet pronounced their opinion ; but,

seeing that Montalto sincerely supported Borghese, they joined with the

Montaltists, and Borghese was named pope on the evening of the 16th of

May, 1605, at the age of fifty-five, though he appeared to be scarcely forty.

On the 29th of May he was crowned under the name of Paul V., and on the

6th of November he took possession of Saint John Lateran.*

One of the first cares of Paul V. was to publish a special jubilee, to obtain

from the divine mercy a prosperous government of the Universal Church.

He then ordered his vicar. Cardinal Pamfili, to notify all bishops then in

Rome to return to their dioceses.

He at first abstained fi'om distributing favors, saying that asking and

giving inconsiderately were both too easy at such times. The early months

of the reign of Gregory XIII. prove how judicious these words are.

In the month of August, 1605, Henry IV. sent d'Halincourt, marquis de

Villeroy, as ambassador extraordinary, to compliment Pope Paul V.

D'Ossat was no longer in the Eternal City.t

Paul v., in order to put an end to the controversy on grace, that was

carried on between the Dominicans and the Jesuits, once more revived the

congi-egations Ih Auxiliis, instituted by Clement VIII., and finally per-

mitted each party to maintain its own opinion. On the 18th of July, of the

same year, Paul raised to the purple Scipio CaA'arelh Borghese, a noble

Roman, and his maternal nephew, who, by his direction, dropped the name
of Caffarelli. This selection, it may be remarked, pleased the whole city of

Rome. Scipio was distinguished for such gentle and kindly manners, that

he was called Delizia di Roma. He built the magnificent villa the Pinciana

* Before the latter date he had already created cardinals, issued many bulls, and performed

all other acts of the supreme dignity. Tltis shows the incorrectness and inconsistency of those

who maintain that the pope possesses the papal authority only when he has received the two

keys in Saint .John Lateran.

f Artaud gives at length the instructions of Henry IV. to his ambassador.
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Borghese, where, notwithstanding losses and sales of many of the statues,

a host of most costly objects is still to be seen.

Paul V. at this time addressed to Bosny (Bethune de Sully) the following

letter

:

"Paul v., pope, to you, illustrious man, health, grace, and divine light.

" We have so great an affection for our beloved son, Mr. de Bethune, your

brother, for his rare prudence and piety, and for the courtesy and respect

with which he treated us when we were still among the number of the car-

dinals, that the memory of his person and of his actions is always pleasant

to our mind. Considering the close ties with which nature has connected

you in consanguinity, and knowing your great experience and courage,

which are represented to us as very special both in arts of peace and war,

we feel urged by an exti'eme desire to find an opportunity to testify how
much we desire to embrace you in the Lord. But in our charity there re-

mains mingled this regret, that what should serve as our consolation, turns

to our displeasure, we being all the more anxious for your salvation because

we recognize the infinite mental gifts that nature has developed in you, and

see that they are led so far away from the way to salvation ; for, in truth,

it is impossible to be acceptable to God without confessing the orthodox

faith professed by the holy Roman Cathohc Church, the mother and

mistress of all the others. And in this we must not presume any thing be-

cause we are daily loaded with the favors of his divine bounty, for all the

servants may easily receive the talent from the father of the family, but it

does not follow that therefore all are to enter into the joy of the Lord. On
the contrary, the riches acquired in this world by sinners resemble dreams,

wliich vanish when the sleeper awakens, it being necessary that he who de-

parts from God shall perish. "We the more, therefore, desire that your

abundant temporal gifts shall be accompanied by spiritual blessings ; and

to that end we constantly pray the Almighty to enlighten your understand-

ing with the light of his Holy Spirit, so that you may the more easily arrive

at the knowledge of the truth of the Catholic faith. Surely, if among the

great labors of 4.he pontificate we were permitted to add our zeal and our

teachings to our prayers, we should omit nothing that might aid in your

conversion, so greatly do we desire it. We should think and act with the

good shepherd in the Gospel, who left the ninety-nine sheep of his flock to

seek the one that was lost. In hke manner, we should willingly forego all

other anxieties for the sake of bringing back your soul, that we so desire to

be among the blessed. Nevertheless, as that is a thing wholly forbidden to

labors such as ours, in default of it, we have determined to testify to you

our ardent zeal for your salvation, in which zeal we shall all the more con-

stantly persevere because we are informed of the generosity of your mind,
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wlncli we easily believe to be great. Your ancestors and yourself being

descendants of so illustrious a house as that of theformer counts of Flanders,

we feel sure that you will receive in the best spirit the proof of our sincere

good-will, and we trust that we soon shall receive proof that our advice is

acceptable.* It is a thing very easy of execution, provided you allow your-

self to be instructed in the truth of the Catholic religion ; for if iipon that

subject you question your fathers, they will tell, you who were their prede-

cessors. Inquire what was taught them by Saint Dennis, Saint Eemigius,

Saint Hilary, Saint Martin, and Saint Bernard, who preached Christianity

in France, and you will judge whether there is any difference between their

doctrine and that of the holy Koman Church. Learn what was the belief

of Clovis, Charlemagne, Saint Louis, and, in fact, all the kings of France,

and then you will perceive that they were always united in faith with the

most holy pontiffs, our predecessors. But especially interrogate our most

dear son in Jesus Christ, King Henry, at present reigning,* and he himself

will clearly show you what it is to believe in his most dear mother, the

Eoman Church. In truth, in doing this, you will do what will be very

agreeable to him ; and we aU the more ardently exhort you to yield to our

win, because it is an occasion in which, in a. single moment, and by a single

act, you can give unbounded pleasure to us and to your king, while providing

for the salvation of your own soul. It has been represented to us, that on

many subjects concerning the dignity of the Holy See, you have always

obeyed the instructions or intentions of our predecessor of happy memory,

Clement VIII., and that you have also rendered good offices to the legates

and apostolic nuncios, by which we are made to feel the more assured that

we may expect the accomplishment of our wishes, and, chiefly, since this

concerns your own salvation, and since we, equally with that holy pontiff,

desire that you should be received with open arms, to remain in the Temple

of our Lord Jesus Christ, with much rejoicing—that is to say, in the Catho-

lic Church. Further, our hope is still increased since we learned that you

greatly honor (as is quite reasonable) the sanctity of a Saint Alpinus de

Bethune, one of your own race. For, certainly, that blessed person pro-

fessed the Catholic and Apostolic faith of the Boman Church. It follows,

therefore, that you must either follow his example, or cease to appropriate

to yourself any portion of the glory of his Hfe. For, if you exalt and laud

his sanctity, while persisting in your present creed, you must necessarily be

in self-contradiction, since you cannot both persist in your first belief and

form a right judgment of his doctrine and actions.

* How delicately Godfrey of Boulogne is indicated here, without being named 1 There had
been an alliance between the house of Lower Lorraine, to which Godfrey belonged, and the

family of Bethuno.
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" Now, it seems to be time that we should here terminate this letter. We
therefore conclude it, but not with it do we conclude the care and interest

we take in you, nor the devout prayers that we offer up to God for your

salvation. On the contrary, we shall redouble them, in order that the

Eternal, in his mercy, may dispel the clouds and shadows from your under-

standing, and not permit you, thus entreated by our charity, to refuse the

brightness of his divine light.

" Given at Borne, at Saint Mark's, under the seal of the Fisherman, on

the 5th of October, 1605, and of our pontificate the first.

" Paul, PP. V."

To this letter, replete with wisdom, paternal feeling, and real power,

Eosny repHed

:

" Most Holy Fathek :

" The infinite benedictions and graces, as well spiritual as temporal, with

which the great eternal God has in such plenitude favored Your Holiness,

and the signal testimonies of paternal affection which Your Hohness has so

continually lavished on my king and my covmtry, had akeady exercised

such power over my will, and so thoroughly disposed my heart to be the

very humble and very faithful servant of Your Holiness, that I did not deem

it possible for any thing to add to the extreme passion I felt to be honored

by the commands of Your Hohne§s, to which I have vowed perpetual

obedience. But at present, seeing, by the brief with which Your Hohness

has been pleased to honor me, all my designs and my hopes overpassed by

such an excess of kindness, charity, and courtesy, I will not attempt to find

words in which to express the feehngs they have excited in my soul, nor the

bonds with which so special and peculiar a grace binds me to the service of

Your Hohness, but content myself with admiring them as effects proceed-

ing from Heaven, and from a virtue unequalled. But for my fear of being

suspected of ingratitude, and to all appearance not unjustly suspected, I

should deem it more becoming me to remain silent than to speak ; confess-

ing, by a silence full of humihty, at once my faults and the infinite merits

of Your Hohness, which lead me to hope that—after the example of Him
who has been so hberal of his graces to you, and who, without distinction

of persons, receives with pleasure and acceptance the praises and the offer-

ings of even the meanest of his creatures, when they proceed from a sincere

heart—your piety and clemency would incHne you to accept the vows of my
humble service and of my dedication of my days and my life to be employed

in obedience to Your Holiness, however useless I might prove to be
;
pro-

testing, nevertheless, that if my misfortune deprives me of the means of

proportioning my services to my duty and to my devotion, my desire to
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have that happiness remain eternal, and that I shall pubhsh in all places

your glory and immortal praise, returning a thousand thanks to Your

Holiness for the beautiful admonitions with which you have been pleased

to honor me ; and in all humihty entreating jon not to be offended if,

beUeving myself incapable of doing more praiseworthily than by striving

to imitate Your HoHness, I address my most ardent prayers to that great

God, the creator of all things, that it may please him, who is the father of

resplendent hght, to assist and illuminate with his Holy Spirit your zeal

and beatitude, and to give you more and more entire knowledge of his

truth and good-will, in which consist the salvation and the eternal felicity

of all creatures. In that devotion, I most humbly kiss the feet of Your

Holiness and Greatness, as one on whom Y'^our Holiness has imposed the

strictest obligations, and who desires to preserve, during the whole re-

mainder of his hfe, the quality of

" Your most humble, most obedient, and most faithful servant,

" Bethune de Sully.

"At Paris, this ITtli of November, 1605."

How tender, generous, and paternal is the letter of the pope ! The reply

of Eosny is somewhat studied and embarrassed. In one passage he makes

it evident that it is in vain that he desires to devote his days and his life to

employment under obedience to the pope ; and Saint Alj)inus de Bethune,

one of the race of the Eosnys, and so skilfully alluded to by Paul V.,

would seem not to have been noticed by Bosny. Did the pride of Bos-

ny find itself at fault? The pope has all the advantage, and Bosny

always retreats with a few Parthian phrases, which strongly smack of Cal-

vinism.

But let us leave aside that baffled vanitv, and confess that he has the

merit of having informed us of the facts which have been transmitted to us

solely in his (Economie^s Roycdes. Did Sully wish to conceal the fact that

his race had been illustrated by a saint ? And having silently obtained the

small advantage of not recognizing that saint, did he deem that a sufficient

victory, and so retire ?

Let us now speak of other labors of Paul V.

At this time there arose a dispute between the pontiff and the republic

of Venice. Two causes are assigned for that serious quarrel. Two eccle-

siastics had been accused before the Council of Ten, of crime, rapine, and

even of homicide. The two accused, Scipio Saraccni, canon of Vicenza,

and Brandolino Valmarino, a native of ForH and abbot of Narvesa, had

been tried and imprisoned, in 1606, without any notice of the facts being

given to the Boman court.

The other cause was the publication of two decrees of the senate, oiie of
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which forbade the founding of hospitals or monasteries, the institution of

new rehgious orders, the building of churches, or the establishment of con-

fraternities without the permission of the senate. The second decree for-

bade, throughout the whole repubhc (what had been forbidden as to the

city and duchy of Venice under Paul III.), to leave by will, or to alienate

by sale or otherwise, any real estate of the Church for more than two years,

and equally forbade the purchase or other acquisition of such real estate,

without the consent of the senate.

Paul, a zealous defender of ecclesiastical immunities, seeing them attacked

and menaced with annihilation by this decree, ordered his nephew Horace

Mattis to demand the hberty of the two prisoners, and the revocation of

the decrees in« question. He himself, in an audience which he gave the

ChevaHer Nani, the Venetian ambassador, complained warmly of this con-

duct ; and he hoped to bring Venice to reason, as he had done Genoa.

Venice, however, would not yield.

The Holy Father then held a consistory embracing forty cardinals, all

those at Eome, with the exception of one, who, as a subject of the repubhc,

very properly abstained from voting.

It was there determined to issue a monition to the republic of Venice,

and if, within twenty-four days, the doge and the repubhc should not

obey the Holy Father, the doge and the senate were to be excommuni-

cated ; and, three days later, the same punishment was to be inflicted upon

all the subjects of the repubhc. The Venetian government forbade all

obedience to the interdict, on pain of exile. The nuncio quitted Venice.

The Jesuits instantly submitted to the pontifical order, departed in formal

procession, and were declared to be perpetually banished fi'om the

State.

The Theatines and Capuchins represented to the government that they

were prepared to keep their churches open for foreign priests, and at the

same time praj'^ed that they might be allowed to perform then- offices in

private ; and this being refused, they also departed into exile. The Capu-

chins in the territory of Brescia and Bergamo continued in their con-

vents, because they had not observed the interdict.*

Many writings appeared on both sides.f It was said that the cause of the

Venetians was that of all princes, who would all be gainers by a victory

over the Holy See.

Among the writers who defended the Venetians were Fra Paolo Sarpi,

and Brother Fulgentius, his worthy rival, who poured forth a torrent of

bold invective against the Roman court. But the cause of the court

was eloquently defended by Baronius and Bellarmine, those two men

* Muratori, Annales d'ltalie, an. 1606, et seg. f Novaes, ix., p. 92.
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of glory and of genius who could not be persuaded to accept the tiara, but

never ceased to be the boldest defenders of the Church.*

A war seemed imminent between Venice and the Holy See, when the

Catholic Idng, Philip III., offered to the pope the troops stationed in the

Milanese, and promised to reduce the Venetians to obedience. At the same

time, that prince secretly encouraged the Venetians to resist. Henry IV.,

sincerely attached to the Holy See, offered his mediation to the two powers,

and really desired to restore peace to Italy, where, as everywhere, it was

much needed. Cardinal de Joyeuse, dean of the sacred college, was sent

to Venice to treat in the name of the pope and of the lung. Returning to

Rome on the 22d of March, 1607, he obtained the pope's fuU authority to

absolve the Venetians from the censures which they had incurred, to raise

the interdict, and conclude a definitive peace with the republic. The two

parties were in the fii'st place to discontinue hostilities. The interdict was

revoked, and the two decrees Avere declared void. In this negotiation. Car-

dinal Joyeuse displayed remarkable ability and zeal. On the 21st of April,

the Venetians having given up the two prisoners, Scipio Saraceni and

BrandoHno Valmarino, peace was restored.

The Venetians promised to send to Rome an ambassador to thank the

pope for restoring them to his affection, but they sought to avoid all men-

tion of absolution. The great soul of Paul was displayed on that occasion.

After having shown a just pride, he reverted to feelings of conciliation, as

so often had been done by his august predecessors, who feared to lose too

much by insisting upon a false point of honor.f The Holy See and the

republic of Venice expressed in several letters their gratitude to Henry IV.

However, there was one point upon which the Venetians, when the exe-

cution of the treaty was in question, would not yield. All the exiled reli-

gious returned to their houses, except the Jesuits, who were not readmitted

until 1657, under Pope Alexander VII.

There was now a new promotion of cardinals. Paul gave the purple to

Marcellus Lante, his relation, one of the richest and most beneficent pre-

lates in Rome. On account of his sumptuous charities, he was called a new

John the Almoner.

On the 29th of March, 1608, the pope terminated the process of the

canonization of Saint Frances, a Roman lady, born in 1384, founder of the

Oblates of Saint Benedict, of the congi'egation of Mont' Olivetole, com-

monly called the la'dies of the Tor' de Specchi.

Henry IV. had instituted, in opposition to the heretics, the military order

of Saint Mary of Carmel. The pope approving the step, on the 31st of

October, 1008, united the order to that of the Knights of Saint Lazarus.

* Spondanus, An/ial. Eccl., an. 1600. f Novaes, ix., p. 93.
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The order was to bear, for the future, both names, as regarded the French,

and the name of Saints Maurice and Lazarus was reserved for the Savoy-

ards and the Italians. The knights of the order were subsequently limited

by order of Louis XV. to one hundred. Eight of these might be ecclesias-

tics, and all must be thirty years of age, and be able to prove four degrees

of paternal nobility.

The armies of the king of Spain, commanded by the Archduke Albert, in

Flanders, were often defeated by the Dutch, who would listen to no pro-

posals of peace, nor consent to lay down their arms, except on the recog-

nition of their independence, and other conditions very unpalatable to Spain,

but to which she had to submit.

The pope, learning that at Madrid frequent councils of State were held in

order to conclude the desired accommodation, lost no time in exhorting

King Philip to demand, as one of the conditions of the treaty, the free exer-

cise of the Catholic religion in Holland. This the Protestant provinces

constantly opposed ; and then the Spaniards, unable to continue the war,

concluded a peace of twelve years, and thus abandoned the interests of

rebgion, notwithstanding the bitter complaints of the pope. Philip, though

unable at this juncture to save the interests of religion in the crash of

politics, sought to retain the good-will of the Holy Father.

The Moors still continued to occupy the kingdoms of Valentia and Cas-

tile. They conspired against the king, and sought in every direction for

supporters in their revolt. They sent agents into France to obtain alli-

ances ; they disturbed the king even upon his throne in Madrid, not far

distant from the headquarters of those insurrectionary plots. Those at-

tempts had prevented the prosecution of the war in Holland. The king of

Spain, after mature deliberation, ordered the Moors to be simultaneously

expelled from the kingdom which they inhabited on the Spanish peninsula.

Spain sought praise for this as zeal for religion ; but Muratori and Spon-

danus attribute it to motives purely political. At the same time, the duke

of Savoy, Charles Emmanuel, made another attempt to surprise Geneva

;

but the enterprise was discovered, and the partisans of the duke had to seek

safety in flight.

The pope was greatly afflicted by the death of Henr}^ IV., whose assas-

sination plunged the pontiff into a profound grief and depression. He
assembled a consistory, to which he expressed the agonies that had been

inflicted upon him by tidings so sad to Catholicity. Then he addressed to

the queen regent letters in which, after showing the pain and difiiculty of

the Holy See, he exhorted her to defend the faith, and to rear her son in

love for religion, which had lost in Henry so powerful a protector.*

* A hoet of memoirs have been published on the causes of the assassinatfon of Henry IV. A
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Pnnl v., attentive and vigilant, incessantly endeavored to maintain Mary

de Medici in religioiis feeHugs favorable to the Holy See ; and when he did

not find his efi'orts resisted by her insatiable domestic ambition, he had

reason to hope that he should see her a faithful friend of the Roman court.

Moreover, the bishop of Lucon (Richelieu) kept Mary well iucliued to the

Holy See. She had always been accustomed to honor and respect Rome
and its ministers ; and we shall see clearer marks of her feelings in 1G25,

when that queen gave her daughter Henrietta in marriage to the prince of

Wales, afterwards King Charles I.

On the 1st of November, 1610, the pope canonized Saint Charles Borro-

meo, bom at Arma, a fief of his family, on the 2d of October, 1538, the son

of Giberto Borromeo and Margaret de Medici, sister of Pius IV. Clement

^^II., in 1601, had commenced the preliminaries of that canonization, and

in 1604 had beatified Charles. Benedict XIII. , on the 14th of July, 1724,

work by Count Tieopolo, which embraces many phases of the Venetian history {Discorsi sopra

la Staria Yeneta, Udina, 1828), has suggested theories and facts which, at present, are but little

known. The author cites passages from an Essay on the History of the House of A^istria, which

he attributes to de Girecourt. (6 vols. 12mo, Paris, 1778.)

In the second volume of that work, p. 176, after details of the siege of Ostend in 1G04, we read

:

" At the end of the year, Spinola went to Spain to induce Philip to allow the raising of some

Italian regiments, and got the plan ado])ted of removing the theatre of war beyond the Rhine in

the following spring. The Council of Madrid, in the mean time, was much occupied in finding

means to excite risings in France. It had been the mover of two conspiracies against the person

of Henry IV., by Marshal de Biron and by the count d'Auvergne, and the marchioness de Ver-

neuil. It is known that though the king of France affected ignorance of those outrages, he

was folly resolved in his own heart to take ample revenge, when he had put his finances

in good condition, and repaired the losses which the civil wars had inflicted upon his king-

dom.
" It appears to be proven, that these plots were carried on without the knowledge of Philip

III., a prince naturally pious and equitable. It is even maintained that the duke of Lerma, al-

though he performed the duties of prime minister, knew nothing of them, which seems incredi-

ble. C'alderon, and those who shared with him the government of the State, really were the

authors, and in concert with the most turbulent prince of his time, and for a long time, the

sworn enemy of the king of France."

De Girecourt thus speaks of the assassination of Henry IV.

:

" Henry was preparing to attack the house of Austria, in Qennany, in the Low Countries, and
in Holland. Secure of the Hollanders and of the princes of the Evangelical Union, he had con-

cluded an alliance with the duke of Savoy, who already entertained the hope of conquering the

Milanese. The court of Madrid was scarcely in a condition to resist the storm, when a tragical

event released it from the embarrassment. Henry was assassinated in his own capital, on the 14th

of May, IGIO. The wretch who dealt the fatal blow was one Ravaillac, a native of Augouleme.

Those who have accused Philip III. of being privy to that crime, have done so without proof.

The ]>lans wliich the French monarch had formed for humbling the house of Austria, were
buried with that monarch. In a short time, Mary de Medici, n^gcmt of France during the mi-

nority of her son, Ix)uis XIII., made terms with the court of Spain ; and, not long afterwards,

even contracted a double alliance with that court."

It was on the accession of Philip LV. that C'alderon was condemned. Alliances with Franco

gave another direction to aflFairs. Could the same court bear to sec;, at once, Philip IV. seated on

the throne beside the noble and excellent Elizabeth, daughter of Henry IV., and, in the political

secretaryship, Caldoron, wIk) had endeavored to do so much injury to France ?
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granted a plenary indulgence to all who, on the day of that saint, visit a

church of the religious of Saint John of God.

Meantime, Pope Paul V. effected peace between France and Spain. The

treaty was published at Kome amid public rejoicings. Paul had also the

satisfaction of settling the disputes which had arisen between the Emperor

Rudolph and the Archduke Matthias, who was crowned at Prague as king

of Bohemia. Cardinal Mellini, Paul's legate^ had obtained fi'om the two

contestants all that the Holy Father required.

On the 24th of September, Paul approved the order of the Ursulines, as

estabhshed at Paris by Marie d'Huillier. It followed the rule of Saint

Augustine, with special statutes, and devoted itself to the education and

training of girls. The Ursuline order, originating at Brescia in 1527, had

been approved by Gregory XIII. on the 24th of November, 1572. It

spread in France, and extended to Flanders and Germany, whither the

UrsuHnes were invited by the Empress Eleanor, mother of Leopold I. ; and

it afterwards extended to Canada, Louisiana, Hungary, and finally to Rome.

Paul V. also showed his love of the arts, and his desire to adorn the

capital of the Christian world.

The Vatican Basilica, commenced by Julius II., and extended by his

successors, especially by Gregory XIII. and Sixtus V., was not yet com-

pleted. It was not sufficient for the majesty of the sacred ashes of the

numerous saints that it contained, notwithstanding the vast idea conceived

by Bramante, and improved by Michael Angelo Buonarotti. Paul en-

deavored to perfect the basihca. He continued the buildings from the

Gregorian chapel to the fagade ; he erected some chapels, the choir, the

lower portico adjoining, a church, and the upper portico for the papal

benediction. In the interior of the first portico were representations of the

acts of Saint Peter. On the upper portico were placed thirteen statues,

that of the Redeemer and those of the twelve apostles.
*

In the middle of that august temple Paul opened the sacred Confession,

in which repose the bodies of Saint Peter and Saint Paul. Subsequently,

His Holiness turned his attention to the subterranean church. The palace

of the Vatican was next enlarged, and rendered still more magnificent. The

Vatican Hbrary and secretariat were made such as we now see them.

No less beautiful embellishments were bestowed upon Saint Mary Major.

The Borghese chapel there is worthy of admiration.

In order to avoid the unhealthy summer air of the Vatican, the popes in

warm weather usually remove to the Quirinal ; but that palace not being

large enough for the pope's household, the Rota, and other tribunals, Paul,

looking to the public wants, brought the Qiririnal to its actual elegance.

The pope took up his residence there on the 14th of January, 1614. Bulls

issued here are dated from Saint Mary Major, because that is the nearest
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basilica. Formerly, Saint Mark's was dated from, but Saint Mark's is not

a basilica. Paul erected a lighthouse at Civita Vecchia, and added new

works to the fortress. He brought to Eome the water called Paola ; the

same which, under Trajan, was known as the Alsietina. That Paola water

was at that time one of the great benefits of Rome.

It is impossible to enumerate all the works of Paul, who so well followed

the example of Sixtus V. And he still imitated him when, after so many

gigantic and expensive enterprises, he left in the castle of Saint Angelo a

treasure which rendered it for the time unnecessary to touch that of Sixtus.

At the instance of Mary de Medici, queen of France, the Holy Father, on

the 16th of May, 1613, approved the congregation of the Oratory of Christ,

instituted in France on the 4th of November, 1611, by Peter de BeruUe, a

priest of Paris (afterwards made cardinal by Urban VIII.), in memory of the

prayers offered by Jesus Christ while he deigned to dwell among men
in the flesh. Until recent revolutions in France, that congi'egation formed

a body of priests under the jurisdiction of the bishops, and it had been

admitted only on that condition. It is altogether distinct from the Con-

gregation of the Oratory foimded by Saint Phihp Neri, and approved by

Gregory XIII.

The care of Paul extended over the world, and embraced all questions,

even those relating to the customs of various countries.

In the empire of China, for instance, it is deemed indecent and signifi-

cant of great m*everence to have the head uncovered. Paid V., therefore,

granted to the missionaries to that empire leave to wear a cap while saying

Mass, provided that it should be a different one from that worn at other

time and place. The Chinese neophytes had a new kind of birette made
on purpose for Mass, and different from the ordinary one.

The same missionaries asked and obtained from the Holy Father yet

another grace. He* issued a decree permitting the divine service to be
celebrated and the Mass to be said in the Chinese language. But the

decree was not sent to those missionaries who had solicited it. In 1658,

the same request being made to Alexander VII., a congregation was assem-

bled, but came to no decision. In 1681, a missal was translated into the

Chinese language. Father Couplet, procurator-general of the mission, went
to Piome to solicit an approbation and authority to use it, but did not suc-

ceed.*

By a bull of the 30th of August, 1617, Paul V. renewed the constitution

of Sixtus IV., upon the Immaculate Conception of the mother of God, to

terminate the dispute that had arisen between the Spanish Dominicans and

* See Papebrok, in the Life of Nicholas I., Adrian II., and John III; Pallavicini, Hist, of
the Council of Trent, book xviii., chap, x ; and Natalis Alexander, Hist. Eccles., centuries 15 and
16, dissertation xii., art. 12.
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the Franciscans. The Holy Father was then urged to make the mystery

of the conception an article of faith ; but he merely forbade the public

teaching of the contrary. The same pope, in 1618, approved the order of

the Visitation, instituted in IGIO, in the city of Annecy, in Savoy, by Saint

Jane Frances Fremyot, widow of Christopher de Rabutin, baron de Chantal,

The name was given to the order on account of the visits which, previous to

being subjected to the cloister, those religious made to the poor and the

sick in memory of the visitation of the Blessed Virgin to Saint Ehzabeth.

Saint Francis de Sales, who had chiefly contributed to the foundation of

the institute, gave it a rule closely following that of Saint Augustine, which

was afterwards confirmed, in 1626, by Urban VIII.

To draw up those statutes, the holy bishop of Geneva studied those of

all the other rehgious orders, and finally fixed upon those of the Jesuits,

which he admired for their wisdom and exactitude. He especially did justice

to the admirable foresight which provided for every thing calculated to

maintain piety in the bosom of an order occupied with the salvation of

others in so many and diverse duties.

The congregation of the Visitation, erected into a religious order by Paul

v., began to extend so rapidly, that the holy foundress had the happiness

of seeing eighty-seven houses founded in France and in Savoy, whence the

order extended into Germany and Poland. At the end of the eighteenth

century there were six thousand six hundred nuns, in a hundred and

fifty monasteries, who had lost none of their original fervor. It was to

those nuns, who were under the direction of the bishops, that the king of

Spain, in 1757, intrusted a community after the model of the illustrious

house of Saint Cyr, in France. They daily recited the o£Sce of the Blessed

Virgin ; and as, after entering the cloister, they could no longer render to

the poor the services rendered in their former visitations, they are bound to

admit into their convents young women of delicate' health, widows and

old women, and women generally incapable of being admitted into other

orders.

In 1520, the congregation of the Reformed Camaldulensian Hermits, called

of Monte Corona, had been founded by the venerable Paul Giustiniani, a

Venetian, who died at fifty-two years of age, in 1528. The Holy Father

gi'anted them a convenient site at Frascato to erect a monastery, which

they still possess.

This congregation is a reform of the Camaldulensians, so called from the

first monastery founded in 1022, by Saint Bomualdo, a nobleman of Raven-

na, at the hermitage of Campo Maldolo, situated in the Apennines, near

Arezzo, and following the rule of Saint Benedict. To that order, confirmed

by the pontiffs Leo IX., Nicholas II., and Alexander II., is united another

congregation, of the Hermits of FouteveUana, founded at the same period
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in Uuibria. This latter congTegation owes a portion of its renown to Saint

Peter Damian, who was its abbot.

On the 16th of March, 1G18, the pope made a promotion of two cardinals,

—

a Frenchman, Cardinal Henry de Gondi, nncle of the famous Cardinal de

Eetz, Panl de Gondi ; and a Spaniard, Cardinal Francis Kojas de Sandoval,

of the family of the dukes of Lerma, the famous minister of Philip III. By
this promotion, Paul showed his desire to do honor at the same time to

France and to Spain. The Emperor Matthias dying, was succeeded in the

States of Austria and in the kingdoms of Hungary and Bohemia by Ferdi-

nand II., his cousm. A party in Bohemia, however, sought to wrest the

imperial croA\Ti fi'om the house of Austria, offering it to the duke of Savoy,

if he would support them in their rebellion ; but Ferdinand II. was crowned

nevertheless. On the 29th of August, the Bohemians declared him deprived

of the throne, which they proffered to several princes ; none of whom would

attempt to ascend it, except Frederic, the elector Palatine, an ambitioi;s

young man, stimulated to the enterprise by his wife, who, being the daugh-

ter of James king of England, repined at not wearing also a royal crown.
_

That prince was solemnly proclaimed king of Bohemia. Pope Paul was

opposed to Frederic, a Protestant prince, and he ordered his nuncio to

recognize Ferdinand II., emperor, as legitimate successor to Matthias.

God prospered the arms of Ferdinand, and the celebrated victory of

Prague gave him Bohemia, which could then freely return to the Cathohc

faith. But the term assigned by God as the limit of the life of Paul had
arrived ; and on the 28th of January, 1621, he died, after reciting the creed,

at the age of sixty-nine years. He had governed the Church fifteen years,

seven months, and thirteen days.

He was interred at the Vatican.*

* I possess three medals' of Paul V.:

1. Pa\-l Pokt. Max. Ann. VI. Tlie head of the Pope, uncovered. Eeverse: Compleat
6LOKIA Mapj^ domvm istam. The chapel of the Blessed Virgin, erected by Paul V. (1607-12),

in the church of Saint Mary Major, half finished. Paul placed here the portrait of the Blessed
Virgin, by Saint Luke, and adorned it with precious stones.

2. Pavlvs V. Pont. Max. A. XiJIL Obv. : Pope's head, fuU face; they are usuaUy profile.

Rev. : Tv. Doshnvs et Magister. Our Lord washing the feet of the Apostles. This medal is

of very small size.

3. Pavlvs V. BvRGHESivs, Ro. P. Max. A. XVI. Roman. Bev. : Sacellvm in palatio
QviRiN. An. MDCXIX. The fagade of the Quirinal, showing the bas-reliefs on the doors. Over
one are the words Pavlvs V.

Du Molinet describes the following

:

1. Spxrat vbi vvlt. The Holy Ghost amid rays.

2. Dei Genitrtci, semper Vmomi. MDCXII. Struck on the building of the Borghese
chapel in Saint Mary Major. The fa(;ade is shown.

3. Another medal, nearly similar, but with some variation in the order of the columns of the
fa<^,ade.

4. Aperit et clavdit. MDCVII. Saint Peter holding the pontifical keys.

Vol. I—go
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Paul was tall and majestic. Every thing in his gait and bcariDg, as well

as his countenance, prepossessed people in his favor ; but his virtues more
especially recommended him to those who came into immediate contact

with him. He filled with Gospel laborers all heathen countries that soH-

cited missionaries.

5. In honorem Principis Afost. An. MDCXIII. The fac^ade of Saint Peter's, with one
dome.

6. Tem. D. Petri m Vaticano. Exergue : Et port^ inpern. non PRiEVALEBUNT. The
£a(;ade ot Saint Peter's, with the great dome, and the two side domes which we now see there.

7. Et Congv. adgnoscit pastorem swm. The king of Congo had been baptized, and

sent an ambassador to recognize Paul V. as head of the Church. The pope is on his throne,

and blesses the ambassador.

That moral conquest was due to a mission of twelve Capuchins. They had sufBciently mas-

tered the language of the country, and their zeal and courage had triumphed over all obstacles.

Congo is a kingdom of Lower Guinea, extending between 2° 40' and 8° 25' S., and between 10*

30' and 17° 30' E. It is two hundred leagues in length by eight leagues in breadth. Of the

mmierous rivers and streams which water the country, the Zaire, which forms many cataracts

in its course, is the most considerable. San Salvador is the capital of the kingdom.

The king's ambassador was a black of the finest build ; but he arrived so ill, that he died

before he could have an audience. The medal was already struck, and Bonanni states that it

was not thought necessary to make any change. He might have added, that it is likely that

one of the ambassadorial suite, the most distinguished after the ambassador, had the honor to

be presented to the pope.

8. Et TV Francisca. S. Vocaberis, An. 1608. The pope canonizing Saint Frances, in pres-

ence of six mitred cardinals.

Saint Frances, a Roman lady, of the Borghese family, widow of Laurentius Pontiani, was
proposed for beatification, and then for canonization, under Eugene IV., Nicholas V., Julius II.,

and Clement VIII. ; finally, Paul V. placed her in the ranks of the saints.

9. Publico commoditati restitvit. An. 1609. A succession of aqueducts.

10. Secvritas POPVLi. Exergue: Ferraria.

11. Inter sanctos refert. Exergue: Card. Borromevm. The pope canonizing Saint

Charles Borromeo.

12. Dei .fflDiPiCATio est. Exergue: S. Carolvs. (See 1 Cor. iii. 9.) The church of Saint

Charles is seen on the medal as it now exists on the Corso. On the right of the church, in a

cloud. Saint Charles, in prayer.

13. Palath Vaticani porta restitvta—The gate of the Vatican palace restored. A gate of

antique form, and raised upon a bearing wall. It was pulled down under Alexander VII., who

had it rebuilt in a grander and more elegant style.

14. Another medal represents the restoration of the gate of the Vatican, with the same in-

scription.

15. FvNDA N08 IN PACE. Exergue : An. MDCXIII. In front of Saint Mary Major there is a

magnificent fluted Corinthian column of Parian marble, one of the eight belonging to the Temple

of Peace, and shown in this medal. Paul V. removed it to its present place, under the direction

of the architect Charles Maderno, in 1613, and placed on the top the bronze statue of the

Virgin and Child.

This column is fifty-eight feet high, by a diameter of five feet eight inches. From the grovmd

to the summit, it is a himdred and thirty feet high.

16. Pro tvi nominis gloria—For the glory of thy name. The same grooved column from

the Temple of Peace, already mentioned ; on the second side, the facade of Saint Mary Major. On
one of the sides to the right, we read : Impvra fai^si templa qvondam nvminis ivbente

MffiSTA SVSTINEBAM CiESARE. NVNC L^TA VBRI PERFERENS MaTREM DeI. Te PAVLE NVL-

LI8 OBTICEBO SiECVLIS.

The column is thus made to say :
" Formerly, by order of Caesar, I sustained the temples of a
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Paul used to say that he gained two advantages by embellishing and im-

proving Eome : in the first place, he rendered the city more august ; and in

the next place, he gave employment to a host of artisans, who, but for him,

would have been destitute.

This pope always showed gi'eat affection for the Jesuits. He protested

false god; now, joyfully, I bear the Mother of the true God. Paul, in no age to come \vill

I forget thr name." I quote that inscription two hundred and thirty-four years after it was

chiselled, that the column may not promise in vain.

On the left is the following inscription, which testifies to the antiquity of the column, which

is no longer supposed to speak : Vasta colvmnam mole qVvB stetit div Pacts prophana in

.SDE PaVLTS TRANSTVr.IT IX EXQUrLTXV.VI QtINTVS PAX VNDE VERA EST DEDICAVIT VlRGINI.

The column of vast size which long ornamented the profane Temple of Peace, Paul V. trans-

ported to the Esquiline, and dedicated to the Virgin, from whom comes true peace.

It is with pleasure that I quote these testimonies to the greatness of Paul V.

17. PORTV BVRGESIO A FVND.VMEXTIS EXTRVCTO COLONIA I\TLIA FaNESTRIS. The pope

formed a port at Fano, in Umbria, between Pesaro and Sinigaglia. Fano was called the Julian

colony, because Julius Caesar sent a colony thither. This medal shows the port, with its forti-

fied gate.

18. SS. Agnetis et Emerentian^ ossa. Exergue: Honorificata. Paul V., in 1615,

erected an altar to the virgin martyrs Agnes and Emerentiana, in their church without the

city, and placed their relics in a costly silver shrine. The medal shows the altar, the pope hold-

ing the reliquary, and aroimd the pope cardinals and bishops.

19. PoNTiFicvii coMiiODiTATi. Aju. MDCXVI. The palace of Monte Cavallo, nearly as we
now see it.

20. Sacra Petri confessio exornata. It is one of the most beautiful marvels of Saint

Peter's. Some embellishments have since been added, which give it another form ; it stands in

the subterranean church, in the middle of the church, where lie the two apostles whose gilded

statues are seen.

Of the Confession, Vittorelli says :
" One must see it, in order to form any idea of its magnifi-

cence."

21. Ceperani Poks svper Lnmr. Exergue : Restitttvs. Paul rebuilt a bridge over the

Gagliano, on the road from the Campagna. The head of the bridge, on the right, is fortified by

bastions and towers.

Bonanni adds

:

1. DomdvE I. M. A. T. Venire. Exergue : Roma. Saint Peter in his bark, with two apostles.

2. EccLESiAii S. Marine. In C^vmpitello Congreg. Matris dei vnivit. Anno MDCXIX.
This church, consecrated by Pope Honorius III., in 1217, had been abandoned ; but, as it con-

tiiined the relics of many martyrs, Paul V. granted it to the clergy of the congregation of the

Mother of God, by whom it was enlarged. It was then reconsecrated by Mellini, cardinal-vicar.

3. HVMILES ex.vlta\t[T. Struck at the canonization of Saint Charles Borromeo, whose family

hore on their arms the word Humilitas, in Lombard characters. The medal represents two

winged angels supporting a crown of gold ; beneath which is the word Humilitas.

4. Tales ambio fvnd.ktores. Exergue : Fvndajientvm. Beneath, the crown of gold, ac-

companied by the word IIvmilitas. A church with three doors ; in the middle. Saint Cliarles

praying ; on the right, the statue of Saint Paul ; on the left, that of Saint Blaise ; at the summit,

a cross between the letters A and a ; below, the eagle and the dragon—the arms of the Borghese

family.

5. In the field, without figures, are the following words : D. O. M. Pavlo V. P. M. favente
Ad amfliakdam .edem S. Caroli nomine Rom^e primo dedicatam lapidem fvndamkn-
TALEM PETi ARCiiip. S. Pktri. Clerici regvi,. S. Pavli poni cvrarvnt. Anno MDCXII. It

refers to the church of Saint Charles a Catenari, which was begun in 1612, and completed at

the expense of Cardinal John Baptist Leni, after the designs pf Rosatus Rosati, with the excep-

tion of the fia<;ade, which was designed by Soria. That locality having originally been occupied
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against the condemnation of a work of Suarez, by the parhament of Paris,

and after long debates the sentence was suspended. And he protested

against the book of Richer, a doctor of the Sorbonne, who spoke disrespect-

fully of the rights of the Holy See. The work was censured, and the pope

was appeased.

by tliu makers of the wooden vessels called Catini, Avhose house had been burned down, it was
called, as now, do' Catinari, which name remains to designate the i:)lace and the church dedi-

cated to Saint Charles. It is served by tlie Barnabite fathers, one of the most estimable congre-

gations in Rome, always eminent for learning and piety. These fathers had warmly urged the

ciinoiiization of Saint Charles Borromeo.

G. Pvr.BLic^E coMMODiTATi Restityta. A long succession of aqueducts, arranged spirally,

ttnminating in a sort of triumphal arch, conducted to Rome an abundance of water, which espe-

cially supplies the two imposing fountains of Saint Peter's.

7. PvBBBLic^E COMMODITATI. Anno MDCX. One of the finest fountains of Rome—Saint Peter

in Montorio. The water escapes from three openings with the rapidity of a torrent. It is on

the Janiculum, and from it you can see all Rome, with its hills, its churches, its Coliseum, and
its roads, one of the most magnificent views that the eye of man can look ujion.

8. ASGVLAEIS PV:S[DAMENTVM LAPIS CURISTVS MISSVS EST. In the field : Vt PKO PECCATIS

POPVIJ ORET SACERDOS. ViRGO CVIVS VTERVS TEMPLVM DeI FACTVS EST. S. P. Q. BONONIEN-

sis TEMPLVM HOC Tvo NOMINI EXTRV. The barefooted Carmelites had formerly built a small

church in Bologna, dedicated to the Tearful {a lachrt/mis) Virgin. It contained an ancient statue

of the Mother of God, and was so much resorted to, that Cardinal Capponi, Paul's legate, re-

solved to replace the small church by a much more spacious one, of which he laid the first stone

in 1G19.

9. Cvrvs REGKi NGN ERiT FINIS. The shield, containing the arms of the Borghese (the eagle

at the top of the field, the griffin below), is surmounted by the pontifical keys and the tiara.

10. Vas electionis. Saint Paul has fallen from his horse.

11. MoRTiPERA NON NOCEBTNT. Saint Paul at Malta, holding the viper ; Acts sxviii. 8-5.

12. IvsTiTiA ET Clementia COMPLEX^ SVNT. Two female figures are embracing. This

same reverse has already been given on a medal described in our life of Clement VIII.

We cannot omit to say a few words here about the Borghese palace, whicli still exists at Rome.

It is one of the richest and most magnificent residences in that city. The building was com-

menced in a spirit of family pride, by Cardinal Deza, who undertook it in 1590. That noble

Spaniard, born at Toro, in the diocese of Zamora, on the 24th of February, 1533, and created

cardinal by Gregory XIII., in 1578, had the idea of calling his family to Rome, and leaving it a

palace worthy of the family and himself; but that cardinal, djing in 1600, bishop of Albano,

the undertaking was not continued. It was resumed under Paul V., who desired to present ii

to his maternal nephew. Cardinal Scipio Borghese. He was handsome, courteous, and generous,

and 80 popular in consequence that he was called the delight of Rome

—

Delizia di Roma. The

pope, Paul v., purchased the site, and the foundations that had been commenced, from the heirs

of Cardinal Deza. The palace was speedily finished after the designs of Martin Longhi the elder.

The courtyard of the palace is inclosed by two rows of arches, above which is a Corinthian

attic. The whole is supported by ninety-six granite columns, which form two open porticoes,

one above the other. The lower portico is ornamented by three colossal statues, representing

Julia Pia, a Muse, and Apollo harping ; to the Apollo is given the head of the Muse, and to the

Muse the head of the Apollo,—a singular change, which has not Mtherto been remarked. Tlie

antiquaries employed by Cardinal Scipio Borghese, had not as practised eyes as the antiquaries

of our own day.

The twelve rooms on the ground-floor are ornamented with pictures of great value. It was

that same cardinal who built the Pinciana or Borghesian villa, which is about three miles

roimd. It was subsequently much embellished by Prince Mark Anthony, by his son Camillus,

and by the present prince, son of Prince Aldobrandini and nephew of Prince Camillus. Tliis

villa contains a portrait of Pope Paul V., by Caravaggio.
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As to tlie opinions of Galileo, which began to circulate under Paixl V.,

Guicciardiui, ambassador from the gi'and duke of Tuscany, in a dispatch

of the 4th of March, IGIG, wrote tluis to his master :

" Galileo insisted on obtaining from the pope and the holy office, a decla-

ration that the system of Copernicus was founded on the Scriptures. He
haunted the antechambers of the court and the palaces of the cardinals

;

he composed memorial after memorial.* Galileo thought more of his ov/n

opinions than of those of his fi'icnds. After having persecuted and wearied

many other cardinals, he at length won over Cardinal Orsini. The latter,

with more warmth than prudence, urged His Holiness to favor the wishes

of Galileo. The pope, tiring of the conversation, broke it off. Galileo

carried into all these proceedings an extreme heat, which he had neither

the strength nor the prudence to control. He might throw us all into

great embarrassment, and I cannot see what he is Hkely to gain by a

longer stay here."t

Citing a modern historian, Feller says :

" Never has any pope approved more orders and various congregations,

persuaded as he was that there cannot be too many asylums for piety, and

that as God does not lead all men by the same way, it is fit that we should

open various roads by which men may seek him. It results from all this

recital, that Paul was a great and a generous pope."

After the death of this pope the Holy See was vacant eleven days.

* Feller, vol. iv., p. 279.

+ We shall have occasion hereafter to speak more at length about Galileo.
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Year of
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1. Saint PetePv 42 11

2. Saint Linus 67 18

3. Saint Anacletus — 20

4. Saint Clement 91 21

5. Saint EvAEisTus 100 23

6. Saint Alexander 1 109 25

7. Saint Sixtus 1 119 28

8. Saest Telesphorus 127 31

9. Saint Hygintjs 139 31

10. S-\iNT Pius 1 142 32

11. Saint Anicetus 157 35

12. Saint Soter 168 36

13. Saint Eleuthertus 177 37

14. Sain-t Victor 193 38

15. Saint ZEPHYRmis 202 39

16. Saint Cvllixtus 1 219 42

17. Saint Urban 1 223 43

18. Saint Pontllnus 230 44

19. Saint Anterus 235 45

20. Saint Fabun 236 45

21. Saint Cornelius 251 48

22. Saint Lucius 252 51

23. Saint Stephen 253 52

24. Saint Sixtus II 257 54

25. S.\iNT DiONYSius 259 57

26. Saint Felix 1 269 58
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Saint Maek .. 336

Saint Julius I .. 337
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Saint Fet.tx II

Saint Damasus
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Saint Innocen't I
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.. 384

.. 398

.. 401
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Saint Celesi'ine I

Saint Sixtus III

.. 418
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Saint Leo I .. 440

Saint Hilaey .. 461

Saint Simplicius .. 467

Saint Felix III .. 483
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.. 492
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.. 514
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Saesti Bonieace II .. 530

Saint John II

Saint Agapetus

Saint Sylyeeius

.. 532

.. 535

.. 536

VlGIIXUS .. 538

Pelagius I .. 555

John III .. 560

Benedict I .. 574

Pelagius II
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.. 578

.. 590

Saeinianus .. 604
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220

Boniface IV
Saint Deusdedit

Saint Boniface V
HONOEIUS I

Severinus

.. 608

.. 615

.. 619

.. 625

.. 640

John IV .. 640

Theodore I

Saint Martin I

Eugene I

.. 642

.. 649

.. 654

Saint Vitalljln

Adeodatus I

Saint Donus I

Saint Agatho

.. 657

.. 672

.. 676

.. 678

Saint Leo II .. 682

Satnt Ben'edict II .. 684

John V .. 685

CONON .. 687

Saint Seegius I

John VI
.. 687

. . 701

John VII . . 705

SlSINNIUS .. 708

Constantine

Saint Gregory II

.. 708

. . 715

Saint Gregory III .. 731

Saint Zachary . 741

Stephen II

Stephen III

Saint Paul I

.. 752

.. 752

. . 757

Stephen IV
Adrian I

Saint Leo III

.. 768

. . 772

.. 795

Stephen V
»

Saint Pascal I

.. 816

. . 817

Eugene II 824

Vat.f.nttnk . 827'

Gregory IV
Sergius II

Saint Leo IV

.. 827

.. 844

847

Benedict III 855
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Name.

Saint Nicholas I

Adrian II

Year of

acckssion.

. 858

. 867

. 872

. 882

. 884

. 885

. 891

. 896

. 896

. 898

. 898

. 898

. 900

. 903

. 903

. 904

. 911

. 913

. 914

. 928

. 929

. 931

936

. 939

. 943

. 946

. 956

. 964

. 965

. 972

. 972

. 975

. 984

. 985

. 985

. 996

. 999

. 1003

. 1003

. 1009

Paok.

222

225

227

230

231

231

233

234

235

236

236

237

238

241

242

242

244

244

245

246

247

247

248

248

249

250

252

255

256

258

259

259

260

261

261

263

266

270

270

271

John VIII

Marinus (Martin II.)

Adrian III

Sl'LPHEN VI
TORMOSUS

Boniface VI
Stephen VII- *

Eomanus

Theodore II

John IX
Benedict IV
Leo V
Christopher

Sergius III

Anastasius III

Lando

John X
Leo VI
Stephen III

John XI
Leo VII

Stephen IX
Marinus II. (Martin III.)

Agapetus

John XII

Benedict V
John XIII

Benedict VI
Donus II

Benedict VII

John XIV
John XV
John XVI
Gregory V
Sylvester II :

John XVIII

John XIX
Sergius IV
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Yeak ok

No. N.IME. ACCKSSION. PaOK.

U7. Benedict YIII 1012 272

118. John XX 1024 275

119. Ben-edict IX 1033 276

150. Gregory YI lOM 277

151. CLEiiENT II 1046 278

152. D.OIASUS n 1048 279

153. Saint Leo IX 1049 280

154. Victor II 1055 286

155. Stephen X 1057 287

156. Bentjdict X 1058 288

157. XicHOLAS II 1058 288

158. Alexander II 1061 290

159. Saint Gregory VII 1073 294

160. Victor in 1086 316

161. Urban H 1088 318

162. Pascvl II '. 1099 321

163. Gelasius II 1118 327

164. Calixtus II 1119 329

165. HoNORius II 1124 332

166. In-nocent II 1130 333

167. Celestine II 1143 338

168. Lucnjs II 1144 340

169. Eugene in 1145 341

170. Anastasius IV 1153 346

171. Adrlyn IV 1154 347

172. AiEXANDER III 1159 350

173. Lucius III 1181 357

174. Urban HI 1185 359

175. Gregory VIII 1187 364

176. Clement? in 1187 365

177. Celestint; HI 1191 367

178. In-nocent III 1198 373

179. HoNORius in 1216 399

180. Gregory IX 1227 407

181. Celestin-e IV 1241 421

182. Innocent IV 1243 422

183. Alexander IV 1254 429

184. Urban IV 1261 435

185. Clement IV 1265 439

186. Blessed Gregory X 1271 442
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224.
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Name.

Innocent V

Year of

Accession.

. 1276

. 1276

. 1276

. 1277

. 1281

\ 1285

. 1288

. 1294

. 1294

. 1303

. 1305

. 1316

. 1334

. 1342

. 1352

, 1362

. 1370

. 1378

. 1389

. 1404

. 1406

. 1409

. 1410

. 1417

. 1431

. 1447

. 1455

. 1458

. 1464

. 1471

. 1484

. 1492

. 1503

. 1503

. 1513

. 1522

. 1523

. 1534

. 1550

. 1555

Page.

453

454

455

456

459

463

464

467

470
,

481

484

495

503

506

513

519

525

536

546

553

555

565

566

574

584

593

600

604

615

621

628

634

645

649

662

698

708

723

734

741

Adrian V
John XXI
Nicholas III

Martin II. (IV.)

HONORIUS IV
Nicholas IV
Saint Celestine V
Boniface VIII

Blessed Benedict XI
Clement V
John XXII
Benedict XII .'

Clement VI
Innocent VI
Urban V
Gregory XI
Urban VI
Boniface IX
Innocent VII

Gregory XII

Alexander V
John XXIII
Martin V
Eugene VI.

Nicholas V
Calixtus III

Pius II

Paul II

SlXTUS IV
Innocent VIII

Alexander VI

Pros III

Julius II

Leo X
Adrian VI
Ct.f.ment VTT

Paul III

Julius III

Marcellus II

, /

1
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Ykak ok

No. Name. Accession. 1'aoe.

227. Paul IY 1555 745

228. Tius IY , 1559 751

229. S.UNT Pius V 15GG 767

230. Gregory Xni 1572 806

231. SiXTUs V 1585 842

232. Urban YII 1590 872

233. Gregory XIY 1590 875

234. Innocent IX 1591 881

235. Clement YUl 1592 882

236. Leo XI 1605 929

237. Paul Y 1605 932
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